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THE  DEPARTMENT  OF  THE  INTERIOR'S 
DENIAL  OF  THE  WISCONSIN  CHIPPEWA'S 
CASINO  APPLICATIONS 

[The  depositions  of  Hilda  Manuel,  Kevin  Meisner,  Patrick  Emmit 
O'Donnell,  Michael  T.  Schmidt,  Thomas  Jay  Schneider,  Heather 
Sibbison,  George  Tallchief  Skibine,  and  Jennifer  O'Connor  follow:] 

Executive  Session 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight, 
U.S.  House  of  Representatives, 

Washington,  DC. 

DEPOSITION  OF:  HILDA  MANUEL 

Tuesday,  January  6,  1998 

The  deposition  in  the  above  matter  was  held  in  Room  2203,  Raybum  House  Office 
Building,  commencing  at  9:40  a.m. 

Appearances: 
Staff  Present  for  the  Government  Reform  and  Oversight  Committee:  James  C. 

Wilson,  Senior  Investigative  Counsel;  Bob  Dold,  Majority  Counsel;  David  Sadkin, 
Minority  Counsel;  and  Ken  Ballen,  Minority  Counsel. 
For  MS.  MANUEL: 

TIM  ELLIOTT,  ESQ. 
Deputy  Acting  Associate  SoUcitor-General  Law 
Department  of  Defense, 
Office  of  the  SoUcitor 
1849  C  Street,  N.W. 
Washinton,  D.C.  20240 

Mr.  Wilson.  Good  morning.  On  behalf  of  the  Members  of  the  Committee  on  Gov- 
ernment Reform  and  Oversight,  I  thank  you  very  much  for  appearing  here  today. 

This  proceeding  is  known  as  a  deposition.  The  person  transcribing  this  proceeding 
is  a  House  reporter  and  notary  public.  And  I  will  now  request  that  she  place  you 
under  oath. 

THEREUPON,  HILDA  MANUEL,  a  witness,  was  called  for  examination  by  Counsel, 
and  after  having  been  first  duly  sworn,  was  examined  and  testified  as  follows: 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  would  like  to  note  for  the  record  those  who  are  present  at  the  be- 
ginning of  this  deposition.  My  name  is  James  Wilson.  I  am  the  designated  Majority 

counsel.  I'm  accompanied  today  by  Bob  Dold. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  I'm  David  Sadkin  representing  the  Minority.  And  I  will  be  joined  by Ken  Ballen  in  a  few  minutes. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Ms.  Manuel  is  accompanied  today  by  Mr.  Timothy  EUiott. 
Although  this  proceeding  is  being  held  in  a  somewhat  informal  atmosphere,  be- 

cause you  have  been  placed  under  oath,  your  testimony  here  has  the  same  force  and 
effect  as  if  you  were  testifying  before  the  committee  or  in  a  courtroom. 

If  I  ask  you  about  conversations  you  have  had  in  the  past  and  you  are  unable 
to  recall  the  exact  words  used  in  such  conversations,  you  may  state  that  you're  un- 

able to  recall  those  exact  words,  and  then  you  may  given  me  the  gist  or  substance 
of  any  such  conversation  to  the  best  of  your  recollection.  If  you  recall  only  part  of 
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a  conversation  or  only  part  of  an  event,  please  give  me  yoiir  best  recollection  of 
those  events  or  conversations. 

If  I  ask  whether  you  have  any  information  about  a  particular  subject  and  you 
have  heard  other  persons  conversing  with  each  other  regarding  that  subject  or  seen 
correspondence  or  documentation  about  that  subject,  please  tell  me  that  you  do  have 
such  information  and  indicate  the  source  from  which  you  derived  such  knowledge. 

Majority  and  Minority  committee  counsel  will  ask  you  questions  regarding  the 
subject  matter  of  this  investigation.  Minority  counsel  will  ask  you  questions  after 
I  have  finished.  After  Minority  counsel  has  completed  questioning  you,  a  new  round 
of  questioning  may  begin.  Members  of  Congress  who  wish  to  ask  questions  in  the 
event  that  they  attend,  of  course,  will  be  afforded  an  immediate  opportunity  to  ask 
their  questions.  When  they  are  finished,  committee  counsel  will  resume  questioning. 

Pursuant  to  the  committee's  rules,  you  are  allowed  to  have  an  attorney  present 
to  advise  you  of  your  rights.  Any  objection  raised  during  the  course  of  the  deposition 
will  be  stated  for  the  record.  If  you  are  instructed  or  refuse  to  answer  a  question. 
Majority  and  Minority  counsel  will  confer  to  determine  whether  the  refusal  is  prop- 

er. If  Majority  and  Minority  counsel  agree  that  the  question  is  proper,  the  witness 
will  be  asked  to  answer  the  question.  If  an  objection  is  not  withdrawn,  the  Chair- 

man or  a  Member  designated  by  the  Chairman  may  decide  whether  the  objection 
is  proper. 

This  deposition  is  considered  as  taken  in  executive  session  of  the  committee, 
which  means  it  may  not  be  made  public  without  the  consent  of  the  committee  pur- 

suant to  clause  2(k)(7)  and  House  Rule  XI.  No  later  than  5  days  after  your  testi- 
mony is  transcribed,  and  you  will  be  notified  that  your  transcript  is  available,  you 

may  submit  suggested  changes  to  the  Chairman.  The  transcript  wiU  be  available  for 
your  review  at  the  committee  office. 

Committee  staff  may  make  any  typographical  or  techniced  changes  requested  by 
you.  Any  substantive  changes  or  modifications  submitted  by  you  must  be  accom- 

panied by  a  letter  requesting  the  changes  and  a  statement  for  your  reasons  for  each 
proposed  change.  And  a  letter  requesting  substantive  changes  must  be  signed  by 
you.  Any  substantive  changes  will  be  included  as  an  appendix  to  the  transcript,  con- 

ditioned upon  your  signing  of  the  transcript. 
And  just  to  tell  you  what  has  been  happening,  transcripts  are  generally  available 

fairly  quickly  after  the  deposition  is  completed,  within  a  day  or  two,  and  somebody 
will  caU  Mr.  Elliott  as  soon  as  possible,  inform  him  that  the  transcript  is  ready,  and 
then  we'll  work  to  make  it  as  convenient  of  as  possible  to  review  that  transcript 
with  you.  Do  you  understand  everything  we've  gone  over  so  far? The  Witness.  Yes,  I  do. 

Mr.  Wilson.  If  you  don't  understand  a  question,  please  say  so,  and  I  will  repeat 
it  or  rephrase  it  so  that  you  do  understand  the  question.  Do  you  understand  that 

you  should  tell  me  if  you  don't  understand  my  question? The  Witness.  Yes,  I  do. 
Mr.  Wilson.  The  reporter  will  be  taking  down  everything  we  say  and  will  make 

a  written  record  of  the  deposition.  Please  give  verbal,  audible  answers  in  order  to 
assist  the  House  reporter. 

Your  testimony  is  being  taken  under  oath  as  if  we  were  in  coiirt.  And  if  you  an- 
swer a  question,  it  will  be  assumed  that  you  xmderstood  the  question  and  the  an- 
swer was  intended  to  be  responsive  to  it.  Do  you  understand  that? 

The  Witness.  Yes,  I  do. 

Mr.  Wilson.  It's  my  understanding  that  you  are  here  voluntarily,  and  we  thank 
you  for  that.  Do  you  have  any  questions  about  this  deposition  before  we  begin  the 
substantive  portion  of  the  proceeding? 

The  Witness.  No,  I  don't. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Mr.  Elliott,  if  you  wovild  like  to  make  a  statement  or  observation  at 

this  time. 

Mr.  Elliott.  As  I've  said  at  two  previous  depositions,  those  of  Mr.  Hartman  and 
Mr.  Jaeger,  we're  very  concerned  about  the  effect  of  these  depositions  on  the  ongoing litigation  involving  the  very  same  issue.  We  are  concerned  that  these  depositions 

and  the  process  being  undergone  will  adversely  affect  the  United  States'  position  in that  litigation. 
Ms.  Manuel  was  indeed  in  the  Department  of  the  Interior  in  the  Bureau  of  Indian 

Affairs  at  the  time  of  the  application  and  the  decision  thereon.  She  knows  the  depo- 
sition-making process  of  the  Department  of  Interior  and  she  can  talk  about  that. 

However,  I  have  instructed  her  that  she  is  not  to  talk  about  the  litigation  or  any 

issues  in  the  litigation  so  far  as  she  is  aware  of  them,  even  though  she's  not  been 
actively  involved  in  the  litigation  itself 

Mr.  Wilson.  Thank  you. 



Mr.  Sadkin.  I  have  a  few  brief  comments  before  we  begin.  It  is  the  understanding 
of  the  Minority  that  this  deposition  relates  to  the  Interior  Department's  denial  of 
an  application  by  three  Indian  tribes  to  place  ofT-reservation  land  in  the  trust  for 
the  aevelopment  of  a  casino  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

After  the  Interior  Department  rejected  the  request,  the  applicant  tribes  alleged 
that  the  opponents  of  the  casino,  other  Indian  tribes,  improperly  influenced  the  deci- 

sion through  contacts  with  the  Democratic  Party  and  administration  officials.  These 
allegations  are  the  subject  of  a  well-publicized  lawsuit  pending  in  the  U.S.  District 
Court  for  the  Western  District  of  Wisconsin,  which  Mr.  Elliott  referred  to. 

As  the  Majority  is  aware,  the  Senate  Governmental  Affairs  Committee  has  al- 
ready thoroughly  investigated  this  matter.  It  has  interviewed  and  deposed  dozens 

of  witnesses  and  taken  public  testimony  from  those  people  central  to  any  allegations 
of  impropriety.  For  example,  the  Senate  held  a  public  hearing  at  which  Secretary 
of  Interior  Bruce  Babbitt,  former  DNC  Chairman,  Donald  Fowler,  lobbyist  Pavd 
Eckstein,  and  former  Deputy  Chief  of  Staff,  Harold  Ickes,  all  testified. 

The  Attorney  General  is  also  looking  into  this  issue.  And  I  understand  the  House 
Resources  Committee  has  commenced  its  own  investigation. 

I  want  to  take  this  opportunity  to  lodge  a  continuing  objection  of  the  Minori^  to 
this  deposition  and  eveiy  deposition  relating  to  the  Hudson  casino  matter.  Wiiile 
this  committee  has  the  power  to  pursue  this  inquiry,  it  is  an  imprudent  use  of  the 
power  to  investigate  and  reinvestigate  matters  that  have  already  been  thoroughly 
examined. 

On  behalf  of  the  Minority,  I  would  like  to  thank  Ms.  Manuel  for  appearing  today 
voluntarily.  She  was  not  called  by  the  Senate  to  give  a  deposition  or  hearing  testi- 

mony, and  I  suspect  that  is  because  you  have  little  to  add  to  the  already  exhaustive 
public  record.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Ms.  Manuel,  would  you  please  state  and  spell  your  name  for  the  record? 
Answer.  My  name  is  Hilda,  H-I-L-D-A.  My  middle  initial  is  A,  last  name  Manuel, 

M-A-N-U-E-L. 
Question.  Did  you  attend  college? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Where  did  you  attend  coUege? 
Answer.  University  of  CaUfomia,  Berkeley. 
Question.  Could  you  please  provide  a  brief  employment  history  after  college  until 

the  present? 
Answer.  Well,  after  coUege,  I  went  to  law  school,  graduated  from  University  of 

New  Mexico  in  1976.  And  in  19 — in — I  graduated  in  December  of  76.  And  then  in 
19 — in  July,  I  mean  in  January  of  1977,  I  went  back  to  Arizona  to  work  with  my 
own  tribe  as  a  juvenile  judge  where  I  remained  for  the  next  several  years  until 
1990. 

Question.  And  after  1990? 
Answer.  In  1990 — January  of  1990, 1  came  to  Washington,  D.C. 
Question.  And  where  did  you  work  when  you  came  to  Washington,  D.C? 
Answer.  I  was  hired  as  a  judicial  services  officer  for  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs. 
Question.  And  have  you  had  different  positions  at  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs? 
Answer.  Yes.  I  remained  in  my  judicial  services  officer  for  about  a  year.  And  in 

'91,  May  of  '91,  I  was  promoted  to  Division  Chief  of  Tribal  Government  Services. 
And  in  November  of  '91,  I  was  assigned  a  task  by  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior,  then 
Secretary  Lujan,  along  with  several  other  individuals  in  the  Department  to  look  at 
the  problems  in  Indian  gaming.  And  from  that  point  on,  from  November  '91,  through 
May  '94,  I  worked  exclusively  in  Indian  gaming.  I  set  up  the  first  office  for  the  De- 
partment. 

Question.  And  what  were  your  positions  during  this  time  up  to  the  present? 
Mr.  Elliott.  During  this  time- 
Mr.  Wilson.  Well,  I'm  trying  to  get  a  sense   
Mr.  Elliott  [continuing].  From  ̂ 4? 
Mr.  Wilson  [continuing].  Of  the  title  of  the  job. 

Mr.  Elliott.  She's  given  you  to  '94. Mr.  Wilson.  Of  the  titles  to  the  present. 
The  Witness.  From  judicial  services  ofBcer,  tribal  government  services  officer, 

and  gaming  management  specialist. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  And  is  your  title  still  gaming  management  specialist? 
Answer.  No.  I'm  currently  the  Deputy  Commissioner  of  Indian  Affairs. 



Question.  Did  you  have  a  title  in  between  gaming  management  specialist  and  dep- 
uty commissioner? 

Answer.  No.  I  was  moved  to  the  front  office  in  May  of  '94  in  an  acting  capacity 
as  deputy  commissioner  and  then  became  permanent  in  October  of  '94. 

Question.  From  May  of  1994  until  the  end  of  199 — or  until  July  of  1995,  what 
were  your  responsibilities? 

Answer.  To — as  deputy  commissioner,  my  responsibility  is  to  provide  supervision 
and  direction  to  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  nationwide. 

Question.  And  is  that  related  to  all  Indian  Affairs  matters  or  just  gaming  issues? 
Answer.  No.  Everything. 
Question.  In  1994  and  1995,  where  were  you  physically  located  in  terms  of  your 

employment?  Where  was  your  office? 
Answer.  In  the  central  office  here  in  Washington. 
Question.  And  is  that  at  the  main  Department  of  the  Interior   
Answer.  Yes. 
Question  [continuing].  Building? 
To  whom  did  you  report  in  1994  and  1995? 
Answer.  To  the  Assistant  Secretary  of  Indian  Affairs. 
Question.  And  that  person,  what  is  the  name  of  that  person? 
Answer.  The  Assistant  Secretary  was  Ada  Deer. 
Question.  Have  you  discussed  this  deposition  with  anybody? 
Answer.  Just  with  Mr.  Elliott,  who  informed  me  of  the  procedures  of  how  you  pro- 

ceed with  the  deposition  and  what  I  might  expect. 
Question.  Have  you  provided  docvunents  regarding  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter, 

and  just  for  want  of  a  better  shorthand  term,  I'll  refer  to  fee-to-trust  application 
process  and  the  denial  of  that  application  is  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter.  Have 
you  given  documents  regarding  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  to  the  Department 
of  Justice? 

Answer.  Not  that  I'm  aware  of. 
Question.  Has  anyone  from  the  Department  of  Justice  spoken  with  you  about  the 

Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Apart  from  this  deposition  and  arranging  the  logistics  of  this  deposition, 

have  you  spoken  with  any  congressional  personnel  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track 
matter? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  And  just  to  be  clear,  I'm  including  both  the  House  of  Representatives and  the  Senate   
Answer.  I  understand. 
Question  [continuing].  Investigators. 
Do  you  have  any  dociunents  that  relate  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  in  your 

personal  possession? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't. 
Question.  When  did  you  first  hear  about  the  application  to  take  land  into  trust 

and  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  facUity? 
Answer.  In — to  the  best  of  my  knowledge,  some  time  in — during  the  summer  of 

'94  when  I  was  still  in  my  role  as  the  director  of  gaming,  but  acting  as  deputy  com- missioner. 

Question.  And  do  you  remember  how  you  heard  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  mat- 
ter? 

Answer.  From  the  area  director. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  whether  the  first  time  you  heard  about  it  was  through 

verbal  communications  or  was  it  through  materials  that  you  received  written? 
Answer.  It  was,  I  believe,  verbal  communication. 
Question.  And  with  whom  did  you  communicate  at  that  time? 
Answer.  The  area  director. 
Question.  And  who  is  that  individual? 
Answer.  At  that  time,  it  was  Denise  Homer. 
Question.  I  just  want  to  ask  a  sort  of  a  very  general  question.  And  I  have  a  num- 

ber of  documents  that  I'll  be  giving  you,  and  we'll  discuss  specifics.  But  on  July  14, 
1995,  the  application  to  take  land  into  trust  at  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  was  rejected. 
Why  was  it  rejected? 

Answer.  The — as  I  recall,  the  letter  which  I  believe  I  also  sumamed,  the  reasons 
that  we  provided  to  the  three  applicant  tribes  were  primarily  based  in  the  fact  that 
the  Secretary  had  decided  to  exercise  his  discretion  not  to  take  the  land  into  trust 
because  there  were  a  nvunber  of  problems  that  we  felt  could  not  be  overcome  by  fur- 

ther documentation  or  justification.  There  was  strong  community  opposition  to  the 
application.  There  was  going  to  be  detriment  both  to  the  local  community  and  to 



the  local  Indian  tribe,  the  St.  Croix  Chippewa  who  had  a  casino,  I  believe,  about 
40  or  50  miles  from  the  location  of  the  proposed  Hudson  casino.  And  there  were  a 
number  of  environmental  issues,  as  I  recall,  that  had  not  been  adequately  ad- 
dressed. 

Question.  At  the  beginning  of  your  answer,  you  referred  to  a  process  that  I  don't 
understand.  And  perhaps  you  can  help  me  out  with  that.  You  mentioned  that  you 
sumamed  the  July  14  letter.  What  does  that  mean? 
Answer.  What  that  means  in  the  chain  of  command  system  that  we  have  within 

the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs,  the  Gaming  Director,  who  at  that  time  was  Mr. 
Skibine,  reports  to  me.  I'm  his  supervisor.  He  can  send  a  memo  to  the  Assistant 
Secretary,  but  it  has  to  go  through  me.  I  have  to  sign  it.  We  call  that  sumaming, 
because  we,  not  only  do  I  sign  it,  but  I  also  put  my  initials  on  the  yeUow  copy  of 
the  transmittal  memo.  And  what  that  memo  is  is  the  recommendation  to  the  Assist- 

ant Secretary  of  what  the  staff  findings  were  with  regard  to  the  application. 
Question.  And  just  tr3dng  to  get  a  sense  of  what  these  transmittal  memoranda 

look  like,  are  they  full  page  memoranda? 

Answer.  Yeah,  they're  on  8  by  11,  and  it  will  be  to  Assistant  Secretary  through 
Deputy  Commissioner  from  Staff  Director,  then  subject.  It  wiU  have  a  subject  title. 

And  that's  very,  I  mean  that's  the  way  we  do  all  memorandum  that  have  to  go  to 
the  Assistant  Secretary.  They  either  come  from  me  or  through  me. 

Question.  And  are  these  t5T)ewritten  memoranda? 

Answer.  Yes.  Well,  they're  printed  off  the  computer. 
Question.  Are  they  transmitted  with  a  copy  of  the  memoranda  when  it's  passed 

on  to  the  next  person? 

Answer.  Yeah.  Everything  that's  in  the   
Mr.  Elliott.  Wait.  What  she's  talking  about  is  these  are  not  separate  dociunents, 

the  surname  copy.  The  surname  copy  is  a  copy  of  the  very  memorandum  that  is 
being  sent  forward  usually  with  a  Uttle  block  in  the  right-hand  comer  somewhere 
where  somebody  signs  off.  There's  also  the  original  of  it  wovild  be  the  very  same 
thing  as  the  surname  copy  except  with  surname  signatures  if  they  get  on  it  with 
dates  on  them.  And  there  may  be,  in  many  cases,  and  what  Hilda  is  describing  is 
from  somebody  to  somebody  two  or  more  levels  up  has  to  go  through,  in  most  cases 
the  next  line  supervisor. 

The  Witness.  Senior  manager. 

Mr.  Elliott.  And  that  would  be  both  on  the  line.  It's  not  a  separate  memorandum that  says  that. 
The  Witness.  Yeah,  the  correspondence  handbook,  which  sets  out  how  you — re- 

quires the  original  plus  10,000  copies.  But  one  of  those  copies  is  the  yellow  copy 

which  is  the  surname  copy.  And  that's  the  copy  that  stays,  you  know,  in,  perma- 
nently stays  in  the  office — the  originating  office.  And  so  they're  all  the  same,  it's 

just  the  letter  with,  you  know. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Right. 

Answer.  And  I  beUeve  there's  like  10  copies  plus  the  surname.  Because  at  the  bot- tom of  each  copy  there  will  be  a  notation  of  a  code  number  of  an  office,  like  100 
is  the  deputy  commissioner,  400  is  tribal  services,  gaming  is  140.  So  when  it  says 

140  and  it's  highlighted  it  means  that  copy  goes  to  140  and  then  to  the  Solicitor's Office. 
Question.  Okay. 

Answer.  It's  just  a  very  bureaucratic  process  of  processing  mail. Question.  I  think  I  probably  have  dociunents  that  will  show  that? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  you'll  be  able  to  point  that  out.  Do  these  have  a  section  for  com- 
ments in  the  siumame  process?  Are  there  verbal  comments  pertaining  to  the  docu- 

ment that's  being  passed  along? 
Answer.  Sometimes.  It  depends.  People  can  make  comments  right  on  the — if  they 

have — if  they  are  a — if  it's  a  person  who  has  to  sign  or  siu*name,  they  can — they 
can — and  they  don't  want  to  do  that  because  they  have  problems,  they  can  attach a  note  or  whatever. 

Usually,  when  it  gets  to  that  point  when  we're  processing  it,  at  least  when  it  gets 
to  my  level,  everyone  has  already  reviewed  it  every  time  and  made  their  changes, 

so  it's  a  final  document  going  through.  And  the  other  person  that  can  probably change  it  is  myself  or  the  Assistant  Secretary  at  that  level. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Can  I  ask  a  quick  follow-up  on  that? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Absolutely. 



Mr.  Sadkin.  So  in  fact,  when  you  initial  it,  you're  more  or  less  signing  off  on  the document? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  It's  your  approval. The  Witness.  Yes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Now,  just  in  the  general  discussion  of  the  July  14  rejection  of  the  appli- 
cation, you  stated  the  Secretary  had  decided  to  exercise  his  discretion,  and  then  you 

referred  to  a  number  of  problems.  How  were  you  aware  at  that  time  that  the  Sec- 
retary had  decided  to  exercise  his  discretion? 

Answer.  Well,  it's  a  figure  of  speech.  I  mean  the  Secretary — all  of  the  Secretary's authority  to  take  land  into  trust  is  delegated  to  the  Assistant  Secretary.  When  I  say 
Secretary,  I  mean  the  Assistant  Secretary.  I  know  because  we — we,  myself,  and 
George,  the  Gaming  Director,  and  staff  had  spent,  you  know,  several  occasions  dis- 

cussing the  applicants,  reviewing  the  documentation  that  had  come  in  supporting 
it.  And  I  was  pjirt  of  the  final  decision-making  process. 

Question,  tfti-hxih.  And  you  say  that  means  in  a  figure  of  speech  the  Assistant 
Secretary,  and  that  at  the  time  was  Ada  Deer;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  When  did  Ms.  Deer  make  the  decision  that  the  Secretary's  discretion wotild  be  exercised? 
Answer.  She  did  not.  In  fact,  she  was  never  involved.  The  staff  and  certainly  my 

office  made  the  recommendation  to  the  Assistant  Secretary.  But  at  no  time  prior  to 
that  recommendation  becoming  final  is  the  Assistant  Secretary  ever  involved  in  any 
of  the — ^you  know  the  deliberations  that  take  place  concerning  a  land  acquisition  or 
any,  or  any  decision  that  ultimately  gets  signed  off  by  the  Assistant  Secretary. 

Question.  So  who  then  was  involved? 
Answer.  From  the  Assistant  Secretary  level? 
Question.  In  the  just  trying  to  go  back  and  parse  through  the  decision-making 

process  relating  to  the  exercise  of  discretion  to  reject  the  appUcation,  and  you've 
mentioned  that  it  wasn't  the  Secretary  that  exercised  the  discretion.  It  was  the  As- 

sistant Secretary,  but  then  correct  me  if  I'm  wrong,  you  stated  that  it  wasn't  lit- erally in  this  case  the  Assistant  Secretary  who  made  the  decision  to  exercise  the 
discretion  and  maybe  I  should  back  up.  Was  the  Assistant  Secretary  involved  at  all 
in  this  process? 

Answer.  In  the  discussions  prior  to  the  final  decision  letter? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  No.  Was  she  involved  subsequently  in  any  discussions? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Had  she  recused  herself  from  the  decision-making  process? 
Answer.  She  had  recused  herself  to  the  best  of  my  recollection  probably  about  2, 

3  weeks  before  the  July  15th  letter  was  to  be  signed. 
Question.  And  how  did  you  become  aware  that  she  had  recused  herself? 
Answer.  She  told  me.  I  was  in  her  office  when  she  made  that  decision. 
Question.  And  what  was  her  reason  or  what  were  her  reasons  for  recusing  herself? 
Answer.  I  believe  she  stated  to  me  that  she  had  contributed  to  Gaiashkibos  who 

is,  who  at  that  time  was  the  Chairman  of  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  Chippewas  cam- 
paign for — I  think  he  ran  for  Congress.  I  think  that's  what  it  was.  And  that  she 

was  a  personal  fiiend  of  Mr.  GaiasWdbos  and  the  other  two  tribal  leaders. 
Question.  Now,  just  going  back  to  the  decision-making  process,  Ms.  Deer  was 

recused,  so  if  you  could  give  me  the  names  of  the  individuals  who  were  involved  in 
the  decision-making  process  prior  to  the  July  14  letter  being  issued? 

Answer.  The  gaming  staff:  George  Skibine,  Paula,  Paula  Hart,  Tom  Hartman.  I 
believe  at  the  time  that  there  were  two  or  three  other  gaming  staff  who  had,  vou 

know,  minor  parts  of  responsibility  but  were  nonetheless  involved.  Solicitor's  Office. 
The  only  person  that  I  recall,  though,  who  actually  participated  in  any  discussions 
was  the  Associate  Solicitor  at  the  time,  Mr.  Anderson. 

Question.  And  is  that  Mr.  Robert  Anderson? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And   
Answer.  Staff  from  the  Secretary's  immediate  office,  Counselor  to  the  Secretary, 

John  Dxiffy;  Heather  Sibbison,  I  think  that  was  it. 
Question.  And  you   
Answer.  And  myself. 
Question.  And  you  include  yourself  in  this  group  as  well? 



Answer.  Yes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Just  a  second,  Jim. 
[Conferring.] 
The  Witness.  Mike  Anderson,  who  is  the  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary,  was  in  one 

meeting  that  I  was  at  about  2  weeks,  2-1/2  weeks  before  the  July  15th.  But  he 
had — to  my  knowledge,  I  don't  recall  him  being  at  any  of  the  other  meetings  that 
I  was  at.  He  could  have  been — ^you  know,  because  I  missed  several  meetings.  There 
were  several  meetings  and  I  didn't  attend  all  of  them.  He  was  only  at  one. 

Question.  So  just  to  summarize,  it's  your  testimony  that  the  ultimate  decision  was a  direct  resvdt  of  the  recommendation  of  staff   
Answer.  Yes. 
Question  [continviing].  And  the  staff  that  you  listed? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Were  the  ones  that  were  involved  in  that  process? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  When  were  you  first  aware  that  the  application  would  be  rejected? 
Answer.  I  had  a  discussion  with  my  staff,  I  believe,  it  was  probably  about  a  month 

and  a  half  after  Mr.  Skibine  first  came  on  board.  I  think  he  came  on  board  in  Feb- 
ruary. I  don't  remember  the  exact  date.  It  was — it  was  at  least  a  month  into  his 

tenure  as  the  new  director  who  had  a  preliminary  discussion  in  my  office,  George, 
Paula,  and  Tom,  to  talk  about  the  docvunentation  and  the  area  office  recommenda- 
tion. 

I  was  not  comfortable  with  the — with  the  level  of  justification  or  lack  of  justifica- 
tion, I  should  say,  in  docximentation  that  the  area  had  submitted  in  support  of  their recommendation.  And  I  asked  the  staff  to  do  some  further  research  and  clarification 

with  the  area.  But  at  that  point,  my — my  inclination  was  that  this  was  probably 
one  that  we  would  not  move  forward  with  positive  findings. 

Question.  And  that  was  in  March  of   
Answer.  Well,  it  was   
Question  [continuing].  Of  1995? 
Answer.  It  was — I  don't  recall  the  exact  date.  But  it  was  at  least  a  month  after 

George  first  came  on  board.  And  I  think  he  came  on  board  in  February,  March, 
April. 

Question.  And  you  just  stated  that  you  had  concerns  with  the  docimientation  pro- 
vided by  the  area  office?  What  specifically  were  yovu*  concerns? 

Answer.  I  believe  that  there  had  not  been  adequate  consultation.  And  having  had 
respondent,  you  know,  2  years  of  my  own  career  working  in  that  area  exclusively, 
I  was  aware  of  the  importance  of  having  adequate  consultation,  not  with  the  tribes 
who  were  going  to  be  impacted,  but  also  the  community.  Especially  if  we  were  going 
to  make  a  positive  finding  that  there  was  to  be  no  detriment  to  the  Shoshone  com- 

munity. It  was  very  important  to  have  a  good  administrative  record  that  showed 
that  we  had  done  everything  to  inform  the  community  of  the  impacts  of  this  facility. 
We  were  continuing  to  receive  inquiries  from  tribes  located  not  immediately  close 

to  the  facility.  "The  environmental  issues,  I  believe  that  there  had  not  been  adequate 
justification  and  work  done  on  the  impacts  to  the  community,  the  municipal  services 
that  were  going  to  be  impacted,  police  services.  I  mean,  all  the  kinds  of  things  that 
you  need  to  be  concemea  about  when  you're  going  to  start  bringing  a  large  influx 
of  people  into  a  community,  transportation,  roads,  medical  care,  just  everything. 

Question.  And  what  was  inadequate  about  the  consultation? 
Answer.  There  had  not  been— I  believe  that  the  State  officials  had  not  been  con- 

tacted. Part  of  our,  the  consultation  process  that  I  left  behind  when  I  left  that  office 
as  the  director  was  to  send  letters  to  everyone  concerned,  everyone  that  we  thought 

might  have  some  interest  in  the  acquisition.  We  didn't  leave  anyone  off.  And  I  felt 
that  in  this  particular  case,  because  of  the  location  of  the  three  tribes,  where  they 
were  at,  in  proximity  to  where  they  wanted  to  open  the  casino,  it  was  critical  that 
we  get  everyone's  input  involved.  And  especially  the  Governor.  I  was  concerned 
about,  you  know,  what  the  decision  of  taking  the  land  into  trust  would  have  on  the 
other  tribes'  ability  to  compact  for  gaming  in  the  future. 

Question.  Is  it  correct  to  say  then  that  the  consultation  was  inadequate  because 
State  officials  had  not  been  informed  of  the  fee-to-trust  application? 

Answer.  That  was  a  part  of  it.  I  mean  I — I  mean  consviltation  goes  beyond  just 
issuing  a  letter.  I  mean  the  expectation,  at  least  from  my  level  as  the  senior  man- 

agement official  for  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs,  is  that  there  at  least  be  some  pub- 
lic hearings  or  some,  some  sort  of  a  forum  provided  to  the  public  to  air  their,  you 

know,  their  problems  with,  you  know,  and  their  concerns  with  the  application. 
Question.  Were  there  any  public  hearings  concerning  the  application? 
Answer.  I — I  believe  that  there  might  have  been  one,  but  I  m  not  certain. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Did  it  make  a  difference  that  this  was  off  the  reservation? 
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The  Witness.  It  made  a  lot  of  difference.  I  mean  that  was,  I  mean  it's — my  expe- 
rience working  these  cases,  and  I've  worked  several,  is  that  the  communities  are 

more  concerned  obviously  with  any  application  to  take  land  into  trust  when  it's  lo- 
cated away  from  a  tribe's  existing  reservation.  And  it's  clearly,  you  know,  going  to 

impact  their  community.  And  this  was — they  were  some  distance  from,  from  their 
existing  reservation. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  you  inform  the  area  office  that  you  considered  your  consultation  to 
be  inadequate  because  they  did  not   

Answer.  I  didn't  do  it  personally,  but  I  believe  my  staff',  the  gaming  staff  had  dis- cussions with  the  area  office. 
Question.  Do  you  know? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  that  they  did.  I — I  mean,  I  expected  them  to  do  so. 
Question.  Did  you  instruct  anybody  to  have  such  conversations? 
Answer.  I  told  George  that  he  needed  to  follow  up  with  the  area  to  make  sxu^ 

that  we  had  an  adequate  record  docxmienting  consultation  and  all  the  other — all  the 
other  issues  that  I,  you  know,  had  problems  with. 

Question.  Actually,  my  question  was  slightly  different  than  that.  Did  you  commu- 
nicate to  the  area  office  that  you  thought  their  understanding  of  the  consultation 

process  was  deficient? 
Answer.  Me  personally? 
Question.  You  personally? 
Answer.  No.  No,  I  did  not. 

Question.  Did  you  instruct  anybody  on  your  staff"  to  have  a  direct  communication with  the  area  office  about  the  deficiency  of  the  consultation  process? 
Answer.  To  my  knowledge,  I  told  Mr.  Skibine  to  follow  up  with  the  area  with,  you 

know,  with  my  concerns,  yes. 
Question.  And  do  you  know  whether  he  did  so? 
Answer.  I  believe — I  believe  he  did. 
Question.  And  when  you  say  that,  what  did  he  do  to  your  best  of  your  recollection? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  would — I  would  expect  that  he  would  either  send  them 
a  letter  or  make  a  verbal  telephone  contact  with  the  area.  It's  my  expectation  would 
be  just  the  way  that  we — we,  as  a  matter  of  routine,  is  that  a  letter  would — ^you 
know  would  be  sent  to  the  area. 

Question.  And  this  would  be  Denise  Homer? 
Answer.  To  Ms.  Homer,  yes. 
Question.  The — ^your  concern  that  State  officials  had  not  been  contacted,  is  that 

a  policy  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Is  it  a  statutory  policy  or  is  it  codified? 
Answer.  WeU,  it  is  when — well,  yeah,  in  this — and  IGRA  says  that  in  making  the 

two-part  determination,  part  1  being  detriment  to  the  surrounding  community,  if 
you  make  a  finding  that  the  acquisition  is  not  going  to  be  detrimental  to  the  sur- 

rounding community,  your  finding  should  be  based  on,  you  know,  after  consultation 
with  local  and  State  officials  and  with  nearby  tribes.  But  once  we  make  a  finding, 

it's,  you  know  it's  the  Governor  who  has  to  consent  or  provide  us  his  agreement 
that,  to  the  Secretarjr's  decision  to  take  it  into  trust. 

Question.  Now,  going  back  to  my  initial  question  at  the  beginning  of  this  line  of 
questioning,  I  asked  you  when  you  were  fii^t  aware  that  the  application  would  be 
rejected.  And  you  stated  that  it  was  a  period  of  approximately  1  month  after  Mr. 
Skibine  assumed  his  position,  which  put  it  in  the  proximate  time  frame  of  March? 

Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  And  I  just  wanted  to  clarify  that.  You  thought  at  the  time,  at  that  time 

in  March  of  1995  that  the  application  would  be  rejected?  Is  that  correct? 
Answer.  Well,  my,  at  that  point  I  felt  that  it  was — it  was  highly  unlikely  that  we 

would  approve  it,  because  of  the  what  I — what  I  felt  and  what  staff  told  me  at  that 
point  was  the  inadequate  administrative  record  supporting  the  area  office's  rec- 

ommendation to  approve  it. 
Question.  Would  it  have  been  possible  to  improve  the  administrative  record? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  So  I'm   
Answer.  But  I  think  that  had  happened.  I  mean  there  had  been  some — I  can't  say 

for  sure,  but  I  believe  that  there  was  a  short  period  of  time  where  the  central  office 
staff  worked  with  area  office  staff  to  supplement,  you  know,  the  application  and  the 
information  that  had  been  sent  in,  including,  I  believe,  a  letter  sent  to  the  Governor 



and  others,  the  Attorney  General's  Office  who  was  the  other  State  official  that  is typically  notified. 
Question.  To  the  best  of  your  recollection,  were  you  then  the  first  person  among 

Department  of  the  Interior  staff  who  thought  the  application  should  be  rejected? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so.  I  think  George  might  nave  been  the  first  person  as  the staflF  director. 
Question.  Was  Mr.  Skibine  then  the  first  person  to  review  the  materials  as  re- 

ceived from  the  area  office? 
Answer.  Mr.  Skibine  and  his  staflF 
[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-1  was  marked  for  identification.] 

[Note. — ^All  exhibits  referred  to  may  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
deposition.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  have  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  docvunent  that  has  been  marked 
HM-1,  and  for  the  record,  it  is  a  letter  to  the  editor  fi"om  Bruce  Babbitt,  Secretary 
of  the  Interior  dated  January  2nd,  taken  fi:x)m  the  New  York  Times,  and  I  believe 
it  appeared  on  January  4  edition  of  the  New  York  Times. 

If  you  could  take  just  a  moment  to  review  the  letter. 
And  I  will  go  back  because  there  are  specific  things  in  this  letter  that  I  wanted 

to  discuss  with  you. 

In  this  letter  that  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  has  stated  that:  "This  department 
does  not  force  off-reservation  casinos  upon  unwilling  communities,"  and  that's  the 
second  sentence  of  the  second  paragraph. 
My  question  to  you  is,  is  it  D^artment  of  the  Interior  policy  that  any  opposition 

to  an  off-reservation  casino  is  sufficient  to  cause  an  application  to  be  rejected/ 
Mr.  Elliott.  Don't  answer  that. 
Jim,  that  question  is  going  to  one  of  the  central  issues  in  litigation. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I'm  asking  about  Department  of  Interior  policy,  though,  not  about the  litigation  or  anything  about  the  litigation. 
I  am  asking  about  your  understanding  of  Department  of  the  Interior  policy.  Actu- 

ally, I  should  be  more  specific.  I  am  asking  about  it  as  of  1995;  1994,  1995. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Repeat  the  question,  please. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Was  it  Department  of  the  Interior  policy  in  1995  that  any  opposition 
to  an  off-reservation  casino  was  sufficient  to  cause  an  application  to  be  rejected? 

[Counsel  conferring  with  witness.] 
Mr.  Elliott.  We  need  to  consult. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Certainly. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Okay.  I  think  she  can  respond  to  the  question. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay. 
The  Witness.  The  answer  is,  yes. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Well,  I  was  going  to  ask  you  what  the  standard  was,  but  you  have  ade- 
auately  told  me  what  the  standard  was.  Any  opposition  was  the  way  that  I  phrased 
iie  question,  so  any  opposition  in  1995  was  sufficient  to  cause  an  application  to  be 

rejected? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Was  this  communicated  to — just  let  me  preface  this  with  it  seems  like 

a  lot  of  time  and  effort  and  money  went  into  perfecting  an  application.  It  was  all 
relevant  to  the  process.  Was  this  communicated  to  the  Ashland  office  or  the  Min- 

neapolis office? 
Answer.  Every  area  office  is  aware  what  the  requirements  are  under  151  and 

under  Section  20.  Any  particular  Section  20. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Let  me — one  minute. 
[Counsel  conferring  with  witness.] 
The  Witness.  When  you — when  they  work  with  the  tribes  at  the  local  level  agen- 

cy or  the  area,  they  know  that  community  support  is  a  key  factor.  We  give  them 
every  opportunity,  and  I  think  the  records  in  the  gaming  office  in  terms  of  all  of 

the  mail,  the  letters  that  have  gone  out  with  my  signature,  with  George's  signature, 
will  verify  the  fact  that  we  inform  the  tribes,  we  inform  the  communities,  that  they 
all  have  an  equal  opportunity  to  present  their  case  and  to  develop  a  record.  So  when 

I  say,  yes,  we  don't  put  a  casino  in  a  community  that  doesn't  want  it,  I  qualify  that 
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by  saying,  however,  that  the  community  has  to  have  a  reason  for  not  wanting  it 
there.  It  can't  be  just  because  they  don't  like  Indians,  for  example. 
And  in  most  cases,  my  experience  is  that  the  communities  are  concerned  about 

environmental  issues  and  impacts  to  their  municipal  services.  My  directive  to  the 
area  directors  since  1994  and  the  directive  before  I  was  deputy  commissioner  by  the 
then  deputy  commissioner  is  that  to  work  with  the  local  communities  to  try  to  either 
mitigate  their  concerns,  or  to  resolve  them.  But  if  a  community  comes  in  without 
any  oasis  for  their  opposition,  we  move  forward  with  a — and  our  record  supports  a 
positive  finding  that  there  is  going  to  be  no  detriment  to  the  community,  we  move 
forward  with  a  recommendation  to  the  Assistant  Secretary  for  approval,  and  in  fact, 
there  is  at  least  two  cases  that  I  was  personally  involved  in  where  we  did  that, 
where  the  community  did  not  have  a  basis  for  their  opposition,  other  than  they  just 
didn't  want  Indians  right  next  door  to  them. 

Question.  And  I  know  you  have  answered  this  question,  or  at  least  around  it,  but 
I  didn't  understand  what  the  basis  for  the  community  opposition  was  in  this  case? 

Answer.  Environmental  concerns.  They  were  concerned  about  the  impact  to  their 
municipal  services. 

Question.  Could  those  concerns  have  been  cured? 

Answer.  Probably,  at  probably  great  expense  to  the  tribes.  I  mean  we're  talking 
about,  you  know,  such  things  as  providing  police  services;  you  know,  all  the  kinds 
of  services  that  you  would  need  to  supplement  when  you're  going  to  start  bringing in  a  lot  of  people. 

Question.  Aiid  who  made  the  determination  that  the  expenses  were — who  made 
the  determination  on  behalf  of  the  tribes  that  the  expenses  were  prohibitive? 

Answer.  I  didn't  say  that  that  decision  was  made.  You  asked  me  if  they  could 
have  been  corrected,  and  I'm  giving  you  my  opinion  that  probably,  yes,  but  probably 
at  great  expense. 

Question.  Were  the  tribes  given  an  opportunity  to  cure  the  specific  defects? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Well,  now  you  have  testified  that  you  thought  in  March,  or  around 

about  the  time  of  March  that  the  application  might  be  rejected.  Did  you  consider 
it  your  responsibility  to  either  attempt  to  give  the  tribes  an  opportunity  to  cure  de- 

fects or  to  at  least  supervise  somebody  who  would  attempt  to  ̂ ve  the  tribes  an  op- 
portunity to  cure  the  defects? 

Answer.  We  probably  did.  I  mean  I  didn't  do  it  personally;  it  was  Georce  and  the staff  who  are  responsible  for  following  up  with  the  area  to  make  sure  that  all  the 
questions  and  issues  that  they  have  about  an  application  are  addressed. 

Question.  And   
Answer.  I  don't  recall  that  I  personally  signed  a — and  there  are  cases  where  I  will 

sign  a  memo  when  the  application  may  be  just,  you  know,  so  bad  that,  you  know, 
it  needs  to  get  sent  back.  They  will  prepare  a  memo  for  my  signature  back  to  the 
area.  I  don't  recall  that  I  did  in  this  case. 

Question.  Okay.  Well,  I  don't  want  to  belabor  this  obviously,  but  I'm  just  trying to  determine  what  defects  were  fatal  to  the  extent  that  they  coiild  not  be  cured,  and 

correct  me  if  I'm  wrong,  your  testimony  is  that  you're  not  aware  of  any  specific  de- 
fect that  could  not  be  cured,  and  that's  assuming  that  there  were  any  defects.  I'm not  making  any  statement  as  to  whether  there  were  or  not,  but  thaf  s  assuming 

there  were. 

Answer.  I  didn't  understand  you. 
Question.  I'm  just — I  will  restate  it — tr3dng  to  get  a  handle  on  which  defects  in 

the  application  as  identified  by  the  Department  of  the  Interior  could  not  be  cured, 
if  there  were  such  defects,  and  I  believe  I'm  characterizing  your  testimony  that  you 
were  not  aware  of  any  such  defects? 

Answer.  Well,  the  community  was  opposed  to  it.  You  asked  me  if  I  thought  any- 
thing that  they — what  they  might  be — ^you  know,  why  they  were  opposed,  and  I  gave 

you  what  I  recall  to  be  the  reasons  that  I  thought  they  were  opposed,  and  that  was, 
you  know,  the  impact,  the  negative  impact  that  it  would  have  on  their  community, 
especially  because  of,  you  know,  inadequate  consideration  being  given  to  the  impact 
on  municipal  services  and  taxes  and,  you  know,  all  of  the  things  that  come  along 
with  a  large  influx  of  people. 

I  don't  know  that  the  community  was  willing — I  mean  that's  the  other  piece  to this  puzzle,  is  that  the  community  has  to  be  wSling  to  want  to  mitigate  their,  you 
know,  their  issues  and  their  concerns.  There  may  have  been — 1  mean  there  may 
have  been  an  effort  by  the  three  tribes  to  work  with  the  local  community. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  So  even  if  one  defect  could  be  cured,  there  was  an  accumulation  of 
defects  involved,  community  opposition,  municipal  services,  I  think  there  was  a  sce- 

nic waterway? 
The  Wn'NESS.  Yes,  a  lot  of  environmental,  yes. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Were  the  tribes  told  what  the  defects  were  in  order  that  they  might 
work  with  the  community  to  solve  the  problems  as  perceived  by  the  Department  of 
the  Interior? 

Answer.  To  my  personal  knowledge,  I  don't  know.  Generally  we  do,  we  advise  the 
tribes — or  not  the  tribes  directly;  we  never  communicate  with  the  tribes  directly.  It 
is  through  the  area,  the  area  is  advised  of  the  problems  that  might  exist  in  an  appli- 

cation and  are  given — either  sent  back  to  them  and  they  are  told  to  work  further 
with  the  tribe.  But  I  don't  recall  that.  They  covdd  have. 

Question.  In  1995,  who  was  in  charge  of  supervising  that  process? 
Answer.  George  Skibine. 
Question.  So   
Answer.  As  the  Director  of  the  Gaming  Office,  yes. 

Question.  So  you  don't  know  whether  George  Skibine  adequately  informed  the tribes  of  what  he  perceived  to  be  the  defects  in  the  application;  is  that  a  correct 
characterization  of  your  testimony? 

Answer.  Well,  I  don't,  I  don't— George  reported  to  me  and  I  supervised  him,  but 
not — I  didn't  micromanage  his  office.  In  other  words,  I  didn't — his,  along  with  six 
other  staff  offices,  are  within  my — within  the  Office  of  the  Commissioner,  so  I 
didn't — I  would  assume  so,  but  I  don't  know. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  ask  him? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  consider  it  to  be  a  significant  part  of  the  application  process  to 

give  applicant  tribes  a  chance  to  cure  the  perceived  defects  in  their  appUcations? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  Do  you  feel  that  you  would  need  to  know  whether  this  had  been  done 

before  you  coiild  sign  off  on  any  recommendation  to  either — well,  to  deny  an  applica- 
tion? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  But  your  testimony  is  you  did  not  do  so;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  Well,  I  never  had  the  level  of  uncomfortableness,  I  should  say,  about  the 

staff  recommendations  where  it  would  cause  me  to  question  what  they  did.  In  other 
words,  I  felt  that  what  they  were  presenting  to  me  was  adequate — everything  had 
been  done.  The  staff  had  done  their  work,  the  area  had  done  all  they  could.  There 

wasn't  anything  gaping  as  far  as  I  could  discern  from,  you  know,  the  discussions 
that  we  were  having  about  the  application  that  led  me  to  think  that  staff  hadn't 
done  their  job,  so  I  didn't  see  a  need  to,  you  know,  to  question  them  about  what 
they  did. 

Question.  In  1995,  were  you  aware  of  whether  there  was  one  particular  person 
or  particular  persons  who  were  supposed  to  communicate  with  the  three  tribes  to 
explain  to  them  problems  with  the  application? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Jim,  I  think  you  are  really  dragging  this  out.  She  has  testified  the 
area  office. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Who  was  George  Skibine? 
Mr.  Elliott.  No.  She  has  testified  that  the  area  office  was  responsible  for  commu- 

nicating directly  with  the  tribes.  I  don't  know  where  you're  going  with  this,  but. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Well,  I  mean  I'm  confused.  If  the  area  office  was  in  charge  of  commu- 

nicating with  the  tribes,  then  the  question  becomes,  who  was  in  charge  of  commu- 
nicating the  specific — the  perceived  problems  with  the  application  to  the  area  office? 

The  Witness.  George,  the  Director,  ves. 
Mr.  Elliott.  She  has  already  said  that. 

examination  by  MR,  WILSON: 

Question.  And  then  is  it  fair  to  say  that  you  do  not  know  whether  he  did  that 
or  not? 

Mr.  Elliott.  She  has  already  said  that. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  If  the  pohcy  is  as  you  stated  it,  why  would  the  area  office  recommend 
talang  the  land  into  trust? 

Answer.  Because  they  want  to  support  the  tribes  and  be  an  advocate  for  the 
tribes,  and  it's  not  unusual.  Everything  that  comes  fi-om  the  area  offices  is  always, 
always  in  favor  of  the  tribes. 

Mr.  Elliott.  On  matters  other  than  gaming? 
The  Witness.  On  matters  other  than  gaming. 
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Mr.  Elliott.  As  well. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  On  all  matters? 
Answer.  On  all  matters. 
Question.  Who  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  was  responsible  for  determining 

whether  the  opposition,  the  local  opposition  was  valid  local  opposition? 
Answer.  The  gaming  staff  and  to  some  extent  my  office. 
Question.  And  apart  from  reading  the  record,  are  you  aware  of  any  efforts  by  the 

gaming  staff  or  your  office  to  determine  whether  the  opposition  was  vaUd? 
Answer.  No.  We  don't,  as  a  matter  of  practice,  we  don't  call  the  local  officials.  I 

mean  if  they — usually  what  they'll  do  is  they'll  send  in  letters,  you  know,  and  those letters  are  responded  to,  either  by  the  director  or,  the  director  prepares  a  letter  for 
my  signature  to  go  back  to  the  community  officials. 

Question.  I'm  just  trying  to  get  a  handle  on  the  process  here.  Do  you  rely  exclu- sively on  the  record? 

Answer.  Pretty  much,  yes,  and  if  there's  been  public  hearings,  whatever  the  tran- script of  the  pubUc  hearings  indicates. 
Question.  In  this  specific  case,  are  you  aware  of  reljdng  on  anything  other  than 

what  is  in  the  record? 
Answer.  I  believe  there  was  some  kind  of  a  vote  by  the  city  councU  or  the  city 

council,  I  believe,  passed  a  resolution.  There  was  some  kind  of  official  action  by  the 
city  council,  which  also,  you  know,  is  taken  into  consideration,  opposing  it. 

Question.  Earlier,  we  were  discussing  about  any  opposition  being  sufficient  to  re- 
ject an  application.  It  would  be  enough  for  the  Secretary  to  reject  an  appUcation  if 

the  local  opposition  came  from  a  desire  exclusively  to  prevent  Native  Americans 
fi"om  operating  a  gaming  facility? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  I  lost  you.  Could  you  ask  me  again? 
Question.  Sure.  Earlier  you  testified  that  any  opposition  would  be  sufficient  for 

the  Secretary  to  reject  an  application  to  take  land  in  trust  for  off-reservation  gaming 
purposes.  Would  it  be  enough  for  the  Secretary  to  reject  an  application  if  local  oppo- 

sition came  exclusively  fi-om  a  desire  to  prevent  Native  Americans  from  operating 
a  gaming  facility? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Are  you   
The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Elliott.  She  had  testified  earlier  about  the  mere  fact  that  the  community 

didn't  want  Indians  next  door. 
Mr.  Wilson.  But  she  also  testified  that  any  opposition  was  sufficient. 
Mr.  Elliott.  But  she  corrected  that  by  saying  that  they  have  to  have  reasons  for 

their  opposition. 

The  Witness.  I  qualified  it.  It  couldn't  be  just  based  on,  you  know,  they  didn't want  Indians  next  to  them. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  And  who— I  mean  to  the  extent  that  you  know,  who  was  responsible  at 
the  Department  of  the  Interior,  outside  of  the  area  office  and  your  office  or  the  gam- 

ing staff  office  for  determining  whether  the  reasons  advanced  by  individuals  in  the 
Hudson  vicinity  were  vaUd  reasons? 

Answer.  For  determining  whether  they  were  valid? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  No  one,  other  than  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs. 
Question.  Just  to  try  and  clarify  that,  if  you  receive  a  letter  from  a  location  saying, 

there  is  a  problem  with  this  application,  and  it  explains  the  problem,  is  it  the  prac- 
tice of  your  office  and  the  gaming  office  to  accept  that  at  face  value? 

Answer.  No.  If  it's  just  a  letter  from  John  Public  with  no — who  has  no  apparent 
connection  to  the  community — I  mean  we  get  hundreds  of  letters.  We  have  groups 
that  form  out  there  like  in  Kansas  City  when  the  Omaha  application  was — not  Kan- 

sas City,  the  Potawatomies  and  the  Kickapoos,  when  they  were  proposing  to  open 
a  casino  in  Kansas  City,  we  had  an  antigaming  group  that  established  itself  calling 
itself  Casin-No.  We  get  hundreds  of  thousands  of  letters.  When  we  get  letters  like 
that,  we  don't  answer  them. 

If  we  get  a  letter  from  a  mayor  of  a  city,  from  the  Governor,  from  the  Attorney 
General,  we  do  take  those  seriously  and  we  look  at  the  issues  that  they  raise,  and 
it  depends  on  who  the  letter  goes  to.  Most  of  these  letters  go  to  the  Secretary  of 
the  Interior,  so  they  get  channeled  down.  By  the  time  they  get  to  me,  we  are,  all 
of  us,  have  become  cognizant  that  there  is  a  strong  concern  out  there,  or  an  interest 

in  this  particular  case,  and  so  the  staff"  starts  doing  their  homework. 
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They  start  calling  the  area,  the  agency,  to  find  out  whafs  going  on.  We  try  to  put 
as  much  information  together  about  the  subject,  that,  you  know,  the  writer  is  con- 

cerned about  in  order  to  brief  senior  management. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  staff  in  your  office  or  the  IGMS  office  contacting  peo- 

ple in  the  Hudson  area  to  talk  about  their  opposition  to  the  application? 

Answer.  I  don't  think  they — I  think  George  had  a  conversation  with  one  of  the 
city  officials,  but  I  don't— I  beUeve  it  was  initiated  by  the  city  official.  We  do  not, as  a  matter  of  practice,  make  the  actual  contacts.  If  there  are  contacts  to  be  made 
at  the  local  level,  the  area  office  is  responsible  for  making  those  contacts. 

Question.  I  don't  want  to  be  mysterious  here,  but  the  area  office  recommended 
that  the  land  be  taken  into  trust  and  obviously  there  was  a  contrary  view  shaping 
in  your  office  and  the  IGMS  office? 
Answer.  We  are  finding  every  appUcation  that  comes  in — the  staff,  any  gaming 

staff  and  my  office  never,  very  seldom  agree  with  the  area  office  recommendation. 
This  was  just  another  very  typical  case. 

Question.  But  how  do  you  determine  if  you're  rejecting  their  advice? 
Answer.  When  you  look  at  the  record.  When  you  finally  pull  out  the  record,  pull 

it  apart  and  start  putting,  you  know,  all  of  the  documents  in  the  files  to  justify  each 
piece  of  the  application.  You  have  to  understand  that  the  Section  20  determination 

has,  I  mean,  we're  talking  about,  you  know,  at  least  50  different  things  that  we  look 
at.  And  so  I  don't  know  if  you  have  seen  our  checklist  that  we  use  for  Section  20 and  for  151. 

You  know,  we  basically  go  down  that  list  and  say  do  they  have  this,  do  they  have 
that,  you  know.  So  once  you  pull  out  the  file,  pull  the  file  apart  and  you  start  look- 

ing at  it,  then  you  can  see  if  the  area  is  making  a  valid  recommendation,  and  there 
have  been  occasions  where  the  area  has  really  done  its  homework,  you  know,  and 
done  a  real  good  job  working  with  the  tribe  to  put  together  an  appUcation  that  we 
can  support.  Siltz  was  an  example  where  we  went  positive,  we  went  positive,  even 
though  the  community  didn't  want  it. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  The  area  office  and  the  central  office  have  different  roles  in  the  proc- ess? 

The  WIT^fESS.  Yes.  Portland  did  its  job.  They  did  an  excellent  job  putting  together 
a  record  and  came  in,  the  staff,  you  know,  here  were  able  to,  you  know,  adequately 
justify  recommending  favorably. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  And  the  area  office  is  more  or  less  an  advocate  for  the  tribes  to  the 
Washington  office? 

The  Witness.  Yes,  yes,  that's  the  role  they  play. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Is  that  their  statutory  role? 

Answer.  No.  It's  just  a — to  be  an  area  director  and  an  area  office,  the  tribes  have 
to — they  don't  approve  or  actually  make  the  selection,  but  they  are  consulted,  and 
it's  just  a  long-standing  policy,  ever  since,  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  has  been 
in — and  so  the  area  directors  feel  a  great  deal  of  loyalty  to  the  tribes  who  voted  by 
resolution  to  recommend  that  person  to  the,  you  know,  to  myself  and  the  Assistant 
Secretary  for  directorship. 

Question.  But  correct  me  if  I'm  wrong  on  this  situation.  You  are  speaking  of  the 
loyalty  of  the  area  office  to  the  local  tribes  for  which  they  have  jurisdiction  over, 
but  there  were  more  local  tribes  opposed  to  this  particular  application  than  there 
were  supporting  it.  So  given  your  analysis,   

Answer.  They  had  their  reasons.  I  mean  I  don't  know  what  Denise — you  know, 
if  I  were  in  her  position,  I  would  consider  it.  I  would  look  at  the  fact  that  she  has 
36  tribes  in  Minneapolis  and  probably  all  of  them  would  oppose  it,  but  she  supports 
it.  I  mean  I  don't  know  why  she   

Question.  So  I  am  struggling  with  this,  obviously.  Are  you  testifjdng  today  that 
she  relied  on  improper  considerations? 

Answer.  No,  no,  I'm  not.  I'm  not  saying  that  at  aU.  I'm  saying  that  I  have  no 
knowledge  why  she  would   

Mr.  Elliott.  You  are  trying  to  get  inside — have  her  get  inside  Denise  Homer's 
head,  Jim.  She  has  testified  that  generally  speaking,  and,  in  fact,  almost  without 
exception,  the  area  directors  recommend  in  favor  of  the  tribes  that  are  applying  for 
things.  To  go  into  the  reasons  why  one  area  director  did  in  this  instance  is  not  with- 

in her  knowledge.  She  didn't   
Mr.  Wilson.  I  don't  know  that,  to  be  honest.  I  mean  maybe  it  is,  maybe  it  isn't. 

That's  why  I  asked  the  question. The  Witness.  No.  I  never  talked  to  Denise. 
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Mr.  Wilson.  That's  why  it's  important  for  the  witness  to  answer  these  questions. Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Given — and  I  will  move  on  to  something  else  after  this,  but  given  how 
you  have  characterized  the  role  of  the  area  office  in  this  process,  and  this  may  be 
an  unfair  assumption,  but  are  you  saying  that  this  was  a  fairly  typical  situation 
where  the  area  office,  acting  the  way  it  acted  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  It  was  a  typical  situation  where  the  area  recommended  approval,  yes. 
Question.  And  their  recommendations  of  approval  communicated  a  certain  mes- 

sage to  the  applicant  tribes;  is  that  your  understanding? 
Answer.  On,  yeah. 
Question.  Would  it  be  fair  to  say,  then,  that  it  was  doubly  important  or  particu- 

larly important  for  concerns  raised  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  to  be  commu- 
nicated very  clearly  to  the  tribes? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  I  beUeve  you  have  testified,  but  you're  not  sure  whether  they  were communicated  in  this  particxUar  situation? 
Answer.  No. 

[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-2  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  have  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  document  which  is  dated  April  29, 
1994.  It's  a  memorandum  for  heads  of  executive  departments  and  agencies,  and  it 
pertains  to  government  relations  with  Native  American  tribal  governments.  It's  a directive  of  the  President  signed  by  him  on  April  29  of  1994. 

If  you  could  take  just  a  moment  to   
The  Witness.  I'm  familiar  with  the  document. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Specifically,  Section  B  reads:  "Each  executive  department  and  agency 
shall  consult  to  the  greatest  extent  practicable  and  to  the  extent  permitted  by  law 
with  tribal  governments  prior  to  taking  actions  that  affect  federally  recognized  trib- 

al governments.  All  such  consiiltations  are  to  be  open  and  candid  so  that  all  inter- 
ested parties  may  evaluate  for  themselves  the  potential  impact  of  relevant  propos- 

als." I  misspoke  before  when  I  said  it  would  be  the  last  question  I  asked  on  the  subject 
we  were  discussing  before  this.  Hopefully  this  will  conclude  this. 

Do  you  know  whether  this  was  done  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 
Answer.  By  central  office  area  agency? 
Question.  By  the  executive  of  the  department,  by  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  I  believe  it  was,  if  it's  the  Department  of  the  Interior,  yes. 
Question.  And  upon  what  do  you  base  this  belief? 

Answer.  On  the  fact  that  the  process — I  mean  there's  no  other  agency  in  the  Fed- 
eral Government  that  takes  seriously  its  obligation  to  consult,  and  that's  the  Bureau of  Indian  Affairs,  and  I  believe  that  the  area  and  the  agency  and  the  gaming  staff 

worked  closely  with  the  tribes  on  issues  that  they,  you  know,  that  they  had  to  ad- dress. 

Question.  And  I'm  a  little  bit  confused  based  on  your  prior  testimony  that  you 
weren't  siire  whether  Mr.  Skibine  identified  the  perceived  defects  to  the  applicant tribes. 

Answer.  Well,  he  wouldn't,  to  the  applicant  tribes.  We  never  communicate  with 
the  applicant  tribes.  We  always  go  through  the  area  office. 

Question.  And  are  you  aware  of  whether  they  communicated  the  defects,  perceived 
defects? 

Answer.  I  am  not  aware.  I  don't  know  personally  if  they  did.  I  assvune  they  did. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Is  it  their  practice  to  do  so. 

The  WITNESS.  It's  their  practice  to  do  so. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Do  you  have  any  reason  to  beUeve  they  didn't  do  it  in  this  case? The  Witness.  I  have  no  reason  to  believe  otherwise. 

examination  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Just  returning  to  the  document  that  we  have  marked  Exhibit  HM-1, 
at  the  bottom  of  the  second  paragraph,  it  states  that  the  RepubUcan  Governor  of 
Wisconsin  and  many  others  opposed  the  casino. 
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Do  you  know  this  to  be  an  accvirate  statement  of  fact? 
Answer.  I  believe  that  is  correct. 
Question.  Had  anyone  contacted  the  Governor  to  determine  his  position? 
Answer.  I  believe  that  a  letter  was  sent  to  the  Governor  after  we  had  determined 

that  they  had  not  been  contacted.  This  was  the  issue  that  I  raised  earlier  that  I 

was  concerned  the  Governor's  office  had  not  been  contacted.  The  area,  I  believe,  was 
told  to  contact  the  Governor  and  in  fact  he  was  contacted  and  he  opposed  it. 

Question.  Is  the  Governor's  response  contained  in  the  administrative  record? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  have  not  looked  at  the  administrative  record.  It's,  you 

know,  three  or  foxu*  volumes.  I  mean  I  don't  know  if  you  have  ever  seen  the  adminis- 
trative record.  It's  too  much  for  me  to  look  through. 

Question.  I  spent  this  weekend  looking  through  the  administrative  record,  and  I 

will  be  honest,  I  couldn't  find  it,  and  that's  why  I  don't  mean  to  badger  you  with 
a  question  you  may  not  know,  but  it's  a  matter  of  significance  perhaps  because  I will  ask  you  about  a  letter  that  you  drafted  at  a  different  time  that  discusses  con- 

sultation with  the  Governor. 

Were  you  aware  of  any  requests  made  to  the  Secretary's  office  for  information 
about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  proposal? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  asked  for  any  input  into  any  matters  fix)m  the  Sec- 

retary's office  about  the  dog  track  proposal? Answer.  The  Secretary  never  talxea  to  me  about  acquisitions. 

Question.  Well,  I'm  not  asking  specifically  about  the  Secretary  personally? Answer.  Never  about  Hudson. 

Question.  But  people  in  his  office,  in  the  Secretary's  office,  Mr.  Dviffy,  Mr.  Collier, Ms.  Sibbison? 
Answer.  Okay.  So  what  was  the  question,  whether  to  provide  briefing  information 

to  them? 
Question.  Well,  first,  were  you  aware  of  any  requests  for  information  about  the 

dog  track  matter  that  were  made  to  the  Secretary's  office,  individuals  in  the  Sec- 
retary's office? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  whether  the  SecretaiVs  office  always  provided  correct  in- 
formation in  response  to  requests  made  to  his  office? 

Answer.  I  don  t  know  that. 
[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-3  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  have  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked  Ex- 
hibit HM-3,  and  it  is  a  long  document,  and  I  encourage  you  to  take  time  to  look 

at  it,  but  I  only  have  a  question  about  one  sentence  in  the  document  and  I  will  di- 
rect your  attention  to  that. 

This  is  a  document,  it  is  a  letter  fi-om  former  Member  of  Congress  Steve  Gunder- 
son  to  Secretary  Babbitt.  The  statement  I  am  most  interested  in,  the  second  to  last 

sentence  on  the  first  page  of  the  letter  reads:  "According  to  your  office,  since  Con- 
gress passed  the  IGRA  1988,  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  has  never" — and  I'm  par- 

enthetically stating  never  is  underlined  in  the  letter — "approved  the  acqviisition  of 
off-reservation  land  to  be  used  for  casino  gambling." 

Do  you  know  whether  this  statement  is  correct? 
Answer.  It's  not  correct. 
Question.  Are  there  examples  of  off-reservation  land  being  approved  by  the  De- 

partment of  the  Interior  for  casino  gambling? 
Answer.  Yes.  I  believe  we  approved  two  during  the  time  that  I  was  the  director. 

But  you  have  to  understand  they  were  contiguous  lands;  even  though  they  were  off 
reservation,  they  were  contiguous  to  the  reservation,  and  there  was  strong  commu- 

nis support. 
Question.  Tviming  to  the  final  page  of  what  I  have  given  you,  there  is  a  short  five 

paragraphs  that  discuss  this  issue  and  on  the  bottom  of  the  page,  there  is  a  hand- 
written notation:  "Get  it  to  him  by  Monday,  5-1." 

Do  you  recognize  this  handwriting? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  document  before? 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  Did  you  participate  in  the  drafting  of  this  docimient? 

Answer.  I  beUeve  it's  an  excerpt  from  a  briefing  document  that  I  probably  pre- pared when  I  was  the  director. 
Question.  Do  you  know  why  it  was  prepared? 
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Answer.  Oh,  we  prepared — why  this  partioilar  one  was  prepared?  Someone  prob- 
ably asked  us  how  many  off-reservation  acquisitions  we  had  approved  and  land  ac- 

tually taken  into  trust,  which  is  a  very  common  question  from  State  officials. 
Question.  Just  referring  your  attention  to  the  final  paragraph  on  this  page,  it 

talks  about  "Three  transactions  have  been  prepared  for  off-reservation  acquisitions 
for  class  3  gaming  facilities  in  the  States  of  Oregon,  Louisiana,  and  Michigan.  None 
received  the  concvurence  of  the  Governor.  Consequently,  none  of  the  proposals  were 
taken  into  trust." 

Just  to  clarify,  before  when  I  asked  you  about  the  Department  of  the  Interior's 
approving  applications  for  off-reservation  gambling,  I  meant  to  indicate  that  I  was 
speaking  about  the  process  before  the  Governor  concurred  or  disagreed  with  the 
process. 

Are  there  other  examples  where  the  Department  approved  the  application  for  off- 
reservation  gaming? 

Answer.  Without  the  Governor's  consent? 
Question.  Prior  to,  prior  to  receiving  concurrence  or  dissent? 
Answer.  Never.  We — well,  I  guess  1  don't  understand  your  question.  These  three cases  the  Governors  did  not  consent.  Governor  Roberts  did  not  consent. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Your  question  is  whether  the  Department  approved  them  and  then 

sent  a  letter  to  the  Governor  requesting  concurrence? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Yes. 

The  Witness.  Okay.  Yes,  these  three  cases.  Yes.  I'm  sorry,  I  didn't  understand 
your  question. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Well,  the  questions  aren't  always  as  clear  as  thev  need  to  be. 
Answer.  Now,  in  Louisiana,  iJtien  they  changed,  Kashadda  is  the  case  where  we 

actually — the  Governor  changed  his  mind  later,  but  initially  he  did  not  consent. 
Question.  But  these  are  all  examples  that   
Answer.  Where  we  approved. 
Question.  The  application  went  through  to  the  point  where  there  was  the  official 

consultation  with  the  Governor  for  approval  or  disapproval? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Which  is,  in  the  Hudson  case,  we  did  not  get  to  that? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Are  you  aware  of  community  opposition  in  these  cases? 
The  Witness.  There  was  none. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  You  are  testifying  there  was  no  community? 
Answer.  Well,  no,  in  the  Oregon  case  there  was.  Oregon  is  Siltz.  There  was  strong 

community  opposition,  and  that  was  the  case  that  I  indicated  was  based  strictly  on 
what  we  considered  to  be — ^they  just  didn't  want  Indians  next  door  to  them.  The 
other  two,  there  was  strong  community  support. 

Question.  Was  there  any  community  opposition  in  either  Louisiana  or  Michigan? 
Answer.  No.  Michigan  I  think  there  was  a  competing  casino  that,  you  know, 

raised  some  fuss,  but— — 
Question.  So  there  was  some  opposition? 

Answer.  Yeah,  but  it  wasn't  community,  it  was  another  tribe  wanting  to  open  a casino  in  Detroit. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Can  we  take  a  break? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Absolutely. 
[Recess.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Were  you  personally  aware  that  any  of  the  tribes  opposed  to  the  Hudson 
Dog  Track  application  had  ever  made  political  appUcations? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  whether  the  Minnesota  Indian  Gaming  Association 

ever  made  political  contributions? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  whether  Marge  Anderson  or  Deborah  Doxtater  had 

ever  been  invited  to  White  House  coffees? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  In  1995,  were  you  aware  of  any  communications  between  the  Depart- 
ment of  the  Interior  and  the  White  House  or  the  DNC  involving  the  Hudson  Dog 

Track  matter? 
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Answer.  No. 
[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-4  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR  WILSON: 

Question.  I  have  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  docvunent  that  has  been  marked 
HM-4  dated  November  15.  It  is  a  memorandum  from  the  office  of  the  area  director 
to  the  Assistant  Secretary,  Indian  affairs.  If  you  would  just  take  a  moment  to  review 
it? 

Answer.  What's  the  date? 
Question.  I  believe  it's  November  15,  if  you  go  to  the  signature.  I  apologize  for 

the  poor  copy,  but  that's  what  we  received. Answer.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  you  receive  a  copy  of  this  memorandimi  when  it  was  transmitted? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Well,  did  you  receive  a  copy  of  this  document  at  any  time? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  document  before  today? 
Answer.  I  saw  it  after  the  Gaming  Office  had  received  it.  It  was  some  time,  I 

think  it  was  in  February  or  March  wnen  we  had  a  meeting  with — I  had  a  meeting 
with  George  and  Tom  about  the  application,  and  they  brought  it  along  with  them. 
Perhaps  the  first  time  I  had  seen  it. 

Question.  Did  you  read  this  document? 

Answer.  No.  Well,  I  scanned  it.  It's  very  typical  of  all  of  our — so  I  know  what's 
in  it,  but  I  didn't  read  the  actual  findings  of  the  area. 

Question.  What  was  your  understanding  of  deadlines  for  comments  that  had  been 
communicated  to  all  parties  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  We  never  have  deadlines.  To  my  knowledge,  we  didn't  have  any  dead- 
lines. We  keep  the  record  opened  up  until  the  very  last — until  the  day  the  Assistant 

Secretary  signs  it.  I  don't  believe  the  area  communicated  any  deadlines,  but  we 
didn't 

[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-5  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  1  have  provided  the  witness  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked  as 
Exhibit  HM-5.  It's  a  memorandum  dated  April  20,  1995,  fi-om  office  of  the  area  di- 

rector to  the  Assistant  Secretary,  Indian  affairs. 
Have  you  seen  this  document  before  today? 
Answer.  No. 
[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-6  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  have  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked  Ex- 
hibit HM-6.  It's  a  letter  signed,  at  least  there  is  a  typewritten  signatiu-e  of  Hilda 

Manuel  and  it's  to  former  Representative  Steve  Gunderson.  If  you  would  take  just a  moment  to  review  that. 
The  Witness.  Yeah,  I  remember  this.  I  signed  this. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  The  first  thing  I  wanted  to  talk  about,  there  is  a  sentence  in  the  second 

paragraph  beginning  just  over  halfway  through  the  paragraph  that  states:  "How- 
ever, it  is  important  to  point  out  that  any  opposition  should  be  supported  by  factual 

documentation.  If  the  opposing  parties  do  not  furnish  any  documented  evidence  to 
support  their  position,  it  is  difficvdt,  if  not  impossible,  to  make  a  finding  that  the 
acquisition  is  not  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community  as  required  by  the  In- 

dian Gaming  Regulatory  Act." Is  this  an  accurate  statement? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Why  is  factual  documentation  required? 
Answer.  To  rebut  any  finding  that  the  area  has  made  or  the  tribe  has  made  re- 

farding,  you  know,  an  issue.  And  we're  talking  usually  about  infrastructure  issues, 
mean  when  there's  community  opposition,  it's  usually,  you  know,  they  have 

some — they  are  making  some  allegation  about  something  not  being  appropriate  or 
some  problem  occurring,  and  typically  it  will  be,  you  know,  environmental  or  prob- 

lems with  municipal  services,  and  so  we  ask  them  to  approve  it,  and  if  the  tribe 
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has  evidence  that  says  to  the  contrary,  they  are  provided  that  also  so  they  can  see 
what  the  tribe's  position  is. 

Question.  And  who  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior,  either  your  office  or  IGMS, 
thought  that  the  factual  documentation — let  me  rephrase  that. 
Who  in  your  office  or  at  IGMS  believed  that  the  opposition  to  the  Hudson  Dog 

Track  was  supported  by  factual  documentation? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  that  I  can  answer  that.  I  believe  the  staff  in  the  Gaming 

Office  all  have  a  responsibihty  to  review  the  application.  I  don't  know  that  any  one 
of  them  made — I  mean  they  all  have  their  pieces,  so  I'm  not  sure  I  understand  what 
you're  asking  me. 

Question.  Well,  put  another  way,  do  you  know  of  anybody  in  yovu"  office  or  the 
IGMS  office  who  thought  the  factual  documentation  as  presented  by  opponents  to 
the  dog  track  was  not  adequate? 

Answer.  Could  you  ask  me  again?  I'm  sorry.  Do  I  know  whether  anyone  in  my 
staff   

Question.  Your  staff  or  IGMS? 
Answer.  Well,  gaming  is  part  of  my  staff.  They  are  in  my  office.  They  are  a  staff 

office  to  me.  If  anyone  in  that  office  did   
Question.  Thought  that  the  factual  documentation  provided  by  the  opponents  was 

inadequate? 
Answer.  I  don't  believe  anyone  did.  I  mean  we  never — we  never  sat  around  and 

looked  at,  you  know,  looked  at  the  file  to  say  this  is  inadequate.  When  the  staff 
come  to  me  to  discuss  the  case,  they  come  to  me  with  an  opinion  already  formed 

in  their  minds  about  what  it  is  they're  going  to  say  to  me,  and  if  it's,  you  know, 
if  it's  to  talk  about  environmental,  I  make  the  assumption  that  they  have  looked 
at  the  record  and  have  come  to  a  decision  that  it's  adequate  or  inadequate. 

I  trust — in  other  words,  I  trust  their  judgment  about,  you  know,  doing  their  job. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  On  the  second  page,  the  first  full  paragraph  begins  the  consultation 
with  appropriate  State,  local  government  officials,  and  officials  of  nearby  tribes  is 
conducted  by  the  local  BLA  area  office.  Is  that  a  correct  statement  of  the  process? 

Answer.  Uh-huh.  Yes. 
Question.  At  the  conclusion  of  that  paragraph,  it  says  the  record  is  submitted  to 

the  Assistant  Secretary  and  it  appears  for  fiirtner  review  and  approval.  Just  reading 
this  paragraph,  it  seems  to  communicate  that  the  consultation  takes  place  at  the 
area  office  and  that  there  is  no  consviltation  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  main 
office? 

Answer.  That's  true. 
Question.  That  is  true? 

Answer.  We  just  don't  have  the  staff  to  do  it. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Yeah.  Yeah,  no,  we  don't  attend  consultations. 
Question.  In  the  second  complete  paragraph,  the  second  sentence  reads,  "If  the  ap- 

Elication  is  found  to  be  factually  docvunented  to  support  a  favorable  determination 
y  the  Secretary,  positive  findings  of  fact  on  the  two-part  determination  are  pre- 

pared along  with  the  letter  to  the  Governor  of  the  State  seeking  concurrence  and 

the  Secretary's  determination."  Is  that  a  correct  statement? Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  I'm  a  little  bit  confused  by  your  earlier  testimony  that  the  Governor  of 
Wisconsin  was  contacted  to  determine  whether  he  supported  or  opposed  the  casino. 

And  it  appears  that  would  not  comport  with  your  statement  here  because  you're 
sajdng  to  Congressman  Gunderson  that,  if  the  application  is  found  to  be  factually 
documented  to  support  a  favorable  determination,  then  you  contact  the  Governor. 

Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Before  you  answer  that,  I  think  what  she  said  in  response  to  that 

question  was  that  she  believed  the  Governor  had  been  contacted.  She  didn't  know 
tnat  for  a  fact.  I  mean,  yoiir  presumption  in  this  case  is  that  she  had  testified  that 
she — that  the  Governor  had  indeed  been  contacted. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Okay. 
The  Witness.  But  the  process  itself,  the  consultation  process,  IGRA  requires  a 

consultation,  and  this  is  almost  a  quote,  with  appropriate  State  and  local  govern- 
ment officials  and  officials.  So  the  Governor  gets  a  letter,  and  the  AG  gets  a  letter 

at  the  consultation  stage.  And  then  the  Governor  gets  a  letter  at  the  two-part  deter- 
mination stage.  The/re  different  letters. 

Question.  Okay.  Okay.  And  then  just  working  down  into  the  fourth  fiill  paragraph 
on  this  page,  it  states,  if  gubernatorial  concurrence  is  provided,  the  land  may  be 
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taken  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  At  this  point,  the  tribe  allegation  application 
is  then  reviewed  to  determine  whether  the  criteria  of  25  CFR  part  151  have  been 
adequately  addressed.  Is  it  your  understanding  that  this  is  what  happened  in  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  No.  We  never  got  to  a  151.  The — Section  20  does  not  give  the  Secretary 
authority  to  take  the  land  into  trust.  This  regulation  codifies  the  statutory  author- 

ity, which  is  465 — 25  U.S.C.  465.  So  once  we  make  the  determination,  we  never  got 
to  151  because  we  never  got  passed,  we  never  got  to  part  2  of  Section  20,  which 
is  the  best  interest  test.  So  under  25  U.S.C.  465,  the  Secretary  has  the  discretion 
just  to  decide,  not  even  to  review  the  151  criteria.  I  mean  that  was  just — he  felt 
it  was  futile  at  that  point  to  go  any  further  and  just  didn't  do-— didn't  get  to  that 
point. 

Question.  So  is  it  fair  to  say,  then,  the  application  was  rejected  exclusively  be- 
cause of  the  community  opposition  prong  of  Section  20  of  IGRA? 

Answer.  It  was  rejected  oecause  we  determined  that  there  would  be  detriment  to 
the  surrounding  community. 

[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-7  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I've  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  docvunent  that  has  been  marked  Ex- 
hibit HM-7,  a  June  8th,  1995,  memo  fi-om  Indian  gaming  management  staff  to  the 

Director  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Management  staff".  Have  you  seen  this  docvunent  be- fore today? 
Answer.  No.  No.  I've  never  seen  this. 
Question.  Okay.  Just  directing  your  attention  to  the  first  paragraph  of  this  docu- 

ment, the  last  full  sentence  reads:  "Therefore,  the  staff  recommends  that  the  Sec- 
retary, based  on  the  following,  determine  that  the  proposed  acquisition  would  not 

be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community  prior  to  making  a  determination  on 

the  best  interests."  Do  you  know  the  reference  to  the  staff  recommending,  do  you know  who  those  people  are? 

Answer.  I  think  it's — this  is  Tom  Hartman's  memo.  I  see  his  signature  is  here, 
so  I'm  assuming  it's  Tom  recommending  that. 

Question.  Did  anybody  participate  in  the  drafting  of  this  memo? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Let  me  point  out  that  the  memo  is  stamped  draft  at  the  bottom. 
The  Witness.  I  would  not  see  it  because  it's  fi^m  Tom  to  George.  It's  an  internal office  memo. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  But  your  testimony  is  that  you  did  not  take  part  in  any  discussions   
Answer.  No. 

Question  [continuing].  During  which  staff"  recommended  that  the  proposed  acquisi- tion would  not  be  detrimental  for  the  surrovmding  community? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  If— just  txuning  your  attention  to  page  4  of  this  document,  the — just  fo- 
cusing on  the  third  paragraph  which  discusses  a  number  of  letters  in  support  of  the 

application  and  the  final  clause  reads  that — or  the  final  sentence  reads  "Sandra 
Berg,  a  long-time  Hudson  businessperson  wrote  in  support  and  states  that  the  oppo- 

sition to  the  acquisition  is  receiving  money  fi*om  opposing  Indian  tribes." 
If  that  were  true,  and  I'm  not  characterizing  it  as  being  true  or  false,  but  if  it 

were  true,  would  that  have  any  bearing  or  woijdd  it  be  a  consideration  in  the  deci- 
sion-making process? 

Answer.  I  don't  understand  what  that  statement  means. 
Question.  Well,  just  stepping  away  from  this  little  statement,  if  it  were  true  in 

an  application  to  take  land  in  trust  that  the  opponents  of  the  application  were — 
any  opponents  were  receiving  money  from  other  opponents,  would  that  be  an  issue 
that  you  think  would  bear  at  least  examining  or  looking  into? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  mean,  I — I'm  not  s\ire  I — we — we  look  at  only  the — the 

factors  that  we  consider  and  that  we've  developed  as  part  of  the  checklist  process, 
and  as  part  of  151,  the  criteria  that's  contained  in  those,  in  the  regulations  and  in 
the  practice  and  the  checklist  of  the  office.  So  I  don't  know,  I  guess  I'm  not  sure 
exactly  what — what  you're  asking  me. 

Question.  Well,  I'm  trying  to  get  a  sense  of  the  integrity  of  the  process.  Because 
it  appears   

Answer.  It's  never  come  up  for  one.  I  mean  we've  never  had  this  situation.  I've 
never  had  a  case  where,  you  know,  where  that  kind  of  a  fact  in  there  has  been  pre- 

sented. So  I  don't  know.  I  honestly  don't  know  what  we — and  I  don't  think  we've 
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ever  had  a  case  like  that  to  date.  I  never  had  one  personally  and  I  don't  think 
George  ever  had  one.  So  I  don't  know  what  we  would  do. 

Question.  Just  stepping  back  to  the  general,  I  mean,  taking  an  example  of,  if  you 
are  aware,  for  example,  of  people  making  payments  to  people  to  write  a  letter  of 
opposition   Answer.  Uh-huh. 

Question  [continuing].  To  an  application,  I'm  speaking  in  the  general  sense,  would 
that  in  your  mind  diminish  the  impact  of  the  letter  in  opposition? 

Answer.  It — well  it — I  don't — I  don't — personally,  I  would  feel  about  it  the  same 
way  I  feel  about  tribes  reaching  agreements  with  local  governments  and  states  to 
share  profits  with  them.  I  don't  beheve  that  IGRA  has  any  authority  for— for  States 
to  strong-arm  the  tribes  into  sharing  their  gaming  revenues,  but  they  do.  So  I  would 
have  the  same  feeling  about  it,  but  it's  not  dispositive  of,  you  know,  of  the — I  mean, 
I  don't  think  it's  an  end  all — it  wouldn't  influence,  you  know,  the  deliberations  into 
the — into  the  factors  that  we  have  to  consider. 

Question.  If  it  came  to  your  attention,  wovdd  you  investigate  the  matter? 
Answer.  Well,  I  would  probably — probably  ask,  you  know,  the  tribe  or  whoever  is 

allegedly  receiving,  you  know,  the  payment. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Is  there  any  evidence  in  this  case  that  the  opposition  was  funded — 

was  solely  created  by  payments  from  opposing  tribes? 
The  Witness.  Not — I  wasn't  aware  of  anything. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Turning  to  page  16  of  this  document,  the  final  paragraph  reads:  "Staff 
finds  that  detrimental  impacts  are  appropriately  mitigated  through  the  proposed  ac- 

tions of  the  tribes  and  the  agreement  for  government  services.  It  finds  that  gaming 
at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Racing  Park  that  adds  slot  machines  and 
blackjack  to  the  existing  class  III  pri-mutuel  wagering  would  not  be  detrimental  to 
the  svirrounding  community.  Staff  recommends  that  the  determination  for  best  in- 

terest of  the  tribe  and  its  members  be  completed." 
Now,  I  know  you've  testified  that  you  have  not  seen  this  docximent  before  today. 

Would  it  be  a  matter  of  some  consequence  if  staff  did  state  that  they  thought  det- 
rimental impacts  are  mitigated  through  proposed  actions? 

Answer.  Only  if  the  memo  came  from  George  as  the  Director  and  it  was  not  a 
draft  and  it  was  addressed  to  me. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  So  was  this  the  gaming  staffs  recommendation? 
The  Witness.  No.  I  don't — I've  never  seen  this.  It  looks  like  it's  a  memo  from  Tom 

to  George.  And  it's  signed — I  mean  it's  a  draft.  So  obviously  Tom  was,  you  know, 
had  some  preliminary  thoughts  and  wanted  to  share  them  with  George.  And  it 
never  came  to  me  so  it  wasn't  an  official  memo. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Apart  from  the  July  14,  1995,  rejection  of  the  application,  did  you  ever 
receive  a  memorandiim  that  articulated  reasons  for  rejecting  the  application? 

Answer.  Yes.  From  George. 
Question.  And  what  was  the  content  of  that  memorandvun? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember.  It's — it  was — it's  a  memo  that — ^it's  one  of  those  that 

has  to  the  Assistant  Secretary  through  Deputy  Commissioner  fi"om  Director  of  In- 
dian Gaming. 

Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  I  have  not  even  looked  at  it  since   
Question.  Okay. 

Answer  [continuing].  2  years  ago.  I  don't  know  that  I  remember  what  it  looks  like. 
[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-8  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I've  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked  as  Ex- 
hibit HM-8  and  it's  stamped  draft.  It's  to  Assistant  Secretary  Indian  Affairs 

through  the  Deputy  Commissioner  of  Indian  Affairs  to  George  T.  Skibine. 
Have  you  ever  seen  this  document  before? 
Answer.  Yeah.  I  think  this  was  the  draft  that  I  had  in  my,  in  my  file. 

Question.  Do  you  recognize  at  the  top  right-hand  comer  of  this  docximent  there's 
a  handwritten  notation,  it  says  "HM  document  number  7?" Answer.  Uh-huh. 

Question.  Do  you  know  what  that  refers  to? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  This  document — do  you  remember  reading  this  docimient? 
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Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  It  states  here  on  the  first  page  on  the  last  full  sentence  of  the  first  para- 
graph, "Therefore,  the  staff  recommends  that  the  Secretary,  based  on  the  following, 

determine  that  the  proposed  acquisition  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surround- 
ing community  prior  to  making  a  determination  on  the  best  interests." 

First  of  all,  do  you  remember  when  you  received  this  document? 
Answer.  I  think  it  was  in  February  sometime.  I  think  this  was — let  me  see  if  this 

was  the  one  that  has  the  best  interest.  I  believe  sometime  in  February. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  specific  recollection  of  when  it  was  that  you  received 

this  document? 
Answer.  No,  I  do  not. 
Question.  You  testified  earlier — ^you  stated  earlier,  if  you  would  refer  to  the  second 

page,  I  mean,  I  obviously  have  no  idea  what  your  recollection  of  this  document  is, 
but  there  are  references  to  a  number  of  documents  reviewed  and  analyzed,  and 
some  are  dated  in  April  and  May.  Just  looking  through  this  list  of  documents,  re- 

viewed and  analj^ed  does  this  refi-esh  your  recollection  as  to  when  this  document was  received? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Given  what  you've  discussed  earlier  about  when  you  first  thought  the 

appUcation  would  be  rejected,  do  you  recall  being  surprised  by  reading  in  a  docu- 
ment, draft  docviment,  that  the  stafT  recommends  that  the  Secretary  determine  that 

the  proposed  acquisition  woxild  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community? 
Answer.  No.  Because  we — we — before  the — ^before — and  I  think  this  actually,  I 

think  Tom  might  have  drafted  this,  also,  and  George,  he  put  George's  name  on  it. 
We  had  several  discussions  before  they  actually  put  this  in  writing.  And  our— our 
thinking  was  that  we  would  probably  end  up  approving  it  if  the,  you  know  if  they 
fixed  the  problems  that  the  staff  are  saying  they  are  having  problems  with.  So  I 
wasn't  surprised. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  This  was  also  drafted,  stamped  "draft,"  is  it  not? 
The  Witness.  Yes.  We  go  through  several  drafts.  And  I  mean  sometimes  the  staff 

will  prepare,  you  know,  both  sides. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Now,  you  just  stated  that,  that  it  was  thought  that  the  application 
would  be  approved  if  they  fixed  the  problems? 

Answer.  Uh-huh. 

Question.  Who  is  the  "we"  in  that  statement? 
Answer.  George,  Tom,  myself,  the  staff. 
Question.  I  mean,  do  you  recall  any  other  specific  individuals? 
Answer.  No.  I — ^well,  the  meetings  with  the  staff  was  either  always  with  George 

and  Tom  or  just  George  alone,  George  and  I  having,  you  know,  weekly  meetings, 
discussions  about  just  everything  in  gaming.  And  you  know  we  would  talk  about 
this.  No  one  else. 

Question.  Given  the — ^were  the  problems  ever  articulated  in  your  meetings  with 
Mr.  Skibine  and  Hartman  and  others? 

Answer.  Just  one  or  two  of  them.  I  remember  Tom  had  great  concerns  about  the 

financial  deal  that  the  tribes  were  getting  into.  He  didn't  go  into  a  lot  of  details, 
but  I  mean  I  do  recall  that  he  felt  that  it  was  not  a  good  deal.  But  we  never — ^be- 

cause they  were  very  preliminary  determinations  on  his  part,  I  never  asked,  because 
I  figured,  if  we  got  to  the  best  interest  test,  he  would  have  a  memo  probably  this 
thick  telling  me  why  it  was  not  a  good  deal  or  why  it  was  a  good  deal. 

Question.  Uh-huh. 
Answer.  We  talked  about  municipal  services.  I  mean,  there  was,  you  know  there 

were  a  number  of  conversations  about  maybe  one  or  two  specific  problems,  the  con- 
sultation, the,  you  know,  the  Governor  not  being  contacted  was  one  example. 

Question.  Did  you  think  those  problems  would  be  solved? 
Answer.  Well,  those  were.  I  mean  those  appeared  to  be,  you  know,  minor,  except 

for  maybe  the  best — the  financial  deal.  I  mean,  it's — it's  very  hard  to  try  to  second- 
guess  a  tribe's  judgment  about  a  deal  they  feel  they  made,  you  know,  with  all  the 
wisdom  that  you  can  imagine.  And  so,  I  mean   

Question.  But  that  goes  to  the  second  prong? 
Answer.  Exactly. 
Question.  The  tribe  prong? 
Answer.  Exactly. 
Question.  And  the  prong  of  detrimental  in  the  community,  did  you  feel  that  the 

problems  as  perceived  and  identified  during  yovu*  meetings  coiild  be  solved? 
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Answer.  I  don't  think  I  ever  made  that  kind  of  a  judgment.  The  discussions  were, 
you  know,  were  very  generalized  in  that,  you  know,  George  would  say  something 
about  a  problem.  And  my — I  mean,  I  never  formed  opinions  at  that  very  point  in 
time  about  whether  something  could  be  fixed  or  not.  There,  George  and  staff  knew 
what  my  expectations  were.  And  that  is  that  they  would  do  the  toUow-up  with  the 
area,  you  know,  to  whatever  is  required  of  them.  It  didn't  become  an  issue,  if  ever, 
and  I'm  talking  about  the  tjT)ical  case,  until  I  guess  a  document  that  I'm  ready  to sign  and,  you  know,  and  I  see  something  glaring  at  me.  And  then  I  ask  questions. 
But   
Question.  So  you  testified  earlier  that  you  did  receive  a  memorandum  that  indi- 

cated that  the  application  would  not  be  approved. 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  do  you  recall  whether  that  was  fi*om  Mr.  Skibine  or   Answer.  I  believe  it  was. 
Question.  And  do  you  recall  whether  it  was  through  yourself  to  the  Assistant  Sec- 

retary? 
Answer.  I  believe  it  was. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  when  you  received  that  document? 
Answer.  It — it  would  have  been  or  should  have  been  on  the  same  day  that  the 

decision  letter  was  signed,  if  not  2  or  3  days  before. 
Question.  You  mentioned  it  would  have  been  on  the  day  that  the  decision  letter 

was  signed,  and  you  said  if  not,  2  or  3  days  before.  Mr.  Skibine — I  mean,  it's  my 
impression  that  Mr.  Skibine's  not  the  viltimate  decisionmaker  in  this  type  of  matter; is  that  correct? 

Answer.  He — he  is  the — he's  the  expert.  So  his  recommendation  is  what  I  rely  on 
and  what  the  assistants,  and  what — and  the  recommendation  I  make  to  the  Assist- 

ant Secretary  is  what  she  relies  on.  So  in  that  sense  he  is,  because  he's  designated the  expert  in  gaming. 
Question.  So,  in  your  opinion,  would  it  be  an  appropriate  period  of  time  to  provide 

a  memorandum  discussing  the  issues  that  would  lead  to  the  rejection  on  the  same 
day  as  the  rejection  was  signed? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  ask  that  again. 
Question.  In  your  opinion,  would  it  be  appropriate  for  a  memorandvun  discussing 

reasons  to  reject  a  proposal  to  be  provided  to  the  Assistant  Secretary  on  the  same 
day  that  the  application  would  actually  be  rejected? 

Answer.  T)rpically,  we  get — I  mean,  I'm  just  reflecting  back  on  how  other — ^you 
know  other  cases  are  handled.  It  could  have — I  mean,  I  guess  I  don't  think  one  way 
or  the  other  whether  it  was  appropriate  or  not.  It  could  have  been  3  or  4  days  be- 

fore. It  didn't  matter  to  me,  you  know,  if  I  got  it  the  same  day  or  if  I  got  it  earlier. 
But  I  can't  remember  in  this  case  what  happened. 

In  fact,  now  that  I'm  thinking  about  it,  maybe  I  didn't  even  get  a  memo  from 
George.  I  don't  remember.  I've  not  looked  at  this  file  in  2  years.  But  in — in  the  typi- 

cal case,  I  would  get  a  memo  from  George  on  the  same  day  the  memo  would  be  on 
one  side  of  the  folder  and  the  decision  letter  on  the  other. 

Question.  So  if  you  did  not  get  a  memorandum  from  Mr.  Skibine  in  a  matter  like 
this,  explaining  why  something  was  to  be  done,  that  would  be,  is  it  fair  to  say  that 
would  be  an  apical  case? 

Answer.  Not  in  a  rejection.  I  mean,  not  in  a  case  where  we,  where  we're  not  ap- 
proving. These  long  memos  are  usually  the,  you  know,  accompany  the  decision  letter 

authorizing  the  area  director  to  take  land  into  trust,  because  it,  the  staff  have  made 

a  recommendation  to  approve  it.  But  in  a  case  where  we're  not  going  forward,  it's 
probably  very  likely  George  didn't  prepare  an  analytical  memo,  and  the  letter  was, 
you  know,  what  I — what  I  sumamed.  And  that's  not,  it's  not  unusual. 

Question.  Uh-huh. 
Answer.  It  just  depends  on  the  Director. 
Question.  So  just  to  try  and  summarize,  I  hopefully  can  save  many  questions  by 

just  summarizing  it  in  one  way.  In  terms  of  the  detriment  to  the  community  prong 
of  Section  20,  it  was  your  expectation  that  Mr.  Skibine  would  have  taken  the  appro- 

priate steps  to  determine  whether  problems  could  or  could  not  be  solved  in  relation 
to  the  detriment  to  the  community  analysis? 

Answer.  I  expected  the  gaming  staff,  including  George,  even  though  he  was  new, 
to  know  what  to  do:  Everyone  there  had  worked  for  me  personally  before  George 
came.  So  they  all  knew  my  style  and  they  all  knew  what  I  expected.  So  I  expected 
that  they  would  continue,  you  know,  to  process  the  appUcation  in  a  manner  that 
we  had  been  doing  in  the  past  4  years. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  And  you  knew  there  was  local  opposition  well  substantiated  and  doc- 
umented in  this  case. 

The  Witness.  Yes. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Just  for  the  purposes  of  an  administrative  record,  which  is  detaihng  all 
of  the  steps  that  go  into — go  into  the  decision-making  process  and  the  ultimate  deci- 

sion that  is  made,  why  did  you  accept  the  process  that  permitted  many,  many 
memoranda  to  be  written  in  support  of  an  application,  but  with  no  written  docu- 

mentation as  to  why  the   
Answer.  No,  that  was  unusued.  This  was  Tom's — we  never  did  this.  Tom  did  this. 

This  was — this  is  something  he  Likes  to  do.  But  I  think,  you  know,  when  I  ran  that 
office,  the  only  memorandum  I  got  from  staff"  are  their  piece  of  specialty  or  their expertise.  The  environmentalists  gave  me  the  NEPA  stuff.  The  realty  specialists 
gave  me  the  realty  stuff.  The  financial  analyst  gave  me  the  financial  analysis.  I 
never  got  a  memo  that  tried  to  incorporate  everything  into  a  final  document.  So  this 
is  very  atypical  of  the  way  that  office  was  run. 

Question.  But   
Mr.  Elliott.  But  you  characterized  in  your  question  as  many,  many  documents. 

You  brought  up  two,  one  of  which  Ms.  Manuel  has  never  seen. 
The  Witness.  I  never  seen. 

Mr.  Elliott.  So  I  mean,  I'm  not  sure  that  you're  characterization  of  what  was 
happening  is  accurate. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  mean,  the  record  consists,  for  example,  of  the  November  15,  1994, 
memorandum  fi:«m  the  area  office,  the  April  30,  1995,  recommendation  fi-om  the 
area  office,  the  finding  no  significant  impact  fi*om  the  Ashland  office  that  went 
through.  So  I  apologize  for  using  the  term,  "many,  many?" Answer.  I  never  see  those. 

Question.  But  there  are  certainly  documents  that  are  in  the  administrative  record 
that  explain  to  someone  reviewing  the  administrative  record  for  the  purposes  that 

administrative  records  are  assembled  what  the  decision-making  process  is.  And  I'm 
just,  because  I'm  not  part  of  your  decision-making  process,  obviously,  I'm  at  a  bit of  a  loss  to  understand  how  their  administrative  record  can  accurately  reflect  the 

administrative  decision-making  process  if  it's  acceptable  for  there  to  be  no  support- 
ing, and  I'm  characterizing  this,  maybe  there  are  lots  of  supporting  documents  for 

reasons  to  reject  the  application  in  this  case.  But  that's  my   
Mr.  Elliott.  Before  she  answers  that,  Jim,  you  understand  and  you're  asking  the 

question,  I  assume,  that  this  is  not  a  formal  adjudicative  process  that  requires 
under  the  APA  a  formal  administrative  record,  and  the  fact  that  an  administrative 
record  was  created  after  the  fact  for  purposes  of  Utigation. 

The  Witness.  Yeah,  that's  right. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Is  not — I  mean  that's  assumed  in  your  question. 
Mr.  Wilson.  (Indicating  in  the  affirmative.) 
Mr.  Elliott.  All  right. 
The  Witness.  And  what  I  was  going  to  say  is  that  the  other — because  of  that, 

in  a  rejection  or  a  decision  not  to  move  forward,  we  don't  have  a  need  to  the  same 
level  of— the  same  level  of,  I  guess,  justification  that  we're  required  to  produce  when 
we  are  approving  something.  I  mean,  the  151  is  fairly  specific  about,  you  know, 
what  criteria  and  factors  you  have  to,  you  know,  you  have  to  address.  Section  20 
is  the  statute  itself  and  is  not  except  for  two  very  general  requirements.  And  so  the 

area,  when  their  recommendation  comes  in,  it's,  you  know,  it's  recommending  ap- 
proval. 

So,  of  course,  they're  going  to  put  everything  in  there  that's  going  to  support  that. 
And  even  the  agency  may  be,  I  don't  know  if  the  agency  submitted  any  documenta- 

tion in  this  case,  but  on  a  rejection,  I  guess  I  just  don't,  don't  see  the  need  for  the 
staff  to  go  through  some  kind  of  a  same  level  of  detailed  analysis. 

[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-9  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON. 

Question.  I've  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  document  that's  been  marked  Exhibit HM-9  for  inclusion  in  the  record.  And  it  is  a  fax  cover  sheet  with  a  number  of 

names.  It's  dated  July  14.  And  it  appears  to  be  a  draft  of  the  ultimate  letter  reject- 
ing the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application.  Did  you  make  any  comments  to  any  of  the 

draft;s  that  ultimately  lead  up  to  the  July  14  rejection  letter? 

Answer.  I  don't — I  might  have  made  some  minor  editorial  changes.  I  don't  remem- 
ber, though.  Yeah.  I  don't  know  if  I  asked  for  a  rewrite.  They  put  that  on  every- 

thing, even  if  it's  a  change.  I  don't  beUeve  I  asked  for  a  rewrite.  There's — it  is  indi- 
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cated  on  the  last  page.  I  think  I  might  have  made  some  editorial  changes  here  and 
there. 

Question.  And  is  this  an  example  of  the  surname  process? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  That  we  were  discussing  at  the  beginning  of  the  deposition? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Thank  you.  Did  you  have  any  discussions  with  anybody  about  the  tim- 
ing of  the  release  of  the  rejection  letter? 

Answer.  The  timing? 
Question.  Yes.  When  it  was  to  be  released? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Elliott.  You  mean  in  advance  of  its  being  released? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Correct. 
The  Witness.  No. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  When  did  you — when  did  you  first  know  that  the  rejection  letter  was 
going  to  go  out?  Let  me  back  up.  When  were  you  first  awjire  that  the  application 
would  be  rejected? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Isn't  that  what  you've  asked  her  back  2  ho\u«  ago,  when  she 
thought  it  would  be  rejected?  Or  are  you  asking  when  she  first  saw  a  draft  of  the 
decision  letter? 

Mr.  Wilson.  When  it  would  be.  I  asked  when  she  first  thought  it  might  be  re- 
jected. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Okay. 
Mr.  Wilson.  And  she  testified  early  in  the  process.  Now  is  it  your  testimony   
Mr.  Elliott.  When  she  actually  knew. 
Mr.  Wilson.  That  you  actually  knew  it  wotdd  be  rejected  in  March  or  April  of 

1995. 

The  Witness.  No,  I  think  the  final  decision,  if  that's  what — I  mean  when  everyone 
finally  came  to  the  same  was  the  latter  part  of  June. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  So  you  were  aware  that  the  application  would  be  rejected  at  the  end 
of — somewhere  at  the  end  of  June? 

Answer.  Yes.  Because  I  was  part  of  the  decision  making  to  reject  it. 
[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-10  was  marked  for  identification.] 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I've  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  dooiment  that's  been  marked  HM-10. 
And  if  you  could  take  just  a  moment  to  review  this,  it  appears  to  be  an  e-mail  fix)m 
George  Skibine  fi'om  Hilda  Manuel. 

Now,  in  this  e-mail,  Mr.  Skibine  characterizes  the — he  mentioned  whether  the  De- 
partment will  again  stand  by  its  position  that  "naked"  political  opposition  of  the  sur- rounding communities  without  factual  support  is  enough  for  the  Secretary  to  refuse 

to  make  a  finding  that  the  proposed  acqviisition  is  not  detrimental  to  the  sxirroimd- 
ing  community.  I^  looking  at  the  center  paragraph  here  in  the  e-mail. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  With  the  word  "naked"  in  quotes. 
Mr.  Wilson.  With  the  word  "naked"  in  quotes. 
At  the  very  end  of  this,  Mr.  Skibine  says  I  think  that  is  a  fair  question  for  plain- tiffs to  ask. 
Did  you  discuss  this  issue  with  Mr.  Skibine? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Just — ^you  are  getting  into  the  Utigation  now. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  understand  that  I'm  not  going  to  state  it  wrong. 
Mr.  Elliott.  And  this  is  the  plaintiffs' — I  mean  he's  characterizing  what  the plaintiffs  are  saying  in  terms  of  their  issue  in  a  litigation. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Uh-huh. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Now,  if  you're  asking  her  whether  she  had  that  conversation  with 
Mr.  Skibine  prior  to  the  decision  being  made — ^but  I'm  not  sure  if  this  goes  to  other 
than  the  litigation  and  the  issues  in  the  Utigation,  at  least  the  way  your  question 
is  asked. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  guess  what  I'm  most  interested  in  knowing  is  why  did  Mr.  Skibine 
think  that  this  was  a  fair  question  for  plaintiffs  to  ask? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  don't  know  what  George  thought. 
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Question.  Did  you  discuss  this  issue  with  him  to  the  best  of  your  recollection? 
Answer.  No.  I  don't — I  don't  beUeve  I  went  to  this  meeting,  if  they  had  a  meeting, 

because  I  don't  remember  being  at  any  meeting  where  we  talked  about  this 
[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-11  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I've  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  docxunent  that's  been  marked  Exhibit 
HM-11.  It's  dated  May  22.  And  I  believe  it's  1996,  but  ifs  very  unclear.  It's  a  memo- randiun  to  Ms.  Deer  from  Ms.  Manuel.  And  there  are  a  couple  of  pages  that  I  want- 

ed to  discuss  if  you  take  a  moment  to  look  through  it.  But  I'll  direct  your  attention 
to  those  passages  when  you're  ready. Answer.  Okay. 

Question.  On  the  fourth  page,  the  pages  are  not  numbered,  but  it's  the  fourth 
page  from  the  front,  there  is  a  paragraph  that  reads,  "Under  the  guidance  of  the 
Office  of  the  Secretary,  the  tribe  and  the  towns  engaged  the  services  of  a  mediator, 
the  Conflict  Management  Group,  in  parens,  CMS,  of  Boston,  Massachusetts  to  seek 
a  compromised  position  on  the  issues.  Unfortunately,  the  effort  was  not  successful 
because  the  towns  were  unable  to  commit  to  an  agreement  without  a  referendvmi." 

The  first  sentence  refers  to  seeking  the  services  of  a  mediator  to  address  concerns, 
presumably  voiced  by  the  community  closest  to  this  particular  matter.  Did  you  ever 
discuss  trying  to  facilitate  resolution  of  the  problems  or  conflicts  between  the  oppo- 

nents of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  and  the  applicant  tribes? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Why  in  the  situation  involving  that,  the  Mashantucket  Pequots,  did  you 
take  that  step? 

Answer.  I — I  personally  didn't  agree  with — this  was  the  decision  that  was  made 
by  the  Assistant  Secretary  and  the  Secretary's  office.  I  had — I  dissented  in  this 
agreement,  doing  the  mediation.  I  believed  we  had  done  all  we  could.  The  towns 

were  not — they  didn't  want  the  Pequots  to  have  this  land. 
Mr.  Wilson.  But  in  this  case,  the  Secretary's  office  did  participate  in  the  decision 

to  seek  the  assistance  of  a  mediator  to  address  the  problem  between  the  local  com- 
munity and  the  appUcant  tribe. 

The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Is  this  land  contiguous  and  existing? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  And  does  that  make  this  different  than  the  case,  the  Hudson  case? 

The  Witness.  It's  within  the  settlement  area,  I  believe,  yes. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  ultimately  land,  was  land  taken  into  trust  for  the  Pequots  after  the 
mediation  took  place? 

Answer.  Let  me  see.  We  did,  but  we're  now  in  the — the  towns  have  sued  us. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  So  you  can't  win  with  either  decision. 
The  Witness.  No.  Yeah,  this  one's  in  court,  too. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  And  on  the  final  page  of  this  memorandum,  in  the  first  full  paragraph, 

and  by  final  page  I'm  looking  not  at  the  last  page,  but  the  page  that's  signed  by Ada  Deer  and  dated  5/22/96.  It  states  in  the  first  sentence,  in  conclusion,  we  beUeve 
that  the  tribe  has  made  a  good  faith  effort  to  resolve  the  conflicts  between  the 
town — between  the  towns  and  the  tribe.  Was  that  your  \inderstanding  of  what  hap- 

pened in  that  situation? 
Answer.  Oh,  yeah. 
Question.  In  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter,  did  you  have  an  understanding  of 

whether  the  tribes  had  or  had  not  made  a  good  faith  effort  to  resolve  the  conflicts, 
perceived  conflicts,  if  there  were  any,  between  the  local  communities  and  the  tribes? 

Answer.  I  believe  they  had.  I  believe  that  there  was  some  agreement  that  they 
had  tentatively  reached,  which  eventually  didn't  materialize. 

Question.  And  when  you  say  didn't  materialize,  I'm  not  following  you. 
Answer.  I'm  not  sure  why.  Either  the  town,  the  council  wanted  more  money  than 

the  tribes  were  willing  to  give  up,  I  don't  know  what  the  reason,  but  I  beUeve  there 
was  a  tentative  agreement  or  municipal  services.  In  other  words,  the  tribes  were 
wiUing  to  pay  for  more  cops. 

Question.  These  were  to  address  some  of  the  concerns  you  discussed  earUer  in  the 
deposition? 

Answer.  Yes,  yes. 
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Question.  All  right.  Do  you  know  whether  their  good  faith  effort  was  not  sufficient 
to  resolve  the  conflicts  between  the  towns  and  the  tribe? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  mean  in  the  Pequot  case,  the  Pequots  were  offering  each 
of  the  three  towns  $15  million.  I  mean  this  doesn't  say  this  here.  I  mean  that  wasn't 
enough,  so  I  don't  know  why. 

Question.  The  final  two  sentences  of  this  paragraph  read:  "It  is  apparent  to  us 
that  the  towns  do  not  wish  to  cooperate  with  the  tribe  in  its  efforts  to  improve  self- 
determination  or  economic  development.  Historically,  the  non-Indian  population  of 
Connecticut  has  opposed  any  land  acquisition  by  a  tribe.  We  feel  that  the  tribe  has 
tried  to  cooperate  with  the  non-Indian  communities  and  that  we  should  consider  the 
benefits  to  the  tribe." 

Obviously,  I  apologize  there  are  three  sentences  and  not  two.  Now,  you  mentioned 
earlier  that  you  actually  dissented  from  this  approach   

Answer.  On  the  mediator. 
Question  [continuing].  On  the  mediator  aspect? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  The  final  sentence  that  states  we  feel  that  the  tribe  has  tried  to  cooper- 

ate with  the  non-Indian  communities  and  that  we  should  consider  the  benefits  of 
the  tribe,  do  you  consider  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  whether  it  was  signifi- 

cant that  the  tribe  either  did  or  did  not  try  to  cooperate  with  the  non-Indian  com- 
munities? 

Just  to  cut  through  a  lot  of  words,  was  it  a  major  consideration  that  the  tribe 
tried  to  cooperate  with  the  non-Indian  communities? 
Answer.  It  was  a  consideration.  I  don't  know  that  it  was  a  major  consideration. 
Question.  Well,  to  the  extent  that  the  cooperation  might  have  eliminated  or  ame- 

liorated the  concerns  of  the  local  community  and  allowed  this  application  to  go 
Answer.  I  don't  think  the  three  tribes  went  to  the  extent  the  Pequots  did.  I  mean 

the  record  didn't  show  that.  I  mean  that  wasn't — the  Pequots,  they  did  more  than — 
they  had  community  meetings — I  mean  there  was  Like  almost  a  whole  year  of  an 
effort  on  their  part  to  try  to  work  with  Stonington,  the  three  towns  that  surround 

the  Pequot  reservation.  So  I  mean  it  was  very,  veir  significant  on  the  tribe's  part, you  know,  what  they  tried  to  do.  But  in  Hudson,  there  was  just  no  evidence  other 
than,  you  know,  the  effort  and  the  tentative  agreement  that  1,  you  know,  that  the 
tribes  went  to  the  same  extreme  that  this  case  ulustrates. 

Question.  But  correct  me  if  I'm  wrong,  you  testified  that  you're  not  entirely  certain 
whether  they  were  informed  of  the  perceived  deficiencies? 

Answer.  But  it  wasn't  a  question  of— -I  mean  the  tribes  know  the  process,  believe 
me.  They  know  the  process,  because  they  come  in  way  beforehand  and,  you  know, 
they — they  talk  to  other  tribes.  So  they  know  what  it  is  that  they  have  to  do.  The 
agreement  that  they — that  they  were  trjdng  to  reach  with  Hudson,  they  initiated 
on  their  own.  We  never  even  raised  that  as  an  issue  with  them.  "They  were,  you 
know,  they  were  already,  you  know,  thinking  ahead  as  to  what,  you  know,  the  City 
of  Hudson  would  object  on. 

Question.  Uh-huh.  But  correct  me  if  I'm  wrong,  the  applicant  tribes  could  not  de- 
fine or  ascertain  what  the  Department  of  the  Interior  would  consider  to  be  fatal  to 

the  application  unless  it  was  communicated  to  them,  correct? 
Answer.  They  got  the  checklist.  They  had  the  checklist  all  along.  So  they  knew 

what  was  expected  of  their  application  and  what — ^that's  part  of  it.  When  a  tribe 
calls  into  an  agency  or  an  area  and  says  what  do  we  need  to  do  to  take  land  into 

trust,  the  first  thing  they're  shipped  off"  is  the  checklist  and  151  and  then  the  name of  the  tribal  ops  person,  tribal  operations  person  who  will  serve  as  their  contact  at 
the  area. 

Question.  Do  you  know  whether  the  tribes  were  under  the  impression  that  the  ap- 
plication would  be  approved? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  never  spoke  to  any  of  the  tribal  leaders. 
Question.  So  I  mean,  is  it  fair  to  say  that  you  woxild  characterize  the  Hudson  Dog 

Track  application  as  a  situation  where  applicant  tribes  went  just  so  far  and  refused 
to  go  any  further  in  terms  of  meeting  the  perceived  deficiencies  of  their  application? 

Answer.  Well,  I  don't  know  if  they  refused  or  not.  All  I'm  sa3dng  is  that  I  knew 
that  there  was  some  effort  on  their  peirt  to  reach  agreement  with  the  city.  And  what 
happened,  I  don't  know. 

Question.  But  just  working  with  the  Pequot  situation,  by  analogy,  here  there  was 
a  very  clear  example  of  trjdng  to  work  with  the  Pequots  to  make  sure  that  every- 

body understood  what  the  problems  were.  Do  you  perceive  it  to  be  exactly  the  same 
situation  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  No.  It's  different.  The  Pequots  initiated  a  lot  of  this  on  their  own.  They 
brought  us  into  this  process.  They  engaged  us  in  a — to  try  to  help  them  get  to  the 
three  towns.  So,  no,  the  Pequots  they  were  out  there,  you  know,  doing  all  this  on 
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their  own.  And  in  fact,  the  decision  to — for  the  mediator  they  initiated  with  the  Sec- 
retary's office. 

Question.  Is  it  your  understanding  that  the  Mole  Lake  Sokaogon,  the  Red  CUfT 
Chippewa,  and  the  Lac  Courte  OreUles  did  not  request  of  the  Department  of  the 
Interior  what  they  had  to  do  to  fulfill  their  part  of  the  application  process? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  if  they  did  or  not.  If  they  did,  they  would  have — they  would 
have  talked  to  the  gaming  staff  and/or  the  area  office. 

Question.  But  I  mean  going  back  to,  the  area  office  sent  to  Washington  a  number 
of  recommendations  that  the  application  be  approved.  So  obviously  to  speak  with 
the  area  office  would  be  to  get  information  that  is  probably,  I  mean  certainly  in  this 
case  was  favorable  to  their,  you  know,  to  their  thinking  on  how  the  application  was 
going. 

Answer.  Uh-hvih. 
Question.  Unless  that  misinformation  or  disinformation  were  corrected,  they 

would  be  relying  on  people  who  thought  that  the  appUcation  would  be   Answer,  ^fot. 
Question  [continviing].  Approved? 
Answer.  Not  necessarily.  Because  if  the  area  is  talking  with  the  central  office  and 

they're  communicating,  they  know,  you  know  they're  talking  to  each  other.  And  the area  becomes  aware  of  what  the  problems  might  be.  And  they  in  tiim  relate  those 
concerns  to  the  tribe. 

Question.  Right.  I  understand.  Are  you  aware  of  any  instances  where  anybody  at 
the  Department  of  Interior  in  Washington  commiinicated  to  anybody  in  the  area  of- 

fice that  the  application  might  not  be  approved? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  think  this  is  the  final  document  and  we  are  coming  close  to  the 

end,  so  hopefully  we  will  be  able  to  wrap  up  on  my  part  very  soon. 
I  provided  Ms.  Manuel  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked  HM-12  for  the 

record.  It  appears  to  be  an  e-mail  fix)m  George  Skibine  dated  July  8,  1995,  to  a  nvun- 
ber  of  individuals,  and  if  you  could  take  just  a  moment  to  review  this  document. 

[Manuel  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  HM-12  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  Elliott.  Could  we  note  for  the  record  that  none  of  those  individuals  to  whom 

it  is  addressed  is  Hilda  Manuel? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Yes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Have  you  seen  copies  of  this  e-mail  before? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  It  refers  to  a  redrafted  version  of  the  Hudson  letter  being  distributed, 

and  it  indicates,  "Please  have  copies  made  for  Bob  Anderson,  Kevin,  Troy  and 
HUda." The  thing  I  am  most  interested  in  asking  about  is  the  next  sentence  which  says, 

'The  Secretary  wants  us  to  go  out  ASAP  because  of  Ada's  impending  visit  to  the 
Great  Lakes  area." 

Now,  bearing  in  mind  that  you  haven't  seen  this  document  before,  I'm  more  inter- 
ested in  just  trying  to  determine  whether  you  are  aware  of  any  communications  that 

tied  the  release  of  the  July  14  rejection  letter  to  Ms.  Deer's  visit  to  the  Great  Lakes area? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  you  at  any  time  hear — ^have  any  discussions  with  anybody  on  this 
subject? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  know — did  you  have  any  discussions  with  Ms.  Deer  prior  to  her 

visit  to  tJie  Great  Lakes  area?  It  is  my  impression  she  actually  did  make  a  visit  to 
the  Wisconsin  area  at  about  the  time  of  the  rejection  letters  being  issued.  Did  you 
have  any  discussions  with  Ms.  Deer  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  and  her 
trip  to  the  Wisconsin  area? 

Answer.  Not  that  I  recall. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  whether  she  ever  discussed  with  you  whether  the  discus- 
sion would  be  released  prior  to  her  visit? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  whether  Ada  Deer  knew  before  July  14th  that  the  appUca- 
tion woxild  be  rejected? 

Answer.  WheUier  she  knew? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
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Question.  Do  you  know  Tom  Collier? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Do  you  know  John  Duffy? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Have  you  had  any  subsequent  business  dealings  with  them  since  they 

left  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  they  represent  any  Native  American  tribes  or  in- 

terests? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Do  you  know  who  they  represent? 
Answer.  Shakopees. 
Question.  Do  tney  represent  any  other  Native  American  tribes  other  than  the 

Shakopees? 
Answer.  Thaf  s  the  only  tribe  that  I  have  been  officially  notified  that  they  rep- 

resent. I  don't  beUeve  there  are  any  other  tribes,  but  I  don't  know. 
Question.  How  have  you  become  aware  that  they  represent  the  Shakopees? 
Answer.  They  have  sent  in  a  letter. 
Question.  Were  you — in  the  June,  July  1995  time  frame,  were  you  aware  that  the 

Ho-Chunk  tribe  was  negotiating  to  buy  the  Wisconsin  Dells  Greyhound  Track? Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  how  were  you  aware  of  that? 
Answer.  The  same  way  I  was  aware  of  this,  through  my  staff. 
Question.  Do  you  know  what  happened  with  the  negotiations? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  haven't  heard  anything.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  It's  my  understanding  that  they  ultimately  broke  off  negotiations  to  pur- chase the  track.  Do  you  know  why  they  broke  ofT  negotiations  to  purchase  the  track? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Has  anyone  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  ever  discussed  with  you 

the  political  affihation  of  any  of  the  tribal  leaders  who  were  in  support  of  the  Hud- 
son Dog  Track  application? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Correct  me  if  I'm  wrong,  but  I  was  under  the  impression  you  mentioned earUer  that  Gaiashkibos  had  political  affiliations? 
Answer.  I  said  Ada  told  me  that  she  had  contributed  to  his  campaign  when  he 

ran  for  Congress.  When  Ada  recused  herself,  that  was  the  reason  she  gave  me. 
Question.  I  thought  you  indicated  that  you  thought  he  was  a  Repubhcan? 
Answer.  No,  not  me. 

Question.  Okav.  I'm  sorry. Answer.  I  don  t  know  what  he  is. 
Question.  Okay.  Have  you  ever  discussed  with  anybody  whether  the  Minnesota 

tribes  opposed  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  have  been  strong  Democratic 
Party  supporters? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Has  anyone  ever  discussed  with  you  in  person  or  by  any  means  the  po- 
litical contributions  of  the  tribes  opposed  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application? 

Answer.  No. 

Mr.  Wilson.  That's  all  the  questions  I  have. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Could  we  just  take  one  minute?  I  know  you  are  tr3dng  to  get  out  of 

here,  but  if  we  could  just  take  one  minute. 
The  Witness.  Okay,  sure. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  SADKIN: 

Question.  Ms.  Manuel,  thank  you  very  much  for  being  here  today.  I  know  that 
you  have  many  other  responsibihties  to  attend  to  today,  so  I'll  try  to  be  as  brief  as 
possible.  Just  a  couple  of  questions  for  you. 

Just  to  summarize,  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  was  denied  because  of  sub- 
stantial documented  opposition  to  the  proposal;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Along  with  other — ^yes,  that  was  one  of  the  grounds  for  denying  it,  yes. 
Question.  And  the  tribes  were  asking  for  an  off-site  casino,  not  on  their  reserva- 

tions; is  that  correct? 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  And  this  played  into  your  determination,  the  distance  from  the  tribes 

to  the  site? 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  And  there  were  actually  tribes  located  in  the  same  geographic  vicinity 

that  would  have  been  adversely  affected  had  this  casino  been  opened? 
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Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  the  application  was  rejected  by  the  gaming  staff?  It  was  a  career, 

civil  servants  made  the  recommendation  to  the  Assistant  Secretary's  office,  so  the decision  was  actually  made  by  career  civil  servants? 

Answer.  That's  right.  I'm  career,  too,  I'm  not  political. Question.  Not  by  political  appointees? 
Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  And  you  said  you  have  been  with  the  Department  for  about  7  years? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  you  indicated  that  you  are  in  a  career  position,  not  a  political  posi- tion? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  So  you  actually  began  service  dvuing  the  Bush  Administration? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  how  long  have  you  been  involved  with  g£iming  applications? 
Answer.  Since  1991. 
Question.  So  you  have  seen  a  lot  of  gaming  applications? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  you  have  also  been  involved  with  land  into  trust  agreements? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  You  testified  earUer  that  most,  if  not  all,  of  those  applications  are  actu- 
ally approved  by  the  local — the  area  BIA  office;  is  that  correct,  or  not  approved? 

Answer.  Yes,  that's  right.  If  they're  gaming  applications,  the  decision  to  approve is  made  at  the  central  office,  but  the  approval  recommendation  comes  from  the  area. 
Question.  And  in  most,  if  not  all  cases,  the  area  office  will  recommend  that  the 

central  office  approve  the  application? 
Answer.  In  every  case  that  I  have  ever  handled,  the  area  has  recommended  ap- 

proval. 
Question.  And  you  indicated  that  their  role  is  an  advocate,  is  generally  an  advo- 

cate for  the  tribes? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  So  why  is  it  that  the  Washington  office — let  me  rephrase,  I'm  sorry. 
Does  the  Washington  office  always  agree  with  the  area  BIA  offices? 
Answer.  Hardly. 

Question.  So  it's  not  uncommon  for  the  Washington  office  either  to  deny  a  tribe's request  or  send  it  back  to  the  tribes? 

Answer.  That's  right.  We  do  it  quite  frequently. 
Question.  And  did  this — did  similar  situations  take  place  under  Secretary  Lujan 

when  you  were  there? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Can  you  think  of  situations  where  an  off-reservation  land  was  not  ap- 
proved to  be  taken  into  trust  during  the  Bush  Administration? 

Answer.  The  Omaha,  Santee  Sioux,  I  can't  think  of  the  other  big  one  we  had.  We 
had  another  one.  At  least  three  that  I  personally  worked  on  that — where  it  was 
not   

Question.  So  the  Hudson  decision  was  not  inconsistent  with  previous  decisions? 
Answer.  Not  at  all. 

Question.  Okay.  In  April  1995,  were  you  involved  in  a  dialogue  with  Secretary 
Babbitt  and  the  Wisconsin  tribes? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  this  was  sort  of  a  town  meeting  where  the  tribes  were  able  to  dis- 

cuss issues  with  the  Secretary? 
Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  And  did  this  Hudson  project  come  up? 
Answer.  Yes,  it  did. 
Question.  Is  it  correct  that  Secretary  Babbitt  did  not  take  a  position  on  the  project 

during  that  dialogue? 
Answer.  That  is  correct. 
Question.  And  after  the  meeting,  did  you  ask  Secretary  Babbitt  if  he  wanted  you to  brief  him  on  the  issue? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  asked  him. 
Question.  And  what  was  his  response? 
Answer.  No.  He  said  that  was  my,  my  responsibility. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  contacted — I  think  you  have  answered  this  already,  but 

let  me  just  follow  up.  Were  you  ever  contacted  by  the  White  House  or  the  DNC 
about  this  project,  the  Hudson  project? 

Answer.  Never. 
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Question.  And  at  the  time  of  the  decision,  did  you  feel  like  the  White  House  or 
the  DNC  tried  to  improperly  influence  the  outcome? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  think  the  decision  was  based  on  the  record? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  you  feel  like  your  staff  took  all  relevant  considerations  into  ac- 

count? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  you  think  that  your  staff  did  a  competent  job  of  handling  this  situa- 
tion? 

Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  And  these  were  career  civil  servants? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  you  agree  with  this  decision? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 

Mr.  Sadmn.  I  think  that's  all  I  have.  Thank  you. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  no  further  questions.  Thank  you  very  much  for  appearing 

here  today. 
The  Witness.  Thank  you. 
[Whereupon,  at  12:45  p.m.,  the  committee  was  a^joumed.] 

[The  exhibits  referred  to  follow:] 
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  r/JSN  f  f,  ff» — 
No  Casino  Favoritism   hH<- 
To  ihe  Editor:  W  i 

William  Safire  (column,  Dec.  31) 

jumps  to  erroneous  conclusions  as  to 
why  the  Interior  Depanment  denied 
the  application  by  three  Wisconsin 
tribes  to  establish  a  casuio  85  to  188 
miles  from  their  reservation. 

It  was  the  right  decision,  made  for 
the  right  reasons,  and  I  have  told  the 
truth  about  it.  This  depanment  does 
not  force  off-reservation  casinos 
upon  unwilling  communities.  City 
councils  of  the  towns  of  Hudson  and 

Troy,  as  well  as  three  senators  from 

both  political  panies,  seven  Minneso- 
ta members  of  Congress,  (he  Repub- 

lican Governor  of  Wisconsin  and 

many  others  op(iosed  the  casmo. 
Mr.  Saiire  opines  that  Harold  M. 

Ickes  "caused  heat  to  be  put  on"  me  to 
deny  the  application.  The  facts,  spread 
across  a  voluminous  record,  prove 
otherwise.  1  did  not  participate  in  the 
decision,  and  as  1  have  said  in  sworn 

testimony.  I  have  never  spoken  to  Mr. 
Ickes  —  nor  to  anyone  else  at  the 
White  House  or  the  Democratic  Na- 

tional Committee  —  about  this  matter. 
Mr.  Safire  falsely  asserts  that  a 

"staff  recommendation"  approving 
the  casino  was  changed  for  political 
reasons.  In  fact,  the  draft  memoran- 

dum cues  only  the  criteria  to  be  con- 
sidered in  determining  local  op|x>si- 

tion.  not  whether  the  casino  should  be 

approved  The  decision  to  deny  was 
based  on  the  recommendation  of  the 
senior  civil  servant  ui  the  gaming 
office  and  supponed  by  his  sta/f.  They 
testified  they  were  unaware  of  any 
contributions  by  interested  tribes  or  of 
any  communications  between  the 
tnbes  and  the  White  House  or  the 
DNC  Bruce  Babbitt 

Secretary  of  Interior 
Washington.  Jan.  2.  1998 
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Memorandum 

Government-to-Government  Relations  With  Native  American  Tribal  Governments 

April  29,  1994 

Memorandum  for  the  Heads  of  Executive  Departments  and  Agencies 

The  United  States  Government  has  a  unique  legal  relationship  with  Native 
American  tribal  governments  as  set  forth  in  the  Constitution  of  the  United 
States,  treaties,  statutes,  and  court  decisions.  As  executive  departments  and 
agencies  undertake  activities  affecting  Native  American  tribal  rights  or  trust 
resources,  such  activities  should  be  implemented  in  a  knowledgeable,  sensitive 
manner  respectful  of  tribal  sovereignty.  Today,  as  part  of  an  historic  meeting, 
I  am  outlining  principles  that  executive  departments  and  agencies,  including 
every  component  bureau  and  office,  are  to  follow  in  their  interactions  with 
Native  American  tribal  governments.  The  purpose  of  these  principles  is  to 
clarify  our  responsibility  to  ensure  that  the  Federal  Government  operates 
within  a  government-to-government  relationship  with  federally  recognized  Native 
American  tribes.  I  am  strongly  committed  to  building  a  more  effective  day-to- 

day working  relationship  reflecting  respect  for  the  rights  of  self-government 
due  the  sovereign  tribal  governments. 
In  order  to  ensure  that  the  rights  of  sovereign  tribal  governments  are  fully 
ispected,  executive  branch  activities  shall  be  guided  by  the  following: 
(a)  The  head  of  each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  be  responsible  for 

ensuring  that  the  department  or  agency  operates  within  a  government-to- 
governraent  relationship  with  federally  recognized  tribal  governments. 

(b)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  consult,  to  the  greatest 
extent  practicable  and  to  the  extent  permitted  by  law,  with  tribal  governments 
prior  to  taking  actions  that  affect  federally  recognized  tribal  governments. 
All  such  consultations  are  to  be  open  and  candid  so  that  all  interested  parties 
may  evaluate  for  themselves  the  potential  impact  of  relevant  proposals. 

(c)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  assess  the  impact  of  Federal 
Government  plans,  projects,  programs,  and  activities  on  tribal  trust  resources 
and  assure  that  tribal  government  rights  and  concerns  are  considered  during  the 
development  of  such  plans,  projects,  programs,  and  activities. 

(d)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  take  appropriate  steps  to 
remove  any  procedural  impediments  to  working  directly  and  effectively  with 
tribal  governments  on  activities  that  affect  the  trust  property  and/or 
governmental  rights  of  the  tribes. 

(e)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  work  cooperatively  with  other 
Federal  departments  and  agencies  to  enlist  their  interest  and  support  in 
cooperative  efforts,  where  appropriate,  to  accomplish  the  goals  of  this 
memorandiim. 

(f)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  apply  the  requirements  of 
Executive  Orders  Nos.  12875  ("Enhancing  the  Intergovernmental  Partnership")  and 
12866  ("Regulatory  Planning  and  Review")  to  design  solutions  and  tailor  Federal 

Copr.  (C)  West  1997  No  Claim  to  Orig.  U.S.  Govt.  Works 
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programs,  in  appropriate  circumstances,  to  address  specific  or  unique  needs  of 
tribal  communities. 
The  head  of  each  executive  department  and  agency  shall 

ensure  that  the  department  or  agency's  bureaus  and  components  are  fully  aware 
of  this  memorandum,  through  publication  or  other  means,  and  that  they  are  in 
compliance  with  its  requirements. 
This  memorandum  is  intended  only  to  improve  the  internal  management  of  the 

executive  branch  and  is  not  intended  to,  and  does  not,  create  any  right  to 
administrative  or  judicial  review,  or  any  other  right  or  benefit  or  trust 
responsibility,  substantive  or  procedural,  enforceable  by  a  party  against  the 
United  States,  its  agencies  or  instrumentalities,  its  officers  or  employees,  oi 
any  other  person. 
The  Director  of  the  Office  of  Management  and  Budget  is  authorized  and  directec 

to  publish  this  memorandum  in  the  Federal  Register. 

WILLIAM  CLINTON 
THE  WHITE  HOUSE, 
Washington,  April  29,  1994. 

59  FR  22951,  1994  WL  163120  (Pres.) 
END  OF  DOCUMENT 
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STEVE  GUNDERSON 

AOxcui  njt^  eat— II  lu 

ConurrtS  of  tfjc  ?Hmtrt  S>tatM(  JCt^Tk. 

OiStiinston.  fiC  20513-4903 

AprU  28,  1995 

The  Honorable  Bruce  BAbbiQ 
Sccreury 

Depanmeat  of  Interior 
1849  C  Street,  N.W. 

Waihinston.  DC  20240 

Dear  Secretary  Babbitt: 

I  am  writing  on  behalf  of  my  consiiuieats  to  express  my  oppontion  to  the  lee  to  tiutt 

acquisition  of  the  St  Croi;t  MMiJowt  peybounl  inck  by  the  Red  CM,  Mole  Lite,  tod  Las 
Courte  Oreilks  bands  of  the  Chippewa  Tribe  pending  before  tbe  Bureau  of  Indiaa  Affain. 
As  you  know,  the  track  is  located  in  Hudson,  Wiscoosin,  in  tbe  westetn  part  of  my  district 

The  debaie  over  adding  casino  {ambling  ai  the  dog  track  has  inflamed  passions  of 
Hudson  residetus  for  several  yean  and  has  been  a  pnxninent  issoe  in  several  local  electioas. 
Until  now,  I  have  remained  neutral,  in  pan  because  I  believed  that  the  residents  of  St.  Croix 
county  should  be  allowed  to  develop  their  own  opinions  wiihom  imcrferuce  from 

Washington.  I  abo  retnained  neutral  bccinac  I  was  unclear  whether  the  Indian  Garnini 
Re{ul*tory  Act  (ICRA)  pcnnitted  my  iapuL    However,  since  yvai  office  baa  infannod  nc 

thai  I  may  comment.  I  hive  consideied  the  historical  perspectives  of  the  debaie,  die  naliaoal 
significance  of  this  decision,  and  the  views  of  my  constinienu.   I  have  conchided  that  the 

most  prudent  coarse  would  be  for  the  Depanmeat  to  reject  casino  gambling  at  St.  Croix 
Meadows. 

I  oppose  the  expansion  of  gaming  at  the  Hudson  dog  tnck  becanse  it  would  set  a 

national  precedent  for  ofT-iccervatian  casino  gambling  facilities.  Section  20(b)  of  die  IGRA 

provides  that  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior,  with  the  governor's  appnvaL  may  aoqfuire  buid 
outside  of  an  established  reservation  for  gaming  purposes  if  the  Secretary  deienniiies  that  the 

acquisition  is  in  die  tribe's  best  interest  and  would  not  be  deixiise&tal  to  the  suntHnding 
cofflffiooity.  According  to  your  ofTice,  since  Congress  passed  the  IGRA  in  19t8,  the 
Secretary  of  Interior  has  never  approved  the  acquisition  of  off-reservation  land  to  be  used  for 
casino  gambling.    This  appears  to  indicate  that  the  section  was  intpndfrt  to  apply  only  in 
exceptional  cases. 
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The  Hooorabte  Bruce  Babbitt 

April  2S,  1995 
Page  2 

Congress  passed  the  IGRA  in  large  part  to  pcooote  Native  American  ecoDomic 

development  ihmugh  gaming.   At  the  same  time,  tbe  Act  sought  to  proiea  against  the  abuses 
of  a  burgeoning,  but  unregulated  gaining  industry.  Most  tribes  that  have  developed  gaming 
on  their  reservations  have  succeeded  in  significantly  improving  the  economic  conditions  of 

Their  members. 

Under  existing  compacts  with  the  Stale  of  Wisconsin,  each  of  the  three  bands 

applying  to  develop  a  casino  in  Hudson  is  allowed  to  build  two  casinos  with  bUct^ack 
facilities  on  its  reservation.  Each  prctcnily  has  ooe  casino  with  blackjack  facilities  on  Its 
reservation.  To  increase  economic  opponunities  for  its  members,  each  tnbe  may  build  in 

additional  facility  with  blackjack  without  treading  into  tbe  precedent-setting  watcn  of  off- 
reservaiion  casinos.   If  your  office  approved  the  acquisition  of  the  dog  track,  a  national 

precedent  would  be  set  to  encourage  the  developoent  of  additional  off-reservatioQ  facilities 
when  on-reservaiion  development  options  are  still  available.   For  this  reason.  Hudson  is  not 
the  place  to  break  new  ground. 

In  addition  to  setting  a  new  precedent,  proceeding  with  the  acquisition  would  be 
detrimental  to  tbe  Hudson  area  by  further  eroding  relations  among  residents  and  limiting 

opportunities  for  economic  development.   Area  residents  and  their  local  representatives 
oppose  casino  gambling.  The  passage  of  legislation  allowing  the  dog  track  created  many 
deep  wounds  in  tbe  city.  In  1991,  when  a  casino  at  the  dog  track  was  first  debated,  tbe  City 
of  Hudson  recalled  iu  mayor  because  be  supported  gaining.   A  year  later,  the  City  Cuuacil 

adopted  a  resolution  opposing  Iixiian  gaming  at  the  dog  track.  In  February,  the  Council 
again  voted  to  reject  a  casino. 

Voters  have  increasingly  opposed  Indian  pming  ai  the  dog  track.    In  1992,  the  City 
of  Hudson  held  a  referovhrai  which  asked  whether  tcsidems  supported  the  transfer  of  the 

land  to  an  Indian  tribe  if  unspecified  financial  conditions  were  met.  The  results  wen  1,352 
voters  in  support  of  the  trandier  and  1.28g  against.  However,  in  a  1993  statewide 
referettdum  which  asked  whether  resideats  wanted  to  expand  Indian  gaming  in  Wbconsin, 

65%  of  St.  Croix  County  itsidents  votnl  against  expansion.  In  the  adjoining  Troy  township, 
from  which  land  was  annexed  for  the  track,  85%  of  tbe  residents  voted  against  expansion. 

In  sum,  it  is  my  WK\wm  \\»\  tllowing  i  wtoo  at  itw  Si.  Croix  Meadows  fKility 
would  set  an  expansive  national  piecedcoi  for  off- reservation  gaming  where  none  is  needed. 
The  approval  would  have  detrimemal  effects  on  tbe  i«sideau  by  creating  further  divisivenest 
in  a  city  where  civic  baimony  has  already  been  severely  damaged.  Further,  the  recent  votes 
provide  ample  statistical  pnwf  of  public  opinion.  For  these  reasons,  I  oppose  the  expansion 
of  casino  gambling  to  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  track. 
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The  Honorable  Bruce  Babbia 

April  28.  1995 
Pa^3 

I  would  appreciate  a  sums  report  od  the  tcquisiiion  at  your  earliest  coovenicnce. 
Thank  you  for  your  consideration. 

SG.tb 

Bestreguds. 

Steve  Gundcrsos 
Member  of  Congress 
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The  only  land  transaction  approved  since  enactment  of  IGRA  for  an 
of f -reservation  Class  II  gaining  facility  was  for  the  Forest 
County  Potawatomie  Tribe.   The  property  is  located  in  Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin  and  the  transaction  was  completed  in  1990  prior  to  the 
establishment  of  the  office  of  the  Indian  Gaining  Management  Staff 
and  the  established  items  to  ascertain  that^the  transaction  meets 
the  two-part  determination  required  in  Section  20. 

Two  acquisitions  were  approved  for  lands  located  off-former- 
I  recognized  reservations  in  the  State  of  Oklahoma:  The  Cherokee 
Nation  of  Oklahoma  acquired  two  parcels:  one  in  West  Siloaa 
Springs,  OK  for  a  total  of  7.808  acres  (approved  by  Central 
Office:  01/18/94  and  the  second  in  Rogers  County,  OK  for  a  total 
of  15.66  acres  (approved  by  Central  Office:  09/24/93);  both  are 
for  Class  II  gaming  facilities. 

Two  acquisitions  were  approved  for  land  "contiguons  to  the 
reservation  "  for  two  tribes  in  Louisiana:   Tunica-Biloxi  Tribe 
acquired  21.054  acres  in  Avoyelles  Parish,  LA  for  a  Class  III 
gaming  facility  (approved  by  Central  Office:  11/15/93);  and 
Coushatta  Tribe  acquired  531  acres  in  Allen  Parish,  LA  for  a 
Class  III  gaming  facility  (approved  by  Central  Office:  09/30/94). 

One  land  acquisition  was  approved  for  a  tribe  with  no  reservation 
on  enactment  date  of  the  IGRA  and  the  land  was  not  in  Oklahoma: 
Slsseton-Hahpeton  Sioux  Tribe  of  Lake  Traverse  Reservation 
acquired  143.13  acres  in  Richland  County,  North  Dakota  for  a 
Class  III  gaming  facility  (approved  by  Central  Office:  09/30/94). 

Three  transactions  have  been  prepared  for  off-reservation 
acquisitions  for  Class  III  gaming  facilities  in  the  States  of 
Oregon,  Louisiana  and  Michigan.  None  received  the  concurrence  of 
the  Governor;  consequently,  none  o£  the  proposals  were  taken  in 
trust. 

/ 
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Tribal  Operations 

United  States  Department  of  the  Interior 
BURIAU  OF  INDIAN  AFTAIRS 

UIWUPOUS  aWA  OFFICI 

))1  SOUTH  INO  AVYVUl 
urWVtATOUS.  MIN>J£SOTA  5^401  1J<1 

\m 

MEMORAhTDUM 

TO;  Assistant  Secretaiy  •  Icdian  Affain 

FROM:  Office  of  the  Area  Director 

SUBJECT:      Request  for  Off-RcsexvatioD  Gaming  for  Land  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin 

On  March  4,  1994,  the  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Coune 

OreiJles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of 

LaJce  Supenor  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (coUectively  referred  to  as  the  'Tribes'), 
together,  pursuant  to  Section  2719(b)  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Aa,  25  U.S.C.  §§• 
2701-2721  (1988),  filed  an  application  with  the  Minneapolis  Area  Director  requesting  that  the 
United  States  take  a  certain  parcel  of  real  property  located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  into  trust 
for  the  benefit  of  the  Tribes  for  gaming  purposes.   The  Tribes  do  trot  currently  own  the 

property,  but  they  have  an  agreemem  to  purchase  the  land  if  and  when  the  Secretary  of  the 
Inierior  makes  the  findings  necessary  under  Section  2719,  the  Goveraor  concurs  in  the 

Secretaiy's  findings,  the  steps  necessary  lo  place  the  land  into  trust  have  been  completed,  the 
National  Indian  Gaming  Commission  approves  the  management  conma  aixl  collateral 

agreeraems  and  the  Tribes  have  amended  their  gaming  compacts  of  1991  to  permit  the 
operauoo  of  pan-mumel  greyhound  racing. 

This  memorandum  outlines  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office's  review  and  analysis  of  the  Tribe's 

application  and  transmits;  (1)  the  Area  Direaor's  Fuidings  and  Recommendations.  (2)  the 
comments  of  the  Field  Solicitor,  Twin  Cities,  and  (3)  tbe  Documenniy  Supporr  required  for 

the  Secretary's  Determination  concerning  the  request  for  off-reservation  gaming  on  proposed Trust  Acquisition  of  the  Tribes. 

1     APPUCATION  INFORMATION 

A.    Sokaogon  Tribe:   The  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Communiry  of  Wisconsin  occupy  a  small 
reservation  in  Forest  County.  Wisconsin  wiUi  the  cenir^  community  in  Mole  Lake.   There 
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are  1.S28  persons  enrolled  id  ihe  Tribe.  512  memben  live  on  or  near  the  rtservation. 

According  lo  Tigures  provided  by  the  Tribe.  42%  are  unemployed  aod  actively  teeliiiig 

emplo)TneiU 

The  Sokaogoo  Chippewa  Cotnniunity  Tribal  Council  is  authorized  by  Anicle  VII.  Section 

(e).  to  tnanage  all  economic  affairs  and  enterprises  of  tie  Cotnmuniry.   The  Sokiogon 

Chippewa  Community  Tribal  Council  included  rwo  resotuiions  as  part  of  the  Tnbes 

application  package.   Resolution  No.  9-11A-93  rexjuesicd  the  assistance  of  the  Bureau  of 
Indian  Affairs  to  place  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  property  into  undivided  trust  status. 

Resolution  No.  2-4A-94  approved  the  St.  Croix  Meadows-Joint  Operating  Agreemem  and 
authorized  the  Tribal  Chairman  to  sign  the  agreement. 

B.  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  Tribe:  The  Lac  Coune  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Supenor  Chippewa 
had  a  reported  enrollment  of  5.431  people  in  1991.  In  1991.  1,923  of  these  people  lived  on 
the  reservation  and  another  1,126  lived  within  150  miles  of  the  reservation. 

The  Lac  Coune  Oreilles  Tribal  Governing  Board  is  empowered  by  Anicle  V.  Section  1(0  of 

the  Lac  Coune  Oreilles  Constitution  to  purchase  lands  within  or  without  the  boundary  of  the 

Tribe's  reservation.    The  Tribal  Governing  Board  is  empowered  by  Article  V,  section  1(h)  to 
engage  in  any  business  that  will  further  the  social  or  economic  well-being  of  members  of  the 
Baud.    The  Lac  Coune  Oreilles  Governing  Board  submitted  three  resolutions  as  pan  of  the 

Tnbes  application  package.    Resolution  No.  93-82  requeiied  the  assistance  of  the  Bureau  of 
Indian  Affairs  to  place  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  property  into  undivided  trust  stams. 

Resolution  No.  94-08  approved  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement  and  directed  the  Tribal 
Chairman  to  execute  the  agrteraeoi  on  behalf  of  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake 

Superior  Chippewa.   Resolution  94-09  created  the  Lac  Coune  Oreilles  Economic 
Development  Commission  to  act  on  behalf  of  Lac  Courte  Oreilles. 

C.  Red  Cliff  Tribe:    The  Red  Cliff  Bajxl  of  Like  Superior  Chippewa  occupy  a  small 

reservation  in  Bayfield  County,  Wisconsin,  on  the  shores  of  Lake  Superior.    There  are  3.180 

persons  enrolled  in  the  band.    1,651  members  live  on  or  near  the  reservation. 

The  Red  Cliff  Tribal  Council  is  authorized  by  the  Red  Cliff  Constitution  Anicle  VI.  Section 

1(e)  to  manage  all  economic  affairs  and  enterprises  of  the  Tribe.   The   Red  Cliff  Tribal 

Council  included  rwo  resolutions  as  pan  of  the  Tn'bes  application  package.   Resolution 
9/23/93C  requests  the  assistance  of  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  to  place  the  St.  Croix 

Meadows  prtjperty  imo  undivided  trust.    Resolution  2/7/94A  authorized  the  Tribal 
Chairperson  to  sign  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement  on  behalf  of  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake 

Superior  Chippewa  and  also  authorized  the  Chairperson  to  take  such  other  actions  necessary 
to  effectuate  the  agreemenL 

These  Tribes  continue  to  have  high  rates  of  unemployment  and  poverty  in  spite  of  having 
developed  gaming  facilities  on  their  rcservatiotts.  We  agree  with  the  Tribes  determination 
that  this  is  true  largely  because  they  are  located  at  great  distances  away  from  urban  markets. 
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Ejch  of  tbne  Tribet  iJto  have  rtUtively  sniil  popuJaboas  aod  laad  holdings.   The  Hudsoo 
location  will  provide  the  tnba  with  access  (o  ao  uitaa  maricet  for  the  gaming  facility. 

However,  sioce  it  is  unlikely  that  many  of  the  rcsidems  of  these  three  communities  wUJ  cbose 

10  relocate  lo  be  employed  at  this  location,  the  benefits  which  will  accrue  to  each  of  these 

communities  will  come  not  from  direct  emp!oymeni-in  the  gaming  facility,  but,  rather,  from 
employment  and  the  goods  and  services  which  would  be  generated  by  the  spending  of  each 

community's  share  of  the  net  income. 

The  average  amount  estimated  to  be  received  by  each  of  the  three  Tribes  over  the  next  five 
years  from  the  operation  of  the  Hudson  Gaming  Facility  is  approximately  SIO  million  per 

year.   This  money  would  be  used  by  the  Tribes  to  improve  health  care  facilities  on  their 
reservations,  purchase  land,  improve  bousing  facilities,  improve  community  and  elderly 

programs,  improve  educational  facilities  and  as  educational  grants,  and  to  invest  m  economic 
development  in  the  communities. 

1     Descrioiion  of  Land: 

The  Tribes  have  requested  that  land  located  in  the  City  of  Hudson,  County  of  St.  Croix  and 

Sute  of  Wisconsin,  be  taken  into  trust  pursuant  to  25  C.F.R.  Parts  151  and  25  U.S.C.  §  465 

and  §  2719.   The  land  is  currently  owned  by  Croixland  Properties  '  imiti^  Partnership. 

This  request  is  for  a  parcel  of  land  located  in  the  fractional  NE'X  of  the  ̂ fEU,  and  SE'i  of 
the  NE'>4.  Section  6,  T28N.  R19W,  City  of  Hudson,  Saint  Croix  County.  Wisconsin, 
described  as  follows: 

The  fractional  ̂ fEM  of  the  NE'-t  of  said  Section  6.  EXCEPT  that  part  of  the  right-of-way  of 
Carmichael  Road  which  is  located  in  said  fractional  KEU  of  the  NE'>i  of  said  Section  6. 

ALSO,  thai  pan  of  the  SE'>4  of  the  NE'>4  of  said  Section  6  described  as  follows: 

Commencmg  ai  the  KE  comer  of  said  Section  6:  thence  S02*49'01"W  1.891.74  feet  along 
the  East  line  of  the  fractional  NEV(  of  said  Section  6  to  the  KB  comer  of  a  parcel  known  as 

the  "Quarry  Parcel'  and  the  point  of  beginning  of  this  description;  thence  N88*40'24"W, 
1.327.55  feet  along  the  North  line  and  the  extension  of  the  North  line  of  said  'Quarry 

Par:el*  to  a  point  on  the  West  line  of  the  SEU  of  the  NEU  of  said  Section  6;  thence 
N02*48'30"E  along  the  west  line  of  said  SEW  of  the  NEW  to  the  NW  comer  thereof;  thence 
Easterly  along  the  North  line  of  said  SEU  of  the  NEW  to  the  NB  corocr  thereof;  thence 

S02*49'0rw,  along  the  Eatst  line  of  said  SEW  of  the  NEW  to  the  point  of  beginning. 

The  properties  listed  above  encompass  an  area  of  approximately  55.82  acres  currently 

consisting  of  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greybouixl  Raring  Facility.   The  site  is  served  by  all 

necessary  utilities  and  a  highway  system  which  includes  Interstate  Highway  94. 
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?     Third  Panies: 

Tbe  Tribci  have  entered  into  a  Joint  Operating  Agreement  with  GaJaxy  Cannng  and  Racing 
Limited  Pannership,  an  affiliate  of  Croixland,  in  order  to  provide  management  of  tbe 

proposed  gaming  facility.   We  have  informed  the  Tribes  that  we  view  this  agreement  as  a 

managemeiu  agrtement  subject  to  approval  by  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Associatioo.    Tbe 
National  Indian  Gaming  Commission  concurred  In  our  determinatioo  and  the  Tribes  have 

requested  their  approval. 

n     GOVERNMENTAL  ACTIONS  REQUIRED 

The  process  of  taking  Off-Reservadoo  Land  into  trust  requires  a  tribal  applicant  to  meet  tbe 

requirements  of  25  C.F.R.  Pan  151  -  Land  Acquisition,  and  Section  2719  of  the  Indian 

Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  25  U.S.C.  |§  2701-2721  (198«).   Section  2719(b)(l)(A)requires  tbe 
following  two  pan  determination: 

'Tbe  Secretary,  after  consultadon  with  the  Indian  tribe  and  appropriate  State 
and  local  officials,  including  officials  of  other  nearby  Indian  tribes,  determines 

that  a  gaming  esublishmeni  on  newly  acquired  lands  would  be  in  tbe  best 
interest  of  the  Indian  tribe  and  its  members,  and  would  not  be  detrimental  to 

the  surrounding  community,  but  only  if  the  Governor  of  the  State  in  which  the 

gaming  activity  is  to  be  conducted  concurs  in  the  Secretary's  Determination;" 

This  repon  does  not  contain  informarion  wrinen  specifically  to  meet  the  requirements  of  25 

C.F.R.  Pan  151.  Land  Acquisition.   This  repon  only  outlines  tbe  Minneapolis  Area  Office's 

review  and  analysis  of  the  Tribe's  proposal  to  meet  the  rwo  pan  determination  required  by 
the  Indian  coming  Regulatory  Aa.   25  C.F.R.  Pan  151  requires  specific  actions  within  real 
esuie  services  that  exceeds  Section  2719  action  under  tbe  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.    If 

and  when  it  becomes  necessary,  the  requirements  of  25  C.F.R.  Pan  151  will  be  addressed  by 

the  Area  Office  in  a  separate  document. 

The  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  An  has  several  requirements  that  have  been  met  by  the 
Tribes;  first,  all  three  Tribes  have  successfully  oegotiaied  Class  ID  Gaming  Compacts  with 

tbe  State  of  Wisconsin  as  required  by  Section  2710(dXlKQ  of  tbe  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory 
Act  and  the  Secretary  of  Interior  published  tbe  Approval  Notice  of  tbe  Gaming  Compacts  in 

tbe  Federal  Register,  second,  in  accordance  with  2710(d)(1)(A),  each  Tribe  has  adopted 
tribal  gaming  ordinances  that  have  been  approved  by  the  Chairman  of  the  National  lodian 
Gaming  Commission. 

n     CONSULTATION  PROCESS 

Tbe  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  consultations  with  tbe  City  of  Hudson.  Local  Officials,  and 

Tribal  Officials  are  descn'bed  in  detail  in  tbe  Recommet>ded  Findings  of  Fact  and 
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Cooclusioiu.   As  (be  Recommeoded  Fiadisgs  of  Fta  u>d  Conclusioos  indicate,  the  Tnbu' 
applicauoo  has  received  mixed  support  from  the  Communiry  and  oearby  Tnbcs. 

fV     DOCUME^^^ARY  RECORD 

The  Minneapolis  Area  Office  has  prepared  four  volumes  of  documentaiy  suppon  required  for 

the  Secretary's  detenmnation.   The  documentaiy  suppon  consists  of  documents  the  Tribes 

have  submitted  in  suppon  of  their  applicau'on  and  documems  the  Area  Office  has  compiled 
during  the  course  of  the  review  and  analysis  of  this  application.   The  documemary  record 
contains  a  complete  index  of  documents. 

Volume  I  contains  proprietary  information  that  is  privileged  commercial  and  financial 
information,  which  is  confidential  and  exempt  from  disclosure  pursuant  to  5  U.S.C.  532 

(b)4. 

V  RECOMMENDED  FINDINGS  AND  CONCLUSIONS 

Biicd  upon  the  documentary  suppon  that  was  prepared  during  the  course  of  the  review  and 

analysis  of  the  Tribes'  Application,  the  Area  Office  has  prepared  the  attached  Recommended 
Findings  of  Fact  and  Conclusions. 

Based  upon  the  Tribes'  application,  the  dooimentary  suppwn  and  the  consultations  berween 
the  Great  Lakes  Agency  Superintendent,  the  City  of  Hudson,  St.  Croix  Couniy,  and  other  ■ 
federally  aclawwledged  Indian  Tribes  located  in  Wisconsin  and  Minnesota,  the 
Recommeoded  Findings  of  Fan  and  Conclusions  conclude  that  allowing  gaming  on  the 
proposed  trust  property  is  in  the  best  interests  of  the  Tribe  and  its  members  and  would  not  be 
detrimeniai  to  the  surrounding  community. 

VI  RECOMMENDATION 

Becauie  the  establishment  of  a  gaming  facility  on  the  proposed  trust  land  is  in  the  best 
interest  of  the  Tribe  and  its  members  and  would  not  be  detrimeniai  to  the  sunounding 
commuruty,  I  recommend  that  the  Secretary  determine  that  the  proposed  trust  property  be 
acquired  by  the  Lac  Courie  Oreilles.  Red  Cliff  and  Sokaogon  Tribes  for  Gaming  purposes. 

^-.^^^^^ 
Area  Direaor 
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MINNEAPOLIS    AREA    OFFICE'S 

RECOMMENDED    FINDINGS    OF 

FACT 

AND 

CONCLUSIONS 

Hov«ffib«r  15,  1994 
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RECOMMENDED    FINDINGS 
OF    FACT   AND    CONCLUSIONS 

INTRODDCTION: 

The  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconain,  the  Red  Cliff  Band 
of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  and  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin 
(Collectively  referred  to  as  the  "Tribes')  have  entered  into  an 
agreement  with  the  current  owners  (Croixland  Properties  Limited 
Partnership  or  "Croixland")  of  the  St.  Croix  Meadow  Greyhound 
Park  located  in  the  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  to  purchase  the 
assets  of  the  pari-mutual  dog  track.   The  Tribes  have  requested 
that  the  land  currently  comprising  St.  Croix  Meadows,  as  well  as 
land  immediately  surrounding  the  dog  track  (totaling 
approximately  55  acres),  be  placed  into  trust.   The  stated 
purpose  of  the  acquisition  is  to  begin  Class  III  gaming  at  the 
facility  with  the  introduction  of  1,500  -  2,000  slot  machines  ajid 
30  -  40  blackjack  tables. 

Section  2719  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  25  U.S.C.  SS 
2701-2721  (1988)  States,  in  part,  that  lands  can  be  acquired  for. 
gaming  only  if  "the  Secretary,  after  consultation  with  the  Indian 
Tribe  and  appropriate  State  and  local  officials,  including 
officials  of  other  nearby  Indian  tribes,  determines  that  a  Gaming 
Establishment  on  newly  acquired  lands  would  be  in  the  best 
•interest  of  the  Indian  tribe  and  its  members,  and  would  not  be 
detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community..."  25  U.S.C.  S  2719 
(b)  (1)  (A)  .   The  following  is  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office's 
analysis  and  recommendations  of  the  Tribes  application  under  this 
sect  ion . 

I.   BEST  INTEREST  OF  THE  TRIBES 

A.    GROSS  AND  NST  IMCOKB  TO  THE  TRIBES: 

Two  separate  market  studies  were  prepared  regarding  this 
proposal.   One  by  Arthur  Andersen  k   Co.  (AA)  (Ta^  3)*  which  used 
the  "comparative  market  analysis  approach"  to  estimate  the  Hudson 
market  potential,  and  one  by  James  M.  Murray,  PhD.  (Tab  4)  which 
used  the  gravity  model  and  Reilly's  Law  of  Retail  Gravitation  to 
establish  the  sphere  of  influence  of  the  Hudson  facility  both 
currently  and  aa  projected.   Although  the  specific  findings  of 
the  two  reports  do  differ  significantly  in  some  respects,  we  will 
incorporate  both  reports  into  our  analysis. 

The  AA  Study  estimates  the  total  market  gaming  revenues  in  the 
primary  market  of  Minneapolia/St .  Paul  to  be  between  $550  -  S630 

Unless  otherwise  stated,  the  tabs  are  located  in  Volume  I. 
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million,  with  the  proposed  Hudson  Casino  share  projected  to  be 
Seo  million  (excluding  the  dog  track)  (Tab  3,  pages  21  &  22) .   AA 
projects  Total  Revenues  for  the  first  year  to  be  $88,367,000. 
The  Net  Income  is  projected  to  be  $30,910,000  in  the  first  year 
of  operation.   Pursuant  to  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement  (Tab  7D, 
page  8)  each  tribe  would  receive  25%  of  the  net  revenue.   Thus, 
under  this  study,  each  tribe  is  projected  to  receive  $7,727,000 
in  the  first  year  of  operation  and  $11,506,000  by  the  fifth  year 
(V-I,  Tab  3,  page  30) . 

Dr.  Murphy  estimates  the  total  gaming  revenues  in  the  primary 
market  to  be  currently  at  $406,906,108  a  year  (Tab  4,  page  15). 
He  estimates  the  proposed  Hudson  Casino  take  (including  income 
from  the  dog  track)  would  be  $104.1  million  in  the  first  year  of 
operation  and  $131.4  million  by  the  fifth  year  (Tab  4,  page  18). 
He  projects  Net  Revenues  to  be  $31.1  million  in  the  first  year 
and  48.8  million  by  the  fifth  year  (Tab  5,  page  1).   Dr.  Murphy 
did  not  provide  an  estimate  of  the  total  market  gaming  revenues. 
However,  we  note  that  his  estimate  of  total  revenues  of 
$511,124,739  (Tab  4,  page  15)  is  consistent  with  the  estimate 
made  by  the  Arthur  Andersen  study. 

The  two  reports  differ  notably  in  amount  of  gross  income 
projected  and  the  total  amount  of  expenses  expected  to  be 

incurred  by  the  Hudson  Venture  in  the  first  year  (See  Table  1  of.' 
this  report).   As  a  result,  we  combined  the  two  reports  to 
calculate  a  best  case  scenario  and  a  worst  case  scenario. 

Dr.  Murphy  does  not  give  a  breakdown  of  the  expected  expenses 
since  his  report  focuses  more  on  the  overall  impact  to  the  Tribes 
and  surrounding  community  from  the  spending  of  the  net  proceeds. 
Nevertheless,  we  feel  it  is  important  to  include  this  information 
since  it  substantiates  the  Tribes  position. 

If  you  combine  Dr.  Murphy's  total  expenses  (S73  million)  with 
AA's  estimated  Total  Revenues  ($88,367,000),  the  Tribes  would  net approximately  $3.84  million  each  (15,367,00  multiplied  by  25%). 
This  number  represents  the  worst  case  scenario  under  a 
combination  of  the  two  studies. 

The  best  case  scenario  under  a  combination  of  the  two  studies  is 
a  Net  Revenue  of  approximately  S46.6  million  ($104.10  million  in 
Gross  Revenue  under  Dr.  Murphy's  study  minus  $57.45  million  in 
total  expenses  in  AA's  study)  to  be  divided  equally  among  the three  Tribes  and  current  owner.   Under  this  scenario  each  Tribe 
would  receive  $11.65  million  in  the  first  year  of  operation. 

We  find  that  due  to  the  sheer  size  of  the  market  of  the  urban 
area,  the  Tribes  would  enjoy  a  financial  benefit  well  beyond  any 
financial  benefits  generated  from  reservation  located  casinos. 
Also,  an  urban  location  would  be  more  likely  to  produce  a 
relatively  stable  annual  cash  flow  for  the  Tribes.   It  would  also 
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TaLbla  1 

COMPXRISON  OF  THE  MAJUtBT  STUDIES  FOR  THE  FIRST  YEAR  OF  OPERATION 

Revenues : Arthur  Andersen: Dr.  Jasas  Murray: 

Casino $70,000,000 

Dog  Track 11,367,000 

Food  d  Beverage 7,000, 000 

Total  GroBB  Revenues: 88,367,000 104.100.000 

Expenses : 

Casino 20, 300,000 

-' 

Dog  Track 7,131,000 

Food  &  Beverage 5,600,000 

GiA,  Marketing,  Sec,  Property 17,673,000 

Operating  Expenses 60,000,000 

Depreciation 3, 111,000 

Interest 3,641,000 

Debt  Service  per  Year 13,000,000 

Total  Expenses: 57,456.000 73.000.000 

PROJECTED  NXT  INCOME: $30,911,000 $31,100,000 
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provide  each  Tribe  a  source  of  income  which  ic  can  use  to  further 
Self -Determination  and  economic  independence. 

B.    PROJXCTIOMS  OP  MANAGEMENT  AND  TRIBAL  EXPENSES: 

For  the  first  five  to  seven  years  the  Hudson  Venture  will  be 
operated  by  the  three  Tribal  Economic  Development  Commissions  and 
Galaxy  Gaming  pursuant  to  the  terms  of  the  Joint  Operating 
Agreement  (Tab  7D.  page  H,  S  3.1).   We  informed  the  Tribes  that 
we  view  this  agreement  as  a  management  agreement  subject  to 
approval  by  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission.   The  National 
Indian  Gaming  Commission  concurred  verbally  in  our  determination. 
The  Tribes  have  submitted  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement  and  the 
collateral  agreements  to  NIGC  for  approval. 

Under  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement,  the  "Business  Board"  will 
have  general  oversight  and  authority  over  the  operation.   It  will 
be  composed  of  eight  persons:   two  Galaxy  Gaming  representatives 
and  two  representatives  from  each  of  the  three  Tribes  (Tab  7D, 
page  4,  $2.7).   The  primary  management  officials  include  any 
person  with  the  authority  to  hire  and  fire  employees  and  any 
person  with  the  authority  to  set  working  policy  (Tab  70,  page  10, 
S  2.31).   The  Business  Board  will  unanimously  select  four  of  the 
primary  management  officials.   They  include  the  Chief  Executive  . 
Officer,  General  Manager,  Chief  Financial  Officer  and  the  Human  - 
Resource  Director  Id. 

The  Chief  Executive  Officer  will  be  a  member  of  the  Business 
Board.   This  position  will  be  unanimously  selected  by  the 
Business  Board  and  will  be  granted  the  power  and  authority  to 
oversee  the  daily  business  affairs  and  operations  of  the 
Enterprise  (Tab  7D,  page  5.  S  2.9).   The  CEO  is  required  to 
report  to  the  Business  Board  and  under  the  Joint  Operating 
Agreement,  will  not  be  able  to  undermine  the  Boards  authority. 
Thus,  even  though  the  CEO  must  be  a  Galaixy  Gaming  Representative 
as  long  as  the  Financing  Debt  remains  outstanding,  the  three 
Tribes  will  have  substantial  control  of  the  operation  (Tab  7D, 
page  16,  S  S.l) . 

Each  Tribe  will  also  select  their  own  Tribal  Inspector.   The 
three  Tribal  Inspectors  will  have  full  access  to  all  aspects  of 
the  Enterprise  (Tab  70,  page  20,  §  S.6.3). 

Under  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement,  each  Tribe  is  guaranteed  a 
minimum  monthly  payment  of  $66,667.67  from  the  net  revenues. 
Galaxy  Gaming  will  then  receive  the  next  $66,667.67  for  that 
month.   Anything  over  $266,667.67  for  any  particular  month  will 
be  distributed  equally  between  the  three  Tribes  and  Galaxy  Gaming 
(Tab  70.  S  2.26  and  S  7.1).   Galaxy  will  be  entitled  to  a  2S% 
share  in  the  net  revenues  for  the  first  seven  years  of  operation 
with  the  Tribes  maintaining  the  authority  to  "buy-out"  all  of 
Galaxy's  rights  in  the  agreement  after  the  completion  of  the 
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fifth  full  year  of  the  operation  (Tab  7D,  page  41,  S  24) . 

The  Joint  Operating  Agreement  requires  Galaxy  to  loan'  the 
Enterprise  the  amount  necessary  to  fully  pay  the  Tribe  for  any 
yearly  shortfall  of  the  guaranteed  payments  (Tab  7D,  page  8,  S 
2.26).   However,  the  marl^et  studies  indicate  that  loans  will  not 

be  necessary  to  fulfill  this  minimum  monthly  obligation. 

1.    Xosuaed  Liabilitiei  And  Nonrecourte  Liability t 

The  Economic  Development  Commissions  (EDCs)  of  the  Tribes  have 
agreed  to  purchase  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  real  property  for 
$10.00.   The  assets  necessary  to  run  the  operation  (the  building 
and  improvements  constructed  on  the  land)  will  also  be 
transferred  to  the  EDCs  subject  to  certain  obligations  of  the 
seller.   Under  the  Asset  Purchase  Agreement,  the  obligations  will 
be  paid  as  operating  expenses  and  are  referred  to  as  the 
"Nonrecourse  Liability"  (Tab  7,  pages  6  t  7) .   They  include  the 
debt  owed  to  First  Union  National  Bank  of  Florida  (principal  of 

$37,900,000  plus  certain  accrued  interest  arrearage  which  has 

been  or  will  be  capitalized)  and  the  debt  owed  to  the  First 

National  Bank  of  Hudson  (Principal  in  the  amount  of  $1,230,000). 

Although  the  agreement  provides  no  limitation  on  the  amount  of 
interest  that  the  Tribes  will  eventually  pay,  it  does  state  that_ 
"in  no  event  shall  the  aggregate  principal  amount  of  the 

Nonrecourse  Liability  exceed  $39,200,000'  (Tab  7,  page  7). 

The  EDCs  have  also  agreed  to  take  the  assets  subject  to  certain 

"Assumed  Liabilities"  (Tab  7,  pages  7  t  8) .   They  include  the 
following: 

(a)  Real  property  lease  obligations; 
(b)  Personal  property  lease  obligations; 
(c)  Obligations  under  contracts  and  licenses; 
(d)  Deposits  held  by  seller  under  the  real  property 

and  personal  property  leases. 

The  Tribes  have  not  provided  the  dollar  amount  of  the  obligations 

these  assumed  liabilities  will  total.   However,  we  do  note  the 

Tribes  have  estimated  a  yearly  total  expenditure  in  both  market 
studies  which  includes  these  expenses. 

Croixland  will  continue  to  own  and  pay  taxes  only  on  6.96  acres 

of  land  next  to  the  Hudson  proposal  (Tab  7B) .   The  remaining  land 

will  be  transferred  to  the  Land  Venture  and  leased  to  the  Tribe's
 

EDCs  (Tab  7E) .   The  EDCs  will  pay  all  taxes,  assessments,  water 

and  sewer  rents,  rates  and  charges,  charges  for  public  utilities. 

'  The  interest  rate  on  this  loan  is  equal  to  the  prime 

commercial  lending  rate  of  First  Union  plus  1%  (Tab  7D,  page  9,  S 
2.27)  . 
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and  maintenance   of   the   Parking   Lot    Land    (Tab   7E,    page    7,    Article 
4)  . 

2  .    Joint  Ventura  Agr«eaent  of  Meadows  Parking  Lot  Joint 
Ventura: 

Croixland  and  the  Tribes  have  also  agreed  to  form  a  joint  venture 
partnership  (Tab  7F)  .   It  will  be  called  the  Meadows  Parking  Lot 
Joint  Venture  and  is  not  scheduled  to  terminate  until  December 
31,  204S  (Tab  7F,  page  6,  Article  3) .   The  purpose  of  this 
agreement  is  to  transfer  ownership  of  the  parking  lot  to  the 
partnership.   To  accomplish  this,  Croixland  has  agreed  to  sell 
Che  parking  lot  land  to  the  Joint  Venture  at  closing  (Tab  7,  page 
27,  S  9.03(g)).   The  property  shall  be  deemed  to  be  owned  by  the 
Venture  as  an  entity  and  no  Venturer  will  own  the  parking  lot 
individually  (Tab  7F,  page  6,  Article  2). 

Under  the  Asset  Purchase  Agreement,  Croixland  will  transfer  the 
parking  lot  land  to  the  venture  for  $10.00  and  the  portion  of  the 
First  Union  IJebt  equal  to  the  fair  market  value  of  the  parking 
lot  land  (Tab  7,  page  11,  Article  III) .   The  venture  will  then 

lease  the  parking  lot  to  the  Tribe's  EDCs .   Thus,  the  Meadows 
Parking  Lot  Joint  Venture  will  be  the  landlord  aj\d   the  Tribal 
EDCs  Will  be  the  tenants  under  terms  of  the  Parking  Lot  Lease 
(Tab  7E)  .   Rent  payable  by  the  EDCs  under  the  Net  Lease  will 

initially  be  "a  sum  equal  to  110  percent  of  the  aggregate  of  the 
monthly  debt  service  payable  over  the  initial  Lease  Year  with 
respect  to  the  portion  of  the...  (First  Union  Debt)  allocable  to 
the  Demised  Premises*  (Tab  7E.  page  4,  Article  3).   The  annual 
base  rent  after  the  initial  lease  year  will  be  determined  by 
multiplying  the  annual  base  rent  for  the  preceding  year  by  a 
fraction  (adjustment  level  divided  by  the  base  level)  Id .   The 
lease  is  to  terminate  in  the  year  2018  (Tab  7E,  page  2) . 

We  have  advised  the  Tribes  of  the  troublesome  aspects  of  this 
arrangement.   Specifically,  we  informed  the  Tribes  that  the 
ownership  arrangement  does  not  appear  to  be  beneficial  to  the 
Tribes  and  seems  likely  to  cause  friction  in  the  future. 
However,  it  is  our  determination  that  this  arrangement,  by 
itself,  is  not  a  basis  to  reject  the  application. 

3.    Agreamant  for  Soverrunant  Sarvlcaat 

The  three  Tribes,  City  of  Hudson  and  the  County  of  St.  Croix 
entered  into  an  Agreement  for  Covemaienc  Servicea   on  April  18, 
1994  (Tab  9).   Under  this  agreement,  the  City  and  County  will 
provide  general  government  services  to  the  proposed  gaming 
facility.   The  services  to  be  provided  include,  without 
limitation,  police,  fire,  ambulance,  rescue  and  emergency  medical 
protection,  road  maintenance,  education  and  access  to  water, 
sanitary  sewer  and  storm  sewer  facilities,  and  other  services 
that  are  under  the  control  of  the  City  or  County  or  are 
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customarily  provided  co  other  commercial  properties  within  the 
City  or  County  (Tab  9,  page  2). 

The  Tribes  have  agreed  to  initially  pay  the  City  and  County 
$1,150,000  for  the  services  Id .   The  payments  will  be  paid  on  a 
semi-annual  basis  beginning  on  January  31,  1995.   The  first 

payment  will  be  pro-rated  from  the  date  the  land  is  actually 
accepted  into  trust. 

Beginning  in  1999,  the  Tribes  will  begin  paying  the  City  and 
County  an  amount  equal  to  the  allocable  amount  for  the  preceding 
year  (SI, 150, 000  in  1998  with  no  adjustments)  multiplied  by  1.05 
(Tab  9,  page  3) .   The  following  table  provides  a  comparison  of 
the  amount  the  Tribes  will  initially  pay  the  city  and  county  and 
the  future  value  of  $1 , 150, 000 : 

ALLOCABLE  AMOUNT  PROJ^CTIOHS  KSSUHIVO   KO  ADJTJSTMEKT 
Year: 

1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 

Actual  Amount  Owed: 

207,500 
267,875 
331,269 
397,832 
467,724 

1,541,110 
1,618, 166 
1,699,074 
1,784,028 
1,873,229 

10  YEAR  TOTALS  ...  15; 187, 807 

2025 
4, 293,477 

Future  Value  of  1.150.000:' 
A B 

240,850 1 195,425 
338,877 1 242,644 
444,649 1 291,729 

558,776 1 342,752 
681, 919 1 395,791 

814,791 1 450,925 

958,159 1 508,236 
112,854 1 567,811 
279,769 1 629,740 
459,871 1 694,115 

17 

890,515 

14 

319,168 

8 959,357 3 273,099 

As  the  above  chart  indicates,  the  yearly  1.05  increase  in  the 

payment  by  the  Tribes  to  the  City  and  County  for  services  is 
reasonable.   The  Office  of  the  Field  Solicitor,  Twin  Cities,  has 
also  indicated  the  Government  Services  Agreement  is  an  agreement 
in  which  the  Tribes  may  participate  (Volume  II,  Tab  2,  page  3). 
Thus,  we  find  this  agreement  acceptable. 

The  Agreement  for  Government  Services  states  that  "any  real 
estate  taxes  and  assessments  and  personal  property  taxes  paid 

with  respect  to  the  Non-Trust  Property  with  respect  to  any 
calendar  year  shall  be  treated  as  a  credit  against  the  payment  by 
the  Tribes  of  the  Allocable  Amount  (as  adjusted)  for  such 

'      Formula  Used  to  determine  the  future  value: 
For  Column  A:   Annual  Interest  Rate  is  7.9%  for  1  period  a  year. 
For  Column  B:   Annual  Interest  Rate  is  7.9%  for  2  periods  a  year. 
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calendar  year"  (Tab  9,  page  4)  .   However,  this  does  not  apply  to 
taxes  paid  by  Croixland  for  improvements  or  special  assessments 
Id .   The  Tribes  will  also  receive  a  total  reimbursement  from 
Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing  Limited  Partnership  in  the  amount  of 
$297,500  in  years  1995,  1996  and  1997  (Tab  9,  page  18).   This 
amount  represents  the  difference  in  the  Tribes  proposal  and  the 

City's  proposal  for  payment  of  government  services. 

The  Agreement  for  Government  Services  states  that  the  Tribes  will 
cause  Croixland  to  pay  the  delinquent  and  overdue  real  estate 
taxes  and  assessments  and  personal  property  taxes  due  through 
1993  (Tab  9,  page  4).   Thus,  all  encumbrances  on  the  land  will  be 
removed  prior  to  placing  the  land  into  trust.   However,  to  verify 
this,  we  have  requested  the  Tribes  submit  title  evidence  prior  to 
beginning  the  25  C.F.R.  Part  151  process.   The  Tribes  responded 
by  providing  a  copy  of  the  Title  Insurance  Commitment  (Tab  10)  . 
Also  see  the  Tribe's  letter  to  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  dated 
October  14,  1994  (Volume  II,  Tab  4). 

4.    Grouad  Lease: 

This  lease  agreement  is  between  Croixland  Properties  Limited 

Partnership  and  the  Tribe's  EDCs .   The  Asset  Purchase  Agreement 
provides  that  the  land  will  be  leased  to  the  Tribe's  EDCs  at  the. 
same  time  the  conveyance  of  the  Assets'  taJces  place  and 
immediately  prior  to  the  conveyance  of  the  land  (Tcib  7,  page  3  S 
1.01(a)).   The  Asset  Purchase  Agreement  then  calls  for  the  land 

and  the  Croixland' s  interest  in  the  Ground  Lease  to  be  conveyed to  the  Tribes  Id .   Thus,  the  Tribes  will  become  the  landlord  and 
the  EDCs  the  tenants  under  the  terms  of  the  Ground  Lease. 

Initially,  we  had  concern  over  the  language  in  Article  I,  Section 
1.03(d)  of  the  Ground  Lease  and  Article  II,  Section  2.01  of  Asset 
Purchase  Agreement  since  it  appeared  as  if  these  agreements 
required  the  United  States  Co  become  the  landlord  and  a  party  to 
;he  Ground  Lease.   We  inforraed  the  Tribes  that  this  type  of 
arrangement  is  not  acceptable.   As  a  result,  the  Tribes  and 
Croixland  amended  the  requisite  sections  to  ma)ce  clear  that  the 
United  States,  as  trustee  for  the  Tribes,  will  not  be  assigned  or 
conveyed  the  landlord's  interest  in  the  Ground  Lease  or  have  any 
obligations  or  responsibilities  under  its  terms  (Tab  7, 
Amendments)  .   We  are  satisfied  that  the  Ground  Lease  is  now  only 
between  the  Tribes  (as  the  assignee  of  the  Seller) ,  as  landlord, 
and  the  EDCs,  as  tenant. 

The  Ground  Lease  is  for  25  years  amd  may  be  extended  by  the  EDCs 
for  an  additional  25  year  term  (Tab  7C,  page  1)  .   All  rent  is 
payable  directly  to  the  Tribes.   The  EDCs  will  be  required  to  pay 

'   We  note  that  the  land  is  not  defined  as  an  "Asset*  in  any of  the  agreements. 
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rent  of  SX2  a  year  and  all  costs  expenses  and  other  payments 
which  the  EDCs  assume  or  agree  to  pay.   The  EDCs  will  also  be 
required  to  pay  to  the  Tribes  rent  from  the  net  revenue  pursuant 
to  the  terms  of  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement.   The  EDCs  also 
agree  to  pay  all  real  estate  taxes,  assessments,  water  and  sewer 
rents,  and  other  governmental  charges  imposed  against  the 
facility,  or  imposed  against  any  personal  property  or  any  Rent  or 
Additional  Rent  (Tab  7C,  page  4,  Article  3). 

The  tenant  may  construct  any  building  on  the  land  after  obtaining 
approval  of  the  Landlord  (Tab  7C,  Article  4)  .   The  tenant  is 
obligated  to  provide  indemnification  for  any  work  on  the 
facility,  any  use,  non-use,  possession,  occupation,  condition, 
operation,  maintenance  or  management  of  the  facility,  any 
negligence  on  the  part  of  the  Tenant  or  their  agents, 
contractors,  employees,  invitee  or  tenants,  and  any  injury  or 
death  to  any  person  or  damage  to  or  loss  of  property  occurring 
in,  on  or  about  the  facility.   Galaxy  Gaming  is  not  required  to 
provide  any  indemnification.   The  tenant  is  also  required  to 
orovide  insurance,  Galaxy  is  not  required  to  pay  for  any  of  it 

"(Tab  7C,  Articles  7  t  8)  . 
5.    Activities  Loan: 

The  Joint  Operating  Agreement  is  between  the  Tribe's  EDCs  and 
Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing  Limited  Partnership.   This  agreement 
also  provides  that  Galaxy  Gaming  will  assist  the  Business  Board 
in  securing  financing  to  the  EDCs  for  the  funds  necessary  to 
renovate  and  remodel  the  existing  dog  track  facility  and  to  begin 
operation.   Galaxy  guarantees  the  obtainment  of  this  financing 
(Tab  7D,  page  2,  5  1.6). 

To  fund  renovation  of  the  third  floor  of  the  existing  building, 
an  "Activities  Loan"  (Tab  7D,  page  3,  S  2.1)  will  be  made  by  a 
third-party  lender  to  the  EDCs  and  Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing 
Limited  Partnership  in  an  amount  of  up  to  $10,000,000  (any  amount 
over  $5,000,000  must  be  approved  unanimously  by  the  Business 
Board)  .   This  money  will  be  used  for  costs,  expenses  and 
expenditures  set  forth  in  the  Renovation  Budget,  for  initial 
working ,  capital  as  needed  and  for  payments  of  expenditures 
necessary  to  'protect  and  keep  perfected  the  Activities  Loan." 

C.    hKSlS    FOR  PROJZCTZOKS  AND  COKPARZSONSi 

The  Proj>08ed  facility  will  be  located  at  2200  Carmichael  Road  in 
Hudson,  Wisconsin.   The  site  is  approximately  one  mile  south  of 
the  Carmichael  Road/Interstate  94  interchange  in  a  rural  area  in 
the  southeast  comer  of  Hudson.   The  existing  grandstand  building 
of  the  greyhound  track  has  three  floors  with  over  160,000  square 
feet  of  space.   The  property  includes  parking  for  approximately 
4,000  vehicles. 
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The  Las  Vegas  office  of  Axthur  Andersen  6  Co.,  an  international 

"Big  6*  accounting  firm  performed  a  market  demand  and  feasibility 
study.   Dr.  James  M.  Murray,  PhD.  performed  an  analysis  of  the 
market  for  the  addition  of  casino  games  to  the  existing  greyhound 
track  and  an  analysis  of  the  economic  impact  of  the  proposed 
Venture  on  the  Tribal  Reservations  and  the  communities  where  the 
proposed  facility  would  be  located.   We  relied  heavily  on  both 
studies  to  reach  our  recommendations  and  findings. 

Our  review  of  the  market  studies  indicates  that  there  was  a 
substantial  amount  of  time  involved  in  accumulating  the  data  m 
the  studies.   We  find  the  sources  of  data  to  be  reliable.   The 
Arthur  Andersen  &  Co.  study  contains  pro  forma  financials  which 
were  reviewed  and  found  to  be  acceptable  by  the  Minneapolis  Area Branch  of  Credit  (Volume  II,  Tab  5). 

D.    PROJECTED  TRIBAL  SHPLOYKENT: 

The  Tribes  have  stated  they  plan  to  "actively  recruit  Native 
American  candidates  for  positions  at  all  levels.'   For  employees 
at  the  Hudson  Venture,  a  hiring  preference  will  be  given  in  the 
following  manner:   first,  to  members  of  the  three  Tribes  and 
their  spouses  and  children,  second,  to  other  Tribal  members  and 
third,  to  local  residents  from  communities  surrounding  Hudson 
(Tab  7D,  page  22)  . 

Each  of  the  three  Tribes  have  stated  that  due  to  the  location  of 
their  reservations,  they  do  not  anticipate  many  Tribal  members 
who  are  currently  living  on  the  reservations  to  move  to  Hudson 
for  employment  in  the  casino  (Tab  1,  page  4) .   Since  the  Lac 
Cource  Oreilles  Reservation  is  located  approximately  117  road 
miles  from  Hudson,  the  Red  Cliff  Reservation  is  located 
approximately  221  road  miles  away  and  the  Sokaogon  Reservation  is 
located  approximately  290  road  miles  away  from  Hudson,  we  have  no 
reason  to  dispute  the  Band's  assessment.   The  Tribes  do 
anticipate  10  -  20  percent  of  the  1,600  positions  at  the  Hudson 
Venture  to  be  filled  by  Tribal  members  already  living  near  the 
Hudson,  Wisconsin  area  (Tab  1,  page  5). 

The  three  Tribes  expect  to  receive  an  average  of  SIO  million 
anjjually  over  the  next  five  years  as  their  share  of  the  profits 
(Tab  5,  S-1) .   They  have  identified  areas  of  'high  priority' 
for  which  this  money  will  be  spent  at  each  reservation.   We  have 
advised  each  Tribe  that  if  they  are  going  to  provide  a  per  capita 
payment  from  their  gaming  proceed,  a  Revenue  Allocation  Plan  must 
be  submitted  and  approved  under  the  December  21,  1992,  Guidelines 

»  Activities  Identified  as  High  Priorities  by  all  three Bands:  improved  health  care  facilities,  educational  facilities  ^md 
grants,  housing,  economic  and  community  development,  programs  for 
the  elderly,  land  purchases  and  community  programs. 
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CO  Govern  Che  Review  jmd  Approval  of  Per  Capica  Dlscribucion 
Plans  and  Seccion  2710  of  Che  Indian  Gaming  Regulacory  Ace. 
Currencly,  only  che  Sokaogon  Communicy  has  indicaced  chac  per 
capica  paymencs  will  be  made.   The  Sokaogon  Communicy  did  submic 
a  Revenue  Allocacion  Plan.   We  recurned  Che  plan  Co  Che  Communicy 
and  recommended  minor  changes.   We  expecc  Co  approve  Che  plan 
when  chese  changes  are  made. 

Each  Band  ancicipaces  increased  employmenc  on  Che  reservacions 
due  direccly  co  Che  spending  of  cheir  share  of  Che  nee  income 
generaced  by  che  Hudson  Vencure.   In  his  analysis  of  che  economic 
impacc  of  che  proposed  Hudson  Gaming  Facilicy  on  Che  chree 
Tribes,  Dr.  Murray  escimaces  che  creacion  of  150  new  jobs  on  each 
reservacion  over  che  nexc  five  years  (Taib  5,  S-1)  .   Alchough  che 
Tribes  may  have  Co  recruic  non- Indians  Co  fill  many  of  che  new 
posicions  due  Co  a  lack  of  Craining,  che  Tribes  ancicipace  chaC 
che  majoricy  of  chese  jobs  will  evencually  be  held  by  Tribal 
members . 

E.    BASIS  FOR  PROJZCTINO  TEE  ZKCRSASS  IK  TRIBAL  EKFLOYMENT: 

When  we  assume  che  figures  provided  by  Dr.  Murphy  are  accurate, 
che  impacc  of  a  cocal  of  450  new  jobs  on  the  reservacions  will 
have  a  subscancial  beneficial  impacc  on  cribal  unemployment.   The 
following  figures  provided  by  the  chree  Tribes  bolscer  chis 
concencion  (Tab  5) : 

TRIBE 
TOTAL 

ENROLLMENT : 
NUMBER  LIVING  ON 
THE  RESERVATION: 

LABOR 
FORCE: 

UNEMPLOYMENT 
RATE: 

Red  Cliff: 3,180 1,651 
821 

39V   (321) 

Lac  Cource 
Oreilles : 5,431 1,923 1,362 58%   (600) 

Sokaogon: 1,528 512 
198 

42%    (83) 

Since  each  Tribe  has  a  high  unemployment  rate,  the  jobs  created 
on  the  reservation  will  provide  incentive  to  Tribal  members  to 
work  on  the  reservation  rather  than  moving  to  Hudson  for 
employment.   Tribal  members  living  off  the  reservation  would  also 
have  incentive  to  move  back. 

r.         PROJBCTKD  BKNBFITS  FROM  TOURISM i 

As  with  any  project  of  this  nature,  the  success  of  the  Tribe's 
proposed  facility  will  depend  on  the  volume  of  people/visitors 
who  come  to  gamble  at  the  Tribe's  proposed  facility.   Based  on 
the  Market  Analysis  prepared  by  Dr.  Murray,  the  Tribes  estimates 
that  3,184,330  people  will  visit  the  facility  annually  (Tab  4, 
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page  15)  .   Of  that  number,  95%  are  expected  to  come  from  the  Twin 
Cities  area  and  are  expected  to  drop  5199,399,166;  5%  of  the 
visitors  will  come  from  outside  the  Twin  Cities  Axea  and  are 
expected  to  add  55  million  to  the  nee  profit  of  the  facility  Id . 

G.    PROJZCnm  TRAININO  BENEFITS  i 

In  their  cover  letter,  the  three  Tribes  stated  that  the  Hudson 

Venture  will  'provide  both  jobs  and  training  at  the  supervisory 
and  managerial  levels  for  our  people*  (Tab  1,  page  S)  .   They  plan 
to  implement  a  cross  training  internship  program  to  accomplish 
this  goal.   The  Tribe's  representative  has  stated  that  the 
internship  program  will  last  one  year  and  will  obligate  the 
trainee  to  stay  on  an  additional  year  to  help  train  other 
employees. 

Under  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement  (Tab  7D,  S  5.8.2)  as 
positions  in  the  facility  become  available,  preference  in 
recruiting,  training,  and  employment  in  all  job  categories  of  the 
Enterprise,  including  management  positions,  shall  be  given  first 
to  qualified  members  of  the  Tribes  and  their  spouses  and 
children;  second  to  qualified  members  of  other  Tribes  and  their 
spouses  and  children;  third,  to  residents  of  the  City  of  Hudson; 
fourth,  to  residents  of  the  Township  of  Troy;  fifth,  to  residents 
of  the  County  of  St.  Croix. 

H.    PROJECTED  BENBPITS  TO  THE  TRIBXL  COKKDNITIBS  FROM  THE 
INCREASE  IN  TRIBAL  INCOME: 

The  Tribes  contend  that  substantial  benefits  would  accrue  to 
their  Tribal  members  and  surrounding  communities.   Specifically, 
they  show  the  following  benefits  will  result  (Tab  1,  page  7)  : 

*  The  creation  of.  approximately  150  new  jobs  on  each reservation. 

*  The  employment  will  generate  an  annual  average  of  about  53 
million  per  Tribe  in  added  earnings  for  these  employees. 

*  A  total  of  over  $11  million  in  additional  earnings  and  600 
additional  jobs  will  be  created  as  a  recirculation  of  the 
gaming  revenue. 

*  The  proceeds  will  be  applied  to  health,  education, 
scholarship  funds,  housing,  elderly  care,  early  child  care, 
land  purchases  and  other  community  support  services  and  as 
per-capita  payments.   The  Tribes  expect  that  a  substantial 
increase  in  the  quality  of  life  will  be  directly  experienced 
by  all  members. 

Our  data  indicates  that  the  three  Tribes  have  high  rates  of 
unemployment  and  poverty  in  spite  of  having  developed  local 
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tribal    gaming    facilities.      This    is    true    in  part   because    they   are 
located    farther   away   from  urban   markets    than  other    tribes    in 
Wisconsin   and  Minnesota.      The    Hudson   proposal   will    help   remedy 
this    problem  by  providing   these    Tribes    with  access    to  a   urban 
market    for  gaming. 

As    we    have   already   indicated,     the    Tribes    have   relatively   small 
populations   and   land  holdings.       Thus,    the   proposal    is   expected   to 
have    a    significant   positive    impact.       However,    the   positive    impact 
is    not    expected   to  be   employment    in    the   proposed   facility,    but 
from   the    spending  of   the    income   by   the    Tribes   on   their   respective 
reservations . 

I.  PROJECTED   BENEFITS   TO   THE    RELATIONSHIP   BETWEEN   THE   TRIBES 
AND    SORRODNDINO   COKKUNITY: 

The   Tribes   anticipate   that   between    80    and   90  percent   of    the    1600 

employees   will   be   from  the   non-Indiam   surrounding  community    (Tab 
5,     Page    S-2)  .      The   Tribes  are    also   comniitted  to  providing    funding 
for   the    increased   infrastructure   costs    to  the  City  of  Hudson    (TeLb 

1,    page    12).      This    indicates    the   Tribes   willingness    to  cooperate 
with   the    surrounding   comiTTunity   as    well    as   the    local   governments. 
Once    the    Casino  goes    into  operation   and   begins   generating    income 
for    the    community,    we   anticipate    an    improvement    in   the 
relationship  between   those    persons    now   opposed  to   the   Hudson 
Venture,    casino  management,    and   the    three   Tribes. 

J.  POSSIBLE   ADVERSE    IMPACTS    ON   THE    TRIBES   AND   PU^S    FOR   DEALING 
WITH   THOSE    IMPACTS: 

The   Tribes   have   stated  that    they  do   not   anticipate   any  adverse 
impacts    as   a   result    of    this   proposal. 

The   Minneapolis   Area  Office    recognizes    possible   conflict   between 
some   members   of   the    local   community   and    the  proposed  management 
of    the    Hudson  Venture.      In    fact,    a   member  of   the   local   Hudson 

community  has   formed  her  own   activist    group  to  oppose   the    Casino. 
The   group  has   submitted  a  petition    in   opposition  to  the  Venture 
and   claims   to  have   collected   over   3,000   signatures.      Please   note, 
the   petition  was  submitted  after   the   City  of  Hudson,    County  of 
St.    Croix  and  the  School   District   of   Hudson,   held  public 
hearings,    made   findings  and   submitted   their  own  comments   on  the 
proposal.      Thus,    we  have  only  provided   cursory  review  of   the 
petition.      We  have   not  determined   whether  all   the   people  who 
signed   the  petition  are   registered  voters   in  the  State  of 
Wisconsin  or  Minnesota.      Since   the   group  has  not  provided   any 
additional   specific   substantive   reasons   as  to  why  the  Hudson 
Venture    should  not   be   approved,    other    than  those   already 
addressed,    we   have    informed    the    local    activist  group  that    the 
petitions   should  be  directed   to   the   Governor  of  Wisconsin. 

Nevertheless,    we  do  not   regard    the    possibility  of    friction 
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between  some  members  of  the  local  cotwriunity  and  the  three  Tribes 
or  the  manayemenc  of  the  proposed  Venture,  as  grounds  to  reject 
the  proposal. 
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TI.   NOT  DETRIMEKTAL  TO  THg  SURROUNDING  COHMUNITY 

A.    CONSULTATION: 

To  satisfy  the  consultation  reqfuired  by  Section  20  of  the  Indian 
Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  25  U.S.C.  $  2719  (1988),  the  Bureau  of 
Indian  Affairs,  Minneapolis  Area  Office,  consulted  with  State  and 
local  government  officials  and  nearby  tribes  on  the  impacts  of 
the  gaming  operation  to  the  surrounding  community  (Volume  III)  . 
The  Bureau's  consultation  process  consisted  of  letters  to  local 
government  officials,  including  the  applicant  Tribe,  see)^ing 
responses  to  several  suggested  areas  of  discussion  for  an 
analysis  of  the  "best  interest  of  the  tribe  and  its  members'  and 
'not  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community'  determination  Id . 

1.  Consultation  with  the  Governor  of  the  Stata  of  Wicconsini 

There  has  been  no  consultation  with  the  Governor  of  Wisconsin  by 
the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  or  the  Great  Lalces  Agency  since  it  is 
not  required  by  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  until  the 
Secretary  ma)ces  favorable  findings. 

2.  Consultation  with  the  City  of  Hudson: 

(a)  Mayor:   The  Mayor  of  the  City  of  Hudson,  Thomas  H.  Redner, 
responded  to  our  request  for  input  by  providing  detailed  material 
addressing  possible  impacts  on  the  environmental,  social 
structure,  infrastructure,  lajid  use  patterns,  income  and 
employment,  the  possible  need  for  additional  services  and 
compulsive  gamblers  programs.   The  Mayor  stated  in  his  cover 
letter,  chat  "the  City  of  Hudson  has  a  strong  vision  and  planning 
effort  for  the  future  and  that  this  proposed  Casino  can 
apparently  be  accommodated  with  minimal  overall  impact,  just  as 
any  other  development  of  this  size*  (Volume  III,  Tab  1). 

(b)  CoHnnon  Council t   The  Common  Council  of  the  City  of  Hudson 
adopted  a  resolution  with  a  stated  purpose  of  protecting  the 
"city's  interest  in  the  event  the  transfer  takes  place."   The 
Council  only  sought  to  protect  the  City's  financial  interest  and 
did  not  ta)ce  a  position  on  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  1,  page 
12)  . 

(e)   School  District;   The  School  District  of  Hudson  provided 
considerable  correspondence  on  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  4). 
Their  primary  concern  was  insuring  that  the  tax  revenue  that 
would  be  lost  after  the  land  was  placed  into  trust  be  replaced. 
To  accomplish  this,  the  School  District  passed  a  resolution  to 
protect  their  financial  interests  (Volume  III,  Tab  A) .   However, 
the  resolution  did  not  approve  or  disapprove  the  purpose  of  the 
proposal.   An  agreement  between  the  City,  County  and  Tribes  was 
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eventually  finalized  (Volume  I,  Tab  9).   Ic  provides  for  a 
distribution  formula  for  services  to  be  paid  by  the  Tribes.   The 
School  District  approved  the  distribution  formula  in  an 
intergovernmental  agreement  with  the  County  on  April  12,  1994. 
The  particular  financial  aspects  of  the  agreement  are  discussed 
in  Part  I  of  this  report.   The  School  District  then  wrote  to  the 
Governor  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin  calling  for  in-depth 
investigations  regarding  the  impact  on  education  (Volume  III,  Tab 
4,  page  7).   They  expressed  their  desire  for  additional  funding, 
earlier  growth  escalators  and  the  possible  need  for  a 
reversionary  clause  in  the  deed.   This  indicates  weak  support  for 
the  current  proposal. 

3.    Consultation  with  the  County  of  St.  Croix: 

The  County  Board  Office  of  St.  Croix  County,  Wisconsin  also 
provided  correspondence  on  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  2).   On 
March  13,  1994,  prior  to  the  signing  of  the  "Agreement  for 
Government  Services",  they  wrote  to  the  Governor  to  advise  him 
that  significant  back  real  estate  taxes  are  owed  on  St.  Croix 
Meadows  (Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  8).   The  Board  requested  that 
the  Governor  not  approve  any  agreement  in  relation  to  the 
proposal  until  the  county  has  received  payment  of  all  real  estate 
taxes,  penalties,  and  interest  due  and  unpaid  on  the  St.  Croix 
Meadows  dog  track  property.   They  also  noted  strong  public 
opposition  to  the  proposal.   However,  after  the  signing  of  the 
agreement,  the  Board  showed  their  support  of  the  proposal  by 
criticizing  the  Hudson  School  District  in  their  call  for  in-depth 
investigations  by  the  Governor  (Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  10) .   No 
mention  was  made  of  the  ptiblic  opposition.  This  indicates  that 
the  Board  fully  supports  the  proposal. 

Tab 
The   St.    Croix  County  Board  Office   also   prepared  an    "Impact 
Assessment*    of   the   proposed   gaming   establishment    (Volume    III, 
2,    page    1).      It    focused  on   the    impact   of   the  proposal   to  the 
County   as   a  whole,    including   the   City   specifically.      The 
assessment   was  prepared  by  the   County   Planning  Department   Staff 
and   reviewed  by  the   Chairman,    Richard   Peterson.      Although  each  of 
the   seven  subject  matters  were   addressed,    Mr.    Peterson  stated  in 
the  cover  letter  that   the  County  could  not  conclusively  make  any 
findings   on  whether  or  not   the   proposed  gaming  establishment   will 
be   detrimental  to  the   surrounding  community.      We   note   that   this 
assessment  was  con^leted  prior   to  the   signing  of   the  Agreement 
for  Govemmenc  Services. 

4.         Consultation  with   ths  Town   of  Troy: 

The  Town  of  Troy  provided  their   response  to  our  consultation 
letter  on  March   14,    1994    (Volume   III,    Tab  3).      The   town  had 
several   areas  of   concern  dealing  with,    increased  traffic,    lowered 
standard  of   living,    limited  housing,    and  the  possible   additional 
cost   services. 
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The  town' 3  concern  over  increased  traffic  is  addressed  in  the 
Finding  of  No  Significant  Impact.   The  concern  over  a  lower 
standard  of  living  as  an  argument  against  the  proposal  is  without 
merit  since  the  Tribes  have  indicated  that  the  proposed  gaming 
facility  will  require  many  supervisory  and  managerial  positions 
as  well  as  training  programs.   Additionally,  Dr.  James  M.  Murray 
estimates  that  85  percent  of  the  employment  and  payroll  in  the 
expanded  operation  will  accrue  to  Wisconsin  residents  and  that  90 
percent  of  the  spending  at  the  proposed  gaming  facility  will 
originate  from  outside  the  state  of  Wisconsin  (Volume  I,  Tab  5, 
page  12)  .   The  concern  of  limited  housing  does  have  merit. 
However,  we  find  that  any  growth  to  the  community  as  a  result  of 
gaming  facility  would  not  have  a  detrimental  affect  on  Hudson. 
The  towns  concern  over  additional  cost  of  services  has  been 
addressed  in  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services. 

5.    General  Public  Responaa: 

(a)   Public  Oppoaltion;   Approximately  76  letters*,  written  by 
people  in  the  Hudson  community,  were  sent  to  the  Department  of 
Che  Interior  expressing  opposition  to  the  proposal.   Their 
arguments  against  approval  of  this  proposal  are  based  primarily 
on  social  concerns,  i.e.  concern  over  increased  crime;  concern 
over  the  impact  of  gaming  on  the  children  in  the  area;  concern 
over  the  projected  increased  traffic;  concern  over  a  possible 
increased  cost  to  the  city;  possible  increased  cost  to  the  social 
programs  chat  problem  gamblers  would  cause;  concern  over 
organized  crime;  and  general  concern  over  the  diminishment  of  the 
aesthetical  values  to  the  city.   The  people  against  this  proposal 
also  cited  the  referendum  of  April  1993,  to  show  that  a  majority 
of  people  were  against  Che  expansion  of  gambling  in  Wisconsin. 
Many  scaced  chat  the  markec  is  already  saturated  and  that  the  dog 
crack  was  a  failure  so  the  Casino  will  be  too.   As  a  result,  it 

is  only  serving  ae  a  "bailout*  for  the  current  owners  of  the  St. 
Croix  Meadows.   Many  people  stated  that  Hudson  is  fine 
economically  without  the  casino  and  does  not  need  the  low  paying 
jobs  that  would  be  created.   A  few  people  were  morally  opposed  to 
the  idea  of  gambling. 

Approximately  3,100  people  signed  a  petition  expressing 
opposition  to  the  proposal.   He  have  not  verified  the  legitimacy 
of  the  signatures.   Nor  have  we  determined  how  may  people  who 
signed  the  petition  are  registered  voters  in  Hudson.   It  is  our 
determination  that  these  petitions  should  be  directed  to  the 
Governor  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin. 

A  thorough  report  was  sent  in  by  one  member  of  the  Hudson 
community  to  provide  evidence  to  form  a  basis  to  reject  the 
application.   However,  each  of  the  issues  raised  in  the  report 

'   These  letters  are  attached. 
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have  been  addressed  by  the  Tribe's  application,  in  the  Finding  of 
No  Significant  Impact,  by  the  local  governments  of  Hudson,  or  in 
other  areas  of  our  findings.   Many  of  the  arguments  advanced  by 
people  opposed  to  the  proposal  are  also  political  in  nature  and 
raise  policy  issues  for  the  Department  of  the  Interior.   It  is 
our  determination  that  none  of  these  issues  form  a  basis  to 
reject  the  proposal. 

(b)   Public  Support;   One  letter,  written  by  Wisconsin  State 
Legislature,  Ooni  Burns,  was  sent  expressing  support  for  the 
proposal.   He  stated  that  the  majority  of  people  in  Hudson  were 
in  support  of  this  proposal.   To  support  his  position  he  referred 
to  a  referendum  passed  in  1992  in  regard  to  the  possibility  of  a 
casino  at  St.  Croix  Meadows. 

The  referendum  voted  on  in  1992  asked  the  following  question:' 

Do  you  support    the   Transfer  of  St.    Croix  Meadows    to  an 
Indian  Tribe  and   the   conduct  of  casino  gaming  at  St.    Croix 
Meadows  if   the   Tribe  is  required    Co  meet  all    financial 
cormiicments   of  Croixland  Properties   Limited  Partnership 
CO  Che  City  of  Hudson? 

Results:   1,351  people  voted  *yes',  (51.2%); 
1,288  voted  "no"  (48.8%) 

The  survey  results  were  provided  by  the  City  of  Hudson  and 
referred  to  in  a  number  of  the  responses  by  people  in  favor  as 
well  as  people  opposed  to  the  casino. 

This  referendum  differs  from  the  April  1993  statewide  referendum 
in  that  it  is  site  specific.   The  1993  statewide  referendum 
(Volume  II,  Tab  8)  which  has  been  cited  by  people  opposed  to  the 
proposal,  as)(ed: 

"Do  you  favor  a   constitutional   amendment    that   would  restrict 
gambling  casinos   in    this   state?' 

St.  Croix  County  results:   6,328  voted  "yes*  (65.4%) 
3.352  voted  'no*   (34.6%) 

While   the  Hudson   Prop>08al   may  be  an  expansion  of   a   type   of  gaming 
in  Hudson,    it  will   not   be   an  expansion  of  a  gaming   facility. 
Additionally,    since   the   Tribes   have   agreed  tp  a   limited  number  of 
Class   III   facilities  with  the  State  of   Wisconsin,    it  will  also 
not  be  an  expansion  of   gaming   in  Wisconsin.      It   may  also  be 
argued    (indeed,    the  Tribes  have  done    so)    that   this    is   not   an 
expansion  of  gaming  even   in  Hudson  since   the   building   is   already 

'      The   question   and    results   where    obtained    from   the    City  of 
Hudson    (Volume    III,    Tab   1,    page   11). 
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in  place   and   the   dog   crack    is   currently   in  operation.      At    any 
rate,     it    is   our   determination    that    the    1993    referendum,    standing 
alone,    does   not  preclude   the   Secretary  of   the    Interior   from 
making   a  determination  the   Hudson   proposal   would  not   be 
detrimental   to   the   surrounding   community. 

Approximately   800   people    signed   a   petition   supporting    the    Hudson 
proposal.      They  did  not   provide   any   supporting   reasons.      No 
evidence   has  been  provided   to   show   chat   these   signatures   are    not 
legitimate.      However,    we   have   not   verified  the   residency  of    these 
supporters  or  determined  whether  or   not    they  are  registered 
voters    in  the  State  of  Wisconsin  or   elsewhere. 

6.         Consultation  with  Naighboring   Tribes: 

18   Tribes   in  the   State  of   Minnesota   and  Wisconsin  were   informed 

of   the   proposal    (Volume   III,    Tabs    5-16).      We   requested   that 
these   Tribes  provide   input  on  the    impact   the  proposal  would  have 
on   their  respective   reservations  by   letter,    all  dated  December 
30,    1993.      Nine  of   the   eleven   responses   that  we  received  were 
emphatically  against   the  proposed  Hudson  project.      However,    none 
of   the   Tribes   that    responded  provided   reliable  or  scientific   data 
to    support    their  views.      The    following   are   the   Tribes   and   Tribal 
Organizations   that   responded  as   a   result   of  our  inquires   and   a 
summation  of   their  comments   and  our   response: 

(a)       St.    Croix   Band   of   Chippewm    IndleLna    of  Wiaccnain;      St .    Croix 
is   strongly  opposed  to  the   project    (Volume   III,    Tab   12).      They 
stated,    "the  proposed  Hudson   fee   to   trust   acquisition  will   have 
an   extreme  detrimental   and   crippling   impact  on  the   St.    Croix 
Casino   located   in  Turtle   Lake,    Wisconsin."     They  supported   this 
position  by  providing  a   detailed   response   to  the  seven  questions 
and   an    Impact  Statement.      This   material    focused  heavily  on    the 

probable   loss  of   revenue   at    the   Tribe's   Turtle   Lake   Casino.      The 
St.    Croix  Tribe    stated   that    the   Hudson   proposal   would  cut    into 
the    revenue  generated  at   their  Turtle    Lake  Casino  because    the 
Hudson   proposal   is    larger,    in   a   better    location  and  has   a   better 
highway   system.      St.    Croix   also   stated   that  the  gaming  market    is 
already  saturated  and  as  a   result,    they  would  have   to  increase 
marketing  expenditures   just   to   survive   and  would  lose  current 
qualified  employees   to  the   Hudson  project.      The  Tribe  did  not 
provide   any  data  to  support    their  position. 

St.    Croix  provided  a  casino  density   illustration  to   show  that 
"the   market   is  becoming   saturated*.      However,    they  did  not 
provide   any  financial   studies    to  bac)c   up  this  or  any  other  claim 
dealing  with  a   loss  of   income. 

We   question  St.    Croix's  opposition   to   this  project   since 
initially,    they  were   the    first   Tribe    to  consider  purchasing   the 
St.    Croix  MeadowsOog  Track   for  gaming   purposes.      We   also   find 
that    their  economic  position   is   overstated  since  they  have    two 
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casinos  currently  in  operation  and  may  also  be  working  to 
purchase  the  Lake  Geneva  Dog  Track  to  add  a  casino. 

(b)   wlacoDilp  w4nn>Saqo  Hation;   The  Wisconsin  Winnebago 
Business  Committee  responded  by  stating  that  they  do  not  want 
this  proposal  to  even  be  considered  until  the  State  of  Wisconsin 
has  fulfilled  its  commitment  under  the  Tribal/State  Compact  to 
agree  to  a  fourth  Class  III  gaming  site  for  the  Wisconsin 
Winnebago  Nation  (Volume  III,  Tab  13). 

We  find  that  the  conflict  over  the  Gaming  Compact  between  the 
Wisconsin  Winnebago  Nation  and  the  State  of  Wisconsin  provides  no 
legal  basis  to  reject  the  Hudson's  proposal. 

(e)   Leech  Lake  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians;   The  Leech  Lake  Tribal 
Council  passed  a  resolution  against  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab 
6)  .   They  stated  that  numerous  problems  will  arise  for  the  State 
and  the  gaming  Tribes  in  Minnesota  if  gaming  is  expanded  to  off- 
reservation  locations.   According  to  the  Tribe,  the  problems 
would  not  only  be  a  monetary  loss  to  Che  surrounding  Tribes  but 
also  political  in  nature  due  to  the  unfair  use  of  the  "special 
crust  and  tax  status'  of  the  Tribes.   However,  they  did  not 
elaborate  as  to  what  the  political  ramifications  would  be.   Nor 
did  the  Leech  Lake  Band  provide  any  justification  for  limiting 
the  expansion  of  gaming  to  "of f -reservation"  locations. 

(d)   Shakopee  Mdewakanton  Sioux  Conagunltv;   The  Shakopee 
Mdewakanton  Sioux  Community's  Business  Council  passed  a 
resolution  stating  their  opposition  to  the  proposed  Hudson 
Venture  (Volume  III,  Tab  11,  page  3).   Their  objections  were 
based  on  loss  of  income  for  the  surrounding  gaming  Tribes  and  the 
political  ramifications.   Specifically,  the  Business  Council 
s:.ated  the  proposed  casino  would  have  a  "detrimental  political 
ir.pact  in  Minnesota  since  Minnesota  Tribes  have  agreed  by  formal 
tribal/state  compacts  to  not  expand  Tri_bal  gaming  off- 
reservation.  .  .  " 

The  Community  also  argued  that  the  proposed  area  is  actually 
Mdewakanton  Sioux  territory  Id.   As  a  result,  they  feel  that 
approval  of  an  of f -reservation  gaming  facility  in  Hudson  should 
be  reserved  for  the  Mdewakanton  Sioux  Tribe.   We  have  found  no 
legal  basis  for  this  argument.   Our  Fee  to  Trust  review  under  25 
C.F.R.  Part  151  will  identify  any  interest  this  Tribe  may  hold  in 
the  land  at  Hudson. 

■■  •» 
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among  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Association,  Congress, 
State  Governors,  and  Attorneys  General. 

2)  This  proposal  could  damage  the  national  efforts  to 
protect  gaming  and  could  have  severe  political  ramifications 
in  Mianesoca.   They  did  not  elaborate  or  provide  any 
scientific  information  to  support  this  claim. 

3)  The  proposal  could  cause  the  State  of  Minnesota  to  open 
up  gaming  around  the  State  thereby  diminishing  the 
beneficial  economic  impact  of  Indian  Gaming.   The  Tribe  has 
not  provided  any  legal  justification  to  show  why  gaming 
should  not  be  expanded  by  Wisconsin  Tribes  in  Wisconsin. 

4)  The  market  is  at  or  very  near  the  saturation  point  and 
cannot  absorb  another  casino  in  the  Twin  Cities  area  without 

having  a  negative  impact  on  jobs.   A  market  study  has  not 
been  provided  by  the  Shakopee  Mdewakanton. 

5)  The  proposal  could  damage  the  current  cooperative 
government  to  government  relationship  between  the  State  of 
Minnesota  and  the  Tribes.   The  Tribe  has  yet  to  explain  how 
this  will  happen. 

(e)  Prairie  lalaad  Dakota  Comnunitvt   The  Prairie  Island  Dakota- 
Community  passed  a  resolution  voicing  their  opposition  to  the 
proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  10).   They  stated  that  the  Hudson 

Casino  would  "saturate  the  already  extremely  competitive 
Minneapolis-St .  Paul  market  area."   In  addition,  the  Tribe 
contends  that  they  would  not  be  able  to  compete  due  to  the 
advantages  the  Hudson  site  offers.   Specifically,  the  Tribe 
stated  that  they  would  suffer  a  severe  loss  of  revenue  (they 
estimate  a  30V-50V  reduction  in  customers)  due  to  the  following 
reasons:  the  proximity  of  Hudson  to  the  metro  area,  the  proximity 
of  the  proposed  casino  to  an  interstate  highway  and  because  the 

dog  track  is  already  cm  existing  "first-class  facility". 

(f)  Lower  Sioux  Conffininitvi   The  Lower  Sioux  Community  did  not 
pass  a  resolution  opposing  the  proposal.   However,  the  Chairman 
did  write  a  letter  indicating  hie  opposition  (Volume  III,  Tab  7). 
He  stated  that  the  Lower  Sioux  Community  would  be  severely  and 
unfairly  damaged  economically.    He  also  indicated  that  the 
Community  would  be  damaged  politically  since  all  of  the  Minnesota 
Tribes  have  not  sought  to  locate  a  gaming  establishment  away  from 
the  reservations  and  to  do  so  would  cause  a  region-wide  and 
probably  a  nation-wide  race  by  other  Tribes  to  do  the  same.   No 
data  was  provided  to  validate  his  arguments. 

(q)  Kjnnmmnrm.   Chlpp<%^  Tribe  1   The  Minnesota  Chippewa  Tribe 
passed  a  resolution  opposing  the  Hudson  Project  (Volume  III,  Tab 
14)  .   They  stated  this  proposal  could  set  a  dangerous  precedent 
by  creating  an  open  market  for  expansion  by  other  Tribes. 
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(h)   Mill*  L«e«  Band  of  Chlppev*  lDdl«Ln«;   Although  the  Mille 
Lacs  Band  did  not  pass  a  resolution  to  declare  their  opposition 

to  the  proposal,  the  Chief  Executive  did  .write  a  letter  stating 

the  Tribe's  opposition  and  referred  to  letters  written  by  the 
Minnesota  Indian  Gaming  Association  (Volume  III,  Tab  8) .   she 

also  asserted  that  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  was  designed 
to  act  as  a  reservation  based  economic  development  tool  and  chat 
the  Hudson  proposal  is  inconsistent  with  that  intent.   She  said 
that  reservation  based  gaming  has  allowed  Mille  Lacs  to  take  a 

45V  unemployment  rate  to  "effectively  zero".   She  feels  this 
number  would  increase  should  the  proposal  go  through.   No  studies 
or  data  was  provided  to  support  these  claims. 

(i)   Minaeaota  Indlm  Gaainq  A«>oeiatieP!   The  Minnesota  Indian 
Gaming  Association  passed  a  resolution  and  wrote  a  number  of 
letters  expressing  their  opposition  to  the  Hudson  Proposal 
(Volume  III,  Tab  15)  .   They  stated  that  since  Minnesota  Tribes 

oppose  off-reservation  gaming  activity  and  have  promised  not  to 
expand  tribal  gaming  of f -reservation,  the  Hudson  proposal  is  an 
infringement  upon  their  ovm  inherent  sovereign  rights.   In 

addition,  the  following  reasons  were  given  for  their  opposition: 

1)  Other  gaming  Tribes  would  suffer  economically  due  to  the 

Hudson  proposal's  close  proximity  to  the  metro  area.   In 
particular,  the  more  remote  casinos  would  be  hurt. 

2)  The  St.  Croix  area  has  historically  been  considered  to 
be  Dakota  land.   Findings:   This  issue  will  be  addressed  in 
Che  actual  transferring  of  the  land  into  trust  pursuant  to 
25  C.F.R.  Part  151.   The  objections  identified  in  the 
Preliminary  Title  Opinion,  if  any,  will  have  to  be  satisfied 
before  the  land  may  be  transferred. 

3)  An  of f -reservation  expansion  of  this  magnitude  would 
create  huge  political  problems  for  Minnesota  Tribes.   The 
Minnesota  Indian  Gaming  Association  stated  that  State 
Legislators  have  been  under  political  pressure  from  private 
businesses  who  want  to  expand  gaming  by  placing  video  games 
in  bars  among  other  things.   They  also  stated  that  they  have 
fought  hard  to  keep  this  from  happening  and  the  this 
proposal  would  jeopardize  what  they  have  fought  to  maintain. 

MIGA  also  argues  that  the  National  Governors  Association  and 
other  adversaries  have  been  stating  that  tribes  would  expand 
gaming  of f -reservation  into  major  cities  in  direct 
competition  with  non- Indian  businesses.   MIGA  does  not  wane 
them  CO  be  proven  right. 

(i)   Lae  du  fl«w<v.»«»  Band  of  Lake  SupTior  Chlopewm  Indians;   The 
Lac  du  Flambeau  Band  stated  that  they  do  not  oppose  the  Hudson 
project  (Volume  III,  Tab  1)  .   They  also  stated  that  their 
experience  in  gaming  indicates  that  there  would  be  a  beneficial 
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impact . 

(k)   Onaida  Tribe  of  Indiana  of  Wleconaln:   The  Oneida  Tribe 
staced  chat  since  they  are  located  250  miles  away  from  Hudson, 
Wisconsin,  they  are  not  in  a  position  to  offer  detailed  comments 
or  analysis  on  the  impacts  of  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  9). 
They  did  state  that  they  do  not  perceive  that  there  would  be  any 
serious  detrimental  impacts  on  their  reservation  or  gaming 
operations . 

B.    IMPACT  ON  NEAJIBY  TRIBES: 

1.    Economic: 

None  of  the  Tribes  who  have  written  to  our  office  to  protest  this 
proposal  has  provided  us  with  any  figures  to  bac)c  up  their  claim 
chat  the  Hudson  Venture  would  be  "devastating  economically"  to 
the  other  casinos  in  the  area.   As  a  result,  we  must  rely  heavily 
on  the  study  prepared  by  Arthur  Andersen  and  Dr.  Murphy  to 
estimate  the  impact  on  the  other  Tribes  economically. 

Arthur  Anderson's  study  estimates  current  market  revenue  for  the 
six  existing  casinos  in  the  Minneapolis/St.  Paul  area  to  be  S510 
million  with  a  total  estimated  market  revenue  between  S550  and 

S630  million'  (Volume  I,  Tab  3,  page  21). 

Since  the  Hudson  Venture's  share  of  the  market  is  estimated  to  be 
SSO  Million,  AA  has  found  that  even  Chough  the  existing  casinos 
would  suffer  some  economic  loss,  the  "proposed  Hudson  casino 
should  not  significantly  impact  aggregate  revenues  of  the 
existing  casinos"  Id.   We  have  particular  concern  over  the 
economic  impact  of  those  casinos  located  within  55  road  miles 
from  Hudson.   They  include  the  Mystic  Lake  Casino,  Turtle  Lake 
Casino  and  Treasure  Island  Casino.   Each  of  the  Tribes  operating 
these  casinos  have  voiced  strong  opposition  to  the  Hudson 
Proposal  based  on  economic  reasons.   However,  none  of  these 
Tribes  have  provided  our  office  with  any  hard  figures  to  back  up 
their  claims. 

On  August  12,  1994,  we  requested  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles,  Red 
Cliff,  and  Sokaogon  Tribes  provide  an  analysis  which  focuses  on 
the  particular  economic  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  the 

'  The  market  was  estimated  by  Arthur  Andersen  fc  Co.  using  the 
following  figures:  . 

Population  within  100  miles....   3,800,000 
MULTIPLIED  BY:  Estimated  per  capita  gaming  revenue....  $145  -  S165 

We  also  note  that  the  Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino  in  Danbury, 
Wisconsin,  was  not  included  in  figuring  the  total  estimated  market 
revenue . 
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Mystic  Lake,  Turtle  Lake  and  Treasure  Island  Casinos.   The  Tribes 
did  not  respond  in  writing.   Their  representative.  Bill  Cadotte, 
did  state  that  there  is  no  legal  basis  to  reject  the  proposal 
based  on  what  the  potential  political  ramifications  "might"  be. 
We  concur.   Specifically,  we  find  that  additional  market  studies 
cannot  be  completed  by  the  three  Tribes  without  financial  data 
supplied  by  the  three  casinos  in  question. 

2.    Political: 

A  number  of  Tribes  and  commentators  have  indicated  that  expansion 
of  of f -reservation  gaming  erodes  their  political  power  and  will 
eventually  undermine  their  aisility  to  limit  States  from  expanding 
gaming.   However,  it  can  be  argued  that  each  new  gaming 
operation,  whether  or  not  on  land  placed  into  trust  prior  to 
October  17,  1988,  erodes  Tribal  political  power  to  protect  the 
gaming  industry.   We  find  that  the  Tribal  Sovereignty  of  the  Lac 
Courte  Oreilles,  Red  Cliff,  and  Sokaogon  Tribes  is  far  more 
important  than  limiting  the  expansion  of  Tribal  Gaming.   In  fact, 
each  Tribe  currently  operating  gaming  facilities  went  into  the 
industry  knowing  that  expansion  into  major  metropolitan  areas  was 
a  possibility  and  maybe  even  likely.   We  find  that  it  is  up  to 
each  individual  Tribe  to  operate  within  the  limits  of  the  Indian 
Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  their  Class  III  Gaming  Compacts  and  their- 
existing  governing  documents.    The  Minneap>olis  Area  Office  will- 
not  restrict  Lac  Courte  Oreilles's,  Red  Cliff's,  Sokaogon' s  or 
any  other  Tribe  from  operating  within  these  limits  and  find  that 
any  negative  political  ramifications  from  this  proposal  would  be 
minimal . 

C.    EVIDENCE  OP  ENVIROKKZNTXL  IMPACTS  AND  PLANS  FOR  REDUCING  ANY 
•ADVERSB  IMPACTS  I 

The  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  and  Red  Cliff  Sands  Lake  Superior 
Chippewa  Indians  and  the  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community  propose  to 
purchase,  and  place  into  federal  trust  55.82  acres  of  land.   The 
proposed  trust  site  consists  of  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound 
Racing  Facility  including  the  principal  structure,  track 
facilities,  paddock  amd  kennel  facilities  and  parking  lot  to  the 
north  of  the  principal  building,  for  the  purpose  of  operating  a 
Class  III  gaming  facility  in  addition  to  the  existing  pari-mutuel 
dog  track  operation.   The  main  parking  lot  west  of  the  grandstand 
building  is  not  intended  for  trust  acquisition. 

The  existing  grandstand  would  be  remodeled  to  accommodate  gaming 
activities,  however,  most  support  facilities  (kitchen,  washrooms, 
office  space,  etc.)  would  be  maintained. 

1.    SsviroDBcatml  Conaidarationst 

An  "Environmental  Assessment  for  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound 
Racing  Park,  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  January  1988"  was  prepared  by 
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Mid-Stace  Associates,  Inc..  in  accordance  with  the  requirements 

of  the  Wisconsin  Racing  Board  Application  for  License  (Volume  IV, 
Tab  4)  .   An  addendum  to  the  Environmental  Assessment  was  prepared 
by  Bischof  k   Vasseur  for  the  proposed  crust  acquisition  (Volume 
IV,  Tab  3)  .   Based  on  the  findings  of  the  EA  and  the  Addendum, 
the  Superintendent,  Great  Lakes  Agency,  found  that  the  proposed 
action  will  not  have  a  significant  impact  on  the  quality  of  the 
human  and/or  natural  environment,  and  the  preparation  of  an 
Environmental  Impact  Statement  will  not  be  necessary.   The 
Finding  of  No  Significant   Impact   was  issued  on  September  14,  1994 
(Volume  IV,  Tab  1) . 

A  Level  I  Hazardous  Waste  Survey  has  not  yet  been  completed. 
However,  we  do  note  that  a  Phase  I  Environmental  Property 
Assessment  has  bepn  prepared  by  Braun  Intertec  for  the  Tribes. 
It  indicates  that  there  are  no  documented  or  observable 
environmental  concerns  associated  with  asbestos  containing 
building  materials  or  underground  storage  tanks.   It  also  states 
that  there  is  no  documented  evidence  indicating  any  past  or 
current  land-use  activities  that  have  had  an  adverse 
environmental  impact  on  the  site.   We  also  note  that  prior  to  the 
United  States  taking  the  land  into  trijst,  a  Level  I  Hazardous 
Waste  Survey  must  be  completed  and  approved  at  the  Area  Office. 
We  will  satisfy  this  requirement  under  the  25  C.F.R.  Part  151 
process. 

2.    Natural  and  Cultural  Reaourcea: 

The  addendum  to  the  Environmental  Assessment  states  that  the 

proposed  facility  will  have  no  new  significant  short-term,  long- 
term,  or  cumulative  impacts  on  the  regional  geology,  including 
bedrock  and  soils,  ground  water/water  quality,  or  climate  (Volume 
IV,  Tab  3) . 

The  Addendum  also  states  that  the  facility  is  not  expected  to 
impact  any  natural  areas  such  as  native  trees  or  wildlife 
habitat.   Additionally,  there  are  no  anticipated  impacts  from  the 
planned  action  on  wetlands  or  other  surface  waters  in  Che  area. 
According  to  the  National  Wetlands  Inventory  Map  for  the  site, 
there  are  no  designated  wetland  areas  located  on  the  site.   No 
rare  plant  or  animal  species  or  other  significant  natural  feacure 
will  be  adversely  impacted. 

(a)   Land  Rasoureest   The  topography  of  St.  Croix  County  ranges 
from  gently  rolling  to  hilly  and  rough  (Volume  IV,  Tab  4,  pages  3 
fc  4)  .   All  of  the  county  has  been  covered  by  continental 
glaciation.   The  St.  Croix  River  has  also  had  a  major  impact  on 
the  topography  of  the  area.   The  St.  Croix  River  is  bounded  by 
100'  -  200'  bluffs  along  its  eastern  shore.   The  Hudson  Casino 
Venture  would  be  located  on  the  plateau  above  these  river  bluffs. 

The  site  where  the  proposed  facility  would  be  located  and  che 
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immediate  area  surrounding  the  site  is  *mostly  gently  rolling 
With  an  average  elevation  of  840  feet"  Id. 

The  site  surrounding  the  facility  is  a  combination  of  many  soils. 
Pillot  silt  loam  is  the  most  common  Id.   The  slope  of  this  soil 
is  0  to  3  percent  so  runoff  is  slow  and  there  is  slight  hazard  of 
erosion.   Most  of  the  remaining  soil  ac  the  site  is  Burkhardt- 
Sattre  complex  of  differing  slopes.   Since  most  areas  of  the 

Burkhardt-Sattre  complex  are  cultivated,  there  is  no  identified 
erosion  or  soil  blowing  problem. 

Since  the  planned  action  will  utilize  the  existing  racetrack 
facilities,  there  will  be  no  significant  impact  on  prime  or 
unique  farmlands  in  the  Farmland  Protection  Policy  Act  (Volume 
IV,  Tab  3,  page  3)  . 

(b)   Water  Resources;   The  Hudson  area  has  an  abundance  of 

groundwater.   All  potable  water  used  in  St.  Croix  County  is 
groundwater.   The  supply  of  water  is  presently  determined  by  the 
ability  to  pump  it  out  of  the  ground.   The  source  of  the 
groundwater  is  precipitation  (Volume  IV,  Tab  4,  page  3). 

The  Hudson  area  surface  waters  occupy  two  major  drainage  systems. 
The  St.  Croix  River  drains  the  western  two-thirds  of  St.  Croix 
County.   The  balance  of  the  county  is  mostly  drained  by  the 
Chippewa  River  which  flows  into  the  Mississippi  River  Id. 

The  St.  Croix  River  is  located  approximately  4800  feet  to  the 
west  of  the  proposed  facility.   There  are  no  other  existing 
surface  water  bodies  in  the  EA  study  area  Id. 

(e)   Air  Quality!   Both  the  City  of  Hudson  and  St.  Croix  County 
have  seated  that  the  projected  traffic  increase  will  not  cause 
Che  air  quality  to  exceed  applicable  standards  (Volume  III,  Tab 
1,  page  1  and  Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  2).   Air  monitoring 
stations  are  currently  in  place  at  the  track  exit  amd  the 
southeast  comer  of  the  Carmichael  Interchange  to  detect  any 
change  in  the  air  quality  which  could  be  harmful  to  the  area  Id. 

(d)   Threatened  »t^<f  fnAMnamT»<i   Species:   St.  Croix  County  is 
listed  as  a  haibitat  for  the  following  three  endangered  or 
threatened  species  (Volume  IV,  Tab  4,  page  4): 

(1)  Peregrine  Falcon  -  Potential  breeding  habitat;  Endangered. 
(2)  Bald  Eagle  -  Breeding  and  wintering  habitat;  Threatened. 

(3)  Higgina'  Eye  Pearly  Mussel  -  River  habitat;  Endangered. 

According  to  the  EA,  site  visits  in  1988  to  the  area  around  the 

proposed  facility  did  not  detect  any  of  these  species  Id.   The 
development  site  may  serve  as  a  habitat  for  the  Peregrine  Falcon 
and  Bald  Eagle.   However,  none  have  yet  been  located. 

Additionally,  there  is  no  habitat  for  the  Higgins'  Eye  Pearly 
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Mussel  at  the  site.   At  any  rate,  the  natural  area  consisting  of 
vegetation  or  wildlife  habitat  will  not  be  impacted  by  the 
internal  construction  or  additional  traffic  flow  Id. 

fe)   Cultural  Regources!   No  specific  cultural  resources  or 
structures  are  )cnown  to  exist  on  the  site. 

The  State  Historical  Society  of  Wisconsin  has  stated  that  there 
are  no  buildings  in  the  study  area  that  are  listed  in  the 
National  Register  of  Historic  places  (Volume  IV,  Tab  2,  page  2) . 

The  Mississippi  Valley  Archaeology  Center,  Inc.,  stated  that 
there  are  no  known  archeological  sites  in  the  proposed  project 
area  (Volume  IV,  Tab  2,  page  3). 

D.    IMPACTS  ON  THB  SOCIAL  STROCTURS  IN  TSZ   COMMUNITY: 

Concern  over  an  increase  in  crime  has  been  expressed  by  most  of 
those  people  who  wrote  to  oppose  the  Hudson  Venture.   However, 
none  of  the  letters  contained  any  scientific  or  statistical 
evidence  to  back  up  this  claim.   The  City  of  Hudson  has  stated 
that  similar  predictions  were  made  in  regard  to  the  St.  Croix 
Meadows  dog  track  before  it  went  into  operation  in  1990.   The 
City  stated,  to  date,  "none  of  the  earlier  negative  predictions  - 
concerning  increased  crime,  etc.,  have  come  true..."  (Volume  III, 
Tab  1,  page  2).   To  prevent  any  crime  escalation  in  the  City  of 
Hudson,  and  to  help  offset  any  fear  among  the  community,  the  City 
has  stated  that  they  will  hire  an  additional  Investigator  Crime 
Prevention  Office  in  the  year  the  Casino  is  opened  (Volume  III, 
Tab  1,  page  4).   The  City  also  expects  the  Police  Department  to 
expand  the  police  force  by  five  officers  and  one  clerical 
employee  within  the  next  five  years  Id .   Additionally,  the  Tribes 
have  stated  that  they  are  committed  to  paying  for  the  reasonable 
costs  of  these  services  (Volume  I,  Tab  1,  page  12). 

The  City  stated  that  the  residents  of  tbe  community  have  come  to 
accept  the  dog  track's  existence  and  that  there  is  no 
overwhelming  majority  of  citizens  either  in  favor  of  or  opposed 
to  the  casino  (Volume  III,  Tab  1,  page  2).   Nevertheless,  the 
city  is  prepared  to  handle  any  negative  reaction  by  the  community 
over  the  casino. 

E.    IMPACT  ON  THB  INFRASTROCTURB i 

1.    ntiliti««i 

The  current  facility  is  supplied  by  existing  public  water, 
sanitary  sewer,  electric,  and  telephone  utilities.   No  additional 
infrastructure  is  scheduled  to  be  constructed  aa  part  of  the 
proposed  action. 
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2.    Zoning: 

According  to  the  City  of  Hudson,  most  of  the  proposed  trust  site 
is  zoned  general  commercial  district  (B-2)  for  the  principal 
structure  and  ancillary  track,  keanel  and  parking  facilities 
(Volume  III,  Tab  1,  page  4).   Six  acres  of  the  proposed  trust 
site  are  currently  zoned  single  family  residence  Id.   The  east, 
south  and  westerly  perimeters  are  classified  as  on-family 
residential  districts  (R-i)  and  serve  as  a  buffer  area  between 
the  track  operation  and  other  surrounding  land  uses  Id . 

2.         Water: 

The  City  of  Hudson  stated  that  the  water  trunk  mains  and  storage 
facilities  are  adecjuate  for  providing  water  service  to  the 
proposed  casino  and  "ancillary  development  south  of  I-94*  {Volume 
III,  Tab  1,  page  3) . 

4.  Sewer  and  Storm  Drainage: 

According  to  the  Impact  Assessment  of  the  Proposed  Casino  on  St. 
Croix  County  which  was  prepared  by  the  County,  St.  Croix  County 
anticipates  an  increase  in  waste  generation  from  the  proposed 
casino  (Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  1).   Currently,  the  St.  Croix 
Meadows  generates  .5  pounds  per  person  Id.   This  ecjuals 
approximately  104  tons  of  waste  per  year.   Based  on  the 
anticipated  average  daily  attendance  of  7,000  people,  the 
proposed  casino  would  result  in  a  production  of  639  tons  of  waste 
per  year,  an  increase  of  535  tons.   The  County  has  stated  that 
the  waste-to-energy  facility  that  services  St.  Croix  County  has 
adequate  capacity  to  handle  the  increase  Id.   To  verify  the 
figures,  the  County  compared  their  estimates  to  the  St.  Croix 
Bingo  and  Casino  gaming  facility  in  Turtle  Lake,  Wisconsin.   That 
facility  averages  .53  pounds  per  person  or  677  tons  per  years. 

An  existing  storro  water  collection  system  collects  storm  water 
runoff  and  directs  it  towards  a  retention  pond  located  near  the 
southwest  comer  of  the  parking  area.   From  there,  collected 
storm  water  ia  allowed  to  evaporate,  percolate  into  site  sils,  or 
slowly  flow  along  a  regional  storre  water  control  system  towards 
the  St.  Croix  River  (Volume  IV,  Tab  4,  pages  7(8).   According 
to  Hudson  officials,  the  existing  stoi-m  water  control  system  is 
adequate  to  handle  storm  water  runoff  from  the  site  (Volume  III, 
Tab  1,  page  3} . 

5.  Lighting: 

The  County  has  stated  that  although  the  City  of  Hudson  has 
jurisdiction  to  control  md   monitor  the  lighting,  the  County  has 
a  responsibility  to  surrounding  neighbors  in  other  jurisdictions 
(Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  2).   As  a  result,  the  County  expressed 
that  any  changes  made  to  the  current  lighting  system  take  into 
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consideracion  Che  larger  community  which  may  be  affected.   They 
did  not  express  any  dissatisfaction  with  Che  current  system. 

The  City  of  Hudson  stated  that  this  concern  was  addressed  at  the 
time  St.  Croix  Meadows  was  constructed.   Specifically,  a  lighting 
system  is  already  in  place  which  reduces  the  light  spillage  at 
the  property  lines  "Co  an  amount  equivalent  to  residential 
streets"  (Volume  III,  Tab  1,  pages  1  t  2) .   The  City  also 
acknowledged  that  the  lights  may  be  on  for  extended  periods  of 
time  because  the  casino  operation  is  likely  to  be  open  until  2:00 
a.m.  or  24  hours  per  day  Id . 

6 .    Roads  : 

(a)  Acceaa;   The  City  of  Hudson  stated  that  the  current  street 
system  is  sufficient  enough  to  accommodace  projecced  Craffic 
needs  based  on  40,000  average  daily  Crips  (Volume  III,  Tab  1, 
page  4) .   However,  development  on  Carmichael  Road  norch  of  che 
proposed  casino  may  be  necessary.   Specifically,  Craffic 
regulatory  signals  will  likely  be  needed  at  the  interchange  of 
Carmichael  Road  and  Hanley  Road. 

St.  Croix  County  expressed  particular  concern  with  increases  in 
traffic  on  USH  12,  CTH  UU,  CTH  A,  and  Carmichael  Road  (Volume 
III,  Tab  2,  pages  2  t  3).   The  County  stated  that  even  minimal 
craffic  increases  will  have  a  negative  impact  on  these  roadways 
since  they  are  already  at  capacity.   However,  information 
gathered  from  the  Wisconsin  Department  of  Transportation 
indicates  that  any  negative  impact  from  additional  traffic  will 
be  minimal  (Volume  IV,  Tab  3,  pages  38  k   39). 

(b)  Traffic  Impact  XjaalvBia:   A  traffic  study  was  completed  and 
is  contained  in  the  19S8  Environmental  Assessment  for  the  St. 
Croix  Meadows  dog  traick  (Volume  IV,  Tab  2,  page  18).   It  is  based 
on  traffic  projections  in  the  year  2011.   Peak  traffic  estimates 
were  provided  to  the  Wisconsin  Department  of  Transportation 
regarding  the  proposed  Hudson  Casino  Venture.   No  significant 
problems  were  identified  regarding  the  proposed  craffic  increase 
on  Che  IncersCate  94/Carraichael  Road  Incerchange. 

The  Finding  of  No  Significant   Impact    (Volume  IV,  Tab  1)  also 
indicaces  Chat  alchough  no  tramsporcacion  system  is  likely  to  be 
developed  in  Hudson  that  would  assure  there  will  be  no  slow-down 
or  delays  during  peak  traffic  periods,  various  methods  would  b« 
utilized  to  manage  delays  should  they  occur.   These  methods 
include  varying  dog  crack  racing  times  so  as  not  to  coincide  with 
peak  casino  attendance  times,  elimination  of  parking  fees  and 
gates  for  easy  parking  lot  entry,  use  of  shuttle  buses  and  remote 
parking  areas,  possible  adjustment  of  time  delays  on  Craffic 
lights  during  peaJc  attendance  times,  and  installation  of  traffic 
lights. 
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p.    IMPACT  ON  THB  LAKD  USB  PXTTZRNS  IN  THZ  SURROUKDING 
COMKUNTTY: 

The  City  has  stated  that  approximately  25  acres  of  the  site  is 
developed.   The  six  acres  that  are  zoned  as  single  family 
residence  have  limited  development  potential;  18.5  acres  are 
located  in  an  area  of  the  bluff  east  of  the  track  and  are 
generally  not  suited  for  development,  although  there  may  be  some 
potential;  5.5  acres  are  suitable  for  development  (Volume  III, 
Tab  1 ,  page  4 ) . 

The  City  of  Hudson  has  stated  that  there  is  sufficient  land  in 
the  city  thax  is  zoned  appropriately  or  has  already  been 
identified  for  future  commercial  land  use  to  accommodate  the 
potential  need  for  the  development  of  hotels,  motels,  restaurants 
and  other  service  type  oriented  businesses  Id. 

O.    IKPACT  ON  rNCOMZ  AND  SMPLOYKENT  IK  THB  COMMUNITY: 

Total  employment  at  the  proposed  facility  is  expected  to  be 
between  1,500  and  1,600  positions.   Current  employment  figures  at 
St.  Croix  meadows  is  approximately  175  full-time  positions  and 
225  part-time  positions  (Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  4).   All 
existing  employees  would  be  offered  re-employment  at  their 
current  wage  rates.   Thus,  between  1,100  and  1,200  new  positions' are  expected  to  be  generated  Id , 

Even  though  the  three  Tribes  will  give  hiring  preference  to  their 
own  tribal  members,  80-90*  of  the  new  positions  are  expected  to 
be  filled  by  non-Tribal  members  already  living  in  the  Hudson  area 
Id .   Wage  rates  for  these  jobs  are  estimated  at  between  S5  and 
SIO  per  hour,  not  including  salaried  positions  Id . 

According  to  statistics  provided  by  the  St.  Croix  County,  the 
service  industry  accounts  for  20  percent  of  the  County's  1993 
total  labor  force  of  28,300  people.   Since  the  casino  is  expected 
to  pull  some  employment  from  existing  service  jobs  within  the 
county.  County  officials  estimate  that  approximately  175  service 
positions  will  be  filled  by  currently  unemployed  County  residents 
either  through  direct  employment  at  the  casino  or  by  other 
service  jobs  Id. 

The  remaining  900-1025  positions  are  expected  to  be  filled  by people  from  the  nearby  Wisconsin  counties. 

According  the  Economic  Impact  Report  by  Dr.  James  Murray,  over  90 
percent  of  the  spending  at  the  proposed  Hudson  Gaming  Facility  is 
expected  to  originate  from  outside  the  state  (Volume  I,  Tab  5, 
page  S-2) .   Dr.  Murray  estimates  the  total  impact  of  the  gaming facility  would  be  to  support  2,691  jobs  and  generate  over  $56 
million  in  annual  earnings  for  residents  of  Wisconsin  (Volume  I, 
Tab  5,  page  12)  . 
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H.    XDDITIOKXL  XND  EIISTIKG  SERVTCKS  RZQUIRTD  OR  IKPACTS ,  COSTS 
OF  ADDITIOKXL  SKRVICKS  TO  BB  SUPPLIED  BY  THK  COMMUNITY  AKD 
SOURCE  OF  RrVENUX  FOR  DOING  SOi  •• 

Additional  services  will  be  needed  in  the  City  of  Hudson,  County 
of  St.  Croix  and  at  the  site  of  the  Hudson  Project.   To  assure 
that  all  necessary  services  are  provided,  the  three  Tribes, 
County  of  St.  Croix  and  the  City  of  Hudson  have  entered  into  an 
Agreement  for   Covemnenc  Services  (Volume  I,  Tab  9).   In  the 

agreement,  the  Tribes,  through  their  EDO's,  will  pay  the  City  and 
County  for  general  govermnent  services,  including,  but  not 
limited  to,  the  following  services:   police,  fire,  water,  sewer, 
ambulance,  rescue,  emergency  medical  and  education.   These 
services  will  be  provided  in  the  same  manner  and  at  the  same 
level  of  the  services  provided  to  residents  of  the  City  and 
County  and  other  comnercial  entities  located  in  the  city  and 
county.   The  agreement  will  continue  for  as  long  as  the  land  is 
held  in  trust  or  until  Class  III  gaming  is  no  longer  operated  on 
the  land. 

I.  PROPOSED    PROGRAMS,     IF   ANY,     FOR   COMPULSIVE    GAMBLERS    AND 
SOURCE    OF    FTJNDING: 

Currently,  there  is  not  a  compulsive  gamblers  program  within  St.." Croix  County.   The  County  has  indicated  that  if  the  Hudson 
Project  goes  into  operation,  their  Human  Services  Department 
would  initiate  staff  training  and  would  develop  treatment 
programs,  including  initial  on-site  screening  of  potential 
problem  gamblers,  treatment  and  aftercare  services  (Volume  III, 
Tab  2,  page  5) . 

There  are  six  State-Funded  Compulsive  Gambling  Treatment  Centers 
in  Minnesota  (Volume  II,  Tab  7,  page  38).   Two  are  in 
Minneapolis.   The  other  four  are  located  in  St.  Cloud,  Bemidji, 
Granite  Falls  and  Duluth.   According  to  the  Minnesota  Council  on 
Compulsive  Gambling,  since  1984,  limited  funds  have  been 
appropriated  by  the  Minnesota  Legislature  for  training,  research, 

gamblers'  hot-line  services,  rehabilitation  and  public  awareness 
programs  (Volume  II,  Tab  6,  page  2) .   Dnfortimately,  Minnesota 
Planning  has  also  found  that  current  levels  of  treatment  in 
Minnesota  are  inadequate  and  that  some  treatment  facilities 
already  have  waiting  lists  while  others  are  near  capacity  (Volume 
II,  Tab  7,  page  37)  . 

Since  there  are  no  Wisconsin  state-funded  treatment  facilities 
near  Hudson,  Che  three  Tribes  will  address  the  compulsive  and 
problem  gambling  concerns  by  providing  information  at  the  casino 
about  the  Wisconsin  toll-free  hot  line  for  compulsive  gamblers. 
Additionally,  the  Tribes  have  stated  they  will  contribute  money 
to  local  self  help  programs  for  compulsive  gamblers  (Volume  I, 
Tab  1,  page  12)  . 
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112..   RgCOMMENDXTIOWS 

Based  upon  the  discussion  and  conclusions  provided  above,  we 
recommend  that  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  find  that  the 
proposed  action  will  be  in  the  best  interest  of  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles,  Red  Cliff  and  Sokaogon  Tribes  and  that  it  will  not  have 
a  detrimental  effect  on  the  surrounding  community.   We  also 
recommend  that  the  decision  be  made  to  take  this  particular 
parcel  into  trust  for  the  three  Tribes  for  gaming  purpose. 

I  attest  that  I  have  reviewed  this  transaction  and  the  case  file 
is  documented  in  compliance  with  all  of  the  above  stated 
regulations  and  facts.   I  further  state  that  I  will  not  accept 
the  property  in  trust  until  I  have  received  satisfactory  title 
evidence  in  accordance  with  25  C.F.R.  Part  151.12. 

ATTEST : 

//-  /I  0^ 

Area  Director  Date 
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United  Statcf  Depaxtment  of  the  Interior 

•umau  or  iNouK  An  AIM 

mUKU 

Tribal  Opentioos  Arril  20.  i««3 

Memonndum 

To:  Aisittifit  Seaetuy  •  Indian  Afitin 

From:  Office  of  (he  Area  Director  J 

Subject:         Trnst  AequUib'oo  Rfqueti  -  St  Croix  Meadowi  De(tnck  Property 

Atuched  is  a  xvquat  by  the  Sokao|on  Chippew*  Comnniaity  of  WUeonsin.  tht  Lae 
Courte  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indiana  of  Viiconsin  and  the  Red 

Cliff  Band  of  Laka  Supoior  Chippewa  Indiana  of  Wuconsia  (eollecdvely  refured  to 
as  the  Tribes)  to  place  S5.t2  acres  of  land  bto  trust  status  for  ibc  bcaefii  of  all  three 

tribes.  The  fToperty  eoosists  of  tha  St  Croix  Me»dows  Ortyhouad  Racing  Facility 
and  is  locaied  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin.    In  addition  to  the  land,  the  Tribes  have  also 
entered  into  an  agreement  to  purchase  the  siseu  of  the  track  from  tha  current 
owners.    Once  the  requirentous  of  the  Indian  Oaming  Regulaloiy  Act  of  198t  are 
satisfied,  the  agreements  to  purchase  the  asses  of  the  dogtiack  ire  executed,  and  the 
land  is  placed  into  trust,  the  Tribes  wUl  add  casino  type  gaadog  to  die  facility. 

The  Tribes  are  currently  awaitlaf  uo'ifartioa  of  the  ttquirements  of  the  Indian 
Gaming  Regulatory  Act  of  198S  befiare  executing  the  land  and  asset  purchase 
agreements.   We  traninnlaed  our  Section  20  Recommended  Plndinp  of  Faa  and 
Concluaions  for  this  project  to  you  oo  November  IS,  1994.  Since  thai  time,  the 
Tribes  have  spedflcaUy  requeited  that  iLe  Bureau  of  Indian  AfEdrs  begbtbe  ptocess 
of  placing  the  lead  into  trust  etana.   As  a  result,  we  obtained  the  attached 
Prvlimlaary  Title  Opinioo  6aa  the  Office  of  die  Field  Solldtor.  Twin  Cities.    We 
have  also  attached  the  following  outerial  in  support  of  the  ttust  aequisitiae: 

1)  Title  Insurance  Commitmat; 

2)  Level  I  Haxardous  Waste  Survey; 

3)  Finding  of  No  Signiflcanl  Impact; 

\gd? 
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4)  Maps  of  the  property; 

5)  Tribal  Raolutiou  rtquatinf  the  land  b«  placed  ima  tnist; 

6)  NotifieatioD  leooi  tddrtaul  to  the  locaJ  units  of  sttle  govosmetn. 

PImsc  ootc,  the  respontea  of  the  local  uutt  of  (Ul£  fovcnunent  and  additional 
material  were  included  ia  ovff  November  IS,  1994  tnnnnittal 

W«  have  completed  our  review  tnd  analysli  of  the  request  and  the  lupportiDg 
documentanon.    The  findiagi  and  retommendarifmi  to  plac«  the  land  bto  tnut  alter 
uniiaction  of  ill  IGRA  requireneno  are  let  forth  in  this  memoniKlum  fbr  your 

approval  or  dis^provaL 

/.  PROPERTY  TO  BE  ACQUOED 

The  property  to  be  acquired  is  located  at  2200  Cannichael  Road  in  Hudsoo, 

Wticofuin.  approirintaitly  one  mile  touth  of  the  Cansichael  Road/Intcntite  *94" 
interchange.    The  sits  coasUa  of  approjdmatety  55.&2  %atx  located  in  the  fractional 
Northeast  Quarter  of  die  Korth<«5t  Qoaner  and  Southeafi  Quarter  of  the  Northeast 

Quarter,  Section  6.  Township  28  North,  Ran^  19  West,  City  of  Hudson.  Saint  Croix 
County,  Wisconsin,  desoibed  as  follows: 

The  fr«ctional  Nonheatt  Quaner  of  the  Northeast  Quarter  of  taid  Section  6. 

EXCEPT  thst  part  of  the  risht-of-way  of  Canniobael  Road  which  b  located  in 
said  fractional  Northeast  Quanar  of  the  Northeast  Quarter  of  said  Section  6. 

Also,  thai  pan  of  the  Southeast  (^jarter  of  the  Northeast  Quarter  of  said 

Section  6  desaibed  u  fbllowi:   CoQunencios  st  &e  Noitheast  comer  of  taid 

Section  6;  theaee  S03*49'0rW,  1,891.74  feet  alons  the  East  line  of  the 
frmotioQal  Noriheait  Qucner  of  laid  Section  6  to  the  Northeast  coreer  of  a 

parcel  known  as  the  "Quarry  Parcel'  asd  the  point  of  beginning  of  this 
deicriptJon;  -iheoce  NIS*40'24'W,  U27.35  feet  aloog  the  North  lie  and  the 
extension  of  th«  North  line  of  taid  'Quany  Pwc«l'  to  a  pomt  on  the  West  line 
of  the  Soutbeut  Quarter  of  the  Northeast  Quarter  of  (aid  Section  6;  thence 

N02*48*30"E  along  the  West  Una  of  said  Southeast  Quarter  of  the  Noctheut 
Quarter  to  the  Konhvcst  corner  thervog  thence  Easterly  along  the  North  Ibe 
of  $aid  Southeast  Quarter  of  the  Northeast  Quarter  to  the  Northeast  corner 

theraof;  (faeocc  SQ2*49^01'^,  tlong  the  East  line  of  said  Southetst  Quarter  of 
the  Northeast  Quarter  to  the  point  of  beginning. 

In  June,  1991,  the  St  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Raciag  Park  opened  on  the  site. 
The  facility  cosricta  of  a  racing  area,  enclotgd  graridstand  and  dubhoust,  kenaeh. 

Cop    «(o«^l^bC 
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tad  p«rkifi(  uru.  Tlie  ncetnck  is  op«n  yui  round  tai  hu  Twcety  keoaeU,  etch 
Icamel  hxving  th«  capacity  of  boutiaf  up  to  72  greyhouiub  each.  The  nccirmck 

caaeotiy  employi  approxlioxieiy  282  einpIo>-c«a,  indudiof  ihe  bod  service 
onployees.   Prior  to  the  coDstruction  of  the  neetztek,  the  tits  wu  vsed  tea 

•{rlcuitunl  purposes. 

77.  COM?LUNCE  WITH  LAUD  ACQUISITIOS  RICVIATIONS 

25  CIX.  $  151.10  ideotJfiet  various  ficton  which  must  b«  ctsosideitd  in  all  fee>to- 
tnift  scquititlons.  Each  fkctor  for  tht  placemeat  of  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Property 
in  trust  for  the  three  Trihet  is  discussed  below: 

K.       25  C.F.R.  (  ISl.lO(a)  •  The  axfatSBC*  of  itttqtoiy  autherily  for  the 
acqaUitioB  and  aay  limitatieu  eoBtaiatd  is  tach  anthoritTi 

The  Sokaogon  CJiippewa,  Lac  Courte  OreiUes  Chlppewt  tod  the  Red  Cliff 
Chippewa  arc  all  ortaoized  under  the  Indian  Reorpnization  Aa  of  1934.  Each  tribe 
has  requested  to  place  the  land  fa)  Hudson.  Wiseootin,  m  trutt  for  the  besefit  of  all 
three  Tribes  under  25  U.8.C.  S  445.  The  Biir«aa  of  Indlaa  AfEun  is  authorind  to 
process  this  appUeatiai  under  25  CFJL   151  J(aX3)  which  fttiK  that  land  not  held 
in  trust  may  be  acquired  for  a  tribe  in  trust  status  when  luoh  acquisition  is 
authorixed  by  an  act  of  Congreat,  and  when  the  Secretary  detenaincs  thai  the 

acquisition  of  the  land  is  naceuaiy  to  ficilltaa  ffiba]  self-detennfaiation,  ecooomic 
development,  or  ladiu  housing. 

B.       25  CJ'Jt.  1 151.10(h)  -  The  need  of  tha  iadividnal  Indlaa  or  the  tribe  for additioDal  Itad: 

The  trust  acresjc  at  the  three  tribal  rttervailoos  totals  57.S6t.76  acres.'  However, 
each  of  the  Tribes  lack  an  afJeqiiata  land  base  to  provide  &ciUtie*  for  economle 
developnenl.    This  a  due  to  (he  fiict  that  each  of  the  thrc«  reaervatioos  is  located  in 
areas  of  Wisoonstn  which  are  remote  from  dgnifleanl  populatioa  cesten. 

The  Tribes  operate  a  total  of  five  (5)  gvnins  ftdlities  wifiiln  the  cadcrior  boundaries 
of  the  three  resaivadoas.  To  ensure  the  oontinQhif  stream  of  revenue  oeoessaiy  for 
tribal  econofflic  davelopmexit,  self'SufEdeacy  and  a  strong  tribal  govenunent,  Ihe 
Tribes  must  ceipaad  hs  gaining  operations  beyood  Ih*  ensting  bcilities.   The 

'  The  trust  aeraage  It  beokea  down  as  follows: 
Sekaogoo  Chippewa  Community  •  1.694.10  Act«> 
Red  Cliff  Tribe  .  7.tS1.12  Acres 
Ue  Couite  Oreille*  T^bc  •  41.  293.54  Acres 
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purduse  tnd  pUceroent  into  trust  of  St.  CroU  Metiowj  Oreybound  Park  ii  viewed 

by  th«  Tribej  ts  crilicaJ  to  their  long-lenn  ecoootnic  b«nefit.   The  project  would 
pennh  the  tnb<J  govenunentt,  u  'f^tU  u  tribal  m«mb««,  to  partidptte  in  the 
opcntioo  of  a  pming  frdlhy  in  a  Itrfo  metropolitaii  markft. 

Only  the  SokaogOQ  Tnbe  distnbutes  gaming  revenue  to  tnbal  memben  in  the  ibnn 
of  per  capita  payineots.    As  a  reaoh,  the  mijonty  of  net  ravenoe  generated  by  the 
proposed  ccinio  vrouU  b«  uied  to  expand  tribal  »ocial  prognmt,  tribal  govemmcst 

operttiooi  and  economic  development  activities  'wall  beyond  the  limits  allorwed  by 
exJEting  fcdercl  and  itale  aanstancA. 

C       25  CFJl  I  ISl.lO(c)  -  The  purpoi*  for  whkk  At  land  will  b«  ased: 

The  Triba  intrnd  to  lue  the  property  for  a  Clan  III  pming  &cility.   The  Tiibea 
have  entered  mto  an  a^recniect  with  tfat  cuntat  owners  of  tiie  St.  Croix  Meadowc 
Greyhound  Parle  in  Hudson,  Wiacooiin,  to  purchaie  the  «i»ets  of  the  dogtnlck.   This 
track  is  located  on  the  propoaed  55.82  aoea  of  truit  land.   Once  the  requiivmenti  of 
the  Indian  Gaming  Refulaloiy  Act  of  198S  have  h«en  satisfied,  and  the  land  is 
placed  into  trust  for  the  Tribes,  ea«ino  type  gtming  will  be  added  to  the  existiaj 
facility.   No  other  um  of  the  land  b  foresees. 

D.       25  CTJL  I  I5L10(«}  •  If  tba  Uad  n  bs  acqolrad  Is  Ib  Buratrictrd  fe« 
(tatav  tfaa  impact  en  the  StaU  and  hs  political  tnbdMileni  rasoHlDg  ft-oin 
the  retBOvtl  of  the  land  from  tha  tax  reOsi 

Noticci  of  the  proposed  fcA-to-tnot  caavcrvjoo  vera  seat  to  the  Mayor  of  the  City  of 
Hudson,  the  Chainnan  of  the  City  of  Hudson,  the  Chairmtn  of  the  St.  Croix  County 
Board  of  Superviiort,  and  the  Chaimian  of  die  Town  of  Troy.  The  concons  not 
related  to  tha  removal  of  the  property  from  the  tax  rolb  that  were  nistd  by  these 
local  units  of  ftate  government  were  fUly  addressed  u  part  of  the  process  under 
Section  20(bXlXA)  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Rigulaiory  Act  of  1988  in  the 
Recommended  Findings  of  Fact  and  Concluslots  prepared  by  the  Minneapolis  Area 
Director  and  leot  to  the  Aisistant  S«cietxry-Ifidian  AfBun  oo  November  IS.  1994. 

Over  90  peimit  of  the  q>«adiag  at  the  proposed  Hudson  gaming  fuility  is  mprrlfij 
to  originate  from  outside  the  Staia  of  Wisconsin.    The  Hudsoo  gaming  fiuiUty  ia  also 
expccie<j  to  support  2,691  jobs  and  gmeiate  over  S56  milUoo  In  annual  eareing  for 
residents  of  Wisconsin.   Addidonally,  the  Tribes,  Crty  of  Hudsoa  and  tha  County  of 
St.  Croix  have  entered  Into  an  Agr*arunt  for  Ocrvmmeni  Services.    Under  this 
agreement  the  City  aod  County  will  provide  general  govtrTuneot  services  to  the 
proposed  gaming  facility.    The  services  to  be  provided  include,  without  limitatioa 

police,  firt,  unbulanee,  rescue  and  emergency  medical  protectioQ.  road  maintenance, 
edocatioo  and  access  to  water,  sanhaiy  sewer  and  ttonn  lewer  ftcilitiea,  and  other 
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(orvloM  tbs<  u*  under  the  cootrol  of  the  city  or  county  or  ire  eiutam«rily  provided 
to  otfaff  commerciaJ  ptopeiiia  wiihla  the  city  or  county. 

Voder  the  Afrtemd^  for  C^tmment  Sennets,  the  TtibM  wUJ  pay  (he  dty  «nd 
county  $1,150,000  umvully  throu^  1998  to  coaipcnsau  for  the  tervicet  provided. 
Begfamfaig  in  1999,  and  fix  emcb  ye«x  thereafter,  the  Tribes  will  inoaate  the  lut 
inaual  payiseat  by  five  (5)  perceot.   Thus,  the  local  units  of  itaic  {ovenaBeat  should 
not  be  dc^mentally  impacted  doe  to  dia  removal  of  die  land  ftom  its  tax  rolls. 

E.       15  CFJt  i  151.10(0  •  Jarlidlctloaal  prohkas  and  potcmtlal  coaOieta  ef 
land  us«  which  nay  ariM: 

1    Potential  lind  ytt.  enw fUeti-  According  to  the  City  of  Hudsoo.  the  proposed  trust 
site  is  zoned  8«&eral  coouscrcial  district  far  the  principal  structure  and  taeillaiy 

trad:.  Icfxad  and  parking  fidHncs.   Six  acres  of  the  prppoied  tnst  site  tre'  cuneatly 
zoned  single  &mily  rctidence.  The  east,  south  aitd  westerly  perimeten  are  classified 
as  oa-&mily  residential  districts  and  serve  u  i  buffer  area  between  the  track 
opendoa  and  other  turroueding  land  uses. 

The  City  of  Hudson  has  alio  nated  that  there  is  suffideat  land  ia  the  city  tftat  is 
zoned  ̂ propriaiely  or  hu  already  been  identified  fiv  future  conunerda]  land  use  to 

accommodate  the  potential  need  for  the  development  of  hotels,  mistels,  restauraab 
and  other  savice  type  oriented  businesses.   We  conchide  that  then  en  no  ItH  use 

conflicts  that  would  result  from  the  acquisition  of  this  land  into  trust  itahis  and  its 

development  u  a  gaming  facility.  In  f^ct,  the  current  plans  do  not  rtquin 
construction  of  any  buildings  for  the  additioo  of  casioo  type  gsming  to  the  dogtnck 
facility.   The  remodeling  of  the  existing  building  which  already  r-«nt»;ni  peri-mutuel 
dog  racag  is  the  only  coostructioQ  that  will  be  necessary.  As  a  result  no  ZDwng 
conflicts  are  fareseeo. 

2.  Ju^^ld^ytion^)  tiiyea:  As  trust  land,  the  property  would  be  eoDsidcred  Indian 

Country"  for  Jurisdictional  purposes  withb  the  me*wm£  pf  ig  U.S.C.  {  llSl.  As  t 
result,  the  United  States  would  gahi  additional  law  cnforecznent  jtoladicUoo  in 
fnrnurtiffli  with  tha  property.  However,  ftc  local  taits  of  sttfe  govenuncnt  would 
have  the  primary  law  caforetaeut  roll  since  the  State  of  Wlseoitsin  is  ft  maadatory 
Public  La:w  2t0  State.  The  Triba  have  agreed  to  pay  for  (hesa  services  even  &ou^ 
it  Is  not  required.   Accordingly,  jurisdictiaaal  rr*^"^  should  >Mt  prascot  a 
sipilficant  obftade  to  the  prppaied  trust  land  acquisitioa. 

P.       35  CJJt  f  ISMIKk)  .  If  the  lead  to  be  aeqalrad  ia  ia  fee  atatas,  whether 
tbc  BIA  b  cqalpped  te  diseharie  the  addittoa^]  raspoeslbilitiea  resultlBg 
from  the  acqaislUoa  of  the  land  ia  trast  atataat 

et>p  Ofe*^^*^*  ̂  
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The  widitioa  of  thii  pares!  of  Itnd  to  Om  JuiiMictian  of  the  GitMt.  Laka  Aiftacy  uui 
Mlnfle«polIi  Art!  Office  %»ill  not  rault  is  ■  ugjufictnx  incrMM  in  worklo«<l  b«cxiue 
the  Tribes  will  be  mantgint  the  propeny  u  its  cm  catopiiM.   Both  the  Agtacy 
and  Aim  OfHce  ere  currmtly  tuffidently  itaffed  to  that  toy  tddltionAl  workload 
may  b«  baadled  without  &e  ne«d  for  extra  manpower  or  equiptscnL 

m.  SATIONAL  ESVmOSMEffTAL  fOLICY  ACT 

The  trancaedon  ptckig«  bu  met  complitDce  with  the  Nttioiud  Environmental  Police- 
Act  of  1969  (NEPA),  42  U.S.C  8  4321  a  ttq.  The  docnraeatanon  in  support  of  the 

•cquisib'oo  indudet  a  Finding  of  No  Significant  Impact  (FONSO  ligned  by  the 
Superintradeni,  Great  Lalcea  Agency,  on  Septembw  14,  1994.    Tha  FONSI  it  based 

upon  an  Envlronmonta]  Attcssncot  (EA)  prepared  by  Mid-Statta  A^cociaUon.  Inc.  in 
l9tS  for  the  St  Croix  Maadowj  Oreyhonnd  Radsf  Facility  and  an  Eovironaental 
Auusment  Addeodum  to  the  EA  prepared  by  Bischof  L  Vasteur  b  1994.  The 
addeodiun  eviluatet  (he  potential  impacts  ruuhing  from  the  propotsd  trmsfer  of  the 
site  to  be  held  b  trust  by  the  United  Staiei  on  behalf  of  the  tfaiM  Tribes  aitd  the 
remodeling  of  the  exiiting  Kennel  Chib  Area  to  accommodat*  the  addition  of  casino 
type  gaming.    The  EA  and  addendtmi  were  rtvievird  by  the  Eovlrotanent^  Services 
Suff  of  the  Minneapolis  Area  OfSce  which  found  it  to  be  adaquate  in  toope  and  that 
iu  content  n^porU  the  coaetusions  drtwn. 

A  Notict  of  Availability  for  the  I'^'ifnd'iim.  EnviroameotBl  Assessment  and  draft 
FONSI  wti  publishad  once  in  th«  Hadson  SUr  •  Obsrrvtr,  a  weekly  newspaper 
printed  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  on  June  23,  1994. 

IV.  HAZAXDOUS  SUISTAMCES  DETERMINATION 

The  hazardous  survey  form.  Ltvel  I  Swvty:  ConJamlnant  Swv«y  Chtcklist  of 
Propottd  Rtal  Eitatt  Aequisftions,  was  completed  and  eerdfied  by  the  Area  OfGcc 
Huardous  Waste  Coordlnaior  on  November  IS,  1994.  The  completioa  of  the  form 

indicates  compliance  ̂ *^  the  required  psvey  ibr  htardous  lubftmce  on  property  to 
be  acquired  in  truM  and  conehides  that  do  contaminants  arc  present  on  the  pixyerty. 
The  (urvey  wai  also  approved  by  the  Minneapolis  Aita  Director  on  November  18. 
1994. 

K   OTHER  CONSULTATION/REQUIREMENTS 

In  addition  to  compliance  with  NEPA  the  documentation  provided  as  a  result  of  the 
proposed  construction  of  the  dog  track  facility  in  19S8,  supports  a  firuling  of 
compliance  with  other  related  requiremtsts  as  bdicated  by  the  following 
cotrespondeace: 
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arehtologhal  sites:  Th«  Miuiuifipi  VtUey  AicfaMobgy  Center,  be  stated 
thtX  tfier  veluvtl  review  of  BvtilAble  inicmution  it  the  Univenity  of 
WiscocsiB  •  La  Crosse  tni  the  8tit«  Hiftoriul  Society  of  WiMoiuia,  there 

are  ae  known  ardiaeolo^ical  sites  io  the  proposed  prtrjoct  area. 

historic  prtsenmiioH:    The  Stale  Historical  Society  of  Wisconsin  tUt«d  that 
diere  are  no  buildingt  id  tha  study  araa  that  st  lilted  b  the  National  Register 
of  Historic  place*. 

endmgertd  sptciu:   The  Fish  and  Wlldliie  Service,  Green  Bay  Field  Office, 
Oreen  Bay  Wisconsin,  providad  a  rcspoose  dated  Jantuiy  9,  1989,  concluding 
that  DO  tlffeaiened  or  endangered  species  would  b«  alTactad  by  the 
construction  of  the  dog  tndc  facility. 

other:   Th»  Addaoduzn  to  the  £A  state*  that  ̂ btst  are  oo  andeipaled  'inr*'"^ 

'    from  the  planned  action  on  wetlands  or  sur&ee  witar  h  the  arc*.   Aeoording 
to  tha  National  Wetlands  Inventory  map  for  the  aitc,  ifaera  are  no  daaignxted 
wetland  areas  located  en  tha  site. 

By  letta  dated  January  3,  I9t9,  tbe  State  of  Wisconsin  Department  of 
Agriculmre,  Trade  k.  Consumer  Protection  stated  that  there  wu  no  need  for 

an  agn'cuhurt  Impact  Slatanient  u  a  result  of  the  jntial  cooxtmction  of  d}e 
dogtrtck.   Additionally,  sinoc  the  planned  action  will  utilitt  the  existing 
racetrack  Ikeilities,  it  will  not  have  a  significant  impact  on  prime  or  imique 
farmlands  as  described  in  the  Farmland  PrcCection  Policy  KA. 

yj.  RECOhtMENDATIOS 

It  is  our  recoaunendatjon  that  aAer  the  r^quLements  of  the  Indian  Gaming 
Regulatory  Art  have  been  met,  auihoiization  should  be  provided  to  place  the  land 
into  trust  saiua  for  the  banafll  of  the  Ttibes. 

Area  Director 

:i     Sup«rlatisd«sc.  Cr*«t  l^k««  A|«Bcy 
ChalrBan,  Lac  Cenrt*  Oralllt*  &ta4 
Chairvaa,  Soluotea  C«aauslty 
Cb«lrp«r*ea,  Xmi  Cllif  Und 

V^lU   C4docta,    tzacutlT*  ll«ac.    Sanrlci* 

e«5p 

CUMWi    \K 
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United  States  Department  of  the  Interior  flBS^B 
BUREAU  OF  INDIAN  AFFAIRS 

Wuhingtoa.  DC  20340 

BCCX3  5730 

Honorable  Steve  Gundersoo  WAR   0  2  1995 

House  of  Represeatatives 

Washingtoo,  D.  C.  20515-4903 

Dear  Mr.   Gundersoa: 

Thank  you  for  your  letter  of  December  29,  1994,  addressed  to  Secretary  Babbitt  regarding  a 

proposed  casino  at  the  St  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Radng  facility  located  in  ttie  State  of 
Wisconsin.   Your  If^rr  has  been  referred  to  this  of&ce  for  response. 

You  request  clarification  on  whether  or  not  the  Bureau  of  Indian  AfEurs  (BIA)  considers  the 

views  of  parties  oppoang  a  fee-to-tnist  acquisitioo  by  a  tribe  for  gaming  purposes.  Becausr  of 
the  contentious  nature  of  fee-to-trust  acquisitions  for  gaming  purposes,  public  sentiment  and 

coocems  of  the  negative  impacts  of  casino  gambling  are  two  of  several  issues  that  are  common. 

The  Department  of  the  Interior  (Department)  is  sensitive  to  these  issues.  Consequently,  we  want 

to  niV^  this  ORwrtunity  to  assure  you  that  comments  opposing  a  fee-to-trust  acquisition  receive 
the  hig>w»<*  consideration  during  the  review  process.  However,  it  u  important  to  point  out  that 

any  opposition  should  be  supported  by  fac&ial  documentatioa.  If  the  opposing  parties  do  not 

furnish  any  documented  evidence  to  support  their  position,  it  is  difRniU,  if  not  impossible,  to 
maW  a  fiTU^'"E  that  the  acquisition  is  not  detrimental  to  the  surrouacfing  community  as  required 

by  the  inHian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  GGRA),  25  U.  S.  C.  (2719.  The  following  discussion, 
albeit  brief,  is  an  explanation  of  dte  acquisitioo  process  for  gaming  purposes. 

The  applicatioo  for  this  acquisition  is  currently  under  review  by  the  BIA,  Indian  Gaming 
Management  Staff  (IGMS)  office.  The  purpose  of  this  review  is  to  determine  whether  the 
requirements  of  Section  20  have  been  adequately  addressed.  If  the  qi{dicatioo  and  siqiporting 
docnmentatioo  are  found  to  support  a  favnable  determination  by  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior 

(Secretary),  positive  fiitdinp-of-£act  on  the  two-part  determination  are  prepared  along  with  a 

\fnfT  to  the  Governor  of  the  State  seeking  concurrence  in  the  Secretary's  determination. 

The  «««*-i«i"fi  to  place  land  in  trust  for  the  benefit  of  an  Indian  tribe  is  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Secretary  tad  requires  the  applicant  tribe  to  comply  with  the  land  irqnititinn  regulations  foond 
inTifle2S,  Code  of  Federal  Regulations  (CFR).  Part  151.  When  Ifae  acquisition  is  intended  far 
gatming,  the  requirements  of  Section 20  of  the  IGRA,  must  also  be  ooBsidEred,  in  adtfitioo  to  te 
requirements  of  25  CFR  151.  AdditionaDy,  the  acquisition  must  be  in  coaq>liance  with  the 

rbti|ioial  .Environmental  Policy  Act. 

As  a  geneial  rule.  Section  20  prohibits  any  gaming  on  land  acquired  after  October  17, 1988,  the 
dale  of  "^"n""'*  of  IGRA,  unless  an  exception  applies  or  the  Secretary  determines  that  the 

EXHIBIT 
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pminf  fKfliiy  oa  newly  aapnitd  hnd  wiD  be  ia  ihe  bett  interaM  of  ihe  tri^ 

and  wiD  not  be  detriiaeotal'to  the  surroundiflf  cofflxnuaJly,  anl,  the  Goveniar  of  dw  St^ 
in  the  Seoetaiy's  drtmninatinn » 

The  'ooosulti&a*  with  appnpriile  Stale,  local  {ovenunent  oflBdals  and  ofBdala  of  nearby 
tribes  is  oooducted  by  the  local  BIA  Area  OfBoe.  UpoocoBi|rietiooof  thecontuhatinn,  theBIA 
Area  OCBce  must  prepare  an  adminiHTarive  record  cootainim  a  summary  of  the  iafonnatioo  and 
coqunents  received  durinf  die  conmltation,  factual  findinp  and  conclusioB  on  bodi  the  negative 

and  podtive  aq>ecti  of  the  tribe's  prapoaL  The  record  ta  dten  aibmitted  to  the  AsiAant 
Secntary  -  lad^  ASbaa  far  ftother  review  and  approvaL 

The  review  is  conducted  by  fl>eIGMS  office  and  the  OCBce  rfd>e  Solicitor.  Tlie  purpose  of  the 
review  is  to  determine  whether  the  requrements  of  Sectioo  20  ot  IGRA  have  been  adequatdy 

ad^tssed.  If  the  application  is  found  to  be  factnally  dni'jinmird  to  soppoct  a  favorable 
detenoinatioD  by  the  Secretary,  positive  fixxfings-pf-CKt  oo  the  two-part  deter  minatioo  are 
prepared  along  with  a  letter  to  the  Governor  of  the  Sttte  aeddnf  cooeanence  in  the  Secretary's 

The  Secretary's  determinatioa  does  not  constitate  a  final  decisiae  to  acquire  the  land  in  trust 
under  2S  CFR  Part  ISll  This  dedsiao  is  made  after  the  applicatiao  is  found  to  be  in  oompliaaoe 
widt  25  CFR  Part  151. 

If  Gubernatorial  coocurrenoe  is  provided,  die  land  may  be  taken  in  trust  far  gaming  purpoaec 

At  this  point  dte  tribe  's  application  is  then  reviewed  to  dettnnine  whether  the  criteria  of  25  CFR 
Part  151  have  been  adequately  addressed.  IfGubematorialooiiconcooeisnotpravided,d)elaad 
cannot  be  taken  in  trust  for  gaming,  but  die  tribe  may  ask  dat  it  be  taken  in  trust  far  other  noD- 

As  you  can  imagine,  the  dedsion  to  take  land  in  trust  for  gaming  putpoaea  is  made  only  after  an 
exhaustive  and  ddiberative  review  of  all  relevaat  foets  and  criteria.  Tbe  procev  is  ohen  very 
tengdiy  and  typically  results  in  a  large  vtduae  of  iniormatioo  and  documentatioa  which  b 
carefiiDy  reviewed  by  the  office. 

If  you  have  ftmher  questions,  please  contact  die  IGMS  office  tf l^mBHIVfv  more mformation. 
Sinoerdy, 

-'^  —  .. 

/V»«fiAMANUB. 

Xo^tf  Deputy  Commissiaocir  of  LiAaa  AiEdn 

02762 
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bcc:  George  Skibine 
Kevin  Meisner 

02763 
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United  States  Department  of  the  Interior 

BUREAU  OF  INDIAN  >S5FAIRS 

Waihiogioa.  D.C.  20240 

Indian  Gmmtn^-ManacoBcnt 
MS-2070 

June  8.  1993 

To:  Director.  Indian  Gaming  Management  S^ff^ 

From:  Indian  Gaming  Management  St 

lagcmcni  obit 

Subject:  Application  of  the  Sokaogon  Community,  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  BAnd,  and 
the  Red  Cliff  Band  to  Place  Land  Located  in  Hudson.  Wisconsin,  in  Tnist  for 

Gaming  Purposes 

The  staff  has  analyzed  whether  the  proposed  acquislion  would  be  in  die  best  interest  of  the 
Indian  tribes  and  their  members.  However,  addressing  any  problems  discovered  in  Oat 
analysis  would  be  prrmatuze  if  the  Seuenry  does  not  determine  that  gaming  on  the  land 
would  not  be  detrimenal  to  the  surrounding  community.  Therefore,  the  saff  rBCommends 
thai  the  Seueary,  based  on  the  following,  determine  that  the  proposed  arquisirion  would  not 
be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community  prior  to  maldng  a  determination  on  the  best 
interests. 

FINDINGS  OF  FACT 

The  Minneapolis  Area  Office  ('MAO")  transmitted  the  application  of  the  Soloogon  Chippe- 
wa Community  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Coune  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa 

Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  Ked  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Supsior  Chippewa  Indians  of 

Wisconsin  CTribes')  to  the  Secieary  of  the  Interior  (*Seuemy*)  to  place  a^roximatdy  SS 
acres  of  land  Inratnri  in  Hudson,  V^sconsin.  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  The  proposed 

^mno  project  is  to  add  slot  machines  and  blackjack  to  the  ocisiing  class  m  pari-mutuel  dog 

racing  currently  being  coodurtnd  by  non-Indians  at  the  dog  track.. (VoL  I,  Tib  I.  pg.  2)' 

The  Tribes  have  ottered  into  an  agreement  with  the  owners  of  the  St.  Croix  Madows  Grey- 

hound Park,  Croizland  Properties  Limited  Partnership  ('Croixtand*),  to  purchase  pan  of  the 
land  and  all  of  the  assets  of  the  giryhound  track,  a  class  III  gaining  facility.  The  grandstand 
building  of  the  track  has  lhr«e  floors  with  160.000  square  feet  of  ̂ ace.  Aidjaoent  ptDperty  to 

be  majority-owned  in  fee  by  the  Tribes  includes  parking  for  4,000  auiot.  The  pbn  is  to 
remodel  SO.OOO  square  feet,  which  will  omtain  I.SOO  slot  machines  and  30  blacigadc  ables. 

03194 

'  References  are  to  the  a^qilication  documents  submitted  by  the  Miiuieapolis  Area  Offioe. 
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Another  20,000  square  feet  will  be  used  for  casino  support  areas  (money  room,  offices, 
employee  lounges,  etc.).  Vol.  I,  Tab  3,  pg.  19) 

The  documents  reviewed  and  analyzed  are: 
1.  Tribes  ieoer  February  23.  199*  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1) 
2.  Hudson  Casino  Venture.  Arthur  Anderson,  March  1994  (Vol.  I.  Tab  3) 
3.  An  Analysis  of  the  Market  for  the  Addition  of  Casino  Games  to  the  Existing 

Greyhound  Race  Track  near  the  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin.  James  M.  Murray. 
Ph.D.,  Febniary  25.  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  4) 

4.  An  Analysis  of  the  Economic  Impaa  of  the  Pniposed  Hudson  Gaming  Facility  on 
the  Three  Participating  Tribci  and  the  Economy  of  the  Sate  of  Wisconsin.  James 
M.  Murray,  Ph.D.,  February  25,  1994  (Vol,  I,  Tab  5) 

5.  Various  agreements  (Vol.  I,  Tab  7)  and-other  supporting  dab  submitted  by  the 
Minneapolis  Area  Director. 

6.  Comments  of  the  SL  Croix  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  April  30,  199S. 
7.  KPMG  Peat  Marwick  Comments.  April  28,  1995. 
8.  Ho-Chunk  Nadon  Comments.  May  1,  1995. 

The  comment  period  for  Indian  tribes  in  Minnesoa  and  Wisconsin  was  extended  to  April  30, 
1995  by  John  Duffy,  Counselor  to  Secretary.  These  additional  commoits  were  received  after 
the  Findings  of  Fact  by  the  MAO,  and  were  not  addressed  by  the  Tribes  or  MAO. 

Comments  from  the  public  were  received  after  the  MAO  published  a  notice  of  the  Findings 
Of  No  Significant  Impoa  (FONSI).  The  Sl  Croix  Tribal  Council  provided  comments  on  the 
draft  FONSI  to  the  Great  Lakes  Agency  in  a  letser  dated  July  21,  1994.  However,  no  appeal 
of  the  FONSI  was  filed  as  prescribed  by  law. 

NOT  DETRIMENTAL  TO  THE  SURROUNDING  COMMUNITY 

CONSULTATION 

To  comply  with  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  25  U.S.C.  {2719  (1988). 
the  MAO  consulted  with  the  Tribes  and  appropriate  Sate  and  local  officials,  including 
officials  of  other   narby  Indian  tribes,  on  the  impacts  of  the  gaming  operation  on  the 
surrounding  community.  Trrins  from  the  Area  Director,  dated  December  30,  1993,  listing 

several  suggested  areas  of  discusaon  for  the  'best  interest*  and  'not  detrimental  to  the 
surrounding  community*  determination,  were  sent  to  the  applicant  Tribes,  and  in  Imrrs 
dated  February  17,  1994.  to  the  following  officials:  -^ 

Mayor,  City  of  Hudson,  >^uconsin  (VoL  m.  Tab  1") 
Chairman,  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors,  Hudson,  WI  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2') 
Chairman,  Town  of  Troy,  Wisconsin  (Vol.  in.  Tab  3") 

"response  is  under  same  Tab.  03195 

The  Area  Director  sent  letten  dated  December  30,  1993,  to  the  following  officials  of 
federally  recognized  tribes  in  Wisconsin  and  Minnesota: 

1)     President,  Lac  du  Flambeau  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of 

Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  5") 
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Hudson  Dog  Tnck  Applicatian 

2)  Chairman.  Leech  Lake  Reservation  Business  Commioee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  6") 
3)  President,  Lou>er  Sioux  Indian  Community  of  Minnesota  (Vol.  m.  Tab  7*") 
4)  Chaiiperson,  Mllle  Lacs  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  8") 
5)  Chaiipersm,  Oneida  Tiibe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  9" 
6)  Presfdent,  Ptaiiie  Island  Indian  Community  of  Minnesou  (Vol.  m.  Tab  10") 
7)  Chairman,  Shakopee  Mdewalonton  Sioux  Community  of  Minnesoa  (Vol.  ni.  Tab 

II**) 
8)  President,  Sl  Ctoiz  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  12") 
9)  Chaiipenon,  Wisconsin  Winnebago  Tribe  of  Wisconsio  (Vol.  m.  Tab  13*") 
10)  Chainnan,  Bad  River  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol. 

m.  Tab  16—-) 1 1)  Chaimun.  Bois  Forte  (Nett  Lake)  Reservation  Rinincn  Commioee  (Vol.  m.  Tab 

16*--) 
12}  Chaixman.  Fond  du  Lac  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16'**) 
13)  Chainnan.  Forest  County  Potawatomi  Comtnunity  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab 

16—) 

14)  Chainnan.  Grand  Por&ge  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16*") 
15)  Chainnan,  Red  Lake  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians  of  MinnesoCa  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16**") 
16)  President,  Stocttridge  Munsee  Community  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16"*") 
17)  Chaiiperson,  Upper  Sioux  Community  of  Minnesoft  (Vol.  IS.  Tab  16""") 
18}  Chainnan,  While  Earth  Reservation  Business  Commioee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16*"*) 
19}  President,  The  Minnesoa  Chippewa  Tribe  (VoL  m.  Tab  14*«). 

""rrsponse  is  under  same  Tab """no  response 

k.    ConsutUtlon  with  SUtc 

There  has  been  no  consultatioa  with  the  Sbie  of  Wisconsin.  The  Axta  Diicoor  is  in  error  in 

the  sntrment:  *...it  is  twc  required  by  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  until  the  Seuetaiy 
makes  favorable  findings.*  (Vol.  I.  Findings  of  Fact  and  Condusioru.  pg.  15) 

On  January  2,  199S,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Direcmr  was  notified  by  the  Acting  Deputy 
Commissioner  of  Indians  AfEaiis  dial  oonsulatioo  with  the  Soie  muA  be  done  at  the  Ara 

level  prior  to  submission  of  the  Findings  of  Faci  on  the  transactioa.  As  af-^tas  date,  there  is 
no  indiaiion  that  the  Area  Director  has  complied  with  this  directive  for  this  tranactiri. 

B.    Coosutlatioa  with  City  and  Town 

The  property,  oimaitly  a  dass  ED  gaining  focility,  is  located  in  a  oommocial  area  in  the 

southeast  eoTtia  of  the  Gty  of  Hudson.  Thomas  H.  Redner.  Mayor,  sales  '...the  City  of 
Hudson  has  a  strong  vision  and  planning  effort  for  the  fimne  and  (hat  this  pioposed  Casino 
can  appaiently  be  aminmmrtatrd  with  miniiral  ovciaU  impact,  jus  as  any  other  devetopment 

of  this  size.* 
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The  City  of  Hudson  passed  Resolution  2-95  on  Febniary  6.  1995  after  the  Area  Office  had 

subnuttcd  its  Findings  Of  Facts,  stating  'the  Common  Council  of  the  City  of  Hudson, 
Wisconsin  doits  not  support  casino  gambling  ai  the  Sl  Croix  Madows  site".  Howcvcr,r-the • 
City  Attorney  clarified  the  meaning  of  the  resolution  in  a  leaer  dated  February  IS,  1995  - 
stating  that  tAe  resolution  'does  not  retnct,  abregaie  or  supersede  the  April  18,  1994 
Agreement  for  Govemmert  Services.*  No  evidence  of  detrimenal  impaa  is  provided  in  the 
resolution. 

The  Town  of  Troy  sutes  that  it  borders  the  dog  nek  on  (hrte  sides  and  has  residential 

homes  dii^tly  to  the  west  and  south.  Dean  Albert,  Chairperson,  responded  to  the  consult- 
ation letter  stating  that  the  Town  has  nevo'  received  any  information  on  the  gaming  Caciliiy. 

He  set  forth  several  questions  the  Town  needed  answered  before  it  could  adequately  assess 
the  impact.  However,  responses  were  provided  to  the  specific  questions  asked  in  the 
consultation. 

Letters  supporting  the  applieaaon  were  received  from  Donald  B.  Bnins,  Hudson  Oty 
Councilman;  Carol  Hansen,  former  ihembcr  of  the  Hudson  Common  Council:  Herb  Giese. 
Sl  Croix  County  Supervisor,  and  John  E.  Schomraer.  Member  of  the  Sdiool  Board.  They 

discuss  the  changing  local  political  ■-""'•'"•  and  the  general  long-term  political  support  for  the 
acquisition.  Roger  Breske,  Sate  Senator,  and  Baibaia  linton,  Stale  RJspresentative  also  wrote 

in  support  of  the  acquisition.  Sandra  Beig.  a  long-time  Hudson  businesspetson,  wrote  in 
supiport  and  sates  that  the  opposition  to  the  acquisition  is  receiving  money  fiom  opposing 
Indian  tribes. 

C.    CoosultatioD  with  County 

The  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supsvisors  submiaed  an  Impact  Assessment  on  the  proposed 
gaming  establishmenL  On  March  13,  1994  a  single  SL  Croix  County  Board  Supervisor  wrote 
a  lencr  to  Wisconsin  Governor  Tommy  Thompson  that  sated  his  opinion  thai  the  Beard  had 

not  approved  'any  agreement  involving  Indian  tribes  concerning  gambling  operations  or 
ownership  in  SL  Croix  County.* 

On  April  IS,  1994   the  Chairman  of  the  Sl  Croix  County  Board  of  Supeiviaors  indicated 
thai  *we  ̂ uuiot  conclusively  make  any  findings  on  whether  or  not  the  proposed  gaming 
establishment  will  be  deti'iroenal  to  the  sunouitding  community.  .  .  Our  findings  assume  that 
an  Agi«ement  for  Govenunent  Services,  satisfactory  u>  all  parries  involved,  can  be  agreed 
upon  and  ntnutpij  to  address  the  potential  imjacts  of  the  service  needs  outlined  in  the 
assessmenL  In  the  absence  of  such  an  asrecmeni  it  is  most  cerain  thai  the  proposed  gaming 

establishment  would  be  a  detriment  lo  the  community.  * 

On  April  26,  1994  a  joint  Irttir  from  the  County  Board  Chaiiman  and  Mayor  of  the  City  of 

Hudson  was  sent  to  Governor  "n>omp$on.  It  sa^.  The  City  Council  of  Hudson  onanimously 
approved  this  [Agreement  for  Government  Services]  on  March  23rd  by  a  6  to  0  vote,  and  the 
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Counry  Board  at  a  special  tnecmig  on  March  29th  approved  the  aereement  on  a  23  to  S 

vote." 
On  December  3,  1992,  an  election  was  held  in  the  City  of  Hudson  on  an  Indian  Gaming 

Referendum,  *Dc  you  support  the  transfer  of  St.  Croix  Meadows  to  an  Indian  Tribe  and  the 
conduct  of  casino  gaming  at  St.  Croix  Meadows  if  the  Tribe  is  required  to  meet  all  financial 

commitments  of  Croixland  Propenics  Limited  Partnerehip  to  the  City  of  Hudson?"  With  54* 
of  the  registered  electorate  voting,  Sl.SX  approved  the  referendum. 

St.  Croix  County  in  a  March  14,  199S  letter  saies  thai  the  'County  has  no  position  regarding 
the  City's  action*  regarding  Resolution  2-9S  by  the  City  of  Hudson  (leferrcd  to  above). 

D.    Consultatioo  with  Neiebboriaj  Tribes 

Minnesota  has  6  federally-recognized  tribes  (one  tribe  with  six  component  reservations),  and 
Wisconsin  has  8  federally-tecognized  tribes.  The  three  applicant  tribes  are  not  included  in  the 
Wisconsin  tool.  The  Area  Director  consulted  with  all  tribes  except  the  Menominee  Tribe  of 
Wisconsin.  No  reason  >was  given  for  omission  of  this  tribe  in  the  consuloiion  process. 

Six  of  the  Minnesoa  tribes  did  not  respond  to  the  Area  Director's  request  for  comments 
while  five  tribes  responded  by  objecting  to  the  proposed  acquisition  fiar  gaming.  Four  of  the 
Wisconsin  tribes  did  not  respond  while  four  responded.  Two  objea  and  two  do  not  object  to 
the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaming. 

Five  tribes  comment  thai  diiea  competition  would  cause  loss  of  customers  and  revenues. 
Only  one  of  these  tribes  is  within  SO  miles,  using  the  most  diiea  tiads.  of  the  Hudson 

facility.  Two  tribes  comment  thai  the  approval  of  an  off-reservation  facility  would  have  a 
nationwide  political  and  economic  impact  on  Indian  gaming,  speculating  wide-open  gaining 
would  result.  Six  tribes  state  thai  MinnesoQ  tribes  have  agreed  thee  would  be  no  off- 
reservation  casinos.  One  tribe,  sates  the  Hudson  track  is  on  Sioux  land.  One  tribe  comments 

on  an  adverse  impact  on  social  structure  of  community  from  less  money  and  fewer  jobs 
because  of  compedtion.  and  a  potoitial  loss  of  an  annual  payment  (SISO.OOO)  to  local  town 

that  could  be  jeopardized  by  lawa-  revenues.  One  tribe  comments  thai  community  services 
costs  would  increase  hrraiiy  of  reduced  revenues  al  their  casino.  One  tribe  comments  that  it 

should  be  permitied  its  fbuitfa  casino  before  the  Hudson  fuility  is  approved  by  the  state. 

St.  Croix  Tribe  Comments 

The  Sl  Croix  Tribe  a^vrts  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  a  bailout  of  a  failing  dog  track. 

The  Sl  Croix  Tribe  was  approached  by  Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing  \>dtb  the  dog  txack-io- 
casino  conversion  plan.  The  Tribe  rejected  the  offer,  which  was  then  offered  to  the  Tribes. 
While  the  SL  Croix  Tribe  may  believe  that  the  project  is  not  suitable,  the  Tiibes  and  the 
MAO  reach  an  opposite  omclusioo. 
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The  Coopers  &  Lybrand  impact  study,  commissioned  by  the  St.  Croix  Tribe,  projects  an 
increase  in  the  SL  Croix  Casino  attendance  in  the  survey  area  from  1,064.000  in  1994  lo 
1,225,000  in  199S.  an  increase  of  161,000.  It  then  projects  a  customer  lo&s  to  a  Hudson 
casino,  60  road  miles  disant,  ai  181,000.  The  net  change  after  removing  projected  gTx>wth  is 
20,000  custoAiers,  or  approsimaiely  l%%  of  the  1994  actual  total  attendance  at  the  St.  Croix 
casino  (1.6  million). 

The  study  projects  an  attendance  loss  of  4S,000  of  the  522,000  1994  total  ai  the  St.  Croix 
Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino,  Danbury,  Wisconsin,  120  miles  from  Hudson,  and  1 1 1  miles  from 
the  Minneapolis/SL  Paul  market.  Danbury  is  approximately  the  same  distance  north  of 
Minneapolis  and  south  of  Dulutfa,  Minnesoa  as  the  Mille  Lac  casino  in  Onamia.  Minnesob, 
and  competes  directly  in  a  market  quite  distant  from  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  which  is  25  miles 
east  of  Minneapolis.  The  projected  loss  of  9%  of  Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino  revenue  to  a 
Hudson  casino  is  unlilxiy.  However,  even  that  uorealistically  high  loss  would  fall  «hrithin 
normal  competitive  and  economic  factors  that  can  be  expected  to  aflea  all  businesses, 
including  casinos.  The  Sl  Croix  completed  a  buy-cut  of  its  Hole  in  the  Wall  Manager  in 
1994,  increasing  the  profit  of  the  casino  by  as  much  as  67%.  The  market  in  Minnesoa  and  . 
Wisconsin,  as  projected  by  Smith  Barney  in  its  filobal  Tiaminf  Almanac  199S.  is  expected  to 
increase  to  SI. 2  billion,  with  24  million  pmer  visits,  an  amount  sufficiait  to  accommodate  a 
casino  at  Hudson  and  profitable  operaoons  at  all  other  Indian  gaming  locations. 

Ho^hunk  Nation  Comments 

The  Ho-Chunk  Nation  (*Ho-Chunk*)  submitted  comments  on  the  detrimental  impact  of  the 
proposed  casino  on  Ho-Chunk  tuning  opeations  in  Black  River  Falls,  Wisconsin  (BRF). 
116  miles  from  the  proposed  oust  acquisition.  The  analysis  was  based  on  a  customer  survey 
that  indicated  a  minimum  loss  of  12.3%  of  patron  doUajs.  The  survey  was  of  411  patrons. 

-  21  of  whom  resided  closer  to  Hudson  than  BRF  (about  5%  of  the  customers).  Forty-two 
patrons  lived  between  the  casinos  doso  to  BRF  than  Hudson. 

Market  studies  from  a  wide  variety  of  sources  indicate  that  disance  (m  time)  is  the  dominant 
factor  in  determining  market  share,  especially  if  the  facilities  and  service  are  equivalent. 
However,  those  studies  also  indicate  that  even  when  patnsos  gsioally  visit  one  casino,  they 
oc^ksiotully  visit  other  casinos.  That  means  that  customers  closer  to  a  Hudson  casino  will 
not  exclusively  visit  Hudson.  The  specific  residence  of  the  21  customers  living  closer  id 
Hudson  was  not  provided,  but  ptcsumably  some  of  them  were  from  the  MinneipoUs/SL  Paul 
area,  aitd  already  have  elected  to  visit  the  much  more  disont  BRF  casino  rather  than  an 
existing  Minneapolis  area  casino. 

In  addition,  'player  clubs*  -r-"-  casino  loyalty,  and  tend  to  draw  customers  back  to  a  casino 
legardless  of  the  distance  involved.  The  addition  of  a  Hudson  casino  is  likely  lo  impact  the 
BRF  asino  rcwenues  by  less  than  5  % .  General  economic  cooditions  afiiecting  disposable 
income  cause  fluctuatioas  larger  than  ihai  amounL  The  impact  of  Hudsoo  on  BRF  probably 
cannot  be  iy'-'t— <  from  the  'noise*  fluctuations  in  business  caused  by  other  casinos,  compet- 

ing enterainment  and  sports,  weather,  and  other  factors. 
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The  Ho-Chuok  gaming  operadoru  serve  the  czntnl  and  southem  population  of  Wisconsin, 
including  the  very  popular  Wisconsin  DeUs  resort  area.  The  esucme  disonce  of  Hudson 
from  the  primary  market  area  of  the  Ho-Chunk  casinos  eliminates  it  as  a  major  competitive 

factor.  The  customen'  desire  for  variety  in  gaming  will  draw  BRF  patrons  to  other  Ho- 
Chunk  casinos,  Minnesota  casinos,  and  even  Michigan  casinos.  Hudson  cannot  be  expected 
to  dominate  the  Ho-Chunk  market,  or  cause  other  than  normal  compentive  impact  on  (he 

profitability  of  the  Ho-Chunk  operations.  The  addition  by  the  Ho-Chunk  of  two  new  casinos 
since  September  1993  strongly  indicates  the  Tribe's  belief,  in  a  growing  market  poten- 

tial.While  ail  of  the  tribes  objecting  to  the  focility  may  consider  the  competibvc  concerns  of 
another  casino  legitimate,  they  provide  no  substantial  data  thai  would  prove  their  concerns 
valid.  There  aro  eight  casinos  within  a  100-tnile  radius  of  the  Minneapolis  area;  three  casinos 
are  within  50  miles.  (Vol.  I.  Tab  3,  pg.  29) 

Comments  bv  the  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin 

In  an  April  17.  199S  letter,  the  Oneida  Tribe  rescinds  its  neutral  position  sated  on  Majch  I, 

1994,  'Spaking  strictly  for  the  Oneida  Tribe,  we  do  not  percove  that  their  would  be  any 
serious  detrimental  impacts  on  our  own  gaining  opeiaiioo.  .  .  The  Oneida  Tribe  is  simply 

located  to  (sic)  far  from  the  Hudson  project  to  suffer  any  sexious  impact.*  The  Tribe  specu- 
lates about  growing  undue  pressure  from  outside  non-Indian  gambling  interests  that  could  set 

the  stage  for  inter-Tribal  rivalry  for  gaming  dollars.  No  evidence  of  adverse  impact  is 

provided. 

KPMG  Peat  Marwick  Comments  for  the  Minnesota  Tribes 

On  behalf  of  the  Minnesoa  Indian  Gaming  Association  (MIGA),  Mille  Lacs  Band  of 
Chippewa  Indians.  Sl  Croix  Chippewa  Band,  and  Shakopee  Mdewalonton  Dakota  Tribe, 
KPMG  comments  on  the  impaa  of  a  casino  at  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

KPMG  asserts  that  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  has  used  a  'not  devasating*  test  rather  than 
the  less  rigorous  'not  detrimenal*  test  in  reaching  its  Fuidings  of  Fact  approval  to  take  the 
subject  land  in  trust  for  the  three  affiliarrri  Tribes. 

In  the  KPMG  study,  the  four  tribes  and  five  casinos  within  SO  miles  of  Hudsoo,  Wisconsin 
had  gross  irvenues  of  S4S0  million  in  1993,  and  S495  million  in  1994.  a  10%  annual 
growdi.  The  Findings  of  Faa  ptojei.Ts  a  Hudson  potential  maiket  penetration  of  20%  for 
blaclgack  and  24%  for  slot  machines.  If  that  penetration  revenue  came  only  from  the  five 
casinos,  it  would  be  SI  14.6  million. 

However,  the  Arthur  Anderson  finandal  projections  for  the  Hudson  casino  were  S80  million 
in  gaming  revenues,  or  16. 16%  of  just  the  five-casino  revenue  (not  tool  Indian  gaming  in 
Minncsob  and  Wisconsin).  Smith  Barney  estimates  a  Minneapolis  Gaining  Market  of  S480 
million,  a  Non-Minneapolis  Gaming  Market  of  S220  miUioo.  and  a  Wisconsin  Market  of 
SSOO  million.  The  Wisconsin  market  is  concentrated  in  the  southern  and  eastern  population 
centers  where  the  Oneida  and  Ho-Chunk  casinos  are  located.  Assuming  that  the  westem 
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Wisconsin  mziket  is  25%  of  (he  state  total,  the  total  market  available  to  the  six  Minneapolis 
market  casinos  is  over  S600  million. 

The  projected  Hudson  maifect  share  of  S80  to  SllS  million  is  13%  to  19%  of  the  ̂ a^o-stale 
regional  toaK  A  ten  percent  historic  growth  rate  in  gaming  will  increase  the  market  by  SSO 
million,  and  stimulation  of  the  local  market  by  a  osixio  at  Hudson  is  projected  in  the 
application  at  S  %  (S2S  million)  Therefore,  only  iS  to  S40  million  of  the  Hudson  revenues 
would  be  obtained  at  the  expense  of  existing  casinos.  An  average  levenue  ceductioo  of  SI  to 
S8  million  per  exisaag  casino  >vould  not  be  a  denimentil  impact.  The  Mystic  Lake  Casino 
was  estimated  to  have  had  a  S96.8  million  net  profit  in  1993.  A  reduction  of  S8  million 
would  be  about  8%,  assuming  that  net  revenue  decreased  the  full  amotrnt  of  the  giois 
revenue  reduction.  At  S96.8  million,  the  per  enrolled  member  ptofit  at  Mystic  Lake  is 
S396,700.  Reduced  by  S8  million,  the  amount  would  be  5363,900.  The  detiimenal  effect 
would  not  be  cjtprrtnri  to  materially  impaa  Tribal  expenditurts  on  piDgranu  under  IGRA 
Secdon  II. 

Summary:  Reconciliation  of  various  comments  on  the  impact  of  a  casino  at  Hudson  can  be 
achieved  best  by  reference  to  the  Sphere  of  Influence  concept  drtiilwl  by  Murray  on  pages  2 
through  7  of  Vol.  I.  Tab  *.  Figure  1  di^lays  the  dynamics  of  a  multi-nodal  draw  by  casinos 
for  both  the  local  and  Minneapolis  metiopolian  markets.  The  sphere  of  influence  of  Hudson 
depends  on  its  disance  from  various  populations  (disance  explains  82%  of  the  variabon  in 
attendance).  Outside  of  the  charted  zone,  ether  casinos  would  exert  primary  influence. 

The  Sphere  of  Influence  indicates  only  the  dimnrr  factor  of  influence,  and  assumes  that  the 
service  at  each  casino  is  equivalenL  Facilities  are  not  equivalent,  however.  Mystic  Lake  is 
established  as  a  casino  with  a  hotel,  extensive  gaming  tables,  and  conventUKi  Polities.  Turtle 
Lake  is  esoblished  and  has  a  hoteL  Hudson  would  have  a  dog  track  and  easy  access  from 
IntersBte  94.  Each  asino  will  need  to  exploit  its  compestive  advantage  in  any  business 
scenario,  with  or  without  a  osino  at  Hudson.  Projeciions  based  on  highly  subjective 
qualiotive  factors  would  be  very  speculative. 

It  is  important  to  note  that  the  Sphere  of  Influence  is  influent,  not  dominance  or  ecdusion. 
The  Murray  research  indicates  that  casino  patnms  on  averare  patronize  three  diXTaciit 

""'^«  each  yor.  Patrons  desire  variety  in  their  gaming,  and  achieve  it  by  visiting  a  several 
casinos.  The  opening  of  a  casino  at  Hudson  would  not  slop  cusasmers  ftom  vistiag  a  imre 
distant  asino.  though  it  might  change  the  frequency  of  visits. 

The  SL  Croix  Tribe  projects  that  its  tribal  economy  will  be  plunged  'back  into  pre-faming 
60  percent  plus  unemploymcat  rates  and  annual  incomes  ̂   the  (sic)  below  lecognized 

poverty  levels.*  The  Chief  Financial  Officer  of  the  Sl  Ctoix  Tribe  pfojeets  a  dwiraw  of 
Tribal  omings  from  S2S  million  in  199S  to  S12  millian  after  a  casino  at  Hudaon  is  csab- 
lished.  Even  a  reduction  of  that  amount  would  not  plunge  the  Tribe  back  into  povcny  and 
unemployment,  though  it  could  certainly  cause  the  Tiibe  to  le-otder  its  pending  plans. 
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Market  Saniracipn. 
The  St.  CroLX  Tribe  asserts  that  the  market  is  saturated  even  as  it  has  just  completed  a 
3 1 ,000  Siquarc  foot  expansion  of  its  casino  in  Tunic  Lake,  and  proposes  to  similarly  expand 
the  Hole-in-the-Wall  Casino.  Smith  Barney  projects  a  Wisconsin  market  of  SSOO  million  with 
a  continuatiotf  of  the  steady  growth  of  the  last  14  years,  though  at  a  rate  slower  than  the 
country  in  general. 

E.  NEPA  Compliaoce 

B.I.  A.  authorization  for  signing  a  FONSI  is  delegated  to  the  Area  Director.  The  NEPA 
process  in  this  application  is  complete  by  the  ezpiranon  of  the  appeal  period  following  the 
publication  of  the  Nodoe  of  Findings  of  No  Significant  Impact. 

F.  Surrounding  Community  Impacts 

I.      TMT»ArTS  ON  THE  SOCIAL  STRUCTURE  IN  THE  COMMUNTTY 

The  Tribes  believe  that  there  will  not  be  any  impaa  on  the  social  smiciure  of  the  community 
that  cannot  be  mitigated.  The  MAO  did  not  conduct  an  independoit  analysis  of  impacts  on 
the  social  strucnuc.  This  leview  considers  the  following: 

I.     Eccnomic  Contribution  of  Worken 

The  Town  of  Troy  comrnents  thai  minimum  wage  workers  afc  not  major  contribu- 
tots  to  the  economic  well-being  of  the  community.  (Vol.  HI.  Jab  3,  pg.  3)  Six 
comments  were  received  from  the  gsteral  public  on  the  undesirability  of  the  low 
wages  assoriamri  with  a  tiack  and  casino.    (VoL  V) 

n.    Crime 
Hudson  Police  Dept.  Crime  A  Arrests.  (Cranmcr  62a  and  62b,  Vol.  IV,  Tab  4) 

1990 1991 1992 
1993 

Violent  Crime 
14 

4 7 7 

Property  Crime 
312 

.     420 
406 

440 

These  satistics  provided  by  Dr.  Cianmer  do  not  indicate  a  drastic  incr^ise  in  the 
rate  of  dime  since  the  dog  track  opened  on  June  1,  1991.  However,  other  studies 
and  references  show  a  oonelation  berween  casinos  and  criine.  One  public  comment 
aftarhrd  remarks  by  WUliam  Webster  and  William  Sessions,  former  Directors  of  the 
Federal  Bureau  of  Investigation,  on  the  presence  of  oi^nizod  crime  in  gambling. 
(Vol.  V,  George  O.  HoeL,  S/19/94,  Vol.  V)  Another  public  comment  included  an 
article  from  the  St.  Paid  Pioneer  Press  with  tr^tiair^  relating  to  the  issue.  (Miks 
Morris.  3/28/94.  Vol.  V)  Additional  ipecific  data  on  oime  are  provided  by  LeRae 
D.  ZahorsU,  S/18/94.  Barbara  Smith  Lobin,  7/14/94.  and  Joe  and  Sylvia  Harwell 
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3/1/94.    (all  in  Vol.  V)  Eight  additional  public  comments  express  concern  with  the 
crime  impact  of  a  casino.    (Vol.  V) 

m.  Hann  tc  Area  Businesses 

A.  Wage  Level 
The  Town  of  Troy  says  that  workers  are  unavailable  locally  at  minimum  wage. 
(Vol.  m.  Tab  3.  pg.  3) 

B.  Spending  Paoons 
One  public  comment  concents  gambling  divenuig  discretionary  spending  away 
from  local  businesses.  (Dean  M.  Ehckson,  6/14/94)  Another  public  comment 
sates  thai  everyone  should  be  able  to  offer  gambling,  not  just  Indians.  (Stewart 
C.  Mills.  9/26/94)  (Vol.  V) 

rv.  Property  Values 
An  opponent  asserts  that  a  Hudson  casino  will  decrease  property  values.  He  notes 
that  purchase  options  were  extended  to  adjacent  property  owners  before  the  con- 

struction of  the  dog  track.  He  provides  no  evidence  that  any  piopenies  were 
tendered  in  response.  (Vol.  6.  Tab  4.  pg.  33) 

A  letier  from  Nancy  Bieiaugel.  1/19/94.  (Vol.  V)  states  that  she  would  never 
choose  to  live  near  a  casino.  Another  leoer,  Thomas  Forsedi.  S/23/94,  (Vol.  V) 

comments  that  he  and  his  family  live  in  Hudson  hrfauic  of  its  small-cown  atmo- 
sphere. Sharon  K.  KlnlKad.  1/24/94,  (VoL  V)  s&tes  that  she  moved  to  Hudson  to 

seek  a  quiei  country  life  style.  Sheryl  D.  Lindholm.  1/20/94,  (VoL  V)  ays  that 
Hudson  is  a  healthy  cultural-  and  family-oriented  community.  She  points  out  several 
cultural  and  scenic  Polities  that  she  believes  are  incompatible  with  a  dog  track  and 
casino  operations.  Seven  additional  letters  of  comment  from  the  public  show 

concern  for  the  impact  of  a  casino  on  the  quality  of  life  in  a  small.  Cunily-oriented 
town.    (Vol.  V) 

V.    Housing  Costs  will  increase 

Housing  vacancy  rates  in  Troy  and  Hudson  are  quite  low  (3.8%  in  1990).  Competi- 
tion for  modexaiB  income  bousing  can  be  espeoed  ts  cause  a  tisejn  rental  rates.  A 

local  housing  sborage  wiU  require  that  most  workers  commute.  (VoL  3,  Tab  2,  pg. 
3  and  Tib  3,  pg.  4) 

Sumnuu-y:  The  impacts  above,  except  crime,  are  associated  %nth  economic  activity  in 
general,  and  are  not  found  significant  for  the  proposed  casino.  The  impact  of  criirte  has  been 
adequately  mitigaled  in  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services  by  the  promised  addition  of 

police. 03203 
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2.      ivrPACTS  ON  THE  INFRASTRUCTURE 

The  Tribes  project  average  daily  aaendancs  ai  the  proposed  casino  at  7,000  people,  and  the 

casino  is  expected  to  atnact  a  daily  traffic  flow  of  about  3,200  vehicles.  Projected  employ- 
ment is  I. SCO;  and  the  casino  is  ezpoded  to  operate  18  hours  per  day.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2,  pg. 

1)  Other  commcntert  estimates  are  higher.  An  opponent  of  this  proposed  acdon  esiimaies 
that,  if  a  casino  at  Hudson  follows  the  pattern  of  the  Minnesoa  casinos,  an  average  of  10  to 
30  times  more  people  will  aoend  the  casino  than  currently  attend  the  dog  track.  (Vol.  4,  Tab 

4,  pgs.  33  and  34)  Attendance,  vehicles,  employment,  and  houn  of  operation  projected  for 
the  casino  greatly  rrrrrrf  those  for  the  present  dog  trade,  and  indicate  the  possibility  of  a 
significantly  greater  impsKt  on  the  environment. 

I.      Utilities 
St.  Croix  County  sates  that  there  is  adcqtatr  opacity  for  water,  waste  water 
treatment,  and  tcansporbtion.  Gas,  electric,  and  telephone  services  are  not  ad- 

dressed. (Vol.  3,  Tab  1) 

n.    Zoning 

According  to  tfie  City  of  Hudson,  tnost  of  the  prapoied  (nut  site  is  zoned  'general 
commercial  district*  (B-2)  for  the  principal  souetuie  and  ancillary  track,  kennel  and 
parldng  facilities.  Six  acres  of  R-1  zoned  bod  (residential)  no  longer  will  be  subject 
to  Hudson  zoning  if  the  proposed  land  is  akn  into  trusL  (Vol.  m.  Tab  1,  pg.  4) 

One  public  comment  expresses  oooeera  for  the  loss  of  local  control  over  the  land 
after  it  has  been  placed  in  tmsL   (Vol  V.  Jeff  Zais,  1/19/94) 

m.  Water 
The  City  of  Hudson  says  thai  water  trunk  mains  and  fiotage  fodlities  arc  adequate 
for  the  casino  development  and  ancillary  developments  that  are  expected  to  occur 
south  of  1-94.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  1.  pg.  3) 

rv.  Sewer  and  storoi  drainage 
The  City  of  Hudson  and  Sl  Croix  County  sate  that  sutituy  Bunk  sewer  mains  aie 
adequately  szed  for  the  casino.  (VoL  HI,  Tab  1,  pg.  2  and  Tab  2.  pg.  1)  The  Ciqr 
of  Hudson  saies  thai  trunk  storm  sewer  system  «dll  aooemmodate  the  development 

of  the  casno/track  &ciliiy.  (Vol.  ffl.  Tab  1.  pg.  3)  An  exising  storm  wato- 
coUecdan  system  ooUeczs  siorm  water  runoff  and  directs  it  toward  a  reienaon  pond 
located  near  the  southwest  oorrter  of  thi  pariong  area.  (Vol.  IV.  Tab  4,  pgs.  7  and 

8) 

V.      RoEUlS 

The  current  arms  to  the  dog  track  is  ai  three  intersections  of  the  parking  lot 
perimeter  road  and  Carmichael  Road.    Carmichael  Road  intersects  Intersaie  94. 
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The  1988  EA  says  that  the  pnaposcd  access  to  the  dog  track  would  be  from  Canui- 
chael.Road.  a  ftct  which  seems  to  have  occurred.  (Vol.  4,  Tab  4,  pgs.  18  and  19) 

A.    Tnffic  Impact  Analysis 

■The  Wisconsin  Depanment  of  Transponation  states,  'We  are  fairly  confident 
that  the  interchange  CIH94-CannichaeJ  Road)  will  function  fine  with  the  planned 

dog  track/casino.'  (Vol.  IV.  Tab  1.  pg.  38) 

Sl  Croix  County  estimates  that  the  average  daily  traffic  for  the  proposed  casino 
should  be  around  3.200  vehicles.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2.  pg.  3) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  thai  the  current  suca  system  is  sufficient  to  accom- 
modate projected  traffic  needs  based  on  40.000  average  daily  trips.  (VoL  in. 

Tab  1.  pg.  4) 

The  Town  of  Troy  indicates  that  the  increased  traffic  will  put  a  strain  on  all  the 
roads  leading  to  and  from  the  track/osino.  However,  the  Town  Troy  was 
unable  to  estimate  the  number  and  spedfic  impacts  due  to  a  lack  of  additional 
infonnatian  from  the  Tribes.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3.  pg.  3) 

The  Tribes*  study  pnajects  8,724  average  daily  visits.  Using  2.2  persons  per 
vehicle  (Vol  IV.  ab  4,  pg .  8  of  Attachment  4),  3,966  vehicles  per  day  are 
projected.  (VoL  I.  Tab  4,  pg.  15) 

A  comment  by  George  E-  Nelson  (2/25/94,  Vol.  V)  says  the  accident  rate  in 
the  area  is  extremely  high  according  to  Hudson  Police  records.  Nelson  expects 
the  accident  rate  to  increase  proportioRaiely  with  an  increase  in  Baflic  to  a 
casino.  However,  no  supporting  evidence  is  provided.  Four  additional  public 
comments  «n*^  concerns  with  irtcreased  Baffic  to  the  casino.    (Vol  V) 

Summary:  The  evidence  indi^des  thai  there  wUl  be  no  significant  impacts  on  the  infrastruc- 
ture. 

3.     IMPACT  ON  THE  LAND  USE  PATTERNS  IN  THE  SURRQUNPTNG  COMMUNE 

The  Oty  of  Hudson  does  not  mention  any  land  use  panein  impacts.  (Vol  IH.  Tab  1.  pg.  4) 

Sl  Croix  County  sayi.  *  .  .  .    it  is  expected  tha^  there  will  be  some  ancillary  developntent. 

This  is  plaiuied  for  within  the  City  of  Hudson  is  the  immediate  area  of  the  casino.*    (Vol. 
m.  Tab  2.  pg.  3) 

It  is  likely  that  the  proposed  project  will  create  changes  in  land  use  paoenis.  such  as  the 
construction  of  commercial  enterprises  in  the  area.  Other  anticipated  impacts  are  an  inci^ue 
in  zoning  variance  applications  and  pressure  on  zoning  boards  to  allow  development. 

12 
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Siunmary:  The  City  of  Hudson,  Town  of  Troy,  and  St.  Croix  County  control  actual  land  use 
pattern  changes  In  the  surrounding  area.  There  arc  no  significant  impacts  that  cannot  be 
mitigated  by  the  locally  elected  governments. 

4.  rvrPACTON  TNCOVfE  A.ND  EMPLOYMHNT  IN  THE  COM\fUNrrY 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  W2.7  million  in  purchases  annually  by  the  casino/tiack  from 
Wisconsin  suppliers.  Using  the  multipliers  developed  for  Wiscsnsn  by  the  Bureau  of 
Econotnic  Arialysis  of  the  U.S.  Dqanment  of  Commerce,  these  purchases  will  generate 
added  earnings  of  S18.1  million  and  1,091  jobs  in  the  sate.  The  total  diica  and  indiiea 
number  of  jobs  is  projected  at  2,691.  Of  the  current  employees  of  the  dog  track,  42%  live  in 
Hudson.  24%  in  River  Falls.  S%  in  Baldwin,  and  4%  in  New  Richmond.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  S.  pg. 
12}  St.  Croix  County  states  that  direct  casino  employment  is  expected  to  be  about  l.SOO.  The 
proposed  casino  would  be  the  largest  employer  in  SL  Croix  County.  All  existing  employees 
would  be  offcrtd  reemployment  at  current  wage  rates.  (Vol.  HI,  Tab  2.  pg.  4) 

Thr^  public  comments  say  that  Hudson  does  not  need  the  ecooomic  support  of  gambling. 
(Tom  Irwin.  1/24/94,  Betty  and  Earl  Goodwin.  1/19/94,  and  Sieve  and  Samantha  Swank, 
3/1/94.  Vol.  V) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  'an  over  supply  of  jobs  tends  to  drive  cost  paid  per  hourly 
wage  down,  thus  amaciing  a  lower  level  of  wage  earner  into  the  area,  thus  affecting  the  high 

standard  of  living  this  area  is  now  noted  for.*  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3,  pg.  4) 

Sununary:  The  impacts  on  income  and  employment  in  the  ootnmuniQr  arc  not  significant, 
and  are  generally  expected  to  be  positive  by  the  Tribes  and  local  govemmenB. 

5.  ADDmONAl-  ANfP  EXTSTTNG  SFJtVTrES  REOUTRED  OB  rMPACTS.  COSTS  OF 
ADDmONAI.  SERVTCE.S  TO  BE  SUPPLIED  BY  THE  CONfMUNTTY  AND 
■SntlRrF.  OF  REVENUE  FOR  DOING  SO 

The  Tribes  entered  an  Agreement  for  Government  Services  with  the  City  of  Hudson  and  St. 

Croix  County  for  'general  government  services,  public  aiicty  such  as  police,  fire,  ambu- 
lance, emergency  medical  and  rescue  Krvices.  and  public  works  in  the  same  maimer  and  at 

the  same  level  of  service  afforded  to  tcsidenu  and  other  commercial  entities  sitnaifti  in  the 

City  and  County,  tespcoively.*  The  Tribes  agreed  to  pay  51,150,000  in  the  initial  yai  to  be 
increased  in  subsequent  yean  by  5  %  per  year.  The  agreement  will  continue  for  as  long  as 
the  land  is  held  in  trust,  or  until  Class  QI  gamirig  is  no  longer  opsatsd  on  the  lands.  (Vol.  I, 
Tab  9) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  it  anticipates  thai  most  emetsency  service  calls  relative  to  the 
proposed  casiito  will  be  from  nonresidents,  and  that  user  fees  will  cover  operating  costs.  No 
major  changes  ate  foreseen  in  the  fire  protection  services.  The  police  department  foresees  a 
need  to  expand  its  force  by  five  officers  and  one  cleric  employee.  (Vol.  I.  Tab  9) 13 
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St.  Croix  Couney  anticipaics  that  the  proposed  casino  will  require  or  generate  the  need  for 

existing  and  additional  services  in  many  areas.  The  funding  will  be  from  the  Agtrcmcnt  For 

Government  Seroces.  The  parties  have  agreed  that  payments  under  thai  agreement  will  be 

sufficient  to  address  the  expected  services  costs  associated  with  the  proposed  casino.  (Vol. 

ra.  Tab  2)     -" 

The  Town  of  Troy  stales  thai  the  additional  public  jeivice  costs  requirod  by  a  casino 

operation  will  be  subsaniial  to  its  residents.  (Vol  III.  Tab  3,  pg.  4)  Fire  services  are 

contracted  from  the  Hudson  Fire  Department,  which  wiU  receive  funding  from  the  Agree- 
ment for  Government  Services. 

Summary:  The  impacts  to  services  are  nutigaied  by  The  Agreement  for  Government 

Services  between  the  Tribes,  the  Qty  of  Hudson,  and  St.  Croix  County. 

6.    PKOpn?;ED  pgnnBAMs  tf  any,  for  coMPm.siVE  GamblctS  ANP 
<;0\n»f  P  "P  FUNDING 

There  is  no  compulsive  gambler  program  in  Si.  Croix  County.  There  arc  six  soie-funded 

Compulsive  Gambling  Treatment  Centers  in  Minnesoa.  (Vol.  II.  Tab  7.  pg.  38) 

The  Town  of  Troy  sales  thai  it  will  be  required  to  make  up  the  deficit  for  these  lequiied 
services,  if  such  costs  come  from  ox  dollars.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3.  pg.  5) 

St.  Croix  County  says  it  will  develop  apprupriaie  treatment  progiams.  if  the  need  is 
demonstrated.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2,  pg.  S) 

The  Tribes  will  address  the  compulsive  and  problem  gambling  csncems  by  providing 

infonrvatioD  at  the  casino  about  the  Wisconsin  toll-free  hot  line  for  compulsive  gamblers.  The 

Tribes  sate  thai  they  will  contribute  money  to  local  self-help  programs  for  compulsive 
gamblers.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1.  pg.  12) 

Thirteen  public  commsiB  woe  received  concerning  gambling  addiction  and  its  impaa  on 
morals  and  families.  (VoL  V) 

Summary:  The  Tribes'  proposed  support  for  the  Wisconsin  hoc  line  and  unspecified  self-help 
programs  is  inadequate  to  miticaie  the  impacts  of  piroblem  gambUn£. 

Summary  CondusioD 

Strong  oppositioa  to  gambling  exists  on  moral  grounds.  The  moral  opposition  does  not  go 

away,  even  when  a  State  legalizes  gambling  and  operates  la  own  games.  Such  (^posiiion  is 
not  a  factor  in  reuhing  a  determination  of  detrimental  impact. 
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Any  economic  activity  has  impacu.  More  employees,  customen,  tnffic,  wastes,  and  money 
are  side  effects  of  commercial  activity.  The  NEPA  process  and  the  Agreement  for  Govern- 

ment Services  address  the  actual  expected  impacu  in  this  case.  Nothing  can  addreu  general 
opposition  to  ecbnomic  activity  except  stopping  economic  activity  at  the  cost  of  jobs, 
livelihoods,  and  opportunity.  Promotiiig  economic  opportunity  is  a  primary  mission  of  the 
Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs.  Opposition  to  economic  activity  is  not  a  foctor  in  reaching  a 
determination  of  detrimental  impact 

Business  abhors  competition.  Dirca  competition  spawns  fear.  No  Indian  tribe  welcomes 

additional  competition.  Since  tribal  opposition  to  gaming  oo  others'  Indian  lands  is  futile, 
fear  of  competition  will  only  be  articulated  in  ofT-icservatioo  land  acquisitions.  Even  when 
the  fears  are  groundless,  the  opposition  can  be  intense.  The  actual  impact  of  competition  is  a 
factor  in  reaching  a  determination  to  the  extent  that  it  is  unfair,  or  a  burden  imposed 

predominantly  on  a  single  Indian  tribe. 

Oppxasition  to  Indian  gaming  exists  based  on  resentment  of  the  sovereign  status  of  Indian 
cribs,  lack  of  local  control,  and  inability  of  the  govemmoit  lo  ax  the  proceeds.  Ignorance  of 

the  legal  satus  of  Indian  tribes  prompts  non-Indian  general  opposition  to  Indian  gaming.  It  is 
not  always  possible  to  educate  away  the  oppositian.  However,  it  can  be  appropriately 
weighted  in  federal  government  actions.  It  is  not  a  factor  in  reaching  a  determination  of 
detrimental  impact. 

Detriment  is  determined  from  a  .Actual  analysis  of  evideiXT,  not  from  opinion,  pnlitical 
pressure,  economic  interest,  or  simple  disagteetnent.  In  a  political  setting  where  real, 
imagiited,  economic,  and  moral  impacts  are  focused  in  Ifiins  of  opposition  and  pressure 
from  cleaed  officials,  it  is  imporant  to  focus  on  an  acnirafr  analysis  of  ̂ cts.  That  is 

precisely  what  IGRA  addresses  in  Soaion  20  —  a  detennination  that  gaming  off-rcservahon 
would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  It  does  not  address  political  pressure 

except  lo  require  consularion  with  appropriate  government  officials  to  discover  relevant  facts 
for  ipaldng  a  determinanon  oo  deoimenL 

Indian  economic  development  is  not  subject  to  local  control  or  plebesdte.  The  danger  to 

Indian  sovereignty,  whoi  Indian  economic  development  is  limited  by  local  opinion  or  govern- 
ment action,  is  not  trivial.  IGRA  says,  'nothing  in  this  section  shall  be  interpreted  as 

conferring  upon  a  Sate  or  any  of  its  politial  subdivisions  authority  to  impose  any  fax.  fee, 

charge,  or  other  assessmoit  upon  an  Indian  tribe.*  The  potential  for  interference  in  Iiuiian 
activities  by  local  governments  was  manifestly  apparent  to  Congress,  and  addressed  directly 
in  IGRA.  Allowing  local  opposition,  not  grounded  in  famal  evidence  of  detriment,  to 

obstruct  Indian  economic  development  sets  a  preoedoit  for  extensive  interference,  compro- 
mised sovereignty,  and  circumvention  of  the  intent  of  IGRA. 

If  Indians  cannot  acquire  an  operating,  non-Indian  class  m  gaming  facility  and  turn  a  money- 
losing  enterprise  into  a  profitable  one  for  the  benefit  of  employees,  community,  and  Indians, 
a  precedent  is  set  that  directs  the  future  course  of  off-reservation  land  acquisidons.  Indians 

IS 
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are  pratscted  by  IGRA  from  the  out-stretched  hand  of  Stale  and  local  {oveininents.  If  strong 
local  support  is  garnered  only  by  filling  the  outstretched  hand  lo  make  kical  officials  eager 
supporters,  then  IGRA  foils  to  protect.  Further,  it  damages  Indian  sovereignty  by  dt  facto 
giving  States  and  their  political  sub-divisions  the  po%ver  to  tax.  The  price  for  Indian  economic 
development  rtten  becomes  a  surrender  to  taxation. 

Staff  finds  that  detrimenal  impKts  ate  appropriately  mitigated  through  the  proposed  actions 
of  the  Tribes  and  the  Agreement  for  Govenment  Services.  It  finds  that  gaming  at  the  St. 
Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Racing  Park  that  adds  slot  machines  and  bladgack  to  the  existing 
class  m  pari-mutuel  wagering  would  not  be  denimental  lo  the  surrounding  community.  Staff 
recommends  thai  the  deteiminaiian  of  the  best  inieicsts  of  the  tribe  and  its  members  be 

completed. 
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Indian  Ganing  Management  
'°  Congressional  su"- MS-2070 

To:       Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian  Affairs 

Through:   Deputy  Conunissioner  of  Indian  Affaris 

From:     George  T.  Skibine 
Director,  Indian  Ganing  Management  Staff 

Subiect:   Application  of  the  So)caogon  Community,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  to  Place  Land 
Located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  Trust  for  Gaming 
Purposes 

The  staff  has  analyzed  whether  the  proposed  acquisition  would  be 

in  the  best  interest  of  the  Indian  tribes  and  their  members. 

However,  addressing  any  problems  discovered  in  that  analysis 

would  be  premature  if  the  Secretary  does  not  determine  that 

gaming  on  the  land  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding 

cor-u-uniry.  Therefore,  the  staff  recorjnends  that  the  Secretary, 

based  on  the  following,  determine  that  the  proposed  acquisition 
would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community  prior  to 
making  a  determination  on  the  best  interests. 

FINDINGS  OP  FACT 

The  Minneapolis  Area  Office  ("MAO")  transmitted  the  application 
of  the  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte 

Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and 

the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin 

("Tribes")  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  ("Secretary")  to 
place  approximately  55  acres  of  land  located  in  Hudson,  Wiscon- 

sin, in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  The  proposed  casino  project  is 
to  add  slot  machines  and  blackjack  to  the  existing  class  III 

pari-mutuel  dog  racing  currently  being  conducted  by  non-Indians 

at  the  dog  track.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1,  pg.  2)' 

The  Tribes  have  entered  into  an  agreement  with  the  owners  of  the 
St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Park,  Croixland  Properties  Limited 
Partnership  ("Croixland"),  to  purchase  part  of   the  land  and  aLl 

'  References  are  to  the  application  documents  submitted  by  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office 
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of  the  assets  of  the  greyhound  track,  a  class  III  gaming  facili- 
ty. The  grandstand  building  of  the  track  has  three  floors  with 

160,000  square  feet  of  space.  Adjacent  property  to  be  majority- 
owned  in  fee  by  the  Tribes  includes  parking  for  4,000  autos.  The 
plan  is  to  remodel  50,000  square  feet,  which  will  contain  1,500 
slot  machines  and  30  blackjack  tables.  Another  20,000  square  feet 
will  be  used  for  casino  support  areas  (money  room,  offices, 
employee  lounges,  etc.).  Vol.  I,  Tab  3,  pg.  19) 

The  documents  reviewed  and  analyzed  are: 

1.  Tribes  letter  February  23,  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1) 
2.  Hudson  Casino  Venture,  Arthur  Anderson,  March  1994  (Vol. 

I,  Tab  3) 
3.  An  Analysis  of  the  Market  for  the  Addition  of  Casino  Games 

to  the  Existing  Greyhound  Race  Track  near  the  City  of 
Hudson,  Wisconsin,  James  M.  Murray,  Ph.D.,  February  25, 
1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  4) 

4.  An  Analysis  of  the  Economic  Impact  of  the  Proposed  Hudson 
Gaming  Facility  on  the  Three  Participating  Tribes  and  the 
Economy  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin,  James  M.  Murray,  Ph.D., 
February  25,  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  5) 

5.  Various  agreements  (Vol.  I,  Tab  7)  and  other  supporting 
data  submitted  by  the  Minneapolis  Area  Director. 

6.  Comments  of  the  St.  Croix  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin, 
April  30,  1995. 

7.  KPMG  Peat  Marwick  Comments,  April  28,  1995. 
8.  Ho-Chunk  Nation  Comments,  May  1,  1995. 

The  comment  period  was  extended  to  April  30,  1995,  by  the  Office 
of  the  Secretary.   These  additional  comments  were  received  after 
the  Findings  of  Fact  by  the  MAO,  and  were  not  addressed  by  the 
Tribes  or  MAO. 

Comments  from  the  public  were  received  after  the  MAO  published  a 
notice  of  the  Findings  Of  No  Significant  Impact  (FONSI) .  The  St. 
Croix  Tribal  Council  provided  comments  on  the  draft  FONSI  to  the 
Great  Lakes  Agency  in  a  letter  dated  July  21,  1994.  However,  no 
appeal  of  the  FONSI  was  filed  as  prescribed  by  law. 

WOT  DETRIMENTAL  TO  THE  SURROPyPING  COMMPWITY 

CONSULTATION 

To  comply  with  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  25 
U.S.C.  S2719  (1988),  the  MAO  consulted  with  the  Tribes  and 
appropriate  State  and  local  officials,  including  officials  of 
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other  nearby  Indian  tribes,  on  the  impacts  of  the  gaming  opera- 

tion on  the  surrounding  community.  Letters  from  the  Area  Direc- 

tor, dated  December  30,  1993,  listing  several  suggested  areas  of 

discussion  for  the  "best  interest"  and  "not  detrimental  to  the 

surrounding  community"  determination,  were  sent  to  the  applicant 

Tribes,  and  in  letters  dated  February  17,  1994,  to  the  following 
officials: 

Mayor,  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  l*) 
Chairman,  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors,  Hudson,  Wl 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2*) 
Chairman,  Town  of  Troy,  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3*) 

•response  is  under  same  Tab. 

The  Area  Director  sent  letters  dated  December  30,  1993,  to  the 

following  officials  of  federally  recognized  tribes  in  Wisconsin 
and  Minnesota: 

1)  President,  Lac  du  Flambeau  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chip- 
pewa Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  5**) 

2)  Chairman,  Leech  Lake  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol. 
Ill,  Tab  6**) 

3)  President,  Lower  Sioux  Indian  Community  of  Minnesota  (Vol. 
Ill,  Tab  7**) 

4)  Chairperson,  Mille  Lacs  Reservation  Business  Committee 
(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  8**) 

5)  Chairperson,  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol. 
Ill,  Tab  9** 

6)  President,  Prairie  Island  Indian  Community  of  Minnesota 
(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  10««) 

7)  Chairman,  Shakopee  Mdewakanton  Sioux  Community  of  Minneso- 
ta (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  11«*) 

8)  President,  St.  Croix  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol. 
Ill,  Tab  12**) 

9)  Chairperson,  Wisconsin  Winnebago  Tribe  of  Wisconsin  (Vol. 
Ill,  Tab  13**) 

10)  Chairman,  Bad  River  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa 
Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16***) 

11)  Chairman,  Bois  Forte  (Nett  Lake)  Reservation  Business 
Committee  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16***) 

12)  Chairman,  Fond  du  Lac  Reservation  Business  Committee 
(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16***) 

13)  Chairman,  Forest  County  Potawatomi  Community  of  Wiscon- 
sin (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16***) 

14)  Chairman,  Grand  Portage  Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16««*) 
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15)  Chairman,  Red  Lake  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians  of  Minneso- 
ta (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16***) 

16)  President,  Stockbridge  Munsee  Conununity  of  Wisconsin 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16***) 
17)  Chairperson,  Upper  Sioux  Community  of  Minnesota  (Vol. 

Ill,  Tab  16***) 
18)  Chairman,  White  Earth  Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16***) 
19)  President,  The  Minnesota  Chippewa  Tribe  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab 

14**)  . 

♦♦response  is  under  same  Tab 
***no  response 

A.  Consultation  witb  State 

There  has  been  no  consultation  with  the  State  of  Wisconsin.  The 

Area  Director  is  in  error  in  stating  that  "it  is  not  required  by 
the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  until  the  Secretary  makes 

favorable  findings."  (Vol.  I,  Findings  of  Fact  and  Conclusions, 
Pg-  15) 

On  January  2,  1995,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Director  was  notified  by 

the  Acting  Deputy  Commissioner  of  Indians  Affairs  that  consulta- 
tion with  the  State  must  be  done  at  the  Area  level  prior  to 

submission  of  the  Findings  of  Fact  on  the  transaction.  As  of  this 
date,  there  is  no  indication  that  the  Area  Director  has  complied 
with  this  directive  for  this  transaction. 

No  consultation  with  other  State  officials  was  solicited  by  the 

MAO.  Shiela  E.  Harsdorf,  State  Representative,  and  twenty-eight 
other  Representatives  and  State  Senators  sent  a  letter  to  the 

Secretary,  dated  March  28,  1995,  expressing  "strong  opposition  to 
the  expansion  of  off-reservation  casino-style  gambling  in  the 
State  of  Wisconsin."  The  letter  addresses  four  areas  of  detri- 

mental impact. 

First,  the  signatories  cite  the  removal  of  land  from  the  local 
property  tax  rolls.  In  the  Findings  of  Fact,  the  MAO  cites  the 
Agreement  for  Government  Services  as  evidence  that  the  detrimen- 

tal impact  of  placing  land  in  trust  has  been  mitigated.  The 
applicant  Tribes  assert  that  the  track  will  close,  if  it  is  not 
purchased  by  Indians,  and  all  revenue  to  the  local  governments 
will  cease,  a  potential  detrimental  effect  of  not  acquiring  the 
land  in  trust. 
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Second,  the  representatives  assert  that  "expansion  of  gambling  is 

contrary  to  public  will  in  Wisconsin."  Elections  in  1993  are 
cited  in  support.  However,  the  1993  referenda  were  primarily 

technical  in  nature,  to  bring  the  State  constitution  into  confor- 

nance  with  the  State-operated  lottery.  The  representatives' 
letter  states,  "This  advisory  referendum  showed  strong  support 

for  limiting  gambling  to  .  .  .  dog  tracks,  state  lottery  games 

and  existing  tribal  casinos."  Public  policy  in  Wisconsin  embraces 
a  State  lottery  and  several  types  of  Class  III  gaming. 

Third,  the  letter  says  that  off-reservation  gambling  may  not 

foster  economic  development  within  the  tribal  nations.  "People 
will  be  unwilling  to  travel  long  distances  to  casinos  and  bingo 

halls  located  in  less-populous  regions,"  says  the  letter.  While 
the  competitive  impact  of  another  casino  is  expected  to  affect 

existing  Indian  gaming  operations,  the  three  applicant  Tribes  are 

among  those  tribes  in  less-populous  regions,  who  cannot  draw 

significant  customers  from  the  market  area  of  tribes  with  more 
urban  locations.  They  seek  to  promote  economic  development  by 
improving  their  business  location. 

Last,  Representative  Harsdorf  states,  "Many  municipalities  feel 
that  the  expansions  have  created  tense  racial  atmospheres  and 
that  crime  rates  have  increased.  It  is  also  unclear  whether  all 

tribes  have  benefitted  from  the  IGRA."  The  Agreement  for  Govern- 
ment Services  specifically  addresses  the  impact  of  crime,  and  its 

mitigation.  No  information  on  racism  or  the  disparate  impact  of 
IGRA  is  supplied.  It  is  not  clear  that  racism  is  impacted  either 
by  approval  or  disapproval  of  the  application. 

B.  Consultation  with  City  and  Town 

The  property,  currently  a  class  III  gaming  facility,  is  located 
in  a  commercial  area  in  the  southeast  corner  of  the  City  of 

Hudson.  Thomas  H.  Redner,  Mayor,  states  "...the  City  of  Hudson 
has  a  strong  vision  and  planning  effort  for  the  future  and  that 
this  proposed  Casino  can  apparently  be  accommodated  with  minimal 

overall  impact,  just  as  any  other  development  of  this  size." 

The  City  of  Hudson  passed  Resolution  2-95  on  February  6,  1995 
after  the  Area  Office  had  submitted  its  Findings  Of  Facts, 

stating  "the  Common  Council  of  the  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  does 
not  support  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  site". 
However,  the  City  Attorney  clarified  the  meaning  of  the  resolu- 

tion in  a  letter  dated  February  15,  1995  stating  that  the  resolu- 
tion "does  not  retract,  abrogate  or  supersede  the  April  18,  1994 
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Agreement  for  Government  Services."  No  evidence  of  detriaental 
impact  is  provided  in  the  resolution. 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  it  borders  the  dog  track  on  three 
sides  and  has  residential  hones  directly  to  the  west  and  south. 
Dean  Albert,  Chairperson,  responded  to  the  consultation  letter 
stating  that  the  Town  has  never  received  any  information  on  the 
gaming  facility.   He  set  forth  several  questions  the  Town  needed 
answered  before  it  could  adequately  assess  the  impact.  However, 
responses  were  provided  to  the  specific  questions  asked  in  the 
consultation. 

The  Supervisors  of  the  Town  of  Troy  passed  a  resolution  on 
December  12,  1994  in  response  to  the  Finding  Of  No  Significant 

Impact  (FONSI) .  The  resolution  restated  the  town's  "vigorous 
objection  to  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Facility," 
and  reasserted  "that  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Greyhound 
Racing  Facility  will  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  communi- 

ty." No  evidence  of  detrimental  impact  was  included  in  the 
resolution.  The  resolution  was  not  submitted  to  the  Department 
Interior  in  the  application  package,  but  was  an  attachment  to  a 
letter  to  the  Secretary  from  William  H.H.  Cranmer,  February  28, 
1995.  Neither  the  Town  of  Troy  or  Dr.  Cranmer  appealed  the  FONSI. 

Letters  supporting  the  application  were  received  from  Donald  B. 
Bruns,  Hudson  City  Councilman;  Carol  Hansen,  former  member  of  the 
Hudson  Common  Council;  Herb  Ciese,  St.  Croix  County  Supervisor; 
and  John  E.  Schommer,  Member  of  the  School  Board.  They  discuss 
the  changing  local  political  climate  and  the  general  long-term 
political  support  for  the  acquisition.  Roger  Breske,  State 
Senator,  and  Barbara  Linton,  State  Representative  also  wrote  in 
support  of  the  acquisition.  Sandra  Berg,  a  long-time  Hudson 
businessperson,  wrote  in  support  and  states  that  the  opposition 
to  the  acquisition  is  receiving  money  from  opposing  Indian 
tribes. 

Several  thousand  cards,  letters,  and  petition  signatures  have 
been  received  in  support  of  an  Indian  casino  at  the  Hudson  dog 
track. 

C.  CoDSUltation  with  County 

The  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors  submitted  an  Impact 
Assessment  on  the  proposed  gaming  establishment.  On  March  13, 
1994  a  single  St.  Croix  County  Board  Supervisor  wrote  a  letter  to 
Wisconsin  Governor  Tommy  Thompson  that  stated  his  opinion  that 
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the  Board  had  not  approved  "any  agreement  involving  Indian  tribes 

concerning  gambling  operations  or  ownership  in  St.  Croix  County." 

On  April  15,  1994   the  Chairman  of  the  St.  Croix  County  Board  of 

Supervisors  indicated  that  "we  cannot  conclusively  make  any 
findings  on  whether  or  not  the  proposed  gaming  establishment  will 
be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  .  .  Our  findings 

assume  that  an  Agreement  for  Government  Services,  satisfactory  to 

all  parties  involved,  can  be  agreed  upon  and  executed  to  address 

the  potential  impacts  of  the  service  needs  outlined  in  the 
assessment.  In  the  absence  of  such  an  agreement  it  is  roost 

certain  that  the  proposed  gaming  establishment  would  be  a  detri- 
ment to  the  community." 

On  April  26,  1994  a  joint  letter  from  the  County  Board  Chairman 

and  Mayor  of  the  City  of  Hudson  was  sent  to  Governor  Thompson.  It 
says,  "The  City  Council  of  Hudson  unanimously  approved  this 
[Agreement  for  Government  Services]  on  March  23rd  by  a  6  to  0 
vote,  and  the  County  Board  at  a  special  meeting  on  March  29th 

approved  the  agreement  on  a  23  to  5  vote." 

On  December  3,  1992,  an  election  was  held  in  the  City  of  Hudson 

on  an  Indian  Gaming  Referendum,  "Do  you  support  the  transfer  of 
St.  Croix  Meadows  to  an  Indian  Tribe  and  the  conduct  of  casino 
gaming  at  St.  Croix  Meadows  if  the  Tribe  is  required  to  meet  all 
financial  commitments  of  Croixland  Properties  Limited  Partnership 

to  the  City  of  Hudson?"  With  54*  of  the  registered  electorate 
voting,  51.5*  approved  the  referendum. 

St.  Croix  County  in  a  March  14,  1995  letter  states  that  the 

"County  has  no  position  regarding  the  City's  action"  regarding 
Resolution  2-95  by  the  City  of  Hudson  (referred  to  above)  . 

D.  Consultation  with  Neighboring  Tribes 

Minnesota  has  6  federally-recognized  tribes  (one  tribe  with  six 
component  reservations) ,  and  Wisconsin  has  8  federally-recognized 
tribes.  The  three  applicant  tribes  are  not  included  in  the 
Wisconsin  total.  The  Area  Director  consulted  with  all  tribes 

except  the  Menominee  Tribe  of  Wisconsin.  No  reason  was  given  for 
omission  of  this  tribe  in  the  consultation  process. 

Six  of  the  Minnesota  tribes  did  not  respond  to  the  Area  Direct- 
or's request  for  comments  while  five  tribes  responded  by  object- 

ing to  the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaming.  Four  of  the  Wisconsin 
tribes  did  not  respond  while  four  responded.  Two  object  and  two 
do  not  object  to  the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaming. 
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Five  tribes  comment  that  direct  competition  would  cause  loss  of 
customers  and  revenues.  Only  one  of  these  tribes  is  within  50 
miles,  using  the  most  direct  roads,  of  the  Hudson  facility.  Two 
tribes  comment  that  the  approval  of  an  off-reservation  facility 
would  have  a  nationwide  political  and  economic  impact  on  Indian 

gaming,  speculating  wide-open  gaming  would  result.  Six  tribes 
state  that  Minnesota  tribes  have  agreed  there  would  be  no  off- 
reservation  casinos.  One  tribe  states  the  Hudson  track  is  on 
Sioux  land.  One  tribe  comments  on  an  adverse  impact  on  social 
structure  of  community  from  less  money  and  fewer  jobs  because  of 
competition,  and  a  potential  loss  of  an  annual  payment  ($150,000) 
to  local  town  that  could  be  jeopardized  by  lower  revenues.  One 
tribe  comments  that  community  services  costs  would  increase 
because  of  reduced  revenues  at  their  casino.  One  tribe  comments 
that  it  should  be  permitted  its  fourth  casino  before  the  Hudson 
facility  is  approved  by  the  state. 

St.  Croix  Tribe  Comments 

The  St.  Croix  Tribe  asserts  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  a 
bailout  of  a  failing  dog  track.  The  St.  Croix  Tribe  was  approach- 

ed by  Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing  with  the  dog  track-to-casino 
conversion  plan.  The  Tribe  rejected  the  offer,  which  was  then 
offered  to  the  Tribes,  while  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  may  believe  that 
the  project  is  not  suitable,  the  Tribes  and  the  MAO  reach  an 
opposite  conclusion. 

The  Coopers  &  Lybrand  impact  study,  commissioned  by  the  St.  Croix 
Tribe,  projects  an  increase  in  the  St.  Croix  Casino  attendance  in 
the  survey  area  from  1,064,000  in  1994  to  1,225,000  in  1995,  an 
increase  of  161,000.  It  then  projects  a  customer  loss  to  a  Hudson 
casino,  60  road  miles  distant,  at  181,000.  The  net  change  after 
removing  projected  growt-h  is  20,000  customers,  or  approximately 
l^t  of  the  1994  actual  total  attendance  at  the  St.  Croix  casino 
(1.6  million) . 

The  study  projects  an  attendance  loss  of  45,000  of  the  522,000 
1994  total  at  the  St.  Croix  Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino,  Danbury, 
Wisconsin,  120  miles  from  Hudson,  and  111  ailes  from  the  Minneap- 

olis/St. Paul  market.  Danbury  is  approximately  the  same  distance 
north  of  Minneapolis  and  south  of  Ouluth,  Minnesota  as  the  Mille 
Lac  casino  in  Onamia,  Minnesota,  and  competes  directly  in  a 
market  quite  distant  from  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  which  is  25  miles 
east  of  Minneapolis.  The  projected  loss  of  9%  of  Hole  in  the  Wall 
Casino  revenue  to  a  Hudson  casino  is  unlikely.  However,  even  that 
unrealistically  high  loss  would  fall  within  normal  competitive 
and  economic  factors  that  can  be  expected  to  affect  all  business- 
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es,  including  casinos.  The  St.  Croix  completed  a  buy-out  of  its 
Hole  in  the  Wall  Manager  in  1994,  increasing  the  profit  of  the 
casino  by  as  much  as  67%.  The  market  in  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin, 
as  projected  by  Snith  Barney  in  its  Global  Gaming  Almanac  1995. 
is  expected  to  increase  to  SI. 2  billion,  with  24  million  gamer 
visits,  an  amount  sufficient  to  accommodate  a  casino  at  Hudson 
and  profitable  operations  at  all  other  Indian  gaming  locations. 

Ho-Chunk  Nation  Comments 

The  Ho-Chunk  Nation  ("Ho-Chunk")  submitted  comraents  on  the 
detrimental  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  Ho-Chunk  gaming 
operations  in  Black  River  Falls,  Wisconsin  (ERF),  116  miles  from 
the  proposed  trust  acquisition.  The  analysis  was  based  on  a 
customer  survey  that  indicated  a  minimum  loss  of  12.5%  of  patron 
dollars.  The  survey  was  of  411  patrons,  21  of  whom  resided  closer 
to  Hudson  than  BRF  (about  5%  of  the  customers) .  Forty-two  patrons 
lived  between  the  casinos  closer  to  BRF  than  Hudson. 

Market  studies  from  a  wide  variety  of  sources  indicate  that 
distance  (in  time)  is  the  dominant  factor  in  determining  market 
share,  especially  if  the  facilities  and  service  are  equivalent. 
However,  those  studies  also  indicate  that  even  when  patrons 

generally  visit  one  casino,  they  occasionally  visit  other  casi- 
nos. That  means  that  customers  closer  to  a  Hudson  casino  will  not 

exclusively  visit  Hudson.  The  specific  residence  of  the  21 
customers  living  closer  to  Hudson  was  not  provided,  but  presum- 

ably some  of  them  were  from  the  Minneapolis/St.  Paul  area,  and 
already  have  elected  to  visit  the  much  more  distant  BRF  casino 
rather  than  an  existing  Minneapolis  area  casino. 

In  addition,  "player  clubs"  create  casino  loyalty,  and  tend  to 
draw  customers  back  to  a  casino  regardless  of  the  distance 
involved.  The  addition  of  a  Hudson  casino  is  likely  to  impact  the 
BRF  casino  revenues  by  less  than  5%.  General  economic  conditions 
affecting  disposable  income  cause  fluctuations  larger  than  that 
amount.  The  impact  of  Hudson  on  BRF  probably  cannot  be  isolated 

from  the  "noise"  fluctuations  in  business  caused  by  other  casi- 
nos, competing  entertainment  and  sports,  weather,  and  other 

factors. 

The  Ho-Chunk  gaming  operations  serve  the  central  and  southern 
population  of  Wisconsin,  including  the  very  popular  Wisconsin 
Dells  resort  area.  The  extreme  distance  of  Hudson  from  the 

primary  market  area  of  the  Ho-Chunk  casinos  eliminates  it  as  a 
major  competitive  factor.  The  customers'  desire  for  variety  in 
gaming  will  draw  BRF  patrons  to  other  Ho-Chunk  casinos,  Minnesota 
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casinos,  and  even  Michigan  casinos.  Hudson  cannot  be  expected  to 
dominate  the  Ho-ChunJc  market,  or  cause  other  than  normal  competi- 

tive impact  on  the  profitability  of  the  Ho-Chunk  operations.  The 
addition  by  the  Ho-Chunk  of  two  new  casinos  since  September  1993 
strongly  indicates  the  Tribe's  belief  in  a  growing  market  poten- 

tial.  While  all  of  the  tribes  objecting  to  the  facility  may 
consider  the  competitive  concerns  of  another  casino  legitimate, 
they  provide  no  substantial  data  that  would  prove  their  concerns 
valid.  There  are  eight  casinos  within  a  100-mile  radius  of  the 
Minneapolis  area;  three  casinos  are  within  50  miles.  (Vol.  I,  Tab 
3,  pg.  29) 

Comments  bv  the  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin 

In  an  April  17,  1995  letter,  the  Oneida  Tribe  rescinds  its 

neutral  position  stated  on  March  1,  1994,  "Speaking  strictly  for 
the  Oneida  Tribe,  we  do  not  perceive  that  there  would  be  any 
serious  detrimental  impacts  on  our  own  gaming  operation.  .  .  The 
Oneida  Tribe  is  simply  located  to  (sic)  far  from  the  Hudson 

project  to  suffer  any  serious  impact."  The  Tribe  speculates  about 
growing  undue  pressure  from  outside  non-Indian  gambling  interests 
that  could  set  the  stage  for  inter-Tribal  rivalry  for  gaming 
dollars.  No  evidence  of  adverse  impact  is  provided. 

KPMG  Peat  Marwick  Comments  for  the  Minnesota  Tribes 

On  behalf  of  the  Minnesota  Indian  Gaming  Association  (MIGA) , 
Mille  Lacs  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians,  St.  Croix  Chippewa  Band,  and 
Shakopee  Mdewakanton  Dakota  Tribe,  KPMG  comments  on  the  impact  of 
a  casino  at  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

KPMG  asserts  that  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  has  used  a  "not 
devastating"  test  rather  than  the  less  rigorous  "not  detrimental" 
test  in  reaching  its  Findings  of  Fact  approval  to  take  the 
subject  land  in  trust  for  the  three  affiliated  Tribes. 

In  the  KPMG  study,  the  four  tribes  and  five  casinos  within  50 
miles  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  had  gross  revenues  of  $450  million  in 
1993,  and  $495  million  in  1994,  a  lOt  annual  growth.  The  Findings 
of  Fact  projects  a  Hudson  potential  market  penetration  of  20t  for 
blackjack  and  24%  for  slot  machines.  If  that  penetration  revenue 
came  only  from  the  five  casinos,  it  would  be  $114.6  million. 

However,  the  Arthur  Anderson  financial  projections  for  the  Hudson 
casino  were  $80  million  in  gaming  revenues,  or  16.16%  of  just  the 

five-casino  revenue  (not  total  Indian  gaming  in  Minnesota  and 
Wisconsin) .   Smith  Barney  estimates  a  Minneapolis  Gaming  Market 
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of  S480  million,  a  Non-Minneapolis  Gaming  Market  of  $220  million, 
and  a  Wisconsin  Market  of  $500  million.  The  Wisconsin  market  is 
concentrated  in  the  southern  and  eastern  population  centers  where 
the  Oneida  and  Ho-Chunk  casinos  are  located.  Assuming  that  the 
western  Wisconsin  market  is  25*  of  the  state  total,  the  total 
market  available  to  the  six  Minneapolis  market  casinos  is  over 
$600  million. 

The  projected  Hudson  market  share  of  $80  to  $115  million  is  13* 
to  19*  of  the  two-state  regional  total.  A  ten  percent  historic 
growth  rate  in  gaming  will  increase  the  market  by  $50  million, 
and  stimulation  of  the  local  market  by  a  casino  at  Hudson  is 
projected  in  the  application  at  5*  ($25  million).   Therefore, 
only  $5  to  $40  million  of  the  Hudson  revenues  would  be  obtained 
at  the  expense  of  existing  casinos.  An  average  revenue  reduction 
of  $1  to  $8  million  per  existing  casino  would  not  be  a  detrimen- 

tal impact.  The  Mystic  Lake  Casino  was  estimated  to  have  had  a 
$96.8  million  net  profit  in  1993.  A  reduction  of  $8  million  would 
be  about  8*,  assuming  that  net  revenue  decreased  the  full  amount 

of  the  gross  revenue  reduction.  At  S96.8  million,  the  per  en- 
rolled member  profit  at  Mystic  Lake  is  $396,700.  Reduced  by  $8 

million,  the  amount  would  be  $363,900.  The  detrimental  effect 
would  not  be  expected  to  materially  impact  Tribal  expenditures  on 
programs  under  IGRA  Section  11. 

Summary:   Reconciliation  of  various  comments  on  the  impact  of  a 
casino  at  Hudson  can  be  achieved  best  by  reference  to  the  Sphere 
of  Influence  concept  detailed  by  Murray  on  pages  2  through  7  of 
Vol.  I,  Tab  4.  Figure  1  displays  the  dynamics  of  a  multi-nodal 
draw  by  casinos  for  both  the  local  and  Minneapolis  metropolitan 

markets.  The  sphere  of  influence  of  Hudson  depends  on  its  dis- 
tance from  various  populations  (distance  explains  82*  of  the 

variation  in  attendance) .  Outside  of  the  charted  zone,  other 
casinos  would  exert  primary  influence. 

The  Sphere  of  Influence  indicates  only  the  distance  factor  of 

influence,  and  assumes  that  the  service  at  each  casino  is  equiva- 
lent. Facilities  are  not  equivalent,  however.  Mystic  Lake  is 

established  as  a  casino  with  a  hotel,  extensive  gaming  tables, 
and  convention  facilities.  Turtle  Lake  is  established  and  has  a 

hotel.  Hudson  would  have  a  dog  track  and  easy  access  from  Inter- 
state 94.  Each  casino  will  need  to  exploit  its  competitive 

advantage  in  any  business  scenario,  with  or  without  a  casino  at 
Hudson.  Projections  based  on  highly  subjective  qualitative 
factors  would  be  very  speculative. 
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It  is  important  to  note  that  the  Sphere  of  Influence  is  influ- 
ence, not  dominance  or  exclusion.  The  Murray  research  indicates 

that  casino  patrons  on  average  patronize  three  different  casinos 

each  year.  Patrons  desire  variety  in  their  gaming,  and  achieve  it 
by  visiting  several  casinos.  The  opening  of  a  casino  at  Hudson 
would  not  stop  customers  from  visiting  a  more  distant  casino, 
though  it  might  change  the  frequency  of  visits. 

The  St.  Croix  Tribe  projects  that  its  tribal  economy  will  be 

plunged  "back  into  pre-gaming  60  percent  plus  unemployment  rates 
and  annual  incomes  far  the  (sic)  below  recognized  poverty  lev- 

els." The  Chief  Financial  Officer  of  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  projects 
a  decrease  of  Tribal  earnings  from  $25  million  in  1995  to  $12 
million  after  a  casino  at  Hudson  is  established.  Even  a  reduction 
of  that  amount  would  not  plunge  the  Tribe  back  into  poverty  and 

unemployment,  though  it  could  certainly  cause  the  Tribe  to  re- 
order its  spending  plans. 

Market  Saturation. 
The  St.  Croix  Tribe  asserts  that  the  market  is  saturated  even  as 
it  has  just  completed  a  31,000  square  foot  expansion  of  its 
casino  in  Turtle  Lake,  and  proposes  to  similarly  expand  the  Hole- 
in-the-Wall  Casino.  Smith  Barney  projects  a  Wisconsin  market  of 
S500  million  with  a  continuation  of  the  steady  growth  of  the  last 
14  years,  though  at  a  rate  slower  than  the  country  in  general. 

E.  NEPA  Compliane* 

B.I. A.  authorization  for  signing  a  FONSI  is  delegated  to  the  Area 
Director.  The  NEPA  process  in  this  application  is  complete  by  the 
expiration  of  the  appeal  period  following  the  publication  of  the 
Notice  of  Findings  of  No  Significant  Impact. 

?.  Surrounding  community  Impacts 

1.  IMPACTS  ON  THE  SOCIAL  STRUCTURE  IN  THE  COMMimiTY 

The  Tribes  believe  that  there  will  not  be  any  impact  on  the 
social  structure  of  the  community  that  cannot  be  mitigated.  The 
MAO  did  not  conduct  an  independent  analysis  of  impacts  on  the 
social  structure.  This  review  considers  the  following: 

Z.  Economic  Contribution  of  Workers 

The  Town  of  Troy  comments  that  minimum  wage  workers  are 
not  major  contributors  to  the  economic  well-being  of  the 
community.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3,  pg.  3)  Six  comments  were 
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received    from  the  general   public  on  the  undesirability  of 
the    low   wages   associated   with   a   track   and   casino.       (Vol. 
V) 

II.         Crime 

Hudson  Police  Deot ■  Crime  &  Arrests.  (Cranmer  62a  and  62b, 
Vol.  IV,  Tab  4) 

1990 1991 1992 1993 

Violent 
Crime 

14 
4 7 7 

Property 

1  Crime 

312 420 406 440 

These  statistics  provided  by  Dr.  Cranmer  do  not  indicate  a 
drastic  increase  in  the  rate  of  crime  since  the  dog  track 

opened  on  June  1,  1991.  However,  other  studies  and  refer- 
ences show  a  correlation  between  casinos  and  crime.  One 

public  comment  attached  remarks  by  William  Webster  and 
William  Sessions,  former  Directors  of  the  Federal  Bureau 
of  Investigation,  on  the  presence  of  organized  crime  in 

gambling.  (Vol.  V,  George  0.  Hoel,  5/19/94,  Vol.  V)  Anoth- 
er public  comment  included  an  article  from  the  St.    Paul 

Pioneer   Press   with  -statistics  relating  to  the  issue.  (Mike 
Morris,  3/28/94,  Vol.  V)  Additional  specific  data  on  crime 
are  provided  by  LeRae  D.  Zahorski,  5/18/94,  Barbara  Smith 
Lobin,  7/14/94,  and  Joe  and  Sylvia  Harwell  3/1/94.   (all 

in  Vol.  V)  Eight  additional  public  comments  express  con- 
cern with  the  crime  impact  of  a  casino.   (Vol.  V) 

III.   Harm  to  Area  Businesses 

A.  Wage  Level 

The  Town  of  Troy  says  that  workers  are  unavailable 
locally  at  minimum  wage.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3,  pg.  3) 

B.  Spending  Patterns 

One  public  comment  concerns  gambling  diverting  discre- 
tionary spending  away  from  local  businesses.  (Dean  M. 

Erickson,  6/14/94)  Another  public  comment  states  that 
everyone  should  be  able  to  offer  gambling,  not  just 
Indians.  (Stewart  C.  Mills,  9/26/94)   (Vol.  V) 
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IV.  Property  Values 

An  opponent  asserts  that  a  Hudson  casino  will  decrease 
property  values.  He  notes  that  purchase  options  were  ex- 

tended to  adjacent  property  owners  before  the  construction 
of  the  dog  track.  He  provides  no  evidence  that  any  proper- 

ties were  tendered  in  response.  (Vol.  6,  Tab  4,  pg.  33) 

A  letter  from  Nancy  Bieraugel,  1/19/94,  (Vol.  V)  states 
that  she  would  never  choose  to  live  near  a  casino.  Another 
letter,  Thomas  Forseth,  5/23/94,  (Vol.  V)  comments  that  he 

and  his  family  live  in  Hudson  because  of  its  small-town 
atmosphere.  Sharon  K.  Kinkead,  1/24/94,  (Vol.  V)  states 
that  she  moved  to  Hudson  to  seek  a  quiet  country  life 
style.  Sheryl  D.  Lindholm,  1/20/94,  (Vol.  V)  says  that 
Hudson  is  a  healthy  cultural-  and  family-oriented  communi- 

ty. She  points  out  several  cultural  and  scenic  facilities 
that  she  believes  are  incompatible  with  a  dog  track  and 
casino  operations.  Seven  additional  letters  of  comment 
from  the  public  show  concern  for  the  impact  of  a  casino  on 

the  quality  of  life  in  a  small,  family-oriented  town. 
(Vol.  V) 

V.  Housing  Costs  will  increase 

Housing  vacancy  rates  in  Troy  and  Hudson  are  quite  low 
(3.8*  in  1990).  Competition  for  moderate  income  housing 
can  be  expected  to  cause  a  rise  in  rental  rates.  A  local 
housing  shortage  will  require  that  most  workers  commute. 
(Vol.  3,  Tab  2,  pg.  3  and  Tab  3,  pg.  4) 

Sunaary:  The  impacts  above,  except  crime,  are  associated  with 
economic  activity  in  general,  and  are  not  found  significant  for 
the  proposed  casino.  The  impact  of  crime  has  been  adequately 
mitigated  in  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services  by  the  prom- 

ised addition  of  police. 

2.  IMPACTS  ON  THE  INFRASTRUCTURE 

The  Tribes  project  average  daily  attendance  at  the  proposed 
casino  at  7,000  people,  and  the  casino  is  expected  to  attract  a 
daily  traffic  flow  of  about  3.200  vehicles.  Projected  employment 
is  1,500,  and  the  casino  is  expected  to  operate  18  hours  per  day. 
(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2,  pg.  1)  Other  commenters'  estimates  are  higher. 
An  opponent  of  this  proposed  action  estimates  that,  if  a  casino 
at  Hudson  follows  the  pattern  of  the  Minnesota  casinos,  an 
average  of  10  to  30  times  more  people  will  attend  the  casino  than 
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currently  attend  the  dog  track.  (Vol.  4,  Tab  4,  pgs.  33  and  34) 
Attendance,  vehicles,  employment,  and  hours  of  operation  project- 

ed for  the  casino  greatly  exceed  those  for  the  present  dog  track, 
and  indicate  the  possibility  of  a  significantly  greater  impact  on 
the  environment. 

I.  Utilities 

St.  Croix  County  states  that  there  is  adequate  capacity 
for  water,  waste  water  treatment,  and  transportation.  Gas, 
electric,  and  telephone  services  are  not  addressed.  (Vol. 
3,  Tab  1) 

II.  Zoning 

According  to  the  City  of  Hudson,  most  of  the  proposed 

trust  site  is  zoned  "general  commercial  district"  (B-2) 
for  the  principal  structure  and  ancillary  track,  kennel 
and  parking  facilities.  Six  acres  of  R-1  zoned  land  (resi- 

dential) no  longer  will  be  subject  to  Hudson  zoning  if  the 
proposed  land  is  taken  into  trust.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1,  pg. <) 

One  public  comment  expresses  concern  for  the  loss  of  local 
control  over  the  land  after  it  has  been  placed  in  trust. 
(Vol  V,  Jeff  Zais,  1/19/94) 

III.  Water 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  water  trunk  mains  and  storage 
facilities  are  adequate  for  the  casino  development  and 
ancillary  developments  that  are  expected  to  occur  south  of 
1-94.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1,  pg.  3) 

IV.  Sewer  and  storm  drainage 

The  City  of  Hudson  and  St.  Croix  County  state  that  sani- 
tary trunk  sewer  mains  are  adequately  sized  for  the  casi- 

no. (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1,  pg.  2  and  Tab  2,  pg.  1)  The  City  of 
Hudson  states  that  trun)c  storm  sewer  system  will  accommo- 

date the  development  of  the  casino/track  facility.  (Vol. 
Ill,  Tab  1,  pg.  3)  An  existing  storm  water  collection 
system  collects  storm  water  runoff  and  directs  it  toward  a 
retention  pond  located  near  the  southwest  corner  of  the 

parking  area.  (Vol.  IV,  Tab  4,  pgs.  7  and  8) 
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V.    Roads 

The  current  access  to  the  dog  track  is  at  three  intersec- 
tions of  the  parking  lot  perimeter  road  and  Carmichael 

Road.   carmichael  Road  intersects  Interstate  94.  The  1988 

EA  says  that  the  proposed  access  to  the  dog  track  would  be 
from  Carmichael  Road,  a  fact  which  seems  to  have  occurred. 
(Vol.  4,  Tab  4,  pgs.  18  and  19) 

A.  Traffic  Impact  Analysis 

The  Wisconsin  Department  of  Transportation  states,  "We 
are  fairly  confident  that  the  interchange  (IH94-Canni- 
chael  Road)  will  function  fine  with  the  planned  dog 
track/casino."  (Vol.  IV,  Tab  1,  pg.  38) 

St.  Croix  County  estimates  that  the  average  daily  traf- 
fic for  the  proposed  casino  should  be  around  3,200 

vehicles.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2,  pg.  3) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  the  current  street  system 
is  sufficient  to  accommodate  projected  traffic  needs 
based  on  40,000  average  daily  trips.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1, 

pg.  4) 

The  Town  of  Troy  indicates  that  the  increased  traffic 
will  put  a  strain  on  all  the  roads  leading  to  and  from 
the  track/casino.  However,  the  Town  Troy  was  unable  to 
estimate  the  number  and  specific  impacts  due  to  a  lack 
of  additional  information  from  the  Tribes.  (Vol.  Ill, 
Tab  3,  pg.  3) 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  8,724  average  daily  visits. 
Using  2.2  persons  per  vehicle  (Vol  IV,  tab  4,  pg.  8  of 
Attachment  4),  3,966  vehicles  per  day  are  projected. 
(Vol.  I,  Tab  4,  pg.  15) 

A  comment  by  George  E.  Nelson  (2/25/94,  Vol.  V)  says 
the  accident  rate  in  the  area  is  extremely  high  accord- 

ing to  Hudson  Police  records.  Nelson  expects  the  acci- dent rate  to  increase  proportionately  with  an  increase 
in  traffic  to  a  casino.  However,  no  supporting  evidence 
is  provided.  Four  additional  public  comments  state 
concerns  with  increased  traffic  to  the  casino.   (Vol  V) 

Suaaary:  The  evidence  indicates  that  there  will  be  no  significant 
impacts  on  the  infrastructure. 
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3.  IMPACT  ON  THE  LAND  USE  PATTERNS  IN  THE  SURJROUNDING  COMMUNITY 

The  City  of  Hudson  does  not  mention  any  land  use  pattern  impacts. 
(Vol  III,  Tab  1,  pg.  4) 

St.  Croix  County  says,  "...   it  is  expected  that  there  will  be 
sorae  ancillary  development.  This  is  planned  for  within  the  City 

of  Hudson  in  the  immediate  area  of  the  casino."   (Vol.  Ill,  Tab 
2,  pg.  3) 

It  is  likely  that  the  proposed  project  will  create  changes  in 

land  use  patterns,  such  as  the  construction  of  commercial  enter- 
prises in  the  area.  Other  anticipated  impacts  are  an  increase  in 

zoning  variance  applications  and  pressure  on  zoning  boards  to 
allow  development. 

Summary:  The  City  of  Hudson,  Town  of  Troy,  and  St.  Croix  County 
control  actual  land  use  pattern  changes  in  the  surrounding  area. 
There  are  no  significant  impacts  that  cannot  be  mitigated  by  the 
locally  elected  governments. 

4.  IMPACT  ON  INCOME  AND  EMPLOYMENT  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  S42.7  million  in  purchases  annually  by 
the  casino/track  from  Wisconsin  suppliers.  Using  the  multipliers 
developed  for  Wisconsin  by  the  Bureau  of  Economic  Analysis  of  the 
U.S.  Department  of  Commerce,  these  purchases  will  generate  added 
earnings  of  S18.1  million  and  1,091  jobs  in  the  state.  The  total 
direct  and  indirect  number  of  jobs  is  projected  at  2,691.  Of  the 
current  employees  of  the  dog  track,  42*  live  in  Hudson,  24%  in 
River  Falls,  5%  in  Baldwin,  and  4*  in  New  Richmond.  (Vol.  I,  Tab 
5.  pg.  12)  St.  Croix  County  states  that  direct  casino  employiDent 
is  expected  to  be  about  1,500.  The  proposed  casino  would  be  the 
largest  employer  in  St.  Croix  County.  All  existing  employees 
would  be  offered  reemployment  at  current  wage  rates.  (Vol.  Ill, 
Tab  2,  pg.  4) 

Three  public  comnents  say  that  Hudson  does  not  need  the  economic 
support  of  gambling.  (Tom  Irwin,  1/24/94,  Betty  and  Earl  Goodwin, 
1/19/94,  and  Steve  and  Samantha  Swank,  3/1/94,  Vol.  V) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  "an  over  supply  of  jobs  tends  to 
drive  cost  paid  per  hourly  wage  down,  thus  attracting  a  lower 
level  of  wage  earner  into  the  area,  thus  affecting  the  high 

standard  of  living  this  area  is  now  noted  for."  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3, 
pg.  4) 
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Suiiunary:  The  impacts  on  income  and  employment  in  the  community 
are  not  significant,  and  are  generally  expected  to  be  positive  by 
the  Tribes  and  local  governments. 

5.  ADDITIONAL  AND  EXISTING  SERVICES  REQUIRED  OR  IMPACTS.  COSTS 
OF  ADDITIONAL  SERVICES  TO  BE  SUPPLIED  BY  THE  COMMUNITY  AND 
SOURCE  OF  REVENUE  FOR  DOING  SO 

The  Tribes  entered  an  Agreement  for  Government  Services  with  the 

City  of  Hudson  and  St.  Croix  County  for  "general  government 
services,  public  safety  such  as  police,  fire,  ambulance,  emergen- 

cy medical  and  rescue  services,  and  public  works  in  the  same 
manner  and  at  the  same  level  of  service  afforded  to  residents  and 
other  commercial  entities  situated  in  the  City  and  County, 

respectively."  The  Tribes  agreed  to  pay  $1,150,000  in  the  initial 
year  to  be  increased  in  subsequent  years  by  5\   per  year.  The 
agreement  will  continue  for  as  long  as  the  land  is  held  in  trust, 
or  until  Class  III  gaming  is  no  longer  operated  on  the  lands. 
(Vol.  I,  Tab  9) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  it  anticipates  that  most  emergency 
service  calls  relative  to  the  proposed  casino  will  be  from 
nonresidents,  and  that  user  fees  will  cover  operating  costs.  No 
major  changes  are  foreseen  in  the  fire  protection  services.  The 
police  department  foresees  a  need  to  expand  its  force  by  five 
officers  and  one  clerical  employee.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  9) 

St.  Croix  County  anticipates  that  the  proposed  casino  will 
require  or  generate  the  need  for  existing  and  additional  services 

in  many  areas.  The  funding  will  be  from  the  Agreement  For  Govern- 
ment Services.  The  parties  have  agreed  that  payments  under  that 

agreement  will  be  sufficient  to  address  the  expected  services 
costs  associated  with  the  proposed  casino.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  the  additional  public  service  costs 

required  by  a  casino  operation  will  be  substantial  to  its  resi- 
dents. (Vol  III,  Tab  3,  pg.  4)  Fire  services  are  contracted  from 

the  Hudson  Fire  Department,  which  will  receive  funding  from  the 
Agreement  for  Government  Services. 

SuBimary:  The  impacts  to  services  are  mitigated  by  The  Agreement 
for  Government  Services  between  the  Tribes,  the  City  of  Hudson, 
and  St.  Croix  County. 

6.  PROPOSED  PROGRAMS.  IF  Af4Y .  FOR  COMPULSIVE  GAMBLERS  AND  SOURCE 
OF  FUNDING 
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There  is  no  compulsive  gambler  program  in  St.  Croix  County.  There 
are  six  state-funded  Compulsive  Gambling  Treatment  Centers  in 
Minnesota.  (Vol.  II,  Tab  7,  pg.  38) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  it  will  be  required  to  make  up  the 
deficit  for  these  required  services,  if  such  costs  come  from  tax 
dollars.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3,  pg.  5) 

St.  Croix  County  says  it  will  develop  appropriate  treatment 
programs,  if  the  need  is  demonstrated.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2,  pg.  5) 

The  Tribes  will  address  the  compulsive  and  problem  gambling 

concerns  by  providing  information  at  the  casino  about  the  Wiscon- 
sin toll-free  hot  line  for  compulsive  gamblers.  The  Tribes  state 

that  they  will  contribute  money  to  local  self-help  programs  for 
compulsive  gamblers.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1,  pg .  12) 

Thirteen  public  comments  were  received  concerning  gambling 
addiction  and  its  impact  on  morals  and  families.  (Vol.  V) 

Summary:  The  Tribes'  proposed  support  for  the  Wisconsin  hot  line 
and  unspecified  self-help  programs  is  inadequate  to  mitigate  the 
inpacts  of  problem  gambling. 

Sufflfflary  Conclusion 

Strong  opposition  to  gambling  exists  on  moral  grounds.  The  moral 
opposition  does  not  go  away,  even  when  a  State  legalizes  gambling 
and  operates  its  own  games.  Such  opposition  is  not  a  factor  in 
reaching  a  determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

Any  economic  activity  has  impacts.  More  employees,  customers, 
traffic,  wastes,  and  money  are  side  effects  of  commercial  activi- 

ty. The  NEPA  process  and  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services 
address  the  actual  expected  inpacts  in  this  case.  Nothing  can 
address  general  opposition  to  economic  activity  except  stopping 
economic  activity  at  the  cost  of  jobs,  livelihoods,  and  opportu- 

nity. Promoting  economic  opportunity  is  a  primary  mission  of  the 
Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs.  Opposition  to  economic  activity  is  not 
a  factor  in  reaching  a  determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

Business  abhors  competition.  Direct  competition  spawns  fear.  No 
Indian  tribe  welcomes  additional  competition.  Since  tribal 

opposition  to  gaming  on  others'  Indian  lands  is  futile,  fear  of 
competition  will  only  be  articulated  in  off-reservation  land 
acquisitions.  Even  when  the  fears  are  groundless,  the  opposition 
can  be  intense.  The  actual  impact  of  competition  is  a  factor  in 
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reaching  a  determination  to  the  extent  that  it  is  unfair,  or  a 
burden  imposed  predominantly  on  a  single  Indian  tribe. 

Opposition  to  Indian  gaming  exists  based  on  resentment  of  the 
sovereign  status  of  Indian  tribes,  lack  of  local  control,  and 
inability  of  the  government  to  tax  the  proceeds.  Ignorance  of  the 

legal  status  of  Indian  tribes  prompts  non-Indian  general  opposi- tion to  Indian  gaming.  It  is  not  always  possible  to  educate  away 
the  opposition.  However,  it  can  be  appropriately  weighted  in 
federal  government  actions.  It  is  not  a  factor  in  reaching  a 
determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

Detriment  is  determined  from  a  factual  analysis  of  evidence,  not 
from  opinion,  political  pressure,  economic  interest,  or  simple 
disagreement.  In  a  political  setting  where  real,  imagined, 
economic,  and  moral  impacts  are  focused  in  letters  of  opposition 
and  pressure  from  elected  officials,  it  is  important  to  focus  on 
an  accurate  analysis  of  facts.  That  is  precisely  what  IGRA 
addresses  in  Section  20  —  a  determination  that  gaming  off- 
reservation  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  communi- 

ty. It  does  not  address  political  pressure  except  to  require 
consultation  with  appropriate  government  officials  to  discover 
relevant  facts  for  making  a  determination  on  detriment. 

Indian  economic  development  is  not  subject  to  local  control  or 
plebescite.  The  danger  to  Indian  sovereignty,  when  Indian  econom- 

ic development  is  limited  by  local  opinion  or  government  action, 
is  not  trivial.  IGRA  says,  "nothing  in  this  section  shall  be 
interpreted  as  conferring  upon  a  State  or  any  of  its  political 
subdivisions  authority  to  impose  any  fax,  fee,  charge,  or  other 
assessment  upon  an  Indian  tribe."  The  potential  for  interference 
in  Indian  activities  by  local  governments  was  manifestly  apparent 
to  Congress,  and  addressed  directly  in  IGRA.  Allowing  local 
opposition,  not  grounded  in  factual  evidence  of  detriment,  to 
obstruct  Indian  economic  development  sets  a  precedent  for  exten- 

sive interference,  compromised  sovereignty,  and  circumvention  of 
the  intent  of  IGRA. 

If  Indians  cannot  acquire  an  operating,  non-Indian  class  III 
gaming  facility  and  turn  a  money-losing  enterprise  into  a  profit- 

able one  for  the  benefit  of  employees,  community,  and  Indians,  a 
precedent  is  set  that  directs  the  future  course  of  off-reserva- 

tion land  acquisitions.  Indians  are  protected  by  IGRA  from  the 
out-stretched  hand  of  State  and  local  governments.  If  strong 
local  support  is  garnered  only  by  filling  the  outstretched  hand 
to  make  local  officials  eager  supporters,  then  IGRA  fails  to 
protect.  Further,  it  damages  Indian  sovereignty  by  de  Tacto 
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giving  States  and  their  political  sub-divisions  the  power  to  tax. 

The  price  for  Indian  economic  development  then  becomes  a  surren- der to  taxation. 

Staff  finds  that  detrimental  impacts  are  appropriately  mitigated 

through  the  proposed  actions  of  the  Tribes  and  the  Agreement  for 
Government  Services.  It  finds  that  gaming  at  the  St.  Croix 

Meadows  Greyhound  Racing  Par);  that  adds  slot  machines  and  black- 

jack to  the  existing  class  III  pari-mutuel  wagering  would  not  be 
detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  Staff  recommends  that 
the  determination  of  the  best  interests  of  the  tribe  and  its 
members  be  completed. 
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-PLEASE  DELIVER  TO  ADDRESSEE  IMMEDIATELY' 

Telefax  to: .  July  14,  1995 

Heather  Sibbison  -  lOS 

Bob  Anderson  -  SOL    -  ' 
Mike  Anderson  -  DAS-IA 
Hilda  Manuel  -  DC  of  lA 

Please  review  attached  draft  Hudson  Dog  Track  letter 
and  return  comments  to  Indian  Gaming  Management 
Staff  Office  ASAP. 

Phone:   219-4068 
Telefax:   273-3153 

For  questions  please  contact  Larry  Scrivner  at  the  above 
number. . 

Thanks, 

Tona  R.  Wilkins  — '*     1     .     / 
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Honorable  Rose  M.  Gurnoe 

Tribal  Chairperson 
Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippcwas 
P.O.  Box  529 

Bayfield,  Wisconsin  54814  * 

Honorable  Alfred  Trcpania 
Tribal  Chairperson 
Lac  Courte  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior 

Chippewa  Indians 
Rouic  2.  Box  2700 

Hayward,  Wisconsin   54843 

Honorable  Arlyn  Acklcy,  Sr. 
Tribal  Chairman 

Sokzogon  Chippewa  Community 
Route  1,  Box  625 
Crandon,  Wisconsin  54520 

Dear  Ms.  Gumoc  and  Messrs.  Trcpania  and  Ackley: 

On  November  15,  1994,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  of  ihe  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  (BIA) 
transmitted  the  application  of  the  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake 

Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (collectively  refened  to  as  the  "Tribes")  to  place  a  55- 
acre  parcel  of  land  located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  The 
Minneapolis  Area  Director  recommended  that  the  decision  be  made  to  take  this  particular  parcel 
into  trust  for  the  Tribes  for  gaming  purposes.  Following  receipt  of  this  recommendatioa  and  at 
the  request  of  nearby  Indian  tribes,  the  Secretary  extended  the  period  for  the  submission  of 
comments  concerning  the  impact  of  this  proposed  trust  acquisition  to  April  30,  1995. 

The  property,  located  in  a  commercial  area  in  the  southeast  comer  of  the  City  of  Hudson, 
Wisconsin,  is  approximately  85  miles  from  the  boundaries  of  the  reservations  of  the  Tribes,  one 
of  the  eight  Wisconsin  tribes  (not  including  the  three  applicant  tribes)  are  within  the  100  mile 

radius  used  by  the  BIA  to  determine  which  tribes  can  be  considered  to  be  'nearby*  Indian  tribes. 
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Section  20  of  the  IGRA,  25  U.S.C.  5  2719(b)(1)(A),  authomes  gaming  on  off-reservation  trust 

lands  acquired  after  October  17.  1988,  if  the  Secretary  delennines,  after  consultation  with 

appropriate  State  and  local  officials,  including  officials  of  other  nearby  tribes,  and  the  Governor 

of  the  State  concurs,  that  a  gaming  establishment  on  such  lands  would  be  in  the  best  interest  of 

the  Indian  tribe  and  its  members  and  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

The  decision  to  place  land  in  trust  status  is  committed  to  the  sound  discretion  of  the  Secretary 

of  the  Interior.  Our  experience  has  been  that  most  cases  have  presented  issues  of  first  impression 

and  are  defined  by  the  unique  or  particular  circumstances  of  the  applicant  tribe.  To 

accommodate  this  diversity  among  applicants,  each  case  is  reviewed  and  distinguished  on  its  own 
merits. 

For  the  following  reasons,  we  regret  we  are  unable  to  concur  with  the  Minneapolis  Area 

Director's  recommendation  and  cannot  make  a  finding  that  the  proposed  gaming  establishment 
would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

The  record  before  us  indicates  that  the  surrounding  communities  are  strongly  opposed  to  this 

proposed  off-reservation  trust  acquisition.  On  February  6,  1995,  the  Common  Council  of  the 

City  of  Hudson  adopted  a  resolution  expressing  its  opposition  to  casino  gambling  at  the  St  Croix 
Meadows  Greyhound  Park.  On  December  12,  1994,  the  Town  of  Troy  adopted  a  resolution 
objecting  to  this  trust  acquisition  for  gaming  purposes.  In  addition,  in  a  March  28,  1995,  letter, 

a  number  of  elected  officials.  Including  the  State  Represenutive  for  Wisconsin's  30th  Assembly 
District  in  whose  district  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Track  is  located,  have  expressed 

strong  opposition  to  the  proposed  acquisition.  The  communities'  and  State  officials'  objections 
are  based  on  a  variety  of  factors,  including  increased  expenses  due  to  potential  growth  in  traffic 

congestion  and  adverse  effect  on  the  communities'  future  residential,  Industrial  and  commercial 
development  plans.  Because  of  our  concerns  over  detrimental  effects  on  the  surrounding 
community,  we  are  not  in  a  position,  on  this  record,  to  substitute  our  judgment  for  that  of  local 

communities  directly  impacted  by  this  proposed  off-reservation  gaming  acquisition. 

In  addition,  the  record  also  indicates  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  strongly  opposed  by 
neighboring  Indian  tribes,  including  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  of  Wisconsin.  Their  opposition  is  based 
on  the  potential  harmful  effect  of  the  acquisition  on  their  gaming  establishments.  The  record 
indicates  that  the  St.  Croix  Casino,  which  Is  located  within  a  50  mile  radius  of  the  proposed  trust 
acquisition  would  be  impacted.  And.  while  competition  alone  is  generally  not  enough  to 
conclude  that  any  acquisition  will  be  d^piental,  jgjhis  particular  case  it  Is  a  significant  factor. 

The  Tribes'  reservations  are  located  appfo*wilel[y  85- miles  from  the  proposed  acquisition- 
property.  Rather  than  seek  acquisition  of  land  closer  to  their  own  reservations  the  Tribes  chose 

to  •migrate*  to  a  location  in  close  proximity  to  another  tribe's  market  area  and  casino.  Without 
question,  St.  Croix  will  suffer  a  loss  of  the  market  share  and  revenues.  Thus,  wc  believe  the 
proposed  acquisition  would  be  detrimental  to  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  within  the  meaning  of 
Section  20(b)(1)(A)  of  the  IGRA. 

We  have  also  received  numerous  complaints  from  individuals  because  of  the  proximity  of  the 
proposed  CTass  III  gaming  esublishment  to  the  St.  Croix  National  Scenic  Riverwvay  and  the 

potential  harmful  impact  of  a  casino  located  one-half  mile  from  the  Riverway.  We  are  concerned 
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thai  the  potcntiaJ  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  the  Riverway  was  not  adequately  addressed 
in  environmental  documents  submitted  in  connection  with  the  application.    ■ 

Finally,  even  if  the  factors  discussed  above  were  insufficient  to  support  our  determination  under 
Section  20(b)(1)(A)  of  the  IGRA,  the  Secretary  would  still  rely  on  these  factors,  including  the 
opposition  of  the  local  communities,  state  elected  officials  and  nearby  Indian  tribes,  to  decline 
to  exercise  his  discretionary  authority,  pursuant  to  Section  5  of  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  of 
1934,  25  U.S.C.  465,  to  acquire  title  to  this  property  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  the 
Tribes.   This  decision  is  final  for  the  Depaxljnent. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian  Affairs 

cc:       Minneapolis  Area  Director 
National  Indian  Ganiing  Commission 

DRAFT 

bcc:      Secy  Surname.  Secy  RF(2),  101-A,  Bureau  RF,  JDuffy,  SOL-IA;  AS-IA,  100, 
Surname.  Chron,  Hold 

BIA:GSkibine:trw:7/3/95:219-4068  wp:a:hudson.ltr.  .       * rewrite  GSkibine:7/8/95 

rewrite  per  HSibbison:trw:7/ll/95 

rewrite  per  HManuel:trw:7/14/95  ' 
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STRAIGHT  LIhfE  DISTANCES  FROM  HUDSON  TO  WISCONSIN  INDIAN  TRIBES 

Applicant  Tribes: 
Sokaogon  188  miles 
Lac  Courtc  Oreilles  8S 
Red  Cliff  165 

Other  Tribes: 
St  Croix  45 
Ho-Chunk  114 
Bad  River  138 
Lac  du  Flambeau  ISS 
Menominee  1 85 

Stockbridge-Munscc  1 86 
Potawatomi  202 
Oneida  220 
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HiK  dLcc^>*'>-^'tf  ̂   /V 

,    Peter-    A.-.:!rsor. 
sec;;    V-.eic    at    -: 

::-.    ?eqjes;e= 
-:::da  y.3-'j»:  a:    -;;ai'.tao_-a 
■ri:.-.3sl  A.-.aers3n  at  -IIADIP. 
r=T  Hartxar..  Nancy  ?:erskalla 

5Ct   K'o— sot;  DOG  TRACK 

Or.  Mondav,  March  1"".  199''.  at  2  00  Pf..    we  had  a 
cc.-.ferer.ce  call  -itr.  plair.tijfs  a-d  tr.eir  attorneys  co 
discjss  the  cerrs  of  any  resuorission  oJ  their 

acplication  to  take  land  in  trust  m  Hudson,  Wisconsin 

:'cr  aar.ir.g.   One  of  the  terns  for  consideration  of  a 
resubmitted  application  would  be  that  the  BIA 

r<ir.neapolis  Area  Office  would  redo  the  consultation 

.;t;-.  r.earov  trices  and  the  surrounding  communities. 

:0S.  Heather  Sibfcison  at 

Oave  Etheridoe  at  -:SCL. 

Document  provided  pursuant 
to  Congressional  subpoena 

PLaintiffs. informed  us  that  a  pivotal  question  in  their 

decision  to  resubr.it  an  application  is  whether  Che 

Departr-.ent  will  again  stand  by  its  position  that  the 

"naked"  political  opposition  of  the  surrounding 
communities  -ithout  factual  support  is  enough  for  the 

Secretary  to  refuse  to  a  make  a  finding  that  the 

proposed  acquisition  is  not  detrimental  co  the 
surrounding  community.   If  that  is  Che  case,  chey 

indicated  that  they  are  not  willing  CO  spend  time  and 

money  on  this  exercise,  since  they  are  fairly  certain 
that  tne  two  communities  have  not  changed  their  mind. 

I.e.,  They  need  to  know  whether  this  political 

ccoositicn  IS  or  is  net  rebuttable  by  the  tribal 

apcl leant s 

xe  told  then  chat  we  would  confer  with  policy  makers 

witnin  tne  department  and  let  the^  know  the  outcome. 

■-e  vculd  like  tr  discuss  this  issue  at  the  ::C0  PK 

oeonesoay  gaming  meeting,  if  pcssiole    '.    cnmk  that  it 
IS  a  fair  question  for  plaintiffs  tc  asr.   GTS 
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United  Sates  Dcpartmem  of  the  Interior 

SUXEAU  07  INDIAN  APFAUS 

.o£,mm 

Ml  Bst««»  Wt  12  I9H 

mmotuubm 

M«lst«ae  f  Mracary  -  Xadlaa  ACtalrs 

0«9Uty  CoaBiisieoar  of  Zadiaa  Af faim i\jM.Gjy\..^ 
•«^«eti  ll«qtt«a«  by  tb*  Kaahastuokat  »*««et  XadisB  Trlba  c ! 

eotin«aeia«i:  for  r«*-te-*TU«t  Ae«ui«ltlaa  a£  «pproKi«afcal  r 
IffB  *0*aa<  Mar*  or  X«a«,  Coatiswma  to  Thmlx  K*««rT»«lc  k 

Wo  kA-ro  roriowod  «tao  Saacexa  Aro*  Blrooter'a  9«sn«xy  37,  1*91 
■aaoraadiBK  traand.ttlaff  tha  oufejoet  ro«o*««  for  o  taa-eo-trua  : 
■e^lslClea  Cer  tho  IU«h«Bf>o>ot  roquec  TMlan  Tribo  c  I 
Caaaoeclouc.  ttom  roQooat  «ma  sutaBittod  to  this  of  fie*  purouon^  t  • 
Coaczal  OfSia*  aovozmadum  d*«od  May  3(,  1994.  Soewuo  ot  tb=t 
polletoal  oppoaitiea.  tho  Xaatoza  Araa  Dlreoeer  dooaod  it  ycudOB  : 
to  vukodt  tiw  appUeotldB  to  Coatzal  Of  £io«  for  v«vl««. 

TiM  aMbjoet  landa  or*  ostaido  c>m  y«Quet  Tribo'a  Coctliatfat  hx*  \. 
maA  eooalafe  of  flv*  (5)  nad«<rale»*4  leca  •■•calaiaa  appcoMlaaeol. ' 
1(5  aozaa,  whieb  aro  ooBtiffuoua  to  cho  raaarvatlea  bouadary.*  Tui 
paxcala  axa  diTldod  boeaiua  tbay  eroaa  feons  bouadojrlaa.  i<ot  99  in 
101  la  fltoaia^toa  aad  lot  SO  la  x«t  S  Ia  ftoalagtoe.  Tho  paroalii 
aro  daaacilMd  a«  fellewai 

'       mlMally,    tko   Tvlbo'a    vaquoat    laolvdod    asfOtlMr    let. 
x«t   110,   «hltfi  eoaaiaead  of  93.09  aeroa  «itbi,a  tbo  «e«mo  o: 

X.a4yaxd  aad  *coB«oa«    eaaaaetiow*.      ■awwvr,    o«  ttaeaaibos  a.    19*9. 
«ao  rrlbo  wl«MUrow  i«o  roqaaat  that  tbla  lot  ba  tafc*»  is«e  txuac 
Kaaoluclea  M^Bibov  11299B>07  o<  09  of  tbo  llaabost««kae  POQuot  Trlba: 
Couaoll   avprovwd  tba  witsbdrawal   of   boa   110   fva«  «1m  Wl^o'a  laai. 
aeQulaltiOB  roquaat  bocKBao  It  «a«  dlaoovarod  tbaa  s«e  no  bod  booi. 
puroaMaad  wltH  f uada  yrovldad  by  tba  Ooaaaecleac  Zadtaa  Load  Clalai 
*ac«laaMnt   Aoa.       «bat   ace  VKe*14«a    tbat    loada  puirehaaod  by   tbi 
Trlbo  wltb  Cuada  previdod  by  «»■  aaecl«MMC  Aoa  aad  laoatod  oucaadi 
of  a  oavcala  bevodazy  Ininwii  »•  cbo  »attlaw— t  Soajidasy  »«y  aoc  bi 
t«1iua  loco  txuac  and  aaac  b«  baia  ia  f *•.      Wia   ah*  n»yi  titni   aan  - 
Boa  ascapc  l>o«  110  la  tc«at  for  tbo  TVibo. 
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I«ee  •101  TewB  of  Vor«h  atoalsates  lo.so  atox«« 
Vm*  f>  VowB  «f  Mer^li  ftoaingrtoo  •ff.OO   •0r«« 
ZfOt  #10  Tewa  of  L«4y«rd  Si. 10  aor** 
XiOt  •!•  Vowi  oC  Xi«4y«rd  a?  *     mavm 
Le«  #78  T0wn  of  b«4y»rd  l(.7l  &or«a 
XiOt  rrc  Towa  e£  bvAymrd  8.4t   Mr** 
Lot  #18  to«m  of  2t«Ay«rd  IS. 50  aer«> 

«11  iJi  »«<r  Leaden  Co«aty«   fCAt*  e£  Coaa«oete«fc. 

7b«  trliM's  r*<tv«*t  is  sad*  purauaat  to  Trib«l  Counoil  Kooelutir.  a 
Nes.  010618-01,  eiO<9»-Q8,  010SS9-03,  O1O0S3-O4,  010C93-QS#  u:  1 
010483-08  «utoC»d  fftauMxy  €,   IffS. 

«ho  fkctora  in  88  CFK  IBl.lO  uad  to  aTalukto  this  zraguaat  arai 

111.10(a)  .  .  .  ftatutory  autbarity  Sor  thla  aeqaiaitlos 
la  er«ac  la  aaetioa  9  ot  %hm  ladlaa  noarvaaiaatlos  Act 
(X8X)  of  JUBO  18,  1134  (40  «tat.  914,  88  U.8.C.  i  4fS)  . 
Wa  &o6«  ttet  tha  MaaluatnaaJuie  Vaguot  XPdlaa  Claisa 
«a«elan«»t  Aae  of  Ootebax  18,  1»«3  (Battlamaat:  Aot)  (Pob. 
L.  98-134,  97  8ta«.  8S3)  aacafallahod  a  tactlaiMaS  araa  of 
approsdaataly  8,880  acraa  for  tha  trUba.  Qa  Jasoary  28* 
1981,  tha  Oouthaaat  Kagloaal  Solicitor  ooneludad  that  cha 
Buraau  of  Xaidiaa  Af  f alra  did  aot  poaaaaa  authority  to 
•coapt  vruac  ceaTayaAoaa  of  laad  ae^oirad  tor  tha 
lUalMBtuelrat  ?a«aot  Triba  ovtaida  of  thi«  aattlaaaQt 
araa*  Boworax,  on  Kay  30,  1990,  tha  Southaaat  Hagiaoal 
Solioitor  Bodifiad  hia  opiaiea.  Vba  1890  episioa 
eoaoludod  that  tha  flattlaaast  Act  did  sot  raacxiot  tha 
applioatioB  of  IS  O.8.C.  I  4(S  to  lazuU  ao^uirad  by  thm 
triba  outaida  of  its  aatitlaBaait  araa  whAa  auoh  laada  turm 
ae^lrtad  with  anoiaa  dari-rbd  froa  aoareaa  otbar  aluta 
Satttltiaaat  Act  truat  funds.  Wa  *ar««  vith  tha  Seuthaaat 
Ragloaial  Solicitor* ■  May  30,  1990«  opinioe.  AooorAlaaly, 
l«ada  aoquirad  by  tha  Maahancuok«t  Vaquot  Trib*  outaida 
of  lea  aattltttaat  araa,  vlth  funda  othar  cbaa  sattlaaaat 
Aot  fooda,  aay  ha  traaafarrad  Isco  truat  atatva.  Tha 
Buraau,  aot  lag  vpoa  tha  Saerataryis  dalagatad  autihority, 
aiay  aoeavt  auoh  ttmat  coaTayanc aa .  Slsoa  tha  165  aorai 
at  iaaua  wara  aot  purohaaad  with  Saetlaiaaat  Aot  fund*, 
chaaa  laada  may  bai  ooxrrartad  to  traat  atatua. 

Kavulatacy    authority    la    IBl. 3(a)(1)     ■.     .      .     whaa    aha    . 
p»op«rcy  la  loeatad  wichlv  tha  axcarior  bouadariaa  o£  thm 
triba'a    jraaarratioa    or    adjaoaat    tharato,    or   within    a 
tribal  ogasolidatioB  araa.* 

ISl.  10(h)  Tha     triha     ooataada     that     th«     land 
autherlaad  to  ba  hald  la  rxuat  Cor  thalr  b«aafla  uaOar 
eha  aattlaaaat  Ast  ia  aot  *daquata  to  aaat  tha  praaaab 
and  futtira  aaada  of  tha  triba.  about  1,600  »acoa, 
oatafforisod  aa  watlaada  and  roelcy  ladgaa   typlaol  of  tha 
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•r*  aA«mit«U«  for  darwlopMac.  Xtm  crib*  ftOQuixwd 
k««lT  X,22»  AorBa  ia  cx««e  •^•cu*  witdlia  th« 

■•ttl— aBt  «r«a,  k0««v*r,  a  nbs^aseial  partloo 
(t99Ksstiau.tmlir  i^f  aar««)  !•  u&tfuit«bl«  for  dcrvlopnaBt. 
Vro9«r&y  that  la  aoitabl*  for  dT%li;ifutt  viCklA  th» 
••«tolWM»t  mr—.  i»  otmmA  Sv  ttOBt.rU»ml  la««v**««r  aad/or 
bui  ilfaay  b««a  drr»lap«d.  L«ad  aasdad  «o  ««npere  «]m 
«vlb«'»  mmoiMl,  ettl««ral  sod  macnamiM  da^oloy  lat  B*«ds 
haw  feccad  tb*  aequltitloB  o<  land  oataida  faka 
asaalaaaac  araa. 

lBX»ie<a)  .  .  .  Mbjaet  propanry  ia  racy  *oo>qr«  m^mmp  ma* 
•uitabla  Car  XletXa  or  ao  dcvalopaaae.  Tha  ao«cbars 
portiea  of  Z««  7i  baa  baaa  eXaarad  aad  baa  bad  a  aiaola 
ttmLly  honm  on  it  far  aaay  yaara.  Lot  101  alae  baa  a 
alacrla  fasiXy  dwalliaa.  Iba  loaar  portiea  o<  X<o«b  73  asd 
•a  ara  balAa  «aad  for  a  taa^eracy  ov«r£lo«r  parkisg  lat 
for  tba  triba*a  oaaiae.  A  aav  tiio  ■til low  galloa 
ooBorata  watar  taak  «aa  inatallad  oo  Let  S  by  tba  triba 
to  aupply  «at«r  to  tba  eaalao  aad  raaarvatlaa.  tbara  la 
alao  a  gaa  aaia  rusAiaa  aorea*  tba  proparty  «bieb 
proTldaa  aarvioa  to  tba  eaalaa  ao^^a*  aa  vail  aa  to  tba 
raat  of  tba  raaarv^tioa.  Accordiaa  ta  tbo  txasaalttol 
Mnaraadiaa  of  O^aaoary  27.  l»fS,  tba  triba  plaaa  to  kaap 
tba  yi.u^>w!Cjr  ia  ita  praaaast  qadaraXapad  atat*  Cor  aao  as 
•  baxri«r  to  nr— ainlil  davalepaaat.  Vha  triba  ooataada 
tbat  tba  uaa  prepoaad  aeuld  baaafit  tba  aarroanding 
ooHMoaity  toy  ocaatiag  a  "graaa  apaoa*  batwaaa  tAM  tribal 
laado  aad  tba  oaelyljia  m—imltiaa.  ■owarary  tba 
Kaylroaaaotal  Aaaaaaaaat  atataa  tbat  tha  triba  plana  to 
opaa  a  Ceur>aara  paraaaaae  oaaino  y«rkia9  let  oa  tba 
property*  with  iiuy*'e»aaanta  aueh  •■  paWAff,  lightiag, 
Oraiaaga,  aad  laadaaaplso. 

Iftl. 10(a)  .  .  .  oa  Pabroary  21,  ia*l.  tba  foiiaa  of 
Ladyazd  aad  north  Ctesiaotoa  ware  aetifiod  of  tbe 
prepoaad  txuat  toquialtloa.  Tha  Vtate  of  Caaaaotiettt  eaa 
aotifiad  oa  Marob  if,  1992.  •araaty-Biae  lattara  ware 
reealTad  froa  retidaata  of  fteaiagtoa/liertb  Ctooingtoa, 
aijccy  frea  raaidaata  of  La4yazd«  alaraa  froa  raaidaata  of 
Praatoa,  aad  four  fraa  Boszaeldaata  et  the  m<eee«ed  toaaa 
aa^^reaaiag  eoaceraa  abo«t  the  Pequoc'a  appliea^oo  Cor 
cruat  atatua.  Masy  latter*  eppoalar  the  oraatiag  oC 
trvat  atatiui  were  reoei^ed  trcm  *h»  Fukli'«  at  laarge  a»d 
*tnm   lagielatora  (both  atata  aad  federal) . 

9be  Toaaa  of  Ledyazd,  North  •teaiagtoa.  ead  rrea toa 
euhaitted  a  *ftataaaat  of  Beaaaae  ia  flapport  oC  aegueat 
to  beieec  tha  Applieetloa  for  Aeguieitioa  of  Laada  in 
«ruat  for  tba  Baaafit  of  tha  Maahaatuehat  Paquot  Tribe" 
dated  JUly  IB,  199S.  «m  raaaoaa  ateted  aret  (1>  Callura 
of  tba  triba  to  take  eoeatruetive  atapa  ta  addvaae  loaal 
eo«canai  (2)  iaauffioiaaey  of  tKa  triba 'a  epplloaeioa/ 
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O)  ormtlmiacioc  of  trl^«l  Imd  •o^iai«lasx  •a«l'rlci»si 
(4)  ■obacmBCl'v*  (taflel«Bel«»  of  tba  cribs'*  «8Pli-oa^ani 
aad  (S)  «Ti4«ae«  of  •aTlroaaatical  iav&ats  e£  trust 

A  Mastl&ff  ««fl  bald  St  ttaa  SMt«rm  Ar«a  Of  fie*  eo  Kay  10. 
19fS,  vitdi  tha  attgraayi  rapra«««tiaa  tha  tcnma  to 
alarlfr  and  diaouaa  tba  ■ubaicaloBa  fr«a  tba  towna  la 
oppoaltelco  eo  tba  trlba'a  raquaat  for  txuat  st«««a.  Thia 
»««tla«  raa«lt«A  la  as  ida&tifioatlaa  of  tba  aajor 
coaoeama  of  tba  tamoM,  ubiob  arai  (1)  tba  loaa  at  eostcel 
OTvr  t1»a  laad  bsaauiia  tba  triba  will  aat:  h«T«  to  oeoply 
«ltb  ■oaiaq  a-aoulAaiaBai  (3)  tba  rurml  natucw  ot  cb«  avoa 
will  ba  ebaagad  bae««M«  o£  «ha  dhancrtng  eaaasraial  -aaturs 
of  tba  laad  «aaf  (S)  aeaeaca  erar  tba  loss  of  "ravaaua" 
t«M  baaai  (4)  faar  aad/or  ooaassm  •£  Mhm  aviba  baia«r  la 
aoatrel  crwmg  ako  "laad*"  vltbia  tba  tewm  asA  a  bias 
agaiaat  tba  ttribai  (I)  tba  petaatlal  for  i»era«a*d  ariaa 
baoauaa  of  iaflox  of  paopla  into  tba  araai  aad  (ff)  • 
d«aiK«  to  liait  how  Kaob  laaA  tba  trlka  aay  ao^iuixa  aad 
plaoa  iato  truat  atatua  withls  tba  leasl  nrimiiultlaa. 

Itedar  tba  otildaaaa  of  tba  Offioa  of  tba  laorataxy*  tba 
triba  aad  tba  tawna  aa«ra««d  tba  aarrlaaa  of  a  aadiater« 
tba  Oattfliet  Maaaaawaat  aroup  (CKB)  of  Boatoa* 
MKaaaabuaatta*  to  laMt  a  eaqpriao  poaition  oa  tba  iaauas. 
Qafertaaatalyt  %ba  affert  waa  oaattooaaafol  baoavaa  tba 
towaa  vara  WMbla  to  o«a*it  to  ma  agraaaaet  without  a 
r«f auroadwa.  tba  triba  baa  takaa  tba  peaitioa  that  Cha 

ajcaroiaa  of  tba  Saorataxy'i  diaexatieaary  aatberity  to 
aoquira  laad  ia  truat  aeaeua  !■  aot  vubjaet  to  a  pablio 
rafaraaduBi. 

Ths  iafra-stxuotora  aad  ecoseaio  dovalopaaac  projaots 
tafciaa  plaoo  oo  tba  raaarratioa  baro  produead  aa  -«r"f'' 
eoaatruetioa  payroll  ot  approxlaataly  forty  millioa 
dollmra.  Tba  rmwi.»oda  r«ginn  M^loya  tpprcoclaataly  9,S00 
paopl«  wltb  aa  aaaoal  p«yroll  is  tba  Tieiaity  of  ««d 
buAdrad  mllllaa  dollara.  Mo«t  of  tbaia  aa^loyaas  lira 
loeally,  laeludlao  savaral  buxidzads  la  tha  towna  of  iiortb 
Ctosiacrtao  aad  Ladyaxd.  laob  aapleyaa  raealTaa  aa 
axoalloat  baaafit  plaa«  iseluOisg  full  Madieal,  daatal, 
aya  oara,  aad  pbazaaeautiosl  b«a«fi«fl.  Vba  eurraat 
projvaca  wwi  ■  tbaa  oCfaat  aay  tax  loaa  wltb  as 
ixkoaloulabla  "apta-oCe"  to  lo«»3.  b^Lslaassaa  gaaaratad  by 
tlM  «rlb«««  •ooooaao  d«rrale|7a«ae  mctlTltiaa. 

Vba  triba  aaetaada  that  tba  rvnor^  of  tba  laad  frot  tba 
•«uaty  t«x  rolla  will  aot  bsTa  aa  laaMdiato  datrijaaatal 
lapaet  oa  tba  loaal  fforvzanasta  baeanao  it  baa  baan 
ttad«-v«lee«d  Cor  «T«r  «  eaatury  doa  to  tba  llaitod auitabiUty  of  tb«  propsrty  tor  daralepaaat,  tba  laok  of 
iafraatruotura  to  aopport  daralopaaoc,  aad  looal  soalaa 
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r««ulat:l(Mui .  AbboaI  tUMS  »^td  to  th*  Towa  of  X««4yaxd 
C«r  thr*  parlev  ♦•■whl*  y««x  eo  6hia  prop«x«y  «»«  9^0,083, 
•rpreadaatttly  X/2ith.  o£  co«  p«raaat  of  tbm  town**  budlgrat. 
tb«  «o«al  aBMua*  of  taasfl  da*  to  th«  Vows  of  Kcrth 
ttoaia#«en  mae  tCllLit,  ceauititnitiBa  ««11  uad«r  oa« 
p«v««it  o<  ttavh  tows' •  bodflrvt.  Xioe«l  gtnw^umaabB  «r« 
ooae«ra*d  that  oastiaa«d  «sp«B«ic»  of  thm  trli>cl  laad 
Ims*  veuld  60pmlw9  thm  Xoosl  Bi'i'»inwiif  of  •  •Iflnlfleaae 
tMM  baso  1a  ̂ h«  fiatoro.  Tb«  trlb«  cvoogaisas  tho  laoal 
Mu>»nwii»o*  eoaovrsui  aad  worlcod  with  oloccod  efCioials 
to  kltlgsto  tha  loaa  of  tb«  t«K  baoo.  thm  txlbo  bs« 
ottmrmA  to  «aka  pcyaaato  la  Xlmt.  of  tuas  sad  !•  pr^azod 
to  ••tftbllah  «  tr««t  f«sd  for  tho  tevna  la  aaousts  th*e 
weuXd  offa«t  can  lootco  booarra  of  tha  eottrorsion  of  tbm 
laad  iatft  trust  atatua .  sovrror ,  th«  towna  r«f usod  to 
moam^t  •  naeotta»*d  aaeunc  to  of  Caoe  this  loss  mm  wmH  «• 
a  tribal  offar  to  lapsora  tba  roada  avrroundiaa  tba 
tribal  gaalBO  aatabUafasaBt .  Tbo  tomb  of  Lodyard 
iaoroaaad  tSM  aaaaaamaats  of  chia  nadofralopod  proporty  Co 
•pproaciaataly  990«000  vbloh  waa  ofCoetlTa  «lMly  199). 
Thla  Inoraaaad  aasaaaaast  la  eoatoafeod  by  tba  trlba. 

Tba  trUaa  baa  sot  t^ttammtmA  that  thalr  ketal  (adiaeeat  ta 
cha  aacclanam  avaa)  b«  plaoad  lato  truat.  ibia  raattlta 
la  cha  payaaat  of  1400,000  par  yaar  lo  proparty  taieaa  to 
tba  Tame  of  Zi«dytxd/  maitLofr  tba  trlba  tbo  aaeood  largaat 
taiq^yar  In  tba  town. 

iJl.xe(f)  .  .  .  Ovar  oaa  buAdrad  foxm  lattara  of  protaat 
«w«  raoai<Tad,  vbUa  patltloaa  «iitb  apprexiaataly  10,000 
algnatoraa  war*  fUad  In  ax^port  of  eh«  osqpaAalon  of  fcb« 
teriba'a  land  baaa. 

Tbaaa  lattara  of  pretaat  eaa  ba  eataffortaed  lato  tba 
foUowiaa  nneaamat 

1.  leaa  of  eoatrol  orvar  feba  laad  baoaua*  tba 
trlba  %fill  aee  bar*  to  ooaply  vltb  aoalao 
ragulaaioaai 

a.  tbo  raxml  aatura  of  tba  araa  will  ba  cbaaoad 
booAuaa  tba  nmm  la  obaagiaa;  (Notot  landa  In 
tba  To*a  of  Iiadyard  ax*  pr«a«atly  aooad  Cor 
or—MmtaT  «a«.) 

3.  Xoaa  oe  "rarwBaa"  ta«  baaa;  (Sotai  efaa  tovss 
roCuaad  to  aae«pt:  a  tooaotlatod  aaouac  to 
efCaac  tbla  loaa  a«  wall  aa  tha  oCfor  to 
l*P«a*a  roada  arouad  tho  aaadaa 
aatabUateaat.) 

faar  aad/ar  ooaeara  of  tba  triba  baiag  la 
ooutxel  orar  laaAa  ̂ itfala  tba  towaa  and  a  biaa 
agalaat  tba  trlba; 
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B.   th«  potmazLtl   for  ineifMtad  erias  b«a«a««  ec 
tlM  ia£l«x  of  p«epl«  iB«e  ch«  txm%i   sad 

S.   «^«  d««ix«  to  liaLz  ham   auoh  land  tb»   trite* 
■«y  •oquic*  aod  plao*  late  trust  ata-tus  within 

Xaoal  nn— inlti»«» 

l<oa«l  uiii>i  iiiiaiii  ■  h*Ti  «jcpr«cs«d  eoao«rB  that  plcaaad 
d«r*lo9MMit  will  oluuia*  tb»  c««14M>ti*2  •karaetar  of  th» 
aroa  aed  «U1  sot  bo  ro9«lAtod  by  tho  looal  soBla« 

eoMBiosl.ao  oad  ■iili  niwan^il  l«w«  if  «Ka  load  io  gr«sto4 
tmat  atatua.  tto  awrcoandlaa  tawaa  aro  traditiooally 
oallod  "bodseoK"  oimimltioa  with  aisiaol 
laduatrlal/oeHMToial  drvolopooat  aad  Xiaitod  to  aorrioo- 
typo  bualaooooi  aad  nail  agrioalturo  uooo.  Xt  io  thlo 
rival  ataeaphor*  that  aano  of  thoaa  is  oppoaitioa  vlah  to 

proaorvo  asd  fool  throataxiod  hy  tho  KiahaaeqcXofe  ^oquot'a caalBO  aad  moaort  prejoot.  thm  triho  eoatoada  that  tha 
pMpeaod  bttfCor  aaoo  will  aoaoopliah  thia  daairod 
Xlaltatioa  to  davolepawit,  dovolopaaat  haa  oot  ooeurrod 
OB  tho  auhjoot  paraola  for  aa  ojctoadod  pariod,  aad  tho 
txiho  will  bo  Bubjoet  co  all  rodaral  lawa  applloabla  to 
tru8«  laada  iaeludiaa  •aTlraoMntal  lawa  iff  traat  atatua 
la  graatod. 

Tho  oaXy  lapaot  t&ciaipaeod  la  ea  eho  reads  ffyataa. 
BowoTor*  it  la  astieipatod  that  tho  lapaet  will  ha  aa 
iaproreaaat  rathor  thaa  a  dotrtaoat  to  tho  looal 
I  [■■iiiifr]]-  by  oliaioatia?  tho  pvohlaao  of  eaaiae  patroaa 
parkiaa  aloaa  tho  road.  Alao,  tho  triho  Toluataarad  to 
laprovo  tho  road  ayaeaa  aarrouadiaa  tho  eaaiae. 

7ba  Sottlaaoat  Act  graata  oivll  and  orlaiaal  juriadietioa 
to  tho  Itato  of  Ceaaootieuc.  Bow«vor«  aiaeo  thoao 

paraola  aro  eutaida  of  tho  aottloaoat  aroa  aad  boiag- 
oeaTwrcad  late  truat  uador  tho  authority  of  tho  XBA,  we 
aoa  BO  aaod  to  gxaat  juriadietioa  to  tho  atata. 

ISl.  10(g)  .  .  .  fho  aceaptaaoe  of  the  aubioet  pareala 
iato  truat  for  tha  Kashoatuolcot  Paooot  Trlba  will  ̂ ya 
wItiImI  laoaet  oa  tho  rospoaaibilitioa  of  tho  Boroau  of 
Tndlaa  ACfalra.  Tha  tribe  alroady  eparataa  VxJ».  L«  93- 
f  St  prograaa  vhloh  prevido  tho  buUc  of  tho  aarrieaa  to 
tribal  aaabora  at  thia  data. 

jathough  tho  triha  haa  apaoif lad  ita  iatoadad  uao  for  tha  auhjae  : 
property,  aa  approaciaato  f oar  aara  parking  lot  aad  the  raaaiaic  f 
aeraage  aa  a  "gvooa  apaea" ,  la  aa  af fore  to  aaaura  that  aay  f utux'  • 
dof^elopoast  la  adaqaately  adar«aaed.  the  Maahaatuolcet  Poauot  Trih«.  I 
Council  paeaed  Ordiaaaee  Ho.  041395-01  oatabliahiag  eartaJ  i 
preeedaraa  aad  regulationa  ooaoaraioff  tha  247  acroa.  Sal  I 
preeodurea  aro  aa  Cellowai 
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1.  ■V^oB  «toB  — ■ipfPi  eC  thm  ■«ld  347  «er*s  ia  «m«e 
Ml  ka*«U  W  tkm  XJaLfd.  n*%m9  tor  thM  b— tit  e< 
ttk«     «vik«     t^    fellowiag    ua«     r*6Uls«ioa>     •hall 

A.        Vha   «*!>•   aay   »rit4Bn»    to   ua«   «Jm 

gM 

t«9  •■*  lia»«   aad  a  ra«idaao«r 

«n»«B«  us««  shall  oaDOtawn  ia 
aoa«>4aae«  with  th*  iteTixetaaafeal 
Aaa>«— at  ooaAiofead  br  tha  9XX  aa 
»*»«  af  its  rarlaw  of  tha  «riha'* 
applloatioa  aad  it*  rowaz. 

addltJ 

e.       A«     awah    alaa    a«    tihs    toriha    shall 
»••  Aay  «••  of  tha  347  aovas  is 

Ltiaa  fee  thess  dssexihad   sbora* 
•aah  pwm^—A  additional   usa   shall 
ha    sahiaat   tie   ths   opprerml    af   «ha 
•socatsxy  pursaast  to  eha  followiaa 

(i)  fha  triho  shall  ■uhsdt  a 
pareposad  aassdaaot  of  aba 
Ordiawaaa  to  tha  saorafeaxv 
dasovihlatf  ia  datail  tha 
pvaposad  sdditioaal  aaa. 

(ii)  Tha  trihs  shall  prorida 
•ay  sad  all  iafomstioa 
aaoassAzy  to  oaasa  a  ximm  IA  to 

^^,  ••^      o<      tha      pvopoaad sdditioaal  ttss. 

<iii)  xt  is  soraod  that  if  tha •aorotsry  datsrviaas  wibhia  CO 
^y*  s<tar  ths  ooaplatioa  szad 
•uhsissioa   of   tha    rasults    af 
tha  «A  that  aa  tovlromaatal Zapsat       ttats  BBat        (BXC)       ba 
addisiooal  ua«.  tha  triho  ahall 
••"f^*"  »»_,to  ba  oooAMtad  ia aooordaaoa  with  tha  apBlieabl* 
staada»da      of      tha      aatioaal MTlrianaimt^l  roliay  hot. 

to  Sr^SLjTT/  ̂ -^^*^  **'*^  ***^  ̂ *o  trust 
to  th2  feH^  2f  '•*J^5^  •««  "o«k  seeaiagtoa  aoual »o   tha  tmmmm  daa  «a  tha  Taa  U.«t  o«   OctSar   i   '^^^ 
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1»94,  «SU^ak  tMM.  MUa  ar*  te«  a&d  p«y«bl«  is  July 
o£  2J9>.  ni  ■■■III  1 1  nil  <7aXy  19f(»  Ch«  tribo  shall  pay 
to  •ftob  of  tlM  toiRUi/  «&  aaoust  oqusl  to  tbo  tftxoi 
Wbi«h  v«r«  teo  uA  p«ymbl«  la  J\ily  1995*  toffothor 
wit^  a  pvreantav*  laer««««  ov  dsez«a*««  «hlob«««r 

th«  «•••  aay  b«f  •qoal  to  tha  ioac«aa«  ez-  d«os««a« ia  tlM  totAl  tax**  thAt  &r«  du«  tad  payablo  to  tho 
rospootlT*  toim  f«c  •!!  prap«r«i«a  la  July  19 •(  mm 
It  rol«t«c  to  tha  uMuata  duo  is  O^ly  1998.  tIm 
trlbo  ohAll  Main  thJLm  yynt  ia  liou  of  tiuc«« 
uuuully  ta  o«eh  town  la  July  of  aaoli  oad  mrmxy 
yvAT  tborosftor  at  t^  JUly  1991  Iwol  laeraaaad  or 
doorooiHid  by  tba  pareaatago  laaraaaa  or  Oaavaaaa 
for  tba  gi<raa  yoar  orar  tboaa  total  taMaa  d«a  ia 
July  19B9.  Za  tha  oraat  that  tho  taxaa  payabla  aa 
of  iTttly  19SI  havv  aot  b««a  aatahliahad  booaaaa  of 
tli*  axlataaoo  of  aa  appoal  or  oth«r  cdMllao«a  to 
tba  aaouac<  tha  taicaa  that  ara  finally  foaad  aa  a 
raault  of  aald  appaal  to  b«  da«  aad  payablo  with 
ragaxd  to  tba  anplieabla  preparty  «111  b«  paid. 

3.  Za  tlM  OToat  tlM  criba  faila  to  aaka  tbo  payaoat 
raottirod  haraia,  tho  tribo  valToa  it*  •oraraian 
iBBualty  for  tba  aola  asd  ILaitod  porpoaa  of 
paratlttisg  tba  to«&a  co  brlaa  lagal  proea«dia«s  feo 
oolloot  tba  aaeuat  doa  oadar  ehia  paragrapk  2. 

4.  Asy  aaaatease  to  tba  Ordlaaaaa  will  aat:  bo 
offaocl^ra  vitbouc  eoaaaat  of  tba  laorotary  off  tba 

Zacarior.* 

X  Basardoua  Matariala  turrvy  w»a  eoaplat»d  aad  approvad  April  14 
1999.  Mo  coocaalaaata  ware  fouad  oa  cba  proparty.  Tha  rotrulacieaii 
ooatalaad  ia  HM9X  bava  boaa  sac  with  aa  KaviroaaaaeaJ.  Jkaaaa«&aa' '. 
(BA)  eoBBplabad  la  Joaa  199),  aad  rmrrtfd  ea  April  31,  1999.  T«- • 
archaaologioal  sltaa  ba^a  baaa  idaneif iad  asd  aro  loeatad  a  ooupl  ■ 
huadrad  foot  ia  frea  Kouta  2  ea  aichar  aida  e£  eha  proparty  lis  > 
dirldiaa  Lota  92  aad  72.  Tha  Tribal  Couaoil  hae  appro^od  tb  i 
aaeaTmtion  of  tboaa  altat  asd  baa  dirootad  thae  tbay  aot  b  i 
diaturbad.  It  ia  a.  ataadiag  policy  that  laad  ia  aot  da-ralopad  c  : 
othartriaa  diatarbad  aatil  aa  arohaaoloaioal  aurvay  baa  bat  i 
ooaplatad.  This  traaaaotion  will  bara  ao  affeot  oa  biatorie  • 
artrhitaetural,  or  arobaaologLoal  raaourcat  oa,  or  allgibla  for,  tk. » 
Hatioaal  Raffiatar  of  Siatorie  Plaoai .  Tbara  ara  ao  tbraafcoaad  c  r 
ani1nngon»d  apaoiaa  or  erltical  babi.tata .  Moaa  of  cUa  oMiatiag  <■  r 
plaaaad  ssoa  for  tho  proparty  will  bo  oa  or  af  2ae«  aay  oaiaaid  f 
woblaads .  Tboro  will  bo  ao  ad-roro*  off oot  oa  public  hoaleh  asi  f 
aaCaey  by  takiao  eba  aia  parcola  lato  t:rua«.  Xa  fact,  du*  t:  > 
ourraac  trafffio  problaaia  caoiaA  by  inauffioleat  parkiag^  publf  ? 
aafaty  will  bo  latfroraa  by  tlio  apoady  raeraatloa  of  addltioaii  L 
parfciaa  for  tba  oaalao. 
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Xb  ocmslusioa^  «•  b«ll«««  tb&t  thm  trlb«  has  aad*  a  ffoe^  Caiih 
•ff ozr  ts  rvvelT*  eha  cooflloes  b«t«o«B  tb«  tcnmm  aad  tb«  trlb<i . 
Thair  of  far  to  maka  piyaaata  ia  liau  ef  taacaa  to  thm  toima  and  ̂ o 
iJ9r<rra  fcba  roaAa  wtxioh  •orrouxxd  tba  tribal  eaaiaa  aatabllahaai  t 
waa  rafuaad.  Sba  Toma  of  I>a4r*rd  laeraaaad  clia  aaaaanoaot  «:  C 
proparey  taaaa  Croa  $10,091  to  $SO,00e  la  July  1*99.  Tha  trll.» 
natusrally  oeataa«ad  auoh  an  osraaao&abla  laorvoa*.  thm  adl:* 
psaaad  aa  Ordlaaaos  rwquirlaa  approval  of  tha  aaecatary  far  aiif 
prepeaod  ohasowa  and  to  aaX*  paymaac  ia  llaa  ef  turaa  on  ah«  «ci.  i 
psoparby.  xt  la  apparaat  to  «a  that  tha  tovxaa  do  not  viah  V. » 
esoparmta  ^th  tha  triha  la  Itl  affert«  to  lovrora  valf  • 
dataxadaatloa  or  aeoaanio  daralopaaat.  Blatorleally,  tba  nm\» 
Zadlaa  pepolatloa  of  Cooaactioat  haa  ovpoaad  aay  laad  aequlaltica 
by  a  tzitoa.  Ha  faal  f*"**^  tha  trlba  haa  triad  to  eooparata  with  tin 
noB-Zadiaa  eooaaisltisa  aad  th«.e  «a  ahould  eaoaldar  tha  b«aaf ita  t  > 
tha  trltoa. 

wa  ballwva  tba  ae«ul«ltlOB  la  la  tha  batt  lataraat  of  tk  i 
MAahaatuekae  Vaqoot  ^tt*^"i  Trlba  of  Coeaaeticut  mad  eoaour  with  tt'  i 
Baft  am  axmm  Olzactor'f  daciaioa  that  tha  aaquialtloa  bo  proeaa«a<  I 
for  approval.  Wa  alao  £lad  that  tha  acQuialtlea  Oualiflaa  fo- 
oasv«r«loo  to  tzuat  stataa  purauaat  to  tha  pttjrlslaaa  of  tha  Act  e: ' 
juaa  II,   XSS4   (it  ttat.   9U,   aS  U.S.e.  I  ««S>. 

Tharafora,  wa  xaeo^Msd  approval  of  tha  aabjaet  property  to  thi 
TTaltad  atataa  of  Jtearloa  la  truat  for  tha  Itashaaeoekat  Poqool 
ymAimn  Triba  of  Ceaaaotltfut,  aubjaet  to  tha  aatlafaotloa  of  ai: 
title  rag<xir— at  purauant  to  3S  ora  ISi.ia.  Attaehod  la  thi 
socio*  of  final    affaacy  action  for  your  aigsatura. 

coaeuri 

X  bava  ravlowod  tha  foraooiaa  raan—nnAa.tioo  aaaoraadua  azvd  aoaeui; 
with  tha  fiadlnga. 

Ada  I.  Baar  teta 
Acalstaat  Caeratary  -  Zadlaa  Jif  eaira 
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14110-03) 

DSMMMHEMT  OT  TIIS   XWTUaOR 

BuvMU  or  Xadimn  Aff&irt 

ai  om  111  Xand  Aospsi«itlon» 

lu>«au  or  IntflM  XfTklrt.   Zntarier 

ACTZOMi       M*tlo«  ftf  riMl  A««nay  O«t«smination  te  tak«  land  ini:o 

trust  undar  as  CVm  »»rt  ISI. 

KftMMcr:      Th«  Xsviatant  8«cr*Ury   -   Indian  Xffalra  aiada  a  rini  I 

daolaien  to  •aquira  •pproiOnafely  IfS  mer**  or  l»nd  Into  truat  fc  7 

th«      fetealiantuokat      Fallot      Indian      Trib*      or      Cennsotlout      a:i 
MAY  2  ?  1996 

  .        This    notio*    is    publiahad    in    th«    axaroiaa    a:' 

authority    dal«g»t«d    by    tha    Saorataty    of    tha    Zntarlor    to    thii 

AaaiatMtt  t^Mratacy  -  Indian  Affalra  by  209  DM  8.31^. 

fOA    IQRTBBR    ZMfOlOIKTXOM    COKTACT:        Alio*    A.     MazvOod,     BUkWftU    Of. 

Zndii.an  ATfalra,  Division  of  Ma«I  £atat«  flarviooa,   Ghimt,   Srwaoh  oil 

Tachnloal    forvloaa,    MS-4S22/H:B/Codo    230,     1M»    C    ltc«at«    M.W.. 

tmm>ii.nQtma,   O.C.    30340,    talaphono    (202)    200-7737, 
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CPrVUOtBnASlT  zaronacrXOVt  rb«  0«9«rtaa&t  of  Zstacior  •■«aM.i«hi  d 

•  proc«Avir«  to  ancur*  tli«  opportunity  fo«  jadieiaj,  rariow  •:« 

•teinistratlv*  Aaeiaiocx*  to  Mouiro  titlo  eo  laada  la  treat  fi:r 

TTi-i<—  toriboa  ^i^  iadi-rldiial  ^'*1«««  uadax  aootioa  5  of  tha  Zadln  a 

RoerffaaisatioB  Act  (Zml  (vuhllo  ti«w  73-383,  «•  ftat.  M*-*!!.  :i  S 

Q.f.C.  iCS  4ad  ot&ar  fadaral  atatutaa).  Yhia  notloo  la  lasunt 

toeerdia0  to  tbo  rl«al  aula  aatabliahisff  a  S  0-day  wmitlaff  parlc  1 

af tar  final  adslaiatntivo  dofllaleoa  to  aoquiro  laada  isito  txuat  . 

rtho  rlaal  Ikulo  wma  vobliahod  is  thm  radaral  K«8l«t*r  oa  April  24 MAf  2?  tt« 

IMC,  61  m  to  itota««a,  as  c?m  fi5i.i2(b),    oa   U^S2-/  t*" 

j^alataat  Paerotacr  -  TniHaa  Af  falra  daoidad  to  aooapi  ■ 

«9PSOiclaM.t*ly   Ids   aoraa   of   laaA   late   craat   for   tba   Uaobaatu^fcai 

»aqaot  Z&diaa  Trlbo  of  Oeaaaoticue.  Tha  Sacratasy  shall  acquiri 

tltla  in  tha  aaaa  of  tha  nai«*d  atacaa  la  truat  for  th>'. 

H«ahaAtuekat  Voquot  Zadlan  Triba  Cor  tha  fiva  traisca  of  lam' 

d«aerU>«4  h«le«r  so  aeooar  than  90  day*  aetar  th*  dato  of  thin 

aotioo . 

Maw  Iioadqa  County,    Coanoefelout 
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lot  #101  TowB  of  Worth  leoadacrtoB 

liot  fl  fowl  af  »vtk  •feenli.«eaa 

Lob  MO  *•«»  of  b««y«rd 

Xioe  #••  Tewa  of  b«4y»rd 

Lot  ITS  TOM  of  L«4yard 

Let  •?<  fvtm  of  Lo4ymxd 

Lot  «•)  TO«a  of  L«dy«x< 

Cltlo  to  tho  load  dooorl^d  Abors  will  b*  oeerarad  aubifoot  to  ta; 

▼ftlid  oKlotittv  oo««aoot«  (or  puUie  roodOr  bifftermyt,  piabli> 

tttilitioo*  plpoliaoa*  and  may  ocbar  ralid  •tooooato  or  rieht«-of< 

way  Bov  oo  ««oord« 

Ada  B.   Door  Bato 
Aaaiotaat  ■oorotasy  -  Zadiaa  Affairs 
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.-.-z.-.cr:   George  Slcibme  at  -ICSIAI 
zlze:  7/8/95   5:36  ?M 
Priority:  Normal 
Receipt  Requested 

Miltona  R.  Wilkir.s 
Tom  Hartman 
Paula  L.  Hart 
Tina  LaRocque 

Subject:  Hudson  Dog  Trade 
Message  Contents 

I  have  left  on  Tona's  desk  the  redrafted  version  of  the 
Hudson  letter,  per  Duffy  and  Heather's  instructions, 
along  with  the  disk  I  used.   Please  make  sure  it  is  put 
m  final  form,  and  brought  up  to  Heather  first  thing  on 

Monday.   Please  have  copies  made  for  Bob  Anderson,"-^"^ Kevin^^reiy,  and  Hilde^   The  Secretary  wants  this  to  go 
out  ASAP-  because  of  Ada's  impending  visit  to  the  Great 
Lakes  Axea.   Also,  give  Larry  a  copy  of  this  message, 
and  tell  him  to  contact  Tom  Sweeney  and  keep  him 
advised  of  any  development  on  Hudson  letter.   I  do  not 
have  a  copy  of  the  original  Hudson  letter  draft, 
because  it  is  no  longer  on  my  disk  (George  Skibine 
Docs) .   However,  I  cc:  mailed  that  document  to  some  of 
you  and  to  SOL  if  it  needs  to  be  retrieved. 
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[The  deposition  of  Kevin  Meisner  follows:] 

Executive  Session 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight, 
U.S.  House  of  Representatives, 

Washington,  DC. 

DEPOSITION  OF:  KEVIN  MEISNER 

Friday,  January  16,  1998 

The  deposition  in  the  above  matter  was  held  in  Room  2247,  Raybum  House  Office 
Building,  commencing  at  10:15  a.m. 

Appearances: 
Staff  Present  for  the  Government  Reform  and  Oversight  Committee:  Robert  J. 

Dold,  Jr.,  Investigative  Counsel;  E.  Edward  Eynon,  Investigative  Counsel;  Michael 
J.  Yeager,  Minority  Counsel;  and  Sara  Depres,  Minority  Counsel. 
For  MR.  MEISNER: 

TIMOTHY  S.  ELLIOTT,  ESQ. 
Deputy  Associate  Solicitor-General  Law 
Department  of  the  Interior 
1849  C  Street,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.C.  20240 

Mr.  Dold.  On  the  record.  Good  morning,  Mr.  Meisner.  On  behalf  of  the  members 
of  the  Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight,  I  appreciate  and  thank  you 
for  appearing  here  today.  This  proceeding  is  known  as  a  deposition.  The  person 
transcribing  this  proceemng  is  a  House  reporter  and  a  notary  public.  I  will  now  re- 

quest that  the  reporter  place  you  under  oath. 

THEREUPON,  KEVIN  MEISNER,  a  witness,  was  called  for  examination  by  counsel, 
and  after  having  been  first  duly  sworn,  was  examined  and  testified  as  follows: 

Mr.  Dold.  I  would  like  to  note  for  the  record  those  who  are  present  at  the  begin- 
ning of  this  deposition.  I  am  Bob  Dold,  designated  Majority  counsel  for  the  commit- 

tee. I  am  accompanied  today  by  Teddy  Eynon,  who  is  also  with  the  Majority.  Mr. 
Mike  Yeager  is  the  designated  Minority  counsel,  and  he  is  accompanied  today  by 
Sara  Depres.  Mr.  Meisner  is  accompanied  today  by  Mr.  Tim  Elliott. 

Although  this  proceeding  is  being  held  in  a  somewhat  informal  atmosphere,  be- 
cause you  have  been  placed  under  oath,  your  testimony  here  today  has  the  same 

force  and  effect  as  if  you  were  testifying  before  the  committee  or  a  court  of  law.  If 
I  ask  you  about  a  conversation  you  have  had  in  the  past  and  you  are  imable  to  re- 

call the  exact  words  used  in  the  conversation,  you  may  state  that  you  are  unable 
to  recall  the  exact  words  and  then  you  may  give  me  the  gist  or  the  substance  of 
any  such  conversation  to  the  best  of  your  recollection.  If  you  recall  only  part  of  a 
conversation  or  only  part  of  an  event,  please  give  me,  to  the  best  of  yovir  recollection, 
those  events  or  parts  of  conversations  that  you  do  recall. 

The  Majority  and  Minority  committee  counsels  will  ask  you  questions  regarding 
the  subject  matter  of  the  investigation.  Minority  counsel  will  ask  questions  after 
Majority  counsel  is  finished.  After  Minority  counsel  has  completed  questioning  you, 

a  new  round  of  questions  may  begin.  Members  of  Congress  who  attend  today's  pro- 
ceeding will  be  afforded  an  immediate  opportunity  to  ask  (questions,  that  is,  if  they 

attend,  and  I  have  not  heard  that  any  of  them  are  planmng  to  attend  today,  but 
if  they  should,  they  will  be  afforded  an  immediate  opportunity.  When  they  have 
completed  their  questioning  of  you,  committee  counsel  will  resume  questions  where 
we  left  off. 

Pursuant  to  the  committee's  rules,  you  are  allowed  to  have  an  attomev  present 
to  advise  you  of  your  rights.  Any  objection  raised  during  the  course  of  the  deposition 
shall  be  stated  for  the  record.  If  the  witness  is  instructed  not  to  answer  a  question 
or  otherwise  refuses  to  answer  a  question,  Majority  and  Minority  counsel  will  confer 
to  determine  whether  an  objection  is  proper.  If  the  Minority  and  Majority  counsels 
agree  that  a  question  is  proper,  the  witness  will  be  asked  to  answer  the  question. 
If  an  objection  is  not  withdrawn,  the  Chairman  or  a  Member  designated  by  the 
Chairman  may  decide  whether  the  objection  is  proper. 

This  deposition  is  considered  as  taken  in  executive  session  of  the  committee, 
which  means  that  it  may  not  be  made  public  without  the  consent  of  the  committee 
pursuant  to  clause  2(kX7)  of  House  RvUe  XI.  We  ask  you  to  abide  by  the  rules  of 
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the  House  and  not  discuss  with  anyone,  other  than  your  attorney,  this  deposition 
and  the  issues  and  questions  raised  during  its  proceeding. 

Finally,  no  later  than  5  days  after  your  testimony  is  transcribed  and  vou  have 
been  notified  that  yotir  transcript  is  available,  you  may  submit  suggested  changes 

to  the  Chairman.  The  practice  has  been  that  depositions  have  been  available  fairly 

quickly  afterwards,  ana  in  this  case  we  will  make  sure  that  that  transcript  is  avail- able for  Mr.  EUiott  and  have  him  or  us,  whatever  the  case  may  be,  get  that  up  to 
you  as  soon  as  possible,  within  at  least  a  day  or  two. 

Committee  staff  may  make  any  typographical  and  technical  changes  requested  by 

you.  Substantive  changes,  modifications,  clarifications,  or  amendments  to  the  depo- 
sition transcript  submitted  by  you  must  be  accompanied  by  a  letter  requesting  the 

changes  and  a  statement  of  yoiu-  reasons  for  each  proposed  change.  A  letter  request- 
ing any  substantive  changes  must  be  signed  by  you.  Any  substantive  changes  shall 

be  included  as  an  appendix  to  the  transcript  conditioned  upon  your  signing  of  the 
transcript. 

Do  you  understand  everything  we  have  gone  over  so  far? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Do  you  have  any  questions  about  anything  that  we  have  gone  over? The  Witness.  No. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Mr.  Meisner,  if  you  don't  understand  a  question,  please  say  so  and  I 
will  repeat  it  or  rephrase  it  so  that  you  understand  the  question.  Do  you  understand 
that  you  should  teU  me  if  you  do  not  understand  my  question? 

The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  DOLD.  The  reporter  will  be  taking  down  everything  we  say  and  will  make  a 
written  record  of  the  deposition.  You  must  give  audible,  verbal  answers,  because  the 

reporter  cannot  record  what  a  nod  of  the  head  or  a  gesture  means.  Do  you  under- stand that? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  DOLD.  If  you  can't  hear  me,  please  say  so  and  I  will  repeat  the  question  or 
have  the  court  reporter  read  the  question  back  to  you.  Do  you  understand  that? 

The  Witness.  Okay.  Good. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Your  testimony  is  being  taken  under  oath  as  if  we  were  in  coiirt,  and 

if  you  answer  a  question,  it  will  be  assumed  that  you  understood  the  question  and 
the  answer  was  intended  to  be  responsive  to  it.  Do  you  understand  that? 

The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  understand  that  you're  here  voluntarily  today,  and  I  thank  you  very much  for  that. 
Mr.  Elliott,  do  you  have  a  statement? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Yes.  r  i.    r» 
Mr.  Meisner  is  here,  as  you  stated,  voluntarily.  He  is  not  an  employee  of  the  De- 

partment of  the  Interior;  he  is  a  former  employee  there.  He  used  to  be  in  the  solici- 
tor's office  and  was  a  member  of  the  solicitor's  office  at  the  time  of  the  Hudson  Dog Trsck  d6cisioii 

That  being  the  case,  he  is  privy  to  information  and  has  legal  opinions  which  are 
the  subject  of  attorney-client  privileges,  as  well  as  perhaps  attorney  work  product 

privileges,  and  we  would  request  that  you  not,  in  view  of  the  fact  that  much  of  what 
he  may  know  about  is  now  in  Utigation,  and  there  have  been  representations  prior 
to  today  that  counsel  does  not  wish  to  get  into  the  litigation  that  is  ongoing  at  this 
time.  We  would  ask  that  you  not  attempt  to  delve  in  his  thought  processes  which 
relate  to  privileged  information  such  as  his  legal  opinion.  If  vou  do,  we  will  work 
that  out  at  the  time  that  you  get  into  that.  However,  I  intend  to  object  in  order  to 

preserve  the  privilege  for  the  Department  of  the  Interior  and  the  United  States  in 
this  Utigation. 

One  bit  of  logistics,  as  we  have  done  in  the  last  two  depositions,  we  intend  to  hn- 
ish  up  at  3  o'clock  this  afternoon.  We  would  like  to  take  a  half-hour,  45  minute 
lunch  break  sometime  around  noon,  whenever  it  is  convenient  for  you,  and  then  fin- 

ish up  at  3  o'clock. 
Mr.  Yeager.  On  behalf  of  the  Minority,  I  would  Uke  to  thank  you  for  appearing 

voluntarily  today.  •     u       u 
My  understanding  from  counsel's  representations  in  the  past  is  that  the  commit- 

tee is  not  interested  in  the  litigation,  and  my  understanding  is  that  questions  will 
not  go  to  the  Utigation.  Am  I  correct  in  that  assumption? 

Mr.  DOLD.  Let  me  again  state  on  the  record  for  this  deposition  as  I  have  in  past 

depositions,  that  the  committee  is  not  interested  whatsoever  in  the  ongoing  Utiga- 
tion in  Wisconsin.  We  are  interested  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  as  it  pertains 

to  our  investigation.  I  wiU  leave  it  at  that. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Before  we  begin,  I  would  just  Uke  to  lodge  an  objection  to  this  depo- 
sition, as  we  have  lodged  with  respect  to  every  deposition  on  the  Hudson  casino 
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matter.  The  Senate  Governmental  Affairs  Committee  has  conducted  an  investigation 
of  the  matter  and  conducted  public  hearings.  The  Justice  Department  is  investigat- 

ing the  matter.  We  understand  the  Committee  on  Resources  has  also  commenced 
a  separate  inquiry  into  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter,  and  it  seems  to  the  Minority 
that  this  is  an  entirely  duplicative  and  unnecessary  enterprise.  On  behalf  of  the  Mi- 

nority, I  would  like  to  apologize  to  you  for  the  inconvenience  of  appearing  here 
today.  So  rather  than  object  throughout  the  deposition,  I  would  just  Like  to  put  that 
on  the  record  now. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  can  you  please  state  and  spell  your  name  for  the  record? 
Answer.  Yes.  My  name  is  Kevin  Widlus  Meisner.  Did  you  ask  me  to  spell  it? 
Question.  Please. 
Answer.  K-E-V-I-N,  W-I-D-L-U-S,  M-E-I-S-N-E-R. 
Question.  And  can  you  give  me  a  brief  employment  history  of  jobs  you  have  held? 
Answer.  Sure.  I  graduated  from  law  school  in  1990.  From  law  school,  I  worked 

for  the  Paucatuck  Eastern  Pequot  Indian  tribe,  P-A-U-C-A-T-U-C-K,  in  North 
Stonington,  Connecticut.  I  worked  there  from  the  fall  of  '90  after  I  passed  the  bar exam  untU  the  fall  of  1991. 

In  November  of  1991,  I  took  a  position  in  the  Office  of  Solicitor,  division  of  Indian 
Affairs,  and  held  that  position  until  May  of  1996.  I  worked  in  two  branches  in  the 
Indian  Affairs  division.  The  first  branch  was  the  branch  of  Tribal  Government  in 
Alaska,  and  the  second  branch  was  the  branch  of  Environment,  Lands  and  Min- 
erals. 

In  May  of  '96, 1  went  to  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission,  and  I  was  there 
untU  October  of  '97,  and  from  October  of  '97  to  the  present,  I'm  counsel  for  the  Mo- 
hegan  Tribe,  also  in  Connecticut. 

Question.  And  where  did  you  attend  college? 

Answer.  George  Washington  University,  1985 — excuse  me,  I  think  1984  to  '87. Prior  to  that,  Penn  State  University,  starting  in  1982,  1982  to  1984. 
Question.  And  law  school  was  where? 
Answer.  Case  Western  Reserve  University  in  Cleveland. 
Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  who  did  you  meet  with  to  prepare  for  this  deposition? 
Answer.  Tim  Elliott. 
Question.  Anyone  else  besides  Mr.  Elliott? 
Answer.  Art  Gary. 
Question.  Art  Gary? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Who  is  Art  Gary? 

Answer.  Art  Gary  is  one  of  Tim  Elliott's  staff  members.  He's  an  attorney. 
Question.  What  is  their  role,  what  do  you  perceive  their  role  to  be  in  this  deposi- 

tion today? 

Answer.  The  solicitor's  office  represents  the  interests  of  the  Department  of  the  In- 
terior. And  myself,  to  the  extent  that  I  was  an  Interior  employee,  and  not  beyond 

that. 
Question.  Did  you  review  documents  with  them? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Have  you  reviewed  your  documents  pursuant  to  oiu*  subpoena,  or  the 
documents  pursuant  to  oxu"  subpoena  at  sdl,  relevant  records? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Were  you  ever  asked  by  the  Department  of  Interior  to  provide  any 
records  that  you  might  have  in  your  personal  possession? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Did  you  provide  such  records? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  have  records  in  your  personal  possession? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Did  you  keep  regular  notes  of  meetings  you  had  at  the  Department  of 

Interior? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Did  you  keep  regular  calendars? 
Answer.  I  kept  a  desk  calendar. 
Question.  And  when  you  say  you  kept  a  desk  calendar,  how  did  you  keep  the  notes 

and  your  desk  calendar?  Did  you  take  those  with  you  when  you  left  the  Depart- ment? 
Answer.  No. 
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Question.  Is  there  a  process  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  for  what  you  do 
with  those?  Do  they  go  in  a  file? 

Answer.  Circular  file.  In  other  words,  I  threw  them  out. 
Question.  Did  you  keep  e-mails? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  you  go  over  any  testimony  of  any  other  witnesses  in  this  matter 

with  Mr.  Elliott  or  anyone  in  the  solicitor's  office? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  there's  been  any  discussions  of  any  possible  conflicts 
that  the  solicitor's  ofllce  may  have  in  representing  any  particular  Interior  Depart- ment witness? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Have  you  discussed  this  deposition  with  anyone  besides  Mr.  Elliott  and 
Art  Gary? 

Answer.  What  do  you  mean? 
Question.  Have  you  discussed  the  substance  of  the  deposition  with  anybody  that 

you  were  going  to  testify? 
Answer.  I  have  told  people  that  I  was  going  to  testify.  I  have  not,  to  my  recollec- 

tion, discussed  the  substance  of  this  matter  except  to  the  extent  that,  like  I  said 

to  you  on  the  telephone,  that  I  don't  really  know  anything,  but  I  haven't  talked  to anybody  about  anything  other  than  that,  to  the  best  of  my  recollection. 
I  was  contacted  by  Penny  Coleman,  who  was  my  former  supervisor.  They  were 

trying  to  find  me.  I  believe  the  solicitor's  office  contacted  Penny,  and  so  we  talked 
about  the  fact  that  I  would  be  here.  We  specifically  did  not  talk  about  the  substance. 

And  then  I  spoke  with  George  Skibine,  and  in  the  room  with  George  Skibine  was 
Paula  Hart  and  Troy  Woodward.  I  was  on  a  speakerphone.  I  talked  to  them  about 
the  fact  that  I  was  coming  here.  We  did  not^-I  don't  remember  talking  about  any 
substance  with  them  beyond  saying  that  I  don't  know  anything  and  wasn't  really sure  what  this  was  aU  about. 

Question.  What  was  the  conversation  you  had  with  Mr.  Skibine,  Paula  Hart  and 
Troy  Woodward  on  the  speakerphone?  When  was  that  conversation? 

Answer.  Maybe  it  was  3  or  4  weeks  ago,  as  I  recall.  It  may  have  been  5  weeks 
ago. 

Question.  And  what  was  the  substance  of  that  conversation? 
Answer.  We  had  been  playing  phone  tag  trying  to  get  information  about  where 

I  was  to  people,  and  so  I  had  called  Tim  Elliott  and  Art  Gary,  and  in  the  course 

of  trying  to  get  my  information  to  folks,  I  called  George  Skibine.  It  took  him  a  cou- 
ple weeks  to  get  back  to  me,  and  I  believe  I  gave  him  also  the  information  about 

how  I  could  be  found.  I  also  had  tried  to  contact  Heather  Sibbison,  but  was  unable 
to  contact  her.  So  I  think  it  was  mostly  I  told  them  where  I  was. 

George  told  me  that  basically  he  had  been  through  the  ringer.  Didn't  tell  me  any 
substance  or  what  had  happened,  but  that  he  had  been  called  to  testify  on  several 
occasions,  and  I  think  he  stated  that  I  was  lucky  to  have  avoided  it  to  this  point. 

But  in  terms  of  the  actual  decision  or  any  substance,  I  don't  remember  any  con- versation on  that. 

Question.  Did  you  have  any  other  conversations  with  anyone  else  besides  Mr. 
Skibine,  Ms.  Hart  and  Mr.  Woodward,  and  Mr.  Elliott  and  Mr.  Gary? 

Answer.  Not  to  my  recollection. 
Question.  Has  anybody  from  the  Department  of  Justice  spoken  with  you  about  the 

Hudson  Dog  Track  matter?  Just  for  the  record,  when  I  say  the  Hudson  Dog  Track 

matter,  that's  going  to  be  my  shorthand  for  the  fee-to-trust  application  in  Wisconsin. 
Mr.  Elliott.  You  mean  recently,  but  not  in  connection  with  the  litigation?  You 

mean  recently,  but  not  in  connection  with  the  litigation? 

Mr.  DOLD.  What  do  you  mean  by  recently?  I'm  talking  about  the  1990   
Mr.  Elliott.  Give  him  a  time  frame  as  to  when  you're  talking  about. Mr.  DOLD.  Okay,  sure. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Has  anyone  from  the  Department  of  Justice  spoken  with  you  about  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  within  the  last  6  months? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Had? 
Answer.  Not — I  can't  remember  any  conversations  with  anybody  at  the  Depart- 

ment of  Justice  in  the  last  6  months. 

Question.  Did  you  speak  with  anybody  at  the  Department  of  Justice  about  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  at  all,  at  any  time? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall. 
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Question.  Apart  from  this  deposition  in  arranging  the  logistics  of  the  deposition, 
have  you  spoken  with  any  congressional  personnel  about  the  Hudson  casino  matter? 

Answer.  No. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-1  was  marked  for  identification.] 

[Note. — ^All  exhibits  referred  to  may  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
deposition.] 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-1.  It 
is  the  statement  of  uie  Secretary  of  the  Interior,  Bruce  Babbitt,  before  the  Senate 
Committee  on  Governmental  Affairs,  October  30,  1997.  I  will  allow  you  an  oppor- 

tunity to  read  it,  but  I  only  have  a  specific  question  on  page  KM-2. 
The  Witness.  Do  you  want  me  to  read  the  entire  document,  or  do  you  want  me 

Mr.  DOLD.  If  s  not  necessary,  but  I  will  certainly  aflFord  you  the  opportiinity  to  if 
you'd  like  to. Mr.  Elliott.  He  just  has  one  question,  right? 

Mr.  DOLD.  Yes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  He  is  going  to  ask  you  a  question  on  this  page. 
The  Witness.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  At  the  top  of  page  KM-2,  Mr.  Meisner,  the  very  first  line,  it  says, 
"Fourth,  the  Department  based  its  decision,"  and  we  are  talking  about  the  Hudson 
casino  matter  here,  "solely  on  the  criteria  set  forth  in  section  20  of  the  Indian  Gam- 

ing Regulatory  Act." Is  th^t  a  true  statement,  Mr.  Meisner? 
Answer.  No. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-2  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-2.  It 

is  a  letter  to  the  editor  written  by  Secretary  Bruce  Babbitt  on  January  2nd,  1998, 
that  was  published  in  the  New  York  Times  on  January  4th.  I  will  allow  you  to  take 
an  opportunity  to  read  this. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  In  the  second  paragraph,  second  sentence,  it  states  in  Mr.  Babbitt's  let- 
ter, "This  Department  does  not  force  off-reservation  casinos  upon  unwiUing  commu- 

nities." Is  that  a  policy  that  you  are  aware  of? 
Answer.  Define  "poUcy."  What  do  you  mean? 
Question.  Was  it  a  du^ctive?  Was  it  something  that  was  down  on  paper?  Was  it 

something  that  the  Department  of  the  Interior  foUowed  in  every  case? 

Answer.  It  was  not  a  directive,  it  wasn't  on  paper  as  far  as  I  know,  or  I  can't  re- 
member it  being  on  paper,  and  when  you  ask  me  if  the  Department  follows  this  pro- 

cedure in  every  case,  I  would  say  that  there  aren't  many  cases  like  this,  and  so  I 
can't  say  that  yes,  the  Department  follows  this  procedure  in  every  case,  because 
there  aren't  that  manv  cases. 

Question.  Does  it  follow  it  in  every  case  that  you  are  aware  of? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Can  you  define  for  me  what  "vmwilUng  communities"  is,  in  your  under- standing of  unwilling  community? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay.  So  in  your  statement  before,  this  is  a  correct  statement,  what  you 

were  basing  unwilling  commimity  on  when  you  say  yes,  it  was  followed  in  every  in- 
stance that  you're  aware  of? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  what  the  Secretary  was  thinking.  To  the  best  of  my  recollec- 
tion, the  Interior  Department  has  not  taken  off-reservation  land  into  trust  for  gam- 

ing in  the  face  of  intense  local  poUtical  opposition. 

Question.  Now,  let  me  ask  you  to  define  for  me  what  "local  intense  political  oppo- 
sition" is? 

Answer.  If  s  when  the  locals  are  unhappy  and  they  are  complaining  to  the  Depart- ment. 
Question.  How  many  locals  would  it  be? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  A  handful? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  In  this  particular  case,  to  my  recollection,  there  was  plenty 
of  local  opposition.  I  don't  know  numbers.  I  was  not  involved  in  the  policy  decision. 

Question.  Okay.  Would  plenty  be  20  percent? 
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Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  When  you  define  "plenty,"  what  is  plenty  to  you? 
Mr.  Yeager.  Before  we  go  much  further  into  policy  questions,  maybe  we  should 

get  on  the  record  what  Mr.  Meisner's  job  was  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior, what  his  function  was. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  think  that's  perfectly  legitimate. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  can  you  please  give  us  yoiur  job  description  at  the  Depart- ment of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  At  the  time  of  this  matter,  I  was  a  staff  attorney,  a  staff  attorney  at  the 

Interior  Department — weU,  my  understanding  of  what  a  staff  attorney  at  the  Inte- 
rior Department  is  a  person  who  works  with  the  Bureau  staff  and  the  Secretary's office  staff  to  make  svu-e  that  the  actions  that  are  taken  have  a  legal  basis,  and  so 

what  that  means  is  I  wasn't  concerned  with  the  policy  recommendation  or  the  out- 
come of  the  decision  in  any  way.  My  concern  was  that  whatever  the  Department 

did,  it  would  be  supportable  under  the  law.  So  when  you  ask  me  a  question  Uke, 

how  much  local  opposition  is  a  lot,  I  can't  really  answer  that.  In  this  case  there 
was — I  would  say  the  opposition  was  significant,  and  the  reason  I  say  that  is  be- 

cause I  remember  hearing  frequently  that  there  were  complaints. 
Question.  That's  fair  enough. 
Answer.  So  just  personally,  since  I  was  aware  of  frequent  complaints,  that's  a  lot to  me.  Because  some  appUcations  are  unopposed.  And  other  applications  have  local 

support. 
Question.  Now,  did  you  hear  about  any  support  in  this  matter? 

Answer.  To  my  recollection,  there  was  initial  support  from  some  locals,  and  I  don't remember  who  they  were,  and  I  had  a  memory  that  that  support  was  taken  away, 

or  that  they  reversed  their  position.  I  remember  that,  but  I  couldn't  tell  you  who it  was,  or  why.  I  have  no  idea. 

Question.  Okay.  We  will  get  into  that  a  little  bit  later,  so  we'll  move  on. Mr.  Yeager.  Did  you  have  a  developed  understanding  of  what  the  pohcy  of  the 
Department  of  Interior  was  at  any  given  time  besides  something  that  was  within 

your  purview  as  an  attorney  in  the  soUcitor's  office? 
The  Witness.  Can  you  be  more  specific?  Do  you  mean   
Mr.  Yeager.  I  think  you  have  testified  that  your  function  was  to  determine 

whether  any  particular  action  by  the  Department  of  Interior  was  lawful.  Does  that 
mean  in  compUance  with  statutes,  in  compliance  with  governing  regulations? 

The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  Yeager.  So  correct  me  if  I'm  wrong,  but  you  weren't  keeping  much  of  an  eye 
on  the  policy  of  the  Department,  apart  from  those  authorities  I  have  just  mentioned. 

The  Witness.  Um,  I  think  your  statement  is  basically  correct.  The  statutes  are 

first  in  terms  of  what  you're  watching,  and  then  regulations,  and  then  of  course 
court  cases,  interpreting  the  statutes  and  regulations.  But  also  at  the  Department 
there  are  memos  that  the  Secretary  could  promulgate  talking  about  what  the  poUcy 
might  be  or  what  his  position  is  on  a  certain  matter;  the  President  might  write 
something  that  he  wants  us  to  follow  as  the  chief  executive. 

In  terms  of  this  specific  type  of  acquisition,  I  know  that  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Af- 
fairs had  a  poUcy  directive  that  preceded  their  regulations.  I  could  not  recite  to  you 

the  substance  of  that  pohcy  directive.  I  know  that  the  25  CFC  151  regulations  were 
amended,  and  that — and  I  beUeve  that  the  new  regulations  took  into  consideration 
this  sort  of  off-reservation  land  acquisition  for  gaming,  at  least  I  remember  that  we 

were  in  the  process  of  promulgating  regulations  hke  that.  But  without  those  docu- 
ments in  front  of  me,  I  couldn't  tell  you  much  more  about  it.  Does  that  answer  your 

question? 
Mr.  Yeager.  Yes,  basically. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  In  your  role  in  the  solicitor's  office,  in  order  to  make  sure  that  the  Sec- 
retary and  the  Department  of  the  Interior  were  following  the  law,  the  regulations 

and  the  statutes,  would  you  have  to  review  pohcy  directives,  you  would  have  to  re- 
view things  to  make  sure  that  they  were  following  these  laws  and  these  statutes? 

That's  a  fair  statement? 
Answer.  I  would  look  to  the  statute;  I  would  look  to  the  regulations. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Yeah. 

Question.  What  role  does  the  Governor  play  in  land  acquisitions  like  the  Hudson 
Dog  Track? 
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Answer.  Under  section  20,  or  what's  commonly  referred  to  as  section  20  of  the  In- 
dian Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  in  order  to  take  off-reservation  land  that's  noncontig- 
uous and  doesn't  fall  within  a  few  enumerated  exceptions  into  trust  for  gaming, 

there  is  a  three-part  test  or  process  that  has  to  be  followed.  The  Secretary  of  the 
Interior  has  to  make  two  determinations.  He  has  to  determine  whether  the  acquisi- 

tion would  be  in  the  best  interests  of  the  tribe,  and  he  has  to  determine  whether 
the  acquisition  would  be  detrimental  to  the  surrotinding  communities.  If  the  Sec- 

retary decides  that  the  acquisition  wovild  be  in  the  benefit  of  the  tribe  and  not  det- 
rimental to  the  siirrounding  communities,  his  decision  is  then  forwarded  to  the  Gov- 

ernor of  the  State  who,  under  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  has  the  ability 

or  the  authority  to  essentially  veto  the  project  by  saying,  I  don't  agree,  and  that ends  the  process. 
Question.  Do  you  know  where  the  Governor  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin  stood  on  this 

proposed  matter? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  he  had  an  articulated  stance? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall. 
Question.  Do  you  know  who  Tom  Collier  is? 

Answer.  If  my  memory  serves  me,  Tom  Collier  was  Bruce  Babbitt's  chief  of  staff, I  think. 
Question.  Do  you  know  where  Mr.  Collier  works  now? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Have  you  ever  met  Mr.  Collier? 
The  Witness.  No.  Not  to  my  recollection.  I  may  have  seen  him  in  the  hall  or 

something. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  advise  any  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior  employees 
in  yovu"  capacity  in  the  solicitor's  office  about  accepting  gifts  from  tribes? 

Answer.  I  don't  think  so.  That  was  a  topic  of  discussion  every  year  when  the  eth- 
ics training  came  around,  but  I  don't  recall  any  specific  requests  directed  toward  me 

concerning  receiving  gifts.  I'm  sure  that  I  had  conversations  about  it  with  other  at- 
torneys, but  there's  no  instance  where  I  can  recall  an  official  or  someone  asking  me 

the  question  in  my  capacity. 
Question.  Do  you  know  what  tribes  were  opposed  to  the  application  of  the  Hudson 

casino? 

Answer.  Not  without  looking  at  the  record,  I  don't. Question.  Do  you  know  if  the  Oneida  tribe  was  one  of  the  tribes  opposed? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  how  many  decisions  since  the  passage  of  IGRA  have  there 

been  to  deny  an  opposition  to  take  land  into  trust  for  gaming  under  section  465, 
part  151,  of  the  Secretarial  discretion  analysis? 

Answer.  Off  the  top  of  my  head,  I  don't  know. Question.  Do  you  Imow  of  any? 
Answer.  Any  decisions  where? 
Question.  Where  the  decision   
Answer.  Where  the  request  was  denied? 
Question.  Using  just  465. 
Answer.  465? 
Question.  Part  151,  the  Secretarial  discretion. 

Answer.  I'm  sorry.  Can  you  rephrase  the  question? Mr.  DOLD.  Sure. 
Mr.  Yeager.  By  465,  are  you  referring  to  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Yes. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  believe  the  initial  question  was,  how  many  decisions  have  been  made 
since  the  passage  of  IGRA,  and  I  believe  that  was  passed  in  1988,  to  deny  an  appli- 

cation to  take  land  into  trust  for  gaming  purposes  under  a  465  analysis? 

Answer.  Well,  if  my  memory  serves  me  in  this  Hudson  decision  that  we're  talking about,  that  was  one  of  the  reasons  recited  in  the  decision  letter. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  any  other  instances  besides  the  Hudson  case? 

Answer.  Not  off  the  top  of  my  head,  I  don't 
Mr.  Yeager.  If  I  could  just  interject  quickly. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Sure. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Does  the  Secretary  or  the  Secretary's  delegate  have  the  authority  to 
deny  a  fee-to-trust  application  for  gaming  purposes  under  section  465? 
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The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Is  there  any  question  about  that  in  your  mind? 
The  Witness.  Not  in  my  mind. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  From  1998,  the  date  of  the  passage  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory 

Act,  until  July  14th,  1995,  had  all  decisions  about  taking  land  into  trust  for  ofF-res- 
ervation  gaming  been  made  under  IGRA,  section  20? 

Answer.  Any  time  you  have  an  off-reservation  land  acquisition,  and  there  were 
not  very  many  of  them,  to  my  recollection,  you  have  got  to  look  to  both  the  Indian 
Reorganization  Act,  which  is  the — which  gives  the  Secretary  the  authority  to  take 
the  land  into  trust,  unless  there's  a  specific  act  of  Congress  directing  the  Secretary 
to  take  land  into  trust.  Then  you  have  to  look  to  section  20  as  well.  The  IRA  gives 
you  the  authority,  and  then  section  20  provides  hoops  that  you  have  to  jump 
through.  So  the  two  are  not  mutually  exclusive. 

Question.  So  you  have  to  have  both,  is  what  I'm  understanding? 
Answer.  Urdess  there's  some  exception  for  an  off-reservation  land  acquisition  that 

doesn't  have  specific  legislative  grant  of  authority,  the  Secretary  must — the  Sec- 
retary's only  authority  to  acquire  land  is  under  the  IRA,  as  far  as  I  know.  So  yes. 

Question.  Now,  just  so  I'm  clear  on  this  and  so  the  record  is  clear,  section  20  is 
for  ofF-reservation  gaming;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  if  an  application  doesn't  pass  the  muster  of  section  20,  the  apphca- tion  falls  flat  on  its  face  at  that  point  in  time;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Can  it  also  fall  flat  on  its  face  for  failure — or  by  exercise  of  the  Sec- 
retary's discretion  under  section  465? The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  Yeager.  That's  a  separate  and  entirely  independent  basis  for  rejecting  an  ap- 
plication? 

The  Witness.  Yes. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  But  in  terms  of  off-reservation  gaming,  they  have  to  satisfy  section  20? 
Answer.  Unless  there's   
Question.  Unless  there's  something  specifically  designated  by  Congress? 
Answer.  Or  some  other  exception.  .  ̂ 
Question.  Some  other  exception,  they  have  to  satisfy  section  20.  Otherwise,  it  s  an end  of  discussion. 

Answer.  Without  having  IGRA  in  front  of  me,  there  are  a  few  enumerated  excep- 
tions to  section  20,  but  without  those  exceptions,  yes,  you  have  got  to  go  through 

[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-3  was  marked  for  identification.] 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-3.  It 
is  an  e-mail  from  George  Skibine,  dated  June  6th,  1995,  to  Dave  Etheridge,  Kevin 
Meisner,  Troy  Woodwa^,  regarding  the  discretionary  authority  to  take  land  into 
trust.  I  will  ask  you  to  take  a  look  over  this. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Do  you  recall  receiving  this  e-mail,  Mr.  Meisner?  t  j- j  » 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  receiving  this  e-mail.  That  does  not  mean  that  I  didn  t receive  it. 

Question.  Of  course.  And  I  don't  mean  to  insinuate  if  you  got  that  fi*om  me  that that  did. 

Answer.  No,  I  didn't. 
Question.  The  letter,  the  e-mail  down  here  reads,  just  so  I  can  put  this  on  the 

record  here,  the  second  sentence  reads,  "The  letter  will  decline  to  take  the  land  into 
trust  pursuant  to  the  IRA  and  part  151  relying  on  the  discretionary  authority  of  the 

Secretary  not  to  take  such  land  into  trust."  It  then  poses  the  question,  "Are  you 
aware  of  any  cases  addressing  the  Secretary's  authority  to  refuse  to  take  land  into 
tnist?  The  acquisition  is  for  gaming  purposes,  but  we  want  to  avoid  making  a  deter- 

mination under  section  20  of  IGRA." 
Answer.  Okay.  . 
Question.  Do  you  know  why  you  wovild  want  to  avoid  making  a  determination under  section  20  of  IGRA? 
Answer.  No. 
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Mr.  Yeager.  Would  it  be  improper  to  avoid  making  a  determination  under  section 
20ofIGRA? 

The  Witness.  In  my  opinion,  no. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  The  question  here  in  the  e-mail  says,  "Are  you  aware  of  any  cases  ad- 
dressing the  Secretary's  authority  to  refuse  to  take  land  into  trust."  Are  you  aware of  any? 

Answer.  Not  off  the  top  of  my  head,  I'm  not. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  if  you  woxxld  have  responded  to  an  e-mail  from  George 

Skibine  on  an  issue  like  this? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  responding  to  it.  My  common  practice  would  have  been  to 
respond  to  it.  Whether  it  would  be  in  e-mail  form  or  not,  I  couldn't  say. Question.  Have  you  had  an  opportunity  to  review  the  record  on  the  Hudson  Dog 

Track  matter?  When  I  say  "the  record,"  have  you  had  an  opportunity  to  review  the 
file,  if  it  were,  on  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  I  looked  at  the  final  decision  letter  with  Tim  yesterday.  I  don't  remember 
if  Tim  showed  me  any  other  documents  vesterday.  I  have  not  reviewed  what  wovdd 
be  considered  the  Hudson  Bay  file  recently. 

Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  when  did  you  first  hear  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  pro- 
posal? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall. 
Question.  Do  you  know  the  three  applicant  tribes?  Do  you  know  of  the  three  appli- 

cant tribes,  being  the  Red  Cliff,  Mole  Lake,  and  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  of  Wisconsin? 
Answer.  I  know  the  names  of  the  tribes.  What  are  you   
Question.  Do  you  know  them  to  be  financially  poor? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Now,  if  I  recall  correctly,  yovu-  prior  work  history  is  quite  extensive  inso- 

far as  Indian  matters  are  concerned,  and  after  the  Department  of  the  Interior  you, 
you  went  to  the  Indian  Gaming   

Answer.  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission. 
Question.  Right.  At  any  time,  did  you  know  of  a  per  capita  income  that  the  three 

applicant  tribes  might  have  had? 
Answer.  If  I  did,  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Do  you  have  a  general  gist?  Were  they  wealthy  tribes? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  know  if  this  was  ever  considered  or  talked  about  at  the 

Department? 
Answer.  Not  to  my  recollection. 
Question.  Wovdd  objections  by  opposing  tribes  be  a  factor  in  an  analysis  under  sec- 

tion 20? 
Answer.  In  my  professional  opinion? 
Question.  Yes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Are  you  talking  about  a  legal  analysis?  You  are  asking  him  now  for 

his  legal  view  of  that,  or  whether  that  was  the  practice  at  the  Department,  or  what 
he  heard  from  the  policymakers? 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  would  lie  to  go  over  all  three.  I  would  like  to  know,  in  yovu*  legal 
opinion  as  you  sit  here  today,  is  that  a  valid   

Mr.  Yeager.  Let  me,  just  so  I'm  not  confused  by  the  question,  are  you  talking 
about  Indian  tribes  that  form  part  of  the  svurounding  community?  Are  you  talking 
about  Indian  tribes  located  hundreds  of  miles  away? 

Mr.  DOLD.  Certainly,  I  don't  want  to  talk  about,  you  know — in  this  case  I  don't 
want  to  talk  about  any  Indian  tribes  in  Oklahoma  saying  that  we  just  don't  like 
this  thing.  But  surrounding  areas,  for  the  Hudson  matter,  I  will  take  tribes  in  Min- 

nesota because  of  the  location  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  and  £ilso  tribes  in  Wisconsin. 
So  would  any  objection  from  a  tribe  in  Wisconsin  or  Minnesota  be  a  valid   

The  Witness.  I  have  an  opinion  as  we  sit  here. 
Mr.  Elliott.  You  can  answer  it. 
The  Witness.  Okay.  My  opinion  as  we  sit  here  today  is  that  if  a  tribe  were  local, 

part  of  the  surrounding  local  community,  then  that  tribe's  input  should  be  consid- 
ered. If  the  tribe  were  located  at  a  great  distance,  I  think,  as  I  sit  here  today,  that 

those  comments  should  be  given  less  weight.  I  don't  think  that  IGRA  was  designed 
to  shut  out  any  tribe  from  the  opportunities  of  Indian  gaming.  And  so,  for  example, 

I  wouldn't  agree  if  the  Narraganset  tribe  objected  to  the  Mashantucket  Pequot 
tribe's  facility,  or  vice  versa.  I  don't  think  that  would  be  proper,  or  properly  consid- 

ered, in  my  professional  opinion. 
Question.  Are  you  talking  about  economic  grounds,  then,  economic  objections? 
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Answer.  Yes.  But  let  me,  let  me  revisit  something  I  just  said,  though. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Since  the  Narragansets  are  relatively  close  to  the  Mashsintucket  Pequots, 

if  they  had  a  moral  objection  or  something  along — or  they  were  complaining  about 
traffic  or  pollution  or  crime  or  something  like  that,  then  those  types  of  complaints 
I  think  could  be  considered. 

Question.  From  another  Indian  tribe? 
Answer.  Yeah.  But   

Question.  That's  fair  enough.  I  mean   
Answer.  We  could  sit  here  and  debate  this,  though.  I  mean  the  economic  impact 

on  a  local  community  could  be  a  factor,  but  if  you  ask  me  if  I  think  that  IGRA 
should  be  used,  or  if  the  application  of  IGRA  shovdd  result  in  one  tribe  being  able 

to  close  out  another  tribe,  I  don't  think  that  would  be  appropriate,  in  my  personal 
opinion. 

Question.  And  your  professional  opinion,  how  about  that?  Is  that  the  same  opin- 
ion? 

Answer.  I  still,  as  I  sit  here,  don't  think  that  that  would  be  appropriate.  But  I'm 
merely  an  attorney,  and  my  advice  doesn't  have  to  be  followed  by  my  client.  So  it's 
really   

Question.  I  vinderstand  that. 
Answer.  It  would  be  my  personal  and  professional  opinion. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  And  highly  debatable. 
Question.  Do  you  think  that  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  would  have  provided  economic 

opportunities  for  the  three  tribes? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  There's  no  guarantee  to  the  success  of  any  gaming  estab- 
lishment, and  for  that  reason  I  don't  know. 

Question.  Do  you  think  that  the  proposal  of  a  gaming  facility,  recognizing  yovur 
previous  statement  that  no  gaming  facility  is  guaranteed  to  be  a  great  success, 
would  it  have  significantly  lowered  the  living  standards  of  other  tribes  in  the  Wis- 

consin and  Minnesota  areas? 

Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Just  so  the  record  is  clear,  were  you  involved  in  balancing  those 

sorts  of  factors  in  your  role  as  an  attorney  in  the  soUcitor's  office?  Were  you  a  deci- sionmaker in  the  case? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Those  are  two  different  questions. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Okay.  Let's  break  it  down. 
Apart  from  yovu*  advisory  role  in  a  legal  capacity  which  you  testified  to,  did  you 

play  a  role,  or  were  you  in  the  decision-making  chain  on  this  application? 
The  Witness.  Okay.  In  terms  of  the  decision-making  chain,  I  am  a  siumame  box 

on  any  decision  letter.  So  I  would  review  the  final  docvunent,  but  my  role  in  that 

review  would  be  for  legal  sufficiency.  That  doesn't  mean  that  I  might  not  have  an 
opinion. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Fair  enough. 

The  Witness.  But  that's  not  my  role.  An  opinion  as  to  the  policy  decision,  but 
that  was  not  my  role. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  review  any  reports  specifically?  When  I  say  "reports,"  did 
you  ever  review  any  reports  coming  out  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff 
on  the  Hudson  proposal,  specifically  a  June  8th  memo  from  Tom  Hartman? 

Answer.  I  would  have  to  see  it  to  know  whether  I  remember  it. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I'm  sorry,  I  should  have  given  it  to  you  just  a  second  ago. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-4  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-4.  It's 

a  June  8th  memo  to  the  director  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff",  which 
I  believe  at  that  time  was  George  Skibine,  from  Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff", 
and  signed  next  to  it  is  Tom  Hartman's  signature,  or  what  I  will  represent  to  you 
is  Tom  Hartman's  signature,  and  the  subject  is  the  application  of  the  Sokaogon 
Community,  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  band,  and  the  Red  Cliff"  band  to  place  land  in  Hud- son, Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  Additionally,  I  will  note  that  at  the 
bottom  it  is  marked  "Draft." 

I  will  let  you  take  an  opportunity  to  review  the  document. 
The  Witness.  I  don't  remember  this  one. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  any  memo  of  this  sort  coming  out  of  the  Indian 
Gaming  Management  Staff,  besides  the  rejection  letter? 

Answer.  If  what  you're  asking  is  do  I  remember  any  out  of  my  memory,  I  remem- 
ber the  decision  letter,  but  I'm  sure  there  were  documents,  but  I  don't  remember 

them  in  my  memory. 
Question.  If  I  could,  I  would  like  to  direct  your  attention  just  to  page  8.  The  first 

paragraph  there  on  page  8,  it  talks  about  economic  impact  and  the  projected  Hudson 
market  share  of  $80  to  $115  million  is  13  percent  to  19  percent  of  the  two-state  re- 
fional  total.  A  10  percent  historic  growth  rate  in  gaming  will  increase  the  market 
y  $50  million,  and  stimvilation  of  the  local  market  by  a  casino  at  Hudson  is  pro- 

jected in  the  application  at  5  percent,  $25  million.  Therefore,  only  $5  to  $40  million 
of  the  Hudson  revenues  would  be  obtained  at  the  expense  of  existing  casinos.  An 
average  revenue  reduction  of  $1  to  $8  million  per  existing  casino  would  not  be  a 
detrimental  impact.  The  Mystic  Lake  Casino  was  estimated  to  have  had  a  $96.8  mil- 

lion net  profit  in  1993.  A  reduction  of  $8  million  would  be  about  8  percent,  assuming 
that  net  revenue  decreased  the  ftdl  amount  of  the  gross  revenue  reduction.  At  $96.8 
million,  the  per  enrolled  member  profit  at  Mystic  Lake  is  $396,700.  Reduced  by  $8 
million,  the  amount  would  be  $363,900.  The  detrimental  effect  would  not  be  ex- 

pected to  materially  impact  tribal  expenditures  on  programs  under  IGRA  section  11. 
Now,  having  read  that  passage,  do  you  recall  any  discussion  at  the  Department 

on  economic  impact  with  regard  to  the  Hudson  proposal  on  the  surrounding  tribes? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  think  that  would — in  your  opinion,  is  a  reduction  of  8  percent 
acceptable? 

Answer.  I  could  not  make  that  call  for  that  particular  tribe.  I  don't  have  an  opin- ion. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Could  we  take  a  minute  and  let  me  confer  with  Mr.  Meisner? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Of  course.  Absolutely. 
Off  the  record. 
[Discussion  off  the  record.] 
[Recess.] 
Mr.  DOLD.  When  we  left,  did  I  have  a  question  posing  to  you? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know.  Can  you  read  back? 
The  Court  Reporter.  There  was  no  question  pending,  but  I  can  read  back  the 

last  question  and  answer,  if  you'd  like. 
Mr.  DOLD.  No,  that's  fine. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  You  have  testified,  Mr.  Meisner,  before  that  you  are  not  familiar  with 
this  report;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  it. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  there's  any — ^that's  an  unfair  question  to  ask,  but. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Then  don't  ask  it.  Bob. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I'm  not  going  to  ask  it,  because  it  would  be  truly  an  unfair  question to  ask,  so  I  will  refrain. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  do  an  analysis  of  section  20,  detriment  to  the  community  in  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  case? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  anybody  in  the  counsel's  office  do  a  section  20  analysis,  to  your knowledge? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so. 

Question.  Well,  why  don't  you  think  so? Answer.  Because  the  staff  woxild  normally  do  that.  The  BIA  staff  wovild  normally 
do  that.  My  position  or  my  role  would  be  to  review  it. 

Question.  Do  you  know  who  was  in  charge  of  compiling  the  record  or  the  file  in 
this  matter? 

Answer.  Not  to  my  recollection. 
Question.  Would  the  solicitor's  office  keep  a  file  on  items  that  came  up  to  the  office 

for  advice,  consultation?  For  instance,  if  a  memo  was  sent  up  to  the  counsel's  office 
for  you  to  review,  would  that  be  kept  in  a  special  file? 

Ajiswer.  Well,  the  filing  system  of  the  sohcitor's  office  is  a  very  interesting  animal, 
and  when  I  was  there  I  kept  my  own  files.  I  don't  know  what  other  people  did,  and 
I'm  sure  that  it  varied  from  branch  to  branch  and  from  division  to  division. 
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Question.  What  happened  to  your  files  when  you  left  the  Department  of  the  Inte- rior? 

Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  What  did  you  do  with  your  files  upon  leaving  the  Department  of  the  In- 

terior? 

Answer.  If  you're  talking  about  my  general  files,  I  don't  know  specifically  what happened  to  the  Hudson  file,  if  I  had  a  Hudson  file.  What  I  did  when  I  left  Interior 
was  I  got  all  of  my  files  in  order,  meaning  that  I  sorted  through  stacks  of  papers 
to  make  sure  that  ever3rthing  was  in  the  appropriate  folder  or  binder,  and  then  I 
left  them  for  the  next  lucky  winner  of  my  projects.  Or  if  they  were  closed  out  and 
the  projects  were  completed,  I  would  put  them  in  a  filing  cabinet  where  they  prob- 

ably remain  to  this  day. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  review  section  20  analysis  of  the  detriment  to  the  commu- 

nity prong  in  the  Hudson  case  that  was  done,  as  you  say,  by  the  staff? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Would  that  have  been  something  you  would  have  done? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  reviewing  a  section  20  analysis.  Would  it  be  something 

that  is  normally  done?  These  types  of  appUcations  aren't  normal.  They  are  rare,  and 
so  I  don't  have  an  answer  about  normal  procedure. 

Question.  Now,  just  so  we've  got  some  sort  of  an  understanding  for  the  record, 
when  you  say  "rare,"  I  understand  we  are  not  talking  once  a  week.  What  is  rare 
in  your  mind? Answer.  Rare  means  I  can  count  them  on  one  hand. 

Question.  Do  you  know  who  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  was — strike  that. 
Do  you  know,  were  there  people  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  that  wanted 

to — strike  that.  I  will  rephrase  the  question. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-5  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  place  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-5.  It  is  a 

July  14th,  1995,  letter  to  the  three  tribal  chairmen. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Did  you  say  his  letter? 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  said  just  the  July  14th,  1995,  letter   
Mr.  Yeager.  Okay. 
Mr.  DOLD  [continuing].  From  the  Department  of  the  Interior,  Office  of  the  Sec- 

retary, to  the  three  tribal  chairmen.  Rose  Gumoe,  Alfred  Trepania  and  Arlyn 
Ackley,  Sr.  I  would  just  ask  that  you  take  a  look  over  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Have  you  seen  this  before? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Have  you  seen  it  in  1995,  around  the  time  the  application  was  denied, 

on  July  14th?  Because  I  know  that  you  had  testified  previously  that  you  saw  it  with 
Mr.  Elliott,  so  I  just  want  to  make  sure  that  we  are  not  talking  about  that  time. 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  if  I  saw  this  after  it  was  signed  in  this  form. 
Question.  Did  you  see  it,  or  a  version  thereof,  of  this  before  it  was  signed? 
Answer.  It  would  be  logical  to  conclude  that,  but  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  In  the  solicitor's  office,  it  would  be  logical  that  someone  would  have  re- 

viewed this  letter  for  legal   
Answer.  I  expect  that  I  saw  it,  but  I  don't  remember  it. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  if  this  was  a  recommendation  you  agreed  with  in  yoiur 

legal  analysis,  I  will  say? 
Mr.  Yeager.  The  recommendation?  The  decision,  the  final  decision,  not  the  rec- 

ommendation. The  final  decision  was  one  you  agreed  with. 
The  Witness.  I  didn't  have  a  policy  position.  If  you  want  to  know  if  I  think  that 

the  bases  were  legally  sufficient,  I  can  answer  that,  but  if  you're  asking  me  whether 
I  think  it  was  right  or  wrong,  I  don't  have  an  opinion  on  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Recognizing  that  section  151  gives  the  Secretary  broad  authority,  it 
would  obviously  be  legally  acceptable;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  I  would  say  in  my  opinion  that  this  is — the  bases  for  this  decision  were 
sufficient. 

Question.  And  what  bases  are  we  talking  about?  Are  we  talking  about  the  section 
codes?  Is  that  what  you  mean  by  bases? 

Answer.  Under  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act,  the  Secretary  has  broad  authority 
to  decide  not  to  grant  someone's  request  to  take  land  into  trust. 

Question.  Was  it  your  recommendation  that  the  letter  include  151  and  section  20 
analysis? 
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Mr.  Elliott.  I  am  going  to  object  to  that  question.  I  am  objecting  to  it. 
Mr.  DOLD.  On  what  grounds? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Because  you're  delving  into  his  legal  recommendations,  which  is  at- 
torney-client privilege  and  information. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Okay.  We'll  get  back  to  it. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Ejmibit  No.  KM-6  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  DOLD.  Showing  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-6,  it  is  an  e-mail 

from  Mr.  Meisner  to  George  Skibine  and  Heather  Sibbison.  The  date  on  this  is  7- 
11-95.  The  text,  it's  got  two  different  parts.  One  is  from  George  Skibine  at  7-8,  stat- 

ing, "You  should  get  a  redrafted  version  of  the  Hudson  letter,"  the  copy  is  bad,  and 
I  apologize,  "first  thing  Monday  morning.  I  hope  it  meets  Duffy's  direction.  If  it  does 
not  materialize,  please  call  Larry  Scrivner,"  and  I  can't  really  make  out  the  next 
part,  "will  be" — something — "IGMS  director  until  my  return,'  will  be  acting.  And 
then  from  Kevin,  7-11-95,  down  a  little  bit  it  says.  Why  are  we  changing  our  analy- 

sis to  deny  gaming  under  section  20?  I  thought  after  Friday's — or  after  the  Friday 
meeting  that  everyone,  except  Duffy,  who  had  not  yet  consulted   

Mr.  Elliott.  Who  we  had  not  yet  consulted? 
Mr.  DoLD.  Agreed  that  there  was  not  enough  evidence  supporting  a  finding  of  det- 

riment to  the  surrounding  communities  under  section  20  and,  therefore,  we  would 
decline  to  acquire  the  land  under  151. 

Do  you  recall  this  e-mail? 
The  Witness.  Looking  at  this  piece  of  paper,  I  can  identify  this  as  an  e-mail,  as 
response.  I  wrote  this  paragraph,  if  that  s  what  you  n: mean.  So  yeah,  it's  my  e-mail. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Can  you  tell  us  about  the  meeting  on  Friday? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Sure. 
The  Witness.  There  were  several  meetings.  There  was  more  than  one  meeting  on 

this  issue.  Now,  according  to  the  e-mail,  Duffy  wasn't  in  the  meeting,  and  I  have 
a  vague  recollection  of  a  meeting  in  Duffy's  office.  I  can  only  guess  who  was  there. 
It  would  be  the  usual,  the  usual  folks,  but  I  don't  have   

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Who  were  the  usual  folks? 

Answer.  Okay.  This  isn't  out  of  my  memory,  but  normally  it  would  be  Heather, George. 
Question.  Heather  Sibbison,  George  Skibine? 
Answer.  Yes,  Troy  Woodward,  myself,  and  then  depending  on  the  level  of  the 

meeting,  Mike  Anderson  could  have  been  there,  Hilda  Manuel  could  have  been 
there,  Duffy  could  have  been  there.  No  meeting — I  never  attended  a  meeting  with 
anyone  more  senior  to  Duffy  at  the  meeting. 

Question.  And  Duffy's  position  was  Counselor  to  the  Secretary,  correct? Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Would  Tom  Hartman  have  been  in  any  of  those  meetings? 
Answer.  Perhaps  he  could  have  been  there  as  well. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  having  a  discussion  in  that  meeting  that  you  had   
Answer.  I  remember  a  discussion  about  this  issue.  I  don't  remember  the  specific 

meeting.  I  know  that  there  was  discussion  held  on  this  issue,  and  as  I'm  reading 
this  e-mail,  which  is  how  my  memory  works,  I  remember  this.  I  remember  that  my 
understanding  was  just  like  the  e-mail  says.  The  e-mail  speaks  better  than  my 
memory. 

Question.  Okay.  Do  you  know  why  they  were  changing  their  analysis  to  deny  gam- 
ing under  section  20? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  get  an  answer  or  a  response  to  your  e-mail? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall. 
Question.  But  you,  afler  reading  this  e-mail,  you  do  recall  that  the  group,  with 

the  exception  of  Duffy,  was   
Answer.  Yeah. 
Question  [continuing].  Prepared  to  make  the  decision? 
AnsMver.  I  remember  the  contents  of  this  e-mail,  and  I  remember  that  this  hap- 

pened just  as  it's  written  here,  I  remember  it,  that  these  are  all — everything  I  wrote here  happened. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Just,  if  I  might  interject,  when  you — in  your  answer  you  talked 

about  "this  issue."  By  "this  issue,"  you're  referring  to  detriment  to  the  surroimding 
community  within  two  contexts.  One  is  under  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  and  the 
other  is  under  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act. 
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The  Witness.  No.  A  detriment  analysis  would  have  been  conducted  pursuant  to 
section  20.  I  don't  think— well,  no.  Under  25  CFR  151,  the  local  communities  are 
consulted.  They  are  consvdted  about  taxation  matters,  because  often,  when  you  take 
land  into  trust,  the  State  or  the  local  communities  can  lose  tax  revenues,  real  estate 
taxes,  that  sort  of  thing.  And  so  you  would  analyze  impacts  to  the  local  communities 
under  both  section  20  and  the  lELA  regulations. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Thank  you  for  indulging  me. 
Just  one  quick  follow  up  question.  So  you  were  talking  about  which  basis  or  bases 

to  use  for  denying  the  application? 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  don't  think  thaf  s  what  the  e-mail  says,  but  go  ahead,  please. 
The  WlT>fESS.  You  mean  when  I  was  talking  about  the  detriment  in  this  e-mail, 

which — would  I  be  referring  to  15 1  or  section  20. 
Mr.  Yeager.  I  guess  I  was  really  referring  to  your  reference  to  issue. 
The  Witness,  rm  not  sure  what  the  question  is. 
Mr.  Yeager.  I  withdraw  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  whose  idea  was  it  to  include  or  to  use  the  section  151  anal- 
ysis in  the  rejection  letter?  Was  that  discussed  at  this  meeting? 

Answer.  As  I  remember,  that  was  my  idea,  but  somebody  else  might  want  to  claim 
the  idea. 

Question.  And  why  was  that  your  idea? 
Answer.  Because,  as  the  e-mail  states,  I  was  of  the  opinion  that  in  a  court  of  law 

if  the  decision  were  challenged  that  a  denial  pvu^uant  to  the  25  CFR  151  regula- 

tions would  hold  up  better  than  a  section  20,  based  on  what  I'd  seen.  And  so  as I  recall,  and  it  might  not  have  initially  been  my  idea,  but  I  agreed  with  the  notion 
that  a  denial  would  be  better  supported  under  151. 

Question.  When  you  say  "what  you  had  seen,"  what  had  you  seen? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Would  you  have  seen  all  of  the  documents  coming  out  of  the  Indian 

Gaming  Management  Staff? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  which  specific  docvunents  I  reviewed. 
Question.  It  would  be  well  more  than  the  rejection  letter,  though;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Was  there  a  general  feeling  that  you  wanted  to  reject  this  application 

at  the  meeting?  Was  there  a  general  feeUng  that  you  wanted  to  reject  it  and 
that   

Mr.  Elliott.  That  he  wanted  to? 
Mr.  DoLD.  No,  that  the  group  wanted  to  reject  the  application  and,  therefore,  you 

were  looking  for  the  best  way  to  do  that. 
The  Witness.  You  know,  I  don't  remember  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Do  you  know  whose  idea  it  was  to  include  a  section  20  analysis  in  the 
rejection  letter? 

Answer.  No.  But  that  would  be  required  normally,  and  so — no. 
Question.  Okay. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Can  we  go  off  the  record? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Sure. 
[Off  the  record.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  did  you  concur  with  the  section  20  analysis  that  was 
placed  in  the  letter? 

Answer.  Did  I  concur  with  the  section  20  analysis?  Okay,  I  thought  that  151  was 

a  stronger  basis.  I  thought  that  it  wasn't  enough  evidence  imder  the  section  20  anal- 
ysis for  that  analysis  to  necessarily  hold  up  in  a  court  of  law.  I  thought  when  we 

got  to  court,  when  you  got  to  the  merits  of  the  decision,  that  the  record  would  be 
rather  sparse  on  detriment,  and  so  I — my  legal  opinion  was  that  151  was  the  better 
basis  to  defend  a  court  challenge.  So  it  is  not  that  I  agreed  or  disagreed,  I  was  look- 

ing at  the  thing  in  terms  of  how  would  we  do  if  we  ended  up  in  court. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  consult  with  Mike  Anderson  on  tWs  issue? 
Answer.  Yes  . 
Question.  When  would  you  consult  with  Mike  Anderson  on  a  one-on-one  basis,  in 

general  meetings? 
Answer.  Well,  Mike  Anderson  was  one  of  my  primary  clients,  and  so  I  had  a  lot 

of  contact  with  him  on  a  lot  of  issues.  In  this  psuticxilar  matter,  to  my  recollection, 
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consviltation  happened  in  meetings  where  there  were  other  folks.  I  remember  Mike 
Anderson  being  in  meetings  on  this. 

Question.  Why  don't  I  show  you  the  precise  date  in  here  for  the  record.  Is  it  cor- 
rect to  say  the  decision  for  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  was  based  on  section 

20  of  IGRA? 
Answer.  Well,  the  decision  document  is  probably  the  best  evidence  of  the  basis, 

and  it  would  appear  from  reviewing  this  dooiment  today  that  both  bases  were  in- 
cluded in  the  letter.  The  letter,  of  course,  speaks  for  itself,  and  you  will  note  in  the 

last  paragraph  they  talk  about-— Michael  Anderson  is  talking  about  the  Indian  Reor- 
ganization Act,  so   

Question.  Therefore,  because  the  letter  does  state  both  section  20  and  section  151, 
is  it  correct  to  say  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  did  represent  a,  quote,  det- 

riment to  the  surrounding  community  under  section  20? 
Answer.  That  is  what  the  Department  decided. 
Question.  Do  you  agree  with  that? 

Answer.  Again,  I  don't  agree  or  disagree. 
Mr.  Yeager.  I  think  he  just  gave  a  fairly  detailed  answer  to  that  question. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  am  just  asking  if  you,  in  your  personal  capacity,  understanding  the 
issues  as  you  do,  understand  that  question? 

Answer.  To  tell  you  the  truth,  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Elliott.  So  the  record  is  clear,  Mr.  Dold,  you  were  not  asking  him  that  ques- 

tion in  terms  of  his  legal  judgment,  which  he  had  already  responded  to. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  was  asking  him  in  his  personal  capacity,  knowing  what  he  knows 

about  the  issues. 

The  Witness.  It  would  be  hard  to  tell  whether  the  thing  would  actually  be  det- 
rimental. It  is  a  tough  call,  because  you  can't  predict  what  is  going  to  happen  to 

the  facility.  A  facility  can  fall  flat  on  its  face,  and  it  has  no  impact.  A  facility  can 
do  very  well,  and  the  svurounding  communities  may  end  up  being  thrilled  because 
of  increased  employment,  and  the  crime  might  not  come  in. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  What  was  your  understanding  as  to  casinos  in  general  as  to  how  suc- 
cessful they  were  in  iirban  areas? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  If  you  are  talking  about  a  casino  in  an  urban  area,  I  am 
not  familiar  with  any,  other  than  Atlantic  City. 

Question.  I  should  say  near  an  urban  area. 
Answer.  Well,  I  can  teU  you  that  the  Mashantucket  Pequots  and  the  Mohicans 

are  doing  well,  situated  between  Boston  and  New  York  City,  so  if  you  are  lucky 
enough  to  have  that  location,  you  are  going  to  do  well. 

Question.  Are  the  Shakopee  doing  well;  do  you  know? 
Answer.  They  are,  to  my  knowledge. 
Question.  They  are  near  Minneapolis? 
Answer.  I  believe  you  when  you  say  that. 

Question.  I  will  represent  that  they  are  near  Minneapolis.  I  don't  mean  to  be  coy 
and  say  how  many  miles  and  feet  and  all  that  kind  of  stuff. 

Answer.  I  have  never  been  to  Shakopee,  and  so  I  don't  have  personal  knowledge 
of — ^you  know,  I  have  never  been  to  Minneapolis  either. 

Question.  Having  worked  at  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission,  and  having 

been  involved  in  Indian  matters,  would  there — would  a  casino's  success  certainly  be 
greater,  potentially  greater,  the  closer  they  were  to  a  major  urban  area? 

Answer.  I  think  that  is  a  reasonable  deduction,  but  I  don't  have  any  personal 
knowledge.  I  don't  have  any  data,  but  under  a  reasonable  standard,  it  is  reasonable. 

Question.  Do  you  know  the  Potawatomie  tribe? 
Answer.  There  are  several  Potawatomie  tribes. 
Question.  I  am  referring  to  the  one  that  has  a  casino  in  Milwaukee,  Wisconsin. 
I  will  withdraw  it,  it  is  not  necessarily  important. 
I  guess  what  I  eun  trying  to  get  at  is  ultimately  do  you  know  of  any  Indian  tribes 

that  have  casinos  near  major  metropolitan  areas  or  urban  areas  that  have  casinos 
that  are  not  doing  well? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Okay.  When  were  you  first  aware  that  the  application  would  be  re- 
jected? 

Answer.  You  never  know  what  the  final  decision  is  going  to  be  until  the  pen  hits 
the  paper,  and  so  the  answer  is  there  is  no  way  to  know  until  the  thing  is  signed. 
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Question.  Do  you  recall  in  this  case  if  the  same  was  true,  the  ball  was  still  up 
in  the  air? 
Answer.  In  my  opinion,  the  ball  is  always  up  in  the  air  until  the  signature  hits 

the  paper. 
Question.  Having  sat  in  the  meetings,  at  least  the  ones  we  have  referenced  on  this 

matter,  in  your  opinion  was  the  ball  still  up  in  the  air? 
Answer.  In  Indian  gaming,  the  ball  is  always  in  the  air  until  the  pen  hits  the 

paper.  It  is  a  very  volatUe  field.  It  is  a  new  field.  Things  happen  fast.  There  is  a 
lot  of  interest,  and  no  decision  is  final  until  the  pen  hits  the  paper. 

Question.  When  were  you  first  aware  there  had  been  a  decision  made? 
Answer.  There  is  no  decision  untU   
Question.  So  the  same  thing,  you  are  still  saying  July  14,  1995? 
Answer.  When  that  thing  is  signed  is  when  there  is  a  decision,  in  my  opinion. 
Question.  Of  course.  Having  sat  in  the  meetings,  I  guess  what  I  am  trying  to  get 

at  is  was  there  a  strong  leaning  one  way  or  another,  or  was  the  ball  stiU  very  much 
in  the  air  at  those  meetings? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  can't  tell  you  what  was  in  the  minds  of  the  other  people, 
and  my  focus  was  on  the  legal  sufficiency  of  the  decision. 

Question.  Certainly.  I  don't  mean  to  say  that  you  should  be  anything  besides  fo- 
cusing on  the  legal  sufficiency,  but  give  me  your  general  recollection,  if  you  would, 

your  own  personal  views,  as  to  which  way  the  Department  was  coming  out,  if  there 
was  one  way  the  Department  was  leaning,  heavily,  not  heavily?  As  a  result  of  those 
meetings,  did  you  come  away  with  an  impression  that  looks  like  this  one  is   

Answer.  You  know  what  I  would  have  to  do  is  logically  deduce  as  we  are  sitting 
here  to  give  you  an  answer. 

Question.  Do  you  have  a  recollection  of  any?  I  am  just  asking. 
Answer.  I  mean,  I  would  say  that  the  record  reflects,  in  the  later  drafts,  the  think- 

ing of  a  variety  of  people,  you  know.  The  records  reflect  that.  I  found  Indian  gaming 

decisions  to— I  mean,  this  is  me  personally — that  you  really  couldn't  predict,  and 
that  subjects  were  always  open  to  the  push  and  ptdl,  you  know,  of  the  Agency. 

Question.  Sure,  that  is  fair  enough. 
Answer.  I  am  not  trjdng  to  be  evasive,  I  am  just  trying  to  be  honest. 
Question.  And  I  appreciate  that. 
You  mentioned  in  the  later  drafts.  What  drafts  are  you  referring  to? 
Answer.  I  am  probably  thinking  of  the  draft  of  that  final  decision  letter. 

Question.  So  in  the  drafts  that  would  have  been  circulated  for  people's  com- ments  
Answer.  Yes. 

Question  [continuing].  It  would  have  shown  that  the  decision  was  going  to  be  de- 
nied? 

Answer.  That  would  normally  be  the  case.  When  you  get  close  to  making  a  deci- 
sion, the  final  drafts  that  float  around  would  be  probably  where  you  are  going. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  when  you  first  saw  one  of  the  draft  letters? 
Answer.  I  don't. 
Question.  To  your  knowledge,  who  was  the  first  person  to  think  the  application 

should  be  rejected? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  see  a  written  analysis  of  why  the  application  should  be 

denied,  similar  to,  you  know,  a  memo  Uke  the  one  Hartman  signed;  did  you  ever 
see  an  analysis? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Wovdd  it  have  been  logical  to  have  received  one? 

Answer.  It  is  logical,  but  I  don't  remember.  I  have  worked  on  hundreds  of  projects, 
and  without  having  a  binder  or  a  record  in  fix)nt  of  me,  I  don't  have  that  tjT)e  of information  in  my  memory. 

Question.  But  it  was  normal — I  don't  know  if  you  used  hundreds  or  thousands  of 
appUcations  you  have  dealt  with  or  different  matters  you  have  dealt  with — to  have 
some  sort  of  memorandum  to  attach  explaining  decisions? 

Answer.  Well,  this  type  of  decision,  you  can't  characterize  it  as  being  normal.  This 
is  an  unusual  case.  In  terms  of  common  practice,  it  is  common  practice  in  a  Federal 
agency  for  there  to  be  some  paper  trail,  yes. 

Question.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  was  marked  as  KM-7.  It  is  a 
July  19,  1990  memorandum  to  the  Assistant  Secretary  of  Indian  Affairs  from  the 
Secretary,  who  I  believe  at  that  time  was  Manuel  Lujan,  and  the  subject  was  poUcy 
for  placing  lands  into  trust  status  for  American  Indians. 

[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-7  was  marked  for  identification.] 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  will  give  you  an  opportunity  to  just  review  that. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Have  you  reviewed  this? 
Answer.  This  document  predates  my  emplojmient   
Question.  Okay. 
Answer  [continuing].  At  the  Department  of  the  Interior. 
Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  document  while  you  were  at  the  Department 

of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  I  beUeve  so. 
Question.  Okay.  And  when  wovdd  you  have  seen  this  at  the  Department? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  an  exact  moment  when  I  saw  this,  but,  logically,  it 
would  be  early  on  in  my  employment.  This  sort  of  docvunent  would  be  circulated  to 
the  staff  so  that  you  would  have  an  idea  of  what  you  are  supposed  to  be  doing  when 
one  of  these  land  acqmsition  requests  comes  in,  and  what  was  happening  here  is 
gaming  was  relatively  new. 

Question.  Was  this  the  policy  while  you  were  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior 
as  well? 

Answer.  As  I  recall,  there  were  changes  being  made  to  the  regulations  to  better 

incorporate  IGRA.  The  25  CFR  151  regs  needed  some  changes.  I  don't  remember 
what  the  changes  were,  but  thev  didn't  serve  the  Department  well  in  terms  of  the 
section  20  analysis,  to  my  recollection,  and  so  they  needed  to  be  revised,  and  this 
sort  of  memorandum  predates  the  regulatory  amendments  or  changes.  I  am  not  svu:« 
I  answered  your  question. 

Question.  When  did  the  regulatory  amendments  come  into  play? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  the  date. 
Question.  Would  it  have  been  after  the  Hudson  casino  decision? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember.  I  don't  remember  the  date.  I  think  after,  but  I  don't remember. 
Question.  Okay.  And  those  were  regulations  that  were  set  out  by  whom? 
Answer.  I'm  sorry? 
Question.  Who  would  have  made  the  regulations;  were  these  Department  of  Inte- 

rior regulations  that  were  made  internally  throughout  the  Department? 
Answer.  It  would  have  been  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs,  Indian  gaming  manage- 

ment staff".  That  is  logical.  It  is  their  subject  matter  area. Mr.  Elliott.  You  are  not  answering  they  would  have  been  just  internal. 
The  Witness.  There  is  a  whole  comment  period. 
Mr.  Elliott.  These  are  pubUshed  regulations? 
The  Witness.  Oh,  siu-e. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  That  are  from  the  Department  of  Interior;  they  are  not  from  Congress 
coming  down  and  saying,  this  is  going  to  be  the  new  policy,  this  is  going  to  be  the 
new  regulations  or  law?  This  is  something  the  Department  of  Interior  puts  out  as 
an  internal  poUcy  to  be  published  and  followed  so  people  know  what  the  regulations 
are? 

Answer.  Regulations  are  drafted  in-house,  and  then  there  is  a  review  and  com- 
ment period,  I  guess.  You  pubUsh  them  as  proposed,  and  then  in  the  Federal  Reg- 
ister, folks  can  write  in  their  comments,  ana  then  you  make  them  final.  Sometimes 

there  is  an  informal  comment  period  early  on,  particularly  with  Indian  tribes.  The 
new  regs  are  promulgated.  Sometimes  the  Agency  wUl  shoot  them  out  to  the  tribes 
before  Qiey  turn  them  into  proposed  regs  so  the  tribes  can  come  and  have  an  initial 
crack  at  it  to  comment.  But  it  is  the  public  process. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Counsel,  I  think  the  record.  Federal  Register,  will  reflect  that  the 
new  regulations  were  in  proposed  final  form  at  the  time  this  decision  was  issued. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  don't  know  that,  but  I  will  take  your  representation  that  that  is  the case. 
Mr.  Elliott.  It  is  the  151  regulations  you  are  talking  about? 
The  Witness.  That  is  what  I  am  talking  about. 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  think  actually  they  had  been  published  as  final,  but  there  is  a  30- 

day  wait  period  for  an  effective  date  of  i  egulations  until  they  are  final. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Do  you  know  when  it  would  have  been  effective? 
Answer.  I  don't. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Does  anybody  know? 
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Mr.  Elliott.  You  are  testing  me. 
The  Witness.  Whose  deposition  is  this,  Tim? 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  can  check  it  at  a  break  and  give  you  a  precise  date. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  will  not  ask  questions  on  this  if  we  are  dealing  under  another  set  of 
regs.  Do  you  understand  what  I  am  sa3dng?  I  wUi  withdraw  the  docvmient  if  you 
are  not  deaUng  with  these  regulations. 

Answer.  I  can't  represent  to  you  that  this  didn't  still  apply,  I  don't  know. Question.  Can  you  tell  us  what  this  memo  is? 
Answer.  This  appears  to  be  a  policy  directive  from  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior 

to  the  Assistant  Secretary  regarding  what  the  procedure  should  be  when  the  Bureau 
of  Indian  Affairs  takes  land  into  trust  for  the  tribes.  This  dociunent,  if  I  read  it  cor- 

rectly, it  delegates  authority  to  the  area  directors.  Really,  the  document  speaks  for 
itself. 

Question.  Okay.  AU  right.  Do  you  know  how  this  is  different  than  section  20?  I 
mean,  I  will  just  draw  yovu"  attention  to  the  second  page.  It  goes  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7. 
It  states  out  that  the  property  is  free  from  all  hazardous  and  toxic  materials;  the 
trust  land  is  to  be  acquired — and  that  number  3  is  the  trust  lands  to  be  acquired 
is  located  within  the  States  in  which  a  tribe  or  band  presently  owns  trust  land,  et 
cetera.  Number  4  is  that  in  consultation  with  the  local,  city,  county  and  State  gov- 

ernments, an  effort  must  be  made  by  the  tribe  to  resolve  possible  conflicts  over  tax- 
ation, zoning,  jurisdiction,  et  cetera,  and  it  goes  on. 

Can  you  give  me  an  idea  as  to  how  this  is  really  differs  from  section  20? 
Answer.  Well,  I  could  be  wrong  about  this,  but  this  part  appears  to  track  151. 
Question.  Right,  this  is  tracking  151.  Can  you  tell  me  how  that  is  different  here 

than  section  20? 
Answer.  Well,  in  this  document,  you  mean? 
Question.  Certainly  I  want  to  ask  you  about  this  docxunent,  but   
Answer.  While  section  151  and  section  20  are  different,  there  is  some  overlap  in 

terms  of  the  type  of  information  that  you  are  looking  for.  And  so  I  am  not  really 
sure  I  can  answer  your  question,  you  know.  It  would  be  the  kind  of  thing  where 
I  would  want  to  sit  down  for  a  couple  hoxu^  and  look  at  the  different — I  comd  write 
you  a  memo  on  it. 

Question.  I  might  take  you  up  on  that,  actually. 
Answer.  Oh,  boy. 
Question.  I  am  teasing.  I  am  not  going  to  do  anything  like  that. 
Answer.  They  are  different,  but  they  overlap.  And  uiis  appears  to  be  an  attempt 

of  the  Secretary  to  take  into  consideration  both  of  the  requirements. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  idea  where  this  document  came  from? 
Answer.  This  one? 
Question.  Uh-huh. 
Answer.  It  predates  me.  It  came  from  Manuel  Lujan,  and  who  would  be  in  the 

surname  chain,  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Let  me  rephrase  the  question.  This  document  was  produced  to  us.  Do 

you  know  whose  file  it  came  out  of  or  where  it  would  have  come  from? 
Answer.  I  have  no  idea. 
Question.  There  are  a  series  of  checks  on  the  left-hand  margin.  Was  this  some- 

thing that  had  to  be  done,  checked  off,  kind  of  a  checklist  of  sorts  for  151  analysis? 
Answer.  Someone  may  have  used  this  as  such,  I  don't  know,  though. 
Question.  Was  it  a  poUcy  or  something  that  was  done  when  reviewing  land  acqui- 

sitions to  go  through  here  and  make  sure  each  one  of  these  things  had  been  done? 
Answer.  That  would  be  prudent,  you  know,  and  maybe  someone  utilized  this  docu- 

ment for  that  purpose.  It  wouldn't  be  required  that  you  sit  down  and,  you  know, 
check  off— it  is  a  common  practice  of  the  BIA  to  use  a  checklist.  I  can  tell  you  that. 

Question.  Do  you  know  it  there  was  a  checklist  used  in  this  matter? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall. 
Question.  Number  4  says,  "In  consultation  with  the  local,  city,  county,  and  State 

governments,  an  effort  must  be  made  by  the  tribe  to  resolve  possible  conflicts  over 

taxation,  zoning  and  jurisdiction." 
Do  you  know  if  that  was  done  in  this  case? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  know  if  the  tribes  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  pro- 

vided an  economic  development  plan,  specifying  the  proposed  usage  for  the  trust 
land  with  a  cost-benefit  analysis  of  the  proposal? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  a  specific  memory  of  that,  but  I  don't  have  a  specific  memory of  a  lot  of  the  docimients  that  wovild  be  involved  here. 
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Question.  Did  you,  when  making  your  151  recommendation,  follow  the  Lujan  di- rective? 
Answer.  I  would  have  followed  whatever  was  current  at  the  time.  There  may  have 

been  a  checklist  that  superseded  this,  I  don't  remember,  but  normally  what  would 
happen  is  that  something  woxild  come  up  from  the  BIA,  and  some  people  use  the 

checklist,  and  maybe  some  people  didn't  use  the  checklist,  but  I  would  review  what- ever it  was  in  the  file,  and  if  I  thought  I  needed  something  more,  I  would  go  back 
and  ask  for  it. 

Question.  But  I  guess  the  bottom  line  is  that  there  are  rules  that  you  need  to  fol- 
low in  order  to  apply  a  15 1  analysis;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  There  are  factors  to  be  considered,  the  factors  in  the  regulations,  yes. 
Question.  Are  these  aU  factors  that  must  be  considered,  to  your  knowledge,  or  to 

yovu"  memory? 
Answer.  The  ones  that  are  in  this? 
Question.  The  ones  in  this,  yes. 
Answer.  It  would  appear  that  many  of  the  items  listed  in  this  memo  are  similar, 

if  not  identical,  to  the  regulations. 
Question.  Do  you  know   
Answer.  But,  of  course,  the  Secretary  can  waive  his  regulations  also. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  the  Secretary  waived  his  regulations  in  this  case? 
Answer.  I  don't  know,  but  if  the  question  is  is  it  normal  to  follow  the  regulations, 

the  answer  is  yes.  But  the  Secretary  has  broad  discretion,  under  the  Indian  Reorga- 
nization Act,  to  do  these  things  the  way  he  wants  to  do  them. 

Question.  I  understand  that,  and  that  is  what  I  am  trying  to  get  at  is  his  discre- 
tion in  this  matter.  It  appears  to  me  there  are  some  rules  and  some  guidances  to 

be  followed  in  a  151  analysis,  and  I  am  just  trying  to  really  kind  of  better  under- 
stand whether  these  are  things  that  have  to  be  taken  into  account  when  making 

that  analysis,  or  does  the  Secretary  just  get  up  one  morning  and  decide,  I  want  to, 
you  know,  decline  the  application  under  my  broad  discretionary  authority?  Is  there 
a  set  of  gviidelines? 

Answer.  What  I  can  tell  you  is  it  is  more  legally  defensible  to  follow  the  regula- 
tions, but  to  my  imderstanding,  if  the  Secretary  wanted  to  waive  his  regulations, 

he  could  do  so. 
Mr.  Yeager.  As  I  understand  this  discussion,  we  are  talking  about  a  hypothetical 

situation,  and  he  is  giving  his  general  thoughts;  am  I  correct  about  that? 
The  Witness.  That  is  correct. 
Mr.  Yeager.  You  have  no  reason  to  believe  that  anybody  waived  regulations  in 

this  particular  case? 
The  Witness.  No,  I  don't,  no. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Niunber  3,  it  says,  "Trust  land  to  be  acquired  is  located  within  the 
States  in  which  a  tribe  or  band  presently  owns  trust  land,"  was  that  the  case  in the  Hudson  matter? 

Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Do  you  know  where  the  three  applicant  tribes.  Red  Cliff,  Mole  Lake, 

and  Lac  Courte  are  located? 

Answer.  Off  the  top  of  my  head,  I  don't  know. 
Question.  If  I  represent  to  you  that  they  are  Indian  tribes  that  are  located  in  Wis- 

consin, would  that  surprise  you? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  I  do  represent  they  are  tribes  that  are  located  in  Wisconsin. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  And  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  would  also  be  considered  to  be  within  the 

State? 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Is  that  correct? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  any  geographic  knowledge  of  Wisconsin.  There  are  500  and 
something  federally-recognized  taibes,  and  I  have  to  pull  out  my  map  to  know  where 
they  all  are. 

Question.  Well,  I  am  not  going  to  bring  a  map  up  here.  You  will  just  trust  that 
Hudson,  Wisconsin,  is  in  the  same  State  as  the  Wisconsin  tribes? 

Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  And  I  trust  you  will  not  dispute  that,  but  based  on  your  independent 

knowledge,  you  cannot  say  you  know  specifically  where  Red  Cliff,  Mole  Lake   
Answer.  Now  that  we  are  talking  about  it,  I  remember  that  they  are  in  Wisconsin. 
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Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  is  it  your  understanding  that  any  opposition  to  an  ofT-res- 
ervation  casino  would  be  sufficient  to  cause  an  application  to  be  rejected? 
Answer.  I  can  only  tell  you  what  I  think  would  be  supportable.  I  would  not  be 

the  person  who  decides  how  much  or  how  Uttle  opposition  is  enough  under  section 
20.  I  would  be  a  person  who  would  look  at  a  draft  and  say  whether  I  thought  that 
sort  of  a  decision,  based  on  the  evidence,  would  be  upheld  in  a  court  of  law. 

Question.  You  have  already  testified  to  that  earlier,  so  we  won't  go  over  it  again. Did  you  ever  articulate  your  understanding  and  belief  of  what  detriment  would 
be  supportable  to  the  Indian  gaming  management  staff? 

Answer.  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  make  those  thoughts  known  to  Mr.  Anderson,  Michael  An- 

derson? 
Answer.  What  thoughts? 
Question.  The  thoughts  of  what  would  be  required,  or  what  would  stand  up  before 

a  court  with  regard  to  detriment? 
Answer.  Okay.  If  I  recall  correctly,  there  was  a  meeting   
Mr.  Elliott.  I  didn't  take  your  question  to  be  limited  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track. 

I'm  not  sure  what  he  was  going  to  respond  to. The  Witness.  I  was  thimdng  it  was. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Based  on  it  being  limited  to  Hudson,  what  were  you  going  to  say? 
Answer.  There  was  a  meeting,  and  I  believe  that  Mike  Anderson  was  in  the  meet- 

ing, and  I  believe  that  I  gave  mv  advice,  which  appears  in  the  e-mail  that  you 
showed  me,  that  based  on  what  I  had  seen,  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  provided 
a  better  legal  basis  upon  which  to  rest  a  decision  to  deny  the  application,  as  opposed 
to  section  20,  as  opposed  to  merely  relying  on  section  20. 

Question.  Why? 
Answer.  Because  at  the  time,  the  evidence  that  I  had  seen  was  sparse,  just  like 

one  of  those  e-maUs  says  that  there  was  sparse  data. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Is  it  possible  there  was  data  you  didn't  have  an  opportunity  to  look at? 
Thfe  Witness.  Sure. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  assume  there  sire  always  those  opportunities,  probably  in  everything 
to  this  day;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry? 
Question.  Always  out  there,  there  is  data  that  you  might  not  have  seen  or  known 

about? 
Answer.  Oh,  sure. 
Question.  On  any  issue  that  you  deal  with? 
Answer.  Sure. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  articvdate  to  the  Indian  gaming  managenaent  staff  what 

was  needed  legally  to  support  a  finding  of  detriment  to  the  community,  not  just  in- 
cluding Hudson,  but  at  any  time? 

Answer.  I  think  I  probaSlv  made  some  statements  about  that  in  meetings. 
Question.  Do  you  know  when  the  applicants  were  first  informed  that  their  applica- 

tion would  be  rejected? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  what  was  the  local  opposition  on  the  Hudson  Dog  Track, 

to  your  knowledge? 
Answer.  I  don;t  recall  who  was  opposed,  only  that  it  was  local,  and  local  to  me 

means  that  maybe — and  I  don't  remember;  a  mayor,  a  selectman,  local  officials, 
town,  I  don't  remember  who. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-8.  It 
is  an  e-mail  fi:t)m  Kevin  Meisner  to  Mr.  Woodward,  Troy  Woodward,  George  Skibine, 
Paida  L.  Hart,  Tom  Hartman,  and  Larry  Scrivner,  regarding  7-6-95  meeting  on  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track. 

[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-8  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  will  give  you  an  opportunity  to  review  that. 
Answer.  This  one  was  in  the  newspaper.  I  am  fsimiliar  with  it. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  remember  the  7-6-95  meeting? 
Answer.  I  can't  say  that  I  remember  the  date.  I  remember  meetings  on  these issues. 
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Question.  Is  it  your  position  that  the  local  opposition  must  articulate  a  specific 
detriment  to  the  community  for  a  section  20  analysis? 

Answer.  It  was  my  position  in  this  e-mail. 
Question.  Was  it  your  position — I  will  leave  it  at  that,  that  is  fine. 
Answer.  This  e-mail  speaks  for  itself.  You  have  it  in  your  possession,  and  I  will 

represent  to  you  it  is  my  e-mail,  and  this  is  what  I  wrote  to  these  folks. 
Question.  For  the  record,  the  e-mail  reads,  "My  view  on  this  matter  is  that  the 

bald  objections  of  surrounding  communities  including  Indian  tribes  are  not  enough 
evidence  of  detriment  to  the  surrounding  communities  to  find  under  section  20  of 
IGRA  that  the  acquisition  for  gaming  wUl  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  com- 
munities. 

"Specific  examples  of  detriment  must  be  presented  by  the  communities  during  the 
consultation  period  in  order  for  us  to  determine  that  there  will  be  an  actual  det- 

riment. A  finding  of  detriment  to  the  surrounding  communities  will  not  hold  up  in 
a  court  without  some  actual  evidence  of  detriment.  In  this  case  the  gaming  office 
did  not  think  their  information  obtained  diuing  the  consvdtation  period  was  enough 
to  show  actual  detriment  to  the  surrounding  communities. 

"I  think  that  a  decision  not  to  exercise  our  discretionary  authority  to  take  land 
into  trust  under  151  is  enough  to  show  surrounding  communities  that  we  take  into 
consideration  their  opposition  and  that  casinos  will  not  be  foisted  upon  them  against 
their  will." Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  In  this  meeting  with — I  guess  directing  your  attention  to  the  second 
paragraph,  in  this  case  the  gaming  office  did  not  think  the  information  obtained 
during  consultation  was  enough  to  show  detriment,  was  that  communicated  to  you 
in  this  meeting? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  when  it  was  commiuiicated  to  me.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Would  it  have  been  around  the  time  you  would  have  sent  the  e-mail? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  And  just  so  we  are  clear,  the  sentence  I  just  read  to  you  about  the  gam- 

ing office  and  their  thoughts  on  the  actual  detriment  to  the  svurounding  community, 

was  it  your  understanding  that  there  wasn't  enough  information  to  show  detriment 
to  the  svurounding  community  as  well?  I  mean,  in  the  e-mail  you  say  that  the  gam- 

ing office   
Answer.  Based  on  information  that  I  had  received  from  the  client,  meaning  the 

Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs,  and  I  can't  articulate  what  form  that  information  was  in, 
this  was  my  recommendation,  or  this  was  my  opinion  on  the  subject  based  on  every- 

thing I  had  seen  up  until  this  point. 
Question.  Was  it  your  understanding  that  opponents  to  an  application  were  re- 

quired to  articulate  a  specific  detriment  to  the  community  for  their  opposition  to  be 
vahd? 

Answer.  No,  that  woiild  be  a  policy  cut,  and  my  sole  interest  was  defendability, 
and  I  thought  that  evidence,  specific  evidence,  would  be  something  that  you  could 

present  before  a  court,  would  hold  up  better  under  a  judge's  scrutiny. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Can  we  go  off  the  record? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Sure. 
[Recess,  12:30  to  1:00  p.m.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  if  I  may,  I  would  like  to  go  back,  just  very  briefly,  to  Sec- 
retary Lujan's  memo,  just  so  that  I  am  clear.  The  first  portion  of  the  memo  it  states 

25  CFR  151.10  states  A  through  F.  Is  that  yoiir  understanding  as  well? 
Answer.  From  the  document? 
Question.  From  the  document. 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  And  then  2  through  7,  and  then  additionally  1,  2,  3  below  it,  for  gaming 

purposes,  through  5,  are  the  regulations,  if  you  will — I  don't  want  to  say  a  word  as 
strong  as  regulations — are  the  recommendations  that  the  Secretary  uses  for  the  De- 

partment of  Interior  officials,  is  that  your  understanding  as  well?  Is  that  his  rec- 
ommendations for  what  to  take  into  account? 

Mr.  Yeager.  Are  you  talking  as  of  July — is  there  a  time  fi*ame  for  your  question? 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  will  go  from  July  19,  1990,  up  to  the  Hudson  matter. 
The  Witness.  This  memo  would  be  in  effect  until  it  was  superseded  with  some 

other  policy  guidance  or  new  regulations  or  something  that  would  conflict  with  this, 
that  was  more  powerful  than  it,  like  you  say,  the  statute,  regs,  and  then  guidelines. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  These  guidelines  are,  what,  the  numbered  paragraphs;  is  that  correct? 
Those  are  guidehnes  sent  down  from  the  Secretarjr's  office? 

Answer.  I  would  characterize  them  as  guidelines. 
Question.  And  I  beUeve  you  also  testified  earlier  that  if  the  Secretary  chooses  to 

waive  thoseguidelines,  that  it  is  entirely  up  to  him  or  her? 
Answer.  The  Secretary  certainly  can  repeal  guidelines  at  any  time,  and  I  believe, 

and  I  may  be  incorrect,  the  Secretary,  under  certain  circumstances,  can  also  waive 
regulations. 

Question.  Now,  when  you  say  "Secretary,"  do  you  mean  the  Secretary  of  the  Inte- 
rior only,  or  does  that  mean   

Answer.  I  am  referring  to  the  Secretary  himself  I  don't  recall  any  instances  where 
that  happened,  but  I  am  aware — and  the  true  expert  is  actually  sitting  next  to  me — 
that  the  Secretary  has  the  authority  to  waive  his  regulations.  But  that  thought  does 
not  arrive  fi"om  the  land  acqxusition  process.  I  am  aware  that  the  Secretary  can 
waive  regulations  for  the  acknowledgment  process,  which  is  something  that  has 
nothing  to  do  with  this,  but  that  is  where  that  information  comes  from  in  my  mind, 
not  from  the  land — my  experience  doing  land  acquisition  work,  but  my  experience 
doing  tribal  acknowledgment  work. 

Question.  When  you  refer  to  the  Secretary,  though,  you  are  referring  just  to  the 
Secretary  of  the  Interior,  not  assistant  secretaries  or  deputy  assistant  secretaries, 
just  the  Secretary? 

Answer.  I  am  referring  to  the  Secretary.  That  doesn't  mean  that  subordinates 
couldn't  be  delegated  that  authority,  but  I  am  not  aware  of  it.  I  am  aware  that  in 
certain  circumstances,  the  Secretary  can  waive  his  regulations,  departmental  regu- lations. 

Question.  Do  you  know  where  that  authority  comes  fi*om? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  instance  where  the  Secretary  has  waived  regula- 
tions in  order  to  make  a  decision  under  151? 

Answer.  No,  nothing  is  coming  to  my  mind.  I  don't  remember  any  circumstance hke  that. 
Question.  Does  section  151  grant  the  Secretary  any  of  the  discretion  which  we 

talked  about? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  so. 
Mr.  Yeager.  If  I  might  interject,  do  you  have  any  reason  to  believe  whatsoever 

the  Secretary  or  Secretary's  delegate  waived  any  authorities   The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Yeager  [continuing].  For  the  Hudson  casino  decision? 
The  Witness.  No. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Following  up  on  that,  then,  the  regulations  as  written  down  by  Sec- 
retary Lujan,  the  numbered  paragraphs,  all  have  been  followed  by  the  Department 

of  the  Interior  then  if  the  Secretary  (fid  not  waive  the  regulation? 

Answer.  If  these  guidehnes  are  the  most  oirrent  policy  statement,  and  I  don't 
know  that  they  are,  then  the  employees  should  be  following  them,  yes.  In  other 
words,  if  you  handed  these  to  me,  and  it  has  the  SecretarVs  signatvire  on  it,  and 
I  am  a  person  doing  this  type  of  work,  this  means  I  should,  be  following  these,  be- 

cause my  boss,  the  Secretary,  told  me  to. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Dold,  I  would  point  out  that  in  the  exhibit  it  is  not  clear  the 

nimibered  paragraphs,  after  nxxmber  1,  are  indeed  regulations. 
Mr.  DOLD.  We  have  the  first  paragraph  is  the  regulations  under  25  CFR  151. 

Paragraphs  2  through  7  and  the  rest. 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  think  you  characterized  them  as  regulations. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  certainly  apologize,  I  don't  mean  to  characterize  them  as  regulations. 
Perhaps  the  best  thing  to  say — in  fact,  let  me  withdraw  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  what  do  you  interpret  paragraphs  2  through  7  and  1 
through  5  to  be,  because  I  don't  want  to  use  the  wrong  term? 
Answer.  Well,  paragraph  2  is  a  restatement  of  what  is  required  in  602  Depart- 

mental Manual  2. 
Question.  And  what  is  that? 

Answer.  What  it  means  is  the  Secretary — the  Department  doesn't  acquire  land 
into  trust  if  there  is  hazardous  and  toxic  material  on  the  property. 
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Question.  But  wovild  that  be  a  regulation? 

Answer.  No,  it  is  a — you  know,  I  don't  know.  I  know  that  you  can't  do  a  land  ac- 
qmsition  without  doing  this  because  of  the  potential  liability  for  the  Department 
under  a  variety  of  Federal  and  State  statutes.  The  Department  looks  to  take  prop- 

erty into  trust  free  and  clear  of  liens  and  liability,  and  if  you  have  like  a  hazardous 
waste  dump  in  the  middle  of  your  property,  under  certain  Federal  statutes,  which 
I  couldn't  eniunerate  for  you,  you  could  be  liable,  even  though  you  are  not  the  per- 

son who  did  the  polluting.  So  that  is  the  reason  for  that,  and  I  believe  it  is  a  re- 
quirement. I  can't  tell  you  off  the  top  of  my  head  the  source.  It  is  in  the  depart- 

mental manual,  as  indicated  by  the  citation  here. 
Question.  Did  the  Secretary  waive  any  of  the  151  regulations  in  the  Hudson  ca- 

sino matter,  to  your  knowledge? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  What  would  you  call  the  nxmibered  paragraphs?  They  are  not  regula- 
tions, as  Mr.  Elliott  points  out.  Would  they  be  directives? 

Answer.  I  would  call  them  guidelines. 
Question.  Guidelines? 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  Okay.  And  the  Secretary  can  ignore  those  guidelines  if  necessary;  is 

that  correct? 
Answer.  Yes.  Guidelines  are  promulgated  to  assist  staff  in  reaching  a  conclusion 

or  in  coming  up  with  a  recommendation.  And  a  lot  of  times  these  guidelines  are  pro- 
mulgated by  the  staff  who  are  doing  the  work,  I  mean,  it  goes  up  just  like  any  other, 

and,  specifically,  in  Indian  Affairs,  these  types  of  guidelines  are  promulgated  be- 
cause you  have  a  bunch  of  offices  all  over  the  country  with  area  directors  who  have 

the  authority  to  take  land  into  trust,  and  so  they  want  to  standardize  what  is  hap- 
pening throughout  the  country.  That  is  my — that  is  my  guess  as  to  what  was  going 

on  here,  and  that  is  the  purpose  of  guidelines,  particularly,  in  this  type  of  situation. 
And  they  could  be  changed  at  any  time. 

Question.  And  the  Secretary  has  the  authority  on  these  guidelines  to  waive  them, 
if  necessary? 
Answer.  Sure.  They  are  just  guidelines.  Guidelines,  unlike  regulations,  can  be, 

you  know,  withdrawn,  promulgated. 
Question.  Or  changed  without  a  notice  and  comment  period  or  anything  like  that? 
Answer.  This  type  of  document,  yes. 

Question.  We  had  talked  before  earlier  in  the  proceeding  here  about  local  opposi- 
tion. Was  there  somebody  at  the  Department  whose  job  it  was  to  determine  if  the 

opposition  was  valid? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  that  there  was  anyone  specifically  designated  to  hold  a  posi- 

tion like  that,  but  that  determination  could  only  be  made  by  the  ultimate  decision- 
maker, and  the  staff  would  come  up  with  recommendations  based  on  the  submis- sions. 

Question.  Were  Congressmen  considered  part  of,  quote,  unquote,  the  local  commu- 
nity, for  the  local  opposition  provision  of  section  20,  for  detriment  to  the  community? 

Answer.  You  mean  State  Congressmen  or  Federal? 
Question.  Federsd  Congressmen. 
Answer.  Federal  level? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  I  don't  remember.  1  don't  remember  seeing  any  comments. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Showing  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-9.  It  is  an  e-mail 

from  Mr.  Meisner  to  Heather  Sibbison,  cc'd  to  Mr.  ElUott,  and  Troy  Woodward,  and 
the  subject  is  a  letter  from  Duffy,  John  Duffy,  to  Congressman  Gunderson. 

[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-9  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  The  second  paragraph  is  really  what  I  would  like  to  draw  your  attention 
to,  if  I  may.  It  states,  "I  think  the  question  of  whether  a  Congressman  can  partici- 
fiate  in  the  State  consultation  process  for  taking  land  into  trust  for  gambling  under 
GRA  (25  U.S.C.  2719(b)(1)(A))  should  be  answered  in  the  negative." 
Answer.  This  document  is  a  testimony  to  my  inability  to  remember  things.  It  says 

it  is  from  me,  and  1  can't  say  that  I  remember  writing  it,  but  I  don't  dispute  it,  and 1  do  remember  that  there  was  a  letter  from  this  Congressman. 
Question.  My  point  was  not  to  bait  you  into  this.  If  you  remembered,  we  would 

never  have  brought  the  memo  out,  so  it  is  just  to  refresh  your  recollection. 
Answer.  No  offense  taken. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-10. 
It  is  an  e-mail  authored  by  Troy  Woodward.  The  date  is  July  6,  1995,  to  George 
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Skibine,  Pavila  Hart,  Tom  Hartman,  Larry  Scrivner,  and  Kevin  Meisner,  and  the 
subject  is  regarding  the  July  6th,  1995  meeting  on  Hudson  Dog  Track. 

[Meisner  l3eposition  Exhibit  No.  KM- 10  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  would  Uke  you  to  take  an  opportunity  to  read  that  real  quickly.  The 
first  page,  Mr.  Woodward  says  that  he  has  written  a  brief  narrative  about  what 
happened  at  the  meeting  with  Duffy  yesterday.  He  is  including  it  as  an  attachment 
to  this  letter. 

Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  receiving  this  e-mail? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Does  reviewing  this  e-mail  refresh  your  recollection  as  to  any  substance 
discussed  in  it? 

Answer.  I  feel  like  I  am  reading  it  for  the  first  time. 
Question.  The  first  paragraph  on  the  second  page,  the  second  sentence,  it  says, 

"We  discussed  Georges  letter  for  Ada's  signature,  informing  the  three  Tribes  that the  Secretary  was  declining  to  take  land  into  trust  in  accordance  with  his  discre- 
tionary authority  under  25  CFR  151." 

My  question  to  you  is  I  assume  "George"  is  George  Skibine? Answer.  I  would  assume  that. 

Question.  And  Ada's  signature  would  be  Ada  Deer? Answer.  I  would  assume  that,  too. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  know  if  Ms.  Deer  recused  herself  in  this  matter? 
Answer.  I  believe  that  she  did,  but  that  belief  is  based  on  things  that  I  have  heard 

recently. 
Question.  So  you  at  this  time  did  not  know  that  Ms.  Deer  had  recused  herself? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  If  someone  recuses  themself,  what  is  the  normal  procedure  for  letting 

other  people  know  you  have  recused  yourself? 

Answer.  I  can't  say  that  there  is  a  normal  procedure.  Recusals  don't  happen  that 
frequentiy,  but  they  do  happen,  and  I  am  speculating,  maybe  a  memo,  an  e-mail. 

Question.  Okay.  Mr.  Duffy  and  Heather  Sibbison,  Mr.  Anderson  and  Troy  Wood- 
ward were  all  people  that  were  involved  in  the  Hudson  application;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Yes,  apparentiy,  based  on  this  e-mail. 
Question.  Outside  of  the  e-mail,  do  you  know  if  Mr.  Duffy,  Ms.  Sibbison — I  believe 

you  testified  before  you  sat  in  meetings  where  they  were  present? 
Answer.  Mr.  Duffy,  yes;  Heather  Sibbison,  yes.  I  beUeve  Bob  Anderson  was  the 

Associate  SoUcitor,  so  he  was  my  boss,  and  that  would  mean  yes. 
Question.  Troy  Woodward? 
Answer.  Troy  Woodward  was  involved,  yes. 
Question.  So  you  do  know  of  them  outside  of  this  e-mail  as,  well,  being  involved 

with  the  Hudson  matter? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  I  wanted  to  make  sure  we  were  clear  on  that.  And  Ada  Deer  was  the 

Assistant  Secretary  at  that  time? 
Answer.  Correct,  and  I  don't  remember  her  being  involved. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  idea  why  people  so  central  to  the  application  would 

not  have  known  that  Ada  Deer  had  recused  herself? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  that  people  didn't  know  that  Ada  had  recused  herself  I 
don't  remember. 

Question.  Well,  would  you  deduce  from  this  e-mail  that  at  least  Mr.  Woodward 
certainly  didn't  know? Answer.  No. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Are  you  asking  for  a  present  deduction? 
Mr.  DOLD.  A  present  deduction. 

The  Witness.  Troy  Woodward  in  the  e-mail  is  talking  about  a  letter  for  Ada's  sig- 
natxire,  and  so  it  is  logical  to  conclude  that  he  didn't  know  at  that  point  that  Ada 
was  recused.  I  don't  have  personal  knowledge  of  that. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  In  the  second  paragraph  again,  halfway  through,  Mr.  Woodward  writes, 
I  expressed  the  opinion,  advocated  by  George  and  which  we  have  used  to  evaluate 
objections  in  the  past,  that  the  consultation  process  does  not  provide  for  an  absolute 
veto  by  a  mere  objection,  but  requires  that  the  objection  be  accompanied  by  evidence 
that  the  gaming  estabUshment  will  actually  have  a  detrimental  impact  (economic, 
social,  developmental,  etc.)  was  that  an  opinion  you  also  shared? 
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Answer.  I  don't  know  what  standard  Troy  Woodward  is  talking  about  in  the  e- 
mail.  And  so,  no,  to  my  memory,  this  was  the  first  time  that  this  came — that  this 
type  of  issue  arose.  And  so  I  don't  remember  it  being  a  standard  or  anjrthing  like 
that.  .        r  1. 

Question.  I'm  sorry,  the  fourth  paragraph,  first  sentence,  reads,  "The  upshot  of  the 
meeting  was  that  Duffy  wants  the  letter  rewritten  to  include  a  fiulher  reason  for 

denying  to  take  the  land  into  trust  under  section  20  because  the  consultation  proc- 
ess resulted  in  vehement  and  wide-spread  local  government  and  nearby  Indian 

tribes'  opposition  to  locating  a  casino  at  this  site." 
Do  you  recall  Mr.  Duffy  advocating  he  wanted  a  letter  rewritten  to  include  section 20? 

Answer.  No.  That  doesn't  mean  that  it  didn't  happen,  I  just  don't  remember. 
Question.  That  is  fair  enough. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Showing  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM- 11.  It  is  a  memo 

to  the  Assistant  Secretary  of  Indian  Affairs,  through  the  Deputy  Commissioner  of 
Indian  Affairs,  fi-om  George  T.  Skibine,  Director  of  Indian  Gaming  Management 
Staff.  The  subject  is  the  application  of  the  Sokaogon  Community,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  to  place  land  located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin, 

into  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  It  is  marked  "draft;,"  and  it  is  undated. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-11  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  will  let  you  peruse  it  a  little  bit. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Do  you  just  have  one  or  two  specific  questions? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Yes.  He  doesn't  need  to  go  into  the  detail,  but  if  you  want  to. 
The  Witness.  No,  go  ahead,  I  get  the  idea. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Have  you  seen  this  document  before? 
Answer.  I  beUeve  I  saw  it  yesterday. 
Question.  But  you  did  not  see  it  at  the  time  of  the  casino  proposal;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  seeing  this  specific  document,  which  again  doesn't  mean 
that  I  didn't  see  it. 

Question.  Directing  yovir  attention  to  page  4,  if  I  may.  Directing  your  attention 
to  the  bottom  of  the  page,  paragraph  reads,  "First" — this  is  in  a  letter  ft'om  Sheila 
Harsdorf,  dated  March  28,  1995.  Paragraph  reads,  "First,  the  signatories  cite  the 
removal  of  land  from  the  local  property  tax  rolls." Is  this  a  valid  objection  for  local  opposition  to  take? 

Answer.  Judging  from  the  25  CFR  151  regulations,  it  is  something  that  the  De- 
partment is  supposed  to  take  into  consideration  and  consult  with  the  local  officials 

on.  And  so  if  what  you  mean — what  do  you  mean  by  "valid"? Question.  Is  it  a  vaUd  concern? 
Answer.  It  is  required. 
Question.  It  is  required  you  do  this? 
Answer.  Under  151. 
Question.  Is  it  something  that  can  be  mitigated,  this  problem? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  know  if  it  was  mitigated  in  this  instance? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Turning  the  page  on  to  page  5,  that  top  paragraph,  Second,  the  rep- 

resentatives assert  that  'expansion  of  gambling  is  contrary  to  public  will  in  Wiscon- 

sin.' Is  that  a  valid  concern  under  section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act? 
Answer.  I  think  a  court  of  law  will  make  that  determination.  In  my  opinion,  like 

my  e-mail  says,  the  bald  allegations  of  detriment  are  not  enough  to  support  a  deter- 
mination of  detriment.  Whether  or  not  a  judge  agrees  with  me  I  couldn't  say,  but 

in  a  risk  assessment,  I  thought  that  it  woiUd  be  better  to  have  evidence,  rather  than 
a  public  sentiment  poll,  but  I  am  conservative. 

Question.  We  won't  hold  that  against  you. 
The  second  paragraph,  if  I  may  draw  your  attention  to  the  second  paragraph, 

reads,  "Third,  the  letter  says  that  off-reservation  gambling  may  not  foster  economic 
development  within  the  tribal  nations." 

First  off,  do  you  know  this  to  be  true;  or  I  think  you  testified  earlier,  but  I  will 
let  you  answer? 

Answer.  This  is  a  letter  ft"om   
Question.  Sheila  Harsdorf. 
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Answer.  She  is  alleging  off-reservation  gambling  may  not  foster  economic  develop- ment. 
Question.  Within  the  tribal  nation? 
Answer.  And  you  want  to  know  whether  that  is  a  true  statement  or  not. 
Question.  Whether  you  believe  that  to  be. 
Answer.  I  have  no  idea. 
Question.  Is  it  a  valid  concern  in  the  section  20  analysis? 
Answer.  That  question  would  go  to  whether  or  not  the  acquisition  is  in  the  best 

interest  of  the  tribe.  If  you  could  somehow  look  into  a  crystal  ball  and  determine 
that  a  gaming  facility  would  go  bankrupt  and  plunge  the  tribe  into  debt,  then  this 
sort  of  a  statement,  if  it  were  true,  wovild  be  something  to  consider,  but  you  can't 
really  predict  that. 

Question.  Sure.  Do  you  know  of  any  Indian  casinos  that  have  gone  bankrupt? 
Answer.  I  have  a  general  knowledge  that  some  of  the  facilities  have  shut  down 

because  of  lack  of  profitability. 

Question.  Can  you  site  them  for  us  specifically,  because  I  don't  know? 
Answer.  I  can't.  There  are  a  number  of  small  facilities  located  in  remote  areas 

that  have  not  been  profitable.  I  can't  site  specific  examples  to  you. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Are  you  aware  the  applicant  tribes  operated  casinos? 
The  WiThfESS.  Yes. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Well,  strike  that.  I  can't  represent  to  you  that  they  are  casinos,  I 
believe  they  are  gaming  facilities  of  one  kind  or  another. 

The  Witness.  Okay.  My  understanding  is  that  each  tribe  had  a  facility.  That 
might  be  wrong,  but  it  is  my — it  is  what  I  remember. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Do  you  remember  how  well  these  gaming  facilities  were  doing? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Would  that  be  information  you  also  would  have  received  or  would  have 

been  available  to  you? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  am  not  sure  how  it  would  be  relevant. 
Question.  As  far  as  just  the  economic  wherewithal  of  the  tribes,  I  mean,  how  well 

off  they  were  doing? 

Answer.  I  don't  really  remember  that  as  being  a  factor. 
Question.  The  last  thing  that  Ms.  Harsdorf  relates  to  in  the  third  fiiU  paragraph 

of  this  is  she,  you  know,  talks  about,  quote,  "Many  municipalities  feel  that  the  ex- 
pansions have  created  tense  racial  atmospheres  and  that  crime  rates  have  in- 

creased." 
Now,  Mr.  Meisner,  is  it  a  vaUd  objection  that  the  Department  of  Interior  would 

hold  or  give  any  weight  to  that  the  local  community  didn't  want  Indians  in  their community? 

Answer.  I'm  not  sxire  I  would  characterize  this  statement  as  sajdng  that.  What 
comes  to  my  mind  is  public  health  and  safety  concerns,  not  racial  concerns.  This 

sentence  says,  "Tense  racial  atmosphere  and  increase  in  crime  rate  is  a  public 
health  and  safety  concern." 

Question.  Covild  that  also  be  mitigated? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Well,  you  worked  on  other  casinos,  I  assume,  before  in  your  past. 

Answer.  I  can't  remember  any  examples  of  a  situation  where  there  was  a  tense 
racial  atmosphere  where  someone  tried  to  step  in  and  mitigate  that.  I  can't  recall any  scenario  like  that. 

Question.  Since  you  were  talking  before  about  health  and  safety  and  now  you 

went  back  to  racial,  let's  talk  about  racial.  At  the  Department  of  Interior,  is  it  a 
valid  concern  and  would  it  be  one  that  the  Department  would  weigh  into,  in  wheth- 

er to  grant  land  to  the  trust,  that  the  community  did  not  want  Indians  there? 
Answer.  If  bringing  an  Indian  casino  into  a  community  would  create  a  public 

health  and  safety  risk,  regardless  of  whether  it's  because  I'm  purple  or  just  because 
you  don't  like  me  or  what  have  you,  that's  a  valid  concern.  It's  definitely  a  valid concern,  because  as  far  as  I  know,  the  United  States  and  the  Department  of  the 
Interior  have  an  interest,  particularly  on  Federal  Indian  lands,  in  the  public  health 
and  safety  of  not  only  the  tribes  but  also  the  patrons  of  the  gaming  facihties.  And 
so  regardless  of  what  the  source  of  the  tension  is,  if  the  outcome  is  a  public  health 

and  safety  risk,  then  it's  a  valid  concern. 
Mr.  Yeager.  If  I  might  just  interject,  do  you  have  any  reason  to  believe  that  the 

Interior  Department  considered  expressions  of  racism  as  part  of  its  detriment  to  the 
community  analysis? 
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The  Witness.  No.  The  mere  fact  that  they  were  Indians  I  don't  think — it  certainly 
didn't  cross  my  mind,  and  I  would  be  surprised  if  it  crossed  anyone  else's  mind. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Wovild  that  be  a  valid  objection  by  a  local  community,  though,  to  say 
I  don't  want  them  in  here  because  they're  Indians? 

Answer.  I  reaUy  couldn't  say  whether  that's  valid  or  not.  I  mean  I  have  a  personal feeling. 
Question.  Do  you  have  a  legal  feeling? 

Answer.  I  can't  speak  on  behalf  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior. 
Question.  Certainly  as  an  attorney   
Answer.  I  mean  I'm  an  Indian  attorney,  and  so  I  represent  an  Indian  tribe,  and 

you  know,  my  personal  view  would  be  that  it's  certainly  not  valid,  the  exclusion  of a  race. 
Question.  In  your  legal  opinion,  is  it  valid  in  any  instance  to  exclude  someone 

based  upon  race? 
Answer.  I  think  if  I  were  advising  a  client,  and  this  is  a  hypothetical   
Question.  This  is  indeed  a  h3^othetical. 
Answer  [continuing].  I  think  the  courts  would  have  a  field  day  on  anybody  who 

did  something  like  that. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Did  that  play,  this  question  about  considering  race  as  a  factor,  play 

any  role  whatsoever  in  the  Hudson  casino  decision? 
The  Witness.  Not  to  my  knowledge. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Is   
Answer.  And  I  would  remember,  because  that  would  be  something  that  would  dis- 

tvu"b  me. 
Question.  Are  you  aware  that  there  is  today  and  was  at  the  time  in  1995,  I  will 

represent  to  you,  an  existing  Class  III  gaming  facUity  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin? 
Answer.  What  do  you  mean,  Class  III  gaming  facility? 
Question.  1  mean  a  facility  that  would  be — and  if  this  were  to  be  granted,  the  ca- 

sino would  be,  my  understanding  is,  a  Class  III  gaming  facility. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  And  at  the  time  the  application  was  in  motion  at  the  Department  of  the 

Interior,  there  existed  a  Class  III  gaming  facility  on  site  of  where  the  land  was  to 
be  taken  into  trust,  if  the  application  was  approved. 

Mr.  Elliott.  I  think  that  Mr.  Meisner's  question  back  to  you  is  based  on  some 
knowledge  that  he  may  have  that  there  are  different  kinds  or  levels  of  Class  III. 

Mr.  DOLD.  And  that  certainly  could  be,  because  I  do  not  represent  that  I  have  an 
extended  knowledge  of  Class  III  gaming  facilities,  because  I  do  not. 

Mr.  Yeager.  I  was  about  to  say,  counselor,  are  you  suggesting  that  Galaxy  Gam- 
ing and  the  applicant  tribes  don't  need  to  go  through  this  protracted  controversy  in 

order  to  develop  a  casino  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin? 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  absolutely  not  saying  that,  but  what  I  am  sajdng  is  that  there 

is,  for  the  townspeople  that  have  this  tremendous  concern  about  gambling  and  the 
problems  that  it  would  create,  that  there  is  a  Class  III  gaming  facility.  There  is  a 
facility  being  built,  there  is  a  10,000-car  parking  lot,  there  is  everything  conceivable 
for  someone  to  come  in  and  wager  their  money  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin.  In  fact,  we 
can  go  there  today  and  do  the  same. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  My  question  to  you  is,  was  there  a  consideration?  Did  you  know  that 
at  the  time? 

Answer.  I'm  confused. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Are  you  saying  that  there — when  you  say  Class  III  facility,  that  means 

an  Indian  casino  to  me,  because  outside  of  Indian  Mfairs  there  is  no  such  thing  as 

Class  I,  II,  and  III.  So  are  you  saying  that  there's  an  Indian  casino  in  Hudson,  Wis- 
consin, an  Indian  tribal  casino  operating? 

Question.  No.  My  understanding  is  that  they  operated  a  Class  III  gaming  license. 
Now,  I  may  be  incorrect. 

Answer.  Class  III  is  a  term  of  art  for  me.  It  means  Indian  casino. 

Question.  For  me,  it  doesn't  necessarily  represent  that  to  me. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Maybe  we  should  not  use  the  term  Class  III. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Let  me  just  say  that  there  was  a  gaming  facility  where  people  covild  go 
and  wager  money  on  dogs. 

Answer.  Yes,  there  was  a  dog  track,  yes. 

Question.  And  wagering  money,  that's  gambling,  or  gaming,  as  it  were? Answer.  I  think  it  is. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  that  at  the  time? 

Answer.  Yeah.  That's  why  this  was  called  the  Hudson  Bay  Dog  Track  land  acqui- sition. So  yes. 
Question.  The  health  concerns  that  you  raised  on  crime,  that  was  raised  in  Ms. 

Harsdorf  s  letter,  is  that  something  that  could  be  mitigated  with  a  greater  poUce 
force? 

Answer.  Okay.  In  a  situation  where  you  have  increased  crime,  assiuning  there 
were  increased  crime,  you  could  mitigate  that,  yes.  Just  about  anything  can  be  miti- 
gated. 

Question.  Were  the  tribes,  the  three  applicant  tribes,  given  an  opportunity  to  ciu-e 
the  appUcation? 

Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Were  they  informed  that  there  were  problems  with  their  application? 

Prior  to  the  rejection  letter,  obviously. 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Is  there  someone  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  who  is  in  charge 

or  is  supposed  to  inform  the  tribes  that  there's  a  problem  with  their  appUcation? 
Answer.  Speaking  about — speaking  in  the  realm  of  land  acquisition  and  land  ac- 

quisition— or  appUcations,  I'm  not  svu*e  that  there  is  a  person  designated  to  be  a 
tribal  liaison  or  something  like  that.  I'm  not  sure  what  you're  getting  at. 

Question.  I  guess  what  I'm  really  getting  at  is,  you  said  before  that  things  can 
be  mitigated,  and  obviously,  based  upon  the  July  14th,  1995  rejection,  there  were 
those  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  that  felt  that  there  were  problems  with  the 
applicant  tribes'  application. Answer.  Uh-huh. 

Question.  And  the  question  is,  is  there  anyone  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior 
that  is  supposed  to  contact  the  tribes  and  inform  them  that  they  have  problems  with 
their  appUcation?  Because  I  assume  that  if  a  problem  can  be  easily  mitigated  or 
mitigated,  that  the  Department  of  the  Interior  would  allow  the  tribes  to  do  such. 
My  question  is  just  focusing   

Answer.  Okay.  There  is  a  consultation  directive  from  the  President,  an  Executive 

Order,  perhaps,  I  don't  remember  the  exact  verbiage,  but  I  think  that  it  says  some- 
thing along  the  Unes  of  when  possible,  you  are   

Mr.  Elliott.  I  think  he'U  show  it  to  you. 
The  Witness.  If  you  have  got  it,  it  speaks  for  itself. 

Mr.  DOLD.  We'U  just  put  it  in  front  of  you.  I  think  I  have  it,  anjrway.  Yeah. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-12  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  Yeiager.  While  we  are  marking  the  document,  counsel,  if  I  may. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Sure,  please. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Are  you  aware  of  consultation  or  lack  of  consultation  with  the  appli- 

cant tribes  with  respect  to  this  case? 
The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Yeager.  You  have  no  subsequent  knowledge  about  consultation? 
The  Witness.  I  wovildn't  be  involved  in  the  consultation. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Is  the  Department  of  the  Interior  legaUy  reqviired  to  consult  with  the 
tribes? 

Answer.  I'm  not  sure  whether  an  Executive  Order  is   
Question.  Away  fi:x)m  this  document,  let  me  draw  back  from  this  document.  In 

general,  legaUy  speaking,  under  section  20,  under  section  151,  under  any  of  the  reg- 
ulations that  woiild  be  used  to  deny  this  appUcation  as  stated  in  the  July  14th,  1995 

letter,  is  consultation  with  the  applicant  tribes  required  by  law? 
Answer.  Just  as  a  matter  of  course,  when  a  tribe  submits  an  application,  in  order 

to  process  the  application,  you  consult  with  the  tribes.  I'm  not  siu-e  there  is  a  legal standard  as  to  what  consultation  means. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Perhaps  you  could  write  a  memo  on  that  one,  too. 
Mr.  DoLD.  Perhaps  Mr.  Yeager  wants  that  memo.  I  will  take  the  first  and  you 

can  give  Mr.  Yeager  the  second. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  But  is  there,  in  the  law,  in  the  regulations,  to  your  knowledge,  is  it  re- 
qviired  that  the  Department  of  the  Interior  consult  the  Indian  tribe,  the  applicant 
tribes? 

Answer.  I'm  not  sure  how  you're  defining  consult,  and  that's  why  I'm  having  a 
problem  coming  up  with  an  answer.  What  I'm  thinking  of  is  when  the  tribe  submits 
its  application,  naturally  the  staff  people  are  going  to  have  questions  about  it  and 
they  are  going  to  go  back. 

Is  it  legally  required?  I  can't  think  of  anything  that  binds  the  Department,  other 
than  this  Executive  order  that  you  have  handed  me,  to  consult.  As  a  matter  of 
course,  I  don't  see  how  you  could  process  an  application  without  talking  to  the  appli- cant. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Dold,  could  we  have  the  record  show  that  this  is  an  executive 
memorandum? 

Mr.  Dold.  Of  course.  Let  me  let  the  record  reflect  that  KM- 12  is  an  executive 
memorandum  sent  from  the  President  to  the  heads  of  the  executive  departments 
and  agencies,  and  the  memorandum  is  on  govemment-to-govemment  relations  with 
Native  American  tribal  governments.  It  is  dated  April  29th,  1994,  and  the  section 

which  we  were  specificafiy  referring  to  is  paragraph  (b),  which  reads:  "Each  execu- 
tive department  and  agency  shall  consult,  to  the  greatest  extent  practicable  and  to 

the  extent  permitted  by  law,  with  tribal  governments  prior  to  taking  actions  that 
affect  federally  recognized  tribal  governments.  All  such  consviltations  are  to  be  open 
and  candid  so  that  all  interested  parties  may  evaluate  for  themselves  the  potential 

impact  of  relevant  proposals." 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  this  directive,  or  memorandum,  I  should  say? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  this  paragraph  (b)  was  followed  in  the  Hudson  casino 

application? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  think  a  coiut  would  have  to  determine  that. 
Question.  In  your  opinion? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  an  opinion,  because  the  extent  of  my  participation  wouldn't 
make  me  privy  to  every  piece  of — I  don't  know  who  called  who,  who  was  talking  to 
whom.  I  don't  have  the  type  of  information  to  tell  you  whether  consultation  took 
place  or  not.  That  would  not  be  my  role.  It  would  be  the  staff  people  and  others 
would  have  participated  in  that. 

Question.  Mr.  Meisner,  I  have  before  me,  I  have  pvilled  from  my  book  and  I  will 
be  happy  to  show  you  what  is  an  excerpt  from  section  2719  B(l)(a),  and  we  will  read 
it  for  tne  record  and  let  you  take  a  look  at  it  before  you  comment.  But  B(  l)(a)  reads, 

'The  Secretary,  after  consultation  with  the  Indian  tribe  and  the  appropriate  State and  local  officials,  including  officials  of  other  nearby  Indian  tribes,  determines  that 
a  gaming  establishment  on  newly  acquired  lands  would  be  in  the  best  interests  of 
the  tribe  and  its  members  and  it  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  com- 

munity, but  only  if  the  governor  of  the  State  in  which  the  gaming  activity  is  to  be 

conducted  concxirs  in  the  Secretary's  determination." 
Answer.  Right.  Commonly  known  as  section  20  of  IGRA. 

Question.  And  that's — so  you  are  familiar  with  the  statement? Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  So  is  it — and  section  20  of  IGRA  is  the  law? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  So  by  law,  there  is  required  a  consultation  with  the  Indian  tribes? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  directing  your  attention  back  to  the  presidential  memorandum,  did 

you  advise  anyone  in  the  Indian  gaming  management  staff  that  they  needed  to  take 
a  look  at  paragraph  (b)  and  consiUt  with  the  tribes  on  this  matter? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  I  did.  And  that's  because  this  executive  memorandum  is 

common  knowledge. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM- 13  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  place  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM- 13.  It  is  a 
letter  to  Secretary  Bruce  Babbitt,  Department  of  the  Interior,  from  Congressman 
Steve  Gunderson  dated  April  28,  1995. 

I  will  ask  you  to  take  a  look  over  this,  but  I  only  have  a  specific  question  on  page 
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Answer.  Okay. 

Question.  The  second  to  the  last  sentence  of  page  1  reads,  "According  to  your  of- 
fice, since  Congress  passed  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act,"  and  he  has  just  got 

IGRA  here,  "in  1988,  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  has  never,"  and  that  is  under- 
lined, "approved  the  acquisition  of  off-reservation  land  to  be  used  for  casino  gam- 

bling." Is  that  a  true  statement,  to  your  knowledge? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  who  in  the  Secretar^s  oflRce  would  be  tasked  with  commu- 
nicating with  Congressmen? 

Answer.  No.  It  could  have  been — there's  a  press — there's  a  Congressional  and  Leg- 
islative Affairs  Office  within  the  Office  of  the  Secretary,  actually,  and  it  would  be 

likely  that  someone  from  that  office  would  have,  but  I  don't  know  specifically  in  this case  who  it  was. 

Question.  Sure.  And  I  wasn't  asking  specifically  in  this  case,  because  it  would  be not  reasonable  for  you  to  know,  necessarily. 
Were  you  aware  of  any  communications  between  the  Department  of  the  Interior 

and  the  White  House? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  any. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Relative  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Relative  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track,  of  course.  We  would  all  be  in  big 
trouble  if  there  was  no  communication  on  anjrthing. 

Answer.  I'm  assuming  we  are  talking  about  the  Dog  Track. Question.  Yes,  we  are  talking  about  the  Dog  Track. 
Answer.  Not  to  my  recollection.  I  certainly  was  not  a  participant  in  any. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  hear  about  anybody  talking  about  consulting  with  the 

White  House? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  hearing  about  that  in  relation  to  this  project. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  communications,  written  or  oral,  between  the 

Department  of  the  Interior  and  the  Democratic  National  Committee? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  And  just  to  round  out  the  matter,  do  you  know  of  any  written  or  oral 

communications  between  the  Department  of  the  Interior  and  the  Clinton-Gore  '96 campaign? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  And  for  the  record,  those  are  all  relating  to  the  Hudson  matter  that  we 

are  talking  about. 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  The  Secretary  of  the  Interior  has  said  that  the  decision  to  reject  the  ap- 
plication was  supported  by  the  gaming  office  staff  Do  you  know  if  this  was  ever 

put  in  writing  besides  in  a  memo  fix>m  the  gaming  office  staff? 
Answer.  What  do  you  mean?  Do  you  mean  did  the  Secretary  do  a  memo? 
Question.  No.  Do  you  know  if  the  support  to  reject  the  appUcation  was  put  into 

a  memo  form  by  the  gaming  office,  the  Indian  gaming  management  staff? 
Answer.  You  show»i  me  a  draft  earlier. 
Question.  That  was  the  draft  letter,  correct? 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Was  there  ever  a  memorandum  outUning  the  specifics? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Please  clarify  the  record. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Okay,  sure. 

Mr.  Elliott.  I  don't  think  you  have  shown  him  a  draft  letter. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  shown  him  the  final  copy  of  the  final  letter. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Right. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Okay,  thank  you. 
The  Witness.  Didn't  you  show  me  something  that  was  thick  written  by — or  appar- 

ently authored  by  George  Skibine,  some  memo  a  few  moments  ago? 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  did. 
The  Witness.  That  is  the  only  document,  since  I  have  seen  it,  that  I  can  recall. 

Maybe  we  should  take  a  quick  look  at  it. 
Mr.  DoLD.  I'd  be  happy  to. 
The  Witness.  But  in  my  memory,  I  don't  remember  a  memorandum. Mr.  Yeager.  Just  so  the  record  is  clear  on  this  point,  do  you  have  any  knowledge 

that  this  memorandum  was  authored  by  George  Skibine? 

The  Witness.  I  don't  have  personal  knowledge  of  that,  but  I  have  heard  that. Mr.  Yeager.  Heard  that  from  news  accounts? 

The  Witness.  I'm  not  sure  where  I've  heard  it,  but  I've  heard  it. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Would  this  be  a  proposed,  in  yovir  review  of  this  document  here,  to   
Answer.  This  dociunent  looks  to  me  Uke  it's  a  memorandum.  It's  to  the  Assistant 

Secretary  through  the  Deputy  Commissioner  from  George  Skibine.  It  could  be  a — 
and  it's  a  draft,  and  it  looks  to  be  a  fairly   

Question.  Detailed? 
Answer  [continuing].  Detailed  analysis  of  the  issues. 
Question.  Is  that  memorandum  that  you  are  holding  before  you  a  recommendation 

to  reject  the  appUcation? 
Answer.  Well,  the  document  speaks  for  itself,  but  it  is  a  recommendation.  It  ap- 

pears to  be  a  draft  recommendation. 
Question.  Are  they  recommending  to  deny  the  application? 

Mr.  Elliott.  If  I  might  just  interject  here,  it  says,  "the  staff  recommends  that the  Secretary,  based  on  the  following,  determine  that  the  proposed  acquisition  would 
not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community  prior  to  making  a  determination 
on  the  best  interests." 

Mr.  DOLD.  Absolutely  what  the  document  reads.  I  have  no  dispute.  Thank  you. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Just  so  it's  clear. 
The  Witness.  I  mean  I  can't  shed  any  more  light  on  the  doounent.  It  really 

speaks  for  itself 
Mr.  DOLD.  Okay. 

The  Witness.  It  appears  that — and  I  haven't  sat  here  and  read  the  entire  docu- 
ment, but  it  appears  from  the  last  paragraph  and  the  first  paragraph  that  they  are 

making  a  determination  on  the  interest  of  the  tribe  in  this  docvunent,  best  interest 
of  the  tribe.  Staff  recommends — I'm  reading   

Mr.  Yeager.  Why  don't  you  take  a  minute  and  read  the  docximent. 
The  Witness.  Okay.  I  will  do  that. 

Yeah,  in  the  very  first  paragraph  it  indicates  that  the  Secretary  hasn't  made  his 
determination  yet.  And  again,  this  is  a  draft  on  detriment  to  the  svirrounding  com- 

munity. "The  staff  recommends  that  the  Secretary,  based  on  the  following,  deter- 
mine that  the  proposed  acquisition  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding 

community  prior  to  making  a  determination  on  the  best  interests." I  cannot  explain  to  you  what  this  means. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Okay. 

examination  by  MR  DOLD: 

Question.  Does  the  document  speak  for  itself? 
Mr.  Yeager.  We  probably  wovild  all  agree  that  the  document  would  speak  for 

itself 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  don't  dispute  that. 
The  Witness.  Okay.  I  have  reread  the  first  paragraph,  and  the  document  speaks 

for  itself,  and  it  would  appear  that  this  draft  talks  about  whether  the  acquisition 
and  the  gaming  facility  would  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Is  the  recommendation,  based  upon  the  first  paragraph — and  I  realize 
that  you  have  not  had  an  opportunity  to  dive  in  and  review  all  of  the  pages  of  this 

detailed  draft — would  that  be  a  recommendation  by  the  staff  to  reject  the  tribes'  ap- 
plication? 

Answer.  In  this  draft — the  draft  proposes  to  determine  that  the  acquisition  would 
not  be  detrimental  to  the  svurounding  community,  and  then  recommends  that  the 

second  prong  of  tiie  test  be  completed.  That's  all  that  it  does,  according  to  the  last 
paragraph. 

Question.  Okay.  Is  that  a  recommendation  to  reject  the  application  of  the  tribes? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Is  it  a  recommendation  to  approve  the  application  of  the  tribes? 
The  Witness.  No.  And,  it's  a  draft,  unsigned. Mr.  DOLD.  Of  covirse. 

[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM- 14  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Meisner  another  dociunent  marked  KM- 14.  It 
is  dated,  although  the  copy  might  not  be  as  good  as  I  wovild  like,  is  dated  November 
15,  1994.  It  is  a  memorandum  to  the  Assistant  Secretary  of  Indian  affiairs,  who  at 
the  time  was  Ada  Deer,  from  the  Office  of  the  Area  Director,  who  I  believe  at  the 
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time  was  Denise  Homer.  The  subject  is  the  request  for  ofF-reservation  gaming  for 
land  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

Have  you  ever  seen  this  document  before,  Mr.  Meisner? 
Answer.  I  believe  I  have. 
Question.  And  when  have  you  seen  this  before? 
Answer.  I  beUeve  that  I  reviewed  this  in  conjunction  with  a  nvunber  of  other  docu- 

ments when  I  was  working  on  the  Hudson  Bay  project.  Actually,  I  specifically  re- 
member this  one. 

Question.  Was  this  recommendation  incorrect? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  When  you  reviewed  it,  what  did  you  review  it  for? 
Answer.  Well,  the  value  of  this  document  for  me  would  be  to  see  what  the  folks 

on  the  ground  think,  and  also  to  see  what  the  evidence  is  that  they're  providing  to support  their  recommendation,  and  that  would  be  it  for  me. 
Question.  What  did  the  folks  on  the  ground  think? 
Answer.  I  will  have  to  look  at  the  document  for  a  minute. 
Question.  Please. 
Answer.  Okay.  The  document  speaks  for  itself  On  the  very  last  page,  page  32, 

there  is  a  section  called  recommendations,  and  it's  a  short  paragraph,  and  it  says: 
"Based  upon  the  discussion  and  conclusions  provided  above,  we  recommend  that  the Secretary  of  the  Interior  find  that  the  proposed  action  will  be  in  the  best  interest 
of  the  tribes  and  that  it  will  not  have  a  detrimental  effect  on  the  surrounding  com- 

munity." And  they  go  on  to  say  that  they  recommend  that  the  decision  be  made  to 
take  this  particular  parcel  into  trust  for  the  three  tribes  for  a  gaming  purpose. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  After  you  reviewed  this  document — ^you  said  you  reviewed  it  to  find  out 
what  the  people  on  the  ground  were  thinking,  and  also  to  look  at  what  they  were 
taking  into  account  when  they  made  their  decision — what  did  you  find?  Did  you  find 
anything  wrong  with  the  evidence  they  used  to  make  their  decision? 

Answer.  Did  I  find  anything  wrong  with  it? 
Question.  Yes. 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  exactly  what  my  legal  opinion  was  of  this  document. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  if  you  generally  disagreed  and  felt  that  the  area  office  was 

just — they  just  missed  the  ball  on  this  one,  or   
Answer.  I  don't  necessarily  agree  or  disagree  with  their  recommendation,  or  I would  not  have.  I  would  have  reviewed  this  document  to  see  what  their  rec- 

ommendation was.  But  really,  if  s  the  role  of  the  Indian  gaming  management  staff 
to  take  this  thing  and  determine  what  their  recommendation  is  going  to  be. 

Question.  What  was  your  role  in  the  process  in  reviewing  this? 
Answer.  WeU,  since  the  document  is  a  final  document,  it's  merely  another  piece 

of  paper  in  the  record  before  me.  And  so  while  it  is  specific  and  it's  written  by  the 
area  director  out  in  the  field,  it  would  not  have  been  a  dispositive  sort  of  docvunent 

for  me,  the  central  office.  My  client  wasn't  bound  by  this. Question.  Okay.  Did  you  draft  a  memo  after  reviewing  this  document? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  draft;ing  a  memo. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  meetings  with  people  in  the  Indian  gaming  manage- 

ment staff  about  their  recommendations?  From  the  area  office,  I  mean. 

Mr.  Elliott.  The  area  office's  recommendations  is  what  you  mean? Mr.  DOLD.  Correct,  yes. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  remember  a  specific  meeting  in  response  to  that  document. 
The  application  comes  to  us  by  way  of  that  document  normally,  and  so  we'll  receive all  of  the  paper  work  underneath  that  memorandum  fi:t)m  the  field.  So  what  you 
get  is,  you  get  a  stack  of  documents  and  that  thing  is  on  top  fi*om  the  area  director 
with  the  area  director's  recommendation.  So  there  wouldn't  have  been — in  my  mem- 

ory, there  wasn't  a  specific  meeting  held  just  because  that  docximent  came  in  or  in response  just  to  that  document.  That  document  is  like  the  transmittal  memo. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Okay. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Was — did  you  find  anything  legally  wrong  with  the  area  office  rec- 
ommendation? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  finding  anjrthing  legally  wrong.  I  mean  I'm  not  sure 
what  "legally  wrong"  means,  but  nothing — I  don't  remember  anything  striking  me. 

Question.  That's  what  I  was  getting  at. 
Answer.  I  don't  have  any  big  memory  about  it.  It's — sometimes  the  central  office 

agrees  with  the  area  and  sometimes  they  don't. 
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Question.  Are  there  deadlines  under  151  for  State  and  local  governments  to  send 
in  comments — are  you  aware  of  any  consultation  or  comment  period  under  section 
151  that  is  required  by  the  Secretary?  I  will  let  you  take  a  look  at  this. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Could  you  just  read  the  cover  of  that?  I  just  want  to  see  the  date, 

particularly,  of  that  volume. 
Mr.  DOLD.  It's  a  1997  volume. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Current  regulations? 
The  Witness.  I  have  been  handed  a  very  pretty  pink  book  that  is  the  current 

CFR,  25  CFR,  which  I  may  or  may  not  give  back  to  you  because  I  don't  have  one. 
It's  opened  to  the  land  acquisition  regulations.  So  according  to  the  regulations,  and 
again,  they're  the  best  evidence  of  this,   Mr.  Yeager.  Let  me  just  clarify  the  question  first  before  the  witness  answers  the 
question. 

Are  you  asking  him  to  interpret  cvurent  regulations,  or  are  you  asking  him  to  give 
you  his  best  recollection  of  wnat  regulations  applied  at  the  time  the  decision  was 
made? 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  will  do  both,  I  will  do  both. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Okay.  Which  question  is  pending? 
Mr.  DOLD.  This  question  is  right  now,  under  151,  if  he  is  aware  of  a  consultation 

which  is  reqviired  by  the  Secretsuy  under  151. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Currently? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Currently. 
The  Witness.  These  regulations  state  that  the  State  and  local  governments  will 

be  given  30  days  in  which  to  provide  written  comments,  and  this  is  under  151,  not 
section  20. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Okay.  Now,  having  said  that,  did  you  have  knowledge  that  there  was 
a  requirement  to  do  this  before  you  had  an  opportunity  to  look  at  this  regulation? 

Answer.  Did  I  know  at  the  time  that  there   
Question.  No,  right  now.  I  mean  did  you  know  before  I  handed  you  the  book  that 

there  was  that  requirement  under  151? 
Answer.  Oh,  that  there  was  a  30-day  comment  period? 
Question.  Yeah. 
Answer.  I  probably  would  have  had  to  have  consulted  the  regulations  to  remem- 

ber exactly  that  there  was  a  30-day  comment  period. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  back  in  1995  whether  that  was  also  part  of  the  151  re- 

quirements? 
Answer.  I  believe  there  was  a  comment  period. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  that  was  followed  in  the  Hudson  casino  application? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  don't  know.  I  don't  remember  specifically  whether  or  not 
they  gave  30  days.  I  would  assume  they  did. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Presumably,  the  regs  at  the  time  wovild  disclose  whether  there  is  a 
comment  period  or  not? 

The  Witness.  Right.  The  regs  would  be  the  best  evidence  of  themselves. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Right. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM- 15  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-15.  It  is 
a  memorandum  to  the  Assistant  Secretary  of  Indian  Affairs  from  the  Office  of  the 
Area  Director,  and  this  memorandum  is  dated  April  20,  1995.  The  subject  is  the 
trust  acquisition  request  of  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Dog  Track  property. 

If  I  may,  there  is  an  attached  dociunent  on  the  back  of  this  that  should  not  be 
part  of  this  exhibit.  We  have  eliminated  the  letter  that  was  attached  to  the  back, 
and  I  have  to  admit  it  was  my  fault  since  I  did  the  copjdng  on  these  things,  so  I 
apologize  to  everyone. 

The  Witness.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  document  before? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember.  These  documents  are  all  starting  to  look  very  similar 
to  me.  But  I  don't  remember  this  one. 

Question.  Okay.  At  the  bottom  of  the  page  it  goes  through  some  of  the  material 

that's  been  attached  to  support  the  trust  acquisition.  Number  one  is  the  title  insur- ance commitment;  number  two  is  the  Level  I  hazardous  waste  survey;  number  three 
is  the  finding  of  no  significant  impact;  four  is  the  maps  of  the  property;  et  cetera. 
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Are  these  all  things  that  are  required  by  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  All  of  these  are  required  by  the  Department  of  the  Interior,  yes. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  there  was  anything  wrong  with  the  title  insurance  com- 

mitment? 
Answer.  I  have  no  idea. 
Question.  Would  that  have  been  a  document  that  you  would  have  reviewed  in  your 

capacity  as  a  solicitor? 
Answer.  No.  Not  normally.  The  area  field  solicitor's  office  did  this  work. 
Question.  Do  you  know  who  was  in  the  field  solicitor's  office  at  the  time  that would  have  done  that? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  The  people  in  the  area  office,  to  your  knowledge,  are  they  career  civil 

servants,  or  are  they  political  appointees? 
Answer.  Which  people? 

Question.  In  the  area  office,  that  staff"  the  area  office  for  the  Department  of  the Interior? 

Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  On  page  3,  if  I  can  turn  your  attention  quickly  to  Page  3,  under  para- 

graph B,  it  says,  25  CFR  section  151.10(b),  it  says,  "The  need  of  the  individual  In- 
dian or  the  tribe  for  additional  land." 

I  want  to  direct  your  attention,  if  I  may,  down  to  the  second  paragraph,  bottom 
line — rather,  bottom  sentence,  'To  ensure  the  continuing  stream  of  revenue  nec- 

essary for  tribal  economic  development,  self-sufficiency  and  a  strong  tribal  govern- 
ment. Tribes  must  expand  its  gaming  operations  beyond  the  existing  facilities." Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Was  that  discussed  at  all  in  any  of  the  meetings  you  attended  on  this 
issue? 

Answer.  Not  to  my  recollection. 
Question.  Would  that  have  been  something  that  would  be  taken  into  account? 
Answer.  The  need  for  the  land  would  be  taken  into  account  under  151,  yes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Counsel,  can  we  take  a  break? 
Mr.  DOLD.  S;ire. 
[Brief  recess.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  If  I  can  return  to  I  think  it  is  the  fourth  exhibit,  the  Hartman  memo. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Which  Hartman  memo  are  we  talking  about? 
Mr.  DOLD.  The  one  that  is  signed  by  Thomas  Hartman. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  And  directing  your  attention,  if  I  may,  to  page  4,  the  third  paragraph, 
it  says,  "Sandra  Berg,  a  long-time  Hudson  businessperson,  wrote  in  support  and 
states  that  the  opposition  to  the  acquisition  is  receiving  money  from  the  opposing 
Indian  tribes." 

Do  you  know  if  that  was  an  acciirate  statement  or  if  that  was  true? 
Answer.  I  don't  have  any  idea. 
Question.  If  this  were  true,  would  it  change  the  view  of  the  validity  of  the  local 

opposition  in  your  eyes? 
Answer.  All  it  means  to  me  is  that  this  person  is  alleging  that  the  opposition  has 

a  funding  source. 
Question.  And  I  guess  my  question  to  you  is  does  that  matter;  does  that  matter 

in  the  eyes  of  the  Department  of  Interior? 
Answer.  All  it  means  to  me  is  they  have  more  money  to  hire  a  lobbjrist  or  some- 

thing. 
Mr.  Yeager.  I  am  sort  of  lost  here.  I  am  not  sure  where  we  are  looking. 
Mr.  DOLD.  It  was  on  page  4,  third  paragraph,  last  Une. 
The  Witness.  I  mean,  this  sentence  doesn't  indicate  to  me  whether  the  opposition 

was  created,  whether  it  existed  and  was  subsequently  funded.  It  doesn't  really  mean anything  more  than  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  That  is  fair  enough,  was  there  anybody  in  the  central  office  in  D.C.  that 
was  tasked  with  determining  what  was  going  on  out  in  Hudson  with  regard  to  the 
local  opposition  and  accusations? 

Answer.  Well,  it  would  be  the  BIA  management,  gaming  management  staff,  would 
review — I  don't  know  if  they  are  specifically  tasked  with  monitoring  the  situation 
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on  the  ground,  but  if  any  inqxiiries  were  to  be  made,  it  would  be  the  Indian  gaming 
management  staff,  Tom  Hartman,  George  Skibine,  Paula  Hart,  those  folks. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  place  before  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM- 16.  It  is  an 
e-mail  from  George  Skibine  to  Miltona  Wilkins,  Tom  Hartman,  Paula  Hart  and  Tina 
LaRocque,  I  guess  would  be  the  proper  pronunciation,  regarding  the  Hudson  Dog 
Track,  dated  July  8,  1995. 

[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM- 16  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  The  e-mail  reads,  "I  have  left  on  Tona's  desk  the  redrafted  version  of 
the  Hudson  letter  per  Dufiy  and  Heather's  instructions,  along  with  the  disk  I  used. Please  make  sure  it  is  put  in  final  form,  and  brought  up  to  Heather  first  thing  on 
Monday.  Please  have  copies  made  for  Bob  Anderson,  Kevin,  Troy  and  Hilda.  The 
Secretary  wants  this  to  go  out  ASAP  because  of  Ada's  impending  visit  to  the  Great 
Lakes  area,"  and  it  goes  on  and  on,  but  I  will  stop  there. 

There  is  no  reason  you  would  have  seen  this  because  it  is  not  addressed  to  you, 

but  were  you  given  a  copy?  The  reason  I  ask,  it  says,  "Please  have  copies  made  for 
Bob  Anderson,  Kevin,  Troy  and  Hilda." 
Answer.  I  don't  remember.  It  is  logical  to  assume  that  I  received  a  copy  of  the 

final  letter  for  review  and  sumaming.  My  name  is  checked  off  on  the  e-mail.  That 
indicates  to  me  that  they  sent  it  up  to  me. 

Question.  Was  there  any  discussion  about  the  timing  of  the  decision? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Other  than  this  e-mail. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Other  than  the  e-mail  here? 
Answer.  I  didn't  receive  this  e-mail,  and  I  don't  remember  the  content  of  this  e- mail. 

Question.  Was  it  ever  discussed  in  a  meeting  that  the  Secretary  wanted  the  deci- 
sion to  be  made  right  away,  as  it  says  here,  to  go  out  ASAP? 

Answer.  I  have  no  specific  memory  of  that  sort  of  statement  being  made  in  a 
meeting  on  this  particular  issue. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Are  you  aware  of  any  involvement  whatsoever  by  Secretary  Babbitt 
in  the  Hudson  casino  issue? 

The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  showing  Mr.  Meisner  what  has  been  marked  as  KM-17. 
[Meisner  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  KM-17  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  It  is  an  e-mail  from  George  Skibine,  to  Troy  Woodward,  Kevin  Meisner, 
Hilda  Manuel,  Paula  Hart,  Tom  Hartman,  dated  June  28,  1995,  and  unknown  recip- 

ient is  Heather  Sibbison.  The  subject  is  the  Hudson  decision  letter. 
Answer.  Well,  here  is  evidence  of  constdtation  here  that  you  were  asking  me 

about. 
Question.  And  what  is  that? 

Answer.  There  is  a  line  that  says,  "As  you  recall,  we  advised  the  three  tribes  that 
IGMS  review  under  section  20  would  be  completed  by  the  end  of  the  month." Okay.  I  have  read  it. 

Question.  And  the  e-mail  at  the  beginning  starts,  "Please  find  attached  a  draft  of 
the  Hudson  decision  letter  reftising  to  take  land  into  trust  pursuant  to  the  discre- 

tionary authority  of  the  Secretary,  and  25  CFR  Part  151.  IGMS  is  also  drafting  a 
proposed  memorandum  to  the  Commissioner  concluding  that  the  acquisition  is  not 
detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community  under  section  20.  That  draft  wiU  be 
ready  before  the  end  of  the  week.  These  two  drafts  represent  the  alternatives  avail- 

able to  the  Secretary,  as  discussed  at  previous  meetings." 
Then  it  goes  on,  and  as  you  said  before,  "As  you  recall,  we  advised  the  three  tribes 

that  IGMS  review  under  section  20  would  be  completed  by  the  end  of  the  month." 
Mr.  Skibine  then  goes  on  to  talk  about  how  he  is  not  going  to  be  around  for  a 

Uttle  bit,  he  is  going  off  on  leave. 
Answer.  Okay. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  ever  seeing  a  draft — I'm  sorry,  a  memorandum  to  the 
Commissioner  concluding  that  the  acquisition  is  not  detrimental  to  the  surrounding 
community  under  section  20? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  seeing  it  at  that  time.  You  may  have  shown  me  some- 
thing like  that  today.  And,  again,  that  doesn't  mean  that  I  didn't  see  it.  You  have 

to  understand  that  I  have  worked  on  so  many  different  projects,  and  this  was  just 
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another  project  for  me,  and  a  lot  of  the  work  is  done  by  the  staff,  and  my  review 
might  be,  you  know,  a  2-hour  review  1  day  of,  you  know,  weeks  of  that  work,  and 
so  I  don't  really  have  any  specific  memory  of  receiving  these  e-mails  or  receiving 
the  dociunents  or  necessarily  reviewing  them,  other  than  what — it  is  clear  that  this 
e-mail  went  to  me. 

Question.  In  your  meetings  that  you  had  with  the  staff,  Indian  gaming  manage- 
ment staff,  the  Solicitor's  Office,  Heather  Sibbison  and  John  Duffy,  did  vou  ever  ms- 

cuss  giving  the  Secretary  or  Michael  Anderson,  the  decision-maker  in  this  case,  two 
drafts  to  represents  the  alternatives  available  to  him? 

Answer.  Do  I  remember  discussing  that?  I  don't  remember  discussing  that.  It  is 
t3T)ical  to  give  the  decision-makers  two  copies.  It  is  typical  to  write  up  a  rec- 

ommendation with  a  number  of  options,  and  I  don't  mean  just  vmder  151  or  section 
20,  I  mean  just  about  anything  that  you  send  out. 

Mr.  Yeager.  So  you  might  have  two  conflicting  memoranda,  each  advocating  a 
different  position;  is  that  tjT)ical? 

The  Witness.  It  goes  back  to  my  earUer  statement  that  the  decision  has  not  been 
made  until  the  pen  hits  the  paper.  The  staff  is  there  to  recommend  and  lend  their 
expertise  to  the  decision-maker,  the  decision-maker  sits  doAvn  and  evaluates  what- 

ever is  before  him  or  her,  and  goes  with  you  or  not. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  So  the  decision  could  have  gone  either  way  until  the  pen  hit  the  paper? 
Answer.  That  is  what  I  believe. 
Question.  Do  you  know  John  Duffy? 
Answer.  I  worked  with  him  quite  a  bit. 
Question.  Do  you  know  where  Mr.  Duffy  is  today,  where  he  works  presently 

today? 
Answer.  I  think  recently  someone  told  me  that  he  is  working  for  some  tribes.  I 

don't  have  specific  knowledge  of  where  he  is. Question.  Do  you  know  which  tribes  he  is  working  for? 
Answer.  Someone  recently  told  me  that  he  was  working  for — in  some  capacity  for 

one  of  the  tribes  that  was  involved  in  this  project.  I  don't  know  which  tribe. Question.  Okay. 

Answer.  It's  something  I  heard  recently,  and  I  don't  remember  who  told  me. Question.  Did  Mr.  Duffy  leave  the  Department  before  you  did? 
Answer.  Mr.  Duffy  left  the  Secretarys  office  afler  I  had  left  the  Solicitor's  office, 

but  before  I  left  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission   
Question.  Okay. 
Answer  [continuing].  Which  is  technically — ^well,  there  is  some  debate  about  this, 

but  technically  part  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior. 
Question.  Okav.  We  will  save  that. 
Mr.  Elliott.  You  can  investigate  that  another  time. 
The  Witness.  We  don't  want  to  go  down  that  road,  Tim,  and  I  don't,  as  to  wheth- 
er NIGC  is  part  of  the  Interior  Department. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Has  anybody  ever  discussed  with  you  the  political  affiliation  of  any  of 
the  applicant  tribal  members  or  tribal  chiefs? 

Answer.  Do  you  mean  whether  they  were  Republicans  or  Democrats? 
Question.  Or  Independent  or  Communists  or  whatever. 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  I  mean,  did  it  ever  come  up? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Nobody  ever  mentions  monarchists. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Totalitarians,  whatever. 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay.  Has  anyone  ever  mentioned  that  the  Minnesota  tribes  have  been 

strong  Democratic  Party  supporters? 
Answer.  For  some  reason,  I  know  that  to  be  true,  but  I  don't  know  the  source  of 

that  knowledge.  As  you  are  sajdng  it  to  me,  if  it  were  a  true  or  false  question,  I 
would  say  true.  I  don't  know  why  I  know  that,  but  I — and  I  don't  know  when  I  ac- 

quired that  knowledge  either. 
Question.  Has  anyone  ever  discussed  with  you,  whether  in  person  or  by  other 

means,  the  poUtical  contributions  of  tribes  opposed  to  the  Hudson  casino,  mainly  the 
Shakopee? 
Answer.  On  this  subject,  the  first  time  I  heard  about  it  was  in  the  newspaper. 
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Question.  After  the  decision,  I  assume? 
Answer.  Long  after  the  decision,  when  this  project  became  controversial  or  what 

have  you,  long  after  I  was  gone  from  the  Depeirtment. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  no  further  questions  at  this  time. 
Mr.  Yeager.  If  I  can  take  a  minute  off  the  record. 
[Brief  recess.] 
Mr.  Yeager.  Counsel,  do  you  have  anything  further  before  I  begin? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Not  at  this  time,  no. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  YEAGER: 

Question.  Just  a  few  questions,  Mr.  Meisner. 
The  Hudson  application  was  vdtimately  denied  on  two  separate  grounds,  or,  rath- 

er, I  should  say  two  separate  statutes;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  According  to  the  decision  letter  I  reviewed  today,  the  letter  cited  both  25 

CFR  151  and  IGRA  section  20  as  reasons  for  denying  the  application. 

Question.  Just  for  clarity's  sake,  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act,  pertinent  section 
is  section  5  of  the  statute,  is  codified,  I  believe,  that  section  465  and  the  regulations 
implementing  it  are  in  part  151  of  volume  25  of  the  Code  of  Federal  Regulations? 

Answer.  Correct. 
Question.  We  are  all  talking  about  the  same  thing  more  or  less? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  You  have  testified,  I  think,  to  some  internal  debate  over  the  meaning 

of  detriment  to  the  surrounding  community  under  section  20;  is  that  right?  Some 
people  thought,  apparently,  that  more  objective  evidence  of  detriment  was  required 
than  others;  is  that  fair  to  say? 

Answer.  I  can  only  tell  you  what  I  thought,  and  what  I  thought  was  based  on 
what  I  had  seen.  You  did  not  have  as  strong  of  an  argument  for  denial  under  section 

20  as  you  did  under  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act.  Obviously  somebody  didn't  agree 
with  me  because  they  still  did  the  section  20  analysis  in  the  letter,  and  so  based 

on  that  deduction,  the  answer  to  yovu-  question  is  yes,  I  wouldn't  necessarily  charac- terize it  as  disagreement. 
Question.  Do  you  think  reasonable  people  coidd  disagree  on  that  issue? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  would  you  say  that  somebody  who  disagreed  with  yovu*  view  must 
have  been  subject  to  improper  outside  influence? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay.  So  just  to  be  clear,  your  view  with  respect  to  section  20,  and  I 

am  not  talking  about  the  Secretary's  discretionary  authority  under  the  Indian  Reor- 
ganization Act — strike  that. 

You  actually  testified  you  didn't  have  a  view.  Your  concerns  were  over  the 
strength  of  the  bases  asserted  by  the  Department,  so  I  will  withdraw  that  question. 
Some  have  suggested  that  career  staff  recommended  approval  of  the  Hudson  ap- 

plication, and  that  political  appointees  interfered  with  and  overrided  that  rec- 
ommendation. To  your  knowledge,  did  anyone  in  the  Washington  office  recommend 

that  the  application  be  approved? 

Answer.  The  answer  to  that  question  is  in  the  documents.  The  drafts  can't  be  con- sidered recommendations.  Whatever  final  document  you  have  that  exists,  and  I 

don't  want  to  testify  from  my  memory,  that  was  the  recommendation,  and  so  while 
you  may  have  drafts  that  say  one  thing  or  the  other,  a  final  docxunent  that  is  signed 
and  goes  up,  that  would  be  the  recommendation.  So  whatever  the  record  reflects  is 
what  happened. 

Question.  You  testified  earlier  that  you  were  at  one  time  affiliated  with  the  Na- 
tional Indian  Gaming  Commission,  so  I  just  want  to  ask  you  a  general  question 

about  NIGrC  and  the  best  interest  provision  of  the  section  20  analysis. 
One  of  the  purposes,  and  correct  me  if  I  am  wrong,  about  this,  of  the  best  interest 

analysis,  is  to  determine  whether  the  specific  transaction  is  fair  to  the  applicant 
tribes? 

Answer.  What  do  you  mean  fair?  You  mean  are  they  paying  too  much  money  for 
the  land? 

Question.  Is  a  partner  receiving  a  disproportionate  share  of  the  profits;  are  the 
tribes  being  taken  advantage  of  in  the  transaction? 

Answer.  The  NIGC,  that  analysis — an  analysis  like  what  you  are  describing  takes 
place  when  there  is  a  review  of  the  management  contract. 

Question.  Is  that  part  of  the  consideration  of  the  fee-to-trust  application,  review 
of  the  management  contract? 
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Answer.  Well,  there  have  been  projects  where  the  land  acquisition  and  the  man- 
agement contract  were  going  forward  at  the  same  time,  and  so — could  you  repeat 

the  question? 
Question.  Well,  what  I  am  trying  to  find  out  is  whether  a  fee-to-trust  application 

by  Indian  tribes  to  develop,  let's  assume,  a  profitable  casino  is  always  in  the  best 
interest  of  the  tribe.  What  I  am  asking  is.  A,  whether  it's  possible  that  a  particular management  contract  could  be  oppressive  to  Indian  tribes;  is  that  a  possibility? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Is  that  something  that  the  IGMS  takes  into  consideration  when  consid- 
ering the  best  interest  prong  of  section  20? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  can't  remember  that,  but,  again,  I  worked  on  both  sides 
of  the  fence,  and  so,  you  know,  my  distinction  may  be  a  little  blurred,  but  I  don't 
remember  the  BIA  formally  considering  the  terms  of  a  management  contract  in  de- 

termining whether  the  land  acquisition  would  be  in  the  best  interest  of  the  tribe. 
However,  that  would  not  be  unreasonable  in  a  project  where  it  is  all  going  forward 
at  the  same  time. 

Question.  When  you  were  involved,  whenever  you  were  involved  in  the  Hudson 
casino  application,  do  you  recall  any  discussions  about  a  parking  lot  deal  as  part 
of  this? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Okay.  Is  it  correct  to  say  that  the  NIGC  examines  management  con- 
tracts to  determine  whether  they  are  oppressive  to  applicant  tribes? 

Answer.  I  wouldn't  characterize  it  like  that.  The  NIGC,  under  IGRA,  does  a  very 
detailed  review  of  a  management  contract  to  make  a  number  of  determinations.  The 

biggest  one  is  whether  or  not,  if  the  management  contractor's  fee  is  based  on  a  per- 
centage of  the  income,  whether  that  percentage  is  too  high. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Is  there  a  legal  limit? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  there  certainly  is. 
Mr.  DOLD.  What  is  the  legal  limit? 
The  Witness.  Forty  percent  is  the  top  number. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Anything  over  40  percent  would  get  turned  down  right  away;  is  that 

correct? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  I  believe  so. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  YEAGER: 

Question.  Would  it  surprise  you  to  know  NIGC  sent  a  letter  to  the  applicant  tribes 
expressing  concerns  about  the  management  contract  in  this  case? 

Answer.  That  wouldn't  surprise  me.  I  don't  have  any  specific  information  about 
the  management  contracts  for  these  tribes,  but  I  can  tell  you  for  sure  that  a  letter 
would  definitely  issue  if  the  contract  folks  at  the  NIGC  thought  there  was  a  prob- lem. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Why  would  they  draft  a  letter? 
The  Witness.  They  always  do  that.  That  is  part  of  what  they  do. 
Mr.  DoLD.  In  order  to  what,  get  a  better  contract  for  it? 
The  Witness.  The  management  contract  comes  in,  and  NIGC  does — contract  staff 

does  a  complete  financial  analysis  and  shoot  it  back  and  tell  the  applicant  every- 
thing that  is  wrong  with  it,  and  the  appUcant  can  correct  the  deficiencies,  renego- 

tiate with  the  contractor.  There  is  a  lot  of  back  and  forth  like  that  at  the  NIGC. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  In  the  back  and  forth  at  the  NIGC,  if  that  is  not  corrected  by  the  tribes, 
does  the  casino  venture  still  go  forward? 

Answer.  Well,  if  the  tribe  doesn't  respond  to  the  contract  staff,  the  contract  staff 
will  recommend  to  the  chairman  of  the  NIGC  that  the  project  not  be  approved,  but 
the  chairman  of  the  NIGC,  as  long  as  he  is  within  the  legal  limits,  can  choose  to 
go  whichever  way  he  wants  to. 

Mr.  DOLD.  But  not  if  it  is  over  the  40  percent? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  feel  comfortable  without  a  statute  book  in  fi-ont  of  me,  but 

I  do  know  60/40  is  the  maximum. 
Mr.  DOLD.  If  it  was  above  that? 
The  Witness.  If  a  contractor  is  getting  50  percent,  you  are  done  right  there,  it 

is  all  over,  you  will  not  get  a  management  approval  by  the  chairman  of  the  NIGC. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Which  means  no  casino? 
The  Witness.  Which  means  no  management  contract.  The  parties  can  renegotiate 

their  management  contract.  The  tribe  can  get  a  new  management  contract. 
Mr.  DOLD.  So  the  tribe  gets  a  new  management  contract,  and  if  that  passes  mus- 

ter, they  can  go  ahead  and  begin  gaming,  correct,  if  it  passed  the  NIGC? 
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The  Witness.  Sure,  and  you  don't  need  a  management  contractor  at  all.  Some 
tribes  manage  their  own  facilities;  other  tribes  have  consultants  who  are  not  actu- 

ally managers. 
Mr.  DOLD.  But  the  management  contract  is  a  function  of  the  NIGC  review? 
The  Witness.  If  you  want  a  management  contract  to  be  in  place  that  is  legally 

binding  on  the  tribe,  you  have  to  make  it  through  NIGC  approval  process. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  YEAGER: 

Question.  Let  me  just  run  down  the  questions.  I  think  you  testified  to  them  before, 
but  I  want  to  make  sure. 

At  the  time  that  you  were  invoi'-,_  in  the  Hudson  application,  were  you  aware 
of  any  contacts  by  outside  lobb5dsts? 

Answer.  No,  I  wasn't. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  contributions  that   
Answer.  Let  me  rephrase  that.  I  don't  remember  any  such  contacts,  just  like  I 

didn't  remember  the  letter  fi-om  the  Congressman  until  you  showed  it  to  me. 
Question.  Okay.  I  am  just  asking  for  your  recollection. 

Answer.  I  don't  want  to  perjiu"e  myself 
Question.  No,  and  I  don't  want  you  to  perjure  yourself  either. Mr.  DOLD.  Nor  do  I,  for  the  record. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  YEAGER: 

Question.  Do  you  recall,  or  were  you  aware  of,  to  the  best  of  your  recollection,  any 
contacts  by  White  House  officials  to  people  involved  in  the  Hudson  decision? 

Answer.  I  have  no  personal  knowledge  of  White  House  contacts. 
Question.  Were  you  aware,  to  the  best  of  your  recollection,  of  any  contacts  by  offi- 

cials of  the  Democratic  National  Committee? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  reason  whatsoever  to  believe  that  this  decision  was 

reached  or  influenced  by  improper  outside  contacts? 
Answer.  No.  I  have  no  knowledge  of  anything  like  that.  The  first  time  I  heard 

about  it  was  in  the  newspaper. 
Question.  Do  you  believe  that  this  decision  was  reached  on  the  merits? 
Answer.  I  like  to  believe  that  all  Depsirtment  of  the  Interior  decisions  are  reached 

on  the  merits,  because  that  is  the  way  the  system  is  supposed  to  work,  and  so,  yes, 
I  believe  that  it  was. 

Question.  You  believe  this  decision  was  reached  on  the  merits? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  without  undue  or  any  poUtical  interference  by  outside  interests? 
Answer.  I  never  saw  any  evidence  of  that,  and  so  I — and  since  I  never  saw  any 

evidence,  I  can't  believe  anything  but  the  normal — to  the  extent  there  is  a  normal 
process  for  such  an  unusual  application,  procedure  was  followed. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Counsel,  are  you  done? 
Mr.  YEAGER.  Go  ahead. 

Mr.  Elliott.  I  wanted  to  note  it  was  3:00  o'clock,  and  I  didn't  know  if  you  had a  lot  more  to  go. 
Mr.  Yeager.  I  am  finished.  If  you  have  anything  else,  Mr.  Dold. 
Mr.  Dold.  No,  I  think  that  pretty  much  wraps  it  up  for  me.  Counsel  was  kind 

enough  to  let  me  interject  my  questions  a  moment  ago,  so,  Mr.  Meisner,  on  behalf 
of  Members  of  the  Majority,  and  Mr.  Eynon  and  myself,  I  sincerely  thank  you  for 
coming  down  voluntarily  today  and  hope  you  have  a  safe  trip  back  up  to  Connecti- cut. 

[Whereupon,  at  3:02  p.m.,  the  deposition  concluded.] 

[The  exhibits  referred  to  follow:] 
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^TATFAfFNT  OF  SFCRETARY  BRUCE  BABBITT 

ppFORF  THF  SFNATF  rnvrvtITTFF  ON  GOVTRNATFNTAL  AFFAIRS 
nrroRFR  30.  1997 

I  am  glad  to  have  an  opporturuty  to  set  the  record  straight  on  the  Hudson  casino 

maner.    Let  me  stan  with  some  plain  facts  that  should  dispel  in  fair  mmds  the  clouds  of  ■ 

unwarranted  suspicion  that  have  been  raised  about  it. 

-    o 

First.  I  had  no  communications  
with  Harold  Ickes  or  anyone  else  at  the  White 

House  about  the  Interior  Departments  consideration  of  a  request  by  three  Wisconsin 

Chippewa  tribes  that  the  Umted  States  acquire  a  parcel  of  off-reservation  land  in  Hudson. 

Wisconsin  so  that  the  tribes  could  open  a  casino  on  it  in  partnership  with  a  failing  dog  racing 

track    I  had  no  communications  with  Mr  Ickes  or  anyone  else  at  the  White  House  about 

either  the  substance  or  the  timing  of  the  Department's  decision.    I  have  since  been  told  that 

Mr   Ickes   subordinates  communicated  with  my  subordinates  on  three  occasions.    I  was  not 

aware  of  those  conunumcations  before  the  Department's  decision  on  July  14,  1995.    I  do  not 

believe  that  those  cotnmurucaiions  mvolved  any  anempt  by  the  White  House  to  exen  influence 

on  the  Departments  decision  m  the  Hudson  case. 

Second.  I  had  no  communications  with  Donald  Fowler  or  anyone  else  at  the 

Democratic  National  Comminee  concerning  the  Hudson  matter. 

Third.  I  did  not  personally  make  the  decision  to  deny  the  Hudson  application, 

nor  did  I  panicipate  in  Depaitment  deliberations  relating  to  the  application.   The  decision, 

however,  was  made  on  my  watch,  and  I  take  full  responsibility  for  it.    Furthermore,  I  agree 

with  it. 

):   exhibit" KM-1 
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Fourth,  ihe  Department  based  its  decision  solely  on  the  criteria  set  forth  in 

Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.   Let  me  be  very  clear  why  this  decision  was 

made,  and  could  not  properly  have  been  made  any  other  way.    Under  the  Indian  Gaming  law. 

and  this  is  a  very  important  point,  if  tribes  wish  to  place  a  casino  off  their  own  reservations,  as 

in  the  Hudson  case,  then  the  law  imposes  stringent  tests  for  Departmental  approval    The  law 

requires  a  finding  that  the  casino  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

This  determination  must  be  made  after  consulution  with  local  officials,  including  officials  of 

other  nearby  Indian  tribes.  With  respect  to  this  criterion,  the  Department  in  this 

Administration  has  adhered  to  a  policy  that  off-reservation  gaming  will  not  be  imposed  on 

communities  thai  do  not  want  it    In  this  case,  the  three  Chippewa  tribes  requested  that  we 

acquire  off-reservation  land  to  open  a  casino  located  within  the  City  of  Hudson,  which  is  8S 

miles  from  the  nearest  of  their  three  reservations    So  we  had  to  consider  the  application  under 

the  stringent  rules  for  off-reservation  casinos     Under  Department  policy,  the  only  fair  way  to 

make  this  determination  is  to  give  great  weight  to  the  view  of  local  elected  officials  and  tribal 

leaders.   In  this  case,  the  City  Council  of  Hudson  passed  a  resolution  opposing  an  Indian  ' 

casino  in  Hudson.  The  City  Council  of  Troy.  Wisconsin,  a  nearby  community,  also  passed  a 

resolution  opposing  an  Indian  casino  m  Hudson    The  elected  state  representative  from  that 

district  in  Wisconsin  strongly  opposed  it.  as  did  the  Congressman  representing  the  district. 

.Many  other  elected  officials  from  the  region  also  weighed  in  against  the  casino,  including 

Senator  Feingold  of  Wisconsin.  Senator  Wellstone  of  Muuiesota.  and  Congressmen  Oberstar, 

Sabo.  Vento.  Ramstad.  Peterson.  Mmge  and  Luther,  all  of  Mirmesota.   In  addition,  a  tribe 

which  has  an  on-reservation  casino  within  SO  miles  of  Hudson  strongly  opposed  the  proposal. 
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This  Vimially  unanimous  opposition  of  local  governments,  including  the  nearby 

St  Croix  tribe,  required  the  Department  to  reject  the  application.    This  was  the 

recommendation  of  the  senior  civil  servant  responsible  for  the  maner.  and  I  fully  suppon  the 

decision  that  was  made  on  the  basis  of  that  recommendation.   (A  copy  of  the  decision  is 

attached.) 

EifSh.  it  is  not  true,  as  some  have  alleged,  that  political  appointees  in  the 

Department  overruled  a  career  civil  servant  recommendation  that  the  Department  approve  the 

Hudson  application.   In  fact,  the  eighteen-year  career  civil  servant  who  headed  the  Indian 

Gaming  Management  Staff  received  both  favorable  and  unfavorable  recommendations  from  his 

subordinates  and  reached  his  own  conclusion  that  the  Department  should  deny  the  application 

in  view  of  the  strong  community  opposition    He  made  that  recommendation  to  the  Deputy 

.Assistant  Secreury  for  Indian  Affau-s  who.  in  consultation  with  the  Solicitor's  Office  and 

others  in  the  Office  of  the  Secretary .  agreed  with  the  recommendation  and  issued  a  decision  to 

that  effect 

Siilh.   I  had  no  knowledge  as  to  whether  lobbyists  on  one  side  or  the  other  of 

the  Hudson  issue  had  sought  the  help  of  the  Democratic  National  Comminee  on  this  maner. 

But  to  whatever  extent  this  happened.  I  can  say  with  conviction  that  it  did  not  affect  the 

substance  or  the  timing  of  the  Departments  decision. 

In  sum.  the  allegations  that  there  was  improper  White  House  or  DNC  influence 

and  that  I  was  a  conduit  for  that  influence  are  demonstrably  false.   There  is  no  connection  at 

either  end  of  the  alleged  conduit    At  one  end.  as  I  have  stated,  I  did  not  speak  to  Mr.  Ickes  or 

anyone  else  at  the  White  House  or  at  the  DNC.  and.  at  the  other  end,  I  did  not  direct  my 
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subordinates  to  reaCh  any  panicular  decision  on  this  maner.  although  during  my  watch  the 

Deparanent's  policy  has  been  not  to  approve  off-reservation  Indian  gaming  establishments 

over  the  objections  of  relucum  communities.  The  Hudson  decision  reflected  that  policy  and 

nothing  else. 

That  should  end  this  maner.  and  I  suppose  it  would  have  ended  the  maner  had  I 

not  muddied  the  w^aters  somewhat  in  my  leners  to  Senators  McCain  and  Thompson  in 

describing  a  meeting  I  had  with  Mr.  Paul  Eckstein  on  July  14,  1997.  This  is  what  happened: 

Mr.  Eckstein  and  I  had  been  colleagues  in  law  school  and  law  practice.   After  I 

became  Secretary,  Mr.  Eckstein,  who  practiced  in  Phoenix,  came  to  represent  clients  in 

Wisconsin  who  supponed  the  Hudson  application.   On  July  14,  Mr.  Eckstein  was  visiting 

other  offices  at  the  Department  to  urge  the  Department  to  delay  a  decision  in  the  Hudson  case, 

which  was  ready  to  be  nude  and  released  that  day.   .Mr.  Eckstein  then  asked  to  meet  with  me. 

Against  my  bener  judgment.  I  acceded  to  Mr  Eckstein's  request.  When  he  persistently 

pressed  for  a  delay  in  the  decision.  I  sought  to  terminate  the  meeting.  I  do  not  recall  exactly 

what  was  said.  On  reflection.  I  probably  said  that  Mr.  Ickes.  the  Department's  point  of 

contact  on  many  Interior  maners,  wanted  the  Department  to  decide  the  maner  promptly.  i]f  I 

said  that,  it  was  just  an  awkward  effon  to  terminate  an  uncomforuble  meeting  on  a  personally 

sympathetic  note.  But.  as  I  have  said  here  today,  I  had  no  such  communication  with  Mr.  Ickes 

or  anyone  else  from  the  White  House. 

It  has  been  reponed  that  Mr.  Eckstein  recently  nude  the  additioiul  assenion 

that  I  also  mentioned  campaign  contributions  from  Indian  tribes  in  this  context.  I  have  no 

recollection  of  doing  so.  or  of  discussing  any  such  contributions  with  anyone  from  the  White 
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House,  ihe  DNC.  or  anyone  else. 

If  my  leners  to  Senators  McCain  and  Thompson  caused  confusion,  then  I  must 

and  do  apologize  to  them  and  to  the  Comminee.   I  certainly  had  no  intention  of  misleading 

anyone  \i\  either  lener.   My  best  recollection  of  the  facts  is  as  I  have  just  stated  them. 

The  bonom  Ime  is  that  the  Department's  decision  on  the  Hudson  maner  was 

based  solely  on  the  Department's  policy  not  to  approve  off-reservation  Indian  gaming 

applications  over  community  opposition    The  record  before  the  Deparanent  showed  strong, 

official  community  opposition  to  the  Hudson  proposal.  And  there  was  no  cffon  by  the  White 

House,  directed  toward  me  or.  to  my  knowledge,  to  others  in  the  Depanmem,  to  influence  the 

substance  or  even  the  timing  of  the  Depanment's  decision. 

I  hope  I  have  clarified  this  issue.   I  would  be  pleased  to  answer  your  questions. 
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  n2H  C  i  yw   
No  Casino  Favoritism 
  ir<<- 
To  ihe  Editor.  ^  ' 

William  Salir«  (column.  Dec  11) 

jumps  to  erroneous  conclusions  as  to 
why  the  Interior  Oepanmeni  denied 
the  application  by  three  Wisconsin 
tribes  to  establish  a  caiino  SS  to  \U 

miles  from  their  reservation. 
It  was  the  nght  decision,  made  for 

the  right  reasons,  and  I  have  told  the 
truth  about  it.  This  department  does 
not  force  off-reservation  casinos 

upon  unwilling  communities  City 
councils  of  the  towns  of  Hudson  and 

Troy,  as  well  as  three  senators  from 

both  political  panies.  seven  Minneso- 
ta members  of  Congress,  the  Repub- 

lican Governor  of  Wisconsin  and 

many  others  opposed  the  casino. 
Mr.  Saiire  opines  that  Harold  M. 

Ickes  "caused  heat  to  be  put  on"  me  to 
deny  the  appUcation.  The  (acts,  spread 
across  a  voluminous  record,  prove 
otherwise.  I  did  not  participate  in  the 
decision,  and  as  I  have  said  ui  sworn 
testimony.  I  have  never  spoken  to  Mr. 
Ickes  —  nor  to  anyone  else  at  the 

White  House  or  the  Democratic  Na- 
tionaJ  Committee  —  about  this  matter. 
Mr  Safire  falsely  asseru  that  a 

"Stall  recommendation"  approving 
the  casino  was  changed  for  political 
reasons  In  fact,  the  draft  memoran- 

dum cues  only  the  criteria  to  be  con- 
iidered  in  determining  local  opposi- 

tion, not  whether  the  casino  should  be 

approved  The  decision  to  deny  was 
based  on  the  recommendation  of  the 
senior  civil  servant  m  the  gaming 
office  and  supponed  by  his  staff  They 

testified  L>iey  were  unaware  of  any 
contributions  by  interested  tribes  or  of 
any  communications  between  the 

tnbes  and  the  vt'hiif  House  or  the 
D.sc  BnucE  Babbitt 

Secretary  of  Interior 
Washington.  Jan  2.  IMS 
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[24]  From:  George  Skibine  at  -lOSIAE  6/6/95  2:34PM  {952  bytes:  1  In) 
To:  DAVE  ETHERIDGE  at  -DOI/SOL_HQ,  KEVIN  MEISNER  at  -DOI/SOL_HQ,  TROY  WOODWARD 

at  -DOI/SOL_HQ 
Receipt  Requested 
abject:  discretinary  authority  to  take  land  into  trust 

.-   --   -   Message  Contents    

Text  item   1:  Text_l 

As  you  know,  I  am  drafting  a  document  relating  to  the 
acquisition  of  the  Hudson  dog  track  by  three  Indian 
tribes  in  Wisconsin.   The  letter  will  decline  to  take 
the  land  into  trust  pursuant  to  the  IRA  and  Part  151 
relying  on  the  discretionary  authority  of  the  Secretary 
not  to  take  such  land  into  trust.   Are  you  aware  of  any 

cases  addressing  the  Secretary's  authority  to  refuse  to 
take  land  into  trust.   The  acquuisition  is  for  gaming 
purposes,  but  we  want  to  avoid  making  a  determination 
under  section  20  of  IGRA. 

2  o 

C'U) 
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United  States  Department  of  the  Interior 

BUREAU  OF  INDIAN  AFFAOU 

Wuhisfisa.  DC.  20240 

Indian  G«fflin^-MuugaBatf 
MS-2070 

June  8,  1995 

To:  Diiector.  Indian  Gaming  Management  S^iP^ 

From:  Indian  Gaming  Management  Sc 

I1£    —  »u«l 

SubjecL'  Application  of  (he  Solaogon  Communis,  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  BAnd,  and 
(he  Red  Cliff  Band  to  Place  Land  Loca(ed  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  Trust  for 

Gaming  Puipotes 

The  staff  has  analyzed  whether  the  proposed  acquisition  would  be  in  the  best  tn(eicst  of  (he 
Indian  (ribes  and  tfaeir  memben.  However,  addressing  any  problems  discovered  in  that 

axialysis  would  be  prematuic  if  (he  Secretary  does  not  determine  that  gaming  on  (he  Und 
would  no(  be  detrimental  to  (he  surrounding  community.  Therefore,  the  saff  recommends 

that  (he  Sccrcary,  based  on  the  following,  determine  thai  the  proposed  acquisition  would  not 
be  detrimenol  (o  the  surrounding  community  prior  to  maldng  a  determination  on  (he  best 
in(etests. 

FINDINGS  OF  FACT 

The  Minneapolis  Area  Office  ("MAO*)  transmitted  the  application  of  the  Solaogon  Chippe- 
wa Commumty  of  Wisconsin,  (he  Lac  Coune  OroIJes  Band  of  Lalce  Superior  Chippewa 

Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  (he  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Supoior  Chippewa  Indians  of 

Wisconsin  ('Tribes*)  to  (he  Secreary  of  (he  In(crior  ('Scctwary')  to  place  approximately  55 
acres  of  land  located  in  Hudsoa,  Wisconsifi,  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  The  ptt>posed 

asino  project  is  to  add  slot  madiins  and  blackjack  to  the  esdsting  class  HI  paii-mutuel  dog 

racing  currently  being  oooductod  by  non-Indians  at  (he  dog  track.. (VoL  L  tab  I.  pg.  2)' 

The  Tiibes  have  entered  into  an  agjixmeni  wi(h  the  owners  of  the  Sl  Croix  Meadows  Gcey- 

hound  Park,  Cioixlar^  Piopenies  Umi(ed  Partnership  CCroixland*),  to  purchase  pan  of  (he 
Und  and  all  of  (he  assets  of  (he  greyhound  track,  a  class  m  gaming  ftdlity.  Tlie  grandstand 

building  of  (he  track  has  (hree  floon  with  160.000  square  feet  of  sparr.  Adjacent  prapetqr  to 
be  majotity-owncd  in  fee  by  (he  Tiibes  includes  parking  for  4,000  au(o*.  The  pbn  is  (o 
remodel  50,000  square  feet,  which  will  contain  1.500  slot  machines  and  30  blackjack  ables. 

References  ate  to  the  application  docutnents  submitted  by  the  Miniwapolis  Area  OfRoe. 
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Ajiother  20,000  squw  feet  will  be  used  for  osino  support  areas  (money  room,  ofrices. 
employee  lounges,  etc.).  Vol.  I,  Tab  3,  pg.  19) 

The  documents  reviewed  and  analyzed  are: 
1.  Tribes  lener  February  23.  1994  (Vol.  I.  Tab  1) 

2.  Hudson  Casino  Venture,  Arthur  Anderwn,  Marck  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  3) 
3.  Ail  Analysis  of  the  Market  for  the  Addition  of  Casino  Games  to  the  Existing 

Greyhound  Race  Track  near  the  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  James  M.  Murray, 
Ph.D.,  February  25,  1994  (Vol.  I.  Tab  4) 

4.  An  Analysis  of  the  Economic  Impact  of  the  Proposed  Hudson  Gaming  Facility  on 
the  Three  Partidpaling  Tribes  and  the  Economy  of  (he  Sate  of  Wisconsin,  James 
M.  Murray,  Ph.D.,  Febrmry  25.  1994  (Vol.  I.  Tab  5) 

5.  Various  agroements  (Vol.  I,  Tab  7)  andotber  supporting  data  submioed  by  the 
Minneapolis  Area  Director. 

6.  Comments  of  the  SL  Cniix  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin.  April  30.  1995. 
7.  KPMG  Peal  Maiwick  Comments,  April  28.  1995. 

8.  Ho-Chunk  Nation  Comraens,  May  1,  1995. 

The  comment  period  for  Indian  tribes  in  MInnesoa  and  Wtscoosin  was  extended  to  April  30, 
1995  by  John  Duffy.  Counselor  to  Secretary.  These  additional  oommoits  were  received  iRa 
(he  Foldings  of  Fact  by  the  MAO,  and  were  not  addressed  by  die  Tribes  or  MAO. 

Comments  from  the  public  were  received  after  the  MAO  published  a  notice  of  the  Findings 
Of  No  Significant  Impact  (FONSI)-  The  SL  Croix  Tribal  Council  provided  comments  on  the 
draft  FONSI  to  the  Great  Lakes  Agency  in  a  letter  dated  July  21,  1994.  However,  no  appeal 
of  the  FONSI  was  filed  as  prescribed  by  law. 

NOT  DFTRIMENTAI.  TO  THF.  SURROUNDING  COMMUNITY 

CONSULTATION 

To  comply  with  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Ad.  25  U.S.C.  {2719  (1988), 
the  MAO  consulted  with  the  Tribes  and  appr^jpriaic  Sbte  and  local  officials,  including 
officials  of  other   nearby  Indian  tribes,  on  the  impacts  of  (he  gaming  operation  on  the 
surrounding  community.  Irftris  from  the  Area  Director,  dated  December  30,  1993,  listing 

several  suggested  areas  of  discussion  for  the  'best  interest*  and  'not  denimental  to  the 

surrounding  community*  detenrunation,  were  sent  to  tbc  applicant  Tribes,  and  in  letters 
dated  February  17,  1994,  to  (he  following  officials:  ^ 

Mayor,  City  of  Hudson.  Wisconsin  (Vol.  IH,  Tab  1") 
Chairman,  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors,  Hudson,  Wl  (Vol.  01.  Tab  2") 
Chairman,  Town  of  Tioy,  >Artsconsin  (Vol.  in.  Tab  3") 

"response  is  under  same  Tab.  (ai9S 

The  Area  Director  sent  letters  dated  December  30,  1993,  to  the  following  ofiicials  of 
federally  recognized  tribes  in  Wisconsin  and  Minnesota: 

1)     President.  Lac  du  Flambeau  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of 

Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  5") 
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2)  Chainnan.  Leech  Lake  Reservation  Business  Coipmidee  (Vol.  QI,  Tab  6") 
3)  President,  Lower  Sioux  Indian  Community  of  Minnesota  (Vol.  HI,  Tab  7") 
4)  Chaiipenon.  MUle  Lacs  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol.  in.  Tab  8") 
5)  Chairperson,  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  9" 
6)  Presfdenc  Pniiie  Island  Indian  Community  of  Minnesota  (Vol.  III.  Tab  10**) 
7)  Chairman,  Shakopee  Mdewakanton  Sioux  Community  of  Minnesoa  (Vol.  ITI,  Tab 

II") 
8)  President.  Sl  Ctois  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  12") 
9)  Chairperson,  Wisconsin  Winnefaa{0  Tiibe  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  13") 
10)  Chairman.  Bad  River  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Ouppewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol. 

in.  Tab  16"-) 11)  Chairman,  Bois  Force  (Nca  Lakr)  Reservation  Business  Commioee  (Vol.  m.  Tab 

16"-) 
12}  Chainnan.  Fond  du  Lac  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol.  01,  Tab  16'") 
13)  Chairman.  Forea  County  Pocawatomi  Community  of  V^sconsin  (VoL  CQ.  Tab 

16"-) 
14)  Chairman.  Giwid  Poitt^  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16*") 
15)  Chairman.  Red  Lake  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians  of  Minnesoa  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16"*) 
16)  President.  Stockbridee  Munsee  Community  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  ni.  Tab  16"*) 
17)  Chairperson,  Upper  Sioux  Community  of  Minnesoa  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16'") 
18)  Chairman,  White  Earth  Reservanon  Busness  Committee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16"") 
19)  President.  The  Minnesoa  Ouppcwa  Tribe  (VoL  m.  Tab  14**). 

**mponse  is  under  same  Tab ***iio  response 

k.    CoDsultatloo  with  SUU 

There  has  been  no  consul&tion  with  the  State  of  Wisconsin.  The  Area  Dtreenr  is  in  error  in 

the  statement:  '...it  is  not  lequiicd  by  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulaioty  Aa  until  the  Seoeary 
makes  favorable  (indints.*  (Vol.  I,  Findings  of  Fact  and  Conclusions,  pg.  IS) 

On  January  2,  199S,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Dircoor  was  notified  by  the  Acting  D^uty 
Commissioner  of  Indians  Atbin  thai  oonsulotioo  with  the  State  must  be  done  at  the  Area 

level  prior  lo  submission  of  the  Findings  of  Fact  on  the  ttansactioa.  As  of'ilBS  date,  there  is 
no  indication  that  the  Area  Director  has  complied  with  this  directive  for  this  Hano^vi. 

B.    Coosuttatlon  wltta  CKy  tad  Town 

The  piuperty,  currently  a  class  m  gaming  facility,  is  located  in  a  oommocial  aia  in  the 

southeast  ooiner  of  the  Cty  of  Hudson.  Thomas  H.  Redner,  Mayor,  stales  '...the  Gty  of 
Hudson  has  a  smng  vision  and  planning  effort  for  the  future  and  that  this  pniposed  Casino 
can  apparently  be  accommodated  with  minimal  ovenll  impact,  just  as  any  odier  development 

of  (his  size.* 
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The  City  of  Hudson  passed  Resolution  2-9S  on  February  6.  199S  after  the  Area  Office  had 

submincd  its  Findings  Of  Facts,  sating  'the  Common  Council  of  the  City  of  Hudson, 
Wisconsin  does  not  support  casino  gambling  ai  (he  St.  Croix  Meadows  site*.  HowcveT.r-the,- 
City  Attorney  clarified  -the  meaning  of  the  resolution  in  a  leoer  dated  February  IS,  199S  - 

stating  thai  ifte  resolution  'does  not  retiacl,  abrogate  or  supersede  (he  April  18,  1994 
Agreement  for  Government  Servicer.*  No  evidence  of  detrinienal  impaa  is  provided  in  the 
resolution. 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  dial  it  borders  the  dog  crack  on  three  sides  and  has  residential 

homes  directly  to  the  west  and  south.  Dean  Albert,  Chaixpeison,  responded  to  the  consult- 
ation leoer  sating  that  (he  Town  has  never  received  any  information  on  the  gaming  bciliiy. 

He  set  forth  several  questions  the  Town  needed  answered  befoie  it  could  adequately  asses 

the  impact.  However,  responses  were  provided  to  the  specific  questions  asked  in  the 
consultation. 

Leoers  supporting  the  application  were  received  from  Donald  B.  Bruns,  Hudson  City 
Councilman;  Carol  Hansen,  former  member  of  the  Hudson  Conuoon  Council;  Herb  Giese, 

St.  Croix  County  Supervisor,  and  John  E.  Schommer,  Member  of  the  School  Board.  They 

discuss  the  changing  local  political  climatr  and  the  goicral  long-term  political  support  for  the 
acquisition.  Roger  Breske.  Sate  Senator,  and  Barbara  Linton,  Sate  Represenative  also  wrote 

in  support  of  (he  acquisition.  Sandra  Beig.  a  long-time  Hudson  businessperson,  wrote  in 
support  and  sates  that  the  opposition  to  the  acquisitioa  is  reaaving  money  fiora  opposing 
Indian  tribes. 

C.    CoosuUatlon  with  County 

The  Si.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors  submioed  an  Impact  Assessment  on  the  proposed 

gaming  esablishmenL  On  March  13,  1994  a  angle  SL  Croix  County  Board  Supervisor  wrote 
a  letter  to  Wisconsin  Governor  Tommy  Thompson  thai  sated  his  opinion  that  the  Board  had 

not  approved  'any  agreement  involving  Indian  tribes  concerning  gambling  operations  or 
ownership  in  SL  Croix  County.* 

On  April  IS.  1994   the  Chairman  of  the  SL  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors  indiratrd 

that  'we  cannot  conclusively  make  any  findings  on  whether  or  not  the  proposed  gaming 
establishment  will  be  detrinienal  to  the  sunouivling  community.  .  .  Our  findings  assume  that 
an  Agreement  for  Govenuoent  Services,  satisfactory  to  all  parties  involved,  can  be  agreed 
upon  and  executed  to  address  the  potential  impacts  of  the  service  needs  outlined  in  tbe 
assessmenL  In  the  absence  of  such  an  agreement  it  is  most  eertain  that  the  proposed  gaming 

esQbUshmenl  would  be  a  detriment  to  the  community.* 

On  April  26.  1994  a  joint  letter  from  (he  County  Board  Chairman  and  Mayor  of  the  Gty  of 
Hudson  was  sent  to  Governor  Thompson.  It  says.  The  City  Council  of  Hudson  nnanimrwtsty 
approved  this  (Agreement  for  Govetnmeat  Services]  on  March  23rd  by  a  6  to  0  vole,  ad  the 
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County  Board  ■!  a  special  meedne  on  March  29th  approved  die  afteefflenc  on  a  23  lo  S 

vole." 
On  Deoember  3,  1992,  an  election  was  held  in  the  Gty  of  Hudson  on  an  Indian  Gamine 

Referendum,  "Do  you  support  the  transfer  of  St.  Ctoiz  Meadows  to  an  Indian  Tribe  and  the 
conduct  of  casino  samins  at  Sl  Croix  Meadows  if  the  Tribe  is  required  to  meet  all  Tuuncial 

commitments  of  Cnixland  Propenies  Limited  Parmenhip  to  the  City  of  Hudson?*  With  S*% 
of  the  registered  electorate  voting.  51.5%  approved  the  tefocndum. 

Sl  Croix  Counqr  in  a  March  14.  1995  lener  saips  liat  the  'Coun^  has  no  position  regarding 
the  City's  actioa*  regarding  Resolution  2-9S  by  die  City  of  Hudson  (rcfened  to  above). 

D.    Consultaliaa  with  Ncigbboriac  Tribes 

Minnesota  has  6  federally-fecognixad  tribes  (one  tribe  with  six  component  reservaiioas),  and 
Wisconsin  has  8  fedoally-recognized  tribes.  The  three  applicant  tribes  are  not  included  in  die 
Wisconsin  tool.  The  Area  Diieoor  consulted  with  all  tribes  except  tlie  Menominee  Tribe  of 
Wisconsin.  No  reason  was  given  for  omission  of  this  tribe  in  the  coosulcation  process. 

Six  of  the  Mituiesoa  tribei  did  not  te^ond  to  the  Area  Director's  request  for  comments 
while  five  tribes  responded  by  objecting  to  the  piupuaed  aequisitian  for  gaming.  Four  of  the 
Wisconsin  tribes  £d  not  respond  while  four  tespotvded.  Two  objea  and  two  do  WK  object  ta 
the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaining. 

Five  tribes  oommat  thai  diiea  oompetiiion  would  cause  loss  of  customen  and  revenues. 
OtUy  one  of  these  Bibes  is  within  50.milei,  using  ibc  mos  diiea  to^s.  of  the  Hudson 

facility.  Two  tribes  coimnent  thai  the  approval  of  an  off-nervation  facility  would  have  a 
nabonwide  political  and  economic  impact  on  Indian  gaming,  speculating  wide-opai  gaming 
would  resulL  Six  tribes  sate  that  Minnesoa  tribes  have  agreed  there  would  be  no  ofT- 
icservaiion  casinos.  One  tribe  sates  the  Hudson  track  is  en  Sioux  land.  One  tribe  oommenu 

on  an  advene  impact  on  social  aructure  of  community  tern  less  money  and  fiewcr  jobs 
because  of  eompetilion,  and  a  potential  loss  of  an  annual  payment  (S150,000)  to  local  town 
thai  could  be  jeopardized  by  lower  revenues.  One  tribe  commoits  that  community  services 
costs  would  inoease  hfransr  of  roduoed  revenues  al  thdr  asino.  One  tribe  oommeati  that  it 

should  be  pennined  its  fbuilh  casno  before  die  Hudson  &dlity  is  apprewed  by  die  saae. 

St.  Cfoix  Tribe  Comment! 

The  St.  Croix  Tribe  asiexts  that  the  proposed  aoquiiiiion  is  a  bailout  of  a  failing  dog  track. 
The  Sl  Croix  Tribe  was  approached  by  Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing  with  die  dog  Ixack-io- 

casino  eonvenion  plan.  The  Tribe  tejected  die  offo-,  whidi  wis  then  offered  to  the  Tribes. 
While  die  Sl  Croix  Tribe  may  believe  diat  die  project  is  not  suiable,  the  Tribes  and  die 
MAO  loch  an  oppodie  conclusioa. 

03196 
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The  Coopcn  II  Lybnnd  im{BCt  study,  commiisioned  by  the  St.  Croix  Tribe,  projects  ui 
increase  in  the  SL  Croix  Casino  attendance  in  the  survey  juca  from  1,064,000  in  1994  to 
1,225,000  in  199S,  an  increase  of  161,000.  It  then  projects  a  cusuimer  lo»  to  a  Hudson 
casino,  60  road  miles  disanl,  at  181,000.  The  net  change  after  mnoving  projected  crowth  is 

20,000  custoftiers,  or  approsiinaiely  1 W  K  of  the  1994  actual  total  attendance  at  the  Sl  Croix 
casino  (1.6  million). 

The  study  projects  an  attendance  loss  of  45,000  of  the  S22.000  1994  total  al  the  St.  Croix 
Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino,  Danbuiy.  Wisconsin,  120  miles  firem  Hudson,  and  111  miles  from 

the  Minnapolis/SL  Paul  markst.  Danbury  is  approximately  the  same  distance  north  of 

Minneapolis  and  south  of  Dulutfa.  Minnesoa  as  the  Mille  Lac  casino  in  Onamia.  Minnesota, 
and  competes  directly  in  a  martet  quite  distant  from  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  which  is  25  miles 
east  of  Minneapolis.  The  projected  loss  of  9%  of  Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino  revenue  to  a 
Hudson  casiho  is  uolilcdy.  However,  even  thai  uniealistiially  high  loss  would  fall  within 
normal  compedbvc  and  economic  factors  that  can  be  expected  to  affea  all  businesses, 
including  casinos.  The  St.  Croix  completed  a  buy-out  of  iB  Hole  in  the  Wall  Manager  in 
1994.  increasing  the  profit  of  the  casino  by  as  much  as  67%.  The  marlcei  in  Minnesoa  and . 

Wisconsin,  as  prvjeded  by  Smith  Barney  in  its  Global  Gaminy  Almanac  1995.  is  expected  10 
increase  to  SI. 2  billion,  with  24  million  gamer  visits,  an  amount  sufficient  to  acconuDodaie  a 

casino  al  Hudsin  and  profiBble  operations  at  all  other  Indian  gaming  locations. 

Ho-Chunk  Nation  Commei\ts 

The  Ho-Chunk  Nation  (*Ho-Chunk')  submiaed  comments  on  the  detrimeabl  impact  of  the 
proposed  casino  on  Ho-Chunk  gaming  operatioas  in  Black  River  Falls,  Wisconsin  (BRF), 

116  miles  from  the  proppsed  trust  acquisition.  The  analysis  was  based  on  a  customer  survey 
that  indicated  a  minimum  loss  of  12.5%  of  patron  dollars.  The  survey  was  of  411  patrons, 

21  of  whom  resided  closer  to  Hudson  than  BRF  (about  5%  of  the  customers).  Forty-two 
patrons  lived  between  the  casinos  closer  to  BRF  than  Hudson. 

Market  studies  from  a  wide  varicry  of  sources  indicate  that  disance  G>>  bfc)  is  the  dominant 
factor  in  determining  market  share,  especially  if  the  facilities  and  service  are  equivalent. 
However,  those  studies  also  indicate  thai  even  when  patroos  gaioally  visit  one  casino,  they 
occasionally  visit  other  easanos.  That  means  thai  cusiomen  closer  to  a  Hudson  casino  will 
not  exclusively  visit  Hudson.  The  specific  residence  of  the  21  cusiomen  living  closer  ID 

Hudson  was  not  provided,  but  ptcsuirubly  some  of  ihcm  woe  from  the  Minneqniii/St.  Paul 
area,  and  already  have  elected  to  visit  the  much  mocc  disoni  BRP  cuino  laltier  than  an 
existing  Minneapolis  ana  casino. 

In  addition,  'player  dubs*  create  casino  loyalty,  and  tend  to  diaw  customers  back  to  a  casino 
regardless  of  the  distance  involved.  The  addition  of  a  Hudson  casino  is  likely  to  impact  the 
BRF  casino  revenues  by  leu  thaa  5%.  General  ecooomic  conditions  afiecting  disposable 
income  cause  fluciuatiaaa  larger  than  that  amount.  The  impact  of  Hudsoo  on  BRF  ptobably 

caru¥X  be  jt"'""*  from  the  'noise*  fluctuations  in  business  ausod  by  otho'  casinos,  compet- 
ing enlerainntent  and  sports,  weather,  and  other  facton. 
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The  Ho-Chunk  gunini  opendoiu  serve  (he  ccntnl  and  (outhem  population  of  Wisconnn. 
includine  (he  very  popular  Wisconsin  DcUs  reson  am.  The  ezocme  distance  of  Hudson 

from  (he  primary  market  area  of  the  Ho-Chunk  casinos  eliminates  it  as  a  major  campetiiive 

hctot.  The  customen'  desire  for  variety  in  evning  will  draw  BRF  patrons  to  other  Ho- 
Chunk  casing,  Minnesoa  casinos,  and  even  Michigan  casinos.  Hudson  cannoc  be  expected 

to  dominate  the  Ho-Chunk  market,  or  cause  other  than  normal  csmpetitive  impact  on  the 
profitability  of  the  Ho-Chunk  operations.  The  addition  by  the  Ho-Chunk  of  two  new  casinos 

since  September  1993  strongly  indicates  the  Tribe's  belief,  in  a  growing  market  poten- 
tial.While  all  of  the  tribes  objecting  to  the  facility  raxy  consider  the  competitive  concerns  of 

another  casino  Intimate,  they  provide  no  subsontial  daa  that  would  prove  their  concerns 

valid.  There  arc  eight  casinos  within  a  100-mile  radius  of  the  Minneapolis  area;  three  casinos 
are  within  SO  miles.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  3,  pg.  29) 

Commenis  bv  the  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wiseotuin 

In  an  April  17,  1995  letter,  the  Oneida  Tribe  rescinds  its  neutral  posidon  sated  on  March  1, 

1994,  'Spralring  stholy  for  (he  Oneida  Tribe,  we  do  not  percdve  that  there  would  be  any 
serious  detrimental  impacts  on  our  own  gaming  operanoo.  .  .  The  Oneida  Tribe  is  simply 

located  to  (sic)  hi  from  the  Hudson  project  to  suffer  any  serious  impact.*  The  Tribe  specu- 
lates about  growing  undue  pressure  ̂ m  outside  non-Indian  ipmbling  interests  that  could  set 

(he  stage  for  inter-Tribal  rivalry  for  gaming  dollars.  No  evidence  of  adverse  impact  is 
provided. 

KPMG  Peat  Marwick  Comments  for  the  Minnesoa  Triha 

On  behalf  of  the  Minnesota  Indian  Gaming  Association  (MIGA),  Mille  T3.-«  Band  of 
Chippewa  Indians,  Sl  Ciois  (3iippewa  Band,  and  Shakopec  Mdcwalcanton  Dakoa  Tribe. 
KPMG  comments  on  the  impact  of  a  casino  at  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

KPMG  asserts  that  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  has  used  a  'not  devasating*  test  rather  than 

the  le&s  rigorous  'not  dethmenal*  test  in  naching  its  Findings  of  Fact  approval  to  f'^  the 
subjea  land  in  trust  for  the  three  afliliaied  Tribes. 

In  the  KPMG  study,  the  four  tribes  and  frve  casinos  «nlhin  SO  miles  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin 
had  gross  revenues  of  $4S0  million  in  1993,  and  S49S  millioa  in  1994,  a  10%  annual 

growth.  The  Findings  of  Pact  prtsjeos  a  Hudson  potential  nuuket  penetration  of  20%  for 
blaclgack  and  24%  for  slot  machines.  If  that  penetration  revenue  came  only  fttrni  the  five 
casinos,  it  would  be  SI  14.6  million. 

However,  the  Arthur  Anderson  financial  projections  for  the  Hudson  casino  woe  UO  miUian 
in  gaming  revenues,  or  16.16%  of  just  the  fiveosino  revoiue  (not  toal  Indian  gaming  ia 
Minnesoa  and  Wisconsin).  Smith  Barney  estimates  a  Minneapolis  Gaining  Market  of  S480 
million,  a  Non-Minneapolis  Gaming  Market  of  S220  million,  and  a  Wisconsin  Market  of 
SSOO  million.  The  Wisconsin  market  is  conoentiated  in  (he  sou(han  and  eastern  papulation 
centers  where  (he  Oneida  and  Ho-Chunk  casinos  are  located.  Assuming  that  the  western 
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Wisconsin  nurkei  is  25%  of  (he  state  total,  the  total  market  aviilable  to  the  six  Minneapolis 
market  casinos  is  over  S600  million. 

The  projectoJ  Hudson  market  share  of  $80  to  $1 15  million  is  13%  to  19%  of  the  two-staie 

regional  total'  A  ten  pcrtxnt  historic  growth  rate  in  gaming  will  incrrasc  the  marfcei  by  $50 
million,  and  stimulation  of  the  local  market  by  a  casino  ai  Hudson  is  projected  in  the 

appUeation  at  5%  ($25  million)  Therefore,  only  $5  to  S40  miUion  of  the  Hudson  revenues 

would  be  obtained  at  the  cspense  of  existing  casinos.  An  average  tevmue  reductjoo  of  $1  to 

$8  million  per  existing  casino  would  not  be  a  detriment*!  impact.  The  Mystic  Lake  Casino 

was  estimated  to  have  had  a  $96.8  million  net  profit  in  1993.  A  reduction  of  $8  million 

would  be  about  8%,  assuming  that  nei  revenue  doansed  the  full  amount  of  the  gross 

revenue  reduction.  At  $96.8  million,  the  per  enrolled  member  profit  at  Mystic  Lake  is 

$396^700.  Reduced  by  $8  million,  the  amount  would  be  $363,900.  The  detiimenal  effect 

would  not  be  expected  to  materially  tmpaa  Tribal  expenditures  on  piogiains  under  IGRA 
Section  II. 

Summary:  Reconcilianon  of  various  comments  on  the  impact  of  a  casino  at  Hudson  can  be 

achieved  best  by  reference  to  the  Sphere  of  Iniluoice  concept  de&iled  by  Murray  on  pages  2 

through  7  of  Vol.  I,  Tab  *.  Figure  I  displays  the  dynamics  of  a  multi-nodal  draw  by  casinos 

for  both  the  local  and  Muuieapolis  metropolitan  markets.  The  sphere  of  influence  of  Hudson 

depends  on  its  distance  from  various  popiilaiions  (distaace  explains  82%  of  the  variation  in 

attendance).  Outside  of  the  charted  lone,  other  casinos  would  exert  primary  influencif. 

The  Sphere  of  Influence  indicates  only  the  distance  factor  of  influence,  and  assumes  that  the 

service  at  each  casino  is  equivalenL  Facilities  arc  nflj  equivalmt,  however.  Mystic  Lake  is 
established  as  a  casino  with  a  hotel,  extensive  gaming  Bbles,  and  convention  facilities.  Turtle 

Lake  is  establishol  and  has  a  hotcL  Hudson  would  have  a  dog  track  and  easy  access  from 

Interstate  94.  Each  casino  will  need  ud  exploit  its  competitive  advantage  in  any  business 
scenario,  with  or  without  a  casino  al  Hudson.  Projections  based  on  highly  subjective 

qualiative  factors  would  be  very  speculative 

It  is  important  to  note  that  the  Sphere  of  Influence  is  influence,  not  dominance  or  exclusion. 

The  Murray  research  indicates  thai  casino  patrons  jaLlYEntfi  patrtjttize  throe  diffoent 

casinos  each  y^u.  Patrtms  desire  variety  in  iheii  gaming,  and  achieve  it  by  visitiiig  a  stvual 
casinos.  The  opening  of  a  casino  ai  Hudson  would  not  stop  customers  from  visitiilg  a  mote 
disont  casino,  though  it  might  change  the  frequency  of  visits. 

The  SL  Croix  Tribe  projeco  thai  its  tribal  economy  will  be  plunged  "hack  into  pie-gaming 
60  percent  plus  unemployment  rales  and  annual  incomea  fax  the  (sic)  bdow  icoognized 

poverty  levels.*  The  Chief  Fmandal  Officer  of  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  pfojects  a  decrease  of 

Tribal  earnings  from  $25  million  in  1995  to  $12  millioo  after  a  casino  ai  Hudson  is  estab- 
lished. Even  a  reduction  of  thai  amount  would  not  plunge  the  Tri»>e  bock  into  poverty  and 

unemployment,  though  it  could  ccrtairdy  cause  Ae  tribe  to  icortief  its  pending  plans. 

.  03201 
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Market  Saruration. 

The  St.  Croix  .Tribe  UKits  that  the  market  U  aturated  even  as  it  has  just  completed  a 
31,000  square  foot  expansian  of  its  casino  in  TunJe  Lake,  and  proposes  to  similarly  expand 
the  Hole-in-the-Wall  Casino.  Smith  Bamey  projects  a  Wisconsin  market  of  SSOO  milliofl  with 
a  continuadoff  of  the  steady  growth  of  the  last  14  years,  though  at  a  rate  slower  than  the 

country  in  geneni. 

E.  NEPA  Compliance 

B.I.A.  authorizatioa  for  signing  a  FONSI  is  delegated  to  the  Area  Director.  The  NEPA 
pnxess  in  this  applicatioa  is  complete  by  the  ezpiiaiioa  of  the  appeal  period  following  the 

publication  of  the  Notice  of  Findings  of  No  Significant  bnpacL 

F.  Surraunding  Coimnunity  Imparts 

1.     IMPACTS  ON  THE  SOCIAL  STRUCTURE  rN  THE  COMMUNTTY 

The  Tribes  believe  thai  there  will  not  be  any  impact  on  the  social  snicnue  of  the  community 
that  cannot  be  mitigaied.  The  MAO  did  not  conduct  an  independoit  analysis  of  impacts  oo 
the  social  structure.  This  review  oonsiderf  the  following: 

L     Economic  Contributioo  of  Works? 

TTie  Town  of  Troy  caminents  thai  minimum  wage  workers  arc  not  major  contribu- 
tors to  the  economic  well-being  of  the  community.  (Vol.  IH.  Tab  3,  pg.  3)  Six 

comments  were  received  from  the  general  public  on  the  undesirahility  of  the  low 

wages  "♦"^■''^  with  a  track  and  casino.   (VoL  V) 

n.    Crime 
Hudson  Police Dcpt.  Crime  &  Arresls.  fCranmer  62a  and  62b.  Vol.  IV.  Tab  4) 

1990 1991 1992 

1993 

Violent  Crime 

14 

4 7 7 

Piupetty  Crime 312 .     420 

406 

440 

These  satistia  provided  by  Dr.  Cranroer  do  not  indicate  a  drastic  increase  in  the 
rate  of  dime  since  the  dog  track  opened  on  June  1,  1991.  However,  other  studies 
and  refermces  show  t  oorrclaiion  bnwmji  casinos  and  crime.  One  public  comment 
atached  remarks  by  William  Webster  and  Wtlliam  Sessions,  former  Diiecton  of  the 
Federal  Burou  of  Invest]  gadon,  on  the  presence  of  organized  crime  in  gambling. 

CVol.  V,  Geotge  O.  Hoet,  S/19/94,  Vol.  V)  Another  public  comment  included  an 
article  from  the  St,  Paul  Pioneer  Press  with  stariwirt  relating  to  the  issue.  (Mike 
Morris.  3/28/94.  Vol.  V)  Additional  specific  daa  on  dime  are  provided  by  LeRae 
D.  ZahorsU,  S/18/94.  Barbara  Smith  Lobin.  7/14/94,  and  Joe  and  Sylvia  Harwell 
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3/1/94.    (aU  in  Vol.  V)  Eight  additional  public  comments  ezptcss  concem  %viih  the 

crime  impact  of  a  casno.    (Vol.  V) 

in.  Hann  u  Ana  Businesses 

A.  Wage  Level 
The  Town  of  Troy  says  that  workers  are  unavailable  locally  at  minimum  wage. 
(Vol.  m.  Tab  3,  PC.  3) 

B.  Spending  Patterns 
One  public  comment  conoons  gambling  diverting  discretioiiafy  spending  away 
from  local  businesses.  (Dan  M.  Erickson,  6/14/94)  Another  public  comment 

stales  thai  everyone  should  be  able  to  offer  gambling,  not  just  Indians.  (Stewart 
C.  Mills,  9/26/94)   (Vol.  V) 

rv.  Property  Values 
An  opponent  asserts  that  a  Hudson  casino  will  decrease  property  values.  He  noKi 

that  purchase  options  were  extended  to  adjacent  property  owners  before  the  con- 
struction of  the  dog  track.  He  provides  no  evidence  that  any  properties  were 

tendeted  in  response.  (Vol.  6,  Tab  4.  pg.  33) 

A  letter  from  Nancy  Bieiaugel.  1/19/94,  (Vol.  V)  states  that  she  would  never 
choose  to  live  near  a  casino.  Ajxxhet  letter,  Thomas  Foiseth,  S/23/94,  (Vol.  V) 

coromoits  that  he  and  his  family  live  in  Hudson  hrraiiir  of  its  sraall-oown  atmo- 
spheze.  Sharon  K.  Kinkead.  1/24/94,  (VoL  V)  sates  diat  she  moved  to  Hudson  to 
seek  a  quiet  country  life  Style.  Sheryl  D.  Lindhobn.  1720/94,  (VoL  V)  ays  (hat 
Hudson  is  a  healthy  cultural-  and  funily-ohented  community.  She  points  out  scvoal 
cultural  and  yTn'*"  Nullities  that  she  believes  are  incompatible  with  a  dog  track  and 
casino  operations.  Sevoi  additional  lellcrs  of  comment  from  the  public  show 

concern  for  the  impact  of  a  casino  on  the  quality  of  life  in  a  small,  bmily-orieated 
town.    (Vol.  V) 

V.    Housing  Costs  will  increase 

Housing  vacancy  rates  in  Troy  and  Hudson  are  quite  low  (3.8S  in  1990).  Coo^eci- 
lion  for  moderate  income  bousing  can  be  expected  to  cause  a  risejn  loital  nxa.  A 
local  housing  shortage  will  require  dai  roost  worken  commote.  (VoL  3,  Tab  2.  pg. 
3  and  Tib  3,  pg.  4) 

Saminar7:  The  in^BCts  above,  except  crime,  are  attor-iatrd  with  economic  activity  in 
general,  and  are  not  found  significant  for  the  piupoied  casino.  The  impact  of  crime  has  been 
adequately  roitigaied  in  the  Agreement  for  Gcvemment  Services  by  (he  promised  additioa  of 

polirr. 
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2.     IvrPACrrS  on  the  rNFRASTRUCTURF, 

The  Tribes  project  avenge  daily  aoaidance  ai  the  proposed  casino  at  7,000  people,  and  the 

casino  is  expected  10  attract  a  daily  traffic  flow  of  about  3,200  vehicles.  Projected  employ- 
ment is  l.SOO;  and  the  easino  is  expected  to  opente  18  heun  per  day.  (Vol.  ni.  Tab  2,  pf. 

1)  Other  commcnten  enimates  arc  higher.  An  opponent  of  this  proposed  action  esQmates 
(hat.  if  a  ca^o  at  Hudson  follows  the  pattern  of  the  Minnesota  casinos,  an  average  of  10  to 
30  times  more  people  will  attend  the  casino  than  cunently  afiend  the  dog  nek.  (Vol.  4,  Tab 

4,  pgs.  33  and  34)  Attendance,  vehicles.  efflploymeDt,  and  houn  of  operation  projected  for 
the  casino  greatly  cTfrrd  those  for  the  present  dog  Back,  and  indicate  the  possibility  of  a 

signifiantly  greater  impact  on  the  environment. 

I.      Utilities 

SL  Croix  County  stales  thai  there  is  arirqiatr  opacity  for  water,  waste  water 

treatment,  and  danspor&tion.  Gas.  electric,  and  telephone  services  are  not  ad- 
dressed. (Vol.  3.  Tab  1) 

0.    Zoning 

According  to  the  City  of  Hudson.  iiu»t  of  the  prapoied  Bust  site  is  zoned  'general 
commercial  district*  (B-2)  for  the  principal  structmc  ai;d  ancillary  track,  kennel  and 
parking  facilities.  Six  acres  of  R-1  zoned  land  (residential)  no  longer  will  be  subject 
to  Hudson  zoning  if  the  proposed  land  is  taken  into  trust.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  1 .  pg.  4) 

One  public  comment  expresses  coooera  for  the  loss  of  local  control  over  the  land 
aAer  it  has  been  placed  in  trust.    (Vol  V,  Jeff  Zais.  1/19/94) 

m.  Water 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  thai  water  trunk  mains  and  aotage  facilities  are  adequate 
for  the  casino  developmBit  and  ancillary  developments  thai  are  expected  to  occur 
south  of  1-94.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  1,  pg.  3) 

rv.  Sewer  and  storm  drainage 

The  City  of  Hudson  and  Sl  Cioix  County  state  that  suiitaiy  trunk  sewer  inains  are 
adequately  sized  for  the  casino.  (VoL  HI,  Tab  1.  pg.  2  and  Tab  2,  pg.  1)  The  Qty 
of  Hudson  sates  thai  trunk  storm  sewer  system  will  aooommodate  tbe  development 
of  the  casino/track  facility.  (Vol.  QI.  Tab  I,  pg.  3)  An  existing  storm  water 
collection  system  coUerts  surrn  water  runoff  and  directs  it  toward  a  retention  pond 
located  near  the  southwest  comer  of  th^  parking  area.  (Vol.  IV.  Tab  4.  pgs.  7  and 

V.    Roads 

The  current  aoxss  to  the  dog  track  is  ai  three  intersections  of  the  parking  lot 

peiimetrr  rood  and  Carmichael  Road.    Cannirharl  Road  intersects  Interstate  94. 
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The  1988  £A  ays  Oat  (he  proposed  access  to  the  dog  (lack  would  be  from  Canni- 
chacl.Road.  a  fact  which  seems  to  have  occurred.  (Vol.  4,  Tab  4,  pgs.  18  aAd  19) 

A.    Traffic  Impact  Analysis 

The  Wisconsin  Deparunenc  of  Ttansporanon  stales,  'We  are  fairly  confident 
that  the  interchange  (IH94-Cannichael  Road)  will  function  fme  with  (he  pUiuicd 

dog  otack/easino.'  (Vol.  IV.  Tab  1.  pg.  38) 

St  Croix  County  estimates  that  the  avenge  daily  traffic  for  (he  proposed  casino 
should  be  around  3.200  vehicles.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2,  pg.  3) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  the  cuncnt  street  system  is  sufficient  to  accom- 
modate projecttd  (laffic  needs  based  on  40,000  average  daily  trips.  (VoL  HI. 

Tab  1.  pg.  4) 

The  Town  of  Troy  indicates  that  the  increased  traffic  will  put  a  strain  on  all  the 
rtads  leading  to  and  from  (he  track/casino.  However,  the  Town  Troy  was 
unable  to  "^^'i"^'"  the  number  and  specific  impacts  due  to  a  lack  of  aiVllrinnal 
information  from  the  Tribes.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3.  pg.  3) 

The  Tribes'  audy  picrjeca  8,724  average  daily  visits.  Using  2.2  persons  per 
vehicle  (Vol  IV,  ob  4.  pg.  8  of  Atachment  4),  3,966  vehicles  per  day  are 
projected.  (VoL  I,  Tab  4,  pg.  15) 

A  comment  by  Ceotxe  E.  Nelson  (2/25/94.  Vol.  V)  says  the  accident  rate  in 
(he  aira  is  extremely  high  according  to  Hudson  Polioe  reootds.  Nelson  expects 
(he  acciden(  rate  to  iKicase  proportionaicly  wi(h  an  increase  in  traffic  to  a 
casino.  However,  no  supporting  evidence  is  provided.  Four  additional  public 
comments  sale  concerns  with  increased  traffic  to  the  casino.    (Vol  V) 

Sucoflury?  The  evidence  indicates  that  there  will  be  no  significant  impacts  on  the  inftastruc- 
lure. 

3.     IMPACT  ON  THE  LaWD  USE  PATTERNS  IN  THE  SURRQUNDING  CQMMUNmf 

Tlie  Gty  of  Hudson  does  not  tnention  any  land  use  paneni  imparts   (Vol  HI.  Tab  1,  pg.  4) 

Sl  Croix  County  sayt.  *  .  .  .  it  is  expected  thak  there  will  be  some  ancillary  development. 

This  is  planned  for  within  (be  Qty  of  Hudson  in  the  immediate  ana  of  the  casino.*  (Vol. 
m.  Tab  2,  pg.  3) 

It  is  likely  that  the  proposed  ptojea  will  create  changes  in  land  use  patterns,  sucli  as  the 
construction  of  commetoal  enietprises  in  the  area.  Other  anticipated  impacts  are  an  inacase 
in  zoning  variance  applications  and  preasure  on  zoning  boards  to  allow  development. 

12 
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SummAry:  The  City  of  Hudson,  Town  of  Troy,  and  SL  Croix  County  control  actual  land  use 
pattern  changes  in  the  surrounding  area.  There  are  no  sieniiicant  impacts  that  cannot  be 
mitigated  by  the  locally  elected  governments. 

i.      fMPACTON  INCOME  A.ND  EMPLOYMENT  IN  THE  COMMU>nTY 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  S42.7  million  in  purchases  annually  by  the  casino/track  from 
Wisconsin  suppliers.  Using  the  multipUen  developed  for  Wiseonsin  by  the  Bureau  of 
Economic  Analysis  of  the  U.S.  Department  of  Commerce,  these  purchases  will  generate 
added  earnings  of  S18. 1  million  aiu]  1,091  jobs  in  the  state.  The  tool  direct  and  indirect 

number  of  jobs  is  projected  at  2,691.  Of  the  current  uupluyu-s  of  the  dog  track.  42%  live  in 
Hudson,  24%  in  River  Falls,  S%  in  Baldwin,  and  4%  in  New  Richmond.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  S.  pg. 
12)  SL  Croix  County  stales  thai  direct  casino  employment  u  expected  to  be  about  l.SOO.  The 

proposed  casino  would  be  the  largest  employer  in  SL  Croix  Cotinty.  All  existing  employees 
would  be  offered  reemployment  at  current  wa^e  rales.  (VoL  m.  Tab  2.  pg.  4) 

Three  public  comments  say  thai  Hudson  docs  not  need  the  ecooomic  support  of  gambling. 
(Tom  Irwin,  1/24/94,  Betty  and  Earl  Goodwin,  1/19/94,  and  Steve  and  Samantha  Swank, 
3/1/94.  Vol.  V) 

The  Town  of  Troy  stales  that  'an  over  supply  of  jobs  tends  to  drive  cost  paid  per  hourly 
wage  down,  thus  amaciing  a  lower  level  of  wage  earner  into  the  area,  thus  affecting  the  high 

standard  of  living  this  area  is  now  noted  for.*  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3,  pg.  4) 

Summary:  The  impacts  on  income  and  employment  in  the  oommunity  arc  not  significant, 

and  are  generally  expected  to  be  positive  by  the  Tribes  and  local  governments. 

5.      ADDl-nONAL  AND  EXTSTTNC,  SFRVirF-';  REOUTRED  OR  IXffACTS.  COSTS  OF 
ADOmONAI.  SERVICES  TO  BE  SUPPLIED  BY  THE  COMMUNITY  AND 
SOURCE  OF  REVENUE  FOR  DOING  SO 

The  Tribes  entered  an  Agrerment  for  Government  Services  with  the  City  of  Hudson  and  SL 

Croix  County  for  'gcnoal  government  services,  public  sfioy  such  as  police,  fire,  ambu- 
lance, emergency  medical  and  rescue  services,  and  public  works  in  the  same  maimer  and  at 

the  ame  level  of  service  afforded  to  tT-admts  and  other  commercial  entides  tittaied  in  the 

City  and  County,  respectively.*  The  Tribes  agreed  to  pay  S1,1SO,000  in  the  initial  year  lo  be 
increased  in  subsequent  years  by  S%  per  year.  The  agreement  will  continue  for  as  long  as 

the  land  is  held  in  trust,  or  until  Class  m  gamirfg  is  no  longer  operated  on  the  hnds.  (VoL  I, 
Tab  9) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  it  anticipates  thai  most  mmgcncy  service  calls  relative  to  the 
proposed  casino  will  be  from  nonresidents,  and  that  user  fees  will  cover  operating  costs.  No 
major  changes  are  foreseen  in  the  fire  proiecxian  services.  The  police  department  fuiuuxi  a 
need  lo  expand  its  force  by  five  officers  aitd  one  clerical  employoe.  (VoL  I.  Tib  9) 

13 
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St.  Croix  County  anticipaies  that  the  proposed  casino  will  require  or  genente  the  need  for 
exiscuig  a;id  addldonal  services  in  many  areas.  The  funding  will  be  from  the  Agreement  For 

Government  Services.  The  parties  have  agreed  that  payments  under  thai  agreement  will  be 
sufficient  to  address  the  expected  services  costs  associated  with  the  proposed  casino.  (Vol. 

tn.  Tab  2)     •• 

The  Town  of  Troy  stales  that  the  additional  public  service  costs  required  by  a  casino 

operation  will  be  subsantial  to  iu  residena.  (Vol  !□,  Tab  3.  pg.  4)  Fire  services  are 

contracted  from  the  Hudson  Fire  Depanment,  which  will  receive  funding  from  the  Agree- 
ment for  Govemmeat  Services. 

Summary:  The  impacts  to  servioes  are  miagalcd  by  The  Agreement  for  Government 
Services  between  the  Tribes,  the  Qty  of  Hudson,  and  St.  Croix  Counry. 

6.     PROPOSED  PROGRAMS.  IF  ANY.  FOR  COMPULSIVE  GAMBLERS  AND 
SOURCE  OF  FUNDING 

There  is  no  compulsive  gambler  program  in  Sl  Croix  County.  There  arc  six  tate-funded 
Compulsive  Gambling  Treatment  Centers  in  MInnesoa.  (Vol.  n.  Tab  7,  pg.  38) 

The  Town  of  Troy  sales  thai  it  will  be  required  to  make  up  the  deficit  for  these  required 
services,  if  such  costs  come  from  tax  dollars.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3,  pg.  5) 

St.  Croix  County  says  it  will  develop  appropriate  treatment  programs,  if  the  ived  is 
demonstrated.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2,  pg.  S) 

The  Tribes  will  address  the  compulsive  and  problem  gambling  concerns  by  providing 

informabon  at  the  casino  about  the  Wisconan  toU-frce  hot  line  for  compidsive  gamblers.  The 
Tribes  sate  that  they  will  contribute  money  to  local  self-help  programs  for  compulsive 
gamblers.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1.  pg.  12) 

Thirteen  public  commoiB  were  received  aonceming  gambling  addictioa  and  its  impact  on 
morals  and  families.  (VoL  V) 

Sunmiary:  The  Tribes'  ptoposed  support  for  the  Wisconsin  hot  line  and  unspecified  self-hdp 
programs  is  inadequate  to  mitigate  the  impacts  of  problem  gambling. 

Stimmary  CondusioQ 

Strong  opposition  to  gambling  exists  on  moral  grounds.  The  moral  oppoation  does  not  go 
away,  even  when  a  State  legalizes  gambling  and  operates  iB  own  games.  Such  opposition  is 
not  a  hctot  in  reaching  a  determination  of  detrimenal  impact. 
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Any  economic  acdviry  has  impacu.  More  employees,  cusffimen,  tnfTic.  wastes,  and  money 
are  side  effects  of  commercial  activity.  The  NEPA  process  and  ihc  Aprcmcnt  for  Govern- 

ment Services  address  tbe  actual  expected  impacts  in  this  case.  Nothing  can  address  general 

opposition  to  ezx<nomic  activity  except  stopping  economic  activity  at  the  cost  of  jobs, 
Uvelihoods,  Ind  opportunity.  Promoting  economic  opportunity  is  a  primary  mission  of  the 
Bureau  of  Indian  Aftain.  Opposition  to  economic  activity  is  not  a  ̂ctor  in  reaching  a 
determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

Business  abhors  competition.  Diiect  competition  spawns  fear.  No  Indian  tribe  welcomes 

additional  competition.  Since  tribal  opposition  to  gaining  oo  others*  Indian  lands  is  futile, 

fear  of  competition  will  only  be  articulated  in  off-mervatioa  land  acquisitions.  Even  when 
the  fears  arc  groundless,  the  opposition  caji  be  intense.  The  actual  impact  of  compeanon  is  a 

factor  in  reaching  a  determination  to  the  extent  that  it  is  unfair,  or  a  burden  imposed 

picdominantly  on  a  single  Indiu  tribe. 

Opposition  to  Indian  gaming  exists  based  on  tesentment  of  the  sovereign  status  of  Indian 

tribes,  lack  of  local  control,  and  inability  of  the  govemmeat  to  tax  the  proceeds.  Ignorance  of 

the  legal  status  of  Indian  tribes  prompts  non-Indian  guieral  opposition  to  Indian  gaming.  It  is 

not  always  possible  to  educate  away  the  oppositiaR.  However,  it  can  be  appropriately 
weighted-  in  federal  government  actions  It  is  not  a  factor  in  reaching  a  determination  of 
detrimenol  impact. 

Detriment  is  determined  from  a  .^xual  analysis  of  evidence,  not  from  opinion,  political 

picssuie,  economic  interest,  «>r  simple  disagreeoiait.  In  a  political  setting  where  real, 
imagined,  sonomic,  and  moral  impacts  are  focused  in  lenEn  of  opposidon  and  pressure 
from  elected  officials,  it  is  impomnt  to  focus  on  an  acrtiratr  analysis  of  fac»s.  That  is 

■precisely  what  IGRA  addresses  in  Section  20  —  a  determination  that  gaming  off-teservanon 
would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  sunounding  community.  It  does  not  addriess  political  piE&sure 

except  lo  require  consulbtion  with  appropriate  government  officials  to  discover  trlevant  facts 
for  making  a  determination  on  detriment. 

Indian  economic  development  is  not  subject  lo  local  contnl  or  plebcscate.  The  danger  to 

Indian  sovereignty,  wtien  Indian  economic  development  is  limiasd  by  Icxal  opinion  or  govern- 

ment action,  is  not  trivial.  IGRA  says,  'nothing  in  this  sectioa  shall  be  intetptrted  as 
oonfetiing  upon  a  Sale  or  any  of  its  political  subdivisioos  auihofity  to  impose  any  fax.  fee, 

charge,  or  other  assessmoit  upon  an  Indian  tribe.*  The  potential  for  interference  in  Indian 
activities  by  local  govtmmenu  was  manifestly  apparent  to  Congress,  and  addressed  directly 

in  IGRA.  Allowing  local  opposition,  not  grouniJed  in  factual  evidence  of  detriment,  to 

obsttua  Indian  economic  development  xts  a  pircedent  for  enensive  interference,  oompn>- 
mised  sovereignty,  and  circumvention  of  the  intent  of  IGRA. 

If  Indians  cannot  acquire  an  operating.  non-Indian  class  m  gaming  fuality  and  turn  a  money- 
losing  enterprise  into  a  profitable  one  (or  the  benefit  of  employees,  oommuniiy.  and  Indians, 

a  ptnxdcnt  is  set  that  diificts  the  futute  course  of  off-reservation  land  acquisitions.  Indians 
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are  proccctcd  by  IGRA  from  the  out-snciched  hand  of  Sate  and  local  coveinments.  If  snong 
local  support  is  gunered  only  by  fiUing  (he  outstretched  hand  lo  malce  local  officials  eager 
supporters,  Chen  IGRA  foils  to  protea.  Further,  it  damages  Indian  sovereignty  by  dtfaao 

giving  Sates  and  their  political  sub-divisions  the  power  to  tax.  The  price  for  Indian  ecotMmic 
development  tfien  becomes  a  surrender  to  taxation. 

Staff  finds  that  detiimencal  impacts  «ie  appropriately  mitigated  through  the  proposed  actions 
of  the  Tribes  and  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services.  It  finds  that  gaming  at  the  Sl 
Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Racing  Part  thai  adds  sloe  machines  and  blaclgadc  to  the  existing 

class  in  pari-mutuel  wagering  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  Staff 
lecommends  that  the  determination  of  the  best  interests  of  the  tribe  and  its  raembeii  be 

completed. 

03209 
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United  Stales  Department  of  the  Interior  amuui 

OFFICF.  OF  11  IF  SECRETARY 
Wwlim(lnn.  DC  lUIM 

JUL  I  4  199S 

Honorable  Rose  M.  Gurnoe 

TribaJ  Chairperson 
Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewas 
P.O.  Box  529 

Bayfield,  Wisconsin   54814 

Honorable  Alfred  Trepania 
Tribal  Chairperson 
Lac  Courle  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior 

Chippewa  Indians 
Route  2.  Box  2700 

Hayward,  Wisconsin  54843 

Honorable  Arlyn  AcMey,  Sr. 
TribaJ  Chairman 

Sokaogon  Chippewa  Communily 
Route  1 .  Box  625 

Crandon,  Wisconsin   54520 

Dear  Ms.  Gurnoe  and  Messrs.  Trepania  and  AckJey: 

On  November  IS.  1994,  the  Minneapolis  Area  OfTice  of  (he  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  (BIA) 

transmitted  the  application  of  the  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  (he  Red  Qiff  Band  of  Lake 

Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (collectively  referred  to  as  the  Tribes')  to  place  a  55- 
acre  parcel  of  land  located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  The 
Minneapolis  Area  Director  recommended  that  the  decision  be  made  (o  take  (his  particular  parcel 
into  trust  for  (he  Tribes  for  gaming  purposes.  Following  receipt  of  (his  recommendation  and  at 
the  request  of  nearby  Indian  tribes,  (lie  Secretary  extended  (he  period  for  the  submission  of 
commen(s  concerning  (he  impac(  of  (his  proposed  trust  acquisition  to  April  30.  1995. 

The  property,  located  in  a  commercial  area  in  the  southeast  comer  of  the  City  of  Hudson.. 
Wisconsin,  is  approximately  85  miles  from  (he  boundaries  of  (he  Lac  Courte  Oreines 
Reservation,  165  miles  from  the  boundaries  of  the  Red  Cliff  Reservation,  and  18S  miles  from 

the  boundaries  of  (he  Sokaogon  Reserva(ion.  The  SL  Croix  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians,  one  of 

(he  eigh(  Wisconsin  (ribes  (not  including  (he  (hree  applicant  tribes),  b  located  on  a  leservalioo 
wi(hin  (he  50-mile  radius  used  by  (he  Minneapolis  Area  Director  to  determine  which  tribes  can 

be  considered  'nearby*  Indian  tribes  within  (he  meaning  of  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming 
Regulatory  Act  OGRA). 
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Section  20  of  the  IGRA.  25  U.S.C.  5  2719(b)(1)(A).  authorlzej  gaming  on  off
-reservauon  trust 

kinds  acquired  aficr  October  17,  1988,  if  the  Secretary  determines,  after  con
sullaUon  with 

appropriate  SUte  and  local  ofncials,  including  officials  of  other  nearby  tribes,  and  th
e  Governor 

of  ihe  State  concurs,  that  a  gaming  establishment  on  such  lands  would  be  in  the  best  interest  of
 

ilie  Indian  tribe  and  its  members  and  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

The  decision  to  place  land  in  trust  sutus  is  committed  to  the  sound  discretion  of  the  Secretary 

of  the  Interior.  Each  case  is  reviewed  and  decided  on  the  unique  or  particular  circumstances  of 

the  applicant  tribe. 

For  the  following  reasons,  we  regret  we  are  unable  to  concur  with  the  Minneapolis  Area 

Director's  recommendation  and  cannot  make  a  finding  that  the  proposed  gaming  establishment 

would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

The  record  before  us  indicates  that  the  surrounding  communities  are  strongly  opposed  to  this 

proposed  off-reservation  trust  acquisition.  On  February  6,  1995.  the  Common  Council  of  the 

Ciiy  of  Hudson  adopted  a  resolution  expressing  its  opposition  to  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix 

Meadows  Greyhound  Park.  On  December  12.  1994.  the  Town  of  Troy  adopted  a  resoluUon 

objecting  to  this  trust  acquisition  for  gaming  purposes.  In  addition,  in  a  March  28,  1995.  letter, 

a  number  of  elected  officials,  including  the  Stale  Representative  for  Wisconsin's  30th  Assembly 
District  in  whose  district  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Track  is  located,  have  expressed 

Mrong  opposition  to  the  proposed  acquisition.  The  communities'  and  SUte  officials'  objections 
are  based  on  a  variety  of  factors,  including  increased  expenses  due  to  potential  growth  in  traffic 

congestion  and  adverse  effect  on  the  communities'  future  residential,  industrial  and  commercial 

development  plans.  Because  of  our  concerns  over  detrimental  effects  on  the  surrounding 

community,  we  are  not  in  a  position,  on  this  record,  to  substitute  our  judgment  for  that  of  local 

communities  directly  impacted  by  this  proposed  off-reservation  gaming  acquisition. 

In  addition,  the  record  also  indicates  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  strongly  opposed  by 

neighboring  Indian  tribes,  including  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  of  Wisconsin.  Their  opposition  is  based 

on  the  potential  harmful  effect  of  the  acquisition  on  their  gaming  establishments.  The  record 

indicates  that  the  St.  Croix  Casino  in  Turtle  Lake,  which  is  located  within  a  50-mile  radius  of 

the  proposed  trust  acquisition,  would  be  impacted.  And,  while  competition  alone  would  generally 

not  be  enough  to  conclude  that  any  acquisition  would  be  detrimental,  it  is  a  significant  factor  in 

this  particular  case.  The  Tribes'  reservations  are  located  approximately  85.  165,  and  188  miles 
respectively  from  the  proposed  acquisition.  Rather  than  seek  acquisition  of  land  closer  to  their 

own  reservations,  the  Tribes  chose  to  'migrate*  to  a  location  in  close  proximity  to  another  tribe's 
market  area  and  casino.  Without  question.  St.  Croix  will  suffer  a  loss  of  market  share  and 

revenues.  Thus,  we  believe  the  proposed  acquisition  would  be  detrimental  to  the  St.  Croix  Tribe 

within  the  meaning  of  Section  20(b)(1)(A)  of  the  IGRA. 

We  have  also  received  numerous  complaints  from  individuals  because  of  the  proximity  of  the 

proposed  Class  III  gaming  esUblishment  to  the  St.  Croix  National  Scenic  Riverway  and  Ihe 

potential  harmful  impact  of  a  casino  located  one-half  mile  from  the  Riverway.  We  are  concerned 

that  the  potential  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  the  Riverway  was  not  adequately  addressed 
in  environmental  documents  submitted  in  connection  with  the  application. 
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Finally,  even  if  the  Tactors  discussed  above  were  insufficient  to  support  our  determination  under 
Seclion  20(b)(1)(A)  of  the  IGRA,  the  Secrelnry  would  still  rely  on  these  factors,  including  the 

opposition  of  the  local  communities,  slate  elected  officials  and  nearby  Indian  tribes,  to  decline 
to  exercise  his  discretionary  authority,  pursuant  to  Section  5  of  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  of 

1934,  23  U.S.C.  46S,  to  acquire  title  to  this  property  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  the 

Tribes.   This  decision  is  final  for  the  Department. 

Sincerely, 

w/^    (J^H-Ii'lh'^^ Michael  J.  Anderson 

Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  •  Indian  Affairs 

Minneapolis  Area  Director 

National  Indian  Gaming  Commission 
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iiv    19.    IrrO. 
•=0     Jl  19    ?4  :;• 

Assistant   Secretary Indian  Ai.fa: 

he  Secretary  ̂ '^:aS^v***<-^  2^^-^*y*- 
Su:-ect:        Policy  far  ?lacino  Lanes  in  Trust  Status  for 

American  Indians 

I  have  ccnoleted  review  of  the  report  of  the  Departaent's  Ad 
Hoc  Task  rorce  on  Indian  Trust  Lands  and   your  recommendation, 
a.-.d  I  an  directing  the  follswing  actions  be  taken. 

It  shall  be  the  policy  of  the  Deoartaent  of  the  Interior  in 

accuiri.-.g  lands  in  trust  status  for  American  Indians,  located 
either  within  or  contiguous  to  the  tribal  reservation's 
exterior  boundaries,  to  review  such  acquisition  requests  in 

lic.-.t  cf  the  presently  existing  Bureau  regulations  found  in  25 
cr.^  ISl.lO.   The  Secretarial  review  of  these  acquisition 
requests  shall  be  delegated  to  the  respective  Area  Directors. 

"or  off-reservation  acquisition  requests  (other  than  lands 
contiguous  to  the  reservation),  the  policy  shall  be  to  consider 

eacr.  reouest  on  its  own  .-aerits.   These  requests  shall  meet  the 
fcilcving  criteria: 

All  existing  land  acquis; 

25  crs  151.10;  i.e.:  ' 

Lon  reoulations  found  in 

a)  The  existence  of  statutory  authority  for  the 

acquisition  and  any  1  i.":ii  tations  contained  in 
such  aut.hority; 

b)  The  need  of  the  tribe  for  additional  land; 

c)  The  purpose  fcr  which  the  land  will  be  used; 

d)  If  the  land  to  be  acquired  is  in  unrestricted 
fee  status,  the  impact  en  the  State  and  its 
political  subdivisions  resulting  from  the 
removal  of  the  land  from  tax  rolls; 

e)  Jurisdictional  problems  and  potential 
co.nflicts  of  land  use  which  may  arise; 
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i)      It    the  land  to  be  acruired  is  in  fee  status, 
whether  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Af fair^  *v  0 
equipped  to  discharce  the  addi  tid)i«J.  ■ 
responsibilities  resulting  from  the 
acquisition  of  the  land  in  trust  status. 

The  property  is  free  of  all  hazardous  and  toxic 
material  (as  required  in  602  DM  2). 

Trust  land  to  be  acquired  is  located  within  the 
states  in  which  a  tribe  or  band  presently  owns  trust 
land.   In  general,  as  the  distance  from  the  trust  or 
reservation  land  base  increases,  the  tribe  will  be 
required  to  justify  greater  economic  benefit  from 
the  acquisition. 

In  consultation  with  local,  city,  county,  and  state 
governments,  an  effort  must  be  made  by  the  tribe  to 
resolve  possible  conflicts  over  taxation,  zoning  and 
jurisdiction.   If  the  acquisition  is  opposed  or 
raises  unresolved  concerns  from  the  governments,  the 
proposal  will  automatically  be  referred  to  the 
Assistant  Secretary  for  Indian  Affairs  for  review 
and  approval/disapproval. 

The  tribe  shall  provide  an  economic  development  plan 
specifying  the  proposed  uses  for  the  trust  land  with 
a  cost/benefit  analysis  of  the  proposal. 

Applications  for  trust  land  located  within  an 
urbanized,  and  priaarily  non-Indian,  community  oust 
demonstrate  that  trust  status  is  essential  for  the 
planned  use  of  the  property  and  the  economic 
benefits  to  be  realized  from  said  property. 

7.   Acknowledgment  that,  after  consideration  of  all 
local  ordinances  including  (but  not  limited  to)  fire 
safety,  building  codes,  health  codes,  and  zoning 
requirements,  the  tribe  will  adopt  standards  that 
provide  at  least  conparable  safeguards; 

In  addition  to  the  requirements  listed  above,  all  requests  to 
acquire  land  in  trust  for  oamino  purposes  will: 

-^     1.   Be  in  coraoliance  with  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory 

Act  (P.L."  100-497)  ; 

^^         2.   When  appropriate,  be  reviewed  by  the  National  Indian 
Gaming  Commission; 

■- —    3.   Approval/disapproval  by  BIA's  Central  Office  after 
discussion  with  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior; 
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^        4.   Inclusion  of  an  analysis  by  rhe  tribe  or  band 

showing  that  it  explored  all  reasonaole  al ternatiY«s<> ' (other  than  gaxir.c)  wnich  would  provide  equivalent^ 
econcnic  benefits  froa  said  propertv; 

^        S.   Inclusion  of  provisions  that  the  aaorccriate  portion 

*^        of  individual  winnings  froa  gaming" activities  will /      be  withheld  for  taxes  by  the  IHS. 

This  policy  shall  be  effective  upon  appropriate  public notification  and  cocment. 

cc:   Solicitor 

Assistant  Secretary  -  Policy,  Management  and  Budget 

'>2  r  '  ■"■■>. 
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Author:   KZVIN  MSISNZR  «t  -DOI/SOL  HQ 
Dace:     7/6/9S   10:37  AH 

Priority:  Koraal'*^ TC:  TROY  W00DWA!(D 

70:  George  Skiblne  at  -lOSIAZ 
TO:  ?aula  L.  Hare  ac  -IOSIA£ 
TO:  Tom  Hartnan  at  -lOSlAE 
TO:  Larry  Scrivner  at  -lOSlAE 
Subject:  Re:  7/6/95  Meeting  on  Hudson  Dog  Trade 
  —   — — — —  Message  Contents  — 

My  view  on  this  aatcer  is  that  the  bald  objections  of 
surrounding  eosauinities  including  Indian  tribes  axe  not 
enough  evidence  ot   detriment  to  the  surrounding  coamunitiea 
CO  tind  under  section  20  o£  ZGSA  that  the  acqusiCion  for 
gaaing  will  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  communities. 

Specific  examples  of  detriment  must  be  presented  by  the 
coaa\inities  during  the  eonsulation  period  in  order  for  us  to 
determine  that  there  will  be  actual  detriment.  A  finding 
of  detriment  to  surrounding  communities  will  not  hold  up  in 
court  without  some  actual  evidence  of  detriment.   In  this 
case  the  gaming  office  did  not  think  that  the  information 
obtained  during  the  consultation  period  was  enough  to  show 
actual  detriment  to  the  surrounding  communities. 

I  think  that  a  decision  not  exercise  our  discretionary 
authority  to  take  the  land  into  trust  under  151  is  enough  to 

show  surrounding  eeamunities  that  we  take' into  consideration 
their  opposition  and  that  casionos  will  not  be  foisted  upon 
them  against  their  will. 

0321S 
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From:  KEVIN  MEISNER  at  -D0I/S01._HQ 
Date:  3/23/95   5:11  PM 
Priority:  Nomial 
"0:  V.  Heather  Sibbison  at  "lOS 

:  TIM  ELLIOTT  '  ^ 
CC:  TROY  WOODWARD                          /^'^ 
Subject:  Letter  froq  Duffy  to  Congreasman'^^GOnderson 
  Message  Zc-~ — '■-   ̂  

Hi  Heather!   I'm  afraid  that  Troy  will  also  be  out  tomorrow. 
Paula  Hart  was  gone  when  I  called  her  so  I  have  not  been 
able  to  talk  to  her.   I  tried  to  send  her  an  E-mail  but  the 
message  came  back  not  deliverable.   Please  try  her  directly 
tommorow . 

ttking 
'  TRRk 

I  think  the  question  of  whether  a  Congressman  can 
participate  in  the  State  consultation  process  for 
land  into  trust  for  gaming  under  iGRA  (25  U.S.C. 

2719(b)(1)(A))  should  be  answered  in  the  negative.  '  IGRA 
references  "appropriate  State  and  iQcal  officials"  and 
provides  for  the  Governor's  concurrence  but  does  not  mention 
Federal  Congresspersons .   My  feeling  is  that  it  would  not 
be  appropriate  for  Federal  Congresspersons  to  comment  but  I 
am  also  sending  this  E-mail  to  Tim  Elliot  who  should  be  able 
to  shed  some  further  light  on  this  question. 

Tim:   Heather  needs  an  answer  on  this  question  tomorrow  for 
a  Duffy  letter.   Unfortunately  I  will  be  out  tomorrow  and 
the  above  is  the  extent  of  my  understanding  of  this 
situation.   I  am  having  Bobbi  Ware  copy  the  file  fo^r  you  and 
return  the  original  to  Heather.   Please  keep  the  copies 
close  at  hand.   Thanks! 

032S9 
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Aut.ior:   TROY  UOODWARD  at  "DOI/SOL  HQ 
D«t«:     7/6/95   8:47  AH 
?riority:  Urg«nt 

TO:  C«or9«  Skibine  at  'lOSIAE 
TO:  Paula  L.  Hart  at  'lOSIAZ 
TO:  Ton  Hartoan  at  "lOSIAC 
TO:  Larry  Scrivnar  at  'lOSIAE TO:  KTVIN  KEISNER 

Subjact:  7/6/95  N*«tlng  on  Hudson  Dog  Track 

  Maaaaga  Contanta   — —   ..   

I  hav*  %frlttan  a  briaf  narratlva  about  what  happanad  at  tha 
naating  with  Duffy  yastarday.   I  am  Including  it  aa  an 
attachaant  to  thia  lattar  to  kaap  you  infonwd.   Lat  na  know 
if  you  hava  any  quaationa. 

03220 
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July  6,  199S 

In  a  July  5,  199S  ■••ting  att^nd^d  by  Duffy,  H««th«r,  Bob  And^r«on  »nd  Troy,  th«  topic 
 of 

th«  Hud»on  Dog  Tr«ck  -••  di«cu»»^d.   «•  di«cu»«»d  C^org«'«  latter  for  Ad«'»  •lgn
«tur« 

inforaing  th»  thr««  Trll>««  th«t  th«  S«cr«t»ry  was  declining  to  tak^  land  into  truat  in 
accordanc*  with  hia  diacrationary  authority  und^r  25  C.r.R.  {  151. 

Tha  main  iaaua  dlacuaaad  waa  why  tha  lattar  indicated  that  tha  Sacr«tary'a  danial  waa 

under  Section  151  and  not  Saction  20  of  tha  Indian  Caaing  Regulatory  Act  ('ICRA'),  25 
U  S  C.  $S  2701-21  (1988).   Duffy  advocated  the  poaition  that  thia  waa  the  perfect 

opportunity  to  cala  the  feara  of  local  comnunitiea  that  Indian  gaming  would  not  be  foiated 

upon  theo  without  their  cenaant.   Duffy  thinka  that  the  local  eoonunitiea  may  veto 

off-reaervation  Indian  gaming  by  objecting  during  the  conaultation  proceaa  of  Section  20. 

I  expressed  the  opinion,  advocated  by  Ceorge  and  which  t«e  have  used  to  evaluate  objectiona 

in  the  past,  that  the  conaultation  proceaa  does  not  provide  for  an  absolute  veto  by  a  mere 
objection,  but  requirea  that  the  objection  be  accompanied  by  evidence  that  the  gaming 
eatablishment  will  actually  have  a  detrimental  impact  (•conomie,  social,  developmental, 
etc.). 

Bob  agreed  with  Duffy  in  thia  case  because  a  local  Indian  tribe,  the  St.  Croix  Chippewa, 

objected  to  the  gaming  establiahment.  (check  to  eee  that  there  is  a  local  tribe)  Therefore 

this  decision  could  have  the  calming  affect  that  Duffy  wants  without  inflexibly  locking 

the  department  into  this  policy  because  this  case  is  eaaily  diatinguiahable,  i.e.,  there 

will  not  be  many  eaaes  where  a  tribe  wanta  to  locate  a  caaino  near  a  neighboring  tribe. 

The  upahot  of  the  meeting  was  that  Duffy  wants  the -latter  rewritten  to  include  a  further 

r-i-on  for  denying  to  take  tha  land  ir.ts  trust  under  Section  20  beca-.;se  the  ccns-.;ltati=r. 

process  resulted  in  vehement  and  wlde-apread  local  government  and  nearby  Indian  tribea' opposition  to  locating  a  casino  at  this  site.   TKW. 
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J.s-zSto"""'  M«n.9«m«nt  ,3  Congressional  sucr: .",.'"' 

To:       Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian  Affairs 

Through:   Deputy  Cpnunissioner  of  Indian  Affaris 

From:     George  T.  SIcibine 
Director,  Indian  Casing  Management  Staff 

Subject:   Application  of  the  SoKaogon  Connunity,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  to  Place  Land 
Located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  Trust  for  Gaming 
Purposes 

The  staff  has  analyzed  whether  the  proposed  acquisition  would  be 
in  the  best  interest  of  the  Indian  tribes  and  their  members. 
However,  addressing  any  problems  discovered  in  that  analysis 
would  be  premature  if  the  Secretary  does  not  determine  that 
gar.ing  on  the  land  would  not  be  detriaental  to  the  surrounding 
cor-T.unity .  Therefore,  the  staff  reco.rjnends  that  the  Secretary, 
based  on  the  following,  determine  that  the  proposed  acquisition 
would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community  prior  to 
r.ak:ng  a  deternination  on  the  best  interests. 

FINDINGS  Of  FACT 

The  Minneapolis  Area  Office  ("V.AO")  transmitted  the  application 
of  the  SoKaogon  Chippewa  Corjr.unity  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band  of  La)ce  Superior  Chippe-a  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and 
the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin 

("Tribes")  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  ("Secretary")  to 
place  approximately  55  acres  of  land  located  in  Hudson,  Wiscon- 

sin, in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  The  proposed  casino  project  is 
to  add  slot  machines  and  blackjack  to  the  existing  class  III 

pari-mutuel  dog  racing  currently  being  conducted  by  non-Indians 
at  the  dog  track.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1,  pg.  2)' 

The  Tribes  have  entered  into  an  agieement  with  the  owners  of  the 
St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Park,  Croixland  Properties  Limited 

Partnership  ("Croixland"),  to  purchase  part  of   the  land  and  aU, 

'  References  ue  to  (he  application  documents  submitted  by  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office. 

DRAFT  fn^rnrr 
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of  the  assets  of  the  greyhound  track,  a  class  III  gaining  facili- 
ty. The  grandstand  building  of  the  track  has  three  floors  with 

160,000  square  feet  of  space.  Adjacent  property  to  be  najority- 
owned  in  fee  by  the  Tribes  includes  parking  for  4,000  autos.  The 
plan  is  to  remodel  50,000  square  feet,  which  will  contain  1,500 
slot  machines  and  30  blackjack  tables.  Another  20,000  square  feet 
will  be  used  for  casino  support  areas  (money  room,  offices, 
employee  lounges,  etc.).  Vol.  I,  Tab  3,  pg.  19) 

The  documents  reviewed  and  analyzed  are: 

1.  Tribes  letter  February  23,  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1) 
2.  Hudson  Casino  Venture,  Arthur  Anderson,  March  1994  (Vol. 

I,  Tab  3) 
3.  An  Analysis  of  the  Market  for  the  Addition  of  Casino  Canes 

to  the  Existing  Greyhound  Race  Track  near  the  City  of 
Hudson,  Wisconsin,  James  M.  Murray,  Ph.D.,  February  25, 
1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  4) 

4.  An  Analysis  of  the  Economic  Impact  of  the  Proposed  Hudson 
Gaming  Facility  on  the  Three  Participating  Tribes  and  the 
Economy  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin,  James  M.  Murray,  Ph.D., 
February  25,  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  5) 

5.  Various  agreements  (Vol.  I,  Tab  7)  and  other  supporting 
data  submitted  by  the  Minneapolis  Area  Director. 

6.  Comments  of  the  St.  Croix  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin, 
April  30,  1995. 

7.  KPMG  Peat  Marwick  Cosjaents,  April  28,  1995. 
8.  Ho-Chunk  Nation  Cocisients,  May  1,  1995. 

The  corament  period  was  extended  to  April  30,  1995,  by  the  Office 
of  the  Secretary.   These  additional  comments  were  received  after 
the  Findings  of  Fact  by  the  M.AO,  and  were  not  addressed  by  the 
Tribes  or  MAO. 

Comments  from  the  public  were  received  after  the  MAO  published  a 
notice  of  the  Findings  Of  No  Significant  Impact  (FONSI) .  The  St. 
Croix  Tribal  Council  provided  comments  on  the  draft  FONSI  to  the 
Great  Lakes  Agency  in  a  letter  dated  July  21,  1994.  However,  no 
appeal  of  the  FONSI  was  filed  as  prescribed  by  law. 

NOT  DtTRIMEKTAL  TO  THE  SOWROPKDIWG  COMMPKITY 

CONSULTATION 

To  comply  with  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  25 
U.S.C.  S2719  (1988),  the  MAO  consulted  with  the  Tribes  and 
appropriate  State  and  local  officials,  including  officials  of 
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other  nearby  Indian  tribes,  on  the  impacts  of  the  ganing  opera- 

tion on  the  surrounding  conununity.  Letters  from  the  Area  Direc- 
tor, dated  December  30,  1993,  listing  several  suggested  areas  of 

discussion  for  the  "best  interest"  and  "not  detrimental  to  the 
surrounding  community"  determination,  were  sent  to  the  applicant 
Tribes,  and  in  letters  dated  February  17,  1994,  to  the  following 
officials: 

Mayor,  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1*) 
Chairman,  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors,  Hudson,  Wl 
(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2*) 
Chairman,  Town  of  Troy,  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3*) 

•response  is  under  sane  Tab. 

The  Area  Director  sent  letters  dated  December  30,  1993,  to  the 
following  officials  of  federally  recognized  tribes  in  Wisconsin 
and  Minnesota: 

1)  President,  Lac  du  Flambeau  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chip- 
pewa Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  5**) 

2)  Chairman,  Leech  Lake  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol. 

Ill,  Tab  6**) 
3)  President,  Lower  Sioux  Indian  Connunity  of  Minnesota  (Vol. 

Ill,  Tab  7**) 
4)  Chairperson,  Mille  Lacs  Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  8»«) 
5)  Chairperson,  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol. 

Ill,  Tab  9** 
6)  President,  Prairie  Island  Indian  Corjnunity  of  Minnesota 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  10««) 
7)  Chairman,  Shakopee  Mdewakanton  Sioux  Community  of  Minneso- 

ta (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  !!••) 
8)  President,  St.  Croix  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol. 

Ill,  Tab  12**) 
9)  Chairperson,  Wisconsin  Winnebago  Tribe  of  Wisconsin  (Vol. 

Ill,  Tab  13**) 
10)  Chairman,  Bad  River  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa 

Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16***) 
11)  Chairman,  Bois  Forte  (Nett  Lake)  Reservation  Business 

Committee  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16«**) 
12)  Chairman,  Fond  du  Lac  Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16««*) 
13)  Chairman,  Forest  County  Potawatomi  Community  of  Wiscon- 

sin (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16««*) 
14)  Chairman,  Grand  Portage  Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16**«) 
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15)  Chairman,  Red  Lake  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians  of  Minneso- 
ta (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16«**) 

16)  President,  Stockbridge  Munsee  Community  of  Wisconsin 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16*«*) 
17)  Chairperson,  Upper  Sioux  Community  of  Minnesota  (Vol. 

Ill,  Tab  16***) 
18)  Chairman,  White  Earth  Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  16»««) 
19)  President,  The  Minnesota  Chippewa  Tribe  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab 

14**)  . 

♦♦response  is  under  sane  Tab 
***no  response 

A.  Consultation  with  State 

There  has  been  no  consultation  with  the  State  of  Wisconsin.  The 

Area  Director  is  in  error  in  stating  that  "it  is  not  required  by 
the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  until  the  Secretary  makes 

favorable  findings."  (Vol.  I,  Findings  of  Fact  and  Conclusions, 

pg.  15) 

On  January  2,  1995,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Director  was  notified  by 

the  Acting  Deputy  Commissioner  of  Indians  Affairs  that  consulta- tion with  the  State  must  be  done  at  the  Area  level  prior  to 

submission  of  the  Findings  of  Fact  on  the  transaction.  As  of  this 

date,  there  is  no  indication  that  the  Area  Director  has  complied 
with  this  directive  for  this  transaction. 

No  consultation  with  other  State  officials  was  solicited  by  the 

.MAO.  Shiela  E.  Harsdorf,  State  Representative,  and  twenty-eight 

other  Representatives  and  State  Senators  sent  a  letter  to  the 

Secretary,  dated  March  28,  1995,  expressing  "strong  opposition  to 
the  expansion  of  of f -reservation  casino-style  gambling  in  the 
State  of  Wisconsin."  The  letter  addresses  four  areas  of  detri- 

mental impact. 

First,  the  signatories  cite  the  removal  of  land  from  the  local 

property  tax  rolls.  In  the  Findings  of  Fact,  the  MAO  cites  the 

Agreement  for  Government  Services  as  evidence  that  the  detrimen- 
tal impact  of  placing  land  in  trust  has  been  mitigated.  The 

applicant  Tribes  assert  that  the  track  will  close,  if  it  is  not 
purchased  by  Indians,  and  all  revenue  to  the  local  governments 
will  cease,  a  potential  detrimental  effect  of  not  acquiring  the 
land  in  trust. 
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Second,  the  representatives  assert  that  "expansion  of  gambling  is 

contrary  to  public  will  in  Wisconsin."  Elections  in  1993  are 
cited  in  support.  However,  the  1993  referenda  were  prinarily 

technical  in  nature,  to  bring  the  State  constitution  into  confor- 

mance with  the  State-operated  lottery.  The  representatives' 
letter  states,  "This  advisory  referendum  showed  strong  support 

for  limiting  gambling  to  .  .  .  dog  tracks,  state  lottery  games 

and  existing  tribal  casinos."  Public  policy  in  Wisconsin  embraces 
a  State  lottery  and  several  types  of  Class  III  gaming. 

Third,  the  letter  says  that  off-reservation  gambling  may  not 

foster  economic  development  within  the  tribal  nations.  "People 
will  be  unwilling  to  travel  long  distances  to  casinos  and  bingo 

halls  located  in  less-populous  regions,"  says  the  letter.  While 
the  competitive  impact  of  another  casino  is  expected  to  affect 

existing  Indian  gaming  operations,  the  three  applicant  Tribes  are 

among  those  tribes  in  less-populous  regions,  who  cannot  draw 
significant  customers  from  the  market  area  of  tribes  with  more 
urban  locations.  They  seek  to  promote  economic  development  by 
improving  their  business  location. 

Last,  Representative  Harsdorf  states,  "Many  municipalities  feel 
that  the  expansions  have  created  tense  racial  atmospheres  and 
that  crime  rates  have  increased.  It  is  also  unclear  whether  all 

tribes  have  benefitted  from  the  IGRA."  The  Agreement  for  Govern- 
ment Services  specifically  addresses  the  impact  of  crime,  and  its 

mitigation.  No  information  on  racism  or  the  disparate  impact  of 
IGRA  is  supplied.  It  is  not  clear  that  racism  is  impacted  either 
by  approval  or  disapproval  of  the  application. 

B.  Consultation  with  City  and  Town 

The  property,  currently  a  class  III  gaming  facility,  is  located 
in  a  commercial  area  in  the  southeast  corner  of  the  City  of 

Hudson.  Thomas  H.  Redner,  Mayor,  states  "...the  City  of  Hudson 
has  a  strong  vision  and  planning  effort  for  the  future  and  that 
this  proposed  Casino  can  apparently  be  accommodated  with  minimal 

overall  impact,  just  as  any  other  development  of  this  size." 

The  City  of  Hudson  passed  Resolution  2-95  on  February  6,  1995 
after  the  Area  Office  had  submitted  its  Findings  Of  Facts, 

stating  "the  Conaon  Council  of  the  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  does 
not  support  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  site". 
However,  the  City  Attorney  clarified  the  meaning  of  the  resolu- 

tion in  a  letter  dated  February  15,  1995  stating  that  the  resolu- 
tion "does  not  retract,  abrogate  or  supersede  the  April  18,  1994 
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Agreement  for  Government  Services."  No  evidence  of  detr:=ental 
impact  is  provided  in  the  resolution. 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  it  borders  the  dog  track  on  three 
sides  and  has  residential  hones  directly  to  the  west  and  south. 
Dean  Albert,  Chairperson,  responded  to  the  consultation  letter 
stating  that  the  Town  has  never  received  any  information  on  the 
gaming  facility.   He  set  forth  several  questions  the  Town  needed 
answered  before  it  could  adequately  assess  the  impact.  However, 
responses  were  provided  to  the  specific  questions  asked  in  the 
consultation. 

The  Supervisors  of  the  Town  of  Troy  passed  a  resolution  on 
December  12,  1994  in  response  to  the  Finding  Of  No  Significant 

Impact  (FONSI) .  The  resolution  restated  the  town's  "vigorous 

objection  to  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Facility," 
and  reasserted  "that  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Greyhound 

Racing  Facility  will  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  communi- 
ty." No  evidence  of  detrimental  impact  was  included  in  the 

resolution.  The  resolution  was  not  submitted  to  the  Department 
Interior  in  the  application  package,  but  was  an  attachment  to  a 
letter  to  the  Secretary  fron  William  H.H.  Cranmer,  February  28, 
1995.  Neither  the  Town  of  Troy  or  Dr.  Cranmer  appealed  the  FONSI. 

Letters  supporting  the  application  were  received  from  Donald  B. 
Bruns ,  Hudson  City  Councilman;  Carol  Hansen,  former  member  of  the 
Hudson  Common  Council;  Herb  Ciese,  St.  Croix  County  Supervisor; 
and  John  E.  Schommer,  Member  of  the  School  Board.  They  discuss 

the  changing  local  political  climate  and  the  general  long-term 
political  support  for  the  acquisition.  Roger  Breske,  State 
Senator,  and  Barbara  Linton,  State  Representative  also  wrote  in 

support  of  the  acquisition.  Sandra  Berg,  a  long-time  Hudson 
businessperson,  wrote  in  support  and  states  that  the  opposition 
to  the  acquisition  is  receiving  money  from  opposing  Indian 
tribes. 

Several  thousand  cards,  letters,  and  petition  signatures  have 
been  received  in  support  of  an  Indian  casino  at  the  Hudson  dog 
track. 

c.  Consultation  vith  County 

The  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors  submitted  an  Impact 
Assessment  on  the  proposed  gaming  establishment.  On  March  13, 
1994  a  single  St.  Croix  County  Board  Supervisor  wrote  a  letter  to 
Wisconsin  Governor  Tommy  Thompson  that  stated  his  opinion  that 
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the  Board  had  not  approved  "any  agreement  involving  Indian  tribes 

concerning  gambling  operations  or  ownership  in  St.  Croix  County." 

On  April  15,  1994   the  Chairman  of  the  St.  Croix  County  Board  of 

Supervisors  indicated  that  "we  cannot  conclusively  make  any 
findings  on  whether  or  not  the  proposed  gaming  establishment  will 
be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  .  .  Our  findings 
assume  that  an  Agreement  for  Government  Services,  satisfactory  to 
all  parties  involved,  can  be  agreed  upon  and  executed  to  address 
the  potential  impacts  of  the  service  needs  outlined  in  the 
assessment.  In  the  absence  of  such  an  agreement  it  is  most 

certain  that  the  proposed  gaming  establishment  would  be  a  detri- 
ment to  the  community." 

On  April  26,  1994  a  joint  letter  from  the  County  Board  Chairman 
and  Mayor  of  the  City  of  Hudson  was  sent  to  Governor  Thompson.  It 
says,  "The  City  Council  of  Hudson  unanimously  approved  this 
[Agreement  for  Government  Services)  on  March  23rd  by  a  6  to  0 
vote,  and  the  County  Board  at  a  special  meeting  on  March  29th 

approved  the  agreement  on  a  23  to  5  vote." 

On  December  3,  1992,  an  election  was  held  in  the  City  of  Hudson 

on  an  Indian  Gaming  Referendum,  "Do  you  support  the  transfer  of 
St.  Croix  Meadows  to  an  Indian  Tribe  and  the  conduct  of  casino 

gaming  at  St.  Croix  Meadows  if  the  Tribe  is  required  to  meet  all 
financial  commitments  of  Croixland  Properties  Limited  Partnership 

to  the  City  of  Hudson?"  With  541  of  the  registered  electorate 
voting,  51.5*  approved  the  referendum. 

St.  Croix  County  in  a  March  14,  1995  letter  states  that  the 

"County  has  no  position  regarding  the  City's  action"  regarding 
Resolution  2-95  by  the  City  of  Hudson  (referred  to  above)  . 

D.  Consultation  vith  Neighboring  Tribes 

Minnesota  has  6  federally-recognized  tribes  (one  tribe  with  six 
component  reservations) ,  and  Wisconsin  has  6  federally-recognized 
tribes.  The  three  applicant  tribes  are  not  included  in  the 
Wisconsin  total.  The  Area  Director  consulted  with  all  tribes 
except  the  Menominee  Tribe  of  Wisconsin.  No  reason  was  given  for 
omission  of  this  tribe  in  the  consultation  process. 

Six  of  the  Minnesota  tribes  did  not  respond  to  the  Area  Direct- 
or's request  for  comments  while  five  tribes  responded  by  object- 

ing to  the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaming.  Four  of  the  Wisconsin 
tribes  did  not  respond  while  four  responded.  Two  object  and  two 
do  not  object  to  the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaming. 
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Five  tribes  coniaent  that  direct  conpetition  would  cause  loss  of 
customers  and  revenues.  Only  one  of  these  tribes  is  within  50 
miles,  using  the  most  direct  roads,  of  the  Hudson  facility.  Two 
tribes  comment  that  the  approval  of  an  off-reservation  facility 
would  have  a  nationwide  political  and  economic  impact  on  Indian 

gaming,  speculating  wide-open  gaming  would  result.  Six  tribes 
state  that  Minnesota  tribes  have  agreed  there  would  be  no  off- 
reservation  casinos.  One  tribe  states  the  Hudson  track  is  on 
Sioux  land.  One  tribe  comments  on  an  adverse  impact  on  social 
structure  of  community  from  less  money  and  fewer  jobs  because  of 
competition,  and  a  potential  loss  of  an  annual  payment  (5150,000) 
to  local  town  that  could  be  jeopardized  by  lower  revenues.  One 
tribe  comments  that  community  services  costs  would  increase 
because  of  reduced  revenues  at  their  casino.  One  tribe  comi-nents 
that  it  should  be  permitted  its  fourth  casino  before  the  Hudson 
facility  is  approved  by  the  state. 

St.  Croix  Tribe  Comments 

The  St.  Croix  Tribe  asserts  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  a 
bailout  of  a  failing  dog  track.  The  St.  Croix  Tribe  was  approach- 

ed by  Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing  with  the  dog  track-to-casino 
conversion  plan.  The  Tribe  rejected  the  offer,  which  was  then 
offered  to  the  Tribes.  While  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  may  believe  that 
the  project  is  not  suitable,  the  Tribes  and  the  KAO  reach  an 

opposi'te  conclusion. 

The  Coopers  &  Lybrand  impact  study,  commissioned  by  the  St.  Croix 
Tribe,  projects  an  increase  in  the  St.  Croix  Casino  attendance  in 
the  survey  area  from  1,064,000  in  1994  to  1,225,000  in  1995,  an 
increase  of  161,000.  It  then  projects  a  customer  loss  to  a  Hudson 
casino,  60  road  miles  distant,  at  181,000.  The  net  change  after 
removing  projected  growth  is  20,000  customers,  or  approximately 
l*:*  of  the  1994  actual  total  attendance  at  the  St.  Croix  casino 
(1.6  million) . 

The  study  projects  an  attendance  loss  of  45,000  of  the  522,000 
1994  total  at  the  St.  Croix  Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino,  Danbury, 
Wisconsin,  120  miles  from  Hudson,  and  111  miles  from  the  Minneap- 

olis/St. Paul  market.  Danbury  is  approximately  the  same  distance 
north  of  Minneapolis  and  south  of  Duluth,  Minnesota  as  the  Mille 
Lac  casino  in  Onamia,  Minnesota,  and  competes  directly  in  a 
market  quite  distant  from  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  which  is  25  miles 
east  of  Minneapolis.  The  projected  loss  of  9t  of  Hole  in  the  Wall 
Casino  revenue  to  a  Hudson  casino  is  unlikely.  However,  even  that 
unrealistically  high  loss  would  fall  within  normal  competitive 
and  economic  factors  that  can  be  expected  to  affect  all  business- 
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es,  including  casinos.  The  St.  Croix  conpleted  a  buy-out  of  its 
Hole  in  the  Wall  Manager  in  1994,  increasing  the  profit  of  the 
casino  by  as  much  as  67%.  The  market  in  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin, 
as  projected  by  Smith  Barney  in  its  Global  Gaming  Almanac  1995. 
is  expected  to  increase  to  $1.2  billion,  with  24  million  gamer 
visits,  an  amount  sufficient  to  accommodate  a  casino  at  Hudson 
and  profitable  operations  at  all  other  Indian  gaming  locations. 

Ho-Chunk  Nation  Comments 

The  Ho-Chunk  Nation  {"Ho-Chunk")  submitted  cocaaents  on  the 
detrimental  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  Ho-Chunk  gaming 
operations  in  Black  River  Falls,  Wisconsin  (BRF) ,  116  miles  from 
the  proposed  trust  acquisition.  The  analysis  was  based  on  a 
customer  survey  that  indicated  a  minimum  loss  of  12.5*  of  patron 
dollars.  The  survey  was  of  411  patrons,  21  of  whom  resided  closer 
to  Hudson  than  BRF  (about  5%  of  the  customers) .  Forty-two  patrons 
lived  between  the  casinos  closer  to  BRF  than  Hudson. 

Market  studies  from  a  wide  variety  of  sources  indicate  that 
distance  (in  time)  is  the  dominant  factor  in  determining  market 
share,  especially  if  the  facilities  and  service  are  equivalent. 
However,  those  studies  also  indicate  that  even  when  patrons 

generally  visit  one  casino,  they  occasionally  visit  other  casi- 
nos. That  means  that  custoners  closer  to  a  Hudson  casino  will  not 

exclusively  visit  Hudson.  The  specific  residence  of  the  21 

customers  living  closer  to  Hudson  was  not  provided,  but  presum- 
ably some  of  them  were  from  the  Minneapolis/St.  Paul  area,  and 

already  have  elected  to  visit  the  much  more  distant  BRF  casino 
rather  than  an  existing  Minneapolis  area  casino. 

In  addition,  "player  clubs"  create  casino  loyalty,  and  tend  to 
draw  customers  back  to  a  casino  regardless  of  the  distance 
involved.  The  addition  of  a  Hudson  casino  is  likely  to  impact  the 
BRF  casino  revenues  by  less  than  5*.  General  economic  conditions 
affecting  disposable  income  cause  fluctuations  larger  than  that 
amount.  The  impact  of  Hudson  on  BRF  probably  cannot  be  isolated 

from  the  "noise"  fluctuations  in  business  caused  by  other  casi- 
nos, competing  entertainment  and  sports,  weather,  and  other 

factors. 

The  Ho-Chunk  gaming  operations  serve  the  central  and  southern 
population  of  Wisconsin,  including  the  very  popular  Wisconsin 
Oells  resort  area.  The  extreme  distance  of  Hudson  from  the 

primary  market  area  of  the  Ho-Chunk  casinos  eliminates  it  as  a 
major  competitive  factor.  The  customers'  desire  for  variety  in 
gaming  will  draw  BRF  patrons  to  other  Ho-Chunk  casinos,  Minnesota 
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casinos,  and  even  Michigan  casinos.  Hudson  cannot  be  expected  to 

dominate  the  Ho-Chunk  market,  or  cause  other  than  normal  competi- 

tive impact  on  the  profitability  of  the  Ho-Chunk  operations.  The 
addition  by  the  Ho-Chunk  of  two  new  casinos  since  September  1993 

strongly  indicates  the  Tribe's  belief  in  a  growing  market  poten- tial.  While  all  of  the  tribes  objecting  to  the  facility  may 
consider  the  competitive  concerns  of  another  casino  legitimate, 

they  provide  no  substantial  data  that  would  prove  their  concerns 

valid.  There  are  eight  casinos  within  a  lOO-mile  radius  of  the 

Minneapolis  area;  three  casinos  are  within  50  miles.  (Vol.  I,  Tab 
3,  pg.  29) 

Comments  bv  the  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin 

In  an  April  17,  1995  letter,  the  Oneida  Tribe  rescinds  its 

neutral  position  stated  on  March  1,  1994,  "Speaking  strictly  for 
the  Oneida  Tribe,  we  do  not  perceive  that  there  would  be  any 
serious  detrimental  impacts  on  our  own  gaming  operation.  .  .  The 
Oneida  Tribe  is  simply  located  to  (sic)  far  from  the  Hudson 

project  to  suffer  any  serious  impact."  The  Tribe  speculates  about 
growing  undue  pressure  from  outside  non-Indian  gambling  interests 
that  could  set  the  stage  for  inter-Tribal  rivalry  for  gaming 
dollars.  No  evidence  of  adverse  impact  is  provided. 

KPMG  Peat  Marwick  Comments  for  the  Minnesota  Tribes 

On  behalf  of  the  Minnesota  Indian  Gaming  Association  (MIGA) , 
MiUe  Lacs  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians,  St.  Croix  Chippewa  Band,  and 
Shakopee  Mdewakanton  Dakota  Tribe,  KPMG  comments  on  the  impact  of 
a  casino  at  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

KPMG  asserts  that  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  has  used  a  "not 
devastating"  test  rather  than  the  less  rigorous  "not  detrimental" 
test  in  reaching  its  Findings  of  Fact  approval  to  take  the 
subject  land  in  trust  for  the  three  affiliated  Tribes. 

In  the  KPMG  study,  the  four  tribes  and  five  casinos  within  50 
miles  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  had  gross  revenues  of  $450  million  in 
1993,  and  S495  million  in  1994,  a  10*  annual  growth.  The  Findings 
of  Fact  projects  a  Hudson  potential  market  penetration  of  20%  for 
blackjack  and  24*  for  slot  machines.  If  that  penetration  revenue 
came  only  from  the  five  casinos,  it  would  be  $114.6  million. 

However,  the  Arthur  Anderson  financial  projections  for  the  Hudson 
casino  were  $80  million  in  ganing  revenues,  or  16.16*  of  just  the 
five-casino  revenue  (not  total  Indian  gaming  in  Minnesota  and 
Wisconsin).   Smith  Barney  estimates  a  Minneapolis  Gaming  Market 
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of  $480  million,  a  Non-Minneapolis  Gaming  Market  of  5220  million, 
and  a  Wisconsin  Market  of  S500  million.  The  Wisconsin  market  is 
concentrated  in  the  southern  and  eastern  population  centers  where 
the  Oneida  and  Ho-Chunk  casinos  are  located.  Assuming  that  the 
western  Wisconsin  market  is  25t  of  the  state  total,  the  total 
market  available  to  the  six  Minneapolis  market  casinos  is  over 
$600  million. 

The  projected  Hudson  market  share  of  $80  to  $115  million  is  13* 
to  19*  of  the  two-state  regional  total.  A  ten  percent  historic 
growth  rate  in  gaming  will  increase  the  market  by  $50  million, 
and  stimulation  of  the  local  market  by  a  casino  at  Hudson  is 
projected  in  the  application  at  5*  (S25  million).   Therefore, 
only  $5  to  $40  million  of  the  Hudson  revenues  would  be  obtained 
at  the  expense  of  existing  casinos.  An  average  revenue  reduction 
of  $1  to  S8  million  per  existing  casino  would  not  be  a  detrimen- 

tal impact.  The  Mystic  Lake  Casino  was  estimated  to  have  had  a 
S96.8  million  net  profit  in  1993.  A  reduction  of  $8  million  would 
be  about  B\ ,    assuming  that  net  revenue  decreased  the  full  amount 

of  the  gross  revenue  reduction.  At  S96.8  million,  the  per  en- 
rolled member  profit  at  Mystic  Lake  is  $396,700.  Reduced  by  $8 

million,  the  amount  would  be  $363,900.  The  detrimental  effect 
would  not  be  expected  to  materially  impact  Tribal  expenditures  on 
programs  under  IGRA  Section  11. 

Summary:   Reconciliation  of  various  comments  on  the  impact  of  a 
casino  at  Hudson  can  be  achieved  best  by  reference  to  the  Sphere 
of  Influence  concept  detailed  by  Murray  on  pages  2  through  7  of 
Vol.  I,  Tab  4.  Figure  1  displays  the  dynamics  of  a  multi-nodal 
draw  by  casinos  for  both  the  local  and  Minneapolis  metropolitan 

markets.  The  sphere  of  influence  of  Hudson  depends  on  its  dis- 
tance from  various  populations  (distance  explains  82*  of  the 

variation  in  attendance) .  Outside  of  the  charted  zone,  other 
casinos  would  exert  primary  influence. 

The  Sphere  of  Influence  indicates  only  the  distance  factor  of 

influence,  and  assumes  that  the  service  at  each  casino  is  equiva- 
lent. Facilities  are  not  equivalent,  however.  Mystic  Lake  is 

established  as  a  casino  with  a  hotel,  extensive  gaming  tables, 
and  convention  facilities.  Turtle  Lake  is  established  and  has  a 

hotel.  Hudson  would  have  a  dog  track  and  easy  access  from  Inter- 
State  94.  Each  casino  will  need  to  exploit  its  competitive 
advantage  in  any  business  scenario,  with  or  without  a  casino  at 
Hudson.  Projections  based  on  highly  subjective  qualitative 
factors  would  be  very  speculative. 
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It  is  important  to  note  that  the  Sphere  of  Influence  is  influ- 
ence, not  dominance  or  exclusion.  The  Murray  research  indicates 

that  casino  patrons  on  average  patronize  three  different  casinos 
each  year.  Patrons  desire  variety  in  their  gaming,  and  achieve  it 
by  visiting  several  casinos.  The  opening  of  a  casino  at  Hudson 
would  not  stop  customers  from  visiting  a  more  distant  casino, 
though  it  might  change  the  frequency  of  visits. 

The  St.  Croix  Tribe  projects  that  its  tribal  economy  will  be 

plunged  "back  into  pre-ganing  60  percent  plus  unemploynent  rates 
and  annual  incomes  far  the  (sic)  below  recognized  poverty  lev- 

els." The  Chief  Financial  Officer  of  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  projects 
a  decrease  of  Tribal  earnings  from  S25  million  in  1995  to  S12 
million  after  a  casino  at  Hudson  is  established.  Even  a  reduction 
of  that  amount  would  not  plunge  the  Tribe  back  into  poverty  and 

unemployment,  though  it  could  certainly  cause  the  Tribe  to  re- 
order its  spending  plans. 

Market  Saturation. 
The  St.  Croix  Tribe  asserts  that  the  market  is  saturated  even  as 
it  has  just  completed  a  31,000  square  foot  expansion  of  its 

casino  in  Turtle  Lake,  and  proposes  to  similarly  expand  the  Hole- 
in-the-Wall  Casino.  Smith  Barney  projects  a  Wisconsin  market  of 
S500  million  with  a  continuation  of  the  steady  growth  of  the  last 
14  years,  though  at  a  rate  slower  than  the  country  in  general. 

Z.     NEPA  Complianca 

B.I. A.  authorization  for  signing  a  FONSI  is  delegated  to  the  Area 
Director.  The  NEPA  process  in  this  application  is  complete  by  the 
expiration  of  the  appeal  period  following  the  publication  of  the 
Notice  of  Findings  of  No  Significant  Impact. 

7.  Surrounding  Comaunity  Impacts 

1.  IMPACTS  ON  THE  SOCIAL  STRUCTURE  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 

The  Tribes  believe  that  there  will  not  be  any  impact  on  the 
social  structure  of  the  community  that  cannot  be  mitigated.  The 
MAO  did  not  conduct  an  independent  analysis  of  impacts  on  the 
social  structure.  This  review  considers  the  following: 

I.  Economic  Contribution  of  Workers 

The  Town  of  Troy  comments  that  minimum  wage  workers  are 
not  major  contributors  to  the  economic  well-being  of  the 
comaunity.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3,  pg .  3)  Six  comments  were 
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received  from  the  general  public  on  the  undesirability  of 
the  low  wages  associated  with  a  track  and  casino.   (Vol. 
V) 

II.    Crime 

Hudson  Police  Deot.  Crime  &  Arrests.  (Cranmer  62a  and  62b, 
Vol.  IV,  Tab  4) " 

1990 1991 1992 1993 

violent 
Crirae 14 

4 7 7 

Property 
Crir.e 

312 420 406 
440 

These  statistics  provided  by  D 
drastic  increase  in  the  rate  o 

opened  on  June  1,  1991.  Howeve 
ences  show  a  correlation  betwe 
public  conunent  attached  remark 
William  Sessions,  former  Direc 
of  Investigation,  on  the  prese 
gambling.  (Vol.  V,  George  0.  H 
er  public  comment  included  an 
Pioneer  Press  with  statistics 
Morris,  3/28/94,  Vol.  V)  Addit 
are  provided  by  LeRae  D.  Zahor 
Lobin,  7/14/94,  and  Joe  and  Sy 
in  Vol.  V)  Eight  additional  pu 
cern  with  the  crime  impact  of 

III.   Harm  to  Area  Businesses 

r.  Cranmer  do  not  indicate  a 
f  crime  since  the  dog  track 

r,  other  studies  and  refer- 
en  casinos  and  crime.  One 

s  by  William  Webster  and 
tors  of  the  Federal  Bureau 
nee  of  organized  crime  in 

oel,  5/19/94,  Vol.  V)  Anoth- 
article  from  the  St.  Paul 

relating  to  the  issue.  (Mike 
ional  specific  data  on  crime 
ski,  5/18/94,  Barbara  Smith 
Ivia  Harwell  3/1/94.   (all 

blic  comments  express  con- 
a  casino.   (Vol.  V) 

A.  Wage  Level 

The  Town  of  Troy  says  that  workers  are  unavailable 
locally  at  minimum  wage.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3,  pg.  3) 

B.  Spending  Patterns 

One  public  coaaent  concerns  gambling  diverting  discre- 
tionary spending  away  from  local  businesses.  (Dean  M. 

Erickson,  6/14/94)  Another  public  comment  states  that 
everyone  should  be  able  to  offer  gambling,  not  just 
Indians.  (Stewart  C.  Mills,  9/26/94)   (Vol.  V) 
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IV.  Property  Values 

An  opponent  asserts  that  a  Hudson  casino  will  decrease 

property  values.  He  notes  that  purchase  options  were  ex- 
tended to  adjacent  property  owners  before  the  construction 

of  the  dog  track.  He  provides  no  evidence  that  any  proper- 
ties were  tendered  in  response.  (Vol.  6,  Tab  4,  pg.  33) 

A  letter  from  Nancy  Bieraugel,  1/19/94,  (Vol.  V)  states 

that  she  would  never  choose  to  live  near  a  casino.  Another 

letter,  Thomas  Forseth,  5/23/94,  (Vol.  V)  comments  that  he 

and  his  family  live  in  Hudson  because  of  its  small-town 
atmosphere.  Sharon  K.  Kinkead,  1/24/94,  (Vol.  V)  states 
that  she  moved  to  Hudson  to  seek  a  quiet  country  life 

style.  Sheryl  D.  Lindholn,  1/20/94,  (Vol.  V)  says  that 

Hudson  is  a  healthy  cultural-  and  family-oriented  communi- 

ty. She  points  out  several  cultural  and  scenic  facilities 
that  she  believes  are  incompatible  with  a  dog  track  and 

casino  operations.  Seven  additional  letters  of  comment 

from  the  public  show  concern  for  the  impact  of  a  casino  on 

the  quality  of  life  in  a  small,  family-oriented  town. 
(Vol.  V) 

V.  Housing  Costs  will  increase 

Housing  vacancy  rates  in  Troy  and  Hudson  are  quite  low 
(3.8t  in  1990).  Competition  for  moderate  income  housing 
can  be  expected  to  cause  a  rise  in  rental  rates.  A  local 
housing  shortage  will  require  that  most  workers  commute. 
(Vol.  3,  Tab  2,  pg.  3  and  Tab  3,  pg .  4) 

Suanary:  The  impacts  above,  except  crime,  are  associated  with 

economic  activity  in  general,  and  are  not  found  significant  for 

the  proposed  casino.  The  impact  of  crime  has  been  adequately 

mitigated  in  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services  by  the  prom- ised addition  of  police. 

2.  IMPACTS  ON  THE  INFRASTRUCTITR; 

The  Tribes  project  average  daily  attendance  at  the  proposed 
casino  at  7,000  people,  and  the  casino  is  expected  to  attract  a 
daily  traffic  flow  of  about  3,200  vehicles.  Projected  employnent 
is  1,500,  and  the  casino  is  expected  to  operate  18  hours  per  day. 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2,  pg.  1)  other  commenters'  estimates  are  higher. 
An  opponent  of  this  proposed  action  estimates  that,  if  a  casino 
at  Hudson  follows  the  pattern  of  the  Minnesota  casinos,  an 
average  of  10  to  30  times  more  people  will  attend  the  casino  than 
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currently  attend  the  dog  track.  (Vol.  4,  Tab  4,  pgs.  33  and  34) 

Attendance,  vehicles,  employment,  and  hours  of  operation  proje
ct- 

ed for  the  casino  greatly  exceed  those  for  the  present  dog  track, 

and  indicate  the  possibility  of  a  significantly  greater  inpact  on 
the  environment. 

I.  Utilities 

St.  Croix  County  states  that  there  is  adequate  capacity 

for  water,  waste  water  treatment,  and  transportation.  Gas, 

electric,  and  telephone  services  are  not  addressed.  (Vol. 
3,  Tab  1) 

II.  Zoning 

According  to  the  City  of  Hudson,  most  of  the  proposed 

trust  site  is  zoned  "general  commercial  district"  (B-2) 
for  the  principal  structure  and  ancillary  track,  kennel 

and  parking  facilities.  Six  acres  of  P.-l  zoned  land  (resi- 
dential) no  longer  will  be  subject  to  Hudson  zoning  if  the 

proposed  land  is  taken  into  trust.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1,  pg. 
<) 

One  public  comment  expresses  concern  for  the  loss  of  local 
control  over  the  land  after  it  has  been  placed  in  trust. 

(Vol  V,  Jeff  2ais,  1/19/94) 

III.  Water 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  water  trunk  mains  and  storage 
facilities  are  adequate  for  the  casino  development  and 
ancillary  developments  that  are  expected  to  occur  south  of 
1-94.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1,  pg.  3) 

IV.  Sewer  and  storm  drainage 

The  City  of  Hudson  and  St.  Croix  County  state  that  sani- 
tary trunk  sewer  mains  are  adequately  sized  for  the  casi- 

no. (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1,  pg.  2  and  Tab  2,  pg.  1)  The  City  of 
Hudson  states  that  trunk  storm  sewer  system  will  accommo- 

date the  development  of  the  casino/track  facility.  (Vol. 
Ill,  Tab  1,  pg.  3)  An  existing  storm  water  collection 
system  collects  storm  water  runoff  and  directs  it  toward  a 
retention  pond  located  near  the  southwest  corner  of  the 

parking  area.  (Vol.  IV,  Tab  4,  pgs.  7  and  8) 
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V.    Roads 

The  current  access  to  the  dog  track  is  at  three  intersec- 
tions of  the  parking  lot  perineter  road  and  Carmichael 

Road.   Carmichael  Road  intersects  Interstate  94.  The  1988 

EA  says  that  the  proposed  access  to  the  dog  track  would  be 
from  Carmichael  Road,  a  fact  which  seems  to  have  occurred. 

(Vol.  4,  Tab  4,  pgs.  18  and  19) 

A.  Traffic  Impact  Analysis 

The  Wisconsin  Department  of  Transportation  states,  "We 
are  fairly  confident  that  the  interchange  (IH94-Cami- 
chael  Road)  will  function  fine  with  the  planned  dog 
track/casino."  (Vol.  IV,  Tab  1,  pg.  38) 

St.  Croix  County  estimates  that  the  average  daily  traf- 
fic for  the  proposed  casino  should  be  around  3,200 

vehicles.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2,  pg.  3) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  the  current  street  system 
is  sufficient  to  accommodate  projected  traffic  needs 
based  on  40,000  average  daily  trips.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1, 

pg-  <) 

The  Town  of  Troy  indicates  that  the  increased  traffic 
will  put  a  strain  on  all  the  roads  leading  to  and  from 
the  track/casino.  However,  the  Town  Troy  was  unable  to 
estimate  the  number  and  specific  impacts  due  to  a  lack 
of  additional  information  from  the  Tribes.  (Vol.  Ill, 
Tab  3,  pg.  3) 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  8,724  average  daily  visits. 
Using  2.2  persons  per  vehicle  (Vol  IV,  tab  4,  pg.  8  of 
Attachment  4),  3,966  vehicles  per  day  are  projected. 
(Vol.  I,  Tab  4,  pg.  15) 

A  comment  by  George  E.  Nelson  (2/25/94,  Vol.  V)  says 
the  accident  rate  in  the  area  is  extremely  high  accord- 

ing to  Hudson  Police  records.  Nelson  expects  the  acci- 
dent rate  to  increase  proportionately  with  an  increase 

in  traffic  to  a  casino.  However,  no  supporting  evidence 
is  provided.  Four  additional  public  comments  state 
concerns  with  increased  traffic  to  the  casino.   (Vol  V) 

Summary:  The  evidence  indicates  that  there  will  be  no  significant 
impacts  on  the  infrastructure. 
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3.  IMPACT  ON  THE  LAND  USE  PATTERNS  IN  THE  SURROUNDING  C0>On;NITY 

The  City  of  Hudson  does  not  mention  any  land  use  pattern  impacts. 
(Vol  III,  Tab  1,  pg.  4) 

St.  Croix  County  says,  "...   it  is  expected  that  there  will  be 
some  ancillary  development.  This  is  planned  for  within  the  City 
of  Hudson  in  the  immediate  area  of  the  casino."   (Vol.  Ill,  Tab 
2,  pg.  3) 

It  is  likely  that  the  proposed  project  will  create  changes  in 
land  use  patterns,  such  as  the  construction  of  commercial  enter- 

prises in  the  area.  Other  anticipated  impacts  are  an  increase  in 
zoning  variance  applications  and  pressure  on  zoning  boards  to 
allow  development. 

Summary:  The  City  of  Hudson,  Town  of  Troy,  and  St.  Croix  County 
control  actual  land  use  pattern  changes  in  the  surrounding  area. 
There  are  no  significant  impacts  that  cannot  be  mitigated  by  the 
locally  elected  governments. 

4  .  IMPACT  ON  INCOME  AND  EMPLOYMENT  IN  THE  COMMXJNITY 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  S42.7  million  in  purchases  annually  by 
the  casino/track  from  Wisconsin  suppliers.  Using  the  multipliers 
developed  for  Wisconsin  by  the  Bureau  of  Economic  Analysis  of  the 
U.S.  Department  of  Commerce,  these  purchases  will  generate  added 
earnings  of  S18.1  million  and  1,091  jobs  in  the  state.  The  total 
direct  and  indirect  number  of  jobs  is  projected  at  2,691.  Of  the 
current  employees  of  the  dog  track,  42*  live  in  Hudson,  24*  in 
River  Falls,  5*  in  Baldwin,  and  A\    in  New  Richmond.  (Vol.  I,  Tab 
5,  pg.  12)  St.  Croix  County  states  that  direct  casino  employment 
is  expected  to  be  about  1,500.  The  proposed  casino  would  be  the 
largest  employer  in  St.  Croix  County.  All  existing  employees 
would  be  offered  reenploynent  at  current  wage  rates.  (Vol.  Ill, 
Tab  2,  pg.  4) 

Three  public  comments  say  that  Hudson  does  not  need  the  economic 
support  of  gambling.  (Tom  Irwin,  1/24/94,  Betty  and  Earl  Goodwin, 
1/19/94,  and  Steve  and  Samantha  Swank,  3/1/94,  Vol.  V) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  "an  over  supply  of  jobs  tends  to 
drive  cost  paid  per  hourly  wage  down,  thus  attracting  a  lower 
level  of  wage  earner  into  the  area,  thus  affecting  the  high 
standard  of  living  this  area  is  now  noted  for."  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3, 
pg.  4) 
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Summary:  The  impacts  on  incom^e  and  employTaent  in  the  coinaunity 
are  not  significant,  and  are  generally  expected  to  be  positive  by 
the  Tribes  and  local  governments. 

5.  ADDITIONAL  AND  EXISTING  SERVICES  REQUIRED  OR  IMPACTS,  COSTS 
OF  ADDITIONAL  SERVICES  TO  BE  SUPPLIED  BY  THE  COMMUNITY  AND 
SOURCE  OF  REVENUE  FOR  DOING  SO 

The  Tribes  entered  an  Agreement  for  Government  Services  with  the 

City  of  Hudson  and  St.  Croix  County  for  "general  government 
services,  public  safety  such  as  police,  fire,  ambulance,  emergen- 

cy medical  and  rescue  services,  and  public  works  in  the  same 
manner  and  at  the  same  level  of  service  afforded  to  residents  and 
other  commercial  entities  situated  in  the  City  and  County, 

respectively."  The  Tribes  agreed  to  pay  $1,150,000  in  the  initial 
year  to  be  increased  in  subsequent  years  by  5*  per  year.  The 
agreement  will  continue  for  as  long  as  the  land  is  held  in  trust, 
or  until  Class  III  gaming  is  no  longer  operated  on  the  lands. 
(Vol.  I,  Tab  9) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  it  anticipates  that  most  emergency 
service  calls  relative  to  the  proposed  casino  will  be  from 
nonresidents,  and  that  user  fees  will  cover  operating  costs.  No 
major  changes  are  foreseen  in  the  fire  protection  services.  The 
police  department  foresees  a  need  to  expand  its  force  by  five 
officers  and  one  clerical  employee.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  9) 

St.  Croix  County  anticipates  that  the  proposed  casino  will 
require  or  generate  the  need  for  existing  and  additional  services 

in  many  areas.  The  funding  will  be  from  the  Agreement  For  Govern- 
ment Services.  The  parties  have  agreed  that  payments  under  that 

agreement  will  be  sufficient  to  address  the  expected  services 
costs  associated  with  the  proposed  casino.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  the  additional  public  service  costs 
required  by  a  casino  operation  will  be  substantial  to  its  resi- 

dents. (Vol  III,  Tab  3,  pg.  4)  Fire  services  are  contracted  from 
the  Hudson  Fire  Department,  which  will  receive  funding  from  the 
Agreement  for  Government  Services. 

Summary:  The  impacts  to  services  are  mitigated  by  The  Agreement 
for  Government  Services  between  the  Tribes,  the  City  of  Hudson, 
and  St.  Croix  County. 

6.  PROPOSED  PROGRAMS.  IF  ANY.  FOR  COMPULSIVE  GAMBLERS  AND  SOURCE 
OF  FUNDING 
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There  is  no  compulsive  gambler  program  in  St.  Croix  County.  There 
are  six  state-funded  Compulsive  Gambling  Treatment  Centers  in 
Minnesota.  (Vol.  II,  Tab  7,  pg.  38) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  it  will  be  required  to  make  up  the 
deficit  for  these  required  services,  if  such  costs  come  from  tax 
dollars.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3,  pg.  5) 

St.  Croix  County  says  it  will  develop  appropriate  treatment 
programs,  if  the  need  is  demonstrated.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2,  pg.  5) 

The  Tribes  will  address  the  compulsive  and  problem  gambling 

concerns  by  providing  information  at  the  casino  about  the  Wiscon- 
sin toll-free  hot  line  for  compulsive  gamblers.  The  Tribes  state 

that  they  will  contribute  money  to  local  self-help  programs  for 
compulsive  gamblers.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1,  pg .  12) 

Thirteen  public  comments  were  received  concerning  gambling 
addiction  and  its  impact  on  morals  and  families.  (Vol.  V) 

SuBnary:  The  Tribes'  proposed  support  for  the  Wisconsin  hot  line 
and  unspecified  self-help  programs  is  inadequate  to  mitigate  the 
impacts  of  problem  gambling. 

Summary  Conclusion 

Strong  opposition  to  gambling  exists  on  moral  grounds.  The  moral 
opposition  does  not  go  away,  even  when  a  State  legalizes  gambling 
and  operates  its  own  games.  Such  opposition  is  not  a  factor  in 
reaching  a  determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

A.-iy  economic  activity  has  impacts.  More  employees,  customers, 
traffic,  wastes,  and  money  are  side  effects  of  commercial  activi- 

ty. The  NEPA  process  and  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services 
address  the  actual  expected  impacts  in  this  case.  Nothing  can 
address  general  opposition  to  economic  activity  except  stopping 
economic  activity  at  the  cost  of  jobs,  livelihoods,  and  opportu- 

nity. Promoting  economic  opportunity  is  a  primary  mission  of  the 
Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs.  Opposition  to  economic  activity  is  not 
a  factor  in  reaching  a  determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

Business  abhors  competition.  Direct  competition  spawns  fear.  No 
Indian  tribe  welcomes  additional  competition.  Since  tribal 

opposition  to  gaming  on  others'  Indian  lands  is  futile,  fear  of 
competition  will  only  be  articulated  in  off-reservation  land 
acquisitions.  Even  when  the  fears  are  groundless,  the  opposition 
can  be  intense.  The  actual  impact  of  competition  is  a  factor  in 
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reaching  a  determination  to  the  extent  that  it  is  unfair,  or  a 
burden  imposed  predominantly  on  a  single  Indian  tribe. 

Opposition  to  Indian  gaming  exists  based  on  resentment  of  the 
sovereign  status  of  Indian  tribes,  lack  of  local  control,  and 
inability  of  the  government  to  tax  the  proceeds.  Ignorance  of  the 

legal  status  of  Indian  tribes  prompts  non-Indian  general  opposi- 
tion to  Indian  gaming.  It  is  not  always  possible  to  educate  away 

the  opposition.  However,  it  can  be  appropriately  weighted  in 
federal  government  actions.  It  is  not  a  factor  in  reaching  a 
determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

Detriment  is  determined  from  a  factual  analysis  of  evidence,  not 
from  opinion,  political  pressure,  economic  interest,  or  simple 
disagreement.  In  a  political  setting  where  real,  imagined, 
economic,  and  moral  impacts  are  focused  in  letters  of  opposition 
and  pressure  from  elected  officials,  it  is  important  to  focus  on 
an  accurate  analysis  of  facts.  That  is  precisely  what  IGRA 
addresses  in  Section  20  --  a  determination  that  gaming  off- 
reservation  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  communi- 

ty. It  does  not  address  political  pressure  except  to  require 
consultation  with  appropriate  government  officials  to  discover 
relevant  facts  for  making  a  determination  on  detriment. 

Indian  economic  development  is  not  subject  to  local  control  or 

plebescite.  The  danger  to  Indian  sovereignty,  when  Indian  econom- 
ic development  is  limited  by  local  opinion  or  government  action, 

IS  not  trivial.  IGRA  says,  "nothing  in  this  section  shall  be 
interpreted  as  conferring  upon  a  State  or  any  of  its  political 
subdivisions  authority  to  impose  any  fax,  fee,  charge,  or  other 

assessment  upon  an  Indian  tribe."  The  potential  for  interference 
in  Indian  activities  by  local  governments  was  manifestly  apparent 
to  Congress,  and  addressed  directly  in  IGRA.  Allowing  local 
opposition,  not  grounded  in  factual  evidence  of  detriment,  to 

obstruct  Indian  economic  development  sets  a  precedent  for  exten- 
sive interference,  compromised  sovereignty,  and  circumvention  of 

the  intent  of  IGRA. 

If  Indians  cannot  acquire  an  operating,  non-Indian  class  III 
gaming  facility  and  turn  a  money-losing  enterprise  into  a  profit- 

able one  for  the  benefit  of  employees,  community,  and  Indians,  a 
precedent  is  set  that  directs  the  future  course  of  off-reserva- 

tion land  acquisitions.  Indians  are  protected  by  IGRA  from  the 
out-stretched  hand  of  State  and  local  governments.  If  strong 
local  support  is  garnered  only  by  filling  the  outstretched  hand 
to  make  local  officials  eager  supporters,  then  IGRA  fails  to 
protect.  Further,  it  damages  Indian  sovereignty  by  de  facto 
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giving  States  and  their  political  sub-divisions  the  power  to  tax. 
The  price  for  Indian  economic  development  then  becomes  a  surren- der to  taxation. 

Staff  finds  that  detrimental  impacts  are  appropriately  nitigated 
through  the  proposed  actions  of  the  Tribes  and  the  Agreement  for 
Government  Services.  It  finds  that  gaming  at  the  St.  Croix 

Meadows  Greyhound  Racing  Park  that  adds  slot  machines  and  black- 
jack to  the  existing  class  III  pari-mutuel  wagering  would  not  be 

detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  Staff  recommends  that 
the  determination  of  the  best  interests  of  the  tribe  and  its 
members  be  completed. 
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Memorandum 

Governinent-to-Government  Relations  With  Native  American  Tribal   Governments 

April   29,    1994 

Memorandum  for  the  Heads  of  Executive  Departments  and  Agencies 

The  United  States  Government  has  a  unique  legal  relationship  with  Native 
American  tribal  governments  as  set  forth  in  the  Constitution  of  the  United 
States,  treaties,  statutes,  and  court  decisions.  As  executive  departments  and 
agencies  undertake  activities  affecting  Native  American  tribal  rights  or  trust 
resources,  such  activities  should  be  implemented  in  a  knowledgeable,  sensitive 
manner  respectful  of  tribal  sovereignty.  Today,  as  part  of  an  historic  meeting, 
I  am  outlining  principles  that  executive  departments  and  agencies,  including 
every  component  bureau  and  office,  are  to  follow  in  their  interactions  with 
Native  American  tribal  governments.  The  purpose  of  these  principles  is  to 
clarify  our  responsibility  to  ensure  that  the  Federal  Government  operates 
within  a  government-to-government  relationship  with  federally  recognized  Native 
American  tribes.  I  am  strongly  committed  to  building  a  more  effective  day-to- 

day working  relationship  reflecting  respect  for  the  rights  of  self-government 
-"ue  the  sovereign  tribal  governments. 
In  order  to  ensure  that  the  rights  of  sovereign  tribal  governments  are  fully 
ispected,  executive  .branch  activities  shall  be  guided  by  the  following: 
(a)  The  head  of  each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  be  responsible  for 

ensuring  that  the  department  or  agency  operates  within  a  government-to- 
government  relationship  with  federally  recognized  tribal  governments. 

(b)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  consult,  to  the  greatest 
extent  practicable  and  to  the  extent  permitted  by  law,  with  tribal  governments 
prior  to  taking  actions  that  affect  federally  recognized  tribal  governments. 
All  such  consultations  are  to  be  open  and  candid  so  that  all  interested  parties 

may  evaluate  for  themselves  the  potential  impact  of  relevant  proposals. 
(c)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  assess  the  impact  of  Federal 

Government  plans,  projects,  programs,  and  activities  on  tribal  trust  resources 
and  assure  that  tribal  government  rights  and  concerns  are  considered  during  the 

development  of  such  plans,  projects,  programs,  and  activities. 
(d)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  take  appropriate  steps  to 

remove  any  procedural  impediments  to  working  directly  and  effectively  with 
tribal  governments  on  activities  that  affect  the  trust  property  and/or 
governmental  rights  of  the  tribes. 

(e)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  work  cooperatively  with  other 
Federal  departments  and  agencies  to  enlist  their  interest  and  support  in 
cooperative  efforts,  where  appropriate,  to  accomplish  the  goals  of  this 
memorandum. 

(f)  Each  executive  department  and  agency  shall  apply  the  requirements  of 

Executive  Orders  Nos.  12875  ("Enhancing  the  Intergovernmental  Partnership")  and 
12866  ("Regulatory  Planning  and  Review")  to  design  solutions  and  tailor  Federal 
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programs,  in  appropriate  circumstances,  to  address  specific  or  unique  needs  of 
-ibal  communities. 
Che   head  of  each  executive  department  and  agency  shall 

.ensure  that  the  department  or  agency's  bureaus  and  components  are  fully  aware 
of  this  memorandum,  through  publication  or  other  means,  and  that  they  are  in 
compliance  with  its  requirements. 
This  memorandum  is  intended  only  to  improve  the  internal  management  of  the 

executive  branch  and  is  not  intended  to,  and  does  not,  create  any  right  to 
administrative  or  judicial  review,  or  any  other  right  or  benefit  or  trust 
responsibility,  substantive  or  procedural,  enforceable  by  a  party  against  the 
United  States,  its  agencies  or  instrumentalities,  its  officers  or  employees,  or 
any  other  person. 
The  Director  of  the  Office  of  Management  and  Budget  is  authorized  and  directed 

to  publish  this  memorandum  in  the  Federal  Register. 

WILLIAM  CLINTON 
THE  WHITE  HOUSE, 
Washington,  April  29,  1994. 

59  FR  22951,  1994  WL  163120  (Pres.) 
END  OF  DOCUMENT 
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STEVt  GUN0€«SO« 

•  a«e\A  rui«  egiiMi  u* 

Consresg  of  tte  ̂niteti  S>tate£ 
i^oust  of  fitpTMentdtibH 

IBdftiinston.  DC  2051^-4903 

April  28,  199} 

The  Honorible  Brace  B&bbia 
Sccreuiy 

Deptninait  of  Interior 
1849  C  Srreei,  N.W. 

WaihinjiOT.  DC   20240 

Dear  Secretary  Btbbilt: 

I  UD  writiat  on  b«hilf  of  my  cotuUiueoB  to  express  my  oppavtion  to  the  (ee  to  tr\tft 

tofuuitioo  of  the  Sl  Cn)\i,  Mm<1ow}  {reybgiod  tridc  by  the  Red  CM,  Mole  Lake,  isd  Us 

Coune  Oreilks  baods  of  tbe  Chi^ pewi  Tribe  peadint  before  the  Burun  of  lodiin  Afftin. 

Ai  you  know,  the  tract  is  locued  in  Hudson.  WLscoosin,  in  tbe  western  put  of  my  distiia. 

The  debaie  over  adding  casino  {imblmj  u  the  doj  track  has  inflused  passions  of 
Hudson  residems  for  several  ytm  ud  has  been  a  prtxninent  iisae  in  sevenl  local  elections. 

Until  nuw.  I  have  icmained  neutral,  in  part  because  I  believe<l  that  the  residents  of  St.  Croix 

county  should  be  allowed  to  develop  their  own  opinions  wiiiunn  interference  frtxn 

Washin;ton.  I  also  recnained  neutnl  became  I  was  unclear  wbeAer  the  Indian  Gaming 
Regulatory  Act  (ICRA)  pcmiined  my  iapuL    Howvcr,  <incc  your  of[j«c  has  in/smod  rac 

that  I  may  comment.  I  have  considered  the  historical  perspectives  of  the  debate,  the  national 

sipificance  of  this  drricoo.  and  the  views  of  my  constituents.   I  have  cpnr hided  that  the 

mou  prudent  coorv  would  be  for  the  Deparuoent  to  rejea  casino  {anblin{  at  Sl.  Croix 
Meadows. 

I  oppose  the  expansion  of  gaming  ai  the  Hudson  dog  crvck  because  it  would  set  a 

national  precedent  for  ofT-reaervition  casino  {amblini  facilities.   Section  20(b)  of  tbe  IGRA 

provides  tbit  the  Secretary  of  the  Intenor.  wiib  the  governor's  approval,  may  acquire  toad 
outside  of  an  established  reservidon  for  gaming  purposes  if  the  Seaeiary  deiensines  thai  dw 

acquisition  is  in  tbe  tribe's  best  interest  and  would  not  be  detiifflcoial  to  the  surrtMndlsg 
cotsmnnity.   According  to  yuur  oirxx,  since  Congress  passed  the  IGRA  in  1988.  the 

Secretary  of  Interior  has  never  approved  the  acquisition  of  off-Rservatioo  toad  to  be  used  for 
casino  gambling.   This  appears  to  ii>dicate  that  the  lectioa  was  inifndwl  to  apply  only  in 

exceptional  cases. 
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The  HoDorable  Bruce  Babbin 

April  2S.  1995 

Page  2 

Congress  passed  tbe  IGRA  in  large  ptit  to  promote  Native  American  ecooomic 

development  through  gaming.    Al  tbe  same  time,  tbe  Act  sought  to  protect  agaiost  tbe  abuses 

of  a  burgeoQJng.  but  unregulated  gaming  lodustxy.  Most  tribes  that  have  developed  gaming 

on  their  reservations  have  succeeded  in  significintly  improving  the  economic  conditions  of 
their  members. 

Under  existing  compacts  with  the  State  of  Wtscotisin.  each  of  the  three  bands 

applying  to  develop  a  casino  in  Hu<lson  is  allowed  co  build  two  casinos  with  blackjack 

facililics  on  lis  rescrvaiion.  Each  prcscniiy  has  ooe  casino  witli  bUckjaclc  faciliuej  on  iu 
reservation.   To  itkcmse  ecunumic  opponunitJes  for  its  members,  each  tribe  may  bulk)  an 

addiliooal  facility  with  blackjack  without  treading  into  the  precedent-setting  watcn  of  ofT- 
reservauon  caiinos.    If  your  office  approved  the  acquisitioo  of  the  dog  trade,  a  national 

precedent  would  be  set  to  encourage  the  dcveloptDCTi  of  additiona]  ofT-rcscrvttioD  facilities 

when  on-reservalion  development  optjoos  are  still  available.    For  this  reason,  Hudson  is  not 
the  place  (o  break  new  ground. 

In  addition  to  setting  a  new  precedent,  proceeding  with  (he  acquisition  would  be 
dctrimemal  to  tbe  Hudson  area  by  furcber  eroding  relations  unong  restdetUs  and  limiting 

opportunities  for  ocoiiomic  developmeni.   Area  n:sidaics  and  their  local  representatives 

oppose  c&sioo  gambling.  The  passage  of  legislahoo  ailowuig  the  dog  tracic  creafid  many 

deep  wounds  in  the  ciry.  In  1991,  when  a  casino  at  the  dog  track  was  first  debated,  tbe  City 

of  Hudson  recalled  its  mayor  t>ccause  be  supported  gaming.    A  year  later,  tbe  City  Cuuacil 

adopted  a  resohmon  opposing  Indian  gaming  at  the  dog  track.   In  February,  tbe  Council 
again  voted  xo  reject  a  casino. 

Voters  have  increasingly  opposed  Indian  g^Timg  ai  the  dog  track.    In  1992,  the  City 
of  Hudson  held  a  refcrcndnm  which  asked  wtacthcr  residents  supported  the  transfer  of  the 

land  to  an  Indian  tnbe  if  unspecified  financial  conditions  were  met.   The  results  vrere  1,352 

voters  in  support  of  the  tnn^Fer  and  1.2S8  against.   However,  in  a  1993  statewide 

refererxium  which  asked  whether  ruidesti  wanted  to  expand  Indian  gaming  in  Wbconsin, 

65%  of  St.  Croix  Couniy  luidenu  voted  against  expansion.  In  the  adjoining  Troy  township, 

from  which  land  was  annexed  for  the  track,  85%  of  the  residents  voted  against  expansion. 

In  vm,  it  vs  iDy  whcIumoq  \\m  allowing  i  nstop  at  thv  St.  Croix  Meadows  fKility 
would  set  an  expansive  national  precedent  for  ofT-ieservition  gaming  where  none  is  needed. 
Tbe  approval  would  have  detrimenial  effects  on  tbe  trsidftUs  by  creating  further  divisivenest 

in  a  city  where  civic  baimony  has  already  been  severely  damaged.  Further,  the  recent  votes 

provide  ample  sutistical  proof  of  public  opinion.  For  these  reasons,  I  oppose  the  expansion 

of  casino  gambling  to  the  Si.  Croix  Meadows  track. 
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The  Honorable  Bruce  Babbia 

April  28.  1995 
Pase3 

I  would  appreciate  a  sums  report  oo  the  tcquiiition  at  your  earliest  convenience. 
Thank  you  for  your  consideraiion. 

SG.tb 

Best  rej&fds. 

Steve  Gundcrf  on 
Member  of  Congress 
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The   only  land  transaction  approved  since  enactaent  of   IGRA  for  an 
off-reservation  Class  II   gaming  facility  was   for  the  Forest 
County  Potawatomle  Tribe.      The  property   is   located  in  Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin  and   the   transaction  was   completed  in   1990  prior  to   the 
establishment  of   the  office  of  the   Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff 
and  the  established  items  to  ascertain  that^the  transaction  meets 
the  two-part  determination  required   In  Section  20. 

Two  acquisitions  were  approved  for  lands   located  off-former- 
f  recognized  reservations  in  the  State  of   Oklahoma:     The  Cherokee 
Nation  of  Oklahoma  acquired  two  parcels:    one  in  West  Slloam 
Springs,   OK  for  a  total  of  7.808  acres    (approved  by  Central 
Office:    01/18/94   and  the  second  in  Rogers  County,   OK  for  a  total 
of    15.66   acres    (approved  by  Central   Office:    09/24/93);   both  are 
for  Class   II   gaming   facilities. 

Two   acquisitions   were  approved  for   land    "contiguous   to   the 
reservation   "    for   two  tribes   in  Louisiana:      Tunica-Blloxi   Tribe 
acquired   21.054   acres   in  Avoyelles   Parish,    LA  for  a  Class    III 
gaming   facility   (approved  by  Central   Office:    11/15/93);    and 
Coushatta  Tribe  acquired  531   acres    In   Allen  Parish,   LA   for  a 
Class    III   gaming   facility   (approved   by  Central  Office:    09/30/94). 

One    land  acquisition  was   approved   for   a   tribe  with  no  reservation 
on  enactment  date   of  the   IGRA  and  the    land  was  not  in  Oklahoma: 
Sisseton-Wahpeton  Sioux  Tribe  of  Lake   Traverse  Reservation 
acquired   143.13   acres   in  Richland  County,    North  Dakota   for  a 
Class   III   gjunlng   facility   (approved   by   Central  Office:    09/30/94). 

Three  transactions   have  been  prepared    for  off-reservation 
acquisitions    for  Class   III   gaming   facilities   in  the  States   of 
Oregon,    Louisiana   and  Michigan.      None   received  the  concurrence  of 
the  Governor;    consequently,    none  of    the  proposals  were  taken   in 
trust. 

f^  cf^->4  M^ /^>i^ 
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United  Sates  DepaLrrmem  of  the  Interior 

BURiAU  OF  tNOIAN  AFFAIRS 

J»l  SOOTM  IMO  AVt>AJt 
MCKVUAOUl  minMUOTa  IVtOI-tMl 

If  ur\:  text  <" 

Tribal  Operations 
i:V. 

\9Sl 

MEMORANDUM 

TO:  Assisuiit  Secrtury  -  lodiin  A/fain 

FROM: OfHce  of  (he  Area  Director 

SUBJICT:      Requen  for  Off-Reservjooo  Gaming  for  Luid  in  Hudson.  Wisconsin 

Od  Maith  4.  1994,  ibe  Soicaogon  Quppewa  Cotcmuiiity  of  Wisconsin,  (he  Lac  Couru 
OreiJIes  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  and  (be  Red  Cliff  Band  of 

Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (coUecdvely  referred  (o  as  (be  'Tribes'), 
together,  pursuant  to  Section  2719(b)  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regula{oty  Act,  25  U.S.C.  $$  - 
2701-2721  (1988),  filed  an  application  with  (be  Minneapolis  Area  Director  requesting  that  the 
United  Slates  take  a  ceruin  parcel  of  real  property  located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  into  trust 
for  the  beoerii  of  the  Tribes  for  gaming  purposes.   The  Tribes  do  not  cunently  own  (be 

properry.  but  they  have  an  agreetneni  to  purchase  (he  land  if  and  when  (be  Secre(ary  of  (be 
Interior  makes  the  findings  necessary  under  Section  2719,  the  Governor  concurs  in  the 

Secretaiy't  fuidings.  the  steps  o«£ssary  lo  place  the  land  bto  crun  have  been  completed,  the 
National  Indian  Gaming  Commission  approves  the  management  couract  and  collateral 
agreements  and  the  Tribes  have  amended  their  gaming  compacts  of  1991  to  permit  the 

operauoo  of  pan-mutuel  greyhound  racing. 

This  memorandum  outlines  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office's  review  and  analysis  of  the  Tribe's 

application  and  (nnsmiu;  (1)  the  Area  Director's  Findings  and  Recommendations.  (2)  the 
coonmenu  of  (he  Field  Solicitor.  Twin  Cities,  and  (3)  the  Documeniajy  Suppon  required  for 

the  Secretary's  Determination  concenung  the  request  for  off-rcscrvation  gaming  on  proposed 
Trust  Acquisition  of  the  Tribes. 

1     APPUCATION  r>ffORMAT10N 

A.   Sokaogon  Tribe:   The  Sokiogon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconsin  occupy  a  smiJI 
reservation  in  Foren  County.  Wisconsin  with  the  centra]  community  in  Mole  Lake.   There 

EOP   064  500 
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are  1.528  penoru  enrolled  io  ihe  Tribe.  512  metaben  live  on  or  Dear  ihe  r:sjr>atic?D. 

AcconJing  lo  figurcj  provided  by  ibe  Tribe."  42%  ire  uaetnployed  lad  acuvely  seelung 
emplo>Tncai 

The  Solc2og0D  Qiippewa  Community  Tribal  CoudcU  is  authbhied  by  Anide  VII.  Section 

(e).  10  nuMge  ill  economic  affiin  iod  enierpnsti  of  ibe  Commuaity.    The  Solaogon 

Chippewa  Commuiury  Tribal  Council  included  rwo  resohjtions  as  pan  of  the  Tnbcs 

applicauoD  package.    ReioluiioD  No.  9-11A-93  requested  the  lisisiacce  of  the  Bureau  of 

Indian  Affairs  to  place  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  property  into  undivided  oust  sums. 

Resolution  No.  2-4A-94  approved  the  St.  Croi;t  Meadows-Joini  Operating  Agrtemem  and 

authonzed  the  Tribal  Chairman  to  sign  the  agreement. 

B.  Lac  Coune  OrciUes  Tribe:     The  Lac  Count  Oreillcs  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa 

had  a  reported  enrollment  of  5.431  people  in  1991.   In  1991,  1.923  of  these  people  lived  on 

the  reservation  and  another  1,126  lived  within  150  miJei  of  the  reservation. 

Ttic  Lac  Coune  Oreillcs  Tribal  Governing  Board  is  empowered  by  Anicle  V,  Section  1(0  of 

the  Lac  Coune  Oreillcs  Consricution  to  purchase  lands  within  or  without  the  boundary  of  the 

Tribe's  rrser/ation.    The  Tribal  Governing  Board  is  empowered  by  Anicle  V.  section  1(h)  to 

engage  in  any  business  that  will  further  the  social  or  economic  well-being  of  members  of  the 
Band.    The  Lac  Coune  Oreiiles  Gove.Tiing  Board  submiaed  three  resolutions  as  pan  of  the 

Tnbcs  appiicaiioD  package.    Resolutjon  No.  93-82  requisted  the  assistance  of  the  Bureau  of 

Indian  Affairs  to  place  the  St.  Crou  Meadows  property  into  undivided  tnist  stams. 

Resolution  No.  94-08  approved  the  Joint  Operating  Agresment  and  directed  the  Tribal 

Chairman  to  execute  the  agreeraeot  on  bchaJf  of  the  Lac  Coune  Oreiiles  Band  of  Lake 

Superior  Chippewa.    Resolution  94-09  created  the  Lac  Coune  Oreiiles  Economic 

Development  Commission  to  act  on  behalf  of  Lac  Coune  Oreiiles. 

C.  Red  Cliff  Tribe:    The  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  occupy  a  small 

reservation  in  Bayfield  County.  Wiscoosin.  on  the  shores  of  Lake  Supenor.   There  are  3.180 

persons  enrolled  in  the  band.    1.651  members  live  on  or  near  the  reservation. 

The  Red  Cliff  TnbaJ  Couazil  is  authorized  by  the  Red  Cliff  Constinjtion  Anicle  VI.  Section 

1(e)  to  manage  all  economic  affiin  and  enterprises  of  the  Tribe.    The   Red  Cliff  Tribal 

Council  included  rwo  resolutions  as  pan  of  the  Tribes  application  package.   Resolution 

9/23/93C  requests  the  assistance  of  the  Bureau  of  Inrlian  Affairs  to  place  the  St.  Croix 

Meadows  property  imo  ualivided  trust.    Resolution  2/7/94 A  authorized  the  Tribal 

Chairpcnon  to  sign  the  Joint  Operating  Agrcemeni  on  behalf  of  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake 

Supenor  Chippewa  and  also  authorized  the  Chairperson  to  take  such  other  actions  necessary 
to  effecmaie  the  agreemenL 

These  Tribes  continue  to  have  high  rates  of  unemployment  and  poverty  in  spite  of  having 

develof>cd  gaming  facilities  on  their  reservatioru.  We  agree  with  the  Tribes  determination 
that  this  is  true  largely  because  they  are  located  at  grtai  distances  away  from  urban  markets. 
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£jch  of  tbcse  Tnbes  tlio  bive  relatively  snail  popuiaooas  and  Itod  holdings.    Tbe  Hu^^a 
location  will  provide  the  tnbci  with  access  to  an  urtaa  nur1c«  for  the  ganua^  facility. 
However.  Jince  it  ii  unlikely  ilut  many  of  the  resideois  of  these  three  communities  will  chow 
to  rtiocaLs  to  be  employed  at  this  locjiioD.  tie  beoeHts  which  will  accrue  to  each  of  these 

co~.3'.:njtie$  wiJ!  come  not  from  di;ect  e2:plo>-meot  in  the  gaming  facUicy.  but,  rather,  from 
employment  and  tbe  gcxxls  and  services  whjch  would  be  geticratcd  by  ihe  spending  of  each 

community's  shire  of  the  net  income. 

Tbe  average  amount  esiimatfid  to  be  res:eived  by  each  of  tbe  three  Tribes  over  the  ocxi  five 
y&ars  from  the  operation  of  the  Hudson  Gaming  Facility  is  approximitcly  SIO  million  per 

year.    This  moiiey  would  be  used  by  the  Tribes  to  improve  htillh  care  facilities  on  their 
reservauons.  purchase  land,  improve  bousing  facilities,  improve  community  and  elderly 

programs,  improve  educational  facilities  and  as  educational  grams,  and  to  invest  in  economic 
development  in  the  communities. 

1     Description  of  Land: 

Tbe  Tribes  have  requested  that  land  located  in  the  City  of  Hudson,  Qsunry  of  St.  Croix  and 
State  of  Wisconsin,  be  taien  into  crust  pursuant  to  25  C.F.R.  Pans  151  and  25  U.S.C.  §  465 

and  §  2719.    The  land  is  currently  o«.-t^  by  Croixland  Pn^perties  t  imiti-^t  Parmership. 

This  request  is  for  a  parcel  of  land  located  in  the  fractional  NEU  of  the  NBU,  and  SE'i  of 
the  HE'i.  Section  6.  T28N.  R19W,  Ciry  of  Hudson,  Saim  Croix  County.  Wisconsin, 
descnbcd  as  follows: 

The  fractional  KEV4  of  the  NEU  of  said  Section  6,  EXCEPT  that  pan  of  the  right-of-way  of 
Cannichael  Road  which  is  located  in  said  fractional  KEU  of  tbe  NEU  of  said  Section  6. 

ALSO,  tlui  pan  of  the  SEU  of  the  Nc'-  of  said  Section  6  described  as  follows: 

Coc\::i;ncing  at  the  KE  corner  of  said  Section  6:  thence  S02*49'0rW  1.891.74  feet  along 
the  East  line  of  the  fractional  NE'*  of  said  Seaioo  6  to  tbe  NE  con^r  of  a  parcel  known  as 

the  'Quarry  Parcel*  and  the  point  of  beginning  of  this  description;  thence  N88*40'24'W, 
1 .327.55  feet  along  the  North  line  and  the  ex'.ensioa  of  the  North  line  of  said  'Quarry 
Parcel'  to  a  point  on  the  West  line  of  the  SEU  of  tbe  NEU  of  said  Secdon  6;  theive 
N02*48"30*E  along  the  west  line  of  said  SEU  of  tbe  NEU  to  the  NW  comer  thereof;  ihei^e 
Easterly  along  the  North  line  of  said  SEU  of  tbe  KEU  to  tbe  NE  cortjer  thereof;  thence 

S02*49"0rW.  along  the  East  line  of  said  SEU  of  tbe  NEV4  to  tbe  point  of  beginning. 

The  properties  listed  above  encompass  an  area  of  approumately  55.82  acres  currently 
consisting  of  tbe  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greybouad  Racing  Facility.    Tbe  site  is  served  by  all 
necessary  utilities  and  a  highway  system  which  includes  Inicmate  Highway  94. 
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;     TTiir^  Panics: 

The  Tribci  have  entrrcd  inuj  i  Joisi  Operatiag  Afrccnieni  with  Gilixy  Gimiaj  md  Racing 

Limued  Pinnership.  id  jfTiliair  of  Croudaixl.  la  ortrr  lo  provide  nunagemcm  of  ihe 

proposed  gamng  ficLliry.    We  have  irTorcsd  Lhe  Tnbes  that  we  view  th:i  agresaent  as  a 

managemem  agrerment  subject  to  a^jprovaJ  by  thr  NaLioaaJ  bdiin  Gammg  Aisociauon.    The 

Natiotul  iDdiau  Gaming  Commiision  cotacurrrd  in  our  diirnninauon  and  the  Tribes  have 

requesitd  their  approval. 

n    r.ovER>rM^>rrAL  actions  reoutred 

The  process  of  taking  Off-Reservjoon  land  into  crusT  requires  a  cnbaJ  applicant  to  me«t  the 

requirements  of  23  C.F.R.  Parr  151  •  Land  Acquisiiioo.  and  Section  2719  of  the  Indian 

Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  23  U.S.C.  §§  2701-2721  (19&«).   Section  2719(b)(l)(A)requires  the 
following  rwo  pan  detrrminaiion: 

'The  Secretary,  after  consuladon  with  the  Indian  tribe  and  appropriatr  State 
arxd  local  officiaJs.  including  officials  of  other  nearby  Indian  tribes,  determine.^ 

that  a  gaming  esublishmeni  en  newly  acquired  lands  would  be  in  the  best 

interest  of  the  Indian  tribe  and  its  members,  and  would  not  be  detrimental  to 

the  surrounding  community,  but  only  if  the  Governor  of  the  State  in  which  the 

yarning  activity  is  to  be  cooductid  concurs  in  the  Secretary's  Determination;' 

This  repon  does  not  conuin  information  wnnen  specifically  to  meet  the  requirements  of  25 

C.F.R.  Pan  151.  Land  Acquisition.   This  rrpon  only  outlines  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office's 

review  and  analysis  of  the  Tribe's  proposal  to  meet  the  two  pan  determination  required  by 

the  Indian  Gamjng  Regulatory  Aa.    15  C.F.R.  Pan  151  requires  specific  actions  within  real 

ssui:  services  that  excectis  Sccjon  2719  action  under  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.    If 

Ind  when  it  becomes  necessary,  the  rtquirements  of  25  C.F.R.  Pan  151  wUl  be  addressed  by 

the  Area  Office  in  a  separate  dociimeai. 

The  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  his  several  requirements  that  have  been  met  by  the 

Tnbes:  first,  all  three  Tn'bes  have  siuccessfuily  oegooiied  Class  HI  Gammg  Compacts  with 

the  Sute  of'wiiconsin  as  required  by  Sccnon  2710(dXlKQ  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory 
Act  and  the  Secrrtary  of  Interior  published  the  Approval  Nodce  of  the  Gaming  Compacts  in 

the  Federal  Register,  second,  in  acconlance  with  2710(d)(1)(A).  each  TnTse  has  adopifid 

tribal  gaming  ordinances  that  have  bees  approved  by  the  (Thairman  of  the  National  Indian 
Gaming  Commission. 

n     C0NSU1  TATION  PROCESS 

The  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  consulations  wuh  the  City  of  Hudson.  Local  Officials,  and 

Tribal  Officials  are  described  in  deuil  m  the  Recommended  Findings  of  Fact  and 
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CoocluLSioas.    Aj  tbe  Rficommcoded  Fiodings  of  F«a  lai  Coacliuioas  indiuu.  ihe  Tnbcj' 
appliuuoQ  tuj  received  mixed  suppon  frob  (lie  Comauziity  ind  Dc*rby  Tnbe^. 

fV     DOCUMENTARY  RECORD 

The  MinncapoliJ  Area  Office  hu  prepired  four  volumes  of  documenury  suppon  requuxd  for 

the  Secretiry's  determiruiion.   Tbc  documenury  suppon  consisu  of  documcnu  ihe  Tribes 
hive  subrnjOfid  in  suppon  of  their  appliciuoo  aixj  doaimeau  the  Aru  Office  ius  compUed 

during  the  courx  of  the  review  uxl  uuJysis  of  this  applicaaon.   The  doaucetiury  record 
coDuins  a  complete  iodex  of  documents. 

Volume  I  contains  proprietary  isfonnatioo  that  is  privileged  commercial  and  financial 
information,  which  is  confidential  and  exempt  from  disclosure  pursuant  to  S  U.S.C.  552 

(b)4. 

V     RECOMNfEVDED  FTNPrNGS  AM)  CONCLUSIONS 

Eased  upon  the  documentary  suppon  that  was  prepared  during  the  coutm  of  the  review  and 

analysis  of  the  Tribes'  Application,  the  Area  Office  has  prepared  the  anached  Recommended 
Findings  of  Fan  and  Conclusions. 

Based  upon  the  Tribes'  application,  the  docomenury  suppon  and  the  coosulutions  bemeen . 
the  Great  LaJces  Agency  Supcriniendem.  the  City  of  Hudson,  St.  Croix  Couniy,  and  other  • 
feder^ly  acksowlolged  Indian  Tribes  located  in  Wisconsin  and  Minoesou,  the 
Recommended  Findings  of  Faa  and  Conclusions  conclude  that  allowing  gaming  on  the 

proposed  trust  property  is  in  the  best  interests  of  the  Tribe  and  its  members  and  would  not  be 
detrimental  to  the  sunounding  community. 

VT     RECONfi>fENDATION 

Because  the  emblishmem  of  a  gaming  facility  on  the  proposed  trust  land  is  in  the  best 
interest  of  the  Tribe  aod  its  members  and  would  not  be  derimenul  to  the  sunounding 
commurury,  I  recommend  that  the  Secrrory  detrrmiDe  that  the  proposed  trust  property  be 
acquired  by  the  Lac  Coune  Oreilles,  Red  Cliff  and  SokaogoD  Tribes  for  Gaming  purposes. 

Area  Dircaor 

Atuchmeots 
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RECOMMENDED    FINDINGS 
OF    FACT    AND    CONCLUSIONS 

IKTR0DDC7I0M: 

The  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Cor.--^nicy  of  Wisconsin,  the  Red  Cliff  Band 
of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  and  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin 
(Collectively  referred  to  as  the  'Tribes*)  have  entered  into  an 
agreement  with  the  current  owners  (Croixland  Properties  Limited 
Partnership  or  "Croixland")  of  the  St.  Croix  Meadow  Greyhound 
Park  located  in  the  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  to  purchase  the 
assets  of  the  pari-nutual  dog  track.   The  Tribes  have  requested 
that  the  land  currently  coriprising  St.  Croix  Meadows,  as  well  as 
land  immediately  surrounding  the  dog  track  (totaling 
approximately  55  acres),  be  placed  into  trust.   The  stated 
purpose  of  the  acquisition  is  to  begin  Class  III  gaming  at  the 
facility  with  the  introduction  of  1,500  -  2,000  slot  machines  and 
30  -  40  blackjack  tables. 

Section  2719  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  25  U.S.C.  S§ 
2701-2721  (1988)  states,  m  part,  that  lands  can  be  acquired  for. 
gaming  only  if  "the  Secretary,  after  consultation  with  the  Indian 
Tribe  and  appropriate  State  and  local  officials,  including 
officials  of  other  nearby  Indian  tribes,  determines  that  a  Gaming 
Establishment  on  newly  acquired  lands  would  be  in  the  best 
•interest  of  the  Indian  tribe  and  its  meriiers,  and  would  not  be 
detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community...*  25  U.S.C.  5  2719 
(b)  (1)  (A)  .   The  following  is  the  Mi.-meapolis  Area  Office's 
analysis  and  recom.-nendatior.s  of  the  Tribes  application  under  this 
section. 

I.   BEST  INTEREST  OP  THE  TRIBES 

X.    GROSS  AKD  NST  ZNCOKB  TO  TEB  TRIBKS  : 

Tvo  separate  market  studies  were  prepared  regarding  this 
proposal.   One  by  Axthur  Andersen  &  Co.  (AA)  (Tab  3)'  which  used 
the  "comparative  market  analysis  approach"  to  estimate  the  Hudson 
market  potential,  and  one  by  James  M.  Murray,  PhD.  (Tab  4)  which 
used  the  gravity  model  and  Reilly'B  Law  of  Retail  Gravitation  to 
establish  the  sphere  of  influence  of  the  Hudson  facility  both 
currently  and  as  projected.   Although  the  specific  findings  of 
the  two  reports  do  differ  aignif icantly  in  some  respects,  we  will 
incorporate  both  ref>orts  into  our  analysis. 

The  AA  Study  estimates  the  total  market  gaming  revenues  in  the 
primary  market  of  MinneaF>ol  is/St .  Paul  Co  be  between  $550  -  $630 

Unless  otherwise  stated,  the  tabs  are  located  in  Volume  I. 
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million,  with  the  proposed  Hudson  Casino  share  projected  co  be 
S80  million  (excluding  the  dog  tracJt)  (Tab  3,  pages  21  <<  22)  .   AA 
projects  Total  Revenues  for  the  first  year  to  be  388,367,000. 
The  Net  Income  is  projected  to  be  530,910,000  in  the  first  year 
of  operation.   Pursuant  to  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement  (Tab  7D, 
page  8)  each  tribe  would  receive  2SV  of  the  nee  revenue.   Thus, 
under  this  study,  each  tribe  is  projected  to  receive  57,727,000 
in  the  first  year  of  operation  and  511,506,000  by  the  fifth  year 
(V-I,  Tab  3,  page  30) . 

Dr.  Murphy  estimates  the  total  gaming  revenues  in  the  primary 
market  to  be  currently  at  5406,906,108  a  year  (Tab  4,  page  15). 
He  estimates  the  proposed  Hudson  Casino  take  (including  income 
from  the  dog  track)  would  be  S104.1  million  in  the  first  year  of 
operation  and  5131.4  million  by  the  fifth  year  (Tab  4,  page  18). 
He  projects  Net  Revenues  to  be  531.1  million  in  the  first  year 
and  48.8  million  by  the  fifth  year  (Tab  5,  page  1).   Dr.  Murphy 
did  not  provide  an  estimate  of  the  total  marlcet  gaming  revenues. 
However,  we  note  chat  his  estimate  of  total  revenues  of 
5511,124,739  (Tab  4,  page  IS)  is  consistent  with  the-  estimate 
made  by  the  Arthur  Andersen  study. 

The  two  reports  differ  notably  in  amount  of  gross  income 
projected  and  the  total  amount  of  expenses  expected  co  be 

incurred  by  the  Hudson  Venture  in  the  first  year  (See  Table  1  of.' 
this  report).   As  a  result,  we  cori)ined  the  two  reports  to 
calculate  a  best  case  scenario  and  a  worst  case  scenario. 

Dr.  Murphy  does  not  give  a  breaJcdo^n  of  the  expected  expenses 
since  his  report  focuses  more  on  the  overall  impact  to  the  Tribes 
and  surrounding  community  from  the  spending  of  the  net  proceeds. 
Nevertheless,  we  feel  it  is  important  to  include  this  information 
since  it  substantiates  the  Tribes  position. 

If  you  cc-i)ine  Dr.  Murphy's  total  expenses  (573  million)  with 
AA's  estimated  Total  Revenues  (588,367,000),  the  Tribes  would  net 
approximately  53.84  million  each  (15,367,00  multiplied  by  25%). 
This  nuiriser  represents  the  worst  case  scenario  under  a 
combination  of  the  two  studies. 

The  best  case  scenario  under  a  cor.bination  of  the  two  studies  is 
a  Net  Revenue  of  approximately  546.6  million  (S104.10  million  in 

Gross  Revenue  under  Dr.  Murphy's  study  minus  557.45  million  in 
total  expenses  in  AA's  study)  to  be  divided  equally  among  the 
three  Tribes  and  current  owrier.   Under  this  scenario  each  Tribe 
would  receive  511.65  million  in  the  first  year  of  operation. 

We  find  that  due  to  the  sheer  size  of  the  marlcet  of  the  urban 

area,  the  Tribes  would  enjoy  a  financial  benefit  well  beyond  any 
financial  benefits  generated  from  reservation  located  casinos. 
Also,  an  urban  location  would  be  more  likely  to  produce  a 
relatively  stable  annual  cash  flow  for  the  Tribes.   It  would  also 
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7«±)le  1 

COKPXRISON  OF  THE  MAJUCXT  STUDIES  FOR  THE  FIRST  YEAR  OF  OPERATIOK 

Revenues : Xrthur  Aadersea: Dr.  Jaces  Murray: 

Casino S70, 000, 000 

Dog  Track 11,  367,000 

Food  i  Beverage 7, 000, 000 

Total  Gross  Revenues: 88, 367,000 104,100,000 

Expenses : 

Casir.o 20, 300,000 

Dog  Track 7,  131,000 

rood  &  Beverage 5,600,000 

GiA.  Marketing,  Sec,  Property 17,673.000 

Operating  Expenses 60, 000,000 

Depreciation                       3,111,000 

Interest 3,641,000 

Debt  Service  per  Year 13,000,000 

Total  ExTienses; 57.456,000 73.000,000 

PROJECTED  NET  INCOME: 530,911,000 $31,100,000 
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provide  each  Tribe  a  source  of  inccne  which  it  can  use  to  furi^.er 
Self -Deteminacion  and  economic  independence. 

B.    PROJtCTIONS  OF  KXKAGE>CE1KT  \KD  TRIZXL    EXPENSES: 

For  the  first  five  to  seven  years  the  Hudson  Venture  will  be 
operated  by  the  three  Tribal  Econonic  Development  Commissions  ar.d 
Galaxy  Gaming  pursuant  to  the  terms  of  the  Joint  Operating 
Agreement  (Tab  7D,  page  11,  S  3.1).   We  informed  the  Tribes  that 
we  view  this  agreement  as  a  management  agreement  subject  to 
approval  by  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission.   The  National 
Indian  Gaming  Commission  concurred  verbally  in  our  determination. 
The  Tribes  have  submitted  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement  and  the 
collateral  agreements  to  NIGC  for  approval. 

Under  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement,  the  'Business  Board"  will 
have  general  oversight  and  authority  over  the  operation.   It  will 
be  composed  of  eight  persons:   two  Galaxy  Gaming  representatives 
and  two  representatives  from  each  of  the  three  Tribes  (Tab  7D, 
page  4,  S  2.7).   The  primary  management  officials  include  any 
person  with  the  authority  to  hire  and  fire  employees  and  any 
person  with  the  authority  to  set  worlcing  policy  (Tab  7D,  page  10, 
5  2.31)  .   The  Business  Board  will  unanimously  select  four  of  the 
primary  management  officials.   They  include  the  Chief  Executive 
Officer,  General  Manager,  Chief  Financial  Officer  and  the  Human  • 
Resource  Director  Id . 

The  Chief  Executive  Officer  will  be  a  member  of  the  Business 
Board.   This  position  will  be  unanimously  selected  by  the 
Business  Board  and  will  be  granted  the  power  and  authority  to 
oversee  the  daily  business  affairs  and  operations  of  the 
Enterprise  (Tab  7D,  page  5,  S  2.9).   The  CEO  is  required  to 
report  to  the  Business  Board  and  under  the  Joint  Operating 
Agreement,  will  not  be  able  to  undermine  the  Boards  authority. 
Thus,  even  though  the  CEO  must  be  a  Galaxy  Gaming  Representative 
as  long  as  the  Financing  Debt  remains  outstanding,  the  three 
Tribes  will  have  substantial  control  of  the  operation  (Tab  70, 
page  16,  S  S.l) . 

Each  Tribe  will  also  select  their  own  Tribal  Inspector.   The 
three  Tribal  Inspectors  will  have  full  access  to  all  aspects  of 
the  Enterprise  (Tab  7D,  page  20,  5  5.6.3). 

Under  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement,  each  Tribe  is  guaranteed  a 
minimum  monthly  payment  of  S66.667.67  from  the  net  revenues. 
Galaxy  Gaming  will  then  receive  the  next  $66,667.67  for  that 
m.onth.   Anything  over  $266,667.67  for  any  particular  month  will 
be  distributed  equally  between  the  three  Tribes  and  Galaxy  Gaming 
(Tab  7D,  S  2.26  and  S  7.1).   Galaxy  will  be  entitled  to  a  25% 
share  in  the  net  revenues  for  the  first  seven  years  of  operation 
with  the  Tribes  maintaining  the  authority  to  "buy-out"  all  of 
Galaxy's  rights  in  the  agreement  after  the  completion  of  the 
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fifth  full  year  of  che  operation  (Tab  7D,  page  41,  5  24). 

The  Joint  Operating  Agreement  requires  Galaxy  to  loan'  the 
Enterprise  the  amount  necessary  to  fully  pay  the  Tribe  for  any 
yearly  shortfall  of  the  guaranteed  payments  (Tab  7D,  page  8,  S 
2.26).   However,  the  mar)cet  studies  indicate  that  loans  will  not 
be  necessary  to  fulfill  this  mininun  monthly  obligation. 

1.    Xaauzed  Liahllitiea  And  Nonracoursa  Liabilityi 

The  Economic  Development  Commissions  (EDCs)  of  the  Tribes  have 
agreed  to  purchase  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  real  property  for 
SIO.OO.   The  assets  necessary  to  run  the  operation  (the  building 
and  improvements  constructed  on  the  land)  will  also  be 
transferred  to  the  EDCs  subject  to  certain  obligations  of  the 
seller.   Under  the  Asset  Purchase  Agreement,  the  obligations  will 
be  paid  as  operating  expenses  and  are  referred  to  as  the 

"Nonrecourse  Liability'  (Tab  7,  pages  6  t  7) .   They  include  the 
debt  owed  to  First  Union  National  BanJc  of  Florida  (principal  of 
$37,900,000  plus  certain  accrued  interest  arrearage  which  has 
been  or  will  be  capitalized)  and  the  debt  owed  to  the  First 
National  Bank  of  Hudson  (Principal  in  the  amount  of  $1,230,000). 
Although  the  agreement  provides  no  limitation  on  the  amount  of 
interest  that  the  Tribes  will  eventually  pay,  it  does  state  that 

"in  no  event  shall  the  aggregate  principal  amount  of  the 
Nonrecourse  Liability  exceed  $39,200,000*  (Tab  7,  page  7). 

The  EDCs  have  also  agreed  to  taJce  the  assets  subject  to  certain 

"Assumed  Liabilities"  (Tab  7,  pages  7  i  8).   They  include  the 
following : 

(a)  Real  property  lease  obligations; 
(b)  Personal  property  lease  obligations; 
(c)  Obligations  under  contracts  and  licenses; 
(d)  Deposits  held  by  seller  under  the  real  property 

and  personal  property  leases. 

The  Tribes  have  not  provided  the  dollar  amount  of  the  obligations 
these  assumed  liabilities  will  total.   However,  we  do  note  the 
Tribes  have  estimated  a  yearly  total  expenditure  in  both  mar)cet 
studies  which  includes  these  expenses. 

Croixland  will  continue  to  own  and  pay  tajces  only  on  6.96  acres 
of  land  next  to  the  Hudson  prof>osal  (Tab  7B)  .   The  remaining  land 

will  be  transferred  to  the  Land  Venture  and  leased  to  the  Tribe's 
EDCs  (Tab  7E) .   The  EDCs  will  pay  all  taxes,  assessments,  water 
and  sewer  rents,  rates  and  charges,  charges  for  public  utilities, 

'  The  interest  rate  on  this  loan  is  equal  to  the  prime 
commercial  lending  rate  of  First  Union  plus  IV  (Tab  7D,  page  9,  S 
2.27) . 
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and  maincenance  of  the  Parking  Loc  Land  (Tab  7E.  page  7,  Axticle 
4)  . 

2.  Joint  V«atur«  Agraesent  of  Headowt  Parking  Lot  Joist 
Ventura: 

Croixland  and  the  Tribes  have  also  agreed  to  form  a  joint  venture 
partnership  (Tab  7F)  .   It  will  be  called  the  Meadows  Parking  Lot 
Joint  Venture  and  is  not  scheduled  to  terminate  until  December 
31,  2045  (Tab  7F,  page  6,  Xrticle  3) .   The  purpose  of  this 
agreement  is  to  transfer  ownership  of  the  parking  lot  to  the 
partnership.   To  accomplish  this.  Croixland  has  agreed  to  sell 
the  parking  lot  land  to  the  Joint  Venture  at  closing  (Tab  7,  page 
27,  5  9.03(g)).   The  property  shall  be  deemed  to  be  owned  by  the 
Venture  as  an  entity  and  no  Venturer  will  own  the  parking  lot 
individually  (Tab  7F,  page  6,  Article  2). 

Under  the  Asset  Purchase  Agreement,  Croixland  will  transfer  the 
parking  lot  land  to  the  venture  for  $10.00  and  the  portion  of  the 
First  Union  Debt  equal  to  the  fair  market  value  of  the  parking 
loc  land  (Tab  7,  page  11,  Article  III).   The  venture  will  then 

lease  the  parking  lot  co  the  Tribe's  EDCs .   Thus,  the  Meadows 
Parking  Lot  Joint  Venture  will  be  the  landlord  and  the  Tribal 
EDCs  will  be  the  tenants  under  terms  of  the  Parking  Lot  Lease 
(Tab  7£)  .   Rent  payable  by  the  EDCs  under  the  Net  Lease  will 

initially  be  •a  sum  eq-jal  co  110  percent  of  the  aggregate  of  the 
monthly  debt  service  payable  over  the  initial  Lease  Year  with 
respect  to  the  portion  of  the...  (First  Union  Debt)  allocable  to 

the  Demised  Premises'  (Tab  7E,  page  4,  Article  3).   The  annual 
base  rent  after  the  initial  lease  year  will  be  determined  by 
multiplying  the  annual  base  rent  for  the  preceding  year  by  a 
fraction  (adjustment  level  divided  by  the  base  level)  Id .   The 
lease  is  to  terminate  in  the  year  2018  (Ta±i  7E,  page  2) . 

We  have  advised  the  Tribes  of  the  troublesome  aspects  of  this 
arrangement.   Specifically,  we  informed  the  Tribes  that  the 
o-T.ership  arrangement  does  not  appear  to  be  beneficial  to  the 
Tribes  and  seems  likely  to  cause  friction  in  the  future. 

Kcwever,  it  is  our  determination  that  this  arrangement,  by 
Itself,  is  not  a  basis  to  reject  the  application. 

3.  Agre«a«st  for  Ccv«rs=*at  Scrvicea: 

The  three  Tribes,  City  of  Hudson  and  the  County  of  St.  Croix 
entered  into  an  Agreericnc  for   Covemnenc  Services   on  April  18, 
1994  (Tab  9).   Under  this  agreement,  the  City  and  County  will 
provide  general  government  services  to  the  proposed  gaming 
facility.   The  services  to  be  provided  include,  without 
limitation,  police,  fire,  ambulance,  rescue  and  emergency  medical 
protection,  road  maintenance,  education  and  access  to  water, 
sanitary  sewer  and  storm  sewer  facilities,  and  other  services 
that  are  under  the  control  of  the  City  or  County  or  are 
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customarily  provided  to  other  commercial  properties  wichm  the 
City  or  County  (Tab  9,  page  2)  . 

The  Tribes  have  agreed  to  initially  pay  the  City  and  County 
$1,150,000  for  the  services  Id .   The  payr^ents  will  be  paid  on  a 
semi-annual  basis  beginning  on  January  31,  1995.   The  first 

payment  will  be  pro-rated  from  the  date  the  land  is  actually 
accepted  into  trust. 

Beginning  in  1999,  the  Tribes  will  begin  paying  the  City  and 
County  an  amount  equal  to  the  allocable  amount  for  the  preceding 
year  (51,150,000  in  1998  with  no  adjustments)  multiplied  by  1.05 
(Tab  9,  page  3).   The  following  table  provides  a  comparison  of 
the  amount  the  Tribes  will  initially  pay  the  city  and  county  and 
the  future  value  of  $1 ,  150, 000 : 

ALLOCABLE  \.MOU>rr  PROJECTIONS  XSStJMTKG  NO  ADJTJSTKrKT 
!ar Actual  Amount  O-ed: 

1999     1,207,  500 
2000     1,267,  675 
2001     1,  331,  269 
2002     1,  397,  832 
2003     1,467,  724 
2004     1,  541,  110 
2005     1,618,  166 
2006     1,  699,  07A 
2007     1,784,028 
2008     1,873,  229 

10  YEAJi  TOTALS  ...  15,187,807 

2025     4,293,477 

Future  Value  of  1,150,000:' 
A 3 240, 

850 1 195 425 338 

877 

1 242 644 
444 649 1 

291 

729 

558 

776 

1 342 

752 

681 

919 
1 395 

791 

814 791 
1 450 925 

958 159 1 508 236 
112 854 1 

567 

811 
279 

769 

1 
629 

740 

459 871 1 694 lis 

17 

890 515 14 319 168 

8 959 

357 

3 
273 

099 

As  the  above  chart  indicates,  the  yearly  1.05  increase  in  the 

payment  by  the  Tribes  to  the  City  and  County  for  services  is 
reasonable.   The  Office  of  the  Field  Solicitor,  Twin  Cities,  has 
also  indicated  the  Government  Services  Agreement  is  an  agreement 
in  which  the  Tribes  may  participate  (Volume  II,  Tab  2,  page  3). 
Thus,  we  find  this  agreenent  acceptable. 

The  Agreement  for  Government  Services  states  that  'any  real 
estate  taxes  and  assessments  and  personal  property  taxes  paid 

with  respect  to  the  Non-Trust  Property  with  respect  to  any 
calendar  year  shall  be  treated  as  a  credit  against  the  payment  by 
the  Tribes  of  the  Allocable  Amount  (as  adjusted)  for  such 

'   Formula  Used  to  determine  the  future  value: 
For  Column  A:   Annual  Interest  Rate  is  7.9V  for  1  period  a  year. 
For  Columji  B:   Annual  Interest  Rate  is  7.9%  for  2  periods  a  year. 
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calendar  year*  (Tab  9,  page  A).      However,  this  does  not  apply  to 
caxes  paid  by  Croixland  for  improvements  or  special  assessments 
Id .   The  Tribes  will  also  receive  a  total  reimbursement  from 
Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing  Linited  Partnership  in  the  amoun:  of 
5297,500  in  years  1995,  1996  and  1997  (Tab  9,  page  18).   This 
amount  represents  the  difference  in  the  Tribes  proposal  and  the 
City's  proposal  for  payment  of  government  services. 

The  Agreement  for  (Sovemment  Services  states  that  the  Tribes  will 
cause  Croixland  to  pay  the  delinquent  and  overdue  real  estate 
taxes  and  assessments  and  personal  property  taxes  due  through 
1993  (Tab  9,  page  4) .   Thus,  all  encumbrances  on  the  land  will  be 
removed  prior  to  placing  the  land  into  trust.   However,  to  verify 
this,  we  have  requested  the  Tribes  submit  title  evidence  prior  to 
beginning  the  25  C.F.R.  Part  151  process.   The  Tribes  responded 
by  providing  a  copy  of  the  Title  Insurance  Commitment  (Tab  10)  . 

Also  see  the  Tribe's  letter  to  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  dated 
October  14,  1994  (Volume  II,  Tab  4). 

4.    Ground  Lease: 

This  lease  agreement  is  between  Croixland  Properties  Limited 

Partnership  and  the  Tribe's  EDCs .   The  Asset  Purchase  Agreement 
provides  that  the  land  will  be  leased  to  the  Tribe's  EDCs  at  the. 
same  time  the  conveyance  of  the  Assets'  ta)ces  place  and 
immediately  prior  to  the  conveyance  of  the  land  (Tab  7,  page  3  S 
1.01(a)).   The  A^set  Purchase  Agreement  then  calls  for  the  land 

and  the  Croixland' s  interest  in  the  Ground  Lease  to  be  conveyed to  the  Tribes  Id .   Thus,  the  Tribes  will  become  the  landlord  and 
the  EDCs  the  tenants  under  the  terms  of  the  Ground  Lease. 

Initially,  we  had  concern  over  the  language  in  Article  I,  Section 
l.C3(d)  of  the  Ground  Lease  and  Article  11,  Section  2.01  of  Asset 
Purchase  Agreement  since  it  appeared  as  if  these  agreements 
required  the  United  States  co  become  the  landlord  and  a  party  to 
rr.e  Ground  Lease.   We  i.-.forrted  the  Tribes  that  this  type  of 
arrangement  is  not  acceptable.   As  a  result,  the  Tribes  and 
Croixland  amended  the  requisite  sections  to  ma)te  clear  that  the 
United  States,  as  trustee  for  the  Tribes,  will  not  be  assigned  or 

conveyed  the  landlord's  interest  in  the  Ground  Lease  or  have  any 
obligations  or  responsibilities  under  its  terms  (Tab  7, 
Amendments)  .   We  are  satisfied  that  the  Ground  Lease  is  now  only 
between  the  Tribes  (as  the  assignee  of  the  Seller) ,  as  landlord, 
and  the  EDCs,  as  tenant. 

The  Ground  Lease  is  for  25  years  and  may  be  extended  by  the  EDCs 
for  an  additional  25  year  term  (Tab  7C,  page  1)  .   All  rent  is 
payable  directly  to  the  Tribes.   The  EDCs  will  be  required  to  pay 

*   We  note  that  the  land  is  not  defined  as  an  "Asset*  in  any of  the  agreements. 
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rent  of  S12  a  year  and  all  cost's  expenses  and  oiher  payments which  the  EDCs  assume  or  agree  to  pay.   The  EDCs  will  also  be 

required  to  pay  to  the  Tribes  rent  from  the  net  revenue  pursuar.: 
CO  the  terms  of  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement.   The  EDCs  also 

agree  to  pay  all  real  estate  taxes,  assessments,  water  and  sewer 
rents,  and  other  governmental  charges  imposed  against  Che 
facility,  or  imposed  against  any  personal  property  or  any  Rent  or 
Additional  Rent  (Tab  7C,  page  4,  Article  3). 

The  tenant  may  construct  any  building  on  the  land  after  obtaining 
approval  of  the  Landlord  (Tab  7C,  Article  4) .   The  tenant  is 
obligated  to  provide  indemnification  for  any  work  on  the 
facility,  any  use,  non-use.  possession,  occupation,  condition, 
operation,  maintenance  or  management  of  the  facilicy,  any 
negligence  on  the  part  of  the  Tenant  or  their  agents, 
contractors,  employees,  invitee  or  tenants,  and  any  injury  or 
death  to  any  person  or  damage  to  or  loss  of  property  occurring 
in,  on  or  about  the  facility.   Galaxy  Gaming  is  not  required  to 
provide  any  indemnification.   The  tenant  is  also  required  to 
provide  insurance,  Galaxy  is  not  required  to  pay  for  any  of  it 

'(Tab  7C,  Articles  7  t  e)  . 

S.    Activities  Loan: 

The  Joint  Operating  Agreement  is  between  the  Tribe's  EEXTs  and 
Galaxy  Gaming  and  Racing  Limited  Partnership.   This  agreement 
also  provides  that  Galaxy  Gaming  will  assist  the  Business  Board 
in  securing  financing  to  the  EDCs  for  the  funds  necessary  to 
renovate  and  remodel  the  existing  dog  track  facility  and  to  begin 
operation.   Galaxy  guarantees  the  obtainment  of  this  financing 
(Tab  7D,  page  2,  5  1.6). 

To  fund  renovation  of  the  third  floor  of  the  existing  building, 

an  "Activities  Loan*  (Tab  7D,  page  3,  S  2.1)  will  be  made  by  a 
third-party  lender  to  the  EDCs  and  Galajcy  Gaming  and  Racing 
Limited  Partnership  in  an  amount  of  up  to  510,000,000  (any  amount 
over  55,000,000  must  be  approved  unanimously  by  the  Business 
Board)  .   This  money  will  be  used  for  costs,  expenses  and 
expenditures  set  forth  in  the  Renovation  Budget,  for  initial 
working  capital  as  needed  and  for  payments  of  expenditures 

necessary  to  'protect  and  keep  perfected  the  Activities  Loan." 

C.     BASIS  fOR  PROJZCTIONS  XKD  CQHPkHlSOUSx 

The  Proposed  facility  will  be  located  at  2200  Carmichael  Road  in 
Hudson,  Wisconsin.   The  site  is  approximately  one  mile  south  of 
the  Carmichael  Road/Interstate  94  interchange  in  a  rural  area  in 
the  southeast  comer  of  Hudson.   The  existing  grandstand  building 
of  the  greyhound  track  has  three  floors  wich  over  160,000  square 
feet  of  space.   The  property  includes  parking  for  approximately 
4  ,  000  vehicles . 
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The  Las  Vegas  office  of  Arthur  Andersen  fc  Co.,  an  internaaicr.al 

•Sig  6*  accounting  fim  performed  a  market  demand  and  feasibility 
study.   Dr.  James  M.  Murray,  P^S) .    performed  an  analysis  of  the 
marJcet  for  the  addition  of  casino  games  to  the  existing  greyhound 
track  and  an  analysis  of  the  economic  impact  of  the  proposed 
Venture  on  the  Tribal  Reservations  and  the  communities  where  the 
proposed  facility  would  be  located.   We  relied  heavily  on  both 
studies  to  reach  our  recor=nendations  and  findings. 

Our  review  of  the  market  studies  indicates  that  there  was  a 
substantial  amount  of  time  involved  in  accumulating  the  data  m 
the  studies.   We  find  the  sources  of  data  to  be  reliable.   The 
Arthur  Andersen  &  Co.  study  contains  pro  forma  financials  which 
were  reviewed  and  found  to  be  acceptable  by  the  Minneapolis  Area 
Branch  of  Credit  (Volume  II,  Tab  5). 

D.    PROJECTED  TRIBAL  EH?LOy>CHS-r: 

The  Tribes  have  stated  they  plan  to  'actively  recruit  Native 
American  candidates  for  positions  at  all  levels.*   For  employees 
at  the  Hudson  Venture,  a  hiring  preference  will  be  given  in  the 
following  manner:   first,  to  memisers  of  the  three  Tribes  and 
their  spouses  and  children,  second,  to  other  Tribal  members  and 
third,  to  local  residents  from  communities  surrounding  Hudson 
(Tab  7D,  page  22) . 

Each  of  the  three  Tribes  have  stated  that  due  to  the  location  of 
their  reservations,  they  do  not  anticipate  many  Tribal  members 
who  are  currently  living  on  the  reservations  to  move  to  Hudson 
for  employment  in  the  casino  (Tab  1,  page  4).   Since  the  Lac 
Courte  Oreilles  Reservation  is  located  approximately  117  road 
miles  from  Hudson,  the  Red  Cliff  Reservation  is  located 
approximately  221  road  miles  a-ay  and  the  Sokaogon  Reservation  is 
located  approximately  290  road  miles  away  from  Hudson,  we  have  no 
reason  to  dispute  the  Band's  assessment.   The  Tribes  do 
anticipate  10  -  20  percent  of  the  1,600  positions  at  the  Hudson 
Venture  to  be  filled  by  Tribal  mergers  already  living  near  the 
Hudson,  Wisconsin  area  (Tab  1,  page  S)  . 

The  three  Tribes  expect  to  receive  an  average  of  SIO  million 
annually  over  the  next  five  years  as  their  share  of  the  profits 
(Tab  5,  S-1) .   They  have  identified  areas  of  'high  priority*' 
for  which  this  money  will  be  spent  at  each  reservation.   We  have 
advised  each  Tribe  that  if  they  are  going  to  provide  a  per  capita 
payment  from  their  gaming  proceed,  a  Revenue  Allocation  Plan  must 
be  submitted  ajid  approved  under  the  December  21,  1992,  Guidelines 

'  Activities  Identified  as  High  Priorities  by  all  three 
Bands:  improved  health  care  facilities,  educational  facilities  and 
grants,  housing,  economic  and  community  development,  programs  for 
the  elderly,  land  purchases  and  community  programs. 
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CO  Govern  the  Review  ajid  Approval  of  Per  Capita  Distribution 
Plans  and  Section  2710  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act. 
Currently,  only  the  Sotcaogon  Community  has  indicated  that  per 
capita  payroencs  will  be  made.   The  SoJcaogon  Community  did  submit 
a  Revenue  Allocation  Plan.   We  returned  the  plan  to  the  Community 
and  recommended  minor  changes.   We  expect  to  approve  the  plan 
when  these  changes  are  made. 

Each  Band  anticipate 
due  directly  to  the 
generated  by  the  Hud 
impact  of  the  propos 
Tribes,  Dr.  Murray  e 
reservation  over  the 
Tribes  may  have  to  r 
positions  due  to  a  1 
the  majority  of  thes 
members . 

3  increased  employment  on  the  reservations 
spending  of  their  share  of  the  net  income 
son  Venture.   In  his  analysis  of  the  economic 
ed  Hudson  Gaming  Facility  on  the  three 
stimates  the  creation  of  150  new  jobs  on  each 

next  five  years  (Tab  5,  S-1) .   Although  the 
ecruit  non- Indians  to  fill  many  of  the  new 
ack  of  training,  the  Tribes  anticipate  that 
e  jobs  will  eventually  be  held  by  Tribal 

E.    BASIS  POR  PR0JSCTD40  TEZ  mCRZXSZ    Ui   TRIBAL  DIPLOYKEKT: 

When  we  assume  the  figures  provided  by  Dr.  Murphy  are  accurate, 
the  impact  of  a  total  of  <50  new  jobs  on  the  reservations  will 
have  a  substantial  beneficial  impact  on  tribal  unemployment.   The 
following  figures  provided  by  the  three  Tribes  bolster  this 
contention  (Tab  5)  : 

TRI3S 
TOTAL 

ENROLLMENT : 
NUMBER  LIVING  ON 
TKE  RESERVATION: 

LABOR 

FORCE : 
UNEMPLOYMENT 

RATE: 

Red  Cliff: 3,  180 1,651 
821 

39V   (321) 

Lac  Courte 
Oreilles: 5,431 1,923 1,362 58V   (800) 

Sokaogon: 1,526 
512 

198 
42%    (83) 

Since  each  Tribe  has  a  high  unemployment  rate,  the  jobs  created 
on  the  reservation  will  provide  incentive  to  Tribal  members  to 
wor)c  on  the  reservation  rather  than  moving  to  Hudson  for 
employment.   Tribal  members  living  off  Che  reservation  would  also 
have  incentive  to  move  bac)c . 

T.         PROJBCTKD  BKNSflTS  mOM  TOURISM i 

As  with  any  project  of  this  nature,  the  success  of  the  Tribe's 
proposed  facility  will  depend  on  the  volume  of  people/viaitor* 

who  come  to  gamble  at  the  Tribe's  proposed  facility.   Based  on 
the  Market  Analysis  prepared  by  Dr.  Murray,  the  Tribes  estimates 
that  3,184,330  people  will  visit  the  facility  annually  (Tab  4, 
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page  15)  .   Of  that  nutrvber,  95V  are  expected  to  come  fror.  the  ?vi- 
Cities  area  and  are  expected  to  drop  5199,399,166;  5V  of  the 
visitors  will  come  from  outside  the  Twin  Cities  Area  and  are 

expected  to  add  55  million  to  the  ne-t  profit  of  the  facility  Id 

C.    PROJECTZD  TTCMKIKO  BENEFITS  i 

In  their  cover  letter,  the  th^ee  Tribes  stated  that  the  Hudson 

Venture  will  "provide  both  jobs  and  training  at  the  supervisory 
and  managerial  levels  for  our  people"  (Tab  1,  page  5).   They  plan 
to  implement  a  cross  training  internship  program  to  accomplish 

this  goal.   The  Tribe's  representative  has  stated  that  the 
internship  program  will  last  one  year  and  will  obligate  the 
trainee  to  stay  on  an  additional  year  to  help  train  other 
employees. 

Under  the  Joint  Operating  Agreement  (Tab  7D,  $  5.6.2)  as 
positions  in  the  facility  become  available,  preference  in 
recrTjiting,  training,  and  errTployment  in  all  job  categories  of  the 
Enterprise,  including  management  positions,  shall  be  given  first 

to  q'jalified  members  of  the  Tribes  and  their  spouses  and 
children;  second  to  qualified  members  of  other  Tribes  and  their 
spouses  and  children;  third,  to  residents  of  the  City  of  Hudson; 
fourth,  to  residents  of  the  Township  of  Troy;  fifth,  to  residents 
of  the  County  of  St.  Croix. 

H.    PROJECTED  BEKBPITS  TO  TE2  TRIEXl,  COKKUKITISS  FROM  THE 
IKCRZAS8  IN  TRIBAL  INCOKZ: 

The  Tribes  contend  that  substantial  benefits  would  accrue  to 

their  Tribal  members  and  surrounding  communities.   Specifically, 
they  show  the  following  benefits  will  result  (Tab  1,  page  7) : 

•  The  creation  of  approximately  150  new  jobs  on  each 
reservation . 

•  The  erTplcynent  will  generate  an  annual  average  of  about  S3 
million  per  Tribe  m  added  earr.mge  for  these  employees. 

•  A  total  of  over  Sll  million  in  additional  earnings  and  600 
additional  jobs  will  be  created  as  a  recirculation  of  the 
gaming  revenue . 

•  The  proceeds  will  be  applied  to  health,  education, 
scholarship  funds,  housing,  elderly  care,  early  child  care, 
land  purchases  and  other  community  supp>ort  services  and  as 

per-capita  payments.   The  Tribes  expect  that  a  substantial 
increase  in  the  quality  of  life  will  be  directly  experienced 
by  all  members. 

Our  data  indicates  that  the  three  Tribes  have  high  rates  of 
unemployment  and  poverty  m  spite  of  having  developed  local 
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tribal    gaming    facilities.      This    is    true    in  part  because    they  are 
located    farther  away   fron  urban   markets    than  other   tribes    m 
Wisconsin   and  Minnesota.      The    Hudson   proposal   will    help   remedy 

this   problem  by  providing  these   Tribes    with  access    to  a   urban 
market    for  gaming. 

As   we    have   already   indicated,    the   Tribes   have   relatively   small 
populations   and   land  holdings.      Thus,    the  proposal    is   expected   to 
have    a    significant   positive    impact.      However,    the  positive    impact 
is   not    expected  to  be  employment    in   Che   proposed  facility,    but 
from   the    spending  of   the    income   by   the   Tribes  on  their   respective 
reservations . 

I.  PROJECTED    BENEFITS    TO   THE    REIATIONSEIP   BETWEEN   THE    TRIBES 
AND   SOFAOUNDINO  COKKUNITY: 

The   Tribes   anticipate   that   between    80    and   90  percent   of    the    1600 

employees  will   be   from  the   non- Indian   surrounding  community    (Tab 
S,    Page   S-2)  .      The  Tribes  are    also  committed  to  providing   funding 
for   the    increased  infrastructure   costs    to  the  City  of  Hudson    (Tab 

i,    page    12).      This    indicates    the   Tribes   willingness   to  cooperate 
with   the    surrounding  cor—jj\izy   as   well    as   the   local   governments. 
Once    the   Casino  goes    into  operation   and  begins  generating    income 
for    the    comniunity,    we   anticipate    an    improvement    in    the 
relationship  between  those   persons    now   opposed  to  the  Hudson 
Venture,    casino  management,    and   the    three  Tribes. 

J.  POSSIBLE   ADVERSE    I.'OACTS    ON    THE    TRIBES   AND   PLANS    FOR    DEALING 
VaTH   THOSE    IMPACTS: 

The   Tribes   have   stated   that    they  do   not    anticipate   any  adverse 

impacts    as   a   result   of   th:s   proposal. 

The   Minneapolis  Area  Office    recognizes    possible  conflict   between 
some    members   of    the    local    corrvnunity    and    the   proposed  management 
of    the    Hudson   Venture.       la    fact,    a    member  of   the    local   Hudson 

community  has    formed  her  own   activist    group  to  oppose   the   Casino. 
The   group  has   submitted  a  petition    in   opposition  to  the  Venture 
and   claims   to  have   collected   over    3,000   signatures.      Please   note, 

the   petition  was   submitted   after   the    City  of  Hudson.    County  of 
St.    Croix  and  the  School   District    of    Hudson,    held  public 

hearings,    made   findings  aad   submitted    their  own  comments   on  the 
proposal.      Thus,    we   have  only  provided   cursory  review  of    the 
petition.      We  have   not   determined   whether  all   the  people  who 
signed   the  petition  are   registered  voters   in  the  State  of 
Wisconsin  or  Minnesota.      Since    the   group  has  not  provided   any 
additional    specific   substantive    reasons   as  to  why  Che  Hudson 
Venture    should  not  be  approved,    other    than  those  already 
addressed,    we   have    inferred   the    local    activist  group  that    the 

petitions   should  be   directed   to   the   Governor  of  Wisconsin. 

Nevertheless,    we  do  not   regard   the    possibility  of    friction 
*  13 
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becween  some  members  of  the  local  cor.r.unity  and  the  three  Tribes 
or  che  manayemenc  of  Che  proposed  Venture,  as  grounds  to  reject 
the  proposal . 
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IT.   NOT  DETRIMENTXL  TO  THB  SURROUNDING  COHMUNITY 

X.    CONSULTATION  I 

To  satisfy  the  consultation  required  by  Section  20  of  the  Indian 
Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  25  U.S.C.  S  2719  (1988),  the  Bureau  of 
Indian  Affairs,  Minneapolis  Area  Office,  consulted  with  State  and 
local  government  officials  and  nearby  tribes  on  the  impacts  of 
the  gaming  operation  to  the  surrounding  community  (Volume  III)  . 
The  Bureau's  consultation  process  consisted  of  letters  to  local 
government  officials,  including  the  applicant  Tribe,  seetcmg 
responses  to  several  suggested  areas  of  discussion  for  an 
analysis  of  the  "best  interest  of  the  tribe  and  its  members'  and 
"not  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  corjaunity*  determination  Id . 

1.  Consultation  with  the  Governor  of  the  State  of  Wiaconsini 

There  has  been  no  consultation  with  the  Governor  of  Wisconsin  by 
the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  or  the  Great  La)ces  Agency  since  it  is 
not  required  by  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  until  the 
Secretary  ma)«es  favorable  findings. 

2.  Consultation  with  the  City  of  Hudson: 

(a)  Mayor:   The  Mayor  of  the  City  of  Hudson,  Thomas  H.  Redner, 
responded  to  our  request  for  input  by  providing  detailed  material 
addressing  possible  impacts  on  the  environmental,  social 
structure,  infrastructure,  land  use  patterns,  income  and 
employment,  the  possible  need  for  additional  services  and 
compulsive  gamblers  programs.   The  Mayor  stated  in  his  cover 
letter,  that  "the  City  of  Hudson  has  a  strong  vision  and  planning 
effort  for  the  future  and  that  this  proposed  Casino  can 
apparently  be  accommodated  with  minimal  overall  impact,  just  as 
any  other  development  of  this  size* . (Volume  III,  Tab  1). 

(b)  Co=on  Couaeili   The  Cotmon  Council  of  the  City  of  Hudson 
adopted  a  resolution  with  a  stated  purpose  of  protecting  the 
•city's  interest  in  the  event  the  transfer  takes  place.*   The 
Council  only  sought  to  protect  the  City's  financial  interest  and 
did  not  ta)ce  a  position  on  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  1.  page 
12)  . 

(e)   School  Dietriet:   The  School  District  of  Hudson  provided 
considerable  correspondence  on  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  4). 
Their  primary  concern  was  insuring  that  Che  tax  revenue  that 
would  be  lost  after  the  land  was  placed  into  trust  be  replaced. 
To  accomplish  this,  Che  School  District  passed  a  resolution  to 
protect  their  financial  interests  (Volume  III.  Tab  4) .   However, 
the  resolution  did  not  approve  or  disapprove  the  purpose  of  the 
proposal.   An  agreement  between  the  City,  County  and  Tribes  was 
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eventually  finalized  (Volume  I,  Tab  9) .   It  provides  for  a 

distribution  formula  for  ser-zices  to  be  paid  by  the  Tribes.   The 
School  District  approved  the  distribution  .formula  in  an 
intergovernmental  agreement  with  the  County  on  April  12,  1994. 
The  particular  financial  aspects  of  the  agreement  are  discussed 
in  Part  I  of  this  report.   The  School  District  then  wrote  to  the 

Governor  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin  calling  for  in-depth 
investigations  regarding  the  impact  on  education  (Volume  III,  Tab 
4,  page  7).   They  expressed  their  desire  for  additional  funding, 
earlier  growth  escalators  and  the  possible  need  for  a 
reversionary  clause  in  the  deed.   This  indicates  weak  support  for 
the  current  proposal. 

3.  Conaultation  with  the  County  oi  St.  Croix: 

The  County  Board  Office  of  St.  Croix  County,  Wisconsin  also 
provided  correspondence  on  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  2).   On 

March  13,  1994,  prior  to  the  signing  of  the  "Agreement  for 
Government  Services',  they  wrote  to  the  Governor  to  advise  him 
that  significant  back  real  estate  taxes  are  owed  on  St.  Croix 
Meadows  (Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  8).   The  Board  requested  that 
the  Governor  not  approve  any  agreement  m  relation  to  the 
proposal  until  the  county  has  received  payment  of  all  real  estate 
taxes,  penalties,  and  interest  due  and  unpaid  on  the  St.  Croix 
Meadows  dog  track  property.   They  also  noted  strong  public 
opposition  to  the  proposal.   However,  after  the  signing  of  the 
agreement,  the  Board  showed  their  support  of  the  proposal  by 
criticizing  the  Hudson  School  District  in  their  call  for  in-depth 
investigations  by  the  Governor  (Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  10).   No 
mention  was  made  of  the  public  opposition.   This  indicates  that 
the  Board  fully  supports  the  proposal. 

The  St.  Croix  County  Board  Office  also  prepared  an  "Impact 
Assessment*  of  the  proposed  earning  establishment  (Volume  III,  Tab 
2,  page  1)  .   It  focused  on  the  icpact  of  the  proposal  to  the 
County  as  a  whole,  includ.ing  the  City  specifically.   The 
assessment  was  prepared  by  the  County  Planning  Department  Staff 
and  reviewed  by  the  Chairman,  Richard  Peterson.   Although  each  of 
the  seven  subject  matters  were  addressed,  Kr.  Peterson  stated  in 
the  cover  letter  that  the  County  could  not  conclusively  make  any 
findings  on  whether  or  not  the  proposed  gaming  establishment  will 
be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  cor=runity.   We  note  that  this 
assessment  was  completed  prior  to  the  signing  of  the  Agreement 
for   Goverrjnent  Servicea . 

4.  Consultation  with  th«  Town  of  Troy: 

The  Town  of  Troy  provided  their  response  to  our  consultation 
letter  on  March  14,  1994  (Volume  III,  Tab  3).   The  town  had 
several  areas  of  concern  dealing  with,  increased  traffic,  lowered 
standard  of  living,  linited  housing,  ajid  the  possible  additional 
cost  services. 
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The  town's  concern  over  increased  traffic  is  addressed  in  the 
Finding  of  No  Significant  Impact.   The  concern  over  a  lower 
standard  of  living  as  an  arg-jnent  against  the  proposal  is  without 
nerit  since  the  Tribes  have  indicated  that  the  proposed  gammg 
facility  will  require  many  supervisory  a.nd  managerial  positions 
as  well  as  training  programs.   Additionally,  Dr.  James  M.  Murray 
estimates  that  85  percent  of  the  employment  and  payroll  in  the 
expanded  operation  will  accrue  to  Wisconsin  residents  and  that  90 
percent  of  the  spending  at  the  proposed  gaming  facility  will 
originate  from  outside  the  state  of  Wisconsin  (Volume  I,  Tab  5, 
page  12)  .   The  concern  of  limited  housing  does  have  merit. 
However,  we  find  that  any  growth  to  the  community  as  a  result  of 
gaming  facility  would  not  have  a  detrimental  affect  on  Hudson. 
The  towns  concern  over  additional  cost  of  services  has  been 
addressed  in  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services. 

5.    General  Public  Responia: 

(a.)       Public  Opposition;   Approximately  76  letters*,  written  by 
people  in  the  Hudson  cocrjnunity,  were  sent  to  the  Department  of 

"the  Interior  expressing  opposition  to  the  proposal.   Their 
arg-jments  against  approval  of  this  proposal  are  based  primarily 
on  social  concerns,  i.e.  concern  over  increased  crime;  concern 
over  the  impact  of  gaming  on  the  children  in  the  area;  concern 
over  the  projected  increased  traffic;  concern  over  a  possible 
increased  cost  to  the  city;  possible  increased  cost  to  the  social 
programs  that  problem  gamislers  would  cause;  concern  over 
organized  crime;  and  general  concern  over  the  diminishment  of  the 
aesthetical  values  to  the  city.   The  people  against  this  proposal 
also  cited  the  referendum  of  April  1993,  to  show  that  a  majority 
of  people  were  against  the  expansion  of  garnbling  in  Wisconsin. 
Kany  stated  that  the  market  is  already  saturated  and  that  the  dog 
track  was  a  failure  so  the  Casino  will  be  too.   As  a  result,  it 

IS  only  serving  as  a  'bailout'  for  the  current  owners  of  the  St. 
Croix  Meadows.   Many  people  stated  that  Hudson  is  fine 
economically  without  the  casino  and  does  not  need  the  low  paying 
]obs  that  would  be  created.   A  few  people  were  morally  opposed  to 
the  idea  of  gambling. 

Approximately  3,100  people  signed  a  petition  expressing 
opposition  to  the  proposal.   He  have  not  verified  the  legitimacy 
of  the  signatures.   Nor  have  we  determined  how  may  people  who 
signed  the  petition  are  registered  voters  in  Hudson.   It  is  our 
determination  that  these  petitions  should  be  directed  to  the 
Governor  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin. 

A  thorough  report  was  sent  in  by  one  member  of  the  Hudson 
com."T\unity  to  provide  evidence  to  form  a  basis  to  reject  the 
application.   However,  each  of  the  issues  raised  in  Che  report 

These  letters  are  attached. 
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have   been   addressed   by    Che   Tribe's   application,    in    the    Finding   cf 
No   Significant    Impact,    by    the    local    governments    of    Hudson,    or    m 
other   areas   of   our    findings.      Many  cf    the    arguments    advanced   by 
people   opposed   to    the   proposal    are    also    political    in    nature   and 
raise   policy   issues    for    the    Departrent    of    the    Interior.       It    is 
our   detemination    that    none    of    t^ese    issues    form   a    basis    to 
reject    the   proposal. 

(b)      Public   Support;      One    letter,    written   by  Wisconsin   State 
Legislature,    Doni    Burns,    was    sent   expressing    support    for    the 
proposal.      He    stated   that    the   majority   of   people    in    Hudson   were 
in   support   of    this    proposal.      To   support    his   position   he    referred 
to   a   referendum  passed    in    1992    m   regard    to   the    possibility   of   a 
casino  at   St.    Croix   Meadows. 

The   referendum  voted   on    in    1992    asked    the    following   q^aestion-.' 

Do  you   support    the    Transfer  of  Sc.    Croix  Meadows    Co   an 
Indian   Tribe   and    the   conduce   of   casino  gaming   ac   Sc.    Croix 
Meadovs   if    the   Tribe    is   req-jired    co  meet   all    financial 
conznicmencs   of   Croixland   Properties   Limited   Partnership 
:o    the   City  of   Hudson? 

Results:       1,351    people    voted    "yes",     (51.2V); 
1,288    voted    -no*     (48. 8\) 

The    survey   results    were    provided  by   the    City  of   Hudson   and 
referred   to   in   a    nurriser   of    the    responses   by  people    in    favor   as 
well    as   people   opposed    to   the    casino. 

This    referendum  differs    from   the   April    1993    statewide    referendum 
m   that    it    is    site    specific.      The    1993    statewide    referendum 
(Volume    II.    Tab   8)    which   has    beer,   cited   by   people    opposed    to   the 
proposal,    asked: 

"Do  you   favor   a    conszi  zuzior.al    ane.-:d-enc    that    would   restrict 
garbling   casinoB    la    t.'-.is    state.'* 

St.    Croix  County   results:      6,328   voted    'yes*     {65.4V) 
3,352    voted    'no'       (34 .6%) 

While  the  Hudson  Proposal  may  be  an  expansion  of  a  type  of  gaming 
in  Hudson,  it  will  not  be  an  expansion  of  a  gaming  facility. 
Additionally,  since  the  Tribes  have  agreed  to  a  limited  number  of 
Class  III  facilities  with  the  State  of  Wisconsin,  it  will  also 

not  be  an  expansion  of  gaming  in  Wisconsin.   It  may  also  be 
argTjed  (indeed,  the  Tribes  have  done  so)  that  this  is  not  an 
expansion  of  gaming  even  in  Hudson  since  the  building  is  already 

'   The  question  and  results  where  obtained  from  the  City  of 
Hudson  (Volume  III,  Tab  1,  page  11). 
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in  place  and  the  dog  track  is  currently  in  operation.   At  any 
rate,  it  is  our  determination  that  the  1993  referendum,  standing 
alone,  does  not  preclude  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  from 
making  a  determination  the  Hudson  proposal  would  not  be 
detrimental  to  the  surrounding  corrjnunity. 

Approximately  800  people  signed  a  petition  supporting  the  Hudson 
proposal.   They  did  not  provide  any  supporting  reasons.   No 
evidence  has  been  provided  to  show  that  these  signatures  are  not 
legitimate.   However,  we  have  not  verified  the  residency  of  these 
supporters  or  determined  whether  or  not  they  are  registered 
voters  in  the  State  of  Wisconsin  or  elsewhere. 

6.    Conaultatlon  with  H«ighborlQg  Tribes: 

18  Tribes  in  the  State  of  Min-iesota  and  Wisconsin  were  informed 

of  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tabs  S  -  16).   We  requested  that 
these  Tribes  provide  input  on  the  impact  the  proposal  would  have 
on  their  respective  reservations  by  letter,  all  dated  December 
30,  1993.   Nine  of  the  eleven  responses  that  we  received  were 
emphatically  against  the  proposed  Hudson  project.   However,  none 

of"  the  Tribes  that  responded  provided  reliable  or  scientific  data to  support  their  views.   The  following  are  the  Tribes  and  Tribal 
Organizations  that  responded  as  a  result  of  our  inquires  and  a 
summation  of  their  corr.-Dents  and  our  response: 

(a)   St.  Croix  Bajid  of  Chippewa  ladlajB  of  Wiaceaaln;   St .  Croix 
is  strongly  opposed  to  the  project  (Volume  III,  Tab  12) .   They 
stated,  'the  proposed  Hudson  fee  to  trust  acquisition  will  have 
an  extreme  detrimental  and  crippling  impact  on  the  St.  Croix 

Casino  located  in  Turtle  Lake,  Wisconsin.*   They  supported  this 
position  by  providing  a  detailed  response  to  the  seven  questions 
and  an  I.-npact  SCacemenc.      This  material  focused  heavily  on  the 
probable  loss  of  revenue  at  the  Tribe's  Turtle  Lake  Casino.   The 
St.  Croix  Tribe  stated  that  the  Hudson  proposal  would  cut  into 
the  revenue  generated  at  their  Turtle  LaJce  Casino  because  the 
Hudson  prof>osal  ia  larger,  m  a  better  location  and  has  a  better 
highway  system.   St.  Croix  also  stated  that  the  gaming  market  is 
already  saturated  and  as  a  result,  they  would  have  to  increase 
marketing  expenditures  just  to  survive  and  would  lose  current 
qualified  employees  to  the  Hudson  project.   The  Tribe  did  not 
provide  any  data  to  support  their  position. 

St.  Croix  provided  a  casino  density  illustration  to  show  that 
•the  market  is  becoming  saturated*  .   However,  they  did  not 
provide  any  financial  studies  to  back  up  this  or  any  other  claim 
dealing  with  a  loss  of  income. 

We  question  St.  Croix's  opposition  to  this  project  since 
initially,  they  were  the  first  Tribe  to  consider  purchasing  the 
St.  Croix  Meadows  Dog  Track  for  gaming  purposes.   We  also  find 
that  their  economic  position  is  overstated  since  they  have  two 
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casinos  currencly  in  operation  and  may  also  be  working  Co 
purchase  che  Lake  Geneva  Dog  Track  co  add  a  casino. 

(b)   wiaces«iD  wioaebaQo  Kttion:   The  Wisconsin  Wirjiebago 
Business  Commictee  responded  by  stacing  thac  they  do  not  want 

this  proposal  to  even  be  considered  until  the  State  of  Wisconsin 
has  fulfilled  its  commitment  under  the  Tribal/State  Compact  to 

agree  to  a  fourth  Class  III  gaming  site  for  the  Wisconsin 
Winnebago  Nation  (Volume  III,  Tab  13). 

We  find  thac  the  conflict  over  the  Gaming  Compact  between  the 
Wisconsin  Winnebago  Nation  and  the  State  of  Wisconsin  provides  no 

legal  basis  to  reject  the  Hudson's  proposal. 

(e)   Leech  Lake  Band  of  Chippewm  Indi*n«!   The  Leech  Lake  Tribal 

Council  passed  a  resolution  against  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab 
6).   They  stated  that  numerous  problems  will  arise  for  the  State 

and  the  gaming  Tribes  in  Minnesota  if  gaiaing  is  expanded  to  off- 
reservation  locations.   According  to  the  Tribe,  the  problems 
would  not  only  be  a  monetary  loss  to  the  surrounding  Tribes  but 

also  political  in  nature  due  to  the  unfair  use  of  the  "special 
crvjst  and  tax  status'  of  the  Tribes.   However,  they  did  not 
elaborate  as  to  what  the  political  ramifications  would  be.   Nor 
did  the  Leech  Lake  Band  provide  any  justification  for  limiting 

the  expansion  of  gaming  to  "of f -reservacion"  locations. 

(d)       Sfcakopee  Hdewakajatoa  Sioujc  Co=runit-/;   The  Shakopee 
Mdewakanton  Sioux  Community's  Business  Council  passed  a 
resolution  stating  their  opposition  to  the  proposed  Hudson 
Venture  (Volume  III,  Tab  11,  page  3).   Their  objections  were 
based  on  loss  of  income  for  the  surrounding  gaming  Tribes  and  the 
political  ramifications.   Specifically,  the  Business  Council 

Slated  Che  proposed  casino  would  have  a  "detrimental  political 
i.T.pact  in  Minnesota  since  Minnesota  Tribes  have  agreed  by  formal 
tribal/state  compacts  to  not  expand  Tribal  gaming  off- 
reservation  ..." 

The  Cotr.munity  also  arg\jed  that  the  proposed  area  is  actually 
Mdewakanton  Sioux  territory  Id.   As  a  result,  they  feel  that 
approval  of  an  of f -reservation  gaming  facility  in  Hudson  should 
be  reserved  for  the  Mdewakanton  Sioux  Tribe.   We  have  found  no 

legal  basis  for  this  argument.   Our  Fee  to  Trust  review  under  25 
C.r.R.  Part  151  will  identify  any  interest  this  Tribe  may  hold  in 
the  land  at  Hudson. 

The  Chairman  and  CEO  of  the  Little  Six,  Inc.,  also  responded  on 
behalf  of  the  Mdewakanton  Dakota  Communj.ty  (Volume  III,  Tab  ii, 

pages  8  -  11)     He  stated  that  the  Coasaunity  "vehemently 
opposes*  the  proposal  for  the  following  reasons: 

1)   This  is  only  an  of f -reservation  gaming  experiment  which 
could  have  devastating  impacts  on  the  negotiation  process 
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among  Che  Nacional  Indian  Gaming  Associacion,  Congress , 
Scace  Governors,  and  Attorneys  General. 

2)  This  proposal  could  dar.age  the  national  efforts  to 
protect  gaming  and  could  have  severe  political  ranif icatic.TS 
in  Minnesota.   They  did  not  elaborate  or  provide  any 
scientific  information  to  support  this  claim. 

3)  The  proposal  could  cause  the  State  of  Minnesota  to  open 
up  gaming  around  the  State  thereby  diminishing  the 
beneficial  economic  impact  of  Indian  Gaming.   The  Tribe  has 
not  provided  any  legal  justification  to  show  why  gaming 
should  not  be  expanded  by  Wisconsin  Tribes  in  Wisconsin. 

4)  The  market  is  at  or  very  near  Che  saturation  point  and 
cannot  absorb  another  casino  in  the  Twin  Cities  area  without 
having  a  negative  impact  on  jobs.   A  market  study  has  not 
been  provided  by  the  Shakopee  Mdewakanton. 

5)  The  proposal  could  damage  the  current  cooperative 
government  to  government  relationship  between  the  State  of 
Minnesota  and  the  Tribes.   The  Tribe  has  yet  to  explain  how 
this  will  happen. 

fe)   Prairie  Island  Dakota  Cosaualtvt   The  Prairie  Island  Dakota- 
Community  passed  a  resolution  voicing  their  opposition  to  the 
proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  10)  .   They  seated  that  the  Hudson 
Casino  would  "saturate  the  already  extremely  competitive 
Kinneapolis-St .  Paul  market  area.'   In  addition,  the  Tribe 
contends  that  chey  would  noc  be  able  co  compete  due  to  the 
advantages  the  Hudson  site  offers.   Specifically,  the  Tribe 
stated  that  they  would  suffer  a  severe  loss  of  revenue  (they 
estimate  a  30%-50V  reduction  in  customers)  due  to  the  following 
reasons:  the  proximity  of  Hudson  to  the  metro  area,  the  proximity 
of  the  proposed  casino  to  an  interstate  highway  and  because  the 
dcg  track  is  already  an  existing  "first-claes  facility. 

(f)   Lover  Sioux  Ce^=uaitvi   The  Lower  Sioux  Community  did  not 
pass  a  resolution  opposing  the  proposal  .   However,  the  Chairman 
did  write  a  letcer  indicating  his  oppositipn  (Volume  III,  Tab  7). 
Ke  stated  Chat  the  Lower  Sioux  Communicy  would  be  severely  and 
unfairly  damaged  economically.    He  also  indicated  that  the 
Communicy  would  be  damaged  politically  since  all  of  che  Minnesota 
Tribes  have  not  sought  to  locate  a  gaming  establishment  away  from 
the  reservations  and  to  do  so  would  cause  a  region-wide  and 
probably  a  nacion-wide  race  by  other  Tribes  to  do  Che  same.   No 
data  was  provided  Co  validate  his  arguments. 

(q)   Ml""»«"*-^  Chippewa  Trib« »   The  Minnesota  Chippewa  Tribe 
passed  a  resolucion  opposing  che  Hudson  Projecc  (Volume  III,  Tab 
14)  .   They  scaced  chis  proposal  could  sec  a  dangerous  precedenc 
by  creating  an  open  market  for  expansion  by  other  Tribes. 
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(h)   Mill*  L«e»  Bajd  of  Chippewa  Indl«Ji«t   A.lthough  the  Mille 

Lacs  Band  did  noc  pass  a  resolution  to  declare  cheir  opposicion 
CO  Che  proposal,  the  Chief  Executive  did  write  a  letter  stating 

the  Tribe's  opposicion  and  referred  to  letters  written  by  the 
Minnesota  Indian  Gaming  Association  (Volume  III,  Tab  8).   She 
also  asserted  that  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  was  designed 
to  act  as  a  reservation  based  economic  development  cool  and  that 
Che  Hudson  proposal  is  inconsiscenc  wich  chac  incent .   She  said 
chat  reservation  based  gaming  has  allowed  Mille  Lacs  to  take  a 

45V  unemploywent  rate  to  'effeccively  zero*.   She  feels  chis 
nutT±)er  would  increase  should  che  proposal  go  chrough.   No  studies 
or  daca  was  provided  co  supporc  chese  claims. 

(i)   Miaaeiota  Indim  Gaainq  Xagoclatioa;   The  Minnesota  Indian 

Gaming  Associacion  passed  a  resolucion  and  wrote  a.  number  of 
letters  expressing  their  opposition  to  the  Hudson  Proposal 
(Volume  III,  Tab  15) .   They  stated  that  since  Minnesota  Tribes 

oppose  of f -reservation  gaming  activity  and  have  promised  not  to 
expand  tribal  gaming  of f -reservacion,  the  Hudson  proposal  is  an 
infringement  upon  their  own  inherent  sovereign  rights.   In 
addition,  the  following  reasons  were  given  for  their  opposition: 

1)  Other  gaming  Tribes  would  suffer  economically  due  to  the 

Hudson  proposal's  close  proximity  to  the  metro  area.   In 
particular,  the  more  remote  casinos  would  be  hurt. 

2)  The  St.  Croix  area  has  historically  been  considered  to 
be  Dakota  land.   Findings:   This  issue  will  be  addressed  in 
the  actual  transferring  of  the  land  into  trust  pursuant  to 
25  C.F.R.  Part  151.   The  objections  identified  in  the 

Preiininary  Title  Opinion,  if  any,  will  have  to  be  satisfied 
before  the  land  may  be  transferred. 

3)  An  of f -  reservation  expansion  of  this  magnitude  would 
create  huge  political  problems  for  Minnesota  Tribes.   The 
Minnesota  Indiam  Gaming  Association  stated  that  State 
Legislators  have  been  under  political  pressure  from  private 
businesses  who  want  to  expand  gaming  by  placing  video  games 
in  bars  among  other  things.   They  also  stated  that  they  have 
fought  hard  to  keep  this  from  happening  and  the  this 
proposal  would  jeopardize  what  they  have  fought  to  maintain. 

MIGA  also  argues  that  the  National  Governors  Association  and 
other  adversaries  have  been  stating  that  tribes  would  expand 

gaming  of f -reservation  into  major  cities  in  direct 
competition  with  non-Indian  businesses.   MIGA  does  not  wane 
them  to  be  proven  right. 

{^)       L«e  du  y^«T^W«««u  Bajd  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians;   The 
Lac  du  Flar±)eau  Band  stated  that  they  do  not  oppose  the  Hudson 
project  (Volume  III,  Tab  1).   They  also  stated  that  cheir 
experience  in  gaming  indicates  that  there  would  be  a  beneficial 
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impacc . 

He)   Oneida  Trib«  of  Iadi>ni  of  Wlaeonalo:   The  Oneida  Tribe 
staced  chat  since  chey  are  locaced  250  miles  away  fron  Hudson, 
Wisconsin,  chey  are  not  in  a  position  to  offer  detailed  consents 
or  analysis  on  the  impacts  of  the  proposal  (Volume  III,  Tab  9). 
They  did  state  that  they  do  not  perceive  that  there  would  be  any 
serious  detrimental  impacts  on  their  reservation  or  gaming 
operations . 

B.    IMPACT  ON  NULRBY  TRIBES: 

1.    Econonlc: 

None  of  the  Tribes  who  have  written  to  our  office  to  protest  this 
proposal  has  provided  us  with  any  figures  to  back  up  their  claim 
that  the  Hudson  Venture  would  be  •devastating  economically"  to 
the  other  casinos  in  the  area.   As  a  result,  we  must  rely  heavily 
on  the  study  prepared  by  Arthur  Andersen  and  Dr.  Murphy  to 
estimate  the  impact  on  the  other  Tribes  economically. 

Arthur  Anderson's  study  estimates  current  market  revenue  for  the 
six  existing  casinos  in  the  Minneapolis/St.  Paul  area  to  be  S510 
million  with  a  total  estimated  market  revenue  between  S550  and 

S630  million'  (Volume  I,  Tab  3,  page  21). 

Since  the  Hudson  Venture's  share  of  the  market  is  estimated  to  be 
S30  Million,  AA  has  found  that  even  though  the  existing  casinos 
would  suffer  some  economic  loss,  the  "proposed  Hudson  casino 
should  not  significantly  impact  aggregate  revenues  of  the 
existing  casinos*  Id.   We  have  particular  concern  over  the 
economic  impact  of  those  casinos  located  within  55  road  miles 
from  Hudson.   They  include  the  Mystic  Lake  Casino.  Turtle  Lake 
Casino  and  Treasure  Island  Casino.   Each  of  the  Tribes  operating 
these  casinos  have  voiced  strong  opposition  to  the  Hudson 
Proposal  based  on  economic  reasons.   However,  none  of  these 
Tribes  .have  provided  our  office  with  any  hard  figures  to  back  up 
their  claims. 

On  August  12.  1994,  we  requested  the  Lac  Courte  Oreillee,  Red 
Cliff,  and  Sokaogon  Tribes  provide  an  ajialysis  which  focuses  on 
Che  particular  economic  icpact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  che 

*  The  market  was  estimated  by  Arthur  Andersen  4  Co.  using  Che 
following  figures:  . 

Population  within  100  miles....   3.800,000 
KULTIPLIID  BY:  Estimated  per  capita  gaming  revenue....  $145  -  S16S 

We  also  note  chac  the  Hole  in  che  Wall  Casino  in  Danbury. 
Wisconsin,  was  not  included  in  figuring  che  cecal  escimaced  market 
revenue . 
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Myscic    Lake,    Turtle    Lake    and   Treasure    Island   Casinos.      The    Tribes 
did   not    respond    in   writing.       Their   representative,    Bill    Cadotte. 
did    state    that    there    is    no    legal   basis    to    reject    the   proposal 

based   on   what    the    potential    political    ramifications    'might*    be. 
We    concur.      Specifically,    we    find   chat    additional    market    studies 
cannot    be   completed   by    the    three  Tribes    without    financial    data 

supplied   by  the    three    casinos    m  q-jestion. 

2.  Politic*l: 

A  number  of  Tribes  and  commentators  have  indicated  that  expansion 

of  of f -reservation  gaming  erodes  their  political  power  and  will 
eventually  undermine  their  ability  to  limit  States  from  expanding 
gaming.   However,  it  can  be  argued  that  each  new  gaming 
operation,  whether  or  not  on  land  placed  into  trust  prior  to 
October  17,  1988,  erodes  Tribal  political  power  to  protect  the 
gaming  industry.   We  find  that  the  Tribal  Sovereignty  of  the  Lac 
Courte  Oreilles,  Red  Cliff,  and  Sokaogon  Tribes  is  far  more 
important  than  limiting  the  expansion  of  Tribal  Gaming.   In  fact, 
each  Tribe  currently  operating  gaming  facilities  went  into  the 
industry  knowing  that  expansion  into  major  metropolitan  areas  was 
a  possibility  and  maybe  even  likely.   We  find  that  it  is  up  to 
each  individual  Tribe  to  operate  within  the  limits  of  the  Indian 

Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  their  Class  III  Gaming  Compacts  and  their- 

existing  governing  documents.    The  Minneapolis  Area  Office  will- 
not  restrict  Lac  Courte  Oreilles's,  Red  Cliff's,  Sokaogon's  or 
any  other  Tribe  from  operating  within  these  limits  and  find  that 
any  negative  political  ramifications  from  this  proposal  would  be 
minimal . 

C.    EVIDESCS  OF  EK"vriROK>CrKTAL  UG'ACTS  KSD    PLAKS  FOR  RZD0CING  AKY 
ADVtR^B  IMPACTS  I 

The  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  and  Red  Cliff  Bands  Lake  Superior 
Chippewa  Indians  and  the  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Com.munity  propose  to 
purchase,  &s\d   place  into  federal  trjst  55.82  acres  of  land.   The 
proposed  trust  site  consists  of  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound 
Racing  Facility  including  the  principal  structure,  track 
facilities,  paddock  and  kennel  facilities  and  parking  lot  to  the 
north  of  the  principal  building,  for  the  purpose  of  operating  a 

Class  III  gaming  facility  in  addition  to  the  existing  pari-mutuel 
dog  track  operation.   The  mam  parking  lot  west  of  the  grandstand 
building  is  not  intended  for  trust  acquisition. 

The  existing  grandstand  would  be  remodeled  to  accommodate  gaming 
activities,  however,  most  support  facilities  (kitchen,  washrooms, 
office  space,  etc.)  would  be  maintained. 

1.    Environaeatal  Con«ider«tloni i 

An  "Environmental  Assessment  for  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound 
Racing  Park,  Hudson,  Wisconsin.  January  1988"  was  prepared  by 
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Mid-Scace  Associates,  Inc.,  in  accordance  with  the  reqfuirer.e.nts 
of  the  Wisconsin  Racing  Board  Application  for  License  (Volune  IV. 
Tab  4).   An  addendum  to  the  Environmental  Assessment  was  prepared 
by  Sischof  i.   Vasseur  for  the  proposed  trust  acquisition  (Volume 
IV,  Tab  3)  .   Based  on  the  findings  of  the  ElA  and  the  Addendum, 
the  Superintendent,  Great  Lalces  Agency,  found  that  the  proposed 
action  will  not  have  a  significant  impact  on  the  quality  of  the 
human  and/or  natural  environment,  and  the  preparation  of  an 
Environmental  Impact  Statement  will  not  be  necessary.   The 
Finding  of  No  Signifianz   Impact   was  issued  on  September  14,  1994 
(Volume  IV,  Tab  1) . 

A  Level  I  Hazardous  Waste  Survey  has  not  yet  been  completed. 
However,  we  do  note  that  a  Phase  I  Environmental  Property 
Assessment  has  been  prepared  by  Braun  Intertec  for  the  Tribes. 
It  indicates  that  there  are  no  documented  or  observable 
environmental  concerns  associated  with  asbestos  containing 
building  materials  or  underground  storage  tanks.   It  also  states 
that  there  is  no  documented  evidence  indicating  any  past  or 
current  land-use  activities  that  have  had  an  adverse 
environmental  impact  on  the  site.   We  also  note  that  prior  to  the 
United  States  taking  the  land  into  trust,  a  Level  I  Hazardous 
Waste  Survey  must  be  cor.pleted  and  approved  at  the  Axea  Office. 
We  will  satisfy  this  requirement  under  the  25  C.F.R.  Part  151 
process. 

2.    Kacural  and  Cultural  Resourcaa: 

The  addendum  to  the  Environmental  Assessment  states  that  the 

proposed  facility  will  have  no  new  significant  short-term,  long- 
term,  or  cumulative  impacts  on  the  regional  geology,  including 
bedrock  &r.d   soils.  crc'.ir.d  water/water  q-aality,  or  climate  (Volume 
IV.  Tab  3)  . 

The  Addendum  also  states  that  the  facility  is  not  expected  to 
impact  any  natural  areas  such  as  native  trees  or  wildlife 
habitat.   Additionally,  there  are  no  anticipated  impacts  from  the 
pla.ined  action  on  wetlands  or  other  surface  waters  in  the  area. 
According  to  the  National  Wetlands  Inve.ntory  Hap  for  the  site, 
there  are  no  designated  wetland  areas  located  on  the  site.   No 
rare  plant  or  aninal  species  or  other  significant  natural  feature 
will  be  adversely  impacted. 

(a)   Laad  R««ource« i   The  topography  of  St.  Croix  County  ranges 
from  gently  rolling  to  hilly  and  rough  (Volume  IV,  Tab  4,  pages  3 
&  4).   All  cf  the  county  has  been  covered  by  continental 
glaciation.   The  St.  Croix  River  has  also  had  a  major  impact  on 
the  topography  of  the  area.   The  St.  Croix  River  is  bounded  by 
100'  -  200'  bluffs  along  its  eastern  shore.   The  Hudson  Casino 
Venture  would  be  located  on  the  plateau  above  these  river  bluffs. 

The  site  where  the  proposed  facility  would  be  located  and  the 
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immediate  area  surrounding  the  site  is  'mostly  gently  rolling 
with  an  average  elevation  of  840  feet*  Id . 

The  site  surrounding  the  facility  is  a  coriination  of  many  soils. 
Pillot  silt  loam  is  the  most  comron  Id.   The  slope  of  this  soil 
IS  0  to  3  percent  so  runoff  is  slow  and  there  is  slight  hazard  of 
erosion.   Most  of  the  remaining  soil  ac  the  site  is  Burkhardt- 
Sattre  complex  of  differing  slopes.   Since  most  areas  of  the 
Burkhardt-Sattre  complex  are  cultivated,  there  is  no  identified 
erosion  or  soil  blowing  problem. 

Since  the  planned  action  will  utilize  the  existing  racetrack 
facilities,  there  will  be  no  significant  impact  on  prime  or 
unique  farmlands  in  the  Farmland  Protection  Policy  Act  (Volume 
IV,  Tab  3,  page  3)  . 

(b)  Water  Reaourcea:   The  Hudson  area  has  am  abundance  of 
groundwater.   All  potaile  water  used  in  St.  Croix  County  is 
groundwater.   The  supply  of  water  is  presently  determined  by  the 
ability  to  pump  it  out  of  the  ground.   The  source  of  the 
groundwater  is  precipitation  (Volume  IV,  Tab   4,  page  3). 

The  Hudson  area  surface  waters  occupy  two  major  drainage  systems. 
The  St.  Croix  River  drains  the  western  two-thirds  of  St.  Croix 
County.   The  balance  of  the  county  is  mostly  drained  by  the 
Chippewa  River  which  flows  into  the  Mississippi  River  Id . 

The  St.  Croix  River  is  located  approxiniately  4800  feet  to  the 
west  of  the  proposed  facility.   There  are  no  other  existing 
surface  water  bodies  in  the  EA  study  area  Id . 

(c)  Air  C>ualitv:   Both  the  City  of  Hudson  and  St.  Croix  County 
have  stated  that  the  pro]ected  traffic  increase  will  not  cause 
the  air  q'jality  to  exceed  applicable  standards  (Volume  III,  Tab 
1,  pace  1  and  Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  2) .   Air  monitoring 
stations  are  currently  m  place  at  the  track  exit  and  the 
southeast  comer  of  the  Carmichael  Interchange  to  detect  any 
change  in  the  air  quality  which  could  be  harmful  to  the  area  Id . 

(d)  Threatened  and  gaftunqered  Sp«eia«;   St .  Croix  County  is 
listed  as  a  habitat  for  the  following  three  endangered  or 
threatened  species  (Volume  IV,  Tab  4,  page  4): 

(1)  Peregrine  Falcon  -  Potential  breeding  habitat;  Endangered. 
(2)  Bald  Eagle  -  Breeding  and  wintering  habitat;  Threatened. 
(3)  Higgins'  Eye  Pearly  Mussel  -  River  habitat;  Endangered. 

According  to  the  EA,  site  visits  in  1988  to  the  area  around  the 
proposed  facility  did  not  detect  any  of  these  species  Id .   The 
development  site  may  serve  as  a  habitat  for  the  Peregrine  Falcon 
and  Bald  Eagle.   However,  none  have  yet  been  located. 
Additionally,  there  is  no  habitat  for  the  Higgins'  Eye  Pearly 
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Mussel  at  the  sice.   At  any  rate,  the  natural  area  consisting  c: 
veaetation  or  wildlife  habitat  will  not  be  inpacted  by  tne 
internal  construction  or  additional  traffic  flow  Id . 

(e)   Culturtl  Re»ource8;   No  specific  cultural  resources  or 
structures  are  knowri  to  exist  on  the  site. 

The  State  Historical  Society  of  wisconsi-n  has  stated  that  there 
are  no  buildings  in  the  study  area  that  are  listed  in  the 
National  Register  of  Historic  places  (Volume  IV,  Tab  2,  page  2). 

The  Mississippi  Valley  Archaeology  Center,  Inc.,  stated  that 
there  are  no  known  archeological  sites  in  Che  proposed  project 
area  (Volume  IV,  Tab  2,  page  3). 

D.    IMPACTS  ON  TEB  SOCIAL  STRDCTXTRZ  IN  THZ  COKMUNITY : 

Concern  over  an  increase  in  crine  has  been  expressed  by  most  of 
those  people  who  wrote  to  oppose  the  Hudson  Venture.   However, 
none  of  the  letters  contained  any  scientific  or  statistical 
evidence  to  back  up  this  claim.   The  City  of  Hudson  has  stated 
that  similar  predictions  were  rade  m  regard  to  the  St.  Croix 
Meadows  dog  track  before  it  went  into  op>eration  in  1990.   The 
City  stated,  co  dace,  "none  of  the  earlier  negative  predictions  . 
concerning  increased  crime,  etc.,  have  come  tx-ue..."  (Volume  III, 
Tab  1,  pace  2) .   To  prevent  any  crime  escalation  in  the  City  of 
Hudson,  and  to  help  offset  any  fear  among  the  community,  the  City 
has  stated  that  they  will  hire  an   additional  Investigator  Crime 
Prevention  Office  in  the  year  the  Casino  is  opened  (Volume  III, 
Tab  1.  pace  4) .   The  City  also  expects  the  Police  Department  to 
expand  the  police  force  by  five  officers  and  one  clerical 
employee  within  the  next  five  years  Id .   Additionally,  the  Tribes 
have  stated  that  they  are  cor.mitted  to  paying  for  the  reasonable 
costs  of  these  services  (Volum.e  I,  Tab  1,  page  12)  . 

The  City  stated  that  the  residents  of  che  community  have  come  to 
accept  the  dog  crack's  existence  and  th-ac  chere  is  no 
over^-helmmg  majoricy  of  citirens  either  in  favor  of  or  opposed 
CO  the  casino  (Volume  III,  Tab  1,  page  2).   Nevercheless,  che 
cicy  is  prepared  to  handle  any  negative  reaction  by  che  communicy 
over  che  casino. 

E.    rKPACT  ON  TEE  IKFRASTROCTTTRi  t 

1.    Utilitie«i 

The  current  facility  is  supplied  by  exiscing  public  wacer, 
sanitary  sewer,  electric,  and  telephone  utilities.   No  additional 
mf rastr\jcture  is  scheduled  to  be  conetr-ucted  ae  part  of  the 
proposed  action. 
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2 .  Zoning  I 

According  to  the    Cicy  of  Hudson,  nose  of  the  proposed  tr'jsc  3i:e 
IS  zoned  general  corr.-nercial  district  (B-2)  for  the  principal 
structure  ai^d  ancillary  track,  kennel  and  parking  facilities 
(Volume  III,  Tai  1,  page  4).   Six  acres  of  the  proposed  trust 
site  are  currently  zoned  single  family  residence  Id .   The  east, 

south  and  westerly  perimeters  are  classified  as  on-family 
residential  districts  (R-1)  and  serve  as  a  buffer  area  between 
the  track  operation  and  other  surrounding  land  uses  Id . 

3.  W«tar: 

The  City  of  Hudson  stated  that  the  water  crunk  mains  and  storage 
facilities  are  adequate  for  providing  water  service  .to  the 

proposed  casino  and  'ancillary  development  south  of  1-94'  (Volur.e 
III,  Tab  1,  page  3) . 

4.  Sewer  and  Stora  Drainage: 

According  to  the  Impact  Assessment  of  the  Proposed  Casino  on  St. 
Croix  County  which  was  prepared  by  the  County,  St.  Croix  County 
anticipates  an  increase  in  waste  generation  from  the  proposed 
casino  (Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  1).   Currently,  the  St.  Croix 
Meadows  generates  .5  pounds  per  person  Id .   This  equals 
approximately  104  tons  of  waste  per  year.   Based  on  the 
anticipated  average  daily  attendance  of  7,000  people,  the 
proposed  casino  would  result  in  a  production  of  639  tons  of  waste 
per  year,  an  increase  of  535  tons.   The  County  has  stated  that 
the  waste-to-energy  facility  that  services  St.  Croix  County  has 

adeq-jate  capacity  to  handle  the  increase  Id .   To  verify  the 
fig-^res,  the  County  corr.pared  their  estimates  to  the  St.  Croix 
Bmgo  and  Casino  gaming  facility  in  Turtle  Lake,  Wisconsin.   That 
facility  averages  .53  pounds  per  person  or  677  tons  per  years. 

An  existing  storm  water  collection  syetera  collects  storm  water 
runoff  and  directs  it  towards  a  retention  pond  located  near  the 
southwest  comer  of  the  parking  area.   From  there,  collected 
storm  water  is  allowed  to  evaporate,  percolate  into  site  sils,  or 
slowly  flow  along  a  regional  storm  water  control  syatera  towards 
the  St.  Croi_x  River  (Volume  IV,  Tab  4,  pages  7  t  8).   According 
to  Hudson  officials,  the  existing  storm  water  control  system  is 
adequate  to  handle  storm  water  riinoff  from  the  site  (Volume  III, 
Tab  1,  page  3)  . 

5.  Ligbtingi 

The  County  has  stated  that  although  the  Cicy  of  Hudson  has 
jurisdiction  to  concrol  and  monitor  the  lighting,  the  County  has 
a  responsibility  to  surrounding  neighbors  in  other  jurisdictions 
(Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  2).   As  a  result,  the  County  expressed 
that  any  changes  made  to  the  current  lighting  system  taJce  into 
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cons 'deration  the  laraer  community  which  may  be  affected.   They 

did  not  express  any  dissatisfaction  with  the  current  systen. 

The  City  of  Hudson  stated  that  this  concern  was  addressed  at  the 
time  St   Croix  Meadows  was  constructed.   Specifically,  a  lighting 

system  is  already  in  place  which  reduces  the  light  spillage  at 

the  property  lines  "to  an  amount  equivalent  to  residential 
s-reets*  (Volume  III,  Tab  1,  pages  14  2).   The  City  also 

acknowledged  that  the  lights  may  be  on  for  extended  periods  of 

time  because  the  casino  operation  is  likely  to  be  open  until  2:00 
a.m.  or  24  hours  per  day  I.j  ̂ 

6 .    Roado : 

(«)   Aeceaa;   The  City  of  Hudson  stated  that  the  current  street 

system  is  sufficient  enough  to  accommodate  projected  traffic 

needs  based  on  40,000  average  daily  trips  (Volume  III,  Tab  1, 

page  4).   However,  development  on  Carmichael  Road  north  of  the 

proposed  casino  may  be  necessary.   Specifically,  traffic 

regulatory  signals  will  likely  be  needed  at  the  interchange  of 

Carmichael  Road  and  Hanley  Road. 

St   Croix  County  expressed  particular  concern  with  increases  in 

traffic'on  USH  12,  CTH  UU,  CTH  A,  and  Carmichael  Road  (Volume 

jjj''xab  2,  pages  2  t  3).   The  County  stated  that  even  minimal traffic  increases  will  have  a  negative  impact  on  these  roadways 

since  they  are  already  at  capacity.   However,  information 

gathered  from  the  Wisconsin  Department  of  Transportation 
indicates  that  any  negative  impact  from  additional  traffic  will 
be  mi'nimal  (Volume  IV,  Tab  3,  pages  38  k    39). 

(b)   Traffic  I=paet  Xnalveis:   A  traffic  study  was  completed  and 

is  contained  in  the  1988  Environ-Tiental  Assessment  for  the  St. 

Croix  Meadows  dog  track  (Volume  IV,  Tab  2,  page  18).   It  is  based 

on  traffic  projections  in  the  year  2011.   Peak  traffic  estimates 

were  provided  to  the  Wisconsin  Department  of  Transportation 

regarding  the  proposed  Hudson  Casino  Venture.   No  significant 

problems  were  identified  regarding  the  proposed  traffic  increase 
on  the  Interstate  94/Carmichael  Road  Interchajige. 

The  Finding  of  No  Significanc    Icpacc  (Volume  IV,  Tab  1)  also 
indicates  that  although  no  transportation  system  is  likely  to  be 

developed  in  Hudson  that  would  assure  there  will  be  no  slow-down 
or  delays  during  peak  traffic  periods,  various  methods  would  be 
utilized  to  manage  delays  should  they  occur.   These  methods 

incl-ude  varying  dog  track  racing  times  so  as  not  to  coincide  with 

peak  casino  attendance  times,  elimination  of  parking  fees  and 

gates  for  easy  parking  lot  entry,  use  of  shuttle  buses  and  remote 
parking  areas,  praesible  adjustment  of  time  delays  on  traffic 

lights  during  peaJc  attendance  times,  and  installation  of  traffic 
lights . 
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T.  li<?hC:   ON  THS  LXND  OSS  PATTERNS  IK  THZ  SURROUNDING 
COKKUNTTY  i 

The  Cicy  has  stated  that  approximately  25  acres  of  the  site  is 
developed.   The  six  acres  that  are  zoned  as  single  family 
residence  have  limited  developr.ent  potential;  18.  S  acres  are 
located  in  an  area  of  the  bluff  east  of  the  track  and  are 
generally  not  suited  for  development,  although  there  may  be  some 
potential;  5.S  acres  are  suitable  for  development  (Volume  III, 
Tab  1,  page  4) . 

The  City  of  Hudson  has  stated  that  there  is  sufficient  land  in 
the  city  that  is  zoned  appropriately  or  has  already  been 
identified  for  future  comrr.ercial  land  use  to  accommodate  the 
potential  need  for  the  development  of  hotels,  motels,  restaurants 
and  other  service  type  oriented  businesses  Id . 

G.    IMPACT  ON  INCOKZ  AND  2X?L0Y>iZNT  TH    TSS   COHKUNITY: 

Total  employment  at  the  proposed  facility  is  expected  to  be 
between  1,500  and  1,600  positions.   Current  employment  figures  at 
St.  Croix  meadows  is  approximately  175  full-time  positions  and 
225  part-time  positions  (Volume  III,  Tab  2,  page  4) .   All 
existing  employees  would  be  offered  re-employment  at  their 
current  wage  rates.   Thus,  between  1,100  and  1,200  new  positions.' are  expected  to  be  generated  Id . 

Even  though  the  three  Tribes  will  give  hiring  preference  to  their 
own  tribal  members,  eo-90\  of  the  new  positions  are  expected  to 
be  filled  by  non-Tribal  meriers  already  living  in  the  Hudson  area 
Id .   "'age  rates  for  these  jobs  are  estimated  at  between  SS  and 
SIO  per  hour,  not  including  salaried  positions  Id . 

According  to  statistics  provided  by  the  St.  Croix  County,  the 
ser-.'ice  industry  accounts  for  20  percent  of  the  County's  1993 
total  labor  force  of  28,300  people.   Since  the  casino  is  expected 
to  pull  so.me  employment  from  existing  nervice  jobs  within  the 
county.  County  officials  estimate  that  approximately  175  service 
positions  will  be  filled  by  currently  unemployed  County  residents 
either  through  direct  employr>ent  at  the  casino  or  by  other 
service  jobs  Id. 

The  remaining  900-1025  positions  are  expected  to  be  filled  by 
people  from  the  nearby  Wisconsin  counties. 

According  the  Economic  Impact  Report  by  Dr.  James  Murray,  over  90 
percent  of  the  spending  at  the  proposed  Hudson  Gaming  Facility  i« 
expected  to  originate  from  outside  the  state  (Volume  I,  Tab  5, 
page  S-2) .   Dr.  Murray  estimates  the  total  impact  of  the  gaming 
facility  would  b«  to  support  2,691  jobs  and  generate  over  $56 
million  in  annual  earnings  for  residents  of  Wisconsin  (Volume  I, 
Tab  5 ,  page  12) . 
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H     XDOITIOHXL  XKD  ECISTIKG  SERVICES  RZQaiRTD  OR  IMPACTS,  COSTS 

0?  XDDITIOKXL  SKRVICBS  TO  BB  ZU7711ZD    BY  THK  COKHUKITY  XKD 
SOCTRCK  07  R-KVEKirZ  FOR  DOIKG  SOi 

Additional  services  will  be  needed  in  che  City  of  Hudson,  County 

of  St.  Croix  and  at  the  site  of  the  Hudson  Project.   To  assure 

that  all  necessary  services  are  provided,  the  three  Tribes, 

County  of  St.  Croix  and  the  City  of  Hudson  have  entered  into  an 

Agreement  for   Govemaenc  Services    (Voluae  I,  Tab  9).   In  the 

agreement,  the  Tribes,  through  their  EDC's,  will  pay  the  City  and 
County  for  general  govemnent  services,  including,  but  not 

limited  to,  the  following  services:   police,  fire,  water,  sewer, 

ambulance,  rescue,  eoergency  medical  and  education.   These 

services  will  be  provided  in  the  same  manner  and  at  the  same 

level  of  the  services  provided  to  residents  of  the  City  and 

County  and  other  commercial  entities  located  in  the  city  and 

county.   The  agreement  will  continue  for  as  long  as  the  land  is 

held  in  trust  or  until  Class  III  gaming  is  no  longer  operated  on 
the  land. 

I.    PROPOSED  PROGRAWS,  Z?    ANY.  ?0R  C0>C?tn<SIV3  GAMBLERS  AKD 
SOCTRCB  OP  rUNDrSG: 

Currently,  there  is  cot  a  cor.pulsive  garilers  program  within  St., 

Croix  County.   The  County  has  indicated  that  if  the  Hudson 

Project  goes  into  operation,  their  Human  Services  Department 

would  initiate  staff  trailing  and  would  develop  treatment 

programs,  including  initial  on-site  screening  of  potential 

problem  gar^blers,  treatment  and  aftercare  services  (Volume  III, 
Tab  2 ,  page  5) . 

There  are  six  State-Funded  Cor.pulsive  Garbling  Treatment  Centers 

in  Minnesota  (Volume  II,  Tab  7,  page  38).   Two  are  in 

Mir_-.eapoli3 .   The  other  four  are  located  in  St.  Cloud,  Bemidji, 

Granite  Falls  and  Duluth.   According  to  the  Minnesota  Council  on 

Compulsive  Gambling,  since  1994,  li=ited  funds  have  been 

appropriated  by  che  Minnesota  Legislature  for  training,  research, 

gamblers'  hot-line  services,  rehabilitation  and  public  awareness 

programs  (Volume  II,  Tab  6,  page  2).   Onf ortunately,  Minnesota 

Planning  has  also  found  that  current  levels  of  treatment  in 

Minnesota  are  inadequate  and  that  some  treatment  facilities 

already  have  waiting  lists  while  others  are  near  capacity  (Volume 
II,  Tab  7,  page  37) . 

Since  there  are  no  Wisconsin  state-funded  treatment  facilities 

near  Hudson,  the  three  Tribes  will  addxess  the  compulsive  and 

problem  gambling  concerns  by  providing  information  at  the  casino 
about  the  Wisconsin  toll-free  hot  line  for  compulsive  gamblers. 

Additionally,  the  Tribes  have  stated  they  will  contribute  money 

to  local  self  help  programs  for  compulsive  gamblers  (Volume  I. 
Tab  1,  page  12)  . 
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IIL.   RBCOH>gyDATIONS 

Based  upon  the  discussion  and  conclusions  provided  above,  we 
recommend  thac  Che  Secrecary  of  the  Interior  f:nd  that  the 
proposed  action  will  be  in  the  best  interest  of  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles,  Red  Cliff  and  Sokaogon  Tribes  and  that  it  will  not  have 
a  detrimental  effect  on  the  surrounding  community.   We  also 
recommend  that  the  decision  be  made  to  take  this  particular 
parcel  into  crust  for  the  three  Tribes  for  gaming  purpose. 

I  attest  that  I  have  reviewed  this  transaction  and  the  case  file 
is  documented  in  compliance  with  all  of  the  above  stated 
regulations  and  facts.   I  further  state  that  I  will  not  accept 
the  property  in  trust  until  I  have  received  satisfactory  title 
evidence  in  accordance  with  25  C.F.R.  Part  151.12. 

ATTEST : 

/  j:  .■■..■    ••■'  "-■  >      //.  /-,      0^ Ajrea   Director  Date 
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Unitt<l  Statci  Department  of  tbc  Interior 

Trib»l  Operitiona  Afril  20,   ma 

Memorudum 

To:  Auiiuni  Seonuy  -  Indian  Affiirs 

Frotn:  OfBce  of  (be  Art*  Direaor  j 

Subjecu         Tnirt  AcquUition  R^u«t  -  SL  Cnax  McAdowi  Dogtnck  Piopcny 

Anichtd  is  »  T»quat  by  th*  Sokiogon  Chippewt  Comnnmity  of  WUconain,  tie  Ltc 
Count  Oreillej  B«ad  of  L«kt  Superior  Chippcwt  Inditni  of  WUcoaiin  and  the  Rrd 
Cliff  Btnd  of  Like  Superior  Ou^pcwi  Indiiai  ofWuconjia  (collectivdy  reft-Tcd  to 
fts  the  Tribej)  to  pl»ce  55.82  kcm  of  bad  into  trust  itaruj  for  the  beoefii  of  all  three 
tribes.   The  property  oxuiia  of  the  SL  Croix  Me»dovo  Ortybouad  Rim^  Facility 
And  is  locAifd  in  Kudion.  Wisconsin.    In  addition  to  the  land,  the  Tribes  have  lUo 
entered  into  an  agreement  to  purchase  the  itveu  of  the  track  from  the  current 
owners.    Once  the  requiremena  of  the  Indian  GanrLig  RrguJatoiy  Act  of  1988  are 
satisfied,  the  agreements  to  purchase  the  asse3  of  ihe  iopnck  art  executed,  and  the 
land  is  placed  into  trust,  the  Tribes  will  add  asino  type  gamiot  to  the  ̂ Uity. 

The  Tribes  are  currently  awaiting  Mtiifartiaa  of  the  requirements  of  the  Indian 
Gxrrung  Regulatory  Act  of  1988  bcfiare  execytlng  the  land  and  asset  purchase 
agreemena.    We  traninnJtied  our  Section  20  Thecoma  ended  Plndinp  of  Faa  and 
Concluaions  for  this  project  to  you  on  November  15,  1994.   Since  thai  time,  the 

Tribes  have  spedficaliy  requested  thu  the  Burexu  of  Indian  Affiurs  begin'the  process of  pkJaciag  the  land  Into  trust  tttntt.    Ai  a  ruult,  v^  obtained  the  attached 
PT»IimlnAry  Thla  Opinioo  from  the  OfSce  of  the  Field  Solidtor.  Twin  Cities.    We 
have  alio  attached  the  following  material  in  support  of  the  trust  aequisidoo: 

1)  Title  Insurance  Comnutmsr, 

2)  Level  I  Hazardous  Waste  Survey-, 

3)  Finding  of  No  Signlflcani  Impaa; 
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4)  Maps  of  the  property; 

5)  Tnb&l  Raolutiou  rcquatinf  the  Uad  b«  placed  into  trust; 

6)  Notifictdon  letm  tddretsed  to  the  loctj  unita  of  st«tA  governaest. 

Pleue  note,  the  nspooict  of  the  loctl  uaitt  of  *Ui£  foveroment  tad  tddmona] 
material  •were  included  ia  our  November  15.  1994  tnnrmittal 

Wa  have  ccmpleted  our  review  and  an&lysif  of  the  request  and  the  tupporting 
documentABon.    Tb«  findingi  and  rctommesdatirmi  to  plae*  the  laad  into  trust  siftc 
unifaction  of  til  IGRA  requirenents  an  »et  forth  in  thit  mcmonodum  fbr  your 

approval  or  disapprovaL 

J.  fJtOPERTT  TO  BE  ACQVmED 

The  property  to  be  acquired  is  located  at  3200  Caimichad  Road  in  Hudsoo, 

Wijcotmn.  approximately  one  mile  to-jlb  of  the  Cannichael  Hoad/Intcntate  '94" 
interchange.    The  site  coosiits  of  appronmatety  SS.tl  acres  located  b  the  fraetional 
Northeast  Quarter  of  the  Northeist  Quarter  and  Southeast  Quarter  of  tho  Nonheist 

Quirrer.  Section  6,  Township  28  Nixth.  Ranfe  19  West,  City  of  Hudson,  Saint  Croix 
County.  Wisconsin,  described  u  follows: 

Tht  fr»ctionAi  Northeitt  Quarta  of  the  Northeast  Quartw  of  said  Section  6. 

EXCEPT  thai  part  of  th<  right-of-vi^y  of  Caimichael  Road  which  i$  located  in 
said  fractional  Nottheaxt  Quanar  of  the  Northcajt  Quarter  of  said  Section  6. 

Also,  that  pan  of  the  Souibeaxt  Qoarter  of  the  Northeast  Quarcer  of  taid 
Section  6  described  u  fblkrwi:   Commencing  at  tho  Noftheist  coiser  of  said 

Secdoo  6;  theoce  S02*49"0rW.  1.891.74  fe«t  alon«  the  E*st  line  of  the 
fr«cQooal  Northeaxt  Quarter  of  said  Section  6  to  the  Northeast  comer  of  a 

parcel  loiown  as  the  "Quarry  Panel'  azxl  the  point  of  begiiming  of  this 
deacript)Qn;  thence  K8t*40'24'W,  1^27.23  f^  aloog  tb«  North  line  and  the 
exianslon  of  th«  North  line  of  taid  'Quarry  Parcel'  to  a  point  on  the  West  Une 
of  the  Soctbeaxt  Quarta  of  the  Northeast  Quarter  of  uid  Section  6;  thence 

N02*48'30'E  along  the  West  Una  of  aaid  Southeast  Quarter  of  the  Northeast 
Quarta  to  the  North^*/«st  comer  theraot  tbescc  Easterly  along  the  North  Ibe 
of  taid  Southeast  Quarter  of  th«  Northeast  Quarter  to  the  Northaast  corner 

thereof;  theoce  502*49*01'^,  along  the  East  line  of  said  Southeast  Quarter  of 
the  Northeast  Quarter  to  the  point  of  beginning. 

In  June,  1991.  the  St  Croix  Meadows  Grtybouad  Racing  Park  opened  on  th«  lita. 
The  facility  coaricts  of  a  racing  area,  endowed  griodstand  and  dubhousa,  ken&ds. 
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and  perking  tr«ai.   The  r»cctr«ck  u  open  yur  round  end  hts  twenty  kenatU,  e*cii 

kmntl  hxving  th«  c*p«city  of  bouiint  up  to  72  grcyhoimds  each.    The  r»c«iimck 

cuneariy  etnployi  «pproxiiiuiety  282  anplco'ee*,  including  the  fi»d  »ervic« 
ciTiployea.    Prior  to  the  conrnKticm  of  the  nceancii,  the  aJte  wu  uicd  for 
•{ricukunJ  purposes. 

77.   C0M?LIANC£  WITH  LAND  ACQUIStTIOS  RZGUUTIONS 

25  CIJL  §  151.10  idttitlfiej  vwioui  factors  which  must  b«  waiidcrtd  in  til  fee-t> 
tnift  Jcqujjitlont.  F^'h  fiirlar  for  tht  pl4cea>cat  of  the  St.  Croix  Mea4cFwj  Property 
in  tnut  for  the  three  Tribes  b  discuised  below: 

A,  25  C.F.R.  (  I5l.l0(i)  -  Tb«  dtXtnc*  of  rtrtntary  luthority  for  ti« 
acqalxitioa  tiKl  *nj  limitationi  coBttlaed  in  sach  tnthority: 

The  Sokiogon  Quppewi,  Lie  Courte  Ortillcs  Chlpprw*  tad  the  Red  Cliff 
Chippewa  are  til  orginiied  uadrr  the  Indiia  ReorpsiizatiQn  Act  of  1934.  Each  tribe 

has  rtqucTted  to  plice  the  Und  b  Hudjon.  "Wiscootin,  in  trutt  for  the  benefit  of  til 
three  Tribes  under  15  U.8.C.  §  465.   The  Bia-ttaa  of  ludiia  AfEain  U  tuthorired  to 
proccM  thij  applkatioa  under  25  C.FJL    151J(8X3)  which  itattts  thai  land  not  held 
in  truit  may  be  a£x;uirtd  Cor  t  tnb«  Id  trust  rtitua  v>hn  luch  acqmsition  is 
authorized  by  an  act  of  Congrcai,  tad  when  the  Secrttao'  detenninej  thai  the 
tcquisitioQ  of  the  land  ii  aaceiiary  to  ftcilltira  tribtl  leJ f-delennfaati on.  ecooomic 
devdopmait,  or  Indiia  housing. 

B,  25  CSSL  I  151.10(b)  -  The  need  ef  tist  IndirldnAl  ladian  or  the  trib*  for 
additjQoal  lajid: 

The  trust  acreage  st  the  throe  tribal  rcerviliorj  totals  57,&68.76  acres.'   However, 
each  of  the  Triba  lack  an  edequal.<i  land  base  to  provide  fiiciiltie*  for  economic 
development.    Thlj  a  6m  to  the  ficx  that  etch  of  the  three  re*erv«tioa$  is  located  in 

areas  of 'Wisconsin  wfakh  ere  resnctc  fr^m  dgnifleant  popuJatioa  centers. 

The  Tribes  operate  a  total  of  five  (5)  gasihxg  ̂ alitics  within  the  exierior  boundaries 
of  the  Three  re4«ivatloas.    To  ensure  the  contirrabg  stream  of  revenue  oeceiuiy  for 

tribaJ  ecof>omlc  d«v»Jopmcnt,  sclf-suCBcleacy  and  a  strong  tribal  toveminent,  the 
Tribes  iQun  exptiA  iu  faming  operations  beyoad  the  existing  fiuilities.    The 

'    Th*  trutt  acrsaga  It  broken  dcrvm  ai  foUcwt: 
Sokaogoo  Chippewa  Communiry  •  1,694.10  Acres 
Red  Cliff  Tribe  -  7.881.12  Acres 
Lac  Court*  Oreilles  Tribe  •  48.  293.54  Actcs 
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purchase  tnd  pUccment  into  trurt  of  St.  Croix  Mciiowi  Orcyiiouad  Piric  it  viewed 

by  th<  Tribes  ts  crilicil  to  their  lcin£-l£rm  economic  benefit.   The  project  would 
pcrmtt  the  tribd  govanmenti,  u  weU  u  tribd  membct,  to  participtic  ia  the 
opcntioa  of «  gtmhig  &dlhy  in  &  Icrf«  fflctropolitui  nurLet. 

Only  the  Sckiogon  Tnbe  dlitributes  famin;  rrvvnue  to  trib«I  memben  in  The  form 

of  per  capiti  payroeots.    Aj  i  resah,  the  m^'orrty  of  set  rcvenoe  senented  by  the proposed  casmo  wouM  b«  vu«d  to  exftaod  tribtl  social  prosnms,  tiibtl  govcmmcot 

opentioai  asd  tcaaomc  develofmest  activities  -well  beyond  the  limits  allowed  by 
existing  ftderml  cod  dale  auistmce. 

C       25  CTJL  I  ISl.lO(c)  •  Tbe  purpoa*  for  whkk  tk«  bad  will  b«  used: 

The  Tribes  ifllend  to  use  the  property  for  a  Gass  III  gming  &cility.   The  Tribei 
have  enlered  into  aa  afreoneat  with  th<  cunt&t  owners  of  the  St  Croix  Meadows 
Greyhound  Park  in  Hudson.  WLscoQiin,  to  purchise  the  tisets  of  the  doftrlck.    This 
trade  is  located  oo  the  prcf>o«ed  55.82  acres  of  trust  Lasd.   Odc«  die  requirtmenu  of 
tbe  Indian  Gaming  Ragulalory  Act  of  198t  have  been  utis£ed.  and  the  land  U 
placed  into  trust  for  the  Tribes,  caxino  type  gimrng  will  be  added  to  the  exijtins 
facility.   No  other  us«  of  the  land  a  fomcea. 

D.       25  OTJi.  i  15L10(<)  •  If  tb*  Ixad  te  ba  ae^alr*d  is  1b  aartstricted  fe« 
statna,  tiia  iapact  ea  tha  Stat4  aad  hi  poUtJcaJ  sobdMilou  rasahiDg  from 
tbe  maovaJ  of  the  land  from  tha  tu  relist 

Noiicei  of  the  proposed  fi»-lo-tnat  coovertiflo  wtrt  tetit  to  the  Mayor  of  the  City  of 
Hudson,  the  Chainnaa  of  the  City  of  Hudson,  the  Chairman  of  tbe  Sl  Croix  County 
Board  of  Super^ixon,  and  the  Chairman  of  the  Town  of  Troy.   The  coacans  not 
related  to  th*  removal  of  the  property  fcom  tbe  tax  rolls  thst  were  rijstd  by  these 

local  units  of  state  govemmcni  were  fully  addressed  u  part  of  the  process  under 
Section  20(bXlXA)  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Rjgulaioty  Act  of  19S8  In  the 
Reconuncided  Findings  of  Fact  and  Ccmduilou  prepared  by  the  Minneapolis  Are* 

Direcsor  and  soot  to  tbe  Aisistant  Socrttiry-IndiAn  AJCBiin  on  November  IS.  1994. 

Over  90  j.>^i^*^t  of  the  tpe>dbg  at  the  proposed  Hudsoo  gaming  &cUity  ia  expected 
to  originate  from  outside  the  Slaia  of  Wiscoostn.    The  Hudsoa  ganoing  &cility  ia  aJso 
expected  to  tuppott  2,691  jobs  and  generate  over  S56  millioo  b  annual  earaing  for 
residents  of  Wisconsin.    Additionally,  the  Tribes,  City  of  Hudson,  and  the  County  of 
St  Croix  have  entered  Into  in  Agrttmtnt  for  Go\>emmo\l  Srrvlcts.    Under  this 
agreement  the  City  aod  County  will  provide  geaenl  govenuneot  services  to  the 
proposed  gaming  {aoility.   The  lervices  to  b«  provided  include,  without  limitalioo. 
police,  fire,  ambulance,  rescue  and  emergency  medical  protection,  road  mntntrnance, 
education  and  access  to  water,  sanitary  sewer  and  ftonn  lewer  fkcilltiea,  and  other 
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tervioKt  tb**  u*  under  the  ccnffol  of  Ao  crty  or  county  or  trt  entfrrnurily  provided 
to  cflba  coasDcmtl  properties  wiiWa  the  city  or  county. 

Uaitr  the  Afrtemtnl  for  CiTvirrjrxnl  Services,  the  Tribd  will  pay  th«  dty  «sd 
cocnry  $1,150,000  tnnuAlly  throuji  1998  to  compcnsxa  fcjr  the  »«vice«  provided. 
Begfasoisg  in  1999,  And  fix  each  yeu  theretAer,  the  Tribes  «all  incnut  the  Uit 
inauAl  piyment  by  five  (3)  perctni.   Thuj.  the  local  units  of  tttt  ggverrrmgrt  should 
not  be  d«trim£ntAlly  Impacted  doe  to  the  rcmovtl  of  the  lind  from  its  tax  rolls. 

E.  15  CFJt  I  151.10(0  •  Jarlidlctioaal  pr«bJ«fflt  and  poteatUl  eontticta  of 
Und  UM  which  nay  ariM: 

1.  Potmrijl  Wnd  me  tymflica-   According  to  th«  City  of  Htidsoc,  the  proposed  truft 
site  ts  zoned  general  commcTcial  dirtria  for  the  pnncip&l  structurr  and  tncilluy 

track,  keand  and  parking  fadlitiet.    Six  acres  of  the  propoied  tmfl  rite  arc'  currently 
zoned  single  fmiily  rttidcace.   The  east,  south  end  westerh'  paimeten  «rf  c]«isi£ed 
u  oo-&mily  rtsidential  djjtricis  and  serve  as  a  buffer  area  between  the  track 

opemdoQ  and  other  turrttucdins  Und  uses. 

The  City  of  Hudson  has  also  tixxti  that  there  is  rofSciest  land  in  the  city  that  is 
zoned  appfopfiAiely  or  bu  already  been  idestiSed  fisr  future  cotninerciil  land  use  to 
accommodat*  the  potentLil  n«d  fcff  the  development  of  hotels,  motels,  restitinnts 
end  other  savice  type  oriealed  businesses.    We  coochide  that  there  tn  no  land  use 
conflicts  that  would  rcsiilt  frxsra  the  acquisition  of  this  land  into  tnist  status  and  its 
development  as  a  fambf  CinJity.   In  feet,  the  currenl  plans  do  not  require 
ccmtniction  of  any  buiidin|i  for  the  additioo  of  casino  type  gunin|  to  the  dogtnck 

facility.    The  remodeling  of  the  existing  building  which  already  contains  ptri-muTucl 

dog 'racing  is  the  only  coostructioa  thu  will  be  necessary.   As  a  result,  do  zoning conflicts  are  fbcrseen. 

2.  JuriidictJonal  liTues:    As  trust  land,  the  property  would  be  considered  Indian 

Country"  for  jurisdicti anal  purposes  wiib  the  matnrn£  of  18  U.S.C.  $  1151.    As  a 
rrsuti,  the  United  StB;tes  would  pin  addiiioaal  law  enfoTKznmt  jurisdictioQ  In 
coaaecilan  with  the  property.   However,  fiie  ksctl  units  of  stale  gtrverament  would 
havf  the  primary  law  eafbroctneat  roll  since  the  Strle  of  Wisconsin  is  t  mmditory 
Public  Lrw  210  Stata.   Tha  Tnbes  have  a^read  to  pay  for  these  aervicts  even  though 
it  is  oo<  required.    Accordingly,  jurisdicnonal  conflicts  should  not  present  a 
signJfkxnl  obstacle  to  the  proposed  mist  land  acquisitioQ. 

F.  3S  C-F.1L  f  ISI.IIKk)  -  If  the  Uad  to  b<  aequlnd  ia  ia  fee  atatni.  whether 
tbe  BIA  la  eqnipped  to  discharx*  tba  additioaAl  raaponsibilitiet  resulting 
from  the  acquisition  oftbt  laod  io  tr«st  atatos: 
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The  a.dditloe  of  this  ptrod  of  Isad  to  Am  jumdletiaD  of  the  Great  Lakes  Afcacy  tiu) 
Vf1nn<>«prtlii  ArtA  Office  will  do(  reuit  m  a  ugsl&cBtt  bcreaM  in  workload  becxuse 
the  Tribes  wilj  be  mana«ini  the  property  ts  its  own  eatapriie.    Both  the  Agtncy 
and  Aim  Office  are  currently  cufi^enliy  naffed  to  thai  any  additional  workload 
may  b<  baadjed  without  the  ae«d  for  exa«  roanpcwo  or  equiptscst. 

m.  NATIONAL  ENVaOSMENTAL  fOUCY  ACT 

The  traoaaction  ptckag*  hai  met  conpliaoce  with  the  Hatiooal  Environmental  Polic>- 
Act  of  1969  (NEPA).  42  U.S.C  (  4321  i  teq.  The  docameotation  in  lupport  of  the 
acquisItioD  includes  a  Finding  of  No  Significant  Inpict  C^ONSI)  ligned  by  the 
SuperintMdent,  Greet  Lakes  Agency,  on  September  14,  1994.   The  FONSI  ii  based 
upon  an  Environmental  Atsessoeot  (EA)  prepared  by  Mid-Statea  AssociaUon.  Inc.  in 
19tS  for  the  St.  Crdx  Maado^-s  Orryhocnd  Racing  Facility  and  an  Environmental 
Auessment  Addcodurr  to  the  EA  prepared  by  Blschof  k.  Vaueur  in  1994.  The 
addeodum  evaluates  (he  potential  tmptcts  rtsufaing  from  the  proposed  transfer  of  the 
site  to  be  held  in  trust  by  the  United  Stales  on  behalf  of  the  tfarM  Tribes  end  the 
remodeling  of  the  existing  Kennel  Chib  Area  to  aecommodala  the  addition  of  casino 
type  gaming.   Th«  EA  and  addoidisn  wcr  rtviewtd  by  the  Envirotanental  Services 
Suff  of  the  Mliuieapolis  Area  0£5ce  which  found  h  to  be  adequate  m  scope  and  that 
its  eooteot  n^pports  the  conclusions  dnwn. 

A  Noticv  of  Availability  for  the  lAlrnihim.  Eavircauneatal  Aiseaiment  and  drift 
FONSI  wu  publishad  oaoe  in  the  EadsM  Sia  -  Obteiytr,  a  weekly  newspaper 
printed  u  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  on  June  23,  1994. 

IV.   HAZAKJD0U5  SUBSTANCES  DETEILWNATION 

The  haxardous  luivey  form,  Lrvtl  I  Survty:  CanUMlnard  Ji^-v^y  ChMcklut  of 
Fropostd  Rtal  Estatt  Acquisitions,  wu  completed  aad  ccrdfied  by  the  Area  OfGce 
Hazardous  Waste  Coordinator  on  November  li.  1994.  The  eompletjon  of  the  fbim 

TD^i'^^<of  compUance  4ktth  the  required  turvey  for  haardous  lubrtasce  on  property  to 
be  acquired  in  tru«  and  conehides  that  ao  costanunanti  are  preacot  on  the  piuperty. 
The  (uxvey  waa  alto  approved  by  the  Minocapolis  Area  Director  on  November  18, 
1994. 

K   OTHER  CONSVLTATlON/REQUnZMENTS 

In  additioo  to  compliance  with  NEPA  the  documenianon  provided  as  a  result  of  the 
proposed  cooftructton  of  the  dog  track  facility  in  1988,  tv^ports  a  fittding  of 
compUaiu«  with  other  related  requiieaitsls  aa  fadicafed  by  the  foUowinf 
cooespondeace: 
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arcMological  sitts:   Tbt  MiisUsippi  ViUcy  Archaeology  Center,  Inc.  Jtacd 
thAi  ifler  BTchivtl  review  of  «v»Jlxble  infcrmtlion  d  tb<  University  of 
Wiicansin  •  L*  Croat  tad  the  State  HiftorictJ  Society  of  Wuooiuia,  there 

are  oo  known  irciifiolopcaj  jHes  in  the  propoied  jrojoct  area. 

hisiorie  prtstryalion:    The  Stale  HijtoricaJ  Society  of  Wjicotuin  lUtad  that 
there  are  so  buildings  b  the  mdy  arw  that  tre  lilted  in  the  Nitioni]  Registtr 
of  Hlttodc  pUcei. 

endnngerul  sptcltt:   The  Fish  and  WlldHfe  Service,  Green  Bay  Field  Office, 
Orecn  Bay  Wiicaniin.  provided  a  reapcaw  dated  January  9,  1989,  concluding 
that  no  t}ffeaieaad  or  endangered  tpecies  would  be  tffKted  by  the 
ccmstructioQ  of  the  dog  trick  ficiJiry. 

other:  The  Addaodum  to  the  EA  ststra  that  tbare  ire  oo  andcipaXed  ifmpafi^ 
ftuin  the  planned  action  on  wetlands  or  rurface  watar  b  the  area.  According 
to  thfl  Nctiooal  WeiJandj  laveniory  m^  for  the  aite,  tfaerv  are  do  deaignated 
wetland  areaj  located  eo  the  site. 

By  letter  dated  January  3,  1989,  the  State  of  Wisconsin  Depctznsnt  of 
Agriculture,  Trade  A  Cotuumer  Protection  itated  that  there  was  no  need  for 
an  agriculture  Impact  Statement  as  a  resuh  of  the  initial  coostmctioa  of  the 
dogtrtcL    Additionally,  sinoe  the  planscd  action  will  utilize  the  existing 
racetrack  Ikdiities,  it  will  not  have  a  tignificant  impact  on  prime  or  unique 
farmlands  u  dcaofbcd  b  the  Farmland  Prelection  Policy  Act. 

VI.   RECOMMENDATIOS 

It  is  our  recommendatiQn  that  after  the  rvqtnranents  of  the  Indian  Gaming 
Regulatory  Act  have  been  met,  auihorizioon  ahould  be  provided  to  place  the  land 
into  trust  saiua  for  tha  bcoafit  of  the  Tribes. 

/ij,..u.^^^<^^^^^ 
Area  Director 

:i      Sup«rlfittfld*sc.   Cr««t  L.(k«a  Agasc/ 
Chainun,  Lac  Court*  Or«lllt(  1*aA 
Chairman ,   Sekaotea  Ceaaualty 
Cbalrp«raoa,  K<d  Cllif  &aod 

V^lU  Cadecta,   txacuel**  Kffat.   Eanrlct* 
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.i.u:.".:r:   Ceor?e  3'<ibine  ac 
:a:e:     7/8/95   5:36  ?M 

Priority:  Normal 

Receipt  Requested 
Miltona  R.  Willcir.s 
Tom  Hartman 
Paula  L.  Hart 
Tina  LaRocque 

Subject:  Hudson  Dog  Track 
Message  Contents 

I  have  left  on  Tona's  desk  the  redrafted  version  of  the 
Hudson  letter,  per  Duffy  and  Heather's  instructions, 
along  with  the  disk  I  used.   Please  make  sure  it  is  put 
in  final  fom,  and  brought  up  to  Heather  first  thing  on 

Monday.   Please  have  copies  made  for  Bob  Anderson,'— ^'^ 
Kevinn^roy,  and  Hildft/r   The  Secretary  wants  this  to  go 

out  ASAP  because  of  Ada's  impending  visit  to  the  Great 
Lakes  Area.   Also,  give  Larry  a  copy  of  this  message, 
and  tell  him  to  contact  Tom  Sweeney  and  keep  him 
advised  of  any  development  on  Hudson  letter.   I  do  not 
have  a  copy  of  the  original  Hudson  letter  draft, 
because  it  is  no  longer  on  my  disk  (George  Skibine 
Docs) .   However,  I  cc:  mailed  that  document  to  some  of 
you  and  to  SOL  if  it  needs  to  be  retrieved. 

fj  ixhibi
t""! 
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[19S]  Frotr.:  George  Skibine  at  -lOSIAE  6/28/95  6:27py  (8817  bvwes :  1  '-   -  -■ 
T=:  TROY  WOODWARD  ar  -DOI/SOL_H0,  KEVIN  MEISNER  ar  -DO:/SOL_HQ,  Hilda  Manuel 

-I3IA,  Paula  Z..  Hart,  Tom  Harcman 
zsi^z   Requested 
.eject:  Hudson  decision  letter 

Unknown  recipient:  V.  Heather  Sibbison  at  -IDS 
      Message  Contents         

Text  item   1:  Text  1 

Please  find  attached  a  draft  of  Che  Hudson  decision 
letter  refusing  to  take  land  into  crust  pursuant  to  the 
discretionary  authority  of  the  Secretary  and  25  CFR 
Part  151.   IGMS  is  also  drafting  a  proposed  memorandum 
to  the  Commissioner  concluding  chac  che  acquisicion  is 
not  detrimental  to  che  surrounding  communicy  under 
Seccion  20.   That  draft  will  be  ready  before  the  end  of 
the  week.   These  two  drafts  represent  the  alternatives 
available  to  the  Secretaty,  as  discussed  at  previous 
meetings.   As  you  recall,  we  advised  che  chree  tribes 
that  IGMS  review  under  section  20  would  be  completed  by 
the  end  of  the  month.   Please  rem.ember  that  I  will  be 
en  leave  next  week,  and  on  travel  for  638  che  week 
after  that.   Let  me  know  what  you  think,  and  whether  we 
^'--c  to  meet  to  finalize  our  position  on  this  issue  by 
week'  s  end.   Thank  you   GTS 
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item   2:  hudson.lrr  6/28/95  6:18P 
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Rose  M.  Gurnoe,  Tribal  Chairperson  -_  li 
Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewas  ■•  -_i 

P.O.  Box  529  -   ." 
Bayfield,  Wisconsin  54814  .■    '.    . 

Gaiashkibos,  Tribal  Chairperson  •  ." 
Lac  Cource  Oreilles  Band  of 
Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians 
Route  2,  Box  2700 
Hayward,  Wisconsin  54843 

Arlyn  Ackley,  Sr.,  Tribal  Chairman 
Sokaegon  Chippewa  Communicy 
Route  1,  Box  625 
Crandon,  Wisconsin  54520 

Dear  Ms  Gurnoe  and  Messrs.  Gaiashkibos  and  Ackley: 

On  November  15,  1994,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  of  the  Bureau 
of  Indian  Affairs  (BIA)  transmitted  the  application  of  the 

Sokaegon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles 
Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  Red 
Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin 

(collectively  referred  to  as  the  "Tribes")  to  place  a  55  acres 
parcel  of  land  located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  geuning 
purposes.   The  Minneapolis  Area  Director  recommended  that  the 
decision  be  made  to  take  this  particular  parcel  into  trust  for 
the  Tribes  for  gauning  purposes. 

For  the  following  reasons,  the  Secretary  has  determined  not  to 
exercise  his  discretionary  authority,  pursuant  to  Section  5  of 
the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  of  1S34  (IRA),  25  U.S.C.  465,  to 
acquire  title  to  this  55  acres  parcel  of  land  in  trust  for  the 
Tribes. 

Land  not  held  in  trust  or  restricted  status  may  only  be  acquired 
for  an  Indian  tribe  in  trust  status  when  such  acquisition  is 
authorized  by  an  act  of  Congress.   Authority  to  acquire  the 
parcel  in  question  is  found  in  Section  5  of  the  IRA,  which,  in 
pertinent  part,  provides  as  follows: 

The  Secretary  of  the  Interior  is  hereby  authorized, 
in  his  discretion,  to  acquire,  through  purchase, 
relinquishment,  gift,  exchange,  or  assignment,  any 
interest  in  lands,  water  rights,  or  surface  rights 
to  lands,  within  or  without  existing  reservations. 
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including  trust  or  otherwise  restricted  allotments, 
whether  the  allottee  be  living  of  deceased,  for  the     ^ 

purpose  of  providing  land  to  Indians.  '-  - 

Title  to  any  lands  or  rights  acquired  pursuant  to  -^  ~ 
[this  section]  shall  be  taken  in  the  name  of  the  '—  '\ 
United  States  in  trust  for  the  Indian  tribe  or  r  ̂  

individual  Indian  for  which  the  land  is  acquired,  'i  •■•: 
and  such  lands  or  rights  shall  be  exempt  from  State  ^^'  f. 
and  local  taxation.  Z  '''■ 

The  statute  states  that  the  decision  to  acquire  land  is  one 

within  the  Secretary's  discretion.   25  CFR  Section  151.10  sets 
forth  factors  to  be  considered  when  the  Secretary  is  acting  on  a. 
request  for  acquisition  of  land  in  trust  status,  although  the _ 

regulation  does  not  purport  to  constrain  the  Secretary's discretion  to  consider  other  factors,  nor  to  assign  different 
weight  to  each  factor. 

One  of  the  factors  listed  is  the  purpose  for  which  the  land  will 
be  used.   The  purpose  of  the  acquisition  is  to  enhance  class  III 
gaming  at  the  facility  with  the  introduction  of  slot  machines  and 
blackjack  along  with  the  pari-mutuel  dog  racing  currently  being 
conducted  on  the  site  by  the  owners  of  St.  Croix  Meadows 
Greyhound  Park,  Croixland  Properties.   For  the  following  reasons, 
We  are  not  prepared  to  take  this  of f -  reservation  parcel  into 
trust  for  gaming  purposes  at  this  time. 

The  parcel  of  land  is  located  of f -  reservation,  in  Hudson, 
Wisconsin.   The  record  before  us  indicates  that  the  surrounding 
comir,unities  have  strongly  objected  to  this  proposed  trust 
acquisition.   On  February  6,  1995,  the  Common  Council  of  the  City 
of  Hudson  adopted  a  resolution  expressing  its  opposition  to 
casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Park.   On 
December  12,  1994,  the  Town  of  Troy  adopted  a  resolution 
objecting  to  the  proposed  trust  acquisition  for  gaming  purposes. 
The  communities'  objections  are  based  on  a  variety  of  factors, 
including  the  following:   1)  Increased  law  enforcement  expenses 
due  to  potential  exponential  growth  in  crime  and  traffic 
congestion;  2)  testing  waste  water  treatment  facilities  up  to 
remaining  operating  capacity;  3)  problems  with  solid  waste;  4) 
adverse  effect  on  the  communities'  future  residential,  industrial 
and  commercial  development  plans;  and  5)  difficulties  for  current 
Hudson  businesses  to  find  and  retain  employees. 

The  record  also  indicates  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is 
strongly  opposed  by  neighboring  Indian  tribes,  including  the  St. 
Croix  Tribe  of  Wisconsin  and  the  Shakopee  Mdewakanton  Sioux 
Community,  as  well  as  by  a  substantial  number  of  other  Indian 
tribes  both  in  Wisconsin  and  in  the  neighboring  State  of 
Minnesota.   Their  opposition  is  centered  on  the  potential  harmful 
effect  of  this  acquisition  on  their  gaming  establishments. 
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In  addition,  a  number  of  elecced  officials,  including  the  Stare 

Representative  for  Wisconsin's  30th  Assembly  District,  and  the 
U.S.  Representative  in  whose  district  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhoun^ 
Track  is  located  have  expressed  strong  opposition  to  the  proposect 

acquisition.  <" 

Finally,  we  have  received  numerous  complaints  from  individuals 
because  of  the  proximity  of  the  proposed  class  III  gaming 
establishment  to  the  St.  Croix  National  Scenic  Riverway,  and  the  - 

potential  harmful  impact  of  a  casino  located  one-half  mile  from 
the  Riverway.  : 

For  these  reasons,  the  Secretary  has  determined  not  to  exercise 

his  discretionary  authority  to  acquire  this  of f -  reservation 
parcel  of  land  in  trust  for  the  Tribes  for  gaming  purposes. 

r. 

As  you  know.  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  of 
1988  (IGRA),  25  U.S.C.  2719(b)(1)(A),  authorizes  gaming  on  off- 
reservation  trust  lands  acquired  after  October  17,  1988,  if  the 
Secretary  determines,  after  consultation  with  appropriate  State 
and  local  officials,  including  officials  of  other  nearby  tribes, 
and  the  Governor  of  the  State  concurs,  that  a  gaming 
establishment  on  such  lands  would  be  in  the  best  interest  of  the 
Indian  tribe  and  its  members,  and  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the 
surrounding  community.   In  this  particular  case,  because  we  have 
determined  not  to  exercise  our  discretionary  authority  to  acquire 
this  parcel  of  land  pursuant  to  Section  5  of  the  IRA  and 
regulations  in  25  CFR  Part  151,  we  need  not  undertake  the  two- 
part  determination  of  Section  20  of  IGRA,  an  additional 
requirement  imposed  on  the  Secretary  before  gaming  can  occur  on 
Indian  lands  acquired  after  the  date  of  enactment  of  IGRA.   This 
decision  is  final  for  the  Department. 

Sincerely, 

Ada  E.  Deer 

Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian  Affairs 

[OR,  IF  FOR  DEPUTY  COMMISSIONER'S  SIGNATURE,  INCLUDE  STATEMENT 
THAT  THE  DECISION  MAY  BE  APPEALED  TO  THE  INTERIOR  BOARD  OF  INDIAN 
APPEALS . ] 

cc:   Area  Director,  Minneapolis  Area  Office 
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[The  deposition  of  Patrick  Emmit  O'Donnell  follows:] 
Executive  Session 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight, 
U.S.  House  of  Representatives, 

Washington,  DC. 

DEPOSITION  OF:  PATRICK  EMMIT  O'DONNELL 
Tuesday,  December  9,  1997 

The  deposition  in  the  above  matter  was  held  in  Room  2203,  Raybum  House  Office 
Biiilding,  commencing  at  10:15  a.m. 

Appearances: 
Staff  Present  for  the  Government  Reform  and  Oversight  Committee:  Robert  J. 

Dold,  Jr.,  Investigative  Counsel;  E.  Edward  Eynon,  Investigative  Counsel;  and  Mi- 
chael J.  Yeager,  Minority  Counsel. 

For  MR.  O'DONNELL: 
ROBERT  M.  ADLER,  ESQ. 
O'Connor  &  Hannan,  L.L.P. Suite  800 
1919  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.C.  20006-3483 

Mr.  DOLD.  Good  morning,  Mr.  O'Donnell.  On  behalf  of  the  members  of  the  Com- 
mittee on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight,  1  appreciate  and  thank  you  for  ap- 

pearing here  today.  The  person  transcribing  this  deposition  is  a  House  reporter  and 
a  notary  public,  and  I  am  now  request  that  the  reporter  place  you  under  oath. 

THEREUPON,  PATRICK  EMMIT  O'DONNELL,  a  witness,  was  called  for  examina- 
tion by  Counsel,  and  after  having  been  first  dvily  sworn,  was  examined  and  testi- fied as  follows: 

Mr.  Dold.  I  would  like  to  note  for  the  record  those  who  are  presented  at  the  be- 
ginning of  this  deposition.  My  name  is  Bob  Dold,  the  designated  Majority  counsel 

for  the  committee.  I  am  accompanied  by  Ted  Eynon,  also  with  the  majority  staff". 
Mike  Yeager  is  the  designated  Minority  counsel  for  the  committee;  and  Mr. 
O'Donnell  is  accompanied  tSday  by  Mr.  Bob  Adler. 

Although  this  proceeding  is  being  held  in  a  somewhat  informal  atmosphere,  be- 
cause you  have  been  placed  under  oath  your  testimony  here  today  has  the  same 

force  and  effect  as  if  you  were  testifying  before  the  committee  or  in  a  court  of  law. 
If  I  ask  you  about  conversations  you  have  had  in  the  past  and  you  are  unable 

to  recall  the  exact  words  you  used  in  the  conversation,  you  may  state  that  you  are 
unable  to  recall  the  exact  words  and  than  may  give  me  the  gist  or  substance  of  any 
such  conversation  to  the  best  of  your  recollection. 

If  you  recall  any  part  of  a  conversation  or  any  part  of  an  event,  please  give  me 
your  best  recollection  of  those  events  or  parts  of  conversation  that  you  recall.  If  I 
ask  you  whether  you  have  any  information  on  a  particular  subject  and  you  have 

overheard  other  persons  conversing  with  each  other  regarding  it  or  seen  correspond- 
ence or  dociunentation  regarding  it,  please  tell  me  that  you  do  have  such  infonna- 

tion  and  indicate  the  source,  either  of  conversation  or  document  or  otherwise,  from 
which  you  derived  such  knowledge.  .  j.       .i.        u •    * 

The  Majority  and  Minority  counsel  will  ask  you  questions  regarding  the  subject 
matter  of  the  investigation.  Minority  counsel  will  ask  questions  after  the  Majority 
counsel  is  finished.  After  Minority  counsel  has  completed  questioning,  a  new  round 

of  questioning  may  begin.  Members  of  Congress  who  wish  to  ask  questions  wiU  be 

afforded  an  immediate  opportunity  to  ask  their  questions.  I  don  t  anticipate  Mem- 
bers coming  in  today,  but  if  they  do  come  in,  they  will  be  afforded  an  immediate 

opportunity,  and  when  they  are  finished,  committee  counsel  will  resume  theu-  ques- 

Pursuant  to  committee  rules,  you  are  allowed  to  have  an  attorney  present  to  ad- 
vise you  of  your  rights.  Any  objection  raised  during  the  course  of  the  deposition 

shall  be  stated  for  the  record.  .  .,        •         ̂          ̂  
If  the  witness  is  instructed  not  to  answer  a  question  or  otherwise  refuses  to  an- 

swer a  question.  Majority  and  Minority  counsel  will  confer  to  determine  whether  an 

objection  is  proper.  If  the  Majority  and  Minority  counsel  agree  that  the  question  is 

proper  the  witness  will  be  asked  to  answer  the  question.  If  an  objection  is  not  with- 
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drawn,  the  Chairman  or  Member  designated  by  the  Chairman  may  decide  whether 
the  objection  is  proper. 

This  deposition  is  considered  as  taken  in  executive  session  of  the  committee  which 
means  that  it  may  not  be  made  public  without  the  consent  of  the  committee  pursu- 

ant to  clause  2(k)7  of  House  Rule  XI. 
Finally,  no  later  than  5  days  after  your  testimony  is  transcribed  and  you  have 

been  notified  that  your  transcript  is  available,  and  that  is  usually  in  about  a  day 
or  two,  you  may  submit  suggested  changes  to  the  Chairman.  The  transcript  will  be 
available  for  review  at  the  committee  office. 

The  committee  staff  may  make  any  typographical  or  clerical  changes  requested  by 
you.  However  any  substantive  changes,  mo(Ufications  or  clarifications,  or  amend- 

ments to  the  deposition  transcript  submitted  by  you  must  be  accompanied  by  a  let- 
ter requesting  the  changes  and  a  statement  for  the  reasons  for  each  proposed 

change.  A  letter  requesting  substantive  changes  must  be  signed  by  you  and  shall 
be  included  as  an  appendix  to  the  transcript,  conditioned  upon  your  signing  of  the 
transcript. 

Mr.  O'Donnell,  do  you  understand  everjrthing  we  have  gone  over  thus  far? The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Do  you  have  any  questions  before  we  begin? 
The  Witness.  No. 

Mr.  DOLD.  A  couple  of  ground  rules.  If  you  don't  understand  a  question,  please 
say  so  and  I  will  repeat  it  or  rephrase  it  so  you  understand  the  question.  The  re- 

porter will  be  taking  down  everything  we  say  and  will  be  making  a  written  record 
of  the  deposition.  You  must  give  verbal  and  audible  answers  because  the  reporter 

cannot  record  what  a  nod  of  the  head  or  gestxire  means.  If  you  can't  hear  me,  please 
say  so  and  I  wiU  repeat  the  question  or  have  the  court  reporter  read  the  question 
back  to  you. 

Do  you  understand  that? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Please  wait  until  I  finish  each  question  before  answering,  and  I  will 

wait  until  you  finish  your  answer  before  I  ask  the  next  question. 
Your  testimony  is  being  taken  under  oath  as  if  we  were  in  a  court  of  law,  and 

if  you  answer  a  question,  it  will  be  assumed  that  you  understood  the  question  and 
the  answer  was  intended  to  be  responsive  to  it. 

Do  you  understand  that? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  sir. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  understand  you  are  here  voluntarily  today  and  not  as  a  result  of  a 

subpoena;  is  that  correct? 
The  Witness.  Correct. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Do  you  have  any  other  questions  before  we  begin? 
Mr.  Abler.  No. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Now  would  be  an  appropriate  time,  if  you  have  any  opening  statement. 
Mr.  Adler.  We  have  none. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Mr.  Yeager? 
Mr.  Yeager.  I  have  some  brief  remarks.  As  I  have  noted  in  previous  depositions, 

the  Minority  objects  to  this  deposition  and  all  depositions  related  to  the  Hudson  Ca- 
sino matter.  The  Hudson  Casino  matter  is  shortliand  for  the  Interior  Department's 

denial  of  an  application  by  three  Indian  tribes  to  place  land  into  trust  for  develop- 
ment of  a  casino  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

The  Senate  GovemmentaJ  Affairs  Committee  has  already  completed  an  investiga- 
tion into  this  matter  and  has  called  all  witnesses  or  has  called  all  witnesses  central 

to  any  allegations  of  impropriety,  including  Secretary  of  Interior  Bruce  Babbitt, 
former  Deputy  Chief  of  Staff  Harold  Ickes,  and  former  DNC  Chairman  Donald 
Fowler. 

In  addition,  the  Attorney  General  has  reviewed  this  matter,  and  I  understand  the 
House  Committee  on  Resources  is  conducting  a  separate  inquiry  into  these  issues. 
It  seems  entirely  duplicative  and  unnecessary  and  a  waste  of  taxpayer  resources. 
It  is  not  that  the  committee  lacks  the  power  to  look  into  these  issues,  but  simply 
an  imprudent  and  oppressive  use  of  that  power. 

I  just  wish  to  make  our  objections  known  for  the  record. 
Mr.  DOLD.  All  right. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  O'Donnell,  will  you  please  give  us  your  full  name  and  spell  it? 
Answer.  Patrick  Emmit  O'Donnell,  O'D-0-N-N-E-L-L. 
Question.  Can  you  give  us  a  brief  history  of  your  educational  background? 
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Answer.  I  attended  Georgetown  University  and  the  Washington  College  of  Law, 
graduated  in  1962  from  law  school,  and  have  been  in  the  practice  of  law  ever  since 
then. 

Question.  Can  you  please  give  us  a  brief  employment  history  as  to  where  you  were 
practicing  law  or  what  jobs  you  have  held  since  1962? 

Answer.  I  was  a  prosecutor  for  the  Office  of  the  Corporation  Counsel,  which  is 

the  District  of  Columbia's  legal  arm,  for  about  7  years,  from  '62.  I  went  to  the  FCC 
as  Legal  Assistant  to  the  Chairman,  then  Dean  Burch,  in  about  1969,  right  after 
the  Reagan  election.  I  served  there  for  a  year  or  so. 

I  went  over  to  the  White  House  at  that  point,  in  1970,  and  was  there  until  Gerry 
Ford  was  defeated  in  1976.  I  worked  in  the  Office  of  Legislative  Affairs  at  that  time 
and  represented  the  President  on  the  Hill. 

I  had  two  brief  stops  in  the  interim — no,  after  I  left,  and  I  went  to  General  Elec- 
tric as  a  Legislative  Counsel  for  about  2  years,  and  then  to  the  J.  C.  Penney  Com- 

pany for  about  a  year  and  a  half  as  their  Washington  Vice  President;  and  to  the 
Reagan  for  President  Campaign  in  1980. 

And  then  after  that  transition,  the  committee  finished  its  work,  I  went  to  O'Con- 
nor &  Hannan  in  January  of  '81  and  have  been  there  ever  since  as  a  partner  in the  firm. 

Question.  Have  you  discussed  this  deposition  with  anyone  besides  your  counsel? 
Mr.  Abler.  Or  in  the  presence  of  counsel? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Or  in  the  presence  of  counsel? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Who  have  you  discussed  this  with? 
Answer.  Tom  Corcoran,  my  partner,  who  you  are  going  to  depose  tomorrow — and 

who  else — David  MeUncofF,  who  is  a  partner  in  the  firm.  That  is  about  it,  really. 
Question.  And  what  did  you  discuss  with  them? 
Answer.  Just  the  fact  that  the  deposition  was  taking  place,  where  we  were  on  it, 

who  struck  John.  We  have  some  Litigation  that  has  been  filed  against  us,  Tom  Cor- 
coran and  myself  personally. 

Question.  So  you  shall  be  personally  named  in  some  litigation? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Just  for  the  record,  we  are  not  concerned  about  any  of  the  Litigation 

going  on  in  Wisconsin  and  want  to  make  that  clear  for  the  record  that  we  are  not 
interested  in  getting  into  the  details  or  intricacies  of  any  of  the  litigation  going  on. 

Mr.  Adler.  For  the  record,  the  case  he  is  referring  to  is  a  District  of  Columbia 

filed  case.  There  is  a  defamation  action  against  Mr.  Corcoran  and  Mr.  O'Donnell, 
involving  the  Delaware  North  issue,  as  it  has  come  to  be  known.  There  is  also  sepa- 

rate Wisconsin  litigation.  I  think  there  are  two  cases  out  there  that  Mr.  O'Donnell 
and  Mr.  Corcoran  and  the  law  firm  are  not  parties  to  in  that  Utigation. 

Mr.  Yeager.  If  I  might,  I  take  counsel  at  his  word  that  he  is  not  interested  in 
the  Wisconsin  litigation  and  presumably  not  interested  in  the  District  of  Columbia 
litigation  also.  To  the  extent  that  questions  bear  on  Delaware  North  or  any  facts 
surrounding  the  meeting  with  Senator  McCain,  I  am  going  to  ask  that  counsel  ex- 

plain the  pertinency  of  the  inquiry  to  the  stated  purpose  of  this  investigation. 
Mr.  DOLD.  We  are  looking  to  talk  about  certainly  a  meeting  on  the  Hill  with 

McCain — we  will  get  into  that  a  little  later — and  some  of  the  areas  around  Delaware 
North,  and  we  wiU  get  to  that  also  later.  But  we  will  not  try  to  jeopardize  anjrthing 
with  regard  to  the  litigation  that  you  are  presently  in. 

Mr.  Adler.  Let  me  wait  xmtil  the  question  comes  up  so  you  can  be  thinking  about 
it.  I  am  concerned  and  we  are  concerned  about  the  extent  of  your  authority.  I  under- 

stand full  well  that  it  deals  with  fund-raising  issues,  possible  improprieties,  possible 
violations  of  law  involving  fund-raising. 

At  that  point,  I  am  going  to  ask  you  for  a  proffer  on  the  record  as  to  what  Dela- 
ware North  has  to  do  with  the  fund-raising  issues,  because  I  am  not  quite  certain 

at  this  moment  in  time  of  how  there  is  a  possible  connection.  But  I  don't  want  to 
anticipate  your  line  of  inquiry.  But  when  we  get  there,  so  you  can  be  thinking  about 
it,  would,  when  we  start  to  get  to  the  first  Delaware  North  question — I  say  that  be- 

cause I  Liear  you  saying  you  do  want  to  get  into  that — if  you  would,  if  I  don't  ask you  for  a  proffer,  give  me  a  proffer  on  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  O'Donnell,  have  you  given  any  documents  regarding  the  Hudson 
Dog  Track,  and  when  I  say  the  Hudson  Dog  Track,  I  am  talking  about  the  fee-to- 
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trust  application  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  filed  by  three  tribes;  I  believe  they  are  the 
Red  Cliff,  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles,  and  the  Sokaogon  Tribes. 

Just  so  there  is  no  ambiguity,  when  I  refer  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  appUcation, 
that  is  what  I  am  referring  to.  Have  you  given  any  documents  regarding  the  Hudson 
Dog  Track  to  the  Department  of  Justice  Task  Force  on  Fund-raising? 

Answer.  I  am  not  certain.  I  know  we  have  given  documents  to  your  committee. 
Have  we  given  them  to  Justice? 

Mr.  Adler.  Not  that  I  am  aware  of.  I  don't  think  we  have  even  received  a  request for  documents. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  think  we  have. 
Mr.  Adler.  From  Justice. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Has  anyone  from  the  Department  of  Justice  spoken  with  you  about  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Mr.  O'Donnell,  when  did  you  first  become  aware  that  there  was  a  possi- biUty  that  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  might  be  used  for  other  gaming  purposes,  other 
than  a  Greyhound  racing  track? 

Answer.  Repeat  that  question;  I  am  sorry. 
Question.  I  guess  the  basic  question  is  when  did  you  first  become  aware  about  the 

Hudson  Dog  'fi-ack  and  the  application  process? 
Answer.  I  was  approached  by  my  partner,  Tom  Corcoran — I  think  it  was  in  June 

of  '95 — asking  me  to  set  up  a  meeting  with  Senator  McCain  having  to  do  with  this 
issue.  Up  to  that  point  I  had  never  heard  of  the  issue  at  all. 

Question.  And  that  you  say  was  in  June  of  '95? Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  what  did  you  do  as  far  as  your  professional  involvement  at  O'Con- nor &  Hannan  with  this  issue? 
Answer.  I  set  up  the  meeting  with  Senator  McCain.  We  had  it  a  few  days  after 

Tom  Corcoran  had  briefed  me  on  the  nuts  and  bolts  of  what  the  case  was  about, 

and  we  went  in  and  saw  him  on  a  date  that  is  in  the  record;  I  don't  recall  the  date, 
it  was  about  5  days  after  my  first  awareness  of  the  issue. 

Question.  And  what,  as  far  as  your  briefing,  if  you  remember,  what  did  the  brief- 
ing entail  from  Mr.  Corcoran? 

Answer.  He  described  to  me  the  fact  that  there  was  an  application  pending  for 
a  gaming  license  at  a  non-Indian  site — I  guess  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  the  race  track, 
that  was  not  doing  well  financially — and  that  our  client,  St.  Croix,  the  St.  Croix  In- 

dian Tribe,  was  opposed  to  that  application. 
Question.  When  you  say  your  client  was  the  St.  Croix,  that  was  the  tribe  that  spe- 

cifically hired  O'Connor  &  Hannan? Answer.  That  is  correct. 

Question.  Did  you  have  any  involvement  with  the  Minnesota  Indian  Gaming  Asso- ciation? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Who  else  was  involved  in  the  lobbying  effort  with  the  St.  Croix? 
Answer.  At  that  point  I  was  only  aware  of  Tom  Corcoran  being  involved  in  it.  He 

brought  it  to  me,  and  that  was  all  I  knew. 

Question.  Do  you  know  Patrick  O'Connor? Answer.  Yes;  he  is  a  senior  partner  in  my  firm. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  involvement  he  had  regarding  this  application 

ataU? 

Mr.  Adler.  As  of  the  time  period  that  Corcoran  first  spoke  to  Mr.  O'DonneU  about it? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Sure. 

The  Witness.  At  that  stage  I  didn't  know  O'Connor  had  anything  to  do  with  the 
case.  I  wasn't  aware  of  that. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  When  did  you  first  become  aware  of  that? 
Answer.  Gosh,  somewhere  down  the  road,  many  months  thereafter.  I  mean,  I  was 

in  the  case  and  out  of  it,  and  went  about  my  business  and  worked  on  my  own  cli- 
ents. I  didn't  pay  attention  to  the  matter  once  the  application  had  been  denied, 

which  was  in,  I  guess,  July  of  that  same  year.  I  never  focused  on  it  really  again 
until  this  current  publicity  welled  up. 

Question.  Do  you  know,  do  you  have  a  sense  of  who,  what  tribes,  were  opposed 
and  who  was  for  the  application? 
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Answer.  No.  St.  Croix  was  the  only  one  that  I  ever  focused  on,  and  those  tribes 
are  very  difficult  to  remember  by  name.  So  I  mean  if  you  asked  me,  without  me 
going  back  to  my  notes,  who  the  client  was,  I  wouldn't  have  even  remembered  it was  the  St.  Croix  Tribe. 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  making  any  political  contribu- 
tions on  or  around  that  time? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  I  know  you  have  said  that  you  had  a  meeting,  or  you  had  a  meeting, 

before  you  set  up  a  meeting  with  Senator  McCain,  with  Tom  Corcoran.  Did  you  have 
any  other  meetings  on  the  Hudson  matter  with  anyone  else  besides  Mr.  Corcoran? 

Answer.  No.  No,  that  was  it.  That  was  maybe  a  15-minute  meeting  where  I  scrib- 
bled some  notes,  which  you  have,  which  have  been  submitted  to  you.  That  was  it. 

Question.  And  was  it  your  belief  that  Mr.  Corcoran  was  in  charge  of  the  lobbying 
effort? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Mr.  Adler.  Just  a  minute. 
[Discussion  off  the  record.] 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  showing  Mr.  O'Donnell  what  has  been  marked  as  PO'D-1. 
[O'Donnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-1  was  marked  for  identification.] 

[Note. — ^All  exhibits  referred  to  may  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
deposition.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  For  the  record,  having  given  us  the  information  you  have  given  us  thus 
far  about  your  meeting,  these  are  some  calendar  entries  from  Patrick  O'Connor.  My 
reason  for  showing  you  these  is  simply  to  see  if  it  might  spark  something  in  your 
mind  as  to  what  Mr.  Corcoran  might  have  said  to  you.  If  he  didn't,  we  can  breeze 
ri^t  through  it. 

Directing  your  attention  really  to  the  second  page  in  there,  on  April  27th,  it  says, 
"St.  Croix  'Tribe  calls  to  White  House  and  DNC  regarding  tribe's  meeting  with 
Chairman  Fowler." 

Did  you  have  any  idea  your  clients  were  meeting  with  Chairman  Fowler  or  the 
effort  to  lobby  was  involving  the  White  House  or  the  DNC? 

Mr.  Adler.  Let  me  see  if  I  can — I  am  confused  by  your  question.  Are  you  asking 
him  whether  or  not  when  Mr.  Corcoran  briefed  him  in  advance  of  the  McCain  meet- 

ing, whether  or  not  Tom  Corcoran  referred  to  an  earlier  meeting  with  Mr.  Fowler? 
Is  that  your  Question? 

Mr.  DOLD.  Yes;  or  if  he  found  out  subsequent,  after  this  meeting,  during  the  time 
frame,  on  the  way  to  the  meeting  with  Senator  McCain  or  after  the  meeting  with 
Senator  McCain,  at  the  present  time  he  was  aware  that  they  had  contacted  the 
White  House  or  the  DNC  or  that  they  had  a  meeting  with  Chairman  Fowler. 

Mr.  Adler.  Break  it  down  now  and  suggest  that  maybe  the  first  question  is,  at 
any  time  prior  to  the  meeting  that  Mr.  OT)onneU  went  to  with  Mr.  McCain  involv- 

ing this  matter,  was  he  aware  of  a  prior  meeting  with  Mr.  Fowler?  That  is  the  first 
question. 

Mr.  Dold.  Perfectly  worded. 
The  Witness.  The  answer  is  no. 
Mr.  Adler.  After  the  meeting  with  Senator  McCain,  did  you  become  aware,  other 

than  from  newspaper  publicity,  of  a  meeting  involving  Mr.  Fowler  and  this  Dog 
Track  issue? 

The  Witness.  No. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Let  me  ask  the  same  question,  broken  down  before  and  after  the  meet- 
ing with  Senator  McCain,  regarding  calls  to  the  White  House.  Were  you  aware  of 

any  calls  to  the  White  House  made  on  behalf  of  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  before  the  meet- 
ing with  Senator  McCain? 

Answer.  No,  I  was  not. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  afler,  with  the  exclusion  of  newspaper  accounts? 
Answer.  No,  I  was  not. 
Question.  And  just  for  the  record,  I  am  not  interested  in  what  you  have  learned 

from  the  newspaper  accounts,  just  your  personal  knowledge  on  this. 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Turning  to  the  next  page,  on  May  5th,  it  talks  about  Indians,  and  then 

it  has  a  dash  50  DNC  -  Larry  Kitto  committee  to  re-elect.  Do  you  know  Mr.  Kitto? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
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Question.  And  who  is  Mr.  Kitto? 
Answer.  He  is  an  of  counsel.  He  has  an  of  counsel  relationship  with  O'Connor  & 

Hannan,  or  advisory;  I  guess  he  is  one  of  our  advisers,  not  an  of  coimsel.  I  don't think  he  is  an  attorney. 
Question.  Do  you  know  what  the — in  fact,  I  will  represent  to  you  that  in  deposi- 

tions taken  by  Mr.  Kitto,  the  50  here  is  a  number,  denomination  meaning  50,000. 
Mr.  Adler.  The  deposition  taken  before  the  committee? 
Mr.  DOLD.  No,  it  was  not  taken  before  the  committee.  Sworn  testimony;  I  think 

we  have  seen  a  deposition  of  Mr.  Kitto  where  he  refers  to  this  as  being  50,000. 
Mr.  Adler.  In  the  Wisconsin  Utigation  you  are  referring  to? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Yes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  fund-raising  being  done  by  O'Connor  &  Hannan? 
Let's  leave  it  at  that.  Were  you  aware  of  any  fund-raising  being  done  by  O'Connor 
&  Hannan  for  the  Committee  to  Re-elect,  meaning  the  CUnton-Gore  '96  campaign? Answer.  No. 

Mr.  Adler.  Involving  this  issue  or  broadly? 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  sorry,  it  says  Indians,  50  DNC. 
The  Witness.  No,  I  was  not  aware  of  any. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  On  May  9th  there  is  a  reference  to  a  Tom  Snyder,  who  I  believe  is  Tom 
Schneider.  Do  you  know  a  Tom  Schneider? 

Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  Who  is  Tom  Schneider? 

Answer.  Tom  has  been  of  counsel  or  a  partner  of  O'Connor  &  Hannan  for  the  last 
couple  of  years. 

Question.  Did  you  attend  any  meeting  where  Mr.  Schneider  was  present? 
Answer.  No.  I  didn't  know  he  was  involved  in  this  case  at  all  until  just  the  other 

day. 
Question.  And  how  did  you  become  aware  that  he  was  involved? 
Answer.  Newspaper. 
Question.  Newspaper. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Do  you  have  any  independent  knowledge  that  he  was  involved  in  the 

case,  apart  from  the  newspaper? 
The  WITNESS.  No. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR  DOLD: 

Question.  On  May  24th,  the  entry.  May  24th  entry  here,  Mr.  O'Connor's  calendar 
says  trip  to  tiie  Committee  to  Reelect,  and  in  brackets  it  says  Terry  McAulifTe.  Were 
you  aware  at  any  time  about  meetings  that  involved  Terry  McAuUffe  regarding  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Down  further  it  says  dinner,  Al  Gore,  discussion  with  Peter  Knight  and 

David  Strauss  regarding  the  Indian  problem  regarding  Hudson  Dog  Track.  Were 
you  aware  of  any  meetings  or  efforts  to  involve  Peter  Knight  and  David  Strauss  or 
Vice  President  Gore? 

Answer.  No,  I  was  not. 
Mr.  Adler.  Other  than  firom  newspaper  accounts. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Just  personal,  not  newspapers. 
Answer.  Yes.  We  are  finished  with  this  docvunent? 
Question.  We  are  done  with  this  document,  and  are  going  to  move  through  some 

of  ̂ e  others  based  upon  answers  you  gave  us  based  on  that  first  set. 
[O'Donnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-2  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  showing  Mr.  O'Donnell  what  has  been  marked  as  PO'D-2.  It  is 

a  Minnesota  Legislative  Update  fi:t>m  O'Connor  &  Hannan  production.  I  am  sorry, 
this  is  from  Patnck  O'Connor's  production. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  The  first  page,  it  says,  "We  are  arranging  meetings  for  Tribal  Officials 
to  meet  with  the  Chairman  of  the  Democratic  National  Committee,  and  representa- 

tives from  the  White  House."  Just  so  I  am  clear  on  this,  you  have  no  knowledge 
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of  any  meetings,  either  with  the  White  House  or  the  DNC,  other  than  newspaper 
accounts? 

Answer.  That  is  correct. 

Question.  On  the  second  page   
Mr.  Adler.  Or  discussions  with  his  counsel,  in  the  presence  of  counsel. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Really  focusing  your  attention  to  the  bottom,  where  it  says  "The  mes- 
sage was  quite  simple:  all  of  the  people  against  this  project,"  referring  to  the  Hud- 

son Dog  Track,  "both  Indian  and  non-Indian  are  Democrats  who  have  substantially 
large  blocks  of  votes  and  who  contribute  heavily  to  the  Democratic  Party"  And  then, 
"In  contrast,  aU  of  them,"  and  the  rest  is  blank. 
My  question  to  you  is,  at  any  time  in  your  dealings  with  the  Hudson  Dog  Track 

matter,  was  it  conveyed  to  you  that  this  was  a  point  that  needed  to  get  across  to 
the  people  that  you  were  lobbying? 

Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Did  you  ever  make  that  point? 
The  Witness.  No. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  And,  again,  you  don't  know  about  any  donations  made  to  the  DNC  or 
the  Clinton-Gore  Re-elect  by  the  St.  Croix  Tribe? 

Answer.  No. 

[O'Donnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-3  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  showing  Mr.  O'Donnell  what  has  been  marked  PO'D-3,  which  is 

a  letter  to  Senator  John  McCain  from  the  O'Connor  &  Hannan   
Mr.  Adler.  Do  you  have  an  extra  copy? 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  sorry.  Just  so  you  know,  at  the  end  of  the  deposition,  due  to  our 

protocols  and  because  we  are  in  executive  session,  we  need  to  take  the  documents 
back. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  The  date  of  the  letter  from  O'Connor  &  Hannan  is  July  20th,  1995, 
signed  at  the  bottom  by  Thomas  J.  Corcoran  and  Patrick  E.  O'Donnell. Do  you  recall  sending  this  letter? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  A  handwritten  notation  at  the  top  says  "meeting  at  2:30  p.m.  6-8-95." 
Does  that  jibe,  about  the  same  time  that  you  would  have  had  that  meeting  with 
Senator  McCain? 

Answer.  I  think  so. 
Question.  Who  attended  this  meeting,  if  you  recall? 
Answer.  Tom  Corcoran  and  myself.  Frank  Ducheneaux  was  also  there. 
Question.  What  was  his  fvmction? 
Answer.  He  was  a  consvdtant  to  various  Indian  tribes,  former  Hill  staffer. 
Question.  Just  the  three  of  you,  or  were  there  others  involved? 
Answer.  That  is  all  I  recall  being  in  the  room. 
Mr.  Adler.  And  the  Senator. 
The  Witness.  Yes,  and  the  Senator. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  It  wouldn't  have  been  much  of  a  meeting  without  him.  Can  you  tell  me 
basically  what  was  disctissed  at  that  meeting? 

Answer.  We  brought  to  the  Senator's  attention  an  article  from  the  Wall  Street Journal  that  made  overtones  to — made  a  thrust  that  the  owner  of  the  track  was 
Mafia-connected,  and  asked  him,  because  of  his  strong  conviction  and  desire  to  keep 
the  criminal  elements  out  of  Indian  gaming,  to  take  a  look  at  it.  We  didn't  know whether  it  was  true,  false  or  otherwise,  but  we  thought  he  should  be  aware  of  it. 

Question.  Okay.  In  the  second  paragraph  it  says,  "Many,  many  thanks  to  you  for 
your  help  with  the  Department  of  Justice.  Without  your  assistance,  we  do  not  be- 

lieve BIA  Headquarters  would  have  overturned  its  Minneapolis  area  office  on  this 

matter." 
What  did  you  mean,  or  what  help  did  Senator  McCain  provide  with  Department 

of  Justice? 

Answer.  Well,  at  the  meeting,  and  I  am  a  little  bit  vague  on  what  he  said  specifi- 
cally, but  it  was  my  impression  that  he  indicated  that  he  would  take  this  matter 
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by  the  Justice  Department,  and  so  I  was  at  that  point  presuming  that  he  had  and 
thanking  him  for  his  assistance. 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  he  actually  ever  did? 
Answer.  I  don't.  .  ,     .      u    ttt  n Mr.  DOLD.  A  moment  ago  you  mentioned  that  a  newspaper  article  m  the  Wall 

Street  Jovumal  was  kind  of  providing  a  thrust  for  you.  Let  me  just  show  you  what 
has  been  marked  as  PCD-i. 

[CDonnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-4  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  This  is  the  handwritten  note  on  the  front  which  reads,  "Pat  O'D.  At- 
tached are  two  articles  on  Delaware  North."  I  don't  know  what  that  is,  perhaps  "re- 

garding Indian  gaming.  T.C." 
Do  you  know  who  "T.C."  Is  referring  to?  Is  that  Tom  Corcoran? Answer.  Yes,  that  is  correct. 
Question.  Did  you  receive — do  you  recall  receiving  this  article  or  receiving  this note? 
Answer.  I  do.  ,       .    i-       t 
Question.  Okay.  And  if  you  want  to  take  time  to  read  this  over,  that  is  fine.  I  am 

interested  as  to  what  areas  of  tJhe  article  particularly  jumped  out  at  with  you  with 
regard  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  and  its  connection  to  Delaware  North. 

Mr.  Adler.  I  think  at  this  point  here  I  would  ask  you  for  a  proffer  as  to  what 
in  the  world  Delaware  North  has  to  do  with  fund-raising. 

Mr.  Yeager.  I  am  interested  in  that  answer,  as  well. 
Mr.  DOLD.  What  we  are  interested  in  is,  in  talking  to  other  people  in  their  deposi- 

tions, Delaware  North  and  its  supposed  Mafia  connection  was  a  big  taboo  and  would 
have  been  a  big  hindrance  in  approving  this  application,  and  was  key  in  a  lobbying 
effort  to  overturn  the  Hudson  Dog  Track,  deny  the  application. 
And  we  also  know  that  there  was  a  ftind-raising  effort  going  on,  or  at  least  we 

believe  there  was  one  going  on,  from  the  opposing  tribes,  and  this  was  one  of  a  num- ber of  tactics  to  overturn  this  decision.  So  that  is  really  how  it  kind  of  ties  up  and 
connects.  We  are  interested  as  to  why  this  matter  would  have  been  tied  to  it  at  all. 

Mr.  Yeager  If  I  could  make  an  observation,  it  is  all  very  interesting,  what  tactics 

this  firm  used  or  didn't  use  to  oppose  this  application.  I  think  we  see  a  connection 
between  allegations  of  fund-raising  improprieties  and  this  application  in  general.  I 
don't  see  how  the  inquiry  into  tiie  particular  tactics  of  a  law  firm  relates  directly, 
indirectly,  or  even  by  several  degrees  of  separation  to  the  core  mission  of  this  com- 

mittee. I  don't  think  the  explanation  clears  that  up. 
Mr.  Adler.  Let  me  add  to  that.  I  listened  carefiilly  to  your  proffer,  and  I  agree 

with  the  comment  by  Mr.  Yeager  that  there  is  an  ostensible  basis  in  terms  of  look- 
ing into  this  application  and  Sie  denial  of  it  involving  any  linkage  to  fund-raising 

soucitations  or  contributions. 

By  its  own  terms  and  fix)m  what  you  have  said,  Delaware  North  had  absolutely, 
in  that  whole  issue,  no  connection  to  fund-raising.  It  is  a  matter  of  public  record 
that  there  were  statements  made  about  Delaware  North  to  Senator  McCain,  but  I 

don't  hear  you  to  say  that  either  Delaware  North  or  anyone  involved  in  terms  of 
who  the  owners  were,  were  making  contributions  or  promised  to  make  contributions 
or  solicited  contributions. 
Whether  or  not  Delaware  North  was  in  fact  Mafia-connected  or  whether  it  was 

in  fact  liie  owner  or  what  was  said  about  that,  I  don't  understand  the  connection. 
This  issue  we  are  talking  about  is  squarely  whJat  is  involved  in  the  D.C.  litigation, 
and  I  am  counsel  of  recora  personally  on  that. 

Mr.  Yeager.  If  I  could  add  one  other  remark,  the  Minority  is  interested  in  this 
question  because  pertinency  bears  on  the  power  of  the  committee  to  inquire.  It  bears 
on  this  committee's  jurisdiction  and  its  ability  to  compel  witnesses  to  answer  ques- 

tions. I  think  the  Minority  has  expressed  concerns  fi*om  the  beginning  of  the  inves- 
tigation that  its  focus — and  I  don't  mean  to  direct  any  criticism  to  counsel — has  been 

scattershot,  and  that  is  a  charitable  characterization.  I  think  this  is  an  example  of 
that,  and  tiie  Minority  is  concerned  about  reining  in  the  investigation  and  keeping 
it  on  focus. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  would  like  to  add,  unless  you  have  something  fiirther   
Mr.  Adler.  No.  I  have  got  to  make  a  decision  here  as  to  whether  I  am  going  to 

let  him  testify.  Let  me  get  this  out,  please.  I  would  ask  you  to  move  on,  essentially, 
because  I  don't  think  Delaware  North  has  anything  to  do  with  anything  that  you 
could  conceivably  look  into.  If  you  refiise  and  you  insist  on  the  questioning  this  wit- 

ness, and  the  same  question  will  come  up  tomorrow  with  Mr.  Corcoran,  then  I  am 
going  to  have  to  make  a  decision  as  to  whether  to  let  him  testify. 
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So  the  record  is  clear,  I  would  say  in  the  D.C.  case,  the  defamation  case  filed 

against  Mr.  O'Donnell  and  Mr.  Corcoran  squarely  involved  this  meeting  with  Sen- 
ator McCain.  You  obviously  have  a  legislative  mandate,  but  I  don't  understand  how, 

and  I  don't  have  a  copy  of  your  authority  with  me,  I  don't  understand  how  Delaware 
North  has  anything  to  do  with  fund-raising.  Rather  than  get  into  a  big  fight  about 
it,  I  would  urge  you  to  move  on  here. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Let  me  just  say  that — at  least  the  way  I  see  it,  and  there  are  other 
people  who  may  have  different  opinions  on  this  within  the  committee — that  con- 

tributions from — numerous  opposing  tribes  to  the  Hudson  appUcation  were  donating 
large  or  making  large  contributions  based  upon  and  tied  to  the  success  of  the  effort 
to  stop  the  application.  And  therefore  turning  down  the  Hudson  application  meant 
dollars,  not  ordy  to,  and  this  is  again  my  belief,  but  contributions  were  tied  to  the 
success  of  turning  down  this  application. 
Once  this  appUcation  was  denied,  we  see  large  campaign  contributions  coming 

into  the  coffers  of  the  DNC  and  the  Committee  to  Re-elect.  We  have  reports  that 
over  $300,000  from  those  opposing  tribes  flowed  into  Democratic  coffers  as  a  result 
of  this  decision,  or  we  beUeve  as  a  result  of  this  decision. 

That  is  how  I  think  it  ties  in,  is  because  it  ties  into  the  basic  beUef  that  the  Dela- 
ware North  angle  of  this  thing  was  a  factor.  As  noted  in  your  letter,  "Without  your 

assistance,  we  do  not  beUeve  the  BIA  headquarters  would  have  overtxuTied  its  Min- 
neapolis area  office  on  this  matter."  Clearly  we  have  got  statements  from  Mr. 

O'Donnell  that  the  subject  matter  of  the  meeting  with  Senator  McCain  was  this area  with  Delaware  North. 
Now,  I  am  not  interested  in  the  defamation  aspects  of  it,  but  I  am  interested  as 

to  where  they  got  the  information  regarding  Delaware  North  and  why  it  was  a  plan 
to  use  Delaware  North,  when  in  my  reading  of  the  Wall  Street  Journal  article,  Dela- 

ware North  is  in  no  way  tied  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track,  and  we  have  since  learned 
that  Delaware  North  does  have  ties  to  other  dog  tracks  in  the  Wisconsin  area,  but 
not  the  Hudson  Dog  Track. 

So  that  is  where  I  would  like  to  go  with  this.  That  is  where  I  leave  it  with  you. 

Mr.  Yeager.  I  think  I  have  to  respond  to  the  counsel's  statement.  Minority,  with- 
out going  through  it  item-by-item.  Minority  disagrees  wholly  with  counsel's  charac- 

terization of  the  facts.  They  are  not  supported  on  this  record,  on  the  public  record 
of  the  Senate,  in  the  pubhc  domain,  or  by  any  facts  from  any  other  source  we  are 
aware  of 

Mr.  Adler.  We  are  also  not  aware,  and  maybe  you  can  make  a  proffer  on  that, 
this  Delaware  North  issue  we  are  describing,  has  it  ever  made  its  way  to  the  Inte- 

rior Department,  and  was  it  ever  seen  by  the  decision-makers  there  in  terms  of  its 
review? 

Let  me  talk  to  my  client  for  a  second. 
[Counsel  confers  with  witness.] 
Mr.  Adler.  Let  me  go  back  on  the  record.  With  that  proffer,  I  am  going  to  allow 

him  to  answer  these  questions.  We  are  here  to  cooperate  with  you.  I  would  say  for 
the  record  I  am  not  totally  persuaded  that  your  proffer  establishes  the  point  you 
are  trying  to  make,  but  as  I  say,  we  are  here  to  cooperate  with  you,  so  Mr. 

O'Donnell  would  be  pleased  to  answer  your  questions. Mr.  Yeager.  We  will  not  press  the  objection,  but  I  think  the  record  will  reflect 
that  the  question  is  not  pertinent  to  the  subject  matter  of  the  deposition. 

The  WlT>fESS.  It  answer  your  question,  I  remember  what  it  was.  There  is  nothing 
in  the  Wall  Street  Journal  article  that  states  that  there  is  an  ownership  by  Dela- 

ware North  of  this  particular  track.  We  were  advised  that  the  ownership  status  did 
exist,  and  I  was  advised  of  that  by  Mr.  Corcoran,  and  that  was  the  basis  for  the 
linkage  that  I  referred  to. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Okay.  I  am  showing  the  witness  what  is  being  marked  as  PO'D-5. 
[O'Donnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-5  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  These  appear  to  be  some  handwritten  notes.  I  know  you  made  reference 
to  some  notes  a  moment  ago.  Do  you  know  whose  notes  these  are? 

Answer.  These  are  my  handwriting. 
Question.  And  at  the  top  it  is  "6-2-95,"  and  "Senator  McCain  matter"  underlined, cUent  is  the  St.  Croix. 
Were  these  notes  taken  at  that  meeting  you  referred  to  with  Mr.  Corcoran? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Delaware  North  has  in  the  past,  I  am  aware,  had  been  written  on  nu- 

merous occasions  as  having  possible  Mafia  connections,  and  I  see  down  at  the  bot- 
tom here  that  that  issue  was  raised. 
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Is  the  reason  that  you  went  to  see  Senator  McCain  that  you  believed  that  he 
would  take  a  more  passionate  stance  with  regard  to  Delaware  North,  or  thinking 

that  the — that  possible  gaming  interests  would  be  controlled  by  those  who  had  pos- sible connections  to  the  Mafia? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  whether  I  wovild  use  the  word,  "passionate,"  but  it  was  be- 
cause of  his  role  as  the  Chairman  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Committee  and  his  stated 

public  and  private  comments  about  how  vital  it  was  to  keep  the  criminal  element 
out  of  Indian  gaming,  that  that  was  the  reason  we  went  to  see  him. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  showing  the  witness  what  has  been  marked  POD-6.  It  is  a  fax 
from  Tom  Corcoran.  The  name  at  the  top  is  Lewis  Taylor,  slash,  Mary  Hartmann. 

Total  number  of  pages,  including  the  cover,  is  two,  and  the  date  is  6-13-95.  And  the 
bottom  says,  "Lewis,  mission  accomplished.  Justice  will  be  looking  to  Delaware 
North  and  Hudson." 

Have  you  seen  this  before 
[O'Donnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-€  was  marked  for  identification.] The  Witness.  Yes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Okay.  The  TC  on  the  cover  page,  I  assume,  is  Tom  Corcoran? 
Answer.  That  looks  like  his  handwriting. 

Question.  My  question  really  involves  what  mission  were  you  trying  to  accom- 
plish? Or  was  that  Corcoran's  thing. Mr.  Adler.  That  was  Corcoran. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  Mr.  Corcoran  explain  to  you  that  there  was  a  mission  in  your  meet- 
ing witii — or  did  you  articulate  a  mission? 

Answer.  Well,  the  mission  was  just  to  hopefully   
Mr.  Adler.  The  question  was,  did  Mr.  Corcoran,  if  I  understood  yovu-  question, 

in  advance  of  yovu"  meeting  with  Mr.  McCain,  tell  you  there  was  a,  quote,  mission? 
Did  he  ever  use  that  word? 

The  Witness.  No,  he  never  used  that  word. 

Mr.  Adler.  Tliat's  the  question. 
examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  And  what  was  yotir — was  there  an  intent  articulated  by  Mr.  Corcoran? 
Mr.  Adler.  Wait  a  minute.  Before  the  McCain  meeting? 
Mr.  Dold.  Before  the  McCain  meeting,  with  regard  to  Senator  McCain. 

Mr.  Yeager.  I  am  sorry.  I  didn't  catch  that. 
examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Was  there  an  intent  that  Mr.  Corcoran  articulated  that  they  wanted  to 
get  fi*om  the  McCain  meeting? 

Answer.  I  already  stated  they  wanted  to  get  the  Senator's  attention  on  this  project 
and  the  relative  publicity  attached  thereto. 

Question.  On  the  second  page  of  the  attached  fax,  it  is  a  memo  fi^m  yourself  to 
Tom  Corcoran  regarding  the  McCain  meeting.  The  date  on  it  is  June  13th,  1995. 
The  bottom  reads,  "During  the  Williamsbiu^  activities  over  the  weekend,  Senator 
McCain  advised  that  he  a&eady  sent  the  letter," — I  am  sorry — "sent  the  matter  we 
discussed  to  the  Justice  Department." 

Did  you  actually  speak  to  Senator  McCain  in  Williamsburg? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  did.  I  did  speak  with  him. 
Question.  Can  you  tell  us  the  substance  of  the  conversation? 
Answer.  I  spoke  to  him  over  the  weekend  a  lot.  It  was  a  full,  long  weekend  with 

senators.  This  was  the  essence  of  the  subject  that  we  are  talking  about  right  then. 
He  had  indicated  that  he  sent  the  matter  on  for  review  and  that  was  that.  We  were 
pleased  with  that  at  tliat  time. 

Mr.  Yeager  If  I  may  interject  a  quick  clarifying  question? 
Mr.  Dold.  Sure. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Do  you  know  if  the  Justice  Department  played  any  role  in  the  denial 

of  the  application  to  take  land  in  the  trust? 
The  Witness.  No,  I  don't. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Are  you  aware  of  any  commvinications  between  the  Justice  Depart- 

ment and  the  Department  of  the  Interior  on  this  subject? 
The  Witness.  No,  I  am  not. 
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Mr.  Yeager.  Do  you  have  any  independent  knowledge  that  the  Justice  Depart- 
ment was,  in  fact,  informed  about  any  possible  connection  with  Delaware  Northr 

The  Witness.  No,  I  do  not. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Do  you  know  why  you  wanted  to  get  the  Justice  Department  this  infor- 
mation? 

.^swer.  I  don't   
Mr.  Adler.  There  is  no  foundation  that  he  did. 
The  Witness.  Yeah.  We  had  not   
Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  asking  if  there  was   
The  Witness.  No. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Why  did  you — there  was  not — ^yovu-  intent  was  not  to  inform  or  have  the 
Justice  Department  informed  of  this  matter? 

Answer.  No,  no. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  know  why  Mr.  Corcoran  would  have  sent  this  memo  to 

Lewis  Taylor? 
Answer.  Other  than   
Mr.  Adler.  Are  you  asking  him  to  speculate  or  are  you  asking  him  whether  he 

knows  from  a  discussion  he  had  with  Mr.  Corcoran  as  to  why  he  did  send  this 
memo? 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  was  asking  if  he  has  any  personal  knowledge  as  to  why  this  was  sent. 
The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Adler.  I  will  try  to  straighten  it  out  here  and  help  the  record  a  bit. 
Mr.  DOLD.  All  right. 
Mr.  Adler.  And  he  will  confirm  this.  At  the  meeting  with  Senator  McCain,  nei- 

ther O'Donnell  nor  Mr.  Corcoran  asked  Senator  McCain  to  contact  the  Justice  De- 
partment. Does  that  help  you  out? 

Mr.  DoLD.  Svu-e. 
Mr.  Adler.  Then  he  can  confirm  us. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  ask  the  Justice  Department  or  did  you  ask  Senator  McCain  to 
contact  the  Justice  Department  at  all  at  this  meeting? 

The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Did  he  volunteer  to  do  that? 

The  Witness.  I  had  the  impression  that  he  had,  but  I  couldn't  swear  to  that.  I 
don't  recall  exactly.  He  expressed  an  interest  and  said,  I  will  look  into  it.  Whether 
he  said  Justice  Department  in  the  first  meeting  or  not,  I  don't  know. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  When  you  say  first  meeting,  how  many  meetings  did  you  have  with  Sen- 
ator McCain? 

Answer.  Well,  the  meeting  at  Williamsburg  and  the  meeting  in  his  office. 
Question.  At  the  meeting  in  his  office,  the  Justice  Department,  did  it  come  up  at 

all? 
Answer.  I  have  a  memory  that  he  mentioned  it. 
Mr.  Adler.  He  being  Senator  McCain? 
The  Witness.  He,  McCain,  mentioned  it  as  a  possible  place  where  he  would  send 

the  matter. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  showing  the  witness  what  is  being  marked  as  POD-7.  It  is  a,  I 

guess,  fax  to  Mr.  Corcoran  from  Larry  Kitto,  with  an  attached  memo,  dated  Jiuie 
5th,  1995,  to  the  tribal  cUents  fi:x)m  Mr.  Kitto  regarding  the  Hudson  Dog  Track 
issue. 

[O'Donnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-7  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  O'Donnell,  have  you  ever  seen  this  document? Answer.  I  think  I  have.  I  am  not  certain. 
Mr.  Adler.  If  you  had  seen  it,  was  it  part  of  your  preparations  for  the  deposition 

as  opposed  to  being  involved   
The  Witness.  No,  it  was  not. 
Mr.  Adler  [continuing].  Being  involved  in  the  work  itself,  do  you  know? 
The  Witness.  No,  it  was  not  part  of  the  preparation  for  this  meeting. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  When,  if  you  recall,  did  you  see  this  memo? 
Answer.  This  is  recent  times.  Not  anjrwhere  near  the  date  that  it  was  written. 

I  am  talking  about  after  the  pubUcity  and  what  have  you. 
Mr.  Abler.  Did  you  see  this  as  part  of  your  substantive  work  on  this  Dog  Track 

project? 
The  Witness.  No,  I  did  not. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  am  just  going  to  draw  yovu"  attention  to  item  No.  7.  It  says,  "Increase 
pressure  and  commimications  with  the  White  House  through  Vice  President  Gore's 
office,  the  National  Democratic  Committee  and  the  Committee  to  Re-elect  the  Presi- 

dent." It  says,  "Larry  Kitto  and  Pat  O'Connor  will  pursue  this." 
Did  you  have  any  knowledge  at  the  time  you  were  dealing  with  the  Hudson  Dog 

Track  that  this  was  going  on? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 
Question.  I  was  going  to  show  you  another  exhibit,  but  I  think  I  can  get  around 

it  by  just  asking  you,  Mr.  O'Coimor  had  sent  a  number  of  letters  to  various  people 
and  I  want  to  know,  did  you  help  Mr.  O'Connor  in  drafting  any  letters?  Did  you 
give  him  any  information  or  were  you  aware  that  he  was  sending  letters  to  Harold 
Ickes  or  Donald  Fowler  or  David  Mercer,  any  of  those  people? 

Answer.  The  answer  is,  no,  to  all  of  the  above. 
Mr.  Adler.  Other  than  what  he  subsequently  learned  after  he  was  no  longer  in- 

volved? 
Mr.  Dold.  Right. 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Adler.  Okay. 

Mr.  Dold.  I  am  showing  Mr.  O'Donnell  what  has  been  marked  POD-8.  This  is 
a  memo  to  the  tribal  clients  from  Larry  Kitto  and  Tom  Corcoran,  12  November  1995 

regarding  Hudson  Dog  Track.  Item  No.  6  on  the  second  page  says,  "As  we  know, 
this  issue  became  very  political  and  neither  the  White  House  or  those  in  Congress 
who  supported  us  will  want  this  issue  to  come  up  again  dvuing  the  1996  election 

year." [O'Donnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-8  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  My  question  to  you,  Mr.  O'Donnell,  is:  Who  in  the  White  House  sup- 
ported the  effort  to  turn  down  the  track  or  supported  Mr.  Kitto  and  Mr.  Corcoran? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  any  idea. 
Question.  Even  to  date,  you  have  no  idea  who  at  the  White  House  he  would  have 

been  talking  about? 
Answer.  No.  I  just  never  discussed  it  with  anybody. 
Mr.  Adlek.  Once  again,  we  are  excluding  whatever  he  has  read  in  the  newspaper? 
Mr.  Dold.  Not  newspaper  accounts. 
The  Witness.  We  said  that  earlier. 
Mr.  Dold.  Any  conversations  he  might  have  had  with  Mr.  Corcoran  subsequent 

to  or  at  any  time  if  they  might  have  mentioned  people  in  the  White  House  that  were 

supporters.  That's  what  we  are  talking  about. 
examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  And  yovir  answer  is  still,  no? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Mr.  Dold.  I  am  going  to  show  Mr.  O'Donnell  three  exhibits,  all  billing  records 
from  O'Connor  and  Hannan  to  St.  Croix,  at  least  invoices  and  they  will  be  marked 
as  POD-9.  I  guess  we  can  just  add  them  altogether;  POD-9  will  be  the  billing  state- 

ments. We  have  got  statements  really  fixjm  August  9th,  from  September  14th  and 
the  last  is  from  December  13th. 

The  yellow  highhghter  on  the  initial  first  page  is  mine  and  should  not  be  noted 
as  one  we  received. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Are  these  separate  exhibits? 
Mr.  Dold.  We  are  going  to  make  them  all  one  exhibit  just  for  simpUcitys  sake. 
[O'Donnell  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  PO'D-9  was  marked  for  identification.] 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  August  9th,  it  just  makes  a  reference,  I  believe,  down  there,  discussions 
with  Pat  O'Donnell.  Do  you  have  any  idea  or  any  memory  as  to  what  these  discus- sions were  about? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't. 
Mr.  Adler.  Other  than  what  you  have  akeady  testified  to? 

The  Witness.  Yes.  On  August  9th,  I  don't  know  specifically  what  they  were  about. 
I  am  not  questioning  that  they  occurred. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  On  September  14th,  it  says,  discussions  with  P.  O'Donnell  regarding  a meeting  scheduled  with  Senator  McCain. 
Answer.  September  14? 
Question.  Yes.  I  am  sorry.  It  is  going  to  be  right  at  the  top.  Discussions  with  P. 

O'Donnell  regarding  meeting  scheduled  with  Senator  McCain  set  for  Friday,  August 4th. 
Do  you  recall  what  this  was  about  or  if  this  occxirred?  Do  you  recall  what  this 

was  about,  this  notation? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't.  That  date — I  don't  recall  that  date  reference  at  all. 
Question.  Down  at  the  bottom  of  that,  I  guess  it  would  be  paragraph,  it  is  kind 

of  rambling  down  here,  the  last  sentence  says,  "Telephone  discussion  and  meeting 
with  senior  White  House  staff  and  POTUS  regarding  expansion  of  gaming  and  the 

dog  track  and  opposition  to  so  doing." Mr.  Adler.  Where  are  you  exactly? 
Mr.  Dold.  Here. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Reading,  telephone  discussion. 
Answer.  Okay.  Yeah. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  what  this  was? 
Answer.  No,  I  do  not. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  anybody  talking  about  a  meeting  or  a  phone  call  with  sen- 
ior White  House  staff  and  the  President? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Again,  on  the  second  page  of  the  September  14th  invoice,  the  second 

paragraph,  it  says,  "Discussions  with  P.  O'Donnell  regarding  meeting  with  Senator 
McCain." 

Do  you  know  what  this  was  about? 
Answer.  No,  I  do  not. 

Question.  Okay.  And  I  am  going  to  turn  to  the  December  13th  portion  of  the  ex- 
hibit, down  the  4th  paragraph.  It  says,  "Meeting  with  P.  O'Donnell  regarding  Sen- 

ator Dole;  discussions  with  Larry  Kitto;  discussions  with  P.  O'Donnell  regarding 
11:00  a.m.  November  9  meeting  with  legislative  aide  to  Senator  Dole." Do  you  recall  what  this  was  about? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't.  I  don't  recall  that  date  at  all. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  if  you  would  have  talked  to  Senator  Dole  or  Senator  Dole's 

staflF  regarding  the  St.  Croix  tribe  involving  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  ever  discussing  it  with  them;  I  really  don't.  I  am  just  at 

a  loss  on  that  date.  I  don't  know  what  that  was  about. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Let  me  just  make  an  observation  for  the  record. 
Mr.  DoLD.  Sure. 
Mr.  Yeager.  The  August  9th,  1995  document  Usts  at  the  very  top  of  the  page, 

Hudson  project;  natiire  of  matter,  dog  track.  The  September  14th,  1995  document 
is  entitled  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  And  the  December  13th  document  reads, 
Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act. 

The  Witness.  Yeah. 
Mr.  Yeager.  So  is  it  possible  that  these  documents  had  no  bearing  at  all  on  the 

Hudson  casino  matter? 

The  Witness.  Yes.  I  think  that's  probably  the  case. 
Mr.  Yeager.  At  least  some  of  them.  I  see  some  of  these  dociunents  refer  specifi- 

cally to  the  dog  track,  but  it  is  also   
Mr.  DOLD.  And  also  for  the  record  the  decision  coming  out  of  the  Department  of 

the  Interior  came  down  on  July  14tii,  1995,  and  this  is  a  December  thing. 
The  Witness.  Yeah. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  am  wondering  if  there  are  any  loose  ends  or  anjrthing  you  might  have 
been  doing  regarding  this  at  any  time? 

Answer.  I  don't  think  there  is  any  connection  at  all. 
Question.  Have  you  ever  worked  with  Tom  CoUier,  John  Duffy,  Ada  Deer,  George 

Skibine  or  Michael  Anderson?  Those  are  all  Department  of  Interior  officials. 
Answer.  I  don't  know — I  haven't  worked  with  any  of  them  except  Collier  on  a  to- 

tally unrelated  matter  to  this  matter. 
Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  White  House  meetings  that  you  did  not  attend  deal- 

ing with  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 

Answer.  Do  I  know  of  any  meetings  that  I  did  not  attend?  I  didn't  attend  any 
meetings  that  had  anything  to  do  with  the  White  House. 

Question.  I  understand.  But  are  you  familiar  with  any  meetings  that  did  occur  on 
the  Hudson  Dog  Track  that  you  did  not  attend  that  might  have  been  attended  by 
Mr.  O'Connor,  Mr.  Corcoran? 

Answer.  No,  I  am  not. 

Question.  Has  anyone  ever  discussed  the  political  affiliation  of  any  tribal  rep- 
resentatives regarding  the  Hudson  Dog  Track,  like  Gaiashkibos  as  being  a  Repub- 

lican or  having  any  political  affiUation? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Did  Mr.  Corcoran  or  anyone  involved  in  the  lobbying  effort  ever  discuss 

Governor  Thompson's  position — when  I  say  Governor  Tommy  Thompson  of  Wiscon- 
sin— his  position  on  the  Dog  Track? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Has  anyone  ever  mentioned,  that  was  involved  in  the  lobb)ring  effort, 

that  the  Minnesota  tribes  had  been  strong  Democratic  supporters? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  nothing  further  right  now.  Let  me  review,  but  I  have  no  further 

questions. 
Mr.  Yeager.  I  would  like  to  take  a  few  minutes,  if  I  could. 
Mr.  DoLD.  Sure.  What  would  you  like,  5  minutes? 
Mr.  Yeager.  Three  minutes. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Let's  go  off  the  record.  Three  minutes  okay? Mr.  Abler.  Fine. 
[Recess.] 
Mr.  Yeager.  Do  you  have  anything  further,  counsel? 
Mr.  DOLD.  No. 

Mr.  Yeager.  On  behalf  of  the  Minority,  I  would  like  to  thank  Mr.  O'Donnell  for 
coming  in  voluntarily.  I  know  it  is  an  imposition  to  come  in,  but  I  think  that — I 
think  this  deposition  has  been  short  and  to  the  point.  I  thank  counsel  for  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  YEAGER. 

Question.  Mr.  O'Donnell,  was  there  any  understanding,  so  far  as  you  know,  at 
your  firm,  to  raise  funds  or  contribute  fiinds  in  connection  with  any  decision  ren- 

dered by  the  Department  of  the  Interior  in  this  matter? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  There  was  no  plan? 
Answer.  Nothing  that  I  was  privy  to. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  You  have  to  understand  that  I  typecast  and  I  work  on  the  Republican 

side  so  I  wouldn't  have  been  consulted  on  this. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  reason  to  believe  that  there  was  any  such  plan? 
Answer.  I  have  no  knowledge  whatsoever  on  it. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  have  any  reason  to  believe  that  improper  influence  was 

brought  to  bear  in  the  decision-making  in  this  case? 
Answer.  No,  I  do  not. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  reason  to  question  the  integrity  of  the  Secretary  of  the 

Interior,  Bruce  Babbitt? 
Answer.  No,  sir. 
Mr.  Yeager.  I  have  nothing  further. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Mr.  O'Donnell,  on  behalf  of  Mr.  Eynon  and  myself  and  the  members 
of  the  committee,  we  thank  you  very  much  for  coming  in. 
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Mr.  Adler,  thank  you  as  well. 
Mr.  Adler.  You  are  welcome. 
The  WrmESS.  You  are  welcome. 
[Whereupon,  at  11:25  a.m.,  the  deposition  was  concluded.] 

[The  exhibits  referred  to  follow:] 
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Minoesou  Lcpskdre  Update  April  17  •  21  P>Ce  2 

REDACTEp 

rv.  HUDSON  DOG  TRACK  UPDATE 

At  last  weeks  NIGA  conference  in  Green  Bay.  Wl.  the  following  Tribal  Officials  met  jointly 
to  plan  a  strategy  to  defeat  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  proposal. 

Minnesota  Tribes  anendine  Wisconsin  Tribes  Anendine 

Shakopee  St.  Croix 
Prairie  Island  Oneida 

Mille  Ucs  Lake  Ho-chunk 

We  are  arranging  meetings  for  Tribal  OfGcials  to  meet  with  the  Chairman  of  Detnocratic 
National  Comminee.  and  rq)reseotatives  from  the  White  House  on  Tliursday,  April  28th. 
Please  note:  We  will  forward  a  schedule  as  soon  as  it  is  available. 

,-^^V 

^\^^ 

K0000107 
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Mlnnaseta  L«gi«l«tiv«  Opdat.  #17  
*prll  24  -  2«, 

19*5  P*9*  * 

a^or^-^ 

IZZ.   HUDSON  DOO  TKACK  OTDATS 

On  Friday  April  18,  a  delegation  of  tribes  from  Minnesota 
and  Wisconsin  met  with  DON  FOWLER,  CHAIRMAN  OF  THE 
DEMOCRATIC  NATIONAL  COMMITTEE  (DNC) .   The  purpose  of  the 

neeting  was  to  request  the  DNC  and  the  Conaittee  to  re-elect 
the  President,  to  help  connunicate  with  the  White  House  and 
the  President  about  why  the  Department  of  the  Interior 
should  not  approve  the  fee-to-trust  land  transfer  for  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track.  The  nessage  was  quite  simple:   all  of  the 

people  against  this  project,  both  Indian  and  non-Indian  are 
Democrats  who  have  a  substantially  large  block  of  votes  and 
who  contribute  heavily  to  the  Denocratic  Party.   In 
contrast,  all  of 

K0000109 
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OCONNOR     S.     HANNAN.LLP 

SUITE  eoo 
.919  PENNSTtVANiA  AVCNUE   M  VV  , 

vuaSminCTON   OC  JOOOe  3^83  i 

C\\A     0 

July  20.  1995 

The  Honorable  John  McCain 
United  Stales  Senate 

241  Russell  Senate  Office  Building 

Washington.  D.C.  205 10-0303-  iTv^  M      !)  "  > '-^ 

r^/U 

^/f/^^) 
Dear  John: 

As  you  will  recall,  last  month>ve  met  with  you  regarding  the  proposed  conversion  of  a 
dog  track  in  Hudson.  Wisconsin,  to  an  Indian  gaming  casino  which  would  bail  out  the  dog  track 
owTier.  Delaware  North  of  Buffalo.  New  York.  Enclosed  is  the  announcement  by  the  BIA  about 
their  decision  to  deny  this  application. 

Many,  many  thariks  to  you  for  your  help  with  the  Depanmem  of  Justice.  Without  your 
assistance,  we  do  not  believe  BIA  Headquarters  would  have  overrumed  its  Minneapolis  area 
^iiice  on  tnii  i.._::cr 

Sincerely. 

JJ 
enclosure 

Patrick  E.  (ypormell 

:     EXHIBIT 

1     PO'D  -  3 

5f*-l-C6i  '  / 

AA    0000137 
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:     IXHIIIT 

I       PO'D  -  A 

AA  0000003 
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THF  WMJ,  STREET  MRNA I 

Sins  of  the  Fathar? 

Concession  King's  Son 
Fights  Mob  Stigma 
As  He  Builds  Empire 

Delaware  North's  Businesses 
Appear  Gangster-Free, 
But  Regulators  Wonder 

Hosting  You  at  Yosenfiite 

By  John  R.  Emshwiller 
Staff  Reporter  of  The  Wall  Street 

Journal 
11/17/94 

■A  All  STKXIT  J0L7LNAL  iT).  PACC  Al 
?'  T"ALO.  N  Y   ■-  Seill;.T^  x.io  hi>  pn««i£  jci  fur  ihe 

r.isr.i  '.0  r:\i  Pilm  Beach  w\nier  eiuie.  Jeremy  Jacoot  icUt  a 

reror.er  aong  for  i^e  ndt  ihai  •-'lere  will  be  i  mill  delay 

'A  jurprsc  gvicju'  he  ityi  wiu».  •  jnn 
A  lew  ntinuica  laicr.  a  suiion  wagon  rolls  up  and  a 

".iifmfAcni  Ocnn«n  NncpncrtI  i>  bniu^i  ̂ bu^rJ  She  i*  vne 
CI  iKc  :a.T.ily  waichdogs.  LiLied  in  the  former  Sati 

Oerrr^xnv    *-t'  Jacoos  e.xpiamA  wiai  when  ne  li  away  ine 

'.:r.3j  ::  :i::  'Jic  oiner  doga 

Tne  ?oocn  siia  comfcr-abiy  ncxT  lo  her  maaier  'V-'hat 
.*.pr  i,  rMii-ru  ill' yuii  hi«ve^' aaaj  Nl;   J4*.ob» 

L~  r_»  014TI  way.  NU   iacoct  a.io  do«t  g'.^ard  durv  He 

..  :~.e  :'.e:ce  priieeior  of  J  rer-i-icjoie  75seir  fa.T.ilv- 

-.^w.  a::r.  ci«i  ..aa  ̂ on^A.iec  CATKCr  L'.enick  i*  ich 
Thr  •■i-.e«-i'KI  Mr   J«vuo>  uwTU  «nj  ruru  Deliiw«n: 

^■'onh  C=>  Rere  If  you  tiay  in  a  hotel  at  Yoienue  Nationai 
PuK.  wiicn  an  event  at  Botion  Ovitn.  place  a  bet  at 

\.-xtnaaa  i  only  dog-rtcin}  tncK.  ̂ p  •  hot  do(  tnd  beer  at 

Detroit  >  T:g::  Siaaium  or  peruae  an  in-fliiht  ma(anne  on  • 
^-cliii  in    ■I'll  hrfvc  rn(.i.njniereO  unc  uf  the  Juirru  uf  isL-e^ 

of  Delaviare  North  The  company  t\u  mon  thjn  200 
t:erat:rs  ^jta  in  39  tiatci  and  tut  couninei  Annual 

revenue  .rri  i\  billion  More  \ntn  IS.iXM  pcopic  wort  lor 

■--.e  conetTTi  .All.  unequirocally.  an>w«r  to  one  man. 

He  in  lufTV  •ciMwcrv  lu  the  mcjnury  ui'  Afujihtf   hjk 
fa'.ner  L:uit  JaeoDi  built  the  company  liienlly  £rom 
peanuta   a  men  he  and  rwo  broihcn  sold  as  a  bow  He  lived 

i';r.<!vi,„.c,.Ji..'.  , 

~  itiick; 

e:  a".uiie' 

IS-hc_-i»v 

~-.e  iS-i.ear-old  pai.-iir:h  ier.  -:s  •--.«.-.  IS-. ear-old  sir. 

*nth  a  r.en  ;u:  e.-nbaf.led  e-oire  .\;  •..-.e  ::— e  ;:' "_;. 

.'acobs  s  deat.-.  Ln>estigaicrs  %kere  prcri-.g  •--.e  :r.i;-.se.> 
p'lvate  e.i'Mnany  Nir  cvioc-iec  of  o'^ai'-'ec-c   e  i^cs 

Nt  .'acobs  vociferously  proclained  .-.is  f..TT'.  $  and  his 

fathers  L-viocence  But  in  197;.  ■J\t  ccrrrany,  c-.own  '.-.en 

as  Enpr.se  Ccrp  .  was  convicted  of  a  felony  sie.— .mi.-.g  from 

mob-reiated  business  deals  TKal  same  yea.-.  Spcna 

Illa^iited  >"aga7i>>e  put  the  late  I  nu  Jacoi^v  nn  <i.<  covei 

under  tr.e  headline  "The  Godfather  of  Spent  ' 
T>.e  conviction  threatened  the  existence  of  '.he 

compuiy  .\s  a  felon,  it  faced  the  possibility  of  losing  the 
hi^dreds  ol  ccniracia  and  licenses  that  lormed  its 
r.iuniiatmn 

So  Jeremy  Jacobs  launched  a  canpaign  to  defend  his 

company  that  continues  to  this  day  He  has  sou9,it  help 

from  local  politicians  and  a  president  of  the  U  S  .  wiulc 

using  ."US  vast  wealth  -  estimated  at  hall  a  billion  dollars  - 
111  re%v^rd  allic*  a»»d  jninith  enemies  Hi\  hanlefield.^  have 

included  the  halls  of  Congress  He  has  changed  the 

compan>'s  name  and  even  letusoned  a  brother  Crom  the 
executive  suite 

Richard  Stephens.  Delaware  Norths  president,  likens 

liie  Mafia  Migoia  to  *a  ghost  that  wont  gii  away  ' 
Compel. tors  still  regularly  send  wouid-b«  customers  the  old 
oress  elm  aoout  Empnsc  and  the  moo.  some  business 

opporruMties  'we  dont  hear  about  until  af^cr  they  are 

done.*  he  pipes  .Mr.  Jacobs  proclaims  his  company  is 

clean  ai'C  <ay^  he  ha.*  spent  a  'Kiirnfic  anuiunt  iir'  nmoey 
and  yean'  un  t.he  struggle  to  prove  it 

'•'f  •.-!-:  >taie  regulators  »^y  -J-.r-  r   •  •->  h7vs 

..•.;i    r.  ..g,-.  L'ley  .-.j.«  It  —  i-  ..l  j.  re:  -■  ,i.e:.,.  ..'' 
wrongdoing  since  the  1972  conviction,  they  still  wonder. 

'-^^s  Ml    jjciirr*  engineered  a  cleanup  o'  a  w'mtewa.sh''  Tt  is  a 
question  that  seems  destined  to  plague  the  company  for  at 
least  another  generation. 

Mr  Jacobs  doesn't  deny  that  his  father  traveled  m  o 
rough-tnd-ivimble  world  Lou  Jacobs  built  the  company  by 

.iKuinin^  lucative  ciwcevsiivi  cnntncLs  at  spi-vrvs  facilities 
and  other  locaiioru  in  return  for  providing  millioru  of 

dollars  in  uofront  paymenu  and  loans  to  stadium  and  mm 

owners  Such  were  hu  rmanciaJ  contributions  to  major- 

league  saseoall  -  where  Delawve  .Morth  is  concessionaire 

to  a  quaiier  of  the  2K  teams  —  that  when  I  .nu  jacnhs  Jicd. 

t5 
ONX'JCXSIS 

For  additional  seirenei.  call   100  759  J797 
Copynghi  C  1 99J  Dow  Jones  &  Compwiy  Inc. 

^^^^coi-  ̂  

A  A    0000004 
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..,  ̂   J  sj  ,,  i;:sgcsc<£  3  ictcial  eoir.TerTcn;:cn  B« 

•  ::  u:  it  ■'■■-  rue3»ll  H»il  c:
  .-rre 

'"  "-  ̂ „^  ,,  .„o»,  i,u..«  ««•>!  til  ii."**  inek^  J  s  i'«e«» 

-1  iji  »iai  j.-e-i.  3<«io««  conemionaire.  th«  etr
;r»ny 

.J.J—,  3ki-<t  ana  co«'»>or  oi  i  nunibtr  oi  j.cn 

■-;   uti  ■■'-■  .'«:c»  »•»*•  l^"  fsihtrj  fira>i  ir.i;  '.-.« 
-J—J...  ..:::£  ̂ -.ivoiCJOly  put  Uie  conpmy  ir/.c  ::nuct 

\.iu  ̂ ue-i  •■■•«"•«  e"»'«ete'»   "It  wexi  wiih  ilie  le.'.i.iry*  l>e 

3i:i  ic-e  :!i«r>l  iff:ciali  vie*«d  ihe  eonucu  as 

-:rilv  inrcctnt  in  I*"".'   fuc  yeari  after  Lou  Jacoeis 
;:ith.  a  reron  by  ihe  Kouie  Select  Comntittee  or  Cnmc 

z  •"ctuvicJ  :''at  '"mpn**  knew,  iw  \houM  I'ave  rn.iwn."  tliat 
:  Aat  ine  iViancier  or  bustnesi  attociatt  for  oceraiioru 

Aiih  allecea  meo  corwectioru  itretehing  from  Nc*  Ef\gl»nd 

■.3  Nevada 

That  report  came  on  Oie  heeli  ol  the  Apnl  1972 
c.Mivictt.in  .if  Fi»i|wive  1"  I  ti<  Aojeles  fedeiii  ciiuit   A  juiy 

:3und  thai  tne  company  had  conspired  to  hid<  iii  ownenhip 
.r.tercst  ana  the  interctu  of  two  repuud  mob  fig- e«  in  the 

r  rentier  Cisino  in  L^  Vetas  According  to  the  juy. 

Enpnic  nad  made  hundreds  ol  (houunds  ol  dollan  in 

l.iaix  til  (''•i"t  "<e"  for  llie  alleged  moK«er«  at  tl<e  e»»'no 
Tne  laie  Lou  Jacobs  and  hit  (on  Max  were  named  at 

untndicted  cxonspinton 

by  ihjt  lime.  Jeremy  Jacobs  was  already  ffrny  in 

:nar|c  ol  tne  company  r  ollowvi(  the  connctior^  ne  held 

?i«priKe  *  f.r\t  n<w^  conference  to  dennurKe  *a  vctou.*  and 

:elibenie  effort  lo  tmear*  hit  father  and  the  company  He 

1  awed  'V>>'«  will  not  allow  either  political  opporrunitts  or 
business  compeiiiort  to  profit  at  the  expense  of  my  lau 

:ather's  good  name  '  Empnse  appealed  the  conviction  til 
;"c  wav  in  :'^e  ̂ uprer«e  Court,  which  rcKi^ed  li>  consider 

v.e  comran.'t  enueary 
The  cinviction  unmediauly  pve  Empnte  and  the 

.'acoot  c'.zr.  a  cerjin  noionery  'I  remember  coming  home 

t-.a  rry  r-c'.-.cr  lelling  me  I  worked  lor  the  Malia.'  javi 

"e'.s'ca  Sai'una  inen  a  nedgitrij  company  empinyee  and 
-->»•  attitiani  lo  ine  p.-tn^ent  o'Deltw^r^  S'-r^. 

'.   ;:   ■  .f  ii.:.-.::i.'  's  .'?r-bt  we.-.t  ■:  .•  -  -'j. 

*:t  cntict  >.Tie  uu  a  congressman  Irom  Anzona.  ^am 

S'.ciger  wno  loarkcd  a  1973  House  invcstiption  oi 

-  "p'i«e  a.'J  iri»cleO  ai>iund  the  country  «pe»king  igamM 

'.-.e  company  The  firm  sued  the  Republicwi  and  one  of  itt 
aivert  oenounced  him  m  conpeuiorul  heannp  aa  an 

evil  man  ' 
In  1976  Mr  Jacobs  and  Mr  Suigcr  met  lor  the  tint 

t><d  .'niv  I  "le  i"  Ruffaio  and  omc  to  an  agrecneni 

E.Tpntc  viouid  ̂ op  iti  suit  if  Mr  Stcigcr  wrote  a  lenrr 

rnitin;  c-Teni  managtmcnt  and  supporting  the  companrt 

re'.ttton  izr  i  presidential  pordofv 

Todav  Mr  Steiger  says  he  did  so  because  ne  wis 

I'^njl  u>  >ejve  nrV.ce  and  wm.'i  r^csrly  hm^e  fmm  inc  cmi5  iif 

ErrjnseJ  liBei  suit    .  -e  pi-sar  vias  e>err.:.r.  r_— t: 

:r*n  py  rreiieent  Cj.-.Jr  ru.  SL-  Sie:g;:ja\»  'zr:r>: 

_»eJ  tl'at  lelte-  ■•'  e»e  v   e<u  at.<>\  i'ea""5  ''"'"  "•"  ■"     J' 
«.:ieree  t.-.ai  even  iit  «:rcnaeti  er:tic  nai  teep.  the  lis.-.: 

Meanwni:«  Mr  .'acsot  hired  isrr.tr  -.rs  lederal  .a*- 

«-f:rcemem  efr.c;i.t  :c  cr.ecic  '.z:  iT.\  ;;r-«c-.ierj  -..-.e 

;cr-pany  nrgr.t  na»e  ».;h  ̂ .:si:c-.isie  c.-.i.-j::cr»  As  a 

■  e»ult.  tl^e  cin'i-aiiv  M.>c-|>eJ  oca'  "j  <*■<••  ̂ .-•■'•t  urmx 
"X'tvt  made  abtol-ie.v  ceratn  •..-.at  f-er.zr-.t  .t  cleaner 

y-.an  Caetar't  wne."  tavt  Ea-^ar:  ?   rcic.    a  Teiav^are 

North  consuiunt  ar.a  iarme:  r.ead  of  c  — i.or  Feien; 

Bureau  ol  investigaticn  orgar.izeacr.Tie  j-ji  :n  New  Yen. 

One  casualty  »-i*  ilie  5.and  m.-imlcer  *-  r.nrt\e  '  »'.  ;■■ 
irea/u  a  venture  involving  prowett  or  ±anr.;  ).'j  lacost 
formed  a  new  parent  company  in  1980  ana.  :or  a  name, 

looked  no  further  than  the  nearoy  intersection  of  Delavk--e 
and  Norm  streets  in  Bultalo 

Another  caMialrv  w».\  ivoilie.  Ma*  an  executive  vice 

president  State  regulators  expressed  concern  over  having 

an  urundicied  co-coruoir*tor  ~  even  one  who  proclaimed 

his  innocence  ••  tied  to  the  firm  In  1974  Max  resigned 

and  like  his  other  broihen  and  listen,  evenrually  sold  hji 

*lia»e  in  the  company  to  Mr  Jacoh^  Reimwing  hi»  hrother 

'was  very  tough,*  but  necettary.  .Mr  Jacobt  iruitii  Max. 

he  tays.  had  become  'excess  baggage  '  Ma.x  Jacobs  didnt 
return  repeated  phone  calls  for  comment 

Ol  course,  there  was  one  tie  to  the  past* Mr  Jacobs 
wavi't  alvwl  to  «ever  himvelf  Mr  JacoM  had  Keen  an 
officer  and  director  artd  far  more  involved  in  the  company 

tJ\an  Max  Jacobt  ever  was  Yet  he  iruisu  he  Icnew  nothing 

of  mobsun  or  cnmuul  acu  He  also  defends  his  fathers 

inicfnty  At  the  same  time,  he  and  other  company  otl'iciaii note  that,  if  there  i«  hiame  to  he  allotted,  it  rriW  with  the 

dead  man  'Louit  M  Jacobt  alone  wat  retponsible  for  the 

traruactioru  resulting  m  the  convictioa'  savs  a  1984 
company  letter  to  Iowa  regulators 

In  a  move  he  admits  was  spurred  by  all  the  negative 

puhliCity.  Mr   Jacob*  Kecanie  more  mvoived  m  the 
cnnmir'tiv  an'.!  ..uicicjy  eiii.:r;:^  ><  a  maior  ;h::aiunropui 

fnendships.  contributing  to  politicians  ranpng  from  former 

Rep  Jack  Kemp,  a  conservative  Bullalo  Republican,  to  BiU 
riintfio.  wlio  «ince  199*1  ha«  received  ahinit  S70.IYlft  fmm 
the  Jacobt  clan. 

Last  year,  cnua  untuccesafully  challenpng  a 

Delawon  North  raeinf  licerue  m  Wisconsin  taw  the  oxreni 

ol  the  company's  connections  V/Kile  there  is  no  evidence 
thai  any  ofTicial  acted  mapfropriatcly.  the  cntiex  nou  that 

rwo  top  Wisconsin  ganiing-cofnmittion  ofTicialt  had  been 

employeas  of  a  sanior  Deltwar*  North  executive  what  tha 

Mvt*  worked  in  suu  govenunent  One  of  the  company's 
local  law  tinns  had  lormer  partners  in  senior  positions  in 

ine  adminmraiuvi  of  Oov  Tommy  TTmmpvm.  who 

^ o\r  Jones 
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,..,  z:r-r-tit^-  and  nsd  lo  ;csre>e  ir.t 

NiTLne: ;r. :-.«  Ci»e 
r.e*r'.n£  «\*.r!iner 

vj"  J'J  »  i'»'"' 
•i« 

".  .  -j-i  — jMcu.ii  der-.<  '»cr»:  icr  Deliwart  Nonn 
■  ■•     icjas  -an'  >*-"•  t**?^'  rowid  ji  i5S4  icr 

^   ,  ..f  .t-rrsr.i  Rjc.-.g  .;n.nis$:in  .-^.<i  •,.-.jt 

•,.._.    .:;rrj  ».-.£»*  -"  J^.c^i  "i-c  kr.c»Ti  o!  E.— -.i»«» 

3e:>»jre  Sinn  ■.v;:-i.-eM  <  .icer.K  appiicaiion  :r.ere 

>.  ■--.«  <i-i.     ej."s  :i  .'  '_•  .'acooss  rc.yi  L-.ert  *«r«  >iul 

c.<s:::rj  iscui  ;:-.:.r.'.in£  mcs  irvolverrent  i:  lion  ;.'.« 

zzrr.zsr.'-  yari.  e»en  a:ier  '.r.e  convictioa  to  sever  t:e»  *iin 
«  >'"e  uue»tioM»nie  vu|>|il.eis  «'J  liaM"ev»  a.^v1Clale^  '  " 

e<i.T.?ie  ■.:  latni  unul  1970.  jiter  ihe  hinngof  Mr  Foley, 

•.-.e  ex-F3I  agent,  '..lat  a  Detroit  sread  supplier  wiih  ue»  to  a 
repuieo  mob  fiTily  wis  topped  A  Delaware  North 

spokcsmn  elames  sucn  relatiorunips  on  coniraciuil 

cninm.iiiiei't.'  and  tlie  I'le^v  -if  I'llier  hu<ii>e»\  tliai  Jijut 

allow  the  company  to  focui  on  possibly  questionable 
conucu 

i_T  consider  the  tesimiony  cf  Gary  Bowdach.  a 

conluscc  Slalia  hjt  man.  arsonist,  and  ledenl  protected 
w.cre^» 

>.  a  :9S0  deposition  to  Flonda  tiaie  re^iators  and 

suoseoueni  leitunony  m  a  civil  tnal.  Mr  Bowdacn  claimed 

L»-.3t  a  1974  fire  at  a  Delaware  North  jsi  alai  arena  in  Flonda 

had  been  arrviged  by  a  moo  boss  in  New  Enfiand. 

^upix^^edly  I"  renarn  fm  a  cut  of  the  in^uiaiice  (v.-<ee>i^ 
from  Delaware  North  Mr  Bowdach  claimed  he  was  offered 

the  anon  too  by  a  moo  associate  but  turned  it  down 

General  Electric  Co  even  used  Mr  Bowdath  ai  a  witness 

to  de:end  I'^sell  against  a  lawsuit  in  which  Delaware  .N'onh 
»•»<  cia'^'^j  defective  OF  loatenaN  had  cnnir.nutol  in  the 

Delaware  North  derues  Mr  Bowdach  s  alle^tions  and 

says  juu.'^ice  pa^TnenLs  djdnt  cover  lU  losses  Lrom  tne 
eiaze   Tr.c  iwy  m  the  civil  case  absolved  GE  ol  any 

"nancii  '  jK.liry    AccrnJ.nj  in  rvtawire  Nnah  the  )upy 

a.>.  ::_-"  •"»'  •^•  '"'•f  w^j   r-.-i'irruliy  caused  But  i.>ai 

.  -.     .."'     ̂ .^  W-.J1  .«,..*  ■    *-:  .t 
T-.tn  '.-.ere  >s  tne  cast  of  Don  BoUes.  on  invcstiptive 

rtpcru.- :::  t.~.e  Arizona  fiepublic  and  a  lon^ttme  cntic  ol 

--ipr.ve»  .i|ieii.on«  .11  Anrnna  In  I97A.  Mr  Rnllet  wx» 
■oiled  by  a  ocnb  under  hus  car  in  Phoerux  Axconling  to 

local  Dress  reooru.  his  lati  words  included.  ''Oiry  finally 
got  re   T>e  .""^fii.  Empnse 

Two  men.  neither  ol  whom  hmd  any  kj^own  tics  lo  the 

cininmy   «ere  cnnvicted  m  ci>"nectiiwi  w.tli  the  r.licog 

But  over  :.-.e  years,  strange  bus  up  evidence  nave  surfaced 

.-.  coa~.  rroceecings  arising  from  the  iullirig  That  mclu^ 
a  rhocrux  policeman  s  claim  in  a  dcpoiiuon  that  local 
autncr.ties  ordered  the  removal  ot  inlormation  lrom  a 

i^^t'cc  t"  ie  ;''«i  ■M'jMi  hive  imred  Fm|^  i\e  atni  othei«  to  -w^ 

if  the  Killers   The  c:r:i-.\  nji  cemei  i-\  :rM.>e-e— .  ;-..; 

notes  that  ott.c;ai  ir.i:>i:|aticr.^  r.a»e  ;;-j..:er;.v  c.ear:: 

.«ai>y'.>le">f'e«'iv..'j 
Irdeed  fir  »«:;  o»e.-  a  decade,  no  evidence  -a 

»uri'ac«d  to  s.:^esi  ::.-.:j".-.;:n5  re:aiicrs.-.::$  retweer 
mobsters  irz  '.r.t  t:rz~--    ii  vnv  are  sirre  r«f.,;:;ri  iliil 

u-.eaay ' 111  pan.  tne  C'lce'-  •■  vce  "  t.y  »:e"'  •    ■  •>  ile  vnoeiv 
held  belief  that  once  :.-.  :r.e  mob.  alwa.t  ..-.  ;.-e  .noo  At  ire 

same  time,  ocin  the  cc.rraay  a.-.J  ;U  r--er  are  >er.  ;:ivaie 

TKai  IS  a  trait  'JUt.  r.|.-.ti>  cr  ■•vTongj'.   .-;;.  r.t.z  rreec 
distrust 

rau.»i"s  'aiveJ  eyel"ovi-*  annixg  s.ii-e  ■e»u:at.-i'v   i.m 
iruiance,  is  the  way  Delaware  North  nancies  tne  tens  of 

millions  of  dollar!  in  earn  generated  annually  j-cm  lU 

wagcnng  operation!  and  food-ond-dnruc  saies  Each  :ay 
Ihe  openlmf  uniu  send  Lieir  cash  rcceipu  to  neadquancrs 

•n  RufTalo.  winch  tJie  cmniiany  «.ay»  iv  done  simply  i.-i 

improve  cash  management  But  it  worries  some  officials  in 

other  suits  'We  need  to  know  where  ine  money  in 

parunutuci  opcratioru  goes  and  comes  from  Here,  we  run 

into  1  bUck  hole'  says  one  stale  racing  regulator,  who  adds 
thai  hi!«  agency  diienn i  have  the  auihoi  iry  to  j)0  ihrnugh  tlic 
fuuneiii  record*  of  Delaware  North  in  New  York. 

Earlier  this  year.  Mr  Jacobs  faced  a  new  potential 

emboirassncni  when  Max  Margulis.  a  veteran  Delaware 
Nonh  ottiaal.  was  indicted  m  stau  court  in  Tamp*.  Fl*  . 

fiv  hi»  role  m  an  alleged  investment  fnud  m  winch  the 

company  isnl  accused  of  ha  wig  a  role  A  co-defendant  was 
idenufied  in  the  local  Tanpa  press  as  the  suspected  head  of 

the  citys  orpuuzedcnme  family 

Mr  Marfuiu  has  pleaded  not  guilty  and  the  case 

recently  w».i  diwnitscd  when  pi  ii^ecutnr*  refused  to  ciirnply 

with  a  court  order  to  be  more  specific  in  iheir  charges  That 

dismissal  is  being  appealed  Delaware  North  officials  say 

they  believe  Mr.  Marguiis  is  innocent  and  have  Icepi  him  on 
the  payroll 

Yet  the  specier  of  the  rrM^h  remains  a  seemingly  eternal 

to-irie  of  niihlif  relations  he»d»che»  Fwlier  tr..  year, 

Co  in  a  bid  for  Madison  Square  Gvden  Its  involvement 

prempied  a  New  York  Post  siory  under  the  headline.  'Mob- 
cx««  firm  join^  Times  in  Trarden  hid'  The  story  deicrihed 

Delawirt  Norrh  u  a  "conirevefiiar  company  with  "» 

history  of  tics  lo  the  mob.'  and  erroneously  rcporicd  thai 
Mr  Jacoba  had  been  otw  of  the  urundicud  co-conspimtors 
in  the  1977  crunuvtl  case  Atler  the  company  threatened  to 

sue.  the  Post  prirned  a  cofreciuvi  and  wmie  a  letier  of 

apologr  10  Mr  Jacobs 
The  Times  uliimauly  decided  agiuut  proceeding  with 

a  joint  ofTtr  Both  sides  soy  the  bad  pms  about  Delaware 

Nonh  had  nothing  to  do  with  that  decision. 

^ ow  Jones 
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"-«S3Jt  ii»o  i.-.:.-.i<i  sr  «n;t  IBJ-.  o«  N'j  ..:;::>>  :fi«p.SBn..  -.31:   ;i(;.-.t;v  ej;.» :.-«    ><;.--  ;:-(;;- 

-  tzij:  :-.---•■  :=  =■»'«   D<i»w»re  Scr.ni  see::.:-   i.:  :irr:ort  -.-.j-  ;."-"  r^esa  ii :.-;  iis:  ̂ _-cra  e»_:-.: 
-J.  AS  c."'ce»'""'»'"  ̂ ''  '''''^*'"'"   *>'U-ri.'i-N  vi.-e«  \'..u    t  .v  •.,,„„. „j  t,-.  ...»  -^.i  v,::j»»  .-..    "a 

i-ci.1  ■•.«  ccrrpanv-i  bid  for  ir.t  l5->ear.  SI  .•  s:i!.r-.  \'j  Jjeer»  i  ;vee  tens  j.-«  <\tz.:::tt  >:  C^eUAjrs  N: 

.:-.:n::  rr<niicr.«a  -".e  r:es  --  nrdly  irc  5«ii  i;.<r..,«.-ent  j.is  ut  :«.--  -:i-«3  -.o  .-<:e  ■«  :-e  ::•.--    5j-.t  t-«  ; 

. ..  . ;-.—  Ktmr.e  •■:  r^.  o-t  of  •..';<  naiicr.i  c.-cat   -a<  »  il  \«ir  ;  i  .■«:<—■.  ,':     >.  :_•  -z.it  -    :.:-«r  :r.s 

Tan  :•.  c-trx-.  :U  rait "  aakcd  •.-.:  frei-.c  ,  Ta..!     z::   -  yar.c:a:.ic-  ir:  .sj:-.a  " 

:  ji  :  e  '^«  ■;  ateo  .ef.ei    "' e::t  »  :  ■■ :   c  -  :  •...    'Ace! 

1.1  :.i:«  cai«.  M:   j'acooti  poliiical  ccr-«et;;r..  .-.(.red  Scrji;.-ii:<:  A.-.a  Rs-Scr^;:r.::«:     -It;    .r    ;-;-■. 

"-S  rr-ra.-.v -ad  :r.«r.ii  .r.  Lie  Buih  ac-tn:j:.-ai:c-   M.-  ,See  :e.a:«d  !«;:er     Let'.eri  :c  :-<  He.::.-   £■:_-: 
v<.— ?    *-.o  ;;:.-.« '.:::•«  v»ia  teerfjry  of  Hiuiing  and  -Tar.  rtimane-::*'      -VsJ^tc   I.     yy- 

;«»eicpTier.!.  JiTcie  a  letier  10  ihe  iniencr  Oepanrre.r:  941 1  ;  '-CC-ii 

,.a.».i•5^^i    lacnliN   "I  vujjtMeJ  lliai  i>e  ̂ •..•u.J  i<e  j.'C"  941  ;'?'..iViV> 

tker>- cotuideraiion.' Sir  JCempreealU  YY94  SWIC 
Delaware  North  wu  lenuiively  teiecied  Ko>iev<r 

otrne  Didders  and  tome  in  Contrcst  qucsiionea  ine 

:aimes>  01  inc  selection  process  So  ihe  iinal  decision  wu 

eft  !.■>  il'e  "leotninjCI.nion  admiiiixiiaiioii  aiij  liiieiio. 

Secretary  Bruce  Babbin 

Aa  It  happer.ed.  when  Mr  Babbitt  wa^  attorney 

general  and  later  |ov«mor  of  Arizona  m  the  iy7us  and 

««rly  1980s,  he  nid  helped  wori  out  «mn{cnienti  ailo>»vn 

"/eiawire  K.htK  tii  .e.nain  .n  tlic  ivcetracr  nu.Mite«\  ilice 
despite  the  \9Ti  conviction  Mr  Babbitt  alto  iruiially 

-.eadcd  the  Bollcs  murder  invcstipiion  'J^ai  cleared 
Empnse  (.Aer  the  yean,  the  Jacobs  family  and  its  businas 

arms  nave  pven  thouavidi  ot  dollars  to  Mr  Babbitt  s 

campaignt  (\4r  RaHKin  hw  ciinjiiiiuntly  *atd  tlti-t^e 
:ontnbuiiona  never  influenced  his  treatment  of  the 

:ompany  and  noted  that  he  hai.  at  tuntt,  been  a  cntic  of  \ht 

company  ) 

In  June  ol  lut  year,  the  Iiuenor  Department  (av<  the 

S'ten  l.jhi  to  Oelawire  Moith»  ««lectiivi  nti.nately.  tl't 

moo  stipna  'didnt  maxe  a  difTertnet.*  exultt  Mr  Jacobs 
He  says  the  firm  now  plana  to  go  afur  other  naiional-oarx 

contracta  Such  an  expansion  could  help  oflsei  the  decline 

SI  the  Iltti  s  trousiea  ncetnci:  operationa  which  have  ocen 

'■U"t  Ky  tr.e  \pread  ot'ca.*."..*  jamhlmg 
>.de»d.  ie«?.;j  z'.'.  •>.:  '>ad  publicity,  business  it  good 

'.ncer  .vir  Jacobs  ■  reicTV  Dtlawire  Nonnt  a-'-vjl  r»v.— ■• 

-as  nsen  more  than  ;'Jfold  (it  do«nt  disclose  eamL-.p) 
and  operations  streun  trom  Australia  to  Kungary  Despite 

;enip».i.-afy  Kani\Kment.«  m  the  r**l.  f^  *tjstr»  dnrvr*  arc 
closed  to  Delaware  North. 

Thougn  Lou  Jacobs  rvtiy  illowcd  himself  ouuide 

'.-idulgences  his  sen  hasn't  let  the  family  buaintu  *clips« 
sther  aspecu  ol  his  lite  He  splits  hu  time  between  a  225- 

acte  r>ute  .n  P*a  Aurnrv  N  Y  .  and  a  JOft-acre  k>r«<  I'a'm 

-ear  Palm  Bnch,  Fla  He  has  become  a  health  enthusiast 
ind  an  accomplishtd  horseman  In  1993.  when  one  of 

■  eremy  Jacobi't  daufhun  momed  the  son  of  former 
American  Expresa  Co  Chsirmin  James  Robinsoa  .Mr 

'acnn*  aivi  hi*  wife,  Mar^reC  put  00  w4isi  tvic  fair^iiy 

^ OWjONIS 
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EXHIBIT 

PO'D    -    5 

^YfT  ̂ e^'CA^-^  ̂ ^'^■^ 

cJuJi/  ''^/W 

'cu^o  r^iode  -^  -^5  z^  /^ 

^     —       c^A^  yCCcY  ̂ ^  V^^^ 
/  .     /       '\         ̂  

--^  c^^^^^  .^  /^^^^  I/oJ^-- /OMfjf^, 
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O'CONNOR  A  lUNNAN.  uu. 

1919  Pennsylvania  Avenue  N.W. 

WashinroB.  DC  20006-3483 
FAXt 

TFi  FrniviMiTNirATinN  rnvFW  p\r.t. 

PLEASE  DELIVER  THE  FOLLOWING  PAGE(S)  TO: 

NAME:  Lewis  Taylor/Mary  Hamnann 

TELEFAX: 

FROM:  Tom  Corcoran 

TOTAL  NUMBER  OF  PAGES  (INCLUDING  COVER  PAGE):     2- 

DATE:  Cff/'Zl^S 

NOTTCF  OF  rnNFtnrNTlAlITV 

TV  uifonnaiMfi  comimcd  in  intf  tmuinifled  with  utu  facsimile  t 

SL'BJECT  TO  THI  ATTORNEY-CLIENT  PMVIUCE. 
ATTORNEY  WOKK  PRODUCT.  OR 

CONFIDEhTTlAl, 

li  It  iniciMcd  only  rof  Kit  iiv<i>>«m>i  o  ''iiiv  gc>i|iuiid  aoo>c    You  are  fmrty  iwuficd  Uul  wv  diucmir  "  ... 

jiliriDuiion  ;w»,. .  ;.  ,.  *^  j:  -r  .^:.4i»<  y«on  ifw  inlomuijon  u.ri.«^.M.«  ..•  •»«*  wWuniiiua  -•oi  iais  lA^imiic  o*  of  m  titvow  n'^*'  ••»•"  •*•* 

,,„   .      1,4.  _-^  jn^  ̂ uMinifUMO*..  uuviMiMMt.  .opyiit(.  iii  luc  ui  ui  niiMM  upun  uic  inioniuijoii  conujiica  in  ana  mnsmiocd  with 

;nii  luiimiic  «v  or  to  anvoM  oilier  uun  uic  mipmu  «ni|naico  aM<c  Bv  UK  tender  it  gnauwonnd  and  nncuy  piMibiled    If  you  have 

fcceitcd  init  laciimiic  m  ensr.  picnt  nou^  OTOKNOR  k.  HATAaAN  b«  ttlcpnone  |302)  77|.2i:7  unmedialcly    Anv  faoimilc  emneotoly 

iranunmed  lo  «ou  tnouid  be  invncdiauly  mamcd  u  tender  by  U  S  Mail,  or  if  auountanon  it  tnntd  by  tender,  demayed 

IF  YOU  00  NOT  RECEIVE  ALL  THE  PACES  PLEASE  CALL  BACK  AS  SOON  AS  POSSIBU 

PHONE:        HHH^Bl  Client/Maner  No:^^^fc 

COMMENTS: 

EXHIBIT 

PO'D   -   6 
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O'CONNOR  &  IIANNAN 
MEMORANDUM 

TO:  Thomas  Corcoran 

FROM:  Patnck  O'Donnell 

SUBJECT:  Senator  McCain 

DATE:  June  13.  1995 

^ 

During  the  Williamsburg  activities  over  the  weekend.  Senator  McCain  advised 

that  he  already  sent  the  maner  we  discussed  to  the  Justice  Deparenent.  He  was  not  troubled  that 
we  asked  to  end  run  staff. 

AA   0000136 
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if Pett-lt'  Brand  fix  transmitui  mtrtio  7671  (••••••"  •              | *^-'      ^ 
A^^^  ,   /y  /.l~. 

c*. 

''.n^ 

>m. 
ij22^^^^^^^^^ 

HflaMHMLJ 
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  M    P    A      
  '^  M4NAfitMIIIT    •    PUILie    A^PAIIt     COaSUkTAHTI 

0.^,61».  917.1  1T
7 

MEhO  TO 
HEfO  FROM 

Juna  5,  1995 
Tribal  Cllants 

Larry  Kitto 

REASON     :  HUDSON  DOC  TRACK  ISSUE 

Reccrt  coBSBuni  cat  ions  with  the  BIA  laad  us  to  baliava  that  a  dacision 

about  th«  fae-to-trust  transfer  of  tha  Hudson  Dog  Track  wiil  ba  before 

the  Secretary  of  Interior  for  a  dacision  before  the  and  of  June.  Wa 

are  racoomending  the  following  strategies: 

1.  Have  tha  Minnesota  Congressional  Delegation  sand  a  letter  to  Herald 

Ickes,  President  Clinton's  Deputy  Chief  of  Staff  for  Policy  and 

Political  Affairs  requesting  that  the  White  House  aeet  with  elected 

trisal  officials  who  are  opposed  to  the  transaction.  THE  LETTER  HAS 

BEEN  DRAFTED  AND  IS  BEING  CIRCULATED  FOR  SIGNATURES. 

2.  ̂ ave  each  of  the  Tribes  who  are  opposed  send  a  letter  to  Secretary 

Babsitt  requesting  a  meeting  before  he  makes  a  decision.  THE  LETTER 
HAS  BEEN  DRAFTED  AND  SENT  TO  THE  TRIBES  FOR  SIGNATURE 

3.  Ask  Congressman  George  Miller,  deoocrat  from  California  and  tha 

ran<ing  neinber  of  tha  House  Natural  Resources  Cooaittee  to  take  an 

opp-jsing  position  and  svaat  with  Secretary  Babbitt.  JEHBY  SIKORSKI  WILL 
PUR.;UE  THIS. 

4.  .isk  Congressman  Don  Young,  republican  fron  Alaska  to  take  an 

opposing  position  and  express  reasons  for  such  opposition  to  Secretary 
B«bl)itt.  TOM  CORCORAN  AND  FRANX  DUCHNEAUX  WILL  PURSUE  THIS. 

5.  arrange  for  Marge  Anderson,  Quirvoaan  of  the  Hllle  Lacs  Lake 

reservation,  Debbie  Boxleitner,  ChairwoDan  of  the  Oneida  reservation, 

and  Joanne  Jones,  Chairwoman  of  the  Ho-Qiunk  reservation  to  aeet  with 
Seniitor  Oanial  Inouya,  daaocrat  of  Hawaii  and  ranking  aeabar  of  tha 
Sen<xe  Connittee  on  Indians.  JEKXY  SIKORSKI  AND  SCOTT  DACY  WILL  PURSUE 
THII. 

AA  0000121 
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6.  Hav*  Franic  DucruiMux,  Tom  Corcoran,  and  Pat  O'Donall  a*at  with 

Saiiator  John  McCain,  rapublican  froa  Arizona  and  Qjainaan  of  tha  Sanate 

Coriaittec  on  Indians.  THIS  KEETING  IS  ALBEADY  AHRANGED. 

7.  Ittcraasa  pressura  and  coaaunieations  with  tha  Whita  Housa  through 

Vice-Prasidant  Gore's  office,  tha  National  Daaocratlc  Conaittae  and  Tha 

CMiaittee  to  re-elect  the  President.  UHHY  MTTO  A.ND  PAT  O'COKNOR  WILL 
PUISUE  THIS. 

8.  Ask  Congressaan  Sabo,  Vento,  Oberstar,  and  Senator  Wellstone  of 
Mirnesota  to  have  a  Meeting  with  Secratarr  Babbitt.  LAMY  KIITO  WILL 
Pin  SUE  THIS. 

9.  Send  a  ]oint  letter  froa  the  St.  Croix,  Oneida,  and  Ho-Chunk  tribes 
to  the  Wisconsin  delegations  asking,  once  again,  for  support  in 

opposing  the  transaction.  LARKY  iUTTO  AND  TOM  CORCOBAM  WILL  PURSUE 
THIS. 

10.  Get  Congressaan  Obey  and  Senator  Feingold  of  Wisconsin  and 

Congrassaon  Vento  of  Minnesota  to  keep  pressure  on  the  Departaent  of 

Interior  and  Secretarr  Babbitt.  SCOTT  OACY  WILL  PURSUE  THIS. 

11.  Have  Congressaan  Martin  Sabo  of  Minnesota  keep  the  pressure  on  the 

White  House  through  Chief  of  Staff  Leon  Panetta.  LARRY  KITTO  AND  JERRY 
SIK3RSXI  WILL  PURSUE  THIS. 

12.  Gat  a  stoiT  in  the  Washington  Post  about  Delaware  North  and  their 

relationship  with  the  tracks  in  Wisconsin.  TOM  CORCORAN,  LARRY  KITTO, 
SCOrr  3ACY,  and  jerry  SIKORSKI  will  pursue  THIS. 

13.  Publicly  expose  uie  conflict  of  interest  that  Ada  Oeer,  Assistant 

Secrecarjr  of  the  BIA  and  gaiashklbos.  President  of  NCAI  have  in 

relition  to  their  ability  to  use  their  positions  to  work  the  process 
and  influence  the  decision. 

A  A  0000122 
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MEMO  TO 
MEMO  FROM 
DATE 
REASON 

TRIBAL  CLIENTS 
LARRY  KirrO  &  TOM  CORCORAN 
12  NOVEMBER  199S 
HUDSON  DOG  TRACK  UPDATE 

^ 

1.  Federal  offidals  have  mtil  the  end  of  November  1995  to  respond  to  the 
Lawsuit  filed  by  the  Lac  Courte  Oreiiles,  Red  Qiff  and  Sokaogon  bands  of 

Quppewa.  It  appears  that  the  optioru  they  are  considering  mdude: 

•  Vigorous  defense  of  the  Seoetaiy  of  Intenor's  ri^t  to  make  soch decisions 

•  Giving  the  issue  limited  attention  and  pat  up  a  loke-watm  defense 

•  Suggest  that  the  issue  be  sent  back  to  the  Interior  Department  for  xrview 

2.  We  have  been  informed  that  the  U^.  Attorney's  office  in  Madisoiv  WL  is 
considering  a  ret^est  that  they  be  allowed  to  argue  the  case  there,  rather  than 
it  being  argued  by  attorneys  from  the  Justice  Department  in  Washington,  D.C 
She  may  also  suggest  that  the  Department  of  Interior  review  the  issue  again- 

S.  The  case  is  further  complicated  by  the  fact  that  the  three  Tribec  filing  the 

lawsuit  have  hired  large,  well-connected  law  finss  to  represent  them.  One  of 
these  5nns  has  contributed  heavily  to  the  VS.  Attorney  in  Madison  when 

she  ran  for  public  office. 

4.  The  Indian  Rights  office  within  the  Justice  Department  iiulicated  that 

TVir    ir   ,>M«    «~    i^-m,gk  «!,>*  «V«  C- 
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P«8«2 However.-there  may  be  some  reluctance  in  the  Indian  Rights  Ofrio  to  become 
involved  because  this  is  a  case  of  one  group  of  Tnbes  vs.  another  group  of 
Tribes. 

5.  For  the  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin  Tribes  who  were  against  turning  the 
Hudson  Dog  Tiack  into  a  casino,  it  is  in  their  best  interest  to  see  that 

•  The  case  is  defended  vigorously  by  lawyos  from  the  Department  of  Justice 
in  Washington,  D.C  Who  are  experienced  and  learned  in  bulian  law. 

•  That  this  case  not  be  sent  back  to  the  Department  of  Intenor  for  review 
and  reconsideration. 

6.  As  we  know,  this  issu^  became  very  political  and  ncifter  the  White  House 
or  those  in  Gmgnss  who  stippccrted  ns,  wiQ  wanl  this  issoe  to  come  op  again 

'         during  the  1996  election  year. 

/       7.   We  have  begun  to  make  contacts  with  the  Congress,  the  Administration 
r      and  the  White  House  to  alert  them  about  our  concerns.  Additionally,  we 

suggest  that  Tribal  attorneys,  on  behalf  of  fteir  dients,  contact  the  Department 
of  Justice  and  the  Department  of  Interior  to: 

•  Find  out  the  status  of  the  situation 

•  Ask  that  the  case  be  handled  by  Department  of  Justice  lawyers 

•  Convey  that  you  do  not  want  the  ease  returned  to  the  Seuetary  of  the 
Interior  for  a  second  review. 

8.  Finally,  if  and  when  this  case  goes  to  court.  Tribes  need  to  dedde  how  they 
will  support  the  Government  and  the  defense  of  the  prior  ruling. 

y^ 
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O  CONNOR      &      HANNAN.      L.L.P- 
ATTOBN6YS  AT  LAW 

SUITE  BOO 

1919  PENNSYLVANIA  AVENUE  N  W  rED  10  NO  Ji-0«5S«) 

WASHINGTON    0  C   20006-34S3 

INVOICE 

.gust    9,     1995  32594-0001 

.dson   Project    -   Nature   of   Matter:    Dog  Track   to 

PLEASe  PETUBN  THIS  PORTION  WITH  VOOB  REMITTANCE 

Discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  discussions  with  aides  to  Senate 

Committee  on  Indian  Affairs  regarding  timing  and  policy  issues 
relative  to  mark  up  of  Senate  bill  for  S.  487;  discussions  regarding 
S.  487  with  aides  to  Senators  Coverdell,  Thomas  and  Hatch; 

discussion  with  KLarry  Kitto  regarding  arranging  meeting  in 
Washington.  D.C.  with  senators;  discussion  regarding  status  of  work 
up  on  Indian  legislation. 
Discussion  with  Larry  Kitto.  review  of  reports  on  July  25  hearing 
regarding  S487  memoranda  to  Lewis  Taylor,  call  to  Lewis  Tayicr. 
additional  memoranda  to  Lewis  Taylor,  discussion  with  aids  to  Senate 
Indian  Affairs  Committee,  discussions  with  aids  to  Sen.  Coverdell, 
Sen.  Thomas.  Sen.  Hatch  and  Sen.  Nickles;  meeting  with  Tom  Corcoran 
and  call  Senator  McCain  for  appointment  with  Lewis  Taylor,  Chairman 
of  St.  Croix  Tribe  of  Wisconsi.-..  on  S.  487.  hopefully  prior  to 
sc.-.eduled  markup.  Receive  word  that  he  will  try  to  accommodate 
during  week  of  July  31. 

Discussio  with  T.  Corcoran  regarding  need  to  set  up  appointment  with 
Senators  Conrad,  Dorgan.  and  Ir.ouye;  prepare  correspondence 
regarding  same:  telephone  conferences  making  appointments: 

discussions  with  Larry  Kitto,  discussions  with  Pat  O'Connor, 
discussions  with  Pat  O'Donnell.  discussions  with  aids  to  Senate 
Indian  Affairs  Committee,  discussion  with  legislative  aid  to  Sen. 
Mikulski.  discussion  with  legislative  aids  to  Sen.  Oomenici,  Sen. 
Kassebaum.  Sen.  Thomas,  Sen.  Coverdell,  Sen.  Hatch.  Sen.  Nickles, 

and  Sen.  Dorgan,  follow  up  discussions  to  arrange  meeting  for  client 
on  August  3  at  3:00  p.m.  Ryan  Leonard  aid  to  Sen.  Nickles,  follow  up 
discussion  with  Rob  Foreman  aid  to  Sen.  Hatch  for  meeting  en  August 
}  at  I  -  00  p.m. 

Calls  to  Ccrcoran  and  Kitto  working  en  appointment  m  Washi.-.gton 
wit.-.  ■_■ .  S   Senators:  faxes  to  Senators  Conrad,  Dorgan  and  Inouye; 
discussion  with  Larry  Kitte.  discussions  with  Larry  Kitto  and  Lewis 
Tayicr  regarding  the  development  of  the  Congressional  meeting 
schedule  for  Monday.  July  31  and  discussion  with  legislative  aids  to 

O'CONNOR  &  HANN 

EXHIBIT 
PO'D  -   9 

AA   0000282 
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O  CONNOI*      «     n/MV4(M,>MX.      i..i..r. 
ATTORNeVS  AT  L^kW 

SUITE  BOO 

1919  PENNSYLVANIA  AVENUE  NW  i^g  o  no  j<  0<2!S(0 

WASHINGTON  DC   20OO6-l*«3 

INVOICE 

•pcember    14.     199S  32594-0002 
r.dian  Gaming   Regulatory  Act 

PUEASE  BETUflN  THIS  PORTION  ¥yiTH  VOUR  REMITTANCE 

discussions  with  L.  Kit;o.  discussions  with  P.  O'Connor;  meeting 
with  tribal  leaders;  meeting  with  tribal  leaders  and  Rob  Foreman, 

legislative  aide  to  Senator  Hatch;  memorandum  to  file  regarding 
position  of  Senator  Hatch  on  S.  487;  strategy  discussions  with 
tribal  leaders;  meeting  with  tribal  leaders  and  Ryan  Leonard, 
legislative  aide  to  Senator  Nickles;  memorandum  to  file  regarding 
position  of  Senator  Nickles  on  S.  487;  discussions  with  tribal 
leaders  regarding  the  meetings  with  Senator  Dorgan.  Senator  Inouye 
and  Senator  McCain. 

Discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  discussions  with  P.  O'Donnell  regarding 
meet:.r.g  with  Senator  McCam;  discussions  with  James  Symington  and  L. 
Kitto  regarding  meeting  with  Senator  Dan  Akaka ;  arrange  and 

accompany  delegation  of  t.-.ree  Indian  tribal  chiefs  to  Senator 
McCain's  office  and  discussions  concerning  development  of  the  new 
bill  amending  the  Indian  Gami.-.g  Reform  Act  and  report  back  to  Tom 
Corcoran  on  the  positive  reaction  of  Senator  McCain  on  same; 
discussion  with  Tom  Corcoran  regarding  Senator  Inouye  meeting; 
Work -up . 
Long  distance  discussions  with  Larry  Kitto  getting  briefing  on 
Senator  Inouye  meeting  and  details  of  letters  to  Senators  Inouye, 
Conrad  and  Dorgan. 

Long  distance  to  Tom  Corcoran  reporting  on  Senator  Inouye  meeting 
with  clients  on  Thursday.  August  3.  1995;  Arranging  for  letters  to 
go  to  Senators  Inouye.  Conrad  and  Dorgan;  memorandum  to  file 
regarding  Senator  Akaka .  Tiemorandum  to  file  regarding  Senators 
Akaka,  Inouye  and  McCain;  discussions  with  R.  Leonard,  legislative 
aide  to  Senator  KasseDaun,  discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  discussions 

wit."-,  ."rank  Ducheneaux;  discussions  with  aide  to  Senator  Coverdell; 
discussions  with  P,  O'Connor;  review  memorandum  from  L.  Kitto; 
discussions  with  Executive  Director  of  Senate  GOP  Conference  Thad 

Cochran;  discussions  wit.^.  legislative  aide  to  Senator  Cochran  and 
report  to  L.  Kitto  regarding  meeting  scheduled  for  2:30  on  August  8. 

AA  0000286 
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O  CONNOR      &      MANNAN.      L.L.K 
ATTOHNEYS  AT  LAW 

SUITE  SOO 
1919  PENNSYLVANIA  AVENUE  N  W  r^Q  .j,  mq  j,.oir5S«0 

WASHINGTON   0  C   20006' }A«3 

seD^errier    14.     1995  ii  ■<  v  \^iv-/i_  32  =  94-0002 
INVOICE 

Sc .    Croix  Tribe 
P.O.    Box   2  87 
Her^el,    Wisconsin   5484S 

PUASE  RETURN  This  POOTION  WITH  VOUK  HEMITTANCE 

".dian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act 

rofessional  services  rendered  through  August  31,  1995 

Discussions  with  P.  O'Donnell  regarding  meeting  scheduled  with 
Senator  McCain,  Chairman  of  the  Senate  Committee  on  Indian  Affairs, 

set  for  Friday,  August  4;  discussions  with  Lewis  Taylor  and  his 
represe.itatives  regarding  the  addition  to  the  Congressional  meeting 
schedule  for  this  week,  discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  discussions  with 
aides  to  Senators  Murkowski .  Kassebaum,  Thomas  and  Coverdell, 

discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  preparation  of  schedule  IGRA  meetings  in 
Wasnir.gton  this  week  for  client;  preparing  for  meeting  with  Senator 

Cor.raa  en  Wednesday  and  Thursday.-  Call  to  Senator  Conrad's 
appoi.-.tment  secretary;  Reviewing  bill  and  discussion  regarding 
possible  amendments;  Trip  to  Washington;  Oiscussion  with  Larry 
Kitto ;  mdian  matter  regarding  racetrack  gaming  and  the  Hudson  dog 
track.   Telephone  discussion  and  meeting  with  senior  White  House 
staff  and  POTUS  re  expansion  of  gaming  and  the  dog  track  and 
opposition  to  so  doing. 
Meeting  with  Tom  Corcoran  to  prepare  for  gathering  of  Minnesota  and 
Wisconsin  tribes  with  Senator  McCain  to  discuss  support  for  the 
National  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  legislation;  discussions  with  P. 

O'Connor;  discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  discussions  with  aides  to 
Senators  Kassebaum,  Thomas,  Domenici.  Murkowski.  Coverdell.  Dorgan 
and  Ccr.rad.  review  memorandum  from  L.  Kitto ;  meeting  with  Lewis 

Taylor  for  dinner  and  discussion  purposes;  call  to  Senator  Dorgan' s 
office:  "iscussion  with  T.  Corcoran  regarding  Slate  Gordon 
Amendment.  Discussion  with  Larry  Kitto  regarding  who  will  speak  at 
the  Senator  Conrad  meeting;  Read  L.  Kitto  memorandum  on  the  Indian 
Gaming  legislation  trip  to  the  Hill  m  eetmg  with  Senator  Conrad; 
Strategy  discussion  at  dinner  with  clients. 

Meeting  with  Larry  Kitto  reviewing  gaming  bill  and  amendments; 
Discussion  regarding  amendments  clients  oppose;  Discussion  regarding 
Skip  Humphrey  amendments;  Calls  from  Senator  Dorgan' s  office  and 

Senator  Inouye's  office  changing  time  of  appointments;  Mee  ting  with 
Senator  Dorgan  and  clients;  Meeting  with  Senator  Inouye  and  clients; 
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O'CONNOR     &      HANNAN.      L.L.P. 
ATTOPNEYS  AT  L>kW 

SUITE  BOO 

1919  PENNSYLVANIA  AVENUE  NW  ^jq  .q  ̂   4i<)K55jo 
WASHINGTON   DC   20006-Ma3 

INVOICE 
December  13,  199S  32594-0002 

St.  Croix  Tribe 
P.O.  Box  287 
Hercel,  Wisconsin  54845 

>>UASE  RETUnN  THIS  PORTION  WITH  VOUR  REMITTANCE 

lian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act 

sfessional  services  rendered  through  November  30,  1995 

Discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  discussions  with  Judy  Shapiro  of  Strauss 
Hobbs;  discussions  with  legislative  aide  to  Speaker  Gingrich; 
meeting  with  L.  Kitto  and  Audrey  Kohnen;  discussions  with 
legislative  aide  to  Congressman  Ramstad;  memorandum  to  file  for  L. 
Kitto. 

Discussions  with  L.  KittO;  meeting  with  John  McCollum,  legislative 
aide  for  taxes  and  budget  matters  for  Speaker  Gingrich;  discussions 
with  Judy  Shapiro,  Jenny  Boland  and  L.  Kitto  and  Audrey  Kohnen 

regarding  meeting"  with  the  Speaker's  aides;  discussions  with  L. 
Kitto  and  Audrey  Kohnen;  review  file;  memorandum  to  L.  Kitto 

regarding  reports  on  casinos'  promotion  of  economic  development  in 
small  towns  within  the  State  of  Minnesota;  meeting  with  L.  Kitto, 
Audrey  Kohnen  and  Congressman  Gil  Gutknecht  and  his  staff. 
Discussions  with  Audrey  Kohnen;  discussions  with  L.  Kitto; 
discussions  with  Tim  Glidden.  Counsel  to  the  House  Resources 

Subcommittee  on  Native  Americans;  discussions  with  legislative  aide 
to  Senator  McCain;  discussions  with  legislative  aide  to  Congressman 
J . D .  Hayworth . 

Discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  discussion*  with  aides  to  Speaker 
Gingrich;  discussions  with  Frank  Ducheneaux;  memorandum  to  Frank 

Ducheneaux;  discussions  with  Dan  Meyer,  Chief  of  Staff  for  Speaker 
Gingrich. 

Discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  meeting  with  L.  Kitto,  Lewis  Taylor  juid 

Frank  Ducheneaux;  meeting  with  P.  O'Donnell  regarding  Senator  Dole; 
discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  discussions  with  P.  O'Donnell  regarding 
11:00  a.m.  November  9  meeting  with  legislative  aide  to  Senator  Dole; 
discussions  with  Don  Meyer,  Chief  of  Staff  for  Speaker  Gingrich; 
report  to  L.  Kitto  on  meeting  scheduled  for  November  9  with  David 
Wilson,  legislative  aide  to  Senator  Dole;  call  to  Senator  Dole's 

Administrative  Assistant  Dave  Wilson  at  Tom  Corcoran' s  request  to 
schedule  meeting  for  November  8  or  9  with  tribal  leadership  to 
discuss  Indian  gaming  tax  issue  in  the  Senate  Finance  Committee  and 

O'CONNOR  &  HANNAN    
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[The  deposition  of  Michael  T.  Schmidt  follows:] 

Executive  Session 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight, 
U.S.  House  of  Representatives, 

Washington,  DC. 

DEPOSITION  OF:  MICHAEL  T.  SCHMIDT 

Thursday,  January  8,  1998 

The  deposition  in  the  above  matter  was  held  in  Room  2247,  Raybum  House  Office 
Building,  commencing  at  10:10  a.m. 

Appearances: 
Staff  Present  for  the  Government  Reform  and  Oversight  Committee:  Robert  Dold, 

Investigative  Counsel;  James  C.  Wilson,  Senior  Investigative  Counsel;  Michael 
Yang,  Minority  Counsel;  and  Michael  J.  Raphael,  Minority  Counsel. 
For  MICHAEL  T.  SCHMIDT: 

DAVID  WILSON,  ESQ. 
Hale  &  Dorr 
1455  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.C. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Good  morning,  Mr.  Schmidt.  On  behalf  of  the  Members  of  the  Commit- 
tee on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight.  I  appreciate  and  thank  you  for  appearing 

here  today. 
This  proceeding  is  known  as  a  deposition.  The  person  transcribing  this  proceeding 

is  a  House  reporter  and  a  notary  pubUc.  I  will  now  request  that  the  reporter  place 
you  under  oatn. 

THEREUPON,  MICHAEL  T.  SCHMIDT,  a  witness,  was  called  for  examination  by 
Counsel,  and  after  having  been  first  duly  sworn,  was  examined  and  testified  as 
foUows: 

Mr.  Dold.  I  would  like  to  note  for  the  record  those  who  are  present  at  the  begin- 
ning of  tiiis  deposition.  I  am  Bob  Dold,  the  designated  majority  counsel.  I'm  accom- 

panied today  by  Jim  Wilson,  who  is  also  majority  counsel.  Michael  Yang  is  the  des- 
ignated minority  counsel,  and  he's  accompanied  today  by  Michael  Raphael.  And  Mr. Schmidt  is  represented  today  by  David  WUson. 

Although  this  proceeding  is  being  held  in  a  somewhat  informal  atmosphere,  be- 
cause you've  been  placed  under  oath,  yoiir  testimony  here  today  has  the  same  force 

and  effect  as  if  you  were  testifying  before  the  committee  or  in  a  court  of  law. 
If  I  ask  you  about  conversations  you  have  had  in  the  past  and  you  are  unable 

to  recall  the  exact  words  used  in  the  conversation,  you  may  state  that  you  are  un- 
able to  recall  the  exact  words  and  then  give  me  the  gist  or  substance  of  any  such 

conversation,  to  the  best  of  your  recollection.  If  you  recall  only  part  of  a  conversation 
or  only  part  of  an  event,  please  give  me  your  best  recollection  of  those  events  or 
parts  of  the  conversation  that  you  recall. 

If  I  ask  you  whether  you  have  any  information  upon  a  particular  subject,  and  you 
have  overheard  other  persons  conversing  with  others  regarding  it  or  seen  cor- 

respondence or  documentation  regarding  it,  please  tell  me  that  you  do  have  such 
information  and  indicate  the  source,  either  a  conversation,  document,  or  otherwise. 

The  Witness.  Okay. 
Mr.  Dold.  Majority  and  minority  committee  counsels  will  ask  you  questions  re- 

garding the  subject  matter  of  the  investigation.  Minority  counsel  will  ask  questions 
after  the  majority  counsel  is  finished.  If,  nowever,  there  is  a  question  that  is  of  mo- 

ment at  the  time,  by  all  means,  Michael,  jump  in  at  that  point  in  time.  That's  per- fectly allowable. 
Members  of  Congress  who  wish  to  ask  questions,  if  they  should  attend,  will  be 

afforded  an  immediate  opportunity  to  ask  their  questions.  And  when  they  are  fin- 
ished, committee  counsel  will  resume  questioning  where  they  left  off. 

Pursuant  to  the  committee  rules,  you're  allowed  to  have  an  attorney  present  to 
advise  you  of  your  rights.  Any  objection  raised  during  the  course  of  the  depositions 
shall  be  stated  for  the  record.  If  the  witness  is  instructed  not  to  answer  the  question 
or  refuses  to  answer  the  question,  majority  and  minority  counsel  will  confer  to  de- 

termine whether  the  objection  is  proper. 
The  Witness.  Okay. 
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Mr.  DOLD.  This  deposition  is  considered  as  taken  in  executive  session  of  the  com- 
mittee, which  means  it  may  not  be  made  public  without  the  consent  of  the  commit- 

tee, pursuant  to  Clause  2(k)(7)  of  House  Rule  XI.  You  are  asked  to  abide  by  the 
rules  of  the  House  and  not  discuss  with  anyone  this  deposition  and  the  issues  raised 
during  this  proceeding. 

Finally,  no  later  than  5  days  after  your  testimony  has  been  transcribed  and  you 
have  been  notified  that  your  transcript  is  available,  you  may  submit  suggested 

changes  to  the  Chairman.  Normally  what's  happened  with  previous  depositions  is 
they're  usually  available  pretty  early,  a  day  or  two.  And  what  will  happen  is,  be- 

cause of  the  distance,  which  you're  aware,  we  will  send  the  deposition  to  Mr.  Wilson. The  Witness.  Okay. 
Mr.  DOLD.  And  then  he  can  forward  it  on  to  you  and  then  send  it  back  to  the 

committee,  if  thaf  s  all  right. 
Committee  staff  may  make  any  typographical  and  technical  changes  requested  by 

you.  Substantive  changes,  modifications  and  clarifications  or  amendments  to  the 
deposition  transcript  submitted  by  you  must  be  accompanied  by  a  letter  requesting 
the  changes  and  the  statement  of  your  reasons  for  each  proposed  change.  A  letter 
requesting  any  substantive  change  must  be  signed  by  you.  Any  substantive  changes 
shall  be  included  as  an  appendix  to  the  transcript  conditioned  upon  your  signing  of 
the  transcript. 

Do  you  understand  what  we've  gone  over  so  far? The  Witness.  Uh-huh. 

Mr.  DOLD.  Do  you  have  any  questions  about  any  of  the  matters  we've  gone  over? The  Witness.  No. 

Mr.  DOLD.  If  you  don't  understand  a  question,  please  say  so,  and  I  will  repeat  it 
or  rephrase  it  so  that  you  understand  the  question.  Do  you  understand  that  you 
should  tell  me  if  you  don't  understand? 

The  Witness.  Uh-huh.  Yes. 
Mr.  DOLD.  The  reporter  wiU  be  taking  down  everything  we  say  and  will  make  a 

written  record  of  the  deposition.  You  must  give  verbal,  audible  answers  because  the 
reporter  cannot  record  what  a  nod  of  the  head  or  a  gesture  means. 

The  Witness.  Okay. 

Mr.  DOLD.  If  you  can't  hear  me,  please  say  so,  and  I  will  repeat  the  question  or 
have  the  court  reporter  read  the  question  to  you.  Please  wait  vmtil  I  finish  each 
question  before  answering,  and  I  will  do  the  same,  so  that  the  court  reporter  can 
make  a  clear  record. 

Yovu*  testimony  is  being  taken  vinder  oath,  as  if  we  were  in  court,  and  if  you  an- 
swer a  question,  it  will  be  assmned  that  you  understood  the  question  and  the  an- 
swer was  intended  to  be  responsive  to  it.  Do  you  vuiderstand  that? 

The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  understand  that  you're  here  voluntarily  today,  and  I  thank  you  for 
that.  Do  you  have  any  questions  about  this  deposition  before  we  begin  the  sub- 

stantive portion  of  it? 
The  Witness.  No.  It  seems  clear  so  far. 
Mr.  DoLD.  This  would  be  an  appropriate  time  if  you  have  any  statements. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  don't  have  a  statement  to  make. 
Mr.  Yang.  Just  two  quick  points  to  make.  Just  first  on  behalf  of  the  minority, 

thank  you  for  coming.  Second,  I  would  just  like  to  note  the  minority's  continviing 
objection  to  the  Hudson  matters,  just  insofar  as  they've  already  been  covered  by  the Senate  Governmental  Affairs  Committee  and  are  the  subject  of  ongoing  litigation  in 
District  Court  in  Wisconsin. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Schmidt,  will  you  please  spell  your  name  for  the  record? 
Answer.  Yes.  It's  Michael  Thomas  Schmidt.  That's  M-I-C-H-A-E-L,  T-H-0-M-A-S, S-C-H-M-I-D-T. 
Question.  And  did  you  attend  college? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Where  did  you  attend  college? 
Answer.  Undergraduate,  the  University  of  Michigan;  graduate.  University  of 

Maryland. 
Question.  And  what  did  you  get  your  graduate  degree  in? 
Answer.  Public  management. 
Question.  Can  you  give  me  a  brief  employment  history  fi:t)m  college  to  date?  When 

I  say  brief,  just  fairly  briefly. 
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Answer.  I  worked,  after  CTaduate  school,  with  the  Office  of  Personnel  Manage- 
ment here  in  Washington,  B.C.  I  was  a  presidential  management  intern,  which  is 

a  2-year  postgraduate  internship  in  the  civil  service. 
Question.  When  was  that? 
Answer.  1991,  summer  1991  to  summer  of  1993.  After  that,  I  was  a  detail, 

detailee  to  the  White  House  for  a  year.  So  that  would  be  summer  '93  to  summer 
of  '94.  And  then  I  became  a  political  appointee  in  the  White  House  from  1994  to 
'96,  summer  1996.  And  I  presently  work  at  Ford  Motor  Company,  from  1996  sum- 

mer till  today. 
Question.  And  what  role  did  you  have  in  the  White  House  when  you  were  there? 

What  were  your  specific  duties  when  you  were  at  the  White  House? 
Answer.  Do  you  mean  where  I  worked  and   
Question.  Where  you  worked  and  what  your  job  entailed?  What  specific  duties  you 

had  in  yoxu*  job? 
Mr.  Yang.  Do  you  mean  when  he  was  a  detailee  or  appointee? 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  would  like  both  if  we  could  get  it. 
The  Witness.  Actually  both  were  not  too — not  too  different.  I  worked  for  the  Do- 

mestic Policy  Council.  I  was  a  policy  analyst.  I — my  specialty — my  focus  was  on  edu- 
cation and  training  policy. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  do  anything  else  besides  that? 
Answer.  Other  issues. 
Question.  Other  issues  besides  education? 
Answer.  Yeah.  Casual  issues,  as  they  would  come  up,  I  would  handle. 
Question.  Have  you  discussed  this  deposition  with  anyone   Answer.  No. 
Question  [continuing].  Other  than  your  attorney? 
Answer.  Other  than  my  attorney,  no. 
Question.  Have  you  given  dociunents  regarding  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  to  the  De- 

partment of  Justice? 
Answer.  No,  not  to  my  knowledge. 
Question.  Has  anyone  from  the  Department  of  Justice  spoken  with  you  about  the 

Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 
Answer.  No.  Someone  from  the  FBI  called  me  but  not  from — I'm  not  sure  if  that's the  same  or  not. 

Question.  Now,  when  I  say  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  m,atter,  just  for  the  record's 
sake,  it's  referring  to  the  fee-to-trust  application  by  three  Indian  tribes  in  Wisconsin 
and  the  matters  surrounding  it. 

Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  When  you  say  you  were  contacted  by  the  FBI,  who  at  the  FBI  contacted 

you? Answer.  [Redacted]. 
Question.  And  do  you  know  when  that  contact  came? 
Answer.  October,  November  of  this  year,  maybe  November  of  1997. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  docvunents  pertaining  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  in 

your  personal  possession? 
Answer.  No,  not  to  my  knowledge. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  have  documents  pertaining  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  mat- 

ter in  your  personal  possession? 
Answer.  Could  you  go  into  more  detail  about  personal  possession? 
Question.  Sure.  Something  that  would  be  outside  of  the  office. 
Mr.  Wilson.  You  mean  after  he  left  the  White  House   
The  Witness.  Right. 
Mr.  Wilson  [continuing].  Did  he  retain  any  documents?  Is  that  your  question? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Yes. 
The  Witness.  No,  not  to  my  knowledge. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR,  DOLD: 

Question.  In  your  capacity  at  the  White  House,  did  you  ever  deal  with  any  Indian 
gaming  issues? 

Answer.  Only  when  they,  as  "they"  referred  to  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act 
which  was  here  on  the  Hifi,  that  was  the  only  gaming  issues  that  I  worked  on. 

Question.  Did  you  in  yovu"  capacity  at  the  White  House  deal  with  anyone  at  the 
Department  of  Interior  while  you  were  dealing  with  the  Indian  gaming  issues? 

Mr.  Wilson.  You  mean  in  the  context  of  working  on  the  Indian  Gaming  Regu- 
latory Act? 
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The  Witness.  That's  what   Mr.  DOLD.  Correct. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Did  he  work  with  anyone  at  the  Department  of  Interior? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Right. 
The  Witness.  As  it  pertains  to  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  I  did  work 

with  folks  at  the  Interior  Department. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Who  did  you  work  with  at  Interior? 
Answer.  On  IGRA,  mostly  John  Duffy.  That  was  the  maior  contact  that  I  can  re- 

call. There  were  other  folks  but  not  that  are  coming  to  mind. 
Question.  How  often  would  you  talk  with  Mr.  Duffy,  on  a  weekly  scale? 
Mr.  Wilson.  You  mean  with  respect  to  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  or  gen- 

erally or   
examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Would  you  talk  to  Mr.  Duffy  on  issues  besides  the  Indian  Gaming  Regu- 
latory Act? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Not  to  my  recollection. 

Question.  So  that's  the  main  issue  you  were  dealing  with  Mr.  Duffy  on.  How  often 
would  you  talk  to  Mr.  Duffy,  then,  considering  it  would  be  just  on  the  Indian  Gam- 

ing Regulatory  Act? 
Answer.  Not  even  weekly.  If  s  difficult  to  qualify.  It  would  be  when  testimony  is 

coming  up  or  when  the  issue — there  was  a  hearing  coming  up,  then  I  would  meet 
with  mm. 

Question.  Mr.  Schmidt,  when  did  you  first  hear  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 
When  did  you  first  become  aware  of  it? 

Answer.  Of  the  issue  that  we're   
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  I  guess  it  was,  as  far  as  I  can  remember,  probably  a  phone  call  that  I 

was  on  with  a  lobbyist  from  the — firom  the  Hudson — ^involved  in  the  Hudson  case. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  who  it  was? 
Answer.  His  name  is  Patrick  O'Connor. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  when  that  was? 
Answer.  No.  Not — not — not  specifically. 
Question.  How  about  a  general  time  frame?  I'm  not  trying  to  hide  the  ball.  I  think 

we've  got  documentations  on  it. 
Answer.  Something  in  1995  is  my  recollection. 
[Schmidt  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  MS-1  was  marked  for  identification.] 

[Note. — ^All  exhibits  referred  to  may  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
deposition.] 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I'm  showing  Mr.  Schmidt  what  has  been  marked  as  MS-1,  a  memoran- 
dvun  for  Harold  Ickes  from  Loretta  Avent.  I  recognize,  and  for  the  record,  that  your 
name  does  not  appear  on  here,  but  I  was  wanting  to  know  if  you  have  ever  seen 
this  memorandum  before? 

Mr.  Wilson.  Take  whatever  time  you  need. 
The  Witness.  If  I  can. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Yeah.  Please  take  whatever  time  you  need  to  review  the  document. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  that  document  before? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember. 
Question.  Do  you  know  Ms.  Avent? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Did  she  ever  talk  to  you  about  the  substance  of  this  memo? 
Mr.  Wilson.  You  mean  about  the  memo  itself  or  about  the  issues? 
Mr.  DOLD.  About  the  issues,  about  the  substance  in  this  memo,  the  substance  of 

the  memo,  about  getting  a  call  from  Bruce. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  mean,  there  are  so  many  different  issues  in  here. 
The  Witness.  Yeah. 
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Mr.  Wilson.  Can  you   
The  Witness.  Can  we  break  them  out? 

Mr.  Wilson.  If  you  can  specify  what  issue  you're  talking  about. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Not  a  problem. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  The  letter  just  starts,  "I  just  got  a  call  from  Bruce  in  reference  to  a  per- 
son named  Pat  O'Connor."  . 

Do  you  know  who  Bruce  is?  I  think — I  can  submit  to  you  it  s  Bruce  Lindsey. 
Answer.  Okay.  . 

Question.  I  have  a  notation  on  that,  and  I'll  show  you  that  in  a  minute.  Who  has 
called  me  on  numerous  occasions." 

Were  you  aware  Mr.  O'Connor  was  calling  Ms.  Avent  or  calling  Ms.  Avent  on  sev- oj*q1  occflsions 

Answer.  I  believe  Mr.  O'Connor  was  caUing  Ms.  Avent.  I  believe  that  in  a  con- 

versation Ms.  Avent,  I  don't  remember  specifically  but  I  remember  generally,  teUing 
me  that  Mr.  O'Connor  had  called  her  a  number  of  times,  yes. 

Question.  Do  you  know  the  reason  why  he  was  calling  her?  Did  she  ever  express 
that  to  you?  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  as  to  why  he  was  calUng  her? 

Answer.  At  the  time,  it  was  because  he  had  a  question  about  an  Indian  gaming 

issue.  I  seem  to  remember  that  was  the  general  gist  of  what  she  said.  That's  why he  was  calling  her. 
He  wanted  to  talk  to  her.  u     i.o 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  idea  what  specific  gaming  issue  he  was  caUing  about.' 
Answer.  No — ^yeah.  It's   
Mr.  Yang.  Are  you  asking  about  Ms.  Avent's  conversation? 
The  Witness.  Right.  That's  why  I'm  getting  confused. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Are  you  asking  about  his  knowledge  now  or  what  Loretta  said  to him? 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Right.  I  want  to  go  back  to  your  personal  knowledge  at  that  time. 
Answer.  Okay. 

Question.  At  that  time,  did  you  have  any  idea  why  Mr.  O'Connor  was  calhng  her.' 
And  you  said  it  was  because  of  an  Indian  gaming   Answer.  Issue. 

Question.  Okay.  Do  you  recall  what  the  specific  gaming  issue  was? 
Answer.  I  don^t  remember  if  I  specifically  had  knowledge  about  the  issue.  I  think 

generally  I  knew  it  was  a  gaming  issue  in  Wisconsin  that  had  to  do  with  a  tribe 
that  wanted  to  open  a  casino.  That  was  probably  about  as  deep,  as  best  I  remember, 
as  my  knowledge  probably  went  at  that  point. 

[Schmidt  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  MS-2  was  marked  for  identification.] 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Schmidt  what  has  been  marked  as  MS-2, 
which  I  think  coincides  with  the  first  exhibit,  and  it  might  be  a  little  bit  easier  for 

you  to  kind  of  refer  to  that  and  help  us  out.  So  take  some  time  to   
Answer.  Thank  you. 
Question  [continuing].  Read  that. 
Do  you  know  why  this  memo  was  sent  to  Ms.  Mills? 

Answer.  I  should  say  right  straight  up  that  I— I  don't— I  don't  remember— particu- 
larly remember  writing  this  memo.  In  fact,  it's  interesting,  as  I  saw  it  come  up  in 

the  press,  I  didn't  even  remember  writing  it.  So  I  don't  know  what  specifically  was 
going  through  my  mind  sending  it.  Would  you  like  to  know  generally  why? 

Question.  Sure. 

Answer.  I  just  want  to  make  sure  I'm  answering.  From  reading  this   
Question.  Uh-huh. 
Answer.  I  would  assume  that  part  of  my  job  was  to,  if  there  was  an  issue  that 

looked  like  it  was  something  that  should  be  raised  to  a  higher  level,  part  of  my  job 
was  to  raise  it.  So  just  kind  of  inferring  from  what  I'm  reading  and,  you  know,  my 
general  job,  I— I  likely  was  Just  raising  it  looks  like  a  difficult  issue  to  the  White 
House  counsel,  because  it  did  have  some  legal,  regulatory  implications. 

Question.  And  what  regulatory  impUcations? 
Answer.  I  thought  I  read  somewhere  here.  I  thought  I  read  that.  Well,  generally, 

a  decision  to  open  a  casino,  my  understanding  is  that  there  is  a  regulatory  issue 
taken  on  by  the  Department  of  Interior. 

Mr.  Yang.  I  think  in  paragraph  two. 
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The  Witness.  That's  what  I  thought. 
Mr.  Yang.  "Will  need  Secretary  Babbitt's  approval  to  go  forward. 
The  Witness.  Thank  you.  So  I'm  trying,  reading  this,  trying  to  piece  together 

most  likely  what  my  mind-set  was  at  the  time. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Why  would  you  raise  this  with  the  White  House  counsel  and  not  push 

it  off  to  Mr.  Duffy  at  Interior?  I  mean,  he's  the  counsel  at  Interior,  right? 
Answer.  Yes.  I  would  not  typically  have  that  kind  of  contact  with  Mr.  Duffy. 
Mr.  Yang.  I  just  want  to  note  for  the  record,  also,  I  think  Mr.  Duffy  is  counsel 

to  the  Secretary  but  doesn't  work  in  the  counsel's  office  at  Interior,  if  I'm  not  mis- taken. 

The  Witness.  I  believe  that's  correct. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Do  you  know  why  this  issue  was  raised  with  the  White  House  counsel, 
then?  I  mean   

Answer.  Why  I  did?  „      «.    o 
Question.  Yeah.  Why  would  you  raise  this  with  the  White  House  counsel  s  office? 

Answer.  Again,  I  can't  specifically  remember  what  was  going  through  my  head  at 
the  time  or  even  writing  the  memo.  But  if  I  can  kind  of  piece  together  and  assume, 

probably  just  that  it  was  a  regulatory  issue  and  that  that  seemed  like  the  right 
place  to  go  to  just  raise  the  issue  FYI. 

Question.  Does  the  White  House  counsel's  office  deal  with  all  regulatory  issues that  the  White  House  deals  with?  t  j     .   u 
Answer.  I'm  not  svu-e.  I — I'm  not^-didn't  work  in  the  counsel  s  office.  I  don  t  be- 

llGVfi  SO. 

Question.  I'm  just  kind  of  curious  as  to  what  role  do  you  think  the  White  House 
counsel's  office  v/ould  play  in  this  issue? 

Answer.  At  the  time,  given  the  memo?  I'm   Question.  Your  personal  understanding. 
Answer.  My  best  understanding   
Question.  Now,  today's  date,  back  then,  any  time.  What  role  do  you  think  the 

White  House  counsel  would  play  in  this  issue  or  could  play  in  this  issue? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Wait,  wait,  wait.  Would  play,  could  play.  You  mean  what  would  the 

White  House  counsel's  office  be  permitted  to  do?  What  might  it  have  done?  I'm  hav- 
ing a  hard  time  understanding  where  you're  going. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Schmidt,  what  was  vour  understanding  of  what  the  White  House 
counsel's  office  could  do  in  regard  to  this  matter? 

Answer.  This  specific  matter? 
Mr.  DOLD.  This  specific. 

Mr.  Wilson.  You  mean,  what  it's  permitted  to  do? 
Mr.  DOLD.  That's  fine. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  What  is  it  permitted  to  do,  in  your  understanding? 
Answer.  I  don't  believe  I  had— but— I  don't  believe  I  had  any  specific  understand- 

ing of  what  specifically  they  could  do  in  this  matter.  From  reading  this  and  just 
kind  of  thinking  back,  my— I  could  guess  that  probably  I  just  thought  that  was  the 

right  place  to  raise  the  issue,  jvist  kind  of  as  an  FYI  that  this  had  taken  place.  I'm 
just  kind  of  making  a  speoilation.  But  that  would  be  logical  and  consistent  with 
what  I'm  reading  here  in  this  issue. 

Question.  Can  you  tell  us  why  you  were  involved  in  the  call  to  Mr.  O  Connor? 
Answer.  Loretta  and  I  often  would  get  on  calls  to  talk  to  lobbyists  together,  or 

to  folks  or  to  tribal  leaders  or  anyone  else,  because  we  tried  to  not  let  a  person  be 

able  to  play  one  of  us  against  the  other;  so  someone  wouldn't  call  her  and  get  re- 
jected and  then  call  me  and  say,  oh,  Loretta  Avent,  just  as  an  example,  told  me  I 

should  call  you.  So  to  minimize  that,  we  often  would  get  on  a  call  together,  espe- 
cially on  an  issue  where,  you  know,  our  answer  was  pretty  unified. 

Question.  How  did  you  know  Mr.  O'Connor  was  a  fiind-raiser?  I  know  you  know 
he  was  a  lobbyist,  but  down  in  your  e-mail,  it  says,  'This  e-mail  is  to  fill  you  in more  detail  about  a  call  that  Loretta  and  I  were  on  with  a  Lobbyist/Fundraiser 

named  Pat  O'Connor."  Did  he  make  it  clear  to  you  that  he  was  a  fund-raiser  for 
the  Democratic  Party  or   
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Answer.  My — not  specifically  that  I  remember.  My  recollection  was — is  that  on  the 
call  he  said  he  was  a  DNC  trustee.  I  kind  of  remember  him  raising  that  issue  and 
talking  to  us.  I  think  I  probably,  you  know,  if  I  had  to  guess,  inferred  that  meant 
he  was  a  fund-raiser.  That  might  not  be  accvu-ate,  but  that's  probably  why  I  put  the slash  in. 

Question.  Okay.  Why  did  Carol  Rasco   
Answer.  Uh-huh. 

Question  [continuing].  Get  cc'd  on  this  memo?  Can  you  tell  me  what  her  role  was at  the  time  in  the  White  House? 
Answer.  Carol  Rasco  was  the  Assistant  to  the  President  for  Domestic  Policy.  She 

was  my  boss  basically  at  the  Domestic  Policy  Council.  So  just  as  a  matter  of,  I 

?Liess,  procedure,  I  cc'd  my  boss  on  a  memo  that  I  sent  to  the  White  House  counsel, 
hat  would  be  my — that  would  be  pretty  standard  procedure. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  meet  with  anyone  regarding  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  mat- ter? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember.  No. 
Question.  Any  tribal  leaders,  anything  like  that? 
Answer.  On  the  Hudson  gaming   
Question.  On  the  Hudson? 
Answer.  No.  Not  that  I  remember. 
Mr.  Yang.  And  that  would  be  excluding  the  discussion  with  Ms.  Avent  about  the 

issue. 
The  Witness.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Just  talking  about  tribal  leaders.  So,  yeah,  by  all  means,  excluding  Ms. 
Avent? 

Answer.  And  excluding  the  call  fi*om  Mr.  O'Connor. 
Question.  Mr.  O'Connor,  yes. 
Who  else  in  the  White  House  did  you  talk  with  or  receive  communications  fi-om 

regarding  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  besides  Ms.  Avent,  and  I  will  assume  besides 
Katharine  Button? 

Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  Did  you  receive  any  other  information  or  talk  to  any  other  people  or  re- 

ceive communications  from  anybody  else  at  the  White  House? 
Mr.  Yang.  Can  we  take  that  one  step  at  a  time? 
The  Witness.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  How  about  just  receive  communications.  We  can  probably  cut  right  to 
the  chase? 

Answer.  Aside  from  Ms.  Avent? 
Question.  Aside  from  Ms.  Avent  and  Ms.  Button. 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember,  no. 
Question.  Your  e-mail  mentions  Pat  sent  in  a  memo  from  him — not  fiipm  the  tribal 

leaders,  as  requested — to  Loretta,  asking  to  talk  to  her  about  intervening  with  Sec- 
retary Babbitt  to  allow  the  Hudson  project  to  be  able  to  do  off-reservation  gaming. 

Do  you  know  if  this  docvmient  was  ever  produced  to  the  committee  or  if  you  ever 
had  seen  that  docvmient? 

Answer.  Yeah.  Not  that  I  remember.  And  I  don't  remember  seeing — I  don't  re- member seeing  that  memo,  no. 

Mr.  Yang.  I  m  sorry.  There's  two  questions.  Whether  it  was  produced  to  the  com- 
mittee; which,  would  you  know? 

The  Witness.  I  wouldn't  have  any  idea.  No,  not  that  I  would  know. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  receive  that  memo? 
Answer.  Did  I  receive  the  memo  referenced  here? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Not  that  I  recall. 

Question.  If  I  can  direct  your  attention  to  the  second  page   
Answer.  Okay. 

Question  [continuing].  The  memo  states  down — ^"According  to  Loretta:" Answer.  Okay. 

Question.  "The  first  mistake  Pat  O'Connor  is  making  is  trying  to  tie  the  President 
into  an  issue  that  he  cannot  be  tied  into  for  legal  and  political  reasons." Answer.  Uh-huh. 
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Question.  Do  you  have  any  idea  what  you're  referring  to  as  far  as  legal  reasons 
or  political  reasons? 

Answer.  Again,  I  don't  remember  specifically  what  was  going  through  my  head 
or  in  writing  this  memo.  But  if  you  want  me  to  ascertain  fi-om   

Question.  Do  you  know  why   
Mr.  Yang.  He  should  give  us  oiu-  best  recollection. 
The  WIT^fESS.  That's  what  you're  looking  for? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  My  best  recollection  would  be,  for  legal,  is  that  it  was  my  understanding 

is  that  an  off-reservation  gaming  request  is  a  regulatory  issue. 
Question.  And  who  handles  those?  So  the  President  couldn't  be  tied  in  there  for 

that  legal  reason?  Who— is  that  what  you're  saying?  The  President  couldn't  be  tied 
into  it  because  it's  a  regulatory  issue? 

Answer.  You  know,  f— I  don't  know  if  I  was  making  that  clear  Unk.  I  think  I  was 
probably  just  reflecting  the  fact  that  a  regulatory  issue,  my  understanding,  gen- 

erally that's  handled  by  the  agency,  it's  not  by  the  White  House.  I'm  kind  of  recol- lecting that  the  best  I  can. 
Question.  How  about  poUtical  reasons? 
Answer.  My  best  guess  as  to  what  I  was  talking  about  there  is  that  any  kind  of 

gaming  issue  was  a  hot  potato  in  Indian  country.  The  issue  itself  was  very  hot.  So 
probably  we  didn't  want  to  get  involved  in  a  fight  about  a  gaming  issue  within  In- 

dian country.  PoUtically,  that  just  wasn't  something  I  thought  was  a  good  idea. 
If   

Mr.  Wilson.  I  just  also  would  note  for  the  record  that  this  paragraph  we're  refer- 
ring to  appears  below  a  Une  that  says,  "According  to  Loretta:" 

'The  Witness.  Yeah. 
Mr.  Wilson.  And  so  to  ask  the  witness  what  he  meant  by  something  that,  fi-om 

the  context  of  the  memo,  appears  to  be  coming  fi-om  Loretta  and  the  witness  is  say- 
ing he  has  no  independent  recollection  of  even  writing  this,  I  think  is  a  Uttle  unfair 

to  suggest  that  he  can  say  what  he  meant  bv  legal  and  political  reasons,  given  that 
it's  apparently  Loretta  sajdng  something  for  legal  and  political  reasons. 

The  Witness.  That's — thars  correct.  Thank  you. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Yeah,  and  I  recognize  that. 
And  having  said  that,  Loretta  has  got  people  underneath  her  that  would  be  obvi- 

ously wanting  to  dictate  a  memo  and  stuff  like  that.  So  obviously  by  Mr.  Schmidt 
typing  this  out,  they  must  have  discussed  it  in  some  form  or  fashion. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Well,  you're  assuming  something  that  may  not  be  fair  to  assume. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Okay.  Would  you,  Mr.  Schmidt,  ever  type  a  memo  like  this  or  an  e-mail 
to  Ms.  Mills?  I  mean,  you  do  admit  that  you  would  have  done  something  like  this? 
Would  this  be  your  memo? 

The  Witness.  Are  you  asking   
Mr.  Yang.  Are  you  asking  if  he  wrote  this  memo? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Yes. 
Did  you  ever  write  a  memo?  Do  you  ever  recall  ever  writing  memos,  a  memo  con- 

cerning the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter?  Let's  just  leave  it  at  that. 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  writing  this  specific  memo  to  be  honest,  but  I  have  no 

reason  to  beUeve  it's  not  from  me.  It  looks  pretty  clearly  like  it  is. 
Question.  When  you  say  "according  to  Loretta,"  did  you  talk  to  Ms.  Avent  about 

the  fact  that  this  was  something  the  President  could  not  get  tied  into  for  legal  and 
pohtical  reasons,  that  you  recall?  ,    -, 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  recall  the  conversation. 
Question.  Okay. 
Mr.  Yang.  I  would  also  just  like  to  note  for  the  record  that  the  first  paragraph 

of  the  memo  says,  quote:  "It  was  half-dictated  to  me  by  Loretta  via  phone,  so  I 
apologize  in  advance  if  it  is  unwieldy  at  times." 

It's  further  evidence  that  some  of  the  content  of  this  memo  may  have  just  been 
some  sort  of  relay  of  what  Loretta  Avent  may  have  told  Mr.  Schmidt.  But  I  don't want  to  speculate  on  the  record  but  I  want  to  note  that  for  the  record. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  So  do  you  have  any  idea  what  was  meant  in — ^under  the  section  saying, 
"According  to  Loretta,"  paragraph  three   Answer.  Okay. 

Question  [continuing].  That  it  would  be  pohtical  poison? 
Answer.  I  don't — I  don't  know  why  I  used  that  or  why  that  terminology  was  used at  the  time. 

Question.  Directing  your  attention  back  to  the  first  exhibit   
Answer.  Okay. 

Question  [continuing].  It  is  cc'd  to  Maggie  Williams  and  Cheryl  Mills. Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  as  to  why  Ms.  Avent  wovdd  have  included 

Maggie  Williams  in  this? 
^swer.  No.  No.  I  don't. 
[Schmidt  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  MS-3  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Schmidt  has  been  given  a  document  which  has  been  marked  MS- 
3,  which  is  a  letter  to  Mr.  Ickes  from  Patrick  O'Connor. Answer.  Okay. 

Question.  Again,  I  will  note  for  the  record  that  Mr.  Schmidt's  name  does  not  ap- pear on  any  of  the  cc  Unes   
Answer.  Okay. 
Question  [continuing].  Or  anywhere  else  in  the  memo.  And  you  can  read  it  if  you 

would  like.  It's  really  more  specifically — I  have  most  specific  questions  per  se  about the  substance  of  the  memo. 
Mr.  Yang.  Mr.  Schmidt,  have  you  ever  seen  this  letter  before? 

The  Witness.  Not  to  my  knowledge,  no.  I  don't  remember. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Schmidt,  my  first  question  has  alreadv  been  asked  and  answered. 
But  secondly,  did  Mr.  Ickes  ever  contact  you,  concerned  that  you  were  doing  Indian 
gaming  policy,  about  getting  information  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  or  a  proposal 
pending  at  Interior? 

Answer.  Not  that  I  remember.  No. 
Question.  The  second  page  of  the  memo  goes  into  some  detail  on  some  politics. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Did  anybody  ever — anybody  at  the  White  House  ever  talk  to  you  about 

the  politics  involved  of  the  tribes,  the  applicant  tribes,  the  opposing  tribes,  any  poli- tics involved  with  the  matter? 

Mr.  Yang.  I'm  sorry,  any  politics  involved  in  the  matter   
Mr.  DOLD.  I  mean  any  personal  poUtics,  meaning  that  Governor  Thompson  would 

be  Republican  or  that  Senator  D'Amato  might  be  involved  as  being  a  Republican. 
Those  are  the  types  of  issues  I'm  saying. 

Mr.  Wilson.  You  mean  other  than  what  he's  already  talked  about  with  respect 
to  his  conversations  with  Loretta  and  what's  in  that  memo? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  No.  No,  Loretta — anybody  with — whether  it  be  Loretta  Avent  or  Ms. 
Button  or  whomever.  Did  anybody  talk  about  the  actual  pohtical  behefs  of  the  peo- 

ple involved  and  the  application  at  Hudson? 

Answer.  If  you  mean  the  ones  specifically  laid  out  here  in  this  memo,  I  don't  recall 
ever  talking  about  any  of  the  issues  here,  the  1  through  5.  I  assxime  that's  what 
you're — I  don't  remember  that  kind  of  conversation  happening. 

Question.  Do  you  ever  recall  knowing  or  talking  about  the  fact  that  the  opponents 
to  the  application  were  Democratic  supporters? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  ever  talking  about  that,  no. 
Question.  Do  you  recall,  in  the  brief  span  that  this  was  on  your  radar  screen,  what 

tribes  were  opposed  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 

Answer.  No.  You  know,  I  can't  even — even  reading  it  in  the  paper,  I  don't  remem- ber the  sides. 

[Schmidt  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  MS-4  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Schmidt  has  been  given  what  has  been  marked  MS-^.  It  is  a  memo- 
randum for  Cheryl  Mills.  And  it's  cc'd  to  Harold  Ickes,  Maggie  WilUams,  Bruce 
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Lindsey,  Mike  Smith,  from  Loretta  Avent.  And  I'll  locate  you.  Just  take  time  to  re- view this. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Okay.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  memo? 
Answer.  I  don  t  remember  seeing  this  memo.  I'm  cc'd  on  it  so   
Question.  But  you  don't  have  a  recollection? 
Answer.  But  I  don't  have  a  recollection,  no. 
Question.  Do  you  know  what  Ms.  Avent  was  referring  to  when  she  said  that  "More 

stuff  keeps  getting  left  at  the  security  guard's  desk  for  me  on  the  same  issue"? 
Answer.  No.  No,  I  don't. 
Question.  About  halfway  down  the  paragraph,  the  line  reads,  "I'U  instruct 

them   
Answer.  Uh-huh. 

Question  [continuing].  "To  forward  anything  they  receive  immediately  to  you."  I'm 
assuming  she's  talking  about  security  guards  at  the  desk.  Do  you  have  any  knowl- 

edge as  to  why  Ms.  Avent  would  send  matters  or  things  that  were  left  for  her  di- 
rectly to  Cheryl  Mills? 

Answer.  No.  Not  that  I  remember.  I'm  not  sure  why  she  wrote  that. Question.  Did  Ms.  Avent,  or  do  you  know  what  Ms.  Avent  was  referring  to  when 
she  had  said,  just  below  that,  "It  has  been  crazy  from  the  start"? 
Answer.  No.  I'm  not  sure  what  she  was — what  she  had  meant  by  that. 
Question.  Would  Ms.  Avent  normally  cc  you  on  memos  that  she  wrote  regarding 

any  Indian  issues? 

Answer.  She  casually  did  cc  me.  I'm  not  sure  what  percentage.  I'm  not  sure  how 
many  memos  she  wrote.  Yeah,  it  wasn't  unusual  for  me  to  get  a  memo  cc'd  to  me from  Loretta  Avent,  no. 

Question.  Just  a  matter  of  course? 
Answer.  Yeah. 
[Schmidt  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  MS-5  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Schmidt  what  has  been  marked  as  MS-5. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  It  is  a  memorandvun  for  Ms.  Avent  from  Ahsha  Ali,  and  I  have  problems 

with  pronouncing  the  last  name,  Safai,  I  believe.  The  reason  I'm  showing  you  this 
is  in  the  previous  exhibit,  Ms.  Avent  makes  reference  to  two  attachments.  "One  at- 

tachment has  two  pages  with  their  concerns  and  the  other  one  is  a  memo  from 

Ahsha  (my  volunteer)  from  a  telephone  call  he  took." Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  memo,  or  does  this  memo  refresh  any  recollec- 

tions that  you  may  have  had? 

Answer.  No.  It  doesn't  refresh  any  recollections.  I  don't  remember.  I  don't  remem- ber seeing  it. 
Question.  Do  you  know  Dwayne  Derrickson?  Do  you  ever  recall  seeing  his  name? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't  recall.  I  don't  recall  that  name. 
Question.  Do  you  know  an  ArljTi  Ackley? 
Answer.  I  know  who  he  is.  He  was  the  chairman  of  a  tribe,  and  I  can't  remember which  tribe.  But  he  was  a  tribal  chairman. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  have  meetings  with  Mr.  Ackley  or   
Answer.  I  don't  remember  any  specific  meetings.  But  given  that  he's  a  tribal 

chair,  it's  entirely  possible  I  might  have  met  with  hin.  on  an  occasion. 
Question.  Do  you  ever  recall  Ms.  Avent  talking  with  you  about  what  is  mentioned 

down  here,  "If  this  issue  can't  be  resolved,  then  we  will  have  to  go  to  the  press, 
courts,  or  to  the  opposition!'? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Okay. 

Answer.  I'm  not  sure  what  she's  talking  about  there. 
[Schmidt  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  MS-6  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Schmidt  what  has  been  marked  as  MS-6.  It 
is  a  memorandum  to  Ms.  Avent  from  Arlyn  Ackley,  Sr.,  Tribal  Chairman  of  the 
Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community,  regarding  the  disapproval  of  the  Hudson  applica- 

tion for  trust  status. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Ill  let  you  kind  of  run  through  that. 
Answer.  Thank  you. 
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Question.  It's  my  understanding  that  this  is  the  second  attachment  to  that  memo 
that  was  sent  to  you   

Answer.  Okay. 

Question  [continuing].  Or  cc'd  to  you? Answer.  Okay. 

Mr.  Yang.  I  just  note  for  the  record  that  Mr.  Schmidt's  name  does  not  appear  on this  memo. 
Mr.  DOLD.  And  just  so  the  record  is  clear,  I  beUeve  this  is  an  attachment  to  a 

memo  that  Mr.  Schmidt  was  cc'd  on,  not  written  to. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  memo  or  letter? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  seeing  this  memo. 
Question.  Mr.  Schmidt,  let  me  just  jump  back  for  a  second. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  What  is  your  understanding  of  the  tribal  leaders  and  the  Indians  that 

you  dealt  with,  the  Native  Americans,  as  far  as  understanding  the  process  of  taking 
land  into  trust?  Were  they  knowledgeable  about  the  process?  What  is  your  under- 

standing or  your — let  me  rephrase  that. 
In  your  role  as  the  policy  advisor  on  Indian  gaming,  was  it  your  understanding 

that  the  tribal  chairman  had  an  understanding  of  the  process  of  how  the  Depart- 
ment of  Interior  took  land  into  trust? 

Mr.  Wilson.  Are  you  talking  about  every — all  the  chairmen  of  all  the  tribes? 
Mr.  DOLD.  Just  the  generally — if  normally  they  didn't  get  it  or  they  did  get  it,  or 

if  they  knew  specifically  that  this  was  what  they  had  to  do. 

Mr.  Wilson.  If  some  of  them  got  it  or  some  of  them  did  didn't. 
Mr.  DOLD.  That's  an  acceptable  answer. 
The  Witness.  Given  there's  550  tribes,  it's  probably  impossible  to  say  with  any 

real  accuracy  what  their  mood  was.  I  woiild  assume  some  probably  got  it,  but  some 
didn't.  That  would  be  a  fair  statement. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  On  the  second  page  of  this  letter  written  by  Mr.  Ackley,  at  the  top,  con- 
tinuing paragraph,  it  says,  last  Une:  "Their  indication  to  us  is  that  they  were  both 

disappointed  and  that  they  disagreed  with  the  disapproval  of  the  trust  application," 
their  being  the  Department  of  Interior  staflF.  Do  you  have  any  independent  knowl- 

edge that  any  of  the  Department  of  Interior  staff  were  disappointed  with  the  depart- 
ment's decision? 

Answer.  Other  than  what  I've  read  in  the  paper  over  the  last  couple  of  months, no,  not  that  I  recall. 
Question.  Do  you  know  why  ArljTi  Ackley  would  have  sent  a  letter  with  his  com- 

plaints to  the  White  House  instead  of  the  Department  of  Interior? 
Answer.  I'm  not  sure  why  he  would  have  done  that. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  the  Sault  Ste.  Marie  application  to  take  land  into 

trust  in  the  Detroit  area? 
Answer.  At  the  time,  I  guess,  or  in  general? 
Question.  Yeah,  in  general. 
Mr.  Yang.  The  SaxUt  Ste.  Marie. 
The  Witness.  Sault  Ste.  Marie  Chippewa.  In  general,  I  think  I  was  aware  that 

they  had  put  an  appUcation  in.  Whether  that  was  what  was  based  on  what  I  read 
in  the  paper,  I'm  not  sxire.  But  I  probably  was  aware  that  that  had  happened. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  have  any  active  role  while  you  were  at  the  White  House  in  fol- 
lowing that  application? 

Answer.  Not  that  I  can  recall,  no. 
Question.  Did  you  know  about  an  application  to  take  land  into  trust  with  the 

Mashantucket  Pequots  of  Connecticut?*  ^ 
Mr.  Yang.  Counsel,  can  I  ask  for  th^ftwSvfiance  of  these  questions?  These  are  all 

previous  trust  applications  to  the  Department  of  Interior.  Is  there  any  indication 
that  there  would  be  some  kind  of  wrongdoing  in  those  applications?  Or  is  this  just 
to  get  Mr.  Schmidt's  understanding  of  those  applications  as  well,  for  no  particular reason? 

Mr.  DOLD.  No,  it's  not  for  no  particular  reason  at  all,  but  we  just  want  to  get  an 
understanding  of  what  Mr.  Schmidt's  role  at  the  White  House  was,  if  he  foUowed 
previous  applications  the  same  way. 
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Mr.  Wilson.  Why  don't  you  just  ask  him  if  he  generally  followed  applications  put 
into  the  Department  of  Interior?  I  think  you  would  get  a  cleaner  answer. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Being  the  Indian  gaming  policy  person  at  the  White  House,  did  you  fol- 
low applications  to  put  land  under  trust? 

Answer.  I  didn't  follow  specific,  that  I  remember,  specific  applications;  but  any- 
thing that  was  in  the  news,  for  example  the  Pequot  case  was  a  pretty  famous  case, 

I  would  generally  keep  track  of  that,  I  recall.  But  I  don't  recall  any  specific. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  there  were  large  political  contributions  made  on  behalf 

of  the  Pequots  or  Sault  Ste.  Marie  Chippewa  to  the  Democratic  Party? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  have  any — not  that  I  can  remember,  no. 
[Schmidt  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  MS-7  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  I  have  placed  before  Mr.  Schmidt  what  has  been  marked  as  MS-7. 
Answer.  Thank  you. 
Question.  It  is  a  memorandum  for  the  President,  from  Leon  Panetta.  The  subject 

is  ̂ e  Status  of  Native  American  Gambling  Dispute  or  Gaming  Dispute  in  Wiscon- 
sin. 

Answer.  Uh-huh. 

Question.  Recognizing  that  your  name  is  not  on  this  document  or  cc'd  on  this  doc- 
ument, were  you  ever  asked  to  provide  information  to  Mr.  Panetta  on  the  status  of 

the  native  American  gaming  dispute  in  Wisconsin? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  can  remember.  This  memo  is  actually — I  left  in  July  of  1996 

so,  you  know,  this  memo  had  came  after  I  already  left.  But  I  can't  remember,  no, 
not  that  I  recall  any. 

Mr.  Yang.  Can  I  note  for  the  record  that  the  date  on  the  memo  is  October  23rd, 
1996. 
The  Witness.  Right. 
Mr.  Yang.  Just  so  that's  on. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  prepare  in  your  capacity  as  poUcy  analyst  dealing  with  Indian 
gaming,  did  you  prepare  any  memoranda  or  any  information  regarding  the  Hudson 
Dog  Track  matter  to  anyone  at  the  White  House? 

Mr.  Yang.  Outside  of  the  ones  that  have  already  been  covered. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Outside   
The  Witness  [continuing].  Of  the  memo. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Outside  of  the  memo  you've  sent  already  that  we've- 
Answer.  I  don't  remember.  I  can't  recall  ever  providing — no,  I  don't  remember ever  doing  that. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  aware  that  the  President  was  interested  in  this  matter? 

Answer.  No.  I  don't  remember  having  knowledge  of  that. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  discussing  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  with  anyone  at 

the  White  House  besides  Loretta  Avent? 
Answer.  No.  I  don't  recall. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  talking  to  anyone  at  the  Department  of  Interior  regarding 

the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  No.  I  don't  remember  any  such  conversations. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  talking  to  any  other  lobbyists  besides  Patrick  O'Connor 

about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  issue? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  can  remember,  no. 

Mr.  Yang.  With  the  provision  that  you  don't  know  if  who  you  talked  to  may  or 
may  not  be  a  lobbyist.  ^^^^ 

The  Witness.  Right. 

examination  by  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  receive  any  phone  calls  or  did  you  talk  with  anyone  from 
the  DNC  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  any  calls  from  the  DNC,  no. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  deal  with  anyone — I  will  rephrase  that. 
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On  the  first  exhibit,  if  you  would  turn  to  it  real  quickly,  top  of  the  second  page, 
Ms.  Avent  refers,  beginning  of  the  last  line  of  the  first  page,  it  says,  this  is  a  De- 

partment of  Interior  and  Justice  Department  and  that's  where  it  should  stay. 
Did  you  ever  talk  to  Ms.  Avent  about   
Answer.  I  am  sorry.  Could  you  point  it  out  to  me? 
Question.  Sure.  It  says,  this  is  a  Department  of  Interior  and  Justice  Department 

and  that's  where  it  should  stay. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  idea  or  did  you  have  any  discussions  with  Ms.  Avent 

as  to  why  this  would  be  a  Justice  Department  matter? 
Answer.  I  do  not  remember  any  specific  discussions  around  that  issue.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  any  contacts  on  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  besides  or 

apart  from  the  ones  we  have  already  discussed? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  remember  any  others. Question.  In  addition  to  the  documents  that  we  have  shown  you  today,  do  you 
have  any  recollection  of  other  documents  that  you  have  seen  regarding  the  Hudson 
Dog  Track  matter? 

Mr.  Wilson.  Not  counting  newspaper  accounts? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Docimients,  not  newspapers. 
Answer.  Not  that  I  can  remember,  no. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  if  anyone  has  ever  mentioned  that  the  Minnesota  tribes 

have  been  strong  Democratic  Party  supporters? 

Mr.  Yang.  That  has  already  been  asked  and  answered,  hasn't  it?  You  already 
asked  the  political  afl&Uation  of  the  opposing  tribes.  Maybe  he  doesn't  know  they  are 
opposing  tribes. 

Mr.  DoLD.  Has  anyone  ever  mentioned  the  fact  that  the  Minnesota  tribes  have 
been  strong  Democratic  Party  supporters. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Anyone  ever  mention? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Anyone  at  the  White  House  ever  mention? 
Mr.  Wilson.  During  the  time  he  was  at  the  White  House,  did  he  recall  anyone 

mentioning  that? 
Mr.  DoLD.  Yes,  thank  you. 
The  Witness.  Not  that  I  can  specifically  remember  at  this  point  over  3  years.  It 

is  hard  to  pinpoint,  but  nothing  comes  to  mind,  no. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Do  you  have  a  general  recollection  of  the  subject  matter,  whether  you 
knew  by  your  own  personal  account  whether  the  Minnesota  tribes  were  big  Demo- 

cratic Party  supporters? 

Answer.  Not,  you  know,  not  that  I  can,  not  that  I  can  remember.  I  don't  remember 
that  ever  being  something  that  was  in  the  mix. 

Question.  Prior  to  July  14,  1995,  did  you  ever  contact  the  Department  of  Interior 
on  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  to  gain  a  status  report  or  to  find  out  what  was 
going  on? 

Mr.  Yang.  He  has  already  testified  that  he  did  not  contact  any  Interior  Depart- 
ment officials  about  the  Hudson  matter,  if  I  am  not  mistaken. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  remember  any  contacts,  such  contacts. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Mr.  Schmidt,  did  you  ever  receive  any  communications  about  voter  turn- 
out from  different  Native  American  tribes? 

Answer.  Over  the  3  years  I  was  at  the  White  House? 
Mr.  Yang.  I  am  sorry,  these  particular  tribes  or  tribes  in  general. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  Tribes  in  general,  if  that  would  have  been  something  that  you  would 
have  gotten  information  on. 

Answer.  1  don't  remember  getting  that  kind  of  knowledge.  Generally,  I  wouldn't have.  I  would  be  mostly  policy. 
Mr.  Yang.  1  would  also  like  to  note  that  it  is  difficult  for  me  to  see  the  relevance 

of  that  question,  too.  There  can't  be  fund-raising  impropriety,  given  that  voter  turn- 
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out  is  an  entirely  legitimate  reason,  entirely  legitimate  knowledge  for  Mr.  Schmidt 
to  have,  if  he  did  have  it. 

Mr.  DOLD.  I  am  not  saying  that  yoiir  knowledge  would  be  improper.  If  that  is  the 
insinuation,  I  hope  I  am  not  giving  that  one. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  DOLD: 

Question.  If  I  can  turn  your  attention  back  to  the  first  exhibit  with  Ms.  Avent, 
halfway  through  the  second  paragraph  it  says,  I  am  on  my  way  to  a  meeting  with 
five  of  our  strongest  tribal  leaders  because  of  their  significant  voter  turnout.  Do  you 
know  who  she  was  talking  about  when  she  was  talking  about  these,  some  of  our 
strongest  tribal  leaders? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't  remember.  No,  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  meet,  Mr.  Schmidt,  with  Debbie  Doxtator? 
Answer.  The  Chair  of— I  believe  that  I  (6d.  I  believe  if  this  is  the  right  person, 

a  Chair  of  one  of  the  tribes  in  the  Midwest.  I  am  blanking  on  the  tribe.  Yes,  I  am 
sure  I  have  been  in  meetings  with  her  over  the  3  years. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  speak  with  Ms.  Doxtator  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track 
matter? 

Answer.  Not  that  I  can  ever  recall,  no. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  speak  with  Marge  Anderson? 
Answer.  Again,  over  3  years. 
Question.  Over  the  3  years? 
Answer.  Did  I  meet  with  her  in  general? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  What  things  would  you  meet  with  Marge  Anderson  about? 
Answer.  As  I  recall,  she  was  the  Chair  of,  I  believe,  one  of  the  Chippewa  tribes 

in  Minnesota,  if  I  am  not  mistaken.  Over  the  course  of  the  3  years,  I  met  with  lots 
of  tribal  leaders. 

Question.  Just  with  Marge  Anderson,  do  you  recall   
Answer.  I  don't  remember  any  specific  reasons  why  I  would  have  met  with  Marge Anderson,  no. 
Question.  Have  you  ever  met  with  JoAnn  Jones? 

Answer.  That  name,  no,  that  name  isn't  ringing  a  bell  with  me.  Do  you  know  who she  is?  It  might  be  more  helpful. 
Question.  Do  you  know  a  Louis  Taylor? 
Answer.  That  name  doesn't  sound  familiar  to  me,  so  not  that  I  can  remember. 
Mr.  DOLD.  I  have  no  further  questions. 
Mr.  Yang.  On  behalf  of  the  Minority,  thank  you  again  for  coming.  I  just  have  a 

couple  quick  points  to  clarify  if  I  could. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  YANG: 

Question.  There  was  some  questions  directed  at  you  earlier  about  the  reason  why 
you  sent  the  e-mail  to  Cheryl  Mills.  Were  you  asked  by  Cheryl  MUls  or  anyone  in 
counsel's  office  to  provide  them  with  updates  on  the  Hudson  matter? Answer.  Not  that  I  can  recall.  No. 

Question.  If  I  understand  yoiu*  testimony  correctly,  the  reason  why  you  sent  the 
e-mail  to  them  was  because  you  felt  that  it  was  a  legal,  regulatory  issue  that  they 
should  be  aware  of;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  My  remembrance  is  that  it  was  probably  just  an  FYI,  raising  an  issue 

so  they  knew  about  it. 
Question.  With  regard  to  this  issue  being  a  hot  political  issue  as  referred  to  in 

several  of  the  documents,  just  to  get  your  general  understanding,  Indian  gaming 
issues  are  very  controversial  among  tribes;  is  that  not  correct? 

Answer.  That  was  my  understanding,  yes,  just  in  general,  they  were  touchy  issues 
in  Indian  country. 

Question.  So  for  you  or  anyone  else  to  say  that  it  was  a  difficult  political  issue 
could  be  referring  to  the  fact  that  in  terms  of  a  policy  perspective  it  wovild  be  dif- 

ficult to  deal  with  this  issue? 
Answer.  Yes.  Yes.  That  is  an  accurate  statement. 

Question.  If  I  could  direct  your  attention  to  Exhibit  2,  right  below  the  "according 
to  Lorretta"  line  on  page  2. 

Answer.  On  page  2,  okay. 
Question.  You  had  been  questioned  earlier  about  legal  and  political  reasons.  You 

weren't  making  a  legal  judgment  as  to  whether  it  would  be  or  wouldn't  be  im- 
proper  

Answer.  No. 
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Mr.  Wilson.  Let  him  finish  the  question. 

Mr.  Yang.  That  it  would  or  wouldn't  be  improper  for  Mr.  O'Connor  to  try  to  tie 
the  President  to  this  issue,  you  weren't  making  a  legal  judgment  as  to  whether  that 
was  legally  proper  or  not,  were  you? 

Answer.  Not  that  I  remember,  no.  I  am  sorry.  Did  you  mean  in  my  answer  or  in 
the  memo? 

Question.  In  the  memo. 
Answer.  Right,  not  in  the  memo.  Thanks. 
Question.  There  had  been  a  question  asked  earlier  about  why  Chairman  Ackley 

sent  this  memo  to  Loretta  Avent.  Is  it  yoiu:  understanding  that  it  was  her  regular 
role  to  meet  with  tribal  chairmen  as  part  of  her  job  duties  and  discuss  with  them 
issues  of  concern  to  the  tribes? 

Answer.  That  is  my  general  understanding,  yes. 
Question.  There  was  a  comment  at  the  beginning  of  the  deposition  about  your 

coming  from  a  distance.  Where  are  you  coming  from  to  attend  this  deposition? 
Answer.  Detroit,  Michigan,  that  area. 
Mr.  Yang.  I  have  no  further  questions.  I  would  just  like  to  note  for  the  record 

my  belief,  the  Minority's  belief  that  this  deposition  was  probably  unnecessary.  Mr. 
Schmidt's  e-mail  speaks  for  itself  and  the  fact  that  he  has  no  independent  recollec- 

tion of  that  e-mail  covild  easily  have  been  determined  by  directing  the  question  to 
his  attorney  or  to  him  in  a  nondeposition  context.  To  have  Mr.  Schmidt  come  out 
from  Detroit  at  presimiably  committee  expense;  is  that  correct? 

The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Wilson.  We  hope. 
Mr.  Yang.  Is  an  egregious  waste  of  taxpayer  dollars  and  also  somewhat  insensi- 

tive to  Mr.  Schmidt's  interests,  given  that  he  has  had  to  hire  a  very  competent  at- 
torney to  represent  him  in  these  matters. 

I  do  not  have  anything  further.  Do  you  have  anything  else  you  would  like  to  add 
to  the  record? 

The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Mr.  Schmidt,  on  behalf  of  the  Members  of  the  Committee  on  Govern- 

ment Reform  and  Oversight,  on  behalf  of  Mr.  Wilson  and  myself,  we  sincerely  thank 
you  for  coming  out. 

[Whereupon,  at  11:15  p.m.,  the  committee  was  adjourned.] 

[The  exhibits  referred  to  follow:] 
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THE   V/HITc    HOUSC 

waSmimCTOt. 

Ad.':!    2<^. 

MEMORANDUM  FOR  HAROLD  ICKES 

PROM      Loretca  Aven: 

!  ]ust  got  a  call  fror.  Bruce  in  reference  to  a  person  named 
Pat  O'Connor,  whom  I  don't  know,  who  has  called  me  on  numerous 
occasions.   Unfortunately,  I  was  on  my  reservation  circuit,  so  I 
asked  both  Jay  Campbell  and  Katy  Button  in  my  office  to  call  and 
advise  him  I  was  travelling  and  that  before  I  could  respond 
personally,  I  would  need  a  letter  from  one  of  the  tribal  leaders 
he  was  representing  explaining  their  situa'.ion  and/or  their 
concerns.   Following  the  legal  advice  we  have  leceived  concerning 
these  kinds  of  issues,  I  have  not  and  would  not  speak  with  him, 
or  any  lobbyist  or  lawyer. 

Irrespective  of  lawyers  and  lobbyists  say  they  know 
personally  in  the  Administration  ,  my  first  responsibility  is  to 
take  care  of  the  pres.   because  I  ar.  aware  of  the  politics  and 
the  press  surrounding  this  particular  situation,  it  is  in  our 
b'.-st  interest  to  keep  it  totally  away  fror.  the  white  house  in 
general,  and  the  pres  m  particular.   This  is  such  a  hot  potato 
(like  Cabazon)  --  too  hot  to  touch.   The  legal  and  political 
implications  of  our  involvement  would  be  disastrous.   I  am  on  my 
way  into  a  meeting  with  five  of  our  strongest  tribal  leaders 
(because  of  their  significant  voter  turnout),  who  have  already 

go.Te  ballistic  about  other  tribal  covern.~e.'". ts  who  have  greater 
access  to  the  Administratior.  because   of  their  abilitj^  to  pay 
hired  guns  (as  they  call  the-)  and  their  oelie:  that  this 
unfairly  gets  things  to  happen.   They  believe  that  when  the 

President  said  "Goveramer.t-to-Govern-T\ent"  and  "respect  for  tribal 
consultation"  that  it  mean:  directly  with  them.   They  consider 
the  lobbyists  and  lawyers  trying  to  access  us  as  staff  they  (the 
tribal  leaders)  pay  and  that  their  responsibility  is  to  report 
and  advise  them  (the  tribal  leaders),  and  as  tribal  leaders 
elected  by  their  membership,  they  will  do  the  business  of  tribal 
governraents  directly  with  our  government. 

This  puts  us  in  a  Catch-22.  To  ensure  we  don't  get  caught 
in  this  web,  I  treat  all  550  elected  tribal  leaders  the  same  (I 

deal  directly  with  the~  on  behalf  of  the  President) . 

^^arold,  my  goal  is  to  clean  up  as  much  as  I  can  clean  up 
(seven  reservations  in  less  than  ten  days)  prior  to  the  April 
28th  meeting.   We  are  98%  there.   I  do  not  want  this  situation  tc 
be  part  of  or  anywhere  near  tne  meeting  on  the  28th.   This  is  a 
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Deparctnent  of  Interior  and  Justice  Department  and  that's  where  n 
should  stay.   Finally,  the  fact  that  he  would  even  succest.  .' i-ould  discuss  anything  rer.otely  connected  to  Indian  gannq  lells 
r.e  he  is  not  truly  connected  to  Indian  couptry  (all  550  federally 

recognized  tribes  know  I  don't  do  gaming  and  say  it).   Both 
Domestic  Policy  and  Intergovernnental  Affairs  deal  with  this 
issue  in  this  manner. 

I  explained  this  to  Bruce  and  he  understands  the  way  I 
operate  and  I  assured  him  I  would  make  the  call  directly  to 
advise  the  party  that  called.   I  will  do  this  as  soon  as  my 

meeting  is  over.   I'll  call  later  and  give  you  an  update.   The 
press  is  just  waiting  for  this  kind  of  story.   We  don't  need  to 
give  it  to  them. 

One  last  concern  leading  into  Friday,  but  I  am  working  on 
that  now.   Because  of  the  diversity  and  complexities  within 
Indian  Country  and  the  constant  changes  in  elected  leadership, 
there  is  no  lobbyist  or  lawyer  that  I  will  put  before  my 
responsibility  to  the  President  and  his  commitment  to  Indian 
Country  (April  29,  1994). 

cc:      Maggie  Williams 
Cheryl  Mills 

EOP  069071 
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£    >:    E    C    U    T    :     V    £         OFFICE  OF 

2';-Apr-1995    07:17pn: 

r  r.  E  s   :   D   E  f.' 

TO; 

FROK : 

Cheryl  D.  Kills 

Michael  T.  Schnidt 
DonestiC  Policy  Council 

Carol  K.  Rasco 
Loretta  T.  Avent 
Katharine  K.  Button 

Call  fror,  Lobbiest  Pat  O'Connor 

Cheryl , 

This  e-mail  is  to  fill  you  in  more  detail  about  a  call  that 
Loretta  and  I  were  on  with  a  Lobbyist/Fundraiser  named  Pat 
O'Connor.   It  was  half -dictated  to  ne  by  Loretta  via  phone,  so 
I  apologize  in  advance  if  it  is  un-ieldy  at  tines: 

Pat  O'Connor  is  a  lobbyist  that  represents  a  norOaer  of  gajsing 
tribes  in  Wisconsin  and  Minnesota.   He  is  also,  I  believe,  a  DNC 

trustee  of  sone  sort.   He  is  working  on  some  of f -reservation 

car.ing  project  (doc  racing  I  thin>:)  called  "the  Hudson  Project," 
which  under  the  Indian  Caning  Regulatory  Act  will  need  Secretary 
Babbitt's  approval  to  go  forward,  since  it  is  off  reservation 
gar.ing. 

Pat  called  Loretta  last  wee):  on  this  issue.   As  you  )Lnow,  last 
year  WH  counsel  advised  Loretta  that  she  should  not  meet  with 
lobbyists  or  la-yers  on  Indian  issues.   Also,  on  April  29,  the 
President  signed  a  nenorandui:  stating  his  strong  support  for  the 
governnent-to-governnent  relationship  with  the  Tribes  and  direct 
consultation  (which  they  hold  us  to  in  every  letter  they  send!!) 
We  get  hit  hard  by  Tribal  leaders  when  we  meet  with  Lobbyists, 
since  many  times  the  tribal  leaders  are  not  even  aware  that  the 
lobbyists  are  calling  us  on  their  behalf.  Loretta  was  out  of  tow 
when  Pat  called,  but  asked  Jay  and  Katy  Button  on  her  staff  to 
return  the  calls  fror.  Pat,  informing  hin  that  he  needed  to  have 
the  Tribal  leader(s)  that  he  represent  send  in  whatever  request 
that  they  had,  and  that  she  would  work  with  the  leaders  directly- 
This__  IS  her  standard  response  in  these  situations. 

After  several  calls  trying  to  get  around  Jay  and  Katy,  on 
Wednesday  of  last  week  Pat  sent  in  a  memo  from  him  (not  from  the 
Tribal  leaders  as  requested)  to  Loretta  asking  to  talk  to  her 
about  intervening  with  Secretary  Babbitt  to  allow  this  Hudson 
project  to  be  able  to  do  of f -reservation  qaminq.   This  fax  also 
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stated  that  Loretta  had  told  the  leader  of  the  Red  Cliff  Tribe 
(who  Loretta  has  never  met  or  spoken  with)  that  she  would 
intervene  on  their  behalf  (not  true!).    After  this  fax  cane  in. 
Jay  on  Loretta's  staff  called  Pat's  office  again  asking  for  the 
letter  fron  the  tribal  leader.   It  never  came. 

In  the  meantime,  Pat  bumped  into  the  President  today  in  Minnesota 
and  mentioned  to  him  that  Loretta  never  returned  his  calls 
(technically  true,  but  her  staff  did  return  them  several  times 
because  she  was  travelling)  .   A  call  came  from  AAl  this  morning 
from  Bruce  Lindsey  to  Loretta  to  find  out  what  had  happened. 
Loretta  reviewed  the  story  I  have  written  so  far,  and  told  Bruce 
that  she  would  call  Pat  to  explain  our  process.   Loretti  called  me 
(since  I  do  Indian  Gaming  Policy)  and  then  conferenced  me  into  a 
call  with  Mr.  O'connor  (her  assistant  Katy  Button  was  also  in  on 
the  call).   And  then,  in  Loretta's  words,  "his  story  began- to 
unravel"  in  two  ways:   1)   He  had  to  admit  to  Loretta  .that  he  had 
a  return  call  from  Loretta's  office;  2)  See  the  attached  fax  from 
him  --  he  had  to  bac)c  off  of  the  statement  about  the  leader  of  the 
Red  Cliff  Tribe  talking  to  Loretta  about  this  since  it  was  not 
true.   He  was  agitated  that  Loretta  could  not  meet  with  hin  on 
this  issue,  and  he  took  my  naae  and  number  and  promised  to  call  me 
about  this  issue  sometime  this  week,  and  that  he  would  also  bring 
it  up  in  his  meeting  this  Friday  with  Don  Fowler  at  the  DNC.   He 
abruptly  hung  up  before  I  could  respond. 

According  to  Loretta: 

The  first  mistake  Pat  O'connor  is  making  is  trying  to  tie  the 
President  into  an  issue  that  he  cannot  be  tied  into  for  legal  and 
political  reasons.   The  White  House  should  not  be  involved  in  this 
issue  I 

He  must  stop  telling  others  that  he  has  access  to  the  yH  on  this 
issue.   As  you  know,  we  legally  cannot  intervene  with  the 
Secretary  of  Interior  on  this  issue. 

Please  have  Harold  call  Don  Fouler  and  explain  that  there  are  no 
secrets  in  Indian  Country,  that  word  of  this  conversation  is 
already  getting  out  and  it  would  be  political  poison  for  the 
President  or  his  staff  to  be  anywhere  near  this  issue. 

Loretta  consistently  will  not  allow  anyone  take  advantage  of  the 
President's  best  intentions  and  put  him  into  potentially  negative 
press  situation  (especially  with  100  tribal  leaders  coming  to  town 
on  Friday) . 

Lore__tta  asks  that  you  do  whatever  you  think  we  need  to  do  to  take 
care  of  the  President's  best  interests  on  this  —  these  Indian 
Caning  issues  are  always  explosive  (as  the  Cabazon  situation  made 
clear)  . 

If  you  h,ave  any  questions  on  any  of  this,  call  Katy  Button  to  get 
ahold  of  Loretta  in  AZ,  or  call  me  at  6-5567  and  I  will  try  to 

^^ 
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give  you  whatever  info  you  need. 
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OCOMMOR      &      HAMMA/M.wL' 

>v..Tt  too 

w-^icxi.     'ISifS: 

r5:^*k5?i:i"  viay  I.  ;99J 

Mr.  Kvold  Ukei 

Deputy  Chi«f  ot  SufTrer  Policy 
and  Poticical  AfTun 

Tne  White  House 

1600  Penniylvanu  Avenue,  N.W. 
Vuhinjwa  DC.  20500 

R.(:  Picpoul  p«ndis{  at  Interior  to  cietie  trvul 
laadi  ai  the  Hudioo  Dog  Trade  ia  KudMtt. 
WiiccuiD  for  to  [ndian  Caminf  Cajino 

Dear  Mr.  Ickej: 

I  appreciate  your  caliinj  me  conceroisc  ̂ '  above  subject  oa  Tuesday,  April  25,  and 
agtis  on  WcdiMsday,  April  16.  I  tuume  these  calb  were  prompted  by  my  ducuuioos  with  the 

Piesideot  and  Bruce  Lindaey  oa  April  24  >»beo  they  were  In  Miimapolis.  I  retunted  your  calls 
and  talked  to  your  aisistani,  Mr.  Suzan.  who  advvied  that  you  wot  not  m  the  ofEce  when  I 

called.  Since  1  bad  an  appcintmeiU  «'ith  Don  Powter  on  Friday,  Aptil  21,  to  discuss  this  mancr,  I 
decided  not  to  Gty  Co  eonact  you  unl  after  the  Fowler  meeting  with  the  chairman  oC  five  of  the 
cnany  Mlmesou  and  Wisconsin  tribes  that  oppose  th«  cr«*tios  of  iht  mist  lands  for  gambling 
purposes  and  the  bailout  of  the  cunent  dog  trvk  owners. 

I  have  been  advised  that  Quinnan  Fowler  tis  talked  to  you  about  this  macer  and  seat 
yuu  t  memo  cuJining  the  basis  for  the  cppcsticrt  ts  cr:::iag  aseths  jasisg  czjirj:  in  this  area. 
Since  the  Fowler  mcao  was  scut  to  you,  the  City  Council  of  Hudson.  Wisconsin,  passed  a 
resolution  opposing  the  coimiuoion  and  opcnson  of  a  casino  at  the  dog  track. 

The  Secretary  oflnterior  has  the  discretion  to  oeaie  such  trust  lands  if  he  unds: 

1 .  it  creates  <n  economic  benefit  for  the  applicanu,  and 

2.  it  does  not  create  ecanomjc  hardship  for  others. 

The  Minnesou  and  Wijcoasin  cibej  ~t»o  met  with  Interior  ofBeiali  ciplained  the  economic 

losses  they  would  suffer  if  anoikc  cuino  were  established  in  this  area,  due  to  ihe  close 
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Mr.  Hvsid  Ickei 

M»yl.  1995 

Pi<e2 

proximicy  of  i>i«if  cuinoi    (o  i<Mirion.  Coopen  k  Lytnod  «  -^U  o  Pcii  M«r«ick  recendy 

tubmined  (a  tnrenor  a  d«uUed  tatlyui  ouilinic|  (he  uJvctk  economic  rcpercumoni  tKa  «culd 

rciull  liom  ihi)  hippennf 

I  Jun  concerned  chii  those  %l  (nlcrior  *^o  trc  involved  trr  learjog  towixd  crcitiag  CiMst 

Ijndj.  We  requested  i  copy  of  (he  Arthur  Arrienon  report  which  the  peutiooerj  commiJjiooed 

vvhich  fouod  00  tdvcnc  Sninriil  impict  The  e«py  lubnined  to  ui  'blocked  out*  <ll  of  the  viui 
mformaiioa  reUang  ta  (h«  tilt  of  the  opennon.  how  mjAy  nuchiiiei.  ubia,  etc.,  vbich  we  need 

lo  kiiow,  u  well  u  the  lutinici  ud  rciMtuA|  used  in  deterniiAinj  that  tte  lurroviodirvf  cuinot 

would  not  TuflcT  a  serious  ecooocajc  impact.  Wt  cccd  this  dau  m  order  to  put  our  bast  cue 

forwird  to  Inieriof.  We  hive  no  objection  u>  Intenor's  rubminiAg  the  Coopen  fc  Lybrind  or  the 
Peal  Mirwick  teporu  to  the  petitiooerj. 

I  would  tiso  lik«  to  tclau  the  politics  involved  in  thij  jituoion: 

t.      Governor  Thonrpsoo  of  Wiicoosin  j\ipporK  this  project. 

2.  Senator  AJ  D'Amato  supporti  this  proj«ct  because  it  bails  out  Delaware  ̂ Jorth.  the 
company  tfait  ownj  this  defunct  dog  tnck  and  also  operates  anotbei  dot  (ra^  in 
WueoMta.  Delawxra  North  is  loai«d  in  BuffaJo,  New  York. 

3.  The  ehairmip  of  (be  Indian  tribe  in  the  fore&nm  of  this  project  is  aoivc  in 

Rcpublicaa  p«rcy  poUcict;  this  year  he  wu  aa  unsueceufiji  Republican  caadidate 
for  the  Wiscoasin  Sute  Seoit^ 

4.  aJI  of  the  rcpreseatiOvej  of  the  tnbes  thai  met  with  Chiiniun  Fowlar  are 

Democrats  aad  h<vc  beea  so  for  yean.  I  can  testify  to  tbcir  prrrvious  fioandal 

lupport  to  the  DNC  and  the  1992  Clintorv'Gon  Campaign  Cotrjoitlae 

5.  The  entirt  NGiioesott.  (Demooitj  and  Republicajis)  CongressiooaJ  delcjanon 

oppose  this  proj«CL  Tb*  Witcossn  Democratic  Congresnonal  delesatioa 

fincJudinc  Concrtssmsn  Gusdenon  in  whose  dbtria  the  dog  tndc  is  locsed) 

oppose  the  project. 

I  certainly  will  appreciate  rt  if  you  will  meet  with  me  and  two  representatives  of  the  tnbes 

as  soon  is  you  can  wot);  it  into  your  schedule,  stxe  a  decision  by  Lnierior  ts  imniinent.  We  are 

aN-vlable  on  a  2^hour  notice. 

Yours  verv  truly. 

PatnclcJ  Otofuior  EOP    064263 
PlOshy 
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Mr.  Htntd  (ckci 

Miy  «.  1995 

')lind  copiu' 

1  Chainrun  Don  rowlo    Divid  Mtreer 

2  L*JT>-  Kino 
•  ?c.-<or.$  arendinj  rridjy  (r.ttim j  <*iih  rov»!«f 

EOP    064264 
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THE  WHITE  HOUSE 

VJA.  S  M  I  N  C  TO  N 

Augusi.lS.  1995 

CHERYL  KflLLS 

Ha/old  Ickes 

Maggie  Willia/ns 
Bruc«  Lindsey 

Mjke  Schmidi 

Loretia  T  Aveni 

For  Your  Ey«  Only 

0^11  "^V 

More  snjfT  Leeps  fiening  left  ai  t*^-  .^.-nty-  guards  desk  for  me  on  the  same  issue  (see 

aruched)     lis  building  and  you  need  lo  Jusi  v.  swa/e  of  whal's  out  there.    I.  unfotTunatcly. 

will  be  on  business  and  vacation  travel  through  September  6.    I  v.-ill  alert  my  volunteer  and 
intern  to  be  on  the  iook-oul  for  any  other  information  that  might  be  left  at  the  security  guards 

desk     I'll  instruct  them  to  forward  anything  they  receive  immediately  to  you.    I  assume  this 

means  they're  building  up  to  something     UTial.  I  don't  know.  Ii  has  been  crazy  from  the  start. 

I  Jus;  wani  to  make  sure  we're  all  on  the  same  page  v.-iih  the  same  information.    One 
aruchment  has  2  pages  with  their  concerns  and  tSe  other  one  is  a  memo  from  Ahsha  (my 
volunteer)  from  a  telephone  call  he  took. 

EOP    069072 
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August  17,  1995 

IJRGENT— URGENT— URGENT— URGENT 

N€EMORj\NDUN{  FOR  LORTTTA  T.  AVENT 

FROM 

R£:  Hudson 

Ahsha  All  lii^,^^^^ 

Dwayne  Demclcson  ciJkd  a.nd  expressed  6tt^  concern  for  the  issue  his  tribe  faces  on 
behaJf  of  Chairman  Ariyn  Ackley  .   The  Churman  is  looking  for  a  response  to  their  issue. 

Chairman  Ackiey  is  hoping  you  v,-ill  be  able  to  provide  some  guidance  within  the  neirt  few 
djys  because  of  the  fact  thai  he  is  planned  to  face  his  tribal  council  as  well  as  his  tribal 

communit)-  and  is  expected  to  have  some  answers  regarding  the  Hudson  case 
Dwayne  talked  about  the  importance  of  this  issue  being  brought  to  closure.    He  used 

the  words,  *If  this  issue  can't  be  resolved,  then  we  will  have  to  go  to  the  press,  courts,  or  to 

the  opposition!'. 
They  w.-ill  be  in  tow-Ti  n;xi  week  ir>i.  were  hoping  to  meei  v.-ith  you     I  told  them  that  I 

expected  you  lo  be  on  uave!.  but  for  nsm  to  check  back  v.ith  me  late  today  or  tomorrow. 

Dwayne  said  thai  Chairman  Ackley  hardly  asks  for  help,  but  in  this  case  they  are 

hopmg  that  you  will  be  able  lo  provide  them  v.ith  some  answers.    Please  advise. 

EOP    069075 
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M  E  M  0  R  A  N  D  U  M 

August's.  1995 

TO: Ms.  Lx»rcria  Avcnt 

Special  AssisLant  to  the  Prcsidint 
for  Intcrgovcnuncntol  Affa 

FROM:  Arlyn  AckJcy.  Sr. 
Tribal  Chainnan 

Sokaogon  Chippewa  Comrauoity 

RE:         Disapproval  of  Hudson  Application  for  Trur^  Sums 

Wc  have  bc^n  abl:  to  obum  informatioa  frotn  the  Department  of  the  lD
t;nor's 

Ir.iian  Gambng  Office  tha;  theu'  suff  people  disagreed  with  the  disapproval  of 
 our  trust 

application  signed  by  Michael  Anderson  of  the  Department  of  Interior. 

AJl  my  information  indicates  that  Interior's  suff  was  disappointed  and  completely
 

d's^reed  wiCi  this  decision.    In  fact,  and  I  quote  'there  was  no  real  evidence  to  support 

disapproval-.   The  staff  tells  us  that  the  people  who  made  the  fuul  decision  did  not  fo
llow  § 

20  of  Lhe  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Ac;  of  19SS.   Tnat  this  decision  was  purely  a 

discretionarv'-Zpolitical  one 

In  the  lener.  Mr.  Anderson  r^ted  that  there  was  a  problem  with  the  St.  Croix 

Waterway.    However,  the  suff  tells  us  that  this  STr.all  issue  could  have  been  explained  but  we 
were  not  given  the  opportuniry  to  respond  to  this. 

The  Dcparunent  of  the  Intenor  suff  indicated  to  us  that  they  could  not  fmd  anything 

detrimenul  in  our  application  cither  to  nearby  tribes  or  to  surrounding  communiiics. 

Moreover.  Mr.  Anderson  sutes  that  this  property  acquisition  would  be  dctiimenul  to  a 
nearty  tribe. 

Another  quote  from  the  Department's  suff  was  'What  is  the  point  of  §  20  if  not  to 

be  helgful  to  remote  tribes'**.    They  indicated  to  us  that  the  extraordinary  thirty  (30)  day 
period  that  was  provided  to  our  opponents  which  allowed  them  to  submit  an  additional 

EXHIBIT 
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economic  study  did  noi  provide  any  subsLiiHuI  infomjiion  ihn  would  po'S.:  ;o  ihz  proposed 

facility  being  dcihmenul  to  iJie  surrounding  conL-nuoJiies  or  inbcs     Tlicy  co.Tjncn'.ed  Lha; 
there  arc  two  criteria.    One  -■  it  should  be  in  the  bcsi  inicres;  of  Lhe  Indian  t:;bc  (applicant) 

Two  --  Could  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  conununiiies  or  nearby  nbcs     Their 
indication  to  us  is  that  they  were  both  disappointed  and  thai  they  disagreed  with  the 
disapproval  of  the  trust  application. 

As  the  Chainnan  of  my  tribe  I  must  protest  the  Depanmcnt  of  the  Interior's 
treatment  of  our  application  for  the  placing  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  into  trust  status.    The 
Minneapolis  BIA  Area  Director  and  staff  followed  the  leaer  of  the  law  in  approving  our 

application.    The  Department  of  the  Interior's  suff  (per  our  iaformation)  also  carefully 
followed  the  criteria  set  out  in  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.    However,  the  people  who 
made  the  firul  decision  did  not. 

Finally ,  if  I  may  reiterate  these  points  which  we  were  able  to  obtain.   (Loretu.  they 

were  taken  from  a  telephone  conversation,  therefore  repetitious  and  rcdundaut.) 

1.  Staff  was  disappointed; 

2.  Decision  makers  did  not  fully  consider  Section  20  IGRA; 
3.  Staff  disagreed  with  decision; 
<.  No  real  evidence; 

5.  St.  Croix  waterway  question  could  easily  be  addressed  (We  were  not 

■given  an  oppominity  lo  do  so.); 

6.  Suff  didn't  want  to  set  naiionaJ  precedent  of  a  tribe  rejeciing  another 
tribe's  application; 

7.  Staff  didn't  want  to  set  a  national  precedent  of  a  community  rejecting  a 

tribe's  application  -    6  and  7  would  have  to  be  delrimenial; 
8.  Decision  makers  were  worried  about  being  second  guessed  by  the 

Governor; 

9.  What  is  the  pan  of  best  20.  IGRA  if  not  to  helped  "remote"  tribes?; 
10.  Political,  not  facnial  decision;  and 

11.  Staff  could  not  find  anything  deirimentaJ  to  the  nearby  communities  or 
tribes. 

EOP   069074 

-2- 
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THE  WHITE  HOUSE 

WAS  M ( NCTON 

October    23,    1996 

MEMORANDUM    FOR    THE    PRESIDEKT 

FROM: LEOK    E.     PANETTA 
Chief    of    Staff 

SUBJECT: Statue    of    Native   American  Gaming   Dispute    in 

Wisconsin   - 

In   response   to  a   note    in   a   background  memo  for  your  visit    to   the 
Green   Bay-Milwaukee   area,    you    inquired  about   the   status   of    a 
dispute   between   the    Interior   Department  and  a  Native  American 
tribe    in  Wisconsin. 

The    attached  memorandum   reporting  on   the   status   of    the    litigation 
against    the    Interior   Department    by   the   tribe   was   prepared   by 

David    Fein   in  the   White   House   Counsel's  Office. 

EOP    069098 
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[The  deposition  of  Thomas  Jay  Schneider  follows:] 

Executive  Session 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight, 
U.S.  House  of  Representatives, 

Washington,  DC. 

DEPOSITION  OF:  THOMAS  JAY  SCHNEIDER 

Wednesday,  December  10,  1997 

The  deposition  in  the  above  matter  was  held  in  Room  2247,  Raybum  House  Office 
Building,  commencing  at  3: 10  p.m. 

Appearances: 
Staff  Present  for  the  Government  Reform  and  Oversight  Committee:  James  C. 

Wilson,  Senior  Investigative  Counsel;  Robert  J.  Dold,  Jr.,  Investigative  Counsel;  El- 
liot Berke,  Counsel;  and  Michael  J.  Yeager,  Minority  Counsel. 

For  MR.  SCHNEIDER: 

PAUL  L.  KNIGHT,  ESQ. 
Attorney  at  Law 
1919  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W. 
Suite  800 
Washington,  D.C.  20006-3483 

Mr.  Wilson.  On  the  record.  Good  afternoon.  I,  on  behalf  of  the  members  of  Gov- 
ernment and  Reform  and  Oversight,  thank  you  very  much  for  appearing  here  today. 

This  proceeding  is  known  as  a  deposition.  The  person  transcribing  this  proceeding 
is  a  House  reporter  and  notary  public,  and  I  will  now  request  that  the  reporter  place 
you  under  oath. 

THEREUPON,  TOM  SCHNEIDER,  a  witness,  was  called  for  examination  by  Coun- 
sel, and  after  having  been  first  duly  sworn,  was  examined  and  testified  as  follows: 

Mr.  Wilson.  For  the  record,  I  wUl  note  those  who  are  present  at  the  beginning 
of  this  deposition.  My  name  is  James  Wilson,  and  I  am  the  designated  Majority 
counsel.  I  am  accompanied  today  by  Bob  Dold  and  by  Elliot  Berke.  Michael  Yeager 
is  the  designated  Minority  counsel.  Mr.  Schneider  is  represented  by  Mr.  Knight. 
Although  this  proceeding  is  being  held  in  a  somewhat  informal  atmosphere,  be- 

cause you  have  been  placed  under  oath,  your  testimony  here  today  has  the  same 
force  and  effect  as  if  you  were  testifying  before  the  committee  or  in  a  courtroom. 
If  I  ask  you  about  conversations  you  have  had  in  the  past  and  you  are  unable  to 
recall  the  exact  words  used  in  the  conversation  or  conversations,  you  may  state  that 
you  are  unable  to  recall  those  words,  and  then  you  may  give  me  the  gist  or  sub- 

stance of  any  such  conversation  to  the  best  of  yoiu*  recollection. 
If  you  recall  only  part  of  a  conversation  or  only  part  of  an  event,  please  give  me 

your  best  recollection  of  that  conversation  or  event.  If  I  ask  you  whether  you  have 
any  information  about  a  particular  subject  and  you  have  overheard  other  persons 
conversing  with  each  other  regarding  that  subject  or  have  seen  correspondence  or 
documentation  about  that  subject,  please  tell  me  that  you  do  have  such  information 
and  date  the  source  from  which  you  derive  such  knowledge. 

Majority  and  Minority  committee  counsel  will  ask  you  questions  regarding  the 
subject  matter  of  this  investigation.  Minority  counsel  will  ask  questions  after  Minor- 

ity counsel  has  finished.  After  the  Minority  counsel  has  completed  questioning,  a 
new  round  of  questioning  may  begin. 
Members  of  Congress  who  wish  to  ask  questions,  should  they  attend  todays  depo- 

sition, will  be  afforded  an  immediate  opportunity  to  ask  their  questions.  When  they 
are  finished,  we  will  resume  at  the  point  we  left  off. 

Pursuant  to  the  committee's  rules,  you  are  allowed  to  have  an  attorney  present 
to  advise  you  of  your  rights. 
Any  objection  raised  during  the  course  of  this  deposition  shall  be  stated  for  the 

record.  If  the  witness  refuses  to  answer  a  question.  Majority  and  Minority  counsel 
will  confer  to  determine  whether  the  refusal  is  proper.  If  Majority  and  Minority 
counsel  agree  that  the  question  is  proper,  the  witness  will  be  asked  to  answer  the 
question.  If  an  objection  is  not  withdrawn,  the  chairman  or  a  member  designated 
by  the  chairman  may  decide  whether  the  objection  is  proper. 
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This  deposition  is  considered  as  taken  in  executive  session  of  the  committee, 
which  means  that  it  may  not  be  made  pubhc  without  the  consent  of  the  committee, 
pursuant  to  clause  2(k)(7)  of  House  Rule  XI. 

No  later  than  5  days  after  your  testimony  is  transcribed,  and  you  have  been  noti- 
fied that  your  transcript  is  available,  you  may  submit  suggested  changes  to  the 

chairman.  It  has  been  the  case  in  the  last  week  that  transcripts  are  made  available 
quite  quickly,  and  I  assume  they  will  be  ready  for  review  within  2  days  of  today. 
We  will  inform  you  immediately,  and  we  will  work  out  a  mutually  agreeable  sched- 

ule, and  obviously  we  will  do  whatever  we  can  to  accommodate  anybodys  needs  to 
review  the  transcript. 

Committee  staff  may  make  typographical  and  technical  changes  requested  by  you. 
However,  substantive  changes,  modifications,  or  clarifications  must  be  accompanied 
by  a  letter  requesting  the  change  and  a  statement  of  your  reasons  for  each  change. 

A  letter  requesting  substantive  changes  must  be  signed  by  you  and  wiU  be  in- 
cluded as  an  appen(Sx  to  the  transcript,  conditioned  upon  yovu-  signing  of  the  ulti- mate transcript. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Do  you  understand  everything  we  have  gone  over  so  far? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 

Question.  If  you  don't  understand  a  question,  please  say  so,  and  I  will  repeat  it 
or  rephrase  it  so  you  do  vmderstand  the  question. 

Do  you  understand  that  you  should  tell  me  if  you  do  not  understand  my  question? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  The  reporter  will  be  taking  down  everything  we  say  and  will  make  a 

written  record  of  tne  deposition.  Please  give  verbal  and  audible  answers  in  order 
to  assist  the  House  reporter. 

If  you  can't  hear  me,  please  say  so  and  I  will  repeat  the  question  or  ask  the  re- 
porter to  read  the  question  back. 

Your  testimony  is  being  taken  under  oath  as  if  we  were  in  court  or  before  the 
committee,  and  if  you  answer  a  question,  it  will  be  assvuned  that  you  understood 
the  question  and  the  answer  was  intended  to  be  responsive  to  the  question. 

It  is  my  understanding  that  you  are  here  voluntarily  today,  and  I  thank  you  very 
much  for  appearing  voluntarily. 

Do  you  have  any  questions  about  this  deposition  before  we  begin? 
Answer.  No,  I  do  not. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Mr.  Knight,  if  you  have  any  observations,  or  Mr.  Yeager? 

Mr.  Knight.  The  only  observation  I  had,  you  made  a  statement  and  I  didn't  take 
it  down  specifically,  about  him  disclosing  information  or  comments  that  he  received, 
and  I  would  just  indicate  that  that  woiUd  exclude  matters  that  he  learned  through 
the  attomey-cUent  privilege.  That  would  be  it. 

Mr.  Yeager.  I  have  a  brief  statement  to  make. 

This  deposition  apparently  relates  to  the  Interior  Department's  denial  of  an  appli- cation by  three  Indian  tribes  to  place  land  in  trust  for  development  of  a  casino 
project  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin.  On  behalf  of  the  Minority,  I  object  to  this  deposition 
and  all  depositions  taken  on  this  matter.  The  Hudson  casino  matter  has  been  inves- 

tigated by  the  Senate  Governmental  Affairs  Committee.  It  is  being  investigated  by 
the  Department  of  Justice.  I  understand  that  the  Committee  on  Resources  has  com- 

menced its  own  investigation.  In  the  view  of  the  Minority,  this  is  dupUcative,  unnec- 
essary, and  a  waste  of  taxpayer  resources. 

As  I  have  said  before,  it  is  not  that  the  Minority  disputes  the  committee's  power 
to  proceed  with  the  inquiry;  it  is,  however,  that  it  is  an  unnecessary  exercise  of  that 
power. 

That  is  all. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Thank  you. 
Mr.  Schneider,  would  you  please  state  your  fiill  name  for  the  record  and  spell  your 

name? 
Answer.  Thomas  Jay,  J-A-Y,  Schneider,  S-C-H-N-E-I-D-E-R. 
Question.  Did  you  attend  college? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Where  did  you  attend  college? 
Answer.  Harvard  University. 
Question.  Did  you  attend  any  graduate  schools  after  Harvard? 
Answer.  Following  Harvard,  I  went  to  Oxford  University  and  took  a  doctor  of  phi- 

losophy degree,  and  then  I  went  to  Harvard  Law  School  and  took  a  JD. 
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Question.  And  if  you  could — and  I  will  emphasize  the  brief  part  of  this — provide 
a  brief  employment  history  from  graduation  from  law  school  until  the  present? Answer.  From  law  school? 

Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Following  law  school,  I  went  to  work  in  the  Washington  office  of  a  Chi- 

cago-based firm  by  the  name  of  Seyfarth,  Shaw,  Fairweather  &  Geraldson  for  2 
years,  and  in  the  early  September  of  1982  I  created  a  new  law  firm  with  two  law- 

yers in  New  York,  called  Quasher,  Richter  &  Schneider. 
In  1984,  Alan  Quasher  and  I  created  a  consulting  firm  called  Restructuring  Asso- 

ciates that  operated  in  parallel  and  simultaneously  with  the  law  firm.  So  I  had  two careers. 

In  1991,  the  law  firm  was  dissolved  and  I  became  a  general  partner  at  O'Connor 
&  Hannan.  Simultaneously,  I  continued  as  the  president  and  CEO  of  Structuring 
Associates,  the  consulting  firm  started  in  1984. 

In  1995,  at  the  beginning  of  1995,  I  went  from  being  a  general  partner  to  becom- 
ing of  counsel  at  O'Connor  &  Hannan,  which  is  the  current  status  there,  and  I  have continued  through  this  process  as  the  president  and  CEO  of  Restructuring  Associ- ates. 

Question.  Apart  from  yovu*  counsel,  have  you  discussed  this  deposition  with  any- 

Answer.  My  wife,  my  secretary,  and  the  client  I  was  having  a  meeting  with  and 
supposed  to  be  having  a  meeting  with  today  in  Chicago,  that  I  left  and  left  covered 
with  another  consultant  in  my  fSrm. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Actually,  if  I  may  go  off  the  record  for  just  a  moment  here. 
[Discussion  off  the  record.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Has  anyone  from  the  Department  of  Justice  spoken  with  you  about  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter?  And  I  think  this  is  my  last  parenthetical,  but  just  using 
shorthand  to  refer  to  Hudson  Dog  Track  and  land  being  taken  into  trust,  et  cetera, 
I  will  just  refer  to  this  as  Hudson  Dog  Track.  Has  anybody  from  the  Department 
of  Justice  talked  to  you  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  I  received  a  telephone  call— I  doni;  know  whether  the  FBI  is  part  of  the 
Department  of  Justice.  I  received  a  telephone  call  from  an  FBI  agent,  a  woman  by 
the  name  of  Pat  somebody,  who  called  to  ask  about — it  was  on  a  voice  mail.  I  called 
up  my  counsel,  and  my  counsel  gave  her  a  call,  told  her  that  we  were  doing  this 
deposition  and  that  after  this  deposition  was  over,  if  she  still  wants  to  talk  to  us, 
then  I  can  talk  to  her. 

Question.  When  did  you  receive  that  telephone  call? 
Answer.  It  would  have  been  last  week  in  the  middle  of  the  week. 
Mr.  Knight.  I  believe  her  name  is  Doyle  or  Douglas. 

The  Witness.  Pat  Doyle.  I  don't  know  whether  she  counts  as  part  of  the  Depart- ment of  Justice  or  not. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR  WILSON: 

Question.  I  just  used  to  work  for  the  Attorney  General,  and  we  always  hoped  and 
thought  they  were  part  of  the  Department  of  Jvistice. 

Apart  fix)m  this  deposition  and  apart  from  arranging  the  logistics  of  this  deposi- 
tion, have  you  spoken  with  any  congressional  personnel,  members  or  staff,  about  the 

Hudson  Dog  Track  matter  prior  to  today? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  dociunents  that  refer  to  or  pertain  to  the  Hudson  Dog 
Track  matter  in  your  personal  possession? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  have  any  documents  pertaining  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track 
matter  in  your  personal  possession? 

Answer.  When  you  say  "ever,"  what  do  you  mean? 
Question.  Presumably  prior  to  the  time  that  you  now  don't  have  any.  But  from 

1994  until  the  present.  I  do  understand  that  there  are  firm  records  from  O'Connor 
&  Hannan;  we  nave  subpoenaed  them  and  received  them.  I  am  trying  to  determine 
whether  there  is  anything  outside  of  the  O'Connor  &  Hannan  records. 

Answer.  In  that  framework,  the  answer  is  no. 
The  reason  I  ask  was  that  there  seems  to  have  perhaps  been  a  fax  that  was  sent 

to  me  that  is  in  the  O'Connor  &  Hannan  files.  I  nave  no  record  of  the  fax.  I  don't 
remember  seeing  it.  It  seems  to  have  been  separated  from  its  cover  sheet.  It  was 
not  a  letter  to  me,  it  was  a  copy  of  a  letter  tiiat  was  sent  by  Pat  O'Connor,  and 
he  was,  I  guess,  cc-ing  me  or  blind-copying  me  with  a  letter.  I  don't  have  a  copy 
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of  it.  I  don't  remember  seeing  it.  If  I  did  get  it,  I  threw  it  away  basically  after  read- 
ing it. 

If  that  classifies  as  "ever,"  I  may  have  at  one  point  in  time  had  something,  other 
than,  I  have  nothing. 

Question.  Do  you  know  who  that  letter  was  addressed  to? 
Answer.  Since  I  never  saw  it  or  have  no  memory  of  it,  no.  I  was  told  that  it  had 

been  sent  to  me. 

Question.  Given  the  nature  of  your  status  at  O'Connor  &  Hannan,  did  you  ever 
keep  business  records  at  any  premises  other  than  the  O'Connor  &  Hannan  offices that  relate  to  Hudson  Dog  Track? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  When  did  you  fu^t  hear  the  name  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  or  St.  Croix 

Meadows  Greyhound  Park? 
Answer.  In  this  year,  when  a  reporter  from  the  Madison  newspaper  called  me  up 

and  asked  me  about  it,  and  I  asked  him  what  it  was,  and  then  ne  related  it  to  the 
Indian  tribes.  So  before  this  year,  I  had  never  heard  of  Hudson  Dog  Track. 

Question.  In  1995,  were  you  aware  at  all  that  there  was  an  appUcation  process 
to  try  and  take— by  Indian  tribes,  to  take  land  into  trust  for  the  purposes  of  gaming in  Wisconsin? 

Answer.  The  precise  answer  to  your  question  is  no,  and  I  think  we  probably  ought 
to  have  a  little  explanation. 
Mv  level  of  detail  about  this  entire  transaction  is  extremely  superficial,  and  that 

is  why  I  didn't  know  about  the  name,  the  Hudson  Dog  Track. 
I  knew  that  there  were  groups  of  Indians  that  O'Connor  &  Hannan  represented 

that  were  opposing  the  license  for  a  dog  track.  So  I  had  heard  about  a  dog  track 
in  Wisconsin.  I  didn't  know  it  was  Hudson  until  this  year. 

I  didn't  know  that — you  said  something  about  land  was  trying  to  go  into  trust. 
That  I  didn't  know  about.  All  I  knew  was  there  was  a  license,  an  appUcation  for 
a  license  for  gaming  at  a  dog  track,  and  that  was  the  level  of  detail  tnat  I  knew. 

Question.  And  staying  at  that  level  of  detail,  when  did  you  first  hear  about  that 
general  matter? 

Answer.  It  would  have  been  early  May — I  don't  know  the  precise  date — in  1995. 
Question.  And  how  did  you  hear  about  that  matter? 
Answer.  Pat  O'Connor  had  called  me  in  my  offices  at  Restructuring  Associates 

wanting  to  talk  to  me,  and  we  finally  connected,  and  he  raised  it  at  that  point  in 
time. 

Question.  And  at  that  time  that  he  did  raise  the  matter,  what  did  he  tell  you 
about  it? 
Answer.  He — ^after  the  exchange  of  pleasantries,  he  asked  me  if  I  could  help  him 

on  a  matter  with  a  new  cUent.  I  asked  what  the  issue  was.  He  said  that  O'Connor 
represented  some  Indian  tribes  in  the  Minnesota  area  that  had  gaming  interests 
today;  that  there  was  a  dog  track  in  Wisconsin  that  was  appljdng  for  a  license;  that 
an  Indian  group  was  essentially  fi:t)nting  on  the  license,  out  in  fact  there  was  an 
independent  party  that  was  really  driving  this;  and  that  we  were  trjdng  to  oppose 
that  license  because  it  wovild  hvut  the  financial  interests  of  the  group  that  we  rep- 
resented. 

Question.  And  did  Mr.  O'Connor  ask  you  to  do  anjrthing? 
Answer.  He  explained  to  me  that  he  had  had  conversations  with  Harold  Ickes  in 

the  White  House  asking  for  his  help  and  that  Harold  had  told  him  that  he  would 
look  into  it,  and  Pat  had  said  that  he  had  been  trying  to  get  in  touch  with  Harold 
and  had  not  been  getting  a  response  and  was  doubtful  that  Harold  was  actually 
going  to  look  into  it.  He  asked  me  if  I  would  help  get  the  White  House  to  move  for- 

ward on  this  issue. 

Question.  And  what  did  you  tell  Mr.  O'Connor? Answer.  I  said  if  I  had  a  chance,  I  would  raise  it. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Schneider  with  a  document  which  I  have 

marked  Exhibit  TS-1.  I  will  give  you  a  moment  to  review  that. 
[Schneider  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  TS-1  was  marked  for  identification.] 

[Note. — ^All  exhibits  referred  to  may  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
deposition.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  It  is  dated  June  27,  1995,  a  cover  letter  fi-om  Mr.  Corcoran  to  Mr.  Lewis 
Taylor,  and  it  appears  to  be  bilhng  records  for  the  month  of  May  1995. 

I  didn't  mean  to  inflict  this  whole  thing  on  you.  There  is  only  one  entry  I  wanted 
to  ask  you  about.  On  the  second  page,  11  lines  from  the  bottom,  there  is  a  para- 
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graph  or  a  clause  that  reads,  "Get  report  from  Tom  Schneider  that  he  talked  to 
President  Clinton  regarding  statvis  of  matter." 

I  will  back  up  from  this  for  just  a  moment.  You  discussed  with  Mr.  O'Connor  the 
basic  subject  matter,  and  he  asked  you  to  do  something. 

If  you  can,  and  it  may  shorten  things  as  much  as  possible,  if  you  could  give  me 
a  chronological  description  of  your  involvement  in  what  we  now  call  the  Hudson  Dog 
Track  matter.  That  might  shorten  things  as  much  as  possible,  if  you  can  tell  me, 
to  the  extent  of  your  recollection,  each  of  the  things  that  you  did  do  that  were  perti- 

nent to  this  matter. 
Answer.  Okay.  Following  that  conversation,  about  a  week  later  there  was  an 

event  at  the  Majrflower  Hotel,  and  I  received  a  call — which  is  one  block,  half  a  block 
from  my  office — that  President  Clinton  was  going  to  be  there,  and  asking  me  to  stop 
by,  since  I  know  the  President. 

I  did  basically  after  work,  on  the  way  to  my  car,  parked  on  the  other  side  of  the 
Mayflower,  I  stopped  by,  I  saw  the  President.  It  was  a  large  reception.  I  talked  to 
him  for  a  few  minutes,  did  not  say  anything  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track,  and  saw 
Harold  Ickes  there. 

At  that  point  in  time,  after  sort  of  the  greetings,  I  asked  him  if  he  had  talked 
to  Pat  about  the  dog  track,  the  Indian  and  dog  track  issue.  He  recalled  that  he  had 
and  said  that  he  had  told  Pat  that  he  was  going  to  look  into  it.  I  said  to  Harold 
that  I  thought  that  it  deserved  looking  into  and  1  would  appreciate  it  if  he  would. 
And  that  was  the  extent  of  the  conversation.  It  took  literally  2  or  3  minutes;  it  may 
have  gone  up  to  4  or  5,  counting  the  initial  introductions. 

That  would  have  been  in  the  first  half  of  May;  I  don't  know  the  precise  date. There  is  no  record  of  it,  or  I  have  no  record  of  it,  but  I  remember  it. 
After  that  meeting,  several  days  later,  I  called  Pat  and  said  that  I  had  seen  the 

President  at  this  reception  and  that  I  had  talked  to  Harold  Ickes  and  that  Harold 
recalled  his  conversation  with  Pat  and  said  he  was  looking  into  it. 

At  that  point  in  time,  Pat — a  nice  way  of  putting  it  was  that  he  didn't  express 
a  great  deed  of  credibilitv  that  Harold  was  going  to  foUow  up  and  expressed  his  frus- 

tration that  Harold  had  not  been  returning  calls,  and  I  indicated  to  him  that  my 
experience,  due  to  sort  of  a  personal  relationship  in  the  White  House,  is  when  peo- 
Fle  say  they  are  going  to  follow  up,  they  usually  follow  up.  Therefore,  I  said  that 
thought  Harold  would  follow  up.  In  other  cases  where  ne  said  he  wouldn't,  he 

didn't;  this  time  he  said  he  would. 
That  was  it.  And  Pat's  closing  comments  were  that  he  was  concerned  about  that, 

and  I  said,  well,  you  should  try  to  follow  up  now  with  Harold  directly;  it  would  be 
appropriate  since  I  had  this  conversation  with  him. 

About  2  weeks  later,  I  called  the  White  House  and  had  a  2-  to  3-minute  conversa- 
tion at  the  most  with  Harold,  and  it  was  literally  just  following  up  to  see — I  indi- 

cated that  there  were  some  doubts  that  had  been  expressed  as  to  whether  or  not 
he  was  going  to  do  this,  and  I  was  just  checking  to  see  whether  he  was  going  to 
follow  up. 

At  that  point  in  time,  he  said,  again,  very  nicely — I  am  going  to  put  it  very  nicely; 
these  are  not  his  exact  words — was  that  he  told  me  he  would  follow  up  and  there- 

fore he  would.  And,  again,  that  was  a — literally  a  couple-minute  conversation. 
I  did  not  get  back  to  Pat  about  it,  and  that  was  the  last  time  I  heard  about  this 

matter  until  this  year  when  I  got  a  call  from  the  Madison  reporter. 
Question.  When  you  were  having  these  discussions  with  Mr.  O'Connor,  did  he  in- 

dicate to  you  what  he  would  like  Mr.  Ickes  to  do  about  the  dog  track  matter? 
Answer.  No  more  detailed  than  what  he  wanted  was  he  wanted  the  White  House's 

help  on  the  licensing  matter,  and  that  was  the  extent  of  the  detail,  because  he  had 
said  he  had  already  talked  to  Harold  about  the  matter  and  he  was  asking  me  just 
to  make  certein  that  Harold  followed  up. 

I  didn't  bother  asking  him  what  he  wanted  Harold  to  do,  because  at  that  point 
in  time  they  would  have  been  sort  of  getting  to  a  third  party  who  didn't  know  very 
much  about  the  details  to  act  as  intermediary,  and  it  just  didn't  make  sense.  So  I 
didn't  probe.  It  was  literally  Pat  had  said  he  had  talked  to  him,  and  I  was  saying 
to  Heirold,  do  what  you  said  you  were  going  to  do  with  Pat,  and  that  was  really  sort 
of  the  involvement.  And  because  of  the  relationships,  I  guess  I  have  credibility  that 
Pat  did  not  think  at  this  particular  moment  in  time  he  had. 

Question.  Is  it  accurate  then  to  say  that  you  assumed  that  whatever  Mr.  O'Connor 
specifically  wanted  Mr.  Ickes  to  do  had  been  discussed  and  they  had  personal  inter- 
action? 

Answer.  Yes.  That  was  very  clearly  implied,  that  he  had;  Pat  had  asked  some- 
thing specific. 

From  my  previous  dealings  with  Pat  in  the  firm,  he  has  been  around  Washington, 
D.C.,  and  tends  to  ask  for  very  specific  things  as  opposed  to  general  things. 
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Question.  Now,  turning  to  the  document  I  gave  you  a  moment  ago  marked  TS- 
1,  and  referring  to  the  second  page  of  text   
Answer.  11  line  from  the  bottom. 

Question.  "Get  report  from  Tom  Schneider  that  he  talked  to  President  Chnton  re- 

garding status  of  matter."  You  have  given  me  an  explanation  of  what  you  told  Mr. 
O'Connor,  and  this  docxmient  speaks  for  itself  It  is  obviously — well   Answer.  It  is  a  bill. 

Question.  I  think  it  does  speak  for  itself  I  can't  characterize  anything  other  than 
what  it  says  here.  But  did  you  have  any  other  subsequent  conversations  about  yovu" 
meeting  with  the  President  and  with  Mr.  Ickes  at  the  Mayflower  Hotel  other  than 
the  one  you  have  described? 
Answer  ^^o 

Question.  And  you  did  state  that  you  did  not  speak  with  the  President  about  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter?  ^         ,      ,  , 

Answer.  I  absolutely  did  not  talk  to  the  President  then  or  ever  about  the  dog  track 
and  Indians.  I  have  talked  to  him  about  other  Indians  but  not  these. 

Question.  Have  you  had  any  other  involvements  or  cUent  relationships  with  In- 
dian tribes  on  gaming  matters  that  involved  greyhound  dog  racing  tracks? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  I  promised  no  more  parentheticals,  but  long  pauses  are  good,  because 
it  means  I  am  eliminating  things  from  the  questions  and  makes  things  go  faster. 

Answer.  That  is  okay. 
Question.  So  I  will  paxise  for  a  moment. 
Answer.  Do  you  want  this  back? 
Question.  Actually,  the  housekeeping  part  of  this  is,  we  will  ask  for  it  back.  If  you 

want  to  keep  it  for  now,  it  is  probably  best  in  case  we  go  back  and  refer  to  anything. 
I  have  given  Mr.  Schneider  a  docimient  which  has  been  marked  TS-2,  and  it  is 

a — I  shoiUd  not  have  done  what  I  just  did,  because  I  have  given  you  a  copy  that 
is  highhghted,  but  it  is  probably  easier  for  you.  Pretty  much  everything  on  the  right- 
hand  side  of  the  page  is  highhghted.  It  refers  to  getting  report  from   

Mr.  Knight.  Do  you  have  another  copy  of  that? 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  am  do,  I  am  sorry. 
[Schneider  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  TS-2  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  It  is  a  handwritten  note  that  is  difficult  to  read,  but  it  refers  to,  "getting 
report  from  Tom  Synder,  who  talked  to  President  re  status  of  matter  reporting  to 
David  Mercer,  Tom  Corcoran,  call  to  John  Sutton,  at  Harold  Ickes  office. '  Bearing 
in  mind  these  are  not  your  office  and  you  may  not  have  ever  seen  this  before,  have 
you  ever  seen  this  document  before? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  that  was  obtained  subsequent  to  May  16 

of  '95  about  Mr.  O'Connor  teUing  other  individuals  about  your  meeting  at  the 
Mayflower  Hotel  with  the  President  and  Mr.  Ickes? 

Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  And  what  do  you  know  about  that? 
Answer.  There  is  a  civil  lawsuit  that  is  relating  to  this  matter,  and  I  was  deposed 

in  that  lawsuit,  and  in  the  deposition  the  attorney  was  asking  me  questions  about 
the  matter,  and  he  had  previously  deposed  and  discovered  various  documents  from 
Pat  O'Connor,  so  he  was  relating  these  things  and  was  reading  me  various  excerpts 
from  different  documents  about  now  Pat  O'Connor  had  characterized  what  had  gone 
on  and  interpreted  what  had  gone  on,  and  was  asking  me  to  essentially  verify  or 
disabuse  these  characterizations.  So,  prior  to  1997,  no. 

Mr.  Yeager.  I  think  you  have  testified  to  this  before,  but  just  to  make  it  abso- 
lutely cleeir,  when  you  talked  to  the  President,  it  was  not  about  the  status  of  the 

Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 
The  Witness.  That  is  right.  That  is  correct. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  given  Mr.  Schneider  a  document  which  has  been  marked  Ex- 

hibit TS-3.  It  is  not  a  single  document,  it  is  a  small  packet  of  docviments  that  per- 
tain to  a  fiind-raising  event  that  was  held  at  Mr.  Schneider's  house  on  July  13, 1995. 

[Schneider  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  TS-3  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  If  you  could  take  just  a  moment  to  flip  through  these  pages. 
Answer.  We  were  looking  for  these  documents.  I  am  glad  they  came  to  me. 
Question.  I  expect  we  will  receive  no  thanks  for  compiling  them. 
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Answer.  Actually,  we  were  looking  for  them  and  coxildn't  find  them. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  the  White  House  Communications  Agency  was 

taping — first  of  all,  I  don't  want  to  estabUsh  too  much  foundation  here.  Is  it  correct 
to  say  on  July  13,  1995,  a  fund-raiser  was  held  at  yovur  house? Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  that  you  had  attended  and  the  President  attended  the  fiind-raiser? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  the  White  House  Communications  Agency  taping  var- 
ious parts  of  this  fiind-raising  event? 

Answer.  They  are  not  the  people  that  take  still  photographs;  right? 
Question.  They  are  not.  They  have  control  of  some  still  photographs  that  are 

taken,  but  they  do  audio,  visual. 
Answer.  Okay.  I  know  that  they  were  there  for  the  audio.  There  were  people  tak- 

ing stUl  photos.  Until  the  Washington  Post  article  of  November  21st,  we  were  im- 
aware  of  the  fact  that  anybody  was  taking  any  videos. 

Question.  Have  you  reviewed  the  video  that  was  taken  of  this  event  prior  to 
today? 

Answer.  No.  Is  it  possible  to  get  copies?  Sorry. 
Question.  I  am  the  wrong  person  to  ask,  actually,  on  that  fi:x)nt,  but  fair  enough. 
Answer.  For  my  kids,  I  womd  like  to  doaiment  it.  Sorry. 
Question.  Well,  I  will  make  no  representations  on  the  record.  Was  the   
Mr.  Yeager.  Just  so  the  answer  is  clear,  you  are  not  aware  that  the  White  House 

Communications  Agency  took  videos? 
The  Witness.  I  am  not  aware  that  they  took  videos,  and  I  have  not  seen  them, 

and  I  do  not  have  them  in  my  possession,  and  I  would  like  to  get  a  copy. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter,  that  which  we  are  roughly  referring 
to  as  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter — ^was  it  mentioned  at  any  time  during  that 
night? 

Answer.  No,  absolutely  not. 
Question.  If  you  would  refer  to  the  second  to  the  last  page  of  the  copies  you  have, 

which  is  a  seating  arrangement,  one  of  the  people  listed — it  is  cut  off  on  the  left- 
hand  side,  but  it  appears  to  be  Jamie  Gorelick,  spelled  incorrectly.  But  did  Ms. 
Gorelick  attend  this  event? 

Answer.  She  did.  She  didn't  sit  there.  She  is  an  old  friend  of  mine  fi^om  college, 
and  she  arrived  late,  and  it  was  thought  to  be  indiscreet  to  have  an  empty  seat  at 
the  President's  table,  so  she  was  bumped  and  sat  at  an  outer  table. Question.  And  who  was  seated  in  her  place? 

Answer.  I  am  trying  to  remember.  That  is  why  we  were  looking  for  this  material. 
Mr.  Knight.  Do  we  have  any  photographs  that  wovdd  assist?  Were  they  taking 

photographs  there? 
The  Witness.  The  White  House  photographer  took  photographs  of  the  table.  So 

it  is  in  the  photographs. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  don't.  There  is  a  videotape.  I  imagine  somebody  knows  the  peo- 
ple  The  Witness.  I  woidd  recognize  the  people,  because  they  were  friends. 

[Schneider  Deposition  Exhu>it  No.  TS-4  was  marked  for  identification.] 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Schneider  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked 

TS-4,  and  it  again  is  an  entry  from  Mr.  O'Connoi^s  da}rtimer,  and  I  am  going  to 
refer  to  just  one  entry  in  this  daytimer.  At  the  very  bottom  of  the  entries,  it  sajrs, 

"Dinner,  Al  Gore  discussed" — or  "disc" — ^"with  Peter  Knight  and  David  Strauss." 
Did  Mr.  O'Connor  ever  discuss  with  you  any  meetings  that  he  may  or  may  not 

have  had  with  either  the  Vice  President  or  Peter  Knight  or  David  Strauss? 
Answer.  About  this  matter? 
Question.  About  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter,  yes. 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  contacts  that  either  Mr.  O'Connor  had  or  any- 
body ftom  the  O'Connor  &  Hannan  firm  had  with  the  Vice  President,  Peter  Knight, or  David  Straviss? 

Answer.  No. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  given  Mr.  Schneider  a  dociunent  which  has  been  marked  Ex- 
hibit TS-5,  and  it  is  two  pages,  again,  fi-om  Mr.  O'Connor's  daytimer.  The  first  page 

is  dated  May  5th,  and  the  second  page  is  dated  May  12th.  The  first  page  refers  to 
a  number  of  things. 
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In  particular,  I  am  looking  at  a  section  that  reads,  "Indians-50  DNC-Larry  Kitto, 
Committee  to  Reelect." 

Then  underneath  that,  there  is  a  number  that  says,  "3,  Committee  to  Reelect, 

briefing  -  May  9th,"  a  word  I  am  not  entirely  certain  of,  "May  18,  $5,000,"  and  then 
underneath  that,  a  dollar  sign,  50;  and  then  some  other  entries  that  also  have  num- 
ber figures.  ,       „         ,   „     .,        r-K,      ^1/-. 

On  the  second  page,  the  Friday,  May  12  entry,  on  the  "to  do"  side  of  Mr.  O  Con- 
nor's calendar  refers  to,  "Call  Tom  Schneider  (see  May  5th. )' 

[Schneider  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  TS-5  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  This  is  a  long-winded  question,  but  I  will  finally  get  to  it,  and  that  is, 

did  Mr.  O'Connor  call  you  at  any  time  and  discuss  any  contributions  fi-om  either 
the  O'Connor  &  Hannan  firm  or  from  Indian  tribes  that  were  related  to  the  Hudson 
Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  No.  We  talked  about  contributions  from  O'Connor  &  Hannan,  but  that 
was  not  related  to  the  dog  track.  I  solicited  my  partners  for  my  fiind-raiser,  rather 
not  very  successfully. 

Question.  Do  you  know  whether  the  reference  to  "see  May  5th"  on  the  calendar, and  then  the  different  entries  here— do  you  recall  discussing  any  of  the  entries  from 
the  May  5  calendar  with  Mr.  O'Connor? 

Answer.  Well,  he  had  said  that  he  had  talked  to  Harold  Ickes  about  this  and  that 
he  was  following  up  with  Harold  Ickes  to  me. 

Mr.  Yeager.  On  this  date? 

The  Witness.  No,  he  didn't  give  me  dates. 
Mr.  Yeager.  So  do  you  know  if  this  conversation  took  place  on  the  5th? 
The  Witness.  He  talked  to  me  early  in  May,  and  he  said  that  he  had,  before  our 

conversation — he  said  that  he  had  talked  to  Harold  Ickes  about  the  dog  track  and 
had  asked  for  his  help,  and  that  was  the  basis  for  his  asking  me  if  I  could  intervene 
with  the  White  House. 

I  don't  remember — looking  at  this,  I  don't  remember  him  mentioning  Bruce 
Lindsey.  He  wouldn't  have  talked  to  me  about  Don  Fowler,  because  I  don't  know 
Don  Fowler.  And  it  was  very  much  within  the  White  House.  So   

Mr.  Yeager.  These  are  Patrick  O'Connor's  notes.  There  is  no  reason  why  you  have 
to  make  sense  of  them.  If  they  refresh  your  recollection. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Right. 
Answer.  He  just  said  he  had  talked  to  Harold  Ickes. 
Question.  Aside  from  Mr.  Ickes,  do  you  have  any  recollection  of  discussions  of  any 

of  the  matters  that  are  contained  in  this  memo?  For  example,  there  is  a  notation 
"50  DNC."  I  make  no  representations  as  to  what  this  means,  but  does  this  refii^sh 
your  recollection  as  to  anything  that  occurred  in  a  phone  conversation,  if  you  did 
have  a  phone  conversation? 

Answer.  Not  in  the  phone  conversation.  I  know  what  the  "50  DNC  June  lOth" means. 
Question.  What  does  that  mean? 
Answer.  What  they  were  doing  is  going  around  trying  to  enlist  donors,  leadership 

donors,  to — and  they  had  told  people  that  they  wanted  them  to  raise  $50,000  by 
June  19th. 

Question.  Do  you  know  whether   
Answer.  There  weren't  any  events  scheduled. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  any  of  the  tribes  who  were  in  the  coalition  of  trib- 
al opponents  to  ̂ e  Hudson  Dog  Track  did  make  any  financial  contributions  to  the 

DNC? 
Answer.  No.  Again,  I  will  go  back  to  be  very  precise  about  it.  In  my  deposition 

in  the  civil  sxiit,  they  raised  that  and  they  mentioned  that  they  had  made  donations. 
At  that  point  in  time  I  said  that  I  did  not  know  it.  But  to  be  precise  today,  I  am 
now  aware  of  the  fact  that  they  did  make  donations,  because  in  this  deposition  2 
months  ago  I  was  told  that  they  did  not. 

Question.  It  is  correct  to  say,  1995  you  did  not   
Answer.  No,  I  didn't. 
Question.  The  same  question  again,  and  I  should  have  limited  myself.  But  to  your 

knowledge  in  1995,  as  a  limitation,  were  you  aware  of  any  contributions  made  by 
any  of  the  Indian  tribes  opposed  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  to  what  is  referred  to 
here  as  the  Committee  to  Re-elect? 

Answer.  No. 
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Mr.  Yeager.  If  I  might  interject  a  clarifying  question,  you  said  that  you  were  fa- 
miliar with  contributions  in  connection  with  June  19th.  Do  you  have  any  reason  to 

believe  that  Patrick  O'Connor  or  any  lawyers  at  O'Connor  &  Hannan  engaged  in an  effort  to  raise  money  in  connection  with  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  decision? 
The  Witness.  No. 

Mr.  Yeager.  Do  you  know  what  Patrick  O'Connor  meant  when  he  listed  these 
items  under  the  header  "Hudson  Dog  Track"  on  this  document? 

Mr.  Yeager.  No.  I  know  the  bottom  reference  is  that  the  Committee  to  Re-elect 
had  some  organizing  meetings,  essentially  a  steering  committee  organizing  meeting, 
and  they  had  set  targets  for  people  to  try  to  raise  $50,000  by  June  19th.  There  were 
no  events.  They  wanted  to  get  commitments. 

The  rest  of  it,  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Yeager.  Do  you  know  if  the  Committee  to  Re-elect  for  the  1996  campaign 

talked  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  appUcation  or  that  was  part  of  their  activity? 
The  Witness.  Not  to  my  knowledge.  I  never  heard  it.  I  never  heard  of  any  such reference 

[Schneider  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  TS-6  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  am  giving  Mr.  Schneider  a  dociunent  which  has  been  marked  TS-6, 
again,  another  one  of  the  calendar  entries,  Daytimer  entries,  for  Mr.  O'Connor. 
There  is  a  reference— it  states  "To  Tom  Synder  briefing  him  on  problem;  fax  to  Sny- 

der; call  the  DNC."  ^  f  ,  J 
Do  you  recall  any  briefings  or  discussions  you  had  with  Mr.  O'Connor  that  raised 

what  might  be  termed  a  "problem"  in  respect  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 
Answer.  What  I  remember  is  the  initial  telephone  call  in  early  May  in  which  he 

outlined  what  he  saw,  what  the  issue  was,  and  he  asked  for  my  help.  Other  than 
that,  I  don't  remember. 

The  fax  to  which  they  refer  here  was  the  one  we  mentioned  earlier  that  I  do  not 

have  a  record  of  I  don't  remember  seeing  it.  When  I  had  my  deposition  in  the  civil 
suit,  they  gave  me  a  copy  of  the  fax,  and  that  was  the  first  time  I  remember  seeing it. 

The  fax  was  received  in  our  offices  in  Washington,  D.C.  It  had  been  sent  from 
Minneapolis  by  Pat  O'Connor,  and  is  in  various  places  in  the  files,  and  in  none  of 
the  places  is  it  attached  to  the  cover  sheet,  so  we  suppose  that  maybe  it  had  gotten 
separated. 

But  I  didn't  remember  seeing  it,  which  is  not  to  say  that  I  didn't  see  it.  I  just 
didn't  remember  seeing  it. 

Question.  Now,  aside  from  the  contacts  that  we  have  discussed  today,  do  you  know 
of  any  other  contacts  between  any  O'Connor  &  Hannan  personnel  and  Harold  Ickes? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  contacts  between  any  O'Connor  &  Hannan  person- 
nel and  Leon  Panetta  over  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  contacts  between  any  O'Connor  &  Hannan  person- nel and  either  the  President  or  Vice  President? 
Answer.  No.  You  are  talking  about  other  than  what  you  have  shown  me  today? 
Question.  Other  than  what  we  have  discussed  thus  far. 
Answer.  No.  No. 
Question.  And  again,  other  than  what  we  have  already  discussed  so  far  in  our  re- 

view of  the  documents  that  we  have  been  talking  about,  do  you  know  of  any  contacts 

between  any  O'Connor  &  Hannan  personnel  and  Department  of  the  Interior  person- nel? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  in  any  discussions  during  which  the  political  affiliation 

of  any  of  the  proponents  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  was  raised? 
Answer.  You  mean  in  1995? 
Question.  In  1995. 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  in  any  discussions  in  1995  during  which  Governor 

Thompson's  position  or  purported  position  on  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  issue  was  dis- cussed? 
Answer.  Definitely  not. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  in  any  discussions  in  1995  during  which  was  discussed 

the  political  affiliation  of  the  Minnesota  tribes  and  Wisconsin  tribes  who  were 
against  the  approval  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 

Answer.  No. 
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Mr.  Wilson.  I  didn't  meet  my  1-hour  deadline.  I  apologize.  That  is  all  I  have  for 
right  now. 

The  Witness.  Mr.  Yeager  interrupted  a  couple  of  times,  so  you  wouldn't  have  got- ten done  anyhow. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  YEAGER: 

Question.  Thank  you,  Mr.  Schneider,  for  coming  in  today  voluntarily  on  behalf  of 
the  Minority.  I  regret  that  you  were  put  to  the  trouble.  We  recognize  that  you  came 
in  all  the  way  from  Chicago.  We  appreciate  that,  again. 

Answer.  You  are  welcome. 

Question.  Some  on  our  committee  have  suggested  that  there  is  a  connection  be- 
tween fiinds  raised  at  a  fund-raiser  held  at  your  home  and  a  decision  by  the  Depart- 

ment of  the  Interior  to  deny  the  appUcation  in  connection  with  the  Hudson  Dog 
Track.  Do  you  have  any  reason  to  beUeve  that  there  is  any  connection  between 

funds  raised  at  your  event  and  the  Department  of  the  Interior's  decision? 
Answer.  I  have  no  reason  at  all,  and  until  this  year,  I  didn't  know  that  the  two 

had  any  relationship  to  each  other. 
Question.  You  did  not  talk  to  the  President  about  this  matter  at  that  fund-raiser? Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Knight.  About  this  matter,  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 
Mr.  Yeager  Yes.  This  is  the  July  fund-raiser. 
The  Witness.  Right. 

examination  by  MR.  YEAGER: 

Question.  To  yovu-  knowledge,  did  anybody  else  at  your  fund-raiser  talk  to  the 
President  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 
Answer.  I  was  next  to  the  President  the  entire  evening,  from  the  moment  he  got 

out  of  the  car  until  he  left,  and  no  one  did. 
Question.  So  in  your  view,  there  is  absolutely  no  basis  to  the  allegation  that  there 

is  a  connection  between  yoiir  fund-raiser  and  the  Interior  Department's  decision? 
Answer.  There  is  no  relationship  between  the  two  that  I  have  any  knowledge  of 

or  could  imagine. 
Question.  You  have  testified  that  you  were  of  counsel  and  previously  a  partner 

in  the  firm  of  O'Connor  &  Hannan. 
Answer.  Right. 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  strategy  or  plan  for  Patrick  O'Connor  or  other 
lawyers  at  that  finn  to  raise  money  in  connection  with  this  decision  by  the  Depart- 

ment of  the  Interior? 

Answer.  No,  I  was  not.  I  had  been  soliciting  partners  in  relation  to  my  fund-rais- 
ing event,  and  I  found  out  in  September  of  1997  that  they  had  done  a  very  good 

job  of  raising  money,  but  not  for  my  event.  So  no,  I  was  unaware  of  any  strategy 
of  that  sort. 

Question.  All  right.  Thank  you  again  for  coming.  I  have  no  further  questions. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  Harold  Ickes  attend  a  fund-raiser  at  your  house? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Did  Don  Fowler  attend  the  fund-raiser  at  your  house? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  On  behalf  of  the  members  of  the  committee,  thank  you  very  much. 
Mr.  Knight.  Can  I  just  make  one  comment? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Absolutely. 
Mr.  Knight.  It  is  simply  this.  I  told  Mr.  Schneider  at  the  deposition  that  he  could 

accept  as  true  the  representations  made  by  Mr.  Varga,  who  was  the  attorney  at  the 
time,  for  purposes  of  answering  the  deposition.  Other  than  what  he  was  told,  he 
doesn't  know  whether  they  were  true  or  false,  but  he  could — I  think  that  is  what 
is  being  relayed  here,  and  that  it  is  perfectly  proper  that  he  accepted  those  rep- 

resentations, and  that  was  the  basis  on  which  he  answered. 
I  just  wanted  to  make  that  clear. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  appreciate  that.  I  do  sincerely  appreciate  the  cooperation  and  the 

ease  with  which  this  has  gone  forward.  Thank  you  very  much. 
Off  the  record. 
[Whereupon,  at  4:08  p.m.,  the  deposition  was  concluded.] 

[The  exhibits  referred  to  follow:] 
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O'CONNOR     &     HANNAN.LL.P 
ATTORNCYS  AT  l_AW 

SUITE  eoo 

1919  PENNSYLVANIA  AVENUE  N  W 

WASHINGTON.  DC.  zoooe-aASS 

June  27. 1995 

Hon.  ILoais  Taytor 
ChaiEnmn.  St  Croix  Tribe 
PQtMsmTXJ 

HaiBU.WB:onsin  54845 

Bndosed  please  find  our  invoice  for  legal  services  rendered  for  May  1995. 

Ifiyou  have  any  questions,  please  don't  hesitate  to  call. 

^Karm  personal  regards. 
TficSlvjy,  , 

enclosure 

Thomas  J.  Corcoran 

AA  0000269 
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WASHINGTON.  DC  20006-3463 

32594-0001 INVOICE June    27,     1995 

St .    Croix  Tribe 
P.O.    Box   287 
Hertel,    Wisconsin  54845 

PLEASE  BETUAN  TWIS  PORTION  WITH  VOUB  BEMITTMJCE 

Hudson   Project    -   Nature  of  Matter:    Dog  Track  to  ^ 

Professional    services  rendered  through  May  31,    1995 

Report   to  Tom  Corcoran   regarding  Friday  meeting  at   D.N.C. 

Telephone  conference  with  D.    Mercer  regarding  appointment  at  white 
House  with  Harold  Iclces;    Finish  briefing  of  T.    Corcoran  on  Friday 
D.M.C.   meeting. 

Calls   to  D.N.C.    regarding  White  House  appointment,-    Long  distance teleohone  conference   with   Larry  Kitto. 
Telephone  calls   to   D.    Mercer   at   D.N.C;    Report   to  Larry   Kitto 
regarding  Chairman   Fowler's   memorandum   to  Harold   Ickes;    discussions 
with   P.    O'Connor   and  L.    Kitto   regarding  delivery  of   materials   to 
White   House   as   requested   by   D.    Fowler,    DNC  Chairman;    discussions 
regarding  meeting  with   White    House  Deputy  Chief   of    Staff   H.    Ickes ; 
discussions  with  F.    Ducheneaux;   discussions  with  aide   to  Senate 
Indian  Affairs  Committee;    discussions  with  Department   of    Interior 
officials . 
Draft  letter  to  Harold  Ickes  at  White  House  setting  forth  reasons  to 

approve  creating  trust  lands  for  Casino  at  the  Hudson,  WI  dog  track; 
Discussion  with  Larry  Kitto  checking  on  facts  set  forth  in  Ickes 
letter. 

Discussions  with  P.  O'Donnell;  review  memorandum  for  White  House 

Deputy  Chief  of  Staff  H.  Ickes;  discussions  with  P.  O'Connor;  letter 
and  memorandum  to  H.  Ickes;  memorandum  to  L.  KittO;  memorandum  to  L. 
Taylor;  memorandum  to  DNC  Chairman  Fowler  and  D.  Mercer;  discussions 

with  F.  Ducheneaux;  memorandum  to  P.  O'Connor;  discussion  with  Tom 
Corcoran  and  editing  letter  to  Harold  Ickes ;  Arranging  distribution 
of  letter. 

Discussions  with  F.  Ducheneaux;  discussions  with  L.  Kitto; 
discussions  with  BIA  officials;  discussion  with  Tom  Corcoran;  Long 

distance  telephone  conference  to  Tom  Snyder  briefing  him  on  problem; 
Fax  to  Snyder;  Call  to  D.N.C. 

AA  0000270 
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SUITE  aoo 
1919  PENMSVLVANIA  AVENUE  N  W 
WASMiNGTON  DC  20006-3483 

INVOICE 

June   27,    1995  325S4-0001 
Hudson  Project    -   Nacure  of  Matter:   Dog  Track  to 

PLEASE  SETUPS  THIS  PORTION  WITH  rOUA  BEMlTTiNCE 

Long  distance  discussion  with  David  Mercer  regarding  follow-up  with 
Harold   Ickes;    Discussion  with  Tom  Corcoran  regarding  follow-up  with 
congressional   delegations;   discussions   with   P.    O'Connor  regarding 
White  House   involvement  in  our  case  at    Interior  Department; 
discussions   with  L.    Kitto;   review  materials   from  L.    Kitto  and  ?. 
O'Connor;    memorandum  to  L.   Kitto. 
Meeting  with  tribal   representatives;    discussions  with  F.    Ducheneaux; 
discussions  with  partners  regarding  White  House  actions  to  stop 
Hudson  project;   discussions  with  BIA   officials;   discussions  with  L. 
Kitto;    call   to  Larry  Kitto  regarding   hearing  advising  the  tribes   and 
Minnesota  and  Wisconsin  delegations    regarding  my  letter  to  Harold 
Ickes ;    Call    to  David  Mercer  to  get   update. 
Telephone   conference  to  D.   Mercer  of    D.N.C.    regarding  status   report 
on  meeting  with  Harold  Ickes;    Call    to   Tom  Corcoran  regarding  sendi.-.g 
accountant's   report   to  Harold   Ickes;    discussions  with  P.   O'Connor 
regardi.ig  Deputy  White  House  Chief   of    Staff   H.    Ickes;   discussions 
with   L.    Kitto;   memorandum  to  key  White   House   aides  regarding  client issues . 

Review  of    Peat  Marwick  report;    letter   and  memorandum  and  Peat 
Marwick  report  to  H.    Ickes,    Deputy  white   House  Chief  of  Staff; 
discussions   with  White  House  aides;    memorandum  to  L.   Taylor; 
memorandum  to  L.    Kitto  for  MIGA;    report   to  L.    Kitto  regarding 
President  Clinton's  comments  a^out    "our   friends'  and  racetrack 
issue;    gee   report   from  Tom  Snyder  that   he   talked  to  President 
Clinton  regarding  status  of  matter.    Report   to  D.   Mercer,    Tom 
Corcoran;    Call   to  John  Sutton  at   Harold   Ickes'    office;   Report  to 
Larry  Kitto. 
Discussion  with  David  Mercer  regarding  delay  in  getting  appointment with  Harold   Ickes. 
Meeting  with  Frank  D.   and  review  Wall   Street  Journal  article  on 
Delaware  North;   Meeting  with  Tom  Corcoran  and  draft  proposed  letter 
to  be   sent    to  Minnesota  delegation    to   Harold   Ickes   regarding  Hudson 
dog   track;    Long  distance  telephone   conference  with  Larry  Kitto 
arranging  meeting  with  Minnesota  delegation  on  Wednesday,    May  24    in 

AA  0000271 
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.   SUITE  800 1919  PENNSYLVANIA  AVENUE  N  W  feO   iO  NO  o-OUIJW 

WASHINGTON.  0  C  20006- 1*83 

INVOICE 

June  27.  1995  32594-0001 
Hudson  Project  -  Nature  of  Matter:  Dog  Track  to 

PL£>S£  BETUBN  THIS  PORTION  wcTH  »gu«  REMITTANCE 

Washington,  D.C.;  Dinner  meeting  with  David  Mercer  of  the  D.N.C.; 
Report  on  cause  of  delay  in  meeting  with  Harold  Ickes;  discussions 
with  P.  O'Connor  regarding  White  House  strategy  and  action  with 
Deputy  Chief  of  Staff  H.  Ickes;  discussions  with  L.  Kitto;  telephone 
conference  with  L.  Kicto  and  P.  O'Connor;  discussions  with  P.  Taylor 
of  Ducheneaux  and  Taylor  Associates;  draft  letter  for  Minnesota 
Congressional  Delegation  and  send  to  H.  Ickes  of  White  House  staff; 
discussions  with  P.  O'Connor  and  L.  Kitto  regarding  next  meeting, 
plans  and  actions. 

Preparation  of  letter  for  Minnesota  Congressional  Delegation  to  send 

White  .House  aide  Harold  Ickes,  discussion  with  Pat  O'Connor, 
discussion  with  Larry  Kitto,  discussion  with  T.  Krazewiski  of 
Ito-Chunk  Nation,  report  to  Larry  Kitto;  meet  with  Larry  Kitto  and 
Terry  MacAuliffe  explaining  our  story. 
Trip  to  the  Committee  to  Re-Elect;  (Terry  MacAuliffe)  ;  Conference 
with  Chairman  of  National  Finance  Committee  asking  him  to  agree  to 

call  Harold  Ickes  and  arrange  appointment  for  Indians;  Dinner  with 
Al  Gore;  Conference  with  Peter  Knight  and  David  Strauss  regarding 
Indian  problem  regarding  Hudson  dog  track;  discussion  with  Larry 

Kitto,  discussion  with  Pat  O'Connor,  delivery  of  proposed  letter  by 
Minnesota  Congressional  Delegation  to  Larry  Kitto  and  aides  to 
Congressman  Wellstone,  Congressmen  Oberstar,  Vento  and  Sabo, 
preparation  of  draft  letter  for  Senators  Daschle  euid  Kerrey  for 
correspondence  with  White  House  Deputy  Chief  of  Staff  H.  Ickes, 
memorandum  to  Larry  Kitto,  discussion  with  BIA  officials. 

Discussion  with  Pat  O'Connor,  discussion  with  Larry  Kitto, 
discussions  with  Pat  O'Connor  with  aide  to  Vice  President  Gore, 
discussion  with  aide  to  Clinton/Gore  Re-election  Committee,  finalize 
letters  for  Senators  Daschle  and  Kerrey  to  send  to  Interior 
Secretary  Babbitt,  draft  of  letters  for  tribal  leaders  to  send  to 
Secretary  Babbitt;  reporting  to  Tom  Corcoran  on  discussions  with 
^ter  Knight,  David  Strauss  at  Al  Gore  dinner;  Report  on  meeting 
ith  Terry  MacAuliffe. 

AA  0000272 O'CONNOR  &  HANNAN 
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WASHINGTON   O.C.  20006-3483 

INVOICE 

rune    27,     1995  32594-0001 
■ludson  Project    -   Nature  of  Matter:    Dog  Track  to 

PLEASE  PETUBN  TWIS  PORTION  WITH  VQUn  BEMrRANCE 

Discussion  with  E.   Duchemeaux,    discussions  with  aides   to  House 
Natural   Resource    Committee,    discussions   with  T.    Glidder,    majority 
counsel   to  House   Subcommittee    on  Native  Americans,    discussion   with 
aide   to  congressman  D.    Young,    discussion  with  aide   to  Congressman 
Gallegly. 

Discussion  with  Larry  Kitto.  Discussion  with  Pat  O'Connor. 
Discussion  with  David  Strauss,  aide  to  Vice  President  Gore. 
Memorandum  to  F.  Ducbeneaux.  Discussion  with  F.  Ducheneaux 
regarding  Delaware  North. 
Long  distance  discussion  with  Tom  Corcoran  regarding  Milbur  Wiz 

Journal   article   regarding  dog   track;    Read   fax,-    memorandum   from  T. 
Xrazewski   of   Ho-Chunk   Nation.    Memorandum  to  Don   Fowler/David  Mercer. 
Memorandum  to  Tom  Collier.      Memorandum  to  H.    Ickes/John   Sutlon. 
Memorandum  to  L.    Taylor.    Discussion  with  Larry  Kitto.      Discussion 
with   Pat   O'Connor.    Meetings,    discussions   and  correspondence 
involving   L.    Kitto,    client,    agency   representation   and  Minnesota 
Members  of  Congress   smd  their   staff   assistants  on  this  matter. 

Total   Services: 
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WASHINGTON.  OC   20006- 34«3 

INVOICE 

"one    27,     1995  32594-0001 
•udson   Project    -    Nature  of  Matter:    Dog  Track   to 

PIEASE  PETVIBN  THIS  POBTIOM  WITH  YOUR  BEMITTANCE 

Disbursements : 

Photocopies  1H.20 
Long  Distance  Telephone  40.08 
Postage  3.12 
Facsimiles  88.50 

;6/27/95  LARRY  KITTO  -  expense  for  airfare,  hotel,  1380.00 
parking,  meals,  etc.  (4/18-5/24/95) 

Total  Disbursements:         $1,622.90 

Total  Services  and  Disbursements:         $9,122.90 

..«.»»«»«.♦•...... »»Statement  of  Account******************** 

BALANCE  DUE  FROM  PREVIOUS  STATEMENT  '  7783.60 -ESS  PAYMENT  (S)  (7783.60) 

BALANCE  FORWARD  .00 
CURRENT  INVOICE  9122.90 

BALANCE  DUE  $9,122.90 

AA  0000274 
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:tCi  tJO    S>€n  J 

MTa  i^c   ofirn-t. 

etwul  --  rou  re  o<^e  of  tr«  lobonst  here  Locsorisis 

rcDort  DKc  t^v  sars  wnai   to  ucton  and  so  on.     And  ■*« 
asking  rou  yr^lher  or  not  rou  Decame  v^are  tr.at  there 

had  been  such  lectinos  in  tne  course  or  roj-  looortro 
erfori 

rtJ    PENTtLOViTCH:       I    m  Boinfl   to  oCject    to 

trw  roTii  of   the  Question.     Go  aneao  and  answer. 

I  don- t  rencaoer. 

rr.  Kitio.  uouldnt  contacts  with  the  viMte  Kx/se  be 

50ff«lhino  youd  tefce  sioniflcant   to  ro^jr   lootirlno 

effort"> Sore. 

And  Its  rour  testlconr  that   roo  don't  renectter  that 
ever  hapoentno? 

I  don't  remeetoer. 

Well.  rr.  Kitto.  can  you  testify,    to  yo«x 

recollection,   that    it  did  not  naooen.    that  there  were 

no  such  meetines  txtueen  oooonents  of   the  Hjdson 

casino  ar4  officials  of  the  Uhite  Kx/se7 
^4o. 

Otay.     Vho  is  Tom  Snyder? 

Tom  Snyder  is  a  oast  associate  --  hes  a  friend  of 

OConncrs  and  I   thin*  he's  a  friend  of  Oumn'S.    I 
ihir*.     He  rented  sofl«  office  soacc  in  the  vasninoion 

office  at  one  tim. <20 

i   nean  tnat  s  all   i  recall  Ktout   it. 

TT\at  re  youtd  loot   mto  the  issue** Tean. 

Oo  you  recall  whelher   the  President   lixiicated 

sonethinc  *ort  suosiantive   (nan  just   loofc   into 

fact   mat  he  wanted  sonethino  done? 

rfi.  PCNTROviTCH;     Veil,    la  eoir«  \x 

object   to  the  ojesnon  because  you've  not 
established  that  rr    Kitto  talked  to  trw 

President  hiaself, 

nt.    VAAOA:      NO.    in  oothfi   •-    I   do  rt>\ 

assume  that  rr    Kiito  teued  to  the  Pres-oct 

I'a  trying  to  solicit   (he  hearsay  with  rtisxz 

to  k/«t  rr.  Snyders  conversation  was  as  tar;  of 

the  discovery  oroceeding 

rf?,   PENTE1.WITCH      R.ont.      I  understanc. 

The  oroblea  with  rou"  Question  is  that  you  *• 

really  not  done  anything  to  lay  down  If  in  j  is 

s.note  hearsay,   double  hearsay,    triple  hearsay, 

how  he  heard  it.   wno  he  heard  it  fron.     t  van 

you've  really  iwde  no  record  on  that,  so  -• 
rR.  VAWOA:     NO.    I  understand  that. 

rf?    PGNTtLOv  I  TO :     Ck  ay . 

rH.   VARDA       i(  s  hearsay,      i  orobablr  can't 
oet   It   in  anrwar.  but    i  do  need  to  (eke  it  :3 

fKS. 
«J1        

Nou.  re  .snl  a'riCisur  Dart  or  tr\c   loCOrlns 

errort.  i.s  nf 

A No, 

i But  r«  3ie  m  fact  txt  contacts  on  cenair  or  the 

looonnt  t«m.  a.ont  nei 

k 1   tmn  Ion  Sower  naa  •  conversation  witn  tne  wiUe 

House,   res      •«  Oia  M»»e.   res. 

c Qcay.     tec  ynen  ntj  sar  tne  ytyilt  ̂ teuse.   nuTt 

teuine  aoout  President  Clinton? 

A Presioent  Clinton,   tnafs  true. 

3 Otar.     So  rr.  SnrOer  nad  a  conversation  witn 

President  Clinton.     And  1  assuae  that  sot  resorted 

Dact.  dimt  If 

A Sore. 
0 That  wold  Be  lowrtant  to  rotr  loeorlne  errort. 

sofnetnine  rou'd  uanl  to  know  ac»ut   It.  uoulfft'l  it? 
A Sure. 

; aar.     Whr  oont  rou  tell  us  ynat   the  sucstance  or 

tnat  conversation  was  as  reoorted  oacK   to  rou. 

» A unat  was  reoorted  oact  to  «  was  tnat  Snroer  talked 

21 
to  tne  President  and  tne  President  said  ne  t«ulo  look 

a into  tne  issue. 

23 m     fWTELOVITCH:        I'm   Just    BOids    tO 

2< 
retroactlvelr  oCject   to   tnat  ouestlon  as  not 

2S 
oeine  verr  definite. 

«21 

PAGE 
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1 
its  looicai  conclusion  so  mat   i  can  use  i*.  'or : firt.-er  discoverr. 

} 0 
Well,   lets  00  Back  a  Bioote  ano  rou  can  ariwer  •  'ew < 
ouestions  aoout   tnat       Oid  rr     O'Connor  talk  o.^ntlr 

i 
to  rr.   Snroer' 

t A 1   oont   know. 

7 0 
Are  tner  rnends' 

8 rR.   PEXTHlOviTCM:     Qtjjectlon.   asked  arc 

1 answered. 

le 

0 To«  Snrder  and  rr    OComor.   tnerre  frienas.  amt 

n 

tne/? 

tt A 

<] 

don-i  know. 

1< 

0 Old  rou  sDeaK  to  rr    Snroer  directlr  aeout  nis 

IS 

conversation  witn  President  Clinton? 

IS 

A 
i-ve  never  let  or  talked  to  rr    Snroer.     wouloi-t 

17 

know  t<^at  ne  looted  like 

l« 

0 
^*3u  was  tne  inrornation  witn  ressect  to  rr.  Snraer-s 

U conversation  witn  tne  PresiOent  conruiicated  eaa  to 

X 

rou? 

21 

A TN-owon  fr     O'Connor 

22 0 
So  do  rou  know   If  rr     O'Connor   talked  to  rr.  Sir^er? 

2} A !'■  assuains  ne  oio      rouii  rtave  to  ask 

2< 

rr.  OComor. 

2S 

0 Oid  rr.  O'Connor  sar  anrtnmo  to  rou  to  indicate  »at 

<2] 
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JULY  13, 1995 

CLINTON/GORE  '96 
FUNDRAISING  DINNER 

DATE:  July  13.1995 
LOCATION:  The  Home  of  Tom  and  Cynthia  Schneider 
TIME:  7:30pm 
FROM:  Laura  Hartigan 

PURPOSE 

To  raise  money  for  Clinton/Gore  '96  Primary  Committee 

BACKGROUND 

The  Clinton/Gore  reelection  dinner  will  be  hosted  by  Tom  and  Cynthia  Schneider  who  are 
stroI^g  supporters  of  the  President  and  have  atter>ded  Renaissance  Weekend  with  the 

Clinton's.  The  dituier,  honoring  The  President  .(^jTlbc  SI  OOP  per  pcrsnrj>  Tliere  will  be 
approximately  350  people  in  attendance.  The  evenVformat  will  be  an  interactive  dscmrs 
with  the  guests.  A  large  portion  of  the  event  wifl  be  devoted  to  questions  and  answers 
during  the  Presidents  remarks. 

III.  PARTICIPANTS 

See  anached  guest  list 
See  attached  private  greeting  list 

IV.  PRESS  PLAN 

The  event  is  closed  press 

V.  SEQUENCE  Of  EVENTS 

^ ^. 

/Tih 

-r .-'-    " 

/>r 

6:30  pm 

7:15  pm 

Call  Time  for  Guests/Reception  Begiru 

Guests  seated  for  dinner 

.^■^ 

CGRO-0 13393 
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7  30  pm  YOU  arrive  and  enter  Schncida  home  - 

meet  Tom  and  Cynthia  Schneider  and  their  children  in  library 

Then  proceed  to  greet  str  ering  committee  (12  people)  across  the  hall 

745  pn,  YOU  are  announced  offstage  into  tent  ("Hail  to  the  Chief  is  played)  then 
proceed  to  yoitf  seat 

You  are  seated  at  table  »_2   

R.25  pm  Tentative  program  begins: 

Cynthia  Schneider  welcomes  guesu  and  introduces  Tom  Schneider 

Tom  Schneider  gives  remarks  and  explains  Q<kA  fomra  then 
introduces  YOU 
YOU  deliver  remarks  and  take  Q&A 

9;  30  pin  YOU  work  ropeline  out  and  depait 

VI.       REMARKS 

Your  remarks  are  provided  by  the  speech  \*Titer.   A  majority  of  your  program  is  Q&A. 

CGR0-0\339- 

Peq.  5/23/' 
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Faraily  Gre«ten(Library) 

Tom  Schneider 

Cynthia  Schneider 
Tommie(daughter) 
Sam(son) 

.Slcerinc  Committee  list(livini:  room) 

'1  om  and  Cynthia  Schneider 

John  and  Ann  Schneider(Tont'$  brother  and  nieccj 

John  and  Anne  Schncider(Tom's  father  and  mother) 
Bob  Barric 

Julie  Barric 

Paula  Barrie 

Al  Dwoskin 

Phil  Vevcer 

Gerry  Mcgowcn 

*li$t  incomplete 

CGB0-O133t5 
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The  President's  Table 

Tom  Schneider 

JiiT.  Rouse 

Phil  Verveer 

Gerry  McGowan 
Jane  Condon 

Eldy  Achcson 
Jamie  Gorelick 
Paula  Stem 

Diane  Fronkl 

Tentative  lirst  Lady  $  Tuble 

Cynthia  Schneider 
lorn  Troyer 
Deborah  Tannen 

Jolui  Schneider 

Kaiheryn  Earquaer 
Jim  Robinson 

Pat  Koskinen 

Jim  Hamilton 
Marru  Tucker 
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M  riiino.SnMVBr«;i.lW: T«[  Tmnxnw  Po«t 

While  House  Releases  More  Tapes  of  Political  Events 

One  Shows  Fund-Raiser  a  Day  Before  Admimtration  'j  Controversial  Rejection  cf  Indian  Casino 

•  By  Cu7  Gufli«ai 
!        udOorteLvdMrjr. 

•  Tbt  Whiit  Hove  j^Meritj  rt- 
Utscd  tipet  0/  24  poDbci]  rKBtt 
Jusdcd  br  Prrwieiil  OblMi  ad 
Tfict  fVMJiJeW  Cere  duriB*  Ibar 
1996  rr^lectioo  camp«iri-  ̂   ̂   '•^ 

'  l'ninr#  (tx  CVCStS  iboW  'B  tipet 
^ibmioaj  orlicr  u>  dit  SeniU  Co*- 
q^nxsal  Uhin  Cumminrt,  mm 
d  dx  evnu  m  ih<  i>r>1)r  rtluMd 
tipn  uoli  plw  is  ibc  WUte  Hou*e. 
4id  lb<  n<t  EU^^rOT  xn  pUin); 

wu  ao  qu^tfwo  o/  vTOA^doaf  by 
Oinioo  or  Gore  is  uha^  (or  a»o«T 
•  'We  £dfi1  &£d  ffiftkiAf  tbA  w 

^  (till  bierrtba^,*  uid  PiuJ  Qtft. 
Bokesnua  lor  the  'iiiimr****  wfaicb 

lad  «ib(»eMed  Ibt  Ope*.  The  OB- 
itiiiM  hu  M«  nczmd  apn  a(  Z3< 
^oB  leuuriiK  Ouioh  C«rt  or 

iladoM  ■  &<  a«a  ««  om 
•om  <  }<i)y  a  19K.  faMl<BKr  ■ 

Ite  Mnrliad  bcme  o<Toa  Sctee- 
^.  ptfOer  o(  Ibe  dud  Mbyia  lor  < 
roap  U  la^a  iribn  Atf  «n 
Srnf  to  Mod  plus  by  n<d  BiVi  ID 
^ea  I  osiM  o  HiidM.  Wtt.  TV 
taUTior  D<v»/Ui)uii  re/KUi  *«  c» 

'.  ano  plu  ibe  dsy  ifijer  Ihe  hfid' 

;  *Tute  Houje  iprdiJ  comte)  lJ»- 
^  J  Dfvu  ujd  ̂   iflnmrnn&eQ 
rtyv^*^  oo>)f  two  o(  Ihe  tipa  i* 

'imcij  nt^oavor'  to  ;b<  comjnil' 
t«T  I  aibfiotiu;  1  Dsc  I ISS.  UJ7' 
lk>«<r  Haul  rRW  «in<M  br  Vib- 
III  ■■iiiiii  Rof«r  Timnc  ad  i  Mjx 
IE.  1996.  SberOM  Wuharoa  Haul 
tyaqiMl  lb«  mti  ihov  i  lli  i  urn 

^pw  of  Y>h  Ls  'ChsV*  Tnt umru  ud  Trie  ere  key  fifum  m 
lie  admiaianboe  I  IMS  kadn» 
il^oaadAla. 
Dm  «u4  fte  Wkne  Houw  ■ub' 

Btitod  ftt  C  odxr  Upn  ̂   <  tpov 

4  csopenboa*  bvt  vnhbcld  O  otb- 
VI.  becKoe  •Aey  »ert  wot  ibool 
Its4«ma(  '  B<iore  reWtaaf  M- 
tter  apev  be  added.  At  W^fli 

HouK  vuird  10  eiobSih  'msoe- 
able  fanja*  o«  coap&jacr.  aor  co- 
g%tt  n  *n  opep<aded  (ihinc  faft- 

dim.' 

diri  aaid.  *We're  |oU|  to  sort 
vith  Ibe  WTiiie  Houk  to  |«  afin 

o(  (bote  ope*  «T  o««d'  Drria  aid 
tb<  viihbrtd  apn  tbo*  aiie  Des» 

cnDc  Party  nd  cu&crewouJ  bud' 
rajoert,  pofifyoncsud  brie£ii(i  br 
dooors  nd  mJaceOaeout  c^enti  a> 
reUi^  to  Cund-rmitiAf  Koac  o/  tbe 
rROti  look  pLtc*  it  ibe  Wbiu 
Houa». 

1W  luaiknbcr  «  SchsdiSCT'i 
Sa4r  Viae  ioat  pt^duoH 
SCO.OOa  ScbMidcr.  i  bc(tet 

tiead  of  Clatsa'i,  b  abe  ftt  b« 
panacf  «<  FMrkt  ).  OCaeaoc  i 
pro«uA«at  WaahiAjloo  lobbyiaC  ate 
npmesird  Ibe  vftvt  oppoaaf  lb< 
HudaoQ  casiao. 

May  IM  DOM  br  Am  JthlomU.  • 
bbbyUt  tor  6<  Sl  Crate  CUnoK 
oac  «<  ib<  ofpoaiac  ttftet, « i«ta| 
apokea  to  OJiMa  aba«  A<  prapoM 
MAji  a  wia  rQadiA 

TV  JabbaiU  acne  aU  Stteat- 
4tr  ̂ a  na^ianil  h  »  aaaai  — • 
Knalke  *tt  ClBtoa  ft«  OitH  b 

(Mrt  «(  *e  Hadn  4«  baA  l» 
•a*.*  Sbe  iho  fcacribed  ba«  0%«» 
Bor  bad  itMoaiAad  CiMM  tboul 
lfat<Miao«»fcidrrinf  hlflat- 
ipoboBA«HKW& 

Accor^Bf  to  caal  rvoofOA.  ̂ ^> 
toe  loid  Braoe  Ltadac7.  OM  of  ha  top 
tide*,  to  bar  OXoaaor  cot  aad.  a 

JabkKuU  pal  1  LUacy  "dedded  k 

*a  I  proMea  [Wbte  Houa  deputy 
ciild  It  00  Rnldl  Icka 

■mId/csuVl/ihouId  bkt  can  ot* S<±adder  ba  iM  be  «d  •« 

mnonbrf  laft^to  Cbua  oboot 
ibc  cMbe.  bal  Ad  tol  Icta  a  t 
raocpfloa  toil  ̂ ^b  b  imu^baf  ̂ o 

aofbl  to  pay  tf  wiima  to* Wbea  Ibe  la«flor  Depanmeat 
niccted  ttx  Hudaoa  casoo  plu  oo 

July  11  Isieiior  Seortary  Brvm 
Babba  uM  a  old  bieod.  Put  F. 
tdkatii.  dul  kkei  bad  demaadrd 
t  dcdaea  Aat  day  BabbiB  hai 
•lac*  uU  V  Bade  Ibe  iiory  «p 

tofd  r^  k  Mniv.  «bo  bad  bcva  hired 
by  die  lowif  tribe*,  out  a(  bit 

ottct. 
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[The  deposition  of  Heather  Sibbison  follows:] 

Executive  Session 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight, 
U.S.  House  of  Representatives, 

Washington,  DC. 

DEPOSITION  OF:  HEATHER  SIBBISON 

Thursday,  January  15,  1998 

The  deposition  in  the  above  matter  was  held  in  Room  2247,  Raybum  House  Office 
Building,  commencing  at  10:00  a.m. 

Appearances: 
Staff  Present  for  the  Government  Reform  and  Oversight  Committee:  Barbara 

Comstock,  Chief  Investigative  Counsel;  James  C.  Wilson,  Senior  Investigative  Coun- 
sel; Rae  Oliver,  Investigative  Counsel;  Kenneth  Ballen,  Minority  Chief  Investigative 

Counsel;  Michael  Yang,  Minority  Counsel;  and  David  Sadkin,  Minority  Covmsel. 
For  MS.  SIBBISON: 
TIMOTHY  S.  ELLIOTT,  ESQ. 
Deputy  Associate  SoUcitor-General  Law 
Department  of  the  Interior 
1849  C  Street,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.C. 
Ms.  Comstock.  On  the  record.  Good  afternoon.  On  behalf  of  the  members  of  the 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight,  I  thank  you  for  appearing  here 
today.  This  proceeding  is  known  as  a  deposition.  The  person  transcribing  is  a  House 
reporter.  She  is  also  a  notary  public,  and  I  will  now  request  that  you  be  placed 
under  oath. 

THEREUPON,  HEATHER  SIBBISON,  a  witness,  was  called  for  examination  by 
Counsel,  and  after  having  been  first  duly  sworn,  was  examined  and  testified  as 
follows: 

Ms.  Comstock.  I  would  like  to  note  for  the  record  those  who  are  present  at  the 
beginning  of  this  deposition.  I  would  also  note  that  the  only  people  who  should  be 
coming  in  here  during  the  deposition  may  be  some  other  counsel  throughout,  so  I 
will  attempt  to  make  a  record  of  who  appears  as  they  come  in  and  out,  but  nobody 
else  is  permitted  to  come  in  during  the  deposition.  Of  course.  Members  of  Congress, 
also,  may  join  us. 
My  name  is  Barbara  Comstock.  I  am  the  designated  Majority  counsel  for  the  dep- 

osition today.  I  am  accompanied  by  Rae  Oliver,  who  is  also  with  the  Majority  staff. 
Jim  Wilson  is  also  here  with  us  this  morning. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  I  am  David  Sadkin,  Minority  counsel,  here  with  Ken  Ballen  and  Mi- 
chael Yang. 

Ms.  Comstock.  And  the  deponent  today  is  accompanied  by? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Timothy  Elliott. 
Ms.  Comstock.  Who  is  with  the  Solicitor's  Office  at  the  Interior  Department. 
Although  this  proceeding  is  being  held  in  a  somewhat  informal  atmosphere,  be- 

cause you  have  been  placed  under  oath,  your  testimony  here  today  has  the  same 
force  and  effect  as  if  you  were  testifying  before  the  committee  or  in  a  courtroom. 
If  I  ask  you  about  conversations  you  have  had  in  the  past  and  you  are  unable  to 
recall  the  exact  words  used  in  the  conversation,  I  would  ask  that  you  tell  us  what 
you  do  recall  of  that  and  give  us  the  gist  or  substance  of  any  such  conversation  to 
the  best  of  your  recollection.  If  you  recall  only  part  of  a  conversation  or  only  part 
of  an  event,  please  give  us  your  best  recollection  of  those  events  or  parts  of  con- 

versations that  you  do  recall.  If  I  ask  you  whether  you  have  any  information  about 
a  particular  subject  and  you  have  overheard  other  persons  conversing  with  each 
other  regarding  that  subject  or  seen  correspondence  or  documentation  about  that 
subject,  please  tell  me  that  you  do  have  such  information  and  indicate  the  source 
from  which  you  have  derived  any  such  knowledge. 

Before  we  begin  the  questioning,  I  would  also  like  to  give  you  some  background 
about  the  investigation  and  your  appearance  here.  Pursuant  to  its  authority  under 
House  Rules  X  and  XI  of  the  House  of  Representatives,  the  committee  is  engaged 
in  a  wide  ranging  review  of  possible  political  fund-raising  improprieties  and  possible 
violations  of  law.  Pages  2  through  4  of  House  report  105-139  summarizes  the  inves- 
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tigation  as  of  June  19,  1997,  and  describes  new  matters  which  have  arisen  in  the 
course  of  investigation  and  also  notes  that  these  related  matters  that  arise  in  the 
course  of  the  investigation  also  are  included.  Also,  pages  4  through  11  of  the  report 
explain  the  background  of  the  investigation.  All  questions  related  either  directly  or 
indirectly  to  these  issues  or  questions  which  have  a  tendency  to  make  the  existence 
of  any  pertinent  fact  more  or  less  probable  than  it  would  be  without  the  evidence 
are  proper. 

The  committee  has  been  granted  specific  authorization  to  conduct  this  deposition 
pursuant  to  House  resolution  167,  which  passed  the  full  House  on  June  20,  1997. 
Committee  Rule  20  outlines  the  ground  rules  for  the  deposition. 

Majority  and  Minority  committee  coiinsels  will  ask  you  questions  regarding  the 
subject  matter  of  the  investigation.  Minority  counsel  will  ask  questions  after  Major- 

ity counsel  has  completed  the  questioning.  After  the  Minority  counsel  has  completed 
questioning  you,  a  new  round  of  questioning  may  begin.  Members  of  Congress  who 
wish  to  ask  questions  will  be  afforded  an  immediate  opportunity  to  ask  their  ques- 

tions at  any  time  when  they  may  be  present,  or  when  they  are  present,  when  they 
feel  like  asking  questions.  When  they  are  finished,  committee  counsel  will  resume 
questioning. 

Pursuant  to  the  committees  rules,  you  are  allowed  to  have  an  attorney  present 
to  advise  you  of  your  rights.  Actually,  today  you  are  accompanied  by  department 
counsel.  Any  objection  raised  during  the  course  of  the  deposition  shall  be  stated  for 
the  record.  If  the  witness  is  instructed  not  to  answer  a  question  or  otherwise  refuses 
to  answer  a  question,  we  would  ask  that  you  provide  us  the  reason  for  that. 

This  deposition  is  considered  as  taken  in  executive  session  of  the  committee, 
which  means  it  may  not  be  made  public  without  the  consent  of  the  committee,  pur- 

suant to  clause  2(k)(7)  of  House  Rule  XI. 
We  will  also  have  the  deposition  available.  We  usually  have  the  deposition  avail- 

able the  day  after  the  deposition,  and  given  that  we  are  going  to  be  having  hearings 
shortly  on  this  matter,  we  would  ask  that  if  you  would  like  to  review  it  to  do  that 
as  soon  as  possible  and  we  will  make  every  effort  to  make  it  available  to  you  as 
soon  as  possible,  including  we  will  be  around  this  weekend  if  you  would  like  to  do 
it  over  the  weekend.  Do  you  have  any  questions  before  we  get  started. 

The  Witness.  I  do  not. 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  have  a  statement  to  make.  In  the  past  depositions  the  Majority 

counsel  has  attempted  to  get  the  deponents  to  testify  that  there  is  a  cookie  cutter 
method  in  making  decisions  in  off-reservation  gaming.  I  think  it  is  clear  from  the 
testimony  that  has  been  given  in  depositions,  testimony  that  may  be  adduced  at  fu- 

ture hearings,  that  there  is  no  such  formula  for  deciding  off-reservation  gaming 
issues.  If  there  were,  our  computers  could  do  that  work  for  us  and  people  wouldn't be  necessary. 

Ms.  Sibbison  testified  for  some  fovu-  hours  in  deposition  before  the  Senate  staff. 
At  that  time,  she  answered  all  questions  that  they  asked  of  her,  and  has  provided 
virtually  all  the  information  of  which  she  has  knowledge  about  the  Hudson  Dog 
Track  matter.  Today  she  is  here  voluntarily.  I  would  point  out  that  she  has  laryngi- 

tis. We  are  therefore  insisting  that  this  deposition  terminate  at  5:00  p.m.  this 
evening.  In  view  of  the  fact  that  we  arrived  at  the  Majority  staff  offices  10  minutes 
late,  if  necessary,  and  only  if  necessary,  I  am  prepared  to  extend  and  ask  Ms. 

Sibbison  to  extend  her  voluntary  time  for  10  minutes  beyond  5  o'clock.  We  will  take 
regular  breaks,  and  I  am  suggesting,  but  we  will  do  so  without  necessarily  having 
an  agreement  on  it,  10  minutes  at  least  every  90  minutes. 

It  is  my  understanding,  as  previously  stated  to  me  and  represented  to  me  by  both 
counsel  for  the  Majority  and  the  Chairman,  that  you  will  not  cover  the  same  ground 
covered  in  the  Senate  deposition  and  you  will  not  cover  matters  concerned  with  our 
ongoing  litigation. 
We  further  understand  that  oiu-  witnesses  are  not  to  be  badgered,  they  are  not 

to  be  asked  repetitive  questions  if  they  have  already  answered  them.  If  this  occxirs, 

I  will  object,  and,  if  necessary,  terminate  the  deposition  before  5:00  o'clock.  I  have no  further  statement. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  The  Minority  would  just  like  to  concur  in  Mr.  Elliott's  concern  about 
the  duplication  of  this  investigation  with  the  Senate's  investigation  and  we  hope  the 
subject  matter  of  this  investigation  will  be  limited  to  new  areas. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK; 

Question.  All  right.  As  you  can  tell,  my  voice  is  a  little  weak  today,  too,  so  I  will 
make  every  attempt  to  get  done  here  by  5:00  o'clock.  Obviously,  as  with  other  depo- 

sitions, we  can't  make  any  guarantee  depending  on  what  arises  but  we  will  make every  effort  to  make  this  as  brief  as  possible. 
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I  am  going  to  skip  over  sort  of  the  normal  preliminaries  and  background.  Could 
you  tell  me  if  you  met  with  anyone  other  than  Mr.  EUiott  to  prepare  for  this  deposi- 

tion today? 
Answer.  I  am  not  sure  what  you  mean  by  prepare,  but  as  I  understand  that  word 

"prepare,"  no. 
Question.  Did  you  speak  to  anybody  else  about  the  deposition  today? 
Answer.  Certainly  I  have  spoken  with  other  people  that  I  was  being  deposed 

today,  but  not  about  what  I  would  be  deposed  about. 

Question.  So  other  than  discussing  I  am  going  up  for  a  deposition,  you  haven't had  any  discussions  about  this  deposition,  except  with  Mr.  Elliott? 
Answer.  That  is  correct. 
Question.  And  did  you  review  any  docvunents  prior  to  the  deposition? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  did. 
Question.  And  were  those  docximents  made  available  to  you  by  the  department? 
Answer.  They  are  primarily  documents  I  already  had  in  my  file.  Some  of  them 

are  documents  that  were  made  available  by  the  department. 
Question.  Have  you  had  any  White  House  documents  made  available  to  you? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  do  you  know  how  those  were  provided  to  the  department? 
Answer.  I  believe  in  the  course  of  the  Utigation,  but  I  don't  know  for  sure. 
Question.  It  is  the  White  House  Counsel's  Office  that  provided  those  documents? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Have  you  reviewed  your  docvunents  pxirsuant  to  this  committee's  Senate subpoenas  and  provided  all  relevant  records? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Were  you  provided  a  copy  of  the  committee's  subpoena  in  order  to  re- view docvunents  or  how  did  you  come  to  review  them? 
Answer.  I  believe  I  have  a  copy,  but  I  was  told  that  I  needed  to  review  my  files 

again  and  I  have  reproduced  my  files  on  a  number  of  occasions. 
Question.  Is  it  your  practice  to  keep  notes  from  various  meetings  on  a  regular 

basis? 
Answer.  Sometimes. 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  you  kept  notes  fi-om  meetings  that  are  at  issue  in  this matter? 
Answer.  If  I  did,  they  would  have  been  in  my  files  and  there  are  very  few  notes 

in  my  files. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  recall  at  the  time,  if  you  did  take  notes  in  any  of  the 

meetings,  notes  that  were  not  then  preserved? 
Mr.  Elliott.  At  what  time,  Ms.  Comstock?  At  the  time,  you  said.  At  what  time 

are  you  talking  about? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  From  the  time  you  became  involved  in  the  Hudson  casino  matter  that 
we  are  addressing  here  today? 
Answer.  I  have  no  independent  recollection  of  taking  or  not  taking  notes.  I  do, 

as  a  general  matter,  keep  my  notes  when  I  take  them  and  I  don't  throw  them  away, 
so  if  1  had  taken  them,  they  would  have  been  in  my  files,  but  I  don't  have — I  don't have  a  clear  recollection  of  taking  them  or  not  taking  them. 

Question.  Okay.  When  you  have  meetings,  for  example,  with  your  colleagues  or 
wiUi  the  Secretary,  do  you  normally  have  a  note  pad  where  you  take  down  notes 
or  a  steno  pad,  something  like  that? 

Answer.  It  depends  what  kind  of  meeting  it  is.  If  it's  a  meeting  to  discuss  an  issue 
about  which  I  already  know  the  facts  well,  then  I  don't  because  we  are  having  a 
policy  discussion  and  it  is  not  necessary.  If  it's  a  meeting  on  a  new  issue  and  I  need to  learn  the  facts  and  write  down  the  facts  so  I  can  learn  them  and  remember  them, 
I  might.  So  it  depends  on  what  sort  of  meeting  it  is. 

Question.  In  your  Senate  deposition — why  don't  I  just  provide  you  with  a  copy  of 
that.  Just  for  the  record,  so  we  know  what  the  witness  is  reviewing,  it  is  the  Sep- 

tember 26,  1997,  Senate  deposition  of  Heather  Sibbison  fi:t)m  Senate  Committee  on 
Governmental  Affairs.  I  just  wanted  you  to  have  a  copy.  I  think  some  of  the  ques- 

tions may  be  general,  but  I  just  wanted  you  to  have  an  opportunity  to  be  able  to 
review  it  as  we  go  along  if  you  need  to? 

Answer.  Thaim  you. 
Question.  On  a  number  of  occasions  in  the  deposition,  you  discussed  general  meet- 

ings and  ongoing  policy  discussions  you  had  about  Indian  gaming  and  casinos  and 
the  decision  at  issue  in  the  Hudson  casino  matter.  Do  you  recall  in  any  of  those  pol- 

icy discussions  or  meetings  taking  any  notes? 
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Answer.  No. 
Question.  And  do  you  know,  have  you  reviewed  your  calendars  to  determine  when 

any  of  those  meetings  may  have  occurred? 
Answer.  I  produced  my  calendar  as  part  of  all  of  the  document  productions.  I  con- 

fess, I  have  not  reviewed  it  again.  We  had  general  gaming  meetings  that  wouldn't 
show  up  on  my  calendar  as  Hudson  Dog  Track  gaming  meeting,  we  would  have  gen- 

eral status  update  meetings  that  would  encompass  all  sorts  of  issues.  I  don't  have 
my  calendar  in  front  of  me  and  didn't  review  it  oefore  coming  here  so  I  can't  answer it  accurately. 

Question.  Okay.  And  do  you  keep  your  calendars  then? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  So  would  you  have  your  calendars  for  the  1995  time  period? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  am  sure  I  produced  it  though,  it  would  be  in  the  documents  some- where. 

Question.  And  as  for  phone  messages   
Answer.  I  don't  keep  those. 
Question.  Do  you  keep  yoiu-  e-mail  on  a  regular  basis? 
Answer.  In  my  office,  it  is  automatically  deleted  after  30  days.  If  it  is  something 

I  think  is  substantive  and  important,  I  print  it  out  and  keep  it  and  keep  it  in  my 
files. 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  you  had  any  substantive  e-mails  on  this  topic  it  would 
have  been  kept  in  your  files  and  you  would  have  produced  it? 

Answer.  If  I  thought  it  was  something  worth  keeping,  yes. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  any  of  the  hard  drives  at  the  Interior  Department  have 

been  checked  for  e-mail  on  this  topic  in  the  course  of  discovery? 
Answer.  I  can  only  speak  toward  the  hard  drive  on  which  I  am — my  files  are  lo- cated and  it  has  been  searched. 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  dociunents  in  your  personal  possession  that  haven't 
been  turned  over — turned  over  yet  in  this  matter? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  documents  that  are  yours  that  there  is  some  type 

of  privilege  being  claimed  over  them? 
Answer.  I  assume  in  the  litigation  that  some  of  the  documents  I  had,  because  they 

were  from  the  Solicitor's  Office,  would  have  been  claimed  as  privileged  vmder  attor- 
ney client  privilege,  but  I  don't  have  an  independent  personal  knowledge  of  which documents  or  what  privilege. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Do  you  know  if  any  have  been? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know,  no. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  And  I  think  what  I  am  trying  to  get  at  is  if  there  is  a  body  of  documents 
you  now  have  that  maybe  have  not  been  produced  to  us  or  to  any  other  body  that 
are  privileged  documents  that  have  been  not  identified? 

Answer.  It  is  my  belief,  without  me  having  factual  knowledge,  that  everything  I 
have  has  been  produced  to  you. 

Question.  Okay.  And  who  do  you  tiim  your  documents  over  to  after  you  have  re- viewed them? 

Answer.  I  have  turned  them  over  to  the  Sohcitor's  Office  for  the  purposes  of  the 
litigation,  I  have  turned  them  over  to  the  Solicitor's  Office  for  the  purposes  of  that 
Senate  request  and  for  the  purposes  of  your  request.  I  also  tiuTied  them  over  to  Con- 

gressional Affairs  for  the  same  purposes  of  the  House  and  Senate  requests. 
Question.  One  of  the  things  you  had  indicated  in  your  Senate  testimony  was  that 

it  was  your  understanding  that  a  decision  had  already  been  made  on  the  subject 
before  the  lobbyists  became  involved.  I  think  the  record   

Mr.  Elliott.  Do  you  have  a  particular  page  or  citation? 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Actually,  it  is  throughout. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Okay.  It's  page  66,  which  is  on  the  bottom.  The  answer  is  in  the  middle 
of  page  66.  It  indicates  we  had  made  a  decision  before  we  ever  had  a  meeting  with 
them,  meaning — right  prior  to  that  there  is  a  discussion  of  the  Minnesota  delegation 
giving  us  a  hard  tune.  The  records  reflect  there  was  a  meeting  in  early  February 
of  '95.  Was  it  your  understanding  that  a  decision  on  the  Hudson  casino  matter  had 
been  made  prior  to  February  8,  1995? 

Answer.  Actually,  I  would  like  to  make  a  statement  though.  When  I  was  deposed 
for  the  Senate,  I  had  not  reviewed  the  documents,  except  for  a  few  documents  very 
quickly.  Having  reviewed  the  documents  more  carefully  before  this  deposition,  I 
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think  I  have  a  better  understanding  of  the  time  line.  To  answer  your  question,  I 
was  not  involved  in  the  Minnesota  delegation  meeting.  It  is  my  understanding, 

without  having  personal  knowledge,  that  the  people  who  attended  that  meeting, 

that  it  was  a  new  issue  to  them,  and  that  what  I  have  here  is  chronologically  incor- 

Question.  Okay.  Could  you  then  correct  the  record  and  explain  to  us  yovu-  under- 
standing of  what  the  chronology  was  and  when  the  decision  was  made,  to  the  best 

of  yoiu"  understanding  now? 
Answer.  Well,  let  me  take  yovu*  question  in  2  parts,  if  I  understand  it  correctly. 

First  of  all,  in  terms  of  when  the  decision  was  made,  there  was  no  specific  date  on 
when  the  decision  was  made.  It  evolved  over  a  long  period  of  time  and  a  long  series 

of  meetings.  In  terms  of,  if  what  you  mean  by  the  decision  is  what  is  actually  in 

the  Jvily  14th  letter  that  Mike  Anderson  signed,  when  you  are  talking  about  the  de- 
cision in  terms  of  whether  or  not  we  were  predisposed  to  take  the  land  into  trust, 

I  think  what  I  recall,  and  I  can't  speak  for  other  people,  but  my  recollection  is  that 
everybody  had  a  gut  feeling  that  it  was  not  a  good  idea  to  take  it  into  trust  and 

that  there  were  too  many  problems  with  it  and  I  don't  remember  anybody  ever,  dur- 

ing this  time  period  when  it  came  to  the  department  late  in  '94  through  July,  when 
we  issued  the  final  decision,  I  don't  recall  anybody  saying,  gee,  maybe  we  ought  to 
take  it  into  trust,  and  that  time  period  was  used  to  review  the  appUcation  and  talk 
about  its  merits  and  demerits  and  to  talk  about  the  legal  and  policy  underpinnings 
that  underlied  why  we  all  had  a  negative  gut  reaction  about  it. 

Question.  Can  you  define  who  the  "we"  is? 
Answer.  Everybody  who  worked  on  gaming.  Mike  Anderson,  me,  George  Skibine, 

Bob  Anderson,  John  Duffy,  Tom  Hartman,  to  the  degree  that  he  was  involved,  al- 
though he  was  only  minimally  involved,  Tom  Collier.  I  may  be  forgetting  people,  I 

don't  know.  There  are  a  lot  of  people  who  work  on  gaming  issues  at  the  department. 
Question.  Wo\Ud  that  include  Ada  Deer? 
Answer.  Yes,  Ada— I  never  personally  spoke  to  Ada  about  it,  but  Mike  Anderson 

was  her  deputy,  and  I  assume  that  he  kept  her  up  to  speed  on  it. 
Question.  Was  it  your  understanding  tliat  she  had  a  negative  gut  reaction  to  this 

Hudson  casino — ? 
Answer.  She  never   
Question  [continuing].  Application? 
Answer.  She  never  expressed  anything  to  the  contrary,  and  so  many  people  who 

work  on  gaming  issues  are  part  of  her  staff  that — no,  I  never  had  a  personal  con- 
versation with  her  about  it,  but  between  Mike  Anderson  and  George  Skibine,  Hilda 

Manuel,  another  person  who  was  aware  of  the  decision  making  process,  I  would  find 
it  extremely  unlikely  that  she  had  a  differing  view  because  she  never  expressed  it 

and  a  good  deal  of  her  staff"  was  working  on  the  issue. Mr.  Sadkin.  Do  you  know  if  she  expressed  any  view  on  it? 
The  Witness.  I  never  talked  to  her  personally. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Either  in  favor  or  opposed? 
The  Witness.  No. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  When  you  spoke  of  the  team  approach  and  team  meetings  you  had 
about  this,  could  you  teU  us  who  was  involved  in  those  meetings? 

Answer.  All  the  people  that  I  have  just  named,  on  and  off",  would  have  been  in- 
volved in  the  meetings,  different  groups  at  different  times,  depending  on  people's 

schedules,  and,  you  know,  I  might  see  George  in  the  cafeteria  and  taUc  to  him  for 

10  minutes  about  an  issue  in  passing.  It  wasn't  a  formal  set  of  meetings.  We  all see  each  other  all  the  time  and  I  am  sure  we  had  formal  meetings  and  we  also  have 
in  the  hall  conversations  about  issues  all  the  time,  too.  So  it  would  have  been  all 
those  people,  not  necessarily  in  every  single  meeting. 

Question.  Was  it  your  understanding  Michael  Anderson  was  involved  in  a  lot  of 
meetings? 
Answer.  He  was  involved  in  the  meetings.  He  was  more  involved  in  the  later 

meetings,  and  I  think  in  the  earlier  meetings,  George — my  recollection,  which  coiild 

be  faulty,  but  my  recollection  is  that  George's  staff  handled  the  issue  in  the  begin- 
ning, and  towards  the  end,  Mike  got  more  involved  when  we  were  getting  closer  to 

finalizing  the — how  we  were  going  to  roll  out  the  ladder.  He  certainly  attended 
meetings  with  Duffy  and  discussed  it  with  Duffy,  however. 

Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Was  there  a  comment  you  wanted  to  add,  Mr.  Elliott? 
The  Witness.  Actually,  Tim  reminded  me.  It  is  a  good  point,  though,  which  is 

that  part  of  the  reason  I  don't  know  what  Ada's  position  is  is  because  she  had 
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recused  herself.  I  mean,  we  were  not — there  was  no  reason  towards  the  end  to  talk 
to  her  about  it  because  she  had  recused  herself. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK; 

Question.  You  talked  about  this  evolving  process,  and  Ada  Deer  had  not  recused 
herself  until  fairly  late  in  the  process,  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  the  date  when  she  recused  herself 
Question.  Actually,  I  don't  believe  the  department  has  a  formal  recusal  letter,  but 

my  understanding  is  she  recused  herself  sometime  in  June  of  '95,  and,  you  know, these  first  meetings  were  in  February.  Do  you  know  if  you  had  discussions  with  her 
between  February  and  June,  if  she  was  involved  in  any  of  these  meetings? 

Answer.  I  would  not  have  had  discussions  with  her.  It  would  have  been  her  staff 
that  would  have  discussed  it  with  her.  And  most  of  the  meetings  were  staff  level 

meetings.  They  are  not  meetings  that  wovdd  have  been  on  the  Assistant  Secretary's schedule. 
Question.  Okay.  Following  the  February  8,  1995  meeting,  I  guess  you  are  aware 

Mr.  Duffy  was  at  that  meeting,  with  the  minutes  in  the  Minnesota  delegation? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  discussions  with  Mr.  Duffy  about  that  meeting? 
Answer.  What  I  remember  about  that  meeting  is,  and  it's  just  a  vague  recollec- 

tion, but  that  he — it's  a  vague  recollection.  If  I  remember  correctly,  he  felt  that  he 
had  walked  into  the  meeting  unprepared  for  how  large  it  was,  how  many  people 
were  there,  and  the  fact  that  members  were  going  to  be  there,  that  it  was  a  bigger, 
more  formal  meeting  than  he  had  been  prepared  for  and  he  was  new  to  the  issue. 

Question.  Did  he  mention  anything  about  the  comment  period  being  reopened  on 
the  casino  matter? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall. 
Question.  Did  there  come  a  time  when  you  recall  him  discussing  with  you  the  con- 

cept of  reopening  the  comment  period  on  the  casino  appUcation? 
Answer.  Yes,  but  it  was  more  in  the  context  of  closing  comments,  because  we  con- 

tinued to  receive — there  isn't  a  formal  comment  period,  which  is  something  in  my 
Senate  deposition  I  was  incorrect  about,  because  I  was  not  that  familiar  with  the 
regs.  There  isn't  a  formal  comment  period  and  his  concern  was  that  if  we  did  not 
put  an  end  date  to  the  comments  coming  in,  it  wovdd  be  a  way  of  the  opponent 
tribes  delaying  a  decision  indefinitely.  And  in  fact,  I  think  it  is  worth  noting  that 
in  terms  of  the  comment  period,  we  continued  to  receive  quite  a  few  letters  from 
members  of  Congress  well  beyond  the  April  20th  deadline.  So  certainly  Congres- 

sional members  viewed  the  comment  period  as  continuing  to  be  open  because  they 
wanted  their  views  in. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Was  it  April  20th,  you  said? 
The  Witness.  Uh-huh. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Are  you  sure  about  the  date? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Think  about  it,  if  it  was  April  20th  or  some  other  date. 
The  Witness.  Maybe  I  misunderstood.  Is  what  April  20th? 
Mr.  Elliott.  The  deadline  for  comments. 

The  Witness.  Well,  where  is  Duffy's  letter.  I  thought  that  is  what  it  was.  Maybe 
I  am  wrong. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK. 

Question.  Actually,  I  was  looking  for  a  clean  copy.  I  have  a  copy  of  another  docu- 
ment, I  think  the  record  will  show  it  was  April  30th? 

Answer.  Oh,  I  don't  remember.  It  may  be. 
Question.  Per  Mr.  Duffy's  letter? 
Answer.  It  is  whatever  is  in  Mr.  Duffy's  letter. 
Question.  If  you  have  it? 
Answer.  I  have  it.  I  mean,  whatever  the  letter  says  is  the  correct  date. 
Question.  Okay.  It  is  Duffy's  letter  of  March  27th  and  it  is  April  30.  You  are  right, thank  you. 
Okay.  And  then,  this  is  actually  a  different   
Answer.  That  is  the  letter. 

Question.  This  is  a  March  27,  1995  letter.  I  will  go  ahead  and  make  that  Deposi- 
tion Exhibit  No.  1.  And  this  is  the  letter,  so  we  can  get  it  straight  for  the  record, 

you  are  referring  to  about  reopening  the  comment  period. 
[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  1  was  marked  for  identification.] 

[Note. — ^All  exhibits  referred  to  may  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
deposition.] 
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The  Witness.  In  my  view,  the  comment  period  was  not  reopened.  It  is  always 
open,  and  Duffy  was  actually  telling — was  trying  to  close  it.  In  other  words,  we  re- 

ceive comments  on  applications  when  they  come  into  central  office  and  they  are  put 
into  the  file,  so  we  continued  to  receive  a  significant  amount  of  correspondence  fi*om 
Congressional  members  and  I  assume  that  they  also  assumed  that  their  comments 
would  be  incorporated  into  the  file.  I  think  Duffy  was  trying  to  basically  say,  look, 
at  some  point  we  have  to  stop  receiving  comments  and,  you  know,  we  are  going  to 
have  to  make  a  decision.  So,  you  know,  I  am  not  an  expert  on  the  regulations,  but 
it  is  my  understanding  that  there  is  not  a  set  comment  period  on  the  regvdations. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Okay.  And  directing  your  attention  to  the  second  paragraph  of  the  let- 
ter, in  discussing  the  meeting,  the  second  sentence  says  they,  meaning  the  members 

who  were  at  the  meeting,  specifically  requested  they  be  granted  additional  time  to 
sulamit  reports  detailing  the  impact  of  the  proposed  acquisition  on  nearby  tribes. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Ms.  Comstock,  to  interrupt  for  a  minute,  I  think  it  might  be  more 

appropriate  to  say  "they^  means  tribal  representatives. Ms.  Comstock  I  was  just  about  to  say  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Because  they  in  fact  were  the  people  who  submitted  the  additional  re- 
ports. Then  Mr.  Duffy  goes  on,  quote:  We  agreed  to  this  request,  but  did  not  set 

a  deadline  for  the  submission  of  this  information.  And  then  the  letter  continues:  In 
order  not  to  unduly  delay  consideration  of  this  proposed  acquisition,  we  have  ad- 

vised the  parties  with  whom  we  met  on  February  8  that  any  additional  information 
must  be  submitted  by  April  30,  1995. 

Do  you  know  when  the  parties  who  attended  the  February  8  meeting  were  ad- 
vised that  they  had  to  submit  everything  by  April  30th? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  it  was  prior  to  this  March  27  letter  here  that  is  ad- 
dressed to  Mr.  Ackley? 

Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Okay.  Now  who  is  Mr.  Ackley? 
Answer.  He  is  the  chairman  of  the  Sokaogan  Chippewa. 
Question.  Okay.  That  was  one  of  the  tribes  that  was  proposing  the  Hudson  casino 

application? 
Answer.  The  Sokaogan  Chippewa  are  one  of  the  three  applicant  tribes. 
Question.  So  they  were  for  this  application  going  forward; 
Answer.  Correct. 

Question.  Do  you  know  when  the  decision  was  made  to  allow  for  this  ongoing  re- 
opening of  the  record,  and  ongoing  consideration? 

Answer.  My  understanding,  and  I  was  not  at  the  meeting  so  I  could  be  incorrect, 
is  that  the  Congressmen  at  the  congressional  meeting,  they  requested  that  the  de- 

partment allow  the  parties  to  provide  additional  information,  and  that  at  that  meet- 
ing Duffy  agreed  to  do  that.  I  was  not  there  but  that  is  my  understanding. 

Question.  That  seems  to  be  what  the  letter  suggests,  Duffy  says  we  agreed  to  this 
request.  It  seems  to  suggest  that  the  request  was  made  at  the  February  8  meeting 
and  the  agreement  happened  at  the  February  8  meeting,  would  that  be  correct,  or 
that  is  yovtr  understanding? 

Answer.  That  is  what  I  gather  from  reading  the  letter,  too.  I  don't  have  any  inde- pendent knowledge  of  it. 
Question.  Okay.  Can  you  tell  us  anything  that  you  recall,  anything  else  you  recall 

about  this  extension  time  period,  any  discussions  you  had  with  Duffy  about  it  or 
anybody  else? 

Answer.  Just  that  there  was  a  concern  that  it  was  unfair  to  the  applicant  tribes 
not  to  put  a  deadline  on  the  submission  of  additional  information,  because  it  would 
allow  the  opponent  tribes  to  delay  the  process  indefinitely. 

Question.  Okay.  And  in  the  last  sentence  of  the  letter  it  does  indicate  that  this 
application  is  being  considered  by  the  Department  of  Interior  under  the  section  20 
determination,  is  that  correct,  the  end  of  the  second  paragraph? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  I  am  not  sure  I  understand. 
Question.  Was  it  your  understanding  that  this  decision  was  being  made  under  sec- 

tion 20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Act,  as  indicated  in  this  second  paragraph? 
Answer.  No,  the  decision  in  general  about  whether  or  not  to  take  land  into  trust, 

it  would  have  to  be  under  both  section  5  of  the  IRA  and  section  20  sections.  The 
Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  does  not  provide  the  Secretary  with  the  authority  to 
take  land  into  trust.  That  authority  is  given  under  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act. 
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Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  is  simply  a  second  group  of  stand- 
ards by  which  we  then  determine  whether  gaming  can  be  conducted  on  a  parcel 

taken  under  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act,  but  the  Gaming  Act  itself  and  section 
20  itself  do  not  give  the  Secretary  the  authority  to  take  land  into  trust.  So  perhaps 
this  is  unartfully  worded,  but  I  mean  as  a  legal  matter,  the  decision  about  whether 

to  take  land  into  trust  cannot  be  on  section  20  alone  because  it  doesn't  give  the  Sec- retary the  authority  to  take  land  into  trust. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Isn't  the  tribal  consultation  requirement  under  section  20? 
The  Witness.  It's  under  section  20  and  section  151  and  the  IRA,  both. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Do  you  know  who  drafted  this  letter? 

Question.  Did  you  assist  Mr.  Duffy  in  drafting  it  at  all? 

Answer.  I  assisted  Duffy  in  drafting  many  letters.  I  don't  believe  I  drafted  this 
letter.  It  does  not  look  like  mv  writing  style.  My  guess  is  it  was  drafted  by  the  gam- 

ing office  because  of  what  is  down  here. 
Question.  You  are  pointing  to  the  information  on  the  bottom  of  the  page,  which 

has  various  people's  phone  numbers  and   
Answer.  Right,  and  if  I  had  drafted  this,  none  of  this  would  be  on  here. 
Question.  Can  you  decipher  any  of  that  for  us  to  explain,  on  the  bottom  of  the 

page,  what  that  means? 
Answer.  Sure.  Bcc:  Secy  Surname,  Secy,  blah,  blah,  blah.  I  think  that  means  that 

it  goes  to — that  I — actually,  I  don't  know  what  that  means.  I  assume  BIA  has  an 
executive  secretary  and  they  have  master  files  somewhere  or  something  and  that 
is  what  this  is.  You  would  have  to  ask  someone  from  BIA.  The  next  line, 

BIA:GSkibine:trw.  Actually,  TRW  is  Troy  Woodward  so  that  probably  means  the  So- 
licitor's Office  also  had  a  hand  in  writing  this.  No,  it  could  be  Tona  Wilkins,  I  take 

it  back.  TRW  is  probably  Tona  Wilkins,  who  is  George's  secretary. 
Question.  The  way  it  is  there  is  GSkibine:trw,  which  is  usually  the  secretary? 
Answer.  That  is  right.  That  is  probably  Tona,  his  secretary.  Then  I  assume  the 

next  thing  is  corrections  per  J.  Duffy.  That  means  John  must  have  edited  it  some- 

wp:a:ackley.dog.  That  is  probably  the  file  name  on  their  system,  and  an  identical 
letter  sent  too  I  think  is  self-explanatory.  It  looks  to  me  this  was  generated  out  of 

the  Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff". 
Question.  And  the  handwriting  that  is  on  this  particular  copy  of  the  letter,  at  the 

top  of  the  page,  could  you  tell  us   
Answer.  This  right  here? 

Question.  There  is  Scott  Keep's  signatxire  there? Answer  This  here. 

Question.  And  then  there  is  another  one  that  says  file,  Hudson  Dog  Track? 
Answer.  That  is  my  handwriting. 
Question.  And  the  note.  Heather,  as  per  my  e-mail,  then  from  Scott  Keep,  do  you know  what  that  is  about? 

Answer.  I  don't.  But  when  Scott  started  sending  me  documents,  it  was  when  the 
litigation  started,  because  he  is  the  point  person  on  the  litigation,  so  all  the  notes 
I  have  from  Scott  on  dog  track  documents  have  to  do  with  him  sending  me  stuff 
from— and  I  would  have  had  this  in  my  files  anyway.  I  have  no  idea  why  he  sent 
it  to  me. 

Question.  Did  he  regularly  send  you  documents  on  the  litigation? 
Answer.  Yes.  I  can't  say  as  though  I  ever  read  any  of  them,  but,  yes,  he  did. 
Question.  Had  you  kept  independent  copies  of  this  in  your  file? 
Answer.  Yes.  »     -i  oi 
Question.  Okay.  And  then  turning  to  the  second  page  of  this,  it  is  an  April  21, 

1995  letter  to  you. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Have  you  labeled  this  yet? 
Ms.  COMSTOCK  Did  you  want  to  label  that  copy? 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  don't  care  which  one  you  label. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  We  can  go  ahead  and  label  the  one  you  will  be  reviewing. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  This  is  a  letter  from  Thomas  Corcoran,  and  with  an  attachment  on  mar- 
keting economic  impact  analysis.  Do  you  recall  receiving  this? 

Answer.  I  recall  receiving  this. 
Question.  And  can  you  tell  us  about  that? 
Answer.  I  recall  receiving  it  and  not  reading  it  and  sending  it  down  to  George. 
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Question.  Okay.  In  the  letter  it  says  good  to  talk  with  you  yesterday  afternoon. 
Do  you  recall  having  a  conversation? 

Ajiswer.  No,  I  don't.  I  don't  remember  a  conversation  with  him  at  all.  My  guess 
is  he  called  to  make  a  pitch  and  I  was — and  he  wanted  to  send  this  information 
and  when  we  got  information,  I  would  send  it  to  the  gaming  office  because  they 

were  the  people  who  were  reviewing  all  the  factual  information.  So  I  don't  remem- 
ber the  conversation  at  all,  which  leads  me  to  believe  it  was  not  a  substantive  con- 

versation but  I  don't  remember  it. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  When  you  said  you  sent  it  to  George,  is  that  George  Skibine? 
The  Witness.  Yes.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  I  believe  in  your  Senate  testimony,  we  don't  need  to  go  back  into  that, 
you  only  recalled  one  meeting  with  Mr.  O'Connor,  is  that  correct?  Actually,  just  for 
the  record  to  reflect,  this  letter  from  Mr.  Corcoran  is  on  the  letterhead  of  O'Connor 
&  Hannan,  which  was  the  lobbying  firm  lobbjdng  against  the  Hudson  casino  appli- 

cation, and  Mr.  Corcoran  was  adso  a  member  of  that  firm,  is  that  your  understand- 
ing? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  do  you  recall  meeting  with  Mr.  O'Connor? Answer.  No,  not  really.  What  I  recall  is  going  to  a  meeting  with  Collier  because 
Duffy  was  out  of  town.  I  knew  very  little  about  the  issue  at  that  point,  and  that 
O'Connor  may  have  been  one  of  the  people  in  the  meeting.  I  said  the  same  thing 
in  the  Senate,  that  I  don't  remember  meeting  O'Connor  specifically  unless  he  was 
in  that  meeting  with  CoUier,  which  he  may  have  been,  but  I  can't  remember  who he  is. 

Question.  Okay.  And  actually  now  that  we  are  in  this  area,  on  this  page  with  page 
52  on  it,  and  some  of  the  others,  one  of  the  things  that  you  had  said  in  the — actu- 

ally, it  is  on  page  51.  You  indicated  that  Mr.  Duffy  wanted  to  make  a  public  state- 
ment with  this  policy.  Did  that  ever  get  put  down  in  writing  anjrwhere  in  terms  of 

this  policy,  this  evolving  policy,  other  than  the  July  14,  1995  rejection  letter?  Is 
there  any  other  expression  of  this  poUcy  anywhere  throughout  the  time  when  it  was 
evolving? 

Answer.  There  is,  informally,  in  the  sense  that  I  believe  there  is  some  e-mail, 
there  is  e-mail  traffic,  not  much,  but  some,  from  the — there  is  certainly  not  a  formal 
docxunent,  and  there  would  not  have  been.  I  mean,  we  would  not  have  created  a 
formal  dooiment  to  elucidate  this  policy.  But  I  do  believe  that  there  is  e-mail  from 
me  when  I  am  talking  to  other  people  who  worked  on  this  issue  that  talks  about 
Duffys  desire  to  set  tiiis  poUcy.  And  I  beUeve  there  is  e-mail  from  George  to  the 
same  effect.  I  mean,  it's  casual  e-mail  between  all  of  us,  it  is  not  formal  docvunents. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Do  those  e-mails  articulate  a  poUcy  or  just  that  Duffy  wanted  to  form 
a  policy? 

The  Witness.  Well,  they  articulate  that  Duffy  wanted  to  use  the  decision  docu- 
ment itself  to  articulate  the  policy,  so  it — I  think  the  e-mail  gave  a  sense  that  that 

is  the  policy  that  we  are  developing  and  that  we  believe  is  correct,  and  that  the  for- 
mal articulation  of  it  will  be — ^the  culmination  of  that  is  in  the  July  14  Mike  Ander- 
son memo. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  the  opposing  tribes  were  informed  of  that  at  any  time, 
if  those  concerns  were  expressed  to  them? 

Answer.  The  tribes  opposed  to  the   
Question.  I'm  sorry,  the  applicant  tribes,  yes,  I'm  sorry.  I  will  ask  about  the  oppo- 

nents also,  but  why  don't  I  first  ask  about  the  applicants? 
Answer.  It  is  my  belief  that  it  was.  I  don't  have  any  independent — I  don't  have a  document. 

Question.  Do  you  know  who  would  have  told  the  appUcants  this  is  Mr.  Duffy's  pol- icy? 
Answer.  I  believe,  but  cannot  speak  for  him,  that  George  Skibine  met  with  at 

least  one  or  2  of  the  chairman,  and  told  them  that  the  local  opposition  was  a  prob- 
lem. I  beUeve  that  when  Duffy  met  with  former  Congressman  Moody  that  he  prob- 
ably told  him  it  was  a  problem.  It  certainly  was  in  the  record  itself  that  the  tribes 

had  access  to — the  tribes  wrote  us  a  letter,  I  can't  remember  if  I  brought  it,  wrote 
us  a  letter  at  one  point  taking  issue  with  some  of  the  other  deficiencies  in  their  ap- 

plication but  not  taking  issue  with  the  local  opposition.  So  they  obviously  had  re- 
viewed the  record  and  should  have  been  aware  of  it,  because  they  did  address  other 
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issues  in  a  letter  that  they  wrote  to  us  afterwards.  But  I  personally  did  not  speak 
with  anyone  from  the  tribes  and  cannot  tell  you  that  for  that  reason. 

Question.  Other  than  Mr.  Skibine,  are  you  aware  of  anybody  expressing  any  of 
these  concerns  to  them? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  It's  possible  that  someone  in  the  Solicitor's  Office   
Mr.  Elliott.  I  think  she  already  testified  in  the  answer  to  the  previous  question 

that  she  believed  maybe  Mr.  Durfy  had  talked  to  Mr.  Moody,  but  she  can  respond 
to  who  Mr.  Moody  might  have  been.  In  answer  to  your  question,  other  than  Mr. 
Skibine,  yes,  there  was. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK; 

Question.  Is  there  anybody  else  that  you  recall? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  Its  possible  someone  in  the  Solicitor's  Office  could  have 

conveyed  that  information  to  the  attorneys  as  well.  I  don't  have  any  independent knowledge  of  it,  though. 
Question.  All  right.  The  Secretary,  Secretary  Babbitt  has  stated  both  in  his  Senate 

testimony  and  out  of  recent  comments  the  sentiment  that  the  department  didn't 
want  to  force  off-reservation  casinos  upon  unwilUng  communities.  Is  it  department 
policy  that  any  opposition  to  an  off-reservation  casino  is  sufficient  to  cause  an  appli- 

cation to  be  rejected? 
Mr.  Elliott.  What  are  you  quoting  from? 
Ms.  Comstock.  The  general  comments  he  has  made  about  that.  That  has  been 

a  pretty  standard  comment  that  the  Secretary  has  made. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  I  am  going  to  object  for  a  second.  Ms.  Comstock,  if  you  are  going  to 

be  using  specific  references  to  a  specific  comment,  will  they  be  introduced  into  the 
record? 

Ms.  Comstock.  I  mean,  the  Secretary  has  generally  stated  this. 

examination  by  MS.  comstock 

Question.  Why  don't  I  ask  it  this  way.  To  your  knowledge,  has  the  Secretary  gen- 
erally stated  the  overriding  concern  here  is  not  wanting  to  force  off-reservation  casi- 

nos upon  unwilling  communities? 
Answer.  I'm  sorry,  is  the  question  did  the  Secretary  say  that? 
Question.  Did  he  say  something  to  that  effect,  that  that  was  the  overriding  con- cern? 
Mr.  Elliott.  What  time  frame? 
Ms.  Comstock.  In  his  testimony,  in  your  discussions.  I  mean,  you  can  tell  me 

when  he  expressed  those  concerns  if  it  is  prior  to  the  past  few  months? 
The  Witness.  I  am  unaware  of  the  Secretary  having  any  si^ficant  involvement 

in  this  issue  during  the  time  period  in  which  we  were  reviewing  it.  I  am  unaware 
he  had  any  involvement  in  it  whatsoever.  If  you  are  talking  about  his  testimony, 
I  believe  he — I  don't  remember  what  he  said,  but  that  certainly  is  the  department's 
view  and  it  would  make  sense  to  me  that  he  said  that  but  I  don't  remember  exactly 
what  he  said  in  his  testimony. 

examination  by  MS.  comstock: 

Question.  Just  generally,  I  wanted  to  ask  is  it  department  policy  that  any  opposi- 
tion to  an  off-reservation  casino  is  sufficient  to  cause  an  application  to  be  rejected? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  say  that  again. 
Question.  Is  it  department  policy  that  any  opposition  to  an  off-reservation  casino 

is  sufficient  to  cause  an  application  to  be  rejected? 
Answer.  I  am  trying  to  answer  this  as  simply  as  I  can.  We  have  never  been  pre- 

sented with  a  case  in  which  the  local  towns  just  made  a  blanket  assertion  that  they 
don't  want  Indian  gaming  and  therefore  we  have  rejected  it.  In  this  case,  there  was 
other  evidence  that  there  was  going  to  be  detriment  to  the  local  community,  and 
so  I  am  having  a  hard  time  answering  this  question  because  it  is  a — in  a  sense,  it 
is  a  hypothetical.  We  have  never  been  faced  with  that  exact  situation. 

Question.  And  is  the  other  evidence  of  detriment  the  opposing  Minnesota  tribes? 
Answer.  No,  the  detriment  to  the  surrounding  community  would  be  the  defi- 

ciencies in  their  NEPA  analysis,  the  detrimental  effects  on  the  scenic,  I  have  forgot- 
ten the  name  of  it,  whatever,  the  scenic  riverway.  I  can't  remember  the  name  of 

it.  I  believe  they  also  were  concerned  about  traffic  congestion  and  that  sort  of  thing. 
Question.  How  much  opposition  is  enough  to  derail  an  application?  Is  there  a 

standard? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  there  is  and  I  don't  think  that  there  can  be.  I  mean, 
the  facts  are  different  in  every  case,  and  it  has  to  be  reviewed  on  a  case-by-case basis. 
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Question.  Are  you  aware  of  any  type  of  artioilation  of  this  policy?  I  think  you  said 
you  don't  know  of  any  written  records,  but  do  you  know  of  any  type  of  meetings 
or  seminars,  like  for  the  local  offices,  where  this  kind  of  thing  may  have  been  ex- 

pressed to  them. 
Mr.  Elliott.  What  kind  of  thing  are  you  speaking  about?  Are  you  speaking  about 

your  premise  that  the  Secretary  has  a  poUcy  that  is  pervading  the  department  or 
are  you  speaking  about  her  premise  that  these  things  nave  to  be  decided  on  a  case- 
bv-C3SG  bflsis; 

Ms.  COMSTOCK.  I  think  the  witness  testified  about  this  evolving  policy  of  Mr.  IXif- 
fy's  and  then  the  comments  we  are  referring  to  also  is  not  wanting  to  force  off-res- 

ervation casinos  upon  unwilling  communities.  What  I  am  trjdng  to  understand  is 
how  this  was  articulated  perhaps  to  the  local  bureau  so  they  would  know  that  this 
was  an  evolving  policy  and  standard  that  was  going  to  be  applied  when  things  got 
to  Washington?  •      .     t    •         j    • 

Answer.  It  is  my  understanding  this  poUcy  had  been  applied  in  the  Lujan  admin- 
istration, in  the  Bush  administration,  tnat  applications  had  been  denied  because  of 

local  opposition  before  this  administration  took  office. 
Question.  You  are  talking  about  the  evolving  policy? 
Answer.  It  was  an  evolving  policy  in  the  sense  that  we  were  trying  to  figure  out 

the  best  way  to  articulate  it  under  this  administration,  but  it  was  not  a  departure 
from  what  had  been  done  in  previous  administrations. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Did  it  make  a  difference  that  this  was  an  off-reservation  site? 
The  Witness.  Yes.  It  makes  a  big  difference  that  it  is  an  off-reservation  site  and 

that  it  is  so  far  from  the  home  reservations  of  the  three  applicant  tribes.  The  Gam- 

ing Act  itself  makes  a  distinction  for  appUcations  that  are  contiguous  to  or  on  res- ervation. Land  bases  that  are  either  contiguous  or  on  reservation  are  exempted  from 
the  section  20  process  altogether,  and  even  in  a  situation  where  a  tribe  would  apply 
to  take  land  into  trust,  perhaps  not  contiguous  to  his  reservation  but  in  the  same 
town,  we  would  view  the  tribe  as  already  being  part  of  the  local  community  and  the 
tribe  would  be — ^you  know,  whether  it  is  detrimental  to  the  local  community  and  in 
the  best  interest  of  the  tribe,  we  woxild  look  at  it  differently  because  the  tribe  is 
part  of  the  local  community.  In  this  case,  the  tribes  are  not  part  of  the  local  commu- 

nity and  were  essentially  being  imported  in  by  this  gaming  contractor  and  it  was 
certainly  our  sense  that  is  what  the  contractor  was  trying  to  do.  They  had  already 
tried  to  strike  a  deal  with  a  different  tribe  and  the  deal  fell  through,  and  then,  in 
my  personal  view,  they  went  tribe  shopping  and  found  these  three  tribes,  and  these 
three  tribes  are  not  part  of  the  local  community. 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  efforts  made  to  provide  the  applicants  the  oppor- 
tunity to  cure  their  application  or  to  address  any  of  the  perceived  defects? 

Answer.  I  personally  made  that  offer  after  the  July  14th  letter. 
Question.  And  who  did  you  make  that  offer  to? 

Answer.  Attorneys  for  one  of  the  three  applicant  tribes,  and  I  can't  remember which  one. 
Question.  Can  you  describe  that  contact? 
The  Witness.  Can  I  talk  to  you  for  a  second? 
[Witness  and  counsel  conferring.] 
Mr.  Elliott.  Ms.  Comstock,  I'm  sorry,  but  those  communications  were  in  the  con- 

text of  the  ongoing  litigation.  So  since  we  are  not  delving  into  that  litigation,  she 
is  not  going  to  answer  tliat  question. 

Ms.  Comstock.  These  were  contacts  made   
Mr.  Elliott.  In  the  context  of  Utigation  already  filed  by  the  disappointed  tribes 

to  overturn  the  Secretary — or  the  department's  decision. 
Ms.  Comstock.  And  I  know  Mr.  Wilson  has  addressed  this  before,  but  to  the  ex- 

tent that  these  contacts  with  the  tribes  and  all  are  going  into  the  subject  matter, 
it  is  not  my  understanding  there  was  any  agreement  not  to  address  the  litigation. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Well,  maybe  you  didn't  hear  me  at  the  beginning  of  this  deposition 
when  I  said  I  had  had  representations  fix>m  Majority  counsel  that  it  was  not  the 
purpose- 

Ms.  Comstock.  Do  you  have  anything  in  writing  on  that? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Do  I  have  anything  in  writing  on  that?  If  you  go  back  and  look  at 

depositions  of  Ada  Deer,  I  believe,  Tom  Hartman,  Michael  Chapman,  Robert  Jaeger, 
and  perhaps  George  Skibine  and  perhaps  Michael  Anderson,  you  will  find  represen- 

tations to  that  effect  by  both  Mr.  Wilson  and  Mr.  Dold. 
Ms.  Comstock.  And  is  it  the  Secretary's  position  he  is  going  to  be  providing  us 

a  letter  with  some  type  of  privilege  asserted  over  this? 
Mr.  Elliott.  We  have  provided  you  information.  In  every  letter  we  have  said  vfe 

are  submitting  documents  and  records  which  are  privileged.  We  have  requested  in 
that  that  liiose  documents  be  maintained  in  confidentiality,  that  they  not  be  re- 
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leased  to  the  public,  that  if  you  get  a  request  from  the  public  for  release  of  them 
that  we  be  consulted  and  that  they  not  be  released  without  our  reviewing  them. 
When  we  submitted  the  administrative  record,  we  submitted  one  separate  volume, 
all  of  the  dooiments  which  were  marked  and  labeled  as  privileged  and  essentially 
the  same  statement  was  made,  that  we  did  not  want  them  released  because  of  their 
privilege. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Minority  would  like  to  concur  in  that  objection.  We  feel  the  depart- 
ment has  been  more  than  cooperative  in  helping  this  committee  investigate  allega- 
tions of  improper  conduct  and  anything  related  to  the  Utigation,  and  oiu"  view 

should  not  be  addressed  during  these  depositions. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  the  Justice  Department  escpressing  concerns  to  the  In- 
terior Department  about  the  weakness  of  the  application  process  and  how  it  was 

handled? 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  object  to  that  also,  Ms.  Comstock.  If  you  have  a  document  that 

has  that,  and  I  have  seen  it  before,  I  believe  you  do  have  such  a  document,  that 
document  was  provided  by  the  Assistant  U.S.  Attorney  to  a  leading  attorney  on  the 
litigation.  It  was  his  analysis  of  certain  aspects  of  the  litigation  in  the  context  of 
a  possible  settlement.  That  document  is  marked  privileged  and  relates  solely  to  the 
litigation. 

Ms.  Comstock.  Okay.  That  is  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  2.  Are  you  representing  that 
you  will  not  answer  any  questions  regarding  this  document? 

Mr.  Elliott.  I  am  claiming  that  Ms.  Sibbison  will  not  answer  any  questions  about 
this  dociiment,  since  it  is  a  privileged  communication,  in  the  context  of  litigation. 

Ms.  Comstock.  And  for  the  record,  that  is  a  February  14,  1996  memorandum  for 
Scott  Keep,  Office  of  the  Solicitor,  from  David  E.  Jones,  Assistant  U.S.  Attorney,  in 

the  U.S.  Attomejr's  Office  in  the  Western  District  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  subject  mat- ter is  analysis  of  Utigation  risks  in  Sokaogan  vs.  Babbitt,  et  al. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  I  would  like  to  object  to  that  being  placed  in  the  record.  The  depart- 

ment is  holding  open  the  possibility  of  asserting  privilege  over  this  document,  and 

since  these  depositions  may  be  made  public  on  the  vote  of  a  committee,  I  don't  think 
it  would  be  appropriate  to  have  a  potentially  privileged  document  made  public. 
Therefore,  I  respectfully  ask  on  behalf  of  the  Minority  that  this  dociunent  not  be 
made  a  part  of  tne  record. 

Ms.  Comstock.  We  have  received  no  letters  from  the  Secretary  as  to  withholding 
privileged  documents. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Let  the  record  reflect  this  is  a  document  labeled  as  privileged. 
Ms.  Comstock.  We  have  received  no  letters  from  the  Secretary  asserting  a  privi- 

lege over  documents. 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  believe  you  have,  Ms.  Comstock. 
Ms.  Comstock.  From  the  Secretary? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Not  fi"om  the  Secretary,  and  it  is  not  reqviired  that  the  Secretary 

assert  the  privilege.  The  attorneys  may  assert  the  privilege  for  him  and  members 
of  his  staff  may  assert  the  privilege,  since  they  are  the  clients. 

Ms.  Comstock.  Is  it  the  Secretary's  position  that  he  is  going  to  assert  privilege over  these  documents? 
Mr.  Elliott.  We  have  asserted  privilege  over  these  documents.  They  have  not 

been  released  so  far  as  we  know  to  the  plaintiffs  in  the  case  and  they  wiU  not  be 
released  because  they  are  privileged  documents.  We  understand  from  the  Court 
cases  that  we  have  researched  that  indeed  privileged  documents  may  be  released 
to  the  Congress,  but  that  does  not  waive  the  privilege.  On  the  other  hand,  that  it 
is  possible  for  the  Congress  to  waive  the  privilege  on  behalf  of  the  United  States, 
which  we  think  would  be  very  unfortunate  in  this  case.  To  the  extent  you  beUeve 
that  a  privilege  has  not  been  asserted,  privilege  is  being  asserted  right  now  for  this 
document  and  for  any  other  documents  of  which  we  will  claim  a  privilege.  The  Con- 

gress should  not  be  in  the  business  of  waiving  or  attempting  to  waive  inadvertently 
or  otherwise  privileges  claimed  on  behalf  of  the  United  States  of  America,  of  which 
the  Congress  is  a  part. 

Ms.  Comstock.  I  think,  as  you  say,  it  is  a  third  party  privilege,  which  I  think 
Congress  has  always  recognized  exists,  regardless  of  what  the  committee  makes 
public.  There  is  still,  as  we  have  agreed  with  the  White  House,  despite  making  docu- 

ments public,  third  party  exists  independently  and  we  aren't  making  any  represen- tations to  that  one  way  or  the  other. 
Mr.  Elliott.  You  are  not  making  representations  to  that,  is  that  what  you  are 

saying? 
Ms.  Comstock.  One  way  or  the  other. 
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Mr.  Elliott.  Well,  then  I  would  continue  to  assert  the  privilege.  If  you  agree  that 
the  privilege  can't  be  waived  by  the  Congress,  then  if  it  is  released,  we  assvune  that the  committee  and  the  committee  staff  will  be  willing  to  file  affidavits  and  requisite 
pleadings  in  court  to  assist  us  in  arguing  that  privilege  has  not  been  waived  so  the 
plaintiffs  may  not  use  our  own  doctunents  against  us  when  they  are  privileged  docu- ments. 

Ms.  CoMSTOCK  Is  it  your  position  you  are  not  going  to  answer  any  questions  on 
these  documents  today? 

Mr.  Elliott.  On  that  docvunent. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Yes,  okay,  so  we  can  just  move  on. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Yes,  ma'am. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  I'm  sorry,  Ms.  Comstock,  have  we  come  to  an  agreement  that  this 

will  not  be  placed  in  the  record? 
Ms.  Comstock.  No,  we  are  going  to  put  that  in  the  record.  I  beUeve  it  was  pre- 

viously placed  in  the  record. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  I  object,  I  don't  believe  that  my  objection  was  recognized  at  the  time 

that  you  put  it  in  the  record,  I  believe  I  have  an  opportunity  to  obiect,  therefore 
I  believe  this  would  be  an  appropriate  opportunity  for  us  to  agree  that  this  docu- 

ment shoiild  not  be  placed  in  the  record,  since  the  objection  was  heard  immediately 
upon  placement  by  you. 

Ms.  Comstock.  We  are  going  to  go  ahead  and  put  it  in  the  record. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Well,  the  ̂ finority  objects. 
Mr.  Elliott.  And  I  would  note  a  continuing  objection  on  the  part  of  the  Depart- 

ment of  Interior  and  the  witnesses. 
Ms.  Comstock.  Do  you  want  to  take  a  5-minute  break? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Sure. 
[Recess.] 
Ms.  Comstock.  We  can  go  back  on  the  record. 
I  just  want  to  get  clear  for  the  record,  has  the  Secretary  directed  you,  then,  Mr. 

Elliott,  to  make  this  assertion  of  privilege  over  this  document? 
Mr.  Elliott.  No,  ma'am. 
Ms.  Comstock.  All  right.  And  what  is  the  basis,  then,  for  your  not  allowing  the 

witness  to  speak  about  this  document? 
Mr.  Elliott.  The  basis  is  that  I,  as  a  representative  of  the  client,  am  asserting 

privilege  over  this.  This  is  a  communication  from  the  attorneys  to  us,  the  client 
agency  in  this  case,  and  a  privilege  may  be  asserted  by  me.  n  you  would  like  me 
to — if  you  would  like  to  terminate  the  deposition  right  now,  we  can  go  back  and  get 
a  letter  from  the  sohcitor  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior  asserting  privilege. 

Ms.  Comstock.  What  privilege? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Attorney-client  privilege. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Ms.  Comstock,  the  Minority  has  objected  to  placing  this  dociiment 

in  the  record  given  that  this  document  objection  pertains  to  the  scope  of  this  inves- 
tigation, that  is  an  objection  that  is  to  be  decided  by  the  fuU  committee.  Therefore, 

pending  a  decision  by  the  full  committee,  we  would  like  this  document  not  to  be 
placed  m  the  record. 

Ms.  Comstock.  Okay.  Well,  we  are  going  to  place  it  into  the  record  today,  and 
I  will  move  on. 

[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  2  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  Sadkin.  I  want  to  note  for  the  record  that  the  Minority  believes  that  that 

would  be  a  violation  of  committee  rules.  It  is  the  jurisdiction  of  the  full  committee 
to  vote  on  objections  to  scope,  and  Ms.  Comstock,  as  Majority  counsel,  I  assume  you 
are  not  respecting  that  objection. 

Ms.  Comstock.  That  objection  is  preserved  for  the  record  to  be  addressed  by  the 
fiill  committee  as  our  rules,  as  we  started  out,  indicate.  So  you  all  still  can  raise 
that  in  full  committee. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  For  the  record,  that  is  House  Rule  XI  2(k)(8). 
Ms.  Comstock.  Okay.  What  is  your  scope  issue? 
Mr.  Sadkin.  That  what  you're  trying  to  do  here  is  broaden  the  scope  of  this  inves- 

tigation into  the  litigation  process,  involving  the  ParUamentarian  and  private  liti- 
gants. We  don't  beUeve  that  it  is  within  the  scope  of  this  investigation  to  look  into 

this  private  Utigation.  We  don't  beUeve  it  is  the  committee's  role  to  take  a  position 
on  the  Utigation.  Therefore,  we  would  like  this  deposition  limited  to  the  investiga- 

tions of  allegations — we  are  supposed  to  be  investigating  poUtical  influence  on  the 
Department's  decision-making,  and  looking  into  Utigation  does  not  look  into  those 
areas.  It  is  an  abuse  of  the  scope,  and  we  object  to  any  questions  about  the  Utiga- 

tion, and  we  specifically  object  to  this  document  being  placed  in  the  record. 
Ms.  Comstock  Okay.  The  issue  here  is  we  are  concerned  about  the  decision-mak- 

ing. This  docximent.  Exhibit  2  here,  does  address  the  decision-making  process  and 
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some  deficiencies  in  it.  I  don't  believe  this  is  out  of  the  scope,  but  I  would  like  to 
see  if  we  can  ask  some  more — I  understand  your  refusal  to  allow  the  witness  to  an- 

swer certain  questions  here,  so  I  would  like  to  return  to  some  general  topics. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Let  me  make  one  other  statement  about  the  document  and  the  privi- 

lege, Ms.  Comstock.  It  is  my  recollection  that  the  court  cases  on  this  subject  indicate 
that  the  agency  could  be  held  to  have  waived  the  privilege  if  it  was  in  a  reasonable 
expectation  of  the  agency  that  released  a  privileged  document  to  the  Congress  in 

the  exercise  of  its  legitimate  legislative  and  oversight  authority.  Its  reasonable  ex- 
pectation may  have  been  that  the  document,  the  privileged  communication,  might 

have  been  released  to  the  pubUc.  It  is  my  concern  that  this  not  happen  in  this  case. 
I  would  like  assurances  from  you  and  from  Mr.  Wilson,  who  introduced  the  other 

document,  that  this  docvunent  will  not  be  released  to  the  pubUc  and,  therefore,  jeop- 
ardize waiving  the  privilege  that  attaches  to  the  United  States  of  America  in  this 

case. 
Ms.  Comstock.  Neither  Mr.  Wilson  nor  myself  are  going  to  represent  today  what 

the  full  committee  is  going  to  do,  and  as  we  have  already  said,  the  objection  of  the 
Minority  is  still  preserved  for  the  full  committee,  and  I  think  we  can  move  on. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Counsel,  we  would  like  a  ruling  from  the  Chair  on  this  dociunent  be- 
fore it's  placed  in  this  deposition  record.  j    i.    ,      u Ms.  Comstock.  Well,  your  objection  is  preserved  for  the  record,  and  thats  the 

way  the  rules  work  on  this. 
So  I  would  like  to  move  on  to  another  area  of  questioning. 

Mr.  Elliott.  I  would  also  appreciate  it  if  counsel  will  communicate  the  agency's 
interest  and  insistence  on  preservation  of  the  privilege  that  attaches  to  the  United 
States  and  to  this  document  so  that  the  Chair  does  not  release  the  document. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Ms.  Sibbison,  can  you  tell  me  if  you  had  any  discussions  with  Mr.  Duffy 
about  any  concerns  at  any  time  that  you  had  about  deficiencies  in  how  this  decision was  made? 

Answer.  I  did  not  have  any — I  did  not  have  any  discussion  with  Mr.  Duffy  about 

deficiencies,  because  I  didn't  believe  that  there  were  any  in  how  the  decision  was made. 

Question.  Did  you  discuss  with  anybody  else  at  the  Department  any  concerns   
Answer.  No.  ,  ̂   . 
Question  [continuing].  That  they  had,  that  they  may  have  had  about  deficiencies 

in  the  record  and  how  the  decision  was  made? 

Answer.  Let  me  make  sure  I  understand  your  question.  Aren't  those  two  different 
questions,  deficiencies  in  the  record  and  deficiencies  in  how  the  decision  was  made? 

Question.  How  about  I  take  them  separately? 
Answer.  Okay.  Nobody  expressed  any  concern  to  me  that  there  were  deficiencies in  how  the  decision  was  made. 
Question.  Nobody  in  the  Department? 
Answer.  Right. 

In  terms  of  the  decision,  again,  I  don't  know  if  you  mean  what  the  final  outcome 
was  to  deny  the  request,  or  if  you  mean  the  legal  and  policy  rationale  that  was  ex- 

pressed in  the  decisional  document  that  was  sent  out  on  June  14th — July  14th. 
Question.  The  July  14th  letter,  have  you  had  any  discussions  about  deficiencies 

in  that  letter?  When  I  say  that,  problems  that  you  have  identified  within  that  letter 
tjiat  was — the  rejection  letter  that  was  sent  to  the  appUcants? 

Answer.  I  participated  in  numerous  conversations  about  how  best  to  construct  the 
letter.  Noljody  talked  about  it  in  terms  of  deficiencies. 

Question.  Either  before  or  after? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Could  you  just  tell  us  who  the  drafting  process  of  the  July  14th  letter, 
who  participated  in  that?  a.    a  a. 

Answer.  My  recollection  is  that  George  wrote — Skibine  wrote  the  first  draft.  After 
that  it  was,  I  think,  distributed  among  the  people  who  work  on  it,  and  we  all  made 

suggested  changes.  I  don't  know  in  what  order  that  happened;  I  don't  remember. The  solicitor's  office  worked  on  it,  our  office  worked  on  it,  the  gaming  office  work 

on  it,  and  Mike  Anderson  worked  on  it,  but  I  don't  remember  in  what  order. Question.  Okay.  .  . 

Ms.  COMSTOCK.  For  the  record,  why  don't  we  make  the  July  14th  letter  Deposition Exhibit  No.  3.  Do  you  all  have  a  copy  of  that? 
[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  3  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Do  you  have  copies  for  the  Minority? 
Ms.  Comstock.  Yes. 
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Mr.  Sadkin.  Thank  you. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK  I  just  wanted  to  have  this  for  the  record.  I  know  you  have  dis- 

cussed this  previously,  so  I  am  not  going  into  a  lot  of  detail  on  trxis;  I  just  wanted 
to  have  this  as  an  exhibit  for  the  record,  because  it's  the  letter  you're  referring  to. 
Would  it  be  the  July — ^we  have  a  July  29th  draft. 

I  will  make  that  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  4. 
[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  4  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK; 

Question.  Is  that  the  draft  that  is  your  understanding  that  is  Mr.  Skibine's  draft that  you  were  referring  to  previously? 

Answer.  I  would  assume  it's  George's  draft,  it's  not  mine,  and  I  can't  think  of  who 
else  would — I  mean  I  don't  know. 

Question.  Could  you  tell  us  your  involvement  in  the  drafting  process? 
Answer.  When  it  would — when  the  gaming  office  would  send  it  up,  I  would  edit 

it  as  I  saw  fit,  and  then  I  would  have  shared  my  suggested  edits  with  Duffy,  and 
then  we  would  have  sent  it  back  down,  or  if  Duffy  wasn't  there,  I  would  have  sent 
it  down  just  with  my  edits  on  it.  I  don't  remember  which  happened. 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  further  xinderstanding  of  what  Mr.  Duffy's  role  was in  the  editing  process? 
Answer.  He  definitely  edited  at  some  point,  too. 
Question.  And  do  you  know — ^you  had  stated  in  your  Senate  deposition  that  Mr. 

Duffy  was  kind  of  a  key  poUcymaker  and  sort  of  a  key  person  driving,  you  know, 
how  that  policy  was  going  to  be  made. 

Do  you  know  if  you  had  discussions  then  about  how  this  letter  should  be  crafted? 
Answer.  If  he  had  discussions  with   
Question.  With  Mr.  Skibine? 
Answer.  I  believe  that  he  did. 
Question.  And  what  was  your  understanding  of  what  his  direction  was  to  Mr. 

Skibine? 

Answer.  Um,  I  believe  that  in  the  group  context  we  discussed  the  interaction  be- 
tween the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  and  the  regulations  implementing  the  IRA  at 

the  25  CFR  151  and  our  actions  with  the  section  20  analysis,  and  discussed  how 
best  to  roll  out  the  decision. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Ms.  Sibbison,  did  you  ever  testify  that  Mr.  Dviffy  was  the  "key"  deci- sion maker? 

The  Witness.  I  don't  remember.  I  doubt  I  would  have  put  it  qviite  that  way. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Okay.  So   
The  Witness.  I  mean,  I   
Mr.  Sadkin.  So  those  are  Ms.  Comstock's  words  and  not  your  own? 
The  Witness.  To  the  best  of  my  memory,  that's  correct. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK; 

Question.  Okay.  On  page  118  of  your  Senate  deposition,  the  question  was  asked: 
"Who  was  the  person  most  centrally  involved  in  it?",  the  poUcymaking  process  being 
the  "it"  referred  to.  And  the  answer,  yovu*  answer  was  "Duffy.  He  was  not  the  deci- 

sionmaker, he  did  not  have  a  line  authority  to  make  the  decision,  and  people  who 
do  have  line  authority  can  reject  his  recommendations,  but  you  know,  he  was  the 
one  who  "was — " 

"And  as  a  practical  matter,"  next  question.  "As  a  practical  matter,  would  you  say 
that  Duffy  was  the  one  who,  quote,  made  the  decision?" 
And  then  there  is  continued  discussion  here.  We  can  go  ahead  and  enter  that  in 

the  record;  I  don't  need  to  read  all  of  these  pages  on  here.  But  at  the  bottom  of  the 
page  here,  that  we  can  put  in  the  record,  the  question  was  asked,  "My  question  was, 
that  if  Mr.  Anderson  disagreed  with  this,  is  there  any  doubt  in  your  mind  that  Mr. 
Duffy's  view  of  it  would  have  prevailed." 

Answer:  "If  I  had  to  bet,  I  would  bet  on  Duffy,  but  it  wasn't  100  percent." 
I  will  go  ahead  and  put  your  words  here  in  the  record  and  make  that  deposition 

Exhibit  No.  5. 
[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  5  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Ms.  COMSTOCK  For  the  record,  it's  pages  115  through  120  of  yovu-  Senate  deposi- 

tion of  September  26,  1997.  I  won't  put  the  entire  deposition  in  the  record. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Would  that  still  be  your  testimony,  then,  that  the  person  most  centrally 
involved  in  this  decision-making  process  was  Duffy,  John  Duffy,  coiinselor  to  the 
Secretary? 

Answer.  Um,  he  was  most  central  involved  in  the  sense  that  as  the  decision  was 
being  formvilated,  people  were  talking  to  John  about  it,  but  1  think  saying  he  has 

the  key  person  or  he  has  the  most  centrally — I  can't  remember  what  your  words 
were — person  can  be  misconstrued  to  think  that  he  was  the  only  person  making  this 
decision,  he  was  the  only  person  who  had  significant  input  into  it.  So  he  was  central 
in  the  sense  that  we  used  to  have  meetings  in  his  office  and  we — but  there  were 
a  lot  of  people  involved  in  this  decision-making  process,  and   

Question.  And  Mr.  Duffy  is  a  senior  counselor  to  the  Secretary? 
Answer.  His  title  is  Counselor  to  the  Secretary. 

Question.  He  has  one  of  the  Secretary's  most  senior  aides. 
Mr.  Elliott.  He's  not  there  any  more. Ms.  COMSTOCK.  I  understand  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  When  was  it  that  he  left? 
Answer.  I  can't  remember  when  he  left,  I'm  embarrassed  to  say.  I  can't  remember 

when  he  left.  It  was  aft«r  that,  obviously. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Wasn't  the  fact-finding,  though,  and  the  analysis  of  the  facts  left  to 
the  career  Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff  and  Mr.  Skibine? 

The  Witness.  Absolutely. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  I  wanted  to  tium  to  Secretary  Babbitt's  letters  that  he  wrote  to  Senator 
McCain  on  the  subject.  This  is  a  July  19th  letter  and  a  Jvdy  25th  letter  from  Sen- ator McCain. 

Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  And  I  will  make  those  Deposition  Exhibit  Nos.  6  and  7. 
[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibits  Nos.  6  and  7  were  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Have  you  seen  these  docvunents  before? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  have. 
Question.  And  do  you  recall  seeing  these  letters  from  Senator  McCain? 
Answer.  I'm  sorry,  do  I  recall   
Question.  Do  you  recall  the  Secretary's  office  receiving  these  letters? Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  And  could  you  tell  us  any  discussions  you  had  about  these  letters  and 

who  you  had  them  with? 
Answer.  Um,  I  beUeve  that  John  was  gone  by  then. 
Question.  You  mean  John  CoUier  left— — 
Answer.  Well,  Tom  Collier  was  definitely  gone,  and  I  believe  Duffy  was  gone,  al- 

though I  don't  remember  for  sure,  but  I  believe  Duffy  was  gone  by  then. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  I  believe  I  spoke  to  John  Leshy,  the  solicitor,  and  beyond  that,  I  just, 

I  don't  remember,  to  be  honest. 
Question.  Okay.  And  why  don't  I  just,  as  we  go  through  these — ^let  me  also  give 

you  the  Secretary's  response  of  August  30th,  1996. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  I  will  make  that  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  8. 
[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  8  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  The  August  30th,  1996,  letter  to  Senator  McCain  from  Secretary 

Babbitt  and  the  two  enclosures  are  a  memo  to  the  Secretary  from  Heather  Sibbison, 
our  witness  here  today,  and  also  a  memo  to  the  Secretary  from  the  solicitor,  and 
it  appears  that  John  Leshy's  signature  is  there.  His  memo  is  dated — John  Lesh^s 
memo  is  dated  August  29th,  1996,  as  is  your  memo,  also  dated  August  29th,  1996. 
Just  so  we  can  have  all  three  of  those  here,  just  to  give  you  a  complete  opportunity 
to  review  both  the  letters  and  the  responses. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  Does  this  assist  your  recollection  in  terms  of  your  role  in  responding  to 
Senator  McCain's  letter? 
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Answer.  Yes,  in  that  I  drafted  the— well,  I  obviously  had  a  signature  role  in  draft- 

ing my  memorandum,  which  I  believe  I  did  at  the  request  of  the  solicitor,  but  be- 
yond that — I  mean  I'm  not  sure  what  you're  asking  me.  I'm  sorry. 

Question.  Okay.  So  Mr.  Leshy  had  requested  that  you  write  the  August  29th 
memo  that's  part  of  this   

Answer.  That's  my  recollection. 
Question  [continuing].  Exhibit. 

Did  you  have  any  discussions  with  him  about  responding  to  Senator  McCain's  let- ter? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  any  specific  discussions. 
Question.  And  do  you  remember  any  topics  that  were  at  issue  here  that  you — that 

he  had  questions  about,  that  was  there  any  back  and  forth  or  discussion  about? 
Answer.  My  vague  recollection  is  that  I  was  asked  to  just  write  a  chronology  and 

explanation  of  or  a  decisionmaking  in  the  context  of  the  McCain  letter,  and  that's what  I  did — and  that  that's  what  I  did  here. 
Question.  Okay.  And  this  is  an  August  29th,  1996,  memo,  approximately  a  year 

to  a  year-and-a-half  after  a  number  of  the  events  had  occurred. 
Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Did  you  utilize  any  records  or  anything  to  refresh  yoiir  recollection  in 

writing  this  memo? 
Answer.  Yes,  I'm  sure  I  did. 
Question.  Do  you  know  what  records  those  would  have  been? 
Answer.  The  decision  letter  itself.  I  don't  remember  what  else. 

Question.  Okay.  Turning  to  the  second  page  of  your  memo,  and  I'm  sorry  these 
don't  have  Bates  Stamp  numbers  on  the  bottom,  so  we  are  still  referring  to  Deposi- 

tion Exhibit  No.  8,  and  just  to  make  clear  for  the  record,  there  are  three  different 

documents  in  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  8,  but  they  did  come  together.  It's  Secretary 
Babbitt's  letter  to  Senator  McCain  of  August  30,  1996,  responding  to  Senator 
McCain's  July  19th  and  July  25th  letters,  and  then  there's  an  August  29th  memo 
of  Ms.  Sibbison's  and  an  August  29  memo  from  Mr.  Leshy  of  the  solicitor's  office. 

On  the  second  page  of  your  memo,  you  are  addressing  the  "events  described  in 
the  Senator's  letter,"  and  the  first  paragraph  there  references  that  the  first  three 
bulletted  events,  and  I'm  presuming  that  would  mean,  if  you  look  at  the  July  19th, 
1996,  there  are  bulletted  items  in  that  letter,  so  it  appears  that  you  are  referring 
to  that  letter.  Those  concerns  about  Patrick  O'Connor  representing  tribal  opponents in  this  matter. 

Do  you  recall  how  you  were  able  to — ^how  you  came  up  with  this  information  about 
Mr.  O'Connor? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  But  in  August  of  1996,  you  remembered  events  that  occurred  back  in 

the  spring  of  1995;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  I  wouldn't — I  can  only  tell  you  that  what  I  wrote  here  I  would  have — 

would  have  been  based  on  my  recollection  and  on  whatever  dociunents  I  thought 

necessary  to  be  able  to  write  a  truthful  and  accurate  memorandum.  I  don't  remem- ber how  much  of  it  I  remembered  off  the  top  of  my  head  and  how  much  I  had  to 
reconstruct  from  documents. 

Question.  Did  you  have  documents  about  your  meeting  with  Mr.  O'Connor  and Mr.  Collier  in  the  early  spring  of  1995? 
Answer.  I  had — I  know  there  is  one  document  in  my  file  which  has  been  produced 

that  was  a  fax  cover  from — I  don't  remember,  it  might  have  been  O'Connor  or  some- 
body in  his  firm  to  Collier  asking  for  a  meeting,  and  I  had  a  copy  of  that  in  my 

file,  and  I  know  the  document's  been  produced.  I  assume,  without  remembering, 
that  I  would  have  gone  through  my  file  to  make  sure  that  I  had  this  as  accurate 
as  possible. 

Question.  And  aside  from  that  document,  I'm  just  trying  to  get  a  sense  of  how  you 
recalled  what  occurred  in  that  meeting.  Here  we  are  about  a  year  and  a  half  after 

you  wrote  this  memo  and  you  aren't  recalling  much.  I'm  trying  to  figure  out  how 
you  were  able  to  recall  when  you  wrote  this  memo  in  August  of  '96,  events  that  hap- 

pened a  year  and  a  half  before  that.  I  was  wondering  if  you  could  help  me  out  on 
what  items  might  have  assisted  your  recollection. 

Answer.  Well,  even  here,  I  don't  recall  much  from  the  meeting,  to  be  honest.  I 
just  recall  that  there  was  a  meeting.  I  have  a  vague  recollection  of  the  meeting 
which  I  testified  to  in  the  Senate  deposition  as  well,  but  I  didn't  take  notes.  I  frank- 

ly didn't  know  the  issue  that  well,  very  well  when  the  meeting  occurred,  and  I  don't 
say  much  about  it  here  either.  I  don't  have  a  strong  recollection  of  the  meeting.  I 
remember  that  the  guys  came  in,  I  remember  that  CoUier  gave  them  a  meeting  as 
a  courtesy. 
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Question.  Do  you  recall  if  Mr.  O'Connor  mentioned  anjrthing  about  the  opposing 
tribes  being  Democratic  contributors? 

Answer.  No,  I  have  no  recollection  of  any  statement  to  that  effect. 
Question.  You  have  no  recollection,  but  do  you  know  if   
Answer.  I  don't  not  believe — I  believe  that  I  would  remember  that,  because  I 

would  have  thought  it  was  an  incredibly  stupid  thing  to  say,  and  I  think  I  would 
have  remembered  that. 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  Mr.  O'Connor,  comments  that  February — ^being  made 
in  the  February  8th  meeting  where  Mr.  Duffy  was  present? 

Answer.  I  was  not  in  that  meeting. 
Question.  But  are  you  aware  of  those  comments? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  No  one  ever  told  you  about  the  comments  that  had  been  made  in  that 

February  8th  meeting? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Which  comments,  Ms.  Comstock? 
Ms.  Comstock  That  the  opposing  tribes  were  Democrats. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Do  vou  have  information  to  that  effect,  or  are  you  stating  that  that 

comment  was  mader 

Ms.  Comstock  I'm  asking  if  she  ever  heard  any  comment  to  that  effect  out  of 
the  February  1995  meeting. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Go  ahead. 

The  Witness.  No,  I  don't — I  have  never  heard  that. 
examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  And  to  this  date,  have  you  ever  heard  anyone  tell  you  anything  about 

Mr.  O'Connor  making  those  types  of  comments,  that  the  opposing  tribes  were  Demo- 
crats and  that  they  had  been  DNC  contributors? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  diiring  what  time  period? 
Question.  At  any  time,  up  to  the  present.  Even  last  month,  if  Mr.  Duffy  or  if  any- 

body vou  know  said,  boy,  Mr.  O'Connor  was  always  making  those  kinds  of  remarks 
and  that  was  stupid  or  why  did  he  say  that  or  I  remember  him  saying  that;  do  you 

have  any  recollection  of  anybody  ever  saying  anything  to  you  about  Mr.  O'Connor's remarks  about  the  opposing  tribes  being  Democrats  or  being  contributors? 
Answer.  At  some  point  after  the  Litigation  was  filed  I  was  made  aware  that  that 

was  an  issue.  I  don't  remember  how  or  when,  but  that  that  was  an  issue  in  the  liti- 
gation, but  during  the  time  period  in  which  we  were  discussing  this  decision,  I  was 

not  aware  of  anybody   
Question.  What  I'm  trying  to  get  at  is  a  sense  of  knowledge  if  anyone  ever  ex- 

pressed to  you,  anybody  you  know,  a  sense  of  knowledge  about  Mr.  O'Connor  mak- ing such  remarks. 
Answer.  Um,  the  only  knowledge  I  have  about  remarks  like  that  is  that  at  some 

{loint  in  the  litigation  somebody  faxed  me  a  copy  of  a  letter  that  somebody  sent  to 
ekes,  and  I  dorvt  remember  if  it  was  O'Connor  or  not,  and  it  should  also  be  in  the 

record.  It  was  in  my  files.  It  was  in  the  litigation.  That's  it. 
Question.  This  is  the  May  8th,  1995,  letter  to  Harold  Ickes? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Ms.  Comstock  I  will  go  ahead  and  make  that  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  9. 
[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  9  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  Other  than  this  letter,  which  is  EOP  64262  through  64,  and  it  also  has 
another  Bates  Stamp  nvunber  on  the  bottom,  HUD  FOIA,  8  through  10,  and  on  the 

second  page  of  this  document  it  does — item  number  5,  it  says,  all — nimiber  4,  I'm 
sorry,  all  of  the  representatives  of  the  tribes  that  met  with  Chairman  Fowler  are 
Democrats  and  have  been  so  for  years.  I  can  testify  to  their  previous  financial  sup- 

port to  the  DNC  in  the  1992  Clinton-Gore  campaign  committee.  There  are  a  number 
of— there's  five  items  here  which  he  identified  as  relating  to  the  politics  involved  in this  situation. 

Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  discuss  this  letter  with  anybody? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  And  again,  how  did  it  come  to  your  attention? 
Answer.  It  was  sent  to  me  in  the  context  of,  I  believe  it  was  sent  to  me  in  the 

context  of  litigation  because  I  think  the  U.S.  attorney  handling  it  wanted  to  know 
if  I  had  ever  seen  it  before. 

Question.  Okay.  And   
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Answer.  I'm  sorry,  so  the  answer  to  the  previous  question  would  be  I  believe  I 
would  have  answered  the  question  to  the  U.S.  attorney,  no,  I  have  never  seen  it  be- 

fore, but  I  don't   
Question.  But  did  you  discuss  the  general  topics  raised  in  the  letter  with  anybody? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  having  anv  conversations  within  the  Department  of  the  In- terior about  this  letter  with  anybody. 
Question.  And  do  you  know  if  this  was — if  this  letter  was  forwarded  on  to  Mr. 

Duffy  or  to  Mr.  Collier,  if  they  had  left  at  that  time,  to  ask  them  about  it? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Are  you  talking  about  aft«r  the  litigation  was  filed? 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  I'm  talking  about  at  any  time  if  anyone,  to  your  knowledge,  ever 

forwarded  this  May  8th  letter  to  Mr.  Duffy  or  Mr.  Collier,  and  if   
Mr.  Elliott.  Ms.  Comstock,  you  are  going  to  have  to  be  a  little  more  precise.  We 

are  talking  about  a  May  8,  1995,  letter  from  Mr.  O'Connor  to  Mr.  Ickes  that  im- 
pacted or  may  have  impacted,  or  which  you  would  have  liked  to  have  impacted  a 

decision  that  was  rendered  on  July  the  14th,  1995.  Ms.  Sibbison  has  testified  that 

after  the  litigation  was  filed,  it  came  to  her  attention,  she  doesn't  know  how,  pre- 
sumably from  the  assistant  U.S.  attomev  in  charge  of  the  litigation  asking  her 

whether  she  had  ever  seen  it.  She  also  said  she  had  not  seen  it  at  that  time. 

Now,  if  you're  asking  whether  this  was  forwarded  in  the  1995  time  frame,  prior 
to  the  decision  to  Mr.  Collier  or  to  Mr.  Duf^,  then  ask  that  question.  If  you're  ask- 

ing whether  they  got  it  in  the  context  of  the  litigation,  ask  that  question,  please. 
Ms.  Comstock.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  Can  you  tell  me — ^well,  why  don't  I  back  up. 
Do  you  have  any  knowledge  about  Mr.  Duffy  or  Mr.  Collier  receiving  this  letter in  the  1995  time  frame? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Or  having  any  discussions — I  believe  the  record  is  clear  in  the  Senate 
that  you  do  not  have  any  knowledge  of  Mr.  Collier  or  Mr.  Duffy  ever  having  any 
discussions  with  anybody  at  the  White  House;  is  that  correct,  or  maybe  we  should 
stay  with  Mr.  Ickes? 

Answer.  That's  correct. 
Question.  Okay.  And  then  as  to  anybody  in  the  White  House,  there  are  some 

phone  calls  that  were  made,  to  your  knowledge,  from  Ms.  O'Connor  that  you  have testified  about? 
Answer.  Correct. 

Question.  And  other  than  Ms.  O'Connor,  do  you  know  of  any  other  contacts — any 
contacts  made  from  the  White  House  to  anybody  in  your  office? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  About  this  Hudson  casino  application? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  All  right.  And  now,  this  is  the  1995  time  period,  but  at  any  time  do  you 

know— did  you  ever  have  any  discussions  with  Mr.  Collier  or  Mr.  Duffy  about  this 
letter  to  Mr.  Ickes? 

Answer.  I  believe  Mr.  Collier  was  gone.  I  believe  I  received  this  in  November,  be- 
cause the  copy  I  have  has  a  November  5th  date  on  it  from  the  U.S.  attorney's  office. Mr.  Sadkin.  Of  what  year? 

The  Witness.  '95,  I  think.  I  can't  remember,  but  I  remember  it  was  November 
5th.  I  believe  Collier  was  gone  by  then,  so  the  answer  regarding  him  is  no. 

I  can't  remember  when  Duffy  left,  to  be  honest.  I  don't  know  if  the  U.S.  attorney's office  sent  it  to  him,  too. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  You  didn't  send  it  to  either  of  them? 
Answer.  I  certainly  didn't  send  it  to  Collier,  because  he  wasn't  there.  It's  possible 

that  I  showed  it  to  Ehiffy.  I  have  no  recollection,  to  be  honest,  of  it. 

Question.  Okay.  We  got  a  little  bit  off  the  track,  but  why  don't  we  return  to  the letter  and  memos  to  Senator  McCain. 

We  had  previously  entered  into  the  record  a  letter  from  Mr.  Corcoran  of  O'Connor and  Hannan  which  did  forward  some  information. 
Mr.  Elliott.  In  this  deposition? 
Ms.  Comstock.  Yeah. 

The  Witness.  I'm  sorry,  what  are  you  looking  for? Mr.  Ballen.  Here  it  is. 

The  Witness.  Oh,  yeah,  it's  part  of  another  one.  It's  attached  to  something  that 
it's  not  related  to;  isn't  it? 
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Mr.  Ballen.  Here. 
The  Witness.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  Again,  this  first  paragraph,  the  events  described  in  the  Senator's  letter, 
you're  addressing  this  meeting  that  you  and  Mr.  Collier  had  sometime  in  the  early spring.  Other  than  this  report  from  the  financial  consultants,  which  you  reference 
here,  is  it  vour  testimony  you  don't  have  any  other  recollection  of  any  matters  dis- cussed in  this   

Answer.  At  the  meeting,  at  the  February  8th  meeting  with  Collier? 
Question.  No.  You  have  talked  about,  this  is  referencing  an  early  spring  of  1995 

meeting.  I  don't  know — I  don't  think  that's  the  February  8th  meeting.  You  weren't at  that. 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  I  have  completely  lost  the  thread  here.  Can  you  say  that 
again? 

Question.  I'm  just  trying  to  get  a  sense  of  if  you  have  any  other  recollection  about 
this  early  spring  '95  meeting  that  you  and  Mr.  Collier  had  with  Mr.  O'Connor. Answer.  About  the  meeting  itself 

Question.  Other  than  what's  expressed  in  this  memo. 
Answer.  The  only  other  recollection  I  had  about  the  meeting  is  that  I  had  an  off- 

hand conversation  with  CoUier  in  the  hall  afterwards  about  whether  or  not  opposi- 
tion from  other  tribes  should  be,  and  the  degree  to  which  it  should  be  a  factor  in 

making  these  decisions,  and  that  it  was  Collier's  view,  if  I  remember  correctly,  that 
competition  among  tribes  should  not  be  a  significant  factor  in  making  these  deci- sions. 

Question.  And  did  you  express  to  him  your  views  on  that? 
Answer.  I  agreed  with  him. 

Question.  And  do  you  know  if  those  views  were  expressed  to  Mr.  O'Connor  during the  meeting? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  And  do  you  know  if  those  views  of  yoiirs  and  Mr.  Collier  were  expressed 

to  anybody  else  in  the  course  of  these  discussions? 
Answer.  I  certainly   
Question.  About  the  Hudson  application  in  general? 
Answer.  I  certainly  expressed  tnat  view  dvuing  the  covu^e  of  the  meetings  for  my 

own  part.  I  didn't  speak  for  Mr.  Collier,  and  he  was  not,  to  my  recollection,  signifi- cantly involved  in  the  process. 
Question.  Okay.  And  then  in  the  next  paragraph,  it  says,  the  4th  event,  which 

I  assume  is  referring  to  again,  the  July  19th,  1996  letter  and  the  fourth  bullet  there 

of  Senator  McCain's  letter,  it  says  the  4th  event  concerned  a  letter  dated  April  25th. Then  you  go  on  to  say  that  you  were  not  aware  of  the  letter  at  the  time  and  that 
this  April  25th  time  frame  was — is  that  correct — ^because  yovir  memo  says  April 
25th,  1996.  Secretary  Babbitt's,  the  letter  to  Secretary  Babbitt  from  Senator  McCain makes  this  an  April  25th,  1995  memo.  Was  that  just  a  typo  of  yours? 

Answer.  I  don  t  know.  Probably,  but  without  seeing  the  document,  I  don't  know. 
I  mean  I  assume  that  it  is,  but  without  seeing  the  document,  I  can't  teU  you  for sure. 

Question.  And  actually,  the  important  thing  here,  and  I  beUeve,  I  mean  Senator 

McCain's  letter  does  show  an  April  25th,  1995  reference  here,  and  I  think  the  im- 
portant thing  here  that  I  wanted  to  ask  you  about  is  you  have  a  sentence  in  the 

second  paragraph  that  indicates  this  was  well  after  the  decision  was  made  to  deny 

the  three  tribes'  application.  I  was  wondering,  given  you  saying  the  decision  was 
made  apparently  well  before  April  25th,  if  that  assists  you  in  placing  a  time  when 
this  decision  was  made. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Read  this  paragraph  carefully. 
The  Witness.  Um,  it  says  that  we  had  not  heard  of  the  letter  until  well  afl^r — 

what  this  sentence  is  saying  is  that  we  had  not  heard  of  this  letter  or  seen  a  copy 

of  it  until  well  after  the  decision  was  made  to  deny  the  three  tribes'  application,  be- 
cause we  received  it  during  the  course  of  the  litigation. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK; 

Question.  Okay.  And  I'm  not  really  addressing  the  letter  itself;  I'm  more  address- 
ing the  fact  that — ^your  representation  that  the  decision  was  made  to  deny  the  three 

tribes'  application  well  before  this  letter,  April  25th,  was  well  after   
Mr.  Elliott.  That's  not  what  she  testified  to.  She  just  testified  that  what  she meant  in  this  letter  was  this  was  well  afl«r  the  decision  was  made  to  deny  the  three 

tribes'  application  is  not  referring  back  to  the  April  25th  letter,  whether  it  is  1995 
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or  1996;  it's  referring  back  to  when  she  or  the  department  saw  or  first  heard  of  the 

letter,  which  was  sent  to  them  by  the  U.S.  Attorney's  office  after  the  litigation  was filed,  which  clearly  was  after  the  decision  was  made. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Okay.  Then  that  does  clear  that  up.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  And  then  going  down  to  the  fourth  paragraph  where  you  are  referencing the  10th  bullet? 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 

Question.  Conversations  with  Jennifer  O'Connor? 
Answer.  The  bullet  that  says  an  Ickes  agent  of  O'Connor,  et  cetera? 
Question.  Yes.  I  mean  I  know  you  did  testify  at  length  about  this  in  the  Senate, 

so  I  don't  want  to  go  into  a  lot  of  detail  over  it,  but  there  are  some  memos  in  May 

of  '95  and  then  in  June  of  '95.  Can  you  explain  to  us  what  you're  responding  to, 
how  the  May  1995  contacts  with  Ms.  O'Connor  came  about  as  opposed  to  the  June 
1995  contacts  which  appear  to  be  generated  by  some  requests  to  respond  to  letters? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  the  exact  dates.  Based  on  the  documents  that  I  have 

seen,  this,  this  was  written  when  I  had  not  seen  any  White  House  docimients  and 

I  did  not  know  they  existed.  So  in  other  words,  when  I  went  back  and  had  to  recon- 

struct the  timing  of  this  to  answer  Senator  McCain's  questions,  I  didn't  have  those White  House  dociunents  to  figure  out  the  chronology  of  when  I  talked  to  Jennifer. 
So  the  only  thing  I  had  was  my  June  26th  memo  to  Jennifer  providing  drafts  of 
responses  to  the  Minnesota  delegation  letter.  ^ 

Subsequently,  now  that  I  have  seen  the  White  House's  memos,  which  I  didnt have  before,  and  reconstructing  the  time  line,  Jennifer  called,  appears  to  have  called 

in  late  May  or  early  June.  I  don't  have  a  specific  recollection  of  on  what  dates,  but 
during  that  time  period,  started  this  dialogue  about  this  issue  and  wanted  to  learn 
something  about  it.  ,     ,.        ,       t 

So  this  paragraph  that  I  wrote  for  the  McCain  letter  reflects  the  fact  that  I  was 
having  to  reconstruct  it  from  my  own  files  and  I  did  not — all  I  had  was  my  memo 
to  Jennifer  and  that's  all  I  remembered. 

Question.  At  the  time  of  responding,  doing  this  memo,  were  you  also  assisting  the 
Secretary  in  responding  to  Senator  McCain  in  his  letter  also? 

Answer.  In  the  August   
Question.  30th  letter?  Did  you  help  assist  with  that  draft  also? 
Answer.  I  saw  it  before  it— I  think  I  saw  it  before  it  went  out. , 
Question.  Do  you  know  who  drafted  it? 
Answer.  I  don't. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  it  was  somebody  fi-om  the  Solicitor's  Office  or  the  Sec- 

retary's Office? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Now,  it  was  your  testimony  that  Mr.  Leshy  had  asked  you  to  prepare 

your  memo;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  Did  you  talk  with  the  Secretary  about  it  at  all? 
Answer.  Me,  personally? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Did  you  talk  with  anybody  else  in  the  office  about  preparing  your 

memo? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  recall.  If  Dxiffy  was  still  there  at  that  time,  I  probably  would 

have  talked  to  him,  but  I  can't  remember  when  he  left.  I  think  he  was  gone  by  then. 
Question.  But  do  you  have — I  mean  whether  he  was  there  or  not,  I  mean  did  you 

call  anyone  outside— did  you  go  back  to  Tom  Collier,  who  had  clearly  left  at  that 
point,  or  go  back  to  anybody  else  about  their  recollection? 

Answer.  I  did  not— I  personally  did  not  talk  to  Collier  about  this.  It's  possible  that 
I  talked  to  Duffy  about  it.  My  guess  is  that  the  Solicitor's  Office  contacted  them, CoUier  and  Duffy,  rather  than  me  doing  it. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  them  asking  you  to  do  it  that  way,  or  not  contacting  them 
yourself? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall. 

Question.  But  do  you  recall  talking  with  anybody  else  in  the  Secretary's  Office about  this,  other  than — I  mean  whether  or  not  Mr.  Duffy  was  there  at  that  point 

you   
Answer.  It— no,  I  don't  recall.  Really  there's  no  one.  The  only  other  person  that 

it's  even  possible  that  I  would  have  ddscussed  it  with  is  the  Chief  of  Staff.  I  can't 
think  of  anyone  else  in  the  Secretary's  Office. 
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Question.  And  who  would  that  be  at  that  time? 
Answer.  Ann  Shields. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Do  you  have  any  memory  of  discussing  it  with  Ms.  Shields? 
The  Witness.  No,  I  don't. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  You're  just  specvilating  you  might  have  talked  about  it  with  the  Chief of  Staff;  is  that  correct? 
The  Witness.  Uh-huh. 
Okay.  Well,  we  must  have  sent  it  to  him. 
I  don't  know — the  statement  that  I  have  made  here  is  that  Mr.  Anderson  and  Mr. 

Collier  and  Mr.  Duffy,  who  left  the  department  in  July  of  1996,  that  answers  that 
question,  agree  with  the  recollections  I  set  forth  here.  I  do  not  remember  the  mecha- 

nism by  wluch  we  came  to  that  conclusion. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Was  this  a  document  that  you  prepared  yovu*self? 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  Do  you  know   
Mr.  Elliott.  You  have  to  answer  yes  or  no. 
The  Witness.  Yes,  sorry. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK; 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  this  was  forwarded  to  them  personally  to  review,  given 
that  you're  representing  that  they  agreed  with  these? 

Answer.  I  don't  have — I  do  not  have  an  independent,  clear  recollection  that  it  was, 
but  it  strikes  me  that  it  would  have  been,  or  we  would  not  have  made  this  state- 
ment. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  discussing  this  then  with  Mr.  Anderson,  who  is  also  iden- 
tified there? 

Answer.  Again,  I  think  that  we  forwarded  to  him  to  review  to  make  sure  there 

was  nothing  in  it  that  he  disagreed  with.  I  don't  recall  specifically  talking  to  Mr. Anderson. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Do  you  know  that  it  was  forwarded  to  them?  Again,  you   
The  Witness.  Well,  let  me  sa^  this.  I  would  not  have  been  comfortable  signing 

it  and  would  not  have  signed  it  if  I  didn't  believe  that  they  agree  with  the  recollec- 
tions I  set  forth  here.  I  (wn't  remember  what  the  mechanism  for — I  don't  remember 

if  we  sent  it  to  them,  if,  you  know,  somebody  read  it  to  them  on  the  phone,  if  they 
came  over  and  read  it,  I  just  don't  know.  I  don't  remember.  But  I  would  not  have 
signed  it  if  I  didn't  think  that  this  was  acciu"ate. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  similar  inquiries  going  over  to  Harold  Ickes  or  the 
President  at  about  the  same  time? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  how  did  you  become  aware  of  that? 
Answer.  I  don't  know,  but  I  know  that  I  had  a  copy  of  the  letter  that  was  sent to  Ickes. 
Question.  And  do  you  recall  an3rthing  about  how  you  got  that  letter? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  vou  know  if  Ms.  O'Connor  or  anybody  forwarded  it  to  you,  or  any discussions  you  nad  with  anybodv  at  the  White  House  about  it? 

Answer.  I  didn't  talk  to  anybody  at  the  White  House  about  it.  I  don't   Question.  Do  you  have  a  recollection  if  somebody  at  the  Interior  Department  gave 
you  the  letter? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  But  you  don't  recall  who? 
Answer.  No.  I  assume  it  would  have  been  from  the  Solicitor's  Office,  but  I   
Question.  Was  it  yoiu*  understanding  that  they  were  coordinating  with  the  White 

House  a  response  with  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  when  you  got  that?  I  mean  did  you  get  that  letter  at  the 

same  time  you  were  preparing  your  response? 
Answer.  It  was  in  the  same  time  period.  I  don't  know  if  literally  it  was  on  the same  day,  but  it  was  in  the  same  time  period. 

Question.  So  at  the  time  when  you  were  preparing  your — the  memo  where  you're 
recounting  the  events  in  an  attempt  to  respond  to  Senator  McCain  and  you  are  as- 

sisting the  Secretary  to  prepare  a  response,  you  were  aware  that  Mr.  Ickes — the 
White  House,  I  think  the  letter  was  actually  sent  to  the  President,  and  then  Mr. 
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Ickes  actually  responded,  but  you  were  aware  that  that  was  also  going  on  at  the same  time? 
Answer.  Yes.  i.  j      i.  4.1. 
Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  discussions  that  went  on  between  anybody  at  the 

White  House  and  the  Interior  Department  about  the  responses? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  personal  knowledge  about  it,  no. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  of  it? 

Answer.  I  don't,  I  don't.  -,     ̂   ,-  •      < 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  have  an  opportunity  to  review  the  Sohcitors  memo  pnor 

to  this  package  going  to  Senator  McCain? 

Answer.  I  beUeve  that  I  did,  although  I  don't  have  a  specific  recollection  ot  it. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  role  in  assisting  the  SoUcitor  in  how  he  was  going  to 

recount  these  events?  oi-i._> 
Answer.  I  don't  beUeve  that  I  had  a  role  in  the  drafting  or  editing  of  the  bolicitors 

memo.  I  believe  that  I  read  it  before  it  was  sent  out,  but  I  don't,  I  don't  think  I had  any  hand  in  writing  it.  .  .     xi.     o  i-    i.  _. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Ms.  Comstock,  which  events  are  you  referring  to  in  the  bohcitor's 
memorandum?  Are  you  referring  to  events  in  the  SoUcitor's  memorandum? 

Ms.  Comstock.  No.  I'm  just  asking  her  if  she  recalls  assisting  writing  or  editing 
of  the  Solicitor's  memo.  I'm  not  referring  to  anything  in  particular  there. 

Mr.  Elliott.  All  right. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Do  you  recall  if  there  was  anything  that  you  objected  to  in  how  things 

were  being  represented  in  either  the  Secretar/s  letter  in  your  memo  or  the  Solici- 
tor's memo? 

Answer  N^o 
Question.  Or  having  any  discussions  or  disagreements  on  how  to  characterize 

something  or  how  to  best  explain  it? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  having  a  problem  with  this  letter,  no.  ,r  jj 
Question.  Now,  directing  your  attention  to  the  Secretary's  letter  himself,  did  you 

ever  discuss  anything  about  the  Eckstein  assertions  and  how  they  were  going  to  be 

represented,  directing  your  attention  to  the  bottom  paragraph  there  of  the  first  page 
where  it's  discussing  Mr.  Eckstein.  Do  you  recall  any  discussion  about  how  that 
meeting  would  be  represented? 

Answer  N^o 
Question.  You  didn't  have  any  discussions  with  anybody  about  that  meeting  in preparation  for  this  package? 
^swer.  No.  ^     ,• 

Question.  Again,  you  don't  know  who  wrote  the  Secretary's  letter  for  him,  but  your 
understanding  is  that  it  may  have  been  the  Solicitor's  Office? Answer  Ttiflt's  coi*i*ec^ 

Question.  Do  you  know,  would  that  be  John  Leshy  then  who  probably  would  have written  it? 

Answer!  Possibly,  but  I  don't  know.  I  mean  at  the  time  I  probably  did,  but  I  don't 
remember  who  wrote  it.  I  know  that  I  didn't  write  it. 

Question.  And  do  you  recall  if  Mr.  Leshy  had  met  with  the  Secretary  to  discuss 
this  or  how  he  would  represent  the  wording  of  this? 

Answer.  I  don't  know,  I  don't  recall.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  Mr.  Duffy  was  consulted  as  to  how  the  represent  the 

meeting  with  Mr.  Eckstein? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Is  there  anything  else  about  this  letter  in  this  package  that  Senator 

McCain— the  response  to  Senator  McCain's  letter  that  you  recall  discussing  with 
anybody  at  the  Interior  Department,  anything  that  stands  out  in  your  mind? Answer.  No. 

Question.  And  then  other  than  just  general  knowledge  about  the  letter  that  Har- 
old Ickes  was  writing,  do  you  recall  having  any  discussion  with  anybody  about  how 

Mr.  Ickes  was  characterizing  these  matters? 
Answer.  No.  I  was  not  involved  in  that  at  all. 
Question.  Okay. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Off  the  record. 

[Discussion  off"  the  record.] 
Ms.  Comstock.  I  think  we  had  previously  mentioned  the  May  18th,  1995  memo. 

I  will  make  that  Deposition  Exhibit  Number  10. 
This  is  Exhibit  No.  10,  the  May  18th,  1995  memo  for  Harold  Ickes  from  Jennifer 

O'Connor  and  the  subject  is  Indian  gaming  in  Wisconsin. 
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[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  10  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  I  think  you  had  previously  indicated  you  had  not  seen  this  docvunent 
at  the  time,  is  that  correct,  at  the  time  of  the  memo? 

Answer.  I  have  never  seen  this  before.  Did  they  show  this  to  me  in  the  Senate 
deposition? 

Ms.  COMSTOCK  We  can  go  off  the  record  for  a  minute. 
[Discussion  off  the  record.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  And  you  were  asked  about  this  in  the  Senate  deposition,  and  so  we  can 
just  refer  to  pages  105  through  106   

Answer.  Actually,  can  we  go  off  the  record  again  for  a  minute? 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Sure. 
[Discussion  off  the  record.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK; 

Question.  We  are  now  addressing  the  May  18th,  1995  memo.  Can  you  tell  us  if 
you  have  any  knowledge  about  the  matters  discussed  in  this  memo? 

Answer.  The  only  knowledge  I  have  about  the  matters  discussed  in  this  memo  are 
the  factual  information  regarding  the  Hudson  application. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Does  this  memo  accurately  reflect  the  department's  knowledge  and opinion  of  the  Hudson  matter? 

The  Witness.  It's  oversimpUfied,  but  the  three  indented  paragraphs,  it's  oversim- 
plified, but  acciirate. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  We  had   
Answer.  I'm  only  talking  about  these  three  paragraphs  now.  I  don't  agree  with 

the  character — some  of  the  characterizations,  and  I  have  no  knowledge  about  some 
of  this  other  stuff. 

Question.  Okay.  You  are  pointing,  I  guess  the  paragraph  that  is  right  after  the 
three  indented  ones,  is  that  one  of  the  ones  you  don't  agree  with? 

Answer.  It's  not  that  I  don't  agree  with  it;  it's  I  think  it's  so  oversimplified  it  does 
not  accurately  captiire  the  discussion  we  were  having  on  this  issue.  For  example, 
it  does  not  discuss  the  fact  that  the  gaming  operator  itself  was  a  multimillion  dollar 

operation,  and  it's  misleading  the  way  it's  written.  While  the  three  tribes — the  three 
very  poor  tribes  may  not  have  been  able  to  hire  a  lobbyist,  the  dog  track  owners 
certainly  were  and  certainly  did. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  discussing  with  Ms.  O'Connor  the  hiring  of  big  lobbyists for  the  wealthier  tribes? 
Answer.  Only  vaguely,  and  I  think  it  was  more  in  the  context  of  public  perception. 

But  I  have  only  the  vaguest  memory — and  actually,  to  be  honest,  I  don't  know  how 
much  of  it  is  because  I  have  reread  stuff"  over  the  last  month  or  whatever.  So  I  don't, 
I  don't  have  a  clear  recollection  of  the  actual  telephone  call. 

Question.  Now,  we  had  previously  looked  at  a  letter  that  was  to  Harold  Ickes  from 
Jennifer  O'Connor  on  May  the  8th.  This  is  a  memo  fi*om  Ms.  O'Connor  where  she 
is  discussing  Patrick  O'Cfonnor — the  information  that  Patrick  O'Connor  had  sent 
her.  Do  you  recall  in  yoxir  discussion  with  Ms.  O'Connor  discussing  Mr.  O'Connor? 

Answer.  No,  absolutely  not.  I  mean  I  recall  that  I  did  not  have  a  discussion. 
Question.  About  Patrick  O'Connor? 
Answer.  About  any — Patrick  O'Connor  or  any  other  lobbyist. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  know  where — ^because  she's  saying  here  in  the  memo, 

some  department  staff  think  the  bottom  line  here  is  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin 

tribes,  who  were  benefiting  enormously  fi-om  gaming,  don't  want  the  competition and  are  able  to  hire  bigger  lobbyists. 

I  mean  she's  saying  some  department  staff.  I  mean  that's  not  referring  to  White 
House  people.  So  do  you  know  anyone  else  she  would  have  talked  to  to  get  that  im- 

pression, that  presumably  Department  of  Interior  staff? 
Answer.  No.  This — I  don't  think  she  talked  to  anyone  else  at  the  department;  I 

think  she  talked  just  to  me.  What  I  was — I  don't  remember  exactly  what  I  said  to 
her.  There  was  a  concern  that  it  appeared  that  the  Minnesota  tribes  who  were 
wealthier  could  afford  to  fight  this,  whereas  the  poor  tribes  could  not  afford  to  fight 
it,  and  there  was  a  concern  about  the  perception  and  whether  or  not  that  was  true. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  more  we  looked  into  it,  the  more  we  understood  also  that 
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the  gaming  contractor  was — in  other  words,  the  person  who  ab-eady  owned  the  dog 
track,  the  company  that  owned  the  dog  track,  was  not  poor  and  was  well  able  to 
hire  expensive  lobbyists  and  attorneys  and  did  so.  The  public  perception,  however, 
was  that  it  was  poor  tribes  versus  wealthy  tribes. 

Question.  Now,  would  the  other  letters,  the  draft  letters  that  you  had  sent  over 

to  Ms.  O'Connor  in  June  which  you  testified  to  in  the  Senate,  and  I  won't  go  into 
those  at  any  length  again,  but  you  had  indicated  that  you  were  responding  to  her 
request  to  respond  to  Members  of  Congress  who  had  written  to  Mr.  Ickes,  and  she 
wanted  to  be  able  to  respond. 

Answer.  Uh-huh.  mnnc 
Question.  Do  you  know  why  you  were  responding  to  Ms.  O  Connor  in  May  of  1995, 

whether  she  told  you  what  was — why  she  needed  to  know  about  this? 
Answer.  She  did  not  tell  me  why.  We  were  receiving— I  can  tell  you,  though,  that 

I  assumed  that  they  were  receiving  congressional  pressure  because  we  were.  We  had 
over  the  course  of  this  review  period  at  least  14  letters  from  Members  of  the  House 
and  Senate  on  this  issue,  and  we  were  under  enormous  pressure  from  Congress,  and 
my  recollection  is  I  assumed  that  she  was  doing  the  same  thing.  And  then  I  when 

I  got  the  delegation  letter  subsequently,  it  only  confirmed  in  my  mind  that  that" s 
where  this  was  coming  from.  I  didfn't  ask  her  and  she  didn't  tell  me.  I  had  no  knowl- 

edge about  other  sources,  or  why  she  was  asking  or  other  sources.  It  was  getting 
a  fair  amount  of  press  in  the  local  press  in  Wisconsin  and  it  was  getting  a  lot  of 
attention  on  the  Hill,  and  I  assumed  that  that's  why  she  was  asking,  but  I — ;- 

Question.  And  what  was  your  understanding  of  what  type  of  information  she 
needed?  . 

Answer.  Again,  I  don't  remember  the  exact  conversation  very  well,  but  she  just wanted  to  understand  what  the  situation  was. 

Question.  Now,  you  know,  Ms.  O'Connor  is  not  in  Congressional  Affairs,  is  she? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  At  the  White  House? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whose  office  she  was  in? 
Answer.  I  know  now.  At  the  time  I  didn't  really   
Question.  Did  you  get  requests  from  Harold  Ickes'  office  frequently  about  the  sta- tus of  various  things  in  the  department? 

Answer.  I  had  a  recollection  that  I  had  talked  to  her  before,  although  I  don't  re- member about  what,  and  I  never  talked  to  her  again.  I  presume  that  she  left. 

Question.  She  left  in  approximately  December  of  '96.  Do  you  recall  if  you  talked to  her  at  any  time  after  this  decision  for  any  reason? 
Answer.  I  don't  believe  that  I  did,  but  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  All  right.  Who  did — who  would  you  normally — did  you  talk  with  a  lot 

of  people  over  at  the  White  House  on  a  regular  basis,  or  what  offices  would  you  deal 
with  at  the  White  House? 

Answer.  People  would  occasionally  call — I  am  retrying  to  remember  that  time  pe- riod. 
Question.  Did  you  deal  with  Congressional  Affairs?  Would  they  be  the  people  to 

call  about  congressional  inquiries,  usually? 
Answer.  You  know,  I  just  never  thought  about  it.  She  contacted  Duffy,  Duffy 

asked  me  to  return  her  call.  It  didn't  strike  me  as  anything  other  than  an  inquiry 
that  somebody  asked  Ickes  a  question,  I  assumed,  and  he  needed  to  be  able  to  an- 

swer it.  But  I  just  didn't — because  she  was  not  exerting  any  pressure  on  me  to  do 
anything  one  way  or  the  other,  it  wasn't  something  I  thought  about  one  way  or  the other. 

Question.  Did  vou  ever  speak  with  Loretta  Avant  who  was  at  the  White  House? 

Answer.  I  worked  with — I  have  spoken  to  Loretta  Avant  on  other  issues,  I  don't believe  I  spoke  to  her  on  this  issue. 
Question.  So  on  the  whole  Hudson  casino  application,  she  never  discussed  any- 

thing related  to  that  with  you  at  any  time? 
Answer.  I  don't  beheve  so.  I  don't  believe  so. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  if  you  ever  spoke  to  any  Congressional  Affairs  people 

about  the  Hudson  casino  application? 
Answer.  In  the  White  House? 
Question.  Yeah. 

Answer.  I  wouldn't  necessarily  know  v/hat  office  somebody  was  from,  but  I  don't believe  I  talked  to  anybody  else  in  the  White  House  about  this  issue. 
Question.  And  I'm  sorry,  I'm  a  little  unclear   
Answer.  Oh,  yeah.  I'm  sorry.  I  spoke  to  David  Myers  who  I  think  was  an  intern 

for  Jennifer  O'Connor,  which  I  did  not  understand  at  the  time  that  he  was  an  in- tern. 
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Question.  Okay.  I  think  you  testified  to  that  in  the  Senate,  and  I  won't  go  back into  those  documents. 

Do  you  know — I'm  sorry,  it  is  a  little  unclear  whether  you  knew  if  Ms.  O'Connor 
had  any  connection  with  Mr.  Ickes'  office? Answer.  I  knew  she  was  from  his  office. 

Question.  And  in  the  third  paragraph   
Answer.  But  in  answering  your  question  about  Congressional  Affairs,  I  don't  un- 

derstand— I  don't  know  how  the  White  House  is  structured.  I  don't  know  if  she  does 
Congressional  Affairs  for  Ickes,  or — I  mean  I  don't  know  how  to — I  can't  answer 
that,  because  I  don't  know  how  that  office  is  structiired. 

Question.  Mr.  Ickes  is  not  head  of  Congressional  Affairs,  or  has  never  been,  to  my 
knowledge. 

Answer.  Well,  I'm  not  in  Congressional  Affairs,  but  I  talk  to  people  on  the  Hill 
aU  the  time,  so  I'm  having  a  hard  time  answering  your  question. 

Question.  I'm  just  trying  to  get  a  sense  of  how  often  Mr.  Ickes'  ofiBce  in  particular 
was  calling  your  office  on  matters — when  you  said  you  had  never  dealt  with  Jen- 

nifer O'Connor  after  this,  was  there  ever  anybody  else  from  Mr.  Ickes'  office  that 
called  you  about  anything  to  date?  Actually,  he  left  about  the  same  time  Ms.  O'Con- 

nor did,  the  end  of  December,  early  January  of  97',  I  believe. 
Answer.  I  just  don't  remember.  I  don't  remember  someone  from  his  office  calling 

me  directly,  but  as  I  said  earlier,  they  wouldn't  be  caUing  me  directly  necessarily 
anyway,  they  would  have  called  Duffy  and  then  I  was  the  staff  person  that  would 
have  handled  it  from  there. 

Question.  But  was  Mr.  Ickes  making  calls  weekly,  monthly,  daily,  or  anybody  from 
his  office?  Was  it  sort  of  a  frequent  flyer  thing  or  very  rare  occasion? 

Answer.  Something  in-between,  I  don't  know.  I  mean  he  wouldn't  be  calling  me 
directly.  He  would  have  been  caUing — I  don't  think  he  ever  made  a  call,  anyway. 
1  think  Jennifer  called  Duffy  about  it.  They  would  have  been  inquiries  to  Dufiy,  and 

I  don't  know  the  answer  to  how  frequently   
Mr.  Sadkin.  Well,  you  did  testify  that  you  had  spoken  to  Jennifer  O'Connor  about other  issues. 

The  Witness.  I  think  I  have,  but  I  can't  remember  what  they  were. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  So  this  call  didn't  strike  you  as  unusual? 
The  Witness.  No,  it  didn't  strike  me  as  a  big  deal. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  And  they  didn't  exert  any  pressure? The  Witness.  None  whatsoever. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  And  they  didn't  take  a  position  on  the  issue? The  Witness.  No. 

examination  by  MS.  comstock: 

Question.  Has  anyone  ever  discussed  with  you  after  the  decision  that  calls  were 
going  to  the  White  House  about  complaining  about  the  decision  after  it  had  been 
made? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  say  that  again? 
Question.  Did  anyone  ever  tell  you  that  complaints  were  being  made  to  the  White 

House  after  the  decision  had  been  made?  Did  anyone  ever  communicate  that  type 
of  concern? 

Answer.  The  only  way  I  wovdd  have  received  that  type  of  information  was  in  the 
context  of  the  litigation  when  the  litigation  was  filed,  and  I  was  told  that  the  plain- 

tiffs were  alleging  vmdue  political  influence,  or  something.  I  have  never  actually 
read  the  pleadings.  Before  that,  no. 

Question.  But  did  anyone  ever  at  the  White  House  ever  teU  you  about  that? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Any  information  you  had  on  that  was  only  from  the  Solicitor's  Office? Answer.  Correct. 

Question.  And  did  they — did  anyone  at  any  time  ever  express  any  concerns  to  you 
about  the,  you  know,  what  the  White  House  had  done  in  regard  to  this? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  At  the  time,  and  returning  to,  just  briefly,  Exhibit  8,  which  is  the  letter 

to  Senator  McCain  and  the  attached  memos,  yoiu-  memo  and  the  SoUcitor's,  were 
you  aware  that  that  was  going  to  be  filed  with  the  civil  case  in  any  way,  the  rep- 

resentations made  in  that? 
Answer.  No. 

Ms.  Comstock.  Let  me  make  this  Deposition  Exhibit  Number  11.  This  is  the  Oc- 
tober 10th  letter  that  Secretary  Babbitt  did  to  Senator  Thompson. 

[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  11  was  marked  for  identification.] 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  that  letter? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  am. 
Question.  Did  you  assist  in  any  way  in  preparing  that  letter? 
Answer.  I  saw  an  early  draft  of  it  and  made  some  suggestions. 
Question.  Did  you  discuss  with  anyone  the  various  representations  that  had  been 

made  about  Mr. — the  meeting  with  Mr.  Eckstein? 
Answer.  Yes,  1  did. 
Question.  And  who  did  you  discuss  that  with? 
Answer.  Jane  Leiter  and  Congressional  Affairs. 
Question.  And  could  you  describe  those  discussions? 
Answer.  I  expressed  that  I  thought  that  the  paragraph  describing  the  Eckstein 

meeting  with  the  Secretary  was  inartfully  written. 
Question.  And  could  you  direct  our  attention  to  which  paragraph  you  are  referring 

to? 

Answer.  It's  the  last  paragraph  on  page  1. Question.  And  why  did  you  feel  that  way? 
Answer.  It  was  my  personal  opinion — I  was  not  in  the  meeting  with  Eckstein  and 

I  was  not  in  any  of  the  discussions  with  the  Secretary  about  the  meeting,  and  so 
this  is  just  my  personal  opinion.  It  was  my  personal  opinion  that  the  letter  that 
went  to  Senator  McCain  is  more  accurate  because  it's  closer  in  time  to  the  event, 
that  Mr.  Eckstein  has  made  a  statement  that  happened  a  long  time  ago,  and  that 
the  Secretary  doesn't  have  necessarily  have  a  clear  recollection  of  it,  one  way  or  the other. 

So  my  personal  opinion  is  that  the  McCain  letter,  because  it  was  done  closer  in 

time  was  more  accvu-ately  done,  and  that  this  letter  reflects  the  department's  desire 
to  get  out  the  substantive  information  that  is  on  page  2,  because  it  was  our  view 
that  if  everybody  understood  the  substantive  information,  it  would  explain  the  deci- 

sion, and  that  the  inartful  wording  on  page  1  was  an  oversight,  because  everybody 

was  so  focused  on  getting  all  the  substantive  information  on  page  2  correct.  It's  also 
my  personal  opinion  that  this  letter  is  not  inconsistent  with  the  first  letter  in  that 
in  the  first  letter,  the  Secretary  said  that  Mr.  Ickes  never  gave  him  instructions  as 
to  what  to  do,  and  he  reiterates  that  in  this  letter. 

Question.  When  you  say — what  is  it  you're  referring  to  that  you  thought  was 
inartfully  worded?  Is  that  the  paragraph  that  says  I  do  believe  that  Mr.  Eckstein's recollection  that  I  said  something  to  the  effect  that  Mr.  Ickes  wanted  a  decision  is 
correct? 

Answer.  I  believe  that's  inartfully  worded. 
Question.  And  why  is  that? 
Answer.  It's  just  my  personal  opinion  that  it  happened  3  years  ago,  Eckstein  has 

made  a  statement,  and  the  Secretary  is  cutting  him  a  break  because  he  doesn't  re- member. 

Question.  And  why  do  you  think  that?  Did  you  discuss  this  with  the  Secretary? 
Answer.  No.  This  is  my  personal  opinion.  I  have  never  discussed  this  letter  or  the 

other  letter  with  the  Secretary.  I  have  no  knowledge,  no  personal  knowledge  of  why 
it  was  drafted  this  way.  I  do  have  personal  knowledge  that  it  was  page  2  that  every- 

body was  focused  on,  and  that  page  1  was  inartfully  written  and  not  the  focus  of 
everybody's  attention  who  was  working  on  this  letter.  Page  2  was  what  everybody 
was  trying  to  make  sure  got  out. 

Question.  Do  you  know  who  was  writing  page  one? 
Answer.  I  do  not. 

Question.  Were  you  surprised  by  what  is  related  in  that  bottom  para^aph  on 
page  one,  in  particvdar  where  the  Secretary  writes  that,  you  know,  Mr.  Eckstein's recollection  that  I  said  something  to  the  effect  that  Mr.  Ickes  wanted  a  decision  is 
correct,  and  that  I  used  this  phrase  simply  as  a  means  of  terminating  a  discussion 
and  getting  him  out  the  door.  Did  that  make  sense  to  you? 

Answer.  It  made  sense  to  me  that  he  would  say  something  to  get  him  out  the 
door,  yes.  These  people  were  persistent  and  not  professional  in  the  manner  in  which 
they  were  presenting  their  case. 

Question.  Were  you  surprised  the  Secretary  was  saying  that  he  said  something 
to  the  effect  that  Ickes  wants  a  decision? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember.  I  don't  remember  what  my  recollection  was. 
Question.  And  did  you  ask  yourself  why  would  he  say  something  about  Ickes 

wanting  a  decision,  where  would  that  come  fi"om?  Did  you  have  any  idea  of  where 
that  would  come  fi:x)m,  why  the  Secretary  would  say  something  like  that? 
Answer.  I  beUeve  that  Mr.  Eckstein  was  persistent  and  unpleasant  in  his  at- 

tempts to  reverse  a  decision  that  was  well  based  on  the  merits.  I  have  no  personal 
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knowledge  whatsoever  of  what  the  Secretary  said  to  him  to  terminate  this  discus- 
sion. I  believe  very  strongly  that  the  Secretary  is  correct  and  being  very  truthful 

in  his  statement  in  this  letter  about  Mr.  Ickes  never  gave  me  instructions  as  to 

what  this  department's  decision  should  be  nor  when  it  should  be  made,  and  in  my 
personal  opinion  that  is  the  operative  sentence  on  page  one,  and  whatever  he  said 
to  Eckstein  is,  in  my  personal  opinion,  much  less  relevant  than  whether  or  not  Ickes 
actvially  called  him  on  this  issue,  which  he  did  not,  which  is  why  I  think   

Question.  And  that  is  yovir  opinion  based  on   
Answer.  This  is  imartfully  worded  because  I  don't  think  this  paragraph  is  rel- 

evant or  necessary  to  this  letter.  This  letter  has  to  do  with  whether  or  not  we  re- 
ceived pressure  fi:x)m  the  White  House  to  make  a  certain  decision  or  to  make  it  on 

a  certain  day.  The  answer  to  both  of  those  questions  is  no.  Whatever  happened  be- 
tween the  Secretary  and  Eckstein  on  that  day,  in  my  personal  view,  is  irrelevant 

to  the  substantive  question  of  whether  or  not  the  White  House  exerted  pressure  on 
us,  which  they  did  not. 

Question.  And,  I'm  sorry,  I  think  you  probably  have  addressed  this  a  little  before, 
did  you  ever  discuss  the  meeting  with.  Mr.  Eckstein  that  Mr.  Duffy  had,  did  you  ever 
discuss  that  with  Mr.  Duffy? 

Answer.  Briefly. 
Question.  All  right.  And  what  did  he  say  about  it,  what  did  he  tell  you  about  his 

meeting  with  Mr.  Eckstein,  on  this  same  day,  July  14,  that  the  Secretarjr's  state- ment is  referring  to? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  particulars.  I  remember  that  it  was  unpleasant,  and 
I  just  remember  it  was  unpleasant  and  Eckstein  left  his  office  and  went  downstairs 
and  used  a  pay  phone  and  call  upstairs  and  demanded  a  meeting  with  the  Secretary 

because  he  didn't  like  what  Duffy  told  him. 
Question.  Now  you  said  you  had  expressed  the  concern  about  this  particular  para- 

graph to  Jane  Lyder.  How  is  that  spelled,  for  the  record? 
Answer.  L-Y-D-E-R. 
Question.  Did  you  discuss  this  with  anybody  else? 
Answer.  I  did  not. 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  you  have  any  memos  or  anjrthing,  any  drafts  of  this  let- 
ter? 

Answer.  Do  I  what? 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  you  have  any  memos  or  notes  or  drafts  of  this  letter? 
Answer.  I  don't  have  any,  no. 
Question.  I  believe  you  testified  you  do  stay  in  touch  with  Mr.  Duffy  on  a  regular 

basis? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  And  how  often  do  you  talk  with  him? 
Answer.  I  was  talking  to  him  a  few  times  a  week  until  recently.  We  have  not  been 

talking  very  much.  I  haven't  talked  to  him  in  quite  some  time. 
Question.  And  were  you  aware  of  his  work  that  he  does  for  the  Shakopee  tribes, 

which  is  one  of  the  opposing  tribes  for  this  application? 
Answer.  I  am  aware  Sh^opee  is  one  of  his  clients,  I  recused  myself  from  every- 

thing he  works  on. 
Question.  You  recused  yourself  for  everything  he  works  on? 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  Is  he  currently  lobbying  the  department  on  any  matters  relating  to 

Shakopee,  to  your  knowledge? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  don't  involve — I  don't  know. 
Question.  All  right.  And  Mr.  Collier,  were  you  aware  of  his  also  working   
Answer.  I  was  aware  that  Shakopee  was  a  client  of  one  or  both  of  them  but  I 

recused  myself  Because  of  my  relationship  with  Duffy,  I  felt  that,  and  my  friend- 
ship with  Duffy,  I  felt  it  would  be  improper  for  me  to  be  involved  in  any  issues  he 

was  representing  tribes  on,  and  so  I  had  to  recuse  myself  from  anything  he  is  work- 
ing on. 

Question.  Is  that  a  formal  written  recusal  you  made? 
Answer.  No,  but  if  you  ask  anybody  in  the  department  who  works  on  Shakopee 

issues,  they  will  tell  you  because  every  time  somebody  tries  to  talk  about  it  when 
I  am  around,  I  absent  myself 

Question.  What  is  the  policy  as  to  how  a  recusal  works  at  the  department? 
Answer.  I  don't  believe  I  am  required  to  recuse  myself.  It  was  my  own  decision. 
Question.  You  let  your  superiors  know  you  were  going  to  recuse  yourself? 
Answer.  No,  I  didn't.  I  was  basically — there  was  an  interim  period  of  time  before 

Duffy  was  gone  and  before  he  was  replaced  with  a  new  counselor  where  I  was  essen- 
tially running  gaming  by  myself  and  I  let  everybody  know,  staff  know,  who  was 
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working  in  gaming,  that  I  didn't  want  to  know  anything  about  matters  that  Duffy 
was  working  on  or  Collier. 

Question.  How  did  you  learn  they  were  representing  the  Shakopee? 
Answer.  Oh,  I  don  t  remember.  One  of  the  guys  in  the  SoUcitor's  Office  probably 

told  me,  but  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  They  didn't  tell  you  themselves? 
Answer.  Oh,  yes.  I'm  sorry,  thank  you.  Yes,  they  did,  because  John  called  me  and 

wanted  a  form  letter,  asked  me  to  help  him  get  a  form  letter  because  the  rules  are 
when  you  leave  the  department  and  you  represent  a  tribe,  you  have  to  write  to  the 
Secretary — help  me  out.  He  knows  better  than  I  do.  But  you  have  to  write  the  Sec- 

retary and  say  I  am  representing  Shakopee.  I  don't  know  what  the  magic  language 
is,  but  he  was  looking  for  a  form  letter,  I  sent  him  one  and  he  said  he  woiHd  be 
working  on  Shakopee. 

Question.  Okay.  And  were  the  representations  that  it  was — ? Answer.  I  don  t  know  what  it  is,  because  I  have  been  on  the  outside  myself  There 
is  some  standard  by  which  you  can  decide  what  you   

Mr.  Elliott.  This  is  sort  of  extraneous. 
The  Witness.  Tim  knows  it  much  better  than  I  do. 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  can  explain  it  because  it  is  a  part  of  my  practice. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Sure. 
Mr.  Elliott.  There  is  a  section  of  the  United  States  Code  which  provides  an  ex- 

emption for  former  government  employees  ftx>m  another  section  of  the  code,  18  USC 
207,  which  has  to  do  with  former  employment.  25  USC,  I  think  it  is. 

455  I(j)  provides  that  a  former  employee  need  not  or  does  not  come  under  the  ru- 
bric of  18  use  207,  restrictions  on  outside  practice  aft;er  one  leaves  the  government. 

The  only  condition  is  they  must  write  to  the  head  of  the  agency  that  they  are  rep- 
resenting an  Indian  tribe.  It  is  only  for  Indian  tribe  representation. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Is  that  part  of  that  that  you  have  to   
Mr.  Elliott.  You  only  have  to  notify  the  head  of  the  agency  that  you  are  under- 

taking to  represent.  It  doesn't  have  to  be  attorneys,  it  could  be  anybody,  an  Indian tribe. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  Is  there  anything  connected  with  whether  or  not — does  it  matter  what 
their  involvement  was  with  a  particular  tribe  while  they  were  there? 

Mr.  Elliott.  18  USC  207  prohibits  employees  from  coming  back  representing  out- 
side parties  on  matters  on  wnich  they  worked  whUe  they  were  in  the  United  States. 

Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Okay. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Working  for  the  United  States.  It  has  other  restrictions.  25  USC  4 — 

I  think  it  is  450  I  and  then  (j),  little  i,  in  parens,  makes  an  exemption  to  18  USC 
207  in  its  entirety  for  representation  of  Indian  tribes. 

The  Witness.  So  I  misspoke  on  that. 
Mr.  Elliott.  No,  she  didn't  entirely  misspeak,  because  the  canons  of  ethics  might 

still  affect  what  an  attorney  may  do  because  the  canons  of  ethics  are  not  exempted 
by  that  section  of  the  code,  but  at  least  in  terms  of  the  Federal  law  it  was. 

The  Witness.  I  beUeve,  actually,  that  is  correct,  and  that  that  is  the  view  that 
Duffy  has  taken  because  he  has  not  worked  on  any  issues  in  which  he  was  pre- 

viously involved.  He  was  not  previously  involved  in  any  Shakopee  issues,  and  I 
think  the  canon  of  ethics  does  prohibit  him  from  doing  that. 

examination  by  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  And  were  you  aware  of  the  contribution  that  Mr.  CoUier  had  relayed 
to  the  DNC  from  the  Shakopees? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Not  until  this  very  second,  no. 
Question.  So  you  had  no  knowledge  of  a  50  thousand  or  $100,000  contribution  that 

Mr.  CoUier  brought  to  the  DNC? 
Answer.  None  whatsoever. 
Question.  Okay. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  I'm  sorry,  do  you  have  any  materials  on  that  or  is  that  just  an  asser- 
tion from  the  Majority?  I'm  sorry,  is  that  documented? 

Ms.  COMSTOCK.  I  believe  it  has  been  in  the  public  domain,  but,  no,  I  don't  have 
a  docviment  right  here.  I  don't  beUeve  there  have  been  any  produced  about — I  don't think  that  we  have  received  from  the  DNC  the  actual  check  or  contribution  to  my 
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knowledge.  That  representation  has  been  made.  I  don't  think  Mr.  Collier  challenges 
that.  I'm  not  sure  if  the  amount  is  clear,  whether  it  is  50  or  100,  but  I  think  that 
is  what  may  be  in  question.  But  if  you  can  enlighten  us  on  either. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  Believe  me,  we  can't. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK. 

Question.  Okay.  This  is  an  e-mail  we  received  from  the  department.  And  I  am  not 
sure,  given  your  representations  today  on  what  may  or  may  not  be  answered.  What 
I  wanted  to  ask,  this  is  an  e-mail,  I  guess  maybe  if  you  covild  explain  the  message 
of  traffic  on  top,  it  may  be  easier? 
Answer.  From  Scott  Keep,  who  is  in  the  Solicitor's  Office,  DOI  headquarters, 

March  21,  1997,  at  7:47  a.m.,  computer  information  that  I  can't  read.  Priority:  Ur- 
gent, a  message  to  John  Leshy,  Solicitor,  me,  George  Skibine,  Dave  Etheridge,  Dave 

Moran,  Troy  Woodward,  Tom  Hartman,  Hilda  Manuel,  Mike  Anderson,  Ed  Cohen, 
regarding  a  recent  decision  in  the  litigation  involving  the  dog  track. 

Question.  Okay.  And  to  the  extent  that  you  are  permitted  to  discuss  matters  relat- 
ed to  this,  did  this  e-mail  or  this,  you  know,  this  event,  the  Judge  Crabb  decision, 

prompt  any  recollection  or  any  discussion  of  events  related  to  the  dog  track,  the  fac- 
tual matters  or  recollections  you  may  have  had? 

Answer.  Not  with  me. 
Question.  Okay.  As  a  result  of  this  decision,  were  there  any  additional  doomients 

that  were  gathered  or  do  you  have  an  understanding  of  when  documents  were  being 
gathered  at  the  department? 

Answer.  I  remember  making  my  documents  available  to  the  Solicitor's  Office,  I 
don't  remember  when  it  was,  and  I  don't  remember  whether  they  came  back  for 
more  later.  They  know  where  they  are,  my  assistant  knows  where  they  are,  and  I 

made  them  freely  available  to  the  Solicitor's  Office,  so  I  don't  have  a  specific  recol- lection of  it. 
Question.  Do  you  know  if  then  you  would  have  been  making  your  documents 

available  back  last  spring,  March,  April,  May,  that  time  frame,  as  a  resvilt  of  this 
contact  from  Mr.  Keep  and  Mr.  Leshy? 

Answer.  To  be  honest,  I  don't  remember  when  the  document  requests  started  in 
that  litigation.  I  have  never  followed  the  litigation  very  carefully. 

Question.  I  am  not  really  getting  at  the  Utigation  so  much  as  the  document  gath- 
ering, more  that  I  am  trying  to  address  the  fact  that  the  litigation  occiured  prior 

to  our  request.  So  I  am  trying  to  get  a  sense  of  when  documents  were  gathered  to- 
gether and  when  a  mass  of  docvunents  were,  you  know,  kind  of  together  and  when 

you  had  cleared  through  yovu:  files  because  presumably,  as  we  ask  for  it  and  other 
parties  do,  it  is  subsequent  to  requests  that  you  got  on  this.  So  I  am  not — I  am  just 
trying  to  get  a  sense  of  when  the  documente  that  you  had  on  these  matters  were 
gathered  in  one  place? 

Answer.  I  know  this  doesn't  answer  your  question  very  well  but  let  me  do  the  best 
I  can  with  it.  They  were  gathered  the  first  time  for  the  litigation,  and  I  assiune  as 

a  result  of  a  traditional  docvunent  request.  I  don't  remember  when  that  was.  They 
were  then  recopied — I  beUeve  they  were  recopied  again  for  the  Senate  document  re- 

quests and  then  they  were  recopied  again  in  their  entirety  for  the  House  request 
when  the  department,  as  I  understood  it,  made  an  effort  to  make  sure  that  abso- 

lutely— they  sort  of  started  from  scratch  again  and  recopied  everybody's  files  to 
make  sure  we  absolutely  had  everything.  So  I  believe  my  files  have  been  reproduced 
at  least  three  times. 

Question.  Okay.  And  do  you  know  whose  handwriting  is  on  the  document  on  the 
bottom  of  the  page? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  AH  right.  And  it  looks  like  it  says  something  to  the  effect  of  notify  White 

House  Counsel  Office.  You  don't  know  whose  handwriting  that  is? 
Answer.  I  don't,  I'm  sorry. 
Question.  And  Mr.  Leshy,  is  he  actually  in  the  SoUcitor's  Office  or  is  he  in  the Secretar^s  Office? 
Answer.  He  is  in  the  Solicitor's  Office,  and  the  Solicitor's  Office  is  technically  part 

of  the  Secretary's  Office,  is  that  right? 
Mr.  Elliott.  For  some  circumstances,  yes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK: 

Question.  So  is  he  the  key  contact  person  from  the  Solicitor's  Office  working  di- 
rectly with  the  Secretary's  Office  then,  he  is  the  main  person  who  would  interface 

with  your  office? 
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Answer.  Well,  it  depends  on  what  issue  it  is  and  how  high  a  priority  it  is.  Cer- 
tainly he  is  the  person  that  the  Secretary  talks  to,  but  on  issues  I  work  on,  his  staff 

would  call  me.  I  mean,  once  in  a  while  he  calls  me  directly,  but  frequently  I  work 
with  his  staff  instead.  So  it  depends  on  what  issue,  it  just  depends  on  what  issue 
it  is  and  how  urgent  it  is. 

Question.  And  do  you  have  any  knowledge  of  anybody  notifying  the  White  House 
Counsel's  Office? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  As  a  result  of  this  decision? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay.  And   
Answer.  I  have  never  seen  this  before,  and  I  just  really  don't  know  anything  about it. 
Question.  Did  you  not  receive  this  e-mail  then? 
Answer.  Oh,  I  must  have  received  the  e-mail  because  it  says  I  did,  but  I  have 

never  seen  this  notation. 

Question.  This  is  presumably  from  somebody  else's  file  who  received  this,  other than  you? 

Answer.  Right.  And,  in  fact,  I  wouldn't  have  even  kept  this  in  my  file,  I  mean, 
this  e-mail  is — I  didn't  think  we  were  really  going  to  be  deposed  and  I  don't  think I  even  printed  this  out  and  kept  it. 

[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibits  No.  12  and  13  were  marked  for  identification.] 
Ms.  COMSTOCK  There  are  two  here,  and  it  looks  like  one  follows  the  other,  so  I 

will  just  put  those  together,  and  I  will  make  those  Deposition  Exhibits  No.  12  and 
13.  I  will  make  the  2/18  one  12  and  the  one  that  has  tiie  time  3:58  p.m.  on  the  top 
13.  We  may  want  to  start  with  the  2/18  one.  Actually,  I  will  give  you  the  dates,  it 
is  April  8,  1997,  April  9,  1997.  Do  you  recall  seeing  this  e-mail  in  general? 

Answer.  Only  very  vaguely. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  recall  any  discussions  you  had  regarding  the  congres- 

sional investigation  of  these  matters  that  anybody  had? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  I'm  not  sure  I  am  following  your  question.  In  general? Question.  Yes,  if  you  had  any  discussions  witn  anybody  about  the  congressional 
investigation  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  casino  application  matter. 

Mr.  Elliott.  You  say  with  anybody,  you  mean  discussions  with  congressional  peo- ple or  discussions  inside  the  department. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK. 

Question.  With  anybody? 

Answer.  I  am  sure  I  was  running  around  going,  oh,  my  God,  I  can't  believe  they 
are  doing  this,  but  I  don't  remember  having  a  substantive  discussion  about — I  don't remember  having  substantive  discussions  like,  you  know,  what  are  they  going  to 
ask,  what  are  they  doing.  I  mean,  it  was  news. 

Question.  Let  the  record  reflect  it  was  not  Majority  counsel  who  contacted  any- 
body first  over  there,  it  was  Minority  counsel.  The  e-mail  indicates  that  Mr.  Ballen 

had  contacted  somebody  here  in  this  message  traffic.  I  am  unclear  who.  Do  you  re- 
call any  discussions  about  that? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  discussions  about? 
Question.  This  contact? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't,  and  to  be  honest,  I  am  having  a  hard  time  following  the  e- mail. 
Question.  Perhaps  if  you  could  look  at  both  of  those,  from  your  understanding  of 

the  message  traffic,  determine  where  you  were  in  that  process  here. 
Answer.  The  one  fi-om  April  8  says  that  it  is  from  Scott  Keep,  but  the  text  of  it 

says  I  do  not  know  whether  Burton's  staff  will  make  an  inquiry  but  will  refer  them 
to  Scott  Keep  if  they  do  so.  It  appears  to  have  been  written  by  somebody  else,  I  don't 
know  who.  And  then,  where  it  says  "Susan,  can  you  give  this  to  Anne,  I  can't  access 
her  e-mail,"  and  "Heather,  can  you  give  this  to  David,  he  is  not  on  my  system," 
those  could  be  fi-om  somebody  else.  The  way  our  e-mail  works,  unless  you  punch 
it  in  a  certain  way,  it  doesn't  have  different  headers.  Like  mine,  the  next  one,  the 
way  I  punched  it  in,  you  can  see  I  have  forwarded  this  to  David  Hayes  and  John 
Leshy,  and  I  literally  just  forwarded  it,  I  didn't  add  an)rthing  to  it,  and  you  can  see 
from  my  heading  that  I  am — oh,  Mike  Anderson  wrote  this.  All  right.  You  can  see 
from  mine  that  Mike  wrote  this. 

Question.  Mr.  Ballen  is  going  to  stay  silent,  not  help  us  figure  this  out  at  all. 
Answer.  All  right.  If  I  am  following  the  heading,  Mike  wrote  the  paragraph  that 

says  "I  was  contacted"  and  ends  in  "do,"  "if  they  do."  Mike  would  not  be  giving — 
well,  he  could  be  saying  to  me  and  Susan  to  pass  them  on  because  he  might  not 
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have  been  able  to  get  ahold  of  them.  On  this  side,  it  is  me  passing  it  on  to  him 
and  to  Leshy  and  that  is  all.  But  when  I  pass  it  on,  I  think  it  shows  where  it  is 
forwarded  from.  I  don't  really  understand  all  this,  unless  Scott  forwarded  it  to  Leshy 
and  Cohen.  I  don't  know.  I  am  having  a  hard  time  figuring  this  out.  I  can  tell  you 
this  one  is  me  forwarding  this  message  to  David  Hayes  and  John  Leshy.  The  mes- 

sage on  here  appears  to  be  from  Mike  Anderson  to  me  and  Cheryl,  to  Scott  Keep 
and  Susan  Kaslow.  That  leads  me  to  think,  possibly,  this  one  is  Scott  forwarding 

Mike's  message  to  Leshy  and  Cohen. 
Question.  Okay.  And  did  you  ever  have  any  discussions  with  Mr.  Anderson  about 

whether  or  not  he  should  be  talking  about  this  decision  with  Congress  or  how  this 
was  going  to  be  referred,  who  could  talk  to  us? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  And  did  you  ever  have  any  discussions  with  anybody  about  who  was  the 
point  person  who  was  going  to  be  handling  this  with  Congress? 

Answer.  I  have  not  had  a  discussion  with  anybody  about  it,  no.  I  mean,  most  of 

my  contacts  have  been  through  Congressional  Affairs,  but  I  have  never  received  di- rection on  it  or  had  a  conversation  about  it. 

Question.  Okay.  Anything  else,  from  either  of  these  e-mails,  that  you  have  any 
recollection  of  any  discussions  that  you  had  about  matters  that  were  related  to  the 
Hudson  apoUcation? 

Answer.  No. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  If  we  could  just  take  a  brief  break,  I  think  I  am  just  about  done. 

Question.  Have  you  been  contacted,  aside  from  the  civil  sviit,  by  the  Justice  De- 
partment or  the  FBI,  in  relation  to  this  matter? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  when  was  that? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  the  exact  date.  Within  the  last— in  the  last  3  months,  No- 

vember maybe,  I  don't  know  the  exact  date. 
Question.  In  the  past  few  months? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Okay.  And  is  that  only  on  one  occasion? 
Answer.  No,  I  have  spoken  to  them  on  more  than  one  occasion. 
Question.  Close  togetner  in  time? 
Answer.  They  wanted  to  interview  me  and  did  so  and  then  they  had  follow-up 

questions  and  have  called  a  couple  of  times  with  follow-up  questions,  and  then  I  con- 
tacted them  at  one  point  because  I  knew  that  there  was  something  incorrect  in  my 

Senate  deposition  that  I  wanted  to  correct. 

Question.  Okay.  And,  actually  just  in  general,  don't  tell  me  what  you  told  them, 
but  today  you  have  discussed  a  nvunber  of  things  that  you  corrected.  Are  there  other 
matters  in  yovu-  Senate  deposition  that  you  need  to  correct  for  us? 

Answer.  Yes,  I  would  like  to  correct  one  matter.  Somewhere  in  here  we  are  talk- 
ing about  the  release  of  the  dociunent  a  day  early,  and  I  had  not  been  through  the 

record  well  enough  to — okay,  it  is  in  and  around  page  62.  I  recalled  that  inadvert- 
ently asecretary  had  sent  out  a  letter  that  announced  the  decision  a  day  early,  and 

in         -  -         -  •         ...  .        ̂   .,    ,  .V        x--_  -ii-_ 

sent 
thought, 

sent  it  out  even  if  I  wanted  to,  so  I  went  back  and  rechecked  my  files,  and  in  fact 
what  had  been  sent  out  inadvertently  the  day  before  was  basically  a  form  letter, 

a  copy  of  which  I  have  with  me,  it  is  in  your  files,  too,  to  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  indicat- 
ing something  to  the  effect  of  thank  you  for  your  letter  expressing  concerns  about 

the  Hudson  Dog  Track.  As  you  may  know,  the  department  has  declined  to  take  it 
into  trust.  I  trust  this  addresses  your  concerns.  Sincerely,  John  Duffy.  And  I  had 
that  letter  and  I  believe  some  other  ones  ready  to  go  because  the  decision  letter  was 

done,  pending  this  one  last  push  from  Eckstein  and  Moody,  and  I  had  just  gotten 
stuff  ready  to  go  so  that  we  could  get  the  decision  out.  We  were  trying  to  get  it  out 

before  Ada  had  to  go  up  to  Wisconsin,  and  a  secretary  sent  it  out.  She  just  thought 
it  was  ready  to  go  and  she  sent  it  out,  but  it  was  not  the  decision  letter.  So  this 

whole  discussion  about  when  Mike  signed  the  decision  letter  and  all  that  is  irrele- 
vant because  it  wasn't  right.  .    . 

Question.  And  that  is  page  62,  and  however  long  that  goes,  to  63,  I  beheve  it  is 
on,  and  64  and  65?  , 

Answer.  I  mean,  I  am  completely  flaiUng  around  in  this  because  I  didn  t  remem- 
ber it  very  well.  I  just  remembered  the  information  had  essentially  gone  out  before 

it  was  supposed  to  because  it  wasn't  going  to  be  final  until  Eckstein  had  his  last 
go-round  and  nobody  believed,  really,  that  he  was  going  to  be  able  to  bring  in  new 
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evidence  that  would  change  our  minds.  If  he  had  come  in  with  new  evidence,  if  he 
had  come  in  with  new  evidence  saying— you  know,  letters  from  the  mayor  and  the 

town  council  and  whoever  else  saying,  yes,  we  really  want  it,  the  decision  wouldn't 
have  been  finalized  that  day  is  my  behef,  but  he  didn't  come  in  with  any  new  evi- 

dence. He  just  wanted  us  not  to  make  the  decision  we  were  making,  and  the  deci- sion was  finalized. 

Question.  Okay.  And  are  there  any  other  matters  that  you  need  to  correct  for  the record? 

Answer.  I  can't  remember.  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Actually,  when  you  review  your  deposition,  if  there  are  additional  mat- 

ters, it  is  an  open-ended  question,  if  there  are  matters  you  need  to  correct,  I  would 
ask  that  you  clarify  that  to  the  extent  that  you  are  able. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  And  you  notified  the  Senate  of  that,  is  that  correct? 
Mr.  Elliott.  We  have  not  notified  the  Senate.  We  just  discovered  it  this  weekend. 

She  was  not  given — to  my  knowledge,  and  I  didn't  sit  at  the  first  deposition,  she was  not  given  an  opportunity  to  review  it. 
The  Witness.  It  was  in  a  newspaper  article  auite  some  time  ago,  and  that  is 

when  I  called  the  Justice  Department  and  said  this  isn't  right  and  I  sent  them — 
to  answer  yovu"  question  about  the  Justice  Department,  I  sent  them  a  copy  of  the 
letter  that  did  in  fact  go  out  early. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK. 

Question.  Was  it  yoiu*  xinderstanding  only  one  letter  went  out  early  then? Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  How  did  the  one  letter  end  up  being  the  one  that  went  out? 
Answer.  I  had  prepared  it,  Duffy  had  signed  it,  so  the  Secretary  thought  it  was 

ready  to  go.  She  didn't  realize  I  meant  to  hold  it.  I  didn't  realize  Duffy  had  signed 
it.  They  just  got  ahead  of  me  and  she  thought  it  was  ready  to  go  and  she  faxed  it to  the  St.  Croix  Tribe. 

Question.  Were  there  any — like  was  there  a  group  of  letters  that  were  going  to 
be  sent  out  when  the  decision  was  made?  I  am  just  wondering  why  there  was  only 
one. 

Answer.  I  think  I  was  preparing  letters  over  time  but  I  don't  have  a  specific  recol- 
lection of  it.  I  don't  know  why  this  one  went  out.  I  mean,  as  soon  as  I  realized  she 

sent  it  out,  I  knew  that  it  wasn't  supposed  to  go  out  and  I  caught  it.  But  I  don't 
really  remember,  to  be  honest.  I  wrote  a  lot  of— we  got  a  lot  of  correspondence  in 
the  Secretary's  Office.  We  got  80-odd  letters,  I  think,  in  opposition  to  the  dog  track, 
that  were  directed  directly  to  the  Secretary,  and  I  wrote  most  of  the  form  letter  re- 

sponses to  them  and  had  been  turning  them  out  over  time.  Only  closer  to  a  final 
decision  I  was  holding  some  of  them.  It  was  easier  to  say  the  matter  has  already 
been  taken  care  of,  and  why  this  partioilar  one  got  finalized  and  sent  out  was  just 
a  fiuke.  I  can't  explain  it.  I  wasn  t  there  when  she  did  it,  otherwise  I  would  have 
caught  her  and  she  wouldn't  have  done  it.  So  I  don't  really  know  how  it  happened. 

Question.  And  I  beUeve  we  have  received  a  copy  of  the  letter,  correct? 
Answer.  Well,  it  was  in  my  files  that  had  been  produced,  so  it  may  not  have  been 

identified  as — ^in  the  way  I  just  described,  but  you  have  it,  because  it  was  in  my 
files. 

Question.  Do  you  have  a  copy  of  that  with  you? 
Mr.  ELLIOTT.  No,  I  don't. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK,  Maybe  we  can  clarify  that  afterwards  to  make  svu-e  we  have  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  you  produced  it  with  a  cover  sheet  that  had  been  sent 
with  it? 

Answer.  Yes,  the  cover  sheet  is  what  is — ^what  I  had  in  my  files  was  not  the  origi- 
nal letter  dated  the  13th,  but  a  new  letter  dated  the  14th  with  a  cover  sheet  saying, 

you  know,  the  one  produced  yesterday  was  erroneous  and  shouldn't  have  been  sent 
out,  this  is  the  one  with  the  correct  date,  the  decision  was  made  today,  please  de- 

stroy the  old  one,  this  is  the  correct  official  response.  So  it  is  actually  the  fax  cover 
sheet  that  explains  what  happened,  rather  than  the  letter  itself 

Question.  Do  we  also  have  the  cover  sheet  of  the  first  one  that  was  sent  out,  do 
you  know,  as  opposed  to  the  second  one? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  I  kept  it.  It  is  not  in  my  files  which  means  I  did  not 
keep  it. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Do  you  want  a  copy  or  do  you  have  that? 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  I  believe  we  do  have  that,  but  can  we  just  maybe  make  a  copy. 

I  didn't  bring  it  today  to  question  you  about  it,  but  since  we  are  discussing  it  and 
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I  don't  have  my  copy  here,  why  don't  we  make  a  copy  of  that  and  make  that  Deposi- tion Exhibit  No.  15.  I  just  think  it  wovild  be  easier  to  make  the  record  clear  that 

is  what  you  are  correcting  and  I  wasn't  prepared  to  question  you  about  it,  but  just 
to  make  sure  we  don't  have  an  unclear  record. 

[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  15  was  m£irked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  Do  you  know  whether  the  Justice  Department   
Mr.  Elliott.  One  moment.  So  the  record  is  clear  in  response  to  the  previous  ques- 

tion, what  she  testified  to  was  that  a  copy  of — an  actual  copy  of  what  got  sent  early 
was  apparently  not  kept  in  the  office  because  it  is  no  longer  in  the  files. 

The  WITNESS.  Right. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MS.  COMSTOCK 

Question.  So  this  was  the  second  copy  you  sent  with  the  first  one,  it  is  yovu*  rep- resentation the  first  one  was  identical? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  You  were  just  sending  it  to  say  the  date  was  wrong? 
Answer.  The  first  one  was  identical,  except  I  assume  it  had  a  July  13th  date  on 

it.  And  I  called  the  tribe  and  said  this  was  not  supposed  to  be  sent,  you  know, 
please  destrc^  it,  vou  will  be  getting  a  second  letter  tomorrow.  And  that  is  what 
that  is.  And  I  wouldn't  have  kept  it  because  the  of&cial  letter  is  the  letter,  the  July 
14  letter.  The  one  that  was  inadvertently  sent,  wasn't  supposed  to  be  sent,  so  I 
didn't  keep  it. 

Question.  Okay.  I  think  we  addressed  this  before,  but  do  you  know  of  any  other 
documents  at  the  Interior  Department  regarding  this  matter  that  have  not  yet  been 
produced  to  this  committee  or  to  the  Justice  Department? 

Answer.  No,  ma'am. 
Question.  That  is  all  I  have  right  now. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  SADKIN: 

Question.  Ms.  Sibbison,  on  behalf  of  the  Minority  members  of  the  committee,  I 
would  like  to  thank  you  for  being  here  today.  I  unaerstand  you  are  battling  a  cold 
and  you  also  had  to  battle  the  icy  weather  to  get  here  and  we  appreciate  you  coming 
here  to  try  to  clear  up  some  of  these  questions.  And  I  just  have  a  few  questions. 

So  I  could  ̂ arantee,  from  the  Minority  side,  you  will  be  out  of  here  by  5:00  o'clock, 
per  Mr.  Elliott's  reauest. 

You  became  involved  in  the  Hudson  matter  because  it  was  an  important  decision 
for  the  Department  of  Interior,  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  it  was  important  because  it  was  about  an  off-reservation  site  that 
was  opposed  by  the  community? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  So,  for  instance,  if  the  Sokaogan  Chippewa  tribe  were  located  next  to 
the  City  of  Hudson  instead  of  188  miles  away,  the  department  might  have  given 
less  weight  to  the  impact  on  the  St.  Croix's  existing  gaming  facility? Answer.  That  is  correct. 

Question.  And  also  maybe  less  weight  to  the  opposition  of  the  community? 
Answer.  If  they  are  part  of  the  community  themselves,  yes. 
Question.  If  they  were  part  of  the  town? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Is  there  any  reason  why  the  three  applicant  tribes  could  not  have  cho- 
sen another  location  for  the  application,  could  have  given  them  maybe  the  same  eco- 

nomic benefits  but  without  community  opposition? 
Answer.  The  only  reason  they  couldn't  do  that,  in  my  personal  opinion,  is  because 

the  engine  driving  this  machine  was  the  dog  track  owner  and  the  dog  track  owner 
was  in  Hudson.  The  three  tribes  could  have  abandoned  the  dog  track  owner  and 
gone  somewhere  where  there  was  local  support  amd  the  outcome  would  probably 
have  been  quite  different. 

Question.  Was  it  yovir  view  at  the  time  you  considered  the  Hudson  application 
that  the  decision  would  be  important  for  the  fiiture  of  Indian  gaining? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  would  it  be  correct  to  say  a  decision  made  over  the  objections  of 

the  surrounding  community  would  put  IGRA,  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act, 
at  risk  of  repeal  or  amendment? Answer.  Yes. 
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Question.  And  that  can  make  it  harder  or  maybe  even  impossible  for  other  Indian 
applications  to  use  trust  land  for  gaming  purposes? 

Answer.  Correct.  ,  .,      j       _.        i.» 
Question.  So  was  that  a  poUcy  consideration  that  influenced  the  departments 

reading  of  applicable  statutes  and  regulations  in  this  case? 
Answer.  Yes,  it  was.  „, .    ̂   ^        ̂     r     *    « 
Question.  Is  it  your  experience  that  local  area  BIA  offices  support  most,  it  not  all, 

tribal  applications  that  are  forwarded  to  Washington?  Do  you  know  if  area  of- 

Answer.  I  am  not  an  expert  in  this  area;  however,  there  would  be  no  reason  for 
a  local  area  office  to  forward  an  application  that  was  negative. 

Question.  But  it  is  actually  the  central  office,  the  Washington  office,  that  has  to 

agree  with  those  recommendations,  has  to  actually  approve  the  application? Answer  Correct. 

Question.  So  if  an  application  were  to  be  denied,  it  wouldn't  be  unusual  for  the 
Washington  office  to  deny  the  application,  even  if  it  was  supported  by  the  area  BIA office? 

Answer.  Correct.  Otherwise  the  Washington  office  would  simply  be  rubber  stamp- 

ing everything  the  area  office  sent  in,  which  would  defeat  the  policy  purpose  of  hav- ing central  office  review  it.  .  j- 
Question.  And  was  this  decision  making  process  actually  subsequent  to  a  directive 

by  Secretary  Li^an  in  the  Bush  administration? 
Answer.  That  is  correct.  ..v      iv 
Question.  To  your  knowledge,  did— the  discussions  and  disagreements  within  the 

Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff"  center  are  the  reasons  for  denying  the  application and — . 
Answer.  That  is  correct. 

Question.  So  is  it  correct  to  say  to  the  best  of  your  knowledge  the  career  staff  con- curred in  the  final  decision  to  reject  the  application? 
Answer.  Absolutely.  ,,,,.,,  a    j  a     •  * 
Question.  And  the  final  decision  was  actually  made  by  Michael  Anderson,  Assist- 

ant Deputy  Director  for  Indian  Gaming  Affairs — or  Indian  Aff"airs? Answer.  Correct. 

Question.  Did  anyone  in  the  Secretary's   Mr.  Elliott.  His  title  is  Deputy  Assistant  Director. 
The  Witness.  He  is  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary. 
Mr.  Sadkin.  Thank  you. 

examination  by  MR.  SADKIN: 

Question.  And  did  anyone  fi-om  the  Secretary's  Office  tell  Mr.  Anderson  what  the final  decision  should  ber 
Answer.  Did  they  dictate  the  final  decision? 
Question.  Right? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  believe  anyone  pressured  him  to  reach  the  result  he  reached? 
Answer.  No.  •  v  t 
Question.  You  testified  earlier  about  a  conversation  or  two  you  had  with  Jennifer 

O'Connor  at  the  White  House.  Is  it  your  recollection  that  she  was  merely  making 
a  status  inquiry  into  the  application? 

Answer.  That  was  my  understanding,  yes. 
Question.  And  it  wasn't  that  the  White  House  was  giving  its  opinion  on  the  appu- cation? 
Answer.  Correct. 
Question.  Or  dictating  an  outcome? 

Answer.  She  expressed  no  opinion  as  to  the  outcome  or  made  no  requests  regard- 
ing the  outcome. 

Question.  Did  the  White  House  dictate  a  date  the  decision  had  to  be  made  by? 
Answer.  Absolutely  not.  The  date  had  absolutely  nothing  to  do  with  the  White 

House. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  telling  anyone  else  at  the  Interior  Department  about  your 
conversation  with  Ms.  O'Connor? 

Answer.  I  have  no  independent  recollection  of  it.  When  I  reviewed  the  documents, 
however,  I  think  I  forwarded  a  copy  of  the  Minnesota  delegation  letter  that  went 

to  Ickes  to  Skibine  so  that  they  would  have  it  as  part  of  their  substantive— when 
a  Congressman  makes  substantive  comments,  I  do  send  them  down  to  the  gaming 
office,  which  I  had  forgotten,  so  that  they  will  have  them  on  record. 
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Question.  But  it  was  not  yoiir  intention  to  give  Mr.  Skibine  instructions  about  the 
outcome  of  his  analysis? 

Answer.  No,  and  I  don't  see  how  forwarding  the  delegation  letter  could  have  done 
that.  u-    •        o 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  any  involvement  by  Secretary  Babbitt  on  this  issue? 
Answer.  No.  I  believe  he  was  on  a  trip  to  Wisconsin  for  some  other  puroose  and 

people  asked  him  about  it,  but  I  think  he  answered  ofiF  the  top  of  his  head.  I  don't think  he  had  even  been  briefed  on  it. 
Question.  So  he  never  discussed  the  Hudson  matter  with  you? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Was  there  any  political  interference  of  any  kind  involved  in  the  decision 
making  process  within  the  Department  of  Interior? 

Answer.  With  great  respect,  I  beUeve  Congressmen  were  trying  very  hard  to  influ- 
ence the  decision.  I  don't  believe  that  in  fact  there  was  any  influence,  outside  of  the 

merits  of  the  decision,  outside  of  the  merits  of  the  factual  record,  is  what  we  based 
the  decision  on.  The  only  elected  officials  or  governmental  officials  that  really  had 
an  influence  on  the  decision  were  local  elected  officials  and  Congressman  Gunder- 
son,  because  he  was  the  local  Representative. 

Question.  But  the  White  House  didn't  try  to  influence  the  decision  in  any  way? Answer.  No. 
Question.  Did  the  DNC  try  to  influence  the  decision  in  any  way? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  contacted  by  the  CUnton/Gore  Campaign  about  Hudson? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Would  you  agree  that  the  Hudson  casino  decision  was  rendered  on  the 
merits  based  on  the  recommendations  of  the  career  BIA  staff? 

Answer.  Absolutely. 
Question.  And  do  you  agree  with  the  decision? 
Answer.  Absolutely. 
Question.  I  have  no  other  questions,  thank  you. 
Ms.  COMSTOCK.  Thank  you  for  appearing  today.  We  did  get  you  out  of  here  before 

5:00. 
The  Witness.  Thank  you. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Before  we  go  off"  the  record,  Ms.  Comstock,  I  would  like  to  know 
whether  it  is  the  intention  of  the  staff  or  the  committee,  as  far  as  you  know,  to  re- 

lease our  privileged  dociunents,  or,  in  the  alternative,  to  honor  the  privilege  and 
protect  the  interests  that  we  have  in  the  litigation.  We  can  get,  if  you  wish,  as  you 
asked  me,  a  letter  asserting  the  privilege  for  our  documents,  but  having  made  the 
request  before  that  they  not  be  released,  I  would  like  an  answer,  which  we  have 
not  gotten,  as  to  whether  the  committee  intends  to  release  these  documents. 

Ms.  Comstock.  Actually,  as  I  indicated  earlier,  we  are  not  in  a  position  to  rep- 
resent what  the  committee  is  going  to  do,  and  this  is  all  preserved  for  the  commit- 

tee, but  I  will  go  ahead  and  make  this  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  16,  which  is  the  letter 
that  we  received  when  we  sent  over  the  documents,  and  no  privileges  were  asserted. 

I  think  the  letter  speaks  for  itself,  and  we  will  just  put  that  up  and  I  think  we  can 
take  the  matter  up  with  the  ftiU  committee. 

[Sibbison  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  16  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  Elliott.  That  is  the  January  12  letter. 
Ms.  Comstock.  Yes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Which  by  itself  is  labeled  privileged,  the  dociunent. 
Ms.  Comstock.  I  think  the  letter  will  speak  for  itself,  and  we  can  discuss  this 

further  after  if  you  wovild  like  to. 
[Whereupon,  at  5:00  p.m.,  the  deposition  was  concluded.] 

[The  exhibits  referred  to  follow:] 
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^^^  I  7  ;9S5 

Honorable  Arlyn  AckJey  Sr. 
Chairman 

Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community,  lac. 
Rl.  1.  Box  625 

Crandon.  Wiscoosin  54520 

Dear  Chairman  AckJey: 

.Ji/
' 

\V' 
As  you  may  Iljiow,  oa  February  8.  1995, 1  mei  with  Seaaior  Paul  Wellstooe,  Represenutives  Jim  Oberstar, 
Davicj  Minge,  Bill  Luther,  Bruce  Veoco  and  tribal  representatives  from  the  Mille  Lacs,  Bois  Forte,  Lffch 

Lake,  Shakope«  Mdewakanton  Sioux,  Red  Lake  and  St.  Croix  Tribes,  to  discuss  their  concerns  with  your 

application  to  pla:e  land  located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  the  Sokoagon  Chippewa,  Comrnuoiry, 

th:  La:  Court:  OreiJIes  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior 
C  .  ppewa  Indians  for  gaaiiog  purposes. 

At  Lhis  meeting,  tribal  representatives  indicated  that  they  did  not  believe  the  Bureau  of  bdian  Affairs  (BIA) 

had  complied  with  the  tribal  consulutioo  re^uiremeso  of  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaining  Regtilatory  Act, 

ard  that  they  lacked  sufficient  infonsaiion  to  adequately  respond  to  your  proposed  aojuisition.  They 
specifically  requested  that  they  be  gractaj  additiooai  time  to  submit  reports  detailing  the  impact  of  the 

proposed  acq-jisition  on  nearby  tribes  We  agreed  to  this  request,  but  did  not  set  a  deadline  for  the 
submission  of  Lhis  uiformation  In  order  not  to  unduly  delay  consideration  of  this  proposed  acquisition, 

w:  have  adv.sai  the  parties  with  wbcm  wc  mst  on  February  8  tliai  any  additional  information  must  b« 

sus.Tiined  by  Apr  J  30,  1995,  in  order  to  be  considered  by  the  Department  of  the  Interior  la  making  the 
Sectjon  20  determination. 

Please  be  assured  that  our  coanutme::t  regarding  the  submivsioo  of  additional  information  will  not  delay 

consideration  of  other  aspects  of  you:  appliution  by  the  BLA's  Indian  Gaming  Management  Suff.  Should 
areas  of  ccr.c:ms  with  the  applicauoa  be  identified,  you  will  be  so  notified. 

Sincerely, 

John  J.  Duffy 

Counselor  to  the  Secretary 

bcc:       Secy  Surname.  Secy  RF(2).  lOl-A,  Bureau  RF,  Surname,  Chran,  Hold 
BlA:CSkibine;trw:3/16/95^BiBi  wp:a:ackley.dog 
corr  per  JDuffy:trw:3/27/95 

EXHIBIT 

1^ 
Identical  leners  sent  to: gaiashJcibos.  Lac  Couru  Oreiilet  Band  of  Chippewa 

Rose  Gumoc,  Red  Qiff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewas 
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OCONNO^'     &      HANNAN.L  LP 

SUITE  aoo 

I«rQ   PCNNS'LVAN,*  AvENUC   NW  ; 

WAS->sS-ON    DC   20OO«'>*a3  i 

April  21.  1995 

Ms  Heath;:  Sibbison 

Special  Assistant  to  Counselor  DuffS' 
US  Depanmentofthelmenor 
lg-:9C  Sireei.  NW.,  Room6U:  ^         . 
Washington.  DC.  20240 

Dear  Hea'j>.er; 

Good  to  talk  wi'Ji  you  >esterda>  afternoon    Enclosed  is  the  correspondence  we 

iisc'jssei,  the  references  to  Dr  Mum)  end  .Arthur  .Ar.derson,  Inc.  are  in  the  "Responses" 

Tnank  you  for  your  assistance 

Tnomas  J  Corcoran 

TJC:shy 
DocJSSM 

Enclosure 

027»-» 
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Prestnii.l  by 

COOPERS  Sc  LYBRaND  LL?. 

Et.vni>in>.  Cnn\uiu,t;f  ScTVKn 

Market  and  Lconomic  Impact  Anafysis  - 

Impact  of  the  Proposed  Hudson 
Casino  on  the  St.  Croix  Casino  &  Hotti 

Pruentt^te: 

St.  Croix  Band  of  Chiprpcwa 

^ST^ 

April  27, 139S 

Q2tM 
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^^wPPeat  Marwick  llp 
<300  Nerwas:  Cant*'  TalaenontflH^BH  Taiatai  612  Xl  02S2 

90  Soutn  Saoa^tr  5v««t 

Minnaisokl.  MN  S&M2 

April  28.  1995 

Mr.  George  Skibine 
Director 
O^ice  of  Indian  Gaming 
Room  2070  Main  Inienor  Building 
1 849  C  Sreet,  North  West 

Wasbingtoa.  D.C.  20240 

Dear  Mr.  Skibine: 

I  have  been  asked  to  canstrjt  the  enclosed  report  directly  to  your  anention.  This  report 

constini'.es  part  of  the  official  conunents  in  opposition  to  the  Hudson,  Wiscoosin  gaming 
proposal  from  the  : 
•  Minnestoa  bdian  Gaming  Associanon 
•  Mille  Lacs  Band  of  Caippewa  Lndiatu 
•  St.  Crou  Chippewa  Band 
•  Shakopee  Mdewa&anioo  Dakota  Tribe 

Please  acknowledge  receipt  by  ren^-n  voice  mail  a:  612-337-9494  or  fax  612-337-9464. 

Very  truly  you.-?. 

AlP.WC  Peat  Marwick  LLP 

^^Z>^;='^ai^ 
Srtven  W  Laible 
Parmer 

SWL;lg 

Senator  Paul  Vrellsioat 
Mr.  Suniey  Crooa 
Ms  Marge  Ajidenon 
Mr  Lewu  Taylor 
Mr.  John  McCaniy 
Mr.  Lany  K.itio 

02345 

I  CMS  -"jLAftt 
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United  States  Attorney's  Olfice  O)  ̂   ̂ ^  /  ̂   ̂  
Wastem  District  of  Wisconsin 

Attomoy/Crient  ' Febojary  K,  1996  Communication         ^  r\ 

MEMORANDUM  FOR  SCOTT  KEEP,  OFFICE  OF  THE  SOUCITOR  ^    "       V 
From:  David  E.  Jones,  AUSA 

Subject:  Analysis  of  UtiQation  Rlaka  in  Sokaooon.  et  al.  v.  Babbitt,  et  al. 

This  responds  to  your  request  that  litigation  counsel  provide  a  brief  analysis  of 

the  litigation  risks  in  Sokaogon.  et  a!  v.  Babbitt,  et  al..  No.  95-C-e59-C. 

1 .  SubstantiaJ  Potential  for  Burdensome  Extra-Record  Discovery. 

In  our  February  2  hearing  on  the  discovery  motions,  Judge  Crabb's 
questioning  Indicated  strongly  ihat  she  would  deny  our  request  to  limit  discovery  to 

the  administrative  record.  She  stated  outright  that  "if  this  were  a  non-APA  case, 
plaintiffs  would  easily  have  demonstrated  a  reasonable  basis  tor  the  discovery  they 
seek  here"  and  she  asked  "Whafs  a  plainijff  to  do  when  there  is  some  evidence  that 

outside  inlluences  may  have  affected  an  agency's  decision."  She  also  appeared  to 
believe  that  the  White  House,  through  Harold  Ickes's  office,  exerted  influence  over  the 
Department,  an  allegation  that  plaintiffs  pressed  by  observing  that  Secretary  Babbitt 
did  not  provide  an  affidavit  denying  his  alleged  statement  that  Ickes  had  ordered  the 
Department  to  deny  the  application  on  July  14,  1995. 

A  decision  allowing  extra-record  discovery  is  therefore  highly  probable,  and 
such  a  decision  would  aeate  a  difficult  precedent  affecting  not  only  the  Department 
but  also  every  controversial  agency  decision.   We  can  expect  that  the  following 
individuals  will  be  deposed:  John  Duffy,  George  Sklblne,  Michael  Anderson,  Heather 
Sibbison,  Donald  Fowler  of  the  DNC,  and  perhaps  Harold  Ickes  and  Secretary 

Saobitt.    (Note:   Ickes  has  not  been  noticed  by  plaimifts  to  date  and  Babbitt's  initial 
notice  of  deposition  has  been  withdrawn  by  plaintiffs.)   We  can  also  expect 
burdensome  document  requests  and  interrogaiories.  such  as  requests  for  a  list  of  all 

persons  who  contacted  the  Department  during  the  review  of  the  plaintiff  tribea' 
application. 

2.  Section  4^  Defense  WiD  Not  Prevent  Remand. 

We  do  not  believe  that  a  defense  based  on  25  U.S.C.  §  465  will  prevent  the 
Court  from  ordering  a  remand  to  remedy  alleged  defects  In  the  §  2719  process,  ̂ t 
most,  a  §  465  defense  predudes  the  Court  from  ordering  the  Department  to  take3i$^ 
land  Into  trust.   But  this  defense  will  not  constrain  the  Court  from  ordering  a  rer^r|Q  If 
It  finos  that  the  Department  did  not  satjsfy  the  consultation  requirements  impoiG^d^y 
§  2719,  particularly  gtven  the  factual  circumstances  of  this  case.  ^  ̂ 

We  understand  the  Depaament's  view  that  It  first  reviews  an  applicatiotf  u^er 
§  465  before  engaging  In  the  §  2716  analysis,  but  the  record  In  this  case  sh^s^hat 

the  sequence  was  reversed:  the  Deoartment  received  the  Area  Office's  §  21.1  Q^ 
recommendation,  and  began  its  review  of  same,  In  November  1994,  while  ̂ "^ 
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Department  did  not  receive  the  f  465  package  from  the  Area  O01c9  untJI  April  199S 

Opposing  counsel  have  pointed  out  this  timing,  and  the  Depar^ent's  nnal  decision 
letter  of  July  1995  can  also  be  read  as  indicating  that  the  $  27l9i}roces6  occurred 

before  the  Department  broadened  its  range  of  considerationsAJnder  $  465. 

The  consequence  of  our  factual  posture  is  that  the  Court  could  reasonably 
remand  this  case  with  an  order  that  the  Department  reconsic^,  as  a  threshold 

matter.  Its  f  2719  analysis.   Such  an  order  would  inhibit  the  .^apartment's  ability  to 
dispose  of  future  applications  on  §  465  grounds  without  reKhirg  the  §  2719  factors, 

as  future  litigants  could  point  to  a  precedent  establishing  spreelfic,  threshold 

consultation  requirements  In  these  types  of  decisions.  '^ 

3.  Alleged  Defect!  In  the  I  2719  Process  Are  Probiemstfc.  ^  ̂ 
Now  that  we  have  reviewed  the  administrative  record  in  greater  depth,  we  have  (-,  ̂  

determined  that  the  alleged  problems  with  the  f  2719  process  are  signiricam.  We  are  §  | 
primarily  concemed  about  our  ability  to  show  that  plaintiffs  were  told  about  and  given  <°  n 
an  opportunity  to  remedy  the  problems  which  the  Department  ultimately  found  were  S  ~ 

outcome-determinative.  Area  Direaors  are  told  to  give  applicants  an  opportunity  to  o  ̂  
cure  problems,  and  It  will  be  hard  to  argue  persuasively  that  applicants  lose  this  g  < 
opportunity  once  the  Central  OfTice  begins  its  review.  The  administrative  record,  a*  in  % 

far  ae  we  can  tell,  contains  no  record  of  Department  meetings  or  communications  §-  ̂  

with  the  applicant  tribes  In  which  the  Department's  concerns  were  expressed  to  o  £ 
plaintiffs.  These  communications  may  have  occurred,  but  they  simply  are  not  S  c 

documented  in  the  record.  The  second,  and  related,  problem  Is  that  the  Department  ̂   a 

appears  to  have  changed  in  this  case  its  past  policy  of  requiring  'hard'  evidence  of  " 
ustriment  to  the  community.   The  plaintiffs  will  therefore  argue  that  they  had  no 
r.stice.  either  through  past  policy  or  through  direct  Departmental  communication,  that 

the  'soft*  concerns  expressed  by  lo:al  officials  would  jeopardize  their  application. 
Finally,  the  record  shows  that  there  was  no  corsultaton  with  the  State,  In 

contravention  of  S  2719. 

In  sum,  the  Court  could  take  these  problems  and  reasonably  conclude  that  the 

Department  should  reconsider  the  application  and  provide  the  plaintiffs  with 

'meaningful'  consultation.  The  nsk,  of  course,  is  that  the  Court  could  also  specify 
what  it  means  by  'consultation,*  throwing  further  impediments  in  the  Department's 
future  review  of  these  types  of  applications.  These  risks  would  be  avoided  through  a 

voluntary  reconsideration,  which  piainutis  could  obtain  anyway  with  a  new  application. 

4.  Getflai'neiit  Presorvos  Deparvnont's  RexibiGty  in  Defining  Scope  of  f  466. 
Finally,  we  understand  that  tne  Oepanment  is  examining  how  It  should  exerdse 

Us  S  465  discretion  In  light  of  the  Eighth  Circuit  s  recent  decision.  To  have  a  chance 

of  winning  this  case,  litigation  counsel  will  ne«d  to  argue  aggressively  that  the 
Department  has  extremely  broad  discretion,  both  substantively  and  procedurally, 

when  It  considers  an  application  under  $  465.   This  litigation  position  may  not,  aa  we 
explained  above,  be  dispositive  of  all  the  Issues  before  the  Court.  At  the  same  time, 

this  position  may  be  inconaistent  with  wider  Departmental  goals.  It  may  therefore 
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increaae  the  Department's  policy  flexibility  if  this  case  were  eliminated  as  an 
influence.  £■  ̂^ 

o  *^ 

As  you  l<now.  we  need  to  move  quickly  on  this  opportunity  for  s^leSrient 
before  the  Court  reaches  a  decision  on  the  discovery  motions.  Pleas»id»ise  us  if 
you  need  any  additional  information.  ii'  C 
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'^r^^m      United  Slelcs  Department  of  the  Interior  Iw^g' 
TAXI" 

nmi  in! 

k:F.  nFIllr.  SCCRET-VAY 

Wul..iitin.i.  DC  ZiniO 

JUL   I  4  1395 

Honorable  Ross  M.  Gurnoc 

TribaJ  Chairperson 

Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippcv.-as 
P.O.  Box  529 

DayHeld,  Wisconsin    54814 

Honorable  Alfred  Trcpania 
TribaJ  Chairperson 
Lac  Courie  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior 

Chippewa  Indians 
Route  2.  Box  2700 

Hayward.  Wisconsin    54843 

Honorable  Arlyn  AckJcy,  Sr. 
Tribal  Chairman 

So'caogon  Chippewa  Communiiy 
Roui:  1,  Box  625 

Crandon,  Wisconsin    54520 

Dear  Ms.  Gurnoe  and  Meisrs.  Trepania  and  AckJcy: 

On  November  15,  1994,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  of  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affair  (BIA) 

transmitted  the  application  of  theSokaogon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte 

Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake 

Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconan  (collectively  referred  to  as  the  "Tribes")  to  place  a  55- 
acre  parcel  of  land  located  in  Hud«3n.  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  The 
Minneapolis  Area  Director  recommended  that  the  decision  be  made  to  take  this  particular  pared 

into  trust  for  the  Tribes  for  gaming  purposes.  Following  receipt  of  this  recommendation  and  at 

the  request  of  nearby  Indian  tribes,  the  Secretary  extended  the  period  for  the  submission  of 
comments  concerning  the  impaa  of  this  proposed  trust  acquisition  to  April  30,  1995. 

The  property,  located  in  a  commercial  area  in  the  southeast  corner  of  the  City  of  Hudson, 
Wisconsin,  is  approximately  85  miles  from  the  boundaries  of  the  Lac  Courie  Oreilles 
Reservation,  165  milci  from  the  boundaries  of  the  Red  Cliff  Reservation,  and  188  miles  from 

the  boundaries  of  the  Sokaogon  Rcscnation.  The  St.  Croix  Band  of  Chippewa.  Indians,  one  of 

the  eight  Wisconsin  uibes  (not  including  the  three  applicant  tribes),  is  located  on  a  reservation 

within  the  50-mile  radius  used  by  the  Minneapolis  Area  Director  to  determine  which  tribes  can 

be  considered  "nearby*  Indian  tribes  within  the  meaning  of  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming 
Regulatory  Act  (IGRA)- 
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.Section  20  of  ihe  IGRA,  25  U.S.C.  §  2719(b)(1)(A).  authofizis  gaming  on  off-rsicrvauon  L'ur. 

lands  acquired  after  October  17.  1988.  if  the  Secretary  determines,  after  consuluiion  with 

appropriate  Slate  and  locaJ  officiaJs,  including  ofTiciaJs  of  other  nearby  tribes,  and  the  Governor 
of  the  Slate  concurs,  that  a  gaming  csiablishment  on  such  lands  would  be  in  the  best  interest  of 
the  Indian  uibe  and  its  members  and  would  not  be  dctrimentiJ  to  the  surrounding  community. 

The  decision  to  place  land  in  trust  stilus  is  committed  to  the  sound  discretion  of  the  Secretzry 
of  the  Interior.  Each  case  is  reviewed  and  decided  on  the  unique  or  particular  circumsancss  of 

the  applicant  tribe. 

For  the  following  reasons,  we  regret  we  are  unable  to  concur  with  the  Minneapolis  Area 

Director's  recommendation  and  cannot  make  a  finding  thai  Ihe  proposed  gaming  esublishmcnt 

would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

The  record  before  us  indicates  that  the  surrounding  communities  are  strongly  opposed  to  this 

proposed  off-reser/ation  trust  acquisition.  On  February  6,  1995,  the  Common  Council  of  the 

City  of  Hudson  adopted  a  resolution  expressing  its  opposition  to  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix 

Meadows  Greyhound  Park.  On  December  12.  1994,  the  Town  of  Troy  adopted  a  resolution 

objecting  to  this  trust  acquisition  for  gaming  purposes.  In  addition,  in  a  March  28,  1995,  letter, 

a  number  of  elected  officials,  including  the  Stale  Representative  for  Wisconsin's  30th  Assembly 
District  in  whose  district  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Track  is  located,  have  expressed 

strong  opposition  to  the  proposed  acquisition.  The  communities'  and  State  officials'  objections 
arc  based  on  a  variety  of  factors,  including  increased  expenses  due  to  potential  growth  in  traffic 

congestion  and  adverse  effect  on  the  communities'  future  residenlial,  industrial  and  commercial 
development  plans.  Because  of  our  concerns  over  detrimental  effects  on  the  surrounding 

community,  we  are  not  in  a  position,  on  this  record,  lo  substitute  our  judgment  for  that  of  local 

communities  directly  impacted  by  ihis  proposed  ofT-reservatJon  gaming  acquisition. 

In  addition,  the  record  also  indicates  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  strongly  opposed  by 

neighboring  Indian  tribes,  including  Ihe  St.  Croix  Tribe  of  Wisconsin.  Their  opposition  is  based 
on  Ihe  poicntial  harmful  effect  of  the  acquisition  on  their  gaming  establishments.  The  record 
indicates  that  the  St.  Croix  Casino  in  Turtle  Lake,  which  is  located  within  a  50-mile  radius  of 

the  proposed  trust  acquisition,  would  be  impacted.  And.  while  competition  alone  would  generally 
noi  be  enough  to  conclude  that  any  acquisition  would  be  detrimental,  it  is  a  significant  factor  in 

iliis  particular  case.  The  Tribes'  reservation:  are  located  approximately  85,  165,  and  188  miles 
respectively  from  the  proposed  acquisition.  Rather  than  seek  acquisition  of  land  closer  to  their 

own  reservations,  the  Tribes  chose  to  'migraii*  lo  a  location  in  close  proximity  to  another  tribe's 
market  area  and  casino.  Without  qucsuon.  SL  Croix  will  suffer  a  loss  of  market  share  and 

revenues.  Thus,  we  believe  the  proposed  acquisition  would  be  detrimental  lo  the  Si.  Croix  Tribe 

within  the  meaning  of  Section  20(b)(1)(A)  of  the  IGRA. 

We  have  also  received  numerous  complaints  from  individuals  because  of  the  proximity  of  the 

proposed  Class  III  gaming  csublishment  to  the  St.  Croix  National  Scenic  Riverway  and  the 
potential  harmful  impact  of  a  casino  located  one-half  mile  from  the  Riverway.  We  are  concerned 

ihai  the  potential  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  the  Riverway  was  not  adequately  addressed 
in  environmental  documents  submitted  in  connection  with  the  application. 

02954 
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FmaJly.  even  if  the  factors  discussed  above  were  insufficient  to  support  our  determination  unce: 
StcUon  20(b)(1)(A)  of  the  ICRA.  the  SecreLvy  would  still  rely  on  these  factors,  including  the 

opposition  of  the  local  communities,  sute  elected  officials  and  nearby  Indian  tribes,  to  decline 
10  exercise  his  discretionary  authority,  pursuant  to  Section  5  of  the  Indian  Reorgani:iation  Act  of 

1934,  15  U.S.C.  465.  to  acquire  title  to  this  property  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  the 
Tribes.    This  decision  is  HnaJ  for  tJie  Department. 

Sincerely, 

Michael  J.  Anderson 

Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian  Affairs 

Minneapolis  Area  Director 
National  Indian  Gaming  Commission 
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DRAFT:   6/29/95 

a: \Hudson. Itr 

Rose  M.  Gurnoe,  Tribal  Chairperson 
Red  Cliff  Band  of  LaJce  Superior  Chippewas 
P.O.  Box  529 

Bayfield,  Wisconsin  54814 

CaiashXibos,  Tribal  Chairperson 
Lac  Courte  Oreilles  Band  of 

LaJce  Superior  Chippewa  Indians 
Route  2,    Box  2700 
Hayvard,  Wisconsin  5484  3 

Axlyn  AcJcley,  Sr.  ,  Tribal  Chaiman 
Sokaegon  Chippewa  Conaunity 
Route  1,  Box  625 
Crandon,  Wisconsin  54520 

Dear  Ks  Gurnoe  and  Messrs.  GaiashJcibos  and  Ackley: 

On  November  15,  1994,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  of  the  Bureau  of 
Indian  Affairs  (BIA)  trans=itted  the  application  of  the  Sokaegon 
Chippewa  Co=unity  of  Wisccnsin,  the  Lac  Course  Oreilles  Band  of 
LaJce  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band 
of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (collectively 

referred  to  as  the  "Tribes")  to  place  a  55  acres  parcel  of  land 
located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  gaaing  purposes.  The 
Minneapolis  Area  Director  reccraended  that  the  decision  be  made  to 
taJce  this  particular  parcel  into  trust  for  the  Tribes  for  gaaing 
purposes. 

For  the  following  reasons,  the  Secretary  has  deteraincd  not  to 
exercise  his  discretionary  authority,  pursuant  to  Section  5  of  the 
Indian  Reorganization  Act  of  1934  (IRA),  25  U.S.C.  465,  to  acquire 
title  to  this  55  acres  parcel  of  land  in  trust  for  the  Tribes. 

Land  not  held  in  trust  or  restricted  status  may  only  be  acquired 
for  an  Indian  tribe  in  trust  status  when  such  acquisition  is 
authorized  by  an  act  of  Cor.qress.  Authority  to  acquire  the  parcel 
in  question  is  found  in  Section  5  of  the  IRA,  which,  in  pertinent 
part,  provides  as  follows: 

The  Secretary  of  the  Interior  is  hereby  authorized, 
in  his  discretion,  to  acquire,  through  purchase, 
relinquishaent,  gift,  exchange,  or  assignnent,  any 
interest  in  lands,  water  rights,  or  surface  rights 
to  lands,  within  or  without  existing  reservations. 

03211 
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including  trust  or  otherwise  restricted  allotaents, 
whether  the  allottee  be  living  of  deceased,  for  the 

purpose  of  providing  land  to  Indians. 

Title  to  any  lands  or  rights  acquired  pursuant  to 
(this  section)  shall  be  taken  in  the  naae  of  the 
United  States  in  trust  for  the  Indian  tribe  or 
individual  Indian  for  which  the  land  is  acquired, 
and  such  lands  or  rights  shall  be  exeapt  from  State 
and  local  taxation. 

The  statute  states  that  the  decision  to  acquire  land  is  one  within 

the  Secretary's  discretion.  25  CFR  Section  151. lo  sets  forth 
factors  to  be  considered  when  the  Secretary  is  acting  on  a  recjuest 
for  acqpiisition  of  land  in  trust  status,  although  the  regulation 
does  not  purport  to  constrain  the  Secretary's  discretion  to 
consider  other  factors,  nor  to  assign  different  weight  to  each 
factor. 

One  of  the  factors  listed  is  the  purpose  for  which  the  land  will  be 
used.  The  purpose  of  the  acc[uisition  is  to  enhance  class  III 
gaaing  at  the  facility  with  the  introduction  of  slot  machines  and 
blackjack  along  with  the  pari-mutuel  dog  racing  currently  being 
conducted  on  the  site  by  the  owners  of  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound 
Park,  Crotxland  Properties.  For  the  following  reasons,  We  are  not 
prepared  to  take  this  off-reservation  parcel  into  trust  for  geuning 
purposes  at  this  time. 

The  parcel  of  land  is  located  off-reservation,  in  Hudson, 
Wisconsin.  The  record  before  us  indicates  that  the  surrounding 
coaaunities  have  strongly  objected  to  this  proposed  trust 
acquisition.  On  February  6,  1995,  the  Conaon  Council  of  the  City 
cf  Hudson  adopted  a  resolution  expressing  its  opposition  to  casino 
gaabling  at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Park.  On  December  12, 
1994,  the  Town  of  Troy  adopted  a  resolution  objecting  to  the 

proposed  trust  acquisition  for  gaaing  purposes.  The  communities' 
objections  are  based  on  a  variety  of  factors,  including  the 
following:  1)  Increased  law  enforceaent  expenses  due  to  potential 
exponential  growth  in  criae  and  traffic  congestion;  2)  testing 
waste  water  treataent  facilities  up  to  remaining  operating 
capacity;  3)  probleas  with  solid  waste;  4)  adverse  effect  on  the 
coaaunities'  future  residential,  industrial  and  commercial 
development  plans;  and  5)  difficulties  for  current  Hudson 
businesses  to  find  and  retain  employees. 

The  record  also  indicates  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  strongly 
opposed  by  neighboring  Indian  tribes,  including  the  St.  Croix  Tribe 
of  Wisconsin  and  the  Shakopee  Mdewakanton  Sioux  Community,  as  well 
as  by  a  substantial  number  of  other  Indian  tribes  both  in  Wisconsin 
and  in  the  neighboring  State  of  Minnesota.  Their  opposition  is 
centered  on  the  potential  haraful  effect  of  this  acquisition  on 
their  gaaing  establishaents . 

In  addition,  a  number  of  elected  officials,  including  the  State 
Representative  for  Wisconsin's  30th  Assembly  District,  and  the  U.S. 03212 
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Representative  in  whose  district  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Trac)c 

is  located  have  expressed  strong  opposition  to  the  proposed 

acquisition. 

Finally,  we  have  received  nuaerous  conplaints  Croa  individuals 

because  of  the  proximity  of  the  proposed  class  III  gaaing 

establishaent  to  the  St.  Croix  National  Scenic  Rivervay,  and  the 

potential  haraful  iapact  of  a  casino  located  one-half  aile  froa  the Rivervay. 

For  these  reasons,  the  Secretary  has  detenained  not  to  exercise  his 

discretionary  authority  to  acquire  this  off-reservation  parcel  of 

land  in  trust  for  the  Tribes  for  gaming  purposes. 

As  you  know.  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  of  1988 

(IGRA),  25  U.S.C.  2719(b)(1)(A),  authorizes  gaming  on  off- 
reservation  trust  lands  acquired  after  October  17,  1988,  if  the 

Secretary  determines,  after  consultation  with  appropriate  State  and 

local  officials,  including  officials  of  other  nearby  tribes,  and 

the  Governor  of  the  State  concurs,  that  a  gaming  establishment  on 

such  lands  would  be  in  the  best  interest  of  the  Indian  tribe  and 

its  aenbers,  and  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding 

cocaunity.  In  this  particular  case,  because  we  have  determined  not 

to  exercise  our  discretionary  authority  to  acquire  this  parcel  of 

land  pursuant  to  Section  5  of  the  IRA  and  regulations  in  25  CFR 

Part  151,  we  need  not  undertake  the  two-part  determination  of 

Section  20  of  IGRA,  an  additional  requirement  imposed  on  the 

Secretai-y  before  gaming  can  occur  on  Indian  lands  acquired  after 
the  date  of  enactaent  of  IGRA.  This  decision  is  final  for  the 

Departaent. 

Sincerely, 

Ada  E.  Deer 

Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian  Affairs 

(OR,  IF  FOR  DEIPUTY  CO.'O^ISSIGNER' S  SIGNATURE,  INCLUDE  FOLLOWING 
STATEMENT,  AND  DELETE  LAST  SENTENCE  ABOVE): 

This  decision  aay  be  appealed  to  the  Interior  Board  of  Indian 
Appeals.  4015  Wilson  Boulevard,  Arlingt.on,  Virginia  22203,  in 

accordance  with  the  regulations  in  43  CFR  4.310-4.340.  Your  notice 
of  appeal  to  the  Board  must  be  signed  by  you  or  your  attorney  and 
must  be  aailed  within  30  days  of  the  date  you  receive  this 
decision.  It  should  clearly  identify  the  decision  being  appealed. 

If  possible,  attach  a  copy  of  the  decision.  You  must  send  copies 

of  your  notice  of  appeal  to  (1)  the  Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian 
Affairs,  4140  KIB,  U.S.  Departaent  of  the  Interior,  18th  and  C 
Streets,  NW,  Washington,  D.C.  20240,  (2)  each  interested  party 

known  to  you,  and  (3)  this  office.  Your  notice  of  appeal  sent  to 

the  Board  must  certify  that  you  have  sent  copies  to  these  parties. 
If  you  are  not  represented  by  an  attorney,  you  may  request 
assistance  from  this  office  in  the  preparation  of  your  appeal.   If 

C3213 
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you  file  a  notice  of  appeal,  the  Board  of  Indian  Appeals  will 
notify  you  of  further  appeal  procedures. 

If  no  appeal  is  tiaely  filed,  this  decision  will  becoae  final  for 

the  Depar"taent  at  the  expiration  of  the  appeal  period.  No 
extension  of  tine  nay  be  granted  for  filing  a  notice  of  appeal. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy  Comaissiosner  for  Indian  Affairs 

Area  Director,  Minneapolis  Area  Offic* 
Chairaan,  National  Indian  Gaaing  Coaaission 

032U 
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C^w    .It. Hmtcd  States  Senate 
:;vs<  — n  rs  s;  is  ic:4  =$ 
.•.i5-'s:-r\  re  ::5':-»:sc 

July  19.  1996 

The  Honorable  Bruce  Babbin 

Secretary 

Dcpanment  of  the  Interior 
1 8th  &C  Streets.  N.W. 

Washington,  D.C.  20240 

Dear  Mr.  Secretary: 

I  was  profoundly  disturbed  to  read  in  last  Friday's  Wall  Street  Journal  that  top  White 
House  officials  actively  intervened  last  year  to  reverse  a  preliminary  Interior  Depanmem 

decision  to  resolve  a  dispute  berueen  Indian  tribes.  Ordinarily,  I  would  be  hearwned  by 
White  House  interest  in  Indian  affairs.  But  the  evidence  cited  by  the  Journal  indicates  that 

one  group  of  tribes  obtained  Vrlute  House  anention  and  support  primarily  because  they  gave 
more  campaign  conuibutions  to  the  Democratic  National  Committee  (DNC)  than  did  a 

compeimg  group  of  tribes.  The  foliowmg  events  reported  in  the  Journal  are  troubling  to  me 

and.  at  a  minimum,  coninbute  to  an  appearance  of  improprier.-. 

•  In  early  1995.  severaj  Indian  tnbes  hired  Patrick  O'Connor,  a  major  fundraiser  for  the 
Democratic  Parry  and  fcrmer  Treasurer  of  the  DNC.  in  an  effort  to  reverse  a 

preliminary  decision  of  the  Intcnor  Department  -  Lhe  agency  charged  by  law  to 

resolve  such  marters  --  that  favored  one  group  of  tribes  over  another  group  of  tribes 
seeking  to  acquire  a  racetrack 

•  On  Apnl  24,  1995.  O'Connor  talked  to  the  President  and  his  senior  adviser,  Bruce 
Lindscy,  in  person  at  a  Democratic  Parry  fundraising  event  about  the  problem  his 

inbaJ  clients  had  wuh  Lhe  preliminary  Intenor  Department  decision. 

•  Between  April  24  and  26.  1995.  Harold  Ickes.  deputy  chief  of  staff  to  the  President, 

placed  at  least  two  calls  to  O'Connor  about  this  same  issue. 

•  On  April  25,  1995.  the  director  of  the  Minnesou  Indian  Gaming  Association  wrote 
other  tribal  leaders  to  inform  them  about  an  upcoming  meeting  on  this  issue  with  the 

DNC  Co-Chairman.  Donald  Fowler,  saying  that  "the  people  we  will  be  meeting  with 
are  very  close  to  President  Clinton  and  can  get  the  job  done." 
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•  The  April  25.  1995  memorandum  said  the  meetmg  would  be  with  Fowjcr. 

accompanied  by  'top  level  siafT"  rcpresentmg  Senator  Bob  Kerrey,  who  serves  as 
Chairman  of  the  Democratic  Senatorial  Campaign  Comminee.  and  Senator  Tom 
Daschle,  who  is  of  course  the  Democratic  Leader  in  the  Senate. 

•  On  April  28.  1995.  O'Connor  took  his  tribal  clients  to  see  Fowler  at  the  DNC 
headquaner^  to  talk  about  this  issue. 

•  Sometime  between  April  28  and  May  8,  1995,  Fowler  sent  Ickes  a  memo  supporting 

the  position  taken  by  O'Connor 

•  On  May  8,  1995,  O'Connor  ujote  Ickes  about  reversing  the  preliminary  Interior 
Department  decision,  stating  "1  can  testify  to  their  previous  financial  suppon  to  the 
DNC  and  the  1992  ClintoaGore  Campaign  Commmee." 

•  Fowler  has  admined  that  he  "had  a  conversation  with"  Ickes  on  this  same  issue 
sometime  after  the  Apni  28.  1995  meeting,  a  conversation  an  Ickes  spokesman  has 
said  Ickes  cannot  recall. 

•  An  Ickes  aide.  Jennifer  O'Connor,  placed  what  the  Ickes  spokesman  called  routine 
s'ams  calls  to  Intenor  officials  on  the  issue  after  the  April  28,  1995  meeting. 

•  Paul  Eckstein,  the  lobb>  ist  for  Indian  mbcs  on  the  other  side  of  the  dispute,  has  swom 
that  on  July  14.  1995  he  me',  uith  you.  Mr.  Secretary,  to  seek  a  delay  of  the  decision 

in  favor  of  O'Connor's  clicn:  Libes 

•  Eckstein  has  swom  that  on  July  \i,  1995  you  told  him  that  Ickes  had  called  you  and 
told  you  the  decision  had  to  be  issued  that  day  without  delay.  It  was. 

The  appearance  of  impropnetv  raised  in  this  anicle  is  quite  obvious  --  high-level 

V.'hite  House  anention  goes  to  M.hcrc  the  money  is.  reversing  an  Interior  resolution  of  a 
dispute  berween  Indian  tribes  in  favor  of  the  tnbcs  who  have  given  the  most  money  to  the 
Democratic  National  Commmee 

I  firmJy  believe  Indian  affairs  policy  decisions  of  the  Interior  Department  should  be 
made  in  strict  isolation  of  how  much  money  any  of  the  tribes  have  contributed  for  partisan 
campaign  purposes.  From  our  >ears  of  v«,orking  together  on  these  and  many  issues,  Mr. 

SecrcLarv',  I  am  ceruin  you  share  my  firm  belief  in  this  regard. 

As  Chairman  of  the  Senate  Comminee  on  Indian  AfTairs,  I  would  appreciate  it  very 
much  if  you  would  provide  me  with  your  response  to  several  questions  related  to  the  story 
set  out  in  the  Journal  article 
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On  or  about  July  14,  1995  was  a  telephone  call  made  by  Ickes  or  by  someone  on  h
is 

behalf  to  you  or  someone  on  your  behalf  on  this  issue'' 

If  so.  did  Ickes  or  his  delegate  convey  to  you  a  message  that  the  Intenor 
 Department 

should  not  delay  release  of  its  decision  to  favor  O'Connors  clie
nt  tnbcs  on  this  maner'' 

Paul  EcksteiJV  the  lobbyist  for  Indian  tnbes  on  the  other  side  of  the  dispute,  has  swor
n 

in  an  af5davit  that  he  met  with  you  on  July  M.  1995  and  that  you  told  Eckstein  that
  Ickes  had 

called  you  and  told  you  the  decision  in  favor  of  Mr.  O'Connor's  client  tribes  had 
 to  be  issued 

that  day  without  delay''  Is  this  true'' 

I  have  never  before  been  aware  of  such  active  involvement  by  high-level  VrTiite  House 

staff  on  resolving  disputes  bc:\veen  competing  Indian  tribes.  Would  you  please  descnbe  any 

other  occasions  during  your  tenure  as  Secretary  of  the  Interior  when  top-level  White  
House 

staff  ha\e  personally  inierNened  in  Intenor  Department  policy  or  administrative  decisions
 

directly  affecting  Indian  tribes'' 

Likewise,  I  have  never  before  been  aware  of  such  active  involvement  by  high-level 

officials  of  the  Dcmocrstjc  National  Comminee  to  intercede  with  the  White  House  to  broker 

a  dispute  between  Indian  tnbcs  Would  you  please  describe  any  other  occasions  when  Mr. 

Fowler  or  other  high-level  DNC  officials  have  personally  intervened  with  the  White  House 

or  the  Intenor  Department  on  policy  or  administrative  decisions  directly  affecting  Indian 

tnbes'' 

Both  Senator  Inouye  and  I.  as  we  have  exchanged  the  positions  of  Chairman  and  Vice 

Chairrr.in  of  the  Senate  Comminee  on  Indian  .Affairs  over  the  years,  have  always  tried  our 

umost  to  erasure  that  our  deliberations  on  Indian  affairs  policy  be  conducted  in  a  fully  non- 

partisan maiuier  It  has  been  my  view  that  maners  directly  affecting  Indian  tribes  should  be 

resolved  not  nec«sanly  according  to  the  Republican  or  Democratic  philosophies  prevailing 

at  any  given  moment  but  instead  according  to  fundamenul  principles  of  tribal  self- 

determinauon  and  fairness  that  honor  the  govemmcnt-to-govemmcnt  and  trust  relationships 

the  United  Sutes  has  with  Indian  tnbcs. 

After  reviewing  the  activities  recited  in  the  Journal  anide,  one  could  reasonably 

conclude  that,  in  this  instance,  what  mfluenced  the  Administration's  determinations 

reearding  Federal-Indian  maners  were  campaign  contributions  rather  than  the  long-standing 

fundamental  principles  that  have  guided  Federal-Indian  policy  in  recent  decades.  I  know 

these  arc  strong  words,  but  can  you  tell  me  why  it  would  not  be  reasonable  for  Indian  tribes 
to  conclude  from  the  events  dcscnbed  in  the  Journal  aniclc  that  they  must  give  more  money 

to  Democrat  than  do  their  competitors  if  they  arc  to  gain  White  House  attention  and  reversal 

of  preliminary  Intenor  decisions  that  would  adversely  affect  them?  Surely  you  would  agree 
with  me  that  White  House  anention  should  not  be  the  subject  of  a  bidding  war  among 
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campaign  donors.  To  the  extent  it  is.  American  Indian  people,  and  indeed,  all  Amencans. 
lose. 

I  ask  that  you  respond  to  the  questions  I  have  raised  and  provide  me  with  some 

assurance  that,  from  this  point  foPAard,  you  will  personally  ensure  that  campaign 
contributions  made  by  Indian  tribes,  or  the  failure  of  an  Indian  tribe  to  make  contributions. 

\^ill  have  absolutely  no  impact  on  Interior  Department  policy  decisions  affecting  Amencan 

Indians  and  Alaska  Natives.  Thank  you. 

Sincerely, 

i6hn  McCain 

Chairman ^^
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ncncrable  Jor.n  KcCair. 
Vr.-.zed   States  Ser.ate 

Washingtor.  ^C.   205iO-03C:- 

Dear  Senator  McCain: 

:  apologize  for  the  delay  :-    responding  cc  your  letters  of  July 
19  and  25,  1996,  concerning  allegations  made  m  a  July  12,  159e 

Wall  Street  Journal  article.    This  article  falsely  insinuated 

that  this  Department  has  allowed  campaign  contributions  to 
dictate  Indian  policy. 

*  am  enclosing  two  memoranda  that  answer  most  of  Che  questions 
vou  ask    The  first  describes  tne  baclcground  cf  the  matter  m 

cjestior..  and  the  contacts  made  fcy  officials  in  the  Executive 
Cffice  c:  the  President  on  tnat  matter.   !t  was  prepared  by 
Heat.-.er  Sibcison,  assista.-.t  to  Counselor  John  Duffy  (who,  as  you 
know,  recently  returned  to  private  law  practice).   The  second  is 
a  rencrandum  from  the  Solicitor  discussing  the  court  decision 
addressed  ir.  your  July  :r  litter. 

Your  letter  also  mqijired  arojt  c=--unicat ions  directly  involving 
r.t        '.    nave  nc  recollection  o:  oemg  contacted  by  acccrney 
=  3tr:c.<  O'Connor  on  this  matter,  nor  do  ;  recall  ever  being 
:.-.:cr-.ed  oy  anyone  m  t.-.e  Executive  office  of  the  President  cf 
vr   ;Ccn.-.cr's  invclve-er:    "urtner.  like  members  of  my  stafl.  I 
cit  nc:  learn  c:  tne  i>cr:.  T:.  l?9e  letter  from  the  Director  of 
t.-.e  *':r.r.esct3  India.-.  Ci-..-.=  Cc^.t:  ssicr.  until  well  after  the 
ceris.cn  zr.    t.'-.e  trust  land  application  was  made,  and  I  mi   no 
'.r.cw.ecge  c:  any  -eetmgs.  -e-oronoa.  telepnone  calls  or  any 
ctner  ro~uni  rat  ions  oet-een  ixecutiv*  Office  persons  and  tribal 
rerreser.tat  :ves  ocoosec  tr  :.-•  arc.isiticn  discussed  m  vcur  July 

app.y: 
dec  is: 

witnc. 
never 
decis: 

■>:-.-.   Mr   ra-1  Ir<ste.n.  an  iitorney  for  the  three  tribes 
-.g  for  the  trust  land  acquisition,  shortly  before  a 
sn  was  made  or  tne  application    Following  this 
iation.  I  mstrurteo  ry  staff  to  give  Mr.  Eckstein  the 
jnity  CO  discuss  tne  ma::er  -ith  John  Duffy.   I  must 
Jjlly  dispute  Mr   Ernstems  assertion  chac  I  cold  him  cha; 
(es  instructed  me  to  issue  a  decision  in  chis  macter 
:  delay.   I  never  discussed  the  matter  wich  Mr.  Ickes;  he 

save  me  any  mscructions  as  to  what  this  Deparcmenc"s 
:n  should  be,  ncr  wr.en  it  snould  be  made. 
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~z   'he  besi  cf  ny  recolleriic-  :  have  never  been  zor.zAczez    by 

"top-level  White  House  siar'f"  or.  a.-.y  :r.cericr  Departnenc  cecisirr 
directly  affecting  Indian  trioes  ncr.  :o  ;ne  bes-  c:  ny 

recollection,  have  I  ever  oeen  contacted  by  any  official  fron-  tn* 
Democratic  National  Committee  trying  to  influence  tne 

Department's  decisicnmakmg  process  on  such  decisions. 

Like  you,  I  believe  that  this  Department  should  make  decisions 
like  this  one  wholly  on  the  merits,  without  any  regard  to 
campaign  contributions  or  other  partisan  political 
considerations.   We  did  v^st  that  m  this  matter. 

Over  the  years,  you  and  I  have  worked  together  on  a  wide  variety 
of  issues  affecting  Native  Anericans,  with  wnai  I  believe  has 
been  a  shared  determination  to  do  our  best  to  discharge  our  trus: 
obligations  m  a  nonpartisan  T.anner.   I  regret  that,  relying 
solely  on  a  newspaper  article,  you  have  chosen  to  so  publicly 

call  into  q-jestion  tne  integrity  cf  our  decisionmaking  on  this 
T.atter    I  3~   pleased  tr  .-.ave  tne  opportunity  to  set  the  record 
straignt 

Smcerelv, 

;^^^=5i«^ 
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«.-*  1T*«I  0*«C?OM«^' 
-Bnitd  States  Senate 

COMMlTTEr  ON  INDIAN  AffAiRS 

WASHING  "ON.  DC  JO510-6«5fl 

July  25,  1996 

The  Honorable  Bruce  Babbin 
Secretary 

Depanment  of  the  Interior 
18th  &C  Streets.  N.W. 

Washington.  D.C.  20240 

Dear  Mr.  Secretary: 

On  July  19th  I  wrote  you  about  the  allegations  in  the  Wall  Street  Journal  story  that 
partisan  campaign  contributions  influenced  the  outcome  of  a  preliminary  Interior  Department 
decision  resolving  a  dispute  between  Indian  tnbes.  In  the  July  20  issue  of  the  fVashington 

Post,  an  unidentified  "spokeswoman"  for  the  Interior  Department  said  a  federal  judge 
recently  found  no  relationship  between  the  campaign  contributions  and  Interior's  handling 
of  the  maner.  slating  that  Interior  feels  "vindicated  by  the  courts." 

I  have  reviewed  the  June  11,  1996  coun  order  to  which  your  spokeswoman  referred. 
h  cenjes  the  panial  summary  judgment  sought  by  the  three  Indian  tribes  who  allege  that  the 

L-.:;.-.or  Depanment  decision  adverse  to  them  was  influenced  by  the  campaign  contributions 
of  other  tnbes  It  grants  the  motions  of  the  United  States  for  a  protective  order  to  limit 

d'.scovi.-%,  to  limit  judicial  review  of  the  administrative  record,  to  strike  a  portion  of  the 
administrative  record,  and  for  summary  judgment  that  the  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  - 

Indian  Affairs  had  the  legally-delegated  authonty  to  deny  such  an  application,  and  that  the 
Counselor  to  the  Secretary  had  legal  authonty  to  reopen  the  consultation  period  under  the 
Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act. 

A%  you  know,  summary  judgment  is  a  means  by  which  a  court  and  the  parties  may. 
early  in  a  case,  dispose  of  issues  about  which  there  is  no  real  factual  dispute.  This  is 
dKiened  to  avoid  the  necessity  for  a  trial  on  issues  which  can  be  resolved  by  the  judge  as  a 
matter  of  law. 

As  you  can  see  from  the  attached  order,  at  page  14,  the  Coun  stated  that:  "Given  the 

parties'  divergent  views,  it  is  difTicult  to  determme  where  reality  lies.  At  this  point  it  is  not 
necessary  to  determine  the  truth  of  the  matter  but  only  to  decide  whether  the  undisputed  facts 
provide  enough  evidence  of  potential  political  impropnety  to  warrant  extra-record  discovery 

and  judicial  review."  The  Coun  merely  said  that  the  facts  to  which  all  parties  agree  do  not 
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justify  the  ;exc=pt.onal  rcliefofe.vna-ricorddtscoven  and  judicial  rev.ew.  The  allesacions 
raised  in  the  y'all  StreetJournal  an.cle  rerr^am  in  substa/itial  factual  dispute  and  l-e  not 
resolved  by  the  Coun's  order  of  June  11,1 996.  Although  the  record  that  can  be  considered by  the  Coun  is  now  limited  by  the  June  11 .  1 996  order.  I  believe  the  matter  remains  subiect 
to  appellate  review.  In  any  event,  the  allegations  themselves  have  vet  to  be  tried  bv  'anv 
Court  and  they  remam  of  contmuing  interest  to  me  and  the  Comminee  on  Indian  Affairs. ' 

I  would  appreciate  you  informing  me  on  what  basis  the  Depanment  has  concluded  it 
has  been  -vmdicated"  by  the  Coun's  June  1 1.  1 996  ordcr^  Such  a  conclusion  appears  to  me to  be  at  best,  premature.  If  upon  your  review  of  the  order  you  agree  that  it  does  not 
vindicate"  the  Depanment  on  the  disputed  allegations  of  the  influence  of  campaign contnbutions.  I  think  it  would  be  only  fair  for  the  Depanment  to  set  the  record  straight  arid inform  the  news  media  that  the  Depanment  has  retracted  its  earlier  statement  of  vindkation. 

Mr.  Secretan-.  I  have  always  appreciated  the  fine  job  you  have  done  as  Secretary  in the  effons  to  improve  our  Nation's  relations  with  the  Indian  tribes.  I  know  this  is  due  to  vour deep  personal,  commitment  to  Native  .Americans.  I  also  know  you  set  high  standard^  for yourself  and  for  the  Depanment  on  maners  of  ethics  and  fairness.  TTiat  is  whv  I  would  hone you  agree  with  me  that  even  if  the  couns  eventually  conclude  that  the  decision  of  the Depanment  was  not  influenced  by  campaign  contnbutions.  the  fact  remains  that  there  is  an unseemly  appearance  of  impropnet>  L^.at  is  produced  when  top-level  Democratic  National Comminee  and  Uliite  House  officials  actively  anempt  to  influence  public  policy  decisions 
in  lavor  of  cen^in  Indian  tribes  while  at  :ne  same  time  mentioning  these  mbes'  previo^ C2~.?aien  contnbutions  to  the  Democratic  ?zr\ 

Sincereiv, 

■^/^^ 
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Hcr.crable  John  McCain 

'Jr.iied  Scacas  Senate 
Washington,  D.C.   20510-0303 

rear  Senator  McCain: 

:  apologize  for  the  delay  m  responding  to  your  letters  of  July 
19  and  25,  1996,  concerning  allegations  made  in  a  July  12,  15=5 
Wall  Street  Journal  article.    This  article  falsely  insinuated  ■ 
that  this  Department  has  allowed  car.paign  contributions  to 
dictate  Indian  policy. 

Z   a-  enclosing  two  memoranda  tnat  answer  most  of  the  questions 
you  ask.   The  first  describes  the  background  of  the  matter  m 
CTjesticn,  and  the  contacts  made  by  officials  in  the  Executive 
Office  of  the  President  on  that  matter.   It  was  prepared  by 
Heather  Sibbison,  assistant  to  Counselor  John  Duffy  (who,  as  you 
know,  recently  returned  to  private  law  practice) .   The  second  is 
a  -eT.orandum  from  the  Solicitor  discussing  the  court  decision 
addressed  m  your  July  25  letter. 

Your  letter  also  inqpuired  about  com-unications  directly  involving 
re    :  have  no  recollection  of  being  contacted  by  attorney 
r  =  trick  O'Connor  on  this  rr.atter.  nor  do  I  recall  ever  being 
mfcr-ed  by  anyone  in  the  Exsrutive  Office  of  the  President  of 
y-      0' Connor's  involvement   .-urther.  like  r.eriers  of  my  staff,  Z 
did  not  learn  of  the  April  2:.  1555  letter  from  the  Director  cf 
t.-.e  .Vmnesota  Indian  Gaming  Oo-.-ission  until  well  after  the 
tension  on  the  trust  land  acolitaticn  was  .-ade,  and  I  had  no 
knowledge  of  any  meetings,  -er.oranda,  telephone  calls  or  any 
ct.-.er  co-munications  between  Executive  Office  persons  and  tribal 
representatives  opposed  to  tne  ac—uisition  discussed  m  your  July 

:rney  lor  tne  tnree  trioes 
.on,  shortly  before  a 

rollowinc  this 
10  Give  Mr.  Eckstein  the 

.  .-et  wi;n  .<:.    rau_  =.c<stein.  a." 

decision  was  made  on  the  acclira: 
conversation,  I  mstructec  r.y  stc 
ccpcrtunity  to  discuss  the  matter  wi;n  Jor_n  Duffy.   I  must 
regretfully  dispute  Mr.  Eckstein's  assertion  that  I  told  him  that 
Mr.  Ickes  instructed  me  to  issue  a  decision  m  this  matter 

wi-hout  delay.   I  never  discussed  tne  -atter  with  Mr.  Ickes;  he 
never  gave  r.e  any  instructions  as  tc  what  this  Department's 
decision  should  be,  nor  vr.er.    it  snould  be  made. 
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73  "he  oest  cr  ny  reco-.e:;ic"  I  have  .".ever  ceer.  cor.tacced  cv 
";op- level  White  House  siaff"  cr.   a.-.y  Ir.tericr  Depart.T.en:  decisis: 
directly  affectir.c  India.",  tribes  r.cr,  to  the  best  of  r.y 
recollectior.,  have  I  ever  teer.   contacted  by  any  official  fro~  the 
democratic  National  Coxnittee  trying  to  influence  the 

Department's  decisionmaking  process  on  such  decisions. 

Like  you,  I  believe  that  this  Department  should  ma.ke  decisions 
like  this  one  wholly  on  the  merits,  without  any  regard  to 
campaign  contributions  or  other  partisan  political 
considerations.   We  did  just  that  m  this  matter. 

Over  the  years,  you  and  I  have  worked  together  on  a  wide  variety 
of  issues  affecting  Native  Americans,  with  what  I  believe  has 
been  a  shared  determ.ination  to  do  our  best  to  discharge  our  trust 

'obligations  m  a  nonpartisan  man.ner.   I  regret  that,  relying 
solely  c.n  a  newspaper  article,  you  have  chosen  to  so  publicly 
call  into  question  the  integrity  of  cur  decisionmaking  on  this 
Ti.atter.   I  am  pleased  to  have  tne  opportunity  to  set  t.he  record 
straioht . 

Smcerelv, 

:;^^^=5^^ 
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United  States  Department  of  the  Interior 

OFFICE  OF  THE  SECRET.\RY- 
WASHINGTON,  DC.  20240 

Al:~_s;  25,  1955 

Ma-orar-dum 

From:     Hearher  Sibbison,  Special  Assistant 

SL±i]ect:   Information  responding  to  questions  raised  by  Senator 
McCain  in  his  July  19  letter. 

Background 

In  NoveTJer  19  94,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  of  the  Bureau  of 
Indian  Affairs  (BIA)  sent  to  the  3IA  Central  Office  (through  the 
Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff)  a  routine  transmittal  of  an 
application  from  three  tribes  in  Wisconsin  to  take  55  acres  of 
land  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  into  trust  for  development  of  a 
casino.   The  three  tribes  are  the  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Community  of 
Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa 

Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior" Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin.   The  primary  focus  of  the 
application  was  an  existing,  failing,  dog  track  (the  St.  Croix 
y.eadows  Greyhound  Park)  . 

.he  parcel  is  located  a  considerable  distance  from  the  three 

tribes'  reser-/at  ions :   85  miles  from  the  boundary  of  the  Lac   es  reservatic: 
■eser^/'ation,  and 
'ser-.'aticn . 

miles  from  the  boundary  of  the 
.les  from  the  boundary  of  the 

before  the  Department  showed  strong  opposition  by 
nities  surrounding  the  dog  track  parcel  to  the  concept 
ng  a  casino  on  tne  property.   For  example,  the  Common 
the  City  of  Hudson  adopted  a  resolution  expressing 
to  casino  garrjlmg  at  tne  dog  track,  and  the  nearby 
y  adopted  a  similar  resolution  objecting  to  the  trust 
for  gaming  purposes .   Tne  Department  also  received  a 

ed  by  a  number  c:  elected  officials,  including  the 
sentative  for  Wisconsin's  30th  Assembly  District  (in 
ict  the  dog  track  is  located)  expressing  strong 
to  casino  gaming  at  tne  dog  track. 

An  Indian  tribe  closely  situated  to  tne  dog  track,  the  St.  Croix 
Tribe  of  Wisconsin,  also  was  adamantly  opposed  to  the  three 
tribes'  application.   The  St.  Croix  tribe  is  within  SO  miles  of 
the  track,  and  thus  under  BIA  policy  must  be  consulted  on 
proposals  by  other  tribes  to  take  land  into  trust  for  off- 

reser-^ation  gaming.   Furthermore,  the  Minnesota  Indian  Gaming 
Commission  and  all  the  Minnesota  I.ndian  tribes  opposed  the  plan. 
Senator  Wellstcne  and  Representative  Steve  Gunderson  also 
expressed  concern  about  the  proposed  casino. 

local c om.m.u: 
of  de 

ve 
lopi: 

Counc il 

of  ' oppos 
i; 

ion  1 
Town of 

Tro' acq-ui 
SI tion 

lette r 
sign' State R 
epre: 

w.-.ose d istr 

oppos It ion  1 

u-iven    all ".e    circum.st antes. .ncludi: the   strong  opposition  by 
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zr.e   neichbori.-.g  cribe  ar.d  tne  local  cc-r.ur.icies  ar.c  the  distance 
of  -he  oarcel  iron  the  three  tribal . applicants '  ressrvatior.s ,  the 
Deoartmer.c  declined  to  take  the  55  acre  parcel  into  trust  for  the 

three  tribes.   The  people  in  the  Secretariat  who  were  involved  m 
this  were  Michael  Anderson,  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  for  Indian 
Affairs  (who  made  the  decision)  ,  myself.  Tot.  Collier,  Chief  of 
Staff  (before  he  left  the  Department  at  then  end  of  June  1955) 

and"john  Duffy,  Counselor  to' the  Secretary.   Mr.  Andersen,  Mr. Collier  and  Mr.  Duffy  (who  left  Che  Department  in  July  1996) 
agree  with  Che  recollections  I  set  forth  here.   The  four  of  us 
are  referred  to  below  as  "we." 

The  "Bveata"  Described  in  the  Senator's  Letter 

The  first  three  bulleted  "events"  concern  involvemenc  by  ?atric)< 
O'Connor  in  reoresenting  tribal  opponents  in  this  matter.   Mr. 
O'Connor  and  other  merJiers  of  his  firrr.,  representing  the  tribes 
opoosed  to  taking  this  land  m  trust,  met  with  Mr.  Collier  and  me 
sometime  m  the  early  spring  of  1995  seeking  to  ensure  chat  a 
report  from  financial  consultants  would  be  included  in  the 
decisionmaking  record.   This  was,  to  the  best  of  our 
recollection,  the  only  -eetmg  any  of  us  had  with  Mr.  O'Connor. 
The  fact  tnat  .Mr.  O'Connor  represented  the  opposing  tribes  in 
this  matter  was  not  a  factor  m  our  decisionmaking. 

The  fourth  "event"  concerned  a  letter  dated  .^pril  25,  1996,  from 
the  Directcr  cf  the  .Minnesota  Indian  C-a-mg  Commission  to  other 
trical  leaders.   '«e  had  not  seen  nor  even  heard  of  this  letter 
until  a  copy  cf  it  was  given  to  the  Cepartment  by  the  U.S. 
Attorney  handling  the  three  tribes'  suit  against  the  United 
States.   This  was  well  after  tne  decision  was  made  to  deny  the 
three  tribes'  application.   It  therefore  had  no  impact  on  che 
Department '  s  decisionmaking . 

Regarding  "events"  five  tnrough  nine,  we  had  no  knowledge  of 
meetmos,  memoranda,  telec.-.cne  calls  or  any  other  communications 
befween  the  staff  of  the  Executive  Office  of  che  President  and 
persons  representing  trioes  opposed  to  the  acquisition.   If  any 
sucn  contacts  took  place,  t.-.ey  had  .-.o  effect  on  che  Deparcmenc '  s 
decisionmaking. 

Regarding  the  tenth  "event,"  it  is  accurate  that  Jennifer 
O'Connor,  an  aide  co  Harold  I  ekes,  contacted  me  on  or  about  June 
26,  1995,  regarding  che  three  tribes'  application.   The  purpose 
of  her  call  was  to  ask  for  our  assistance  in  providing 
information  on  this  matter  so  chat  she  could  prepare  a  response 
CO  a  June  12,  1996  letter  written  to  Mr.  Ickes  by  Senator  Paul 
Wellscone  and  four  Minnesota  congressional  represencacives 
opoosing  the  three  tribes'  aoolication.   She  made  clear  in  that 
call  chat  the  Executive  Cffice  of  the  President  was  noc  seeking 

in  any  way  co  influence  t.ne  Department's  decision  on  Che  matter. 
I  responded  to  her  request  by  sending  her  draft  replies  to  the 
incoming  correspondence. 
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?.e=ardi-g  Che  elever.zl-  "eva.-.: ,  ■  So'r.r.   3u::y  ci=.  az   zr.e 
Sscr-siary's  request,  have  a  -eeiir.g  with  Paul  Erkstai.-., 
represer.tinc  the  chree  trices  who  were  applying  to  have  the  lar.: 

taken  into  crust,  shortly  cefore  the  Department's  decision 
denving  che  applicacion  was  announced.   Mr.  Eckstein  provided  n: 

new'  mf orTTiation,  and  shortly  after-ward  the  decision  denying  the 
application  was  announced. 

Overall  Reaponse  to  the  Senator's  Inquiry 

We  have  no'  recolleccion  of  being  contacted  by  Harold  Ickes  or 
anyone  on  his  staff  on  or  about  July  14,  199S,  on  this  issue. 

The  only  relevanc  contact  that  any  of  us  had  was  Ms.  O'Connor's 
call  tc  rr.e  a  couple  of  weeks  earlier,  described  above.   At  no 
tiT.e  did  anyone  m  che  Executive  Office  of  the  President  convey 
anv  -essage  to  us.  regarding  what  the  decision  should  be  on  this 
r.atter  or  when  ic  should  be  rr.ade .   In  shore,  che  insinuation  m 

the  Journal  article  of  political  and  Executive  Office  of  the 

President  interference  m  t.-.e  Department's  decision  in  this 
xatter  is  false. 
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United  States  Depanmeni  of  the  Interior 
OFFICE  OF  THE  SOLICITOR 

Washinztcn.  DC     :0:-:0 
Au~csi    25,     15  55 

.0  : 

Frocr, : 

Re: 

The  Senacor's  let:ifej?^a!ces  issue  with  the  assercicn,  by  a 

Deparrmental  spokesperson  as  reported  in  the  July  20  Washing-cr. 
Post,  that-  the  Department  believes  a  recent  federal  district 

court  decision  vindicates  the  DepartT.ent '  s  decisionmaking  process 
regarding  the  Wisconsin  trust  land  application.   The  letter 

acknowledges  that  z'r.e    court  dismissed  certain  claims  against  the 
Departr.ent,  but  attempts  to  dininish  the  significance  of  the 
decision  by  claiming  it  did  not  deal  with  disputed  matters  of 
fact.   I  do  not  believe  this  characterization  of  the  decision  is 

-.  a  lawsuit  brought  by  the  tribes  who 
.  take  a  parcel  of  land  in  Wisconsin 
:heir  reservations  into  trust  so  they 

-.e  land.   Upon  the  Department's 
.on.  the  tribes  sought  to  overturn 
;rt    5okaccor.  Chipoewa  Community,  et 
;;-r  (W.D.  wis.).   on  June  11,  1996, 

fcrty-three  page  opinion  and  order  on 
•  plaintiffs  and  the  defendants.   Most 
:ed  tne  United  States'  motion  to  limit 
!  to  the  ad-inistrative  record  before 

Z'
 ecu ^~    — . . 

ling 
was  mad( 

.-.ac aco lied to  have  the  i 

.zca ted seme CIS tance  fr: 
zc\:.- c  c cerat e  a casino  o; 

rs-e 
Ct  1 en  CI tne ir  aoDli: 

t.-.at ce cisic n  m lecera. 

=  * 

5acc 
No .  5  5-. 

tne CIS ecu rt  issue; 
van 0-3 

-cti 

ens filed  bv 
cert me 

ntly. 
tne court  c; ■  UCl 

ri  3 1  rev 
lew 

m  tnis  ; 

Z    celieve  it  can  fairly  be  said  that  this  court  decision 
vindicates  our  position  that  tnere  was  no  improper  political 
intrusion  or  influence  m  cur  decision  on  this  matter.    Although 

the  decision  was  on  the  see-ir.gly  technical  question  of  whether 
the  court  snculd  make  any  m— _ir-/  beyond  the  administrative 
record,  the  material  the  cLamtif:  wanted  to  introduce  outside 

that  record  was  exactly  tne  -aterial  referred  to  in  the  Wall 
Street  Journal  article  and  relied  uccn  m  Senator  McCain's  July 
IS    letter  to  you.   The  court ' s  opinicn  reviewed  that  record  in 
some  detail  (June  11  opinion,  z:^ .    5-12)  . 

y.creover,  the  court  assu~ed.  fcr  ourposes  of  deciding  the  motion, 
that  the  allecations  that  sue.-,  contacts  were  made  was  trije . 

While  Senator'McCain' s  July  25  letter  points  out  that  the 
allegations  "remain  m  substantial  factual  dispute  and  are  not 
resolved  by  the  Court's  order  of  June  11,  1996,"  he  fails  to 
point  out  that  the  reason  the  allegations  are  in  dispute  is 
because  we   dispute  some  of  tne-.    Put  another  way,  the  court  was 
viewir.g  tne  material  from  tne  point  of  view  most  favorable  to  the 
plaintiffs'  allegation  of  imorooer  oolitical  interference. 

at 
material  m  question  from  the  perspective  most 
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favcribie  ro  the  plair.riffs,  ihe  court's  cor.clusicr.  couid  not 
r.avs  beer,  -ore  clearly  stated:   "althougr.  plaintiffs  have  show— 
t.-.at  congressional  and  presidential  contacts  were  r.ade  with  zr.s 
2eoartTient  of  the  Interior,  t.-.ev  have  not  shown  that  the  contacts 
co'-ild  be  deemed  improper."   (Opinion,  p.  3,  emphasis  added) 
Turning  to  the  details,  the  court  found: 

" [T] here  is  surprisingly  little  evidence  of  interaction 
between  congressional  or  presidential  officials  and 

Department  of  Che  Interior  staff,  as  a  recap  of  the  three  • 
specific  events  constituting  the  actual  contact  among 
members  of  Congress,  presidential  staff  and  the  department 

will  show . " 

(Opinion,  p.  29.) 

Regarding  zhe    alleged  meetings  and  letters  involving  opposition 
trices,  the  Democratic  National  Committee  Chairman,  and  White 

House  staff,  the  court  said:  "The  problem  with  this  evidence  is 
that  plaintiffs  do  not  lin<  it  anv  wav  to  the  Department  of  the 
r.'.terior  and  to  the  official  review.-s  plaintiffs'  application.  " 
!Opinion,  p.  31,  emphasis  added.) 

In  SU-.  the  court  had  before  it,  and  treated  as  true  for  purposes 
of  ruling  en  the  motion,  all  c:  the  materials  discussed  in  the 
Wall  Street  Journal  article.    After  careful,  thorough 

exa-mation  and  discussion  (the  court's  opinion  on  this  issue 
covers  more  than  30  pages)  tne  court  found  no  basis  for  the 

plaintiffs'  allegations  of  oad  faith  or  improper  behavior  and 
artcrdmclv  denied  the  plaintiffs'  motion  for  extra-record 

"or  tnat  reason.  I  believe  tne  departmental  spokesperson  was 
iully  3ustified  m  stating  tnat  tne  court  decision  vindicated  Che 
recartment  ■  s  decisionma)<ino  nere 
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<DCOisi  isiOR    &.     HA^i^(A^J. 

MjyJ.  ;99i 

Mr.  Harold  lelcei 

Deputy  Outf  of"  Stiff  tor  Policy 
and  PolicicaJ  Albtin 

Tnc  White  Home 

1600  Pauu7l»inix  Avemvte,  N.w 
Vuhia<wn.D.C  20J0O 

R«:  PtopoMJ  F<adi:{  it  toter.or  to  ar»M  mm 
Uads  tf  tb«  Ku<iMa  Oof  trick  is  Kudjon. 

^ics.-u:a  for  u  L-tdun  Ciau>{  Cuioe 

Detr  K<r.  lets: 

I  jppreciite  ytrut  "ni-t  sc  oorjzecjzi  rhc  iinrt  lubjcc: oa Tuejdiy.  Aptil  25,  and 

ijiia  an  Wednesday.  April  26.  I  oj<a=e  thoe  e»Jb  were  pretaFtrd  by  my  &taanaoS  with  the 

Pioideot  od  Brece  Licdiey  ec  ArHl  2*  wtea  they  -^rt  la  Mirswpolu.  I  reoimal  yT>«-  olU 

lad  tilked  ta  y»«- tJttH«=t,  M.-.  Sc=x:.  wio  fcivi»ed  S^yoawcrootiothe  oEeswtea  I 

cillod.  Sbee  I  t*d  la  tfvxntr^ica  *ri  Deo  Fo*1er  ca  f tjdiy,  Apd  21.  to  diieau  liuj  rairer.  I 

icT.ied  OCT  to  tiy  to  eocas  yoi:  i=^  tf  Jr  tic  r  os»1«r  ruxtif  *nh  *<  eh*jnaan  of  five  of  the 

atar  MlcDOOU  tod  Wuccciu  (r:b«  A»t  cppcs*  tb«  tr-oea  of  th.  cvrt  Undi  for  gtnbling 
purposej  tad  the  tnHot:  of  ie  caret:  do{  tnck  o»o«i. 

I  bx^  be=o  tdvijed  thu  ry-'-r-"  FoVer  ui  aJk^  *J  7™  •'x'^  *"  maaer  md  »eai 

yvM  t  mesvo  f^nll-^i'n^  the  ttaj  fa  tie  e<rpe=scc  t=  crciaj  racier  >s~'"I  asrc  a  ttii  no. 

Since  the  f  o-ler  raesio  *«  K=t  to  r^  tie  Gry  Couscil  of  Hudaon.  Wuaxuia.  p.tned  » 

rejpluucn  oppeniog  the  co<Lr=wr=cc  lid  of>cn.=oa  of  i  e*rao  nthedof  tt»ck. 

The  S«:ra,7  of  Intericr  hij  the  ducrr^ori  lo  ceue  luch  tnat  Uads  if  he  iadr. 

1 .  it  emta  is  econocu:  beacfit  for  e-jt  ipplictou,  «nd 
2.  it  doei  t»ot  crejte  e=3c.c.-=;c  hi.rlj.'up  for  oihen. 

The  Hinnevju  tnd  Vi.eotnn  ob«  -r«  ner  w,-.>>  to.enororeeiili  cxpUlna
i  the  eeonom.e 

losjei  they  ~ouJd  wffer  if  moirjr  cxr.r.o  -ce  cr-.bl..h«d  in  ihu  «i.  due
  to  ihe  elote 

top    06
*26^ KUD    FOIAl    000

1 
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■  Sir.  Htnld  Ickct 
Miyl.  1993 

Pi<c2 

proxunify  of  ih«u  etiiaoi    la  xJdinoa  Cocperj  Jc  LytrMd  JJ  -eU  u  PeitMir»ick  reendy 
lubouRe^  le  Inienor  i  d«ai]od  ic*I)nu  outJuucc  (^'  ulvexx  cccnerruc  rcperuoioni  itui  «aul4 
rcnji  6em  ibis  happeninf . 

I  us  concerned  Qiii  tho»«  ti  I/v'jr.or  ••bo  i/t  ui'^olved  «fe  levjrvg  {a>mvi  ceaoaj  uvjt 
luidi.  ̂ '''e  requesud  i  copy  of  (!i«  Aniur  AMtma  report  ~hich  Ac  pemioeen  coaaajiooeJ 
which  found  00  idven*  fininhil  imp*K.  The  copy  nibtoitied  to  m  'blodked  o^**  <ll  of  the  tjuI 
lafomauoa  reUtuf  to  tli«  tut  of  ±t  openbon.  how  nuny  nuchineL  uble^  etc.  wbicfa  we  aecii 

(o  know,  u  well  u  dM  luiinci  ud  reuouox  <ued  in  deleiiiusm(  ;hal  Oie  zurroiading  cuinot 
wQuld  not  TuOa  a  leriout  rcooook  inpict.  We  eecd  thii  d«u  in  order  to  put  our  ben — — 

forward  to  tmerioc.  Vt  hive  no  objeaioa  lo  lotenor'i  lubsuninc  the  Coopen  A  Lrbrud  or  tht 
Feu  Mirwidc  npani  ta  the  petitioacn. 

I  <«auM  ilso  lika  lo  tdsc  the  politics  iflvelvcd  in  itiii  siuaen: 

t .      CfO'Tcaot  TUmyiofl  of  %'Ufoana  nippotv  ihii  prajco. 

2.      Sower  AJ  D'Amrn  n.-pporj  iliu  project  beeaue  h  biib  out  OeJiwe  North,  the 
camptsy  Amz  o«ai  ihii  de^^ma  de|  ndc  tsd  alia  operata  tnotbei  dof  tnck  in 
Vucoiuia.  DeJrwve  NoRh  ii  locaiad  is  BufTaJo,  New  York. 

].      Tbechxrca  of  tbeladiiaribe  in  the  forefiontefthu  project  iiaetrrc  in 
Repibliexa  party  police^  Us  yemr  he  wu  m  oajueeesfiil  RcpobUcaa  omdidate 

fcrt^  Witmm'n  Sua  Sesce. 

a.      All  of  AercTTsezuovT]  of  ih<  tribes  t^  =et  with  CbtiraaaFevUr  are 
DraooTO  aad  have  bocc  so  f:r  yean.  I  caj  trstify  to  tbeir  prrneuj  fisxndat 
juppor  to  tic  DNC  aad  it  1597  C\irrjsa/Cr3n  Ca-^paijui  Caiwattlot 

].       The  e^Sfe  Mil   m'  u  ti  (Per.ecrm  tsd  RepubUgjj)  Ceng.toietul  deleyarioa 

oppoae  ihii  piQJes.  Tb<  %'itncsa  Deaocnce  CanficiiiotMl  dde^iioo 

findtidiiic  Cancreusa  OcdcTjon  in  wbox  d'tscict  (he  dag  mck  b  looud) 
oppose  ibe  projcc:. 

I  ctrtaialy  will  ayprecjnr  mljon  -nil  F.ea  wilH  cie  and  i»^  ceprcMnUBvea  of  the  mbet 

u  toon  u  you  cm  worit  it  isio  jvjz  ichefdc  tl-kc  a  dccison  by  Interior  li  imramenc.  %'e  are 
a^-tlllsle  on  a  2Mieur  ootics. 

Pr.-.ek  J  Otorwor  EOP    06«263 
PIO  Jhr 

HUD    FOIAl    0009 
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M»yl.  1"5 

llind  copiu 

1  Ouintun  Don  ro-^a  •  Djvid  Muter 

2  L»rr>'  Kino 

EOP    064264 

HUO    FOIAV
    OOOIO 
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May  18.  1995 

lEMORANDUM  FOR  HAROLD  ICK£S 

ROM: JENNIFER  O'CONNOR 

L 
UBJECT. INDIAN  GAMING  IN  WISCONSIN 

ne  attached  information  from  Patrick  O'Connor  refers  to  a  proposal  at  Interior  to  allow  three 
'isconsin  tribes  to  establish  a  casino  at  a  bankrupt  dog  track  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

he  Secretary  of  the  Interior  has  the  discrebonary  ability  to  create  trust  lands  to  enable  the 
ibes  to  establish  the  casinos.  However,  by  statute,  he  must  first  assess  the  economic  costs 

id  beaefits  to  the  local  community. 

ne  Department  is  reviewing  the  proposal.    Staff  met  last  night  and  came  up  with  a 

-eliminary  decision,  which  will  likely  not  be  final  for  another  month.   The  staff  believe  it  is 
:T>bably  a  bad  idea  to  create  the  trust  land  to  allow  the  establishment  of  the  casino.   Their 

:ason<:  are  as  follows  (NOTE  —  this  information  is  not  public  and  is  confidential  at  this 
3int ): 

TTie  local  community  is  almost  uniformly  opposed  to  the  proposed  casino.   The  tribes 

that  want  li<  establish  it  live  2S0  miles  away,  but  no  one  in  the  immediate  area  wants 

It  established,  including  the  Mayor,  City  Council,  other  local  officials  and 

Congressman  Gunderson    The  Department  feels  that  this  local  opposioon  is  an 

indicanon  of  adverse  impact  on  the  local  community 

The  Minnesota  delegation  is  also  uniformly  opposed  to  the  proposal     Miruiesota  tribes 

located  near  the  state  border  feel  they  would  be  adversely  impacted  by 'the 
competition 

It  IS  likely  that  a  decision  to  approve  this  proposai  would  result  in  a  spotlight  being 

shone  on  the  Indjan  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  which  is  under  some  legislanve  pressure 

at  the  moment     The  Deparrmenl  wants  to  avoid  this  kind  of  negative  attention  to  the 
Act 

<.e  other  side  of  the  argument  is  the  support  of    free  maiket  economics     Some  Department 
iff  think  the  bottom  line  here  is  the  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin  mbes  who  are  benefitting 

ormously  from  gaming  don't  want  the  competition,  and  i/e  able  to  hire  bigger  lobbyists 
in  the  three  very  poor  tribes  who  want  the  casino     However,  the  staff  don't  think  this 
gument  negates  the  uniform  opposition  from  the  local  communiry 

e  current  status  is  this     the  Department  is  reviewing  the  comments  received  during  the 
t  period  which  ended  Apnl  30     It  his  comrnir:;i  :o  making  a  final  decision  within  a EOP    064394 
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:r;prTAPY    Cf    THE    INTE:P10« 

WASHINGTON 

Cccober   10.    1997 

Honorable   Fred  Thompson 
ChairmaB 
Corrau-ccee  on  Govemmencal  Affairs 
United  Scares  Senate 
Washington,  D.C.  20510 

Dear  Mr.  Chairman: 

:  'j-nderstand  your  staff  ^.as  requested  written  notification  of  my 

decision  not  to  be  priva-ely  interviewed  on  issues  relating  to 

tP.e  Department'  s  denial  of  an  application  by  three  tribes  in 

Wisconsin  to  place  a  parcel  of  "land  located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin m  trust  for  a  casino  development. 

Let  me  explain  the  reason  for  my  decision  against  a  private 

inter-/iew".   Given  that  numerous  allegations  are  now  being  aired 
In'cublic  before  the  Committee.  I  would  respectfully  request  Chat 
tr.e"  Committee  m-ake  any  inquiries  of  me  in  public  as  well.   I  of 
course  remain  fully  willing  to  respond  in  public  at  any 
convenient  time. 

:  am  troubled  by  the  fact  t.^at  at  least  one  deposition  taken  by 
vour  staff  on  this  matter,  that  of  Mr.  Paul  Eckstein,  has  found 
Its  way  into  the  news  media,  wniie  it  and  others  taken  by  your 
staff  remain  unavailable  to  the  public.   The  result  has  been  the 
circulation  of  a  good  deal  cf  incorrect  information  as  to  what 
actually  occurred  with  respect  to  the  tribal  application  here. 

ror  example,  while  I  did  meet  with  Mr.  Eckstein  on  this  matter 
snortly  before  the  Department  r.ade  a  decision  on  Che  application, 
I  have  never  discussed  the  r7.atter  with  Mr.  Ickes  or  anyone  else 
m  the  White  House.   Mr.  Ickes  never  gave  me  instructions  as  to 

w.-.at  this  Department'  s  decision  should  be,  nor  when  it  should  be maie . 

I  do  believe  that  Mr.  Eckstein*  s  recollection  chac  I  said 
something  to  the  effect  that  Mr.  Ickes  wanted  a  decision  is 
correct.   Mr.  Eckstein  was  extremely  persistent  in  our  meeting, 
and  I  used  this  phrase  simply  as  a  means  of  terminating  the 
discussion  and  getting  him  out  the  door.   IC  was  not  the  first 
time  that  I  have  dealt  with  lobbyists  by  seating  chac  che 
Administration  expects  me  to  use  my  good  judgment  to  resolve 
controversial  matters  m  a  tim.ely  fashion,  nor  do  I  expect  it  to 
be  zhe    last. 
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The  Indian  Garu.ng  Reg-^ia'cry  Act  (IGRA)  lays  out  how  the 

DepartTient  should  make  decisions  en  applications  like  this  cte. 

which  was  a  request  to  take  land  not  contiguous  to  an  existing 

reser-/ation  into  trust  for  gaming  purposes.   Indeed,  the  land 

applied  for  here  is  located  between  35  and  133  miles  frcm  the 
reservations  of  the  three  applicant  tribes. 

Section  20  of  IGRA  says  that  the  decision  shall  be  made  after 

consultation  with  the  aoplicant  tribe  and  "appropriate  State  and 
local  officials,  including  officials  of  other  nearby  Indian 

tribes."   Further,  applications  may  be  approved  only  if  the 

Department  determines  that  a  "gaming  estaiJlishment  on  (the)  lands 

(proposed  to  be  acquired]  would  be  in  the  best-  interest  of  the Indian  tribe  and  its  members,  and  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the 

surrounding  conrmunity .  " 

In  conducting  the  consultations  required  by  this  section,  the 

Department  learned  that  a  Wisconsin  Indian  tribe  situated  withm 

50' miles  of  the  land  was  adamantly  opposed  to  the  application 
because  of  the  detrimental  effect  on  its  own  gaming  operation. 

(The  three  applicant  tribes,  incidentally,  were  already  operating 

casino  gaming  on  their  o--n  reservations,  under  compacts  approved 
by  the  Separtment  of  the  Interior.) 

Further,  these  consultations  revealed  that  local  conmunities 

suil'rounding  the  land  were,  contrary  to  recent  press  reports, 
strongly  opposed  to  the  concept  o:  developing  a  casino  on  the 

property.   The  Hudson  City  Council  adopted  a  resolution 
expressing  opposition,  as  did  the  nearby  Town  of  Troy.   The 
Department  also  received  several  letters  signed  by  state  and 
local  elected  officials,  including  the  Wisconsin  State 
Representative  .in  whose  district  the  land  is  located,  expressing 
strong  opposition  to  casino  ca~^r.c   on  the  site. 

Given  the  strong  opposition  of  the  neighboring  tribe  and  the 
local  c'ji:ii:unities ,  and  the  distance  of  the  site  from  the  three 
applicant  tribes  -  all  undisputed  facts  in  the  record  before  the 
Department  -  the  Department  declined  to  take  the  land  into  trust. 

Your  staff  has  already  spent  trany  hours  deposing  officials  of 
this  Department  who  were  directly  involved  in  this  decision,  and 

who  have  provided  full  explanations  of  the  Department's 
decisionmaking.   Yet  these  basic  facts  were  not  presented  during 
the  Conrruttee'  s  discussion  of  this  issue  this  week  nor  in  any 
other  documents  that  have  fo'vind  their  way  to  the  media. 

I  reiterate  my  willingness  to  address  this  matter  publicly  before 
the  Cotrruttee. 

Sincerely, 

^^ 
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::  .-r=m:  SCCTT  KB3?  ac  ■DOI/SOL_H0  3/:i/3'  7:^7AM  11442  &y:es   19  l.-w •'izv    Urgenc 

''CHN  '-SHY   Heather  Sibbison  ac  ' :ntBRIOR-CCM.  George  SIcibine  at 
'NTBRIOR-COI,  DAVB  BTHBRIDGB,  DAVID  MORAN,  TROY  WOODWARD,  Tom  Hartr^n  a: 

■NTBRIOR-CCM,'  Hilda  Manuel  at  '  INTER  I  OR- CCM,  Michael  Anderson  at 
■  *3RI0R-CCM,  #»«DoncUse,  EDWARD  COHSN 
tw-c :  Sokaogon  -  Deciaion 
   Message  Contents    

Late  yesterday,  in  a  very  "Tieaty  decision"  (i.e.  Iocs CO  It)  Judge  Crabb  reversed  her  decision  of  last  June  m 

which  she  had  limited  plaintiffs'  to  the  adminiscracive 
record  and  denied  chem  the  opporcunity  to  take  the 

depositions  of  senior  DO!  officials  and  pursue  discovery  la 
an  effort  to  uncover  undue  political  influence. 

Plaintiffs  will  now  get  to  pursue  discovery  and  will  be 

able  to  catce  depositions.   It  is  not  clear  whether  they  will 

be  able  to  take  Secretary  Babbitt's  depoeicion  but  they 
certainly  will  be  able  to  take  Heather  S.'a,  Mike 
Anderson's,  John  Duffy's  and  others.   She  has  sec  a  hearing 
before  a  Magistrate  on  April  11  to  determine  the  scope  of 
Che  discovery  and  to  discuss  scheduling. 

Judge  Crabb  did  decline  to  reconsider  her  decision  that  Mike 
Anderson  had  authority  to  act . 

:  am  having  copies  made. 

V 
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•889)  Prom:  Heather  Sihbieon  ac  'lOS  4/9/97  3:58?M  11475  ayzss:    i  in/ 
*o:  David  Rayei,  JOBN  LSSRY  at  *DOX/SOl<_H0 
lubjecc:  Congreaaional  iDvescigacion 
  -i    Porvarded     -   

•  Kn:  Michael  Anderson  at  'IIXOIRM  4/8/97  12:S7PM  (119«  bytea:  1  In) 
..  ANNS  SHIELDS  at  *ISOL,  Heather  Sibbieon  at  *IOS,  SCOTT  KEEP  at  'ISOL, 
Susan  Kaslow  at  *IOS 

:ubject:  Congressional  Investigation 
  -     Message  Contents        

I  was  contacted  yesterday  by  Ken  Ballen,  a  staff  investigator  for 
Henry  Haxman.  Haxman's  staff  is  doing  the  minority  wor)c  on  the  ONC 
investigation  and  Rep.  Burton  the  majority  worJc.   Ken's  inquiry 
related  to  the  Hudson  dog  trac)c  case  and  the  role  of  the  DNC.   I 
mentioned  that  the  natter  was  in  federal  court  in  Hiscoosin  »r^ii   that 
discovery  issues  were  being  discussed  including  the  possible 
deposition  of  Fowler,  nis  seem  to  satisfy  Ken  (who  coincidentally  is 
someone  I  worked  with  on  the  Hill)  .   X  do  not  )mow  whether  Burton's 
staff  will  make  an  inquiry  but  will  refer  them  to  Scott  Keep  if  they 
do. 

Susan  -  could  you  give  this  to  Anne?  I  can't  access  her  e-mail. 
Heather  --  could  you  give  to  David  R.7  He's  not  on  ay  system. 

S.  Todd  Fams 
Anomey  »i  L** 

Fneben.  Finerty  a  Sl  John.  S.C. 
Tw«  PUu  1am  -imtt  1230 

))0  tui  KJbamt  A>aK 

ioac«T  M.  raicecNT 

?C  -i 

''^S2o 
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43)  From:  SCOTT  KEEP  4/8/97  2:18PM  (1069  byces:  1  In) 

loricy:  Urgent 

!;  JOHN  LESHY,  EDWARD  COHEN 

jj-iect:  Congressional  Invescigacion 

   Message  Contents    

I  was  contacted  yesterday  by  Ken  Ballen,  a  staff  investigator  for 

Henry  Waxman .   Waxman ' s  staff  is  doing  the  minority  work  on  the  DNC 

investigation  and  Rep.  Burton  the  majority  work.   Ken's  inquiry 
related  to  the  Hudson  dog  track  case  and  the  role  of  the  DNC.   I 

mentioned  that  the  matter  was  in  federal  court  in  Wisconsin  and  that 

discovery  issues  were  being  discussed  including  the  possible 

deposition  of  Fowler.   This  seem  to  satisfy  Ken  (who  coincidentally  is 

someone  I  worked  with  on  the  Hill) .   I  do  not  know  whether  Burton's 
staff  will  make  an  inquiry  but  will  refer  them  to  Scott  Keep  if  they 

do.  ^       ., 

Susan  -  could  you  give  this  to  Anne?  I  can't  access  her  e-mail. 
Heather  --  could  you  give  to  David  H.?  He's  not  on  my  system. 

'.  u  J  Z  u 
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^  V'^^A"  ̂ ^^-  ̂ ^"^  //^r?^^^ 
^^      United  States  Depai  tment  of  the  Interior 

OFnCE  OF  THE  SECRETARY 
V\i»hi.igion.  DC  2O?40 

TRANSMISSION  NOTICE 

DATE:        //6^  /V  /ff^" 

TRANSMISSION  #:  ̂ ■■■■1  J^ 

VERIFICATION  #:  ̂ ■■■■r  ^  Oy/ 

FROM:        Sjg^^^^'^^  c^^^bv^e^   

TO:  /^/ru^^^y'^^Pi^-n    Z^^k^cSf  .^^W^g<9K^   

AGENCY:        S/-     /^yus^U    %u/,^  C^v^^^   

FAX#: 

NO.  OF  PAGES:  (INCLUDING  THIS  PAGE)       ̂  

COMMENTS:        /^  ̂ ^^  _^^^  ̂   C^^^u,^  '^^*^,  'l^'>«'*^  ̂  
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^/ o       ■-^^'  - 

'  '  / 

United  States  Department  of  the  Interior 
OFFICE  OF  THE  SECRETARY 

Wishington.  DC.  20240 

JUL  14  595 
Hr.  Lewis  Taylor 
Tribal  Chairman  \ 

St.  Croix  Tribal  Council  ".    ' 
P.O.  Box  287  \     l\  ' 

Hertel,  Wisconsin  54845  >  " 

Dear  Chainaan  Taylor: 

Thank  you  for  your  letter  of  June  1,  1995,  in  which
  you  expressed 

the  St   Croix  Tribal  Council's  opposition  to  the  appli
cation  the 

tiiree  bands  of  the  Chippewa  Tribe  (the  Red  Cliff  Ban
d  of  Lake 

Superior  Chippewa  Indians,  the  Sokoagan  Chippewa  Comm
unity  of  the 

Mole  Lake  Band,  and  the  Lac  Courte  Oreilles  Band  of  La
ke  Superior 

Chippewa  Indians)  to  take  into  trust  the  St.  Croix 
 Meadows 

Greyhound  Racetrack  for  gaming  purposes. 

In  part,  based  on  the  opposition  of  the  St.  Croix  Tribal  Co
uncil, 

we  have  announced  that  the  Department  has  decided  to  decline  to 

exercise  its  discretion  to  take  the  dog  track  into  trust. 

I  trust  that  this  action  by  the  Department  addresses  your 
concerns . 

Sincerely, 

John  J.  Duffy 

Counselor  to  the  Secretary 
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United  States  Department  of  the  Interior        ̂ -^^w.Le. 
OFFICE  OF  THE  SECRETARY 

Wavhincion  DC  20240 

January  12,1998 

Honorable  Dan  Burton 

Chairman,  Committee  on  Government 
Reform  and  Oversight 

House  of  Representatives 
Washington,  D.  C.  20515 

Dear  Mr.  Chairman: 

This  lener  supplements  the  Department' s  response  dated  January  2, 1998  (January  2  response),  to 
the  Committee's  request  for  documents  dated  August  20, 1997,  and  the  subpoena  issued 
December  12, 1997,  for  all  records  relating  to  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Racing  Park 

(Dog  Track). 

In  the  January  2  response  we  described  our  comprehensive  search  for  records  pertaining  to  the 
Dog  Track  and  advised  you  that  the  search  was  nearly  complete,  but  that  there  were  a  few 

individuals  remaining  to  be  interviewed  uho  ̂ e  could  not  reach  until  they  returned  from 
extended  holiday  leave  or  travel.  We  have  now  concluded  our  interviews  and  believe  we  have 

collected  all  responsive  records  that  we  expect  to  receive.    The  records  we  have  received  since 
Janu2r>  2  are  identified  on  the  enclosed  indices,  and  include  the  follovving: 

1  )    .Additional  records  relating  to  the  ongoing  li'.ieaiion.  some  of  which  we  believe  may  not 
have  been  among  those  documents  aireadv  forwarded  lo  the  Committee. 

2  )    .A  travel  authonzation  for  a  former  emplovee.  Mr  Thomas  Collier,  and  one  for  a  current 
employee.  .Mr.  Aniotvio  (Tony)  Montes 

3  )    .A  document  that  was  identified,  in  ou;  January  2  response  to  the  Committee,  on  the  index  of 

records  provided  by  the  Great  Lakes  Branch  of  Real  Property  Management  OflRce  (GLRPM)  of 
the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  in  Wisconsm.  but  which  uas  madvenentJy  left  out.  When  we  later 

compared  that  office's  index  with  the  maienaJ  forwarded  to  us,  we  discovered  the  missing  page and  requested  another  copy. 

4.)  Some  additional  records  from  Mr  George  Skjbine  which  he  obtained  from  other  Solicitor's 

Office  employees  only  since  he  renimed  to  the  Solicitor's  Office  from  the  Indian  Gaming 
Management  Staff  (IGMS)  last  year    .Although  we  are  confident  that  copies  of  these  records 
already  have  been  provided  to  you.  we  are  taking  the  precaution  of  providing  them  to  you 

because  they  complete  Mr.  Skibine's  file    We  already  have  provided  records  from  the  IGMS 
includmg  the  Administrative  Record  (which  you  have  in  its  entiret)-,  including  the  volume  of 
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pnvileged  records). 

5.)  A  page  from  the  calendar  of  Ms  Stephanie  Hanna,  Office  of  Public  Affairs,  with  notations. 

Please  note  again  that  we  are  requesting  that  care  be  given  to  all  of  the  documents  we  contmue  to 

provide,  many  of  which  are  documents  for  which  privileges  or  defenses  could  be  asserted  in 
response  to  a  request  for  the  documents  from  other  than  the  Committee  in  the  exercise  of  its 

legislative  or  oversight  authority.  Again,  these  may  mclude  deliberative-process,  attomey-clieni, 
and  artomey-work-product  privileges.  Additionally,  some  of  the  documents  contain  personal 
pnvacy  and  proprietary  financial  information  that  would  be  exempt  from  disclosure  under  the 
Freedom  of  Information  Act. 

We  understand  the  documents  we  are  providing  will  be  used  only  for  the  official  purposes  of  the 
Comminee.  Accordingly,  should  you  receive  a  request  or  determine  that  a  disclosure  outside  the 

Committee  is  necessary  m  the  exercise  of  the  Comminee's  responsibilities,  we  request  that  we  be 
provided  an  opportunity  to  discuss  our  concents  with  you  prior  to  any  such  release. 

If  you  have  any  questions  or  wish  to  make  arrangements  for  review  of  any  of  the  records  we  have 
identified  throughout  any  of  our  communications  with  your  Committee,  you  may  contact  Nancy 
Appier  of  my  staff  on|^BH|^9 

Sincerelv, 

^^^L^2L.>^  ̂
^^bt^^-^-"^ 

Melanie  L  Seller 

.Assistant  to  the  Secretary 

and  Duector  of  Congressional 
and  Leeislauve  Affairs 

Enclosures 

Copy  to  Honorable  Henry  Waxman 
Rarikinc  Mmontv  Member 
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[The  deposition  of  George  Tallchief  Skibine — Day  1  follows:] 

Executive  Session 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight, 
U.S.  House  of  Representatives, 

Washington,  DC. 

DEPOSITION  OF:  GEORGE  TALLCHIEF  SKIBINE— DAY  1 

Tuesday,  January  13,  1998 

The  deposition  in  the  above  matter  was  held  in  Room  2157-Lounge,  Raybum 
House  Office  Building,  commencing  at  12:15  p.m. 

Appearances: 
Staff  Present  for  the  Government  Reform  and  Oversight  Committee:  Barbara 

Comstock,  Chief  Investigative  Counsel;  James  C.  Wilson,  Senior  Investigative  Coun- 
sel; Robert  J.  Dold,  Jr.,  Investigative  Counsel;  Thomas  Bossert,  Investigative  Staff 

Assistant;  Kenneth  Ballen,  Minority  Chief  Investigative  Counsel;  David  Sadkin,  Mi- 
nority Counsel;  and  Michael  Yeager,  Minority  Counsel. 

Also  present:  Representative  Stephen  Horn. 
For  MR.  SKIBINE: 

TIMOTHY  S.  ELLIOTT,  ESQ. 
Deputy  Associate  Solicitor-General  Law 
Department  of  the  Interior 
1849  C  Street,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.C.  20240 

Mr.  Wilson.  Good  morning,  Mr.  Skibine.  On  behalf— I  think  I  have  actually 
missed  that,  perhaps.  Good  afternoon.  On  behalf  of  the  members  of  the  Committee 
on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight,  thank  you  very  much  for  appearing  here 
today.  I  note  you  are  appearing  voluntarily,  and  I  thank  you  very  much  for  that. 

This  proceeding  is  known  as  a  deposition.  The  person  transcribing  this  proceeding 
is  a  House  reporter  and  notary  public  and  I  will  now  request  that  the  reporter  place 
you  under  oath. 

THEREUPON,  GEORGE  TALLCHIEF  SKIBINE,  a  witness,  was  called  for  examina- 
tion by  Counsel,  and  after  having  been  first  diily  sworn,  was  examined  and  testi- 
fied as  follows: 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  would  like  to  note  for  the  record  those  who  are  present  at  the  be- 
ginning of  this  deposition.  My  name  is  James  Wilson.  I'm  the  designated  majority 

counsel.  And  I  am  accompanied  today  by  Robert  Dold.  Minority  counsel  designated 
for  today's  proceedings  is  Mr.  Ken  Ballen.  He  is  accompanied  today  by  Michael Sadkin. 

Mr.  Sadkin.  David. 
Mr.  Wilson.  David  Sadkin.  Accompanjdng  the  deponent  is  Mr.  Timothy  Elliott  of 

the  Department  of  the  Interior.  Also  present  today  is  Congressman  Steve  Horn  of 
California. 

Although  this  proceeding  is  being  held  in  a  somewhat  informal  atmosphere,  be- 
cause you  have  been  placed  under  oath  your  testimony  here  today  has  the  same 

force  and  effect  as  if  you  were  testifying  before  the  committee  or  in  a  courtroom. 
If  I  ask  you  about  conversations  you  have  had  in  the  past  and  you  are  unable 

to  recall  the  exact  words  used  in  that  conversation,  you  may  state  you  are  unable 
to  recall  the  exact  words  and  then  give  me  the  gist  or  substance  of  any  such  con- 

versation to  the  best  of  your  recollection.  If  you  recall  only  part  of  a  conversation 
or  only  part  of  an  event,  please  give  me  your  best  recollection  of  that  conversation 
or  that  event.  If  I  ask  you  whether  you  have  any  information  about  a  particular  sub- 

ject and  you  have  overheard  other  persons  conversing  with  each  other  regarding 
that  subject,  please  tell  me  that  you  do  have  such  information  and  indicate  the 
source  from  which  you  derive  such  knowledge. 

Majority  and  Minority  committee  covmsels  will  you  ask  you  questions  concerning 
the  subject  matter  of  this  investigation.  Minority  counsel  will  ask  questions  after 
Majority  counsel  has  finished.  If  Congressman  Horn  or  any  other  Congressman  who 
chooses  to  attend  today's  proceedings  would  like  to  ask  questions,  he  or  she  wiU  be 
afforded  an  immediate  opportunity  to  do  so,  and  at  the  conclusion  of  Congressman's 
questions  we  will  resume  questioning  at  the  point  that  we  left  off". 
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Pursuant  to  the  committee's  rules,  you  are  allowed  to  have  an  attorney  present 
to  advise  you  of  your  rights.  Any  objections  raised  during  the  course  of  this  deposi- 

tion shall  be  stated  for  the  record.  If  the  witness  refuses  to  answer  a  question,  Ma- 
jority and  Minority  counsel  will  confer  to  determine  whether  the  refiisal  is  proper. 

If  Majority  and  Minority  counsel  agree  that  the  question  is  proper,  the  witness  will 
be  asked  to  answer  the  question.  If  an  objection  is  not  withdrawn,  the  Chairman 
or  a  Member  designated  by  the  Chairman  may  decide  whether  the  objection  is  prop- 
er. 

This  deposition  is  considered  as  taken  in  executive  session  of  the  committee, 
which  means  that  it  may  not  be  made  public  without  the  consent  of  the  committee 
pursuant  to  clause  2(k)(7)  of  House  Rule  XI. 

At  the  conclusion  of  this  deposition  the  reporter  will  prepare  a  transcript,  and  we 
will  endeavor  to  provide  you  with  the  transcripts  of  this  proceeding  as  soon  as  pos- 

sible. I  will  contact  Mr.  Elliott  directly  or  someoody  from  the  Majority  staff  will  con- 
tact Mr.  Elliott  and  provide  him  with  a  copy  of  that  transcript.  Generally  it  has 

been  taking  one  or  two  days,  and  we  will  try  to  get  you  a  transcript  by  Thursday 
for  your  review  of  the  transcript. 
Committee  staff  may  make  any  typographical  and  technical  changes  requested  by 

you.  Substantive  changes,  modifications,  or  clarifications  must  be  accompanied  by 
a  letter  requesting  the  changes  and  a  statement  of  your  reasons  for  each  proposed 
change.  A  letter  requesting  substantive  changes  must  be  signed  by  you.  Anv  sub- 

stantive changes  will  be  included  as  an  appendix  to  the  transcript  conditioned  upon 
your  signing  of  the  transcript. 

Do  you  understand  everything  we  have  gone  over  so  far? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  Wilson.  If  you  don't  understand  a  question,  please  say  so  and  I  will  repeat 
it  or  rephrase  it  so  that  you  do  understand  the  question.  Do  you  understand  that 
you  should  tell  me  if  you  do  not  understand  the  question  I  have  asked  you? 

The  Witness.  Okay. 
Mr.  Wilson.  The  reporter  will  be  taking  down  everything  we  say  and  will  make 

a  written  record  of  the  deposition.  Please  give  verbal,  audible  answers  in  order  to 
assist  the  reporter. 

The  Witness.  Uh-huh.  Just  kidding. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Your  testimony  is  being  taken  under  oath,  as  if  vou  were  in  court, 

and  if  you  answer  a  question  it  will  be  assumed  you  understood  the  question  and 
the  answer  was  intended  to  be  responsive  to  it.  Do  you  understand  thatr 

The  Witness.  Yes,  I  do. 
Mr.  Wilson.  As  I  mentioned  at  the  very  beginning,  we  do  realize  you  are  here 

voluntarily  and  we  thank  you  for  appearing  here  voluntarily.  Do  you  have  any  ques- 
tions about  this  deposition  before  we  begin  the  proceeding? 

The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Thank  you.  I  think  it  is  an  appropriate  time  for  any  statement  to 

be  made.  Mr.  EUiott? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Wilson,  I  thank  you  for  acknowledging  that  Mr.  Skibine  is  here 

voluntarily.  He  is,  as  have  all  the  other  witnesses,  been  from  the  Department  of  the 
Interior.  We  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  and  witnesses  who  nave  been  here 
are  cooperating  as  fully  as  possible  with  the  committee's  investigation  in  an  attempt 
to  get  at  the  truth  and  to  get  all  the  facts  on  the  record  surrounding  the  Hudson 
Dog  Track  application  and  the  decision  thereon. 

Mr.  Skibine,  as  you  know,  has  been  deposed  before.  He  was  deposed  in  November 
by  the  Senate  staff.  We  believe  that  he  has  very  little,  if  anything,  to  add,  notwith- 

standing that  you  may  have  other  documents.  They  are  in  the  record  and  are  fairly 
plain  in  the  record  and  he  can  respond  to  questions  about  those. 
We  would  hope  that  in  accordance  with  our  letter  to  the  Chairman  and  the  Chair- 

man's letter  back  to  the  Department  of  the  Interior  to  me  that  we  would  not  cover 
the  same  ground  and  spend  as  much  time  as  we  have  in  Mr.  Skibine's  earlier  depo- 

sition and  as  we  did  last  night  for  Ada  Deer's  deposition.  We  believe  that  the  record 
is  complete  and  that  there  is,  as  I  said  before,  very  little,  if  anything,  that  Mr. 
Skibine  can  add  to  that. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Thank  you.  Mr.  Ballen. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Thank  you,  Mr.  Wilson.  Minority  has  similar  objections  that  have 

been  noted  for  the  record  before  in  previous  depositions  and  those  objections  are 
continuing.  Thank  you. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  a  very  short  opening  statement.  I  have  never  made  an  open- 
ing statement  before,  so  this  is  new  territory.  I  very  much  want  to  put  this  on  the 

record. 
Yesterday  this  committee  took  the  deposition  of  former  Assistant  Secretary  Ada 

Deer.  When  I  returned  to  my  office  last  evening  I  found  the  envelope  that  I  am  now 
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holding  in  my  hand.  It  was  dehvered  after  I  had  left  my  office  to  conduct  Ms.  Deer's 
deposition.  It  was  delivered  too  late  for  the  contents  to  be  discussed  with  Ms.  Deer. 

For  the  record,  I  would  also  like  to  add  that  the  material  in  this  package  was  not 
provided  to  this  committee  until  after  we  deposed  Mr.  Hartman,  Ms.  Manuel  and 
Mr.  Lader.  Furthermore,  it  was  not  delivered  vmtil  after  it  was  well  nigh  impossible 
to  schedule  additional  depositions  prior  to  schedviled  hearings  next  week. 

I  have  questions  about  the  timing  of  the  delivery  for  Mr.  Skibine  and  I  have  ques- 
tions about  the  contents  of  this  material  for  Mr.  Skibine.  But  I  might  also  add  that 

this  envelope  contains  the  schedule  for  Ms.  Deer  and,  again  I  will  note  for  the  record 
that  it  arrived  after  Ms.  Deer's  deposition  had  begun. 

I  would  like  to  read  some  excerpts  from  a  few  documents  contained  in  this  enve- 
lope. The  first  document  is  a  memorandxim  for  Scott  Keep  from  David  E.  Jones. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Excuse  me.  Have  we  received  a  copy?  I  take  it  we  have  not,  on  the 
minority  side. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  will  provide  a  very  precise  statement  of  what  I  received.  This  is 

an  envelope.  It's  a  large  brown  mamla  envelope,  hand  addressed  to  Honorable  Dan 
Burton,  indicates  by  hand  1/12/98,  attention  Jim  Wilson,  2157  RHOB. 

Contained  in  this  envelope  is  a  letter  on  United  States  Department  of  the  Interior 

letterhead.  It's  dated  January  12,  1998.  It's  addressed  to  the  Honorable  Dan  Burton. 
Begins  Mr.  Chairman.  Continues  for  a  page  and  a  half.  It  is  signed  by  Melanie  L. 
BeUer,  B-E-L-L-E-R,  whose  testimony  perhaps  we  will  take  in  the  not  too  distant 
futtire.  She  is  the  Assistant  to  the  Secretsiry  and  Director  of  Congressional  and  Leg- 

islative Affairs. 

It's  listed  that  there  are  enclosures.  It  states  on  the  bottom  copy:  To  Honorable 
Henry  Waxman,  Ranking  Minority  Member. 

I  can't  answer  yovu*  question. 
Mr.  Ballen.  I  don't  believe  we  have  received  this  as  of  now,  but  anjrway. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Well,  if  the  Department  of  the  Interior  has  not  provided  you  docu- 

ments in  a  timely  fashion,  it  may  not  be  the  first  time  that  that's  happened. The  first  docvunent  is  a  memorandiun  for  Scott  Keep  from  Mr.  David  E.  Jones, 
an  Assistant  United  States  Attorney  employed  at  the  U.S.  Department  of  Justice. 
Last  week  Mr.  EUiott  brought  Mr.  Keep  to  the  deposition  of  Ms.  Manuel  and  unsuc- 

cessfully sought  to  have  him  admitted  to  the  deposition. 
This  document  is  dated  February  14,  1996.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Skibine  with  this 

document.  It  has  been  marked  Exhibit  GTS-1  for  inclusion  in  the  record,  and  I  will 
give  Mr.  Skibine  an  opportunity  to  review  the  docvunent,  if  he  would  like  to  do  so. 

[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-1  was  marked  for  identification.] 

[Note. — All  exhibits  referred  to  may  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
deposition.] 

The  Witness.  I  have  never  seen  this. 

Mr.  Wilson.  That's  why  I'm  providing  you  an  opportunity  to  review  it  right  now. The  Witness.  You  want  me  to  read  it? 
Mr.  Wilson.  What  I  will  do  is,  I  will  allow  you  to  do  whatever  you  choose  to  do. 

I'm  going  to  read  selective  sections  from  this  docvunent  and  ask  you  questions  about 
those  sections.  So  perhaps  it  is  best  for  all  of  vis  if  you  would  like  to  take  a  moment, 
give  Congressman  Horn  a  moment  to  read  this,  he  has  not  seen  this,  and  then  we 
will  discuss  it. 

Mr.  Ballen.  I  will  represent  for  the  record  we  have  not  seen  it  as  well. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Fine. 
The  Witness.  Okay,  I  have  read  it. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON 

Question.  At  the  bottom  of  page  1,  in  the  paragraph  that  begins  at  the  very  bot- 
tom, it  reads:  We  vmderstand  the  Department's  view  that  it  first  reviews  an  applica- 
tion under  section  465  before  engaging  in  the  section  2719  analysis,  but  the  record 

in  this  case  shows  that  the  sequence  was  reversed:  The  Department  received  the 
area  offices'  section  2719  recommendation,  and  began  its  review  of  same,  in  Novem- 

ber 1994,  while  the  Department  did  not  receive  the  section  465  package  from  the 
area  office  until  April  1995. 

Have  you  seen  this  sentence  before? 
Answer.  No,  I  haven't  seen  this  document  before. 
Question.  Turning  our  attention  to  the  section  marked  section  3,  the  first  two- 

thirds  of  this  paragraph  reads  as  follows:  It  begins  under  the  heading  Alleged  De- 
fects in  the  Section  2719  Process  Are  Problematic. 
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It  reads:  Now  that  we  have  reviewed  the  administrative  record  in  greater  depth, 
we  have  determined  that  the  alleged  problems  with  the  2719  process  are  significant. 
We  are  primarily  concerned  about  ovir  ability  to  show  that  plaintiffs  were  told  about 
and  given  an  opportunity  to  remedy  the  problems  which  the  department  ultimately 
found  were  outcome  determinative.  Area  directors  are  told  to  give  appUcants  an  op- 

portunity to  cxire  problems,  and  it  will  be  hard  to  argue  persuasively  that  applicants 
lose  this  opportunity  once  the  central  office  begins  its  review.  The  administrative 
record,  as  far  as  we  can  tell,  contains  no  record  of  department  meetings  or  commu- 

nications with  the  appUcant  tribes  in  which  the  Department's  concerns  were  ex- 
pressed to  plaintiffs.  These  communications  may  have  occvirred  but  they  simply  are 

not  documented  in  the  record. 
Have  you  had  any  discussions  with  Mr.  Jones  that  would  lead  them  to  come  to 

this  conclusion? 
Answer.  No,  I  have  not. 
Question.  It  follows,  and  I  will  quote,  in  this  paragraph:  The  second,  and  related, 

problem  is  that  the  Department  appears  to  have  changed  in  this  case  its  past  poUcv 
of  requiring  "hard"  evidence  of  detriment  to  the  community.  The  plaintiffs  will 
therefore  argue  that  they  had  no  notice,  either  through  past  policy  or  through  direct 
departmental  communication,  that  the  "soft"  concerns  expressed  by  local  officials would  jeopardize  their  appUcation. 

Have  you  had  any  conversations  with  Mr.  Jones  about  the  substance  of  this  state- 
ment that  I  have  just  read  to  you? 

Answer.  No,  I  have  not. 
Question.  Finally,  at  the  bottom  of  this  paragraph,  it  states:  Finally,  the  record 

shows  liiat  there  was  no  consultation  with  the  State  in  contravention  of  section 
2719. 

Is  that  a  correct  statement? 
Answer.  Yes,  it  is. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  doounent  that  has  been  marked 

Exhibit  GTS-2.  If  s  a  letter  from  Secretary  of  the  Interior,  Bruce  Babbitt,  to  The 
New  York  Times.  The  date  of  the  letter  is  January  2,  and  it  was  published  on  Janu- 

ary 4th  of  1998.  I  have  one  question  about  one  statement  in  this. 
[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-2  was  marked  for  identification.] 
The  WiT>fESS.  I  haven't  seen  this  either. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Fine,  I  will  give  you  an  opportunity  to  read  it. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Can  I  ask  you  something  off  the  record? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Let's  stay  on  the  record. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Then  I  will  ask  you  afterwards. 
The  Witness.  Okay,  I  have  read  it. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  At  the  bottom  of  the  second  paragraph  the  statement  is  made,  the  Re- 
publican governor  of  Wisconsin  opposed  the  casino. 

I  have  left  out  two  words  from  that  sentence,  but  it  says,  in  full,  the  Republican 
governor  of  Wisconsin  and  many  others  opposed  the  casino.  Do  you  know  this  to  be 
true? 

Answer.  What,  that  the  Republican  governor  of  Wisconsin  opposed? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  You  do  not  know  this  to  be  true? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Is  this  statement  reflected  anywhere  in  the  record  that  you  have  pre- 
pared of— and  I'm  going  to  refer  to  this  matter  as  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter as  a  matter  of  convenience. 

Answer.  Sure. 
Question.  Is  this  reflected  anywhere  in  the  record? 
Answer.  What  is? 

Question.  Of  the  fact  that,  as  asserted  by  Secretary  of  the  Interior  Babbitt,  that 
the  Republican  governor  of  Wisconsin  opposed  the  casino? 

Answer.  I  don't  beUeve  so. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  Secretary  of  the  Interior  Babbitt  has  any  informa- tion that  he  did  not  include  in  the  record  of  this  matter? 
Answer.  I  have  no  idea. 
Question.  And  just  to  be  very  clear,  to  characterize  what  you  have  said,  the  record 

does  not  support  this  statement;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  there  is  anything  in  the  record  signed  by  the  governor  of 

Wisconsin  saying  that  he  opposes  the  casino. 
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Question.  Do  you  know  whether  there  is  a  requirement  for  consultation  with  the 
State  in  section  2719? 
Answer.  In  2719  there  is  a  requirement  for  consiiltation  with  appropriate  State 

and  local  officials. 
Question.  And  who  would  those  officials  be? 
Answer.  Well,  at  the  time  the  area  office  was  making  its  recommendation,  there 

was  no  guidance  on  which  those  appropriate  State  and  local  officials  would  be.  But 
now  I  tlunk  we  have  issued  in  tiiis  year,  earUer  this  year,  a  checklist  that  indicates 
that  in  our  opinion,  our  guidance  in  the  area  is  that  the  State  governor  and  the  At- 

torney General  of  the  State  are  appropriate  officials  to  be  consulted. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  would  like  the  record  to  reflect  that  Mr.  Tom  Bossert,  who  is  with 

the  majority  staff,  has  entered  the  room. 
I  have  provided  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked  Exhibit  GTS- 

3.  It  is  titled  Statement  of  Secretary  Bruce  Babbitt  Before  the  Senate  Committee 
on  Governmental  Affairs,  October  30,  1997.  And  if  you  woiild  like  to  take  a  moment 
just  to  review  that,  please  do. 

[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-3  was  marked  for  identification.] 
The  Witness.  Well,  that  won't  be  necessary. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  As  I  represented  a  moment  ago,  this  is  a  statement  provided  by  Sec- 
retary of  the  Interior  Babbitt  to  the  Senate  during  its  investigation  of  this  matter. 

Did  you  help  in  the  preparation  of  this  statement? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 
Question.  Did  you  advise  anybody  regarding  the  preparation  of  this  stetement? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 
Question.  Did  you  hear  the  Secretary  read  this  statement  at  the  Senate  hearings? 
Answer.  I  think  I  heard  part  of  it.  We  had  trouble  getting  the  reception  on  TV 

at  work,  so  I  think  we  missed  part  of  it.  And  so  I  cairt  guarantee  for  sure  that  I 
heard  him  say  the  whole  thing. 

Question.  At  the  top  of  the  second  page  there's  a  point  that's  marked  fourth,  and 
I  would  like  to  read  it.  The  Secretary  made  this  stetement  under  oath;  that  the  De- 

partment based  its  decision  solely  on  the  criteria  set  forth  in  section  20  of  the  In- 
dian Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  Is  this  true? 

Answer.  I  think  the  decision  dated  July  14th,  1995,  reflected  a  decision  that  was 
based  both  on  section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  and  part  151  of  the 
Indian  Reorganization  Act  of  1934. 

Question.  And  you  were  the  ultimate  decisionmaker  in  this  case;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  No,  I  was  not.  No. 
Question.  Who  was  the  ultimate  decisionmaker? 
Answer.  Michael  Anderson,  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary,  signed  the  July  14,  1995 

letter. 
Question.  WeU,  I  think  what  you  said  speaks  for  itself,  but  to  characterize  this 

again,  is  it  fair  to  chfiracterize  the  Secretaiys  stetement  as  an  incorrect  stetement? 
Answer.  Well,  it's  missing  the  basis  for  the  decision. 
Question.  Okay.  I  just  want  to  spend  a  moment  more  on  this  because  it's  some- 

thing that  goes  to  the  heart  of  this  issue.  If  I  asked  you  the  question,  the  decision 
to  reject  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  was  based  solely  on  section  20  of  the 
Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  would  you  say  that  that  was  correct  or  false? 

Answer.  It  would  be  ffdse. 
Question.  Which  indicates  that  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  made  a  false  stete- 

ment before  the  Senate? 
Answer.  You  can  draw  that  conclusion  for  yoiu^elf 
Question.  In  providing  advice  to  the  ultimate  decision  maker,  who  you  have  indi- 

cated was  Michael  Anderson,  did  you  rely  on  any  information  that  was  not  in  the 
record? 

Answer.  No,  I  did  not.  In  terms  of  written  evidence. 
Question.  Who  is  Tom  Collier? 
Answer.  Tom  CoUier  was  the  Chief  of  Steff  to  Secretary  Babbitt.  You  know,  at 

the  beginning  of— I  don't  know  exactly  when  he  was  there,  but  he  certainly  was 
there  in  parts  of  1994 — '95,  sorry. 

Question.  Notwithstending  the  gravity  of  the  proceedings,  always  feel  free  to  cor- 
rect yourself  if  misstetemente  are  made.  Nothing  like  that  is  ever  held  against  any- 

body. 
Where  does  Mr.  Collier  work  now? 
Answer.  I  think  he  works  for  a  law  firm  in  Washington. 
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Question.  Do  you  know  the  name  of  the  law  firm? 

Answer.  Well,  I  think  it's  Steptoe  &  Johnson.  But,  you  know,  I  don't  know  that for  sure.  It's  just  from  what  I  have  heard. 
Question.  Have  you  had  any  professional  dealings  with  Mr.  Collier  since  his  de- 

parture from  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  No,  I  have  not.  I  don't  think  I  have. 
Question.  Are  you  aware  of  whether  Mr.  Collier  took  a  trip  to  Green  Bay,  Wiscon- 

sin in  April  of  1995? 

Answer.  Yes,  I'm  aware  that  he  took  a  trip  to  Green  Bay,  Wisconsin  in  April  1995. If  you  can  tell  me  what  the  pvupose  was   
Question.  I  will  provide  you  a  document  in  a  moment.  Do  you  remember  the  pur- 

pose? 
Answer.  If  you  could  tell  me  what  the  pxupose  was,  I  can  tell  you  whether  I  re- 

member it  to  be  that  year. 

Question.  It's  my  understanding  he  attended  a  National  Indian  Gaming  Associa- tion annual  meeting. 

Answer.  Okay,  yes.  That's  correct. 
Question.  Did  you  also  attend  that  meeting? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  did. 
Question.  Who  else  from  the  Department  of  the  Interior  attended  that  meeting? 
Mr.  Ballen.  Sorry,  could  we  have  a  date  on  that  meeting? 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  will  provide  this  dociunent  in  a  moment.  April  19  and  20,  those 

are  the  two  da)rs  of  the  trip.  There  was  a  speaking  engagement  on  Wednesday,  April 

Mr.  Ballen.  What  year?  I'm  sorry. 
Mr.  Wilson.  1995.  Sorry. 
The  Witness.  I  do  not  know. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  But  you  yovu^elf  attended  and  Mr.  Collier  attended? 

Answer.  Yes,  that's  right.  Not  together.  In  fact,  I  didn't  see  Mr.  Collier  there. 
From  what  I  recall,  he  went  in  and  made  a  speech  and  left.  Then  I  got  there  later 
during  the  conference  and  I  made  a  presentation.  I  didn't  get  to  see  him  there,  no. 

Question.  Did  Mr.  CoUier  have  any  discussions  with  you  prior  to  attending  the 
meeting? 

Answer.  Yes,  he  did. 
Question.  Did  you  assist  him  in  preparation  for  the  speech  that  he  gave  at  the 

meeting? 
Answer.  Yes,  we  did. 
Question.  What  did  you  provide  for  him? 
Answer.  We  prepared  a  briefing  book,  from  what  I  recall,  on  Indian  issues. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  docvunent  that  has  been  marked 

for  the  record  Exhibit  GTS— 4.  It's  got  a  number  of  pages  and  I'm  going  to  ask  you 
specific  questions  about  one  of  the  pages  at  the  end. 

[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-4  was  marked  for  identification.] 
The  Witness.  Okay. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Directing  yovu*  attention  to  the  second  to  last  page  of  this  material,  at 
the  very  bottom  it  indicates  that  Mr.  Collier  was  scheduled  to  stay  at  the  Oneida 
Radisson  Hotel. 

Answer.  Now,  where  is  that? 
Question.  At  the  very  bottom  of  the  page. 
Answer.  Okay.  All  right.  Sure. 
Question.  Have  you  been  to  that  hotel? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  The  conference  was  right  outside  the  airport  at  a  hotel 

owned  by  the  Oneida  Tribe  of  Wisconsin.  I  don't  know  if  that's  the  name  of  the hotel. 
Question.  Is  there  a  casino  at  the  tribe? 
Answer.  At  the  hotel? 
Question.  Sorry,  yes. 
Answer.  There  is  a  casino  next  to  the  hotel. 
Question.  Is  it  associated  with  the  hotel? 
Answer.  Yes,  as  far  as  I  can  tell. 
Question.  And  I  don't  make  any  representations  that  I  know  anything  more  than 

that  at  this  point. 
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Were  you  aware  in  1995  that  the  Oneida  Tribe  was  one  of  the  tribes  that  was 
opposed  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  appUcation?  ,     ̂      .^    r^,       r  «r 

Answer.  I  was  aware  at  some  point  in  1995  that  the  Oneida  Tnbe  of  Wisconsin 

was  opposed  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application,  yes. 
Question.  And  how  were  you  aware?  i.     ..i.  j  it.  • 
Answer.  I  think  in  the  record,  from  what  I  recall,  they  may  have  submitted  their 

views  opposing  the  dog  track  apolication,  and  I  attended  a  meeting,  at  some  point 

in  the  fu^t  part  of  '95,  with  the  Oneida  Tribe,  where  they  expressed  theu*  opposition to  the  acquisition. 
Question.  And  do  you  know  Ms.  Debbie  Doxtator? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do.  ,     „    ,        t%      m_    i  i-    i.- 
Question.  Did  she  ever  express  opposition  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application 

to  you'' Answer.  I  think  that  she  was  at  the  meeting  that  I  attended  at  some  point  in 

1995  and  she  expressed  opposition  to  the  dog  track  application. 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  Ms.  Doxtator's  ever  attending  White  House  coffees/ 
Answer.  I'm  not,  no.  .  i-^    i 
Question.  Are  you  aware  of  the  Oneida  Tribe  ever  having  made  any  pohtical  con- tributions? 

Ajiswcr  N^o 
Question.  Do  you  have  a  general  understanding  that  the  Oneida  tribe  was  politi- cally active? 

Answer  N^o 
Question,  jiist  directing  your  attention  to  the  final  entnr  on  this  page,  it  reads 

res.  13297;  and  then  in  parens  it  says,  you  are  supposed  to  be  getting  a  $269  jaccuzi 
suite  for  $69.  „  .     ,.__      , 

Did  you  stay  at  the  Oneida  Radisson  Hotel,  to  your  recollection,  in  1995,  when 
you  attended  this  meeting? 

Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  where  Mr.  Collier  was  staying  at  the  tune? 
Answer.  No,  I  was  not.  ,  .  ,   ,       ,  i    j 
Mr.  Wilson.  I'm  providing  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  document  which  has  been  marked 

for  the  record  Exhibit  GTS-5.  If  s  a  memorandum  to  B.  J.  Thomberry,  department 

Chief  of  Staff,  through  Tim  Elliott,  from  Antonio  Montes.  If  s  dated  May  31,  1995. 

If  you  could  take  a  moment  to  review  that  document,  I  have  a  very  specific  ques- tion about  one  sentence  in  this  document. 

[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-5  was  marked  for  identification.] 
The  Witness.  Okay,  I  want  to  state  that  I  have  never  seen  that  either. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Fine.  Absolutely. 
The  Witness.  Okay,  I  have  read  the  document. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  There  is  one  sentence  here,  about  two-thirds  of  the  way  down  the  print- 
ed text,  that  begins  "finally".  The  full  sentence  says,  finally  the  political  sponsor 

paid  for  the  hotel  for  one  night  in  Milwaukee.  The  per  diem  rate  for  the  hotel  was 
$67,  so  we  have  credited  the  political  sponsor  with  paying  that  amount. 

My  question,  I  believe  you  have  already  answeiied  it  out  I  will  ask  the  question again,  nave  you  ever  seen  this  document? 
Answer.  No,  I  have  not. 
Question.  So  that  concludes  questioning  of  some  of  the  materials  we  received  last 

night.  There  are  many  more,  and  we  could  be  here  more  than  all  day  if  I  were  to 
go  through  each  one  of  them.  Certainly  some  of  the  documents  will  come  up  in  our 
hearings  next  week  that  have  not  been  discussed  today. 

But  let  me  ask  you,  Mr.  Skibine,  were  you  aware  that  this  committee  would  be 
receiving  additional  documents  last  night? 

Answer.  No,  I  was  not. 

Question.  Could  you  please  give  us  a  brief  employment  history  from — first  of  all, 
did  vou  attend  college? 

Mr.  Ballen.  Before  he  does  that,  I  want  to  say  something  for  the  record.  Since 
we  have  not  received  any  of  those  documents  sent  to  you,  if  you  could  provide  us 
with  a  copy,  I  would  appreciate  it.  We  will  check  to  see  if  we  have  received  them, 
but  I  don't  believe  we  have. 

Mr.  Wilson.  If  the  Department  of  the  Interior  will  not  provide  you  copies  of  the 
documents,  I  certainly  will  provide  you  with  copies. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  you  attend  college? 
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Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Where  did  you  attend  college? 
Answer.  University  of— New  York  University  and  University  of  Chicago. 
Question.  Could  you  provide  a  brief  employment  history  from  the  time  you  grad- uated from  college  until  the  present? 
Answer.  Well,  after  college  I  went  to  law  school  at  the  University  of  Minnesota 

Law  School,  and  then  I  joined  the  Department  of— the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  in 
1977.  I  was  there  employed  in  various  positions,  and  in  1985,  I  joined  the  SoUcitor's Office  as  an  attorney  in  the  Division  of  Indian  Affairs. 

In  1995,  in  February  of  1995,  I  became  the  Director  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Man- 
agement Staff.  And  in  August  of  1997  I  rejoined  the  SoUcitor's  Office,  where  I  am the  Assistant  Solicitor  for  the  branch  of  General  Indian  Legal  Activities.  And  at  this 

point  I  am  also  the  Acting  Deputy  Associate  Solicitor  for  Uie  Division  of  Indian  Af- fairs. 
Question.  What  is  your  current  salary? 
Answer.  I  think  it's  roughly  $85,000. 
Question.  What  was  your  salary  in  July  1995? 
Answer.  In  July  1995— you  know,  it  would  have  been  the  GS-15,  step  whatever, 

whatever  I  was,  3  or  4.  I  don't  exactly  recall.  I  would  have  to  have  my  earning  state- ments to  see  specifically. 
Question.  Well,  approximately  what  was  your  salary  in  July  of  1995? 
Answer.  Let's  say  80,  82.  I  don't  know.  Around  there  somewhere. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Actually,  perhaps  that's  material  you  can  provide  for  us,  and  we 

would  ask  Mr.  Elliott  to  provide  that  information  for  us  after  this  deposition. 
The  WrmESS.  Can  you  make  a  note? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Which  do  you  want?  July  '95  salaries? 
Mr.  Wilson.  His  current,  but,  yes,  the  July  1995  salary. 
The  Witness.  I  can  provide  a  pay  slip  from  my  current.  That's  the  approximate also. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Fine. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  What  was  your  salary  in  January  of  1993? 
Answer.  Of  1993?  Well,  once  again,  then  I  was  in  the  Office  of  the  Solicitor  as 

an  attorney,  as  a  GS-14,  step  6,  I  think.  And  it  must  have  been  the  75  something 
thousand  dollars  per  year.  And,  once  again,  I  think  I  still  have  those  records  if  you 
want  that  provided  to  you. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  will  ask  Mr.  Elliott  to  provide  that  to  us  afterwards. 
The  Witness.  Sure. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  You  have  actually  answered  most  of  my  second  question.  I  was  going 
to  ask  for  your  pay  grade.  What  is  your  current  pay  grade? 

Answer.  I  am  a  GS-15,  step  4,  I  think. 
Question.  Have  you  discussed  the  fact  that  you  are  being  deposed  here  today  with 

anybody  but  Mr.  Elliott? 

Answer.  I  have  discussed  the  fact  that  I'm  being  deposed  with  Mr.  Elliott  and with  the  Solicitor. 
Question.  And  who  is  that? 

Answer.  John  Leshy  and  with  Mr.  Elliott's  supervisor,  Karen  Sprecher. 
Question.  And  are  those  the  only  individuals  that  you  have  discussed  the  fact  of 

this  deposition  with? 
Answer.  The  facts  of  the  deposition? 
Question.  The  fact  that  you  were  actually  coming  to  be  deposed  today. 

Answer.  Oh,  I  probably  mentioned  I'm  being  deposed  to  many,  many  more  people 
than  that.  I  can't  even — ^you  know,  other  than  casually  in  the  office.  Everyone  in 
the  Solicitor's  Office  in  the  Division  of  Indian  Affairs  knows  I'm  being  deposed. 

Question.  So  moving  to  the  specifics,  who  have  you  had  substantive  conversations 
about  potential  subjects  of  this  deposition  with? 

Answer.  Oh,  only  with  Mr.  Elliott. 
Question.  Has  anybody  discussed  any  of  the  other  information  that  has  been 

brought  to  our  attention  through  the  course  of  other  depositions  with  the  House  of 
Representatives? 

Answer.  Can  you  repeat  the  question? 
Question.  Sure.  Has  anybody  discussed  with  you  any  information  that  has  been 

communicated  to  this  committee  in  other  depositions? 
Answer.  Yes. 
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Question.  And  who  has  done  that? 
Answer.  Mr.  Elliott. 
Question.  And  what  type  of  information  has  he  discussed  with  vou? 

Answer.  I  can't  recall  exactly.  We  had  a  discussion  about  Ada  Deer's  deposition 
yesterday  in  very  general  terms.  And  what  deposition   

Mr.  Elliott.  We're  getting  into  an  area  where  we're  talking  about  privileged  in- formation. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  So  I  will  ask  a  very  broad  question.  Has  Mr.  Elliott  discussed  the  sub- 
stance of  other  depositions  that  he  has  attended  with  you? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  He  has  not? 

Answer.  No,  he  has  talked  about  some  of  the  issues  raised  in  Ada  Deer's. Question.  In  other  depositions? 
Answer.  That's  about  the  only  one  that  I  can  recall,  yes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Has  anyone  from  the  Department  of  Justice  spoken  to  you  about  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Who? 
Answer.  Mr.  David  Jones,  my  attorney  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  litigation;  Mr. 

Mark  CameUi,  also  my  attorney  at  the  U.S.  Attorney's  Office  in  the  Hudson  Dog 
Track  htigation;  and  Mr.  Edward  PascareUi,  also  an  attorney  in  Washington,  who 
is  handling  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  htigation. 

Mr.  Horn.  Can  you  spell  the  second  attorney  for  me? 
The  Witness.  CamelH? 
Mr.  Horn.  Yes. 

The  Witness.  Now  you  are  trying  me  here.  Let  me  give  it  a  shot,  C-A-M-E-L-L- 
I,  CamelU.  But  I  may  be  wrong;  there  may  be  only  one  L;  who  knows. 

Mr.  Horn.  We  won't  hold  it  against  you. The  Witness.  Okay,  thanks. 
Mr.  Wilson.  We  will  correct  it  and  give  you  an  opportunity  to  correct  it,  if  it 

comes  to  anybody's  attention. 
examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Are  those  the  only  three  Department  of  Justice  attorneys  that  have  spo- 
ken with  you? 

Answer.  To  my  recollection,  yes. 
Question.  Have  you  been  spoken  to  by  any  FBI  agents? 
Answer.  See,  there  it  is,  I  missed  the  boat  on  that.  Yes,  in  fact,  now  that  vou  re- 

freshed my  memory,  I  was  reviewed  by  the  Department  of  Justice  and  the  FBI 
sometime  back,  and  I  don't  remember  the  name  of  the  FBI  agent,  nor  do  I  remem- 

ber the  name  of  the  Justice  investigator. 
Question.  That  is  fine;  that  is  true.  When  was  that? 
Answer.  Can  I  talk  to  Mr.  EUiott? 
Question.  Yes. 
[Witness  confers  with  counsel.] 
Answer.  Yes.  I  am  told  it  was  around  the  time  of  my  first  deposition  before  the 

Thompson  committee,  so  you  can  find  out  when  that  was.  Was  that  November  of '97? 

Mr.  Elliott.  The  record  will  show;  the  deposition  shows  the  date. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  And  you  have  only  had  one  deposition  before  the  Thompson  committee? 
Answer.  That  is  correct,  yes. 
Question.  Have  you  had  any  discussions  with  any  congressional  personnel  about 

the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 
Answer.  I  don't  beUeve  so. 
Question.  Okay.  And  maybe  we  can  go  back  and  look  at  this  later,  but  I  am  in- 

cluding 1995  through  the  present.  Did  you  attend  any  meetings  on  Capitol  Hill  in 
1995? 

Answer.  Oh,  I'm  sorry,  I  thought  your  question  was  about  this  investigation. 
Question.  No,  I  understand  that;  I  will  make  it  a  very  general  question. 
Answer.  Okay. 
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Question.  Have  you  had  any  contacts  with  any  congressional  personnel  in  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  matter?  We  will  include  1995  until  the  present. 

Answer.  Yes,  I  have. 
Question.  And  who  have  you  had  contact  with? 
Answer.  Well,  I  attended  a  meeting  on  February  8,  1995,  in  Congressman  Ober- 

star's  office,  at  which  he  and  other  Congressmen  and  one  Senator  were  present.  I 
was  contacted  by  the  office  of  Steve  Gunderson,  the  Congressman  in  whose  district 
the  dog  track  is  located,  on  several  occasions  during  1995. 

Mr.  Horn.  On  the  meeting  in  Oberstar's  office,  was  that  a  Minnesota  delegation 
pretty  much? 

The  Witness.  From  what  I  understand,  yes. 
Mr.  Horn.  Do  you  remember  the  names  of  the  people  there? 
The  Witness.  No.  I  would  have  to  refer  to  notes  that  I  took  which  are  in  the 

record,  and  if  you  want,  I  can  do  that. 
Mr.  Horn.  Well,  I  would  assume  staff  has  those. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Yes. 
Mr.  Horn.  Staff  has  it,  apparently. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  How  many  decisions  have  been  made  since  the  passage  of  IGRA — ^and 
I  will  refer  to  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  as  IGRA  as  the  short  name.  How 
many  decisions  have  been  made  since  the  passage  of  IGRA  to  deny  an  appUcation 
to  tsike  land  into  trust  for  gaming  under  a  section  465  secretarial  discretion  analy- 
sis? 

Answer.  Offliand,  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Do  you  know  of  any? 
Answer.  I  can't  think  of  it. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  To  take  land  into  trust? 
Question.  For  gaming  purposes,  solely  on  a  section  465  analysis,  without  any 

IGRA,  section  20,  analysis  involved? 
Answer.  My  answer  stays  the  same. 
Question.  When  you  were  the  director  of  the  Indian  gaming  management  staff  in 

1995,  did  you  ever  ask  anybody  else  at  the  Department  of  Justice,  has  an  appUca- 
tion ever  been  determined  for  taking  land  into  trust  for  gaming  purposes  under  sec- 
tion 465  by  itself? 

Answer.  I  didn't  ask  anyone  at  the  Department  of  Justice  that  question. 
Question.  Did  you  know  the  answer  at  that  time? 
Answer.  The  answer  to  what? 
Question.  I  am  assuming  you  might  have  perhaps  forgotten  now,  but  do  you  recall 

whether  you  knew  the  answer  at  that  time? 
Answer.  The  answer  to  what  question? 
Question.  Whether  465  was  used  by  itself  to  make  a  determination  of  whether 

land  would  be  taken  into  trust. 

Answer.  In  '95,  during  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  consideration,  no,  I  didn't  have  the answer  to  that. 
Question.  From  1988  until  July  14,  1995,  have  all  decisions  about  taking  land  into 

trust  for  off-reservation  gaming  been  made  under  an  IGRA  section  20  analysis? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  that;  I  don't  know  the  answer  to  that  offhand.  Can  you  re- 

peat the  question? 
Question.  Sure.  From  1988  until  Jvdy  14  of  1995,  had  all  decisions  about  taking 

land  into  trust  for  off-reservation  gaming  purposes  been  made  under  a  section  20 
IGRA  analysis? 

Answer.  Had  all  decisions  to  take  land  into  trust? 
Question.  For  gaming. 
Answer.  For  gaming. 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  think  the  question  was  off-reservation. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Off-reservation  gaming,  been  used — made  using  a  section  20  analysis? 
Answer.  If  you  do  take  land  in  trust  for  gaming  off  reservation,  for  gaming,  you 

must  comply  with  the  requirements  of  section  20  of  the  Indian  Regulatory  Act. 
Question.  So  your  understanding,  as  the  former  head  of  the  IGMS  staff,  is  that 

any  analysis  done  by  the  Department  of  the  Interior  would  have  to  consider  section 
20  of  IGRA  in  making  the  determination  as  to  whether  land  should  or  should  not 
be  taken  into  trust? 
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Answer.  No.  It  is  if  you  decide — if  the  Department  decides  not  to  exercise  its  dis- 
cretionary authority  under  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  and  the  implementing 

regulations  in  25(c),  part  151,  then  we  do  not  reach  the  determination  under  section 
20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  ^,      t%       _i. 

Question.  Explaining  sort  of  methodologically  how  this  works,  does  the  Depart- 
ment of  the  Interior,  local  and  regional  and  area  office,  consider  a  section  465  analy- sis? 

Answer.  Yes,  they  must  consider  a— well,  the  section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming 

Regulatory  Act  is  not  a  land  acquisition  authority,  so  the  area  director  m  the  central 
office  must  consider— must  make  a  determination  to  take  the  land  in  trust  first, 
under  465  and  151.  That  is  my  position. 

Question.  When  did  you  first  hear  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  proposal.' 
Answer.  I  first  heard  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  proposal  on  or  around  Feb- 

ruary 8,  1995. 
Question.  And  what  is  the  distinction  of  the  February  8,  1995?  ̂        ̂       ̂       .        , 

Answer.  February  8  is  the  date  of  the  meeting  in  Oberstar's  office  that  I  referred 
to  earUer,  and  that  was  going  to  deal,  relate,  to  the  dog  track  proposed  acquisition. 

Question.  And  I  apologize  for  not  remembering  this,  but  when  did  you  become  the 
head  ofthelGMS  staff?  ,     ̂ ^_^       ̂   ,  _,  , 

Answer.  I  think  I  took  over  as  director  of  the  IGMS  staffs  on  or  around  February 5th,  if  that  is  a  Monday,  of  1995.  ...... 
Question.  At  the  time,  in  1995,  did  you  consider  that  the  three  apphcant  tnbes 

were  financially  poor? 
Answer.  Excuse  me;  did  I  consider? 
Question.  That  the  three  applicant  tribes  were  financially  poor? 
Answer.  There  was  a  consideration,  because  I  think  one  of  them,  the  Red  Chff 

Band,  mentioned  at  a  meeting  we  had  with  them  that  they  were  financially  poor, 
so  that  was  a  consideration.  It  was  considered  in  that  sense. 

I  am  not  sure  that  it  is  in  the  record,  in  terms  of  their  financial  conditions.  All 

three  tribes,  I  think,  do  have  gaming  establishments  on  their  reservations,  but  I  am 
not  sure  they  included  financial  figures  on  their  economic  health,  and  the  condition of  the  casino  is  in  the  record. 

Question.  Did  you  know  at  the  time  what  their  average  per  capita  income  was? 
Answer.  No,  I  do  not.  If  I  did  at  the  time,  I  do  not  recall  now. 
Question.  Was  this  ever  discussed  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't  think. 
Question.  Do  you  think  opposition  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  proposal  would  have 

been  valid  if  it  were  based  solely  on  economic  grounds?  And  by  that  I  mean,  oppo- 
nent tribes  who  were  opposed  to  the  application  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  have  indi- 

cated in  various  places  that  the  proposed  casino  would  cut  into  their  revenue  and 
that  they  would  make  less  money  because  of  the  proposed  casino.  Was  that  a  valid 
consideration  in  determining  whether  the  application  should  be  approved  or  denied? 

Answer.  It  was  a  consideration  that  we  looted  at. 
Question.  Given  that  it  was  a  consideration,  were  there  any  analyses  of  whether 

the  representation  that  there  would  be  an  adverse  impact  on  those  tribes  was  cor- rect? 
Answer.  There  was  a  financial  analysis  by  Tom  Hartman,  a  financial  analyst  on 

the  staff",  on  the  detriment  to  the  surrounding  community  and  on  the  impact  of  the 
proposed  Hudson  casino  on  nearby  tribes. 

Question.  And  what  did  Mr.  Hartman  say  on  that  subject? 
Answer.  I  think  that — ^let  me  refer  to  his  June  8  memo  here.  I  think  Mr.  Hartman 

concluded  that  under  section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act,  he  did  not 
think  that  there  was  a  showing  of  detriment  that  was  not  mitigated  on  the  nearby 
tribes  or  svirrounding  communities. 

Question.  Is  there  any  indication  in  the  record  of  an  adverse  impact  to  the  tribes 
opposed  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  in  the  record? 

Answer.  Yes,  there  is.  The  tribes  opposed  to  the  casino  submitted  financial  analy- 
sis to  show  what  they  thought  was  a  detriment  to  their  operations. 

Question.  And  did  Mr.  Hartman  review  these  materials? 
Answer.  I  assume  that  he  did. 
Question.  And  just  correct  me  if  I  am  wrong  if  I  am  mischaracterizing  what  you 

said.  Mr.  Hartman  came  to  the  conclusion  that  the  representations  of  the  opponent 
tribes  were  incorrect? 

Answer.  Insufficient. 
Question.  Right,  but  they  did  not  make  a  valid  point? 
Answer.  In  Ws  opinion. 
Question.  In  his  opinion? 
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Answer.  He  did  not  think  that  the  documentation  to  be  submitted  was  enough  for 
him  to  recommend  that,  under  section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Act,  it  was  sufficient for  us  to  find  detriment. 

Question.  I  lost  you  a  Uttle  bit  in  that  answer,  and  I  apologize,  but  I  sun  trying 
to  come  to  a  clear  determination,  based  on  materials  in  the  record,  as  to  whether 
there  is  any  indication  that  the  assertions  of  the  opponent  tribe  that  they  would  be 
economically  harmed  by  the  application,  whether  that  assertion  is  supported  any- 

where in  the  record  by  any  employee  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior. 
Answer.  Excuse  me,  by  any  employee. 
Question.  By  any  employee  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  Mr.  Hartman's  analysis. 
Question.  No.  In  a  review  of  the  record,  will  I  be  able  to  find  any  statement,  by 

any  Department  of  the  Interior  employee,  that  says,  yes,  I  agree  with  the  assertions 
of  the  opponent  tribes  that  they  would — they  will  be  economically  harmed?  My  un- 

derstanding is,  Mr.  Hartman  said  in  his  opinion,  no,  they  would  not  be  economically 
harmed.  But  I  am  trying  to  find   

Answer.  Something  else. 
Question.  Yes. 

Answer.  I  don't  believe  there  is  anything  else. 
Question.  Now  in  the  rejection  letter  of  July  14,  1995,  my  recollection  is  that  the 

opposition  of  neighboring  tribes  was  referred  to. 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Okay. 

Answer.  I'm  trying  to  find  it. 
Question.  What  was  their  opposition? 
Answer.  The  July  14th  letter? 
Question.  I  am  asking,  what  was  the  opposition  of  the  opponent  tribes?  What  was 

their  problem?  I  mean,  there  was  a  commercial  a  few  years  ago  where  a  person  said, 

"Where's  the  beef?"  Well,  that  is  what  we  are  looking  for  here.  Opponent  tribes 
wrote  letters  indicating  they  had  a  problem  with  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  appUcation? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  What  was  their  problem? 
Answer.  The  problem  is  that  I  think  they  said  it  would  adversely  impact  their 

gaming  operations. 
Question.  So  turning  to,  you  were  the  supervisor  of  IGMS  staff,  you  have  testified 

that  nowhere  in  the  record,  to  your  knowledge,  is  there  an  indication  that  this  was 
correct. 

Answer.  The  studies  submitted  by  these  tribes  are  in  the  record. 
Question.  But  they  were  submitted  by  the  tribes? 
Answer.  Right. 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  think  you  are  mischaracterizing  his  testimony.  I  think  you  asked 

him  whether  staff"— if  there  was  anything  from  fus  staff"  or  the  staff"  or  anybody  at the  Department  of  Interior. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  did,  and  I  think  he  said  no,  but  I  asked  him  about  material  submit- 

ted by  the  opponent  tribes.  It  speaks  for  itself 
Mr.  Elliott.  But  your  current  question  was,  you  have  testified  there  is  nothing 

in  the  record,  but  there  is  information  in  the  record. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Material  provided  by  the  opponent  tribes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Right? 
The  Witness.  That  is  right,  yes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  So  we  will  work  through  this  a  Uttle  more  slowly  then  because  of  my 
imprecision. 

It  is  my  understanding  that  the  opponent  tribes  provided  information  saying  that 
they  thought  there  would  be  an  economic  detriment  to  themselves,  and  the  Depart- 

ment of  me  Interior  employee  reviewed  that  material  and  came  to  a  conclusion — 
his  conclusion,  you  have  testified — liiat  there  would  be  no  detriment  to  those  tribes? 

Answer.  Under  section  20. 
Question.  Okay.  Under  any  section,  what  was  the  detriment  to  those  tribes? 
Answer.  Well,  I  think  that  under  the — ^when  the  Secretary  decides  whether  to  ex- 

ercise his  discretionary  authority  to  take  land  in  trust,  he  has  wide  discretion  to 
use  a  number  of  reasons  to  decide  that  he  will  not  exercise  that  discretion.  I  think 
the  opposition  of  the  nearby  tribes  and  their  studies  indicating  that  it  would  be  det- 

rimental— that  it  would  affect  their  gaming  revenues,  is  itself  a  reasonable  factor 
to  be  used  in  making  a  section  151  determination. 
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Question.  So  it  is  yovir  testimony  that  Secretary  of  the  Interior  Bruce  Babbitt 
came  to  a  conclusion  that   

Answer.  Oh,  no,  no,  no. 
Mr.  Ballen.  That  is  not  what  he  said. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Well,  you  said  the  Secretary.  ,   ,       .  ■.   «      v 
Answer.  I  use  "Secretary"  because  "Secretary"  is  the  word  that  is  used.  So  when 

I  say  "the  Secretary,"  I  don't  mean  the  actual  Secretary,  I  mean  the  Department. 
Question.  If  you  would,  please  give  me  the  name  of  the  person  who  came  to  the 
determination.  ,  .  ,   .    .    .v  j  t  t 

Answer.  I  came  to  the  determination,  and  in— which  is  m  the  record.  In  my  June 

29,  1995,  draft,  I  cited  one  of  the  factors  as  the  opposition  of  the  nearby  tribes  that 

alleged  that  it  would  have  significant  economic— that  it  would  be  significantly 
harmed  by  the  proposed  casino. 

Question.  So,  in  effect,  you  disagreed  with  Mr.  Hartman's  analysis? Answer.  I  think  that  the  harm  that  can  be  shown  under  151  is  not  the  same 

standard;  it  is  not  the  same  standard  you  apply  under  section  20  as  under  section 
151.  I  did  not  rely  on  my  draft  on  the  detriment  of  the  surrounding  commvuuty  m 
section  20,  but  I  relied  on  the  record  to  make  a  recommended  finding  under  section 151. 

Question.  I'm  sorry,  what  was  the  harm?  Because  I  was  looking  down  and  I missed  that. 
Answer.  Under  151? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  I  think  based  on  the  record,  essentially,  first  of  all,  they  were  opposed, 

basically  because  they  said  it  would  have  a  detrimental  impact  on  tiieir  gaming  op- erations. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Can  I  ask  a  follow-up  question? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Yes,  you  may. 
Mr.  Ballen.  The  St.  Croix  tribe  was  the  nearest  tribe  to  the  location? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  it  was. 

Mr.  Ballen.  And  they  submitted,  for  the  record,  information  that  led  you  to  be- lieve it  would  be  a  detriment  to  them? 
The  Witness.  That  is  right,  that  they  would  be  harmed  in  some  fashion,  but  I 

relied  on  section  151  to  make  that  determination. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Thank  you. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Just  to  go  back  to  that,  I  asked  you  what  the  harm  was,  and  you  gave 
me  two  reasons.  One,  the  harm  was  that  they  were  opposed;  and,  two,  tiie  harm 
was,  they  said  it  would  have  detrimental  impact.  So  is  it  your  representation  today 

that  the  tangible  harm  that  you  perceived  at  the  time  was  that  they  just  didn't  want it? 

Answer.  They  didn't  want  it  because  of  the  detrimental  impact  it  would  have 
under  gaming  operations. 

Question.  Did  you  do  any  analyses  of  gaming  in  the  area  and  whether  it  would 
have  a  detrimental  analysis? 

Answer.  I  read  the  record,  and  I  read  all  the  analysis  submitted  by  everyone  who 
submitted  this  type  of  documentation. 

Question.  And  on  what  did  you  rely? 
Answer.  Well,  on  the  record. 

Question.  Well,  now,  Mr.  Hartman's  letter  is  in  the  record? Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  So  that  is  perhaps  one  thing  you  relied  on;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  Yes,  it  is. 
Question.  And  Mr.  Hartman  did  not  identify  detrimental  impact? 
Answer.  He  analyzed  their  submission,  and  he  found  there  would  be  no  detriment 

under  section  20. 
Question.  Correct.  So  one  of  your  employees — and  we  are  looking  at  the  financial 

impact  to  the  opposing  tribes — one  of  your  employees  found  there  would  not  be  a 
financial  detrimental  impact? 

Answer.  Well,  to  the  extent  it  is  listed  in  this  June  8th  memorandum. 
Question.  Right.  But  what  you  are  saying  is,  you  believed  the  opposing  tribes? 
Answer.  I  believed  it  showed  some  detriment,  that  there  was  going  to  be  some 

effect  from  this  casino. 
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Question.  Let  me  just  ask  you  a  very  broad  hypothetical  question.  If  you  had  re- 
ceived a  letter  at  your  time  at  IGMS  from  a  tribal  chairman  and  they  said,  we  are 

opposed,  this  would  hurt  us,  woiUd  you  believe  that,  without  any  research? 
Answer.  No;  I  think  that  we  would  need  to  look  at  what  justification  you  submit 
Question.  Okay.  Let  me  ask  vou  a  general  Question  about  gaming,  and  this  is 

something  I  don  t  know  much  about  and  hopefully  you  do.  What  is  the  area  in  the 
United  States  that  sends  more  per  capita  individuals  to  Las  Vegas  than  any  other 
area?  What  metropolitan  area? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  If  it  were  the  MinneapoUs-St.  Paul  area,  wovild  that  be  a  consideration 

in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter? 

Answer.  I  don't  see  why.  We  certainly  didn't  know  that  at  the  time. 
Question.  Well,  if  you  are  sasdng — I  will  let  that  stand  by  itself 
Is  it  your  representation  today  that  you  did  not  do  any  or  have  any  of  your  em- 

ployees do  any  additional  research  beyond  that  which  was  done  by  Mr.  Hartman 
in  the  materials  that  he  prepared? 

Answer.  I  read  the  record  myself,  yes. 
Question.  Right. 
Answer.  No  one  else  in  the  gaming  office  looked  at  this  issue. 

Question.  So  vou  disagreed  with  Mr.  Hartman's  analysis? Answer.  Well,  I  would  have  to  go  back  and  read  ms  June  8th  memorandimi  to 
see  if  I  disagree  with  it  or  not. 

Question.  But  he  came  to  a  conclusion   
Answer.  Well,  I  would  have  to  reread  that  to  see  what  he  says  about  that,  and 

I  haven't  done  that  in  a  while. 
Question.  Please  do. 
Mr.  Horn.  Counsel,  I  would  like  to  get  a  little  more  definition. 
When  you  talk  about  detriment,  did  you  look  at  what  the  casino  income  was  of 

the  opposed  tribes  or  what  the  individual  tribe  or  members  received  as  a  resiilt  of 
the  casino  income?  And  to  what  degree  did  you  look  at  the  Indian  tribes  themselves 
in  their  own  particular  benefit  by  individual  tribe  members? 

The  Witness.  No;  we  looked  at  whatever  they  submitted.  That  is  the  only  thing 
I  can  say. 

Mr.  HORN.  What  do  you  think  a  submission  should  be?  It  seems  to  me  you  have 
dealt  with  these  applications  over  the  years.  And  are  you  saying  that  they  can  just 

tell  you  anything  they  want  and  you  don't  check  it,  and  you  aren't  concerned  about the  individual  tnbal  members,  or  liow  do  you  go  about  it? 
The  Witness.  I  think  what  we  look  at  is  what  they  submit,  and  I  think  in  this 

particular  case  they  submitted  evidence  of  detriment  to  their  gaming  operations. 
Mr.  Horn.  Well,  what  kind  of  arguments  did  they  use  that  impressed  you?  I 

mean,  do  they  just  say,  hey,  it  is  going  to  affect  us?  Any  damn  fool  can  say  that. 
The  Witness.  In  the  record,  tihey  had  studies  commissioned  to  show  how  it  was 

going  to  affect  them.  I  don't  recall  the  specifics  of  it. 
Mr.  Horn.  Are  these  studies  by  reputable  economists  that  do  this  work,  or  what? 
The  Witness.  I  think  so,  yes. 
Mr.  Horn.  And  what  did  it  tell  you  about  the  casino  income,  that  it  was  going 

to  be  reduced,  how  much?  Ten  percent? 

The  Witness.  I  just  don't  recall. 
Mr.  Horn.  20  percent?  30  percent?  50  percent? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  recall,  I'm  sorry. 
Mr.  Horn.  Did  you  care  at  all  about  the  impact  on  the  tribes   The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  Horn  [continuing].  If  there  was  a  reduction  in  income,  and  what  that  impact would  be? 

The  Witness.  No,  I  don't  think  we  looked  at  what  the  impact— well,  there  was 
going  to  be  a  reduction  in  the  revenues,  and  the  revenues  have  to  be  used  for  tribal 
government  services  under  the  Indian  Regulatory  Act.  ,      »,- 

Mr.  Horn.  What  do  those  opponents— we  will  call  them  that,  the  Minnesota 

tribes— what  do  they  get  annually  per  individual  out  of  gaming  receipts? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Horn.  You  don't  know? The  Witness.  No. 

Mr.  Horn.  And  you  don't  care. 
The  Witness.  I  just  don't  know.  You  are  asking  me  a  question  I  cannot  answer. 

Mr  Horn.  All  I  can  say  is,  if  I  were  a  civil  servant  in  the  Department  of  the  Inte- 

rior, in  the  Indian  aff"airs  network,  if  you  wiU,  my  interest  would  be  what  happens 
to  the  individual:  Is  this  gaming  doing  any  good  for  these  individuals?  Are  they  able 

to  Uve  a  better  Ufe  after  being  screwed  around  for  a  century  or  two?  That  is  what 
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I  would  look  at,  and  apparently  you  are  not  looking  at  it,  you  are  just  looking  at 
the  casino  revenue,  and  you  seem  to  believe  anything  they  submitted  to  you. 

The  Witness.  We  have  to  go  by  the  submissions,  and  we  look  at  the  economic 
analysis  submitted. 

Mr.  Horn.  And  that  economic  analysis  doesn't  include  tribal  members  and  what 
they  actually  get  out  of  them? 

The  Witness.  I  just  don't  remember. 
Mr.  Horn.  You  have  dealt  with  a  nxunber  of  applications,  what  has  been  the  rou- 

tine at  the  Department  of  Interior  in  this.  Does  anybody  care  about  the  tribal  mem- bers down  there? 

The  Witness.  Siu-e.  But  there  haven't  been  that  many  applications,  and  certainly 
there  aren't  that  many  applications  where  tribes  are  opposing  a  casino,  and  that  es- 

sentially is  very  few  and  far  between. 
Mr.  HORN.  Okay.  Now  how  about  the  Wisconsin  tribes?  What  do  you  know  about 

them?  Do  you  know  their  per  capita  income? 
The  Witness.  No,  I  do  not. 
Mr.  Horn.  Well,  if  you  heard  they  get  $6,000  per  year  capita  income,  and  the 

Minnesota  tribes  get  $390,000  a  year  per  capita,  would  that  concern  you? 
The  Witness.  It  is  very  hypothetical.  I  don't  think  I  want  to  answer  a  hypo- 

thetical question. 
Mr.  Horn.  That  is  presumably  the  facts.  That  is  the  information  we  have  been 

given.  Wovild  that  worry  you? 
The  Witness.  That  all  Wisconsin  tribes  receive   
Mr.  Horn.  The  three  appUcant  Wisconsin  tribes  presumably  get  a  $6,000  per  cap- 

ita income.  When  you  look  at  it  in  an  economic  sense,  what  per  capita  does  one 
roup  make  versus  the  other?  And  if  counsel  has  a  better  or  more  correct  figure, 
welcome  him  to  put  it  in  the  discussion.  My  understanding,  when  we  held  this 

hearing  a  few  weeks  ago,  was  it  was  $6,000  per  capita  Wisconsin  Indians,  $390,000, 
$400,000  Minnesota  Indians. 

Mr.  Wilson.  For  one  tribe,  for  one  of  the  opponent  tribes. 
Mr.  Horn.  Okay.  So  would  it  concern  you,  that  disparity.  And  how  much  would 

they  have  to  prove  to  you  of  their  detrimental  effect  when  they  have  that  much  they 
can  bring  through  in  this  one  tribe  then,  per  capita  income?  That  is  pretty  good. 
Wouldn't  you  rather  take  20,000  out  of  them  and  let  the  poor  people  with  6,000 
have  a  higher  standard  of  living? 

The  Witness.  I  think  that  if  the  only  evidence  in  the  record  was  that  one  Min- 
nesota tribe,  which  has  300,000  per  capita  distribution,  was  objecting  to  this  casino, 

tiien  it  certainly  would  be  a  factor,  yes. 

Mr.  Horn.  In  other  words,  you  wouldn't  worry  about  the  300,000  per,  or  what- 
ever, that  Minnesota  tribe  had;  you  wouldn't  worry  about  their  particular  detriment. 

Say  they  went  down  20,000  in  income,  so  it  is  280,  not  300;  I  mean,  how  would  you 
deal  with  that? 

The  Witness.  Well,  I  think  that  that  would  be  less  of  a  factor. 
Mr.  Horn.  Okay.  So  you  are  saying  they  ruled  against  the  Wisconsin  tribes  be- 

cause they  might  impact  this  huge  revenue  coming  in  to  one  Minnesota  tribe?  Is 
that  what  went  through  the  Interior's  mind  down  there,  the  Secretary's  mind? 

The  Witness.  I  don  t  know  what  went  through  their  mind. 
Mr.  Horn.  What  went  through  the  career  staffs  minds.  You  are  supposed  to  be 

making  recommendations. 

The  WITNESS.  I  don't  think  that  the  evidence  pertained  only  to  this  one  tribe,  you 
know.  I  mean,  that  is  why  it  is  a  hypothetical.  If  it  was  just  this  one  tribe,  it  wovld 
be  maybe  a  different  story,  and  that  is  not  what  the  record  shows. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Just  for  me  to  clarify  the  record,  it  is  true  that  there  were  a  number 
of  opponent  tribes  to  the  application,  and  they  had  varying  degrees  of  economic  suc- 

cess from  their  casinos  and  other  ventures.  One  of  the  taibes,  it  is  indicated  in  a 
document  you  have  in  fh>nt  of  you  and  that  I  will  soon  give  to  you  as  a  marked 
exhibit,  Mr.  Hartman's  analysis,  prepared  on  June  8  of  1995,  does  indicate  that  the 
per  capita  income  for  the  Shakopee  Tribe  would  potentially  be  impacted  and  would 
drop  from  just  over  $396,000  to  just  over  $393,000,  which  brings  me  to  a  follow- 
up  question. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR  WILSON: 

Question.  You  were  concerned  about  the  assertions  of  the  tribes  that  they  would 
be  economically  impacted;  correct? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Tell  me  about  discussions  you  had  with  the  applicant  tribes  to  com- 
pensate the  affected  opponent  tribes. 
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Answer.  To  compensate? 
Question.  Well,  yes.  If  you  are  concerned  that  the  Shakopee,  for  example,  would 

drop  in  income  from  $396,000  to  $363,000-plus   
Mr.  Ballen.  I  am  going  to  object,  because  he  never  stated  that  that  was  his  con- 

cern. That  is  an  unfair  characterization. 
Mr.  Wilson.  We  will  get  to  the  end  of  the  question,  and  you  can  answer  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Tell  me  about  yovu-  conversations  or  discussions  with  the  appUcant 
tribes  about  the  adverse  economic  impact  to  the  opponent  tribes  and  how  they  might 
be  able  to  cure  the  problem  that  you  perceived.  I  mean,  you  saw  a  problem  here; 
correct?  There  was  a  problem? 

Answer.  That  was  one  of  the  issues. 
Question.  It  was  one  of  the  issues;  it  was  one  of  the  problems? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  So  because  it  was  a  problem  and  because  presxunably  you  were  charged 
with  doing  what  is  right  by  Native  Americans,  tell  me  about  your  conversations  to 
solve  the  problem. 
Answer.  I  don't  think  we  had  conversations  with  the — ^we  had  conversations  with 

the  applicant  tribes  about  this,  but  I  think  their  view  was  that  detriment  to  these 
other  tribes  was  not  relevant. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  ask  them  to  provide  compensation  to  the  opponent  tribes? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  provide  them  an  opportunity,  in  any  wav,  to  cure  this  per- 

ceived defect  on  your  parte  And  we  will  go  back  to  the  defect  itself 
Answer.  I  think  they  were  provided  copies  of  the  submissions  by  the  tribes  oppos- 

ing their  application  and  were  given  a  chance  to  indicate  what  their  views  on  the 
record  was. 

Question.  My  understanding  is,  they  were  also  provided  copies  of  Mr. — this  I  am 
not  sure  of;  I  don't  know  this  for  a  fact.  Were  they  provided  copies  of  Mr.  Hartman's analysis? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Was  Mr.  Hartman's  analysis  communicated  to  them  in  any  way? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so,  no. 
Question.  Did  any  of  the  content  of  Mr.  Hartman's  analysis — ^was  that  ever  com- municated? 
Answer.  Well,  if  it  was,  he  may  have  communicated  it  to  them.  You  would  have 

to  ask  him. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Isn't  it  a  fact,  sir,  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  is  the  closest  to  the  proposed site  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  it  is. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Didn't  they  submit  a  study  by  Coopers  &  Lybrand  or  another  reputa- ble firm  that  went  into  some  detail  as  to  how  it  would  affect  their  income? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  they  did. 
Mr.  Ballen.  And  their  income  is  not  $396,000,  is  it,  as  the  Shakopees  is? 

The  Witness.  I  suppose  it  is  not,  but  I  haven't  gone  back  and  reread  the  studies 
in  the  last  3  years,  so  I  don't  know  that  for  a  fact. Mr.  Ballen.  It  is  a  poor  tribe,  the  St.  Croix  Tribe;  it  is  not  like  the 
Mashantuckeet  Pequot  or  ̂ akopees  that  are  swimming  in  money. 

The  Witness.  I  tnink  by  and  large  no  one  is  like  the  Pequots  or  Shakopees. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Mr.  Ballen  characterized  them  as  a  poor  tribe.  I  would  like,  for  clarity 
of  the  record,  to  try  to  get  to  an  understanding  if  you  agree  with  him  what  you  char- 

acterize as  a  poor  tribe. 
Answer.  Whether  they  are  a  poor  tribe  or  not? 
Question.  Mr.  Ballen  has  characterized  St.  Croix  as  a  poor  tribe   
Mr.  Ballen.  Excuse  me;  I  asked  him  a  question,  I  dimi't  characterize.  I  said,  "Are 

they  a  poor  tribe?" 
The  Witness.  And  I  just  said  they  are  not  as  wealthy  as  the  Pequots  or  the 

Shakopees,  from  my  understanding. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  What  is  the  average  income? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  So  just  trying  to  wrap  this  area  up,  is  it  your  testimony  today  that  you 

reviewed  the  material  submitted  by  the  opponents  and  agreed  with  that  material? 
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Answer.  I  reviewed  the  material  submitted  by  the  opponents,  and  I  thought  at 
the  time  that  it  would  justify  being  one  of  the  reasons  under  151  for  the  Secretary 
to  decide  not  to  exercise  discretion  in  the  authority  at  a  time  to  take  the  land  into 
trust.  That  was  my  view  at  the  time.  I  understand  that  you  may  disagree  with  my 
views  at  the  time,  and  I  hope  that  is  not  what  this  hearing  is  about,  or  this  inves- 

tigation is  about.  You  know,  that  is  the  best  I  could  do  with  that  record  at  that  time, 
and  those  essentially  were  my  conclusions.  Someone  else  may  have  found  something 
different.  I  can't   

Question.  To  digress,  this  hearing  will  not  be  about  a  disagreement  or  a  conclu- 
sion you  came  to,  it  will  be  about  documentary  evidence  that  contradicts  what  you 

say  from,  in  many  respects,  your  own  documents,  which  will  by  discussed  exten- sively at  the  hearings. 
Did  you  ever  communicate  with  Mr.  Hartman  about  the  financial  impact  on  the 

other  tribes? 
Answer.  Did  I  communicate  with  him?  I  am  sure  we  did,  yes. 
Question.  And  did  you  tell  him  you  disagreed  with  his  analysis? 
Answer.  I  didn't  disagree  with  his  analysis  necessarily  with  respect  to  section  20 

of  the  Gaming  Act. 
Question.  Mr.  Hartman  testified  in  a  deposition  before  this  committee,  and  he  in- 

dicated he  was  not  certain  there  would  even  be  a  reduction  of  gaining  income.  He 
discussed  synergy  among  gaming  communities  and  how  it  often  is  the  case  that  if 
more  casinos  are  put  into  a  smaUer  space,  then  the  income  of  all  of  them  expands. 
That  is  one  thing  ne  testified  to  before  us. 
Now  I  don't  mean  to  mischaracterize  what  you  are  saying,  but  you  disagreed  with 

that   
Mr.  Ballen.  I  am  going  to  object.  If  you  are  going  to  ask  him  about  a  deposition 

where  Mr.  Hartman  testified,  please  show  the  witness  a  copy  of  the  testimony,  and 
myself  as  well. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  will  just  simply  make  that  representation. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Then  I  object  as  well.  He  has  testified  that  he  put  his  views  based 

on  the  record,  at  the  time,  as  he  was  doing  his  job;  it  was  not  based  on  unseen  testi- 
mony, taken  2  and  a  half  years  later,  fi*om  one  of  his  staff". 

Mr.  Wilson.  That  is  not  what  I  am  asking  about.  I  will  recharacterize  the  ques- 
tion. I  am  very  happy  to  do  so. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  have  a  discussion  with  Mr.  Hartman  about  synergies  in 
gaming  communities? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  have  a  discussion  with  Mr.  Hartman  where  he  expressed 

a  view — and  I  am  not  saying  he  did,  I  am  asking  whether  you  did  have  a  discussion 
where  he  expressed  the  view  it  is  not  necessarily  true  the  addition  of  a  casino  will 
lead  to  the  diminution,  the  lowering  of  income,  in  other  surrounding  communities? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  remember.  We  discussed  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  many  times. 
I  don't  recall  the  specific  discussions. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  consult  any  gaming  experts,  outside  of  the  Department  of 
the  Interior,  about  whether  the  income  wovdd  potentially  be  reduced  by  the  addition 
of  a  casino  at  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 

Answer.  No,  we  didn't  consult.  I  didn't. 
Question.  And  this  is  consistent  with  what  you  said,  you  relied  exclusively  upon 

what  was  in  the  record? 
Answer.  That  is  right. 
Question.  And  what  was  exclusively  in  the  record  is  the  material  provided  by  the 

opponents  to  the  dog  track  and  Mr.  Hartman's  analysis? 
Answer.  That  is  right. 
Mr.  Horn.  Excuse  me.  Did  the  Minnesota  delegation  make  any  different  argu- 

ments that  the  three  Indian  tribes  in  Minnesota  did  not  make?  And  what  was  your 
analysis? 

Mr.  Elliott.  I'm  sorry,  you  said  three  Indian  tribes  in  Minnesota? 
Mr.  Horn.  Weren't  the  three  Indian  tribes  from  Minnesota? 
Mr.  Elliott.  If  you  are  talking  about  the  appUcant  tribes,  they  are  from  Wiscon- sin. 

Mr.  Horn.  I  am  talking  about  the  Minnesota  affected  tribes,  and  I  assume — you 
know,  we  all  represent  people  that  are  in  our  congressional  districts,  I  don't  have a  problem  with  mat,  but  were  there  any  arguments  the  congressional  delegation  you 
met  with  from  Minnesota  made  that  the  three  opponent  tribes  in  Minnesota  did  not 
make,  or  were  they  similar  arguments? 
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Mr.  Wilson.  If  I  may  clarify  for  the  record,  there  were  more  than  three  opponent 
tribes  from  Minnesota. 

Mr.  Horn.  Well,  what  is  the  exact  number?  So  I  can  use  the  exact  number,  how 
many  opponent  tribes  in  Minnesota? 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  am  not  entirely  certain.  I  believe  it  is  seven. 
Mr.  Ballen.  There  are  also  opponent  tribes  in  Wisconsin. 
Mr.  Horn.  I  understand  that.  That  isn't  where  the  decision  was  made. 
What  kind  of  arguments  did  the  congressional  delegation  make  to  you? 
The  Witness.  I  have  to  refer  to  my  notes  again  on  that. 
Mr.  Horn.  You  would  say  your  notes  fully  reflect  the  arguments  they  made? 
The  Witness.  Well,  I  took  notes  at  the  meeting  we  had  on  February  8,  so,  to  the 

best  of  my  recollection,  what  is  in  the  notes  would  be  a  lot  better  reflection  of  what 
I  remembered  at  the  time  than  what  I  may  remember  now. 

Mr.  Horn.  Fine.  When  you  left  the  room  after  hearing  them,  did  that  influence 
your  decision,  what  they  had  to  say  to  you? 

The  Witness.  Well,  at  the  time  I  left  the  room,  I  really  had  very  little  knowledge 

of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application,  so,  you  know,  I  don't  remember. Mr.  Horn.  Well,  what  did  you  do  when  you  got  back  to  the  office? 
Usually  if  I  was  in  a  meeting  like  that,  I  would  go  back  and  ask  X,  Y,  and  Z: 

Here  is  the  argument;  what  do  you  think  of  it?  What  did  you  do  when  you  left  the 
Minnesota  delegation  and  went  back  to  the  office? 

The  Witness.  That  day?  I  have  no  recollection. 
Mr.  Horn.  That  day  or  the  next  week  or  whenever  you  were  in  the  office. 
The  Witness.  Well,  first  I  think  I  must  have  read — ^you  know,  at  some  point  I 

read  the  record  to  try  to  familiarize  myself  with  the  issues,  and  I  really  don't  re- member what  I  did  when  I  came  back. 

Mr.  Horn.  In  other  words,  you  hadn't  read  the  record  prior  to  the  meeting  with 
the  Minnesota  congressional  delegation? 

The  Witness.  That  is  correct. 

Mr.  Horn.  Did  you  take  any  staff"  with  you  up  there  that  might  have  read  the record? 
The  Witness.  No,  I  did  not. 
Mr.  Horn.  So  you  went  in  there  alone? 
The  Witness.  I  went  in  there  alone. 

Mr.  Horn.  Or  was  Interior's  congressional  liaison  with  you? 
The  Witness.  Oh,  wait;  alone  from  my  staff".  I  was  there  with  Counselor  Duffy. Mr.  Horn.  Okay. 
The  Witness.  He  was  there. 
Mr.  Horn.  Okay.  Did  he  do  most  of  the  talking  or  did  you? 
The  Witness.  He  did  most  of  the  talking. 
Mr.  Horn.  Now,  who  does  he  represent,  just  to  get  this  in  the  record,  Coimselor 

Du%? 

The  Witness.  He  was  Secretary  Babbitt's  counselor  at  that  tmie.        „  t^- j  i.    i.  n 
Mr.  Horn.  So  he  did  most  of  the  talking,  and  what  did  he  teU  them?  Did  he  teU 

them,  we  are  all  for  you?  ,    ,  .  ,    t  ̂    xvt-  j  i 
The  Witness.  This  is  where  I  would  have  to  go— I  think  I  testified,  you  know, 

in  my  previous  deposition  about  this  meeting,  if  I  can  refer  to  that. 
[Witness  confers  with  counsel.]  ,  ^  j  i.  ■     i.         i 

The  Witness.  Well,  from  what  I  recall  of  the  meeting,  they  wanted  him  to  make 

a  decision  right  there  and  then  that  we  were  going  to  deny  the  apphcation,  and  he 
reftised  to  make  that  commitment,  and  from  what  I  recaU,  he  told  them  the  decision 

would  be  made  on  the  record.  That  was  the  gist  of— that  was  the  first  and  foremost 
consideration.  ,,    ,     j         ̂   i         j      *».« 

They  then  explained,  they  said  they  had  not  been  consulted  adequately  under  t
he 

act  by  the  Minneapolis  area  director,  and  they  asked  him  to  give  them  the  oppor-
 

tunity to  submit  additional  comments  to  show  their  concerns,  and  he  agreed  to  do that.  ,   ,  ,.      ̂  

Mr.  Horn.  So  you  had  in  the  room  Duffy  and  the  area  du-ector. The  Witness.  No,  the  area  director  was  not  there. 
Mr.  Horn.  He  wasn't  there? 
The  Witness.  It  was  a  she,  but  she  wasn't  there. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Just  trying  to  finaUy  wrap  up  the  financial  issue,  f^^"  ̂hat  you  Pe^^ 

ceWed  there  to  be  a  problem  with  the  financial  unpact  on  the  other  tnbes^
did  you 

ever  teU  the  appUcant  tribes,  if  you  don't  do  something  about  
this,  we  will  reject 

your  apphcation? 
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Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  that — I  don't  recall  any  discussions  with  the  applicant tribes  at  that  point. 
Question.  WTiy  did  you  not  do  that? 
Answer.  We  had  a  nvunber  of  discussions  with  the  applicant  tribes   
Question.  But,  to  clarify   
Answer.  I  am  not  sure  that  we  ever  got  into  this  kind  of  discussion. 

Question.  Right,  but  to  clarify  the  meaning  of  my  question,  here  were  three  poor 
tribes  that  had  presented  an  application  to  the  Department  of  the  Interior,  and  you 
were  making  a  determination  as  to  whether  to  approve  the  appUcation  or  deny  the 

application.  If  you,  as  the  director  of  the  IGMS  staff,  identified  a  particular  problem 
that  might  lead  to  the  rejection  of  the  application,  did  you  consider  it  important  to 
communicate  that  directly  to  the  applicant  tribes  to  give  them  an  opportunity  to 
cure  the  problem?  . 

Answer.  Good  question.  I  don't  think  that  I  did  that  on  this  apphcation,  the  first 
appUcation  I  considered  as  head  of  the  gaming  office.  If  I  were  to  do  that  again  dif- 

ferent now,  you  know,  it  might  be  different,  it  might  be  something  I  would  consider 

doing,  but  at  that  time,  I  didn't  do  it.  In  other  words,  we  did  not   
Question.  Has  anybody  fi"om  the  Department  of  the  Interior  ever  gone  back  to  the 

tribes  who  spent  a  lot  of  money  and  a  lot  of  time  and  said,  we  are  very  sorry,  we 
will  tell  you  what  the  problems  are  now,  and  if  you  can  cure  them,  we  will  pass 
your  appUcation? 

Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Has  that  ever  happened? 
Answer.  Before  I  was  there,  I  have  no  idea. 
Question.  No;  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  appUcation  specificaUy? 
Answer.  In  doing  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  appUcation? 
Question.  And  afterwards. 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Now  I  lost  track   
Answer.  We  told  the  tribes  that  there  were  some — ^I  think  we  had,  and  I  don't  re- 

member the  exact  nature  of  that — I  think  we  had  discussions  with  the  tribe  on  the 
record  and  on  the  opposition  of  the  surrounding  community,  and  I  think  we  had  a 
meeting  with  them  where  we  discussed  the  fact  that  we  had  some  serious  problems 
with  the  deal  that  was  offered  by  Galaxy  Gaming  and  that  substantial  work  would 
have  to  be  done  eventuaUy  on  that  when  we  get  to  that. 

Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Go  ahead. 
Question.  You  mentioned  that  substantial  work  would  have  to  be  done  eventually. 

Now  were  you  telUng  tiiem  that  with  the  view  they  were  going  to  do  the  work  after 
the  appUcation  would  be  rejected? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay.  Is  there  anjrthing  in  the  record  that  indicates  in  written  form,  or 

in  any  form,  your  communicating  to  the  appUcant  tribes  the  problems  that  wovild 
lead  to  the  rejection  of  the  appUcation? 

Answer.  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Just  a  question  about  section  465.  To  whom  does  section  465  give 

power?  I  mean,  for  example,  if  there  is  an  employee  that  is  charged  with  cleaning 
the  health  equipment  in  the  Interior  gymnasium,  could  that  employee  sign  a  letter 
saying,  I  decUne  to  take  into  trust  land  for  the  purposes  of  gaming? 

Answer.  You  mean,  who  is  the  authority  delegated  to? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  I  think  the  authority  to  make  determinations  under  465  is  delegated  to 

the  Assistant  Secretary  for  Indian  Affairs.  That  is  my  understanding. 
Question.  The  statute  delegates  the  authority? 
Answer.  No;  the  statute  says  the  Secretary. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  But  I  think  the  delegation  of  the  authorities,  within  the  Department — 

Mr.  ElUott  may  know  better  than  I  do — there  is  a  manual,  a  department  manual 
on  the  delegations  of  authority,  and  from  my  understanding,  that  authority  is  dele- 

gated to  the  Assistant  Secretary.  In  fact,  I  think  that  for  nongaming  positions,  the 
authority  to  take  land  in  trust  under  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  is  delegated  to 
the  area  directors. 

Question.  So  is  it  your  view  that  I  will  find  that  in  the  statute  or  the  regulations? 
Answer.  The  delegation  of  authority? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  They  are  not  regulations,  they  are  manuals. 
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Mr.  Wilson.  I  mean,  I  don't  want  to  waste  time  on  this.  I  will  ask  Mr.  Elliott 
right  now.  I  will  go  back  and  do  the  resesirch.  Where  will  I  find  the  delegation  au- 
thority? 

Mr.  Elliott.  You  wUl  find  them  in  what  is  called  the  departmental  manual,  down 
to  probably  as  far  as  the  Commissioner  of  Indian  Affairs,  which  in  this  case  means 
the  deputy  commissioner,  and  then  there  is  a  Bvu-eau  of  Indian  Affairs  Manual, 
BIAM,  whach  should  have  internal  delegations  below  that  level. 

Mr.  Wilson.  So  the  statute  gives  power  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  to  do 
something,  but  there  is  an  internal  communication  that  indicates  that  the  Secretary 
need  not  even  be  aware  of  the  issue;  is  that  correct? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Yes,  absolutely,  yes.  I  mean,  generally  speaking,  as  a  matter  of  gov- 
ernment, we  delegate  to  the  lowest  level  of  which  someone  feels  comfortable.  Some 

things  may  not  be  delegated,  and  that  would  be  included  in  the  statute  or  something 
delegated  to  the  Secretary  from  the  President,  of  course. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  mean,  I  used  to  work  for  the  Attorney  General  of  the  Department 
of  Justice,  and  things  were  spelled  out  very  clearly;  certain  people  covild  only  sign 
off  on  certain  things;  and  mayoe  the  statute  is  very  imprecise. 

Mr.  Elliott.  As  a  general  matter  within  the  Department  of  the  Interior,  the  As- 
sistant Secretaries  are  delegating  all  the  authority  of  the  Secretary.  They  under- 

stand, and  it  is  included  within  their  responsibilities  and  descriptions  of  their  office, 
that  tiieir  authorities  cover  the  responsibihties  that  they  have,  such  as  the  Assistant 
Secretary  for  Indian  Affairs.  Whether  she  redelegates  further  is  either  in  the  depart- 

mental manuals  if  the  Secretary  has  chosen  to  do  so  or  she  has  chosen  to  do  so. 
Mr.  Horn.  The  Office  of  Solicitor  reviews  all  of  those  prepared  delegations,  do 

they  not,  that  a  lesser  official  in  Interior  would  delegate  more  within?  Don't  they clear  the  Office  of  Solicitor? 

Mr.  Elliott.  I  can't  verify — I  can't  verify  right  here  that  below  the  level  of  Assist- ant Secretary  or  commissioner,  a  bureau  head,  that  those  delegations  are  reviewed 
by  somebody  in  the  offices. 

Mr.  Horn.  I  would  think  you  would  review  them  to  see  if  Congress  permitted  fur- 
ther delegation.  In  other  words,  the  manual — has  the  solicitor  signed  off  on  the manuals  within  Interior? 

Mr.  Elliott.  The  soUcitor  signs  off  on  the  portions  of  the  manual  that  pertain 

to  the  part  of  the  area  in  which  they  do.  If  it's  Bureau  of  Land  Management,  then 
the  lawyers  who  service  the  Bureau  of  Land  Management  down  at  the  soUcitor's  of- fice do.  .    T      J 

Mr.  Horn.  But  they  are  part  of  the  solicitor's  office;  right?  The  attorneys  in  Land Management  or  Indian  Affairs. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Yes,  sir. 

Mr.  Horn.  So  generally  the  soUcitor  takes  responsibihty  for  delegations,  I  assume, 
in  the  Department  of  the  Interior.  I  mean,  is  it  proper  legally? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Fair  enough. 
Mr.  Horn.  Does  Congress  permit  the  delegation? 
Mr.  Elliott.  I'm  sorry  to  interrupt  you,  Mr.  Congressman.  Your  question  was  to 

lower  level  officials,  and  what  I  was  teUing  you  was,  I  can't  venfy  when  you  get 
below  an  Assistant  Secretary  or  bureau  head,  which  are  covered  in  the  depart- mental manual.  , 

In  those  delegations  within  the  departmental  manual,  if  something  may  not  De 

delegated  below  the  level  of  an  Assistant  Secretary  or  bureau  head  the  delegation 
within  the  manual  wiU  sav  this  authority  may  not  be  redelegated.  If  it  doesn  t  say 
that,  it  may  be  redelegated. 

Mr.  Horn.  Right. 
Mr.  Wilson.  If  we  could  go  off  the  record,  please,  for  a  moment. 
[Discussion  off  the  record.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Just  finishing  up  with  the  subject  we  were  discussing  before  the  brea
k 

In  1995,  did  you  think  that  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  apphcation  would  have  provid
ed 

economic  opportunities  for  the  three  applicant  tribes?  .,,,.,      ■ ,     u    *   „*^- 

Answer.  I  think  if  we  had  concluded  our  best  interest  of  the  tnbe,  the  best  inte
r- 

est of  the  tribe,  part  of  the  two-part  determination  under  the  Indian  Gaming  Kegu- 

latory  Act,  section  20  of  the  act,  we  would  have  come  to  a  conclusion  on  that
,  but 

we  never  finalized  our  work  on  this  issue. 
Qiiestion.  And  that  is  because  of  what?    i,;„„  „  j^*^,. 

Answer.  Well,  because  we  decided  to  focus  on  the  section  465,  on  making  
a  deter- 

mination under  the  discretionary  authority  of  the  Secretary  and  on  the  detnment 

part  of  section  20  before  making  a  determination  on  the  best  interest  part. 
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Question.  First  of  all,  who  is  the  we  that  you  refer  to? 
Answer.  We  meaning  the  Gaming  Office. 
Question.  And  specifically  who  was  involved  in  the  actual  determination  of  this 

application? 
Answer.  Well,  I  was. 
Question.  Okay.  Who  else  on  your  staff? 
Answer.  No,  I  made  the  determination  alone  on  that. 

Mr.  Ballen.  I'm  sorry,  I  missed  that.  On  what,  sir,  did  you  make  the  determina- tion? 
The  Witness.  On  deciding  to  postpone  the  work  on  the  best  interest  part  of  sec- 

tion 20. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  And  on  that  point  did  you  consult  with  any  of  the  other  IGMS  staff? 
Answer.  No.  I  don't  recall  any  consviltation.  I  may  have  but  I  don't  recall  it. 
Question.  Just  to  help  us  all  differentiate  between  the  two  standards  that  we  are 

discussing  here,  the  465  section  and  the  detriment  section,  detriment  part  of  section 
20,  what  is  the  difference? 

Answer.  The  section  20 — ^under  465,  at  the  time,  the  Secretary  had  broad  discre- 
tion on  whether  to  determine  to  take  or  not  to  take  land  into  trust  for  Indians.  So 

it  was  my  opinion  at  the  time  that  the  reasons  that  he  could  rely  on  were  not  nec- 
essarily— ^were  essentially  very  broad.  So  that  in  order  to  make  a  finding,  a  decision 

under  465,  the  only  thing  that  has  to  be — the  actual  standard  has  to  be  met  is  that 
it  doesn't  amount  to  an  actual  abuse  of  discretion. 

Under  section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Act,  which  is  the  two-part  test  that  you 
must  do  once  you  determine  that  you  are  considering  taking  the  land  into  trust 
under  151,  the  Secretary  has  to  make  a  finding  that,  following  consultation  with 
nearby  tribes  and  appropriate  State  and  local  officials,  that  a  gaming  establishment 
on  the  land  is  in  the  best  interest  of  the  tribe  and  nondetrimental  to  the  surround- 

ing community. 
Question.  Did  the  Secretary  make  that  finding? 
Answer.  What  finding? 
Question.  The  one  you  just  described. 
Answer.  The  finding  under? 
Question.  Under  section  20. 
Answer.  On  July  14.  The  July  14  decision  reflected  the  Secretary  did  make  a  find- 

ing that  the  gaming  establishment  on  the  property  would  be  detrimental  to  the  sur- 
rounding community. 

By  the  Secretary,  yes,  I  mean  whoever  signed  the  decision.  I'm  sorry.  I'm  used 
to  using  the  word  Secretary  in  a  lot  of  speecnes  I  make  because  essentially  it  usu- 

ally reflects,  you  know,  the  s5Tnbol  for  the  head  of  the  organization. 
Question.  Now,  in  your  understanding  of  section  465,  what  would  be  abuse  of  dis- 

cretion? 

Answer.  Well,  that's  a  legal  standard.  I  can't  really  respond.  I  don't  know.  What- 
ever a  court — if  a  court  reviews  a  decision  of  the  Secretary  vmder  that  standard  it 

would  find  that  based  on  the  record  the  decision  of  the  Secretary  amounts  to  an 

abuse  of  discretion.  Beyond  that,  I  won't  go  into  an5rthing  else. 
Question.  Right,  but  you  were  part  of  the  decision-making  process  and  you  made 

a  recommendation,  according  to  your  testimony,  that  the  decision  should  be  made 
under  section  465. 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  What  was  your  understanding  at  the  time  that  you  made  the  rec- 
ommendation of  what  the  parameters  you  were  allowed  to  operate  under  with  re- 

gard to  that  decision? 
Answer.  I  think  based  on  the  record  before  me  I  looked  at  what  we  already  dis- 

cussed; the  opposition  of  the  nearby  tribes,  and  I  looked  at  the  opposition  of  the  sur- 
rounding community,  I  looked  at  the  opposition  of  the  locally  elected  political  bodies 

and  officials,  I  looked  at  the  record  of  the  opposition  of  a  lot  of  the  business  commu- 
nity within  the  County  of  Saint  Croix.  I  think  it's  Saint  Croix.  Croix  County,  what- 
ever county  it  is.  And  at  the  opposition  that  were  submitted  by  nvunerous  residents 

and  the  concerns  they  had  over  the  proximity  of  the  gaming  estabUshment  to  Saint 
Croix  Scenic  River  Waterway. 
And  based  on  all  these  facts  it  was  my  determination,  it  was  my  recommendation 

that  this  was  just  not — I  was  not  prepared  to  recommend  to  the  Secretary,  meaning 
whoever  was  making  the  decision,  that  he  should  exercise  his  discretion  to  take  that 
land  into  trust.  I  beUeve  at  the  time  that  the  courts,  and  we  were  aware  of  only 
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one  case  at  the  time,  the  case  in  the  11th  Circuit,  essentially  held  that  there  was 
broad  discretion  of  the  Secretary  to  make  that  determination.  That  was  my  best 
guide  on  that. 

Question.  1  think  we  discussed  this  before,  but  I  had  asked  you  earlier  whether 
on  a  matter  involving  Indian  gaming  and  off-reservation  land  being  taken  into  trust 
you  determined  whether  this  had  ever  been  done  before  since  the  enactment  of 
IGRA,  and  correct  me  if  I'm  wrong,  but  your  recollection  is  you  did  not  know? 

Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Is  yoiu*  testimony  that  the  opposition  that  you  have  pointed  to  is  based 

on  the  record  being  substantially  greater  than  opposition  in  all  other  cases  that  you 
handled  when  you  were  at  IGMS? 

Answer.  Opposition?  I'm  sorry,  I  don't  understand  the  question. 
Question.  For  the  sake  of  future  decisions,  how  did  you  distinguish  the  Hudson 

decision  from  decisions  that  came  later?  Was  the  Hudson  opposition  different  in 
some  particular  way  to  other  tjrpes  of  opposition  to  gaming  establishments  that  ap- 

plications were  submitted  for? 
Answer.  I  would  have  to  look  at  the  record,  but  I  think  at  the  time  that  I  was 

there,  there  was  only  one  other — there  were  section  20 — we  looked  at  some  applica- 
tions, and  I  think  the  opposition  in  the  Hudson  case  was  much  more  substantial 

in  terms  of  numbers,  in  terms  of  the  opposition  of  the  local  community. 
Question.  I  think  one  thing  we  have  established  fairly  clearly  is  tliat  you  relied 

exclusively  on  the  record  to  make  yovu:  determination;  that  is  correct,  is  it  not? 
Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  Did  you  read  the  record  through  completely? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Who  was  in  charge  of  compiling  the  record? 
Answer.  In  my  office,  I  think  that  Mr.  Hartman  took  responsibility,  from  what  I 

recall,  for  keeping  the  record  in  this  matter. 

Question.  In  the  record  do  more  individuals  support  the  proposal  or  do  more  indi- 
viduals oppose  the  proposal? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  the  answer  to  that.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  As  the  decisionmaker,  is  that  an  important  consideration? 
Answer.  The  nvunber  of  people? 
Question.  Yes.  ,  . 
Answer.  Well,  not  necessarily.  You  would  have  to  look  at  what  the  opposition 

says.  I  don't  know.  Numbers,  per  se,  I  don't  think  tell  the  whole  story.  So  I'm  not 
sure  that's  all  that  important. 

Question.  I  understand  your  distinction.  Did  you  ever  look  at  the  numbers? 
Answer.  I'm  not  sure  we  catalogued— I'm  not  svu"e  I,  you  know,  we  kept  a  taUy 

of  people,  number  of  people  that  had  written  opposing  as  to  number  of  people  who were  for  it. 
Question.  Why  not?  .  , 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  think  that  we  received— the  record  was  voluminous,  and 

there  were  petitions  that  were  sent  that  had  hundreds,  perhaps  thousands  of  signa- 
tvu^s  on  each  side.  So  we  knew  that  there  was  substantial  opposition  as  weU  as 

some  who  were  in  favor  of  it.  But  I  don't  recall  the  numbers,  no. 
Question.  That  information  was  put  into  the  record;  correct? 
Answer.  Yes.  Whatever  was  received  was  put  into  the  record. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Excuse  me.  Mr.  Wilson  keeps  asking  about  a  record.  Was  there  a 

formal  record  in  this  case  that  is  maintained,  as  in  the  Admimstrative  Procedures Act? 
The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Or  was  it  an  informal   
The  Witness.  It  was  informal  at  that  time. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Wasn't  it  compiled  after  the  fact?  .,   ,     ,       .,     i*„„x,-  „  „,„„ 
The  Witness.  WeU,  that's  right.  The  record  was  compUed  when  the  Utigation  was 

started.  So  I  guess  we  put  in  that  record  all  the  informationtiiat  we  rehed  on  a
nd 

that  was  received  at  the  time.  That's  what  I  mean  by  the  record. 

Mr.  Ballen.  But  there  is  no  formal  record  estabhshed  during  this   The  Witness.  No,  no. 

Mr.  Ballen.  That  was  being  detaUed  in  that  sense.'  ^-        _    j   , 
The  Witness.  WeU,  we  keep  the  fUes.  It's  just  standard  operating  procedure

. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Were  you  required  to  keep  a  record? 
The  Witness.  Required? 

^"■e  W^SSL'Tdrf/n'oTl  mean  we  keep  .  file  o»  th^I  don't  know  if  we  are or  not.  We  keep  a  file   
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Mr.  Ballen.  This  case  is  not  governed  by  the  Administrative  Procedures  Act  or 
certain  rulemaking  authorities  of  the  United  States  which  require  a  formal  record? 

The  Witness.  No,  no,  no.  Nothing  like  that,  no. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  But  at  this  point,  the  record  that  we  are  referring  to  as  the  record  is 
what  you  have  presented  to  the  covirt  in  the  civil  litigation  for  them  to  make  a  de- 

termination, as  you  mentioned,  as  to  standard,  arbitrary,  capricious? 
Answer.  No,  abuse  of  discretion. 
Question.  I  apologize,  abuse  of  discretion.  That  is  what  you  presented  to  them  for 

them  to  make  a  determination;  correct? 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  And  is  it  yovu*  view  that  that  record  shoiild  be  a  complete  reflection  of 

the  support  and  opposition  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  proposal? 
Answer.  Yes,  it  should  be  whatever  was  received.  I  hope  that's  what  it  is. 
Question.  And  is  it? 
Answer.  I  hope  so. 
Question.  And  who  compiled  it? 
Answer.  I  think  Tom  Hartman  on  my  staff  and  maybe  others.  For  litigation,  you 

mean. 
Question.  (Nodding  in  the  affirmative.) 
Answer.  Put  together  a  record  and  attorneys  who  worked  in  the  Solicitor's  Office. 
Question.  Have  you  reviewed  that? 
Answer.  Reviewed  the  record? 
Question.  Yes. 

Answer.  Yes.  I  mean  this  was  a  voluminous  record.  We're  talking  14  volumes here. 
Question.  I  read  every  page  of  each  of  the  14  voliunes. 
Answer.  What? 

Question.  I  looked  at  every  page  of  each  of  the  14  volumes,  so  I  understand  ex- 
actly how  voluminous  it  is. 

You  have  indicated  that  you  were  the  principal  decisionmaker  in  the  IGMS  office 
and  you  have  indicated  that  you  reviewed  the  14-volume  record;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  based  on  your  familiarity  with  this  case,  your  involvement  with 

this  case,  did  you  notice  any  gaps  in  the  record? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Who  would  be  most  familiar  with  the  record  at  the  Department  of  the 

Interior? 

Answer.  Mr.  Heutman  and  the  attorneys — well,  if  you  are  talking  about  the  litiga- 
tion, the  record  for  the  litigation. 

Question.  The  14  voliunes  you  have  identified. 
Answer.  Right.  It  would  be  Mr.  Hartman  in  the  Indian  Gaming  Office. 
Question.  Would  you  consider  it  an  attempt  to  mislead  Congress  if  information  in- 

dicating support  for  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  was  left  out  of  that  record? 
Mr.  Ballen.  I'm  sorry,  could  you  repeat  the  question?  I  didn't  hear  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR  WILSON: 

Question.  Would  you  consider  it  an  attempt  to  mislead  Congress  if  information  in- 
dicating support  was  left  out  of  the  record? 

Mr.  Elliott.  I'm  going  to  object  to  that  question  unless  you  can  show  him  that 
there's  such  information.  He  has  testified  the  administrative  record  was  not  com- 

piled for  purposes  of  transmission  to  the  Congress. 
The  Witness.  Right.  I  had  nothing  to  do  with  transmission  of  whatever  was  sent 

to  Congress. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Would  you  consider  it  an  attempt  to  mislead  the  court  with  jurisdiction 
over  the  civil  htigation  if  information  indicating  support  for  the  application  had 
been  left  out  of  the  14-volume  record  presented  to  the  court? 

Answer.  If  something   
Mr.  Elliott.  Again,  you  have  to  show  him  the  information.  He  said  what  went 

into  the  record  is  information  that  was  received.  If  that  is  what  you  are  talking 
about,  then  you  need  to  show  him  those  documents.  If  you  are  talking  about  inter- 

nal documents,  judgments  have  to  be  made  as  to  what  goes  in  that  record.  It  is  not 
a  formal  administrative  record,  as  Mr.  BaUen  points  out,  under  the  Administrative 
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Procedures  Act,  where  there  are  guidelines  as  to  what  actually  appears  in  the record. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  will  give  you  a  clear  example.  A  page  of  petition  signatures  indicating 
support  for  the  application  were  not  included  in  the  record  presented  to  the  court 
with  jurisdiction  over  the  civil  litigation.  Would  you  consider  that  an  attempt  to  mis- 

lead that  court? 
Answer.  Only  if  it  was  intentionally  left  out.  If  the  staff  unintentionally  left  it  out, 

then  it  would  not  be  an  attempt  to  mislead  the  court. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked 

for  the  purpose  of  the  record  as  exhibit  GTS-6,  and  it  is   
Mr.  Elliott.  Is  there  a  5?  Oh,  this. 
Mr.  Wilson.  This  is  a  document  dated  July  14,  1995,  addressed  to  Rose  Gumoe, 

Alfred  Trepania,  Arlyn  Ackley,  and  it  is  signed  by  Michael  J.  Anderson. 
[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-6  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  It  is  my  representation  this  is  the  document  that  officially  rejects  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  appUcation.  Was  it  your  recommendation  that  a  section  20  analy- 

sis should  be  included  in  this  document? 
Answer.  No,  it  was  not. 
Question.  Whose  recommendation  was  it? 

Answer.  Offhand,  I  don't  recall.  I  think  it  was  made  by  someone  up  the  chain  of 
command.  But  as  I  recall  from  looking  at  some  of  the  doaunentation,  it  was  a  rec- 

ommendation that  was  made  by  Mr.  Duffy. 
Mr.  Ballen.  May  I  ask  a  follow-up  question?  What  recommendation  are  you  talk- 

ing about? 
The  Witness.  The  recommendation  to  include  section  20  analysis  in  the  final  let- 

ter. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  have  a  discussion  with  Mr.  Anderson  about  whether  a  sec- 
tion 20  analysis  should  be  included  in  this  letter? 

Answer.  I  may  have. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  any  such  conversation? 
Answer.  Specifically?  No,  not  specifically.  But  I  think  it  would  have  made  sense 

to  have  that,  so  I  assume  we  did. 
Question.  Is  it  your  recollection  that  only  Mr.  Duffy,  to  the  extent  you  have  a  clear 

recollection  on  this,  only  Mr.  Duffy  was  in  favor  of  inserting  a  section  20  analysis 
into  this  letter? 

Answer.  No,  it's  not  my  recollection  that  he  may  have  been  the  only  one.  You 
would  have  to  question  the  other  individuals  who  reviewed  the  draft  that  I  submit- 

ted on  June  29ui  and  why  they  made  those  modifications. 
Question.  Do  you  have  a  recollection  of  anybody  else  suggesting  that  a  section  20 

analysis  should  be  included  in  the  July  14  letter? 
Answer.  Not  specifically. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  have  meetings  or  communications  with  individuals  at  the 
Department  of  the  Interior  in  which  you  communicated  your  belief  that  a  section 
20  analysis  shoiild  not  be  included  in  the  rejection  letter? 

Answer.  Before  June  29th? 
Question.  Before  the  letter  was  actually  published. 
Answer.  Yes,  I  probably  did. 
Question.  And  with  whom  did  you  have  such  discussions  or  communicahons? 

Answer.  WeU,  I  think  I  had  communications  with  Kevin  Meisner  and  Troy  Wood- 

ward, two  attorneys  who  worked  in  the  SoUcitor's  Office.  I  may  have  discussed  this 
with  Mr.  Duflfy  and  Heather  Sibbison,  his  assistant;  with  Michael  Anderson;  and 
with  my  boss,  Hilda  Manuel.  ^      on 

Question.  And  did  Mr.  Meisner  disagree  with  your  analysis  that  a  section  20  ra- tionale should  not  be  included  in  the  rejection? 
Answer.  No,  he  did  not. 
Question.  Did  Mr.  Woodward  disagree  with  your  rationale? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  he  did  either. 
Question.  Did  Ms.  Manuel  disagree  with  your  analysis? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  exactly.  I  knew  you  were  going  to  get  to  that,  and  1 

really  don't  recall.  I  know  she  was  my  boss,  so  I  kept  her  appraised  of  everything 
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that  was  going  on,  but  I  really  don't  recall,  and  I  know  that's  maybe  strange,  but exactly  what  her  position  was  on  that. 
Question.  Did  Mr.  Anderson  indicate  that  he  disagreed  with  your  analysis? 
Answer.  Well,  he  must  have  disagreed  since  he  signed  the  letter,  the  July  14th 

letter.  You  would  have  to  ask  him  specifically  about  that. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Do  you  recall  one  way  or  the  other? 
The  Witness.  Not  really. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  Ms.  Sibbison  agree  or  disagree  with  your  analysis  that  section  20 
rationale  should  not  be  included  in  the  rejection  letter? 

Answer.  I  think  she  disagreed,  from  what  I  recall.  You  would  really  have  to  ask 
her  that,  too. 

Question.  And  why  did  she  disagree? 
Answer.  I  think  she — I  don't  remember  that. 
Question.  And  it  is  fair  to  say  that  Mr.  Duffy  disagreed? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Now,  the  materials  that  were  submitted  in  order  for  you  to  come  to  a 
conclusion,  where  were  they  kept? 

Answer.  In  the  Gaming  Office. 

Question.  And  that's  in  your  office? Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Your,  meaning  not  necessarily  the  Uteral  place  where  you  sit  but  in  the 

IGMS  office? 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  And  Uterally  where  were  they  kept? 
Answer.  I  think  they  were  kept  in  Mr.  Hartman's  office,  from  what  I  recall,  at 

the  time.  It's  hard  to  say  exactly  which  room  they  were  in,  frankly. 
Question.  Are  you  aware,  and  I  will  give  you  the  list  and  you  can  pull  a  name 

out,  are  you  aware  of  Mr.  Meisner,  Mr.  Woodward,  Mr.  Duffy,  Ms.  Sibbison,  Mr.  An- 
derson, Ms.  Manuel,  or  Mr.  Collier  ever  going  to  where  the  materials  were  and  re- 
viewing those  materials? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  any  specific  recollection  of  that,  although  they  can  go  into 
the  Gaming  Office  without  coming  through  my  office.  So  that  doesn't  say  that  they 
didn't  do  it,  I  just  don't  have  any  recollection  of  it. 

Question.  Did  you  have  any  discussions  with  any  of  those  individuals  about 
whether  they  had  conducted  an  independent  review  of  the  materials  that  had  been 
amassed  in  support  and  opposition  to  this  application? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  can  you  repeat  the  question? 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  communications  with  any  of  the  individuals,  Mr. 

Meisner,  Mr.  Woodward,  Mr.  Duffy,  Ms.  Sibbison,  Mr.  Anderson,  Ms.  Manuel,  or 
Mr.  Collier,  as  to  whether  they  reviewed  materials  collected  in  support  or  opposition 
of  the  application? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  you  provide  to  any  of  those  individuals  analyses  about  what  the  ma- terial said? 

Answer.  No.  There  was — the  only — well,  in  the  record  there  were  docximentation — 
I  don't  know  how  much  they  got.  I  think  the  Hartman  memo  of  June  8th  was  avail- 

able. My  environmentalist  also  did  a  review  of  the  documents.  And  there  were  pre- 
liminary drafts  done  in  January  before  I  became  the  director  that  were  also  in  the 

record. 

Question.  Was  Mr.  Hartman's  memo  circulated  amongst  the  people  that  I  men- 
tioned earlier,  and  those  people  are  Meisner,  Woodward,  Duffy,  Sibbison,  Anderson, 

Manuel,  Collier? 
Answer.  CoUier?  No,  I  think  he  was  gone  from  the  department  at  the  time.  I  think 

that  it  was  available,  and  I  think  it  was,  I  indicated  to  people  that  it  was  available 
for  their  review. 

Question.  And  just  to  recapitulate,  you  don't  have  any  knowledge  of  whether  they actually  did  review  the  materials  or  not? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  you  state  your  position  that  a  section  20  analysis  was  not  appro- 
priate for  insertion  into  this  rejection  letter? 

Answer.  I  think  I  did.  In  my  June  29th  I  don't  rely  on  section  20. 
Question.  But  in  conversations  or  communications  with  anybody  at  the  Depart- 

ment of  Interior,  did  you  communicate  that  you  thought  that  section  20  was  not  a 
valid  rationale  for  the  rejection  of  this  appUcation? 

Answer.  I  cannot  recall  specifically,  but  I  think  I  did. 
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Question.  As  the  head  of  the  IGMS  office,  was  it  your  duty  to  provide  advice? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Excuse  me  a  minute,  Mr.  Wilson. 
[Mr.  Elliott  conferring  with  witness.] 
The  Witness.  Counselor  points  out  that,  which  is  true,  that  we  never  completed 

the  section  20,  the  whole  section  20,  two-part  determination.  So  if  you  are — so  we 
couldn't  have  relied  on  it  unless  the  two-part  test  was  completed.  It  was  my  position that  it  was  unnecessary  to  rely  on  section  20. 

But,  you  know,  in  my  June  29th,  essentially  that's  what  I  say.  And  I  chose  not to,  I  chose  not  to  rely  on  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Given  the  potential  presidential  value  of  a  determination  over  one 
standard  or  another  standard,  did  you  consider  at  the  time  that  it  was  important 
to  accvirately  state  the  position  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior  in  the  rejection 
letter? 

Answer.  Yes,  of  course. 
Question.  Do  you  consider  this  an  accurate  depiction  of  the  position  of  the  Depart- 

ment of  the  Interior? 
Answer.  My  Jxine  29th  draft? 
Question.  No,  the  July  14  rejection. 

Answer.  Well,  it's  the  decision  of  the  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary.  I  guess  I  don't 
understand  what  your   

Question.  Is  it  accxirately  conveyed? 
Answer.  Accvirately  conveyed? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  I  don't  understand. 
Question.  Does  this  convey  your  understanding  of  the  law  and  the  facts  as  they 

are  applied  to  this  case? 
Answer.  It  conveys  the  vinderstanding  of  the  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  as  the 

representative  of  the  department. 
Question.  And  you  communicated  to  him  your  thought  that  the  rationale  for  rejec- tion should  not  include  section  20;  correct? 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  Do  you  know  where  he  got  information  that  led  him  to  decide  that  sec- tion 20  analysis  was  appropriate? 
Answer.  You  would  have  to  ask  the  individuals  who  are  mentioned  why  they  de- 

cided to  include  section  20.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  For  the  purposes  of  trying  to  get  a  very  clear  statement  for  our  hearings 

next  week,  is  it  correct,  then,  to  say  that  you  did  not  support  a  rejection  of  this  ap- pUcation  on  section  20  grounds? 
Answer.  That's  correct. 
Mr.  Ballen.  But  you  did  support  a  rejection  of  the  appUcation? 
The  Witness.  On  151.  v   i  i.* 
Mr.  Ballen.  But  you  supported— you  disagree  with  the  result  in  this  letter. The  Witness.  The  ultimate  result? 
Mr.  Ballen.  Yes.  .  ̂        __,,   .,    .  ., 

The  Witness.  No.  I  agreed  that  it  was  my  recommendation  of  June  29th  that  Uie 
land  not  be  taken  into  trust.  But  I  agreed  that  I  did  not,  with  counsel,  that  1  did 

not  support  including  section  20  as  part  of  the  reason  for  demal  of  the  acquisition. 

examination  by  MR  WILSON: 

Question.  Was  there  a  section  20  finding  that  the  appUcation,  the  result  of  the 
application  would  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community? 

Answer.  Only  in  the  letter. 
Question.  But  nowhere  outside  of  the  letter? 

Answer  N^o 
Question.  So  it  would  be  incorrect  for  anybody  to  represent  that  this  decision  wa

s 

made  based  on  a  finding  in  the  record  that  there  was  detnment  to  the  surrou
nding 

community  under  the  section  20  standard;  is  that  correct?  ,  ̂   .  ̂ ,  .  ,    .,    .  .,      ,. 

Answer  No,  that  is  not  correct,  if  I  understand  you  right  I  think  that  t
he  dm- 

sionmakers  found  that  the  information  in  the  record  was  sufficient  to  say  that
  there 

is  detriment  to  the  surrounding  community  under  section  20. 
Question.  Under  section  20? 
Answer.  Right.  That's  what  they  decided  to  do.  j«^;«;«n 

Question,  i^d  given  that  definition  of  what  happened,  who  were 
 those  decision- makers? 
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Answer.  Well,  I  think  that  I  answered  that  question  already,  but,  you  know, 
frankly — so  do  I  need  to  answer  it  again? 

Question.  No. 
Answer.  I  want  to  point  out  something,  that  after  I  drafted  my  June  29th  rec- 

ommendation I  went  on  vacation.  I  was  gone  for  a  week,  I  beUeve.  I  came  back  on 

a  Saturday  and  then  I  left  again  on  Sunday  for  Denver  for  a  meeting.  At  the  time 
I  was  on  a  negotiated  rulemaking  committee  which  took  a  lot  of  my  time.  And  I 
was  there  until  the  13th  and  I  came  back  on  the  14th. 

So  whatever  meetings  occurred  and  discussions  occvured  during  that  time,  which 
is  crucial  in  this  case,  I  did  not  participate  in. 

Mr.  Horn.  How  about  telephone  calls  with  people  that  were  in  those  discussions? 

The  Witness.  No,  I  didn't  have  any.  The  only  tiling  I  did  was  I  did  discuss  the 
draft  with  Michael  Anderson  because  he  and  I  were  both  in  Denver  the  second  week 
of  July. 

Mr.  Horn.  That  includes  faxes,  any  form  of  commimication  besides  telephones? 

You  didn't  use  fax  or  review  drafts?  j  t   i.-  i The  Witness.  There  was  a  new  draft  that  was  faxed  to  us  in  Denver,  and  I  think 
we  had  a  discussion  on  that  draft,  me  and  him. 

Mr.  Horn.  How  much  did  you  interUneate  the  draft  and  make  changes  at  all? 
The  Witness.  Did  we  make  changes  to  the  draft? 
Mr.  Horn.  Yes. 
The  Witness.  Well,  he  made  changes  to  the  draft,  Mr.  Anderson,  and  he  asked 

for  my  technical  advice  on  some  issues.  That's  all. Mr.  Horn.  What  sort  of  technical  advice  was  he  seeking? 
The  Witness.  Well,  I  don't  recall  exactly.  He  asked  me  a  variety  of  Questions  on 

the  opposing  tribes,  I  remember.  Beyond  that  I  just  simply  do  not  recollect.  I  think 
we  had  various — he  had  specific  concerns  in  the  draft  and  he  wanted  those  ad- 

dressed. You  would  have  to  ask  him. 

Mr.  Ballen.  You  don't  have  an  independent  recollection  is  what  you  are  saying? The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Ballen.  But  you  did  have  discussions  with  him? 
The  Witness.  Yes.  With  him,  yes. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  What  is  your  understanding  of  who  actually  drafted  the  letter,  given 
both  yourself  and  Mr.  Anderson  were  in  Colorado? 

Answer.  The  original  draft  of  June  29th  was  mine.  After  that,  several  individuals 
made  changes.  I  think  that  when  I  came  back  from  Denver,  I  think  there  were  E- 
mails  that  were  discovered  that  came  into  the  committee  after  my  first  deposition 
that  indicated  that  I  came  into  the  office  on  Saturday  and  found  some  changes  made 
by  Heather  Sibbison  and  John  Duffy,  recommended  changes  which  I  ministerially 
included  in  the  new  draft  and  then  left  for  my  secretary  to  distribute.  And  beyond 
that  there  may  have  been  others,  and  I  do  not  know. 

Question.  Just  returning  for  a  moment  to  a  letter  that  we  were  examining  at  the 
beginning  of  the  deposition,  the  letter  from  Secretary  Babbitt  to  The  New  York 
Times,  there  was  a  statement  in  this  letter  that  says  this  department  does  not  force 
off-reservation  casinos  upon  unwilUng  communities. 

When  you  were  the  head  of  the  IGMS  staff",  was  it  the  Department  of  the  Interi- 
or's policy  that  any  opposition  to  an  off-reservation  casino  was  sufficient  to  cause 

an  application  for  that  casino  to  be  rejected? 
Answer.  At  the  time  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track? 
Question.  At  the  time  you  were  at  the  IGMS  office. 
Answer.  During  those  three  years? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  It  was  never  a  written  policy.  We  looked  at  each  application  on  a  case- 

by-case  basis  and  evaluated  it  based  on  the  merits  of  the  appUcation.  We  looked  at 
whether  the  objections  were  valid  and  things  of  this  nature. 

Question.  Now,  given  the  section  20  provides  a  written  standard,  did  you  have  any 
other  written  standards  that  you  relied  upon? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  I  don't  understand. 
Question.  The  section  20  analysis  is  a  written  standard  that  you  can  follow  and 

ultimately  make  a  determination  based  on  that  written  standard  about  whether  to 

accept  or  reject  an  appUcation  for  off"-reservation  gaming. Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  other  standards  that  were  written  down  that  would 

allow  you  to  make  a  determination  as  to  whether  you  would  accept  or  reject  an  off- 
reservation  gaming  proposal? 
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Answer.  We  looked  at  the  regulation  in  25  CFR  151  to  make  a  determination  on 
whether  to  take  the  land  into  trust  under  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act. 

Question.  But  it's  my  understanding  that  section  20  provides  a  specific  two-prong test. 
Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Section  151  just  is  a  discretionary  standard? 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  So  there  is  no  actual  standard.  It's  just  a  discretionary  determination 

as  to  whether  it's — ? 
Answer.  At  the  time  of  the  Hudson  decision  it  was  my  understanding  that  151 

was,  it  was  a  very  broad  discretion.  After  that,  I  think  that  the  United  States  has 
been  involved  in  litigation  in  the  State  of  South  Dakota  v.  United  States  Depart- 

ment of  the  Interior,  where  at  issue  was  whether  the  Indian  Reorganization  Act  is 
an  unconstitutional  delegation  of  legislative  authority  based  on  the  fail\ire  to  have 
standards. 
The  Department  has  then  taken  the  position  that  the  151  includes  objective 

standards,  and  I  think  the  Supreme  Court  vacated  the  decision  of  the  8th  Circuit 
in  that  case  based  on  the  briefs  filed  by  the  Department  of  Justice  in  this  case. 

So  now,  if  we  look  at  151,  I  think  we  would  look  at  it  a  little  differently  than 
what  I  did  at  the  time  of  Hudson. 

Question.  So  section  20  provides  a  standard  for  you  to  operate  under? 
Answer.  Yes,  right. 
Question.  And  by  deciding  not  to  make  a  section  20  analysis  and  going  to  section 

151,  you  are  going  to  a  standardless  decision-making  process.  Why  reject  the  stand- 
ard in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  issue? 

Answer.  Why  did  it  decide  not  to  use  section  20? 
Question.  Why,  to  your  knowledge,  did  the  Department  of  the  Interior  decide  to 

reject  making  a  decision  under  the  section  20  standard? 
Answer.  It  was  the  opposite. 
Mr.  Elliott.  That  is  not  the  case. 

The  Witness.  The  opposite.  I  decided  not  to  use  section  20.  The  Department  de- 
cided to  rely  on  section  20. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  And  one  of  the  things  we  have  gone  back  and  forth  on  this  is  we  are 

looking  for  an  example  in  the  record  of  somebody  stating  that  there  was  no  det- 
riment or  there  was  detriment  to  the  surrounding  community,  and  we  have  many 

indications  from  individuals  that  that  standard  could  not  be  met;  that  the  Depart- 
ment of  Interior  could  not  establish  that  there  was  no  detriment  to  the  surrounding 

commvinity. 

Answer.  Well,  you  have  the  June  8th  memo  essentially,  yes.  That  was  the  conclu- sion of  Mr.  Hartman  in  that  memo. 

Question.  Is  it  your  belief  that  that  is  the  only  representation  in  the  record  or  any 

materials  that  you  have  seen  that  says  that  the  Department  of  the  Interior  is  not 

able  to  make  the  determination  that  there  is  no  detriment  to  the  svurounding  com- 
munity—that there  is  detriment  to  the  surrounding  community? 

Answer.  The  Hartman  memo? 
Question.  (Nodding  in  the  affirmative.) 
Answer  Yes 

Question.  That's  the  sole  example  of  somebody  saying  we  are  not  able  to  estabUsh on  the  record  detriment  to  the  surrounding  community?  .  . 

Answer.  That's  correct.  Now,  there  is  an  unsigned  draft,  which  is  a  transposition 

of  the  Hartman  memo,  but  essentially  that's  his  position  and  it  is  essentially  the same  document. 
Now,  can  we  go  off  the  record  a  second? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Yes,  let's  go  off  the  record  a  second. 
[Brief  recess.] 
Mr.  Wilson.  Back  on  the  record.  ^  j.-        r 

The  Witness.  Let  me  clarify  one  thing.  There  is,  of  course,  the  representation  of 

the  Area  Director.  I  was  talking  that  essentially  concludes  that  the  gaming  estab- 

Ushment  is  in  the  best  interest  of  the  tribe  and  not  detrimental  to  surrounding  co
m- 

munity under  section  20.  I  was  only  focusing  on  central  office  activity.  So  that  needs 
to  be  reflected.  That's  in  the  record  for  sure. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  But  your  understanding  that  amongst  the  central  office  personnel,  no- 
body indicated  that  the  Department  was  unable,  on  the  record,  to  determine  that 

there  was  a  detriment  to  the  community? 
Answer.  In  my  staff? 

Question.  In  your  staff". 
Answer.  No.  That's  correct. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Can  I  follow  up  on  that? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Yes. 

Mr.  Ballen.  I'm  not  sure  I  understand.  What  do  you  understand  the  question  to 
be  and  what's  yovu*  answer? The  Witness.  I  think  he  asked  whether  there  is  any  evidence  in  the  record  that 

in  the  IGMS  staff"  anyone  looked  at  the  two-part — the  detriment  to  the  surrounding community  and  found  that  there  could  be,  we  could  say  that  there  was  detriment 
to  the  surrounding  community. 

Well,  there  is  my  environmentalist,  Ned  Slagle,  I  think,  was  of  the  view  that  the 
requirements  of  the  National  Environmental  Policy  Act,  NEPA,  were  not  satisfied. 
I  think  that  essentially  would  go  to  the  detriment. 

In  other  words,  it  would  be  hard  to  find  that  there  is  no  detriment  if  there  was 
not  adamant  compliance.  So  let  me  clarify  that  to  this  extent. 

Mr.  Ballen.  And  wasn't  there  also  in  the  record  and  amongst  the  materials  that 
you  considered  the  fact  of  local  opposition  to  the  casino  fi-om  the  surrounding  com- munities? 

The  Witness.  Of  course,  but  that  is  not  the  question  that  he  has  asked.  The  ques- 
tion he  asked  is  whether  anyone  on  my  staff  wrote  a  document. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Right,  I'm  asking  a  different  question,  which  was   The  Witness.  Okay. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Did  your  staff"  discuss  other  evidence  in  terms  of  any  detriment  to 
the  community  as  reflected  by  local  opposition  or  increased  services  to  the  commu- 

nity or  the  other  concerns  that  were  brought  forward? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  there  was  certainly  evidence  of  that  in  the  record. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Was  that  discussed  among  the  staff? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

examination  by  MR  WILSON: 

Question.  As  Director  of  IGMS,  with  the  responsibility  for  helping  to  make  sure 
this  process  worked  fairly  to  all  participants  in  the  process,  people  in  the  commu- 

nity, applicants,  anybody  involved  or  interested  in  tne  process,  what  standard  do 
you  think  the  applicants  were  trying  to  satisfy? 

Let  me  try  to  ask  a  very  general  question.  There  is  an  application  process  to  take 
land  into  trust,  off-reservation  land  into  trust  for  gaming  purposes,  and  in  laymen's 
terms  it  presents  a  number  of  hoops  that  have  to  be  jumped  through. 

Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  One  particular  hoop  is  the  section  20  analysis  of  IGRA. 
Answer.  Uh-hvQi. 
Question.  Is  it  yovir  understanding,  from  conversations  with  the  applicants,  that 

that's  what  they  were  trjdng  to  satisfy  to  get  their  application  passed? 
Answer.  I  think  they  were  trying  to  satisfy  all  the  requirements.  They  were  trsdng 

to  satisfy  the  requirements  of  151,  they  were  trying  to  satisfy  the  requirements  of 
IGRA,  and  they  were  trying  to  satisfy  the  requirements  of  NEPA  and  whatever. 

Question.  Right,  but  I  mean  the  section  151,  there  is  no  articulated  standard.  It's 
a  discretionary  thing  of  the  Secretary  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior  or  the  deci- 

sionmaker of  the  Department  of  the  Interior. 
So  if  you  are  saying  that  the  applicants  are  tr3ring  to  satisfy  the  provisions  of  sec- 

tion 151,  unless  you  tell  them  what  the  conversations  are,  the  concerns  are,  they 
don't  know  what  they  are  supposed  to  do;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  They  have  the  regulations  in  151,  and  that's  essentially  what  they  go  by. 
Question.  In  terms  of  the  articxxlated  detriment  to  the  community  standard, 

whether  the  application   
Answer.  Under  section  20. 
Question  [continuing].  Under  section  20  would  or  would  not  be  a  detriment  to  the 

community,  were  you  aware  of  any  discussions  with  applicants  that  identified  or  ar- 
ticulated the  ultimate  concerns  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior  with  their  applica- 

tion? 

Answer.  We  had  several  discussions  with  the  applicant  tribes.  I  don't  recall  the 
specific  nature  of  their,  of  the  discussions,  but  I  think  it  did  relate  to  the  issues  that 
were  before  the  Department,  including  the  opposition  of  the  local  community,  the 
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opposition  of  the  nearby  tribes,  and  also  whether  the  application  was  in  the  best 
interest  of  the  tribe. 

Question.  And  I  will  move  away  from  this  because  we  will  come  back  at  the  very 
end,  and  you  have  been  very  clear  on  this  before,  who  at  the  Department  of  the  In- 

terior was  responsible  for  a  determination  as  to  whether  the  opposition  to  the  appU- 
cation  was  valid  opposition? 
We  discussed  before  the  issue  of  tribal  income  and  other  tribes  saying  we  might 

lose  some  income  so  we're  opposed  to  the  application.  Who  was  it  on  your  staff  and 
at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  that  ultimately  had  responsibility  for  deciding 
whether  the  opposition  was  valid? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Counsel,  could  you  clarify  what  you  mean  by  valid? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Well,  significant  enough  or  well-founded  enough  for  you  to  say  in  a  re- 
jection letter,  or  part  of  the  decision-making  process,  this  has  been  communicated 

to  us,  that  makes  sense,  and  for  this  reason  we  will  reject  the  application. 
Answer.  Michael  Anderson  signed  the  letter  in  this  particular  case,  was  my  supe- 

rior, who  was  the  ultimate,  and  charged  with  the  final  decision-making  authority. 
Question.  Who  advised  Michael  Anderson?  Who  was  responsible  for   
Answer.  Well,  there  were  a  number  of  people  involved.  I  was  one  of  them.  The 

Solicitor's  Office  was  involved.  As  I  said  before,  Troy  Woodward  and  Kevin  Meisner, 
Bob  Anderson  was  the  Associate  Solicitor  for  Indian  Affairs,  John  Duffy  was  Coun- 

selor to  the  Secretary  and  was  the  point  man  on  gaming,  and  Heather  Sibbison  was 
a  Special  Assistant,  and  you  could  also  get  advice  from  Hilda  Manuel,  the  Deputy 
Commissioner,  who  was  my  supervisor,  my  direct  supervisor. 

Question.  Going  back  to  the  issue  we  discussed  before  of  tribal  income,  what  was 
your  advice  to  Mr.  Anderson  on  that  point? 

Answer.  On  tribal  income? 
Question.  Right. 
Answer.  What  do  you  mean  by  tribal  income? 
Question.  Well,  opposition  from  other  tribes.  What  did  you  tell  Mr.  Anderson 

about  that  opposition? 

Answer.  Well,  what  I  told  is  what's  in  the,  in  my  letter  at  the  time.  I  thought 
that  the  opposition  of  Indian  tribes,  nearby  Indian  tribes,  and  the  potential  impact 
on  their  gaming  operations  was  a  ground  that  could  be  relied  on  to  make  a  finding, 
one  of  the  grounds,  not  to  take  the  land  into  trust,  taken  together  with  the  other 
reasons  not  to  take  the  land  into  trust  under  section  151. 

Question.  Did  you  tell  Mr.  Anderson  that  that  opposition  was  well-founded? 
Answer.  It's  based  on  what's  in  the  record. 
Question.  Well,  go  back  to  the  question.  Did  you  tell  him  that  that  opposition  was well-founded? 

Answer.  Well,  I'm  not  sure  that  I  specifically  used  those  words. 
Question.  You  have  testified  before  you  agreed  with  the   
Answer.  Well,  based  on  what  they  had  and  the  record  that  they  submitted,  you 

know,  we  did  look  beyond— I  did  look  beyond  really  the  economic  analysis  that  they 
furnished.  ,    x  t.      u  i    j 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  document  that  has  been  m^ked 

for  the  record  GTS-7,  and  I  wanted  to  turn  to  one  very  specific  section  in  this  docu- 

ment, if  I  may.  SpecificaUy,  page  4  of  this  document  discusses  an  example  of  opposi- 
tion, one  example  of  opposition  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  proposal,  and  it  is  under 

a  section  that's  marked  A,  consultation  with  State. 
It  discusses  a  letter  that  a  Ms.  SheUa  Harsdorf,  State  Representative,  and  28 

other  representatives  and  State  senators  sent  to  the  Secretary.  The  letter,  as  out- 
Uned  here,  was  dated  March  28,  1995,  expressing  strong  opposition  to  the  expansion of  off  reservation  casino  style  gambling.  j  •    i.u-         ̂  

I  wanted  to  talk  about  some  of  the  specific  things  that  are  discussed  in  this  memo. 
It's  marked  draft  memorandum. 

[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-7  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  The  letter,  as  recited  in  this  memo,  identifies  four  potentially  de
trimen- 

tal impacts,  and  the  first  one  discusses  the  removal  of  land  from  local  property  tax 

roUs.  I  would  just  like  your  understanding  of  what  the  provisions  for  removing  l^d 

from  tax  rolls  were  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  as  it  came  to  you  in  1
995 .' 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  I'm  failing  to  follow. 
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Question.  This  section  talks  about  there  will  be  a  detriment  because  local  property 
will  be  removed  from  the  tax  rolls.  And  if  the  property  is  removed  from  the  tax  rolls, 
there  will  be  no  taxation  paid  on  the  property. 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Okay.  And  this  is  a  reason  to  oppose  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  What  is  your  understanding  of  the  provisions  for  the  applicants  to  pay 

taxes  or  to  compensate  the  commvmity  for  land  being  taken  off  the  tax  rolls? 
Answer.  I  guess — ^what  are  you  asking,  exactly? 
Question.  Does  this  identify  a  detriment? 
Answer.  Oh.  Which  paragraph? 

Question.  The  first.  The  one  that's  marked  first. Answer.  Where  are  we? 

Question.  I'm  sorry,  on  page  4,  the  very  last  paragraph  that  begins  "first". Answer.  First,  the  signatories  cite  the  removal  of  land  from  the  local  public  tax 
rolls.  MAO  cites  agreement  government  services  as  evidence  that  the  detrimental 
impact  of  placing  land  in  trust  has  been  mitigated.  The  appUcant  tribes  assert  that 
the  track  would  close  if  it  is  not  purchased  by  Indians,  and  all  revenue  to  the  local 
governments  will  cease,  a  potential  detrimental  effect  of  not  acquiring  the  land  in 
trust. 

Okay. 
Question.  Is  this  a  detriment? 
Answer.  To  remove  the  land  from  the  tax  rolls? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Yes.  It  means  that  there  is  no  taxation  coming  in  because  once  the  land 

is  placed  into  trust,  there  is  no  more — it  ceases  to  be  subject  to  State  taxation. 
Question.  Now,  if  you  received  a  letter  like  this  from  somebody  saying  this  is 

what's  going  to  happen,  and  let's  specifically  talk  about  this,  because  this  is  a  con- cerned person  writing  in  about  this  particular  application  we  are  discussing,  did  you 
do  any  further  research? 

Mr.  Ballen.  Excuse  me,  I  want  to  correct  the  record.  This  is  not  just  a  concerned 

person,  it's  the  state  assembly  person  for  that  area.  So  it's  a  local  representative in  Wisconsin  for  that  area. 
The  Witness.  Right.  Did  we  what? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  you  do  any  additional  research  to  determine  whether  this  is  a  cor- 
rect representation  or  an  incorrect  representation? 

Answer.  We  didn't  do  any  further  research. 
Question.  So  this  is  correct,  there  would  be  no  taxation  or  no  compensation  for 

the  land  taken  off  the  tax  rolls? 
Answer.  Well,  there  would  be — I  think  that  the  tribe  entered  into  an  agreement 

with  the  coxmty  for  payment  of  certain  services. 
Question.  And   
Answer.  That's  in  the  record. 
Question.  Right. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Isn't  it  a  fact  if  land  is  taken  into  trust  it's  taken  off  the  tax  rolls? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  it  is. 
Mr.  Horn.  Did  you  have  a  chance  to  take  a  look  at  any  other  taxes  that  may  be 

paid  the  State  of  Wisconsin;  special  districts,  cities,  local  districts? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Horn.  Did  your  office  ever  look  into  that? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  think  so. 
Mr.  Horn.  If  these  lands  are  taken  off  the  tax  rolls,  that's  a  legitimate  claim  that 

seems  to  be  something  you  might  want  to  look  into.  Here  you  have  28  representa- 
tives and  a  State  senator  that  are  objecting  to  that.  But  then  you  could  weigh  the 

economic  impact. 
I  would  tiunk  you  would  want  to  see,  in  lieu  of  that,  is  there  another  tax  or  some 

sort  of  payment  of  fees  that  would  bring  up  a  great  deal  of  revenue.  Here  is  a  dog 
track  sitting  there,  and  I  take  it  the  dog  track  paid  land  taxes,  did  they,  for  the 
county  and  State? 

The  Witness.  I  assume  that  they  did,  yes. 
Mr.  Horn.  Yes.  So  if  this  is  a  substitute  for  that,  you  might  want  to  weigh  what 

other  taxes  would  be  due  the  State  and  its  entities  beneath  the  State.  But  I  take 
it  you  didn't  do  it? 

The  Witness.  We— I  did  not  look  beyond  what  was  in  the  record. 
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Mr.  Horn.  In  other  words,  the  record  woiold  influence  you,  yet  your  staff,  neither 
your  staff  nor  you  would  be  critical  of  the  document?  You  just  take  it  at  face  value? 
That  seems  sort  of  shocking  to  me. 

The  Witness.  If  we  were  going  to  make  a  finding  of  detriment  vmder  section  20, 
I  think  we  would  have  to  look  at  this  issue  very  carefiolly.  Certainly  that's  what 
Hartman  did.  But  I  didn't  rely  on  section  20. 

I  think  under  the  discretionary  authority  in  the  IRA,  I  think  that  the  opposition 
and  the  reasons  given,  and  that  is  not  one  of  the  reasons  I  cite  in  my  draft,  by  the 

way,  were  I  think  sufficient  for  us  to  find  that  we  just  didn't  want  to  take  the  land 
into  trust  at  this  point.  It's  a  different  standard,  and  that's  precisely  why  I  had some  reservations,  or  one  of  the  reasons  I  had  some  reservations  in  using  section 
20. 

I  think  that  the  concerns  raised  by  Mr.  Hartman  in  his  June  8th  memo  raised 
some  questions  about  the  appropriateness  of  using  section  20,  and  that  was  one  of 
the  reasons  that  I  chose  for  me  to  decide  that  I  would  not  recommend  using  section 
20.  But  I  think  under  the  discretionary  authority  of  the  Secretary,  I  think  you  can 
rely,  or  whatever  has  the  designated  authority,  on  much  less  than  what  would  be, 
in  my  mind,  what  was  in  my  mind  required  under  section  20. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  want  to  continue  on  this,  but  I  don't  want  to  be  mysterious  here.  I'm 
trying  to  determine  whether  one  has  to  have  reasons  for  opposition  to  any  applica- 

tion; whether  the  raw  opposition  is  enough  or  whether  they  are  actually  required 
to  have  reasons  for   

Answer.  Under  section  20? 

Question.  No,  I  will  actually  take  any  section.  Because  if  you  take  section  151  and 

you  say  vmder  151  it's  enough  for  us  to  look  at  community  opposition  to  reject  an 
application,  I  still  want  to  know  whether  there  have  to  be  reasons  for  that  opposi- 

tion. Is  it  just  enough  for   
Let  me  give  you  a  very  specific  example.  If  the  town  of  Hudson  were  overwhelm- 

ingly—or say  51  to  49  percent  against  a  dog  track  because  they  didn't  want  Native 
Americans  anywhere  near  their  towns  in  a  business  enterprise,  is  that  the  type  of 

consideration  that  you  would  have  said  that's  a  valid  consideration  under  151  and we  will  reject  the  application? 
Answer.  But  I  don't  think  we  would  have  said  that. 
Question.  Well,  that's  my  point.  Is  it  or  is  it  not  a  valid   
Answer.  No.  Someone  says  they  don't  like  Indians  would  not  be  a  vahd  reason. 

Question.  So  we  want  to  figiu^  this  out,  and  there's  a  lot  of  dancing  around  the 
issue  here,  but  we  read  in  the  press,  we  see  in  documents  that  the  Department  of 

the  Interior  rejected  an  appUcation  for  taking  land  into  trust  for  gaming  puiposes 

because  of  community  opposition.  And  so  if  you  stop  right  there,  we  have  not  deter- 

mined whether  anybody  is  ever  supposed  to  go  and  look  at  the  community  opposi- 
tion and  determine  whether  it's  valid  opposition  or  not,  and  this  is  what  I  m  trying 

Let  me  give  you  briefly  a  document  that  has  been  marked  for  the  record  GTS- g 

'  [Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-8  was  marked  for  identification.] 
It  is  a  page  fi-om  the  testimony  of  Hilda  Manuel,  and  I  have  highhghted  the  rel- 6V£itit  ssctions  there. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Mr.  WUson,  where  is  this  document  from,  please?  ^    «.  t  *    • 
Mr.  Wilson.  This  is  ft-om  the  deposition  of  HUda  Manuel,  Department  ot  Interior 

employee. 

Mr.  Ballen.  What  deposition,  I'm  sorry? 
Mr.  Wilson.  The  deposition  of  Hilda  Manuel. 
Mr.  Ballen.  By  the  House? 
Mr.  Wilson.  By  the  House  of  Representatives,  yes. 
Mr.  Ballen.  This  committee?  _       .       .     ., 

Mr.  Wilson.  This  committee,  yes.  And  about  halfway  down  the  first  box
  m  the 

top  left  comer,  the  question  is  asked:  Is  it  the  Depart.ment  of  I^teno
r  policy  that 

any  opposition  to  an  off'-reservation  casino  is  sufficient  to  cause  an  app
hcation  to 

be  rejected?  And  after  a  great  deal  of  squabbUng,  the  witness  answers  y
es. 

The  Witness.  Okay. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question  And  then  there  is  a  quaUfication  in  the  section  marked
  on  your  docu- 

menTi^the  bottom  left-hand  box,  Ms.  Manuel  says,  "I  quaUfy  that  by
  saying,  how- 
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ever,  that  the  community  has  to  have  a  reason  for  not  wanting  it  there."  And  she 
continues  on  by  saying  it  can't  be  just  because  they  don't  like  Indians,  for  example. 
Now  with  that  in  mind,  is  that  an  accurate  portrayal  of  Department  of  the  Inte- 

rior policy? 
Answer.  Under  151? 
Question.  Under  any  standard  that  could  possibly  be  used  to  determine  if  land 

should  be  tsiken  into  trust  for  off-reservation  gaming  purposes? 
Answer.  Yes,  there  has  to  be  a  reason,  as  she  says,  yes. 
Question.  So  retviming  back  to  the  points  we  were  talking  about  in  the  Harsdorf 

letter.  For  example,  the  point  is  made  in  this  letter  that  property  wUl  be  taken  off 
the  tax  rolls,  and  there  is  the  suggestion  that  that  will  reduce  revenue  taxation  pur- 
poses. 

Would  it  make  a  difference  to  you  if— and  you  mentioned  that  there  was  an  ac- 
commodation made  to  solve  this  problem  by  the  appUcants — they  were  to  make  a 

pajmient  to  compensate  the  community  for  the  land  being  taken  off  the  tax  rolls? 
Does  that  make  a  difference? 

Answer.  I  think  it  makes  a  difference. 

Question.  Okay.  And  if,  for  example,  the  appUcants  were  to  provide  more  com- 
pensation than  the  tax  rolls  actually  gained  from  taxation  on  that  property,  would 

that  be  an  adequate  remedy  for  the  problem  that  is  perceived  here? 
Answer.  Yes,  provided  that  the  additional  cost  that  is  incurred  by  the  local  com- 

munity is  more  than  compensated  by  that  payment. 
Question.  Right. 
Answer.  In  other  words,  if  they  are  just  compensating  for,  you  know,  increased 

law  enforcement  services  and  fire  protection  services   
Question.  I  understand,  but  this  is  about  tax;  this  is  about  removal  of  land  fi*om 

the  local  property  tax  rolls;  this  does  not  say  in  this  section,  we  have  a  concern  over 
increased  police  costs  or  brightness  of  lights  or  noise  or  anything  else. 

Answer.  The  point  I  am  making  is  that  if  there  were  a  payment  made  by  the  tribe 
that  were  to  go  to  payment  of  each  additional  cost  that  would  be  incurred  by  the 
city  for  police  protection  and  whatever  are  paid,  then  the  fact  that  this  is  taking 
up  the  tax  roll  doesn't  necessarily  cover  that. 

Question.  I  understand  that.  But  let's  focus  on  this.  With  you  as  a  decision  maker, 
if  you  had  received  a  letter  from  an  individual  and  it  said — whether  they  are  a  State 
Senator,  Federal  Senator,  concerned  citizen,  anybody,  it  doesn't  matter  necessarily 
who  they  are,  people  have  concerns,  and  they  shovild  be  addressed.  Here  is  a  con- 

cern, a  valid  and  legitimate  concern  that  somebody  has  identified,  and  if  you  re- 
ceived a  letter  Like  this  that  said,  I  have  a  concern  about  land  being  taken  off  the 

tax  rolls,  and  you  knew  for  a  fact  that  there  was  adequate  compensation  for  the  loss 
of  that  tax  revenue,  would  you  still  say,  this  opposition  is  enough  to  cause  me  to 
reject  the  application? 

Answer.  No;  I  think  that  it  would  be  a  factor,  it  would  be  one  of  the  factors. 
Question.  1  am  wondering  why  it  would  be  a  factor. 
Answer.  What  I  am  sajdng  is,  it  would  be  one  of  the  factors  that  I  would  take 

into  consideration  if  I  knew  there  was  compensation  in  determining  whether  this 
is  a  vaUd  objection. 

Question.  And,  consequently — I  mean,  I  don't  quite  understand  the  answer  then. 
If  you  knew  for  a  fact  that  the  applicants  had  made  a  legitimate  accommodation 
to  address  this  concern  and  it  satisfied  you,  would  you  say,  I  am  going  to  reject  the 
appUcation  because  of  the  opposition?  I  mean,  there  is  opposition  identified,  and  it 
is  not  going  away.  The  fact  is,  it  may  be  correct  or  incorrect,  and  my  question  to 
you  is,  did  you  consider  it  part  of  your  job  to  determine  whether  points  made  in 
opposition  were  correct  or  incorrect? 

Answer.  Yes,  we  looked  at  that. 
Question.  Now,  as  you  sit  here  today,  do  you  know  for  a  fact  whether  this  concern 

was  adequately  addressed? 
Answer.  I  cannot  recall  right  off  the  bat. 
Question.  The  answer  is,  you  do  not  know  if  this  was  ever  addressed? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Was  this  the  only  concern  raised  in  terms  of  local  opposition  to  the 

proposed  casino,  the  removal  of  tiie  land  from  the  local  tax  rolls? 
The  Witness.  No,  it  wasn't. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  would  just  like  to  work  through  this  one  more  time  and  get  as  far  as 
we  can  with  that. 
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Now  there  is  a  second  reason  that  is  identified  in  this  letter,  number  4,  and  we 

will  do  each  one  in  turn.  It  states  in  the  memorandum  we  are  looking  at,  the  rep- 
resentatives assert  that  expansion  of  gambUng  is  contrary  to  public  will  in  Wiscon- 

sin. Would  that,  by  itself,  be  a  vaUd  reason  to  reject  the  appUcation? 
Answer.  Not  to  take  it  into  trust,  yes,  it  would  be  a  factor. 

Question.  So  the  fact  that  people  don't  like  gambling  is,  by  itself,  a  reason? 
Answer.  It  is  under  151.  I  think  that  there  is  no  obligation  on  the  Secretary  to 

take  off-reservation  land  in  trust.  This  is  just  an  exercise  of  discretion.  That  is  what 
I  believed  at  the  time,  and  based  on  the  record  and  based  on  the  position  from  State 

elected  officials  fi-om  the  towns  and  nearby  communities,  I  felt  that  that  was  enough 
reason  that — that  position  was  enough  reason  to  decide  that  it  was  just  not  the  time 
or  the  place  to  take  this  land  into  trust  for  gaming  under  151. 

Question.  Well,  we  will  go  away  from  these  reasons.  If  you  can  then  encapsulate 
all  the  reasons,  then,  that  you  thought  spoke  to  rejecting  the  application? 

Answer.  Well,  I  think  that  I  would  have  to  refer  to  my  June  29  memo,  and  what 

I  said  is,  "25  CFR  Section  151.10  sets  forth  factors  to  be  considered  when  the  Sec- 
retary is  acting  on  a  request  for  acquisition  of  land  in  trust  status,  although  the 

regulation  does  not  purport  to  constrain  the  Secretary's  discretion  to  consider  other factors,  nor  assign  different  weight  to  each  factor. 

"One  of  the  factors  listed  is  the  purpose  for  which  the  land  will  be  used.  The  pur- 
pose of  the  acquisition  is  to  enhance  class  III  gaming  at  the  faciUty  with  the  intro- 

duction of  slot  machines  and  blackjack  along  with  the  pari-mutuel  dog  racing  cur- 
rently being  conducted  on  the  site  by  the  owners  of  St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound 

Park,  Croijuand  Properties.  For  the  following  reasons,  we  are  not  prepared  to  take 
this  off-reservation  parcel  into  trust  for  gaming  purposes  at  this  time. 

"The  parcel  of  land  is  located  off-reservation,  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin.  The  record 
before  us  indicates  that  the  surrounding  communities  have  strongly  objected  to  this 
Eroposed  trust  acquisition.  On  February  6,  1995,  the  Common  Council  of  City  of 
[udson  adopted  a  resolution  expressing  its  opposition  to  casino  gambUng  at  St. 

Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Park.  On  December  12,  1994,  the  Town  of  Troy  adopted 

a  resolution  objecting  to  the  proposed  trust  acquisition  for  gaming  purposes.  The 
communities'  objections  are  based  on  a  variety  of  factors,  including  the  following: 
1)  Increased  law  enforcement  expenses  due  to  potential  exponential  growth  in  crime 
and  traffic  congestion;  2)  testing  waste  water  treatment  facilities  up  to  remaining 

operating  capacity;  3)  problems  with  solid  waste;  4)  adverse  effect  on  the  commu- 
nities' future  residential,  industrial,  and  commercial  development  plans;  and  5)  dif- 

ficulties for  current  Hudson  businesses  to  find  and  retain  employees. 

"The  record  also  indicates  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  strongly  opposed  by 
neighboring  Indian  tribes,  including  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  of  Wisconsin,  the  Shakopee 
Mdewakanton  Sioux  Community  tribe,  as  well  as  by  a  substantial  number  of  other 
Indian  tribes  both  in  Wisconsin  and  in  the  neighboring  State  of  Minnesota.  Their 

opposition  is  centered  on  the  harmful  effect  of  this  acquisition  on  their  gaming  es- tablishments. 

"In  addition,  a  number  of  elected  officials,  including  the  State  Representative  for 

Wisconsin's  30th  Assembly  District,  and  the  U.S.  Representative  in  whose  district 
St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Track  is  located  have  expressed  strong  opposition  to 
the  proposed  acquisition.  ,    • ,     ,    u  e  i.u 

"Finally,  we  have  received  numerous  complaints  from  individuals  because  ot  the 

proximity  of  the  proposed  class  III  gaming  estabUshment  to  the  St.  Croix  National 

Scenic  Riverway,  and  the  potential  harmful  impact  of  a  casino  located  one-half  mile 
fi-om  the  Riverway."  , 

For  these  reasons,  it  was  my  recommendation,  right  or  wrong,  based  on  the 

record,  that  I  wasn't  prepared  to  recommend  that  the  Secretary  should  take  the land  into  trust  at  this  time.  •    j   t  jj      *.  j 
I  mean,  I  looked  at  the  record;  these  were  the  facts  that  were  cited.  I  did  not  do 

an  in-depth  examination  of  whether,  you  know,  they  were  correct  or  incorrect.  I 

didn't  really  want  to  substitute  my  judgment  here  for  what  the  towns  and  the  elect- 

ed representatives  were  teUing  us.  EssentiaUy  what  I  thought  at  the  tune  is  that, 

based  on  what  was  submitted,  given  the  broad  discretion  that  the  Secretary  has, 
this  was  just  not  a  good  idea. 

Question.  Understood.  ,      ̂        ̂   „  .         ,      ̂      ,    i.i.      t 

Answer  I  mean,  we  can  go  untU  I  am  blue  in  the  face  talking  about  whether  1 

did  the  right  thing,  whether  the  opposition  was  justified,  whether  they  submitted
 

records,  you  know.  For  all  I  know— someone  may  disagree  with  me— that  was  my best  gut  feeUng  at  the  time,  and  I  stand  by  that.  .        ̂    .       • 

Question.  Now  you  mentioned  you  did  not  do  an  in-depth  review,  but  reviews  were 

done  by  people  who  were  in   Answer.  I  read  the  record. 
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Question.  And  you  obviously  rejected  the  record.  Did  you  ever  go  to  Hudson,  Wis- consin, to  visit  the  dog  track? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 
Question.  Have  you  ever  been  to  the  town  of  Hudson? 
Answer.  No,  I  have  not.  .  . 
Question.  Have  you  ever  relied  on  any  representations  about  the  opposition,  apart 

from  that  which  is  in  the  record? 
Answer.  No,  I  have  not.  r-  „    , 
Question.  For  example,  did  you  ever  make  a  telephone  call  to  a  citizen  of  Hudson, 

Wisconsin,  to  talk  to  them? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  I  did.  If  I  talked  to  a  citizen  from  Hudson,  Wisconsin, 
it  is  because  I  have  had  numerous  conversations.  People  call  the  gaming  ofBce  all 

the  time.  ,    ,  .    ,  -u-      i.v  * 
Question.  But  I  am  looking  for  a  purposeful  attempt  to  get  behind  something  that 

has  already  been  done  by  career  professionals  of  the  Department  of  Interior,  who 

have  spent  a  great  deal  of  time — ^in  fact,  well  over  a  year— analyzing  material  that 

they  have  accumulated,  assessing  that  material,  digesting,  and  coming  to  conclu- 
sions based  on  the  fact  they  have  actually  analyzed  the  community  opposition  and 

the  points  that  have  been  brought  before  tiiem. 
Answer.  You  mean  the  area  office  recommendation? 
Question.  The  local  office  at  Ashland  and  the  area  office  in  Minneapolis? 
Mr.  Ballen.  For  the  record,  I  am  going  to  object  to  that  question.  Does  the  wit- 

ness have  any  reason  to  believe  they  spent  a  year   
The  Witness.  No.  I  mean,  I  am  not  addressing— I  have  no  idea  whether  that  is 

true  or  not;  it  is  just  the  only  statement  I  can  make  is  what  is  in  the  record,  the 
recommendation  of  the  area  director. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Right.  Did  you  ever  have  a  telephone  call  from  Denise  Homer  in  the 
area  office  in  Minneapolis  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application? 

Answer.  No,  I  have  not. 

Question.  Now  as  the  head  of  the  Indian  gaming  management  staff,  you  were  pre- 
sumably involved  in  reviewing  the  materials  presented  to  you  from  the  area  office? 

Answer.  Right. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  feel  that  it  might  be  beneficial  to  you  to  consult  with  an- 
other career  professional  who  had  been  in  charge  of  preparing  materials  for  your 
review?  ,  t  j-j  , 

Answer.  Not  at  the  time.  That  was  the  first  acquisition  I  reviewed,  and  I  didnt 
do  that.  But  I  got  to  tell  you  that  now  I  think  visiting  Hudson,  in  hindsight,  would 

have  been  a  good  idea.  I  think  it  is  important  for  staff  of  the  gaming  office  to  actu- 

ally go  and  cneck  out  the  acquisition,  proposed  acqviisition.  That  is  true,  we  didn't do  that  in  that  case.  That  is  unfortunate. 

I  think  that  speaking  with  the  gaming  coordinators  of  the  area  is  something  we 
have  done  consistently,  and  we  keep  very  close  track,  and  I  certainly  have  done  that 
subsequently.  This  was  a  first  try  for  me  here,  and  I  got  to  say,  would  I  do  things 
differently  today?  Yes,  there  is  no  question  about  that,  but  that  is  what  I  did  at the  time. 

Question.  Now  based  on  the  fact  this  was  your  first  attempt  at  this  type  of  thing, 
it  seems  to  me  the  testimony  thus  far  is  that  in  terms  of  career  professionals  you 
discussed  this  with  were  people  in  the  main  office.  John  Duffy,  you  have  testified, 
was  involved  in  this  process,  other  people  at  Interior,  and  did  you  ever  feel  the  need 
or  that  it  might  be  beneficial  to  you  to  call  back  and  ask  about  anything  in  the 
record? 

Answer.  I  didn't  do  it  in  the  context  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application. 
Question.  But  you  rejected  the  material  that  they  prepared  it  for? 
Answer.  That  is  right,  because  based  on  151,  in  my  recommendation,  based  on  the 

record,  I  would  not  recommend  that  the  Secretary  exercise  the  discretion  to  take  the 
land  into  trust. 

Question.  Does  an  area  office  take  into  consideration  section  151  issues? 
Answer.  Yes.  Yes,  they  do.  They  are  supposed  to. 
Question.  And  in  this  case,  did  the  area  office  take  into  consideration  section  151 

concerns? 
Answer.  Well,  it  is  not  in  the  November  14th  submission,  but  I  think  there  was 

a  later  submission  concerning  that. 

Question.  And  just  as  a  matter  of  trying  to  improve  the  administration  of  the  of- 
fice that  you  were  in  charge  of,  did  you  ever  seek  to  have  a  dialogue  to  explain  with 
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career  people  back  in  locations  where  the  applications  were  coming  from  how  they 
might  be  able  to  improve  their  understanding  of  the  process? 

Answer.  Subsequently,  yes. 
Question.  Subsequent.  And  when  would  that  have  been? 
Answer.  Well,  I  mean,  the  3  years  that  I  was  there,  we  had  extensive  contacts 

with  all  the  gaming  coordinators,  with  the  area  directors,  with  the  SoUcitor's  Office 
staff  In  fact,  we  even  held  a  conference — I  think  it  was  in  February  of  '97 — to  talk 
about  gaming  issues  and  to  essentiallv  communicate  to  the  staff  out  there  how  we 
handled  issues  and  try  and  understand  their  concerns  to  try  to  improve  the  manage- 

ment of  gaming  issues  within  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs. 

And  we  revised  the  checklist  that  was  issued  in  February  of  '97,  I  beUeve,  that 
is  internal  agency  guidance  to  the  areas  on  what  to  do  when  they  receive  a  gaming 
application.  And  that  was  an  effort  to  try  to  have  a  standardized  process  for  the 
submission  of  gaming  acquisitions,  and  what  should  be  looked  at,  and  make  sure 
all  the  bases  are  covered. 

So,  yes,  that  is  something  that  I  looked  at  as  part  of  my  job  at  the  time,  to  essen- 
tially improve  the  gaming  management  by  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs,  and  it  was 

hopefiilly  done  to  the  extent  I  could. 
Question.  Now  how  did  you  avoid  coming  to  the  conclusion,  for  example,  if  you 

read — Ms.  Harsdorf  s  letter  is  in  the  record,  and  it  makes  the  points  that  you  see 
before  you  on  the  docximent  you  have  looked  at.  How  did  you  avoid  coming  to  the 
conclusion  that  somebody  wrote  it,  so  it  therefore  must  be  right?  Did  you  just  accept 
everything  at  face  value  that  came  from  the  community  in  terms  of  opposition  or 

support?  Imean,  and  I  will  try  and  direct  my  question   Ajiswer.  We  just  looked  at  the  record. 
Question.  Right,  but  there  was  a  lot  of  support  in  the  record,  too,  for  the  applica- 

tion. It  seems  you  accepted  the  opposition  but  rejected  the  support.  If  you  were 
being  evenhanded,  you  would  accept  the  opposition  and  the  support. 

Answer.  We  looked  at  both  sides,  I  think,  and  certainly  this  was  a  difBcult — ^you 
know,  there  were  arguments  on  both  sides,  and  it  was  not  an  easy  call  for  me  to 
make,  so  I  certainly  looked  at  the  expression  of  support  and  the  expression  of  oppo- 

sition before  making  my  decision. 
In  the  letter,  I  essentially  say  why  we  decided  not  to  do  it,  the  draft  letter  of  June 

29.  I  don't  say  I  also  considered  blah,  blah,  blah,  and  on  balance  I  decided  that  it 
was  not  a  good  idea,  but  I  did  consider  it,  and  it  was  not  an  easy  decision. 

Question.  Now  you  quoted  from  a  Jime  29  draft  a  moment  ago,  and  you  read  the 
entire  quotation,  and  it  identifies  a  number  of  factors.  Is  it  your  representation 
today  that  all  of  those  factors  were  factors  that  could  not  be  cured,  that  there  could 
not  be  an  acceptable  combination  between  the  opponents  and  whatever  the  issue 
was  and   
Answer.  You  know,  an3rthing  can  be  changed.  We  sent  a  letter  sajdng,  at  this 

time,  based  on  this  record,  because  of  these  issues,  we  feel  that  we  are  not  prepared 
to  t^e  land  into  trust,  and  the  appUcant  can  ask  us  to  reconsider,  based  on  addi- 

tional factors,  they  can  ask  us — ^they  can  resubmit  an  application  after  they  go  to 
the — ^you  know,  after  they  address  the  factors  that  we  cite.  And  so,  sure,  it  can  be 
ctired.  They  coiild  have  gone  back  to  the  city  of  Hudson,  the  cities  of  Troy  and  Hud- 

son, and  essentially  worked  together  with  them  to  change  that. 
Question.  How,  m  this  case,  did  you  help  the  tribes  to  identify  the  fatal  flaws  in 

the  application? 
Answer.  By  listing  them  in  the — well,  what  I  thought  were  the  flaws  in  my  June 

29  draft. 
Question.  Did  you  share  the  June  29  draft  with  the  applicants? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 

Question.  Now  if  you  had  shared  the  June  29  draft  with  the  appUcants,  is  it  pos- 
sible they  might  have  come  back  and  offered  accommodations  to  the  problems  you 
identified?  .  , 

Answer.  If  we  had  done  more  consultation  with  them  and  told  them,  yes,  it  s  pos- 
sible. We  didn't  do  that  in  this  instance. 

Question.  Why  would  you  not  have  done  that? 
Answer.  We  did  it  to  some  extent.  We  had  meetings  with  them,  and  we  informed 

them,  and  they  were  aware— they  had  the  record,  so  they  knew  of  the  opposition 

of  the  town  of  Tory,  the  city  of  Hudson,  and  the  opposition  of  the  other  tnbes;  they knew  that  it  was  there. 

You  know,  at  the  time  what  we  could  have  done  is  sent  a  memo  back  to  the  area 

office  saying,  look,  you  know,  at  this  time  we  are  not  prepared  to  take  the  land  into 
trust  because  we  have  the  following  concerns  and  that  needs  to  be  addressed. 

Question.  That  has  happened  in  other  cases,  hasn't  it? Answer.  Where  we   
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Question.  Have  sent  a  letter  back  to  the  area  office  identifying  the  factors  that 
are  of  concern  at  the  main  office? 

Answer.  Well,  what  we  do  is,  if  there  is  a  problem  that  area  office  made,  in  other 

words,  if  they  didn't  submit  something  or  they  are  missing  NEPA  compliance,  or  if 
there  is  something  that  they  can  cure  themselves,  we  definitely  would  send  the 

thing  back,  the  application  back  to  them,  and  say,  you  are  missing  this,  you  are 
missing  that,  the  title  is  not  well  addressed,  or  whatever  the  requirements  are  that 

we  have  that  are  not  well  addressed.  And  in  this  case,  I  don't  think  this  was  some- 
thing that  the  area  covdd  fix,  this  was  something  that  the  applicants  needed  to  fix. 

Now  we  could  have  sent  a  memo  back  to  the  area  and  tell  them  to  communicate 

that  to  the  tribe.  I  chose,  instead,  to  write  directly  to  the  tribe.  I  think  the  result 
is  the  same,  you  know.  ,    ,  ■. 

Question.  Well,  let  me  just  ask  you,  the  resvdt  is  the  same,  you  indicate,  but  it 
seems  to  me  the  result  is  dramatically  different  if  you  give  people  an  opportunity 

to  cure  perceived  defects  than  if  you  just  simply  say,  this  is  rejected.  There  is  no 
opportunity  after  rejection.  ~      , 

Answer.  Yes,  there  is.  They  can  resubmit  an  application  after  hearing  the  defects. 
Mr.  Horn.  Could  they  do  that  now? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  definitely. 
Mr.  Ballen.  In  fact,  you  sent  the  July  14  letter,  which  goes  through  some  of  the 

reasons  why  this  application  was  rejected,  the  local  opposition,  to  the  tribal  chair- man to  the  three  applicant  tribes. 
The  Witness.  That  is  right. 
Mr.  Ballen.  So  they  could  have  resubmitted,  tried  to  ctire  the  defects,  tried  to 

cure  local  opposition,  if  they  could. 
The  Witness.  Right. 
Mr.  Ballen.  That  is  a  substantial  hurdle  to  cure,  is  it  not? 

The  Witness.  Well,  it  is,  it  is.  It  is  a  significant  hurdle.  I  mean,  if  the  towns— 
you  know,  the  community  is  dead  set,  if  poUtical  elected  representatives  are  dead 
set  against  this  casino,  then  it  is  a  significant  hurdle  to  fix,  yes. 

Mr.  Horn.  Well,  let  me  ask  you  here,  on  page  6  you  say,  at  the  bottom,  just  before 

C,  quote,  "Several  thousand  cards,  letters,  and  petition  signatures  have  been  re- 
ceived in  support  of  an  Indian  casino  at  the  Hudson  Dog  Track." 

Now  did  you  have  your  staff  sort  those  out  so  you  knew  how  many  fi-om  Hudson 
came  and  where  these  letters  came  fi-om?  Several  thousand  is  pretty  impressive  to 
me,  and,  fi-ankly,  it  means  a  heck  of  a  lot  more  than  28  members  of  the  State  legis- 

lature who  don't  live  there  and  might  just  have  an  ideological  hang-up  on  gambling. 
And  then  they  aren't  writing  the  law  when  they  are  28,  they  need  a  majority,  they 
didn't  have  a  majority,  but  it  is  impressive  for  some  people  on  stationery. 

So  what  about  these  thousands  of  cards,  letters,  and  petition  signatures?  Where 
were  the  people  fi"om? 

The  Witness.  Can  you  direct  me  to  what  you  are  reading  firom? 
Mr.  Horn.  It  is  the  bottom  of  page  6,  just  before  C,  on  GTS  number  7,  and  that 

is  your  memo? 
The  Witness.  Well,  this  is  Mr.  Hartman's  memo.  You  woxUd  have  to  ask  him. 
Mr.  Horn.  It  has  your  name  up  there. 
The  Witness.  I  know,  because  he  transposed  his  June  8  memo  with  this  heading, 

but  it  is   
Mr.  Horn.  You  are  saying  this  is  the  June  8  memo? 
The  Witness.  It  is  a  version  of  the  June  8  memo,  and  what  it  is,  it  is  definitely — 

I  think  Mr.  Hartman  said  he  made  some  additions  to  the  June  8  memo  in  here. 
Mr.  Horn.  Is  that  one  of  the  additions,  that  several  thousand  cards,  letters,  and 

petition  signatures  had  been  received? 
The  Witness.  It  could  be. 
Mr.  Horn.  I  mean,  it  is  given  two  lines  and  one  word,  and  it  seems  to  me  when 

you  have  thousands  and  you  have  quoted  every  other  doggoner,  or  whatever,  in  the 
area,  why  didn't  we  explore  who  these  people  are? The  Witness.  You  would  have  to  ask  Mr.  Hartman  that. 

Mr.  Horn.  So  you  didn't  write  it,  he  wrote  it. 
The  Witness.  That's  right. 
Mr.  Horn.  But  you  signed  it? 
The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Horn.  This  is  just  a  draft?  Did  you  ever  see  it? 
The  Witness.  This  is  a  working  draft  that  he  put  together  in  case  we  were  going 

to — in  case  we  were  going  to  use  it.  I  never  finished  the  review  of  this  and  never 
signed  it  or  edited  it.  So  I  did  see  it  at  some  point,  I  cannot  recall  when.  In  fact, 
I  did  talk  to  Mr.  Hartman  about  that,  and  he  doesn't  think  that  this  left  his  com- 
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puter  until  after  sometime  in  July.  I  didn't  consider  this  particular  version  when 
I  wrote  my  June  29th  opinion — I  mean  draft  recommendation. 

Mr.  Ballen.  So  you  didn't  see  this,  this  memorandum,  until  after  the  final  deci- sion went  out? 

The  Witness.  I  may  have;  I  don't  recall.  I  don't  think  so.  From  what  Mr.  Hartman 
said,  it  would  have  been — if  this  did  come  out  in  July,  then  it  would  indicate  that 
I  didn't.  Let's  just  leave  it  at  that. 

Mr.  Ballen.  But  the  tribes  could  have  come  back  aft«r  the  July  14  letter  to  try 
to  cure  the  defects. 

The  Witness.  Well,  they  did  file  a  request  for  reconsideration  with  us,  in  fact. 
Mr.  Ballen.  And  did  they  try  and  cure  the  defects? 

The  Witness.  I  don't  recall  what  is  in  their  request  for  reconsideration.  What 
happened  is  that  they  also  filed  a  lawsuit  in  Federal  district  court,  and  at  that  point 
our  lawyers  advised  us  that  after  the  lawsuit  is  filed,  we  should  not  consider  the 
request  for  reconsideration. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  How  do  you  know  that? 
Answer.  Because  I  think  I  specifically  asked  the  attorneys  in  the  case  whether 

the  request  for  reconsideration  should  be  responded  to. 

Question.  Let's  just,  if  we  can,  turn  our  attention  to  the  document  we  began  the day  with,  the  memorandum  for  Scott  Keep  and  David  E.  Jones. 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Now  when  you  say  your  lawyers,  you  earlier  identified  Mr.  Jones  as  one 

of  your  lawyers? 
Answer.  That  is  correct. 
Question.  And  this  is  a  memo  from  February  14  of  1996,  in  which  he  states  in 

the  final  paragraph:  "As  you  know,  we  need  to  move  quickly  on  this  opportunity  for 
settlement  before  the  court  reaches  a  decision  on  the  discovery  motions.  Please  ad- 

vise us  if  you  need  any  additional  information." 
Did  you  have  any  discussions  with  anybody  about  the  prospects  of  settlement? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  did. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Wait  a  second.  Mr.  Wilson,  we  have  been  over  before  getting  into 

the  litigation  and  how  it  is  being  handled  and  how  it  has  been  handled,  and  it  was 
your  vowed  purpose,  and  you  have  averred  that  at  almost  every  deposition.  It  is  not 
our  intention  to  get  into  the  htigation,  and  I  think  that  is  exactly  where  you  are 
right  now,  and  I  object  to  the  question. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Well,  as  I  have  said,  we  do  not  want  to  get  into  the  substance  of 
the  litigation,  but  we  do  want  to  determine  whether  information  is  correct  or  not 
correct,  and  I  think  we  can  leave  it.  You  made  a  statement  about  what  you  believe 
to  be  correct,  and  I  think  we  can  leave  it  there,  and  we  will  look  at  dociunents  at 
a  later  date  that  discuss  this  very  issue. 

Mr.  Elliott.  I  would  point  out,  this  docvunent,  you  have  raised  it  before  and  you 

entered  it  in  as  part  of  the  exhibits  of  Mr.  Skibine's  deposition;  it  is  marked  "privi- 

leged." Mr.  Wilson.  My  understanding,  Mr.  Elliott,  we  have  had  a  lot  of  problem  with 
draft  and  headers  and  footers  on  documents  here,  but  this  appears  to  be  a  memo- 

randum for  Scott  Keep  from  David  Jones,  and  it  appears  to  be  privileged. 

Mr.  Elliott.  "Privileged"  has  been  handwritten  on  it,  and  it  says  "attomey-chent 
communication." 

Mr.  Wilson.  That  presumably  is  between  Mr.  Jones  and  Mr.  Keep;  correct? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Jones,  and  the  Department  of  Interior  was  represented  at  that 

point  by  Mr.  Keep,  yes. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Right,  and  it  has  been  furnished  to  us. 
Mr.  Elliott.  It  has,  because  you  asked  for  all  dociunents,  and,  as  we  said,  we 

are  cooperating.  We  also  said  as  we  gave  you  documents,  including  the  administra- 
tive record,  in  which  there  was  a  volimie  of  privileged  documents,  that  we  were  giv- ing vou  privileged  documents. 

Mr.  Wilson.  And  in  every  other  instance  you  identified  those  documents  on  a  log 

and  you  set  them  out  and  you  indicated  those  docvmients  are  subject  to  your  claims 
of  privilege;  correct?  ■  •       j 

Mr.  Elliott.  No,  sir,  not  in  every  instance.  Early  on,  they  were  giving  documents; 
we  neither  marked  in  each  document  nor  listed  them  on  a  log  at  that  time. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Does  the  Department  intend  to  waive  the  privilege  by  giving  copies? 

Mr.  Elliott.  No,  it  does  not.  We  are  aware  of  court  decisions  that  indicate  a  pro- 
vision of  a  document  to  Congress  in  pursuit  of  its  legislative  or  oversight  activity 

does  not  waive  the  privilege.  We  are  not  so  clear  on  the  court  cases  as  to  whether 
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release  by  the  Congress  waives  the  privilege,  and  that  is  why  we  pointed  out  the 
fact  that  these  docviments  are  privileged,  because  we  don't  want  Congress  to  waive them  either. 
Now  you  introduced  this  early  on  as  a  part  of  your  opening  statement  because 

you  were  taking  umbrage  of  the  fact  that  you  got  documents  yesterday  and  indi- 
cated that  it  was  sort  of  a  svirprise.  I  think  if  you  read  the  prior  communication  to 

you  or  to  the  chairman,  it  indicated  we  intended  to  complete  otir  submissions  in  re- 
sponse to  the  subpoena  on  January  12,  which  was  yesterday,  and  that  is  when  it 

was  done. 
Mr.  Wilson.  That  is  correct.  Actually,  this  is  a  good  time  and  maybe  we  can  get 

to  something  here.  I  am  very  interested  in  when  Ms.  Deer's  schedules  were  identi- fied. Do  you  know  when  they  were  identified  and  located? 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  do  not,  no. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Do  you  have  any  belief  they  were  identified  sometime  yesterday  after 

about  1  p.m.? 
Mr.  Elliott.  No,  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Can  you  identify  any  conceivable  reason  for  not  providing  Ms.  Deers 

schedvdes  prior  to  Ms.  Deer's  deposition? 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  can't  provide  any  reason  because  I  wasn't  doing  the  search  in  that office. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Covild  you  please  provide  me — who  was? 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  would  have  to  check;  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Would  you  please  provide  me  that  information? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Sure. 

Mr.  Ballen.  May  I  make  a  note?  If  you  wish  to  have  conversations  with  Mr.  El- 
liott, they  should  not  be  part  of  this  deposition  and  this  witness.  I  think  we  should 

do  that  off  the  record  or  in  a  separate  room.  He  is  not  under  oath. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  understand,  but  I,  in  this  case,  was  quite  happy  to  have  it  on  the 

record. 
Mr.  Ballen.  I  suspect  you  were,  but  I  object  to  it  occurring  on  the  record.  He  is 

not  here  as  the  witness.  He  can  have  discussions  with  us,  but  I  don't  think  it  is 
appropriate  as  part  of  a  deposition  of  a  witness.  I  hadn't  objected  up  until  now, 
but   

Mr.  Wilson.  I  understand  that.  I  really  appreciate  that,  and,  you  know,  we  are 
all  here,  hopefully,  to  try  and  determine  facts  and  matters  before  us,  and  that  is 
one  of  the  issues  that  ultimately  will  come  before  us.  And  to  save  time,  we  have 
been  able  to  do  that. 

[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-9  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  would  like  to  present  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  document  that  has  been 

marked  for  the  record  GTS-9.  It  is  a  fax  transmission  sheet  from  Representative 
Gunderson's  office.  And  attached  to  that  is  a  letter  fi-om  Representative  Gunderson 
to  the  Honorable  Bruce  Babbitt,  dated  April  28,  1995.  And  you  can  take  a  moment 
to  familiarize  yoiu*self  with  that.  I  have  one  question  about  one  sentence  at  the  bot- 

tom of  the  first  page. 
The  Witness.  Okay. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Excuse  me,  can  we  go  off"  the  record  for  a  second. 
[Discussion  off"  the  record,  and  recess.] Mr.  Wilson.  Back  on  the  record. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  When  last  we  were  speaking,  I  had  provided  you  with  a  document  which 
has  been  marked  for  the  record  exhibit  GTS-9,  and  it  is  a  letter  fi-om  Representa- 

tive Gvmderson  to  Secretary  Babbitt  dated  April  28,  1995,  and  the  only  section  of 
this  letter  that  I  wanted  to  ask  you  about  was  a  sentence  towards  the  bottom  of 
the  first  page,  second  to  the  last  sentence.  It  reads,  "According  to  your  office,  since 
Congress  passed  IGRA  in  1988,  the  Secretary  of  Interior  has  never  approved  the  ac- 
qxiisition  of  off"-reservation  land  to  be  used  for  casino  gambling." 

Bearing  in  mind  this  letter  was  written  in  1995,  is  this  statement  about  oflF-res- 
ervation  gambUng  correct? 

Answer.  It  is  not. 
Question.  It  is  not.  And  why  is  it  not  correct? 
Answer.  Because  I  think  the  Secretary  has  approved,  at  least  on  one  occasion,  the 

acquisition  of  off-reservation  land  for  gaming  under  IGRA. 
Question.  Where  was  that,  and  when  was  that? 
Answer.  Well,  I  am  aware  that  in  1990,  I  believe,  land  was  acquired  in  Milwau- 

kee, Wisconsin,  for  the  Forest  County  Potawatomie  Tribe  for  gaming  purposes  under 
IGRA,  for  instance. 
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Mr.  Ballen.  Were  there  any  cases  where  off-reservation  land  was  denied? 
The  Witness.  I  think  that  happened  also.  I  would  have  to  look  at  my  records  on 

that,  but  both  ways  it  happened 
[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS- 10  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  Welson.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  document  that  we  have  discussed 

quite  a  bit  already  today — actually,  we  provided  you  with  a  document  I  did  not  want 
to  provide  you  with. 

I  am  providing  Mr.  Skibine,  for  the  record,  with  a  document  that  has  been 
marked  or  is  being  marked,  as  I  speak,  for  the  record,  exhibit  GTS^IO,  and  it  is 
something  we  have  referred  to.  It  is  a  document  dated  June  8,  1995,  purportedly 
to  the  director  of  the  Indian  gaming  management  staff,  and  it  is  the  memorandum 
we  have  referred  to  as  the  Hartman  memo. 

And  the  one  thing  I  wanted  to  talk  about  in  this  memorandum  is,  on  page  4,  just 
above  section  C,  there  is  an  indication  that  Sandra  Berg,  a  longtime  Hudson  busi- 

ness person,  wrote  in  support  and  states  that  the  opposition  to  the  acquisition  is 
receiving  money  from  opposing  Indian  tribes.  Is  that   

Mr.  Ballen.  Excuse  me,  where  is  that? 
Mr.  Wilson.  The  final  sentence  on  page  4,  above  subsection  C,  and  reading  that 

again,  Sandra  Berg,  a  longtime  Hudson  business  person,  wrote  in  support  and 
states  that  the  opposition  to  the  acquisition  is  receiving  money  from  opposing  Indian 
tribes. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Is  this  an  observation  that  you  investigated  at  the  time  you  were  ana- 
lyzing whether  to  approve  or  reject  the  appUcation? 

Answer.  No,  it  is  not  an  allegation  we  investigated. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  it  is  correct  or  incorrect? 
Answer.  No,  I  do  not  know  whether  it  is  correct  or  incorrect. 
Question.  Would  it  make  a  difference  if  it  was  correct? 
Answer.  I  think  that  if  it  was  correct,  it  would  make  a  difference,  yes. 

Mr.  Horn.  I'm  sorry,  if  it  were  correct,  it  would  make  a  difference? 
The  Witness.  It  would  make  a  difference  if  the  opposition  to  the  acquisition  in 

Hudson  was  receiving  money  from  opposing  Indian  tribes. 
Mr.  Horn.  So  that  would  bother  you? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Horn.  Did  you  see  this  memorandum?  It  says  Indian  gaming  management 

staff.  Is  that  Hartman's  signature  there? The  Witness.  Yes,  it  is. 
Mr.  Horn.  So  did  you  see  this  document? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  I  saw  this  document. 
Mr.  Horn.  Did  you  read  that  particvilar  sentence  from  Sandra  Berg  that  counsel has  noted? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Horn.  And  what  would  you  have  done?  . 
The  Witness.  Well,  it  was  an  allegation,  and  I  think  that  if  they  had  submitted 

documentation  or  proof  in  the  record,  it  is  something  that  we  would  have  definitely considered. 
Mr.  Horn.  Well,  did  you  ask  him  to  do  that? 

The  Witness.  No,  we  didn't.  No,  we  did  not.  We  feel  that  we— you  know,  it  s  up 
to  the  people  who  submit  letters  to  essentially  support  their  allegations.  In  fact,  we 
did  talk  to  Mr.  Havner,  the  president  of  Galaxy  Gaming.  I  recaU  we  had  a  meeting 
with  him  where  he  made  the  same  allegations,  and  at  the  time  he  volunteered  to 

provide  us,  and  we  asked  them— he  volunteered  to  provide  documentation  support- 
ing the  allegation,  and  the  allegation,  a  very  serious  allegation,  was  that  one  of  the 

tribes  was  essentially  bribing  city  officials. 
Mr.  Horn.  This  would  be  in  Hudson  or  related  cities? 
The  Witness.  In  Hudson. 
Mr.  Horn.  In  Hudson?  ,   ,   ,       j  ^  ̂■ 
The  Witness  Right.  And  I  don't  think  he  ever  provided  that  documentation. 

Mr  Horn  WeU  if  we  had  some  honest  DA's  and  U.S.  attorneys,  they  would  go 

afl^r  that  and  see  what  is  there.  That  is  a  lot  of  money,  let's  face  it.  I  mean,  it  is 
one  person's  income  with  this  one  Minnesota  tribe  that  would  get  a  lot  of  bribery 

done,  just  as  it  got  a  lot  of  political  action  in  Washington  done,  just  one  persons 

per  capita  income,  and  I  am  surprised  you  wouldn't  have  just  picked  up  the  phone 

and  said,  what  the  heU  is  going  on,  and  let's  investigate  it,  and  where  is  the  proof.' 
Mr.  Ballen.  But  you  did  ask  Mr.  Havner  for  documents? 
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The  Witness.  We  asked  him  to  provide  it,  but  I  don't  know  how  exactly  we  were 
going  to  start  our  own  investigation  in  this  matter.  We  don't  have  the  resources  to do  that. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Do  you  have  investigators  on  your  staff? 
The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Do  you  have  prosecutorial  power? 
The  Witness.  We  don't  have  anything  like  that. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Do  you  have  subpoena  power? 
The  Witness.  No. 
Mr.  Horn.  How  about  phoning  the  U.S.  attorney  in  that  district  and  saying,  look, 

we  have  something  here  that  might  be  true,  given  all  the  money  that  the  Minnesota 
Indians  have? 

The  Witness.  I  don't  think  we  felt  that  it  was  ovu-  responsibility  to  do  that  on 
this  allegation.  We  receive  letters  making  tons  of  allegations.  We  cannot  follow  ev- 

erything that  comes  into  the  office. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  But,  Mr.  Skibine,  this  is  not  everything  that  comes  through  the  office, 
this  is  a  fairly  significant  issue  that  potentially  is  the  root  cause  of  a  great  deal  of 
opposition,  potentially.  We  don't  know  that,  but  from  your  testimony,  you  don't know  that  either;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  what? 
Question.  Whether  this  is  correct  or  not. 
Answer.  No.  I  mean,  we  assume  that  unless  it's  in  the  record  that  there  is  proof 

of  that,  that  it  is  an  unsubstantiated  allegation. 

Question.  You  made  a  point  there  that  was  somewhat  confusing.  You  said  it's  up 
to  the  people  providing  letters  to  substantiate  the  allegations.  Now,  is  it  your  testi- 

mony here  today  that  the  letters  of  opposition,  some  of  which  you  have  relied  on, 
some  of  which  are  cited  in  this  memorandum,  all  had  substantiating  information 
supporting  the  allegations  or  observations  made  in  the  letters  of  opposition? 
Answer.  Well,  on  what  their  opinion  was.  This  is  much  more  than  that;  this  is 

an  allegation  of  impropriety  that  occxured,  and  we  just  don't  have  the  ability  to  go back  to  people  and  investigate  this  matter. 
Question.  I  understand  that,  but  do  you  see  the  difficulty  for  us?  It  appears  you 

were  relying  on  letters  and  statements  of  opposition  without  digging  beneath  the 
surface,  but  you  are  rejecting  the  letters  of  support  or  letters  criticizing  some  of  the 
opposition.  It  appears  there  is  an  uneven  type  of  treatment  here. 
Answer.  I  think  that  we  rely  more  on  tne  opposition  firom  elected  officials  than 

from  some  individual. 
Question.  So   
Answer.  Because,  essentially,  we  believed  that  the  elected  officials  represent  their 

district. 

Question.  What  is  your  definition  of  "community,"  in  the  IGRA  analysis,  detriment to  the  surrounding  community?  What  is  your  definition?  You  are  head  of  IGMS. 
What  is  your  definition  of  "community'7 

Answer.  Hold  on  a  second.  We  dealt  with  that  in  the  February  21,  1997,  revised 
checklist. 

Question.  Well,  I  am  asking  about  1995,  at  the  time  of  the  Hudson  application. 
Answer.  I  think  in  the  Hudson  application,  for  the  community,  we  looked  at  the 

county,  the  city  of  Hudson,  and  the  town  of  Troy. 
Question.  Let  me  just  refer  back  a  moment  to  the  letter  from  Secretary  Babbitt 

that  we  were  discussing  at  the  very  beginning  of  this  deposition.  Secretary  Babbitt 
is  indicating  here  that  there  was  opposition  from  seven  Minnesota  Members  of  Con- 

gress. Do  they  fit  into  your  definition  of  "commvmitjr'? Answer.  Under  section  20? 
Question.  Under  the  IGRA  analysis? 
Answer.  Under  the  IGRA  analysis,  no. 
Question.  Now  Secretary  Babbitt  has  indicated  in  sworn  testimony  that  he  re- 

lied— ^the  Department  reUed  solely  on  section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory 
Act,  and  it  is  your  testimony  that  Minnesota  Congressmen  would  not  be  part  of  the 
community  that  would  go  into  your  analysis  under  IGRA;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  That  is  correct.  I  think  that  a  Minnesota  Congressman  would  not  be  part 
of  the  svuTounding  community  of  Hudson. 

Mr.  Horn.  Why  wouldn't  they,  if  the  Minnesota  casino  is  considered  part  of  that community,  in  effect? 
The  Witness.  Well,  the  area  office  consulted  with  all  Minnesota  and  all  Wisconsin 

Indian  tribes,  and  at  the  time  there  was  no  specific  guidance  on  that,  and  I  think 
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that  was  their  interpretation,  that  they  would  only  consult  by  local  community  for 
purposes  of  IGRA — the  svurounding  community  would  consvilt  with  the  non-Indian 
communities  that  are,  you  know,  the  ones  that  I  mentioned,  but  for  purposes  of  the 
consultation  with  nearby  tribes,  they  consulted  with  all  Wisconsin  and  Minnesota 
tribes. 

The  act,  section  26,  followed  in  consultation  with  nearby  tribes  and  appropriate 
State  and  local  officials.  The  Secretary  makes  a  determination  that  it  is  in  the  best 

interest  of  the  tribe  and  not  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  It  wasn't 
clear,  I  think,  of  whether  consultation  with  nearby  tribes  means  that  it  should  be 
evaluated  the  same  as  the  surrounding  community  for  purposes  of  detriment. 
And  at  the  time  of  the  Hudson  acquisition,  the  siurounding  community,  I  think, 

was  considered  the  town  of  Troy.  The  city  of  Hudson  and  the  county  where  it's  lo- cated. 
But  in  terms  of  consultation  with  nearby  tribes,  they  decided  to  consult  with  all 

tribes  within  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin.  There  was  a  substantial — excuse  me,  there 
was  a  subsequent  guidance  issued  by  the  BIA  that  describes  that.  And  what  I  was 
just  referring  to  on  February  21,  1997,  we  refined  that  even  more.  And  if  you  want, 
I  can  teU  you  what  we  consider  that  now,  for  purposes  of  IGRA. 

Mr.  Horn.  Is  that  a  part  of  this  record.  Counsel? 
The  Witness.  Well,  it  was — ^are  you  asking   
Mr.  Horn.  I'm  asking  Counsel.  Is  that  part  of  this  record  and  of  those  relevant 

things? 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  asked  the  question,  actually. 
Mr.  Horn.  Was  this  developed  after  your  experience  with  this  particular  appUca- 

tion  and  you  felt  you  needed  different  types  of  criteria  as  guidance  of  what  a  person 
in  your  spot  and  the  Indian  gaming  group  would  need  to  follow  up  on? 

The  Witness.  There  was  actually  a  checklist  that  was  devised  in,  I  think  in  Sep- 
tember of  '94,  but  it  was  not  used  by  the  area  office  for  the  Hudson  proposal  because 

their  review  was  done  before  September  '94,  substantially. 
What  I  decided,  when  I  looked  at  the  September  '94  checklist,  is  that  it  needed 

to  be  refined.  So  we  did  a  further  revision  based  on  my  reading  of  the  checklist  at 
the  time  and  feeling  that  it  needed  additional  refinements. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  wanted  to  clarify  and  recapitulate  and  try  to  get  a  clear  imderstand- 
ing.  I  beUeve  you  indicated  that  you  accorded  greater  significance  to  expressions  of 
opposition  than  expressions  of  support;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  How  did  you  determine,  for  example,  the  difference  between  support 

and  opposition  and  provide  relative  weight  to  support  versus  opposition? 
Mr.  Ballen.  So  the  record  is  clear,  his  testimony  was  he  provided  greater  def- 

erence to  locally  elected  officials;  right? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Okay.  And  by  locally  elected  officials,  what  is  your  definition? 
Answer.  Meaning  the  mayor  of  the  city  of  Hudson,  the  council,  the  city  council 

of  the  city  of  Hudson,  the  board  of  whatever,  the  governing  body  of  the  town  of  Troy, 
the  county  officials,  if  any  submitted  documentation,  the  local  U.S.  Congressman 
who    „ 

Question.  Say,  for  example,  how  would  you  determine  between  support  fi-om  a  bt. 
Croix  County  supervisor  and  opposition  from  the  town  of  Troy?  First  of  all,  do  you 
know  where  the  town  of  Troy  is  located  vis-a-vis  Hudson? 

Answer.  I  think  it's  right  next  door.  . 
Question.  Now,  can  you  provide  a  little  bit  more  explanation  for  us,  if  you  could.' Answer.  On  what? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Explanation? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Is  it  contiguous?  Is  there  a  mountain  between  or  a  hillor? 

Answer.  I  think  it's  contiguous.  I  haven't  been  to  the  town  of  Troy  so  I  don  t  ex- actly know  the  geography  there. 

Question.  Would  it  surprise  you  to  know  there's  a  large  hill,  a  smaU  mountain, between  one  and  the  other? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  ,     ,  j    -^      r  i.v     j 
Mr.  Ballen.  Is  it  true  the  town  of  Troy  surrounds  the  proposed  site  of  the  dog track? 
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The  Witness.  From  what  I  recall.  But  I  just  know  that  it's  the  neighboring  com- munity. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  So  you  recall  the  town  of  Troy  surrounds  the  dog  track;  correct? 

Answer.  The  town  of  Troy  svirrounds  the  track?  Well,  I  don't  recall  exactly. 
Question.  You  answered  Mr.  Ballen's  question  from  what  I  recall,  yes. 
Answer.  No,  in  fact,  I  can  tell  you  that  I  know  it  is  adjacent  or  contiguous  to  the 

city  of  Hudson,  and  that's  why  it  was  consulted. 
Question.  And  how  do  you  know  that? 
Answer.  Because  I  think  it's  in  the  record,  from  what  I  understand. 
Question.  And  is  that  something  you  would  have  learned,  say,  for  example,  from 

the  representations  made  by  the  area  office  in  the  papers  that  they  have  sent  to 
you? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  how  I  learned  that.  By  reading  the  record. 
Question.  But  just  going  back  to  my  initial  question,  support  from,  say,  the  St. 

Croix  County  supervisor  or  from  the  school  board  in  Hudson,  how  would  you  weigh 
that  against  opposition  from  the  town  of  Troy? 

Answer.  Equally,  I  think. 
Question.  You  would  weigh  them  equally? 
Answer.  I  think  so. 

Mr.  Ballen.  And  I  am  going  to  interpose  a  clarification  or  objection.  Was  that 
in  the  record?  Was  there  support— is  this  a  hypothetical  question? 

The  Witness.  I  think  that's  a  hypothetical  question. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Do  you  know  whether  there  was  support  or  opposition  fix)m  St.  Croix 
County? 

Answer.  I  think  the  county  stayed  neutral,  from  what  I  recall. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  the  school  board  provided  any  support? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall.  I  don't  recall  that  specifically. 
Question.  I  just  wanted  to  actually  focus  on  a  difference  that  we  have  discussed 

in  part  between  the  docxxment  which  is  marked  GTS- 10  and  the  document  that  is 
marked  GTS-7.  I  think  you  earlier  indicated  that  the  document  that  has  your  name 
on  it  that  says  from  George  T.  Skibine  is  a  document  that  was  produced  from  the 
June  8  Hartman  memorandum;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  That's  correct. 
Question.  In  the  two  documents  there  is  an  inclusion  in  the  later  docvunent  that 

has  your  name  on  it  that  was  not  in  the  earlier  Hartman  memo,  and  it  is  at  the 
section  just  above  subsection  C.  So  if  you  turn  to  the  memo  with  your  name  on  it 
on  page  6. 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  The  section  that  does  say  several  thousand  cards,  letters  and  petition 
signatures  have  been  received  in  support  of  Indian  casino  at  the  Hudson  Dog  Track. Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  That  sentence  is  not  in  the  exhibit  marked  GTS-10,  the  Hartman memorandum. 
Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  discussions  with  Mr.  Hartman  about  the  inclusion  of 

this  sentence? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  that  there  was  an  inclusion  in  any  representation  of 

facts  regarding  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  that  there  were  several  thousand  cards,  let- 
ters, petition  signatures  that  had  been  added  from  a  previous  draft  of  the  document? Answer.  No.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know  why  this  was  added  to  the  original  draft  from  Mr.  Hart- 
man's  draft? 

Answer.  No,  you  would  have  to  ask  Mr.  Hartman. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  provided  Mr.  Skibine  with  a  document  that  has  been  marked 

Exhibit  GTS-11,  and  it  appears  to  be  an  e-mail  from  Mr.  Skibine  to  a  number  of 
individuals.  They  are  identified  as  Miltona  Wilkins,  Tom  Hartman,  Paula  Hart, 
Tina  LaRocque. 

The  Witness.  Okay,  I've  read  it. 
[Skibine  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  GTS-11  was  marked  for  identification.] 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  There's  one  sentence  that  I'm  interested  in  this  document.  In  the  very middle  of  the  e-mail. 
First  of  all,  let  me  ask  you,  do  you  recall  sending  this  e-mail? 
Answer.  I  do  now,  yes. 

Question.  It's  dated  July  8,  1995.  So  that  is  the  week  before  the  decision  was  fi- 
nally released. 

Answer.  Right. 

Question.  You  testified  earlier  you  were  in  someplace  far  fi-om  Washington.  I  don't 
remember  where  it  was,  but  I  think  it  was  Denver  for  the  week  before. 

Answer.  The  following  week.  The  week  after  this. 
Question.  The  week  after  you  drafted  yoxir  initial   
Answer.  No,  I  drafted  my  initial  draft  on  June  29th.  Then  I  went  on  vacation  in 

Vermont.  And  I  came  back  from  Vermont,  and  I  think  this  is  on  the  weekend.  I 
came  to  my  office  to  pick  up  materials  I  needed  for  my  trip  to  Denver,  and  what 
I  apparently  did,  which  I  did  not  recall  in  my  previous  deposition,  and  I  want  to 
clarify  that  I  think  the  question  was  asked  if  I  had  any  input  after  June  29th,  and 

at  the  time  I  think  I  said  I  didn't  recall.  Maybe  I  said — in  any  event,  I  didn't  recall. 
But  this  e-mail  surfaced  and  was  provided  to  the  committee  afterwards  and  now 

it  appears  that,  and  on  further  thinking,  that  refi-eshes  my  recollection  that  I  did 
go  to  the  office  to  pick  up  my  information  I  needed  for  my  Denver  trip.  And  appar- 

ently what  I  did  is  I  incorporated  changes  to  the  draft,  whatever  draft  it  was  at  that 
point,  and  left  it  with  my  secretary. 

Question.  So  between  yoxir  vacation  and  business  trip  you  sent  this  e-mail  to  these 
people. 

'The  sentence  I'm  interested  in  is,  the  Secretary  wants  this  to  go  out  ASAP  be- 
cause of  Ada's  impending  visit  to  the  Great  Lakes  area. 

What  was  your  knowledge  of  the  Secretary's  position  vis-a-vis  the  release  of  the decision? 

Answer.  By  "the  Secretary,"  I  really  mean  the  Secretary's  office.  Someone  in  the 
Secretary's  office.  Someone  in  the  Department  told  me  that  the  Secretarjr's  office 
wanted  this  out  because  of  Ada's  impending  visit  to  the  Great  Lakes  area. 

I  had  no  personal  knowledge  of  that  visit,  but  obviously  that  was  communicated 
to  me  in  some  fashion.  I  certainly  did  not  speak  with  the  Secretary  personally.  And 

just  like  we  said  before,  when  I  used  the  word  "Secretary,"  I  speak  generically  for the  Department. 
Question.  Now,  given  that  you  were  on  vacation  and  it  was  over  the  weekend,  do 

you  have  any  recoUection  of  who  you  spoke  with  that  wovild  have  you  draft  this  sen- 
tence and  e-mail? 

Answer.  No,  I  just  have  not — I  do  not.  I  cannot  speculate. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  you  spoke  with  Mr.  Duffy  and  he  told  you  this? 
Answer.  No,  I  can't  recall.  I  can't  recall. 
Question.  Well,  I  won't  go  through  a  list  of  people  then. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Other  than  this  e-mail,  do  you  have  any  independent  recollection  of 

this? 

The  Witness.  I  didn't— I  did  not. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Do  you  know,  sir    t  j-j 
The  Witness.  Well,  because  I  see  the  e-mail  and,  obviously,  this  is  what  I  did. 

I  don't  have  an  independent  recollection. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Beyond  the  e-mail? 

The  Witness.  Beyond  the  e-mail;  right.  But  I  think  that's  pretty  good  evidence that  I  came  to  the  office  and  somehow  decided  instead  of  letting  my  secretary  put 
in  the  changes,  that  I  did  it.  So  that  is  what  it  says. 

Mr.  Horn.  You  are  saying  you  did  the  rediaft^d  version?  ,  T^  «.j 

The  Witness.  I  put  in  the  marked-up  draft  with  Heather  Sibbison  s  and  Duffy's suggestions. 
Mr.  Horn.  Okay. 
The  Witness.  I  plugged  them  in. 
Mr.  Horn.  In  other  words,  you  took  their  suggestions?  ^        ,  ,    ̂  
The  Witness.  The  only  thing  I  can  speculate  is  that  there  must  have  been  a  draft 

that  I  found  in  my  box  or  the  package  that  had  these  changes.  I  don  t  recall  what 

those  changes  were.  I  sort  of  ministerially  typed  them  in. 

Mr.  Horn.  Well,  do  we  have  a  copy  of  your  original  draft  somewhere.' The  Witness.  Yes,  we  do. 
Mr.  Horn.  Okay. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Do  you  know   
Answer.  Are  we  still  on  the  e-mail? 
Question.  Yes,  just  one  more  question  about  this.  Do  you  know  whether  or  not  Ms. 

Deer  knew  what  the  viltimate  decision  would  be  as  of  July  8  of  1995  when  you  sent 
this  e-mail? 

Answer.  I  have  no  idea. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  conversations  with  Ms.  Deer  about  the  Hudson  Dog 

Track  matter? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  recall. 
Question.  In  1995  or  subsequent,  at  any  time,  have  you  ever  been  aware  that  the 

Ho-Chunk  tribe  was  negotiating  to  buy  the  Wisconsin  Dells  Greyhound  Track? 
Answer.  No,  that's  news  to  me.  I  don't  remember  knowing  that.  The  Wisconsin 

Dells  Dog  Track? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Has  anyone  ever — well,  let  me  take  that  back  to  1995.  In  1995  or  before, 

had  anyone  ever  discussed  with  you  or  mentioned  to  you  the  political  affiliation  of 
any  of  the  tribal  representatives  who  were  in  favor  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  appli- 
cation? 

Answer.  I  think  that  at  the  February  8th  meeting  with  Congressman  Oberstar 
some  of  the  tribes  may  have  mentioned  that  during  the  meeting. 

Question.  And  what  did  they  mention? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  specifically. 
Question.  Just  in  a  very  general  sense  what  did  they  tell  you? 

Answer.  They  didn't  tell  me,  they  were  talking  to  the  counselor.  Well,  let  me — I  might  remember,  now  that  I  think  about  it.  I  tlunk  Counselor  Duffy  said  that  the 
decision  would  be  made  on  the  record,  but  even  if  the  Department  sent  a  letter  of 
concurrence  to  the  Governor  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin,  the  Governor  of  Wisconsin, 
which  I  beUeve  was  a  Republican,  is  a  Republican,  would  have  the  final  say-so. 
And  someone,  and  I  don't  remember  who  amongst  them,  and  I  thought  it  was  a 

tribal  representative,  expressed — how  can  I  say  this— expressed  satisfaction  or  that 
they,  as  Democratic  types,  would  need  to  hope  for  a  Republican  Governor  to  rule 
in  their  favor.  I  think  you  can  put  it  in  that  context. 

Mr.  Horn.  I'm  not  quite  clear  who  the  Democratic  types  were.  You  described  them 
as  Democratic  types. 

The  Witness.  Meaning  they  as  Democrats. 
Mr.  Horn.  Who  is  the  they? 
The  Witness.  Well,  the  individual  who  spoke. 
Mr.  Horn.  Were  they  Interior  people? 
The  Witness.  Oh,  no,  no,  no,  no,  no. 
Mr.  Horn.  Townspeople?  Who  were  they? 
The  Witness.  No,  no,  they  were  either  members  of  the  tribes,  either  staffers  for 

the  congressional — the  Congressmen  who  were  there,  or  lobbyists  for  the  tribes,  or 
tribal  attorneys. 

Mr.  Horn.  These  are  the  Wisconsin  tribes? 
The  Witness.  No,  Minnesota  tribes. 
Mr.  Horn.  Minnesota  tribes. 
The  Witness.  Right. 
Mr.  Horn.  Okay,  now  I  get  it. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Is  that  reflected  in  your  notes  of  the  meeting? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know.  I'd  have  to  check.  But  that's  in  the  record. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Is  it  all  right  if  he  checks  and  refreshes  his  recollection? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Absolutely. 

Mr.  Ballen.  If  you  have  your  notes,  why  don't  you  check  them. 
The  Witness.  Well,  I  have  them  somewhere.  If  you  have  them,  it  might  be 

quicker.  I  didn't  tab  this. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  don't  have  them. 
Mr.  Ballen.  I  don't  have  them,  either. The  Witness.  Oh. 

Mr.  Wilson.  We're  letting  you  down  here.  We're  normally  good  at  giving  you 
paper. 

The  Witness.  No,  I  don't  think  so.  I  don't  think  that's  in  here. 
Mr.  Horn.  Just  to  that  conversation  that  you  described,  is  it  that  they  have  to 

depend  on  Governor  Thompson  of  Wisconsin  to  turn  it  down?  Was  that  the  implica- 
tion, or  am.  I  getting  it  wrong? 
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I  thought  the  Governor  had  approved  this  despite  people  thinking  he  was  against 

it,  and  I'm  just  a  little  confused  as  to— maybe  you  can  clarify  for  me.  Did  the  Gov- ernor take  a  position  on  this  Hudson  Dog  Track  thing? 
The  Witness.  The  Governor  in  the  record  did  not  take  a  position. 
Mr.  Horn.  Would  not  take? 
The  Witness.  No,  did  not. 
Mr.  Horn.  Okay.  And  then  the  Indians  in  Minnesota  were  sort  of  counting  on  him 

to  say  no,  I  take  it;  or  were  they? 
The  Witness.  Well,  no. 
Mr.  Horn.  You  said  they  are  sort  of  Democrats  and  they  have  to  depend  on  a 

Republican  Governor. 
The  Witness.  Right. 
Mr.  Horn.  It  sovmded  to  me  like  they  thought  the  Republican  Governor  of  Wiscon- 

sin agreed  with  the  Indians,  who  were  Democrats  in  Minnesota,  that  the  application 
should  not  be  approved.  Am  I  wrong  on  that? 

The  Witness.  No.  Yes.  I  think  that  they  were  concerned  that,  in  fact,  the  Gov- 
ernor would,  could  decide  that  the  application  should  be  approved. 

Mr.  Horn.  So  that  was  their  concern,  then? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  Horn.  It  wasn't  that  he  was  against  it? 
The  Witness.  Right. 

Mr.  Horn.  It's  a  matter  of  timing  here,  where  apparently  some  of  these  people 
made  their  decision,  and  that's  what  I'm  curious  about. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Were  you  aware  of  the  newspaper  articles  at  the  time  that  Governor 
Thompson  opposed  this  casino?  You  mentioned  a  debate  in  a  campaign  that  was  re- 

ported in  the  press.  Were  you  aware  of  those  articles? 
The  Witness.  I  may  have  been.  I  think  there  were  reports  that  he  was  for,  that 

he  was  against,  he  couldn't  make  up  his  mind.  I  don't  think  that  we  knew  for  sure where  the  Governor  stood  on  this  issue. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Did  it  matter  to  you,  when  you  were  at  that  meeting  at  the  Min- 
nesota delegation  office,  whether  anyone  was  a  Democrat  or  a  Republican  or  what 

their  point  of  view  was  based  on  party  affiliation? 

The  Witness.  No,  to  me  it  didn't  make  any  difference. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Was  it  a  factor  in  your  decision  at  all? 
The  Witness.  No,  it  was  not  a  factor  in  my  decision. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Mr.  Ballen  asked  if  you  were  aware  of  reports  that  Governor  Thompson 

was  opposed  to  the  dog  track,  and  I  will  have  copies  made  of  this,  I'm  using  a  royal 
"we"  here  and  I'm  hoping  I  can  get  some  help  on  that,  but  I  will  just  read  this  and 
we  will  bring  them  back  and  get  them  in  the  record. 

I  will  give  you  a  copy  of  this.  I  have  an  article  here  from  the  Hudson  Star-Ob- 
server, February  10,  1994,  and  this  is  the  Hudson  newspaper  from  Hudson,  Wiscon- 

sin, and  the  heading  is  Thompson  says  he  "won't  stop  casino  dog  track.  And  the 
operative  quote  here,  and  it  is  in  quotation  marks,  is  "I  will  not  promote  and  I  will 
not  block,  Thompson  said.  I'm  on  the  tail  end  of  the  process,  and  if  everyone  else, 
including  the  local  people,  approves  it  before  me,  I  won't  stop  it." I  will  give  you  a  copy  of  this. 

Answer.  Finish  your  question,  I'm  sorry. Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  article? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  seeing  this  article,  no. 
Mr.  Wilson.  We  will  get  copies  made. 
Mr.  Horn.  Could  some  of  your  staff  have  seen  the  article  and  mentioned  it  to  you? 
The  Witness.  Mentioned  the  article  to  me? 
Mr.  Horn.  Yes,  here  is  what  the  view  of  the  Governor  of  Wisconsin  is.  Like  the 

Minnesota  area  director  called  in  and  said,  by  the  way,  you  ought  to  know. 
The  Witness.  No.  Me  and  the  Minnesota  area  director  didn't  do  that. 
Mr.  Horn.  Guess  you  need  a  new  staff  if  they're  not  keeping  up  on  the  news- 

papers. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  While  we're  waiting  for  the  article,  we  have  some  great  concern  here 
that  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  is  representing  that  he  knows  something  to  be  for 
a  fact  that's  represented  out  in  the  newspapers  and  around  the  country  that  the 
Governor,  the  Republican  Governor  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin,  was  opposed  to  this, 
and  he's  representing  that  because  it  supports  the  denial  of  the  application. 
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It  is  of  some  concern  that  the  IGMS  office  appears  not  to  have  been  following  local 

newspaper  coverage  in  Wisconsin  at  the  time  of  the  application  process.  Are  you 

aware  of  any  articles  suggesting  support  or  opposition  to  the  dog  track  proposal  in- volving the  Governor? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  any  such  articles.  An  article  in  a  newspaper  would  not  be 

put  into  the  record  for  us  to  consider.  The  Governor's  position,  it  would  have  had 
to  be  in  writing  to  the  Department.  What  he  says,  what  he  is  alleged  to  have  said 
in  the  newspapers  would  not  be  the  basis  for  us,  for  me,  to  form  an  opinion  on  what 
the  Governor's  position  is  on  this. 

In  my  June  29th  memo,  if  we  had  on  record  the  Governor's  position  one  way  or the  other,  certainly  we  would  have  discussed  that. 

Question.  So  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior's  position  in  the  newspaper,  like  we have  discussed,  is  flat  out  wrong;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  Maybe  he  knew  independently  on  this  matter.  The  only 

thing  I  can  say  is  that  I  didn't — oh,  you  want  me  to  read  this? 
Question.  Oh,  no,  no,  no.  For  the  process,  I  marked  it.  It  will  go  in  the  record. 

Answer.  I  want  to  just  say  that  I'm  not  going  to,  I'm  not  responding  to  what  the Secretary  said  in  this  thing.  Someone  else  can  do  that. 
Question.  No,  I  understand.  I  just  merely  introduced  this  because  a  representation 

was  made  on  the  record,  and  rm  not  sure  whether  it's  a  correct  representation  or not. 
Answer.  A  representation  by  me? 
Question.  No.  For  this  matter,  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  matter,  we  re  looking  at  the 

record  that  has  been  produced  by  the  Department  of  the  Interior,  and  for  represen- 
tations to  be  made  as  a  fact  of  something,  as  they  are  being  made  in  newspaper 

articles  or  this  deposition,  when  we  don't  have  it  in  the  record,  it  makes  it  more 
difficult  for  us  to  try  to  understand  what  happened,  what  was  going  on  in  Hudson 
and  with  the  IGMS  staff. 

Mr.  Ballen.  For  the  record,  Mr.  Wilson,  I  asked  the  question  were  you  aware  of 

newspaper  articles.  I  didn't  represent  anything,  if  that  is  what  you  are  referring  to. 
Mr.  Horn.  Did  you  know  tnat  there  was  this  referendum  in  Hudson  that  was 

mentioned  in  the  article  where  there  was  a  favorable  vote  by  a  margin  of  63  votes? 

The  Witness.  Yes,  I'm  aware  of  that. Mr.  Horn.  You  are  aware  of  that? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  Horn.  Because  that  is  conceivably  the  sentiment  of  the  community  by  major- 
ity vote. 

The  Witness.  Well,  I  considered  a  63  vote  majority  to  be  certainly  not  overwhelm- 
ing endorsement  of  a  casino. 

Mr.  Horn.  Does  your  manual  say  you  need  overwhelming  endorsement? 
The  Witness.  No,  on  151  we  don't  have  a  manual  that  governed  that.  I  think  that 

would  be  my  personal  opinion.  And  if  we're  looking  for  a  referendum  that  would 
show  support,  I  think  that,  to  me,  this  is  almost  50-50.  At  least  it  shows  that  there 
is   
Mr.  Horn.  Do  you  believe  in  the  majoritarian  concept  of  our  democracy? 
The  Witness.  For  purposes  of? 

Mr.  Horn.  For  pvirposes  of  anything,  where  a  political  decision  needs  to  be  made. 
The  Witness,  l  think  that  in  this  particular  case,  this  showed  to  me — it  shows 

that  there  was  substantial  division  on  this  issue  at  the  time.  In  addition,  I'm  not 
sure  that  this  was  a  referendum  on  the  proposal  that  we  had.  This  was  a  referen- 

dum on  a  previous  proposal,  and  so  it's — I  don't  think  it's  exactly  the  same  sort  of relevance. 
Mr.  Horn.  But  there  was  no  other  vote  between  December  1992  and  the  time  you 

were  considering  this.  So  if  you  have  not  had  another  vote,  and  that's  the  only  vote 
and  a  majority  was  for  it,  are  you  going  to  reject  that  when  you  look  at  community 
support  or  nonsupport? 

Tne  Witness.  No,  we  would  consider  it.  We  would  consider  this. 
Mr.  Horn.  But  you  wouldn't  give  it  much  credence,  I  guess. 
The  Witness.  I  think  if  it  was — to  me,  to  have  a  63  vote  majority  indicates  that 

the  community  was  essentially  split  on  this  issue. 
Mr.  Ballen.  In  fact,  Mr.  Skibine,  wasn't  there  a  subsequent  vote  in  '93  that  you were  aware  of? 

The  Witness.  That's  what  I'm  saying. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Where  the  community  of  Hudson  overwhelming  rejected  it  subse- 

quent to  this  vote  referred  to  in  this  article  of  '92? The  Witness.  Right. 
Mr.  Ballen.  AndtJiere  was  a  vote  of  the  city  council  as  well? 
The  Witness.  That  is  true,  too,  yes. 
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Mr.  Ballen.  And  the  mayor  and  the  alderpersons? 
The  Witness.  Right. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Well,  have  you  ever  had  discussions  with  Mr.  Hartman  about  the  re- 
sults of  this  referendum? 

Answer.  Not  that  I  can  recall. 

Question.  Have  you  ever  done  any  research  or  analysis  on  votes  about  gaming  fa- 
cilities? And  I'm  not  trying  to  be  mysterious  here. 

Answer.  Oh,  but  you  are.  You  are. 

Question.  No.  I  will  tell  you  exactly  what  I'm  going  to  get  at  here.  There  are  many 
representations  that  in  votes  such  as  this,  people  who  are  opposed  to  something  are 
much  more  motivated  to  turn  out  and  vote,  and  people  who  are  supportive  of  it  are 
less  motivated.  And,  consequently,  a  narrow  victory  might  represent  a  much  greater 
victory  than  on  first  paper.  You  are  mentioning  63  votes  has  no  great  impact  as  far 
as  you're  concerned. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Objection,  that  was  not  his  testimony,  that  it  had  no  great  impact. 
That  was  not  his  testimony. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Well,  I  should  be  more  precise.  He  said  he  considered  it  to  be  tanta- 
movmt  to  50-50,  and  50-50  is  a  dead  tie. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  think  or  consider  that  perhaps  the  fact  that  the  margin 
of  people  that  did  txrm  out  to  support  something  of  this  type  actually  did  have  some 
great  significance?  Obviously,  from  your  testimony,  I  think  you  did  not. 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  You  didn't  do  any  sort  of  further  analysis  or  consulting  with  other  peo- 
ple to  try  to  determine  whetlier  this  vote  actually  did  represent  a  considerable  sup- 

port of  the  track? 
Answer.  No,  to  me — what  I  said  is  on  the  record;  right. 
Mr.  Ballen.  I  believe  your  testimony  was  you  were  also  aware  of  the  subsequent 

vote  that  was  held  in  '93  which  indicated  the  opposition  at  the  time  to  the  casino. 
The  Witness.  That's  right. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  It  occurred  to  me,  and  it  is  a  matter  of  some  interest  that  we  were  dis- 
cussing a  little  while  ago,  the  representation  on  page  4  of  the  Hartman  letter,  and 

I  would  go  back  to  the  statement  that  somebody  in  the  community  wrote  in  support 
and  states  that  the  opposition  to  the  acqxiisition  was  receiving  money  from  opposing 
Indian  tribes. 

It  is  an  interesting  juxtaposition  of  these  types  of  votes.  There's  an  allegation  that 
money  is  coming  into  the  community.  Did  you  ever  stop  and  think  that  uiat  allega- tion might  have  something  to  do  with  the  local  supportr 

Answer.  No.  With  the  referendum? 
Question.  (Nodding  in  the  affirmative.) 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  I  think  we've  already  established  that  you  never  had  anybody  actually 
tally  up  the  support  and  opposition  from  letters  and  petitions. 

Ajiswer.  Right.  , 
Question.  I  have  actually  done  that,  and  I  will  represent  this  to  you,  and  you  don  t 

have  to  agree  with  me,  but  there  are  dramatically  more  people  supporting  the  Hud- 
son Dog  Track  proposal  in  the  record  than  are  opposed  to  it.  By  a  number  of  thou- sands. Would  that  surprise  you? 

Answer.  Yes,  it  would. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Are  these  letters  that  are  being  sent  in  fi-om  citizens;  is  that  what 
you  are  talking  about? 

Mr.  Wilson.  Yes,  letters  and  signature  petitions. 
Mr.  Ballen.  From  in  the  area,  out  of  the  area,  or  fix)m  the  tribe?  Where  are  they 

coming  from? 

examination  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Would  it  surprise  you  to  learn  that  of  the  letters  in  the  record,  there 

are  71  letters  in  support  of  the — opposed  to  the  dog  track  proposal  and  69  letters 
against  the  proposal — supporting?  Seventy-one  letters  opposed  to  the  proposal,  69 
letters  in  support  of  the  proposal.  Would  that  siirprise  you? 

Mr.  Ballen.  But  Mr.  Wilson — I'm  sorry,  go  ahead. 
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Mr.  Horn.  I'm  confused.  Which  has  the  majority? 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Sorry.  There  are  two  more  letters  in  the  record  of  people  opposed  to  the 
Hudson  Dog  Track  application.  So  it  is  true  there  is  a  majority  by  two  of  people 
opposed  to  the  appUcation,  but  there  are  only  71  letters  from  people  in  Wisconsin. 
Seventy-one  letters.  Some  by  multiple  signatures. 
Answer.  Sixty-nine  in  favor,  if  that's  what  you're  saying.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Horn.  Well,  did  you  divide.  Counsel,  which  ones  come  from  Wisconsin  and 

which  ones  from  Minnesota? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Those  are  purely  Wisconsin. 
Mr.  Horn.  Those  are  purely  Wisconsin.  Seventy-one  opposed,  69  in  support.  And, 

obviously,  since  that's  a  close  margin,  you  don't  believe  in  it,  anyhow. 
Mr.  Ballen.  I  think,  Mr.  Wilson,  wasn't  it  the  opposite  from  what  Mr.  Horn  said? 
Mr.  Wilson.  There  are  two  more  letters   
Mr.  Horn.  Two  more  letters. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Opposed  than  in  favor. 

Mr.  Horn.  I'm  saying,  since  Mr.  Skibine  doesn't  believe  in  majoritarian  rule   
The  Witness.  Wait  a  minute.  I'm  not  saying — I  think  that's  a  mischaracterization 

of  my  beUefs  in  general. 
Mr.  Horn.  How  do  you  make  a  judgment?  Here  you  have  71  letters  opposed.  That 

supports  yovu"  view. 
The  Witness.  I  just  don't  see  your  point,  I'm  sorry. 
Mr.  Horn.  The  point  is,  do  you  beUeve  in  majoritarian  rule?  You  didn't  think  the referendum   
Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Horn,  that  is  not  the  point,  as  to  whether  he  beUeves  in  major- 

ity rule.  That  is  not  the  basis  on  which  he  made  his  decision.  He  testified  time  and 
again  today  and  before  the  Senate  committee  on  how  he  made  his  recommendation. 
Wasn't  even  a  decision. 
And  it  was  never  until  today,  until  the  last  few  minutes,  that  anybody  has  asked 

him  or  accused  him  of  nonbeUef  in  the  majoritarian  rule.  It  has  not  entered  into 
the  process.  He  said  that  it  was  a  close  enough  vote  in  the  referendum  that  it  did 
not  sway  it  one  way  or  the  other. 

Mr.  Horn.  So  what  swayed  it? 
The  Witness.  What  swayed  what? 

Mr.  Horn.  What  swayed  your  decision,  if  you  didn't  think  much  of  the  commu- 
nity's view? 

"The  Witness.  I  did  think  much  of  the  communitjr's  views.  But  I  think  what  we 
rehed  on  essentially  is  we  gave — I  gave  a  lot  of  credibility  to  the  views  of  the  elected 
officials,  as  I  said  before. 

Mr.  Horn.  Isn't  it  a  fact  that  no  matter  what  question  we  raise,  we're  wasting 
our  time  because  you  were  given  an  order  as  to  how  to  come  out  on  this? 
The  Witness.  That  is  not  true.  That  is  not  true.  That  is  simply  not  true.  You 

know,  the  only  thing  I  can  say  is  that  I  came  up  with  my  recommendation  on  June 
29th.  Those  were  my  views  at  the  time  based  on  my  examination  of  the  record.  If 
I  was  wrong,  so  be  it. 
You  can  disagree,  and  you  have  done  that  plenty  of  times  today.  Looking  back, 

maybe  we  should  have  done  it  differently,  and  that  can  be  true,  too.  But  no  one  told 

me  you  are  going  to  go  and  write  this  letter  that  way.  That  just  didn't  happen. 
Mr.  Elliott.  I  wovild  hope.  Congressman,  that  if  this  committee  has  evidence  of 

that,  that  they  are  prepared  to  bring  it  out,  because  that's — the  very  hint  that  a 
career  civil  servant  or  even  a  poUtical  civil  servant  is  working  in  the  Department 
of  the  Interior  and  might  have  made  a  decision  based  on  direction  without  substan- 

tiation for  it  and,  therefore,  suborned  their  own  integrity,  runs  the  risk  of  ruining 

the  representation  of  people  Uke  us.  And  I  think  that's  patently  unfair  of  you  to 
make  that  kind  of  allegation  on  the  record  in  this  deposition,  and  I  object  to  it. 

Mr.  Horn.  Well,  your  objection  is  noted. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Thank  you. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  no  further  questions  for  this  round. 
The  Witness.  You  sound  ominous.  Like  we're  going  12  rounds  here. 
Mr.  Elliott.  We  haven't  been  afready? 
Mr.  Wilson.  We  may. 

Mr.  Ballen.  I'm  going  to  need  a  break.  Why  don't  we  take  10  minutes. [Brief  Recess.] 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  Well,  good  afternoon,  Mr.  Skibine.  And  from  the  Minority,  v^e  thank  you 
for  being  here  and  for  your  patience  through  this  process. 
How  long  have  you  been  at  the  Department  of  Interior  now? 
Answer.  Twenty  years. 
Question.  And  as  a  career  civil  servant;  Federal  Government? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  am. 
Question.  And  you  have  served  under  both  Democrat  and  RepubUcan  administra- 

tions? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  have. 
Question.  And  you  have  been  involved  with  Indian  gaming  issues  for  several  years 

during  that  tenure? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  have. 
Question.  And  why  did  you  join  the  Department  of  the  Interior  to  work  on  Indian 

affairs? 
Answer.  Back  in — I  joined  the  Department  back  in  1977  because  I  was  interested 

in  Indian  issues.  And  I  was  interested  in  Indian  affairs  because  of  my  Indian  herit- 
age and  I  thought  I  would,  could  serve  my  country  and  my  people  by  essentially 

performing  work  for  the  Indians  at  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  at  the  time. 
Question.  And  you  have  continued  to  stay  there  for  20  years? 
Answer.  In  1985, 1  joined  the  solicitor's  office,  as  I  stated  before,  and  worked  there 

in  the  division  of  Indian  Affairs,  and  I  retiu-ned  to  the  Bvu-eau  in  1995. 
Question.  But  throughout  your  tenure,  both  in  the  solicitor's  office  and  the  Bureau 

of  Indian  Affairs,  it  has  been  your  motivation,  your  personal  motivation,  to  sarve 
your  country  and  to  serve  American  Indians? 

Answer.  'Twenty  years,  yes,  that's  correct.  I  think  you  said  10  years. 
Question.  And  you  are  there  because  you  want  to  help? 
Answer.  That's  correct.  I'm  certainly  not  there  for  the  money  that  is  offered  civil servants. 

Question.  Has  anyone  ever  questioned  yovu-  integrity? Answer.  No. 
Question.  In  the  whole  of  your  career? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Have  you  always  based  your  decisions  on  the  merits? 
Answer.  Yes.  To  the  best  that  I  can,  yes,  I  have. 
Question.  And  your  motivation  in  your  decisions,  as  much  as  possible,  correct  me 

if  I'm  wrong,  but  as  much  as  possible,  to  the  extent  the  law  allows  you,  is  to  help 
the  American  Indian  people?  That's  why  you're  there? 

Answer.  Yes.  And  as  a  Federal  employee  we,  of  course,  serve  the  taxpayers  of  this 
country. 

Question.  You  follow  the  law? 
Answer.  Right. 

Question.  You  try  to  apply  the  law  and  give  advice  on  the  law  to  the  best  of  yoxu" ability? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  throughout  your  20-year  career,  no  one  has  ever  questioned,  either 

publicly  or  privately,  your  integrity  in  applying  the  law  and  in  performing  your  du- ties as  a  career  civil  servant? 

Answer.  That's  correct.  That's  correct. 
Question.  So  as  the  director  of  the  Indian  gaming  staff",  and  you  took  over  that duty  in  February  of  1995,  and  were  considering  the  Hudson  matter  up  until  July 

of  '95,  was  your  motivation,  if  you  could,  to  help  the  three  tribes  that  applied  for 
this  casino,  if  you  felt  that  the  casino  would  help  them?  You  were  not  interested 

in  denying  them  a  priori  off"-reservation  gaming;  were  you? Answer.  No. 
Question.  I  mean,  if  there  were  a  way  to  help  these  three  applicant  tribes  involved 

in  this  matter,  you  would  have  done  so? 
Answer.  Yes.  In  general,  I  support  Indian  gaming.  And  I  think  that  part  of  ovu- 

mission  in  the  Indian  gaming  office  and  in  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  is  to  help 
tribes  develop  their  reservation  economies.  So  to  the  extent  that  we  can,  we  try,  and 
in  pursuance  of  our  trust  responsibility  to  Indian  tribes  in  general,  we  try  to  help 
them  in  that  endeavor. 

Question.  So  the  reason  that  you  made  this  decision  in  this  matter  not  to  rec- 
ommend taking  the  land  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes  was  not  because  you  wanted 

to  deny  these  three  applicant  tribes  a  chance  at  off-reservation  gaming,  but  because 
you  felt  under  the  law  and  under  the  facts  presented  to  you  that  you  could  not  do 
so.  Woxild  that  be  a  fair  statement? 
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Answer.  That's  right.  My  recommendation  at  the  time,  based  on  the  record,  was 
that  I  was  not  prepared  to  recommend  to  the  Secretary  or  to  the  Deputy  Assistant 
Secretary  that,  given  this  record,  it  was  a  good  idea  to  exercise  his  discretionary  au- 

thority to  take  the  land  into  trust. 

Question.  And  I'm  trying  to  understand,  sir,  your  motivations  in  making  that  kind 
of  recommendation.  It  was  not  that  you  weren't  desirous  of  helping  these  tribes  gain 
off-reservation  gaming  or  increasing  their  economic  development.  You  would  have 
been  happy  coming  out  the  other  way,  if  you  could  have.  Would  that  be  a  fair  state- 
ment? 

Answer.  That's  correct. 
Question.  In  fact,  that's  why  you're  at  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs.  That  is  the 

mission  of  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs,  is  to  help  American  Indians? 

Answer.  It's  the  mission  to  help — yes,  you  can  state  that  broadly,  yes. 
Question.  So  based  on  the  facts,  and  the  facts  alone  in  this  matter,  not  on  any 

pressiu*,  not  on  any  influence,  you  made  a  decision  that  you  thought  was  the  right one  at  the  time? 
Answer.  That  was  my  opinion  at  the  time. 
Question.  Sir,  since  you  have  been  involved  in  these  issues  for  a  long  time,  is  it 

your  experience  that  generally  the  area  offices  support  most,  if  not  all,  tribal  appli- 
cations that  are  forwarded  to  Washington? 

Answer.  My  experience  is  that  the  area  offices  do  support  the  ones  that  are  for- 
warded to  Washington,  yes. 

Question.  Does  iJie  Indian  Gaming  Management  Staff  always  concur  with  the  area 
office  recommendation? 

Answer.  No,  not  always. 

Question.  So  it's  not  unusual,  particularly  for  your  staff,  to  deny  a  tribal  request even  though  it  was  supported  by  the  BIA  area  office? 

Answer.  It's  not  unusual.  We've  only  nine  other  instances  besides  the  Hudson  Dog Track,  and  I  think  some  goes  in  favor,  some  goes  against. 
Question.  It  is  the  Washington  ofHce,  though,  and  not  the  BIA  area  ofQce,  that 

makes  the  final  determination  on  these  applications;  isn't  that  correct? 
Answer.  That's  correct. 
Question.  Wasn't  it  during  Secretary  Lujan  and  the  Bush  administration  that  the 

policy  was  enunciated  in  1990  that  these  decisions  on  casino  applications  were  to 
be  made  in  Washington,  the  central  office,  rather  than  at  the  area  office? 

Answer.  That's  correct,  yes. 
Question.  Now,  dealing  with  those  precedents,  isn't  it  true  that  in  the  case  of 

the — well,  let  me  just  ask  you  the  question.  Have  any  off-reservation  casino  applica- 
tions, to  your  knowledge,  been  approved? 

Answer.  Yes.  As  I  testified  before,  I  think  there  have  been,  yes. 
Question.  Did  they  have  the  support  of  the  local  community  or  the  opposition  of 

the  local  community? 
Answer.  We  would  have  to  look  at  the  record.  I  think  that  the,  in  the  case  of  the 

Forest  County  Potawatomi  acquisition  in  the  city  of  Milwaukee,  the  community  was 
in  favor  of  that  acquisition.  In  the  case  of  the  determination  under  section  20,  and 
in  the  case  of  a  proposed  acquisition  in  Detroit  by  the  Sault  Ste.  Marie  Tribe  in 
Michigan,  my  recollection  is  that  the  community  was  in  favor  of  that  appUcation, 
too. 

Question.  Isn't  it  a  fact  that  Mayor  Dennis  Archer  supported  that  application;  do you  recall? 
Answer.  Yes,  from  what  I  recall.  That  occurred,  though,  before  I  joined  the  office, 

so,  I'm  sorry. 
Question.  So  you  wotild  agree  that  an  important  distinction  between  the  Hudson 

casino  and  the  one  in  Detroit  would  be  the  support  of  the  mayor  in  the  Detroit  com- 
munity for  that  as  opposed  to  the  Hudson  case  where  the  mayor  did  not  support 

Answer.  That's  correct,  yes. 
Question.  Sir,  you  testified  that  you  gave  deference  to  locally  elected  officials. 
Answer.  That's  correct. 
Question.  And  their  judgments  in  this  matter. 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Did  you  think  it  your  role  as  a  career  civil  servant  working  for  the 

United  States  Government  to  substitute  yoiir  own  judgment  as  to  the  views  of  the 
community  in  place  of  the  locally  and  democratically  elected  officials? 
Answer.  No,  not  under — when  we  considered  the  appUcation  under  the  discre- 

tionary authority  of  the  Secretary  and  the  regiilations  in  151.  I  think  that  the  fact 
that  there  was  opposition  by  the  local  community  in  and  of  itself  was  an  important 
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factor  for  the  Secretary  to  decide  that  this  is  neither  the  time  nor  the  place  to  take 
land  into  trust. 

Question.  I  understand  that,  but  let  me  ask  the  question  sUghtly  differently.  Did 
you  think  it  your  job,  sir,  to  find  out  why  or  to  question  the  motives  of  the  mayor 
of  the  city  council,  of  the  town  of  Troy,  or  the  county  supervisors,  or  the  State  rep- 

resentatives, or  the  other  people  that  went  on  record  opposing  this?  Do  you  think 
it  was  your  job  to  question  which  campaign  contributions  they  got  or  why  they  were 
making  these  decisions? 

Answer.  No,  definitely  not.  No. 
Question.  It  was  not  your  job  as  a  Federal  bureaucrat  to  substitute  your  judgment 

as  to  why  they  were  opposing  this  for  their  judgment? 
Answer.  That's  correct. 
Question.  And  was  it  not  a  fact,  sir,  that  the  Hudson  application  was  denied  be- 

cause of  this  community  opposition? 
Answer.  Yes,  that  is  true. 

Question.  And  this  wasn't  an  opposition  that  was  simply  based  on  racism  or  preju- dice towards  Indians,  was  it? 
Answer.  No,  that  is  not  what  the  record  indicates. 
Question.  Does  the  record  indicate  there  was  substantial  documented  opposition 

fi-om  the  community? 
Answer.  There  was  the  documented  opposition. 
Question.  Did  the  city  council  pass  a  resolution  opposing  the  casino? 
Answer.  Yes,  they  did. 
Question.  Did  you  receive  a  letter  dated  April  25,  1995,  signed  by  the  mayor  of 

Hudson  and  board  district  alderman  which  said  they  believed  the  casino  would  be 
detrimental  to  the  City  of  Hudson? 

Answer.  April  25? 
Question.  I  believe  that  is  the  date,  sir. 
Answer.  You  would  have  to  show  me  the  letter  for  me  to  be  sure  I  received  it 
Question.  Do  you  remember  getting  a  letter  to  that  effect,  sir? 
Answer.  We  received  a  resolution,  I  think  that  that  is  listed  in  my  June  29,  1995 

letter.  You  would  have  to — if  you  can  show  me  the  letter.  If  it  is  in  the  record,  then 
we  received  it,  let  me  put  it  that  way. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  probably  sat  through  25  depositions  and  when  I  asked  a  question 
Uke  that,  I  had  a  request  to  refurnish  the  letter.  So  I  will  make  that  same  request. 
Could  you  please  provide  the  letter  for  us  so  we  can  have  it  in  fix)nt  of  us. 

Question.  I  don't  have  a  copy  of  the  letter. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  Do  you  recall  receiving  the  letter? 
Answer.  Well,  you  know,  since  I  am  under  oath  here,  I  want  to  be  able  to   
Mr.  Wilson.  I  think  he  testified  he  doesn't  recall  receiving  the  letter. 
Answer.  If  it  is  in  the  record,  then,  of  course,  I  wovild  be  able  to  see  it. 

examination  by  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  Were  concerns  expressed  by  the  local  community  and  the  mayor  and 
others,  including  actual  detriment  such  as  increased  cost  to  law  enforcement,  waste 
water  treatment  and  problems  with  solid  waste? 

Answer.  Yes,  from  what  I  recall,  yes. 
Question.  Do  you  think  these  were  legitimate  concerns? 
Answer.  Yes,  they  are  legitimate  concerns. 
Question.  Would  you  consider  these  detriments  to  the  community? 
Answer.  They  are  detriments  that  I  considered  in  writing  my  recommendation  to 

decline  under  section  151. 
Question.  Did  the  Town  of  Troy  also  pass  a  resolution  opposing  the  casino? 
Answer.  Yes,  it  did. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  receiving  letters  from  elected  representatives,  including 

former  Representative  Steve  Gunderson,  you  have  been  shown  a  copy  of  that,  who 
represented  the  district,  and  the  local  state  representative.  Sheila  Harsdorf? 

Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  receiving  a  letter  opposing  the  casino  from  the  local  busi- ness community? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  do. 
Question.  Could  you  tell  us  about  that,  what  you  recall? 
Answer.  Let  me  look  at  it.  I  think  I  have  it  here  somewhere.  It  was  an  open  letter 

to  U.S.  Secretary  of  Interior,  Bruce  Babbitt,  Wisconsin  Governor  Tommy  Thompson 

and  Hudson  Mayor  Jack  Brould,  and  I  recall  receiving  this  letter,  and  in  it,  I  don't 
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know  if  you  want  me  to  describe  to  you  what  it  says,  it  says  a  casino  would  ad- 
versely affect  the  quality  of  life  in  Hudson,  et  cetera. 

It's  fairly  lengthy,  and  I  notice  that  my  eyesight  declines  as  I  am  getting  to  my 
mid-forties  and  I  probably  should  have  brought  a  magnifying  glass. 

Question.  We  won't  put  you  through  that  exercise. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  apologize,  but  so  I  can  come  back  and  refer  to  that  letter,  which 

letter  is  that,  a  letter  from. 
Answer.  That  letter  is  in  the  record. 
Mr.  Wilson.  All  right,  fine. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  Sir,  was  the  fact  that  the  Hudson  casino  was  going  to  be  located  at  least 
85  miles  from  the  nearest  applicant  Indian  reservation  a  factor  in  yo\ir  decision  on 
Hudson? 

Answer.  The  what? 
Question.  The  distance,  in  other  words. 
Answer.  Distance  was  a  factor  in  the  July  14,  1995  letter  that  went  out. 
Question.  And  would  the  fact  that  the  opposition  of  the  nearest  tribe,  the  St.  Croix 

Tribe,  within  a  50-mile  radius,  was  that  something  that  was  considered  by  you  in 
your  decision? 

Answer.  It  was  considered  by  me  in  my  decision,  yes. 
Question.  Now,  we  discussed  this  earlier,  in  part,  but  this  was  not  a  formal  rule- 

making procedure,  was  it? 
Answer.  No,  it  was  not. 
Question.  Or  a  formal  adjudicative  or  administrative  proceeding  under  the  Admin- 

istrative Procedures  Act? 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  Did  both  the  proponents  and  opponents  of  the  proposed  casino  have  an 

opportunity  to  submit  their  views  for  the  record,  until  a  final  decision  was  made? 
Answer.  Yes,  they  did. 
Question.  Did  you  send  letters  giving  them  an  opportunity  to  do  so  with  a  date 

to  both  sides? 
Answer.  We  sent  letters  to  both  sides  stating  that  additional  comments  would  be 

received  until  April  30th,  1995. 
Question.  Did  the  applicant  tribes  get  an  opportunity  to  make  their  case  to  inte- 

rior? Did  you  ever  meet  with  them? 
Answer.  We  met  with  them  on  several  occasions  where  the  purpose  of  their  meet- 

ing was  to  try  to  discuss  the  merits  of  their  application,  and  I  think  that  we  were 
given  access  to  the  additional  comments  that  were  filed  between  February  8  and 
April  30,  1995,  and  I  think  they  submitted  something  in  vmting  at  some  point. 

Question.  Did  environmental  concerns  factor  into  your  decision? 
Answer.  Yes,  to  the  extent  that  my  environmental  specialist  determined  that 

there  was  improper  compliance  with  NEPA,  and  to  the  effect  that  he  also  deter- 
mined that  the  environmental  documentation  did  not  take  into  account  the  proxim- 

ity of  the  St.  Croix  River  Waterway  to  the  proposed  casino. 
Question.  Now,  the  St.  Croix  River  Waterway  was  a  national  scenic  riverway,  is 

that  right? 
Answer.  That  is  correct. 
Question.  Was  there  concern  about  the  potential  threat  to  the  St.  Croix  National 

Scenic  Riverway? 
Answer.  To  the  proximity  of  the  casino  to  the  riverway,  yes. 
Question.  Why,  because  of  increased  traffic? 
Answer.  I  have  to  look  back  into  the  records  where  the  dociimentation  was  sub- 

mitted. 

Question.  But  this  is  something  one  of  your  staff"  members  looked  at? 
Answer.  Yes,  that's  right. 
Question.  And  concluded  that  this  was  a  legitimate  concern? 
Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Now,  putting  aside  the  detriment  community  opposition,  was  there  any 

discussion  in  your  office  whether  the  Hudson  proposal  was  in  the  best  interest  of 
the  applicant  tribes? 

Answer.  Yes,  there  was  discussion  about  this  issue. 

Question.  Was  your  staff"  convinced  that  the  proposal  was  in  the  best  interest  of the  applicant  tribes? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Why  not? 
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Answer.  Well,  I  think  that  the  preliminary  analysis  by  the  staff  in  January  of  '95 indicated  that  some  staff  had  serious  concerns  with  the  terms  of  the  deal  that  was 
offered  by  Galaxy  Gaming  to  the  three  tribes. 

Question.  Tell  us  about  that  a  Uttle  bit.  Were  there  concerns  about  the  proposed 
lease  arrangement  on  an  adjacent  parking  lot? 

Answer.  Yes,  there  were.  However,  I  didn't  really  personally  go  into  great  detail on  this  issue  because  I  never  reaUy  reached  it. 
Question.  Did  Mr.  Hartman  have  those  concerns? 
Answer.  Yes,  that's  right. 
Question.  So  even  when  he  did  not  have  concerns  about  the  community  detriment, 

he  did  have  concerns  about  whether  or  not  this  was  in  the  best  interest  of  the  appli- cant tribes? 

Answer.  That's  correct.  That  is  right. 
Question.  And  that  was  based  upon  how  much  lease  payment — what  was  it,  $1 miUion  they  would  have  to  pay? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  specifically.  I  think  we  had  a  real  problem  with  the  parking 
lot  arrangement  and  the  payments  on  the  parking  lot  arrangement,  and  we  had 
some  problems,  I  recall,  with  the  fact  that  Galaxy  Gaming  was  retaining  ownership 
of  the  land  that  was  surrounding  the  casino,  so  we  were  really  concerned  that  if 

they  were  out  of  the  deal  then  they  could  essentially  block  access,  and  that  was  a 
concern  that  we  had.  ,  •      £l 

Question.  Let  me  ask  you  this.  There  has  been  a  lot  of  discussion  here  this  after- 
noon and  throughout  this  issue  about  section  20  or  151  or  the  basis  or  who  did  what 

or  who  wrote  what.  Was  there  any  person  on  your  staff,  on  the  Indian  Gaming  Man- 
agement staff  who  thought  this  was  a  good  application  to  approve,  that  it  should 

be  approved? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  So  the  bottom  line  is  there  was  no  one  who  looked  at  this  among  the 
career  civil  servants  at  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs,  including  yourself,  or  the  Dep- 

uty Commissioner,  who  is  also  a  career  servant,  who  felt  that  this  was  appropriate 
for  the  appUcant  tribes,  that  this  should  be  approved? 

Answer.  No.  In  totality,  I  think  no  one  was  prepared  to  say  that  we  should  go 
ahead  with  this  proposed  appUcation. 

Question.  I  have  no  further  questions  at  this  time. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Well,  I  only  had  124  questions,  but,  unfortunately,  they  have  grown. Answer.  Excuse  me? 

Question.  I  said  I  only  had  124  questions,  but,  unfortunately  they  grew  by  about ten? 
Answer.  You  have  124  more  questions? 
Question.  At  a  minimum. 
Mr.  Horn.  That's  Congressional  humor. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Unfortunately,  it  isn't. The  Witness.  It  is  torture,  in  that  case. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Mr.  Ballen  made  the  point  that  your  mission  was  to  help  Indians  and 
was  trying  to  make  the  inference  that  you  were — ^your  goal  was  to  benefit  the  three 
tribes  who  applied  for  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application.  Is  it  true  that  the  denial 
of  the  application  benefited  Indians? 

Answer.  In  the  sense  that  the  denial  of  the  application  was  opposed  by  the  St. 
Croix  Tribe  and  other  tribes  in  Wisconsin  and  Minnesota,  they  would  look  at  it  ben- 

efiting them,  yes. 
Question.  Well,  they  asked  you  to  do  something  and  you  did  what  they  asked  you 

to  do,  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  That  is  correct. 

Question.  So,  in  layman's  terms,  that  is  a  benefit  to  them,  correct? 
Answer.  You  could  look  at  it  that  way,  yes. 
Question.  And  they  are  the  tribes  that  are  much  wealthier  than  the  three  poor 

Chippewa  tribes  that  are  applying  for  the  application,  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  I  am  not  sure  about  the  wealth  factor  here.  Certainly  the  Shakopee  are, 

others  I  am  not  sure. 

Question.  So  just  to  recapitulate,  so  you  never  made  a  determination  of  the  wealth 
of  the  opponent  tribes? 

Answer.  No. 
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Question.  And  you  never  made  a  determination  of  the  wealth  of  the  applicant 
tribes? 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  Okay.  You  stated  a  moment  ago  that  you  didn't  think  it  was  your  job to  question  the  mayor  of  the  Town  of  Hudson.  Is  it  true  that  a  mayor  of  Hudson 

supported  the  appUcation?  Is  it  true  Mayor  Redner  wrote  letters  that  are  in  the 
record  supporting  the  application? 

Answer.  Yes,  I  think  so.  I  have  a  vague  recollection.  If  you  can  show  me  the  docu- 
ment once  again,  that  would  be  helpful. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Wasn't  it  a  fact  that  he  was  recalled  after  he  supported  that? 
The  Witness.  These  are  details  I  don't  remember. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Okay.  We  discussed  just  a  moment  ago  the  increased  cost  of  law  en- 
forcement, and  you  were  asked  whether  that  was  a  legitimate  concern,  and  you  said 

yes,  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  That  is  what  I  said? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  discuss  with  the  community  whether  law  enforcement 

would  cost  more  if  the  casino  proposal  were  approved? 
Answer.  Did  I  discuss  that  with  the  community  personally,  no. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  discuss  with  the  appUcant  tribes  whether  they  would  miti- 

gate the  additional  cost  of  law  enforcement,  if  indeed  it  was  foimd  that  there  would 
be  additional  costs? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  that. 
Question.  Now,  do  you  consider  it  to  be  a  matter  of  basic  fairness  that  if  you  are 

going  to  say  that  you  based  yovu*  decision  on  something  like  the  increased  cost  of 
law  enforcement,  that  you  would  have  given  the  applicants  an  opportunity  to  cure 
what  you  perceived  to  be  a  defect? 

Answer.  I  think  we  covered  this  at  length  previously,  and  I  think  that  the  appli- 
cants had  the  opportunity  to  cure  it,  they  coxUd  resubmit  an  application,  they  covild 

ask  for  reconsideration,  they  could  show  that  they  were  going  to  cxire  that. 
Question.  But  prior  to  the  rejection  of  the  application.  That  is  the  easy  way  to  do 

it,  to  tell  people  in  advance  what  the  problems  are  and  let  them  cure  them? 
Answer.  Yes,  we  could  have  done  that.  That  is  not  the  way  I  did  the  first  applica- 

tion. That  is  not  the  way  we  did  it  at  this  point. 
Question.  Now,  we  discussed  the  letter,  the  open  letter,  and  there  is  the  mention 

of  health  and  development  of  children  potentially  would  be  impacted  negatively  by 
the  appUcation  being  approved,  is  that  correct,  you  read  that  from  the  letter? 

Answer.  Yes,  that  is  right. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  the  school  board  approved  the  application  to  take 

land  into  trust  for  the  casino  by  the  three  tribes? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  that,  no. 
Question.  Would  that  have  had  a  bearing,  perhaps  the  school  board  having  some 

interest  in  the  health  and  welfare  of  children? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  think  that  a  school  board  in  Hudson  would  be  one  of  the  govern- 

ment organizations  that  we  would  look  at. 
Question.  Now,  is  that  the  sort  of  thing  you  should  have  known  at  the  time  or 

did  know  at  the  time? 
Answer.  I  should  have  known  at  the  time. 
Question.  Now,  just  asking  you  now,  which  would  you  accord  greater  weight  to, 

a  school  board  representation  or  an  open  letter  by  some  businesspeople  about 
schoolchildren,  about  health  and  school,  health  and  development  of  children? 

Answer.  Well,  that  is  speculative.  I  mean,  you  can  ask  me  now,  but  at  the  time 
it  is  speculation. 

Question.  You  stated  you  sent  letters  to  both  tribes  regarding  additional  com- 
ments. My  understending  was,  from  what  you  have  said  today,  that  the  opening  of 

the  comment  period,  the  reopening  of  the  comment  period  came  at  the  time  of  the 
February  8  meeting  with  the  Minnesota  Congressional  delegation,  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  That  is  correct. 

Question.  When  were  the  appUcant  tribes   
Answer.  It  was  an  opportunity  to  submit  additional  comments. 
Question.  Was  there  a  representetion  by  Mr.  Duffy  that  additional  material  would 

be  allowed  into  the  record  at  that  time? 
Answer.  Yes. 
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Mr.  Ballen.  Was  there  an  official  comment  period  that  had  to  be  reopened?  The 
question  implies  there  was. 

The  Witness.  Well,  because  this  is  informal,  technically,  there  is  no  legal  require- 
ment for  that  to  happen,  and  that  is  why  we  can  communicate  with  anybody,  you 

know,  that  would  be  necessary  concerning  the  record,  and  I  think  the  issue  was  ac- 
tually litigated  in  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  litigation.  But  what  we  did  do  is  send  a 

letter  in  March  telling  the  three  tribes  and  telling  the— I  think  the  tribes  who  were 

present  and  the  Congressmen  who  were  present  at  a  February  8  meeting  that  we 

would  entertain  comments  until  April  30,  1995,  and  the  reason  we  did  that  is  be- 
cause we  wanted  to— I  think  at  a  February  8  meeting,  there  was  no  deadline  given, 

and  after  thinking  about  it,  I  certainly  thought  that  that  could  go  on  forever,  unless 
we  essentially  said  until  when  we  are  willing  to  consider  comments  in  order  to  make a  final  decision. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Is  it  true  there  was  a  deadline  for  the  consultation  period  at  the  area 
office  level?  ,         .,     „^        o,.  j 

Answer.  I  think  so,  I  think  that  the  area  office  gave  the  tnbe  30  or  60  days  in 

which  to  comment.  I  don't  recall  exactly. 
Question.  And  you  mentioned  that  your  view  was  for  putting  a  deadline  on  this, 

you  didn't  want  the  process  to  go  on  forever.  Is  the  reason  for  having  a  deadline 
at  the  local  office  that  the  process  would  not  go  on  forever?  I  mean,  if  there  is  a 

consultation  period  at  the  local  office  and  there  is  a  deadhne,  presumably  there  is 

a  reason  for  having  a  deadline,  so  the  period  doesn't  go  on  forever? 
Answer.  The  consultation  period,  the  official  consultation  period,  I  think  they  are 

given  30  days  to  consult,  if  necessary,  but  that  is  to  give  structure  to  the  decision- 
making process,  and  I  did  the  same  thing  after  Mr.  Duffy  agreed  to  take  in  addi- 

tional comments.  I  felt  that  we  couldn't  wait  forever  on  this,  so  I  think  that  was 
my — I  think  it  was  good  that  we  put  it  in. 

Question.  So  Mr.  Duffy  made  a  decision  that  the  previous  consultation  period  was 

inadequate,  at  the  February  8  meeting  with  the  Minnesota  delegation,  is  that  cor- 
rect? ^  T   J       ,4. 

Answer.  Well,  he  made  a  decision  to  allow  additional  comments.  I  mean,  1  dont 
want  to  speculate  on  this  basis. 

Question.  Okay.  You  mentioned  the  letters  were  sent  to  both  tribes  regarding  ad- ditional comments.  When  did  the  letter  to  the  applicant  tribes  go  out? 
Answer.  I  think  they  went  out  on  March  27,  1995. 
Question.  On  what? 
Answer.  March  27. 

Question.  March  27.  And  Mr.  Duffy  agreed  to  allow  information  into  the  record 
on  February  8  of  1995,  is  that  correct? 

Ans^vGr  'Plid.t  is  coit*6C^ 
Question.  So  Mr.  Duffy  of  the  Minnesota  delegation  agreed  in  early  February  and 

it  took  until  March  27  for  you  to  send  a  letter  out.  Why  was  there  a  delay  of  that 
amount  of  time? 

Answer.  I  think  that  was  asked  in  my  previous  deposition,  and  from  what  I  recall, 
I  was  new  at  the  job  at  that  time,  and  I  was  also  involved  in  other  matters,  which 
took  a  lot  of  my  time,  and  just  in  learning  the  process  and  figuring  out  what  needed 
to  be  done.  By  the  time  I  became  more  focused,  you  know,  I  think  it  took  me  a  while 
to  essentially  realize  that  we  needed  to  do  that. 

Question.  So  in  effect  you  gave  the  opponents  a  six  and  a  half  week  jump  on  the 
process? 

Answer.  In  effect,  yes.  I  think  that  the  letter  should  have  gone  out  sooner. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Let  me  ask  you  this   
Mr.  Wilson.  Well,  let  me  ask. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  People  were  conferring  with  people  of  the  Department  of  the  Interior 
were  not  being  told  there  was  an  opening  of  the  comment  period,  is  that  correct? 
Were  there  any  consultations  between  February  and  March  27,  where  applicant 

tribes  were  asking  how  the  process  was  going  and  they  simply  weren't  being  told? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  if  they  asked.  If  they  did  ask,  then  we  would  have  told  them 

that  this  decision  had  been  made,  and  they  may  very  well  have  asked  and  we  may 

very  well  have  told  them.  I  don't  have  a  specific  recollection  of  that. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  In  fact,  though,  by  putting  a  deadline  on  it,  on  the  end  of  the  comment 
period  and  letting  applicant  tribes  know,  that  would  favor  the  applicant  tribes, 
would  it  not,  because  to  leave  no  deadline  on  it  would  have  favored  the  opponents 
of  this  so  they  could  drag  it  out  and  then  there  would  be  no  decision? 

Answer.  That  is  correct,  yes. 
Question.  So  let  me  ask  you,  was  that  one  of  your  reasons  for  putting  it  in? 
Answer.  That  was  the  reason  for  putting  it  in.  My  feeling  was  that  the  opposing 

tribes  would  have  been  happy  if  this  thing  stayed  in  Umbo  as  long  as  possible. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  To  me  it  seems  like  a  somewhat  tortured  explanation  unfair  to  the 
tribes  if  in  a  secret  meeting  not  attended  by  applicant  tnbes  there  is  a  decision 
made  to  reopen  a  comment  period,  a  six  and  a  half  week  period  during  which  the 
applicant  tribes  are  not  informed  of  that  comment  period  and  then  there  is  a  period 
of  approximately  4  weeks  during  which  time  there  can  be  some  comment  from  the 
appucant  tribes. 

Do  you  know,  between  March  27  and  April  30,  were  any  of  the  specific  articulated 
concerns  of  the  opponents,  the  types  of  concerns  that  were  identified  in  the  Feb- 
niary  meeting,  were  they  articulated  to  the  applicant  tribes  during  that  time  pe- riod/ 
Answer.  Let  me  clarify.  This  was  not  a  secret  meeting  that  was  on  February  the 

8th. 
Question.  So  the  applicant  tribes  were  given  an  opportunity  to  attend  the  meet- 

ing? 
Answer.  No,  they  were  not  given  an  opportunity  to  attend  the  meeting,  but  it  was 

not  a  secret. 
Question.  Were  they  notified  of  the  meeting? 

Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  don't  think  so,  but  I  came  on  the  job  on  February  5th. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR  BALLEN: 

Question.  Did  you  have  meetings  with  the  applicant  tribes  as  well? 
Answer.  We  did  have  meetings. 
Question.  Were  the  opposing  tribes  invited  to  those  meetings? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  So  not  every  meeting  you  tried  to  include  every  pro  and  con  position? 
Answer.  No,  in  fact,  we  generally  don't  do  that,  we  meet  with  people  who  ask  to 

meet  with  us,  but  I  think  if  we  had  a  meeting,  fi-ankly,  with  both  parties,  it  would 
be  probably  very  unproductive.  It's  like  if— well,  I  am  sure  that  happens  on  the  HiU all  the  time. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Not  up  here,  never,  right,  Mr.  Horn? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  In  your  previous  employment,  had  you  ever  had  occasion  to  come  to 
meetings  with  Congressmen  on  Capitol  Hill? 

Answer.  My  previous  emplo3Tnent? 
Question.  An3rthing  prior  to  February  of  1995? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  any  such  meetings. 
Question.  So  in  yo\ir  first  week  at  your  new  job,  you  went  to  a  meeting  with  a 

number  of  Congressmen  with  the  Counselor  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior,  is  that 
correct? 

Answer.  That  is  correct. 
Question.  Was  it  clear  from  the  meeting  where  Mr.  Duffy  stood? 
Answer.  The  only  thing  he  committed  to  is  to  allow  the  opportunity  for  additional 

comments.  It  was  clear  that  he  agreed  to  do  that. 
Question.  What  did  he  say  when  you  road  back  in  the  taxi  or  some  sort  of  trans- 

portation? Did  he  say  we  have  to  help  these  people? 
Answer.  No,  there  was  no  discussion  like  that.  I  am  not  sure  I  even  road  back 

with  him. 

Question.  Were  the  Minnesota  press  covering  that  meeting,  were  they  waiting  out- 
side for  it  to  break  up  and  ask  everybody  some  questions? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  recall  that.  Did  you  depose  Mr.  Duffy? 
Question.  I  don't  know. 
Answer.  These  are  questions  for  him. 

Question.  To  be  perfectly  honest,  I  don't  know  if  it  is  appropriate  to  disclose  that. 
I  don't  mean  to  be  cagey  about  it. 
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Mr.  Ballen  brought  up  some  questions  that  addressed  the  best  interest  prong  of 
the  tribe,  and  I  assume  by  that  we  are  thinking  about  the  best  interest  prong  of 
the  IGRA  section  20  test,  and  you  said  that  some  of  the  staff  had  concerns  with  the 
deal.  But  it  is  my  understanding  that  you  never  completed  an  analysis  of  the  best 
interest  test  for  tribes? 

Answer.  Personally  I  did  not,  that  is  correct. 
Question.  So  it  is  an  unknown  as  to  whether  viltimately  a  conclusion  would  have 

been  that  it  was  in  the  best  interest  of  the  tribe  or  would  not  have  been  in  the  best 
interest  of  the  tribe  to  complete  this  deal,  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Technically  that  is  correct,  yes. 
Question.  And  more  than  technically  correct,  it  is  literally  correct? 
Answer.  There  were  preliminary  drafts  that  Tom  Hartman  and  others  worked  in 

January  on,  on  preparing  a  draft,  but  I  never  reviewed  that  draft,  so  for  purposes 
of  myself,  as  the  Gaming  Director,  it  would  be  prematiu-e  for  me  to  make  a  conclu- 

sion regarding  this  issue. 
Question.  So,  I  mean,  there  had  been  no  decision  made  on  that,  whether  it  was 

in  the  best  interest  or  not  because  we  never  got  to  part  of  the  analysis? 
Answer.  I  never  got  to  that,  yes. 
Question.  Now  one  of  the  last  questions  of  Mr.  Ballen  that  I  wanted  to  address, 

there  was  discussion  of  whether  there  was  any  person  on  the  staff  who  had  thought 
it  was  a  good  application.  That  is  kind  of  a  deUcate  question  in  that  if  staff  members 
are  working  for  the  best  interests  of  all  people  concerned  with  the  issue,  they  would 
have  concerns  right  up  until  the  very  time  the  deal  is  consummated,  but  is  it  true 
that — are  you  representing  to  us  today  that  all  staff  members  had  come  to  a  defini- tive conclusion  tnat  this  deal  was  not  in  the  best  interest  of  Chippewa  applicants? 

Answer.  We  would  have  to  go  back  to  exactly  what  was  said.  I  think  no  one  on 
my  staff  recommended  that  this  deal  go  through,  there  was  no  recommendation  by 
anyone  on  the  staff  to  say  let's  approve  under  151  and  under  section  20. 

Question.  But  that  is  not  the  same  thing  as  saying  they  were  all  opposed  to  this? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  I  said  that. 
Question.  No,  but  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  recently  made  that  representation, 

so  I  am  trying  to  find  out? 
Answer.  I  was  just  answering  the  question  for  Minority. 
Question.  1  think  I  may  have  covered  this,  but  you  indicated  that  all  the  material 

you  used  to  make  your  recommendation  is  contained  in  the  record,  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  That  is  correct. 
Question.  So  did  you  rely  on  any  material  that  is  not  written  to  make  your  deci- sion? 
Answer.  Only  oral  remarks.  You  know,  we  had  meetings  with  the  applicant  tribes, 

we  had  internal  meetings,  so  I  knew  the  position  of  other  Interior  employees.  So 
besides  oral  communication,  that  is  it,  right. 

Question.  The  February  8,  1995  meeting,  who  asked  you  to  attend  that  meeting? 

Answer.  The  February,  1995  meeting,  I  was  contacted  by  the  Secretary's  Office and  asked  to  attend  and  join  Mr.  Duffy. 

Question.  And  who  in  the  Secretary's  Office  contacted  you? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall.  It  could  have  been  his  secretary.  That  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  And  when  you  say  secretary,  are  you  referring  to   
Answer.  His  secretary. 
Question.  A  secretary,  secretary? 
Answer.  Mr.  Duffy's  secretary. Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Not  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior. 
Question.  Is  that  Heather,  his  assistant? 
Answer.  No,  it  would  have  been — I  can't  remember  her  name  right  now,  an  Assist- 

ant Secretary  type. 
Question.  Was  the  purpose  of  the  meeting  explained  to  you  at  that  time? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Did  you  prepare  in  any  way  to  attend  that  meeting? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 
Question.  Did  you  know  what  the  meeting  was  going  to  be  about? 
Answer.  I  thirJc  I  was  told  it  was  to  meet  with  congressional  representatives  con- 

cerning the  dog  track  application. 
Question.  And  your  recollection  of — what  is  your  recollection  of  who  was  there, 

who  was  there? 
Answer.  Well,  I  covered  that  in  my  previous  deposition,  and  I  said  then  that 

present  at  the  meeting  were  the  Minnesota  congressional  delegation,  a  number  of 
tribal  chairmen,  including  the  chairman  of  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  and  the  chairman  of 
the  Shakopee  Tribe,  maybe  a  couple  others,  and  a  number  of  congressional  aides, 
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whom  I  do  not  recall  their  names,  and  there  were  a  number  of  attorneys  and  lobby- 
ists for  the  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin  tribes  present  at  that  meeting. 

Question.  Okay.  And  who  was  the  chairman  of  the  St.  Croix  Tnbe  at  that  time? 
Answer.  Lewis  Taylor. 
Question.  And  who  was  the  chairman  of  the  Shakopee  Tribe  at  that  time? 
Answer.  I  believe  it  was  a  Mr.  Crook. 
Question.  And  who  were  the  lobbjdsts  in  attendance? 
Answer.  You  know,  in  the  record  of  my  notes,  there  was  a  memorandimi  sent  to 

me  from  Whelan  Peterson,  with  Representative  Oberstar,  saying  the  following  peo- 
ple attended  the  meeting  on  February  8. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  Sir,  you  are  reading  from  the  memorandmn,  but  do  you  have  an  inde- 
pendent recollection  of  who  was  at  the  meeting  that  you  can  provide  us?  Now  you 

are  just  reading. 
Answer.  No,  this  is  essentially,  I  got  this,  and  my  recollection  would  be  based  on 

this  memo. 

Question.  But  you  don't  have  an  independent  recollection? 
Answer.  It  would  be  so  colored  by  what  this  essentially  says  that  I  cannot  say 

that  I  have  an  independent  recollection  of  who  was  at  the  meeting.  I  think  even  the 
names  of  the  Congressmen,  except  for  Oberstar  and  Wellstone,  would  have  escaped 
me,  but  I  think  they  were  made  clear  on  this  memo  and  essentially  that  is  how  it 
helped  me  to  remember  who  was  allegedly  at  this  meeting.  So  if  I  look  at  some  of 
the  names  here   

Question.  But  that  is  what  someone  else  represented  to  you,  who  was  at  the  meet- 
ing, but  not  what  you  recall  necessarily? 

Answer.  That  is  right,  yes. 
Question.  You  said  lobbyists  were  there.  What  does  the  memo  say,  which  lobbyists 

were  there? 
Answer.  I  will  read  from  this  memorandum  from  Whelan  Peterson. 
Question.  Do  you  know  who  Whelan  Peterson  is? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember.  He  is  with  Representative  Oberstar.  That  is  the  only thing  it  says.  So  if  you  want,  I  can  read  the  whole  list. 
Question.  Please  do. 
Answer.  James  Oberstar,  Bruce  Vento,  David  Minge,  Senator  Paul  Wellstone, 

Representative  Bill  Luther,  MIGA  Chairman  Myron  EUis,  Mill  Dock,  Melanie  Ben- 
jamin, Tad  Johnson  from  Well  Fort,  John  McCarthy  from  Meech  Lake,  Stan  Crooks, 

Jeanie  Bowlin,  Kiut  Bluedog  of  St.  Croix,  Lewis  Taylor,  Larry  Kido,  staff  person  or 
lobbyist  Whalen  Peterson,  James  McKinney,  John  Schafler,  MUke  Epstein. 

Question.  Now,  the  word  "lobbjdst"  I  think  was  used? Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Are  they  the  last  ones  there  you  noted  or  did  they  identify  them? 
Answer.  Oh,  I  missed  something,  Frank  Ducheneavix.  Thank  you  very  much.  Well, 

they  are  either  lobbyists  or  tribal  attorneys. 
Question.  Were  they  Washington  based  or  Minnesota  based? 
Answer.  Looking  at  this  list,  Jeanie  Bowlin  and  Frank  Ducheneaux  are  Washing- 

ton based,  Kurt  Bluedog  is  Minnesota  based.  Tad  Johnson  I  t^nk  at  the  time  was 
Minnesota  based,  and  I  don't  know  the  other  personally. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Do  you  recall  during  your  meeting  with  the  Minnesota  delegation,  did 
the  name  of  the  company  Delaware  North  ever  come  up? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  that  it  came  up. Question.  Do  you  know  the  name  Delaware  North? 
Answer.  I  know  it  because  I  think  I  read  some  newspaper  article  a  while  back 

concerning  allegations  about  Delaware  North  ownership  of  the  dog  track,  in  a  news- 
paper that  came  to  our  office. 

Question.  Okay.  Did  you  look  into  those  allegations? 
Answer.  That  was  way  after  the  end  of  the  consideration  of  the  dog  track  acqviisi- tion. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR  WILSON: 

Question.  I  have  a  methodological  question.  We  have  reviewed  many  dociunents 
and  there  were  many  assertions  by  opponents  of  the  dog  track  that  the  application 
was  going  to  have  Mafia  ties  through  the  Delaware  North  Corporation.  You  have 
reUed  on  people  writing  letters  in  opposition.  Would  it  be  a  problem  in  your  reUance 
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if  they  were  thinking  this  is  a  bad  deal  because  the  Mafia  might  be  coming  to  Hud- son, Wisconsin?  ,     ,  .  ,     ,       .•,..•       ■■    ..x. 
Answer.  I  don't  think  that  is  in  the  record,  I  don't  think  that  indication  is  in  the 

Question.  You  testified  you  don't  really  make  much  of  an  effort  to  go  behind  Uie 
rationales  advanced  by  opponents  if  people  were  relying  on  information  that  this 
was  a  mob-backed  deal  that  potentially  might  have  infiuenced  many  of  the  people 

who  opposed  this  application,  is  that  something  that,  if  it  were  untrue,  would  you consider  that  unfortunate. 
Mr.  Ballen.  That  is  not  the  record. 
Mr.  Elliott.  That  is  not  the  case  here,  sir. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  am  asking  what  he  thinks  as  a  pubUc  servant. 

The  Witness.  So  repeat  that.  I  don't  want  to  answer  into  speculations  here  on 

this  issue.  It  just  was  not  in  the  record.  I  just  don't  see.  Are  you  asking  a  hypo- thetical question?  . 
Mr.  Ballen.  It  wasn't  on  the  record  when  you  were  considering  this  matter.' 
The  Witness.  That  is  right. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  But  if  you  were  to  learn  now  that  the  rationale  for  many  people  oppos- 

ing the  application  was  they  thought  that  the  mob  was  coming  to  Hudson,  Wiscon- 
sin, because  of  representations  of  lobbyists  who  are  going  around  trying  to  get  peo- 

ple excited  about  opnosing  the  application,  would  that  be  of  interest  to  you? 
Mr.  Ballen.  Excuse  me,  I  am  going  to  object  to  the  question.  I  take  it  here  the 

purpose  of  the  committee's  investigation  is  not  to  reverse  either  the  Department  of 
Interior's  decision  on  this  matter  or  to  take  a  side  in  the  ongoing  litigation  that  is 

occurring.  And  by  asking  these  kind  of  hypothetical  questions  that  go  to  the  deci- 
sion, it  seems  to  me  that  it  indicates  that  is  the  direction  you  want  to  take,  and 

I  thought  we  were  here  to  determine  if  there  was  any  improper  influence  brought 

to  bear  on  this  official  in  the  Department  of  Interior's  matter,  not  to  revisit  the  deci- 
sion that  is  right  or  wrong  or  to  take  a  particular  side  in  the  litigation  that  is  now 

ongoing  between  the  Wisconsin  tribes  and  the  Department  of  Interior,  right  or wrong. 

Mr.  Wilson.  That  is  fair  enough,  and  we  won't  pursue  this  too  much  longer,  but 
one  of  the  principal  concerns  here  is  whether  or  not  decisionmakers  at  the  Depart- 

ment of  the  Interior,  and  we  will  talk  to  other  ones  at  fiiture  dates,  made  an  effort 

to  get  underneath  the  prima  facie  representetions  of  opposition,  to  find  out  why  they 
made  the  representetions  of  opposition,  eind  you  testified  you  did  not  go  behind  the 
representetions  of  opposition   

Mr.  Horn.  Counsel,  I  would  like  to  add,  did  you  ever  talk  to  your  predecessors 
in  your  job  and  get  advice?  , 

The  Witness.  I  telked  to  Hilda  Manuel,  the  deputy  commissioner,  who  wasn  t  a 
predecessor  on  the  job.  -u    v 

Mr.  Horn.  My  question  to  you  would  be  simply — it  has  nothing  to  do  with  this 

case,  it  has  to  do  with  what  is  the  role  of  the  civil  servant,  who  is  trying  to  be  faith- 
fiil  to  the  trust  imposed  upon  him.  If  you  had  any  application  for  gaming,  I  would 

think  it  is  a  legitimate  question  to  ask,  given  the  involvement  of  the  mob  with  gam- 
bUng  in  the  United  Stetes,  illegal  and  legal,  although  Nevada  tries  to  control  it  pret- 

ty well,  to  pick  up  the  phone,  call  the  FBI  and  say,  hev,  how  about  a  little  advice, 
do  you  know  anything  about  this  thing  in  this  town  or  that  town.  I  think  that  would 
be  what  I  would  do  if  I  was  in  your  place.  Now,  do  you  feel  that  is  what  you  should 
do? 

The  Witness.  In  general,  when  there  is  an  application  like  this  one  I  think  that 

that  role  is  fulfilled  by  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission,  who  have  the  re- 
sponsibility to  approve  the  contract,  and  I  think  they  look  at  the  background  of  all 

the  employees  and  they  give  us  the  information  that  they  find.  When  we  make  a 
determination  of  whether  the  gaming  esteblishment  is  in  the  best  interest  of  the 
tribe,  we  definitely  look  at  this  issue,  and  the  NIGC  looks  at  this  issue  and  we  work 

closely  with  them,  so  there  is  a  consideration  before  an  application  is  finally  ap- 

proved that  it  will  be  investigated,  not  by  us,  because  we  don't  have  the  background in  law  enforcement,  but  it  is  done  by  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission. 
Mr.  Horn.  And  you  are  satisfied  with  their  number  of  investigators  and  that  they 

have  the  resources  to  actually  do  this  job? 
The  Witness.  The  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission? 
Mr.  Horn.  Yes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  That  is  not  his  responsibility. 
Mr.  Horn.  No,  I  understend,  but  responsible  civU  servants  also  ask  questions. 
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Mr.  Elliott.  But  you  are  asking  him  if  he  is  satisfied  they  have  enough  re- sources. 

Mr.  Horn.  It  is  a  judgment  you  can  make  if  they  sav  sorry,  we  can't  tell  you 
something.  I  don't  know  what  your  communication  is  with  them  or  what  theirs  are 
with  you.  I  have  had  many  a  bureaucracy  tell  me  we  can't  look  into  that,  we  don't 
have  any  staffing,  or  they  make  a  plea  for  staffing  by  sitting  on  stuff  and  then  get- 

ting a  Member  of  Conjgress  excitea  enough  to  get  them  more  staffing  if  they  need 
it,  so  I  think  it  is  a  legitimate  question. 

Do  you  get  any  feeling  in  your  contacts  with  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Com- 
mission that  they  are  sufficiently  staffed  to  do  the  job  that  they  are  expected  to  do 

in  their  advice  to  you? 
The  Witness.  I  think  they  are.  I  think  that  they  also  have  the  FBI  conduct 

the   
Mr.  Horn.  So  they  can  draw  on  them? 
The  Witness.  Right. 
Mr.  Horn.  And  they  combine  that  information  and  give  it  to  you? 
The  Witness.  That's  right. 
Mr.  Horn.  Is  that  true  on  every  apphcation  or  just  some? 
The  Witness.  It  is  true  if  the  National  Indian  Gaming  Commission  is  involved, 

if  there  is  a  management  contractor.  It  would  have  been  true  in  the  Hudson  case. 
Mr.  Horn.  Were  they  involved  in  the  Hudson  case? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  I  think  they  were. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  During  the  February  8,  1995,  meeting  when  Mr.  Duffy  agreed  to  accept 
additional  information  for  consiUtation,  did  he  ask  why  the  material  was  coming  at 
that  particular  time? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  him  asking  that. 
Question.  Did  he  ask  the  people  who  were  proposing  to  submit  the  additional  in- 

formation whether  they  had  made  an  attempt  to  submit  that  information  at  a  pre- 
vious time? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  him  asking  that  question. 
Question.  Did  he  ask  you,  as  the  senior  IGNS  official,  whether  it  was  appropriate 

to  have  an  additional  comment  period? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  remember.  I  think  he  looked  at  me  and  I  didn't  have  any  ob- 
jections at  the  time.  As  I  said,  it  was  my  third  day  on  the  job,  I  was  not  familiar 

with  the  record,  and  it  took  me  a  while  to  become  familiar  with  the  process. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Was  it  an  additional  comment  period  or  was  it  just  allowing  people 

more  time  to  submit  comments? 
The  Witness.  That  is  right,  it  was  permission  to  submit  more  comments. 
Mr.  Ballen.  You  did  not  have  an  initial  comment  period  whose  time  had  expired 

and  reopened  it  and  allowed  an  additional  comment  period? 
The  Witness.  I  think,  as  was  pointed  out  by  counsel  here,  the  Minneapolis  area 

director  gave  the  tribes  a  30-day  comment  period,  so,  technically,  that  comment  pe- 
riod had  closed.  The  Minnesota  tribes  and  opposing  tribes  in  Wisconsin  obviously 

thought  that  they  should  be  asking  for  permission  to  submit  additional  comments. 
Mr.  Ballen.  But  did  the  central  office,  on  its  decision-making  calendar,  set  up 

a  comment  period  that  was  being  extended  or  reopened — well,  did  you  have  a  com- 
ment period  in  the  central  office? 

The  Witness.  No.  No,  we  didn't. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  But,  I  mean,  the  fact  remains,  there  was  a  consultation  period  with  a 
beginning  and  an  end  already,  and  that  end  had  already  come  and  gone,  and  so  the 
people  that  thought  thev  were  playing  by  the  rules,  as  the  rules  were  defined  by 
the  area  office,  were  suddenly  confronted  with  a  new  period  during  which  informa- 

tion was  being  considered. 
Let  me  ask  you  this,  did  you  ever  send  back  the  material  that  you  accvmiulated 

during  that  second  comment  period  to  the  area  office  for  their  views  on  what  it 
meant,  seeing  as  they  had  analyzed  the  information  in  the  first  place? 

Answer.  We  did  not. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  discuss  doing  that? 
Answer.  No,  we  did  not. 
Question.  Now,  given  that  they  had  been  the  ones  that  had  prepared  written  re- 

ports, written  analyses  of  all  the  material  that  had  come  in  during  the  first  properly 
constituted  comment  period,  did  you  think  that  their  views  might  be  valuable  to 
shed  insight  on  to  both  reasons  for  and  reasons  against  the  proposal? 
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Answer.  I  didn't  think  so  at  the  time. 
Question.  Is  it  fair  to  say  that  you  thought  that  the  recommendations  of  the  local office  were  worthless? 
Answer.  No,  that  is  not  true.  «-      r 
Question.  Then  why  did  you  not  send  the  information  back  to  the  area  office  for 

their  additional  comment?  ^    .  -,  j 

Answer.  We  just  didn't,  in  this  particular  case.  It  is  not  something  that  i  consid- 
ered. In  that  particular  case,  as  I  said,  it  was  my  first  case  on  this  issue,  and  it 

was— we  decided  that  we— we  assumed  we  were  going  to  handle  this  at  the  central 
office  in  this  particular  case. 

Question.  How  long  had  Ms.  Homer  been  on  the  job  as  the  director  of  the  area 
office  in  MinneapoUs? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Would  you  hazard  a  guess  of  more  than  3  days? 
Answer.  Well,  of  course. 

Question.  Okay.  And  you  are  representing  to  us  that  it  did  not  occiu*  to  you  to send  some  of  this  new  information  on  to  her  to  allow  her  and  her  staff,  who  had 

already  done  an  analysis  of  the  information,  to  try  and  fit  it  into  the  big  picture? 

Answer.  That  is  right,  we  didn't  do  that. 
Question.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  Wasn't  the  directive  irom  Secretary  Lujan  still  in  force  in  1990,  that this  was  a  central  office  decision? 
Answer.  The  final  decision  would  have  to  be  made  by  central  office,  and  I  think 

that  counsel  says  would  it  have  been  a  good  idea  to  send  the  application  back. 
Question.  Well,  there  are  a  lot  of  good  ideas  in  the  world  but  the  decision  was 

yours  and  you  made  it.  ,      ,       j  i.      v        i 
Let  me  ask  you  this  because  counsel  said  that  some  people  played  by  the  rules 

and  others  did  not.  Did  the  appUcant  tribes  ever  contact  your  office  after  the  com- 

ment period  closed  at  the  area  office?  Did  you  ever  have  any  contact  with  the  appli- cant tribes  after  that? 
Answer.  Yes,  we  did. 

Question.  So  it  wasn't  exclusively  those  in  opposition  to  the  proposed  casino  that were  in  contact  with  you  and  your  office? 
Answer.  That  is  right,  yes.  And  I  think  the  court  indicated  there  was  nothing 

wrong  with  that. 

Mr.  Horn.  Were  those  applicant  tribes  in  contact  with  the  Secretary  and  the  Sec- 
retary's immediate  office  advisors,  to  your  knowledge? 

The  Witness.  I  think  there  were  contacts  with  the  Secretary's  office  in  meetings, 
but  you  would  have  to  ask  the  Secretar3r's  office  that. 

Mr.  Horn.  I  was  remiss  in  not  asking  you,  at  what  point  in  the  process  does  the 

National  Indian  Gaming  Commission  report  come  to  you  in  any  of  these  applica- tions? Where  does  it  fit  in  in  your  review? 

The  Witness.  Well,  essentially,  what  the  tribes  do  is  work  with  the  National  In- 
dian Gaming  Commission  parallel  with  us.  I  think  at  the  time  they  had  the  Na- 

tional Indian  Gaming  Commission  backlog  on  approving  contracts,  it  was  in  the  in- 
terest of  the  tribes  to  contact  them  soon  to  make  sure  that  they  did  their  work. 

In  genei^,  we  try  to  work  together  to  consult  with  the  National  Indian  Gaming 
Commission  to  coordinate  ovu*  activities.  A  lot  of  the  tribes  who  have — like  in  this 
case,  who  have  a  sponsor  or  a  management  company,  who  is  essentially  driving  the 
deal.  If  the  management  contract  does  not  get  approved,  then  they  are  not  going 
to  pursue  the  application,  so  it  is  important  that  this  proceed  at  the  same  pace. Mr.  Horn.  Parallel  to  it? 

The  Witness.  Parallel  to  it,  yes.  .    . 
Mr.  Horn.  Does  that  mean  the  area  director  also  looks  to  the  gaming  commission 

for  advice  as  they  go  through  their  review? 
The  Witness.  Yes.  .  ,     u 
Mr.  Horn.  So  you  have  a  continuum,  almost  fi"om  the  time  they  deal  with  the 

area  director  into  your  show? 
The  Witness.  Right.  In  fact,  I  think  that  if  the  management  contract  involves 

construction,  then  there  has  to  be  NEPA  compUance  with  the  National  Indian  Gam- 
ing Commission,  and  NIGC  then  wants  to  be  involved  at  the  very  beginning  of  that 

process  and  works  with  the  BIA  as  a  cooperating  agency  on  NEPA  matters,  in  terms 
of  making  sure  the  environmental  documentation  is  submitted  and  reviewed  both 
by  the  BIA  environmentalists  and  the  NIGC  environmental  staff,  et  cetera. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Just  following  up,  Mr.   
Answer.  Can  we  go  oflf  the  record  for  a  second? 
Question.  Absolutely. 
[Brief  Recess.] 
Mr.  Wilson.  If  we  could  go  back  on  the  record. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Just  following  up  one  of  the  exchanges,  you  were  asked  about  subse- 
quent contacts  between  either  applicant  tribe  members  or  people  who  were  affiliated 

or  worked  for  the  applicant  tribe  members  in  the  Department  of  Interior  staff.  Now 
you  can  help  me  with  this  and  correct  me.  My  understanding  is  the  subsequent  con- 

tacts by  the  applicant  tribes,  the  chairman  or  the  people  who  are  working  for  them, 
were  all  directed  at  trying  to  find  out  why  the  decision  was  taking  so  long,  when 
the  decision  would  be  made,  what  they  could  do  to  help  expedite  the  decision  or  fix 
any  problems  if  there  were  any  problems;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  So  they  weren't  actually  seeking  to  put  new  material  into  the  record; is  that  right? 

Answer.  I  don't  think  so.  I  think  they  did  submit  materials  at  some  point,  but  in the  meetings  we  discussed  various  issues  we  were  confronted  with.  I  remember  we 
had  a  very  lengthy  meeting  with  Galaxy  Gaming  concerning  the  best  interest  part. 
We  had  long  discussions  about  that. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Did  you  not  have  a  meeting  with  the  chairman  of  the  Red  Cliff  band? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  there  was  a  meeting  with  the  chairman  of  the  Red  Cliff  band. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Did  he  not  make  a  strong  plea  to  write  that  band  as  an  impoverished 

tribe  and  that  their  location  is  in  a  very  poor  area? 
The  Witness.  He  did  it  orally. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Yes,  he  did  orally. 
The  Witness.  Of  course,  when  we  met  with  the  tribes,  they  would  vu-ge  approval. 
Mr.  Ballen.  And  were  these  factors  you  took  into  consideration? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Ballen.  And  did  he  not  make  an  impassioned  case  for  the  approval? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  he  did. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  And  following  up  on  that,  when  you  had  the  meeting  with  Mr.  Newago, 
the  chairman  of  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Chippewas,  did  you  say,  Mr.  Newago,  this 
is  a  problem  that  you  must  cure  or  we  cannot  approve  your  application? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  specifically,  the  specifics  of  the  discussion  of  that  meeting, but  it  was  a  meeting  with  Counselor  Duffy,  from  what  I  recall. 
Question.  So  is  it  fair  to  characterize  meetings  between  Interior  staff  and  the  ap- 

plicants as  a  complete  waste  of  the  applicant's  time  if  they  were  not  told  during 
those  meetings  that  there  were  problems  that  had  to  be  cured  or  else  the  application 
would  be  denied? 
Answer.  No,  it  was  not  a  total  waste  of  their  time,  and  I  think  that  they  were 

told  that  there  were  problems.  There  was  no  decision  at  the  time  about,  you  know, 
when  we  met  with  them.  I  don't  think  the  ultimate  decision  was  made,  so  we  were 
still  considering  the  application. 

Question.  But  presumably  there  can  be  problems  with  an  application  that  gets 
passed? 

Answer.  When  an  application  gets  passed? 
Question.  People  can  have  concerns.  They  can  articulate  that  I  have  a  concern 

about  this,  I  am  wondering  about  this,  but  that  doesn't  necessarily  communicate  to 
the  listener  that  the  appUcation  is  going  to  be  denied  xmless  there  is  a  direct  com- 

munication that  there  is  a  specific  problem  that  will  result  in  denial  of  your  applica- tion. 

Answer.  The  niunber  of  meetings  we  had  with  them,  the  decision  had  not  been 
made  yet. 

Question.  But  just  returning  to  the  fundamental  premise  here,  they  had  an  inter- 
est in  a  decision  being  made,  so  my  understanding  is  they  kept  coming  back  and 

asking  about  the  decision.  But  did  you  ever  have  a  meeting  where  you  were  with 
either  the  three  tribal  chairmen,  Gaiashkibos,  or  Rose  Gumoe  or  Al  Trepania  or 
Arlyn  Ackley  or  George  Newago,  and  you  told  one  of  those  people  you  must  do  a 
particvilar  thing  or  else  we  will  reject  your  application? 
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Answer.  I  think  we  advised  them  that  we  had  some  concerns  with  their  appUca- 

tion  and  we  told  them  what  they  were,  but  I  don't  think  a  decision  necessarily  had 
been  made  as  to  what  we  were  going  to  do  at  that  point,  so  it  would  have  been  pre- 

mature to  tell  them  we  are  going  to  reject  the  appUcation  in,  say,  March  or  April, 
whenever  we  met  with  them,  for  these  reasons. 

Question.  When  would  it  not  have  been  premature  to  tell  them  that  you  had  prob- lems that  would  result  in  the  denial  of  the  application? 
Answer.  When  I  think  that  after  the  views  of  the  Department  were  pretty  much 

decided,  sometime  in  June,  it  woxild  have  been— well,  you  know,  it  is  hard  to  say, until  the  final  decision  is  made. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Isn't  it  a  fact  until  July  14,  and  we  talked  about  this  earher,  there 
were  changes  right  up  until  July  14,  so  until  July  14  when  the  Department  had  a 
point  of  view. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  So  your  testimony  is  the  applicant  tribes  were  shooting  at  a  moving  tar- 

get; they  didn't  know  what  they  were— what  you  wanted  them  to  do  to  get  the  apph- 

Answer.  I  don't  know  what  they  were  thinking.  I  am  not  going  to  speculate  what 
their  thinking  was.  ,    /.t/^xto 

Question.  But  from  your  perspective,  you  were  the  head  of  IGNS,  you  had  a  num- 
ber of  meetings  with  individuals  from  either  the  tribes  or  their  employees.  If  your 

rationale  was  changing  throughout  the  period,  February  through  July  of  1995,  how 
could  they  ever  know   

Answer.  We  did  not  come,  you  know,  to  a  final  conclusion  until  sometime  in  June. 
Question.  How  could  they  know  what  they  had  to  do  to  meet  your  needs? 

Answer.  Well,  they  didn't  necessarily  know  what  they  had  to  do  until  the  position 
of  the  Department  was  finally  articulated. 

Question.  On  July  14  of  1995? 
Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  And  then  when  they  received  the  denial  letter,  they  could  essentially 

take  curing  measures  and  resubmit  an  appUcation. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  come  to  a  determination  the  Minnesota  area  director  had 

followed  the  Department's  policies  and  procedures  in  conducting  their  consultations 
regarding  the  proposed  Hudson  casino  appUcation? 

Answer.  I  tlunk  consultation  was  conducted,  yes. 

Question.  So  as  far  as  you  were  concerned,  the  Minnesota  area  director  had  taken 
aU  the  steps  that  the  area  office  was  supposed  to  take  in  this  type  of  appUcation? Answer.  That  is  correct. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Is  that  including  consulting  with  the  Governor? 
The  Witness.  No,  that  does  not  include  consulting  with  the  Governor.  That  is  one 

thing  they  didn't  do. 
examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  So  your  testimony  is  they  didn't  take  aU  the  steps? 
Answer.  They  didn't  take  that  step. 
Question.  So  why  did  you  not  make  them  go  back  and  take  that  step? 
Answer.  Didn't  we?  I  thought  we  advised  the  MinneapoUs  area  office  that  they 

had  failed  to  consult  with  the  Governor  in  the  record.  I  would  have  to  look  for  it, 
but  I  thought  there  was  some  indication  that  we  did. 

Question.  To  be  fair,  I'm  not  sure  of  that,  but  I  think  the  record,  and  we  ve  been 
through  this  and  you  have  testified,  the  record  does  not  have  any  indication  of  any 
result  of  a  consultation.  , 

Answer.  With  the  Governor,  right.  They  didn't  do  it,  but  I'm  not  sure  we  didnt 
teU  them  not  to  do  it.  I'm  not  sure  that  we  told  them — ^that  we  did  not  tell  them 
that  they  had  to  do  it. 

Mr.  Ballen.  You  may  have  told  them  that  they  had  to  do  it? 
The  Witness.  Right. 

Mr.  Ballen.  And  then  they  didn't  do  it? 
The  Witness.  And  they  just  didn't  do  it. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  So  it  is  difficult  for  us  sitting  here  to  understand,  unless  the  conclusion 

was  preordained,  why  you  wouldn't  do  the  things  that  you  were  supposed  to  do. Answer.  We  did  the  things  we  were  supposed  to  do. 
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Question.  Well,  you  have  just  explained  to  us  that  the  area  ofSce  and  also  the  na- 
tional office  did  not  consult  with  the  Governor,  and  you  have  told  us  that  that  was 

something  they  were  supposed  to  do. 
Answer.  Yes,  that's  right.  Well   
Question.  Now,  the  Secretary  is  telling  us  something  different  about  what  hap- 

pened. It  makes  it  difficult. 
Answer.  No,  let  me  clarify.  I  think  that  the  MinneapoUs  area  office  was  under  the 

impression  that  they  did  not  need  to  consult  with  the  Governor.  And  at  the  time 
there  was  no  guidance,  if  they  did  their  consultation,  there  was  no  guidance  on 
whether  the  Governor  should  be  included  or  not. 

Mr.  Horn.  Is  there  guidance  now? 
The  Witness.  There  is  guidance  now  that  they  should  consult.  And  I  think  it  was 

certainly — and  that's  why  I  thought  we  told  them  that  they  should  do  the  consulta- 
tion, but  they  just  didn't. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Qiiestion.  But  if  you  told  them  they  were  supposed  to  do  the  consultation  and  they 

didn't,  why  did  you  not  take  care  of  yovu*  own  internal  housekeeping  procedures  be- 
fore you  either  accepted  or  rejected  the  appUcation?  If  this  is  a  piece  of  the  appUca- 

tion  puzzle  that  has  to  be  completed,  why  did  you  send  out  a  rejection  letter? 
Answer.  Why  did  we   

Question.  If  by  yoiu-  own  testimony  you  were  supposed  to  do  something  and  you 
didn't  do  it,  why  did  you  jiunp  to  the  next  step,  which  is  rejecting  the  application? And  let  me  just  clear  this  up.  For  all  you  knew  the  Governor  of  the  State  would 
write  you  a  letter  saying,  I  have  seen  fraudulent,  absurd  letters  of  opposition.  I'm 
all  for  it.  I  think  it  is  a  wonderful  thing.  These  poor  tribes  need  your  nelp,  and  I'm 
really  pleased  you  are  doing  it. 

He  might  have  said  something  else.  You  presumably  don't  know  what  he  would have  said. 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  Okay.  So  if  it's  something  you  told  the  area  office  to  do   Answer.  Right. 

Question  [continuing].  And  it  is  something  they  didn't  do,  and  you  knew  they 
didn't  do  it,  why  didn  t  you  hold  off  yovu*  either  approval  or  rejection  until  the  De- partment of  the  Interior  had  done  what  it  was  supposed  to  do? 

Answer.  Well,  there  was  no  formal  reqxiirement,  as  I  said,  that  the  Governor  was 
an  appropriate  State  official  at  the  time.  Now  there  is. 

I  think  that  I  certainly  thought  that  the  Governor  should  be  consulted.  But  it  was 
not  something  that  was  in  the  checklist  that  was  applicable  to  that  application.  On 
hindsight,  I  think  we  should  have  sent  a  letter,  made  sure  a  letter  was  sent.  That 
was  just  not  done. 

Question.  And  that's  why  we're  here,  to  try  to  work  through  the  problem  of  con- 
ception for  the  record  that  the  decision  might  be  preordain^  if  vou  are  not  doing 

the  things  that  lead  to  a  complete  record.  And  you  have  testified  that  it  was  your 
thought  that  the  area  office  should  have  consulted  the  Governor. 

Answer.  That's  right. 
Question.  And  we  even  have  representations  from  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior 

that  they  did  consult  the  Governor,  which  makes  it  very  conflising  for  us. 
So  we  will  move  on  to  the  next  thing. 
Mr.  Ballen.  I  disagree  with  that. 
Mr.  Horn.  Before  you  leave  that,  I  would  like  to  ask  about  one  sentence  there. 

If  I  got  it  right,  you  said,  quote,  in  June  the  views  of  the  Department  were  decided, 
period,  unquote. 

The  Witness.  Sometime  in  June,  yes.  I  submitted  my  recommendation  in  June. 
Mr.  Horn.  Now,  what  do  you  mean  by  the  word  "department'?  What  does  that 

encompass  in  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 
The  Witness.  Well,  that  would  involve  me.  But  I  think  by  June  I  knew  the  views 

of  the  Secretarjr's  office  and  of  the  Assistant  Secretar3^s  office;  that  there  was  essen- 
tially a  consensus  that  they  were — there  was  no  support,  or  there  was  a  decision — 

there  was  going  to  be  a  decision  to  not  to  approve  the  application. 
Mr.  Horn.  So,  in  other  words,  you  got  the  tip-off  from  headquarters. 
The  Witness.  I  knew  what  the  views  of  Mr.  Duffy  were  and  Mr.  Anderson  and 

the  others.  Yes,  I  did. 

Mr.  Horn.  I  thought  that's  what  that  word  implied.  I  just  wanted  it  on  the  record 
that  includes  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  and  his  immediate  staff.  His  immediate 
staff  wouldn't  do  it  if  the  boss  didn't  want  it  done. 

The  Witness.  I  have  no  idea.  I  have  no  idea  about  that. 
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Mr.  Horn.  Trust  me,  having  been  a  cabinet  assistant,  you  don't  do  it  unless  the boss  clears  it. 
Mr.  Elliott.  He  has  not  testified  the  Secretary  has  made  his  views  clear  to  him. 
The  Witness.  I  have  never  talked  to  the  Secretary. 

Mr.  Horn.  Let's  face  it.  If  you  are  a  smart  young  man,  and  you  appear  to  be  a 
smart  young  man. 

The  Witness.  I'm  not  that  young. 
Mr.  Horn.  You  are.  You  are  very  intelligent,  and  you  are  very  committed.  And 

it  seems  to  me  those  smart  people  get  those  winds  as  to  what  the  boss  wants  and 
they  like  to  please  the  boss. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Is  that  what  happened  here?  Did  you  get  winds  of  what  the  boss, 
meaning  the  Secretary,  wanted  and,  therefore,  you  decided  that  way? 

The  Witness.  No,  I  don't  know— I  just  don't  know  what  the  views  of  the  Secretary 
personally  were,  but  I  know  what  the  views  of  Mr.  Duffy  were  and  his  staff. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Did  you  decide  this  based  on  the  record  of  what  you  thought  was 
the  correct  thing  to  do? 

The  Witness.  Can  you  repeat  that? 
Mr.  Ballen.  Did  you  decide,  based  on  the  record,  as  to  what  you  thought,  and 

your  staff  thought,  was  the  correct  thing  to  do  here? 
The  Witness.  I  made  my  recommendation  on  June  29th  based  on  what  I  thought 

was  the  right  thing  to  do.  But  I  did  know  the  views  of  the  Secretarjr's  office,  the 
solicitor's  office.  And  in  my  previous  deposition  I  think  I  was  asked  how  much  did 
that  weigh.  And,  fi-ankly,  you  know,  when — I  can't  answer  that  question.  I  think 
that,  in  all  fairness,  when  you  know  everyone's  views,  it  essentially  has  an  impact, 
and  it  is  just  the  kind  of  thing  that  comes  into  consideration. 

I  would  like  to  think,  and  I  think  that  my  recommendation  was  based  on  the 
record,  and  it  is  what  I  would  have  thought  and  I  thought  based  on  what  I  knew 
at  the  time,  based  on  the  record. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Is  it  correct  to  say  that  this  was  the  first  matter  in  which  the  consulta- 
tion process  was  reopened  at  the  central  office  level  in  Washington? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  that,  the  answer  to  that. 
Question.  Given  that  you  were  having  a  separate  articulated  period  with  a  date, 

beginning  date  and  end  date,  did  you  ever  ask  anybody,  are  we  doing  something  dif- 
ferent than  has  ever  been  done  before  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior? 

Answer.  I  didn't  ask  that. 
Question.  Can  you  tell  me  today  whether  the  decision  to  reopen  the  consultation 

process  at  the  central  office  level  represented  a  change  in  policy  and  procedure  at 
the  Department  of  Interior? 

Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Do  you  know  who  made  the  decision  to  completely  reopen  the  consvdta- 

tion  process  and  what  were  the  reasons  provided  for  this  decision? 
Answer.  The  decision  was  made  by  the  counsel  to  the  Secretary. 
Question.  Is  it  your  opinion  that  the  proposed  casino  would  have  been  approved 

if  Mr.  Duffy  had  not  reopened  the  consultation  process? 
Answer.  I  can't  answer  that  question.  It's  too  speculative. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  discussions  with  Assistant  Secretary  Ada  Deer  on  or 

before  May  1st  of  1995  regarding  the  merits  of  the  proposed  Hudson  Dog  Track  ap- 
plication? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  any  discussions  with  Ada  Deer. 
Question.  You  attended  a  second  meeting  on  Capitol  Hill  with  John  Duffy  and 

Tom  Collier;  isn't  that  correct? Answer.  That  is  correct. 
Question.  Were  there  any  other  employees  from  the  Department  of  the  Interior 

at  that  meeting? 
Answer.  Not  to  my  recollection. 

Question.  So  just  to  characterize  this  acciu-ately,  it  was  yoiirself,  the  head  of 
IGMS;  John  Duffy,  counsel  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior;  and  Tom  Collier,  chief 
of  staff  of  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  That's  correct. 
Question.  How  did  this  meeting  come  about? 
Answer.  I  have  no  idea.  I  was  asked  by  the  Secretary's  office  to  join  them  for  that 

meeting. 
Question.  Where  did  the  meeting  take  place? 
Mr.  Ballen.  Do  you  have  a  date  on  this  meeting?  When  did  it  take  place? 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Can  you  give  us  a  date  for  the  meeting? 
Answer.  I  don  t  remember.  I  just  don't  remember  when  that  meeting  was,  I'm 

sorry.  It  occurred  after  February  8th,  sometime  during  the  consideration  of  the  pro- 
posal. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Was  it  before  March  27th,  before  April  30th  when  you  signed  the   
The  Witness.  I  don't  remember.  I  don't  remember. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Was  it  in  June,  at  the  end  of  the  process?  Was  it  at  the  beginning 

or  the  middle  or  the  end? 

The  Witness.  I  think  it  was  in  the  middle  somewhere,  but  I  don't  recall  specifi- 
cally. I  think  it  was  in  June. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Who  attended  that  meeting,  apart  from  the  three  individuals  you  men- tioned? 

Answer.  Well,  there  was  Congressman  Oberstar,  and  I  don't — it  was  a  much 
smaller  meeting — and  some  of  his  aides,  and  I  just  don't  recall  who  else. Question.  And  what  was  said  at  this  meeting? 
Answer.  I  have  no  specific  recollection  of  what  was  discussed  at  the  meeting  ex- 

cept that  the  discussion  at  the  meeting  was  the  status  on  the  dog  track  application, 
which  is  the  reason  I  was  there. 

Question.  Did  yoiu-self,  Mr.  Duffy  and  Mr.  Collier  discuss  the  meeting  afterwards? 
Answer.  I  think  there  was  some  discussion  on  the  way  back,  fi*om  what  I  recall. 
Question.  What  did  each  of  you  say? 
Answer.  Well,  I  think  we  had — this  is  based  on  my  recollection.  I  think  we  had 

a  discussion  on  detriment  to  the  svurounding  community  under  section  20.  And  I 

don't  think  I  said  much  of  anything,  but  they  had  a  discussion  on  how  much  sup- porting documentation  was  necessary  under  the  law  in  section  20  to  make  a  finding 
of  detriment. 

Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Wilson,  this  was  covered  in  great  detail  in  the  Senate  deposi- 
tion. I  think  in  the  interest  of  time  and  in  view  of  the  fact  this  was  not  to  be  cov- 

ered  
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay,  we  will  try  to  move  fi-om  this. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  anything  that  was  said  at  that  meeting  or  afterwards  by  Mr.  Duffy 
and  Mr.  Collier  have  any  effect  on  your  views  about  the  proposed  dog  track  pro- 
posal? 

Answer.  You  mean  on  the  way  back  to   
Question.  At  the  meeting  or  afterwards  on  the  way  back. 
Answer.  No,  I  don't  recadl.  I  don't  recall  what  was  said  at  the  meeting. 
Question.  Please  describe  Mr.  Collier's  role  in  the  decision  regarding  the  proposed 

Hudson  Dog  Track  application. 
Answer.  Well,  I  don't  know  what  his  role  would  have  been.  I  think  that  meeting 

was  the  only  one  that  I  recall  having  with  him  on  the  dog  track.  So  he  was  the  chief 
of  staff  of  Secretary  Babbitt.  I'd  have  very  Uttle  contact  besides  that  with  him.  I 
don't  think  I  can  recall  any  contact  with  him. 

Question.  Describe  what  was  discussed  at  the  May  17,  1995,  meeting  between 
yourself,  Mr.  Hartman,  and  the  three,  the  representatives  of  the  three  Chippewa 
tribes? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  this  May  17th  meeting. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  having  a  meeting  with  yovu^elf,  Mr.  Hartman,  and  rep- 

resentatives of  the  three  Chippewa  tribes? 

Answer.  We  did  have  some  meetings.  I  don't  recall  the  dates  and  I  don't  recall 
specifically   

Mr.  Ballen.  Excuse  me,  the  three  applicant  tribes? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  The  three  applicant  tribes,  yes. 
Answer.  Were  all  three  applicant  tribes  there? 
Question.  Well,  I'm  not  entirely  certain. 
Answer.  I'm  not  either.  I  don't  have  any  specific  recollection  of  that  meeting. 
Question.  Did  you  and  Mr.  Hartman,  to  the  best  of  your  recollection,  identify  any 

issues  during  that  meeting  or  any  other  meetings  that  had  the  potential  for  result- 
ing in  the  application  not  being  approved? 

Answer.  I  m  sorry,  can  you  repeat  the  question?  I'm  getting  awfully  tired. 
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Question.  Sure.  When  you  and  Mr.  Hartman  attended  a  meeting  with  the  three 
Chippewa  applicant  tribes,  do  you  recall  identifying  any  issues  that  potentially 
would  result  in  the  denial  of  the  application? 

Answer.  You  see,  I  don't  recall  that  meeting,  so  I  just  don't  recall  that. 
Question.  Did  you  attend  a  meeting  on  May  23rd  of  1995  with  Mr.  Hartman,  Mi- 

chael Anderson,  Scott  Dacy  and  Debbie  Doxtator? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  the  date.  I  remember  that  we  did  attend  a  meeting  with 

the  Oneida  tribe  of  Wisconsin,  including  Mr.  Dacy  and  Debbie  Doxtator.  I  don't  re- 
call Tom  Hartman  being  at  the  meeting.  I  know  Mike  Anderson  was  at  the  meeting. 

Question.  Was  it  yoiu-  understanding,  as  of  May  23rd,  1995,  that   
Answer.  If  that  meeting  was  on  that  date.  I  don't  remember  that,  okay? 
Question.  I  understand  there  is  a  vagueness  in  your  recollection  as  to  the  precise 

date.  But  was  it  your  understanding  as  of  the  date  of  your  meeting  with  Debbie 
Doxtator  and  the  other  Oneida  representatives  that  local  opposition  needed  to  be 
supported  by  factual  and/or  docimientary  evidence  showing  that  the  proposed  apph- 
cation  would  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community? 

Answer.  Under  section  20,  you  mean? 
Question.  (Nodding  in  the  affirmative.) 
Answer.  No,  I'm  not  sure.  I'm  not  sure  what  that  has  to  do  with  this  meeting. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Can  I  ask  a  question? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Sure. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Apart  from  section  20.  Try  Mr.  Wilson's  question  without  including 
section  20.  Was  it  your  view  or  was  it  communicated  at  this  meeting,  to  the  best 
of  your  recollection,  that  local  opposition  had  to  be  substantiated  and  documented? 

The  Witness.  I  don't  recall  that  we  discussed  this  at  this  meeting.  The  only  thing 
I  recall  about  this  meeting  is  that  they  were  opposed  to  this  acquisition  and  felt  that 
this  acquisition  would  be  detrimental  to  their  gaming  operations. 

I  recall  that,  from  what  I  recall  now,  that  it  seemed  to  me  that  the  Oneida  tribe 
of  Wisconsin,  even  though  it  was  consulted,  was  very  far  located,  very  far  from  the 

gaming  site,  and  I  just  didn't  see  personally  why  any  detriment,  why  they  would 
suffer  any  detriment  in  Green  Bay,  Wisconsin. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  VS^LSON: 

Question.  Was  it  your  vmderstanding,  as  of  the  meeting  with  the  Oneida  rep- 
resentatives, that  competition  with  anoUier  off-reservation  casino  was  not  a  relevant 

factor  in  determining  whether  the  proposed  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  would  be 
detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community? 

Answer.  No.  What  I  recall  is  that  competition  with  their  casino  was  not  relevant. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  a  meeting  with  representatives  of  the  three  applicant 

tribes  on  May  31  of  1995? 
Answer.  Not  specifically. 
Question.  At  any  of  the  meetings  with  the  applicant  tribal  representatives,  did  you 

identify  competition  with  the  St.  Croix  Chippewa  Turtle  Lake  casino  as  a  problem 
in  that  application? 

Answer.  I  don't  specifically  recall,  but  I  think  we  wovdd  have  brought  this  up. 
They  were  aware  of  that  issue.  So  I  think  we  did. 

Question.  And  I  think  you  have  already  testified  that  there  was  some  concern 
about  the  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  the  usage  of  the  St.  Croix  scenic  water- 

way. Did  Mr.  Slagle  of  your  staff  ever  go  out  to  Hudson  to  look  at  the  casino  and 
the  St.  Croix  waterway? 

Answer.  I  didn't  send  him  to  look  at  that.  If  he  is  familiar  with  that  area  from 
his  own  travel,  that  would  be  a  possibility,  but  I  don't  know  that.  He  may  have  been 
up  there,  but  I  didn't  send  him  up  there  specifically  to  look  at  that. 

Question.  So  you  are  telling  me  today  unless  Mr.  Slagle  had  some  reason  apart 
from  analyzing  this  particidar  appUcation  to  try  to  determine  whether  the  casino 

and  the  waterway  had  any  impact  on  each  other,  you  don't  have  any  knowledge  of 
any  specific  attempt  to  make  a  determination  on  this,  at  least  a  trip  to   

Answer.  A  trip,  no.  Right. 
Mr.  Ballen.  A  trip  is  different  from  a  determination. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  apologize. 
The  Witness.  That's  right. 
Mr.  Ballen.  He  can  look  at  the  record.  He's  an  environmental  expert. 
The  Witness.  And  he  did,  but  I'm  not  aware  of  any  trips  he  took  to  Wisconsin. 
Mr.  Wilson.  You  make  a  point  he  can  look  at  the  record  and  come  to  a  conclusion. 

It's  my  understanding  that  a  number  of  career  Department  of  the  Interior  people 
actually  did  go  and  look,  or  at  least  some  career  Department  of  the  Interior  employ- 
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ees  did  go  to  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  and  did  look  at  the  waterway  and  did  come 
to  a  conclusion  that  there  was  no  impact. 

Mr.  Ballen.  But  let  me  ask  as  a  follow-up  to  that,  was  Mr.  Slagle  your  environ- 
mental expert  on  this? 

The  Witness.  Yes,  he  was. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Did  he  express  concerns  to  you  about  the  potential  effects  of  the 

project  on  the  environment? 
The  Witness.  Yes,  he  did. 
Mr.  Ballen.  And  that  was  because  he  reviewed  the  matter  and  took  into  account 

his  own  expertise  and  looked  at  the  record? 
The  Witness.  That's  correct. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  ask  whether  it  would  be  significant  for  his  analysis  to 
make  a  trip  to  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  to  analyze  this  issue? 

Answer.  No,  I  did  not. 
Question.  Did  he  ever  indicate  to  you  that  he  thought  it  woidd  be  beneficial? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  he  did,  no. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Was  it  not  the  applicant  tribes'  responsibility  to  comply  with  NEPA 

in  the  application;  to  meet  the  requirements  of  the  NEPA,  the  environmental  re- 
quirements? Wasn't  that  their  bvu-den,  to  try  to  meet  that? 

The  Witness.  They  essentially  submit  the  environmental  assessment  on  this 
issue.  The  Bureau  has  to  review  the  environmental  assessment  that  is  submitted 
to  determine  that  it  meets  the  requirements  of  NEPA  and  issue  a  finding  of  no  sig- 

nificant impact,  a  FONSI,  if  it  determines  that  there  will  be  no  significant  impact. 
If  the  Biu-eau  determines  that  the  environmental  assessment  shows  there  will  be 

significant  impact,  it  would  require  an  Environmental  Impact  Statement  to  be  de- 
veloped. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Let  me  just  follow  up  on  that  point.  Mr.  Ballen  asked  whether  it  was 
the  burden  of  the  applicant  tribe  to  determine  whether  there  was  an  environmental 
impact. 
Now,  is  it  true  that  the  Ashland  office,  the  Minneapolis  offices,  communicating 

through  the  November  15,  1994,  and  the  April  30,  1995,  letters  recommending  ap- 
proval of  the  application,  had  already  indicated  that  there  were  no  significant  prob- lems? 

Answer.  That's  correct. 
Question.  Okay.  Given  that  the  applicant  tribes  already  had  from  the  Department 

of  the  Interior,  and  career  Department  of  Interior  officials,  an  indication  that  there 
was  no  problem,  when  was  it  communicated  to  the  applicant  tribes  that  there  was 
a  problem,  an  environmental  problem,  that  would  be  fatal  to  their  application? 

Answer.  Fatal  to  their  application?  I'm  not  sure  it  would  be  fatal.  I  think  it  was 
one  of  the  concerns  that  we  had,  but   

Question.  I  don't  want  to  be  mysterious  again,  but  we're  playing  by  rules  here, 
apparently.  The  rules,  as  far  as  the  applicant  tribes  knew,  were  that  they  had  to 
come  to  some  determination  of  environmental  concerns.  They  had  been  advised  by 
the  Department  of  the  Interior  on  two  separate  occasions  that  they  had  jumped 
through  the  appropriate  hoop. 

Now,  if  somebody  didn't  go  back  to  them  and  say,  gee,  there  was  a  serious  prob- 
lem, our  people  made  a  big  mistake,  they  didn't  get  it  right,  please  take  this  burden 

on  yourself  and  show  us  why  it's  right,  how  could  they  ever  know,  short  of  divina- 
tion or  the  consulting  of  a  medium,  that  they  had  to  do  something  else? 

Answer.  I'm  not   
Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Wilson,  he  has  testified  time  and  again  that  he  had  meetings 

with  these  tribes.  He  has  testified  that  they  knew  what  the  problems  were,  they  un- 
derstood where  the  weaknesses  were  in  their  appUcation.  He  has  testified  time  and 

again  there  was  not  one  single  factor  that  was  fatal,  and  you  are  trying  to  parse 
this  thing  out  to  where  this  was  fatal,  this  was  fatal,  this  was  fatal. 

He  has  testified  he  made  his  recommendation  based  on  the  entire  record. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  don't  think  he  has  testified  to  that. 
The  Witness.  That  I  have  made  my  recommendation  on  the  entire  record? 

Mr.  Wilson.  No,  to  everything  that  he  said.  That  is  actually  an  incorrect  rep- resentation of  what  you  have  testified  to. 
The  Witness.  My  recommendation  is  made  in  my  June  29  drafl. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Going  back  to  my  basic  question,  if  you  are  trsdng  to  be  fair  to  the  appli- 
cant tribes,  at  some  point,  given  that  they  have  already  had  representations  on 

paper  signed  on  Department  letterhead  that  there  was  no  problem,  how  could  they 
know  that  somebody  was  going  to  reject  their  application  until  they  actually  re- 

ceived the  piece  of  paper? 

Mr.  Ballen.  I'm  going  to  object  to  you,  because  I  think  the  representations  you 
are  referring  to  in  the  Department  came  from  the  area  office. 

Did  not  the  tribes  know  that  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  would  be  made  by 
the  central  office  and  not  the  area  office? 

The  Witness.  Yes,  they  did  know  that. 
Mr.  Ballen.  So  that  whatever  the  area  office  told  them,  thev  knew  that  this  was 

a  matter  that  was  going  to  be  considered  de  novo  by  the  central  office? 
The  Witness.  We  would  look  at  the  record,  yes.  But  when  we  met  with  the  appli- 

cant tribes  on  various  occasions  I  think  we  did  discuss  the  problems  we  had  with 

the  application.  Whether  we  specifically  discussed  this  problem,  I  don't  specifically 
recall.  That's  all  I  can  say. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I  don't  think  anybody  has  ever  been  objected  to  me.  A  moment  of levity. 

The  Witness.  I  think  we've  covered  this  before,  in  terms  of  whether  we  should 
have  sent  the  application  back  to  the  area  office  or  issued  a  letter.  You  know,  we 
could  have  done  each,  but  we  could  have  done  it  one  way  or  the  other. 

In  my  opinion,  at  the  time,  I  thought  that  issuing  the  letter  would  have  the  same 
effect,  as  I  discussed  before,  of  sending  this  back  to  the  area  office. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Just  in  the  interest  of  a  fair  and  complete  record,  Mr.  Ballen  began  his 
questions  of  you  asking  you  about  whether  your  mission  was  to  help  Indians,  and 
the  bottom  line  in  this  is  you  helped  Indians,  wealthy  Indian  opponents,  of  this  ap- 

pUcation.  You  didn't  help  other  Indians,  the  three  applicant  tribes. And  it  is  very  difficult  for  us  to  work  through  all  these  issues  when  these  tjT)es 
of  considerations  are  brought  in. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Do  you  want  a  chance  to  respond  to  that,  since  it  was  a  statement 
and  not  a  question? 

Mr.  Wilson.  Please. 
The  Witness.  Yes,  I  think  that  I  would  have  liked  to  be  able  to  help  the  three 

tribes,  you  know,  for  their  acquisition.  And  I  think  on  a  different  record  I  would 
have  looked  to  see  whether  I  could  make  a  recommendation  to  the  Secretary  that 
was  different  than  the  one  I  made  on  June  29th. 

But  that  is  not  the  record  that  I  had  before  me.  And  based  on  that  record,  what 
can  I  say,  but  say  for  the  nth  time  again  that  I  felt  that  I  could  not  in  good  con- 

science recommend  to  my  boss  to  exercise  his  discretion  to  acquire  this  site  at  this 
time  based  on  the  records,  based  on  the  laws  that  we  were  following.  That's  all  I can  say. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  But  the  record  would  have  been  different,  possibly,  if  you  had  told  peo- 
ple what  you  needed,  what  was  fatal  to  the  application.  They  could  have  come  back 

and  said  you  have  a  problem  with  police?  We  will  get  you  more  police. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Wilson,  he  has  acknowledged  that. 
The  Witness.  Yes,  many  times. 
Mr.  Elliott.  We've  been  here,  Mr.  Wilson,  for  7  hours.  You  allowed  as  how  it 

would  be  shorter  than  yesterday's  and  it  has  not  been  shorter  than  yesterday's  and 
you  are  covering  the  same  ground.  You  are  covering  ground  that  you  said  you  were 
not  going  to  cover  that  was  covered  by  the  Senate. 

Mr.  Horn.  Let  me  ask,  while  Mr.  Wilson  is  looking  at  his  questions.  I'm  not  clear 
on  the  degree  to  which  you  or  any  member  of  your  staff  phoned  the  area  director 
after  you  got  the  application  from  the  Wisconsin  Indians  and  you  saw  certain  things 
that  maybe  were  a  little  weak  in  its — I'm  not  clear.  Did  you  phone  that  area  director 
and  say,  hey,  why  did  you  guys  let  this  come  through?  Why  didn't  you  question  a 
few  things  and  see  if  there's  more  evidence  that's  needed? 

The  Witness.  I  didn't  phone  the  area  office. 
Mr.  Horn.  You  didn't.  Did  any  of  your  staff,  to  your  knowledge? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Horn.  You  don't  know. 
The  Witness.  No. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Were  you  aware  that  Heather  Sibbison,  from  your  office,  contacted  Jen- 
nifer O'Connor  in  the  White  House  in  May  of  1995? Answer.  I  was  not. 

Mr.  Ballen.  I  want  to  note  that  that  was  covered  in  the  Senate  testimony  as  well. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  When  did  you  personally  believe  that  you  had  reached  a  point  where 
the  appUcation  had  to  be  denied? 

Answer.  How  can  I  pinpoint  that  time?  It  would  be  sometime  in  late  May  or  in 
June.  Early  June.  At  some  point  around  there. 

Question.  And  why  did  you  come  to  that  realization? 
Answer.  I  think  by  looking  at  the  record,  I  came  to  the  conclusion — well,  for  the 

reasons  that  I  stated  in  my  June  29th,  1995,  draft  recommendation,  which  I  have 
already  read  from. 

Question.  We've  looked  at  the  June  8th,  1995,  material  signed  by  Mr.  Hartman. 
Did  the  report  have  "draft"  stamped  on  it  when  you  received  it? Answer.  Yes,  it  did. 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  basis  for  disputing  Mr.  Heirtman's  statement  in  the 
report  that  indicates  Mr.  Hartman  was  speaking  on  behalf  of  the  staff  of  IGMS? 

Answer.  Yes,  I  think  those  were  his  personal  views,  and  I  don't  think  that  he  had the  staff,  the  other  staff  of  IGMS,  review  the  document  that  he  signed. 
Question.  And  how  do  you  know  that? 
Answer.  I  think  he  told  me  that. 
Question.  So  your  testimony  is  that  Mr.  Hartman  did  not  involve  any  other  staff 

in  the  preparation  of  the  June  8,  1995,  memo;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  That's  correct.  I  think  that  he  Ufted  some  of  the  documents  from  the  Jan- 

uary work  that  he  did,  but  at  the  time  that  he  put  together  the  June  8th  memo, 

I  don't  believe  that  he  involved  anyone  else  on  the  staff,  and  I  don't  think  that  he did. 
Question.  Describe  how  it  came  about  that  you  drafted  the  June  29,  1995,  draft 

decision  letter  for  Ada  Deer's  signatiire? 
Answer.  Because  at  the  time  I  did  not  know  who  was  going  to  sign  the  document. 
Question.  When  were  you  first — I  know  this  has  been  covered,  but  when  were  you 

first  aware  of  her  recusal? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember.  I  don't  remember  when  she  recused  herself. 
Question.  But  you  were  not  aware  as  of  June  29th? 

Answer.  Yes,  apparently  not.  I  mean  I  don't  recall  when  I  was  aware  of  it,  but the  document  would  indicate  I  was  not  aware  of  it  on  June  29th. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Did  it  make  a  difference  to  you? 
The  Witness.  No,  it  wotild  make  no  difference  to  me  whatsoever. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Did  the  June  29,  1995,  draft  decision  letter  for  Ms.  Deer's  signature  rep- 
resent only  yovu*  views  or  did  anyone  else  have  any  input  in  the  drafting  of  that 

particular  letter? 
Answer.  No,  it  only  represented  my  views. 

Mr.  Horn.  'They  are  only  your  views? The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  Horn.  On  the  final  version? 

Mr.  Wilson.  I'm  speaking  of  the  draft,  June  29th. 
Mr.  Horn.  Oh,  the  draft.  Okay. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Did  you  have  input  from  your  staff  before  coming  to  those  views, 

throughout  the  process? 
The  Witness.  Throughout  the  process? 
Mr.  Ballen.  Yes. 
The  Witness.  Yes,  I  had  input  from  Tom  Hartman  and  Ned  Slagle  and  maybe 

others,  but  I  drafted  that  document. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  I  apologize  if  I'm  covering  this  a  second  or  third  time,  but  is  it  correct 
to  say  that  the  IGMS  had  not  completed  even  a  draft  report  analyzing  the  proposed 
trust  acquisition  in  terms  of  the  factors  in  part  151  at  the  time  of  the  June  29,  1995, 
decision  letter? 

Answer.  That  the  IGMS  draft   
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Question.  Had  not  completed  even  a  draft  report  analyzing  the  section  465,  25 
CFR,  part  151  analysis? 

Answer.  I  think  that's  correct. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Sir,  excuse  me.  I'm  going  to  make  a  point  for  the  record.  It  is  7:00 

o'clock.  You  seem,  just  by  watching,  you  seem  to  be  tired  and  slumped  in  yoxir  chair. 
This  is  an  important  matter.  Mr.  Wilson,  I'm  sure  Congressman  Horn,  would  agree 
that  if  you  are  fatigued  or  having  difficulty  concentrating  or  answering  these  ques- 

tions, we  would  not  want  to  continue  and  we  wovild  resvune  at  some  other  point. 
Because  you  look  like  you  are  slumped  in  the  chair  and  very  tired. 
The  Witness.  Well,  that's  correct.  That  is  true.  If  we  can  do  that,  if  this  is  going 

to  continue,  yes. 

Mr.  Ballen.  You  mentioned  earlier  you're  diabetic. 
The  Witness.  Right. 
Mr.  Ballen.  These  are  important  matters.  You  are  xinder  oath.  We  all  want  you 

to  answer  with  your   
The  Witness.  Right.  If  this  is  going  to  continue  for  a  while,  I  would  prefer  that 

we  resume  at  another  time. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  think  I  can  clear  up  everything  within  half  an  hour. 
The  Witness.  Oh,  thaf  s  a  long  time. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Within  half  an  hour. 
The  Witness.  Well   

Mr.  Wilson.  I  think  maybe  I  can  do  it  in  15  minutes.  I  don't  know.  Can  we  give it  a  shot  and  try  to  finish  it  up? 
Don't  let  me — I  don't  want  to  be  accused  of  trying  to  coerce  you. 
The  Witness.  I  would  prefer  that  we  reconvene.  At  this  point,  I'm  extremely  tired 

and  I  feel  a  headache.  So  I  think  it's  a  good  time  to  stop. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay.  Let's  see  if  we  can  come  to  a  conclusion.  Many  of  the  new  doc- 

vunents  we're  not  going  to  be  able  to  get  to  until  the  hearings  themselves.  I  imagine 
they  involve  you.  Probably  not  going  to  cover  those. 

Okay,  let's  go  off  the  record. [Brief  Recess.] 
[Whereupon,  at  7:05  p.m.,  the  deposition  was  concluded.] 

[The  exhibits  referred  to  follow:] 
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United  States  Attorney's  Otfice 
Western  Oistrtct  of  Wisconsin 

^A't^/^^ 

Attorney/Client  f 
Communication         ^  X February  14.  1996 

MEMORANDUM  FOR  SCOTT  KEEP,  OFFICE  OF  THE  SOUCITOR 

From:  David  E.  Jones,  AUSA 

Subject:  Analysis  of  UtigatJon  Risks  in  Sol<aogon.  et  al.  v.  Babbitt,  et  al 

TTiis  responds  to  your  request  that  litigation  counsel  provide  a  brief  analysis  of 

the  litigation  risks  in  Sokaoqion  et  al  v.  Babbitt,  et  al..  No.  95-C-659-C. 

1 .  Substantial  Potentiai  (or  Burdensome  Extra-Record  Discovery. 

In  our  February  2  hearing  on  the  discovery  motions,  Judge  Crabb's 
questioning  indicated  strongly  that  she  would  deny  our  request  to  limit  discovery  to 

the  administrative  record.  She  stated  outright  that  "if  this  were  a  non-APA  case, 
plaintiffs  would  easily  have  demonstrated  a  reasonable  basis  for  the  discovery  they 

seek  here"  and  she  asked  "What's  a  plaintiff  to  do  when  there  is  some  evidence  that 

outside  influences  may  have  affected  an  agency's  decision."  She  also  appeared  to 
believe  that  the  White  House,  through  Harold  Ickes's  office,  exerted  influence  over  the 
Department,  an  allegation  that  plaintiffs  pressed  by  observing  that  Secretary  Babbitt 
did  not  provide  an  affidavit  denying  his  alleged  statement  that  Ickes  had  ordered  the 
Department  to  deny  the  application  on  July  14.  1995. 

A  decision  allowing  extra-record  discovery  is  therefore  highly  probable,  and 
such  a  decision  would  create  a  difficult  precedent  affecting  not  only  the  Department 
but  also  every  controversial  agency  decision.  We  can  expect  that  the  following 
individuals  will  be  deposed:  John  Dutty,  George  Sklblne,  Michael  Anderson,  Heather 
Sibbison,  Donald  Fowler  of  the  DNC,  and  perhaps  Harold  Ickes  and  Seaetary 

Babbitt.   (Note:   Ickes  has  not  been  noticed  by  plaintiffs  to  date  and  Babbitt's  initial 
notice  of  deposition  has  been  withdrawn  by  plaintiffs.)  We  can  also  expect 
burdensome  document  requests  and  interrogatories,  such  as  requests  for  a  list  of  all 

persons  who  contacted  the  Department  during  the  review  of  the  plaintiff  tribes' 
application. 

2.  Sectfcxi  465  Defense  Will  Not  Prervent  Remand. 
We  do  not  believe  that  a  defense  based  on  25  U.S.C.  §  465  will  prevent  the 

Court  from  ordering  a  remand  to  remedy  alleged  defects  In  the  §  2719  process,  ̂ t 
most,  a  S  465  defense  precludes  the  Court  from  ordering  the  Department  to  take^^ 

land  Into  trust.  But  this  defense  will  not  constrain  the  Court  from  ordering  a  rer^rp^if it  finds  thai  the  Department  did  not  satisfy  the  consultation  requirements  impoi^a^y 
§  2719,  particularly  given  the  fa«ual  circumstances  of  this  case.  ^  ̂ 

We  understand  the  Department's  view  that  It  first  reviews  an  applicatio^u^der 
§  465  before  engaging  In  the  §  2719  analysis,  but  the  record  In  this  case  shqW^hat 

the  sequence  was  reversed:  the  Department  received  the  Area  Office's  §  2^1^ 
recommendation,  and  began  its  review  of  same.  In  November  1994,  while  ̂ e^ 
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Depanment  did  not  receive  the  §  465  package  (rom  the  Area  C«lc9  until  April  1995 

Opposing  counsel  have  pointed  out  this  timing,  and  the  Deparfitient's  final  deci
sion 

lener  of  July  1995  can  aleo  be  read  as  indicating  that  the  §  27J'5?process  occurred before  the  Department  broadened  iu  range  of  considerationa^jnder  S  465. 

The  consequence  of  our  factual  posture  is  that  the  Court  :could  reasonably 

remand  this  case  wrth  an  order  that  the  Department  reconsii^,  as  a  threshold 

matter,  Its  §  2719  analysis.   Such  an  order  would  inhibit  ihe^^artment's  ability  to 
dispose  of  future  applications  on  §  465  grounds  without  reachifig  the  §  2719  factors, 

as  future  litigants  could  point  to  a  precedent  establishing  sp'e^fic,  threshold 

consultation  requirements  In  these  types  of  decisions.  " 

3.  Alleged  Defects  In  the  f  2719  Process  Are  Probtemattc.  3  o 

Now  that  we  have  reviewed  the  administrative  record  in  greater  depth,  we  have  <-,  g 

determined  that  the  alleged  problems  with  the  §  2719  process  are  significant.  We  are  §  | 

primarily  concerned  about  our  ability  to  show  that  plaintiffs  were  told  about  and  given  'S  o 

an  opportunity  to  remedy  the  problems  which  the  Department  ultimately  found  were  w  - 
outcome-determinative.  Area  Directors  are  told  to  give  applicants  an  opportunity  to  5  3 

cure  problems,  and  It  will  be  hard  to  argue  persuasively  that  applicants  lose  this  S  |- 

opportunity  once  the  Central  Office  begins  its  review.  The  administrative  record,  as  w  n 

far  as  we  can  tell,  contains  no  record  of  Department  meetings  or  communications  a-  -3 

with  the  applicant  tribes  In  which  the  Department's  concerns  were  expressed  to  o  | 
plaintiffs.   These  communications  may  have  occurred,  but  they  simply  are  not  =  c 
documented  in  the  record.  The  second,  and  related,  problem  Is  that  the  Department        = 

appears  to  have  changed  in  this  case  its  past  policy  of  requiring  'hard*  evidence  of 
csifiment  to  the  community.  The  plaintiffs  will  therefore  argue  that  they  had  no 

notice,  either  through  past  policy  or  through  direct  Departmental  communication,  that 

•.he  'son*  concerns  expressed  by  local  offidais  would  jeopardize  their  application. 
Finally,  the  record  shows  that  there  was  no  consultation  with  the  State,  In 
contravention  of  §  2719. 

In  sum,  the  Court  could  take  these  problems  and  reasonably  conclude  that  the 

Department  should  reconsider  the  application  and  provide  the  plaintiffs  with 

•meaningful*  consultation.  The  risk,  of  course.  Is  that  the  Court  could  also  specify 

what  it  means  by  "consultation,'  throwing  further  impediments  in  the  Department's 
future  review  of  these  types  of  applications.  These  risks  would  be  avoided  through  a 

voluntary  reconsideration,  which  plaintiffs  could  obtain  anyway  with  a  new  application. 

4.  Setflament  Preserves  Departments  Rewbifity  in  Defining  Scope  of  S  Aes. 

Finally,  we  understand  that  the  Depanment  is  examining  how  It  should  exercise 

Its  §  465  discretion  In  light  of  the  Eighth  Circuit's  recent  decision.  To  have  a  chance 
of  winning  this  case,  litigation  counsel  will  need  to  argue  aggressively  that  the 

Department  has  extremely  broad  discretion,  both  substantively  and  procedurally, 
when  It  considers  an  application  under  §  465.   This  litigation  position  may  not.  as  we 

explained  above,  be  dispositive  of  all  the  Issues  before  the  Court.  At  the  same  time, 

this  position  may  be  Inconsistent  with  wider  Departmental  goals.  It  may  therefore 
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increase  the  Department's  policy  flexibility  it  this  case  were 
 eliminated  as  an 

^  o 

influence.  

..  

op 

op 

A6  you  know,  
we  need  to  move  quickly  

on  this  opportunity  
for  s^l^ent 

before  
the  Court  reaches  

a  decision  
on  the  discovery  

motions.  
Pleasft^^ise  

us  if 
you  need  any  additional  

information.  

5  ?  
a 

^^/         '    \    P" S  p 
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No  Casino  Favoritism   —   B^ 
To  Uif  Ediior  

*■ 
Willum  SiJire  (column.  Oc  31) 

jumps  to  erroneous  conclusions  as  to 

why  the  Interior  Depanment  denied 

the  ipplication  by  i^re<  Wisconsin 
tribes  to  estiblish  a  ciiuio  »i  to  \U 

miles  from  their  reservation 

It  was  the  n|hi  decision,  made  (or 

the  rijht  reasons,  and  I  have  told  tre 
truth  about  it  This  depanment  does 

not  force  of(-re$ervation  casinos 

upon  unwiiiint  communities  City 

councils  of  the  to»-ns  of  Hudson  and 

Troy,  as  well  a  ihre<  senators  from 

both  political  panies.  seven  Minneso- 

ta members  of  Coojress.  t^«  Repub- 
lican Governor  of  Wisconsin  and 

many  others  opposes!  the  casuio 
Mr  Salire  opines  ihat  Harold  M. 

Ickes  'caused  heat  to  be  pot  on'  me  lo 
deny  Lhe  appLcition  The  lacu.  spread 
across  a  voluminous  record,  prove 

otherwise  1  did  not  participate  in  tne 

fifcision  and  as  I  have  said  in  swom 

lesiimony  I  have  never  spoken  to  Mr 
Ickrs  —  nor  to  anyone  else  »i  the 

u-h,it  Houst  or  the  Democratic  .n»- 
tionaJ  Committer  —  about  this  matter 

Mr  Satire  taJsely  asseru  thai  a 

■  iiiff  re<o-rrer.iition  "  approvint 
the  cuuvj  •ai  changed  (or  politicaJ 

reasons  In  tact  the  draft  mtmoran- 

3um  ciies  only  the  criteria  to  be  con- 

iiCerpc  m  eeitrminmt  local  opposi- 
tion. r>oi  <»ntiner  the  casino  should  be 

ippro'.e^;  Thf  decision  to  deny  wjs 
BiVMi  c  Lif  fpcorimenCaiion  of  the 

senior  civil  lervmi  L"i  the  fammt 
oflccf  iri  suspcnec  by  hu  s:aJ(  They 

testified  L-fv  «.trt  u.-.i*irt  of  any 
eooiribuiioni  b)  miereiiec  tribes  or  of 

any  commgnicauons  between  the 
tnbes  and  the  i*hiif  House  or  the 

D  .N  C  B«l.'CE   B*«8lTT 
Secretary  of  Interior 

Vkuninfion    Jan   2.  I99S 

^     EXHIBIT 

i       GTS   -   7. 
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STATFNfFNT  OF  SFCRFTARV  BRICF  RARRrTT 

RFFORF  THF  SFNATF  rONfMITTFE  ON  GO\TR.N-\TFNTAI    AFFAlTtS 
OCTOBER  30.  1997 

I  am  glad  to  have  an  opporrurun.-  to  set  ihc  record  straight  on  the  Hudson  casino 

maner     Let  nne  sun  with  some  plain  facts  that  should  dispel  m  fair  minds  the  clouds  of  ■ 

unwarranted  suspicion  that  have  been  raised  about  !i 

-    b 

First.  I  had  no  corrimunjcatioru  
with  Harold  Ickes  or  anyone  else  at  the  White" 

House  about  the  Interior  Depanmcnt's  consideration  of  a  request  by  three  Wisconsin 

Chippewa  tribes  that  the  United  Sutes  acquire  a  parcel  of  off-reservaiion  land  in  Hudson. 

Wisconsin  so  that  the  tribes  could  open  a  casino  on  it  in  pannership  with  a  failing  dog  racing 

track     I  had  no  commurucations  with  .Mr   Ickes  or  anyone  else  at  the  White  House  about 

either  Lhe  substance  or  the  timing  of  the  DeparCTient  s  decision,    I  have  since  been  told  that 

Mr   l:k;s   subordinaies  commurucated  w  lU".  my  subordinates  on  three  occasions     I  was  not 

3'j.3r;  of  those  commurucations  before  Cie  Deparmcnt  s  decision  on  July  14.  1995     I  do  not 

ceiieve  that  tnose  commumcations  rn^oUed  a.i>  anrmpi  by  the  White  House  to  cxen  influence 

on  the  Deparrments  decision  m  the  Hudson  case 

Second.  I  had  no  commurjcaiions  wiLh  Donald  Fowler  or  anyone  else  at  the 

De.Ticcratic  .National  Commine:  concerr^-.g  C-.r  Hu-son  maner. 

Third.  1  did  not  personally  maJc:  the  decision  to  deny  the  Hudson  application. 

nor  did  I  panicipate  in  Department  delibcraiioas  relating  to  the  application.   The  decision. 

however,  was  made  on  my  watch,  and  I  taXe  hjll  responsibility  for  it.    Furthermore.  I  agree 

with  It 

;     EXHIBIT 

GTS   -   3 
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pourrh.  the  Dcparrmeni  based  its  decision  solely  on  the  criteria  set  forth  in 

Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Reeulator>  Act     Ut  me  be  ver>'  clear  why  
this  decision  was 

made,  and  could  not  properly  have  been  made  any  other  way.    Under  the  Indian  Gamine  law.
 

and  this  is  a  ver>-  imporunt  point,  if  tribes  wish  to  place  a  casino  off  their  own  reservations,  as 

in  the  Hudson  case,  then  the  law  imposes  siringem  tests  for  Departmenul  approval     The  law 

requires  a  finding  that  the  tasmo  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  communjry 

This  determmation  must  be  made  after  consultation  with  local  officials,  including  officials  of 

other  nearby  Indian  tribes.   With  respect  to  this  criterion,  the  Deparment  in  this 

.^dmLiJstration  has  adhered  to  a  policy  that  off-rcservation  gaming  will  not  be  imposed  on 

communities  that  do  not  want  it     In  this  case,  the  three  Chippewa  tribes  requested  that  we 

acquire  off-rcser\ation  land  to  open  a  casino  located  within  the  City  of  Hudson,  which  is  85 

miles  from  the  nearest  of  their  three  reservations     So  we  had  to  consider  the  application  under 

ir.e  si.'ineent  rules  for  off-rcser^auon  casinos     Under  Department  policy,  the  only  fau'  way  to 

make  this  deiermmation  is  to  give  great  v-cight  to  the  view  of  local  elected  officials  and  tribal 

leaders     In  this  case,  the  Ciry  Council  of  Hudson  passed  a  resolution  opposing  an  Indian  ■ 

casino  in  Hudson    The  City  Council  of  Tro> .  W'lscoasm.  a  nearby  community,  also  passed  a 

resolution  opposmg  an  Indian  casino  in  Hudson     The  elected  sute  representative  from  that 

district  in  Wisconsm  strongly  opposed  u.  as  did  the  Congressman  representing  the  district. 

Many  other  elected  officials  from  the  region  also  weighed  in  against  the  casmo,  including 

Senator  Feingold  of  Wisconsin.  Senator  Wdlstonc  of  Minnesota,  and  Congressmen  Oberstar. 

Sabo.  Vento.  Ramstad.  Peterson.  .Minge  and  Luther,  all  of  Minnesou.   In  addition,  a  tribe 

which  has  an  on-reservation  casino  wiihm  50  miles  of  Hudson  strongly  opposed  the  proposal. 
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This  Virrually  unanimous  opposition  of  local  govemmems.  including  th:  ncarb> 

Si  Croix  iribe,  required  the  Department  (o  reject  the  application.   Tlus  was  the 

reconunendation  of  the  scmor  civil  servant  responsible  for  the  maner.  and  I  fully  support  the 

decision  that  was  made  on  the  basis  of  that  recommendation.   (A  copy  of  the  decision  is 

attached.) 

Fifth,  it  is  not  true,  as  some  have  alleged,  that  political  appointees  in  the 

Department  overruled  a  career  civil  servant  recommendation  that  the  Department  approve  the 

Hudson  application     In  fact,  the  cighteen-ycai  career  civil  servant  who  headed  the  Indian 

Gamine  .Management  Suff  received  both  favorable  and  unfavorable  recommendations  from  his 

subordinates  and  reached  his  own  conclusion  that  the  Depaninent  should  deny  the  application 

in  i-iew  of  the  strong  communiry  opposition    He  made  that  recommendation  to  the  Deputy 

.Assistant  Secreury  for  Indian  Affau^s  «.ho.  in  consultation  with  the  Solicitor's  Office  and 

o'-.'-.jrs  in  ;h;  Office  of  the  Secrctap.    agreed  uith  the  recommendation  and  issued  a  decision  to 

tha;  enect 

Sixth.    I  had  no  loiowlcdee  as  to  whether  lobbyists  on  one  side  or  the  other  of 

the  Hudson  issue  had  sought  the  help  of  the  Democratic  National  Committee  on  this  maner. 

Bui  to  whatever  extent  this  happened.  I  can  say  uith  conviction  that  it  did  not  affect  the 

subsunc:  or  the  tinung  of  the  Department  s  decision 

In  sum.  the  allegations  that  there  was  improper  White  House  or  DNC  influence 

and  that  I  was  a  conduit  for  that  influence  are  demonstrably  false.   There  is  no  connection  at 

either  end  of  the  alleged  conduit    At  one  end.  as  1  have  suted,  I  did  not  speak  to  Mr.  Ickes  or 

anyone  else  at  the  White  House  or  at  the  DNC,  and.  at  the  other  end.  I  did  not  direct  my 
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subordinates  lo  reaCh  any  panicular  decision  on  this  maner;  although  during  my  watch  the 

Deparuncnt's  policy  has  been  not  to  approve  off-rescrvation  Indian  gaming  csublishmcms 

over  the  objections  of  relucunt  communjiies    The  Hudson  decision  reflected  that  policy  and 

nothing  else. 

That  should  end  this  mancr.  and  I  suppose  it  would  have  ended  the  maner  had  I 

not  muddied  the  waters  somewhat  in  my  Icners  to  Senators  McCain  and  Thompson  in 

describing  a  meeting  I  had  with  Mr.  Paul  Eckstein  on  July  14.  1997.  This  is  what  happened: 

Mr.  Eckstein  and  I  had  been  colleagues  in  law  school  and  law  practice    After  I 

became  Secretary,  Mr.  Eckstein,  who  practiced  in  Phoenix,  came  to  represent  clients  in 

Wisconsm  who  supported  the  Hudson  application    On  July  14.  Mr.  Eckstein  was  visiting 

other  offices  at  the  Department  to  urge  the  Dcpanment  to  delay  a  decision  in  the  Hudson  case. 

which  was  ready  to  be  made  and  released  thai  day     .Mr   Eckstein  then  asked  to  meet  with  me. 

.•\zainsi  my  bcner  judgment.  I  acceded  to  .Mr    Eckstein  s  request.   When  he  persistently 

pr;sscd  for  a  delay  in  the  decision.  I  sought  to  tcrrruaaie  the  meeting    I  do  not  recall  exactly 

u.  hat  was  said     On  reflection.  I  probably  said  that  Mr   Ickes.  the  Departments  point  of 

contact  on  many  Interior  maners,  wanted  the  Department  to  decide  the  maner  promptly,  ijf  1 

said  that,  it  was  just  an  awkward  effon  to  lerminat:  an  uncomfortable  meeting  on  a  personally 

sympathetic  note.   But,  as  I  have  said  here  tod3> .  I  had  no  such  communication  with  Mr.  Ickes 

or  anyone  else  from  the  White  House 

It  has  been  reponed  that  .Mr   Eckstein  recently  made  the  additioiul  assertion 

that  I  also  mentioned  campaign  contribuiions  from  Indian  tribes  in  this  context.   I  have  no 

recollection  of  doing  so,  or  of  discussing  any  such  contributions  with  anyone  from  the  White 
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House.  LhJ  DSC.  or  anyone  else. 

If  my  leners  to  Senators  McCain  and  Thompson  caused  confusion,  then  1  must 

and  do  apologize  to  them  and  to  the  Comnunce.    I  cerxainJy  had  no  intention  of  misleading 

anyone  m  either  lener    My  best  recollection  of  the  facts  is  as  I  have  just  stated  ihem 

The  bonom  line  is  that  the  Department's  decision  on  the  Hudson  maner  was 

based  solely  on  the  Depanment's  policy  not  to  approve  off-reservation  Indian  gaming 

applications  over  community  opposition    The  record  before  the  Department  showed  strong. 

official  commurury  opposition  to  the  Hudson  proposal     And  there  was  no  effort  by  the  White 

House,  directed  toward  me  or.  to  my  koiowlcdge.  to  others  in  the  Department,  to  influence  the 

substance  or  even  the  timing  of  the  Department's  decision. 

I  hope  I  have  clarified  this  issue    I  would  be  pleased  to  answer  your  questions. 
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TC       04/17/95 Thomas  Collier  Travel  voucher/suppon  docs 

-tnp  to  attend  National  Indian 
Gaming  Association  annua!  meeting 

(and  give  speech)  to  Green  Bay  and 
RET  -tnp  .\rpil  19-20  j  4^  pp. 
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GREEN  BAY.  WISCONSIN 
APRIL  19-20.  1995 

NATIONAL  INDIAN  GAMING  ASSOCIATION  ANNUAL  MEETING 

WEDNESDAY,  APRIL  19 

7:00  AM         Depan  National;  American  2045;  seat  IID 

7:56  AM         Arrive  Chicago 

8:44  AM         Depan  Chicago;  American  4225;  seat  6C 

9:51  AM         Arrive  Green  Bay 

10:30  AM       Speak  at  Annual  Meeting  of  NIGA 
Oneida  Radisson  Hotel 

2040  Airpon  Drive 
Grand  Council  Ballroom  (main  lobby  in  Iriquois  complex) 

Contact:  Diane  Wyss  (from  NIGA  (Thairman  Richard  Hill's  office) 
^■■■■M  phone 
■^■■Vfax 
(hotel  is  directly  across  street  from  airport;  counesy  shuttle  transfer 
telephone  is  in  baggage  claim  area) 

2:00  to 

3:00  PM  Meet  Enviro  Group  re  Fox  River  Restoration 
Oneida  Radisson  Hotel 

Auditorium  (S25  use  fee  has  been  paid;  contact:  Leslie  x  510) 
Probable  Participants:  Darnel  Burke.  NE  Wisconsin  Director.  Lake  Michigan 
Federation;  Pat  King.  Policy  Specialist,  Great  Lakes  Program.  Sierra  Club 

(l^m^BI;  Rebecca  Katers.  Ex.  Dir..  Gean  Water  Action  Council;  Pam 
Porter.  Director,  Environmental  Decade;  Annette  Rasch,  Chair,  Fox  Valley 
PCB.  Cleanup  Task  Force,  Penny  Schaber.  Conservation  Chair,  Fox  Valley 
Sierra  Club.    May  attend:  Brea  Hulsey.  Great  Lakes  Program  Director,  Sierra 
Club;  Susan  Mudd,  Director.  Citizens  for  a  Better  Environment 

7:00  PM         Dinner  with  Dick  Rescb  (connect  with  him  re:  exact  time  and  location) 
office  (contaa:  Denise  Dalebroux) 

I  home 

RON  Oneida  Radisson  Hotel 

I  phone 
fax 

Res.  13297  (you  are  supposed  to  be  gerdng  a  S269  Jacuzzi  suite  for  $69) 

Document  provided
  pursuant 

to  Congressional  su
bpoena 
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THURSDAY,  APRIL  20 

7:15  AM         Fox  River  Coalition  Breakfast 
Oneida  Radisson  Hotel 
Tuscarora  Room 

Participants:    Chuck  Wilson  and  Jim  Nellin,  Fon  Howard;  Mayor  Carpenter. 
Mayor  of  Nina;  Bruce  Baker,  State  of  Wisconsin,  Dept.  of  Natural  Resources; 

Tom  Cuene,  Couniy  Executive  of  Brown  County;  Mike  O'Bannon,  EOF Group 

8:45  AM  Depan  Radisson  for  airport 

9:35  AM  Depart  Green  Bay;  Northwest  316;  seat  19D 

10:35   AM  Arrive  Minneapolis  (do  not  change  planes) 

11:20  AM  Depan  Minneapolis 

2:45  PM  Arrive  National  Airport 

Document  provided  pursuant 
to  Congressional  subpoena 
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70:  B.J.    Thortiberry 
Deputy  Chiaf  of  Staff 

THROUGH:   Tiffl  EllioCt 
Deputy  Aaeociat*  Solicitor,  Division  of  G«a«r«X  L«w 

FROM:      Antonio  MoaC««  1^ 
Special  Aaaiatant,  Office  of  the  Secretary 

SUBJECT:   Secretary  Bruce  Babbit:'*  Wisconsin  Trip 

3ATS:      May  31,  1995 

Secretary  Bruce  Babbitt  travelled  to  Wisconsin  on  April  7-9. 
1395.  This  trip  included  both  official  and  political  business; 
therefore,  the  coats  will  be  apportioned  between  the  govemaenc  aad 
the  political  sponsor.  In  this  trip,  the  Secretary  went  eo 
California  where  he  perforaed  only  official  business.  Then  he  went 
to  Wisconsir..  where  he  engaged  in  both  official  and  political 
business.  The  Wisconsin  political  sponsor  purchased  a  ticket  for 
California  to  Wisconsin  at  a  price  of  $S42.00.  Since  it  i^ould  be 
unfair  to  charge  the  political  sponsor  the  costs  associated  with 
ihe  California  part  of  the  trip,  we  have  reconstructed  the  trip  as 
though  it  were  from  Washington  to  Wisconsin  and  return.  The 
C9s=tercial  airfare  for  the  reconstructed  trip  is  $427.  This  is  the 
naxisua  the  political  sponsor  would  have  had  to  pay  for  Che  trip. 
The  official  part  of  the  reconstructed  trip  is  7t.6%.  We  have 
applied  this  percentage  to  the  governnent  airfare.  $264.00  for  the 
reconctructcd  trip,  since  the  United  States  should  not  pay  swre 
than  Its  share  of  the  government  airfare.  Likewise,  we  have 
determined  that  there  is  no  governnent  airfare  for  the  portion  of 
the  trip  from  California  to  Green  Bay.  Wisconsin,  so  we  credited 
the  political  sponsor  with  the  full  amount  of  $642.00  prepaid. 
Finally,  the  political  sponsor  paid  for  the  hotel  for  one  night  in 
Milwaukee.  The  per  diem  rate  for  the  Hotel  was  $67.00.  so  we  have 
credited  the  political  sponsor  with  paying  that  amount.  The  result 
of  these  calculations  is  attached.  I  have  also  attached  four  items 
to  document  the  Secretary's  travel:  (1)  A  travel  expense  worksheet; 
(2)  A  chart  that  briefly  describes  each  event  the  Secretary 
attended,  including  whether  it  was  for  official,  political,  or 
personal  business,  and  which  also  documents  all  of  the  Secretary's 
trip  expenses;  (3)  A  copy  of  the  Secretary's  Travel  Voucher  for  the 
trip;  and  <4!  a  copy  of  the  final  itinerary  for  the  trip. 

'
^
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:     EXHIBIT 

I       GTS   -   6 

JUL   I  4  1995 

Honorable  Rose  M.  Gurnoc 

TribaJ  Chairperson 
Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewas 
P.O    Box  529 

DayHeld.  Wisconsin    54814 

Honorable  Alfred  Trepania 
TribaJ  Chairperson 
Lac  Cour(e  Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior 

Chippewa  Indians 
Route  2.  Box  2700 

Haywa/d.  Wisconsin   54843 

Honorable  Arlyn  Ackley,  Sr. 
TribaJ  Chairman 

Sokjogon  Chippewa  Communiiy 
Rouie  I,  Box  625 

CriniJon,  Wisconsin    54520 

Dear  Ms.  Gurnoe  and  Messrs.  Trepania  and  AckJey: 

On  November  15.  1994,  the  Minneapolis  Area  Offict  of  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  (BIA) 
iransmiited  the  application  of  the  Sokjogon  Chippewa  Community  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band  of  LaJ<e  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake 
Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (collectively  referred  to  as  the  'Tribes')  to  place  a  55- 
»cre  parcel  of  land  located  in  Hudson.  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  gaming  purposes.  The 
Minneapolis  Area  Director  recommended  thai  the  decision  be  made  to  take  this  particular  parcel 
into  trust  for  the  Tribes  for  gaming  purposes.  Following  receipt  of  this  recommendation  and  al 
the  request  of  nearby  Indian  tribes.  Uie  Secretary  extended  the  period  for  the  submission  of 
comments  concerning  the  impact  of  this  proposed  trust  acquisition  to  April  30,  1995. 

The  property,  located  in  a  commercial  area  in  the  southeast  corner  of  Ihe  City  of  Hudson,. 
Wisconsin,  is  approximately  85  miles  from  the  boundaries  of  the  Lac  Courte  Oreillej 
Reservation.  165  miles  from  the  boundaries  of  the  Red  Cliff  Reservation,  and  188  miles  from 
the  boundaries  of  the  Sokaogon  Reservation.  The  SL  Croix  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians,  one  of Ihe  eight  Wisconsin  tribes  (not  including  the  three  applicant  tribes),  Is  located  on  i  reservation 
within  the  50-mile  radius  used  by  the  Minneapolis  Area  Director  to  determine  which  Uibes  can 
be  considered  'nearby'  Indian  iribei  within  the  meaning  of  Section  20  of  Ihe  Indian  Camint Regulatory  Act  OCRA). 
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Section  20  of  the  IGRA.  25  U.S.C.  {  2719(b)(1)(A).  aulhorizej  {amin|on  off-rMervation  trujt 

Kinds  acquired  after  October  17,  1988,  if  (he  Secretary  determines,  after  consultation  with 

appropriate  Sute  and  local  officials,  including  ofHcials  of  other  nearby  tribes,  and  the  Governor 
of  the  Sute  concurs,  that  a  gamins  establishment  on  such  lands  would  be  in  the  best  interest  of 

the  Indian  tribe  and  its  members  and  would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

The  decision  to  place  land  in  trust  suius  is  committed  to  the  sound  discretion  of  the  Secretary 
of  the  Interior.  Each  case  is  reviewed  and  decided  on  the  unique  or  particular  circumstances  of 

the  applicant  tribe. 

For  the  following  reasons,  we  regret  we  are  unable  to  concur  with  the  Minneapolis  Area 

Director's  recommendation  and  cannot  make  a  fmding  that  the  proposed  gaming  establishment 
uQuld  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community. 

The  record  before  us  indicates  that  the  surrounding  communities  are  strongly  opposed  to  this 

proposed  off- reservation  trust  acquisition.  On  February  6,  1995,  the  Common  Council  of  the 

Ciiy  of  Hudson  adopted  a  resolution  expressing  its  opposition  to  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix 

Meadows  Greyhound  Park.  On  December  12,  1994,  the  Town  of  Troy  adopted  a  resolution 
objecting  to  this  trust  acquisition  for  gaming  purposes.  In  addition,  in  a  March  28,  1995,  letter, 

a  number  of  elected  officials,  including  the  State  Representative  for  Wisconsin's  30th  Assembly 
District  in  whose  district  the  St.  Croix  Meadow]  Greyhound  Track  is  located,  have  expressed 

Mrong  opposition  to  the  proposed  acquisition.  The  communities'  and  Slate  officials'  objections 
ore  based  on  a  variety  of  factors,  including  increased  expenses  due  to  potential  growth  in  traffic 

congestion  and  adverse  effect  on  the  communities'  future  residential,  industrial  and  commercial 
development  plans.  Because  of  our  concerns  over  detrimental  effects  on  the  surrounding 

community,  we  are  not  in  a  position,  on  this  record,  to  substitute  our  judgment  for  that  of  local 

communities  directly  impacted  by  this  proposed  off-reservation  gaming  acquisition. 

In  addition,  the  record  also  indicates  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  strongly  opposed  by 
neighboring  Indian  tribes,  including  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  of  Wisconsin.  Their  opposition  is  based 

on  the  potential  harmful  effect  of  the  acquisition  on  their  gaming  establishments.  The  record 
indicates  that  the  St.  Croix  Casino  in  Turtle  Lake,  which  is  located  within  a  SO-mile  radius  of 

the  proposed  trust  acquisition,  would  be  impacted.  And,  while  competition  aJone  would  generally 

not  be  enough  to  conclude  that  any  acquisition  would  be  detrimental,  it  is  a  significant  factor  in 

this  particular  case.  The  Tribes'  reservations  are  located  approximately  85,  165,  and  188  miles 
respectively  from  the  proposed  acquisition.  Rather  than  seek  acquisition  of  land  closer  to  their 

own  reservations,  the  Tribes  chose  to  *  migrate'  to  a  location  in  close  proximity  to  another  tribe's 
market  area  and  casino.  Without  question,  St.  Croix  will  suffer  a  loss  of  market  share  and 

revenues.  Thus,  we  believe  the  proposed  acquisition  would  be  detrimental  to  the  St.  Croix  Tribe 

within  the  meaning  of  Section  20(b)(1)(A)  of  the  IGRA. 

We  have  also  received  numerous  complaints  from  individuals  because  of  the  proximity  of  the 
proposed  Class  111  gaming  tsublishment  to  the  St.  Croix  National  Scenic  Riverway  and  the 
potential  harmful  impact  of  a  casino  located  one-half  mile  from  the  Riverway.  We  are  concerned 
that  the  potential  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  the  Riverway  was  not  adequately  addressed 
in  environmental  documents  submitted  in  connection  with  the  application. 
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FinaJly,  even  if  the  factors  discussed  above  were  insufHcient  to  support  our  determination  under 
Section  20(b)(1)(A)  of  the  IGRA,  the  SecreLuy  would  still  rely  on  these  factors,  including  the 

opposition  of  ihe  local  communities,  sute  elected  officials  and  neajby  Indian  tribes,  to  decline 
10  exercise  his  discrelionaxy  authority,  pursuant  to  Section  5  of  Ihe  Indian  Reorganization  Act  of 

1934,  25  U.S.C.  463,  to  acquire  title  to  this  property  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  trust  for  the 
Tribes.    This  decision  is  final  for  Ihe  Department. 

Sincerely, 

Michael  J.  Anderson 

Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian  Affairs 

Minneapolis  Area  Director 

National  Indian  Gaming  Commission 
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Indiao   earning   Management  
'°  ̂ onS'^essicnal  si -' MS-2070  *U— -T     : 

To:       Assistant  Secretary  -  Indian  Affairs 

Through:   Deputy  Comnissioner  of  Indian  Affaris 

From:      George  T.  Skibine 
Director,  Indian  Caring  Management  Staff 

Subject.:   Application  of  the  Sokaogon  Corununity,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band,  and  the  Red  Cliff  Band  to  Place  Land 
Located  in  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  Trust  for  Gaming 

Purposes 

The  staff  has  analyzed  whether  the  proposed  acquisition  would  be 
m  the  best  interest  of  the  Indian  tribes  and  their  members. 

Ho-ever,  addressing  any  probler.s  discovered  in  that  analysis 
would  be  premature  if  the  Secretary  does  not  determine  that 

caring  on  the  land  would  not  be  detri-ental  to  the  surrounding 
cor.-jnity.  Therefore,  the  staff  reconnends  that  the  Secretary, 
based  on  the  following,  deternne  that  the  proposed  acquisition 
-ould  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community  prior  to 
raking  a  determination  on  the  best  interests. 

riKDINCS  OP  FACT 

The  Minneapolis  Area  Office  ("M.AO")  transmitted  the  application 
of  the  Sokaogon  Chippewa  Corjnunity  of  Wisconsin,  the  Lac  Courte 
Oreilles  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and 
the  Red  Cliff  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Cnippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin 

("Tribes")  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  ("Secretary")  to 
place  approximately  55  acres  of  land  located  in  Hudson,  Wiscon- 

sin, in  trust  fot  gaming  purposss.  The  proposed  casino  project  is 
to  add  slot  machines  and  blackjack  to  the  existing  class  III 

pari-mutuel  dog  racing  currently  being  conducted  by  non-Indians 

at  the  dog  track.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1,  pg .  2)' 

The  Tribes  have  entered  into  an  agreement  with  the  owners  of  the 
St.  Croix  Meadows  Greyhound  Park,  Croixland  Properties  Limited 

Partnership  ("Croixland"),  to  purchase  part  of   the  land  and  all 

References  are  lo  (he  application  docuxenis  submitted  by  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office 

DRAFT 
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of  the  assets  of  the  qreyhound  trac)c,  a  class  III  gaming  facili- 
ty. The  grandstand  building  of  the  track  has  three  floors  with 

160,000  square  feet  of  space.  Adjacent  property  to  be  majority- 
owned  in  fee  by  the  Tribes  includes  parking  for  4,000  autos.  The 
plan  is  to  remodel  50,000  square  feet,  which  will  contain  1,500 
slot  machines  and  30  blackjack  tables.  Another  20,000  square  feet 
will  be  used  for  casino  support  areas  (money  room,  offices, 
employee  lounges,  etc.).  Vol.  I,  Tab  3,  pg.  19) 

The  docuoents  reviewed  and  analyzed  are: 

1.  Tribes  letter  February  23,  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  1) 
2.  Hudson  Casino  Venture,  Arthur  Anderson,  March  1994  (Vol. 

I,  Tab  3) 
3.  An  Analysis  of  the  Market  for  the  Addition  of  Casino  Games 

to  the  Existing  Greyhound  Race  Track  near  the  City  of 
Hudson,  Wisconsin,  Janes  M.  Murray,  Ph.D.,  February  25, 
1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  4) 

4.  An  Analysis  of  the  Economic  Impact  of  the  Proposed  Hudson 
Cariing  Facility  on  the  Three  Participating  Tribes  and  the 
Economy  of  the  State  of  Wisconsin,  James  M.  Murray,  Ph.D., 
February  25,  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  5) 

5.  Various  agreements  (Vol.  I,  Tab  7)  and  other  supporting 
da'a  submitted  by  the  Minneapolis  Area  Director. 

t.    Cor.-ents  of  the  St.  Cro;x  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin, 
April  30,  1995. 

7.  ¥.pf.C    Peat  Marwick  Co.-:j:ent.s .  April  28,  1995. 
S.  Ho-Chunk  Nation  Co^nents,  May  1.  1995. 

The  corjnent  period  was  extended  to  April  30,  1995,  by  the  Office 
of  the  Secretary.   These  additional  cor_-?.ents  were  received  after 
the  Findings  of  Fact  by  the  MAO,  and  were  not  addressed  by  the 
Tribes  or  MAO. 

Coa,-3ents  froo  the  public  were  received  after  the  KAO  published  a 
notice  of  the  Findings  Of  No  Significant  Itipact  (FONSI).  The  St. 
Croix  Tribal  Council  provided  consents  on  the  draft  FONSI  to  the 
Great  Lakes  Agency  in  a  letter  dated  July  21,  1994.  However,  no 
appeal  of  the  FONSI  was  filed  as  prescribed  by  law. 

WOT  PgTRIMgWTXI.  TO  THE  SPTtttOOyPIHG  COWMOWITY 

CONSOLTATION 

To  comply  with  Section  20  of  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act.  25 
U.S.C.  S2719  (1988),  the  KAO  consulted  with  the  Tribes  and 

appropriate  State  and  local  officials,  including  officials  of 

DRAFT 
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other  nearby  Indian  tribes,  on  the  inpacts  of  the  gaming  opera- 

tion on  the  surrounding  coamunity.  Letters  from  the  Area  Direc- 

tor, dated  December  30,  1993,  listing  several  suggested  areas  of 

discussion  for  the  "best  interest"  and  "not  detrimental  to  the 

surrounding  community"  determination,  were  sent  to  the  applicant 

Tribes,  and  in  letters  dated  February  17,  1994,  to  the  following 
officials: 

Mayor,  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1») 
Chairman,  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors,  >ludson,  WI 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2*) 
Chairman,  Town  of  Troy,  Wisconsin  (Vol.  1X1,  Tab  3*) 

•response  is  under  sane  Tab. 

The  Area  Director  sent  letters  dated  December  30,  1993,  to  the 

following  officials  of  federally  recognized  tribes  in  Wisconsin 
and  Minnesota: 

1)  President,  Lac  du  Flambeau  Band  of  Lake  Superior  Chip- 
pewa Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  5««) 

2)  Chairr.an,  Leech  Lake  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol. 

Ill,  Tab  6*») 
:)  President,  Lower  Sioux  Indian  Community  of  Minnesota  (Vol. 

::i.  Tab  ?••) 
<)  Chairperson,  Mille  Lacs  Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  8««) 
5)  Chairperson,    Oneida   Tribe    of    Indians   of   Wisconsin    (Vol. 

Ill,    Tab   9«« 
6)  President,    Prairie    Island    Indian   Community   of   Minnesota 

iVol.    Ill,    Tab   10««) 
7)  Chairman,    Shakopee   Kdewakanton   Sioux  Community  of   Minneso- 

ta   (Vol.    Ill,    Tab    ll««) 
8)  President,    St.    Croix    Chippewa    Indians   of   Wisconsin    (Vol. 

Ill,    Tab   12»«) 
9)  Chairperson,    Wisconsin   Winnebago  Tribe   of  Wisconsin    (Vol. 

Ill,    Tab    13»*) 
10)  Chairman,    Bad   River    Band    of    Lake   Superior  Chippewa 

Indians  of  Wisconsin    (Vol.    Ill,    Tab   16***) 
11}         Chairman,    Bois    Forte    (Nett   Lake)    Reservation   Business 

Committee    (Vol.    Ill,    Tab    16"») 
12)  Chairman,    Fond  du    Lac   Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.    Ill,    Tab    16«»«) 
13)  Chairman,    Forest   County   Potawatomi   Community  of  Wiscon- 

sin   (Vol.    Ill,    Tab    16«««) 
14)  Chairman,    Grand   Portage   Reservation  Business  Committee 

(Vol.    Ill,    Tab    16««») 
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15)  Chairman,    Red   Lake   Band   of   Chippewa    Indians   of   Minneso- 
ta   (Vol.    Ill,    Tab  16«««) 

16)  President,    Stockbridge  Munsee   Community   of  Wisconsin 
(Vol.    Ill,    Tab   16«««) 

17)  Chairperson,    Upper  Sioux   Comnunity   of   Minnesota    (Vol. 
Ill,    Tab   16*««) 

18)  Chairman,    White   Earth   Reservation   Business   Committee 
(Vol.    Ill,    Tab   16«««) 

19)  President,    The  Minnesota   Chippewa  Tribe    (Vol.    Ill,    Tab 
14«*)  . 

••response    is   under   same  Tab 
•**no   response 

A.    Consultation   with   State 

There   has   been   no   consultation  with   the    State   of   Wisconsin.    The 

Area   Director    is    in   error   in   stating   that    "it    is   not   required   by 
the    Indian  Gaming   Regulatory  Act   until    the   Secretary  makes 
favorable    findings."    (Vol.    I,    Findings    of    Fact   and   Conclusions, 
pg.    15) 

On  January   2,    1995,    the  Minneapolis   Area    Director  was   notified   by 
the  Acting   Deputy   Comnissioner   of    Indians   Affairs   that   consulta- 

tion  with    the    State    must    be   done    at    the    Area    level    prior   to 
sumssion   of    the    Findings   of    Fact    on    the    transaction.    As    of    this 
date,    there    is    no    indication   that   the    Area    Director  has   complied 
With    this    directive    for    this    transaction. 

So   consultation   with    other   State    officials    was    solicited    by   the 
."JvO.    Shiela    E.    Harsdorf,    State    Representative,    and    twenty-eight 
other    Representatives    and   State    Senators    sent    a    letter    to   the 

Secretary,    dated   March   28,    1995,    expressing    "strong   opposition   to 
the   expansion    of    of f -reservat  icn    casino-style    gambling    in   the 
State   of   Wisconsin."   The    letter    addresses    four   areas   of   detri- 
nental    ispact. 

First,    the   signatories   cite   the    recoval    of    land    from  the    local 
property   tax   rolls.    In   the   Findings   of    Fact,    the   MAO  cites   the 
Agreement   for   Government   Services   as    evidence   that   the  detrimen- 

tal   impact   of   placing    land   in  trust   has    been  mitigated.    The 
applicant  Tribes   assert   that   the   track   will   close,    if   it   is  not 
purchased   by    Indians,    and  all   revenue    to   the    local  governments 
will   cease,    a   potential   detrinental    effect   of   not   acquiring  the land    in   trust. 
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Second,  the  representatives  assert  that  "expansion  of  ganbling  is 
contrary  to  public  will  in  Wisconsin."  Elections  in  1993  are 
cited  in  support.  However,  the  1993  referenda  were  prinarily 
technical  in  nature,  to  bring  the  State  constitution  into  confor- 

nance  with  the  State-operated  lottery.  The  representatives' 
letter  states,  "This  advisory  referendum  showed  strong  support 
for  limiting  gambling  to  .  .  .  dog  tracks,  state  lottery  games 

and  existing  tribal  casinos."  Public  policy  in  Wisconsin  embraces 
a  State  lottery  and  several  types  of  Class  III  gaming. 

Third,  the  letter  says  that  of  f -reservation  gambling  may  not 
foster  economic  development  within  the  tribal  nations.  "People 
will  be  unwilling  to  travel  long  distances  to  casinos  and  bingo 

halls  located  in  less-populous  regions,"  says  the  letter.  While 
the  competitive  impact  of  another  casino  is  expected  to  affect 
existing  Indian  gaming  operations,  the  three  applicant  Tribes  are 

among  those  tribes  in  less-populous  regions,  who  cannot  draw 
significant  customers  from  the  market  area  of  tribes  with  more 
urban  locations.  They  seek  to  promote  economic  development  by 
improving  their  business  location. 

Last,  Representative  Harsdorf  states,  "Many  municipalities  feel 
that  the  expansions  have  created  tense  racial  atmospheres  and 
that  cri.ie  rates  have  increased.  It  is  also  unclear  whether  all 

tribes  have  benefitted  fro=  the  ICRA."  The  Agreement  for  Govern- 
-ent  Services  specifically  addresses  the  impact  of  crime,  and  its 
riitigation.  No  information  on  racisr  or  the  disparate  impact  of 
ICRA  IS  supplied.  It  IS  not  clear  that  racism  is  impacted  either 
by  approval  or  disapproval  of  the  application. 

B.  Consultation  witb  City  and  Town 

The  property,  currently  a  class  III  ganing  facility,  is  located 
in  a  corjscrcial  area  in  the  southeast  corner  of  the  City  of 

Hudson.  Thomas  H.  Redner,  Mayor,  states  "...the  City  of  Hudson 
has  a  strong  vision  and  planning  effort  for  the  future  and  that 
this  proposed  Casino  can  apparently  be  accommodated  with  minimal 
overall  impact,  just  as  any  other  development  of  this  size." 

The  City  of  Hudson  passed  Resolution  2-95  on  February  6,  1995 
after  the  Area  Office  had  sub.iitted  its  Findings  Of  Facts, 
stating  "the  Common  Council  of  the  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  does 
not  support  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  site". 
However,  the  City  Attorney  clarified  the  meaning  of  the  resolu- 

tion in  a  letter  dated  February  15,  1995  stating  that  the  resolu- 
tion "does  not  retract,  abrogate  or  supersede  the  April  18,  1994 
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Agreenent  for  Covernnent  Services."  No  evidence  of  detr:=ental 
impact  IS  provided  in  the  resolution. 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  it  borders  the  dog  track  on  three 
sides  and  has  residential  hoDes  directly  to  the  west  and  south. 
Dean  Albert,  Chairperson,  responded  to  the  consultation  letter 
stating  that  the  Town  has  never  received  any  information  on  the 
gaming  facility.   He  set  forth  several  questions  the  Town  needed 
answered  before  it  could  adequately  assess  the  impact.  However, 
responses  were  provided  to  the  specific  questions  asked  in  the 
consultation. 

The  Supervisors  of  the  Town  of  Troy  passed  a  resolution  on 
Decer.ber  12,  1994  in  response  to  the  Finding  Of  No  Significant 

Ir.pact  (FONSI).  The  resolution  restated  the  town's  "vigorous 
objection  to  casino  gambling  at  the  St.  Croix  Meadows  Facility," 
and  reasserted  "that  casino  garbling  at  the  St.  Croix  Greyhound 
Racing  Facility  will  be  detnnental  to  the  surrounding  communi- 

ty." No  evidence  of  detrinental  impact  was  included  in  the 
resolution.  The  resolution  was  not  submitted  to  the  Department 
Interior  in  the  application  package,  but  was  an  attachment  to  a 
letter  to  the  Secretary  froa  willian  H.H.  Cranmer,  February  28, 
1995.  Neither  the  Town  of  Troy  or  Dr.  Cranmer  appealed  the  FONSI. 

Letters  supporting  the  application  were  received  from  Donald  B. 
Sruns,  Hudson  City  Councilran;  Carol  Hansen,  former  member  of  the 

Hudson  Cor.-ion  Council;  Hers  C:esc,  St.  Croix  County  Supervisor; 
and  John  E.  Schon-^er,  He.-ter  ot    the  School  Board.  They  discuss 
t^e  changing  local  political  clinate  and  the  general  long-term 
political  support  for  the  acquisition.  Roger  Breske,  State 
Senator,  and  Barbara  Linton,  State  Representative  also  wrote  in 

support  of  the  acquisition.  Sandra  Berg,  a  long-time  Hudson 
businessperson,  wrote  in  support  and  states  that  the  opposition 
to  the  acquisition  is  receiving  noney  from  opposing  Indian 
tribes . 

Several  thousand  cards,  letters,  and  petition  signatures  have 
been  received  in  support  of  an  Indian  casino  at  the  Hudson  dog 
track. 

C.  Consultation  vlth  County 

The  St.  Croix  County  Board  of  Supervisors  submitted  an  Impact 
Assessment  on  the  proposed  gacing  establishment.  On  March  13, 
1994  a  single  St.  Croix  County  Board  Supervisor  wrote  a  letter  to 
Wisconsin  Governor  Tommy  Thor.pson  that  stated  his  opinion  that 
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the  Board  had  not  approved  "any  agreenent  involving  Indian  tribes 

concerning  gambling  operations  or  ownership  in  St.  Croix  County." 

On  April  15,  1994   the  Chairman  of  the  St.  Croix  County  Board  of 
Supervisors  indicated  that  "we  cannot  conclusively  make  any 
findings  on  whether  or  not  the  proposed  gaming  establishment  will 
be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  cocuounity.  .  .  Our  findings 
assume  that  an  Agreement  for  Covernnient  Services,  satisfactory  to 
all  parties  involved,  can  be  agreed  upon  and  executed  to  address 
the  potential  impacts  of  the  service  needs  outlined  in  the 
assessment.  In  the  absence  of  such  an  agreement  it  is  most 
certain  that  the  proposed  gaming  establishment  would  be  a  detri- 

ment to  the  community." 

On  April  26,  1994  a  joint  letter  from  the  County  Board  Chairman 
and  Mayor  of  the  City  of  Hudson  was  sent  to  Governor  Thompson.  It 
says,  "The  City  Council  of  Hudson  unanimously  approved  this 
[Agreenent  for  Government  Services)  on  March  23rd  by  a  6  to  0 
vote,  and  the  County  Board  at  a  special  meeting  on  March  29th 

approved  the  agreement  on  a  23  to  5  vote." 

On  December  3,  1992,  an  election  was  held  in  the  City  of  Hudson 
on  an  Indian  Gaming  Referendum,  "Do  you  support  the  transfer  of St.  Croix  Meadows  to  an  Indian  Tribe  and  the  conduct  of  casino 
ganng  at  St.  Croix  Meadows  if  the  Tribe  is  required  to  meet  all 
financial  co.Tjnitments  of  Croixland  Properties  Limited  Partnership 
to  t.'ie  City  of  Hudson?"  With  5<l  of  the  registered  electorate 
voting,  51.5*  approved  the  reJerendun. 

St.  Croix  County  in  a  March  U,  1995  letter  states  that  the 

"County  has  no  position  regarding  the  City's  action"  regarding 
Resolution  2-95  by  the  City  of  Hudson  (referred  to  above). 

D.  Consultation  vith  Neighboring  Tribes 

Minnesota  has  6  federally-recognized  tribes  (one  tribe  with  six 
component  reservations),  and  Wisconsin  has  8  federally-recognized 
tribes.  The  three  applicant  tribes  are  not  included  in  the 
Wisconsin  total.  The  Area  Director  consulted  with  all  tribes 
except  the  Menominee  Tribe  of  Wisconsin.  No  reason  was  given  for 
omission  of  this  tribe  in  the  consultation  process. 

Six  of  the  Minnesota  tribes  did  not  respond  to  the  Area  Direct- 

or's request  for  comments  while  five  tribes  responded  by  object- 
ing to  the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaming.  Four  of  the  Wisconsin 

tribes  did  not  respond  while  four  responded.  Two  object  and  two 
do  not  object  to  the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaainq- 
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Five  tribes  conment  that  direct  cor.petition  would  cause  loss  of 
customers  and  revenues.  Only  one  of  these  tribes  is  within  50 
miles,  using  the  most  direct  roads,  of  the  Hudson  facility.  Two 
tribes  comment  that  the  approval  of  an  off-reservation  facility 
would  have  a  nationwide  political  and  economic  impact  on  Indian 

gaming,  speculating  wide-open  gaming  would  result.  Six  tribes 
state  that  Minnesota  tribes  have  agreed  there  would  be  no  off- 
reservation  casinos.  One  tribe  states  the  Hudson  track  is  on 
Sioux  land.  One  tribe  comments  on  an  adverse  impact  on  social 
structure  of  community  from  less  money  and  fewer  jobs  because  of 
competition,  and  a  potential  loss  of  an  annual  payment  ($150,000) 
to  local  town  that  could  be  jeopardized  by  lower  revenues.  One 

tribe  cor.-nents  that  community  services  costs  would  increase 
because  of  reduced  revenues  at  their  casino.  One  tribe  comnents 
that  It  should  be  permitted  its  fourth  casino  before  the  Hudson 

facility  is  approved  by  the  state. 

St.  Croix  Tribe  Comments 

The  St.  Croix  Tribe  asserts  that  the  proposed  acquisition  is  a 

bailout  of  a  failing  dog  track.  The  St.  Croix  Tribe  was  approach- 
ed by  Galaxy  Caning  and  Racing  with  the  dog  track-to-casino 

conversion  plan.  The  Tribe  rejected  the  offer,  which  was  then 
offered  to  the  Tribes.  While  trie  St.  Croix  Tribe  may  believe  that 

t.-.e  project  is  not  suitable,  the  Tribes  and  the  MAO  reach  an 
opposite  conclusion. 

Tr-.e  Coopers  &  Lybrand  impact  study,  copjt. issioned  by  the  St.  Croix 
Tr:b.e,  projects  an  increase  in  the  St.  Croix  Casino  attendance  in 
the  survey  area  from  1,06«,000  in  1994  to  1,225,000  in  1995,  an 
increase  of  161,000.  It  then  projects  a  customer  loss  to  a  Hudson 
casino,  60  road  miles  distant,  at  161,000.  The  net  change  after 
removing  projected  gro-^n  is  20,000  customers,  or  approximately 
Ih*  of  the  199<  actual  total  attendance  at  the  St.  Croix  casino 
(1.6  million) . 

The  study  projects  an  attendance  loss  of  45,000  of  the  522,000 
1994  total  at  the  St.  Croix  Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino,  Oanbury, 
Wisconsin,  120  miles  from  Hudson,  and  111  miles  from  the  Minneap- 
olis/St.  Paul  market.  Danbury  is  approximately  the  same  distance 
north  of  Minneapolis  and  south  of  Duluth,  Minnesota  as  the  Mille 
Lac  casino  in  Onamia,  Minnesota,  and  competes  directly  in  a 
market  quite  distant  from  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  which  is  35  miles 
east  of  Minneapolis.  The  projected  loss  of  9t  of  Hole  in  the  Wall 
Casino  revenue  to  a  Hudson  casino  is  unlikely.  However,  even  that 
unrealistically  high  loss  would  fall  within  normal  competitive 
and  economic  factors  that  can  be  expected  to  affect  all  business- 
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es,  including  casinos.  The  St.  Croix  conpleted  a  buy-out  of  its 
Hole  in  the  Wall  Manager  in  1994,  increasing  the  profit  of  the 
casino  by  as  much  as  67*.  The  market  in  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin, 
as  projected  by  Smith  Barney  in  its  Global  Camino  Almanac  1995. 
is  expected  to  increase  to  SI. 2  billion,  with  24  million  ganer 
visits,  an  amount  sufficient  to  accommodate  a  casino  at  Hudson 
and  profitable  operations  at  all  other  Indian  gaming  locations. 

Ho-Chunk  Nation  Comments 

The  Ho-Chunk  Nation  ("Ho-Chunk")  submitted  comments  on  the 
detrinental  impact  of  the  proposed  casino  on  Ho-Chunk  gaming 
operations  in  Black  River  Falls,  Wisconsin  (BRF) ,  116  miles  from 
the  proposed  trust  acquisition.  The  analysis  was  based  on  a 
customer  survey  that  indicated  a  ninimun  loss  of  12.5*  of  patron 
dollars.  The  survey  was  of  411  patrons,  21  of  whom  resided  closer 
to  Hudson  than  BRF  (about  51  of  the  customers) .  Forty-two  patrons 
lived  betj^een  the  casinos  closer  to  BRF  than  Hudson. 

.Market  studies  from  a  wide  variety  of  sources  indicate  that 
distance  (in  tine)  is  the  dominant  factor  in  determining  market 
share,  especially  if  the  facilities  and  service  are  equivalent. 
However,  those  studies  also  indicate  that  even  when  patrons 
generally  visit  one  casino,  they  occasionally  visit  other  casi- 

nos. That  means  that  custo.-iers  closer  to  a  Hudson  casino  will  not 
exclusively  visit  Hudson.  The  specific  residence  of  the  21 
custo-ers  living  closer  to  Hudson  was  not  provided,  but  presum- 

ably so=e  of  then  were  fro-  the  .".mneapol  is/St .  Paul  area,  and 
already  have  elected  to  visit  the  r.uch  core  distant  BRF  casino 
rather  than  an  existing  Minneapolis  area  casino. 

In  addition,  "player  clubs"  create  casino  loyalty,  and  tend  to 
draw  customers  back  to  a  casino  regardless  of  the  distance 
involved.  The  addition  of  a  Hudson  casino  is  likely  to  impact  the 
BRF  casino  revenues  by  less  than  5t.  General  economic  conditions 
affecting  disposable  incoae  cause  fluctuations  larger  than  that 
amount.  The  impact  of  Hudson  on  BRF  probably  cannot  be  isolated 
from  the  "noise"  fluctuations  in  business  caused  by  other  casi- 

nos, competing  entertainment  and  sports,  weather,  and  other 
factors . 

The  Ho-Chunk  gaming  operations  serve  the  central  and  southern 
population  of  Wisconsin,  including  the  very  popular  Wisconsin 
Dells  resort  area.  The  extreme  distance  of  Hudson  from  the 
primary  market  area  of  the  Ho-Chunk  casinos  eliminates  it  as  a 
major  competitive  factor.  The  customers'  desire  for  variety  in 
gaming  will  draw  BRF  patrons  to  other  Ho-Chun)c  casinos,  Minnesota 
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casinos,  and  even  Michigan  casinos.  Hudson  cannot  be  expected  to 
dominate  the  Ho-Chunk  market,  or  cause  other  than  normal  competi- 

tive impact  on  the  profitability  of  the  Ho-Chunk  operations.  The 
addition  by  the  Ho-Chunk  of  two  new  casinos  since  September  1993 
strongly  indicates  the  Tribe's  belief  in  a  growing  market  poten- 

tial.  While  all  of  the  tribes  objecting  to  the  facility  nay 
consider  the  competitive  concerns  of  another  casino  legitimate, 
they  provide  no  substantial  data  that  would  prove  their  concerns 
valid.  There  are  eight  casinos  within  a  100-mile  radius  of  the 
Minneapolis  area;  three  casinos  are  within  SO  miles.  (Vol.  I,  Tab 
3,  pg.  29) 

Car.ncnts  bv  the  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin 

In  an  April  17,  1995  letter,  the  Oneida  Tribe  rescinds  its 

neutral  position  stated  on  March  I,  1994,  "Speaking- -strictly  for 
the  Oneida  Tribe,  we  do  not  perceive  that  there  would  be  any 
serious  detrimental  impacts  on  our  own  gaming  operation.  .  .  The 
O.ieida  Tribe  is  simply  located  to  (sic)  far  from  the  Hudson 

project  to  suffer  any  serious  ir.pact."  The  Trib*  speculates  about 
growing  undue  pressure  froa  outside  non-Indian  gambling  interests 
t.'iat  could  set  the  stage  for  inter-Tribal  rivalry  for  gaming 
dollars.  No  evidence  of  adverse  impact  is  provided. 

y?T-  ?»at  "arwick  Copp»ents  for  t^e  yinnesota  Tribes 

Or.  &e^.alf  of  the  Minnesota  Ini:an  Caning  Association  (MICA), 
yille  Lacs  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians,  St.  Croix  Chippewa  Band,  and 

Sr.i'Kz^ee   Mdevakanton  Dakota  Tribe,  KPMC  corjnents  on  the  impact  of a  casino  at  Hudson,  Wisconsin. 

y.py.Z   asserts  that  the  Minneapolis  Area  Office  has  used  a  "not 
devastating"  test  rather  tnan  the  less  rigorous  "not  detrimental" 
test  in  reaching  its  Findings  of  Fact  approval  to  take  the 
subject  land  in  trust  for  the  tr.ree  affiliated  Tribes. 

In  the  KPMC  study,  the  four  tribes  and  five  casinos  within  SO 
ciles  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin  had  gross  revenues  of  $450  million  in 
1993,  and  $49S  million  in  1994,  a  10%  annual  growth.  The  Findings 
of  Fact  projects  a  Hudson  potential  market  penetration  of  20t  for 
blackjack  and  24t  for  slot  machines.  If  that  penetration  revenue 
case  only  from  the  five  casinos,  it  would  be  $114.6  million. 

However,  the  Arthur  Anderson  financial  projections  for  the  Hudson 
casino  were  $80  million  in  gasing  revenues,  or  16.16%  of  just  the 
five-casino  revenue  (not  total  Indian  gaming  in  Minnesota  and 
Wisconsin) .   Smith  Barney  estimates  a  Minneapolis  Casing  Market 
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of  $480  million,  a  Non-Hinneapol is  Garaing  Market  of  S220  million, 
and  a  Wisconsin  Market  of  S500  million.  The  Wisconsin  market  is 
concentrated  in  the  southern  and  eastern  population  centers  where 

the  Oneida  and  Ho-Chunk  casinos  are  located.  Assuming  that  the 
western  Wisconsin  market  is  2SX    of  the  state  total,  the  total 
market  available  to  the  six  Minneapolis  market  casinos  is  over 
S600  million. 

The  projected  Hudson  market  share  of  S80  to  S115  million  is  13* 
to  19*  of  the  two-state  regional  total.  A  ten  percent  historic 
growth  rate  in  gaming  will  increase  the  market  by  $50  million, 
and  stimulation  of  the  local  narket  by  a  casino  at  Hudson  is 
projected  in  the  application  at  5*  (S25  million).   Therefore, 
only  S5  to  S40  million  of  the  Hudson  revenues  would  be  obtained 
at  the  expense  of  existing  casinos.  An  average  revenue  reduction 
of  $1  to  S8  r.illion  per  existing  casino  would  not  be  a  detrimen- 

tal ir.pact.  The  Mystic  Lake  Casino  was  estimated  to  have  had  a 
S96.8  million  net  profit  in  1993.  A  reduction  of  $8  million  would 
be  about  8t,  assuming  that  net  revenue  decreased  the  full  amount 
of  the  gross  revenue  reduction.  At  S96.8  million,  the  per  en- 

rolled ner.ber  profit  at  Mystic  Lake  is  $396,700.  Reduced  by  $8 
million,  the  amount  would  be  $363,900.  The  detrimental  effect 

would  not  be  expected  to  materially  impact  Tribal  expenditures  on 
prograr.s  under  ICRA  Section  11. 

Suisary:   Reconciliation  of  various  comments  on  the  impact  of  a 
casino  at  Hudson  can  be  achieved  best  by  reference  to  the  Sphere 
of  Influence  concept  detailed  by  Murray  on  pages  2  through  7  of 
Vol.  I,  Tab  <.  Figure  1  displays  tne  dynasics  of  a  multi-nodal 
draw  by  casinos  for  both  the  local  and  Minneapolis  metropolitan 
markets.  The  sphere  of  influence  of  Hudson  depends  on  its  dis- 

tance from  various  populations  (distance  explains  82%  of  the 
variation  in  attendance).  Outside  of  the  charted  zone,  other 
casinos  would  exert  primary  influence. 

The  Sphere  of  Influence  indicates  only  the  distance  factor  of 

influence,  and  assumes  that  the  service  at  each  casino  is  equiva- 
lent. Facilities  are  not  equivalent,  however.  Mystic  La)ce  is 

established  as  a  casino  with  a  hotel,  extensive  gaming  tables, 
and  convention  facilities.  Turtle  Lake  is  established  and  has  a 

hotel.  Hudson  would  have  a  dog  track  and  easy  access  from  Inter- 
state 94.  Each  casino  will  need  to  exploit  its  competitive 

advantage  in  any  business  scenario,  with  or  without  a  casino  at 
Hudson.  Projections  based  on  highly  subjective  qualitative 
factors  would  be  very  speculative. 
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It  is  important  to  note  that  the  Sphere  of  Influence  is  influ- 
ence ■  not  doninance  or  exclusion.  The  Hurray  research  indicates 

that  casino  patrons  on  average  patronize  three  different  casinos 
each  year.  Patrons  desire  variety  in  their  gaming,  and  achieve  it 
by  visiting  several  casinos.  The  opening  of  a  casino  at  Hudson 
would  not  stop  customers  from  visiting  a  more  distant  casino, 
though  it  might  change  the  frequency  of  visits. 

The  St.  Croix  Tribe  projects  that  its  tribal  economy  will  be 

plunged  "back  into  pre-ganing  60  percent  plus  unemployment  rates 
and  annual  incomes  far  the  (sic)  below  recognized  poverty  lev- 

els." The  Chief  Financial  Officer  of  the  St.  Croix  Tribe  projects 
a  decrease  of  Tribal  earnings  from  S25  million  in  1995  to  S12 
million  after  a  casino  at  Hudson  is  established.  Even  a  reduction 

of  that  anount  would  not  plunge  the  Tribe  back  into  poverty  and 
uner.ployr.ent ,  though  it  could  certainly  cause  the  Tribe  to  re- 

order Its  spending  plans. 

f^arVet  Saturation. 
The  St.  Croix  Tribe  asserts  that  the  narket  is  saturated  even  as 

it  has  just  completed  a  31,000  square  foot  expansion  of  its 
casino  in  Turtle  Lake,  and  proposes  to  similarly  expand  the  Hole- 
in-the-wall  Casino.  Smith  Barney  projects  a  Wisconsin  market  of 
S500  r.illion  with  a  continuation  of  the  steady  growth  of  the  last 
14  years,  though  at  a  rate  slower  tha.i  the  country  in  general. 

E.  NTPA  Co=pliaDca 

S.I.A.  authorization  for  signing  a  TOSSZ    is  delegated  to  the  Area 
Director.  The  NEPA  process  in  this  application  is  complete  by  the 
expiration  of  the  appeal  period  following  the  publication  of  the 
Notice  of  Findings  of  No  Significant  Impact. 

P.  Surrounding  Community  Impacts 

1.  IMPACTS  ON  THE  SOCIAL  STPLTTURr  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 

The  Tribes  believe  that  there  will  not  be  any  impact  on  the 
social  structure  of  the  conaunity  that  cannot  be  mitigated.  The 
KAO  did  not  conduct  an  independent  analysis  of  impacts  on  the 
social  structure.  This  review  considers  the  following: 

I.  Economic  Contribution  of  Workers 

The  Town  of  Troy  cocuaents  that  minimum  wage  workers  are 
not  major  contributors  to  the  economic  well-being  of  the 
community.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3,  pg .  3)  Six  comments  were 
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received  from  the  general  public  on  the  undesirabil ity  of 
the  low  wages  associated  with  a  track  and  casino.   (Vol. 

V) 

II.    Crime 

Hudson  Police  Deot.  Crimg  t  Arrests.  (Cranner  62a  and  62b, 
Vol.  IV,  Tab  4)    

1990 1991 1992 1993 

violent 
Cr  ine 14 

4 7 ' 

Property 
Crir.e 

312 <20 406 

'"       1 

These  statistics  provided  by 
drastic  increase  in  the  rate 
opened  on  June  1,  1991.  Howe 
ences  show  a  correlation  bet 
public  comwent  attached  rena 
Williara  Sessions,  forner  Dir 
of  Investigation,  on  the  pre 
garbling.  (Vol.  V,  George  0. 
er  public  conraent  included  a 
Pioneer   Press   with  statistic 
Morns,  3/28/94,  Vol.  V)  Add 
are  provided  by  LeRae  D.  Za 
Lobin,  7/14/94,  and  Joe  and 
in  Vol.  V)  Eight  additional 
cern  with  the  cr:?e  ir.pact  o 

III.   Harm  to  Area  Businesses 

Dr.  Cranmer  do  not  indicate  a 
of  crime  since  the  dog  track 

ver,  other  studies  and  refer- 
ween  casinos  and  crime.  One 
rks  by  Willian  Webster  and 
ectors  of  the  Federal  Bureau 
sence  of  organized  crime  in 
Hoel,  5/19/94,  Vol.  V)  Anoth- n  article  from  the  St.    Paul 

s  relating  to  the  issue.  (Mike 
itional  specific  data  on  crime 
orski,  5/18/94,  Barbara  Smith 
Sylvia  Harwell  3/1/94.   (all 

public  comments  express  con- 
f  a  casino.   (Vol.  V) 

A.  Wage  Level 

The  Town  of  Troy  says  that  workers  are  unavailable 
locally  at  miniBuD  wage.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3,  pg.  3) 

B.  Spending  Patterns 

One  public   cocaent   concerns   gambling  diverting  discre- 
tionary  spending   away    froa    local    businesses.     (Dean  M. 

Erickson,    6/14/94)    Another   public  comment  states  that 
everyone   should   be   able   to  offer  gambling,    not   just 
Indians.     (Stewart   C.    Mills,    9/26/94)       (Vol.    V) 
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IV.  Property  Values 

An  opponent  asserts  that  a  Hudson  casino  will  decrease 

property  values.  He  notes  that  purchase  options  were  ex- 
tended to  adjacent  property  owners  before  the  construction 

of  the  dog  track.  He  provides  no  evidence  that  any  proper- 
ties were  tendered  in  response.  (Vol.  6,  Tab  4,  pg .  33) 

A  letter  from  Nancy  Bieraugel,  1/19/94,  (Vol.  V)  states 
that  she  would  never  choose  to  live  near  a  casino.  Another 

letter,  Thomas  Forseth,  5/23/94,  (Vol.  V)  comments  that  he 

and  his  family  live  in  Hudson  because  of  its  small-town 
atmosphere.  Sharon  K.  Kinkead,  1/24/94,  (Vol.  V)  states 
that  she  moved  to  Hudson  to  seek  a  quiet  country  life 

style.  Sheryl  D.  Lindholn,  1/20/94,  (Vol.  V)  says  that 

Hudson  IS  a  healthy  cultural-  and  family-oriented  corrjnuni- 

ty.  She  points  out  several  cultural  and  scenic  facilities 
that  she  believes  are  incor.pat  ible  with  a  dog  track  and 

casino  operations.  Seven  additional  letters  of  comment 
froB  the  public  show  concern  for  the  impact  of  a  casino  on 

the  quality  of  life  in  a  small,  family-oriented  town. 
{Vol.  V) 

V.  Housing  Costs  will  increase 

Hsusinq  vacancy  rates  in  Troy  and  Hudson  are  quite  low 
(3.81  in  1990).  Co.rpet  1 1  ion  for  r.oderate  income  housing 
can  be  expected  to  cause  a  rise  in  rental  rates.  A  local 
housing  shortage  will  require  that  most  workers  commute. 
(Vol.  3,  Tab  2,  pg.  3  and  Ta\3  3,  pg .  i) 

Susaary:  The  inpacts  above,  except  crime,  are  associated  with 
econoaic  activity  in  general,  and  are  not  found  significant  for 
the  proposed  casino.  The  inpact  of  crime  has  been  adequately 

mitigated  in  the  Agreement  for  Government  Services  by  the  prom- 
ised addition  of  police. 

2.  IMPACTS  ON  THE  INTP-^STPL'CTfPE 

The  Tribes  project  average  daily  attendance  at  the  proposed 
casino  at  7,000  people,  and  the  casino  is  expected  to  attract  a 
daily  traffic  flow  of  about  3.200  vehicles.  Projected  employment 
is  1,500,  and  the  casino  is  expected  to  operate  18  hours  per  day. 

(Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2,  pg.  1)  Other  comaenters'  estimates  are  higher. 
An  opponent  of  this  proposed  action  estimates  that,  if  a  casino 
at  Hudson  follows  the  pattern  of  the  Minnesota  casinos,  an 
average  of  10  to  30  times  more  people  will  attend  the  casino  than 
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currently  attend  the  dog  track.  (Vol.  i.    Tab  4,  pgs.  D3  and  34) 
Attendance,  vehicles,  employment,  and  hours  of  operation  project- 

ed for  the  casino  greatly  exceed  those  for  the  present  dog  track, 
and  indicate  the  possibility  of  a  significantly  greater  impact  on 
the  environment. 

I.  Utilities 

St.  Croix  County  states  that  there  is  adequate  capacity 
for  water,  waste  water  treatment,  and  transportation.  Cas, 
electric,  and  telephone  services  are  not  addressed.  (Vol. 
3,  Tab  1) 

II.  Zoning 

According  to  the  City  of  Hudson,  most  of  the  proposed 

trust  site  is  zoned  "general  commercial  district"  (B-2) 
for  the  principal  structure  and  ancillary  track,  kennel 

and  parking  facilities.  Six  acres  of  R-1  zoned  land  (resi- 
dential) no  longer  will  be  subject  to  Hudson  zoning  if  the 

proposed  land  is  taken  into  trust.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1,  pg. 

<) 

One  public  cor.-Tient  expresses  concern  for  the  loss  of  local 
control  over  the  land  after  it  has  been  placed  in  trust. 
(Vol  V,  Jeff  Zais,  1/19/94) 

i::.   Water 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  water  trunk  mains  and  storage 
facilities  are  adequate  for  the  casino  development  and 
ancillary  developnents  that  are  expected  to  occur  south  of 
1-94.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1,  pg.  3) 

IV.         Sewer   and   storo  drainage 

The   City   of  Hudson  and   St.    Croix    County   state  that   sani- 
tary  trunk   sewer  sains   are   adequately   sized   for  the   casi- 

no.   (Vol.    Ill,    Tab   1,    pg.    2    and   Tab   2,    pg.    1)    Th«  City  of 
Hudson  states   that   trunk    storm   sewer   system  will   accommo- 

date the  development  of   the   casino/track  facility.    (Vol. 
Ill,    Tab   1,    pg.    3)    An   existing    storm  water  collection 
system  collects  store  water   runoff   and  directs  it  toward  a 
retention  pond   located   near   the    southwest  corner  of   the 

parking  area.    (Vol.    IV,   Tab  4,    pgs.    7    and   B) 
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V.    Roads 

The  current  access  to  the  dog  tracK  is  at  three  intersec- 
tions of  the  parking  lot  perineter  road  and  Caroichael 

Road.   Carraichael  Road  intersects  Interstate  94.  The  1988 
EA  says  that  the  proposed  access  to  the  dog  track  would  be 
from  Carnichael  Road,  a  fact  which  seems  to  have  occurred. 

(Vol.  4,  Tab  4,  pgs.  18  and  19) 

A.  Traffic  Impact  Analysis 

The  Wisconsin  Department  of  Transportation  states,  "We 
are  fairly  confident  that  the  interchange  (IH94-Caroi- 
chael  Road)  will  function  fine  with  the  planned  dog 

track/casino."  (Vol.  IV,  Tab  1,  pg.  38) 

St.  Croix  County  estinates  that  the  average  daily  traf- 
fic for  the  proposed  casino  should  be  around  3,200 

vehicles.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  2,  pg.  3) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  the  current  street  system 

is  sufficient  to  acco.-„-iodate  projected  traffic  needs 
based  on  40,000  average  daily  trips.  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  1, 

pg.  4) 

The  Town  of  Troy  indicates  that  the  increased  traffic 
Will  put  a  strain  on  all  the  roads  leading  to  and  from 
the  track/casino.  However,  the  Town  Troy  was  unable  to 
estimate  the  nur:ber  and  specific  impacts  due  to  a  lack 
of  additional  inforration  Iro=  the  Tribes.  (Vol.  Ill, 
Tab  3,  pg.  3) 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  8,724  average  daily  visits. 
Using  2.2  persons  per  vehicle  (Vol  IV,  tab  4,  pg .  8  of 
Attachment  4),  3,966  vehicles  per  day  are  projected. 
(Vol.  I,  Tab  4,  pg.  15) 

A  conaent  by  George  E.  Nelson  (2/25/94,  Vol.  V)  says 
the  accident  rate  in  the  area  is  extremely  high  accord- 

ing to  Hudson  Police  records.  Nelson  expects  the  acci- 
dent rate  to  increase  proportionately  with  an  increase 

in  traffic  to  a  casino.  However,  no  supporting  evidence 
is  provided.  Tour  additional  public  comments  state 
concerns  with  increased  traffic  to  the  casino.   (Vol  V) 

Bucaary:  The  evidence  indicates  that  there  will  be  no  significant 
impacts  on  the  infrastructure. 
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3.  IMPACT  ON  THE  LAND  USE  PATTERNS  IN  THE  Simj^OUNDIS'G  CO^yWITY 

The  City  of  Hudson  does  not  nention  any  land  use  pattern  impacts. 
(Vol  III,  Tab  1,  pg.  4) 

St   Croix  County  says,  "...   it  is  expected  that  there  will  be 
soiie  ancillary  development.  This  is  planned  for  within  the  Cjty 

of  Hudson  in  the  immediate  area  of  the  casino."   (Vol.  Ill,  Tab 
2.  pg-  3) 

It  is  likely  that  the  proposed  project  will  create  changes  in 

land  use  patterns,  such  as  the  construction  of  commercial  enter- 
prises in  the  area.  Other  anticipated  impacts  are  an  increase  in 

zoning  variance  applications  and  pressure  on  zoning  boards  to 
allow  development. 

Su=ary:  The  City  of  Hudson,  Town  of  Troy,  and  St.  Croix  County 
control  actual  land  use  pattern  changes  in  the  surrounding  area. 
There  are  no  significant  impacts  that  cannot  be  mitigated  by  the 
locally  elected  governments. 

4.  IMPACT    ON     INCOKE    AND    EV.PLOYMENT     IN    THE    COMMUNITY 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  %i2.'!    million  in  purchases  annually  by 
the  casino/track  from  Wisconsin  suppliers.  Using  the  multipliers 
developed  for  Wisconsin  by  t.'-.e  Bureau  of  Economic  Analysis  of  the 
U.S.  Department  of  Commerce,  these  purchases  will  generate  added 
earniTigs  of  S18.1  Billion  and  1,091  jobs  in  the  state.  The  total 
direct  and  indirect  number  of  jobs  is  projected  at  2,691.  Of  the 
current  employees  of  the  dog  track,  i2\    live  in  Hudson,  24t  in 
River  Falls,  5*  in'  Baldwin,  and  i\    in  New  Richmond.  (Vol.  I,  Tab 
5.  pg .  12)  St.  Croix  County  states  that  direct  casino  employment 
is  expected  to  be  about  1,500.  The  proposed  casino  would  be  the 
largest  employer  in  St.  Croix  County.  All  existing  employees 
would  be  offered  reenploynent  at  current  wage  rates.  (Vol.  Ill, 
Tab  2,  pg.  4) 

Three  public  comments  say  that  Hudson  does  not  need  the  economic 
support  of  gambling.  (Ton  Irwin.  1/24/94,  Betty  and  Earl  Goodwin, 
1/19/94,  and  Steve  and  Sanantha  Swank,  3/1/94,  Vol.  V) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  "an  over  supply  of  jobs  tends  to 
drive  cost  paid  per  hourly  wage  down,  thus  attracting  a  lower 
level  of  wage  earner  into  the  area,  thus  affecting  the  high 

standard  of  living  this  area  is  now  noted  for."  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  3, 
pg.  4) 
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Suaaary:    The   iepacts  on   incoae   and   employncnt   in  the  coaaunity 
are   not  significant,    and  are  generally  expected  to  be  positive  by 
the   Tribes   and   local   governments. 

5.  ftpnyTTONAL  AND  EXISTING  SERVICES  REQUIRED  OR  IMPACTS.  COSTS 
nf  tnPITIONAL  SERVICES  TO  BE  SUPPLIED  BY  THE  COMMWITY  AND 
p^lTRrr  or  REVENUE  FOR  DOING  SO 

The  Tribes  entered  an  Agreeoent  for  Covernaent  Services  with  the 

City  of  Hudson  and  St.  Croix  County  for  "general  governnent 
services,  public  safety  such  as  police,  fire,  aabuXance,  eacrgen- 
cy  aedical  and  rescue  services,  and  public  works  in  the  saae 
nanner  and  at  the  saae  level  of  service  afforded  to  residents  and 
other  cc-vaercial  entities  situated  in  the  City  and  County, 
respectively."  The  Tribes  agreed  to  pay  $1,150,000  in  the  initial 
year  to  be  increased  in  subsequent  years  by  St  per  year.  The 
agreement  will  continue  for  as  long  as  the  land  is  held  in  trust, 
or  until  Class  III  ganing  is  no  longer  operated  on  the  lands. 
(Vol.  I ,  Tab  9) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  that  it  anticipates  that  aost  caergcncy 
service  calls  relative  to  the  proposed  casino  will  b«  froa 
nonresidents,  and  that  user  fees  will  cover  operating  costs.  No 
riajor  cnanges  are  foreseen  in  the  fire  protection  services.  The 
police  department  foresees  a  need  to  expand  its  force  by  five 
officers  and  one  clerical  er.ployee.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  9) 

St.  Croix  Cou.nty  anticipates  that  the  proposed  casino  will 
require  or  generate  the  need  for  existing  and  additional  services 
m  r.any  areas.  The  funding  will  be  froa  the  Agreement  For  Govcrn- 
cent  Services.  The  parties  have  agreed  that  payaents  under  that 
agreeaent  will  be  suffirient  to  address  the  expected  services 
costs  associated  with  the  proposed  casino.  (Vol.  IIX,  Tab  2) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  the  additional  public  service  costs 
required  by  a  casino  operation  will  be  substantial  to  its  resi- 

dents. (Vol  III,  Tab  3,  pg.  4)  Eire  services  arc  contracted  froa 
the  Hudson  Fire  Oepartaent.  which  will  receive  funding  froa  the 
Agreesent  for  Covernaent  Services. 

Suaaary:  The  iapacts  to  services  are  aitigated  by  The  Agrceaent 
for  Covernaent  Services  between  the  Tribes,  the  City  of  Hudson, 
and  St.  Croix  County. 

6.  PROPOSED  PROCRAWS.  IF  ANY.  FOR  COMPULSIVE  GAMBLERS  AMD  SOURCE 
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There    is    no   conpulsive   gambler   program    in   St.    Croix   County.    There 
are    six    state-funded    Conpulsive   Cacbling   Treatment   Centers    in 
Minnesota.     (Vol.    II,    Tab   7,    pg.    38) 

The   Town   of   Troy    states   that    it   will    be    required    to   make   up   the 
deficit    for    these    required   services,    if    such    costs   come    fron   tax 
dollars.     (Vol.     Ill,    Tab   3,    pg .    5) 

St.    Croix   County   says    it  will   develop   appropriate   treatment 
programs,    if    the   need    is  demonstrated.     (Vol.    Ill,    Tab   2,    pg .    5) 

The   Tribes   will    address   the  conpulsive   and   problem  gambling 
concerns   by   providing    information   at   the   casino   about   the  Wiscon- 

sin   toll-free    hot    line    for   cor.pulsive   gamblers.    The   Tribes    state 
that    they   will    contribute   noney    to    local    self-help   programs    for 
co.-pulsive   gamblers.     (Vol.    I,    Tab    1,    pg .    12) 

Thirteen   public   comments   were    received    concerning   gambling 
addiction   and    its    impact   on  morals   and    families.     (Vol.    V) 

Bursary:  The  Tribes'  proposed  support  for  the  Wisconsin  hot  line 
and  unspecified  self-help  programs  is  inadequate  to  mitigate  the 
irpacts   of    problem   gambling. 

6uc=ary   CoDclusion 

Strong    opposition    to   gambling    exists    on    moral    grounds.    The   moral 
opposition   does    not    go   away,    even   when    a    State    legalizes  gambling 
ind    operates    its    own   games.    Such    opposition    is    not   a    factor    in 
reacning    a    determination   of   detrimental    impact. 

A.-.y    econcsic    activity   has    icpacts.    More    employees,    customers, 
traffic,    wastes,    and   money   are    side   effects    of    commercial   activi- 

ty.   The    NEPA    process    and    the   Agreement    for    Covernoient    Services 
address   the    actual    expected    ir.pacts    in    this    case.    Nothing   can 
address   general    opposition   to   econo=ic    activity   except   stopping 
economic   activity   at   the   cost    of    ]obs,     livelihoods,    and  opportu- 

nity.   Proaoting   economic  opportunity    is    a    primary  mission  of   the 
Bureau   of    Indian   Affairs.    Opposition   to   economic   activity   is   not 
a    factor    in   reaching   a   determination   of    detrimental    impact. 

Business   abhors   competition.    Direct   competition   spawns   fear.    No 
Indian   tribe   welcomes   additional    competition.    Since   tribal 

opposition   to   gaming   on   others'    Indian    lands    is    futile,    fear   of 
competition   will    only   be   articulated    in   off-reservation   land 
acquisitions.    Even   when   the   fears   are   groundless,    the   opposition 
can   be    intense.    The   actual    impact   of   competition    is   a    factor   in 
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reaching  a  determination  to  the  extent  that  it  is  unfair,  or  a 

burden  imposed  predominantly  on  a  single  Indian  tribe. 

Opposition  to  Indian  gaming  exists  based  on  resentment  of  the 

sovereign  status  of  Indian  tribes,  lack  of  local  control,  and 

inability  of  the  government  to  tax  the  proceeds.  Ignorance  of  the 

legal  status  of  Indian  tribes  prompts  non-Indian  general  opposi- 
tion to  Indian  gaming.  It  is  not  always  possible  to  educate  away 

the  opposition.  However,  it  can  be  appropriately  weighted  in 

federal  government  actions.  It  is  not  a  factor  in  reaching  a 
determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

Detriment  is  determined  from  a  factual  analysis  of  evidence,  not 

from  opinion,  political  pressure,  economic  interest,  or  simple 

disagreement.  In  a  political  setting  where  real,  imagined, 

economic,  and  moral  impacts  are  focused  in  letters  of  opposition 

and  pressure  from  elected  officials,  it  is  important  to  focus  on 

an  accurate  analysis  of  facts.  That  is  precisely  what  IGRA 

addresses  in  Section  20  --  a  determination  that  gaming  off- 

reservation  would  not  be  detrinental  to  the  surrounding  communi- 
ty. It  does  not  address  political  pressure  except  to  require 

consultation  with  appropriate  govern.Tient  officials  to  discover 
relevant  facts  for  making  a  determination  on  detriment. 

Indian  economic  development  is  not  subject  to  local  control  or 

plebescite.  The  danger  to  Indian  sovereignty,  when  Indian  econom- 
ic development  is  limited  by  local  opinion  or  government  action, 

is  not  trivial.  IGRA  says,  "nothing  in  this  section  shall  be 
interpreted  as  conferring  upon  a  State  or  any  of  its  political 
subdivisions  authority  to  inpose  any  fax,  fee,  charge,  or  other 

assessment  upon  an  Indian  tribe."  The  potential  for  interference 
in  Indian  activities  by  local  governments  was  manifestly  apparent 
to  Congress,  and  addressed  directly  in  IGRA.  Allowing  local 
opposition,  not  grounded  in  factual  evidence  of  detriment,  to 
obstruct  Indian  economic  development  sets  a  precedent  for  exten- 

sive interference,  compromised  sovereignty,  and  circumvention  of 
the  intent  of  IGRA. 

If  Indians  cannot  acquire  an  operating,  non-Indian  class  III 

gaming  facility  and  turn  a  money-losing  enterprise  into  a  profit- 
able one  for  the  benefit  of  employees,  community,  and  Indians,  a 

precedent  is  set  that  directs  the  future  course  of  off-reserva- 
tion land  acquisitions.  Indians  are  protected  by  IGRA  from  the 

out-stretched  hand  of  State  and  local  governments.  If  strong 
local  support  is  garnered  only  by  filling  the  outstretched  hand 
to  make  local  officials  eager  supporters,  then  IGRA  fails  to 
protect.  Further,  it  damages  Indian  sovereignty  by  de  facto 
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giving  States  and  their  political  sub-divisions  the  power  to  tax. 

The  price  for  Indian  econonic  development  then  becomes  a  surren- der to  taxation. 

Staff  finds  that  detrimental  impacts  are  appropriately  nitigated 

through  the  proposed  actions  of  the  Tribes  and  the  Agreement  for 
Government  Services.  It  finds  that  gaming  at  the  St.  Croix 

Meadows  Greyhound  Racing  Park  that  adds  slot  machines  and  black- 

jack to  the  existing  class  III  pari-mutuel  wagering  would  not  be 
detrimental  to  the  surrounding  conmunity.  Staff  recommends  that 
the  determination  of  the  best  interests  of  the  tribe  and  its 
members  be  completed. 
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   P2ge  29 
BY  MR.  WILSON 

Q   I  have  provided  Ms  Manud  witb  t  document  itut  bai 

been  marked  hm-  i .  and  for  the  record,  it  is  »  leno'  to  tbe 
editor  from  Bruce  Babbir^  Secxiiry  of  tbc  \hvtiot  dated 

ianiory  2nd.  iiJtcn  f^oi  ̂ ^  ̂ ^^  York  Times,  and  I  bcuc^c  n 

appeared  on  January  4  edition  of  tbe  New  York  Times 
U  you  could  like  jusi  a  motneni  to  review  the  Icncr 
And  1  wiU  go  back  because  there  ue  specific  things  ir. 

\ius  lena  that  I  wanted  to  discuss  with  you 
In  this  lens  that  tbe  Secretary  of  tbe  Inienor  has 

stated  that  'This  dcpartmcni  doe*  not  force  off-rewrvauon 

casinos  upon  unwiUjng  communities,"  and  that's  the  second 
sentoice  of  the  second  pangnph. 

My  Quesoon  to  you  is,  is  it  Department  of  the  Intoior 
pobcy  that  any  opposiuon  to  an  offiesffvauon  casino  is 
suffictent  to  cause  an  appUcauon  to  be  rejected? 

Mr  EUion    Don't  answer  that. 
itm.  that  quaoon  is  going  to  one  of  tbe  central  issues 

in  bogation. 

Mr.  Wilson    I'm  asking  about  Departmeni  of  Inisior 
pobcy,  though,  not  about  the  btigauon  or  anything  about  the 
Uugauon 

I  am  askjng  about  your  undersunding  of  Dcparoncni  of  the 
Intenor  pobcy    AcruaUy,  I  should  be  more  specific    I  am 

asking  about  n  as  of  1995.  1994.  1995   

Page  30 .Mr.  EUion.  Rqyeii  the  quesuon.  please 
BY  MIL  WILSON 

Q    Was  It  Departmeni  of  the  Intsnor  pobcy  m  1995 

(bat  any  opposiQon  to  an  off-rcser\aaor  casino  was 

sufficient  10  cause  an  appbcation  to  be  rejected'' 
[Counsel  conferring  »nb  lAimcss  1 

Sii  EUioR.  W'e  need  to  consult. 
Mr  WiUon.   Carainly 

Mr  EUiott.  Okay.  1  think  she  can  respond  to  the 

quesuon. 
Mr  Wilson    Okay. 

The  Witness.  Tbe  aruwo- 1$.  >rs 
BY  NO.  ttlLSON 

Q   Well.  I  wms  going  to  ask  you  what  the  standard  was. 
but  you  have  adequately  told  me  what  the  standard  was    Any 
opposition  was  the  way  that  I  phrased  the  quesoon.  so  any 

Opposiuon  in  1995  was  sufficient  to  cause  an  appbcaoon  to 

bert^ectcd? 
A    Ya. 

Q   Was  this  communicated  to  -  just  let  me  preface  this 
*i\h  ii  seems  like  a  lot  of  time  and  effort  and  mone>-  went 
into  perfecong  an  appbcation.    It  wu  all  relevant  to  tbe 
process    Was  this  communicated  (o  the  Ashland  office  or  the 
Miancapobs  office? 

A    Every  area  ofTice  is  aware  what  the  reqtxuQnents  are 
Notes 

Pag;  3 1 
Lnder  1 5 1  and  under  Sccoon  20    Any  pamcular  Section  20 

S'j  Eiijon    Let  cic  -  one  mjnutc 

[0:i:.-.sel  confcrr.r.a  »nth  wtmess  1 

The  Vtitncss    W>'bcn  you  -  wben  they  work  *'.-J:  the  r^bcs 
a:  'Jsc  local  level  afftr.cy  or  the  area.  the>'  know  lii: 
ccrjr.u2jr>  support  ts  a  key  factor    Wc  give  th^i  e%c-> 
cppcruTjry.  and  I  thiAi.  the  records  in  ibc  gijur.g  c'fiz:  :■ 
IC-3U  of  all  of  the  mail  the  leners  thai  have  gone  out  wi'Ji 
my  si^arurc,  wiih  George  s  signature.  wiLI  va^fy  ibc  fact 
that  we  inform  the  cnbcs.  we  inform  the  communiOQ.  iha: 

they  all  have  an  equal  opporturuiy  lo  present  their  case  and 
lo  develop  a  record    So  wbcai  I  say.  yes.  wc  don  i  pu:  a 

casino  ID  a  commuoir>'  that  doesn't  want  il  1  quabfy  thai  b> 
sayuig,  bowevc'.  that  the  community  has  to  have  a  reason  fcr 

not  wuong  It  tbce    It  can't  be  just  because  tbry  dor.  i 
bxe  bdiaui.  for  oiample 

And  10  moil  cases,  my  opertCTce  u  that  the  cocununiua 
are  coocert>ed  about  envmsrunentaJ  issues  and  tmpacu  to  thcj 
municrpal  services    My  direcuve  to  the  area  dirccton  since 
1994  and  the  dirccuvc  before  I  was  dcpury  commissiono  by  the 

then  dcpury  commissiono-  is  that  to  work  with  tbe  local 
commumoes  to  try  to  ciiba  truugate  thcu*  concerns,  or  u 
resolve  than.    But  if  a  cotTimunity  como  ui  wiibout  any  basis 

for  ihcu-  opposiuon.  we  move  forward  with  a  -  and  our  record 
supports  a  posiQve  finding  that  there  is  going  to  be  no 

Page  32 drrjjicni  to  the  cotjunurury,  we  move  forward  with  a 
recommendauon  to  the  Assistant  Secretary  for  approval,  and  in 

fa:*.,  thee  is  at  least  rwo  cases  that  I  was  personally 
uvoUed  in  wbce  v^e  did  that,  wbce  the  community  did  oot 

ha^e  a  basts  for  thcu  opposiuon.  otho*  than  they  jtui  dido'i 
Ma=i  Indians  nght  next  door  to  then. 

Q  And  I  laiow  you  have  atuwered  this  qtiCsboQ.  or  at 

las:  around  it,  but  I  didn't  undo^tand  what  the  basis  for 
the  cotnmurury  opposiboo  was  in  this  case? 

A    Enviroomenul  concerns.   They  woe  coDcoited  about 
t^  impact  to  their  municrpal  services. 

Q    Could  those  concerns  have  been  cured? 
A    Probably,  at  probably  great  oipense  to  the  tnbes 

1  can  we  re  talking  about,  you  know,  sucb  things  as  providing 
pouce  services,  you  know,  all  the  kmds  of  sovices  thai  you 
>*ouid  need  to  supplonait  when  you  re  going  to  start  bnogmg 
10  a  lot  of  people. 

Q  And  who  made  tbe  determination  thai  the  ecpaises 
wet  -  who  made  the  dettrmiruDoo  on  behalf  of  the  tribes 
that  the  expenses  woe  prohibiove? 

A  1  didn't  say  that  that  decuion  wms  made.  You  asked 
cc  if  ihey  could  have  been  corrected,  and  I'm  giving  you  my 
opinion  that  probabty.  yes,  but  probably  ai  great  acpense. 

Q    Woe  the  tnbes  given  an  opportunity  to  cure  the 

specific  defects'* 
Notes 

:     EXHIBIT 

Page  29  -  Page  32 
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DepAnneoi  of  bierior 
1W9  C  Street.  N.W. 

Wtihinxioc.  DC   20240 

Deii  SecTtiuy  B4bbiti: 

I  ta  wridsg  on  beKilf  of  my  conuJiu&as  to  exprett  my  oppoxition  to  the  (ee  to  trutt 

c^uiybon  of  the  Sl  Ctx>\j.  Mi*4o'^  r^r^Qvid  trid:  ̂   the  Red  CUn.  Mole  Uice,  ud  Lac 
Coune  OreiDcj  b«flds  of  Hk  Chif  pewi  Tribe  peadiaj  before  the  Bureio  of  Indiin  Afftjn. 

Aj  you  know,  the  tnck  is  locii^d  ia  Hudsoa.  Wi5Coiuin.  is  the  westcn  p&n  of  toy  diarict. 

TV  d&b&ie  over  adding  eavir-i  jmbUng  t:  the  do{  tnck  hu  innised  pusioos  of 

Hudson  residecti  for  uveni  yun  i^i  hu  been  i  prominent  iuae  in  sevtnl  local  eleoionj. 

Ucd  nuw.  I  have  rtaaifled  i:eumJ.  i::  pan  &rr.»!iv  I  believwl  that  the  residena  of  St.  Croix 

count)'  ihould  be  allowed  u>  develop  iisis  own  opinioos  whhoot  iaisrfereace  from 

Waihiajtsn.  I  ilso  retniined  ctutnl  brr^^r  1  wu  uncLur  wbedKT  the  IndLu  c-nin^ 
Kepji*inrj  Act  (ICRA)  pcnniscid  mj  tapui-    However,  cinoe  jroor  ofEjcc  baa  in/omod  iBc 
thil  I  cay  coaaeat.  I  hive  coosdertd  the  hi£onc4l  perspectivu  of  (be  debate,  the  naiional 

si{nifica£ce  of  this  drri.tion,  tad  the  views  of  my  osnstituenu.    I  have  anduded  that  the 

con  prudeai  coune  would  he  for  thr  Deptnocat  to  rejea  a^ino  janihlirj  at  Sl  Crtiix 
Me*dowj. 

I  oppoae  the  e«paniloo  of  {znlnj  u  the  Hudson  dog  tndc  hrcany  it  woold  set  i 

nahooal  ptt«redem  far  ofT-iuervidcn  cumo  xuobUnj  facilitifs.   Section  20(b)  of  the  IGRA 

providei  tbtt  the  Secretary  of  the  Istenor.  wiih  the  |ovemor's  ipprovvl.  nty  acquire  iMd 
outside  of  an  established  ruervicion  for  g«min{  purposes  if  the  Secreuiy  deiennincs  thai  the 

acquisitioo  is  in  tbe  tribe's  but  inte.'csT  asd  would  not  be  deihaecUl  to  Ihe  cuntxaidlst 
comaiDiuty.   According  to  yuur  ofrce,  sutce  Coogreu  pused  the  IGRA  in  19(8.  the 

SecTTiary  of  btcrior  haa  never  approved  the  acquisiiion  of  ofT-ruervatioo  land  ia  be  used  for 

c&sizo  {&abUs(.    This  appears  ts  iiMlicate  thai  the  section  was  '"'-"'<»^  to  apply  ooly  ia 
excsftjoul  cases. 
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CoQ^mi  passed  cbe  IGRA  in  Urge  put  to  pnx&oe  Native  Americaji  ecooonic 

developiDeni  thmugh  gvning.    Ai  tbc  unse  time,  the  Act  sought  to  protect  a^uiui  (be  abuses 

of  a  burgeoning,  but  uaitpjlai^d  guiing  uxtusiry.   Most  tribes  that  have  developed  ganiing 

on  theii  reservations  hive  succeedol  in  sifnificuuJy  improving  the  econotsic  ccnditioos  of 

their  memben. 

Undrr  ejustinj  compacu  with  tfar  Slate  of  Wiscoftsin.  each  of  the  three  bajids 

applying  to  develop  a  osino  m  Hu<lsoa  is  aUcTwed  to  build  two  caisims  wjtti  bLadcjick 

firiliucs  on  iLs  Rsen-ilion.  Each  prctcnDy  bu  ooe  osino  witli  blickjack  facilitiej  on  iu 
reirrvation.    To  iocrase  econutaic  upponunitjcj  for  iu  members,  each  tribe  may  build  as 

iciduiooaJ  ficiliry  with  bUckjaci  wnboul  trradiaj  Loto  the  prtccdcnt-scttiag  wmlcn  of  off- 
rc^crvKlian  cuim.    If  youi  office  3pprovc4  the  ao^mlioD  of  the  dog  tracJc,  a  national 

preodem  would  be  so  to  encourage  the  dcveloptDeix  of  iddttiorul  ofT-rtscrvilJon  facilities 

when  on-reservuion  developmen:  optjoci  arc  nil!  aviilible.    For  this  reason,  Hudson  is  not 
the  place  to  break  new  jmund. 

In  addiiioo  to  tetung  a  oew  pir  nVnr.  procecdug  with  (he  acquisition  would  be 

de til's citjU  to  the  HudMQ  area  by  Uirixz  erodic^  rdi'jons  among  resKdeius  cod  limjting 
opporamjiies  for  ecoooraic  dcvelopsini     Area  rcsidcic  lad  their  local  rtpreseoiauvej 

oppose  CASjw  £LT:blbg,   The  passage  of  lefisltnoD  iJIo*tjq^  iIk  dog  Back  cieafid  many 

deep  wounds  in  the  city.   In  1991 ,  ̂ -bcn  i  cisiuo  ii  Cii  dog  track  wu  first  detwled,  the  City 
of  KudsoD  recaUed  ill  mayor  because  he  tujrpcnei  tmirrvf.    A  year  Uier.  the  City  Cuuocil 

adopted  i  moiuaan  opposing  IixIiad  ga.-nin»  o  tJr  doj  triik    In  February,  the  CouiKil 
again  voied  to  rejea  a  cisioo. 

Voters  have  iocriisiogly  oppoved  ladaa  p-r-^  ai  the  dog  trick,    la  1992,  the  City 

of  Hudson  hcid  a  rcfcrrrthnn  whx.'i  Lsked  a-hctbc:  raxJetis  supported  the  trtnsfer  of  the 
land  to  an  iDdiin  tribe  if  uospeciTted  rir,A:^ijJ  condrtiom  «erc  met.   The  results  were  1,352 

voters  ia  support  of  the  tnnifrT  aad  1  .Z&8  tgajoii     Howrvtr.  in  a  1993  mtewide 

refereDdum  wiuch  asked  wbcLVr  rutdcja  w^nied  u  exptod  lodiaa  piling  jq  Wlaccmin, 

65%  of  St.  Crou  County  itiidcnts  votrd  againa  cxpusioti.  In  the  adjoining  Troy  township, 

from  which  laod  »as  limeud  for  t^e  track.  85%  of  the  residents  vexed  againa  expansion. 

Id  MiS,  it  vs  my  wnclusioo  ttat  tilowtoj  i  cvioo  it  the  Si.  CroU  Modows  fKiiity 

would  set  an  eipansive  oationaJ  precedeni  for  ofT-re>CTviiion  gaming  where  oooe  b  ixsded. 
The  approvaJ  would  have  dcinmexaJ  cfTects  on  Ibe  readetus  by  creatine  further  diviiiverKSI 

in  I  city  where  crvic  harmony  haj  aL-t^dy  been  tevtrely  danajed.  Further,  the  recent  votes 
provide  ample  siatisiical  proof  of  publ.c  cpisjon.  For  these  reasons,  I  oppose  the  expansion 
of  cajinc  gambling  to  the  St  Qoi;i  Mexiowi  track. 
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The  HononMe  Bruce  Btbbia 

April  28.  1995 
Pate  3 

I  would  ̂ preciate  t  juius  repon  oo  the  icquisiiion  at  your  earliest  coovenicne. 
Thank  you  for  your  consideraiicn. 

Bcitisjanis^ 

Stevt  Gundcnoo 
Member  of  Conercas 

SC.lb 
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The   only  land  transaction  approved  since  enactaent  of   IGRA   for  an 
off-reservation  Class   II   gaming  facility  was   for  the  Forest 
County  Potawatomle  Tribe.      The  property    Is    located   In  Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin   and   the   transaction  was    completed   In   1990   prior   to   the 
establishment  of    the  office   of   the    Indian  Gaming  Management   Staff 
and   the  established   Items   to  ascertain    that^the   transaction  meets 
the   two-part  determination   required    In   Section  20. 

Two   acquisitions   were  approved   for    lands    located  off-fonaer- 
recognized   reservations    in   the  State    of    Oklahoma:      The  Cherokee 
Nation  of  Oklahoma  acquired  two  parcels:    one  In  West  Slloam 
Springs,    OK   for  a   total   of    7.808   acres    (approved  by  Central 
Office:    01/18/94   and  the  second  in  Rogers   County,   OK  for  a   total 
of    15.66   acres    (approved  by  Central    Office:    09/24/93);    both  are 
for   Class    II   gaming   facilities. 

Two   acquisitions   were  approved   for    land    "contiguous   to   the 
reservation    "    for   two  tribes    in  Louisiana:      Tunica-Blloxi   Tribe 
acquired   21.054    acres   in  Avoyelles    Parish,    LA  for  a  Class    III 
gaining   facility    (approved  by  Central    Office:    11/15/93);    and 
Coushatta  Tribe   acquired   531   acres    In   Allen   Parish,    LA   for   a 
Class    III    gaming    facility    (approved    by   Central  Office:    09/30/94). 

One    land   acquisition  was   approved    for    a    tribe  with  no  reservation 
on   enactment   date   of   the    IGRA  and   the    land  was  not   In  Oklahoma: 

Sisseton-Wahpeton   Sioux  Tribe   of   Lake    Traverse  Reservation 
acquired    143.13    acres    in   Richland   County,    North  Dakota    for   a 
Class    III    gating    facility    (approved    by    Central   Office:    09/30/94). 

Three   transactions    have   been   prepared    for   off-reservation 
acq'jlsltions    for   Class    III    ganlng    facilities    in  the   States    of 
Oregon,    Louisiana    and  Klchigan.      None    received   the   concurrence   of 
the    Governor;    consequently,    none   of    the    proposals  were   taken   in 
trust. 

^  :^^  A^  /^>y^ 
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United  States  Department  of  the  Interior 

BUREAU  OF  IKDIAN  AFFAIRS 

Wuhiaf  ISO.  D.C.  201*0 

MS-2070 

June  8.  1995 

To:  Diiector.  Indian  Gaming  Management  S^St^ 

From:  Indian  Gamine  Management  Sc 

la^cmcni  sax 

Subject:  Applicatian  of  the  Soloogon  Community,  the  Lac  Courte  Otcilles  BAnd,  and 
the  Red  Cliff  Band  to  Place  Land  Looted  ia  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  in  Trust  for 
Gamins  Purposes 

The  staff  has  analyzed  whether  the  ptuposed  acquisition  would  be  in  the  best  interest  of  the 
Indian  tribes  and  tbeir  mertiben.  Uowcvrr.  additsaing  any  problems  discovered  in  that 
analysis  would  be  pietiulure  if  the  Seueajy  does  not  detennine  thai  gamine  on  the  land 
would  not  be  detrimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  Thocfote,  the  saff  mrommmds 
thai  the  Seczeaiy,  based  on  the  following,  determine  thai  the  pipposed  acquisition  would  not 
be  detrimenal  to  the  suziounding  community  prior  to  makias  '^  determination  on  the  best 
in  teres  ts. 

FINDINGS  OF  FACT 

The  Minneapolis  Area  Of&oe  (*MAO*)  transmioed  the  appliation  of  the  Soloogon  Chippe- 
wa Community  of  Wisoansin,  the  Lac  Coune  Orcillex  Band  of  Laltr  Superior  Chippewa 

Indians  of  Wisconsin,  and  the  Red  Cldf  Band  of  Lake  Supoior  Chippewa  Indians  of 

Wuconsm  ('Tnbes')  to  the  Secirary  of  the  Interior  ('Secreoiy*)  to  place  approximately  SS 
acra  of  land  located  in  Hudsoo,  Wiscoosic.  in  Crust  for  gaming  purposes.  The  proposed 

casino  project  is  to  add  slot  wMchina  and  blackjack  to  the  ousting  class  III  pari-mutuel  dog 

racing  currently  being  cooducted  by  non-Indians  al  the  dog  track.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  I.  pg.  2)' 

The  Tribes  have  entered  into  an  agreement  with  the  owners  of  the  SL  Croix  Meadows  Grey- 

hound Park.  Croixland  Propcrocs  Limito^  Partnership  ("Croixland'),  to  purchase  part  of  the 
Land  and  all  of  the  assets  of  the  gtryhound  crack,  a  class  m  gaming  facility.  The  grandstand 
buUduig  of  the  track  has  three  Qoon  with  I60.CXX)  square  fea  of  space.  Adjaoott  propeny  to 

be  majority-owned  in  fee  by  the  Tribes  includes  porlong  for  4,000  auiot.  The  plan  is  to    . 
remodel  SO.OOO  square  feet,  which  will  conoin  l.SOO  slot  machines  and  30  bbcl^adc  obles. 

References  are  to  the  appbcaaon  documents  submitted  by  the  Minneapolis  Ana  Office. 
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AJio-Jicr  20.000  s^uifc  le=i  woj  oe  uiao  lor  zisir.o  support  areas  imor.sy  .-jo.t..  w..._=i. 
employee  lounges,  eir.).  Vol.  I,  Tab  3.  pg.  19) 

The  documents  reviewed  and  analyzed  are: 
1.  Tribes  lencr  February  23.  199*  (Vol.  I.  Tab  1) 
2.  Hudson  Cisino  Venture,  Arthur  Anderson.  March  1994  (Vol.  I.  Tab  3) 

3.  An  Analysis  of  the  Market  for  the  Addition  of  Casino  Games  to  the  Existing 

Greyhound  Race  Track  near  the  City  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin.  James  M.  Murray, 
Ph.D..  Febryaiy  25.  1994  (Vol.  I.  Tab  4) 

4.  An  Analysis  of  the  Economic  Impact  of  the  Proposed  Hudson  Gaming  Facility  on 

the  Three  Participaling  Tribes  and  the  Economy  of  the  Sate  of  Wisconsin.  James 
M.  Murray.  Ph.D.,  Fefaniary  25,  1994  (Vol.  I,  Tab  5) 

5.  Various  agiBcmenu  (Vol.  I.  Tab  7)  andothcr  supporting  daa  submitted  by  the 
Minneapolis  Area  Director. 

6.  Comments  of  the  Sl  Grout  Chippcv«  Indians  of  Wisconan.  April  30,  1995. 
7.  KPMG  Peat  Mar*ick  Commcoti,  April  2*,  1995. 
8.  Ho-ChunJc  Nation  Commena,  May  1,  1995. 

The  comment  period  for  Indian  tribes  in  Minnesoa  and  Wisconsin  was  extended  to  April  30. 

1995  by  John  Duffy,  Counselor  to  Secretary.  These  additional  comments  were  iweived  after 

the  Findings  of  Fact  by  the  MAO.  and  were  not  addressed  by  the  Tribes  or  MAO. 

Comments  from  the  pubUc  were  reccivod  after  the  MAO  published  a  notice  of  the  Findings 

Of  No  Significant  Impaa  (FONSI).  The  SL  Croia  Tribal  Council  provided  comments  on  the 

draft  FONSI  to  the  Great  Lakes  Agency  in  a  lencr  dated  July  21,  1994.  Howeva,  no  appeal 
of  the  FONSI  WIS  filed  as  prescribed  by  law. 

NOT  DEmUMENTAL  TO  TTTE  SURROUNDING  COMMUSUX 

CONSULTATION 

To  comply  with  Senioo  20  of  the  Indian  Gamuig  Regulatory  AcL  25  U.S.C.  62719  (19M). 

the  MAO  consulted  with  the  Tribes  and  appropnaic  Stale  and  local  officials,  including 

officials  of  other    nearby  Indian  tribes,  on  t.he  impacts  of  the  gaming  opexanon  on  the 

surrounding  communiry.  Lcncrs  fnara  the  Area  Direcsor.  daicd  December  30.  1993.  lisnng 

several  suggested  areas  of  discussion  for  lSc  'berg  intcrcs:'  and  'not  detrimental  to  the 

surroundjig  cnmmumty'  detrrminanon.  war  sent  to  the  applicant  Tribes,  and  in  lencr* 
dated  Fcbruiry  17.  1994,  to  the  foUowmg  oSaais:  -^ 

Mayor.  City  of  Hudson.  Wlsaxum  (VoL  ID.  Tab  !•) 

Chairman.  St.  Crenx  County  Boanl  of  Supervisors.  Hudson.  WI  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2*) 
Chairman.  Town  of  Troy.  Wisawisin  (Vol.  HL  Tab  3") 

•response  is  unds  same  Tib. 

The  Area  Diiccior  sent  letters  dated  December  30.  1993.  to  the  following  officials  of 

federally  recogtuied  tribes  in  Wiscooan  »nd  Minnesota; 

I)     President,  Lac  du  FUmbeau  Band  of  I  ak.-  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of 

Wisconsin  (Vol.  IH.  Tab  S'*) 

0319S 
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2)  Chairman.  Leech  Lake  Rcscrvanon  Buxine&s  Comnunee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  6") 
3)  President,  Lower  Sioux  Indian  Community  of  Minnesota  (Vol.  ED,  Tab  7*') 
4)  Chairperson.  MUJe  Lacs  Reservation  Business  Committee  (Vol.  ni.  Tab  8**) 
5)  Chairperson.  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  TU.  Tab  9" 

6)  Presfdent,  Prairie  Island  Indian  Community  of  Minnesoa  (Vol.  Ill,  Tab  10**) 
7)  Chairman.  Shakopoe  Mdewaianton  Sioux  Community  of  Minnesoa  (Vol.  m.  Tab 

11") 
8)  Prcsidem,  SL  Croix  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol,  IH.  Tab  12") 
9)  Chairperson.  Wiseonsn  Winnebago  Tribe  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  in.  Tab  13"") 
10)  Chaiiman,  Bad  River  Band  of  1  akf  Superior  Chippewa  Indians  of  Wisconsin  (Vol 

m.  Tab  16—) 
11)  Chairman.  Bois  Forre  (Nea  Laix)  Reservation  Business  Commitiee  (Vol.  HI.  Tab 

16""") 
12)  Chaiimaji,  Fond  du  Lac  Rfservaiion  Business  ComniiBee  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16'") 
13)  Chairman.  Forest  County  Potawaiomi  Community  of  Wisconsin  fVol.  in  Tab 

16—) 

14)  Chairman.  Grand  Por&ge  Reservation  Business  Commiaec  (Vol.  QI,  Tab  16""") 
15)  Chairman.  Red  Lake  Band  of  Chippewa  Indians  of  Minnesoa  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16""") 
16)  President,  Stockiridgc  Munsoc  Community  of  Wisconsin  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16""") 
17)  Chairperson.  Upper  Sioux  Community  of  Minnesoa  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16""") 
18)  Chairman.  White  Eanh  Rcscrvanon  Buancss  Comminac  (Vol.  m.  Tab  16""") 
19)  President.  The  Minnesoa  Chippewa  Tribe  (VoL  m,  Tab  U**). 

■"response  is  under  same  Tab "••no  response 

A.  CoosutlatloD  witb  State 

Tncrc  has  been  no  consultanoo  with  the  Sta:r  of  Wisoonsin.  The  Area  DirecsDr  is  in  error  in 

tJic  s:a:cmcnt:  '...it  is  not  rcqmrod  by  the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Ad  until  The  Sazeary 
makes  favorable  findings.'  (Vol.  I,  Finduigi  of  Fact  and  Conclusions,  pg.  IS) 

On  January  2,  1995.  the  Minnra polls  Area  Dim  ii.n  was  notified  by  the  Acting  Deputy 
Commissioner  of  Indians  Affairs  ttui  consalanoti  with  the  Sale  must  be  done  ai  the  Area 
level  pnor  to  submission  of  the  Findmgi  of  Fact  on  the  transaction.  As  ofshis  dale,  there  is 
no  indicanon  tha:  the  Aita  Dircoor  has  compbod  with  this  directive  for  this  oansKtWn. 

B.  Coasultalion  with  City  aad  Town 

The  property,  oinrrtly  a  class  IH  gaming  faciLty.  is  located  in  a  oommereial  area  in  the . 
vjuthcast  comer  of  the  C5ry  of  Hudson.  Thomas  H.  Redncr.  Mayor,  stales  "...the  City  of 
Hudson  has  a  strong  vision  and  planning  effon  for  the  future  and  thai  this  praposed  Casino 
on  appjjcntJy  be  accommodated  with  minimjj  overall  impact,  just  as  any  oOtcr  development 
of  thij  size.* 
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The  City  of  Hudion  passed  Resolution  2-95  on  February  6.  1995  after  the  Area  Office  had 

subnuticd  its  Findings  Of  Facts,  lutmg  'the  Common  CoundJ  of  the  City  of  Hudson. 
Wisconsin  docs  not  support  casino  gambling  ai  the  SL  Croix  Modows  site*.  Howcvcr.-the 
City  Atumey  clanfied  the  manuig  of  the  resolution  in  a  leoer  daied  Febniaiy  IS,  1995   - 

stating  Chat  lAe  resolution  'does  not  reoaci,  abrogate  or  supersede  the  April  18.  1994 

Agreement  for  Government  Services. '  No  evidence  of  demmcnBl  impact  is  provided  in  the 
resolution. 

The  Town  of  Troy  slates  thai  it  borders  the  dog  crack  on  three  sides  and  has  residential 

homes  directly  to  the  west  and  south.  Dean  Albert,  Chaiiperson,  responded  to  the  consult- 

anon  letter  sating  that  the  Town  has  oeva-  received  any  informanon  on  the  gaining  faciliry. 
He  set  forth  several  questions  the  Town  needed  answered  before  it  could  adequaicly  j^^-^t 
the  impiact.  However,  responses  were  provided  to  the  yaafic  questions  asked  in  the 
consultaQon. 

Leaers  supporting  the  application  were  received  from  Donald  B.  Bruns,  Hudson  City 
Councilman;  Carol  Hansen,  former  member  of  the  Hudson  Common  Council:  Herb  Giese, 

Sl  Croix  County  Supervisor,  and  John  E.  Schommer,  Member  of  the  Schcnl  Baaid.  They 

discuss  the  changing  local  political  rlimatr  and  the  genosl  loog-tam  political  suppurt  for  the 
acquisition.  Roger  Breske,  Sate  Senator,  and  Baiban  Linton,  Sole  Repiesenaiivc  also  wrote 

in  support  of  the  acquisition.  Sandra  Berg,  a  long-time  Hudson  businesspenon,  wiDte  in 
support  and  sates  thai  the  oppostion  to  the  acquisicioa  is  receiving  money  fzom  opposing 
Indian  tribes. 

C.    CoasuUatlon  with  County 

The  St.  Croiz  County  Board  of  Supevuors  submioed  an  Impact  Assessment  on  the  proposed 

gaming  csoblishmenL  On  March  13.  1994  a  single  5l  Croix  County  Board  Supervisor  wrote 

a  IcncT  to  Wisconsin  Governor  Tommy  Thompson  thai  sated  his  opinion  thai  the  Board  had 

not  approved  'any  agreement  involving  Indian  cnbes  conccnung  gambling  operations  or 

ownership  in  Sl  Croiz  County.* 

On  ApnJ  IS.  1994    the  Chairman  of  the  Sl  Croix  County  Baud  of  Supervisors  indirafrri 

L^ai  *we  cannot  caxiclusivcly  tnaie  any  findings  on  whether  or  not  the  proposed  gaming 
establishment  will  be  deoiroaitai  to  the  surrounding  community.  .  .  Our  finding  assume  that 

an  Agreement  for  Government  Services,  sausfadary  to  all  parties  involved,  can  be  agreed 

upon  and  czccutzxj  to  address  the  poiential  im^nns  of  the  service  needs  outlined  in  the 

assessment.  In  the  absence  of  such  an  tgits-man  it  u  most  cerain  thai  the  proposed  gaming 

csablishmcnl  would  l>c  a  dctrimoii  to  ihc  commumry.* 

On  April  26,  1994  a  joint  lencr  from  the  County  Board  Chairman  and  Mayor  of  the  City  of 
Hudson  was  sent  to  Governor  Thompson.  It  sayi.  The  City  Council  of  Hudson  oauumousiy 

approved  this  [Agreement  for  Government  Servico)  on  March  23rd  by  a  6  to  0  vote,  and  the 
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County  Board  zi  a  special  mecnnj  on  March  29th  approved  che  agreement  on  a  Z3  to  5 

vole.' 

On  December  3,  1992,  an  eleccon  was  held  in  the  City  of  Hudson  on  an  Indian  Gaming 

Referendum,  -*Do  you  support  the  transfer  of  St.  Croix  Meadows  to  an  Indian  Tribe  and  the 
conduct  of  casino  gajning  at  Sl  Croix  Mcajdows  if  the  Tribe  is  required  to  meex  all  fuianciai 

commitments  of  Croixland  Propcrncs  Limited  Partnership  to  the  City  of  Hudson?"  With  5*% 
of  the  registered  elecioraie  vodng,  51.S%  approved  (he  referendum. 

St.  Croix  County  in  a  March  14,  199S  leiifr  sasa  that  the  'County  has  no  position  rrgarding 
the  City's  action*  regarding  Resolunon  2-9S  by  the  City  of  Hudson  (icferred  to  above). 

D.    CoasultatioD  with  Ncicbboriag  Tribes 

Minnesota  has  6  federally-reoocnixed  tribes  (one  tribe  with  six  component  reservations),  and 
Wisconsin  has  8  federally-recognized  tribes.  The  three  applicant  tribes  are  not  included  in  the 
Wisconsin  total.  The  Area  Dixeoor  coosuited  with  all  tribes  •^'■^  the  Menotnioee  Tribe  of 
Wisconsin.  No  reason  was  pven  for  omission  of  this  tribe  in  the  consulcaiion  process. 

Six  of  the  Minnesota  cribes  did  not  respond  to  the  Area  Director's  request  for  comments 
while  five  tribes  responded  by  objecong  to  the  proposed  acquisidon  for  gaming.  Four  of  the 

W^isconsin  tribes  did  ncx  respond  while  four  responded.  Two  objea  and  two  do  not  objea  to 
the  proposed  acquisition  for  gaming. 

Five  tribes  commest  thai  direct  competition  would  cause  loss  of  customers  aod  revenues. 
Only  one  of  these  tribes  is  within  SO  miles,  using  the  most  dirsa  loads,  of  the  Hudson 

facility.  Two  tribes  comment  thai  the  approval  of  an  o£f-resavaaon  focility  would  have  a 
nasonwide  political  and  econotnic  inipaci  on  Indian  pmtng   spcBuLuing  wide-opBi  gaming 
would  result.  Six  tribes  sate  thai  Minnesoa  tribes  have  agreed  thee  would  be  no  off- 
reservanon  casinos.  One  tribe  sates  the  Hudson  track  is  on  Sioux  land.  One  tribe  comments 

on  an  adverse  impact  on  social  ss^icrure  of  community  from  less  money  and  fewo'  jobs 
because  of  competition,  and  a  po(cnaal  loss  of  an  annual  payment  (S  150,000)  to  '"--^1  town 

U'.ai  could  be  jeopardizsd  by  lowv  revcnua.  One  onbc  comments  that  conusuniiy  services 
costs  would  uvcT^ue  hrraiiy  of  rcdiirrri  revenues  at  thear  casino.  One  tribe  comments  that  it 

should  be  permined  its  fiourth  casuto  be/ore  the  Hudson  facility  is  appirrved  by  the  saie. 

St.  Croix  Tribe  Comments 

The  Sl  Croix  Tribe  asierts  thai  the  propoicd  acquisidon  is  a  bailout  of  a  failing  dog  crack. 
The  Sl  Croix  Tribe  was  approached  by  Galaxy  Gaming  artd  Racing  with  the  dog  track-io- 
casino  conversian  plan.  The  Tnbc  rtrjcocd  the  offer,  which  was  then  offered  to  the  Tribes. 

While  the  SL°  Croix  Tribe  may  bebevc  that  the  project  is  not  suioble,  the  Tribes  and  the ' 
MAO  noch  an  opposie  conclusioa. 
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The  Coopers  tc  Lybrand  impact  study,  commissioned  by  the  St.  Croix  Tribe,  projects  in 
uicTcasc  in  the  Sl  Crois  Casuio  att=n<lancc  in  the  survey  area  from  1.064.CXX3  in  1994  to 
1.225,000  in  1995.  an  increase  of  161.000.  It  then  projects  a  customer  loss  to  a  Hudson 
casino.  60  road  miles  distant,  ax  181.000.  The  net  change  after  trmoving  projeocd  growth  is 

20.000  customers,  or  approsimaiely  1  U  »  of  the  1994  actual  total  attendance  at  the  St.  Croix 
casino  (1.6  million). 

The  study  projects  an  aiiendanee  loss  of  45.000  of  the  522.000  1994  xoal  a:  the  St.  Croix 
Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino,  Danbury,  Wiscoosin,  120  n\iles  from  Hudson,  and  1 1 1  miles  from 
the  Minnopolis/SL  Paul  markEL  Danbury  is  approximately  the  same  distance  north  of 
Minnopolis  and  south  of  Duluch,  Minnesoa  as  the  Mille  Lac  casino  in  Onajnia.  Minnesota, 
and  competes  directly  in  a  market  quite  disont  from  Hudson,  Wisconsin,  which  is  25  miles 
ost  of  Minneapolis.  The  projected  loss  of  9*  of  Hole  in  the  Wall  Casino  revenue  to  a 
Hudson  osino  is  unlikely.  However,  even  thai  unrrali^rirally  high  loss  would  taiX  within 
normal  competitive  and  economic  factors  thai  can  be  expected  to  affoa  all  busineucs, 
including  casinos.  The  Sl  Croix  completed  a  buy-out  of  its  Hole  in  the  Wall  Manager  in 
1994.  incrrasmg  the  profit  of  the  casino  by  as  much  as  67%.  The  market  in  Mionesoa  and  . 

Wisconsin,  as  projected  by  Smith  Barney  tn  lU  Global  Oaminy  Almanac  199S.  is  expected  to 
increase  to  S1.2  billion,  with  24  million  gamer  visits,  an  amount  sufficient  to  accommodate  a 

casino  at  Hudson  and  profioble  upeianons  ai  all  other  Indian  gaming  Icxaiions. 

Ho-Chunk  Nation  Comments 

The  Ho-Chunk  Nation  ('Ho-Chunk')  submitted  comments  on  the  detnmenol  imiact  of  the 
proposed  casino  on  Ho-Chunk  pming  operanoas  in  Black  River  Falls,  Wisconsin  (BRP), 
1 16  miles  from  the  proposed  trust  acqmsinoo.  The  analysis  was  based  on  a  cuistomer  survey 
thai  indicaied  a  minimum  loss  of  12.5*  of  panon  dollars.  The  survey  was  of  411  panwis, 
21  of  whom  resided  closer  to  Hudson  than  BR5  (about  5%  of  the  customers).  Forty-two 
pacron^  lived  berwecn  the  casinos  closer  lo  BRP  than  Hudson. 

Market  studies  from  a  wide  variety  of  sources  indicate  thai  distance  (in  time)  is  the  donunant 
factor  in  determining  market  share,  espcoally  if  the  facilities  and  service  are  equivalent. 
However,  those  srudics  also  indicate  Vai  even  when  pasisas  gsierally  visit  one  casino,  they 

occasionally  visit  other  ̂ isinos.  Thai  mcx-is  thai  customers  closer  to  a  Hudson  casino  will 
not  exciusivciy  visit  Hiulson.  The  specific  n-ndmoe  of  the  21  customers  living  rlnvr  id 
Hudson  was  not  provided,  but  presumably  some  of  them  were  from  the  MinneapoIiVSL  Paul 
area,  and  already  have  cleciad  to  visit  the  much  more  distant  ERF  cuino  rather  than  an 
eusong  MinncapoUs  area  caano 

In  addidon.  "player  clubs*  cr^Oc  casmo  loyaJry.  and  lend  to  draw  cuOomen  back  to  a  casino 
rcganUess  of  the  distance  involved.  The  addinon  of  a  Hudson  casino  is  likely  to  impact  the 
BRF  ratinn  revenues  by  leu  than  5  % .  General  ecooomic  oooditions  affecting  disposable 
income  ^use  fluctuatians  larger  than  thai  amounL  The  impact  of  Hudsoo  on  BRF  probably 
cannot  be  iy^ijn^  from  the  "noue*  fluciuanons  in  business  ^uscd  by  ocho'  casinot,  compet- 

ing enierainment  and  sports,  weather,  and  other  factors. 
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The  Ho-Churxk  gaming  opcratioru  serve  Lhe  emtral  and  louthem  population  of  Wisconsin, 
including  che  very  popular  Wisconsin  DcUs  reson  area.  The  extreme  disunc*  of  Hudson 
from  the  primary  market  area  of  the  Ho-Chunk  casinos  eliminates  it  as  a  major  competitive 
factor.  The  customen'  desire  for  variety  in  gaming  wiU  draw  BRF  patrons  to  other  Ho- 
Chunk  casinoi.  Minnesoca  casinos,  and  even  Michigan  osnos.  Hudson  cannot  be  expected 
ID  dominaie  the  Ho-Chunk  market,  or  cause  other  than  normal  competitive  impact  on  ttie 
profitability  of  the  Ho-Chunk  opcratiotis.  The  addition  by  the  Ho-Chunk  of  two  new  casinos 
since  September  1993  smngly  indicates  the  Tribe's  belief,  in  a  growing  market  poten- 

tial.While  all  of  the  tribes  objecting  to  the  facility  may  consider  the  competibvc  e»nain$  of 
another  casino  legitimate,  they  provide  no  subsontiai  daa  thai  would  prove  their  concerns 
valid.  There  are  eight  casinos  within  a  100-mile  radius  of  the  Minneapolis  area;  three  casinos 
are  within  50  miles.  (Vol.  I.  Tab  3.  pg.  29) 

Comments  bv  the  Oneida  Tribe  of  Indians  of  Wnmnrin 

In  an  April  17,  1995  letter,  the  Oneida  Tribe  rescinds  its  neutnl  position  sated  on  March  I. 

1994,  'Speaking  sthcily  for  the  Oneida  Tribe,  we  do  not  pocdwe  that  there  would  be  any 
serious  detrimental  imparts  en  our  own  gaming  operaboa.  .  .  The  Oneida  Tribe  is  simply 
located  to  (sic)  far  from  the  Hudson  project  to  suffer  any  serious  trafoa.*  The  Ttibe  specu- 

lates about  growing  undue  pressure  from  outside  non-Indian  sambling  intsxests  ttai  could  set 
the  stage  for  int^r-Tribal  rivalry  for  gaming  dollars.  No  evidenee  of  advene  impact  is 
provided. 

KPMG  Peat  Marwiek  Commencs  for  the  Minnesota  Tribg 

On  behalf  of  the  Mlnnesoa  Indian  Gaming  Assooation  (MIGA),  Mille  Tar^  Bud  of 
Chippcua  Indians.  Sl  Croix  Chippewa  Band,  and  Shakopoe  Mdewakanton  Dakota  Ttibe. 
KPMG  commoits  on  the  impact  of  a  casino  aX  Hudson.  Wisconsin. 

K?MC  asserts  that  the  Minneapolis  Area  OfSoe  has  used  a  'not  devasating*  lest  father  than 
the  less  ngorous  "not  detrimental'  test  in  reaching  its  Fuidings  of  Faa  approval  to  ra^-^  the subject  land  in  Oust  for  the  throe  afSliaied  Tnbes. 

In  the  KPMG  inidy.  the  four  tribes  and  five  casinos  within  50  milo  of  Hudson,  Wisconsin 
had  gn»s  rrvcnucs  of  S450  million  in  1993,  and  J495  miliioo  in  1994.  a  10«  annual 
growth.  The  Findings  of  Fact  piojeca  a  Hudson  potential  maiket  pcnesation  of  20%  for 
blackjack  and  24%  for  slot  machinea.  If  thai  pcaieaaoon  revenue  cane  only  from  the  five casinos,  it  would  be  SI  14.6  million. 

However,  the  Arthur  Anderson  financial  projccTjons  for  die  Hudson  casino  were  S80  million 
in  gaming  revenues,  or  16.16%  of  jur.  the  fivc^casino  revalue  (noc  tool  Indian  gaming  in 
Minnesota  and  Wisconsin).  Smith  Barney  csnmaies  a  Miruiopolis  Gaining  Maiket  of  S480 
million,  a  Non-Minneapolis  Gaming  Market  of  $220  million,  and  a  Wisconsin  Market  of  ' 
S500  million.  The  Wisconsin  market  u  conccntratad  in  the  soudien  and  astern  population 
centen  where  the  Onada  and  Ho-Chunk  casmoi  are  located.  Assuming  that  the  watem 
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Wisconsin  market  is  25%  of  the  suie  coal,  the  toul  market  available  to  the  sue  NGnneapolis 
market  casinos  is  over  S600  million. 

The  projected  Hudson  martci  share  of  S80  to  SI  IS  million  is  13%  to  19%  of  the  two-sute 

regional  tool'  A  ten  percent  historic  growth  rate  in  gaming  will  increase  the  market  by  SSO 
million,  and  stimulation  of  the  local  market  by  a  osino  ai  Hudson  is  projected  in  the 
application  at  S  %  (S2S  million)  Therefore,  only  SS  to  S40  million  of  the  Hudson  revenues 
would  be  obtained  ai  (he  expense  of  existing  osinos.  An  average  revenue  reductioo  of  SI  to 
S8  mi  1 1  inn  per  existing  ̂ ^ino  would  not  be  a  dexrimenal  impaa.  The  Mystic  Lake  Casino 
was  estimated  to  have  had  a  S96.8  million  net  profit  in  1993.  A  reduction  of  S8  million 
would  be  about  8%,  assuming  thai  net  revenue  decreased  the  full  amount  of  the  gross 
revenue  reduction.  At  S96.8  million,  the  per  enrolled  member  profit  ai  Mystic  Lake  is 
S396,700.  Reduced  by  S8  million,  the  amount  would  be  S363,90Q.  The  detiimenal  effen 
would  ncx  be  expected  to  maierially  impaa  Tribal  expenditures  on  prognms  under  IGRA 
Section  11. 

Suxnfluxy:  Recondliaiion  of  various  comments  on  (he  impact  of  a  casino  at  Hudson  can  be 

achieved  best  by  reference  to  the  Sphere  of  Influence  conoept  'f **•»■'*'<  by  Munay  on  pages  2 
through  7  of  Vol.  I.  Tab  A.  Figure  1  displays  the  dynamics  of  a  multi>nodal  draw  by  casinos 
for  both  Che  local  and  MinnopoUs  metropolian  markets.  The  sp<iae  of  influenoe  of  Hudson 
depends  on  its  disance  from  various  populanons  (disaoce  explains  C%  of  the  vahahoo  in 
acendance).  Outside  of  the  charted  zone,  other  casinos  «rould  atat  piimary  influaice. 

The  Sphere  of  Influatce  indicates  only  the  disarux  factor  of  influenee.  and  assumes  that  the 
sovioe  at  och  casino  is  equivalent.  Facilioes  are  Q21  equivalent,  however.  Mysic  Lake  is 
esablishod  as  a  casino  with  a  hotel,  extensive  gaming  obles,  and  convention  fodlities.  Turtle 

Lake  is  established  and  has  a  hotcL  Hudson  would  have  a  dog  track  and  easy  ai'i  r\<  from 
lr'.ersate  94 .  Each  casino  will  need  U3  exploit  its  compcdtive  advanage  in  any  business 
scenario,  with  or  without  a  casino  ai  Hudson.  Projccnons  based  on  highly  subjective 
qualianve  factors  would  be  very  sprriilanve. 

U  is  important  to  note  that  the  Sphere  of  Influoicr  is  ififluence.  not  dominanoe  or  exclusion. 
The  Murray  research  iniiicates  thai  casino  pamsns  on  average  patronize  three  differeat 
casLnos  each  y^.  Paaons  desire  vanery  in  their  gaming,  and  achieve  it  by  viatiiig  a  sevoal 
casinos.  Th£  opeiiing  of  a  casino  ai  Hudson  would  not  stop  customers  from  vistiflg  a  more 
distant  casino,  though  it  might  change  the  frequency  of  visia. 

The  Sl  Croix  Tribe  projeas  tha:  its  cnbaJ  economy  will  be  plunged  'hack  into  pre-gaming 
60  percent  plus  uncmploymeat  rairs  and  annual  incomes  far  the  (sic)  below  reoognized 

poverty  levels.*  The  Chief  Financial  Officer  of  the  Sl  Croix  Tribe  projecs  a  deuease  of 
Tribal  earnings  from  S25  million  u\  I99S  to  S12  million  after  a  casiao  at  Hudsoa  is  esab- 
lished.  Even  a  reduction  of  thai  amount  would  not  plunge  the  Tribe  back  into  povery  and 

unemployment,  though  it  could  certainly  cause  the  Tribe  to  re-order  its  spending  plans. 
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f^ark-i  .Sarjranon. 
The  Sl  Croix  Tribe  mens  thai  the  mifket  is  saturated  even  as  it  has  just  completed  a 
31,000  square  foot  expansion  of  its  casino  in  Tunie  Lake,  and  proposes  to  simUarly  expand 
the  Hole-in-the-Wall  Casino.  Smith  Bairiey  projects  a  Wisconsin  market  of  SSOO  million  wiUj 
a  continuaiiott  of  the  siady  grov«h  of  the  last  U  years,  though  at  a  rate  slower  than  the 
councry  in  general. 

£.    IVEPA  Compiisnce 

B.I. A    authotizahon  for  signing  a  FONSI  is  delegated  to  the  Aira  Director.  The  NcPA 

process  in  this  application  is  coniplete  by  the  ezpiianon  of  the  appeal  period  following  the 
publication  of  the  Notice  of  Fuulings  of  No  Significant  ImpacL 

F.    Surroundiog  Community  Impicts 

1.    TMT»ArTs  ON  rm  SOCIAL  sn^ucTURE  rN  the  community 

The  Tribes  believe  that  there  will  not  be  any  impan  on  the  social  smicnire  of  the  community 
thai  cannot  be  mitigaied.  The  MAO  did  not  conduct  an  independoit  analysis  of  impacts  on 
the  social  structure.  This  review  considers  the  following: 

I.     Economic  Contribution  of  Workers 

The  Town  of  Troy  comments  thai  minimum  wage  workers  are  not  major  contribu- 
tors to  the  economic  well-being  of  the  community.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3,  pg.  3)  Six 

comments  were  received  from  the  goicral  public  on  the  undesirability  of  the  low 
wa^es  asyriatrd  with  a  track  and  casino.    (VoL  V) 

n.    Crime 
Hudson  Police Dwt.  Cnme  &  Arrrsis.  (Cranmcr  62a  and  €2b.  Vol.  IV,  Tab  *) 

1990                         1991 1992 1993 

Violer:  Cnme 

14 

4 7 7 

Propcrry  Crime 312                          420 

406 440 

Theac  satisDcs  provided  by  Dr.  Cranma'  do  not  indicate  a  drastic  incr^ise  in  the 
rate  of  cnme  since  the  do;  crack  opencci  on  June  1,  1991.  However,  other  studies 
and  references  show  a  corrclanon  berwecn  casinos  and  crime.  One  public  comment 
atachcd  remarks  by  WUlLun  Webster  and  William  Scssioiu.  former  Directors  of  the 
Federal  Bureau  of  InvesiigaDon.  on  the  prcsescc  of  organized  crime  in  gambling.- 
(Vol.  V,  George  O.  Hoel,  S/19/94,  Vol.  V)  Another  public  commoit  included  an 

article  from  the  Si.  Paul  />ioneer  l^ca  with  rnna^r^  relating  to  the  issue.  (Mike 
MoiTU.  3/28/94,  Vol.  V)  Addtoonal  specific  data  on  oime  are  provided  by  LeRae 
D.  Zahorski.  S/lS/94.  Bartera  Smith  Lobin,  7/14/94.  and  Joe  and  Sylvia  Harwell 
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3/1/94.    (all  ifl  Vol.  V)  Eight  additional  public  comments  ezprcu  concern  with  the 
cnme  impact  of  a  casino.    (Vol.  V) 

m.  Haxm  tc  Am  Busineucs 

A.  Wage  Level 
The  Town  of  Troy  says  (hat  workers  arc  unavailable  loolly  at  minimum  wage. 
(Vol.  in.  Tab  3.  pg.  3) 

B.  Spending  faoans 
One  public  comment  concerns  gambling  divening  discretionary  spending  away 
from  lool  businesses.  (D^ui  M.  Erickson,  6/14/94)  Another  public  comment 
saxes  thai  everyone  should  be  able  to  offer  s^mbling,  not  jusi  Indians.  (Stewart 
C.  Mills.  9/26/94)    (Vol.  V) 

rv.  Property  Values 
An  opponent  asserts  thai  a  Hudson  casino  will  deoeue  ptops^  values.  He  notes 
that  purcha^  options  weic  extended  to  adjacent  properqr  owners  before  (he  con- 

struction of  the  dog  track.  He  prtnodes  no  evidence  thai  any  properties  were 
tendered  in  response.  (Vol.  6.  Tab  4.  pg.  33) 

A  letter  from  Nancy  Bieraugel.  1/19/94,  (Vol.  V)  sates  that  she  would  never 
choose  to  live  near  a  casino.  Another  letter,  Thomas  Forseih,  5/23/94,  (Vol.  V) 

comments  that  he  and  his  family  live  m  Hudson  hrraiivi  of  its  small-town  atmo- 
sphere. ShaiTMi  K.  Kinkead,  1/24/94.  (Vol.  V)  sales  thai  she  moved  to  Hudson  to 

c/^>r  a  quiei  country  life  style.  Sheryl  D.  Lindholm,  1/20/94,  (VoL  V)  says  thai 
Hudson  is  a  holtby  cultural-  and  family-onented  oommunity.  She  points  out  several 
culauai  and  scenic  ̂ oliDcs  thai  she  believes  are  mcompalible  with  a  dog  tnck  and 

casino  operations.  Seven  addiOonaJ  lesers  of  comment  from  the  public  show 

concern  for  the  impact  of  a  casino  on  the  quality  of  life  in  a  small,  fomily-oriented 
town.    (Vol.  V) 

V.     Housing  Costs  will  increase 

Houang  vacancy  ratc3  in  Troy  and  Hudson  are  quite  low  (3.8%  in  1990).  Competi- 
Qon  for  modeiaic  income  bousing  can  be  erpeoed  to  cause  a  risejn  naial  rates.  A 
local  housing  sborage  will  require  thai  most  workers  commute.  (VoL  3,  Tab  2,  pg. 
3  and  Tab  3.  pg.  4) 

Summaj-y:  The  impacts  above,  except  cnmc.  arc  assooatad  with  economic  activity  in 
general,  and  are  not  found  agnifiont  for  the  proposed  ̂ tsmo.  The  impact  of  crime  has  beoi 
adequately  nutigaied  in  the  Agreement  for  Covemmeni  Services  by  the  ptomised  aiidition  of 

police. 
03203 

10 
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2.      IKf  Af-T!;  OS  TKE  INFRASTRUCTLTRE 

The  Tnbcs  project  average  duly  ancndajicc  ai  ihe  proposed  casino  at  7.000  people,  and  ihe 

casino  is  cxpectfid  to  amac:  a  (Uily  Craific  flow  of  about  3,200  vehicles.  Projected  employ- 
ment is  1.50O;  aad  the  casino  is  expected  to  operate  18  hours  per  day.  (Vol.  III.  Tab  2,  pg. 

1)  Other  commcnier?  esamatcs  ait  h:ghcr    As\  opponent  of  this  proposed  acdon  esnma'.£S 
that,  if  a  casino  at  Hudson  follows  the  pattern  of  the  Minnesota  casinos,  an  averse  of  10  to 

30  times  more  people  will  attend  the  casino  than  airrently  anend  the  dog  track.  fVol.  4.  Tab 

4    pes.  33  and  34)  Attavlance.  vehicles,  employment,  and  houn  of  operation  projected  for 

the  osino  gitatly  f-Tr^^  those  for  the  present  dog  track,  and  indicate  the  possibOity  of  a 

significantly  greater  impart  on  the  environment. 

I.      Utilities 
St.  CroiJt  County  states  thai  there  is  adequate  C3|aciiy  for  snta,  waste  water 
tmtment,  and  transporanon.  Gas.  elecnic  and  telephone  services  are  not  ad- 
dreised.  (Vol.  3.  Tab  1) 

n.    Zoning 

Axxarding  to  the  City  of  Hudson,  most  of  the  pn^posed  Crua  site  is  zoned  'general 
commorial  disrrict'  (B-2)  for  the  principal  imjcture  and  ancillary  track,  kennel  and 
parking  facilities.  Six  acres  of  R-1  zoned  land  (residential)  no  longer  will  be  subjea 
to  Hudson  zotiing  if  the  proposed  laad  is  aken  into  tiusL  (VoL  m.  Tab  1,  pg.  A) 

One  public  comment  erprcsscs  coocem  for  the  loss  of  local  control  over  the  land 
after  it  has  been  placed  in  tms.    (Vol  V,  Jeff  Zais,  1/19/94) 

m.   Walei 

The  City  of  Hudson  sayj  th^i  Ui-airr  trunk  tnains  and  fiorage  facilities  are  adequate 
for  the  casino  development  and  ancillary  developnjcnts  that  arc  expected  to  occur 
south  of  1-94.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  I.  pg.  3) 

fV    Sewer  and  storm  drainage 

The  City  of  Hudson  and  Sl  Croix  County  saic  that  aniory  trunk  sewer  mains  are 
idequaiely  ̂ ^t^  for  the  casu>o.  (VoL  m.  Tab  I,  pg.  2  and  Tab  2.  pg.  1)  The  City 
of  Hudson  "-"'■^  thai  crunk  siorm  sewer  syBcn  will  accommodaie  the  development 
of  the  caano/track  fc^dlity.  (Vol.  IH.  Tab  1.  pg.  3)  An  existing  stonn  waxer 
coUecaon  system  coUccis  uorm  Mu-iier  ruj>off  and  directs  it  toward  a  retention  pond 
located  near  the  southwest  oon^ci  of  the  parking  area.  (Vol.  IV.  Tab  4.  pgs.  7  and 

8) 

V.     Roaxls 

The  current  '^■'-"'  to  the  dog  tra^  is  at  three  interseroons  of  the  porldng  lot 
pcrimeier  nad  and  CarnuchxcJ  Road.    Canmchael  Road  intersects  Inteisate  94. 
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The  1988  £A  ays  that  the  proposed  irrrts  to  the  dog  nek  woul£  be  from  Cirru- 
chaci  Road,  a  fact  which  leems  id  have  occurred.  (Vol.  4.  Tab  4.  pgS-  18  and  19) 

A.    Traffic  Impact  AjuJysu 

The  Wisconsin  Departmenc  of  Transponaaon  staies,  'We  are  fairly  confident 
that  the  interchange  {TH94-CirmichacJ  Road)  will  function  fine  with  the  pLanncxl 

dog  oack/canno."  (Vol.  IV,  Tab  1.  pg.  38) 

Sl  Croix  County  estimates  thai  the  average  daily  traffic  for  the  proposed  casino 
should  be  around  3.200  vehicles.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2,  pg.  3) 

The  City  of  Hudson  says  thai  the  current  sovct  system  is  sufficient  to  accom- 
modate projected  tiaffic  needs  based  oo  40,CXX)  average  daily  arips.  (VoL  IQ. 

Tab  1.  pg.  4) 

The  Town  of  Troy  indicates  thai  the  increased  tiaffic  will  put  a  strain  on  all  the 
roads  leading  to  and  from  the  a2cUasno.  However,  the  Town  Troy  was 
unable  to  essimaie  the  number  and  spediic  impacts  due  to  a  lack  of  addinooal 
informatian  from  the  Tribe.  (Vol.  01.  Tab  3.  pg.  3) 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  8,724  avenge  daily  visits.  Using  2.2  persons  per 
vehicle  (Vol  IV,  tab  4.  pg.  8  of  Atochment  4),  3,966  vehicles  per  day  arc 
projected.  (VoL  I.  Tab  4,  pg.  15) 

A  comment  by  George  E.  Nelson  (2/25/94.  Vol.  V)  says  the  accident  rate  in 
the  area  u  ezTremdy  hi^  according  U3  Hudson  Police  recorrls.  Nelson  expects 
the  acddoit  rale  to  irvsraje  proporaoraiciy  with  an  increase  in  Oaffic  to  a 
casino.  However,  no  supporting  evidence  is  provided.  Four  additional  public 
comments  sale  conccnu  witi  incraseri  traffic  to  the  casino.    (Vol  V) 

Sununary:  The  evidence  indi^iles  L^iI  there  w\l]  be  no  s:gnificani  impacts  on  the  infrastruc- 

3.      IMPACT  ON  THE  LaKD  USE  PATTERNS  IV  THT;  SURROUNDING  COMMUNTTY 

The  City  of  Hudson  does  not  menaon  any  land  use  panrm  impacts.  (Vol  01.  Tab  1,  pg.  4) 

Sl  Crou  County  says,  *  .  .  .    it  is  expected  t,*ti:  L'\crc  will  he  some  ancillary  development. 
This  is  planned  for  within  the  City  of  Hudson  id  l^c  immediate  area  of  the  casino.*    (Vol. 
m.  Tab  2,  pg.  3) 

Ii  IS  Ucely  that  the  proposed  project  wUJ  creaie  changes  in  land  use  paoems,  such  as  the 
construction  of  commerciaJ  enterprises  ui  t^c  area.  OUicr  antsapated  impacts  are  an  increase 

in  zoning  v-anancc  applications  and  pressure  on  zoning  boards  to  allov^  developtnenL 
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Summary:  Tnc  Ciry  of  Hudson,  Town  of  Troy,  and  St.  Cro«  County  oontrol  acmal  land  ui: 

pattern  charges  in  the  surrounding  area.  There  are  no  significant  impacts  that  cannot  t)c 
rruugatfid  by  the  locally  elected  governments. 

<       rMPACTON  TNrOMF-  KND  EMPLOYMTNT  FN  THE  COMMUMTY 

The  Tribes'  study  projects  V42.7  million  in  purchases  annually  by  the  casino/L'ack  from 

Wisconsin  suppliers.  Using  the  multipliers  developed  for  Wisconsin  by  the  Bureau  of 

Economic  Analysis  of  the  U.S.  Depaiunent  of  Commerw,  these  puichases  wiU  generate 

added  cantings  of  $18.1  million  and  1.091  jobs  in  the  stare.  The  total  dixec;  and  indirect 

number  of  jobs  is  projected  at  2.691.  Of  the  currrnt  employees  of  the  dog  crack.  42%  live  in 

Hudson.  2*%  in  River  Falls,  5*  in  Baldwin,  and  4*  in  New  Richmond.  (Vol.  I.  Tab  5.  pg. 

12)  Sl  Croix  County  sQues  thai  direct  casino  employment  is  ejipn-trrl  to  be  about  1.500.  The 

proposed  casino  would  be  the  largest  employer  in  SL  Croix  County.  All  eatisting  employees 
would  be  offard  trcmploymcnt  ax  current  wage  rales.  (VoL  m.  Tab  2.  pg.  «) 

Three  public  coramenQ  say  that  Hudson  docs  not  need  the  ocoooraic  support  of  gambling. 

(Tom  Irwin.  1/24/94.  Betty  and  Eail  Goodwin.  1/19/94,  and  Steve  and  Samantha  Swank, 
3/1/94.  Vol.  V) 

The  Town  of  Troy  states  that  "an  over  supply  of  jobs  tends  to  drive  cost  paid  per  hourly 

wage  down,  thus  anraning  a  lower  level  of  wage  camea-  into  the  ai^  thus  affecting  the  high 

standard  of  living  this  area  is  now  noted  for.'  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3,  pg.  4) 

Summary:  The  impacts  on  income  and  employmait  in  the  cominuaity  are  not  significant, 
and  are  generally  exfccted  to  be  poaove  by  the  Tribes  and  local  governments. 

5.    AnnmoNAL  and  EXT.<mNr  <:^RV7rF-«;  RFOirrRED  or  impacts.  CQSIS_QE 
AnnmoNAi.  servicrs  to  be  sirppT.mp  by  thf  communtty  and 
SOTn^CF.  OF  REVENUE  FOR  DOFNG  SO 

The  Tnbes  enteral  an  Agieenicrt  for  Government  Services  wvlh  the  City  of  Hudson  and  SL 

Cron  County  for  'general  govcmm=i;  services.  pubUc  afcry  such  as  police,  fire,  ambu- 
Lancc.  eir.ergcrKry  medical  and  rcseue  services,  and  public  woris  in  the  same  manner  and  at 
the  same  level  of  service  afforded  to  residsits  and  other  oommcicial  entities  sirraird  in  the 

City  and  County,  rtspccavcly.*  The  Tnbcs  ajraxl  to  pay  $1,150,000  in  the  initial  yor  to  be 
increased  in  subsequent  years  by  5*  per  ya:.  The  agrecmait  will  continue  for  as  long  as 
the  land  is  held  in  trust,  or  until  Class  III  gaming  is  no  longer  u^riatrrl  on  the  lands.  (Vol.  I, 
Tab  9) 

The  Ciry  of  Hudson  says  that  it  antiQpar.~i  thai  most  emergency  service  calls  lelaiive  to  the 
proposed  casino  will  tic  from  nonresidents,  and  that  user  tea  will  cover  opcianng  costs.  No 
major  changes  are  foreseen  in  the  fire  protccaon  servroes.  The  polirr  department  foresees  a 
need  to  expand  its  force  by  five  officers  and  one  clencaJ  employee.  (Vol.  I,  Tab  9) 
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Si.  Croii  County  anrictpaisi  that  the  proposed  casino  will  require  or  genente  the  nead  for 
existing  and  additional  services  in  many  areas.  The  funding  will  be  from  the  Agreement  For 
Government  Services.  The  parties  have  agreed  that  payments  under  that  agresmcnf  will  be 

sufficient  to  address  the  expected  services  cons  associated  wirii  the  proposed  casino.  (Vol. 

ra.  Tab  2)     ■■ 

The  Town  of  Troy  stats  that  the  additional  public  service  costs  required  by  a  casino 

operation  will  be  subsoniial  to  its  residents.  (Vol  III.  Tab  3.  pg.  4)  Fire  services  are 
contracted  from  the  Hudson  Fir«  Department,  which  will  receive  fiinding  from  the  Agree- 

ment for  Government  Services. 

Summary:  The  impacts  to  servioes  are  mitigated  by  The  AKreement  for  Government 
Services  berwaai  the  Tribes,  the  Qty  of  Hudson,  and  St.  Ooix  County. 

6.      PBDPOSED  pgfy^BAMS    TP  AhJY    FOR  rOMPin-SlVT-  GAMBI^ERS  AhfP 

«^(7^^rF  OF  FTJNDING 

There  is  no  compulsive  gambler  program  in  St.  Croix  County.  There  are  six  soie-funded 
Compulsive  Gambling  Treatment  Centers  in  Minnesoa.  (Vol.  II.  Tab  7.  pj.  38) 

The  Town  of  Troy  sales  thai  it  will  be  required  to  make  up  the  deficit  for  thee  leqidred 
services,  if  such  costs  come  from  ox  dollars.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  3,  pg.  S) 

Sl  Croa  County  says  it  will  develop  appiopiiate  treaiment  prognms.  if  the  need  is 
demonstratad.  (Vol.  m.  Tab  2,  pg.  5) 

The  Tribe  will  address  the  compulsive  artd  problem  gambling  concerns  by  providing 
mfonmanoo  at  the  casino  about  the  Wisconsin  toll-free  hot  Line  for  con^nilsivc  gamblen.  The 
Tnbes  iate  thai  they  «vill  ccmiribute  money  to  local  self-help  programs  for  compulsive 
gijr.blers.  (Vol.  I.  Tab  1.  pg.  12) 

Thirteen  public  commens  were  received  concerning  gambling  addiction  and  its  impact  on 
morals  a.nd  families.  (VoL  V) 

Summary:  The  Tribes'  proposed  support  for  the  Wisconsin  hoc  line  and  unspecified  telf-help 
programs  is  inadequate  to  mitigate  the  impam  of  problem  gambling. 

Sumnuu-y  Cooclusioa 

Sonng  opposition  to  gambling  i^'p^  on  moral  grounds.  The  moral  oppoaoon  does  not  go_ 
away,  even  when  a  Stale  legalizes  gambUng  and  operates  ia  own  games.  Such  oppoaiion  is 
not  a  factor  in  reaching  a  detcrminanon  of  detnmenal  impocL 
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Any  economic  acnviry  has  itnpaca.  More  employees.  cuKomcn.  traffic,  wastes,  a^d  money 
are  side  effect  of  commcrciaJ  ardvity.  The  KEPA.  prtxxss  and  the  Agreement  for  Govern- 

ment Services  address  the  actual  expsied  impacts  in  this  case.  Nothins  can  address  general 

opposition  to  c£x<nomic  activity  except  stopping  eojnomic  activity  at  the  cost  of  jobs, 
Livelihoods,  and  opportunity.  Promoting  economic  opportunity  is  a  primary  mission  of  the 
Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs.  OpposiDon  to  economic  activity  is  not  a  factor  in  reaching  a 
determination  of  detrimental  impact. 

Business  abhors  competition.  Dirca  competition  spawns  fear.  No  Indian  tribe  welcomes 

addiQonal  competition.  Since  tritial  opposition  to  gaming  on  ethos'  Indian  lands  is  futile, 
fear  of  compctitioo  will  only  be  amcuiated  in  off-reservahoo  land  acquisitions.  Even  when 
the  (an  air  groundless,  the  opposition  can  be  intense.  The  actual  impact  of  eompeation  is  a 

facujr  in  rraching  a  determinadon  to  the  extent  thai  it  is  unfair,  or  a  burden  imposed 

predominantly  on  a  angle  Indian  tribe. 

Opposidon  to  Indian  gaming  exists  based  on  resentment  of  the  sovereign  status  of  Indian 
tribes,  lack  of  loial  control,  and  inability  of  the  goveroaient  to  ax  the  proceeds.  Ignorance  of 

the  legal  satus  of  Indian  tribes  prompts  non-Indian  genexal  opprwition  to  Indian  gaming.  It  is 
not  always  possible  to  educate  away  the  opposidon.  However,  it  can  be  appropriately 
weighted  in  federal  government  actions.  It  is  not  a  fannr  ia  teuhing  a  determinaDon  of 
demmentil  impact. 

Detriment  is  dezermmed  from  a  factual  analysis  of  cvidrtwT,  not  fitom  opinion,  political 

pressure,  economic  interest,  or  simple  disagreement.  In  a  political  setting  where  ral. 
imagined,  economic,  and  moral  impacts  axe  focused  in  In  ins  of  opposidon  and  pressure 
from  '^l^^-t»^«^  officuis.  it  is  important  to  focus  on  an  acrurafr  analysis  of  fads.  Thai  is 
pre^isdy  what  IGRA  addresses  in  Secoon  2D  -  a  demiiujmion  thai  gaming  off-reseivanon 
would  not  be  demmentil  to  the  surrounding  community.  It  does  not  address  polidcal  pressure 

except  to  require  consultadon  with  appropruic  government  officials  to  discover  relevant  facts 
for  making  a  deierminanon  on  detnmcnL 

Indian  econorruc  development  u  not  subject  to  lotal  cono^  or  plebescite.  The  danger  to 

Lndun  sovereignty,  when  Indian  econormc  dcveloptncnt  is  limited  by  local  opinion  or  govon- 
ment  action,  is  not  trivial.  IGRA  says,  'nothing  u  this  section  shall  be  interpreted  as 
conferring  upon  a  S&ie  or  any  of  its  political  subdivisioos  authority  to  impose  any  fax.  fee, 

charge,  or  oths'  asscssmoit  upon  an  Indian  tribe*  The  potential  for  interference  in  Indian 
acavidcs  by  local  govemmaits  was  mam/cstly  apparent  to  Congicss,  and  atldrcssed  direcdy 
in  IGRA.  Allowing  local  opposiQon.  not  grouiuJed  in  factual  cvidotce  of  detriment,  to 

otii3Mct  Indian  economic  development  sets  a  prscodoit  for  ottensive  interference,  compro- 
mised sovemgnty,  and  circumvention  of  the  intent  of  IGRA. 

If  Indians  onnot  acquire  an  opcranng,  non-Indian  class  CI  gaming  facility  and  turn  a  money- 
losing  enterprise  into  a  profiable  one  for  the  benefit  of  employees,  community,  and  Indians, 
a  preoedent  is  set  thai  dirccn  the  future  course  of  off-rcseivadon  land  acqutsidons.  Indians 
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are  protected  by  IGRA  from  the  out-sauchcd  hand  of  Stale  and  local  sovcmmenis.  If  s:ro 
local  suppon  is  garnered  only  by  (Uling  (he  ouistretfhcd  hand  to  make  local  officials  ea^er 
supponen,  then  IGRA  foils  to  protect.  Further,  it  damages  Indian  sovereignty  by  dtfoao 
{iving  Sates  and  their  political  sub-divisions  the  power  to  ox.  The  price  for  Indian  economi 
development  ttien  becomes  a  surrender  to  ozabon. 

Staff  finds  that  demmenal  impaets  are  appropriately  miiigaisd  through  the  priTposed  actions 
of  the  Tribes  and  the  Agreefflent  for  Govonment  Services.  It  finds  that  gaming  at  the  St. 

Croix  Modows  Greyhound  Racing  Park  that  adds  slot  machines  and  bladgack  to  the  existing 
class  m  pah-mutuel  wagering  would  not  be  dcoimental  to  the  surrounding  community.  Soff 
recommends  thai  the  determination  of  the  best  interests  of  the  tribe  and  its  members  be 
completed. 
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Thompson  says  he  'won't 

stop'  casino  at  dog  track 
By  Doue  Sioblbers 

Gov  Tommy  Thompson  sajd  Fn- 

day  thit  he  will  not  stop  the  esablish- 

mg  of  I  casino  m  Hudson  if  the  con- 
cept g*'"^  approval  during  other  steps 

of  the  process. 

"I  will  not  proreou  and  I  will  no( 

block.'  Thompson  s*jd.  'I'm  on  the 
tail  end  of  the  process,  and  if  everv- 
one  else,  including  the  local  people, 

approves  ii  before  tne.  I  won't  stop 

11." Thompson  made  the  remaits  dur- 

ing a  bnef  question-and-answer  ses- 
sion following  a  speech  in  Hudson  lo 

kjck  off  the  communitys  Ho<  Ai; 

AffaL' 
V^'hen  asked  if  the  referendum  in 

Hudson  ic  December  1992  indicated 

local  suppon.  Thompson  responded 

In  that  elec.iOL  Hudson  voien 

approved  -*'.e  concept  of  a  casino  at 

Lie  dog  rack  1,351  to  \2%%  -  a 
margin  of  63  votes 

The  onl>  approval  needed  li  the 

process  is  'J-.e  Deparnneai  oflnieno's 
Bcrtau  of  LTdian  AfTaj-s  and  the  go*  • 
emor  The  goveraofs comments  seem 
10  leave  the  fate  of  a  casino  m  Hudsoc 
in  the  hands  of  the  BlA 

The  governor  Las  said  thai  he  will 

refer  we  question  lo  the  siaie's  gam- 
ing commissioc  for  a  recoaunends- 

Doo  With  the  1992  referendum  rt- 

sulB  and  potmiial  BlA  approval. 
however,  the  goveraor  appears  to  be 

posiuoning  hUDself  for  po&sible  ap- 
proval of  a  casiDO  in  Hudson. 

Thompson  has  sof^ed  his  posi- 
oon  on  casmos  coasiderably  since 
December  1992  when  he  spoke 

against  the  expsnsioo  of  gambling 
At  thai  time  he  said  the  closeness  of 

(he  vote  showed  thai  the  'coiiimunir> 
IS  evidently  not  united  behind  Lie 

plan  * 

GOV  TOMf/ Y  THOMPSON  spoke  m  Hudson  Fnday  mommg  at  a  Hot 

A-  Ara  '  •..CKO"  oreaicrasi  Answenr^  questions  later.  Thompson  said 
^^e  "will  no\  Dioc*'  a  casmo  rf  uvjse  ahead  of  him  approve  the  concept. 
Su"  pr>cio  Dy  Doug  SlohiDcrg 
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[The  deposition  of  Greorge  Tallchief  Skibine — Day  2  follows:] 

Executive  Session 

Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Oversight, 
U.S.  House  of  Representatives, 

Washington,  DC. 

DEPOSITION  OF:  GEORGE  TALLCHIEF  SKIBINE— DAY  2 

Wednesday,  January  14,  1998 

The  continuation  of  the  deposition  in  the  above  matter  was  held  in  Room  2247, 
Raybum  House  Office  Building,  commencing  at  12:50  p.m. 

Appearances: 
Staff  Present  for  the  Government  Reform  and  Oversight  Committee:  James  C. 

Wilson,  Senior  Investigative  Counsel;  Kenneth  Ballen,  Minority  Chief  Investigative 
Counsel;  and  Michael  J.  Yeager,  Minority  Counsel. 
For  MR.  SKIBINE: 

TIMOTHY  S.  ELLIOTT,  ESQ. 
Deputy  Associate  Solicitor-General  Law 
Department  of  the  Interior 
1849  C  Street,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.C.  20240 

Mr.  Wilson.  We  are  on  the  record.  Thank  you  very  much,  Mr.  Skibine,  for  resum- 
ing today.  We  will  try  and  pursue  this  as  quickly  as  possible. 

Just  to  finish  one  thing  we  were  talking  about  yesterday,  there  was  a  second 
meeting  that  you  attended  with   

Mr.  Elliott.  Mr.  Wilson,  may  I  interrupt  for  a  second? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Oh,  absolutely. 
Mr.  Elliott.  As  quickly  as  possible  is  the  maximum  of  one-half  of  an  hour.  You 

represented  yesterday  afternoon  that,  as  we  were  closing,  that  you  could  wrap  it  up 
in  a  half  an  hovu",  perhaps  15  minutes,  so  Mr.  Skibine  is  here  for  a  half  an  hour, 
and  then  he  is  going  back  to  the  office  for  business,  and  then  we  will  start  Mr.  An- 

derson and  we  will  &lk  about  his  deposition  at  that  time. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay.  Well,  that  may  necessitate  us  bringing  Mr.  Skibine  back  at 

a  different  time. 
Mr.  Elliott.  If  we  can  mutually  agree  at  a  time,  we  will  do  it. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay. 
Half  an  hour  from  when?  Do  you  have  a  watch? 
Mr.  Elliott.  From  now. 
Mr.  Wilson.  From  now,  all  right. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  After  the  second  meeting  with — at  the  second  meeting  with  Mr.  Ober- 
star  that  you  attended  with  Mr.  Duffy  and  Mr.  Collier,  did  anyone  mention  calling 
Leon  Panetta? 

Answer.  No  one  did,  no. 
Question.  No  one  mentioned  that  at  the  meeting? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  that,  no. 
Question.  Were  there  any  lobbyists  at  the  meeting? 
Answer.  None  that  I  recall,  no. 

Question.  You  don't  recall  any  lobbyists  being  at  the  meeting? Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  anybody  taking  notes  at  the  meeting? 
Answer.  Not  specifically.  It's  possible  that  an  aide  to  Mr.  Oberstar  took  notes.  I 

don't  remember. 
Question.  Did  Mr.  Duffy  inform  you  directly  or  indirectly  that  he  wanted  the  deci- 

sion to  deny  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  to  be  based  on  IGRA  and  not  on 
section  465  of  IRA? 

Answer.  No,  he  did  not. 
Question.  He  did  not.  Did  Mr.  Duffy  advocate  the  view  that  local  communities  did 

not  have  to  provide  any  evidence — is  it  true  that  Mr.  Duffy  advocated  the  view  that 
the  local  communities  did  not  have  to  provide  any  evidence  that  the  proposed  Hud- 

son casino  would  be  detrimental? 
Answer.  Can  you  repeat  the  question? 
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Question.  Sure.  Is  it  true  that  Mr.  Duffy  advocated  the  view  that  local  commu- 
nities did  not  have  to  provide  any  evidence  that  the  proposed  Hudson  casino  would 

be  detrimental  to  the  local  community? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  that's  true. 
Question.  Did  he  indicate  to  the  contrary  in  that  case? 
Answer.  I  think  he  indicated  that  he  was  concerned  with  the  impact  on  the  local 

community. 
Question.  Right.  But  did  you  ever  have  a  discussion  with  him  as  to  whether  evi- 

dence of  detriment  to  the  community  had  to  be  presented? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  did. 
Question.  And  what  did  he  tell  you  about  that? 
Answer.  Well,  I  think  that  his  view  was  that  whatever  evidence  that  the  commu- 

nity provided — from  what  I  recall,  whatever  evidence  the  commvmity  provided  was 

important,  and  I  think  his  view  was  essentially  that  he  would  not— he  didn't  want to  substitute  his  judgment  for  the  opinion  and  views  of  the  community. 
Question.  So  did  he  indicate  to  you  that  any  evidence  would  be  sufficient? 
Answer.  You  would  have  to  ask  him.  I'm  not  really— I  can't  recall  exactly  precisely what  his  exact  views  were. 

Question.  Was  that  consistent  with  the  standard  that  IGMS  used  to  analyze  appli- 
cations to  take  land  into  trust  for  off-reservation  gambling  purposes? 

Answer.  Under  section  20? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Yes.  Under  section  20,  I  think  that  the  IGMS  looked  for  evidence  of  det- 

riment. 
Question.  Right.  But  he  was  indicating  that  whatever  evidence  was  provided  by 

the  community  was  sufficient;  is  that  correct? 
Answer.  Yes.  I  think  at  this  point,  yes. 
Question.  So  he  did  not  indicate  that  there  were  any  standards  for  analyzing  that 

evidence  whatsoever? 

Answer.  You'd  have  to  ask  him. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Do  you  recall  what  his  point  of  view  was  specifically? 
Mr.  Wilson.  Actually,  I'm  going  to  go  right  through.  I  have  a  half  an  hour,  and 

I'm  going  to  try  and  limit  questions.  So  if  you  wouldn't  mind  letting  me  try  to  work through  this. 
Mr.  Ballen.  Well,  I'm  going  to  enter  an  objection  for  the  record.  I  do  mind,  be- 

cause the  amount  of  Majority  compared  to  Minority  questions  is  astronomically  dif- 
ferent, and  if  I  have  a  quick  follow-up  question,  it  s  in  the  interest  of  everyone   

Mr.  Wilson.  I  agree,  but  we  have  a  bit  of  a  problem  here,  because  counsel  for 
the  Department  of  the  Interior  has  suggested  that  he  is  going  to  limit  us  strictly 
to  half  an  hour,  and  given  that  limitation,  I  don't  want  to  bring  Mr.  Skibine  back. 
I'm  very  concerned  that  if  we  have  to  go  for  34  minutes,  I  will  bring  him  back  for 
4  minutes,  and  I  don't  want  to  bring  him  back  for  4  minutes,  and  you  are  indicating 
that  you  will  have  him  brought  back  for  4  minutes. 

Mr.  Elliott.  No.  I  said  if  there  is  a  mutually  convenient  time.  He  has  a  schedule 
to  keep.  He  has  work  to  do.  He  was  here  for  over  7  hours  yesterday,  and  I  absolutely 
resent  the  innuendoes.  I  resent  the  argumentative  nature  of  what  you  are  doing. 
I  don't  believe  you  are  asking  questions  to  get  at  the  facts  in  this  case,  and  I  will 
say  something  about  that  in  the  next  deposition,  in  the  interest  of  allowing  you  the 
half-hovu'. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Okay.  That  took  presvunably  time  away  from  me,  correct,  for  a  state- ment? 

Mr.  Elliott.  The  half-hour  is  Mr.  Skibine's  time. 
Mr.  Wilson.  But  your  speaking  to  me  now  is  taking  time  of  my  half-hour;  correct? 
Mr.  Elliott.  Yes,  sir.  I'm  trying  to  be  as  short  as  possible.  I  have  a  statement 

I'm  going  to  make.  I  decided  not  to  make  it  at  the  beginning  of  this  because  of  limi- tations on  the  time. 
Mr.  Wilson.  We  may  as  well  have  that  statement  now. 
Mr.  Elliott.  No;  go  ahead. 

examination  by  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Was  it  your  understanding  at  the  time  that  Mr.  Duffy  was  speaking  on 
behalf  of  Secretary  Babbitt  and  that  this  was  Secretary  Babbitt's  view  on  the  issue of  local  opposition? 

Answer.  No,  it  was  not. 

Question.  Now,  Mr.  Duffy's  position  that  any  local  opposition  would  be  sufficient 
to  deny  an  application  for  a  casino,  or  for  land  to  be  taken  into  trust  for  an  Indian 
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gaming  facility,  goes  to  the  heart  of  the  matter  of  any  application  for  off-reservation 
gambling  by  any  Indian  tribal  entity;  is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And   
Mr.  Ballen.  I'm  sorry,  Fm  going  to  object.  I  don't  think  that  was  his  testimony, 

that  Mr.  Duffy's  view  that  any  local  community  opposition  was  sufficient. 
The  Witness.  The  question  is,  it  goes  to  the  heart  of 

Mr.  Ballen.  Right,  but  the  premise  of  the  question  was  Mr.  Duffy's  view  of  any 
local  opposition. 

The  Witness.  No,  no.  Well,  whatever  I  said.  I  don't  know. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Okay.  Let's  work  back.  What  was  the  standard  that  Mr.  Dxiffy  articu- 
lated for  local  opposition? 

Answer.  I  cannot  recall  exactly.  I  think  you  would  have  to  ask  him.  He  wovild  be 
a  much  better  person  to  respond  as  to  what  his  views  are  on  the  subject.  I  can  only 
say  that  I  recall  that  he  had — he  articulated  a  concern— concerns  he  had  with  the 
local  opposition — ^with  opposition  from  the  local  commiuiities,  and  that  he  didn't 
think  that  under  section  20  we  should  substitute  our  judgment— I  mean  the  Federal 
Government's  judgment  for  the  views  of  the  local  community  when  they  essentially 
submitted  their  opposition  to  an  off-reservation  gaming  casino  within  tifieir  commu- 
nity. 

Question.  Understood. 

Answer.  Thaf s  as  far  as  I  can  go.  Any  further  elaboration  of  Mr.  Duffy's  view 
should  come  from  Mr.  Duffy. 

Question.  Okay.  Did  Mr.  Duffy  make  any  representations  to  you  about  views  stib- 
mitted  by  the  local  community  in  support  of  a  proposed  off-reservation  gaming  facil- 
ity? 

Answer.  Made  any  representation? 
Question.  To  you,  yes,  about  support  by  the  local  community. 
Answer.  Sure.  It  was — I  mean,  when  you  are  going  to  discuss  the  opposition,  you 

are  going  to  discuss  whether  there  is  support  frt)m  the  local  commiuiity,  and  so  tiiat 
was  discussed. 

Question.  How  did  you — ^how  did  he  suggest,  or  did  he  suggest,  that  you  weigh 
opposition  and  support  against  each  other? 

Answer.  I  think  that  he  viewed  the  views  expressed  by  the  elected  bodies  of  the 
communities  and  by  elected  representatives  as  representative  of  the  opinion  and  the 
views  of  the  local  community. 

Question.  In  1995,  were  you  aware  of  any  political  pressure  on  the  Secretary  or 
Mr.  Duffy  to  deny  approval  of  the  proposed  Hudson  casino? 

Answer.  No,  I  was  not  aware  of  any  such  pressvu«s,  except  the  meeting  that  we 
had  on  February  8th  with  the  congressional — I  was  not  aware  of  any  such  political 
pressures  except  as  communicated  at  the  February  8th,  1995,  meeting  that  I  at- 

tended with  Congressman  Oberstar  and  others. 
Question.  Okay.  And  what  about  the  second  meeting  that  you  attended  with  Con- 

gressman Oberstar,  with  Mr.  Collier  and  Mr.  Dviffy? 
Answer.  Yes.  Well,  I  cannot  recall.  I  just  cannot  recall.  I  did  not  take  notes  of  this 

meeting,  and  I  cannot  recall  the  substance  of  the  discussion.  I  can  only  assiune  that 
Congressman  Oberstar's  views  did  not  change  from  the  February  8th,  1995,  meet- ing. 

Question.  Did  Secretary  Deer  approve  a  proposed  trust  acquisition  in  May  of  1995 
for  the  Pequots  in  Connecticut  for  gaming  purposes? 

Answer.  I'm  not  aware  of  approval  of  a  Pequot  acquisition  for  gaming  in  May  of 1995. 
Question.  In  May  of  1995,  you  were  the  director  of  the  IGMS  staff;  correct? 
Answer.  Yes,  I  was. 
Question.  Did  you  provide  any  recommendations  to  the  Secretary  on  any  Pequot 

matters  in  May  of  1995? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  not  on  that  matter.  If  it  exists,  it  was  not  handled  by  the  Gam- 

ing Office. 

Mr.  Wilson.  I'm  at  a  bit  of  a  disadvantage  here.  I'm  not  quite  certain  when  my 
half-hour  period  began.  How  much  time  do  I  have,  Mr.  Elliott? 

Mr.  Elliott.  20  minutes. 
Mr.  Yeager.  By  my  count,  you  have  consvuned  10  minutes. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Yes,  that's  right. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  We  discussed  yesterday  the  concern  over  the  St.  Croix  Scenic  Waterway. 

Do  you  know  whether  the  concerns  identified  related  to  the  St.  Croix  Scenic  Water- 
way could  have  been  aired  if  the  concern  was  brought  to  the  attention  of  the  tribes? 

Answer.  I  cannot  answer  that.  I  don't  know  the  answer  to  that,  but  I  think  that 
what  would  have  needed  to  be  done,  according  to  my  environmentalist,  was  for  the 
compliance  with  NEPA  to  be  redone,  or  reexamined  in  light  of  that. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  tell  the  three  tribes  that  the  NEPA  process  had  to  be 
redone?  . 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  we  did.  I  think  that  was  the — I  suppose  that  redoing 
the  EA  to  take  that  into  consideration  would  have  essentially — to  take  the  proximity 

of  the  St.  Croix  Waterway,  according  to  my  environmentalist,  was  necessary.  I  don't recall  discussing  that  with  the  three  tribes,  no. 
Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  consul  t>-did  you  have  any  consultations  with  the 

three  tribes  regarding  the  proposed  casino  after  May  31  of  1995? 
Answer.  I  don't — offhand,  I  don't  remember  if  we  had  meetings  with  them. 

Question.  And  just — and  I  apologize,  I  may  be  covering  ground  not  only  that's been  covered  before,  but  that  I  may  have  covered,  but  to  your  knowledge,  was  the 
June  29  letter  that  was  prepared  for  the  possible  signature  of  Assistant  Secretary 
Deer— was  that,  to  your  knowledge,  the  first  time  that  she  might  have  known 
whether  the  proposed  Hudson  casino  application  would  be  denied? 

Answer.  I  don^t  know  when  Secretary  Deer— what  Secretary  Deer  knew. 
Question.  And  I  apologize,  I  don't  remember  whether  you  testified  yesterday  or not  as  to  whether  that  was  ever  transmitted  to  her. 

Answer.  It  was  transmitted  up  the  chain  of  command  by  my  secretary  and— you 
know,  I  cannot  answer  as  to  whether  she  saw  it  or  whether  she  recused  herself  be- 

fore she  saw  it.  You'd  have  to  ask  her. 
Question.  Who  did  you  tell — well,  by  her,  I  assume  you  mean  your  secretary.  Who 

did  you — what  did  you  tell  your  secretary  to  do  with  the  letter,  the  draft  letter? 

Answer.  I  think  that  the  draft  had  to  be  sent  to  the  solicitor  and  Secretary's  office for  their  consideration. 
Question.  The  solicitor  and  Secretary? 
Answer.  Yeah,  and  the  Assistant  Secretarjr's  office. 
Question.  So  your  understanding  is  that  the  letter  would  have  been  transmitted 

to  the  Assistant  Secretary's  office  directly  from  your  office? 
Answer.  Yes,  and  to  the  deputy  commissioner,  also. 
Question.  Why  did  you  draft  the  letter  for  Ms.  Deer  without  first  asking  for  her views  on  the  matter? 
Answer.  Because  I  did  not  know  who  was  going  to  sign  the  letter.  I  assumed  that, 

as  we  discussed  yesterday,  it  would  be  either  signed  by  the  Assistant  Secretary  or 

signed  by  the  deputy  commissioner.  And  that's  standard  procedure.  All  letters  that come  from  the  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  that  are  essentially  going  to  outside  parties 

are  sent^-are  signed  by  the  Assistant  Secretary,  the  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary,  or 
the  deputy  commissioner,  horn  my  perspective,  so  it  was  essentially  standard,  just 
what  I  thought  would  happen.  j  u  j 

Question.  Did  you  speak  with  Mr.  Anderson  about  his  views  on  the  proposed  Hud- son casino  before  the  draft  letter  was  presented  to  him  for  signature? 
Answer.  Yes,  yes,  I  did.  We  did  cover  that  yesterday,  I  think. 

Question.  Did  Mr.  Duffy  ever  discuss  with  you  whether  he  reviewed  the  area  di- 
rector's report? Answer.  I  cannot  recall  whether  he  discussed  that  with  me. 

Question.  Can  you  recall  whether  he  discussed  Mr.  Hartman's  report? Answer.  Not  specifically. 
Question.  In  a  general  fashion? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Are  you  aware  that  Ms.  Sibbison  never  reviewed  the  area  directors  re- 
port? 
Answer.  No,  I'm  not  aware.  , 
Question.  Are  you  aware  that  Ms.  Sibbison  never  reviewed  Mr.  Hartman  s  report? 
Answer.  No,  I'm  not  aware  of  that  either.  . 
Question.  Are  you  aware  that  Ms.  Sibbison  never  reviewed  any  part  of  the  admin- istrative record? 

Answer.  No,  I'm  not  aware  of  that. 
Question.  Are  you  aware  that  Mr.  Anderson  never  reviewed  the  area  directors  re- 

port? 
Answer.  No,  I'm  not.  , 
Question.  Are  you  aware  that  Mr.  Anderson  did  not  review  Mr.  Hartman  s  draft? 
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Answer.  I'm  sorry.  No,  I'm  not  aware.  I  don't  know  what  other  people  reviewed. 
Question.  Can  you — are  you  able  to  represent  to  us  whether  the  decisions  or  the 

observations  made  about  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  by  Mr.  Duffy  were 
based  on  materials  contained  in  the  record? 

Mr.  Elliott.  Objection.  He  has  told  you  he  is  not  aware  whether  Mr.  Duffy  re- 
viewed the  administrative  record,  and  you  are  now  asking  him  whether  his  rep- 

resentations were  based  on  the  administrative  record.  He  can't  answer  that  ques- tion. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Okay.  That's  fair  enough. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Was  Mr.  Anderson  involved  in  any  meetings  where  the — to  your  knowl- 
edge, where  the  merits  of  the  proposed  Hudson  casino  application  were  discussed? 

Answer.  I  believe  he  was. 
Question.  Which  were  those  meetings? 
Answer.  I  cannot  recall  the  dates  specifically  of  any  meeting  that  we  had. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  Ms.  Deer  being  present  in  any  meetings  during  which  the 

proposed  benefits  of  the  Hudson  Dog  Track  application  was  discussed? 
Answer.  How  can  I — I  do  not  recall  Ms.  Deer  being  present  at  a  meeting. 
You  know,  to  make  a  point  aside,  I  think  the  question  that  I  find  the  hardest  is 

when  you  ask  me  to  remember  someone  else's  views  or  interpret  someone  else's views  and  whether  someone  participated  and  why  they  expressed  views  that  they 
did.  I  find  that  really  difficult,  and  I  just — I'm  sorry  I  cannot  be  more  precise.  It 
was  a  few  years  ago,  and,  frankly,  I'm  not  in  other  people's  minds. 

Question.  I  understand.  And  I  only  ask  those  questions  because  ultimately  you 
will  be  presented  with  docxunents  where  you  were  recounting  what  their  views  were, 
and  you  knew  at  the  time,  and  so  you  may  have  forgotten  since  then,  you  may  not, 
and  that's  something  I  don't  know.  But  I  ask  the  questions  in  good  faith,  because 
if  you  still  remember  what  their  views  were — for  example,  if  you  attended  a  meeting 
where  somebody  was  vehement  in  their  opposition  or  vehement  in  their  support,  you 
might  remember  that  so-and-so  was  very,  very  supportive  of  something,  and  so  I  ask 
you  those  questions.  If  you  don't  remember,  you  don't  remember.  But  you  wiU  have 
an  opportunity  to  look  at  dociunents  at  a  later  date   

Mr.  Ballen.  Well,  that's  not  fair,  Mr.  Wilson,  and  I  object.  If  you  have  documents 
that  will  refi-esh  his  recollection  when  he  doesn't  recall,  it's  only  fair  to  the  witness to  show  him  the  documents. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Mr.  Ballen,  I  have  less  than  10  minutes. 
Mr.  Ballen.  I  don't  care. 
Mr.  Wilson.  You  cut  me  off". 
Mr.  Ballen.  I'm  objecting  because  it  is  unfair.  If  you  have  documents  which 

would  refresh  his  recollection,  this  witness's  recollection,  you  should  show  him  the 
docvunents  as  a  matter  of  fundamental  decency  and  fairness,  not  ask  him  questions 
when  he  is  imder  oath,  and  he  says  he  doesn't  recall,  and  then  say,  you  will  be shown  the  documents  at  a  later  date.  That  is  unfair. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Mr.  Ballen,  I  have  been  cut  off"  by  you  and  by  Mr.  Elliott. 
Mr.  Elliott.  Well,  I'm  going  to  cut  you  off  a  little  more.  If  you  are  concerned 

about  wasting  the  time,  you  ought  to  be  showing  him  the  docvunents  to  let  him  re- 
fresh his  recollection  with  those  documents  now,  and  not  asking  him  a  string  of 

questions  of  whether  he  recalls  when  he  has  told  you  time  and  again  he  doesn't  re- call. Show  him  the  dociunents  and  speed  the  process  up. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Mr.  Elliott,  Mr.  Skibine  has  not  told  me  time  and  time  again  he 

doesn't  recall  everjrthing  we  have  discussed.  He  has  recalled  many  things.  It's  been very  productive. 

Mr.  Elliott.  He  has  spent  the  last  5  minutes  here  telling  you  he  didn't  recall. 
He  got  to  the  point  where  he  himself  was  exasperated  enough  to  tell  you  he  can't 
get  in  other  people's  minds.  He  doesn't  recall  participation.  It's  at  that  point  you 
say  you  have  documents  to  show  him.  Show  him  the  docvunents. 

Mr.  Wilson.  You  know  as  well  as  I  that  he  has  recalled  some  things,  he  hasn't 
recalled  other  things.  "To  make  the  representation  that  it's  an  vmfair  tactic  for  a  law- 

yer to  ask  a  question  about  meetings  he  attended,  conversations  he  had,  is  patently 
frivolous. 

Mr.  Elliott.  The  unfair  representation  is  that  you  have  documents  to  show  him 
and  you  won't. 

Mr.  Ballen.  It's  only  fair.  You  are  asking  the  witness,  and  you  say  you  are  going 
to  show  him  the  docvunents  later  on,  but  you  are  not  giving  him  an  opportunity  to 
review  the  documents  now. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Mr.  Ballen,  as  you  well  know,  I  have  been  cut  off". 
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Mr.  Ballen.  It's  an  objection  of  fairness. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  understand.  I  will  do  what  I  could  do.  And  I  asked  about  this,  and 

we  will  see  about  rescheduling  and  all  that.  Obviously,  the  representation  here  is 

that  you  don't  want  this  to  continue,  Mr.  EUiott  doesn't  want  this  to  continue,  and 
that's — I  understand  that.  That  is  well  taken. 

Mr.  Ballen.  I  simply  entered  an  objection  on  the  record,  and  I  will  restate  it 
again.  If  you  have  documents  that  will  refresh  his  recollection  of  this  particular  wit- 

ness, the  fair  and  decent  thing  to  do  is  to  show  him  the  documents  so  his  recollec- 
tion can  be  properly  refreshed,  not  wait  until  a  hearing  to  spring  it  on  him.  That's 

all  I'm  sa3dng.  It  has  nothing  to  do  with  time,  calling  him  back,  or  anjrthing  else. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  three  more  questions  today,  and  that's  all  I  will  ask,  and  I 

will  be  able  to  end  this  process. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  regarding  who  Mr.  Don  Fowler  of  the  DNC 
spoke  to  at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  regarding  the  proposed  Hudson  applica- tion? 

Answer.  I  do  not. 

Question.  Do  you  have  anv  knowledge  of  whether  Mr.  Harold  Ickes  talked  to  any- 
one at  the  Department  of  the  Interior  regarding  the  proposed  Hudson  appUcation? 

Answer.  I  do  not. 
Mr.  Wilson.  Okay.  At  this  point,  on  behalf  of  the  Majority,  thank  you  very  much 

for  appearing  here  today.  I  recognize  you  did  come  back.  I  apologize  for  the  acri- 
monious exchanges  we  have  had.  From  my  perspective,  I  try  and  comport  myself 

with  some  degree  of  reasonableness,  and  I  apologize  that  you  are  subjected  to  our 
discussions  back  and  forth.  Thaf  s  not  an  appropriate  use  of  yoxir  time,  and  for  that, 
I'm  sorry. 

Mr.  Ballen? 
Mr.  Ballen.  Thank  you.  I  have  less  than  3  minutes  of  questions. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  Sir,  were  you  ever  contacted  by  the  White  House  about  the  Hudson  ca- 
sino matter? 

Answer.  I  was  not. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  contacted  by  the  Democratic  National  Committee  about 

the  Hudson  matter? 
Answer.  I  was  not. 

Question.  Were  you  ever  contacted  by  the  CUnton-Gore  campaign  about  the  Hud- 
son matter? 

Answer.  I  was  not. 
Question.  Did  anyone  at  the  White  House,  Democratic  National  Committee,  or  the 

Clinton-Gore  campaign  influence  your  decision  in  any  regard  with  the  Hudson  Dog Track  matter? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  anyone  else  at  the  Department  of  Interior  being  con- 
tacted by  the  White  House,  the  Democratic  National  Committee,  or  Clinton-Gore 

about  the  Hudson  matter? 
Answer.  No,  I  am  not. 
Question.  Let  me  be  very  clear  about  this  question.  Were  you  pressured  in  any 

way  whatsoever  by  anyone  to  reach  a  particular  decision  in  the  Hudson  matter? 
Answer.  No,  I  was  not. 
Question.  When  did  you  conclude  that  the  appUcation  would  be  rejected? 
Answer.  I  think  I  have  testified  to  that  before,  and  at  some  point  in   
Mr.  Wilson.  Mr.  Ballen,  I  would  like  to  object  to  this.  You  have  objected  nxmier- 

ous  times  to  me  asking  questions  and  interrupting  my  flow  of  concentration  and 
saying  I  have  asked  a  question,  and  you  know  very  well  that  he  has  testified  to  that 
already. 

Mr.  Ballen.  Well,  that  question  is  a  predicate  to  the  next  question.  It  was  in  con- 
text. I  will  withdraw  the  question  and  ask  it  this  way. 

examination  by  MR.  BALLEN: 

Question.  Were  you  in  any  way  pressxxred  to  reach  a  decision  by  a  certain  date? 
Answer.  No,  I  was  not. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  the  letter  was  issued  on  July  14th,  1995,  as  op- 

posed to  any  other  date? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't  know. 
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Question.  But  you  had  concluded  by  that  time  that  the  appUcation  wovild  be  re- 
jected? 

Answer.  By  July  14th? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  The  decision  was  issued  on  July  14th. 
Question.  So  you  had — personally,  you  had  already  concluded  that  by  the  end  of 

June;  isn't  that  correct? 
Answer.  My  recommendation  was  made  on  June  29th. 

Question.  And  would  your  decision  have  changed  if  a  letter  wasn't  issued  on  that date?  Did  the  date  make  any  difference? 

Answer.  No.  I  think  that  there  is— there  is  an  e-mail  that  indicates  that^-as  we 

discussed  yesterday,  that  I  believe  the  Secretary's  office  wanted  the  decision  issued 
fast  at  some  point  because  of  Secretary  Deer's  upcoming  visit  to  the  Great  Lakes area.  I  think  we  talked  about  that. 

Question.  Did  that  have  any  effect  on  the  substance  here? 
Answer.  Not  to  me,  no. 
Question.  And  you  made  the  decision  based  on  the  facts;  correct? 
Answer.  Based  on  the  record.  I  made  my  recommendation  of  June  29th  based  on 

the  record. 

Question.  And  you  agreed  with  the  ultimate  decision  in  this  matter? 
Answer.  I — well,  we  discussed  that  at  length. 
Question.  In  terms  of  the  legal,  but  the  ultimate  decision  rejected  this  application? 

Answer.  My  recommendation  on  June  29th  was  that  the  Secretary  should  not  ex- 
ercise his  discretionary  authority  to  take  the  land  into  trust  under  the  Indian  Reor- 

ganization Act. 
Mr.  Ballen.  I  have  nothing  further. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  WILSON: 

Question.  Mr.  Skibine,  what's  yoxir  understanding  of  Mr.  Elliott's  representation of  you  here  today?  Is  he  representing  you  in  a  personal  capacity? 
Answer.  No.  My  understanding  is  that  he  is  not.  He  is  representing— he  is  the 

Department's  attorney. 
Mr.  Wilson.  I  have  no  further  questions.  Again,  thank  you  very  much  for  your 

appearance  here  today. 
The  Witness.  I  want  to  say  thank  you.  I  want  to  say  that  the  adversity  and  ad- 

versarial nature  of  these  last  8  or  so  hoxirs  has  made  it  extremely  uncomfortable 

to  be  able  to  answer  factual  questions,  that  I  understand  that  this  is  the  nature  of 
the  proceec^ng.  I  think  it  is  extremely  unfortunate,  but  be  that  as  it  may. 

Mr.  Wilson.  Thank  you  very  much. 
[Whereupon,  at  1:17  p.m.,  the  deposition  was  concluded.] 
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On  behalf  of  the  members  of  the  Committee  on  Government  Reform  and  Over- 
sight, I  want  to  thank  you  for  appearing  at  the  deposition.  This  deposition  will  be 

transcribed  by  the  House  reporter,  who  is  also  a  notary  public,  who  will  place  you 
under  oath.  So  if  you  would 

THEREUPON,  JENNIFER  O'CONNOR,  a  witness,  was  called  for  examination  by Counsel,  and  after  having  been  first  duly  sworn,  was  examined  and  testified  as 
follows: 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Just  for  the  record,  I  will  note  that  my  name  is  Greg  Zoeller.  I  will 
be  representing  the  Majority  counsel  at  the  deposition,  and  I  will  ask  everybody  to 
state  their  name  again  for  the  record.  We  will  just  go  around  the  table. 

Mr.  Eynon.  Edward  Eynon. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  Andrew  McLaughlin.  I  am  the  designated  Democratic 

counsel. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Scott  Nelson.  I  am  counsel  for  the  witness. 

The  Witness.  Jennifer  O'Connor,  the  witness. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Could  you  spell  your  name  for  the  record? 
The  Witness.  J-E-N-N-I-F-E-R,  O,  apostrophe,  C-0-N-N-O-R. 
Mr.  Ebert.  Matthew  Ebert,  E-B-E-R-T. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Your  sworn  testimony  here  has  the  same  effect  and  force  as  if  you 

were  testifying  before  the  full  committee.  1  will  ask  you  a  number  of  questions  gen- 
erally. If  you  have  any  questions  about  my  question,  please  feel  free  to  stop  me  and 

ask  me  to  either  repeat  it  or  explain  the  question. 

If  you  don't  remember  something,  please  tell  me  that  you  don't  remember.  If  you 
have  a  general  idea  of  the  gist  of  what  I  am  asking  you  about,  please  just  explain 
what  you  do  recall. 
Whenever  I  ask  about  the  source  of  information,  you  are  not  supposed  to  guess, 

but  if  you  have  any  recollection  of  where  you  remember  having  heard  or  seen  a  doc- 
ument or  something  like  that,  please  explain  as  much  as  you  can  about  where  the 

information  comes  from. 
I  beUeve  you  were  provided  some  material  regarding  the  background  of  the  inves- 

tigation and  yovir  appearance  here  today.  The  scope  is  outhned  in  House  Rules  X 
and  XI.  The  committee  is  engaging  in  a  wide  ranging  review  of  possible  political 
fund-raising  improprieties. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  The  scope  is  outhned  in  House  Rules  X  and  XI? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  The  authority  of  the  scope. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  The  authority  is  outlined,  not  the  scope. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  The  committee  is  engaging  in  a  wide-ranging  review  of  possible 

fund-raising  improprieties  and  violations  of  law.  Pages  2  through  4  of  the  House  Re- 
port, that  I  believe  we  sent  your  counsel  a  copy  of,  provides  a  little  more  of  the 

scope.  Is  that  correct? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  It's  the  Rules  Committee  view  of  the  scope.  It  is  not  binding 
on  this  committee.  It  certainly  hasn't  been. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  It  encompasses  new  matters  which  may  have  arisen  since  the  origi- 
nal report. 

The  committee  has  been  granted  specific  authorization  to  conduct  this  deposition 
under  House  Resolution  167.  Committee  Rule  XX,  which  I  beUeve  the  witness  was 
also  provided  a  copy,  outlines  the  ground  niles  for  the  deposition. 

I  will  be  asking  questions  for  the  Majority.  The  Minority  counsel  will  then  have 
an  opportunity  to  ask  questions.  After  the  Minority  counsel,  there  is  a  new  round. 
So  we  will  have  it  in  rounds,  if  necessary. 

If  any  Members  of  Congress  come  at  any  point,  we  wiU  stop  and  give  the  Member 
an  opportunity  to  ask  their  questions  immediately,  if  they  prefer. 

Your  attorney  will  be  allowed  to  advise  you  of  any  rights  and  can  stop  the  ques- 
tion at  any  time. 

Any  objections  raised  by  your  counsel  wiU  be  required  to  be  stated  for  the  record. 
If  there  is  a  debate  over  whether  to  answer  or  not,  the  Majority  and  Minority  will 

discuss  it,  and  after  that,  there  is  a  whole  series — a  process  to  break  all  ties,  let's say. 
If  you  are  instructed  not  to  answer,  the  process  will  be  that  the  Majority  and  Mi- 

nority counsel  confer.  Objections  not  resolved  that  way  will  go  to  the  chairman  or 
a  member  of  the  des — that's  designated  by  the  chairman. 

The  deposition  is  considered  taken  in  executive  session,  which  means  that  it  may 

not  be  made  public.  So  this  won't  be  made  public  without  the  consent  of  the  full committee. 
You  are  asked  to  not  discuss  this  with  anybody,  other  than  your  attorney.  And 

after  the  deposition,  we  usually  have  fairly  quick  transcription  available,  somewhere 
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within  a  few  days.  That  will  be  provided  by  your  coxmsel,  who  can  either  come  in 
here — I  think  we  have  made  some  liberties  to  send  it  to  people.  After  you  have  re- 

ceived the  transcript,  there  is  5  days  to  review  it  for  accuracy,  and,  again,  there  is 
another  process  that,  if  you  have  any  corrections  that  are  either  substantive  in  na- 

ture or  technical,  there  is  a  process  to  correct  the  record. 
Do  you  understand  everything  I  have  kind  of  outlined? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Any  other  questions  from  anybody  before  we  go  on? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Before  we  go  on,  I  will  make  my  two  statements  for  the  record. 

The  first  is,  I  want  to  note  that  the  hearings  for  this  committee  are  beginning  in 
2  days,  and  the  Democratic  side  requested  that  this  deposition  be  cancelled  or  at 
least  postponed  until  after  the  hearings.  I  want  to  note  that  that  request  was  not 
honored  by  the  Republicans,  and  so  we  are  sitting  here  today  within  48  hours  of 
hearings,  deposing  somebody  who  has  nothing  to  do  with  the  subject  matter  of  the 
hearings. 

Second,  I  want  to  note  that,  pxirsuant  to  House  Rule  XI  (2)(k)(8),  pursuant  to  that 
rule,  objections  as  to  pertinence  and  relevancy  are  the  province  of  the  full  committee 
and  not  the  chairman  alone  to  decide.  Accordingly,  any  rulings  by  the  committee 
are  appealable  to  the  full  committee. 

That's  all  I  have. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay.  Just  a  few  more  kind  of  rules  for  the  benefit  of  the  coiul  re- 

porter. Since  you  are  an  attorney,  maybe  this  is  redundant.  But  always  try  to  an- 
swer yes  or  no  rather  than  any  nonverbal  communication  which  can't  be  recorded for  the  record. 

And,  again,  there  is  an  assumption  when  people  read  the  transcript  that  it  is  gen- 
erally understood.  So,  again,  any  questions  as  to  exactly  what  I  am  trying  to  ehcit 

in  terms  of  an  answer,  please  kind  of  stop  me  and  make  it  clear  that  you  under- 
stand what  is  being  asked. 

There  is  usually  a  little  bit  of  lag  between  questions,  just  to  orient.  I  will  try  not 
to  stop  you  in  the  middle  of  an  answer,  and  try  not  to  stop  me  in  the  middle  of 
a  question,  because,  again,  just  for  the  clarity  of  reading  the  record,  it  gets  to  be 
somewhat  disjointed  if  we  just  have  too  much  of  an  informal  discussion. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER 

Question.  Let  me  start  with  a  little  bit  of  your  background.  I  did  read  yoiu*  earlier 
deposition  that  was  taken  before  this  committee  last  year.  When  exactly  was  that? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  exactly. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  March  29th,  1996. 
The  Witness.  Thanks. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  I  beUeve  you  testified  that  you  attended  Harvard. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  I  am  going  to  object  to  any  questions  that  were  al- 

ready asked  and  answered  in  that  prior  deposition. 
For  clarification,  has  your  educational  status  or  work  history  changed  since  March 

of  1996? 

The  Witness.  Nope.  Everything  I  said  then  is  still  accvu-ate. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Why  don't  we  skip  over  these  questions? 
The  Witness.  The  only  difference  is,  I  have  graduated  from  law  school  now.  At 

that  time,  I  hadn't  yet. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  object.  It  has  been  asked  and  answered  in  a  prior  deposition 

before  this  committee. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Thank  you.  But  if  you  don't  mind,  I  will  ask  a  few  things  that  were not  asked. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  it  is  bad  enough  that  you  are  wasting  our  time  taking 

this  deposition. 
Counsel,  can  I  finish  my  statement  for  the  record?  We  are  making  a  record  here. 

It  is  bad  enough  that  you  are  holding  this  deposition  2  days  prior  to  the  onslaught 
of  hearings.  I  woxild  suggest  that  we  try  to  move  it  as  quickly  as  possible  by  not 
asking  information  that  has  already  been  asked  and  stated  under  oath  for  the 

record  before  this  committee.  You  are  wasting  my  time,  the  witness'  time,  counsel's time. 
Proceed  if  you  wish. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  At  Harvard,  was  there  anybody  that  you  met  that  you  later  worked  with 
at  the  White  House  or  in  any  of  the  committees  or  any  of  the  campaigns  that  you 
worked  with? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection.  As  to  Clarissa  Cerda,  that  has  been  asked  and  an- 
swered. 

The  Witness.  I  am  sure  that  there  was.  I  offhand  can't  really  think  of  who,  but 
I  am  sure  probably  many  people. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  But  there  is  nobody  that  you  remember  from  your  days  at  Harvard — 
what  year  did  you  graduate? 

Answer.  '87. 
Question.  So  within  your  class,  there  was  nobody  else  that  you  worked  with  di- 

rectly in  the  White  House? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to  add  another  objection  as  to  relevancy.  Why  don't 
you  ask  as  to  particular  individuals  who  may  be  relevant  to  the  subject  matter  of 
the  investigation,  and  not  fish  around. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  That  would  be  fine. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Just  anybody  that  you  worked  with  in  the  White  House  that  is  subject 
to  this. 

Answer.  I  mean,  there  were  a  lot  of  people. 
Question.  Such  as? 
Answer.  Sylvia  Matthews  was  in  my  class.  I  mean,  there  is  a  lot.  It  would  be  help- 

ful if  you  could  ask  about  specific  people,  or  else  I  know  I  will  forget  people.  There 
are  a  lot  of  my  classmates  that  are  in  this  town. 

Question.  But  specifically  in  the  White  House. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  I  am  going  to  object  for  the  record  again.  Would  you 

like  to  state  for  the  record  the  pertinency  of  this  line  of  questioning?  It  doesn't  go 
to  background  certainly. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  It  doesn't. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  It  certainly  doesn't  go  to  any  kind  of  relevant  background  as 

to  this  witness'  Ufe  experience  in  any  way  that  broadens  in  a  meaningful  way  the testimony  that  she  gave  to  this  committee  in  March  J996. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  declining  to  state  for  the  record  the  pertinency  of  your 

questions? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  are?  Pxu-suant  to  Deutch  and  Watkins,  you  are  not  fulfill- 
ing the  obligations  laid  down  by  the  Supreme  Court  for  congressional  investigations. 

But  go  ahead. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  So  I  understand  you  might  forget  a  name  or  two,  but  in  your  years  at 
Harvard,  were  there  specific  people  that  you  worked  with  in  the  White  House  that" s 
subject  to   

Mr.  Nelson.  That  question  actually  has  been  asked  and  answered.  The  answer 
was,  yes,  there  were  people  that  she  worked  with. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  who  were  those  people? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  And  I  will  renew  my  objection  to  this  irrelevant  questioning. 
The  Witness.  Among  the  couple  that  come  to  mind  are  Clarissa  Cerda  and  Sylvia 

Matthews. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Thank  you. 
Then  you  had  said  you  had  a  graduate  degree,  but  if  you  would,  where  did  you 

go  to  school  and  what  was  the  degree  in? 
Answer.  Columbia  University,  ft  was  a  master's  in  public  administration. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  note  again  that  Columbia  was  given  as  an  answer  in  the 

prior  deposition.  I  am  sorry  you  didn't  notice  that. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  What  was  the  year  you  graduated? 
Answer.  '93. 
Question.  Okay.  Again,  people  you  may  have  worked  with  in  the  White  House  or 

in  campaigns  that  are  subject  to  this  investigation,  were  there  people  that  you  met 
in  Columbia? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  That's  a  whole  bunch  of  questions  buried  in  one,  and  I  will  ob- 
ject as  to  the  relevancy  and  as  to  the  form. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  understand  the  question?  ^ 
Answer.  Which  campaigns  are  we  talking  about?  Are  we  talking  about  the  96 
campaign?  „    ,    ,  ,«r.      • 

Question.  Well,  I  believe  you  were  in  the  primaries.  So  lets  say  92  primaries  or 
the  '92  or  '96  campaigns.  ,      ,     .  ,      ,  i 

Answer.  I  think  there  were  a  lot  of  people  I  went  to  school  with  who  were  volun- 
teers in  the  primaiy. 

Question.  Anybody  that  you  worked  with  in  the  White  House? 

Answer.  Who  was  at  Columbia  with  me?  I  don't  think  so.  There  might  be;  they 
just  don't  come  to  mind. 

Question.  Okay.  And  I  think  your  last  deposition,  you  stated  you  were  attending 
Georgetown  Law  School  and  you  have  now  graduated. 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  congratulations. 
Answer  T^li^nks 
Question.  Earlier  in  the  first  deposition,  you  had  stated  you  worked  for  both  Bor- 

ough President  Dinkins  and  Messinger.  What  was  your  role  in  those  administra- tions? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection.  This  is  again  totally  irrelevant. 
The  Witness.  I  was  a  speech  writer  for  Borough  President  Dinkins,  and  in  Bor- 

ough President  Messinger's  office  I  was  a  press  aide  and  a  deputy  press  secretary 
for  a  while,  and  then  I  was  an  economic  poUcy  development  analyst  for  a  while. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  In  1992,  you  had  stated  you  worked  on  the  New  York  primary. 
What  was  your  role  in  that? 

Answer.  I  was  the  field  director  for  the  State. 

Question.  Okay.  Did  you  work  out  of  the  main  office  or  were  you  traveling?  What was  your  general  duties? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection  as  to  relevance. 
The  Witness.  I  was  in  the  main  office. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Who  was  your  immediate  supervisor,  boss? 
Answer.  Kevin  Thvuin,  T-H-U-R-M. 
Question.  And  was  he  the  director? 
Answer.  Yes.  ,■  o  u       j-j 
Question.  Okay.  For  the  New  York  primary,  what  was  your  relationship?  How  did you  work  with  Harold  Ickes,  if  at  all? 
Answer.  He  was  the  chairman,  so  he  was  a  layer  above  Kevin,  and  I  worked  for him. 
Question.  Okay.  Was  he  in  the  main  office  as  well? 
Answer  Yes 

Question.  And  what  was  your  kind  of  day-to-day  working  relationship  with  him, 
if  any?  ,       ,         .  i  ■ 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  am  not  sure  I  understand  what  you  mean  by  that.  Are  you  asking 
her  to  characterize  whether  they  were  fi^endly?  Are  you  asking  her  to  talk  about 
what  she  did  with  him? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Just  specifically  your  job  responsibilities  that  would  have  had  inter- action with  the  chairman,  yes. 
Answer.  Well,  he  had  the  final  say  on  everything  I  did.  So  to  the  extent  I  needed 

sign-off  on  anything,  I  would  meet  with  him  and  ask  for  his  sign-off"  on  whatever it  was  I  was  doing,  if  I  was  spending  money  or  anything  like  that. 
Question.  But  as  the  field  director,  what  were  your  general  responsibihties? 
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Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  renew  my  objection. 
The  Witness.  I  was  responsible  for  recruiting  volunteers,  for  setting  up  field  of- 

fices, for  setting  up  an  infi-astructure  of  supporters,  for  producing  literature,  for  pro- 
ducing phone  banks  and  lit  drops.  You  name  it,  the  general  job  of  a  field  director 

is  what  I  did. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  In  that  capacity,  did  you  work  with  a  group  known  as  the  Arkan- 
sas Travelers?  Does  that  ring  a  bell  at  all? 

Answer.  Yes,  that  rings  a  bell,  and  I  don't  think  I  formally  worked  with  them, 
but  I  do  think  they  were  in  New  York  at  one  point. 

Question.  Would  you  remember  who  might  have  been  part  of  the  group?  I  mean 
which  of  the  travelers  fi*om  Arkansas  were  tasked  in  New  York? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to  note  another  objection  for  the  record  here.  This 
is  totally  irrelevant.  As  we  have  established,  the  Arkansas  Travelers  were  a  group 
of  volunteers  fi*om  the  State  of  Arkansas  going  around  sajring  nice  things  about  Bill 
Clinton.  They  were  not  involved  in  fund-raising.  And  this  investigation,  to  my 
knowledge,  has  not  been  probing  into  the  political  strategy  that  brought  President 

Clinton's  victory  in  1992.  Accordingly,  I  wUl  note  my  objection  for  the  record. Mr.  ZoELLER.  Thank  you. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  remember  any  specific  people.  My  just  very  vague  recollec- 
tion is  that  it  was  a  group  of  people  fi-om  Arkansas  who  were  supporters  of  then 

candidate  and  Governor  Clinton,  who  were  available  to  come  speak  as  surrogates 
at  various  events,  and  I  am  sure  if  there  were  any  in  town,  we  probably  did  sched- 

ule them  for  meetings,  but  I  don't  remember  anybody  in  particular. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Counsel  makes  a  point  that  I  was  not  aware  of,  that  there  were  no  peo- 
ple involved  in  any  fund-raising  that  came  out  of  Arkansas.  Is  that  your  xinder- 

standing  of  Arkansas  Travelers? 
Answer.  I  have  no  idea. 
Question.  Okay.  But  you  had  never  worked  with  any  of  them  individually? 
Answer.  Well,  I  may  have,  in  which  case,  I  don't  know  that  they  were  Arkansas Travelers. 
Question.  Okay.  Anybody  that  came  from  Arkansas  that  you  then  later  worked 

with  in  the  White  House  or  DNC  that  you  knew  through  your  work  at  the  White 
House. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  am  sorry,  are  you  sajdng,  did  she  know  anyone  from  Arkansas  in 

the  White  House? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  No.  Let  me- 
Answer.  I  am  sorry? 
Question.  Let  me  restate  the  question.  During  the  primary,  did  you  meet  anybody 

that  came  up  from  Arkansas? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  That  you  later  worked  with  either  in  the  White  House,  in  any  of  your 

capacities  there? 
Answer.  The  entire  campaign  from  Arkansas  moved  into  New  York  for  2  weeks, 

so  I  met  all  of  them. 
Question.  And  who  would  you  remember,  off  the  top  of  your  head? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to  once  again  object.  Counsel,  I  see  that  you  have 

a  pile  of  docxunents  here  from  the  White  House  I  am  sure  you  are  going  to  want 
to  ask  this  witness  about.  Again,  the  fascinating  story  of  the  Clinton  victory  in  1992 
is  not  the  subject  matter  of  this  investigation. 

If  you  want  to  move  into  matters  that  are  within  the  scope  of  this  investigation, 

I  suggest  you  do  so  promptly  and  stop  wasting  everybody's  time. Mr.  ZOELLER.  Thank  you. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  are  welcome.  I  wiU  continue  my  objections. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Again- 
Answer.  It  really  is — I  mean,  it  is  everybody. 
Question.  John  Huang,  you  worked  at   
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Answer.  I  never  worked  with  him  in  the  White  House,  but  anybody  who  actually 

did  work  with  me  in  the  White  House,  you  know,  from  tiie  First  Lady^s  staff  to  the 
schedulers  to  the  press  staff,  most  of  them  worked  in — many  of  them,  at  least, 
worked  in  the  campaign  in  '92,  and  therefore  they  all  tended  to  have  shown  up  in 
New  York  during  the  primary,  because  it  was  a  significant  primary. 

Question.  All  right.  It  was  a  significant  primary,  and  a  lot  of  them  are  the  same 
people  involved  in  the  '96  campaign.  Is  that  a  true  statement  or  not? 

Ajiswer.  I  don't  really  know.  I  don't  know  that  I  ever  saw  a  roster  of  the  '96  staff. 
So  I  don't  have  a  good  sense  of  that. 

Question.  Okay.  Just  for  the  record,  though,  I  have  got  the  idea  that  everybody 
you  worked  with  in  the  White  House  might  have  been  there.  But  could  you  provide 
me  any  specifics?  I  hate  to  just  leave  it,  everybody  at  the  White  House. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  what  are  you  fishing  aroimd  for?  Why  don't  you  ask 
about  specific  names  or  individuals  that  are  maybe  within  the  personal  knowledge 
of  this  witness?  And,  furthermore,  why  don't  you  move  on  to  the  subject  matter  of 
the  investigation? 

Mr.  Nelson.  She  also  didn't  say  everyone  in  the  White  House. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  I  will  just  note  that  this  is  a  most  unpromising  way 

to  extract  relevant,  credible  information  from  this  witness. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  can  ask   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  sure  that  all  of  her  information — I  will  correct  the 

record — ^will  be  credible.  This  is  not  a  way  to  extract  relevant  information  from  this 
witness,  to  ask  if  there  was  anybody  at  the  White  House  who  came  from  Arkansas 
and  worked  on  the  campaign.  That  seems  to  be  an  almost  uniquely  fruitless  line 
of  questioning  to  pursue. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  I  can  ask  a  lot  of  specific  questions,  if  you  would  like. 
The  Witness.  That  wovild  be  helpful. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Did  you  work  with  anybody  that  was  directly  involved  with  the 
Teamsters  out  of  New  York? 

Mr.  Nelson.  In  the  1992  primary? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Yes. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection.  This  is  flagrantly  irrelevant. 
The  Witness.  I  am  sure  I  did. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Anybody  specifically? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  any  names. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  work  with — let  me  see,  Arkansas — ^Webb  Hubbell? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  remember  anybody  else?  I  hate  to  sound  like  I  am   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  do  you  have  a  list  of  names  that  you  are  interested 

in,  or  are  you  just  fishing  around  here? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Well,  she  remembered  that  she  worked  with  a  lot  of  people  in  the 

White  House. 
I  was  just  trying  to  elicit  if  you  remember  specific  names. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  She  worked  at  the  White  House  for  over  3  years.  I  think  it  is 

inevitable  she  is  not  going  to  remember  a  lot  of  people  she  worked  with  at  the  White 
House.  Why  don't  you  move  on  to  a  specific  line  of  questioning. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Any  other  names  that  you  remember? 
Answer.  I  mean,  it  would  be  helpful  if  you  could  or  if  you  went  through  the  offices 

that  you  were  interested  in,  or  something  like  that,  to  sort  of  help  me  think  about 
it.  Off  the  top  of  my  head,  it  is  just  kind  of  hard  to  answer  your  question. 

Question.  You  stated  Harold  Ickes. 
Mr.  Nelson.  You  were  talking  in  the  beginning  about  people  from  Arkansas  who 

both  worked  in  the  New  York  primary  and  worked  at  the  White  House. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  understand. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  think  we  all  know  Harold  Ickes  was  not  from  Arkansas. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Okay.  But  specifically,  we  will  just  stick  to  Arkansas. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  have  a  list  of  individuals  from  Arkansas,  Counsel? 

Maybe  that  would  be  helpful. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  She  said  no  to  Webb  Hubbell. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Then  move  to  other  individuals  from  Arkansas. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  But  you  have  no  specific  memory  of  anybody  else  from  Arkansas? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  She  may  or  she  may  not.  She  has  told  you  she  wants  to  have 

her  recollection  refreshed.  If  you  could  apply  some  kind  of  discipline  to  yoxir  ques- 
tioning, it  might  be  substantially  helpful  to  the  witness. 

The  Witness.  It  would  be  helpful. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  We  went  through  fund-raisers.  So  there  was  no  one  who — none 
of— Charlie  Trie  was  not  part  of  the  restaurateiu^  from  Arkansas  that  did  fiind-rais- 
ing  in  '92  as  well? 

Answer.  I  have  no  idea  what  he  was  in  '92. 
Question.  Okay.  John  Huang? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  He  was  not  from  Arkansas  at  the  time,  Counsel. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  James  Riady  was  a  banker. 
Answer.  Are  you  asking  if  I  have  met  them? 
Question.  Dxuing  the  '92  primary. 
Answer.  I  did  not  meet  either  of  them  during  the  '92  primary,  or  actually  even later.  I  have  never  met  them. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Just  for  clarification,  you  never  met  any  of  those  three? 
The  Witness.  Any  of  them.  Trie,  Riady  or  Huang,  I  have  never  met. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Okay.  So  maybe  that  will  save  us  some  time  in  the  future  in 

this  deposition;  although  I  doubt. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Ever  in  any  of  your — that  will  help,  actually. 
Answer.  Not  as  far  as  I  know. 

Question.  Okay.  Mark  Middleton? Answer.  I  did  know  him. 

Question.  Mack  McLarty? 
Answer.  I  worked  with  Mack. 

Question.  Within  the  '92  cycle? Answer.  Oh. 
Question.  I  am  trying  to  get  some  acclimation  as  to  when. 

Answer.  I  believe  I  met  them  both  in  the  '92  cycle,  but  I  did  not  work  with  them 
in  the  '92  campaign.  I  didn't  work  with  them  until  the  White  House. 

Question.  Okay.  And  then  you  were  with — let's  skip  forward  to  the   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  just  want  to  note  for  the  record  that  we  are  now  half  an  hour 

into  this  deposition  and  we  have  not  even  reached  the  administration  yet. 
Proceed. 

examination  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I  will  skip  forward,  if  I  may,  just  for  my  own  clarity. 
Leaving  the  White  House  aside,  you  came  back  for  the  '96  convention  in  New 

York.  And  what  was  your  responsibility  there? 

Answer.  That's  actually  not  correct.  I  actually  don't  know  what  you  are  referring 
to  as  the  '96  convention  in  New  York.  Are  you  talking  about  a  State  party  conven- tion or  something? 

Question.  No.  f  guess  it  is  the — did  you  work  in  the   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  maybe  you  are  referring  to  the  1996  convention  in 

Chicago? 
The  Witness.  The  '92  convention  was  in  New  York. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  The  '92  convention  in  New  York. 
Answer.  Your  question  about  that? 
Question.  You  had  a  role  in  that? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  What  was  your  role? 
Answer.  I  was  a  deputy  to  Mr.  Ickes. 
Question.  And  what  were  your  responsibiUties? 
Answer.  I  managed  the  surrogate  speaking  program.  I  helped  produce  some  of  the 

segments  of  the  convention  that  were  televised.  I  assisted  Mr.  Ickes  in  handling  the 
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matters  before  the  standing  committees  and  sort  of  did  whatever  he  needed  to  help 
him  manage  if  he  was  the  manager. 

Question.  Where  would  you  have  fit  in  the  flow  chart? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Oh,  Lord,  I  am  going  to  object  to  this  as  well.  Once  again,  the 

inner  workings  of  the  1992  convention  are  not  a  subject  of  this  investigation.  If  you 
want  to  discuss  her  relationship  with  Mr.  Ickes  and  his  background  to  moving  into 

the  actually  potentially  relevant  parts  of  yoxir  questioning,  why  don't  you  do  that. 
Probing  into  the  structural  organizational  chart  of  the  1992  convention  is  irrele- 

vant, and  I  would  again  ask  you  to  state  the  pertinence  of  these  questions  on  the 
record. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  You  are  worried  about  the  time,  but  you  have  made  this  same  objec- 
tion over  and  over. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  persist  down  this  line  of  questioning,  Counsel.  Accordingly, 
I  would  renew  my  objection  as  to  every  question,  so  when  the  committee  gets  a 

chance  to  review  this  and  tiie  taxpayer  perhaps  some  dav  will  see  how  their  tax- payer money  is  being  spent,  they  will  have  a  full  and  complete  record. 
Proceed. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Who  else  did  you  work  with  in  the — at  the  convention?  I  mean,  who  else 
worked — Ickes  was  the  head  of  it  and  you  were  the  deputy.  Who  else  were  deputies? 

Answer.  I  don't  actually  remember  the  whole  structure.  I  don't  remember  how  it was  set  up. 
Question.  And  then  I  will  ask  the  same  general  questions  of  the  transition.  You 

went  down  to  Arkansas  in  the  transition.  What  was  your  role  there? 
Answer.  I  was  the  political  coordinator  for  the  northeast  quadrant  of  the  country. 
Question.  And  what  were  the  kind  of  general  day-to-day  responsibilities? 
Answer.  Acting  as  liaison  to  the  political  leadership  of  the  Democratic  Party  in 

the  campaign  in  the  13  States  that  I  was  covering. 
Question.  Okay.  So  this  would  be  the  Uaison  to  the  party  organizations? 
Answer.  The  party  organizations  and  the  campaign  organizations. 
Question.  Just  in  the  preparation  for  the  deposition,  have  you  talked  to  anybody 

about  this  deposition  before,  other  than  your  attorney? 
Answer.  Not  about  the  substance  of  it.  I  think  I  probably  told  a  variety  of  dif- 

ferent people  I  was  going  to  be  here. 
Question.  Have  you  worked  with  anybody  else  in  preparation  for  their  deposi- 

tions  
Answer.  No. 
Question  [continuing].  For  this? 
You  have  not  been  asked  to  make  any  statements  or  not  make  any  statements 

by  anybody? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Did  you  review  dociunents  prior  to  the  deposition? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Other  than — I  am  not  going  to  allow  her  to  answer  any  questions 

about  what  she  and  I  did  in  meeting  to  prepare  for  this. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  That's  fine. 
Mr.  Nelson.  If  you  want  to  exclude  in  meetings  with  me,  I  will  let  her  answer 

whether  she  reviewed  any  documents  outside  of  her  conferences  with  me. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  will  allow  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Anything  outside  of  the  client/attorney  relationship. 
Answer.  I  didn't  review  any  documents  outside  of  the  cUent/attomey  relationship. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  have  any  docvunents  personally  at  home  or  in  any  other 

places? 
Answer.  Docimients  regarding  what? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Documents?  Does  she  have  any  documents  at  home  or  at  other 

places? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  sorry.  Regarding  your  White  House  work. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Regarding  her  White  House  work? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  sorry? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  asking  if  she  has  any  documents  from  the  White  House 

that  she  keeps  at  home? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  understand  the  question? 
Answer.  Well,  I  don't  think  so. 
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Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  I  think  I  left  pretty  much  everything  there.  I  probably  have  some  person- 

nel records.  I  don't  know.  But  they  make  you  leave  most  things  there. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  think  the  record  is  going  to  be  unclear.  I  hate  to  say  it.  Your  re- 

sponse, "I  don't  think  so,"  came  in  response  to  the  question,  "Do  you  understand  the 
question?" The  Witness.  Oh. 

Mr.  Nelson.  So  maybe  we  should  clarify  that. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  You  are  right.  Just  for  the  record,  I  did  ask  whether  you  understood 

the  question. 
The  Witness.  I  didn't  actually  understand  the  question. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Maybe  you  could   

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  I  was  asking  whether  you  had  taken  any  White  House  dociunents 
home  with  you  and  had  those  in  your  possession. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  have  got  to  say  I  hadn't  understood  that  to  be  the  question,  but 
I  think  I  do  understand  that  question.  So  why  don't  you  answer  that  one. The  Witness.  Did  I  take  any  White  House  documents  home? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  There  are  probably  some  miscellaneous  documents  I  took  home  related 

to  personnel  matters  related  to  me,  things  Uke  that,  but  I  don't  think  I  took  home 
anything  related  to  anjrthing  substantive  about  my  White  House  work. 

Question.  Okay.  You  are  familiar  with  the  Presidential  Records  Act? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  all  the  requirements? 

Answer.  That's  why  I  didn't  take  things  home. 
Question.  How  did  you  come  to  work  at  the  White  House?  I  did  read  your  various 

jobs,  but  it  was  not  clear  as  to  how  you   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  That  question  was  asked  and  answered,  Counsel. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  How  did  you  come  to  work  in  the  White  House? 
Answer.  David  Watkins  offered  me  a  job. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  interview  with  anybody  other  than  David  Watkins? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  That  question  was  asked  and  answered.  Would  you  like  me  to 

read  the  question  in  response  from  the  prior  deposition? 
Actually,  I  am  going  to  do  that  as  to  each  question  where  you  ask  a  question  that 

was  already  asked  and  answered. 
By  Ms.  Comstock  in  a  prior  deposition  on — let  me  make  sure  I  have  the  date — 

March  29th,  1996. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Excuse  me.  Is  this  meant  to  speed  this  deposition  along? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  No,  Counsel.  It  is  meant  to  make  a  clear  record.  It  is  you  who 

are  choosing  to  drag  this  deposition  down  this  path  by  asking  questions  that  were 
already  asked  and  answered  under  oath  in  a  deposition  before  this  committee  last 
year.  And  I  will  note  that  there  are  a  series  of  questions  about  the  1992  campaign. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  This  is  fascinating,  and  I  appreciate  your  help  in  it. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  It  is  not  assistance,  Counsel.  Counsel,  it  is  not   
Mr.  ZOELLER.  It  might  be  a  lot  simpler  if  she  would  answer  the  question. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  object  to  your  tactics  in  this  deposition,  asking  questions  that 

were  previously  asked  and  answered. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  You  have  made  that  clear.  Counsel,  do  you  have  any  objection  to 

me  asking  this  question? 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  have  an  objection,  because  I  do  think  the  question  was  asked  and 

answered,  but  I  am  not  going  to  instruct  the  witness  not  to  answer  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  recall? 

Answer.  I  can't  remember  the  question  at  this  point. 
Question.  Would  you  read  the  question,  back,  please. 
[The  reporter  read  back  as  requested.] 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to  note  my  objection  to  the  question. 
This  is  a  question  by  Mrs.  Comstock:  "Do  you  recall  who  interviewed  you  for  your first  position  at  the  White  House? 
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"ANSWER:  I  don't  think  I  was  interviewed  for  my  first  position  at  the  White 
House. 

"QUESTION:  Do  you  know  how  you  were  hired? 
"ANSWER:  I  had  been  working  on  the  transition  with  Mr.  Ickes  on  the  structiu*e 

of  the  White  House  staff,  and  because  of  that,  I  had  knowledge  of  the  structvire  of 

the  White  House  staff,  and  when  Mr.  Watkins  began  his  position,  he  found  that  val- 
uable and  knew  that  I  had  that  knowledge  and  hired  me  on  the  basis  of  his  knowl- 

edge— my  knowledge." 
Counsel,  it  is  outrageous  that  you  are  asking  an  identical  question  that  was  asked 

in  this  deposition  last  year. 
Having  made  that  objection,  you  may  now  proceed. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  interview  with  anybody  other  than  David  Watkins? 
Answer.  I  don  t  remember  interviewing  with  anybody  other  than  David  Watkins. 

Question.  Okay.  Thank  you.  It  is  an  interesting  point,  though,  about  your  involve- ment in  the  structure  of  the  White  House.  „  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  o 
Were  you  involved  at  all  in  the  hiring  of  anyone  else?  Was  that  part  of  yoxu-  role.' Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Do  you  remember  when  she  worked  for  David  Watkins? Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Was  she  involved  in  hiring  personnel? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 
The  Witness.  In  hiring,  do  you  mean  in  selecting  people? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Just  providing  materials  for  Mr.  Watkins.  You  had  been  with  the  transi- 
tion, so  I  was  wondering  whether  that  was  part  of  your  role  with  Watkins. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to  object  on  the  grounds  that  her  work  for  David 

Watkins  has  been  probed  with  a  fine-tooth  comb  by  this  committee  in  the  last  Con- 
gress. Accordingly,  this  Une  of  question  again  seems  to  be  a  remarkably  unfruitful 

way  to  get  at  the  subject  matter  of  this  investigation,  which  is  fund-raising  activities in  the  1996  campaign. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Thank  you.  , 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  are  welcome.  Counsel.  It  is  an  objection.  You  dont  have 

to  thank  me. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  remember?  I  am  sorry. 
Answer.  I  might  have,  but  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Okay.  Can  you  just  briefly  give  me  your  role  with  Cabinet  affairs,  which 

Cabinet  levels  you  reported  in  with? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection.  Asked  and  answered. 
The  Witness.  Are  you  asking  which  agencies  I  dealt  with? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Yes.  _        „  ̂t    .       ,  t-. 

Answer.  Justice,  HHS,  HUD,  Veterans'  Affairs,  and  the  Office  of  National  Drug 
Control  PoUcy.  .  ,  •    •    c_ 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Let  me  just  note  in  my  objection  here,  question— this  is  from Barbara  Comstock  last  Congress: 
"QUESTION:  What  did  you  do  in  that  position? 
"ANSWER:  I  was  Uaison  to  the  Department  of  Justice,  HHS,  HUD,  Veterans  Af- 

fairs, and  the  Office  of  National  Drug  Control  PoUcy." 
Asked  and  answered.  Counsel,  move  on  to  something  relevant  and  not  repetitive. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Thank  you. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Again,  you  are  welcome.  You  don't  have  to  thank  me,  Counsel. It  is  an  objection  for  the  record. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  You  had  said  your  office  was  in  room  178  when  you  worked  with 
Mr.  Ickes  at  the  White  House.  Is  that  right?  I  am  sorry.  I  know  it  is  asked  and 
answered,  but  maybe.  Counsel?  .  ,   ,,     «7  ̂ i  • 

Answer.  I  think  it  might  have  been  in  178  when  I  worked  with  Mr.  Watkins. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  you  are  mischaracterizing  this  earUer  deposition  testi- 
mony. I  am  now  looking  at  page  6  of  the  Internet  printout  of  this  deposition,  and 
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your  testimony  as  to  room  178  of  the  OEOB  is  clearly  in  response  to  a  question  con- 
cerning when  she  was  working  for  Mr.  Watkins,  the  assistant  to  the  President  for 

management  in  the  administration.  Please  do  not  mischaracterize  Ms.  O'Connor's 
earlier  testimony. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I  am  sorry.  Where  did  you  work?  What  office  did  you  work  in?  You 
worked  with  Mr.  Ickes  as  the  deputy? 

Answer.  I  think   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Did  you  testify  that  you  were  his  deputy? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  When  he  was  the  deputy  chief  of  staff. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  apologize. 
The  Witness.  I  was  not  his  deputy.  I  was  an  aide  to  him.  I  was  in  room  111  for 

a  while,  and  then — and  then — gosh,  I  can't  remember  the  room  number.  I  could  find 
it  again,  but  I  don't  remember  the  number. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  This  is  really  where  I  covild  refresh.  In  your  earlier  deposition,  I  think 
you  said  you  were  in  178  with  Mr.  Watkins.  Is  that  correct? 

Answer.  Right. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  That's  the  second  time  you  have  asked  that  question,  and  this 
is  the  second  deposition  in  which  she  has  been  asked  that  question. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Sorry  if  this  is  disjointed  at  all,  but  let's  focus  for  just  a  second 
on  your  role  with  Mr.  Ickes.  What  year  did  you  start  that,  the  date,  if  you  can  re- 
member? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  just  want  to  note  that  it  is  now  10:45  and  we  are  now  reach- 
ing the  first  question  regarding  the  witness'  work  with  Mr.  Ickes. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  specifically  remember  when  I  started. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  think  the  general  time  frame  is  probably  in  her  prior  deposition 

also. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  believe  the  testimony  is  March  1995 — February  1995.  Does 

that  sound  right? 
The  Witness.  That  sounds  about  right. 

examination  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  remember  your  telephone  number,  by  any  chance?  That's  a  long time  ago. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection.  Relevance. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  remember  tJie  phone  number. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  know  if  you  had  any  DNC  phones  available  to  you  at  that  time? 
Answer.  No  DNC  phones. 
Mr.  Nelson.  You  are  talking  about  as  of  February  1995? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Right.  When  you — and  all  of  these  questions  wUl  be  in  your  work  with 
Mr.  Ickes  as  his  assistant. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  In  February  1995  or  throughout? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Throughout. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  that  was  the  point  of  my  request  for  clarification. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Because  I  thought  the  question  was,  did  she  have  that  when  she 

started  there? 

examination  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  No.  Let  me  make  sure  that  is  clear.  I  am  talking  about  throughout 

yovu"   Answer.  You  are  asking  if  I  ever  had  a  phone  paid  for  by  the  DNC? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  No. 
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Question.  Any  other  equipment,  fax,  or  any  other  equipment  in  the  White  House 
that  was  DNC? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  asking  about  any  other  equipment  anywhere  in  the 
White  House  or  in  her  office? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  That  you  had  access  to? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  of  any  equipment  in  the  White  House  paid  for  by  the  DNC. 
Question.  Did  you  answer  the  phones  for  anyone  other  than  yourself  in  this — dur- 

ing this  time  period? 
Answer.  Not  on  a  regular  basis. 
Question.  Did  you  answer  yovu*  own  phones? Answer.  Sometimes. 
Question.  Okay.  Were  there  other  people  who  reported  to  you  that  answered  your 

phones? 
Answer.  Interns  answered  my  phones. 
Question.  Okay.  Would  they  answer  the  phones  for  anyone  other  than  you? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  who  would  they  have  answered  the  phones  for? 

Answer.  Interns  answered  Mr.  Ickes'  phone. 
Question.  Anyone  else? 

Answer.  Well,  I  think  interns  answered  a  lot  of  different  people's  phones. 
Question.  Okay.  But  in  your  office? 
Mr.  Nelson.  You  are  talking  about  the  same  specific  interns  who  answenid  her 

phones? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  That's  right. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Would  that  specific  intern  answer  someone  else's  phones? The  Witness.  Not  that  I  know  of 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  For  the  most  part,  the  phone  calls  that  came  into  yovu-  office  were  either 
for  you  or  Mr.  Ickes  or   

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Or  were  there  other  people  that   
Answer.  No.  That's  correct. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  type  your  own  letters  and  memos? 
Answer.  Often. 

Question.  And  did  you  type  other  people's? 
Answer.  Well,  I  drafted  letters  for  anybody  from  the  President  to  Mr.  Ickes,  you 

know,  as  an  occasional — it  wasn't  a  major  part  of  my  job,  but  I  certainly  did  that sometimes. 

Question.  Okay.  So  when  you  would  type  other  people's  memos,  was  this  always 
done  in — did  you  usually  do  this  in  a  hard  copy,  or  were  there  other  systems  that 
you  would  send  materials? 

Answer.  Just  to  clarify,  I  wasn't  typing  somebody  else's.  I  mean,  I  drafted  things. 
Question.  Right. 
Answer.  So  as  a  draft,  I  would  be  writing. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  From  scratch? 
The  Witness.  From  scratch,  and  creating  on  a  computer. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Was  this  an  internal — could  you  send  it  to  someone  else's  com- puter, or  was  it  usually  in  a  hard  copy? 
Answer.  It  was  in  a  computer. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  not  sure — I  think  we  just  had  a  disconnect  there.  Are  you 

asking  if  there  was  a  common  drive  that  documents  could  be  placed  on  so  they  could 
be  accessed  by  other  individuals  without  printing  them  into  paper  form?  Is  that  the 
intent  of  your  question? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  asking  how  the  communications  worked  when  you  would  pro- 
vide a  draft  for  someone. 

Mr.  Nelson.  And  the  question  specifically  was,  did  you  send  it  via  the  computer 
or  did  you  print  it  out  in  hard  copy? 

Mr.  ZoELLER.  That's  correct. 
The  Witness.  I  sometimes  did  either  one  of  those  two  things. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Did  you  regularly  use  e-mail?  Was  that  part  of  the  communica- 
tions? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Just  did  you  produce  many  documents  over  your  own  name? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  who  would  you  have  regularly  communicated  with,  if  you  can  re- 
call? What  office? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Communicated  with  about  what? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  In  memorandvun  form. 
Answer.  It  could  have  been  anybody.  I  mean,  we  are  talking  hiindreds.  I  mean, 

a  very  wide  scope;  anybody  from  the  President  on  down. 
Question.  I  am  not  tr3dng  to  be,  you  know,  unclear.  The  reason  is  that  I  only  have 

a  very  few  documents  that  have  your  name  on  it  as  the  sending  party. 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  So  in  terms  of  White  House  production,  you  know.  Counsel   
Answer.  That's  becaxxse  I  didn't  write  anything  that  yoxir  committee  is  interested 

in,  I  don't  think. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  if  you  are  suggesting  that  somehow  documents  are 

being  hidden,  I  think  that  maybe  you  should  withdraw  that  suggestion. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I  am  not  suggesting — I  am  just  stating  as  a  fact  that  the  White  House 
has  not  produced  many  documents  that  have  your  name  on  it. 

Answer.  It's  not  because  I  didn't  write  many  documents  that  have  my  name  on them. 

Question.  That's  what  I  was  tr3ring  to  elicit. 
Answer.  I  don't  think  they  had  anything  to  do  with  what  you  are  looking  at. 
Question.  Okay. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Or  supposed  to  be  looking  at. 
Mr.  Nelson.  And  I  woiild  also  just  add  as  a  clarification,  I  think  all  document 

production  related  to  this  investigation  probably  came  at  a  time  when  Ms.  O'Connor was  no  longer  working  at  the  White  House  and  she  had  no  role  in  the  production 
of  any  documents  relating  to  your  investigation. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Cotmsel,  I  want  to  just  note  that  I  find  it  strange  that  though 
you  replicated  every  question  from  the  prior  deposition,  you  did  not  ask  questions 
as  to  what  has  happened  since  March  of  1996.  You  have  not  asked  the  witness  when 

she  left  the  White  House  and  maybe  what  she  is  doing  now.  I  don't  want  to  intrude 
on  your  Une  of  questioning,  but  you  might  actually  want  to  update  the  record  rather 
than  simply  repeat  it. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  was  sort  of  hoping  we  could  skip  that,  too. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Well,  in  terms  of  the  file  systems,  did  you  have  any  management  over 
the  file  systems  for  the  deputy  chief  of  staff   

Answer.  No. 
Question  [continuing].  Mr.  Ickes? 
Are  you  familiar  with  where  those  files  wovild  have  been  kept  or  who  would  have 

maintained  them? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  of  how  the  deputy  chief  of  staff's  office  was organized  generally? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  But  you — ^would  there  have  been  someone  specific  that  would  have  been 

in  charge  of  the  files  in  that  organization,  or  was  it  done  outside  of  the  office? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  an)^hing  about  the  files. 
Question.  In  terms  of  yovir  interaction,  maybe  if  we  could  speed  this  up  somewhat 

by  explaining  your  interaction  with  the  other  offices,  if  any,  within  the  White  House, 
as  the  assistant  to  the  deputy  chief  of  staff. 

Answer.  Could  you  be  more  specific? 
Question.  Well,  did  you  have  any  interaction  with  Mack  McLarty,  the  chief  of 

staff? 
Answer.  Yes. 
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Question.  And  what  would  have  been  your  role  in  that  relationship?  What  would 
you  have  been  producing  for  him? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Your  question  assiunes  something.  Why  don't  you  just  let  her 
testify,  Counsel. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  know  that  I  ever  produced  anything  for  him.  However,  if 
he  was  working  on  an  issue  and  Mr.  Ickes  was  also  working  on  it,  you  know,  it 
wouldn't  have  been  atypical  for  Mr.  Ickes  to  have  me  work  with  Mr.  McLarty  on it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  You  would  have  worked  at  the  instruction  of   Mr.  McLaughlin.  The  instruction  of? 
The  Witness.  Of  Mr.  Ickes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Of  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  Correct. 
Question.  Okay.  How  about  in  working  with  John  Emerson? 
Answer.  How  about  what?  Working  with  him? 
Question.  Would  you  have  worked  directly  with  him  or  only  through  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  Well,  I  worked  directly  with  many  people,  but  it  was  all  on  behalf  of  Mr. 

Ickes. 
Question.  Okay.  How  about  with  Marsha  Scott? 
Answer.  Same. 
Question.  Would  you  have — ^would  you  have  worked  with  her  directly  or  always 

through   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Asked  and  answered.  She  says — I  mean,  now  I  think  we  are 

being  very  unclear.  I  believe  that  the  witness  understood  you  to  be  asking  if  she 
worked  du-ectly  with  the  individuals  that  you  have  been  listing.  And  so  when  she 
answered  yes,  I  think  that  that  was  asked  and  answered.  Now  you  are  sa3dng,  did 
you  work  directly  or  through  Mr.  Ickes?  I  think  you  need  to  be  clear  as  to  what 
you  are  asking  about  each  individual  that  you  are  listing. 

The  Witness.  Are  you  asking  if  I  ever  worked  with  those  people? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Uh-huh. 
Answer.  I  did  work  with  Mr.  Emerson.  I  did  work  with  Ms.  Scott. 
Question.  Specifically,  with  Marsha  Scott,  what  was  your — what  role  would  you 

have  played  or  what  specific  work  would  you  have  done  with  her? 
Answer.  In  what  period  of  time? 

Question.  Particularly  in  the  middle  of  '96. 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  doing  anything  with  her  in  the  middle  of  '96. 
Question.  How  about  with  Mark  Middleton?  Would  that  have   
Mr.  Nelson.  In  mid- 1996? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  He  left  the  White  House  in  February  '95,  so  it  seems  again  like a  remarkably  fruitless  line  of  questioning. 
The  Witness.  I  definitely  never  worked  with  him  after  he  left  the  White  House. 

examination  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  That's  helpful.  How  about  William  Kennedy? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection. 
The  Witness.  I  didn't  work  with  him  after  he  left  the  White  House  either. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  As  to  relevancy. 
Mr.  Nelson.  And  if  you  don't  mind,  there  are  times  when  a  question  in  the  form 

of  "how  about  such  and  such"  may,  in  context,  mean  something  to  a  witness,  but 
I  am  lost  now  about  whether,  when  you  are  going  through  these,  you  are  meaning 
to  ask  what  did  she  do  with  them  in  mid- 1996  or  whether  it  is  something  more  gen- 
eral. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  No;  that's  specifically  what  I  am — and  I  know  they  have  left  the White  House. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  now  you  are  shifting  to  the  mid- 1996  time  frame,  mid 

Ust,  just  so  the  record  is  clear. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  What  I  am — in  your  role  with  Mr.  Ickes'  office  and  particularly  in,  let's 
say,  mid- 1996— - 
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Mr.  McLaughlin.  That,  again,  is  a  different  thing  than  you  were  asking  for. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  When  Mark  Middleton  left,  you  had  no  further— you  didn't  work  with him  at  all  after  that,  when  he  was  not  in  the  White  House? 
Answer.  I  didn't  work  with  Mark  Middleton  after  he  left  the  White  House. 
Question.  Okay.  That  helps  me  in  a  whole  line  of  questions  that  I  know  it 

sounds — ^but  I  can  avoid  three  or  foiu"  pages  now. 
The  same  with  Mr.  Kennedy  after  he  left  the  White  House? 
Answer.  Didn't  work  with  him  after  he  left  the  White  House. 
Question.  Okay.  In  your  relationship  with  the  counsel's  office,  who  would  you  have 

worked  with  primarily  on  legal  counsel? 
Answer.  Probably  every  one  of  them. 
Question.  How  about  yovu- — did  you  work  at  all  with  the  people  in  Oval  Office  op- 

erations? Did  you  work  with  Nancy  Henu-eich? 
Answer.  What  do  you  mean  by  "work  with'7 
Question.  Would  Mr.  Ickes  have  assigned  you  to  work  with  them  on  a  project  that 

he  was  dealing  with? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Is  that  a  retroactive  definition  of  "worked  with"  to  apply  to  all 

the  previous  names  on  this  list.  Counsel,  or  is  that  a  new  definition  to  apply  from 
this  point  forward? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Do  you  want  me  to  clarify  that  question? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  I  just  asked  you  a  question  for  my  own  understanding 

so  the  record  is  clear. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Just  for  this  one,  I  am  on  Oval  Office  operations. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  This  definition  only  applies  to  this? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  That's  right. 
The  Witness.  I  don't  think  I  ever  worked  with  a  project,  per  se,  with  Nancy 

Hemreich. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  And  what  would  have  been  your— Doug  Sosnik  worked  as  director 
of  political  affairs.  Would  you  have  worked  with  him  on  projects  for  Mr.  Ickes? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Would  you  have — Counsel,  do  you  mean,  would  she  have?  Or 
why  don't  you  ask,  did  she  work? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you? 

Answer.  Now  I  need  you  to  define  "project." 
Question.  Were  you  assigned  by  Mr.  Ickes  to  work  on  specific  matters,  political 

matters,  with  Political  Affairs  Office? 
Answer.  I  guess,  yeah. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  ever  attend  any  regularly  scheduled  meetings?  Did  they 

have  a  senior  staff  meeting  in  Mr.  Ickes'  office  or  any  other  meetings  that  you  would have  attended  regularly? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  That's  too — there  is  a  series  of  questions  buried  in  there.  Coun- 

sel. Why  don't  you  discipline  your  questioning  a  little  bit  and  bring  them  out  one 
by  one. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  attend  regularly  scheduled  meetings? 
Answer.  In  the  White  House  in  general? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Which  meetings  would  you  have  been   
Mr.  McLaughun.  Would  you  have? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Which  did  you  attend? 

Answer.  There  was  a  daily  senior  staff  meeting,  that  Mr.  Panetta  held,  that  I  at- tended regularly. 
Question.  Any  other  meetings,  senior  staff? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Pardon  me. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Besides  senior  staff? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Were  there  any  other  regularly  scheduled  meetings  that  she  at- 

tended besides  the  Panetta  senior  staff  meeting? 
The  Witness.  That  would  have  been  the  only  one  that  was  sort  of  an  every  day 

for  2  years  kind  of  thing,  you  know.  As  particular  issues  arose,  there  might  have 
been  regular  meetings  for  a  couple  of  weeks  about  issue  X  or  Y,  but  the  daily  senior 
staff  meeting  was  the  only  regular  meeting  that  spanned  my  whole  time  working 
for  Mr.  Ickes. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  That's — thank  you. 
So  there  were  no  regularly  scheduled  meetings  for  Mr.  Ickes'  office  staff? Mr.  McLaughlin,  ii^ked  and  answered. 
The  Witness.  No. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Were  there  periodic  meetings,  anything  that  wouldn't  be  required  as 
regular  but   
Answer.  I  don't  recall  him  ever  pulling  his  whole  staff  together  for  a  meeting. 
Question.  Thank  you. 
Did  you  ever  attend  any  meetings  on  his  behalf  that  you  were  not  a  regular   Answer.  Hundreds. 
Question.  Hundreds.  Did  you  ever  attend  the  DNC  budget  meetings? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  what  that  refers  to. 
Question.  Any  meetings  in  the  White  House  with  DNC  hierarchy  regarding  the 

DNC  budget. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  DNC  hierarchy? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  sorry.  Senior  staff  at  the  DNC  that  would  come  over  and  talk 

about  the  budget. 

The  Witness.  I  don't — well,  the  way  you  are  characterizing  it,  I  don't  think  so. 
examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  attend  any  meetings  where  DNC  leadership  provided  infor- 
mation about  the  budget? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  mean  officials  of  the  DNC,  employees  of  the  DNC 
maybe? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes,  both. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  There  are  public  officials  who  are  leaders  of  the  DNC  who  don't draw  a  paycheck. 
The  Witness.  I  think  I  might  have. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  In  the — in  these  meetings  with  the  DNC,  were  you  ever  involved  in  con- 
versations regarding  fund-raising? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  I  think  your  question  assumes  a  fact  that  she  has  not 

testified  to  which  is,  you  characterized  them  as  meetings  with  the  DNC.  I  don't think  that  that  is  what  her  testimony  about  those  meetings  accurately  reflects. 
"The  Witness.  Can  you  ask  the  question  again? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  attend  meetings  with  people  who  were  on  the  DNC  pajroll 
where  they  discussed  fund-raising? 

Answer.  I  might  have.  I  don't  recall  any  specifically. 
Question.  Would  you  have  ever  seen  any  of  the  spreadsheets  that  were  produced 

on  DNC  finance? 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  would  object. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Spreadsheets? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Again,  I  think  in  these  types  of  questions  it  really  is  helpful  to  ask 

her  if  she  did  or  did  not,  as  opposed  to,  would  she  have. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Similarly,  Counsel,  why  do  we  play  hide  the  ball  here?  Why 

don't  you  produce  a  document  and  ask  her  if  she  has  seen  it?  We  have  such  spread- 
sheets. I  oon't  know  if  you  are  trying  to  trap  the  witness  or  something.  Why  don't you  produce  the  documents  and  do  this  in  a  more  disciplined  fashion  instead  of 

these  free  floating  questions? 
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Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  appreciate  your  help,  but  if  she  doesn't  know  anything  about  these 
spreadsheets,  there  is  no  reason  to  produce  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  It  is  very  specific.  DNC  spreadsheets  on  finance,  if  you  have  never  seen 
it,  I  will  save  us  the  trouble. 

Answer.  I  have  seen  spreadsheets.  I  don't  know  if  I  have  seen  the  ones  you  are 
referring  to. 

Question.  Then  I  will  go  through  some  of  that. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  could  I  have  a  copy  of  that  before  you  show  it  to  the 

witness? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  For  the  record   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  just   
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  am  showing  counsel   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  can  I  just  ask  that  you  show  me  a  copy  of  the  docu- 

ment on  the  questioning  side  before  you  show  it  to  the  witness? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Yes. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Thank  you. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  am  showing  counsel  and  the  witness  what  is  labeled  as,  I  guess 

it  is  CGRO  0660. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  docimient? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  note  that  the  witness'  name  does  not  appear  on  the memorandum. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  the  subject  matter? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  want  to  define  the  subject  matter.  Counsel? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Well,  it  says  regarding  the  DNC  budget  fund-raising  meetings. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  mean  the  meeting?  Do  you  mean  the  subject  matter  of 

subject  fund-reusing?  Do  you  mean  text  that  is  contained  within  the  document?  Be 
clear  in  your  questioning.  Counsel. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Have  you  read  the  doounent? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Are  you  familiar — would  you  have  been  familiar  or  are  you  familiar 

with  that  subject  matter  as  it  relates  to   
Answer.  Am  I  familiar  with  those  meetings? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  With  that  particvilar  meeting. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Yes. 
The  Witness.  No. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Would  you  have  ever  attended  one  of  these  meetings  for  Mr. 
Ickes? 

Answer.  I  don't  really  know  what  the  "one  of  these  meetings"  refers  to. 
Question.  Again,  it  is  this  DNC  budget  meeting. 
Mr.  Nelson.  The  subject  matter  of  this  memo  is  a  specific  meeting.  I  mean,  what 

I  don't  know — maybe  you  know — is  whether  this  was  part  of  a  series  of  meetings, 
when  you  say  "one  of  these  meetings."  I  think  maybe  the  question  should  be,  md 
she  ever  attend  a,  quote,  DNC  budget  fund-raising  meeting,  end  quote,  on  Mr.  Ickes' behalf.  I  mean,  that  seems  to  me  to  be  a  proper  question. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  WeU,  I — in  response  to  vour — I  may  have,  I  think  I  did  ask  some- 
thing like  that,  that  you — so  I  will  pose  that  question. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Have  you  ever — did  you  ever  attend  a  meeting  on  his  behalf  regarding 
the  DNC  budget? 

Answer.  I  do  not  recall  ever  attending  one  of  what  I  think  you  are  characterizing 
as  a  regular  meeting  called  something  like  the  DNC  budget  fund-raising  meeting, 
one  of  which  this  document  seems  to  be  referring  to.  If  that  was  a  regular  meeting, 
I  don't  recall  ever  attending  it. 
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Question.  Would  you  have  ever  produced  any  materials  from  Mr.  Ickes'  when  he 
would  attend,  I  won't  call  it  a  regular  meeting,  but  one  of  the  meetings  regarding 
the  DNC  budget? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  That's  presuming  that  she  would  know.  I  mean,  Counsel,  why 
don't  you  ask  her  if  she  knows  whether  Mr.  Ickes  attended,  and  then  you  could  ask 
questions  as  to  whether  she  produced  materials  in  response  to  that. 

If  she  doesn't  know  if  Mr.  Ickes's  attended,  then  you  might  want  to  ask  about 
memos  specifically  about  the  subject  matter  that  may  or  may  not  have  been  used 
by  Mr.  Ickes.  That,  it  seems  to  me,  would  be  a  proper  question  to  pose  to  Mr.  Ickes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Where  are  we? 
Answer.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Is  there  a  question  on  the  table,  Counsel? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  There  was  until  you  asked  several. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  But  if  you  could  just  direct  your  attention  to  my  questions,  please. 
Answer.  All  right.  What  is  your  question? 
Question.  Let  me  rephrase  it  rather  than  have  the  reporter  read  one  back. 
Would  you  have  ever — did  you  ever  produce  materials  for  Mr.  Ickes  that  he  would 

have  used  or  he  did  use  at  a  DNC  budget  meeting? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  that  he  ever  used  anything  I  ever  produced  at  a  DNC  budg- 
et meeting. 
Question.  Okay.  That  skips  a  lot  of  things.  Thank  you. 
This  specific — before  we  go  past  this,  this  specific  docioment  refers  to  Federal  dol- 

lars and  major  donors.  Are  you  at  all  familiar  with  the  subject  matter  of  Federal 
dollars  versus  non-Federal  dollars? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  at  all  familiar  with  that  subject  matter?  You  mean  just 
out  in  the  ether,  have  you  ever  heard  the  legal  distinction?  Is  that  your  question, 
Counsel? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 

The  Witness.  I  have  a  general  understanding  of  the  legal  distinction  between  the 
Federal  and  non-Federal  dollars. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  But  in  your  capacity  with  Mr.  Ickes,  would  you  have  been  in- 
volved in  any  of  the  discussions  of  the  legal  significance  between  the  two? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  In  any  discussions  of  the  legal  difference? 
The  Witness.  Did  I  have  a  legal  discussion  with  him  about  the  difference  between 

the  two? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so.  I  don't  recall  ever  having  that  kind  of  conversation. 
Question.  Okay. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Is  this  going  to  be  marked.  Counsel? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  No,  no.  I  don't  think   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  are  not  going  to  include  these  in  the  record  for  purposes 

of  identification? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Maybe  we  should. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  It  would  be  my  preference  that  everything  the  witness  is  shown 

be  included  in  the  record. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  We  will  mark  this  Exhibit  1. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  JOC  1  or  JO? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Is  this  the  one  that  you  want  to  mark  since  this  is  the  one  that  was 

shown  to  the  witness? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Does  anyone  happen  to  have  any  actual  exhibit  stickers? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  They  are  on  the  way. 

[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO-1  was  marked  for  identification.] 

[Note. — ^All  exhibits  referred  to  may  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
deposition.] 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Just  so  maybe  I  can  shorten  some  other  series  of  questions  before  we 
skip  the  whole  discussion  of  the  budget,  would  you  have  worked  or  did  you  work 
with  Mr.  Ickes  on  any  other  aspects  of  the  Clinton-Gore  budget,  the  campaign  budg- et? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Any  other  aspects? 

The  Witness.  What  do  you  mean  by  "work  with  him,"  and  what  do  you  mean  by 
"other  aspects'? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  Mr.  Ickes  ever  ask  you  to  prepare  materials  or  specific  research  or 
documents  at  his  request  regarding  the  Clinton-Gore  budget? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  What  tjrpes  of  materials  wovdd  you  have  produced? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Would  you  have? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  produce? 

Answer.  Actually,  I  don't  know  that  I  actually  produced  anything. 
Question.  Well,  this  would  have  been  something  that  you  would  have  commu- 

nicated with  him  other  than  through  a  written  production. 
Answer.  I  might  have  edited  stuff  or,  you  know,  discussed  documents  with  him. 

I  think  they  were  generally  produced  by  other  people,  though. 
Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  the  White  House  coffee  series?  Did  you  have  some 

role  in  the  White  House  coffees? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  do  you  mean  political  coffees? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  mean  any  coffee  consumed  anywhere  on  White  House 

premises? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  the  term  "the  White  House  coflfees'7 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Again,  Covmsel,  do  you  mean  political  coffees? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Does  that  mean  something  to  you? 
Answer.  Well,  I  am  taking  what  you  are  saying,  what  has  been  referred  to  in  the 

press  as  a  series  of  breakfast  coffees  that  the  President  had  with  supporters. 
Question.  That's  right. 
Answer.  You  are  asking  if  I  am  famiUar  with  that? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Would  you  have  had  some  role  to  play  in  that? 
Answer.  No,  not  that  I — I  mean,  I  didn't  set  them  up,  if  that's  what  you  are  ask- ing. 
Question.  Would  you  have  referred  names  or   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  "Would  you,"  Counsel? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  refer  names  or  do  anything  else? 
Answer.  Sxire,  I  referred  names. 
Question.  What  types  of  names?  Did  you  have  a  subject  matter? 
Answer.  I  referred  names  of  people  that  I  thought  ought  to  see  the  President. 
Question.  Was  there  a  specific  subject  matter  or  was — were  they  deUneated  by  af- 

filiation with  an  industry  or  anything  else  that  would  separate  your — the  people 
that  you  would  recommend? 

Answer.  I  was  the  liaison  to  the  labor  movement,  and  often  I  think  probably  most 
of  the  people  potentially,  not  every  one  of  them,  but  most  of  them  were  probably 
from  the  labor  community. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  showing  the  witness  what  has  a  Bates  mark  of  EOP  02429, 
which  we  will   

Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  think  it  is  024249. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Thank  you — we  will  mark  as  JO-2,  and  ask  whether  you  are  famil- 

iar with  this  document. 

[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO-2  was  marked  for  identification.] 
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Mr.  Nelson.  Has  she  seen  this  document  before?  Is  that  the  question? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 

The  Witness.  No,  I  don't  recall  ever  seeing  it. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  When  you — ^you  testified  that  you  had  referred  some  labor  names.  How 
would  you  refer  those  names?  Who  would  you  refer  them  to? 

Answer.  Whoever  was  setting  up  the  coffee. 
Question.  Would  they  differ  from  coffee  to  coffee? 
Answer.  I  don't  really  remember. 
Question.  Do  you  remember  whether  you  would  have  given  it  to  someone  at  the 

White  House  versus  the  DNC,  which  of  those  two  you  might  have  referred  names? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Which  of  those  two  she  did  refer  names? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  remember.  I  think  it  could  have  been  both  on  different  occa- sions. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  have  a — ^knowledge  as  to  the  purpose  of  the  coffees? 
Answer.  I  had  an  understanding  of  the  piirpose  of  the  coffees. 
Question.  And  what  was  your  understanding? 
Answer.  To  give  the  people  who  were  invited  an  opportunity  to  talk  with  the 

President. 
Question.  Would  you  ever  contact  any  of  the  labor  representatives  personally  to 

invite  them,  or  would  someone  else  invite  them? 
Answer.  I  think  it  is  possible  I  invited  them  personally  on  occasion.  It  is  also  pos- 

sible that  other  people  aid.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  ever  inviting  someone  specifically? 

Answer.  Not  specifically,  but  I  am  sure  I  probably  did.  And  when  I  say  "me,"  just 
for  clarification,  it  is  possible  I  didn't  make  the  phone  call;  I  might  have  had  an  in- 

tern call  the  person's  secretary  to  invite  them  or  something  like  that. 
Question.  Just  for  clarification,  when  you  say  that  you  were  the  liaison  with  Mr. 

Ickes  to  the  labor  officials,  were  there  specific  duties  in  that  capacity,  or  was  it  just 
from  time  to  time  an  ad  hoc  assignment* Answer.  It  was  a  regular  assignment. 

Question.  And  what  were  your  general  responsibilities? 
Answer.  To  be  their  liaison. 
Question.  Specifically  with  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  With  the  ̂ lite  House. 
Question.  Okay.  Generally,  not  just  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  Correct. 

Question.  Okay.  Who  else  would  you  communicate  to  on — ^in  the  White  House, other  than  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  Anybody  who  it  was  relevant  to  talk  to. 
Question.  \Iaybe  I  should  show  you  the  one  that  I  am  going  to  mark  as  JO-2. Answer.  It  looks  the  same  to  me. 
Mr.  Nelson.  They  are  pretty  much  the  same.  I  think  it  has  got  the  complete 

Bates  nvimber,  just  barely. 
The  Witness.  Looks  good. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Were  you  ever  aware — do  you  have  any  personal  knowledge  of  people 
being  offered  places  at  one  of  these  coffees  for  a  specific  contribution? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  there  were  ever  any  contributions  that  came  to 

your  office? 
Answer.  Certainly  none  that  I  was  ever  aware  of. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  work  with  anyone  at  the  DNC  regarding  the  major  donor 

program? 
Answer.  Not  as  far  as  I  am  aware. 

Question.  As  it  relates  to  labor  organizations,  would  you  have  had  any  role  in  con- 
tributions that  were  either  part  of  a  major  donor  or  any  other  program? 

Answer.  Well,  I  don't  know  what  the  major  donor  program  was,  so  if  somebody 
there  was  working  with  me  as  part  of  it,  I  don't  know  it. 

Question.  Okay.  Would  you  nave  had  any — or  did  you  have  any  role  with  labor 
officials  about  labor  contributions   

Answer.  No. 
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Question  [continuing].  To  the  DNC? 

Answer.  I  didn't  discuss  contributions  with  them,  and  I  didn't  manage  the  fund- raising  from  labor  officials. 
Question.  All  right.  Thank  you. 

Did  you  work  with  Mr.  Fowler  regarding  labor  officials'  requests  of  the  DNC? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Any  requests  by  labor  officials  to  the  DNC  for  anything? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Well,  to  clarify  what  I  am  looking  for  is,  I  know  you  played  a  role  in 
the  relationship  with  labor  representatives  in  the  White  House.  Did  you  play  any 
role  in  the  relationship  between  the  DNC  and  these  same  labor  officials? 

Answer.  I  was  not  the  DNC  liaison  to  the  labor  movement,  if  that's  what  you  are asking,  no. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  work  with  Mr.  Ickes  in  a  capacity  where  he  would  have 

provided  a  role  as  a  liaison  between  labor  officials  and  the  DNC? 

Answer.  I  don't  believe  anybody  in  the  White  House  stood  between  the  DNC  and the  labor  movement. 
Question.  Okay.  I  am  showing  you  a  document  that  has  a  Bates  stamp  of  EOP 

036161.  Have  you  ever  seen  this  document  before? 
Answer.  It  looks  vaguely  familiar. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  speak  with  Marsha  Scott  regarding  the  coffees? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Would  it  have  been  in  any  capacity  other  than  the  labor  representatives 

that  you  referred  as  potential  guests? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  how  about,  was  it? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Yes.  Was  it,  other  than  just  what  you  have  already  testified  to? 
Answer.  The  discussions  that  I  had  with  her  regarding  the  coffees  involved  her 

telling  me  if  an  issue  came  up  at  a  coffee  that  was  relevant  to  my  work,  because 
she  attended  a  number  of  them. 

Question.  Would  she  have  reported  back  orally,  or  did  she  produce  a  written  re- 
port? 

Answer.  She  reported  orally. 
Question.  Okay.  So  by  that,  she  would  sit  down  with  you  and  say  what  had  been 

brought  up  at  the  coffees  regarding  your  issues? 
Answer.  On  a  number  of  occasions,  she  called  me  and  said  at  coffee  this  morning 

X  said  Y  and  the  President  said  Z,  something  like  that. 
Question.  Okay.  So  her  role,  as  you  understood  it,  was  to  follow  up  on  these?  Or 

how  did  the  process  work,  to  yoxir  understanding? 

Answer.  I  don't  really  know  what  her  role  was.  I  just  know  that  on  at  least  occa- sion— I  think  it  was  more  than  one — she  told  me  that  she  was  at  a  coffee  and  want- 
ed to  relay  to  me  a  bit  of  conversation  that  she  thought  was  relevant  to  my  work. 

Question.  Were  you  expected  to  follow  up?  Or  what  was  your  role  in  the  other  end 
of  ̂ at  conversation?  Did  you  report  back  to  her  with  something? 

Answer.  No,  I  didn't  report  to  her.  I  would  just  do  whatever  seemed  appropriate 
given  the  information.  If  she  was  saying  somebody  was  concerned  about  an  issue, 
if  it  soimded  like  it  was  something  I  ought  to  be  concerned  about,  then  I  would  look 
at  it,  okay,  you  know.  If  not,  I  womdn't. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  specifically? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  anything  specifically,  no. 
Question.  Would  it  have  been  on  a  particular  issue?  I  mean,  did  you — I  think  you 

had  said  you  covered  the  labor  agenda,  but — or  the  labor  officials.  But  was   
Answer.  No.  I  covered  a  lot  of  different  issues  and  so  it  could  have  been  anything. 
Question.  What  other  issues  did  you  cover,  just  to  kind  of  clarify? 
Answer.  It  was  a  very,  very  wide  scope.  I  mean,  you  know,  on  any  different  occa- 

sion Mr.  Ickes  could  assign  me — I  was  mostly  a  policy  aide,  so  there  were  a  lot  of 
different  policy  issues  that  I  would  be  working  on  at  any  given  point  in  time,  and 
they  changed  many  times  over  during  the  period  in  which  I  worked  for  him. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Let's  go  ahead  and  mark  this  Exhibit  JO-3.  I  will  submit  it  for  the record. 

[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO-3  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I  am  sorry.  There  is  one  that's  got  away.  This  is  marked  CGRO  10924, 
that  I  am  showing  the  witness. 

Are  you  familiar  with  this  memorandum  to  Chairman  Dodd? 
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Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  mean,  have  you  seen  it? 
The  Witness.  Do  you  mean,  have  I  seen  it? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Yes. 

Answer.  Probably.  But  I  don't  specifically  remember  seeing  it,  but  it  was  cc'd  to me.  That  means  there  is  a  good  chance  I  saw  it. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  recollection  of  the  subject  matter  regarding  the  bills 

for  Squier/Knapp  and  Penn  and  Schoen? 
Answer.  Sure. 

Question.  What  would  have  been  your  role?  What  was  yovu*  role  in  this  subject matter? 
Answer.  I  was  part  of  the  process  of  reviewing  their  bills  and  authorizing  their 

payment. 
Question.  Could  you  describe  the  process  genersdly? 
Answer.  Well,  I  might  leave  some  things  out  just  because  it  is  a  while  ago. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Before  we  go  on  actually,  I  just  want  to  put  an  objection  on 

the  record.  Bills  for  the  media  consultants  bear  no  relationship  whatsoever  to  fund- 

raising.  This  is  on  the  expenditxire  side  of  the  aisle  for  the  President's  reelection campaign  and  DNC,  not  the  fund-raising  side. 
Again,  I  am  sure  it  is  fascinating  to  probe  into  the  ways  in  which  President  Clin- 

ton was  able  to  win  reelection  in  1996.  I  am  sure  we  coxild  all  learn  a  lot  for  the 
history  books,  but  it  is  not  relevant  to  this  investigation. 

There  has  been  no  credible  allegation,  that  I  am  aware  of,  that  Squier/Knapp  or 
Penn  and  Schoen  were  engaged  in  any  way,  shape,  or  form  in  fund-raising.  Accord- 

ingly, the  ways  in  which  their  bills  were  reviewed  is  not  relevant  to  this  investiga- 
tion. And,  Covmsel,  I  would  ask  once  again  that  you  state  for  the  record  the  perti- 

nence of  this  line  of  questions. 
And  I  will  refer  you  to  McCarthy  era  Supreme  Court  decisions  in  United  States 

versus  Watson,  United  States  versus  Deutch.  I  will  be  delighted  to  supply  you  with 
the  U.S.  Reporter  references  that  outUne  your  obligation  to  state  for  the  record  in 
a  clear,  logical  sequence,  the  chain  by  which  your  questions  are  relevant  to  the 
scope  of  this  investigation,  which,  once  again,  is  possible  campaign  fund-raising  im- 

proprieties and  possible  violations  of  law. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Mr.  Zoeller,  the  Minority  counsel's  objection  is  also  consistent  with 

my  understanding  of  the  scope  of  these  hearings  and  this  investigation,  and  I  join 
in  that  objection.  I  would  be  interested  to  know  if  you  do  have  some  statement  to 
make  on  the  relevancy  of  the  subject  matter. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  I  do.  I  think  the  relevance,  particularly  regarding  the  witness' 
knowledge  of  the  expenditvu^s — and  I  will  admit  these  are  the  expenditures,  but 
when  we  are  talking  about  the  campaign  irregularities  and  possible  violations  of 
law,  the  potential  for  coordination  of  political  expenditures  between  independent 
labor  unions  and  the  1996  campaigns  of  both  the  President  and  the  work  by  the 
DNC,  I  think,  clearly,  have  been  raised  in  terms  of  potential  illegalities  of  the  co- 

ordination. In  fact,  there  is  a  specific  allegation  by  an  earlier  deponent  that  there 
was  just  such   

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  that  was  an  executive  session  deposition.  I  hope  you 

are  not  about  to  characterize  what  a  prior  deponent's  testimony  was.  That,  as  you 
know,  would  be  a  serious  breach  of  this  committee's  rules. 

I  will  note  that  you  may  already  have  committed  a  breach  of  those  rules  by  stat- 
ing that  there  is  testimony  in  a  prior  deposition.  Subject  to  the  executive  privilege 

rules  of  thds  committee,  I  suggest  that  you  go  no  further. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Would  you  l3te  me  to   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  would  like  you  to  continue  your  statement  without  breaching 

the  executive  session  rules  governing  that  prior  deposition,  if  any. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  think  where  we  are  right  now  is,  what  has  been  said  is  that  there 

was  a  prior  deposition,  which  probably  doesn't  tell  anybody  anything  that  they  don't know.  But  if  you  would  like  to  continue,  please  do  so. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  There  have  been  allegations  made  that  there  were  campaign  irreg- 

ularities that  border  on  an  illegal  coordination  of  activities. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  familiar  with  all  the  testimony,  and  I  will  tell  you  that 

none  of  the  allegations  raised  suggest  any  kind  of  illegal  coordination  took  place  by 
anybody  in  the  press  or  any  other  sources. 

Now,  Counsel,  what  you  have  just  outUned  is  a  case  for  coordination  of  media  ef- 
forts between  the  White  House  and  an  independent  group.  If  those  occurred,  that 

would  be  a  serious  matter  for  this  committee  to  look  into,  just  like  coordination  of 
the  Republican  National  Committee  advertising  with  outside  groups  like  the  Ameri- 
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cans  for  Tax  Reforms  would  also  be  a  valid  inqxiiry,  one  that  I  will  note  that  this 
committee  has  shown  no  interest  in  pursxiing. 

Now,  Counsel,  we  once  again  have  to  descend  to  the  level  of  the  specific  questions 
that  you  are  asking  about  bills  for  Squier/Knapp  and  Penn  and  Schoen.  The  matters 
in  which  those  bills  were  reimbursed  or  reviewed,  while — once  again,  while  fascinat- 

ing to  me  as  a  matter  of  historical  record,  are  not  relevant  to  the  line  of  questions 
that  you  just  outlined. 

Why  don't  you  ask  questions  that  pertain  to  whether  or  not  the  White  House  co- 
ordinated, whether  this  witness  has  any  personal  knowledge  of  efforts  to  coordinate, 

DNC  or  CUnton-Gore  media  expenditures  with  outside  groups. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Mr.  Zoeller,  I  just  would  also  Uke  to  say  one  thing.  I  had  kind  of 

the  same  thought,  I  think,  as  Minority  counsel.  When  you  were  explaining  the  rel- 
evance, I  didn't  really  see  any  coherent  relationship  between  what  you  said  about 

the  possibility  of  coordination  of  expenditures  with  other  groups  to  the  subject  mat- 
ter of  how  bills  from  campaign  vendors  were  being  reviewed  at  the  White  House. 

So  I  don't  think  it  really  answers  the  relevancy  point. 
I  am  not  going  to  instruct  the  witness  not  to  answer  yoxir  specific  question  here, 

which,  as  I  recall,  was,  can  you  describe  generally  the  process  of  reviewing  the 
Squier/Knapp  and  Penn  and  Schoen  bills,  although  I  do  think  that  it  is  beyond  the 
scope.  But,  you  know,  beyond  that,  I  think  we  will  take  it  question  by  question.  I 

certainly  don't  think  that  it  is  an  area  that  any  of  the  specifics  are  likely  to  be  rel- 
evant to  your  investigation.  But  why  don't  you  just  go  ahead  on  that  question. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  remember  my  specific  question? 
Answer.  You  are  asking  what  the  process  was? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  The  bills  would  come  in;  I  would  review  them  to  see  if  they  were  appro- 

priate; and  if  they  were  appropriate,  then  I  would  let  the  appropriate  payers  know 
that  they  could  pay  them. 

Question.  Who  did  they  come  in  from? 
Answer.  Squier/Knapp,  and  Penn  and  Schoen. 
Question.  Were  you  asked  to  review  for  certain — what  were  you  looking  for  in  your 

review? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Again,  I  am  going  to  note  an  objection.  This  is  so  far  afield  as 

to  be — ^as  to  be  beyond  the  horizon  of  relevance. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  I  have  the  same  relevance  objection,  but,  again,  I  am  not  going 

to  instruct  her  not  to  answer  that  question  as  a  general  matter  of  what  types  of 
things  was  she  looking  for. 

The  Witness.  I  was  looking  for  anything  that  seemed,  you  know,  out  of  place;  in 

particular,  if  they  had  done  any  work  that  the  President  hadn't  authorized. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  How  would  you  be  informed  as  to  what  was  authorized  and  what 
wasn't? 

Answer.  The  President  would  have  let  Mr.  Ickes  know  what  was  authorized. 
Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  the  CC  group?  Does  that  term  of  art  ring  a  bell? 
Answer.  No.  I  don't  know  it  by  that  name. 
Question.  Okay. 
Mr.  Nelson.  And  you  mean  something  other  than  the  group  of  people  who  were 

cc'd  on  this  docxunent;  right? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Specifically,  there  were  a  nxmiber  of  documents  that  had  a  cc  group, 

and  I  am  wondering. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  testifying.  Counsel? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Wondering  whether  she  knew  something  by  that  name,  the  CC 

Group? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  remember  that  name. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  You  have  to  state  your  name  for  the  record.  That's  the  going  rule today. 
Mr.  DOLD.  Bob  Dold. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  With  the  Majority. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  How  about  the  November  5th  group? 
Answer.  That  refers  to — I  am  familiar  with  that. 
Question.  And  what  is  your  understanding  of  what  that  group  is? 
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Answer.  I  believe  it  was  an  incorporated  entity  of  consultants.  It  might  have  been 

a  partnership.  I  don't  use  that  in  the  legal  sense,  but   
Question.  Did  you  do  any  work  for  Mr.  Ickes  at  his  direction  regarding  the  coordi- 

nation of  expenditures  by  the  DNC? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  With? 
Mr.  Nelson.  With? 
The  Witness.  With  State  parties.  I  am  sorry. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Coordination  with  State  parties?  Counsel,  that  goes  to  neither 

an  impropriety  nor  an  illegality.  What  is  the  pertinence  of  that  question? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  understand  the  question? 
Answer.  No. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  what's  the  pertinence  of  that  question  as  to  coordina- 
tion of  a  national  party  with  State  parties? 

The  Witness.  Could  you  ask  it  again? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Hold  on  just  a  second.  I  want  to  make  the  record  clear  here. 

You  are  declining  to  state  for  the  record  the  pertinence? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  will  be  willing — if  there  is  a  request  for  an  offer  to  proof,  I  don't mind  doing  that. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  It  is  a  Watkins  Deutch  obligation  that  you  hold  to  state  a  log- 

ical chain  by  which  your  questions  are  related  to  the  scope  of  this  investigation 
which  pertains  to  campaign  fund-raising  improprieties  or  possible  violations  of  law. 

I  am  quite  confident  that  you  cannot,  in  your  wildest  imagination,  construct  a 
chain  by  which  coordination  of  national  party  efforts  with  State  parties  is  a  fund- 
raising  impropriety  or  a  possible  violation  of  law. 

I  am  s\ire  that  you  are  as  familiar  with  FECA  as  I  am,  because  you  are  a  member 
of  the  staff  of  this  committee.  Accordingly,  you  know  that  unlimited  transfers  of 
money  can  be  made  between  national  and  State  party  committees.  So  coordination 
of  their  efforts  doesn't  in  any  way  implicate  the  Federal  Election  Campaign  Act. 
Perhaps  you  have  some  theory  by  which  you  can  tie  this  together,  and  I  am  all  ears 
and  would  be  delighted  to  withch-aw  my  objection  if  you  can  make  that  chain  clear for  the  record. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  The  coordination  of  expenditures  by  the  national  parties  and  the 
State  parties,  along  with  coordinated  campaign  accounts.  Federal  and  soft,  are  all 
subject  to  the  FEC  and,  therefore,  part  of  campaign  finance  and  the  irregularities 
and  improprieties. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Which  part  of  FECA  would  coordination  between  the  national 
party  and  State  parties — what  part  of  FECA  would  that  violate?  Can  you  state  me 
a  section? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Well,  in   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Because  you  know  they  are  fully — national  parties  and  State 

parties  are  fiilly  authorized  to  coordinate  their  efforts. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  do  understand  that.  But  I  am  not  going  to  cite  each  portion   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  just  say  you  understand  that. 
Mr.  ZOELLER  [continuing].  Of  the  FEC. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  would  be  delighted  if  you  could,  if  you  could  cite  any  portion 

of  the  FEC  that  it  would  violate.  May  I  suggest  that  on  yoiu*  lunch  break  perhaps 
you  would  want  to  review  the  Federal  Election  Campaign  Act  and  ascertain  whether 
or  not  there  is,  in  fact,  any  section  that  that  would  violate? 
Why  don't  you  ask  her  about  coordination  between  the  White  House,  the  DNC, 

or  CUnton-Gore  and  outside  groups  rather  than  State  parties,  which  as  I  have  said 
is  tied   

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  getting  there. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Why  don't  you  skip  to  there  now? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  No,  thank  you. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  you  have  not  stated  for  the  record — I  will  let  the 

record  speak  for  itself,  but  I  will  note  my  objection  that  you  have  not  stated  for  the 
record  any  logical  sequence  by  which  the  question  you  have  posed  and  is  now  pend- 

ing on  the  table  is  in  any  way  related  to  the  stated  scope  of  this  committee's  inves- tigation. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  certainly  agree  with  Minority  counsel  that  the  relevance  seems  re- 

mote, at  best,  but  the  last  t&ng  that  happened  was,  the  witness  said  she  didn't  un- 
derstand the  question.  So  maybe  you  should  rephrase  it  and  we  can  try  to  move 

forward. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Did  Mr.  Ickes  ever  ask  you  to  work  with  the  DNC  regarding  the 
coordination  of  any  expenditures  by  the  DNC  to  State  parties? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  To  State  parties? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Or  with  State  parties?  Yoiu:  question  is  both  irrelevant  and 

confusing.  I,  for  one,  don't  understand  it. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Let  me  see  if  I  can  lay  out  the  relevance  to  this.  Were  the  bills  to 
Squier/Knapp  paid  directly  by  the  DNC  or  by  State  parties? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection  as  to  relevance. 
The  Witness.  I   

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  If  you  know. 
Answer.  I  guess  I  never  actually  saw  the  mechanism  by  which  they  were  paid. 
Question.  Okay.  So  when  you  reviewed  the  biUs,  these  were  only  what  was  pro- 

duced by  Squier/Knapp  and  you  are  not  familiar  with  who  would  have  paid  them? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection  as  to  relevance. 
The  Witness.  What  I  have  direct  knowledge  of  is  the  person  I  told  to  pay  them, 

and  in  the  case  of  the  DNC  that  would  have  been  Brad  Marshall,  or  it  was  Brad 
Marshall,  who  was  at  the  national  party. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  But  you  are  not — this  may  help  skip  over  a  lot  of  this,  and  if  I  can  ask 
the  question  again,  would  you  have  had  any  role  in  the  payment  of  the  bills,  other 
than  to  contact  Brad  Marshall? 

Answer.  I  had  no  role  in  paying  them  after  I  called  Brad. 
Question.  And  do  you  know  what  he  would  have  done? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Wovild  have  done? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  What  he  did  do  after  you  called  him? 

Mr.  Nelson.  She  actually  answered  that.  She  didn't  have  any  direct  knowledge 
of  what  happened  after  she  told  him. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  who  paid  the  bills? 

Mr.  Nelson.  When  you  say,  "aware,"  do  you  mean  to  ask  her  for  something  other 
than  personal  knowledge? 

Mr.  Zoeller.  Yes;  in  any  capacity. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Has  anybody  ever  told  you  anjrthing  about  who  paid  the  bills?  I 

guess  is  what  he  is  asking  you. 
The  Witness.  I  think  I  have  a  general  understanding  that  there  was  a  mecha- 

nism of  sharing  the  bills  somehow  with  the  State  parties,  but  I  don't  know  an)rthing beyond  that  general  awareness. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  just  note  that,  Counsel,  once  again,  if  it  is  your  view  that 

that  in  any  way  crosses  the  legal  Une,  we  will  be  delighted  to  draft  up  subpoenas 
to  the  RNC  to  discuss  the  way  and  to  explore  the  ways  in  which  the  Republican 
National  Committee  and  the  Republican  State  parties  shared,  pursuant  to  their 
rights  under  FECA,  the  expenses  for  the  so-called  issue  ads  that  the  RNC  ran  in 
1996. 

Mr.  Nelson.  Mr.  Zoeller,  are  we  finished  with  this  document?  Do  you  want  to 
mark  it? 

Mr.  Zoeller.  I  was  going  to  try  to  see  if  I  could  link  up  where  I  was  headed  just 
so  it  wouldn't  be  too  confusing.  Let's  go  ahead;  we  will  mark  this  as  JO— 4  and  sub- mit it. 

[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO— 4  was  marked  for  identification.] 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Just  to  get  back  to  the  original  question,  which  was  the  process  by 
which  this  screening  of  the  bills  took  place,  who  else  was  involved  in  the  process? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection  as  to  relevance. 
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The  Witness.  I  don't  know.  The  part  that  I  was  involved  with  was,  the  bills  came 
into  my  office  and  I  looked  at  them. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  So  it  came  from  Squier/Knapp  or  Penn  and  Schoen  and  you  passed  it 
on  to  Brad  Marshall? 

Answer.  Uh-huh,  or  somebody  at  CUnton-Gore  if  it  was  a  bill  that  should  be  paid 
by  Clinton-Gore. 

Question.  Okay.  Thank  you. 
Answer.  I  think  I  might  have  also  told  the  lawyers  for  the  different  entities,  you 

know,  when  somebody  was  good  to  be  paid. 
Question.  Was  there  a  legal  review  of  the  bills? 
Answer.  The  lawyers  for  Clinton-Gore  and  the  DNC  analyzed  the  bills  to  deter- 

mine which  entity  had  to  pay. 
Question.  Who  paid  what  portion  of  the  bills? 
Answer.  Correct;  you  know,  which  ad  had  to  be  paid  by  the  Clinton-Gore  versus 

by  the  DNC. 
Question.  You  had  stated  earlier  that  you  had  several  interns  work  for  you. 
Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  interns  that  were  paid  for  by  DNC? 
Answer.  My  interns  were  not  paid. 
Question.  Where  did  you  get  your  interns,  if   
Answer.  There  was  a  White  House  intern  office. 

Question.  Okay.  That's  the  answer  that  I  was  looking  for.  Thank  you. 
Are  you  familiar  with  the  funnel  system? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection.  The  funnel  system?  What  on  earth  are  you  talking 

about? 
The  Witness.  It  sounds  like  a  tornado.  Sorry. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  There  is  a  meteorological  term  "funnel  system."  I  assume  that's 
not  what  you  are  talking  about,  Counsel. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Do  you  have  an  objection? 

The  Witness.  I  actually  don't  understand  what  you  are  talking  about. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  think  that  the  witness  already  said  she  didn't  understand.  I  don't 

have  any  objection  beyond  that. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Again,  I  don't  want  to  talk  about  what  else  has  gone  on  in  depositions, 
but  you  are  not  familiar  with  a  term  of  art,  "the  funnel  system*? Answer.  No. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to  object  to  that  characterization  of  what  may  or 
may  not  have  gone  on  in  depositions,  not  that  you  would  ever  be  referring  to  what 
is  going  on  in  depositions,  Counsel,  but  even  if  you  were,  I  would  object  to  that  char- 

acterization as  there  being  a  term  of  art  called  "a  funnel  system." 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know  of  a  term  of  art  called  "the  funnel  system." 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  How  wovild  you  have  received  legal  analysis  of  issues  that  you 
thought  raised  a  legal  question  in  your  capacity  with  Mr.  Ickes? 

Answer.  Could  you  put  a  scope  on  that? 
Question.  Well,  what  I  am  looking  for  is,  when  you  are  in  the  course  of  your  duties 

with  Mr.  Ickes,  if  there  was  a  legal  question  that  was  raised,  how  would  you  refer 
that  to  the  Office  of  Counsel?  What  would  be  the  process? 

Answer.  I  would  call  them. 
Question.  And  someone  specifically? 
Answer.  Depending  on  the  issue,  I  would  call  whichever  lawyer  was  appropriate. 

Question.  And  that  was  done  by  your  own  familiarity  with  the  Counsel's  Office? 
Did  they   

Answer.  Yes. 
Question  [continuing].  Segregate  between  who  did  what  issues? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Is  this  witness  really  the  best  witness  to  ask  about  the  struc- 

ture of  Counsel's  Office? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  really  know  how  they  were  set  up,  but  I  generally  was  able 

to  figure  out  which  one  of  them  I  needed  to  talk  to  on  a  given  matter. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Particularly  in  areas  of  contacting  Federal  agencies,  did  you  have  some- 
one that  you  woxild  have  referred  that  type  of  question  to? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  A  legal  question— just  so  the  record  is  clear.  Counsel,  a  legal 
question  regarding  contacting  Federal  agencies? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  understand  the  question? 
Answer.  I  do. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  It's  a  question  from  me,  Counsel. 
Mr.  Nelson.  So  the  question   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  My  question  is,  are  you  talking  about   
Mr.  Zoeller.  Is  there  an  objection? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  No,  it  is  not  an  objection.  It  is  for  clarification  of  the  witness. 

I  am  trying  to  assist  you  in  creating  a  clear  record.  Is  your  question  concerning  legal 
advice  regarding  contacts  with  Federal  agencies  or  just  any  advice? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  If  you  were  to  refer  a  question  to  legal  counsel,  who  would  you  have 
talked  to  in — ^that's  not  the   

Mr.  Zoeller.  could  you  read  back  the  original  question? 
[The  reporter  read  back  as  requested.] 
The  Witness.  Do  you  want  me  to  state  what  I  think  you  are  asking? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Actually,  I  have  got  something  that  I  wovild  like  to  raise  with  respect 

to  the  way  that  question  was  framed,  and,  you  know,  a  lot  of  times,  as  questioners, 

we  fall  into  the  habit  of  using  "would"  when  we  meant  "did."  And  a  lot  of  times, 
people  know  the  "would"  meant  "did." 

In  this  case,  I  am  not  sure  whether  you  are  asking  her  a  hypothetical  question: 
If  an  issue  like  this  had  ever  come  up,  who  do  you  think  you  would  have  asked? 

or  whether  you  are  asking  her  a  question  about  things  that  actually  did  happen  or 
did  not  happen. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  My  suggestion.  Counsel,  would  be,  why  don't  you  estabhsh  a 
proper  foundation?  Why  don't  you  establish  whether  or  not  she  ever  did  make  any such  contacts  or  seek  legal  advice  on  such  contacts? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Well,  I  was   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Foundation  first;  question  later. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I  don't  mind  asking  that,  but  I  assume  you  did,  but  did  you  ever  contact 
legal  counsel  regarding  commvmications  with  departments  or  agencies? 

Mr.  Nelson.  And  I  will  just  instruct  the  witness  that  at  that  level  of  generality, 

where  the  question  refers  only  to  general  subject  matters  of  contacting  Counsel's  Of- fice, I  wUl  allow  you  to  answer  that  yes  or  no  question. 
The  Witness.  I  did  contact  Counsel's  Office. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  with  your  knowledge  of  the  way  the  Counsel's  Office  was  struc- tured, who  woxild  you  have  referred  that  question  to,  that  type  of  question? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Did  or  who? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Whom  did  you  refer  that  type  of  question  to? 
The  Witness.  The  counsel  who  handled  those  kinds  of  issues  changed  from  time 

to  time.  So  I  did  refer  the  question  to  whoever  it  was  on  the  day  that  I  had  the 
question. 

examination  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  remember  any  specific  questions  that  you  would  have — I  mean, what  issues? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  now  just  going  to  delve   
Mr.  Nelson.  I  will  allow  her  to  answer  that  yes  or  no. 

The  question  is,  do  you  remember  specific  issues  about  which  you  contacted  coun- sel with  respect  to  agency  contacts? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  That's  correct. 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  what  issues  did  you  raise? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  I  think  at  this  point   
Mr.  ZoELLER.  I  am  not  asking  for  what  counsel  she  received.  I  am  asking   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  But  it  is  both   
Mr.  Nelson.  I  think  that  you  are  approaching  a  point  where  I  think  that  the  sub- 

stance of  whatever  it  was  she  raised  with  White  House  Counsel's  Office  is  a  matter 
that  is  very  likely  at  least  within  the  ball  park  of  possible  privileges  that  might  be 
asserted  by  the  White  House,  privileges  that  Mrs.  O'Connor  and  I  are  neither  in 
a  position  to  assert  nor  to  waive.  And  in  the  absence  of  some  instruction  by  the 
White  House  as  to  whether  or  not  that  question  can  be  answered,  I  am  not  going 
to  allow  her  to  answer  it. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  And  I  will  just  note  for  the  record  that  if  White  House  covmsel 
were  permitted  to  attend  these  depositions,  as  they  have  in  the  Senate,  we  could 
have  counsel  come  right  over,  navigate  these  waters,  get  the  answers  to  the  ques- 

tions that  have  been — get  the  answers  that  counsel  is  entitled  to,  to  these  questions, 
without  treading  into  the  grounds  of  attorney/client  privilege. 

However,  the  Republicans  have  decided  that  they  don't  want  to  allow  White 
House  counsel  to  be  here  to  help  navigate  these  waters,  so  we  are  left  in  a  position 
where  counsel  is  forced  to  instruct  his  witness  not  to  answer  if  you  tread  into  that 
ground. 

Mr.  Nelson.  And  I  would  ftirther  add,  by  the  way,  that  I  think  the  question  as 
phrased  was  to  identify  any  issues  as  to  which  she  ever  spoke  to  the  White  House 
Counsel's  Office  with  regard  to  the  question  of  agency  contact,  which  is  so  far  be- 

yond any  conceivable  scope  to  this  committee's  inquiry  that  it  can't  possibly  satisfy even  a  relevance  standard. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  And  I  will  again  add  for  the  record  my  additional  objection  as 

to  relevance  that  contacts  between  Ms.  O'Connor  in  her  capacity  as  an  assistant  to 
Harold  Ickes  with  Counsel's  Office  about  contacts  with  Federal  agencies  is  one  of 
the  most  flagrant  examples  of  bald  fishing  that  I  have  seen  yet  in  these  depositions. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Was  that  an  instruction  not  to  answer? 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  did  instruct  her  not  to  answer  sometime  back. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay,  somewhere  in  there.  And  I  understand  the  objection  is  that 

it  is  privileged  communications  between  the  White  House   
Mr.  Nelson.  No.  The  objection  is  that  it  is  in  an  area  where  there  may  be  a  privi- 

lege that  this  witness  can  neither  assert  nor  waive. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  see.  Okay. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Unless  she  has  guidance  as  to  whether  it  is  permissible  from  the 

standpoint  of  the  White  House  lor  her  to  answer  that  question,  I  have  instructed 
her  not  to  answer  it  as  a  part  of  her  responsibilities  as  a  former  White  House  em- 
ployee. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  And  there  is   

Mr.  Nelson.  And  I  am  further  objecting  that,  you  know,  Ms.  O'Connor,  in  her 
time  in  the  White  House,  handled  policy  matters  that  involved  contacts  with  agen- 

cies tiiat  had  to  do  with  a  wide  range  of  issues  that  have  nothing  to  do  with  cam- 
paign finance.  And  an  unrestricted  inquiry  into  subjects  on  which  she  consulted 

with  White  House  Counsel's  Office  not  tied  in  any  way  to  campaign  finance  is  just 
clearly  beyond  the  scope. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  Well,  let  me  see  if  I  can  avoid  some  of  your  concerns.  I  understand 
yovu"  point  in  raising  the  potential  White  House  objection  to  this.  I  did  not  realize 
that  you  were  coming  from  that  direction. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Back  to — ^you  know,  I  will  go  back  just  a  second  to  these  bills  on  Squier/ 
Knapp  and  Penn  and  Schoen.  Did  you  ever  set  up  meetings  at  Mr.  Ickes'  request 
between  DNC  contractors  or  officials?  And  by  "contractors,"  I  mean  agents  who  were 
hired  by  DNC  and  labor  organizations  who  had  independent  expenditiu-es  on  cam- 

paign activities. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Your  question  assimies  so  many  things,  it  is  hard  to  know 

where  to  begin.  Counsel.  Why  don't  you  begin  by  asking  the  predicate  questions  to establish  a  foundation:  Does  she  know  who  DNC  contractors  were  other  than  these 
consultants?  Does  she  know  which? 

Mr.  Zoeller.  These  are  the  DNC  contractors. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Right,  these  are,  but  you  have  just  asked  a  question  about  oth- 

ers. Your  question — hang  on.  Counsel.  Your  question  goes  beyond  that.  You  might 
want  to  ask  her  if  she  knows  which  labor  organizations  were  running  independent 
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expenditiires  campaigns  or  not.  Otherwise,  it  is  going  to  be  difficult  for  her  to  an- 
swer one  way  or  another. 

And,  finally,  why  don't  you  just  ask  her  if  she  set  up — just  simply  ask  the  basic 
question  of  whether  she  set  up  particular  meetings  between  labor  officials  and  DNC 

officials  or  labor  officials  and  DNC  contractors.  I  mean,  why  don't  you  ask  your 
questions  with  some  precision? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  was  going  to  ask  all  of  those  questions. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  just  asked  a  big  one  with  all  of  them,  Counsel. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  was  going  to  see  if  she  had  any  knowledge  of  these  areas  without 

asking  a  lot  of  questions. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Do  you  have  the  question  in  mind? 

The  Witness.  I  don't  know  what  the  question  was. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Let  me  go  back.  I  don't  mind  asking  a  lot  of  questions. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  set  up  meetings  on  Mr.  Ickes'  behalf  with  labor  officials  or  orga- 
nizations working  with  labor  officials? 

Answer.  With  whom?  Between  them  and  whom?  Between  them  and  me? 
Question.  Just  any  of  them.  Any  of  them? 
Answer.  Did  I  ever  meet  with  them,  are  you  asking? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Did  you  ever  set  up  any  meeting  involving  a  labor  organization  or 

official?  That's  the  question  now. The  Witness.  Yes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Sure.  And  you  worked  with — did  you  work  with  Squier/Knapp  and  set 
up  meetings  with  Squier/Knapp  at  Mr.  Ickes'  request? 

Answer.  I  met  with  Sqmer/IOiapp  at  Mr.  Ickes'  request. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  ever  set  up  any  other  meetings  with  Squier/Knapp  and 

other  people  in  the  White  House,  either  at  yovu*  own  or  Mr.  Ickes'  request? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  I  set  any  up,  no. 
Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  meetings  between  Mr. — any  of  the  people,  Squier/ 

Knapp,  Penn  and  Schoen,  or  their  employees  and  labor  officials? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  The  same  question  regarding  whether  you  know  of  any  meetings  be- 
tween Squier/Knapp,  Penn  and  Schoen,  and  contractors  working  for  labor? 

Answer.  Actually,  let  me  go  back.  Let  me  just  clarify  that.  There  was  one  meeting 
that  I  didn't  set  up  but  that  I  am  aware  of,  where  there  were  some  labor  union  peo- 

ple, and  I  believe  Mark  Penn  was  in  the  room  at  the  time. 
Question.  What  was  the  gist  of  that  meeting? 
Answer.  I  believe  the  labor  officials  were  giving  a  policy  discussion  on  an  issue 

they  cared  about  and  the  White  House  thought  it  was  relevant  for  Mr.  Penn  to  hear 
their  discussion. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  For  clarification,  were  you  present  at  that  meeting? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Who  else  was  present  at  the  meeting? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Are  you  aware  of  any  campaign  commercials  that  were  produced  by 

labor  organizations  that  were  shown  to  either  you  or  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  I  don't  beUeve — well,  no — I  mean,  no.  I  can't  speak  for  Mr.  Ickes.  And 

for  myself,  I  don't  think  I  ever  saw  their  commercials.  It  is  possible  that  I  did.  Actu- 
ally, it  is  possible  that  I  have  seen  them. 

Question.  Okay.  I  come  back  to  the  original  question,  which  is,  any  knowledge  you 
might  have  regarding  the  campaign  consultants  with  Squier/Knapp,  Penn  and 
Schoen,  meeting  with  campaign  consultants  of  independent  groups,  such  as  labor 
groups,  in  the  White  House? 

Answer.  The  only  meeting  I  know  about  was  the  one  that  I  referred  to,  and  it 
wasn't  about  campaign  commercials.  It  was  just  so  Mr.  Penn  could  hear  essentially 
the  policy  discussion  that  the  labor  folks  were  briefing  on.  That's  the  only  meeting 
I  know  of  between  any  of  the  Penn  and  Schoen  or  Squier/Knapp  staff  for  principals 
with  labor  leaders.  I  am  not  aware  of  any  other  meetings. 

Mr.  Nelson.  And  I  would  just  add  for  the  benefit  of  the  record  and  the  witness 
that  the  question — this  question  was  not  about  meetings  between  Squier/Knapp  and 
Penn  and  Schoen  and  labor  officials  but,  rather,  between  Sqviier/ICnapp  and  Penn 
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and   Schoen   and   campaign   consiiltants  working   for  labor  organizations,   which 
doesn't  sound  Uke  the  meeting  that  you  described  even  falls  into  that  category. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Well,  maybe  I  will  ask  who  you  remember  was  present  at  the  meeting. 
Answer.  I  don't  remember,  other  than  just  remembering  that  Mr.  Penn  was  there. 
Question.  Okay.  Are  you  familiar  with  any  of  the  consijJtants  that  the  labor  orga- nizations hired  to  do  their  commercials? 

Answer.  Well,  not  offhand,  no.  I  don't  think  so.  You  are  asking  if  I  know  who made  their  ads? 
Question.  Yes,  or  did  their  polls  or  kind  of  the  general  areas  within  the  campaign 

organizations. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to   
The  Witness.  I  think  I   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Once  again,  I  am  going  to  object.  This  is  just  so  far  afield  from 

the  legitimate  subject  matter  of  this  investigation. 
The  Witness.  I  think  I  am  aware  of  who  made  their — who  did  their  polls.  I  don't know  who  made  their  ads. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Let's  go  off"  the  record. [Whereupon,  at  12:05  p.m.,  the  deposition  recessed,  to  reconvene  at  1  p.m.] 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Can  we  go  on  the  record.  We're  back  on  the  record.  It's  following 

our  lunch  break  and  the  deposition  with  Jennifer  O'Connor.  Joining  the  two  covm- 
sels  is  Bob  Dold  with  the  Majority.  Do  I  need  to  say — okay. 

I'm  going  to  start  into  a  completely  different  subject  for  a  second,  if  I  could. 
The  Witness.  Can  I  raise  something  first? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Sxire. 
The  Witness.  There  was  something  that  occurred  to  me  over  lunch  that  I  just 

wanted  to  clarify,  which  is  when  you  were  talking  about  labor  ads,  you  know, 
whether  I  had  seen  them  and  that  sort  of  thing,  I  took  you  to  be  talking  about  labor 
campaign  ads.  They  also  ran  issue  ads,  and  I  did  see  their  issue  ads.  Afl«r  they  ran 
them,  they  tended  to  give  me  a  copy  as  a  courtesy. 

So  I  just  want  to  make  that  clear. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  So  afl«r  they  had  already  been  produced  and   Answer.  Yeah. 
Question.  Okay. 
Just  who  would  have  been  the  ones  to  give  you  the  ads? 
Answer.  Whoever  fix)m  the  labor  union  thought  it  would  be  interesting  for  me  to 

see  it.  The/d  send  over  a  copy  and  say,  oh,  by  the  way,  this  is  what  we're  running. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  specific  recollection  of  anyone  certain  that  did  that? Answer.  I  don  t  have  a  specific  recollection,  no. 
Question.  Any  specific  recollection  of  the  union? 
Answer.  I  think  it  was  usually  the  AFL. 
Question.  So  that  would  be  the  AFL  or  their  affiliate? 
Answer.  The  AFL  itself. 
Question.  Okay. 
And  now  for  something  completely  different:  .  ,      , 
There  is  a  series  of  documents  that  have  been  produced  on  Friday  night  that  deal 

with  I  think  what's  generally  discussed  as  the  Hudson  issue. 
Are  you  familiar  with  the  Hudson  issue? 
Answer  Yes 

Question.  In  terms  of  your  own  docviments,  the  things  that  you  would  have  pro- 
duced over  your  own  name,  how  would  you  have  filed  those? 

Mr.  Nelson.  You  mean  docximents  about  the  Hudson  related  matters? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Yes,  specifically  about  this. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  know  where  you  would  have  filed  that,  in  a  specific  place? 

Answer.  Well,  I  had  file  cabinets  in  my  office,  and  that's  where  I  would  have  put 

it  temporarily.  Ultimately,  I  left  everything,  you  know,  with  the  record  keeping  proc- ess at  the  White  House. 
Question.  Okay. 
Had  you  been  asked  to  help  go  through  a  records  search  by  anyone? 
Answer.  Is  that  any  kind  of  privileged  thing? 
Question.  Well,  if  it  was  done  by  counsel,  but  anyone  outside  of  your  own  counsel 

or  White  House  counsel? 
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Answer.  Outside  of  White  House  counsel  or  my  own  counsel;  what's  the  question 
again? 

Question.  Did  you  help  with  the  document  search  of  materials  for  this? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Okay. 
Do  you  know  where  you  would  have  left  your  own  files  regarding  the  Hudson 

issue? 
Answer.  I  left  them  in  the  White  House. 
Question.  Okay. 
Well,  I  apologize  for — we  just  got  them  on  Friday,  so  I  kind  of  reiterate  the  awk- 

ward nature  of  this. 
Did  you  cover  Native  American  issues  for  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  For  a  period  of  time,  yes. 
Question.  And  what  was  the  period  of  time? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  exactly,  but  I  just  meant  that  as  a  way  of  indicating 
that  I  didn't  do  it  for  the  entire  time  that  I  was  there. 

Question.  Was  there  a  specific  time  you  can  remember  where  this  was  part  of  your 
role? 
Answer.  I  do  remember  that  at  the  time  that  the  Hudson  decision  was  made  I 

was  covering  Native  American  issues. 
Question.  Okay. 
Did  you  cover  all  Native  American  issues  or  just  specific  ones  at  the  direction  of 

Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  Just  specific  ones  at  the  direction  of  Mr.  Ickes. 
Question.  Would  you  have  talked  to  anyone  other  than  Mr.  Ickes  about  the  par- 

ticular Hudson  issue? 
Answer.  Do  you  mean  did  I? 
Question.  Yes,  did  you? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  who  else  wovild  you  have — did  you  talk  to? 
Answer.  Well,  I  had  one  conversation  with  an  official  at  the  Interior  Department, 

for  instance.  I  mean,  I  may  have  talked  to  many  different  people.  If  you  want  to 
sort  of  go  through  who  you  would  like  to  know  if  I  talked  to  about  it  or  not,  we 
can  do  that,  but  I  do  remember  talking  to  one  official  at  the  Interior  Department 
about  it. 

Question.  Who  did  you  talk  to,  if  you  remember? 
Answer.  Her  name  was  Heather  Sibbison. 

Question.  Do  you  know  Patrick  O'Connor? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so.  I  don't  beUeve  I've  ever  met  him. 
Question.  I'm  glad  I  didn't  ask  whether  he  was  related. 
Mr.  Nelson.  It's  in  one  of  the  news  accounts.  It  says  no  relation  to  Jennifer 

O'Connor. 
The  WIT^fESS.  At  least  none  that  we're  aware  of,  but  I  haven't  done  a  family  tree search. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay. 
Do  you  know  what  position — is  it  Miss  Sibbison,  had  at  Interior? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Were  you  referred  to  her  by  someone? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  And  in  terms  of  kind  of  the  process,  would  you  talk  to  her  directly,  or 

did  you  talk  to  someone  at  legislative  affairs  or  were  there  other  people  involved 
in  the  discussion  or  just  the  two  of  you? 

Answer.  On  the  one  occasion  that  I  talked  to  her,  it  was  the  two  of  us  on  the  tele- 
phone. 

Question.  Okay. 
And  to  the  best  of  your  recollection  what  was  the  conversation? 
Answer.  I  called  her.  I  gave  a  general  disclaiming  statement  along  the  lines  of 

I'm  making  a  status  inqviiry,  don't  want  to  influence  anything,  don't  teU  me  any- 
thing you're  not  supposed  to  tell  me,  I'm  interested  in  what  the  status  is  of  this issue  and  described  what  I  was  talking  about. 

She  said  to  me,  we're  in  the  midst  of  a  decision-making  process,  we're  going  to 
finish  at  some  time  soon.  She  probably  told  me  when,  but  I  don't  remember  what she  said  exactly,  but  she  said  it  was  going  to  be  finished  soon.  She  gave  a  general 
characterization  of  sort  of  what  the  decisionmakers  had  been  hearing  from  constitu- 

ents and  groups  and  others  who  were  interested  in  it,  and  she  gave  her  own  per- 
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sonal  opinion  that  she  thought  was  based  on  that.  It  was  highly  likely  that  the  de- 
partment would  turn  down  the  request. 

But  she  emphasized  that  the  decisionmaking  hadn't  been  done  yet,  and  I  thanked her,  and  I  think  that  was  about  it. 
Question.  Do  you  remember  your  conversation  with  Mr.  Ickes  regarding  the  Hud- son issue? 

Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  any  conversations   

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Let  me  start  with,  do  you  remember  him  asking  you  to  get  involved  in 
this  issue  at  his — was  it  at  his  behalf;  let  me  just  start  with  that  question? 

Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  do  you  recall  the  conversation  asking  you  to   
Answer.  Vaguely. 
Question.  What  was  the  general  gist  of  the  reason  he  asked  you  to  take  this  issue 

for  him? 

Answer.  He  didn't  give  me  a  reason. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  speak  with  anyone  at  DNC  regarding  the  issue? 
Answer.  I  had  a  conversation  with  Don  Fowler  once  about  it. 
Question.  And  when  was  that  conversation? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  Was  it  before  you  were  called  to  Interior? 
Answer.  No,  it  was  sometime  after. 
Question.  And  did  you  call  Mr.  Fowler  or  did  he  call  you? 
Answer.  He  called  me. 

Question.  And  do  you  recall  what  he — ^what  the  subject  of  his  call  was  about? 
Answer.  He  was  looking  for  a  status — he  wanted  to  know  when  the  Interior  De- 

partment would  have  finished  its  decision-making  process. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  he  tell  you  about  any  other  communications  that  he  had  had 

on  the  subject? 
Answer.  He  said  the  reason  he  was  looking  for  the  information  was  that  he  want- 

ed to  tell  somebody — I  don't  think  he  said  who — what  the  status  was. 
Question.  Did  he  mention  any  communications  that  he  had  with  Mr.  O'Connor   
Answer.  I  don't  think  he  said  who  he  had  been  talking  to.  He  just  gave  me—some- how in  the  conversation  he  communicated  the  idea  that  he  was  interested  in  the 

status  report  from  me  so  that  he  could  provide  a  status  report  to  somebody  else. 
Question.  Okay. 
Let's  say  throughout  this,  your  working  on  this  issue  for  Mr.  Ickes  and  prior  to 

press  accounts,  were  you  ever  aware  at  any  time  of  the  financial  contributions  of 
the  Native  Americans  to  the  DNC? 

Answer.  Of  all  Native  Americans? 
Question.  Particularly  involving  the  Hudson  issue. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  when  you  say  financial  contributions  involving  the  Hudson 

issue,  I  think  what  I  take  your  question  to  mean,  financial  contributions  by  Indian 
tribes  who  were  identified  as  having  some  interest  in  the  issue  of  whether  the  Wis- 

consin bands  would  be  permitted  to  operate  on  Indian  gaming  establishments. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  That's  essentially  the  question.  If  you  are  familiar  at  all  with   
The  Witness.  Well,  if  what  you're  asking  me  is  did  I  know  that  there  were  con- 

tributions by  the  tribes  that  Patrick  O'Connor  represented,  my  answer  is  that  he 
sent  a  letter  to  Mr.  Ickes  in  which  he  said  that  they  had  been  DNC  financial  sup- 

porters. I  think  that's  the  only  awareness  I  had  of  it.  Nobody  ever  told  me  how 
much  they  gave  or  when  they  gave  or  anything  like  that. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  Mr.  Fowler  mention  the  fact  that  they  were  contributors  during  his 
conversation  with  you? 

Answer.  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Did  Mr.  Fowler  ever  contact  you  about  any  other  matters  besides  this 

Hudson  issue  that  you  can  recall? 
Answer.  I  recall  that  he  contacted  me  about  various  matters  at  various  times.  I 

don't  remember  any  specific  one  offhand. 
Question.  Would  he  have  ever  contacted  you  regarding — did  he  ever  contact  you 

regarding  any  issues  that  were  not  related  to  donors? 
Answer.  I  beUeve  every  issue  he  ever  contacted  me  about  was  not  related — well, 

let  me  clarify  that.  I  don't  necessarily  know  who  is  a  donor  and  who  is  not,  you know  what  I  mean,  so  if  he  called  because,  you  know,  something  was  relevant  to 
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a  labor  issue,  for  instance,  it  wouldn't  occur  to  me  that  that  person  is  a  donor,  al- 
though if  I  thought  about  it,  they  probably  are  donors,  you  know  what  I  mean? 

So  he  never  called  me  about  somebody  saying  I'm  caUing  about  a  donor.  However, 
the  kinds  of  things  he  called  me  about,  you  know,  might  have  been,  for  instance, 
labor  issues,  and  labor  issues,  to  me,  don't  involve  donors,  but  to  him  they  might involve  donors  because  labor  unions  are  donors. 

Question.  I  understand. 
On  the  Native  American  issues,  did  he  ever — there  was  only  one  call  that  you  re- 

member from  him? 
Answer.  Only  one  call  that  I  remember. 
Question.  Okay. 
Did  he  have  any  other  conversations  with  Mr.  Ickes  that  you  are  aware  of  regard- 

ing the  Hudson  issue? 
Answer.  I'm  not  aware  of  any  conversations  he  had  with  Mr.  Ickes  about  the  Hud- son issue. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  follow-up  calls  with  anyone  else  over  at  DNC  other 

than  Mr.  Fowler? 
Answer.  About  the  Hudson  issue? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember.  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  And  were  you  ever  contacted  by  anyone  to  help  set  up  a  meeting  or  spe- 

cifically any  meetings  regarding  this  issue? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  meetings  between  Mr.  Fowler  and  Larry  Kitto, 

Steve  HUdebrand,  or  Mr.  Mercer? 
Answer.  Does  Mr.  Mercer  refer  to  David  Mercer? 
Question.  Yes. 
Mr.  Nelson.  And  the  question  is,  does  she  know  of  any  meetings  that  they  had 

with  Fowler  about  this  Hudson  issue? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 
The  Witness.  No. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  any  meetings  that  took  place  that  you  either  learned 
from  conversations  at  Interior  or  Mr.  Fowler? 

Answer.  About  this  issue? 

Mr.  Nelson.  I'm  sorry,  could  you  do  that  question  again? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Are  you  aware  of  any  other  meetings  that  took  place  between  DNC 

staff  and  Interior  staff? 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  guess  the  problem  that  I  have  with  the  question  is  the  looseness 

of  the  term  "awareness."  I  think  that  there  have  been  some  press  accounts  and  some 
claims  made  in  litigation  about  meetings,  and  if  she  read  those  things  I  don't  know whether  you  would  consider  her  to  have  awareness  of  those  meetings  or  not.  I 

guess — so  I'm  objecting  on  the  grounds  of  vagueness.  I  certainly  don't  have  any  ob- 
jection to  questions  that  ask  her  about  her  personal  knowledge  or  to  any  informa- 

tion that  she  received  from  someone  who  told  her  something. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  That's  fair  enough. 
The  Witness.  Just  for  the  record,  when  you  asked  me  those  questions  I'm  assum- 

ing you're  asking  about  direct  knowledge,  not  if  I  read  stuff  in  the  paper. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Not  newspaper  knowledge,  no,  that's  correct.  I  will  clarify  that  I'm 

specifically  looking  at  firsthand  knowledge  or  knowledge  that  someone  passed  on  to 
you  outsidfe  of  reading  in  the  newspapers. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  know  of  any  meetings  between  Mr.  Fowler  or  a  DNC  staff 
member  in  the  Department  of  the  Interior  on  this  issue. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  or  have  any  knowledge  of  meetings  betw^een  White House  staff  and  Interior  staff  regarding  this  issue? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay. 
Let  me  ask  whether  you  ever  contacted  anyone  at  Peat  Marwick  regarding  this 

issue. 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  Peat  Marwick's  role  in  the  issue  at  all? Mr.  McLaughlin.  Time  frame? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Yeah,  any  time.  I  mean,  do  you  know  what  their  role  was? 
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The  Witness.  I  didn't — didn't  Patrick  O'Connor's  letter  reference  them,  also? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes,  I  think  it  did. 
The  Witness.  I  think  that's  the  awareness  that  I  have  that  they  had  referenced it  in  that  letter. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  But  you  didn't  work  with  anyone  there  or  have  any  specific  knowledge 
of  Qiat  relationship? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay. 
Following  your  telephone  call  from  Miss  Sibbison  at  Interior? 
Answer.  Just  to  clarify,  I  called  her. 
Question.  Okay,  was  there  just  the  one  telephone  conversation  or  did  she  call  you 

back. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Asked  and  answered. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  forgot. 
The  Witness.  I  think  there  was  just  one.  I  only  remember  one. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay.  This  is  one  I  really  should — can  you  show  that  to  Andrew? 
I'm  about  to  show  a  dociunent  that's  stamped  EOP  064254— I'll  let  you— and  I  ask 

if  you  remember  receiving  this? 
The  Witness.  No. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  remember  seeing  it  at  some  point? 
Answer.  Well,  I  mean,  reading  it  over  and  thinking  about  the  context,  I'm  sure 

I  did  see  it,  but  I  don't  actually  remember  right  now  seeing  it. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  whether  this  was  one  of  several  between  Miss  Sibbison 

and  yourself? 
Answer.  No,  my  guess  would  be  that  this  is  the  only  exchange  of  faxes  that  there 

Question.  It  refers  to  draft  responses.  Do  you  recall  the  purpose  of  her  sending 
you  this? 

Answer.  I  believe  that  again  my  memory  on  this  is  a  little  fiizzy,  but  I  think  that 
either  Mr.  Ickes  or  the  President  or  maybe  both  of  them,  maybe  somebody  else  in 
the  White  House  had  received  a  letter  from  a  group  of  Members  of  Congress  that 
had  asked  what  was  going  on  on  this  issue  and  it  might  have  expressed  an  opinion 
on  how  the  issue  ought  to  be  resolved,  and  I  believe  that  Mr.  Ickes  asked  me  to 

figure  out  how  to  respond  to  the  letter  to  Members  of  Congress,  and  I  think  I  asked 
Miss  Sibbison  for  a  draft  response,  and  she  sent  me  two  because  it  was  unclear 
when  we  would  mail  the  response  fi-om  the  White  House,  and  if  we  wanted  to  mail 

a  response  prior  to  Interior's  decision,  then  we'd  have  to  say  their  close  decision, 
we'll  let  you  know  when  they're  done,  and  if  we  were  to  mail  the  response  after  they 
were  finished,  then  we  could  say  they're  done  and  here's  the  answer,  and  so  she 
sent  me  two  drafts  so  that  I  would  have  the  option  of  mailing  it  before  or  after  the 
decision.  ,.„,,,        l         xu  i 

Question.  Did  you  work  with  anybody  else  regarding  this?  Were  there  other  people 
in  the  White  House  that  you  worked  with  on  this  issue? 

Answer.  I  don't  think  so.  ,     ,      .^,    ̂ i.     »* 
Question.  Anyone  in  legislative  affairs  that  would  have  worked  with  the  Mem- bers? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay.  Well  mark  this  JO-5.  . 
[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO-5  was  marked  for  identification.] 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  In  yovir  discussions  following  this  drafting  of  response,  did  you  have  fol- low-up conversations  with  Mr.  Ickes? 

Answer  I  don't  remember.  It's  highly  likely  that  I  told  him  what  was  happemng, 

but  I  don't  actually  specifically  remember  talking  to  him  about  it  at  all.  It's  possible 
I  sent  him  a  memo.  You  know,  it  wasn't  something  that  was  particularly  high  on 
the  radar  screen,  I  don't  think,  so — —     .  ,  .     ̂ ^     „.,  .,    „  ^,    ̂   urj 

Question.  Were  there  other  people  within  the  White  House  that  you  briefed  on 
this  subject  besides  Mr.  Ickes? 

Answer.  Not  that  I  recall.  t        ,     •       m,-  u        u 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  conversations — I  apologize.  Ihis  may  have  been 

asked  and  answered,  but  were  you  aware  of  any  other  conversations  that  Mr.  Ickes 

had  with  either  the  DNC  or  Interior  Department  about  this  issue? 
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Answer.  I'm  not  aware  that  he  had  any  conversations  with  either  of  those  organi- 
zations at  any  time  about  this  issue. 

Question.  Okay. 
This  may  get  us  back  to  where  we  were  earher,  but  in — ^before  you  contacted  the 

Department  of  Interior,  did  you  seek  counsel  regarding  the  contact? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Can  I  just  have  a  minute  to  discuss  this  subject  matter,  and  maybe 

we  can   

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I'm  trying  to  avoid  your  earUer   
Mr.  Nelson.  I'd  just  Like  to  go  off  the  record  and  confer  with  my  client. Mr.  ZOELLER.  Fine,  well  go  off  the  record. 
[Discussion  off  the  record.] 
Mr.  Nelson.  If  you  read  back  the  question,  I  think  that  the  witness  can  just  go 

ahead  and  answer  it. 
[The  reporter  read  back  as  requested.] 
The  Witness.  No. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Does  there — did  there  come  a  time  when  you  were  involved  in  this  issue 
that  it  became — that  it  was  in  the  media? 

Answer.  I'm  not  svu-e  what  you  mean,  I'm  sorry. 
Question.  Do  you  recall  at  any  point  when  you  were  working  on  this,  the  Hudson 

issue,  whether  you  were  asked  to  produce  any  materials  for  press  inquiry? 
Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  I  did  that. 
Question.  And  would  you  have  produced  anj^hing  for  other  people  who  were  work- 

ing on   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Did  you  produce   
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Did  you  produce. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  remember  producing  anything  relating  to  the  media. 
examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Did  Mr.  Ickes  share  with  you  letters  that  he  received  on  this 
issue? 

Answer.  I  think  he  gave  me  the  letter  for  Mr.  O'Connor,  and  he  also  gave  me  the letter  from  the  Members  of  Congress. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  speak  with  anyone  at  the  DNC  regarding  other  fund-rais- 

ing— let  me  rephrase  that. 
Did  you  ever  speak  with  anyone  at  the  DNC  who  was  tasked  with  fund-raising 

from  Native  American  groups? 
Answer.  Not  that  I'm  av/are  of  I  mean,  I've  talked  to  staff  there.  I  don't  know 

who  was  doing  the  fund-raising  for  Native  Americans  groups. 
Question.  Okay,  that's  the  answer. 
Did  you  remember  the  Secretary's  decision  being  announced? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  recall  whether  the  White  House  was  given  any  prior — let's  call it  a  heads  up  that  the  decision  was  going  to  be  announced? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember. 
Question.  In  your  communications  with  Interior,  and  particularly  your  testimony 

regarding  the  two  drafts,  did  they  explain  when  the  decision  would  come  down? 
Answer.  I  think  so. 
Question.  And  what  was  your  understanding  of  the  timing  of  it? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember,  but  I  think  at  the  point  at  which  I  got  the  two  drafts 

I  had  some  sense  that  we  were  within  a  week  of  there  being  a  decision,  and  there- 
fore the  reason  for  the  two  drafts  was  if  you  send  it  this  week  versus  you  send  it 

next  week. 
Question.  So  it  was  imminent? 
Answer.  Yeah. 

Question.  Do  you  remember  any  discussions  you  may  have  had  with  Mr.  Ickes  re- 
garding either  the  letter  that  he  received  for  Mr.  O'Connor  or  other  communications 

for  Mr.  O'Connor? 
Answer.  We  had  a  conversation  about  the  letter  he  received  from  Mr.  O'Connor 

at  the  time  which  he  asked  me  to  look  into  the  matter. 
Question.  Do  you  know  whether  there  were  other  telephone  calls  or  letters  that 

were  exchanged  between  Mr.  Ickes  and  Mr.  O'Connor? 
Answer.  None  that  I'm  aware  of. 
Question.  Excuse  me  for  just  a  second. 
Do  you  have  any  knowledge  of  communications  between  lobbyists  for  the  gaming 

industry  regarding  this  issue? 
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Answer.  I  don't  know  of  any.  Although  I  don't  know  who  the  lobbyists  for  the  gam- 
ing industry  were  so   

Question.  That  may  be  the  answer  I'm  looking  for. 
I  believe  you  testified  that  this  was  not  very  high  on  the  radar  screen. 

Answer.  From  my  perception,  it  wasn't. 
Question.  Do  you  remember  how  long  this  issue  was  on  your  desk — I  mean,  how 

long  were  you  involved  in  the  general  discussion  between  when  it  was  first  asked, 
when  Mr.  Ickes  first  asked  you  to  handle  this  for  him  or  however  he  described  that 
and  when  the  decision  was  made,  how  long  a  period  are  we  talking  about? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  It  was  off  my  desk  afl«r  the  decision  was  made,  though. 
Question.  And  it  was  not  high  on  your  radar  screen.  In  the  conversation  with  Mr. 

Fowler,  did  he  indicate  that  it  was  very  high  on  his  radar  screen? 
Answer.  I  don't  recall  him  sajdng  one  way  or  the  other. 
Question.  Were  there  any  other  issues  that  he  brought  up  at  the  same  time  or 

was  it  solely  dedicated  to  this  issue? 
Answer.  It  was  solely  dedicated  to  this  issue. 

Question.  Not  to  shift  gears  too  quickly,  but  find  my  place  in  my— where  we 
were    . 

Do  you  have  any  knowledge  about  the  telephone  calls  made  by  either  the  Presi- 
dent or  the  Vice  President  or  the  First  Lady  or  Mrs.  Gore  that  were  done  at  the 

DNC's  request  to  donors? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  If  any. 

The  Witness.  If  any  of  them  happened,  I  don't  know  about  them. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  All  right.  ^ 
Would  you  or  did  you  prepare  any  memorandxom  for  either  Mr.  Ickes  or — let  s  say 

the  President  or  Vice  President  regarding  calls  to  labor  leaders?  Would  that  have 
been  in  your  baihwick? 

Answer.  Are  you  asking  about  fiind-raising  calls  to   
Question.  Specifically  about — let's  call  it  finance  related  I  think  is  the   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Is  that  a  term  of  art  you  want  to  define  or  you  want  to  just 

say  fund-raising  calls? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  don't  want  to  limit  it  to  just  fiind-raising  because,  as  you  pointed 

out,  that  the  labor  officials  are  involved  in  a  lot  more  than  just  straight  fund-rais- 
ing, but  would  you  have  prepared  backgroimd  material  for  calls  to  labor  leaders? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Clarify  the  question  then,  Coimsel. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  All  right.  It  may  be  a  little   
Mr.  Nelson.  The  last  phrasing  didn't  suggest  any  subject  matter  limitations  on the  calls   
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Well,  I'll  start,  let's  just  talk  about  phone  calls. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Would  you  have  prepared  background  material  for  any  specific  phone 
calls  by  the  President  or  the  Vice  President  to  labor  leaders? 

Mr.  Nelson.  Did  she? 
The  Witness.  Did  I? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Did  you. 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  do  you  remember  the  subject  matter  of  any— let  me— were  there 
several  or  one  or  two  or  how  many,  if  you  can  recall? 

Answer.  More  than  one. 

Question.  Were  there  more  than  one  type  or  were  they  always  on  the  same  gen- er^  subject?  „       ,        ,  .      ̂    l  ̂   t. 

Answer.  I  actually  don't  recall  specifically  what  they  were  about,  but  Im  sure 
they  were  aU  on  different  subjects.  ^     ,      •  •     o 

Question.  Were  there  any  calls  that  were  specifically  on  fund-raising r" Answer.  No. 

Question.  Were  there  any  calls  specifically  on  fimd-raising  events? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  other  phone  calls  made  by  the  President  or  Vice 
President  to  potential  donors? 

Answer.  No. 
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Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  used  the  word  "other"— just  mean  in  general  any  phone 
calls  to  any  potential  donors?  In  other  words,  I  don't  want  the  record  to  imply  that 
there  was  earlier  testimony   

Mr.  ZOELLER.  No,  I — so  the  answer  is  no? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  have  any  direct  personal  knowledge  of  any  fund-raising 

phone  calls  by  the  President  and  Vice  President. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  indirect  knowledge  other  than  newspapers? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Are  you  aware  of  the  White  House  database  system? 
Answer.  Meaning  do  I  know  that  it  existed? 
Question.  Uh-huh. 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Did  you  have  access  to  it? 

Answer.  That's  possible  I  did.  I  mean,  I  didn't  use  it  very  much,  but  I  think  I 
probably  could  have. 

Question.  Well,  what  could  you  have  used  it  for? 
Answer.  I  could  have  used  it  to  look  up  whether  or  not  people  had  been  in  the 

White  House. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  have  any  specific  recollection  along  those  lines  having 

done  so? 
The  Witness.  Yeah,  I  mean  I  think  I  might  have  once  or  twice. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  But  do  you  have  a  general  knowledge  of  what  was  in  the  database? 
Answer.  Sure. 

Question.  And  what's  your  knowledge  of  what's  in  it? Answer.  The  names  and  addresses  and  other  identifying  information  about  people 
who  had  been  in  the  White  House. 

Question.  Okay. 
Would  you  have  ever  produced  anything   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Did  you? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  produce  an5rthing  to  be  put  into  the  White  House  data- 
base? 

Answer.  I  never  produced  anjrthing  specifically  for  the  purpose  of  putting  it  into 
the  database,  however  I'm  sure  I  produced  hsts  of  people  to  come  to  the  White House  at  different  times,  and  that  information  would  have  eventually  ended  up  in 
the  database  after  they  had  come  and  gone. 

Question.  But  it's  your  testimony  that   
Answer.  I  didn't  put  it  in  the  database;  somebody  else  would  have,  though,  after 

they  had  come  and  gone. 
Question.  Is  it  your  testimony  that  you  would  provide  names  of  people  who  actu- 

ally were  attending  something  at  the  White  House? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Provide  them  to  whom? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Being  put  into  the  White  House  data  system. 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know  how  things  got  into  the  database,  but  I  know  that  it 

contained  information  about  people  who  had  been  there,  and  the  reason  I'm  saying that  the  people — ^my  association  with  people  coming  to  the  White  House  would  be, 
for  example,  if  I  was  organizing  a  reception  for  the  President  and  I,  therefore,  had 
to  figure  out  the  invite  list,  and  I  would  do  that  in  conjunction  with  anybody  else 
involved  and  give  it  to  the  social  secretary  and — so  she  could  prepare  for  them  to 
come  to  the  reception,  and  at  some  point  whoever  came  would  end  up  in  the  data- 

base, but  I  have  no  idea  how. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Can  I  ask  a  clarif3dng  question.  Counsel? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Sure. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  So  is  it  the  case  that — is  it  the  case  that  your  involvement  with 

the  WhoDB  is  only  tangential  to  the  ongoing  process  of  providing  names  to  the  so- cial office  for  names  for  events  at  the  White  House? 

The  Witness.  It's  that,  and  I  think  on  one  or  two  occasions,  as  I  said  before,  I 
was  curious  as  to  whether  or  not  a  particvdar  person  had  been  there  recently,  and 
I  looked  up  his  or  her  name  to  see  if  they  had  been  there. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Okay. 
The  Witness.  You  know,  for  instance,  if  I  was  trjang  to  figure  out  do  I  need  to 

invite  Mr.  X  to  this  reception,  I  only  did  this  once  or  twice,  but  I  looked  up  Mr. 
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X's  name  to  see  if  he's  been  to  one  recently.  If  he  been,  then  I  wasn't  as  concerned if  he  had  been  there   

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  So  you  would  use  it  as  a  check  to  see  whether  somebody  had  been  a 
repeat  visitor  and   

Answer.  Right. 
Question.  Okay. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I'm  showing  the  witness  and  Counsel  what's  marked  as  M  33189. 
Are  you  familiar  with  this  handwriting? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  can  I  ask  what's  the  source  of  this  document. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  honestly  don't  know.  I'm  asking  her,  it  may  be  her  handwriting, 

but  I'm  not  sure. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I'm  sorry,  what's  the   
Mr.  ZoELLER.  Um — I  don't  know. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  know  what  agency  this  is  from?  Do  you  know  what 

party  produced  this  document  to  the  committee? 

Mr.  Zoeller.  If  it  would  clarify,  I'd  be  glad  to  track  down  the  source. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Certainly  before  we  show  a  document — I  mean,  before  you  quiz 

the  witness  about  a  document   
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  was  hoping  she  might  be  able  to  help   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  There  are  millions  of  pages  of  documents  out  in  the  world, 

Counsel.  I  mean,  I  may  or  may  not  have  seen  this  "M"  Bates  range  before — the  base 
designation  and  the  nvunber.  I  don't  recall  seeing  that  right  now,  and  before  we 
show  a  dooiment  to  the  witness  it  would  sure  be  interesting  to  know  what  the  party 
was  that  produced  it. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  It  would  be,  but  in  the  meantime   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Did  this  come  out  of  your  database  or  files?  Do  you  have  the 

foggiest  idea  where  this  came  from? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  know  it  was  part  of  the  production. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  The  production  from  whom.  Counsel? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  don't  know. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Do  you  have  any  familiarity  with  this?  Can  you  help  the  quiz  ques- tion? 
The  Witness.  Well,  I  can  tell  you  that  Lisa  Berg  was  a  schedviler  for  the  Vice 

President — Steve  Warner  was  in  the  policy  office   

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I'm  sorry,  the  specific  question  is,  do  you  recognize  the  document  at  all, 
I  mean  the  handwriting,  the   

Answer.  I  can  tell  you  it's  not  mine. 
Question.  Okay,  that  eliminates  a  lot  of  the  questions,  but   
The  Witness.  Actually,  while  we're  waiting  can  I  talk  to  him  for  a  second  outside? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  All  right. 

[Discussion  off"  the  record.] 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Okay,  back  on  the  record. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  So  just  to  make  it  short,  you  don't  know  where  this — ^whose  writing  this wovdd  be  or  have  any  help  in  terms  of  its  source? 
Answer.  Well,  it's  not  my  handwriting,  you  know,  in  terms  of  the  source — looking 

at  it   
Question.  It's  not  familiar? 
Answer.  Looking  at  it  it  looks  like  these  are  the  kinds  of  note  pads  that  we  used, 

you  know,  in  the  White  House  on  a  regiilar  basis. 
Question.  But  otherwise  it's  not  familiar? Answer.  No. 

Mr.  DOLD.  It's  a  White  House  production. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  For  no  other  reason  than  to  clarify  the  record,  we'll  mark  that  Ex- 

hibit JO-6. 
[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO-6  was  marked  for  identification.] 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I'm  sorry,  you're  marking  the  note  pad  notes  Exhibit  No.  6. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  And  I'm  showing  the  witness  and  Counsel  what's  marked  as  M- 33188. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  I  ask  if  you  remember  this  specific  document  that's  to  you? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Do  you  know — what  was  the  position  of  Mr.  Mark,  who  was   
Answer.  Let's  see. 
Question  [continuing].  Author   
Answer.  November  2,  1995,  at  the  time  he  was  an  intern.  He  answered  the  phone 

in  Mr.  Ickes'  office. 
Question.  Okay. 
Would  he  have  done  this  on  a  regular  basis? 
Answer.  Did  he  answer  the  phone  on  a  regular  basis? 
Question.  Uh-huh. 
Answer.  I  think,  yeah,  the  interns  in  Mr.  Ickes'  office  generally  answered  the 

phone  on  a  regular  basis. 
Question.  And  did  they  produce  logs  of  phone  calls? 
Answer.  I  don't  really  know  how  that  system  worked,  but  this  e-mail  looks  like EU  took  a  bunch  of  calls  for  me. 
Question.  Okay. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Did  you  say  this  is  an  e-mail? 
The  Witness.  This  is  an  e-mail.  This  document  is  a  printout  of  an  e-mail.  That's 

not  apparent,  I  guess,  but  it  is.  This  is  what  our  e-maus  look  like  when  they  print 
it  out. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I'm  referring  to  the  11:10  call.  Who  is  Donald  Dunn? 
Answer.  At  the  time  he  was  I  think  the  office  manager  for  the  Office  of  PoUtical 

Affairs. 
Question.  And,  if  you  can,  do  you  recall  this,  making  a  return  call,  or  does  this 

note  here  under  his  name  help  you  recollect  anjrthing  about  this  conversation  you 
may  have  had  with  him? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  the  conversation  at  all.  Reading  it,  my  interpretation 

of  it  is  that  either  Donald  or  I,  and  I  can't  tell  which  one  had — I  think  Donald  would 
be  my  interpretation — my  interpretation  is  that  Donald  was  sajdng  that  he  had 
given  to  the  social  secretary  the  list  of  presidents  and  poUtical  directors  from  AFL- 
CIO  affiliates  in  order  for  them  to  receive  invitations  to  a  Christmas  party  but  that 
he  did  not  have  the  Ust  of  senior  staff"  from  the  AFL-CIO  and  he  wanted  me  to  tell 
him  who  they  were  so  that  he  could  invite  them  as  well. 

Question.  Okay. 
And  then  the  reference  to  Ust  to  go  to  WhoDB,  would  that  be  the  ones  who  were 

going  to  be  invited?  How  woxild  that  process  have  worked? 
Answer.  I  haven't  the  faintest  idea. 
Question.  And  this  is  not  directly  related  to  the  WhoDB  questions,  but  the  next — 

who  is  Janno,  if  you  know? 
Answer.  That  refers  to  Janno  Lieber,  who  is  the  Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  for 

Policy  at  the  Department  of  Transportation. 
Question.  And  do  you  have  any  recollection  of  a  fax  that  you  sent  her  to  the  Team- 

sters regarding  the  Teamsters? 
Answer.  He's  a  him. 
Question.  Oh,  I'm  sorry. 
Answer.  And  I  don't  recall  the  fax  I  sent  to  him  on  the  Teamsters,  but  any  fax 

about  the  Teamsters  that  I  would  have  sent  to  the  Department  of  Transportation 
would  have  been  on  a  poUcy  related  matter,  most  likely  involving  truckers. 

Question.  Any  political  related  matters? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  would  have  dealt  with  the  Department  of  Transportation  on. 
Question.  Okay. 
So  if  I  understand,  in  terms  of  your  knowledge  of  the  WhoDB,  who  would  you 

have  asked  to  run  a  search  on  WhoDB? 

Answer.  I  don't  recall  ever  asking  somebody  to  run  a  search  on  WhoDB.  I  think 
at  some  point  I  wanted  to  get  a  list  of  all  of  the  labor  leaders  who  had  been  to  the 
White  House  at  some  point  recently,  and  I  think  I  went  through  a  process  of  trying 
to  figure  out  how  to  do  that  which  eventually  led  me  to  the  social  secretary  telling 
me  I  could  get  it  out  of  WhoDB.  But  if  my  memory  serves  me  correctly,  I  think  I 
could  never  quite  get  the  right  password  to  work,  and  so  I  had  to  get  the  social  sec- 

retary's office  to  do  the  printout  for  me.  That's  about  what  I  remember. 
Question.  Well,  that  helps.  In  terms  of  providing  names  that  you  created  for  dif- 

ferent events  that  you  were  tasked  the  responsibiJuty  for,  was  there  a  process  that 
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you  would  hand  that  material  to  someone  that  you  understood  would  then  get  it  into 
the  system,  the  WhoDB? 

Answer.  As  I  said  before,  I  never  focused  on  WhoDB  as  part  of  any  process,  so 

if  I  were  putting  together  an  event,  I  would  get  the  list  to  the  Social  Secretary's Office  or  the  Secret  Service  so  they  could  do  their  vet,  and  what  happened  after 
that,  somebody  else  took  care  of  it  and  I  never  worried  about  it. 

Question.  Do  you  know  of  any  other  databases  that  you  were  familiar  with  in  the 
White  House? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  What  kind  of  system  did  you  personally  work  with? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  I  maintained  a  database. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Let's  mark  this  Exhibit  7,  JO-7,  for  the  record. 
[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO-7  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I  am  showing  the  witness  and  counsel's  memorandum  for  Mr.  Ickes 
from  the  witness.  The  subject  matter  is  Better  America  Foundation,  EOP  042168. 
Are  you  familiar  with  this  docvunent? 

Answer.  Well,  it  seems  I  wrote  it. 

Question.  Well,  any  recollection,  let's  put  it  that  way? Answer.  I  vaguely  remember  this,  yes. 
Question.  Can  you  explain,  was  this  done  at  the  request  of  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  do  you  recall  a  conversation,  and  what  you  were  instructed  to  do? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  the  conversation,  and  I  don't  remember  what  I  was 

supposed  to  do. 
Question.  On  the  subject  matter  generally  about  PACs  and  not-for-profits,  I  guess, 

did  you  handle  this  issue  generally,  on,  lets  call  it  nonprofit  organizations,  political 
organizations — . 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Is  there  a  specific  issue? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  trying  to  find  out  generally,  is  this  something  you  would  be 

staflFed  with  in  the  same  respect  that  you  might  cover  labor  issues. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Meaning  secret  political  action  committees,  shutting  down  and 

disclosing  tiieir  donors;  is  that  the  issue? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  No,  it  is  generally  on  the  subject  of  not-for-profits. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Did  she  follow  all  not-for-profits  is  the  question? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  No,  did  Mr.  Ickes  direct  you  to  anything  other  than  just  this  one? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  there  are  a  lot  of  not-for-profits  out  there.  Do  you 

mean  not-for-profits  run  by  Members  of  Congress,  by  Republican  Members  of  Con- 
gress? Do  you  mean  political  groups,  under  the  guise  of  501(c)(4)  status,  forced  to 

shut  down  by  public  scrutiny?  What  is  the  issue? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  All  of  those. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Were  there  others  besides  this  one? 
Answer.  I  think  that  this  was  an  isolated  matter  that  I  worked  on. 
Question.  Do  you  remember  the  response  by  Mr.  Ickes  to  this  memorandvun? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  him  responding  at  all.  It  doesn't  ask  for  a  response. 
Question.  Did  you  follow  up  on  this  at  any  point? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Are  you  aware  whether  a  complaint  was  filed? 
Answer.  I  am  not  aware  of  whether  or  not  a  complaint  was  filed.  Now  that  I  think 

back  on  this,  I  do  remember  the  context.  There  was  a  Wall  Street  Journal  article 
about  this  and  he  pulled  it  out  of  the  paper  and  said  can  you  tell  me  what  this  is 
about  and  that  is  what  this  is  for. 

Question.  Okay.  Well,  that  is  what  I  was  really  asking  was  whether,  in  your  mind, 
this  was  an  isolated  event? 

Answer.  It  was. 

Question.  Or  whether  you  covered  an  area  that  included  not-for-profits. 
Are  you  aware  of  any  follow  up,  other  than  by  Mr.  Ickes  on  this  subject?  I  mean, 

did  you  ever  have  any  other  conversations  dealing  with  the  Better  America  Founda- tion/ 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  said  follow  up  other  than,  I  think  she  testified  there  was 

no  follow-up  period. 
examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  have  any  conversations  outside  of  Mr.  Ickes  about  this  subject? 
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Answer.  I  didn't,  and  just  to  anticipate  the  next  set  of  questions,  I  don't  know  of 
anybody  at  the  White  House  doing  anything  beyond  me  writing  this  memo  on  this 
particular  topic. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  We  will  mark  this  as  JO-8  for  the  record.  I  may  be  able  to  avoid 
a  series  of  questions  if  I  can  ask  you  one  preliminary.  Would  you  have   

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Did  you. 
[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO-8  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  All  right.  Do  you  have  any  recollection  of  preparing  a  memorandum  for 
Mr.  Ickes  to  Bobby  Watson? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  a  specific  recollection  of  doing  it. 
Question.  Do  you  know  what  Mr.  Watson  did  over  at  the  DNC? 
Answer.  I  know  one  of  the  things  he  did  at  some  period  of  time  is  he  was  the 

Chief  of  Staff. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  ever  have  any  specific  conversations  or  communications 

with  him  regarding  labor? 
Answer.  Sure. 
Question.  Unions,  that  is  where  I  was  headed. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  And  this  is  CGRO  1743.  That  is  a  memorandvun  to  Mr.  Ickes  fi*om 

Bobby  Watson.  Is  this  at  all  familiar  to  you? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  The  subject  matter  is  not? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Is  it  safe  to  say  that  you  would  not  be  in  the  normal  communications 

unless  it  had  some  issue  that  you  were  directly  involved  with? 

Answer.  I'm  sorry,  what? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Yes,  I  don't  think  she  can  understand  that  question. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  What  other  areas  would  you  have  dealt  with  Mr.  Watson  outside  of 
labor? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Did  you  or  wovild  you?  Are  you  asking  a  hypothetical. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you? 
Answer.  It  coiild  have  been  miscellaneous  topics  because  he  was  the  Chief  of  Staff 

of  the  DNC  so  I  don't  remember  anjrthing  specific.  This  memo  isn't  famihar  and  I 
don't  think  I  ever  had  any  conversations  with  him  about  this  topic. 

Question.  This  goes  back  to  the  earlier  exhibit,  but  would  you  have  any  knowledge 
of  Mr.  Ickes  involvement,  if  any,  with  other  not-for-profits,  such  as,  specifically,  vote 
now  '96,  National  Coalition  for  Black  Voter  Participation,  Defeat  209? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  any  recollection  with  him,  and  any  work  or  whatever,  in 
doing  it  with  any  of  those  organizations. 

Question.  Would  you  have  been  involved  in  any  of  the  issues  related  to  not-for- 
profits,  such  as  those,  for  Mr.  Ickes. 

Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  I  am  a  little  unclear  by  what  you  mean  by  such  as  those.  I 
think  that  implies  some  famiharity  of  the  witness  with  what  t5T)es  of  organizations 

those  were,  which  maybe  she  has  some  familiarity  with  them,  but  I  don't  think  that has  been  established. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  That's  fair. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  those  at  all? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  what  is  yovu"  knowledge  of  those  organizations? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  asking  regarding  the  tax  status  or  their  operations 

generally? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Operations  generally. 

Answer.  I  guess  I  don't  know  what  their  operations  generally  are. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Furthermore,  I  am  going  to  object  unless  you  want  to  ask  spe- 

cific questions  about  coordination. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Well,  I  will  ask  specifically  whether  you  had  any  occasion  to  commu- nicate with  any  of  those  three  specific  groups. 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Can  you  just  give  me  the  names  of  the  groups  again? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Vote  Now  '96,  National  CoaUtion  For  Black  Voter  Participation,  De- 

feat 209.  Now,  we  can  avoid  a  page  or  two. 
The  Witness.  Great.  Do  you  need  this  back? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  While  I  have  this  one  in  front  of  you,  do  you  know  who  would  have 
worked  with  Mr.  Ickes   

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Who  did  work  with  Mr.  Ickes? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Well,  she  said  she  didn't  know  about  this  specific  document. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  So  you  are  asking  a  hypothetical  question. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  asking  if  she  has  any  specific  knowledge  of  who  handled  the 

issues  of  State  party.  Federal  money  for  Mr.  Ickes. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to  object.  That  is  not  relevant  to  the  scope  ot  the 

committee's  investigation.  You  are  looking  at  a  memo  that  even  on  its  own  terms 
relates  to  the  spending  of  money,  not  the  raising  of  money.  Accordingly,  even  by  the 
most  tenuous  tether,  this  document  is  not  connected,  not  pertinent  to  the  scope  of 

the  committee's  investigation.  Furthermore,  I  will  note  that  it  is  dated  October  4, 
1994,  well  before  the  1996  election  campai^. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  agree  with  the  objection,  but  I  am  not  going  to  instruct  the  witness not  to  answer. 
The  Witness.  What  is  the  question? 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Who  would  have  been  staffed  to  do  this  type  of  work? 

Mr.  Nelson.  The  question  was  do  you  have  any  specific  knowledge  of  who  han- 
dled the  issue,  who,  if  anyone,  I  think,  handled  the  issue  of  State  party  Federal 

money  for  Mr.  Ickes. 
The  Witness.  I  didn't  even  work  for  him  in  October  of  94,  so  I  have  no  idea. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Well,  just  generally,  I  am  trying  to  eliminate,  you  know,  you  are  not 
doing  a  lot  of  the  things  for  him. 

Answer.  I  don't  think  anybody  on  the  White  House  staff  did,  just  to,  you  know— 
I  think  that  this  is  a  DNC  document.  My  guess  is  the  DNC  would  have  been  work- 

ing on  it.  ,  .    J  u- 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Can  I  ask  a  clarifying  question?  Did  he  have  somebody  on  his 

staff  who  worked  full-time  on  DNC  issues. 
The  Witness.  No.  Not  even  part-time  on  DNC  issues.  I  mean,  the  closest  that 

there  came  was  me,  which  is  sort  of  an  occasional  odd  thing. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  That  is  actually  quite  helpful.  So  it  is  your  recollection  or  understanding 
that  there  were  no  deputies  or  assistants? 

Answer.  Not  unless  there  was  a  secret  one,  you  know,  hidden  under  the  desk. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Be  careful  what  you  say.  The  next  subpoena  might  come  out. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  assume  the  White  House  has  looked  under  Mr.  Ickes'  desk  to  see if  there  is  anyone  hidden. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  want  to  mark  this  before  you  move  on? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  will  mark  this  JO-9. 
[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO-9  was  marked  for  identification.] 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Since  I  was  making  reference  to  these  groups,  maybe  I  should,  for  clari- 
fication, put  this  in  the  record  as  well.  But  I  trust  from  your  earlier  answers  that 

you  would  have  no  knowledge  as  to  anything  of  this  subject  matter  regarding  dona- tions? 
Answer.  This  is  the  first  time  I  have  seen  this. 
Question.  Do  you  know  Mr.  Meddoff? 
Answer.  No.  ,      ,•    o 
Question.  And  don't  remember  any  conversations  regarding  him? 
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Mr.  ZOELLER.  We  better  mark  that  JO-10,  just  to  clarify  where  the  questions 
originated.  Maybe  I  can  skip  quite  a  bit  of  this.  You  did  say  you  were  the  closest 

thing  that  there  came  to  it.  What  types  of  roles  would  you  do  for  Mr.  Ickes  regard- 

ing political  matters  generally,  just  so  I  can  skip  sections  that  aren't  relevant. The  Witness.  Well,  just,  I  mean,  ad  hoc  sorts  of  things.  All  I  kind  of  meant  to 

say  by  that  comment  was,  in  my  understanding  of  the  way  his  staff  worked,  his  im- 
mediate staff,  there  wasn't  anybody  on  the  staff  tasked  with  DNC  liaison.  Whatever 

the  things  you  would  call  the  kinds  of  things  you  are  asking  about.  As  with  the  Bet- 
ter America  Foundation  memo,  there  were  some  ad  hoc  things  related  to  the  DNC 

that  occasionally  came  up  that  he  would  hand  to  me,  but,  you  know,  there  is  no 
general  way  of  characterizing  it. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Maybe  that  is  my  explanation  for  some  ad  hoc  questions  that  come  from 

different  areas.  How  about  on  the  subject  of  Emily's  list,  any  familiarity  with  that 
in  your  specific  duties  with  Mr.  Ickes? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Moving  right  along.  I  am  showing  the  witness  what  is  Bates-stamped 
as  EOP  036287.  That  is  a  memorandvun  from  Martha  Phipps  to  Ann  Cahill.  Have 
you  had  a  chance  to  look  at  the  dociunent? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  particular  knowledge  about  any  of  these  items  that 

are  listed  here? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  talking  about  any  of  these,  Uke,  for  example,  I  am  sure 

she  must  know  something  about  White  House  Mess  privileges. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  The  memo  generally  talks  about  an  aggressive  goal  of  $49  million, 

and  it  talks  about  coordinating  activities  in  the  White  House  and  the  DNC. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  So  just  as  it  relates  to  any  knowledge  that  you  might  have  regarding 
the  coordination  of  activities  between  the  White  House  and  the  DNC,  and  I  can  read 
each  one  off. 

Answer.  Well,  if  you  could  sort  of  give  me  a  specific  question  related  to  each  one. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  have  any  knowledge  of  the  coordination  of  DNC  contribu- 

tors getting  seats  on  Air  Force  One  or  Two? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Are  you  talking  about  any  time  from  February,  1993,  to  the 

present?  Are  you  talking  about  the  May  5,  '94,  the  date  of  the  memo  or  some  time later  than  that? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  You  have  never  seen  this  memo  before,  I  trust? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  From  your  answers.  Other  than,  let's  rule  out  press  information.  In  yovu* 
capacity  with  Mr.  Ickes,  throughout  that  time  period,  were  you  aware  of  seats  being 
provided  at  White  House  dinners  for  either  DNC  supporters — ? 

Answer.  Maybe  I  can  help.  I  haven't  seen  this  memo  before  and  I  don't  know,  with 
regard  to  anything  on  here,  whether  because  of  Ms.  Phipps'  memo  there  were  six 
seats  at  all  Wiiite  House  private  dinners,  I  don't  know  if  any  of  these  things  ever 
came  to  pass.  I  mean,  I  certainly  have  general  knowledge  about  what  these  items 
are.  And  the  reason  I  say  that  is  because  in  answer  to  your  specific  question,  sure, 
I  know  that  donors  were  invited  to  White  House  dinners,  but  I  have  no  idea  if  it 
has  anything  to  do  with  this  memo  or  any  kind  of  regular  practice  or  anything. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  know  anything  about  six  seats  being  reserved? 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know  anything  about  six  seats. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Well,  your  earlier  testimony,  regarding  yovu*  lack  of  involvement  with 
specific  donors,  I  think  kind  of  helps  clarify  some  of  that,  using  a  different  example, 
though,  of,  let's  say  labor  leaders  you  had  worked  with.  What  would  have — did  you 
ever  get  labor  leaders  on  Air  Force  One? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  what  would  be  the  process  that  you  would  go  through?  Was  there 

a  system  set  up? 
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Answer.  I  would  ask  Mr.  Ickes  if  he  thought  it  was  appropriate  to  put  labor  leader 
X  on  Air  Force  One  and  if  he  said,  yes,  I  would  check  with  the  staff  who  coordinated 
the  Air  Force  One  manifest  to  see  if  there  was  space  and  I  would  invite  the  labor 
leader  to  take  the  ride. 

Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  However,  it  was  never  because  of  contributions.  It  was  because  I  thought 

there  was  some  need  for  the  President  to  have  a  conversation  with  the  person  and 
Air  Force  One  was  often  a  convenient  place  to  have  such  conversations,  particularly 
during  the  campaign  period  when  he  was  on  the  plane  almost  all  the  time. 

Question.  And  in  the  same  respect,  your  involvement  in  setting  up,  if  any,  people 
to  come  to  dinners,  would  always  be  in  a  similar  fashion? 
Answer.  It  was  always  political  in  the  sense  that  it  was  because  they  were  sup- 

porters, but  it  was  my  involvement  with  the  labor  leaders  and  any  of  these  types 
of  things,  never  had  anything  to  do  with  a  contribution  from  them. 

Question.  Would  you  have  been  made  aware  of  contributions  that  people  made 
that  you  had  recommended? 

Answer.  I  once  tried  for  curiosity  sake  to  find  out  the  donors — specific  labor  do- 
nors from  the  DNC,  and  they  weren't  able  to  produce  a  list  for  me  because  of  the 

way  they  kept  their  records. 
Question.  So  you  could  even  ask  if  somebody  was  a  donor  and  you  may  not  get 

a  response? 
Answer.  I  mean,  yes,  basically. 
Question.  Okay.  Well,  that  is  informative. 

Answer.  I  mean,  it  was  in,  I  think,  early  '95  when  I  asked,  because  I  wasn't  able 
to  get  a  Ust.  I  don't  think  I  ever  tried  again.  The  only  other  time  I  think  I  remember 
even  seeing  any  Ust  of  labor  leaders  and  donors  was  at  some  point  during  the  con- 

vention. I  think  there  was  a  list.  It  certainly  wasn't  something  that  had  anything 
to  do  with  day-to-day  work. 

Question.  And  in  your  capacity  with  Mr.  Ickes,  were  you  aware  of  some  of  the  fi- 
nancial pressures,  and  I  am  seeing  if  you  have  any  knowledge  about  that — during 

the  midst  of  the  campaign,  and  the  President  is  off  on  campaign-related  events, 
what  would  your  role  nave  been,  if  any,  in  working  with  Mr.  Ickes  in  that  capacity, 
that  is  obviously  too  broad,  but  do  you  have  some  role  specifically  or,  again,  is  it 
just  on  an  ad  hoc  basis? 

Answer.  Do  you  mean  with  regard  to  fund-raising? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  I  had  no  responsibilities  with  regard  to  fiind-raising. 
Question.  Well,  that  clears  up  a  lot.  And,  generally,  on  this  subject,  do  you  have 

any  knowledge  about  these  types  of  activities,  generally  called  perks,  and  political 
fund-raisers? 

Mr.  Nelson.  You  mean  a  link  between  perks  and  donors? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Anything  that  would  be  relevant  to  that  line  of  questions. 
The  Witness.  I  don't  think  so. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  There  has  been  several  inquiries  lately  in  the  press  about  the  vetting — 
not  the  vetting,  but  the  screening  process  of  people  coming  to  the  White  House. 
When  you  produced  a  Ust  of  people  that  were  going  to  meet  inside  the  White  House, 
what  is  your  understanding  of  the  process  of  screening?  Did  you  have  to  send  Usts 
of  names  to  anyone  specifically? 

Answer.  To  the  Secret  Service. 
Question.  Okay.  And  how  did  that  system  work,  at  least  from  yo\ir  perspective? 
Answer.  I  would  send  the  Ust  to  the  Secret  Service  and  they  wovild  let  me  know 

if  there  was  a  problem  with  anybody  on  the  list. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  specific  memory  of  people  being  denied? 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  anybody  ever  being  denied. 
Question.  In  terms  of  providing  background  material  on  the  people  you  had  a  role 

in  helping  to  invite,  would  you  produce  this  for  Mr.  Ickes  only  or  were  there  other 
people  that  you  would,  let's  leave  it  strictly  on  the  labor  issue.  When  you  produced 
a  Ust  of  people  attending  the  White  House,  would  you  send  that  directly  to  Mr.  Ickes 
or  was  it  generally  cc'd  to  a  larger  group? 

Answer.  WeU,  it  would  go  to  anybody  who  needed  to  know  that  they  were  coming, 
so  if  it  were  a  social  event,  the  Social  Secretary  would  go,  would  get  a  copy  of  it. 
If  the  President  was  meeting  with  them,  of  course,  there  would  be  a  memo  to  him 
telUng  him  who  was  going  to  be  there.  It  would  basically  depend  on  who  was  going 
to  be  in  the  meeting.  BasicaUy,  anybody  who  was  going  to  meet  with  them  or  be 
in  a  reception  with  them  or  not,  I  would  let  them  know  who  was  going  to  be  there. 
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Question.  Did  you  ever  have  any  involvement  in  a  national  security  issue  that  re- 
quired you  to  communicate  with  the  CIA  or  NSC?  Some  people  have  a  hard  time 

remembering  that,  but  if  you  had  contacted  the  CIA  or  NSC  regarding  that   
Mr.  Nelson.  Any  issue  at  all. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes,  I  will  leave  it  generally. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  object  on  the  grounds  that  that  is  just  the  blandest  fishing 

that  I  have  ever  encountered  and  the  premise  of  yovu-  question  is  in  error  because 
I  think  the  testimony  before  the  Senate  was  that  the  CIA  agent  in  question  was 
undercover  when  Mr.  Fowler  contacted  him,  but  that  notwithstanding,  your  ques- 

tion still  stands,  so  I  will  renew  my  objections  to  it  on  the  grounds  that  unless  you 
have  particular  issues  that  are  some  how  relevant  and  pertinent  to  the  scope  of  this 
committee's  investigation,  I  think  you  should  withdraw  the  question  and  stick  to  rel- 

evant facts  within  the  witness'  personal  knowledge. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  I  also  have  a  problem  with  the  relevancy  of  a  question  that 

is  phrased  as  broadly  as  you  did  ever;  have  contact  with  anyone  in  the  NSC  or  the 
CIA  on  any  national  seciuity  issue  because  it  clearly  sweeps  in  all  kinds  of  things 
that  couldn't  possibly  be  within  the  scope  of  this  investigation. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Let  me  raise  one  other   
Mr.  Nelson.  Let  me  talk  to  the  witness  on  that  question. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Before  you  do  that,  let  me  also  state  for  the  record,  as  counsel 

is  well  aware,  we  have  a  procedure  with  the  NSC  to  conduct  interviews  rather  than 

depositions  for  precisely  the  reason  that  you  don't  want  sensitive  national  security 
information  to  be  leaked  out  through  a  deposition.  So  I  strongly  suggest  you  tailor 

your  question  more  narrowly  and  forget  about  the  issues.  Maybe  talk  about  individ- 
uals or  particular  contacts  or  something  like  that,  but  as  you  well  know,  the  reason 

we  have  reached  an  accommodation  with  the  White  House  to  conduct  interviews, 

rather  than  depositions,  is  so  we  don't  get  into  areas  where  national  security  is 
needlessly  splattered  across  the  pages  of  the  deposition,  which  could  end  up  on  the 
Internet. 

So  why  don't  you  reconsider  yovu*  question  or  else  take  it  up  with  the  higher  ups 
as  to  whether  you  want  to  risk  violating  an  agreement  with  the  White  House,  that 
these  are  exactly  the  kinds  of  matters  that  should  be  handled  through  an  interview, 
rather  than  a  deposition. 

Mr.  Nelson.  And  on  reflecting  fvu^her  about  it,  I  guess  I  am  inclined  to  think 
that  I  will  just  instruct  the  witness  not  to  answer  that  question  as  fi-amed.  I  really 
don't  see,  I  mean,  number  one,  it  is  on  its  face  irrelevant.  Number  2,  even  limited 
to  a  yes-or-no  answer,  I  am  not  really  siu-e  that  I  can  say  with  assurance  that  that 
piece  of  information  alone  wouldn't  possibly  cause  somebody  some  harm,  unantici- 

pated tiiough  it  might  be  here.  And,  you  know,  further,  it  doesn't  do  you  any  good 
unless  you  follow  up  and  the  follow-ups,  I  think,  would  just  be  impossible. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  understand.  If  she  has,  then  I  would  have  to  be  very  delicate 
about  any  follow-up  questions,  but  it  would  avoid  a  whole  topic  of,  I  think,  me  ask- 

ing specific  questions  might  not  be  something  we  want  really  on  the  record  either. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  don't  know  why  you  want  any  of  this  on  the  record,  Counsel. 

I  will,  once  again,  invoke  my  famous  Supreme  Court  decisions  of  Watson  and 
Deutch  and  ask  you  to  state  for  the  record  the  logical  chain  which  ties  the  question 
that  you  have  asked  to  the  scope  of  the  investigation. 

The  Witness.  I  am  just  going  to  take  his  advice  and  not  answer  it. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Okay. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  of  recommendations  by  anyone  that  par- 
ticular labor  leaders  not  be  allowed  to  meet  with  the  President  or  the  Vice  Presi- 

dent? 
Answer.  Do  you  mean  on  a  given  day  or  in  a  specific  situation  or  people  being 

sort  of  generally  barred? 
Question.  Generally  barred? 

Answer.  I  don't  have  any  knowledge  of  any  labor  leader  being  generally  barred 
firom  meeting  the  President  or  the  Vice  President. 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  of  labor  leaders  being  denied  access  to  the 
White  House? 

Answer.  Do  you  mean  like  coming  to  the  gate  and  they  can't  get  in? 
Question.  Or  in  any  way  being  refused  entrance  or  access  to  a  meeting? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  By  the  CIA,  by  particular   
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The  Witness.  I  mean,  I  can  think  of  occasions  where  somebody  has  come  to  the 

gate  and  he  was  not  cleared  in  and  so  the  Secret  Service  won't  let  you  in  if  you are  not  cleared  in. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  But  any  other  screening  process  that  denied  access? 
Answer.  No,  I  can't  think  of  one. 
Question.  Were  you  tasked  by  Mr.  Ickes  or  anyone  else  to  work  on  the  pipeUne 

issue  of  Mr.  Tamraz? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Any  specific  knowledge  of  the  issue? 
Answer.  No. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  note  for  the  record,  to  the  extent  the  question  implies 

there  was  any  credible  evidence  that  Mr.  Ickes  had  anything  to  do  with  the  Tamraz 
issue,  I  would  object,  I  am  aware  of  no  such  information. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  his  involvement  in  the  Tamraz  pipeline  issue  at  all? 
Answer.  Well,  actually,  let  me  say,  I  don't  know  what  the  Tamraz  pipeline  issue is. 
Question.  That  helps. 
Answer.  But  to  the  extent  I  have  read  a  little  bit  about  Mr.  Tamraz  in  the  paper, 

I  have  no  knowledge  Mr.  Ickes  ever  knew  of  him,  met  with  him,  heard  of  him,  any- 
thing to  do  with  these  issues  ever. 

Mr.  Nelson.  We  have  been  going  for  more  than  an  hour  and  a  half  Can  we  take 
a  couple  minutes  because  I  need  to  make  a  phone  call  to  tell  somebody  I  am  not 
going  to  be  present  at  a  meeting? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  We  will  go  off  the  record  then. 
[Recess.] 
Mr.  Nelson.  Back  on  the  record.  Greg,  can  we  look  at  the  stack  of  exhibits  again? 

Something  in  one  of  your  later  questions,  it  is  the  page  of  handwritten  notes. 
The  Witness.  The  page  of  handwritten  notes  on  the  spiral  notebook.  What  occurs 

to  me,  from  your  later  question,  is  that  this  top  Une  here,  looks  like  I  must  have — 
when  I  couldn't  figure  out  how  to  get  into  the  WhoDB,  it  looks  like  I  asked  an  intern 
or  somebody  on  my  staff  to  try  and  figure  it  out  and  it  looks  like  that  person  wrote 
down  a  note  about  trying  to  figure  it  out.  Frank  was  an  intern,  and  Donald  is  prob- 

ably Donald  Dunn. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Called  Donald? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Okay.  I  think  I  will  come  another  way  at  this  awkward  question.  I  think 

I  brought  up  the  subject  of  Roger  Tamraz,  so  in  order  to  see  whether  you  were  spe- 
cifically tasked  an  ad  hoc  project  that  might  relate  to  any  of  a  series  of  individuals, 

how  about  if  I  say  their  name.  And  if  you  were  tasked  an  assignment  by  Mr.  Ickes 
that  wovdd  have  dealt  with  these  people,  if  you  could  just  say  what  your  role  was. 

Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  James  Riady? 
Answer.  No.  My  no  meaning  I  was  not  tasked  to  do  anything  that  related  to  him, 

as  far  as  I  know. 

Question.  Okay.  And  by  tasked,  it  is  not  a  specific — I  mean,  I  am  looking  for  spe- 
cific, but  if  you  were  asked  to  prepare  materials  or  in  some  way,  shape,  or  form, 

were  involved  in  the  issues  raised. 
Answer.  Okay. 
Question.  Do  you  know  James  Riady? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Yogesh  Gandhi? 
Answer.  Never  heard  of  him. 
Question.  Georgi  Croninberg? 
Answer.  Never  heard  of  him,  or  her,  as  the  case  may  be. 
Question.  Eric  Hotunc? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Howard  GUcken? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Johnnie  Chung? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  who  he  is,  other  than  the  press  reports? 
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Answer.  Not  other  than  the  press  reports. 
Question.  That  skips  a  lot  of  questions. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  It  is  not  to  imply  these  people  have  done  anything  wrong  ei- 

ther. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Or  even  that  they  even  exist. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  want  to  mark  this  before  we  move  on? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  That  is  10,  and  11  is  Martha  Phipps. 
[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibits  No.  JO- 10  and  JO-ll  were  marked  for  identifica- 

tion.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  The  same  question  regarding  Pauline  Kanchanalak? 
Answer.  The  question  being  did  I  ever  work  on  anything  related  to  her? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  Not  as  far  as  I  know. 
Question.  Charlie  Trie? 
Answer.  Not  as  far  as  I  know. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Asked  and  answered. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Did  you  ever  work  with  Ernst  &  Young  in  preparation  of  any  re- 
ports deaUng  with  fund-raising  practices? 

Answer.  That  doesn't  ring  any  bells. 
Question.  Were  you  ever  tasked  any  responsibility  for  any  checks  that  were  re- 

turned by  the  DNC? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Would  you  have  any  knowledge  about  the   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Do  you  have  or  would  you? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  At  the  time,  did  you  have  any  knowledge  of  any  passes,  hard  passes, 
Wiute  House  hard  passes  being  issued  to  DNC  staff? 

Answer.  No,  I  don't  think  so.  Not  that  I  can  remember. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  work  with  any  interns  who  were  paid  by  the  DNC? 
Mr.  Nelson.  That  was  asked  and  answered. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  think  I  asked  if  they  were  in  her  office. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any? 
Answer.  I  don't  know.  I  guess  I  didn't  know  the  DNC  paid  any  interns  and  if  they 

did,  I  am  not  sure  I  would  have  had  any  way  of  knowing  that  a  given  person  was 
a  DNC  intern. 

Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  So  it  is  entirely  possible  I  worked  with  them,  without  knowing  that  is 

what  they  were. 
Question.  Were  you  tasked  any  responsibility  that  dealt  with  the  issue  of  the 

President's  Legal  Defense  Trust? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  donations  by  labor  officials  or  labor  unions  to 

the  Presidential  Defense  Trust. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  believe  you  are  referring  to  the  Presidential  Legal  Expense 

Trust,  not  the  defense  trust.  I  don't  believe  there  is  anything  such  as  a  defense 
trust.  There  is  the  Presidential  Legal  Expense  Trust. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  That  is  right. 
The  Witness.  I  can't  recall  ever  having  any  knowledge  about  a  labor  contribution 

to  the  legal  defense  fiind,  whatever  it  is  called. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  know  Mike  Cardozo? 
Answer.  No,  I  do  not. 
Question.  Frank  Cowan? 
Answer.  I  know  Frank. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  What  is  the  last  name? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Frank  Cowan. 
I  am  showing  the  witness  CGRO  2555,  a  memorandum  to  Mike  Cardozo  from 

Harold  Ickes. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  at  all  with  the  subject  matter  of  this? 
Answer.  Well,  I  am  familiar  with  Mr.  McEntee,  his  union,  Mr.  Cowan,  the  legal 

fund.  I  didn't  write  the  memo. 
Question.  Did  you  have  any  conversations  with  either — any  of  the  people  men- tioned here  or  Mr.  Ickes  regarding  the  issue? 
Answer.  Not  about  this  $4,000. 
Question.  And  not  about  the  legal  fund  generally? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so.  I  mean,  it's  possible  that  at  some  point,  if  Mr.  Cowan 

was  trying  to  get  money  to  it,  he  might  have  asked  me  who  to  get  it  to.  That 

wouldn't  be  atypical,  but  I  don't  remember  that  happening. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  We  will  mark  this  exhibit  JO- 12  for  the  record. 
[O'Connor  Deposition  Exhibit  No.  JO- 12  was  marked  for  identification.] 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  recollection  of  anyone  else  asking  you  how  you  would 
go  about  making  a  contribution  to  the  Presidential  Legal  Expense  Trust? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  anybody  asking. 
Question.  All  right.  Thank  you.  Do  you  know  Martin  Davis? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  you  ever  have  any  communication  regarding  Martin  Davis? 
Answer.  Ever,  with  anyone? 
Question.  I  will  say,  specifically,  with  Mr.  Ickes,  did  he  ever  bring  up  the  name? Answer.  No. 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  who  he  is,  other  than  through  the  press,  or  is  it 
just  through  the  press? 

Answer.  I  am  familiar  with  who  he  is,  other  than  through  the  press. 
Question.  And  how  do  you  know  of  him? 
Answer.  I  am  not  exactly  siu-e,  but,  I  mean,  he  is  a  Democratic  consultant,  I  be- 

lieve, and  I  am  generally  famiUar  with  who  he  is. 
Question.  In  terms  of  your  famiUarity  with  consultants,  were  you  ever  tasked  to 

work  with  the  consultants  at  aU   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  By  Mr.  Ickes. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  object,  because  working  with  consultants  doesn't  in  any  way 
implicate  campaign  fund-raising  improprieties  or  violations  of  law,  accordingly.  It  is 
beyond  the  scope  of  this  investigation.  Fascinating  historical  perspective,  I  am  sure, 
but  not  relevant  to  the  investigation. 

The  Witness.  Oh,  and  it  is  fascinating.  Let  me  tell  you. 
Mr.  Nelson.  And  I  guess  I  am  not  sure  of  the  scope  of  the  question.  When  you 

say  asked  to  work  with  the  consultants,  do  you  have  in  mind  some  defined  body. 

The  Witness.  Which  one,  why  don't  you  state  that. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  note  again  it  is  now  3:05.  We  have  been  plodding  at  a 

fairly  slow  pace. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  thought  we  were  going  pretty  fast. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Now  we  are  going  into  inquiries  of  Democratic  political  strategy 

and  the  operations  of  that  strategy  within  the  White  House.  Fascinating,  but  irrele- vant. Counsel. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  the  political  strategies?  I  didn't  reaUze  that  was  in your  bailiwick? 
Answer.  What  political  strategies. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  What  I  am  suggesting  is  that  by  probing  into  interactions  with 

consultants  as  part  of  an  overall  operation  of  political  strategy,  your  staff  has  as- 
sured us  over  and  over  again  that  you  do  not  intend  this  investigation  to  be  an  in- 

quirj'  into  the  political  strategy  that  carried  the  President  to  his  dramatic  reelection 
victory. 

Now,  I  am  suggesting  to  you,  the  witness  is  not,  I  am  suggesting  to  you  that  you 
are  probing  into  political  strategy  and  violation  of  the  assurances.  You  are  free  to 
go  down  this  road,  if  you  like.  I  think  the  taxpayers  will  be  fascinated  to  leam,  once 
the  investigation  is  over,  their  money  was  used  to  probe  the  way  in  which  the  media 
consultants  helped  to  secure  that  victory  for  the  President. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  Let  me  go  back. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  work  with  any  consultants? 
Answer.  What  does  "work  with"  mean? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Who  are  the  consultants? 
The  Witness.  And  what  consultants  are  you  talking  about? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  We  will  start  with  yoiu-  being  tasked  to  work  with  labor  leaders. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection.  Asked  and  answered. 
The  Witness.  What  is  the  question? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  don't  know  that  I  quite  got  it  out,  but  we  will  go  back  to,  you 

know,  yovu-  being  tasked  or  asked  by  Mr.  Ickes  to  handle  labor  issues,  just  on  that 
subject. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  ever  work  with  consultants  involved  in  the  '96  campaigns,  who were  hired  by  labor  organizations? 
Answer.  What  does  "work  with"  mean? 
Question.  Well,  we  will  say  in  the  communications,  either  written  or  oral,  where 

you  are  communicating  requests  by  Mr.  Ickes  or  in  some  capacity,  working  with 
them,  I  mean,  I  am  looking  to  see,  not  the  labor  leader  specifically,  I  am  looking 
at  people  hired. 

Answer.  Is  yovu-  question  did  I  ever  speak  with  somebody  hired  by  the  unions? 
Question.  Well,  let's — ^in  the  areas  of  either  fund-raising,  which  is  the  main  brunt 

of  the  investigation,  or  in  the  production  of  commercials,  those  are  the  two  specific 
areas  that  I  am  talking  about. 

Answer.  I  don't  know  of  any  particxilar  xmion  or  the  AFLUs  to  make  commercials, 
and  therefore,  don't  know  if  I  worked  in  any  capacity  with  those  people,  and  I  don't 
know  if  they  had  a  consviltant  for  ftmd-raising,  so  if  they  did,  I  don't  know  if  I 
worked  with  that  person  either.  ' 

Question.  Are  you  familiar  with  the  Share  Group? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  would  you  have  had  any  commimications  with  the  Share  Group, 

as  a  staff  member  for  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  any  communications  between  Mr.  Ickes  and  the  Share 
Group? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  In  the  consultants  I  was  trying  to  do  it  a  little  more  broadly,  but  I  ̂vill 

go  through  the  specifics.  Phone  banking  operations,  did  you  ever  communicate  with 
people  hired  to  do  phone  banking? 

Mr.  Nelson.  In  the  1996  campaign. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 

The  Witness.  People  hired  to  do  phone  banking,  for  the  re-elect? 
examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Well,  for  labor  organizations? 
Answer.  I  don't  think  so.  I  mean,  if  I  did,  I  didn't  know  that  is  what  the  person 

was  doing,  you  know. 

Question.  How  about  did  you  ever,  I  use  the  term  "work  with."  I'm  specifically 
looking  for  work  you  did  at  the  request  of  Mr.  Ickes  with  the  President  of  the  Labor- ers International  Union  of  North  America. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection  as  to  relevance. 
The  Witness.  You  are  asking  about  Mr.  Coia,  and  what  are  you  asking  about 

him? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Let  me  put  my  objection  on  the  record  before  you  go.  My  objec- 
tion is  essentially  as  to  form.  She  has  testified  that  she  worked  on  all  kinds  of  labor 

issues.  You  are  now  asking  her  if  she  worked  in  any  way  with  a  President  of  a 
major  union.  Fascinating,  I'm  sure,  but  maybe  you  want  to  tie  it  into  something  con- 

ceivably relevant,  like  asking  her  whether  she  in  any  way  coordinated  or  transferred 
communications  concerning  the  coordination  of  expenditiu-es  by  the  labor  unions  on 
issue  ads  with  the  re-elect,  the  White  House  or  the  DNC.  Beyond  that,  you  have 
moved  into  irrelevant  territory. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  That  was  too  broad  a  question. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  actually  don't  remember  what  your  question  was. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Well,  she  did  know  Mr.  Coia,  and  that  is  where  I  was  headed. 
The  Witness.  If  your  question  is  do  I  know  him,  yes.  The  answer  is,  yes. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  did  you  have  any  tasks  assigned  by  Mr.  Ickes  dealing  with  him  or his  union? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Objection. 

The  Witness.  Well,  I  mean,  yes,  but  if  you  want  to  ask  about  campaign-related 

things,  I  didn't  have  anything  to  do  with  him  and  the  campaign.  Like  all  other  labor 
union  Presidents,  since  I  was  the  labor  Uaison  for  the  White  House,  I,  of  course, 
worked  with  him. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  So  that  is — I'm  looking  for  specifically  related  to  campaign  issues. 
Answer.  I  did  not  work  with  him  on  anything  related  to  the  campaign. 

Question.  And  the  same  question,  you  know,  as  it  relates  to  other  unions,  I  under- 
stand your  substantive  role.  Was  there  any  poUtical  role  you  served  with  that  I  can 

shortcut  some  of  the  questions? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  think  her  job  is  essentially  political. 
The  Witness.  My  job  was  political. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I  understand,  but  in  terms  of  fund-raising,  we  will  specifically  focus 
on   
Answer.  If  your  question  is  did  I  ever  ask  any  of  them  for  money,  no. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Did  I  ever  tell  them  we  wanted  a  certain  amount  from  them  for  any  pur- 

pose, no. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  conversations  between  Mr.  Ickes  and  umons  on 

either  of  those  two  subjects? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  union  officials  ever  call  specifically  asking  where  funds  should  be sent? 

Answer.  They  didn't  call  me  asking  where  funds  should  be  sent. 
Question.  Okay.  Are  you  aware  of  them  caUing  anyone  in  the  White  House,  asking 

where — and  I  am  not  just  asking  generally,  but  specifically,  whether  there  was — 
do  you  have  any  knowledge  of  donations  which  were  coordinated  through  someone 
in  the  White  House,  so  that  is  where  all  this  is  headed? 

Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  which  question  do  you  want  answered,  the  one  any  knowledge 
of  any  coordination  of  contributions  by  anyone  in  the  White  House? 

Mr.  Zoeller.  We  will  start  there. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  know  of  anybody  in  the  White  House  coordinating  any  labor contributions. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Any  other  contributions? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  of  anybody  in  the  White  House  coordinating  contributions. 
Question.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  about  the — well,  let  me  back  up.  Were  you 

tasked  specific  issues  regarding  either  Mr.  Coia  or  the  Laborers  International  for 
Mr.  Ickes?  Did  he  ever  task  you  a  project  regarding  that? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  object.  To  the  extent  you  are  going  beyond  campaign  fund- 
raising,  your  question  is  not  pertinent. 

The  Witness.  I  think  I  answered  that,  actually. 
Mr.  Nelson.  She  said  she  spoke  to  Coia  and  she  worked  with  him  regarding 

issues  not  related  to  the  campaign,  and  not  related  to  fund-raising,  so  I  guess  what 

you  are  asking  is  either  asked  or  answered,  or  else  you  are  seeking  further  informa- tion on  something  that  by  definition  is  not  relevant. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  Well,  no,  I  am  looking  to  see  whether  there  was  a  project  in  a  simi- 
lar fashion  that  she  was  tasked  to  work  on,  an  Indian  affairs,  a  Native  American 

affairs  issue,  whether  there  was  ever  a  time  when  Mr.  Ickes  said  take  this  project 
and  produce  something.  , 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  I  object.  This  is  the  worst  kind  of  fishing.  Why  dont 

you  ask  her  about  specific  issues  and  specific  tasks  that  she  may  have  been  as- 
signed. Counsel,  and  let  me  finish  my  objection  before  you  interrupt.  You  are  now 

asking  a  question  as  broad  as  did  you  ever  work  on  any  particular  projects  at  the 
direction  of  Mr.  Ickes  with  regard  to  the  Laborers  International  Union  of  North 
America.  That  seems  to  me  to  be  the  most  egregious  kind  of  fishing. 
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Why  don't  you  focus  in  on  particular  areas  that  might  be  relevant  to  some  subject 
matter  of  this  committee's  legitimate  inquiry.  Otherwise,  asking  a  broad,  expansive 
question  like  that  strikes  me  as  highly  offensive. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  understand  it  is  broad,  but  I  am  trying  to  be  broad  so  I  will  know 
to  skip  the  next  three  pages. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  are  trying  to  be  broad  because  you  are  trying  to  fish  into 
areas.  Let  me  finish  my  statement.  You  are  asking  a  broad  question  because  you 

are  trying  to  fish  into  areas  that  are  beyond  this  committee's  jurisdiction.  You  ap- 
pear to  have  some  kind  of  prurient  interest  in  the  labor  movement  broadly. 

I  suggest  to  you  that  you  confine  your  questions  to  campaign  fund-raising  and  I 
will  withdraw  any  and  all  objections  that  I  have  been  raising  to  your  questions. 
When  you  insist  upon  ranging  beyond  these  areas,  I  am  forced  to  reiterate  my  objec- 

tions. Why  don't  you  ask  a  disciplined,  tight-focused  qjuestion,  designed  to  get  at  per- sonal knowledge  that  might  be  held  by  this  witness,  instead  of  simply  flimflamming 
around  with  these  questions,  wasting  everybod/s  time.  It  is  now  3:15.  We  have  been 
going  since  10  o'clock  with  a  1-hour  break  for  lunch. 

You  could  have  done  all  the  subjects  and  the  documents  you  have  covered  in  ap- 
proximately 2  hours.  I  am  most  unhappy  that  on  2  days  prior  to  the  hearings,  we 

are  sitting  here  combing  through  vague,  mushy  questions  that  fish  around  for  infor- 
mation so  far  beyond  the  scope  of  tins  committee's  investigation  that  I  am,  ft-ankly, 

embarrassed  on  behalf  of  the  Minority  to  be  a  part  of  this.  That  is  my  statement 
and  I  urge  you  to  confine  your  questioning  to  subject  matters  that  may  fall  within 
the  scope  of  the  committee's  investigation. The  Witness.  Could  I  take  a  second  with  my  counsel  outside? 

Mr.  ZoELLER.  Please. 
[Recess.] 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  We  will  go  back  on  the  record.  Was  there  a  question  pending   
Mr.  Nelson.  Yes. 

The  Witness.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  Zoeller  [continuing].  That  we  broke  for? 
Mr.  Nelson.  The  question  pending  was — I  can  tell  you  the  substance  of  it,  and 

you  will  probably,  I  think,  accept  my  phrasing  of  what  your  question  was. 
Were  you  tasked  by  Mr.  Ickes  with  any  specific  projects  with  regard  to  Mr.  Coia 

or  the  Laborers  Union? 
And  I  share,  for  the  reasons  that  I  already  stated  and  Minority  counsel  stated, 

the  objection  that  that  is  beyond  the  scope  of  this  committee's  inqiiiry.  I  will  let  her 
answer  that  on  a  yes  or  no  basis,  but  beyond  that,  I  am  not — without  prejudging 
questions  that  haven't  been  asked,  I  really  don't  know  how  much  further  we  will 
be  able  to  go  down  that  road.  But  I  will  let  the  witness  answer  the  question. 

The  Witness.  The  answer  would  be  yes. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  I  guess  I  won't  skip  that  page  then.  Do  you  have — is  there  a  spe- 
cific problem,  I  take  it,  regarding  something  more  than  just  a  yes?  Could  you  ex- 
plain what  the  project  was  that  you  were  tasked  with? 

Mr.  Nelson.  That's   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  renew  my  objection  that  you  are  now  shamelessly  fishing 

for  information  that  is  not  within  the  scope  of  this  committee's  investigation.  Why 
don't  you  ask  her  if  she  worked  on  any  projects  related  to  campaign  fund-raising? 
Simply  fishing  around  for  whatever  it  is  that  she  worked  with  a  labor  leader  and 
a  labor  union  on  is  an  embarrassment  to  this  committee's  effort. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  will  also  explain  what  the  problem  is  and  why  I  will  direct  her 
not  to  answer  that  question. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  That  would  be  very  good. 

Mr.  Nelson.  Number  one,  she  has  already  told  you  that  she  didn't  work  with  Mr. 
Coia  or  this  union  on  matters  related  to  the  campaign  or  fund-raising.  So,  by  defini- 

tion, I  think  whatever  she  did  work  with  them  on  is  outside  the  scope  of  the  subject 
matter  of  this  inquiry. 
My  understanding  is  that  matters  that  she  worked  on  that  relate  to  the  subject 

of  this  union  and  tlus  union  official  are  matters  of  White  House  policy  and  that  any 
discussion  of  their  specifics  would  be  revealing  information  that  may  be  subject  to 

privileges  held  by  the  White  House  and/or  the  President  that  Ms.  O'Connor  is  not in  a  position  either  to  claim  or  waive. 
And  given  that  fact  that  you  are  getting  into  matters  that  are,  one,  irrelevant; 

two,  substantive  policy  matters;  and,  three,  possibly  subject  to  executive  branch 
privileges  that  we  can't  here  address  without  direction  fi-om  the  White  House,  I  am 
advising  her  not  to  answer  that  question. 
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Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay.  If  I  understand  counsel's  objection  and  you  can  assure  me 
that  this  either  has  no  relevance  to  the  '96  campaign  or  would  lead  to  answers 
which  might  be  relevant  to  the  '96  campaign,  then  I  will  withdraw  the  question. 

Mr.  Nelson.  WeU,  the  '96  campaign  itself  is  a  lot  broader  than  the  scope  of  this 
committee's  inquiry,  and  I  am  not  sure  that  I  can  say  what  may  or  may  not  be  rel- 

evant to  the  '96  campaign. I  suppose  one  could  argue  that  all  matters  of  White  House  policy  are  relevant  to 
the  '96  campaign  insofar  as  some  people  may  disagree  with  White  House  policy, 
some  people  may  agree  with  it,  and  that  may  affect  their  attitudes  toward  the  Presi- 

dent in  the  '96  campaign. 
But  I  think  Ms.  O'Connor  has  already  stated  under  oath  that  the  matters  did  not 

relate  to — specifically  to  the  campaign  or  to  fund-raising. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Now,  I  just  want  to  pitch  in  that  counsel's  ridiculous  question 

is  telling  in  that  the  1996  campaign  in  its  entirety  is  not  within  the  scope  of  this 
committee's  investigation.  This  committee  is  investigating  possible  campaign  fund- 
raising  improprieties  and  possible  violations  of  law.  Whether  or  not  those  are  read, 
as  they  ought  to  be,  in  the  conjunctive  or,  as  the  Republican  majority  has  taken  the 
position,  in  the  disjunctive,  it  still  seems  to  me  that  your  questions  have  no  bearing 
whatsoever  on  that  scope. 

So  perhaps  you  would  like  to,  again,  discipUne  your  comments  and  restrict  your- 
self to  ascertaining  whether  the  objection  is  as  counsel  steted,  or  perhaps  there  is 

something  else  underlying  it. 
I  think  that  counsel's  objection  is  clear  for  the  record.  The  record  speaks  for  itself. 

I  don't  know  what  you  would  hope  to  probe  into. 
The  witness'  testimony  is  qmte  clear  that  the  projects  that  she  worked  on  relating 

to  LIUNA,  Laborers  International  Union  of  North  America — that  the  matters  that 
she  worked  on  relative  to  Laborers  International  were  not  related  to  the  campaign 
or  campaign  fund-raising. 

Beyond  that,  I  will  challenge  you,  pursuant  to  your  duties  vinder  Deutch  and  Wat- 
kins,  to  state  for  the  record  the  logical  chain  which  connects  any  other  projects  that 
she  worked  on  relevant  to  LIUNA  and/or  Arthur  Coia  to  the  questions  that — the 
question — to  the  scope  of  the  investigation. 

Will  you  meet  that  obUgation? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Well,  I  trust,  you  know,  that  her  counsel  has  reviewed  her  potential 

answers  and  can  assure  me  that  they  won't  lead  to  that.  Is  that  what  I  take 
from   

Mr.  McLaughlin.  That  they  won't  lead?  Counsel,  the  witness'  counsel's  job  is  not to  tell  you  what  her  answers  will  or  will  not  lead  to. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  No.  He  is  instructing  her  not  to  answer  the  question. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel's  job  is  to  tell  you  whether  or  not  her  answer  poten- 

tially impUcates  White  House  privileges  and  whether  or  not  it  is  or  is  not  pertinent 
to  the  scope  of  the  investigation. 

He  has  told  you  his  view  on  that,  and  that  is  the  basis,  as  I  understand  it,  for 
his  instruction.  For  you  to  try  and  get  him  to  make  representations  other  than  that 
seems  to  me  to  be — to  border  on  professional  misconduct.  I  wovild  urge  you  to — I 
would  lu-ge  you  to  simply  move  on. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Let  me  just — for  the  record,  are  you  stating  your  objection  is  based 
on  relevancy  or  executive  privilege  of  the  White  House?  Which? 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Or  other  privileges. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  am  not  stating  any  objection  that  any  answer  that  she  may  or  may 

not  give  is  executive  privilege  because,  as  I  have  said,  I  think,  previously  in  this 
deposition  at  least  three  times,  neither  Ms.  O'Connor  nor  I  can  claim  it,  nor  can 
we  waive  it.  But  if  there  is  a  possible  privilege,  she  is  under  a  duty  not  to  divulge 
any  information  that  could  be  subject  to  it. 

Now,  I  think  that  there  is  a  clear  relevance  objection,  to  begin  with,  that  could 

probably  dispose  of  the  matter  altegether,  but  when  that's  coupled  with  the  fact  that 
the  question  delves  into  the  formiuation  of  White  House  policy  and  nobody  is  here 
from  the  White  House  to  instruct  us  on  the  White  House's  view  of  the  degree  to 
which  that  is  or  is  not  privileged  or  the  degree  to  which  the  White  House  is  or  is 
not  willing  to  waive  any  privileges  that  may  attach,  I  cannot  permit  the  witness  to 
answer  that  question. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  I  think  that's  a  clear  objection. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  do  understand  that  in  these  depositions  there  has  been  a  process 

in  which,  when  matters  like  this  come  up   
Mr.  Zoeller.  There  have  been   
Mr.  Nelson  [continuing].  There  can  be  consultations  with  the  White  House  Coun- 

sel's Office  to  ascertain  their  views.  If  you  want  to  avail  yoiirself  of  that,  that's something  that  we  could  discuss. 
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Mr.  McLaughlin.  But  I  will  tell  you,  before  we  get  to  this  issue  of  executive  or 

other  privileges  held  by  the  White  House,  why  don't  you  state  for  the  record  the 
relevance  of  your  question,  the  pertinence  of  your  question  to  the  scope  of  the  inves- tigation? 

If  you  are  unable,  as  I  predict  you  will  be,  to  do  that,  then  perhaps  we  can  move 
on  to  other  questions  without  treading  into  this  far  more  sensitive  ground  which, 
as  your  former  chief  counsel  had  committed  to  do,  we  are  all  trying  to  avoid  in  order 
to  avoid  the  institutional  conflicts  that  necessarily  come  along  with  questions  such 
as  the  one  you  posed. 

So  why  don't  you  attempt  to  formulate  a  logical  chain  of  pertinence,  and  then  we 
can  figure  out  whether  or  not  we  need  to  tread  into  this  other  territory. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Well,  just  for  the  sake  of  trying  to  help  counsel,  there  have  been 
a  number  of  contributions  made  by  this  xinion  particularly  which  are  within  the 

scope,  and  a  lot  of  the  issues  that  are  raised  by   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  And  they  are  within  the  scope  because  they  were  either  illegal 

or  improper? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  didn't  say  that. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Then  they  are  not  in  the  scope.  Either  you  believe  that  the  con- 

tributions have  some  element  or  quaUty  to  them  which  would  make  them  either  im- 
proper or  illegal  or  they  are  not,  in  which  case,  they  are  not  within  the  scope  of 

the  investigation.  So  which  quality  of  those  contributions  do  you  believe  is  improper 
or  illegal?  .«.      ,  ..i.      • 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Well,  without  going  into,  you  know,  the  specific,  there  are  other  in- 
vestigations into  some  of  these  same  groups,  and  I  understand  that  there  might  be 

a  privilege  if  she  is  working  with  White  House  counsel. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  No,  that's  not  the— that's  not  the  scope  of  the  privilege,  Coun- 

sel. The  privilege  extends  much  beyond  that.  I  will  refer  you  to  the  D.C.  Circuit's 
recent  opinion  clarifying  the  scope  and  range  of  the  executive  privilege.  Perhaps  you 
should  familiarize  yourself  with  the  law  before  you  make  representations  as  to  it. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  As  long  as  I  know  that  executive  privilege  is  being  raised   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  that  is  not  what— that  is  not  what  has  been  stated. 

What  I  am  urging  you  to  do  is  to  state  the  relevance  of  the  objection.  You  have  been 
unable  to  point  me  to  any  quality  or  characteristic  of  LIUNA  contributions. 

Furthermore,  she  has  stated  that  any  work  she  did  at  the  direction  of  Mr.  Ickes 
was  not  related  to  fund-raising  or,  in  fact,  to  campaign  activities  in  1996. 

You  are  going  to  have  to  come  up  with  some  way  in  which  other  projects  could 
conceivably  be  relevant  to  the  scope  of  this  investigation.  Otherwise,  you,  sir,  are 
fishing,  and  you  are  doing  so  shamelessly. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  not  fishing.  She  has  produced  materials  for  Mr.  Ickes  regard- 
ing the  labor  union  during  the  campaign.  I  have  at  least  established  that  portion of  it. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  am  not  sure  that  you  established  that  portion  of  it. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.   Vhen  was  this?  Maybe  that  would  be  a  relevant  question. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  any — Counsel,  you  have  not  estabUshed  the  relevancy 

of  these  materials. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  understand  your  objection.  I  certainly  appreciate  it,  but  you  know 

and  I  don't.  ,  .  u  • Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  you  have  not  satisfied  my  objection,  which  is  as  to 
pertinence.  You  have  declined,  up  until  this  point,  to  state  any  logical  chain  which 
ties  a  broad  question  about  projects  related  to  LIUNA  and/or  Arthur  Coia  that  have 

nothing  to  do  with  fund-raising  or  the  '96  campaign  to  the  scope  of  the  investigation. You  have  declined  to  do  so.  You  have  been  unable  to  do  so.  I  urge  you  to  do  so  on 
the  record  now,  and  I  will  withdraw  my  objection.  I  will  be  delighted  to  withdraw 
my  objection.  Otherwise,  you  cannot  characterize  what  you  are  doing  in  any  way 
other  than  fishing. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay.  So  do  I  take  it   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  you  are  now  turning  to  the  witness.  Are  you  going  to 

answer  my  objection  or  not? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  not  being  deposed  here. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  No,  Counsel,  out  you  have  an  obligation   
Mr.  ZOELLER.  You  stated  your  objection  over  and  over  again. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  you  have  an  obligation  under  United  States  against 

Deutch  and  United  States  against  Watson,  two  McCarthy  era  cases— not  much  good 
came  out  of  the  McCarthy  era,  but  one  thing  that  did  come  out  of  it  is  the  require- 

ment that  congressional  investigative  committees  be  able  to  state  for  the  record  the 
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pertinence  of  the  questions  that  they  are  posing  to  witnesses  to  the  scope  of  the  in- 
vestigation. I  strongly  urge  you  to  live  up  to  your  obligations  under  those  cases  and 

state  the  relevance  of  these  questions. 
You  have  been  unable  to  do  so  and,  frankly,  I  would  suggest,  xinwilling  to  do  so 

because  there  is  no  relevance  to  the  scope  of  this  investigation. 
Look  yourself  in  the  mirror,  sir.  It  is  wrong  to  ask  these  kinds  of  questions  with- 

out any  kind  of  relevant  basis,  any  kind  of  relevant  connection  to  the  scope  of  the 
investigation. 
And  I  will  note  for  the  record  that  counsel  has  declined  to  fulfill  that  obligation 

and  to  state  any  relevance  to  the  scope  of  the  investigation. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  would  be  willing  if  the  witness'  counsel  will  assvu*  me  that  there 

is  no  relevance,  and  I  would  ask  that. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Coimsel,  again,  you  seem  to — ^you  now  are  asking  a  question 

and  placing  the  burden  on  the  witness  to  state  whether  or  not  it  is  relevant.  Your 
obligation  is  to  state  whether  or  not  the  question  is  relevant.  You  have  not  done 
so.  You  should  be  embarrassed,  Counsel. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  have  asked  a  question.  She  has  answered.  She  says  that  she  has — 
she  has  produced  materials  on  this  labor  union. 

Mr.  Nelson.  The  question  was  whether  she  was  tasked  to  undertake  any  specific 
project.  That  was  the  question  that  was  asked.  That  was  what  the  answer,  yes,  was 
to. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  And  I  said  that  I  would  be  perfectly  willing  to  take  the  counsel's^ 
her  counsel's  assurance,  not  Minority  counsel  but  her  counsel's  assurance,  that  in 
no  way  leads  to  relevant  questions  regarding  the  '96  campaign. Mr.  McLaughlin.  That  is  a  preposterous  proposition.  Counsel. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  not  asking  you,  though. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  making  a  record. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  If  you  want  to  assure  me  that  it  will  not  lend  itself,  which  is  the 

reqviirement  of  the  scope — please,  if  you  woiUd,  let  me  ask  this  question. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  let  you  finish  asking  the  question,  and  then  I  will  make 

my  statement. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  If  you  can  assure  me  that  it  will  not  lend  itself  to  an  answer  that 

would  be  within  the  scope  of  this  investigation,  then  I  will  withdraw  the  question. 
Mr.  Nelson.  When  you  say  "within  the  scope  of  this  investigation,"  you  said  be- 

fore related  to  the  1996  campaign.  Do  you  regard  anything  related  to  the  1996  cam- 
paign as  being  within  the  scope  of  this  investigation? 

Mr.  Zoeller.  Yes. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  That  is  a  fascinating  concession,  Coimsel. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  think  if  she  wants  to  tell  you  that  it  has  anything  to  do  with   
Mr.  Nelson.  I  don't  think  it  is  possible  for  anyone  to  give  an  assxu-ance  that  any- 

thing done  by  the  White  House  on  a  substantive  policy  issue  could  not  be  said  by 
someone  to  have  some  relevance  to  the  1996  campaign. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  Well,  we  have  eliminated  certain  things,  that  it  is  not  about  fund- 
raising,  and  I  think  that's   

Mr.  Nelson.  If  you  want  to  eliminate  some  other  things,  maybe  we  could  ask 
some  questions  along  those  lines. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  There  we  go.  There  is  a  perfectly  legitimate  compromise.  Coun- 

sel. You  can  ask  about  specific  subject  matters  which  are  relevant  to  this  investiga- tion. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  In  the — is  there  any  one  project  or  more,  if  I  can  ask  that? 
Mr.  Nelson.  You  can  answer  that. 
The  Witness.  More  than  one. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  In  any  of  these — how  many?  I  don't  want  to  characterize  it  as one  or  two  if  it  is  many. 
Answer.  I  don't  remember  the  niimber. 
Question.  Okay.  More  than  one  or  two? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  In  these — I  see  the  problem  now.  Were  you  ever  tasked  anything  that 

dealt  with  coordination  of  the  union's  activities  with  either  the  DNC,  Clinton-Gore, 
or  State  parties? 

Mr.  Nelson.  Tasked  by  Mr.  Ickes? 
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Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes. 

Tlie  Witness.  You  mean  beyond  lund-raising? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Yes,  beyond  fund-raising,  in  coordinating  the  activities  of  the  union  with 
the  DNC. 

Answer.  I  think  yes. 
Question.  And  is  that  relevant?  I  am  sorry.  Am  I  on  relevant  grounds  now?  Can 

I  just  ask  what  they  are? 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  don't  know  that  they  are  relevant. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am  within  the  scope  at  least. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  don't  even  know  about  that.  You  may  be  within  the  area  that  I 
am  not  going  to  direct  her  not  to  answer. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Maybe  that  might  help. 
Mr.  Nelson.  But  let  me  make  sure  that  I  have  the  question.  It  was  coordinating 

activities  between  the  vmion  and  the  campaign? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Uh-hvih. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Or  the  DNC? 
Mr.  ZOELIER.  Yes,  or  State  parties. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  with  that — and  the  answer  to  that  was  yes.  With  that  focus, 

I  would  like  to  consult  with  the  witness  again. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Certainly.  We  will  go  off  me  record  for  a  second. 
[Recess.] 

Mr.  Nelson.  Why  don't  you  proceed,  Mr.  Zoeller. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Thank  you.  Was  there  a  question  pending? 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  don't  think  so.  I  think  that— well,  maybe  I  am  wrong.  I  thought 
that  there  was  a  question  that  she  auiswered,  which  was  whether  she  was  ever 
tasked  with  coordinating  activities  between  union  and  campaign,  DNC  or  State  par- 

ties, the  answer  to  which  was  yes. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  I  am  asking,  what  was  that  project  that  you  were  tasked? 

Answer.  Well,  it  wasn't  a  project,  because  I  was  the  all-piirpose  labor  liaison.  The 
tasks  related  to  commimicating  with  the  DNC  and  the  campaign,  the  reelect  cam- 

paign, on  labor-related  matters  fell  to  me  generally. 
Question.  These  labor-related  matters  were  all  substantive? 

Answer.  No,  they  weren't.  Where  they  involved  the  campaign  and  the  DNC,  they 
were  political. 

Question.  Just  for  the  record,  iust  so  it  doesn't  read  so  one  sided,  I  think  the  Mi- 
nority counsel  has  asked  a  number  of  times  kind  of  alluding  to  the  fishing.  But  on 

page  4  of  the  report,  it  says  that   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Of  which  report.  Counsel? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Of  our  report  providing  special  investigative  authority. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  0\ir  report? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Majority  with  Minority  and  dissenting  views. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  The  Rules  Committee  report  or  the  report  of  this  committee? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  The  Rules  Committee. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Thank  you,  Counsel. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Okay.  But  I  will  point  out  for  the  record   

Mr.  McLaughlin.  So  you  are  now  going  to  be  stating  the  Rules  Committee's  view 
as  to  the  scope  of  this  investigation? 

Mr.  Zoeller.  On  page  4,  it  says  the  circumstances  surrounding  Mr.  Ickes'  cam- 
paign-related activities  and  fund-raising  role  at  the  White  House  and  the  DNC, 

knowledge  of  any  wrongdoing  or  improprieties,  as  well  as  the  role  of  other  White 
House  officials  and  DNC  employees  in  campaign-related  activities  or  fund-raising, 
and/or  any  misappropriation  of  Federal  funds. 

I  only  read  that  into  the  record  to  give  some  basis  for  why  your  answer  that  you 
did  work  on  political  issues  for  Mr.  Ickes  during  the  campaign  would  be  within  the 
scope. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  So  I  will  note  for  the  record  that  what  you  have  just  read 
strongly  supports  the  view  that  I  have  been  urging  since  we  sat — since  we  started 
launching  into  this  line  of  questions,  that  as  soon  as  she  stated  that  none  of  the 
S>rojects  that  she  worked  on  were  related  to  fund-raising  or  the  1996  campaign  ef- 
brt,  that  ends  the  relevance — that  ends  the  line  of  questioning,  because  anything 
beyond  that,  any  other  projects,  goes  beyond  what  you  just  read. 
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Mr.  Nelson.  If  I  could  just  clarify,  I  think  there  may  have  been  some  statements 
about  characterizations  of  her  prior  testimony  that  may  have — may  have  gotten  a 
little  muddled. 
The  statement  that  she  did  not  undertake  projects  related  to  the  campaign,  I 

think,  dealt  specifically  with  a  question  about  Mr.  Coia,  and  she  now,  of  course,  has 
said  that  with  respect  to  the  unions,  she  did,  you  know,  take  tasks  related  to  the 
campaign. 
My  problem  with  yoxir  prior  question  that  led  to  a  lot  of  colloquy  was,  you  asked 

her  to  identify  the  subject  of  any  project  that  she  had  undertaken  with  respect  to 
these  unions,  and  that  question  comprised  both  substantive  matters  and  campaign- 
related  matters. 
Now  that  we  are  focused  on  campaign-related  matters,  while  I  think  there  is  still 

an  issue  about  the  scope,  and  I  am  not  sure  that  there  is  agreement— certainly  the 
Minority  counsel  doesn't  agree,  and  I  don't  think  I  do  either-— that  anything  relating 
to  the  campaign  is  necessarily  within  the  scope  of  this  committee's  inquiry. Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  will  agree  with  that.  I  will  agree  with  that  statement. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  am  not  directing  her  not  to  answer  questions  on  this  line  regarding 
her  role  with  respect  to  communications  between  DNC  and  the  campaign  on  labor 
matters. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel,  I  would  urge  you  to  ask  tight,  focused  questions  tar- 
geted to  bring  out  information  relevant  to  this  investigation,  and  I  will  stop  ha- 

ranguing you  with  my  objections. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  I  am  glad,  for  the  record,  that  you  admit  to  haranguing  me  with 

your  objections. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  will  harangue  you  as  much  as  necessary  to  make  a  clear 

record  as  to  the  outrageous  conduct  of  tiie  person  taking  this  deposition. 
Mr.  Zoeller  Okay.  If  we  can  get  back  to  the  question,  is  it  already  on  the  table? 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  don  t  think  there  is  a  question  on  the  table   
The  Witness.  I  don't  think  so. 
Mr.  Nelson  [continuing].  Right  now.  I  am  afraid  there  has  been  a  Uttle  colloquy 

without  a  question.  But  go  ahead. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Originally  there  was  some  confusion,  because  I  had  no  idea  that 

there  was  potentially  a  series  of  these,  and  some  may  be  within,  some  may  be  out- 
side, the  scope. 

Is  that  a  fair  characterization,  that  there  may  be  some  within  the  scope? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Well,  to  the  extent  that  the  scope  includes  matters  relating  to  coordi- 

nation of  activities  with  respect  to  labor  matters,  the  campaign,  and  DNC,  I  think 
she  has  said  that  she  did  engage  in  activities  falling  within  that  description. 

Mr.  Zoeller.  I  think  that's  fair  enough. 
Mr.  Nelson.  And  that's  where  we  are  going  now. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  That's  fair  enough. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  And  what  were  those  activities? 
Answer.  They  encompassed  anything  necessary  to  facilitate  the  coordination  of 

the  reelect  campaign  and  the  DNC  and  the  White  House  related  to  labor. 
Question.  Did  this  go  beyond  substantive  matters? 
Answer.  It  generally  did  not  involve  substantive  matters.  They  may  have  come 

up  occasionally. 
Question.  So  not  being  substantive,  were  they  poUtical? 
Answer.  They  were  poUtical,  largely. 
Question.  And  what  were  the  political  issues  raised? 
Answer.  Well,  that's  what  I  meant  by  saying  it  was  broad  coordination  of  the  ac- 

tivities of  the  reelect  campaign,  the  DNC,  and  the  White  House  involving  labor. 
Do  you  want  me  to  give  you  an  example? 
Question.  If  you  woijdd. 

Answer.  An  example  would  be,  it's  campaign  time,  and,  therefore,  any  time  the 
President  goes  to  a  labor  union  convention,  it's  considered  a  political  activity,  and, 
therefore,  a  labor  union  having  a  convention  during  September,  for  instance,  wovild 

potentially  call  me  and  say,  "We  want  to  invite  the  President." I  would  have  to  make  a  recommendation  to  the  President's  schedulers  as  to 
whether  or  not  he  ought  to  go,  but  I  would  want  to  do  that  in  conjunction  with  the 
campaign  staff  and  the  DNC  staff,  because  they  might  have  opinions  on  that  matter. 
So  I  would  coordinate  with  them. 

Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  Many,  many  different  types  of  things  of  that  natiu-e,  essentially. 
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Question.  So  essentially,  since  it  is  during  the  reelect  and  you  handled  those 
issues,  that  they  became  more  political? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  I  understand. 
In  any  of  the  issues,  did  you  deal  with  the  finance  aspect  of  contributions  fii^m 

labor  organizations  being  directed  to  any  other  campaigns? 
Answer.  No.  Well,  let  me  clarify  that.  I  don't  know  what  "deal  with"  means.  I 

didn't  direct  anybody  to  do  it.  I  believe  the  DNC,  you  know,  had  a  program  of— 
I  don't  know  what  I  know.  I  mean,  I  don't  know  what  the  DNC  was  doing.  But  my 
general  understanding  is,  to  the  extent  that  money  was  trying  to  be  directed  to,  for 
instance,  congressional  campaigns  or  something,  it  would  nave  been  in  the  purview 
of  the  DNC,  you  know,  so  I  didn't  do  it. 

But  so — 1  don't  know  what  "deal"  means  to  you. 
Question.  Well,  in  your  being  tasked  by  Mr.  Ickes,  did  he  ask  you  to  work  with — 

we  will  make  it  broader — but  labor  unions  in  directing  donations  to  specific  cam- 
paigns? 

Answer.  No,  he  never  tasked  me  to  do  anything  like  that. 
Question.  Were  you  aware  of  it,  generally? 
Mr.  Nelson.  Aware  of  what? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  this  being  done  by  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  No,  I  am  not  aware  of  that  being  done  by  Mr.  Ickes. 
Question.  Okay.  So  if  I  understand  correctly,  your  role  was  not  a  specific  task  by 

Mr.  Ickes  but  a  general  role  deahng  with  the  labor  unions  during  this  period? 
Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  Okay.  What  other  types  of  materials  or  what  other  subject  matters,  spe- 
cific subject  matters  that  would  deal  with  campaign  finance  at  all,  if  anything? 

Answer.  Campaign  finance  meaning  fund-raising? 
Question.  Fund-raising  or  directing  of  contributions  or  any  of  the  subject  matter 

of  &e  finance  of  campaigns. 

Answer.  When  you  say  "finance,"  you  mean  the  incoming,  not  the  expenditures? 
Question.  Well,  I  will  distinguish  if  you  know  something  about  the  income,  thaf  s 

the  fund-raising  aspect,  but  on  the  spending,  I  am  looking  for  anything  you  may 
know  about  the  coordination  of  the  emenditures. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  You  have  lost — I  don't  know  if  there  is  a  verb  in  there  some- 
where. You  have  lost  me  on  what  the  question  is. 

Mr.  ZoELLER.  I  will  just  leave  it  with  the  fund-raising  side  of  it. 
The  Witness.  What  is  the  question? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  What  is  the  question? 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  am  lost,  too,  I  am  afraid. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  You  said  you  weren't  tasked  with  any  specific  projects,  but  I  am 
now  into  the  general.  Your  role  for  Mr.  Ickes  in  deahng  with  labor  umons   

Answer.  Uh-huh. 
Question  [continuing].  Was  there  any — I  mean,  did  Mr.  Ickes,  to  your  knowledge, 

have  any  communications  with  the  labor  unions  about  their  fund-raising  efforts? 
Answer.  I  am  relatively  certain  that  if  he  met  with  them  on  any  given  occasion, 

he  would  probably  thank  them  for  their  support.  I  am  relatively  certain  he  would 
never  ask  them  for  money. 

Question.  Okay.  Do  you  have  any  knowledge  that  he  ever  asked  them  to  contrib- 
ute to  any  other  campaigns  beyond   

Answer.  I  don't  have  any  knowledge  of  him  ever  asking  them  to  contribute  to  ei- 
ther the  Clinton-Gore  campaign  or  the  DNC  or  any  other  campaign,  and  I  would 

seriously  doubt  that  he  did,  because  it's  just  not  very  likely. 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Okay.  Can  we  take  just  a  minute  for  me  to  reacclimate  myself? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Can  we  go  off  the  record? 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Yes,  we  will  go  off  the  record  now. 
[Recess.] 
Mr.  Zoeller.  Okay.  We  will  go  back  on  the  record  now. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  have  an/  knowledge  of  a  meeting  by  Mr.  Coia  in  the  White 
House  during  late  '95  or  throughout  '96? Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  what  was  the  subject  of  the  meeting? 
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Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  am  going  to  object  as  to  relevance.  I  don't  see  that  Mr.  Coia falls  within  the  scope  of  the  investigation. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Do  you  want  to  confer  on  this? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 

Mr.  McLaughlin.  Let's  go  off  the  record  for  a  moment. Mr.  ZOELLER.  We  will  be  off  the  record. 
[Discussion  off  the  record.] 
Mr.  Nelson.  Are  we  back  on  the  record? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Yes,  we  will  go  back  on  the  record. 
Would  you  like  the  question  repeated? 
The  Witness.  Yes. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Could  the  reporter  please  read  the  question  back? 
[The  reporter  read  back  as  requested.] 
The  Witness.  I  think  it  was  iust  a  general  meeting  with  supporters.  They  were 

all  labor  leaders.  And  I  think  the  President  and  Vice  President  each  talked  about 
some  of  their,  you  know,  sort  of  substantive  goals  related — that  they  thought  these 
guys  would  care  about  and  thanked  them  for,  you  know,  support  in  general  over 
the  past  years,  and  each  of  them  went  around  the  table  and  said  a  couple  of  words. 

I  think  some  of  them  raised  substantive  issues  and  others  of  them  just,  you  know, 
expressed  a  general  interest  in  being  supportive  and  working  closely  with  the  White 
House. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Was  there  any — either  at  this  meeting  or  in  other  communications,  do 
you  know  whether  Mr.  Coia  asked  for  the  White  House  to  become  involved  in  any 
specific  issues  for  him? 

Answer.  Yes,  he  did. 
Question.  And  what  did  he  ask  that  the  White  House  do? 
Answer.  Well,  that's  the  same  question  that  we  were  on  before,  which  is  the  one 

where  I  can't  assert  or  waive  the  privilege. 
Question.  Okay. 
Answer.  It  is  substantive  issues. 
Mr.  Nelson.  But  with  respect  to  what  issues  Mr.  Coia  raised? 
The  Witness.  Are  you  talking  about  what  he  raised  at — ^raised  at  this  meeting 

or  in  general?  I  was  taking  him  to  mean  not  at  this  meeting.  Are  you  talking  about 
at  this  meeting? 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  It  sounds  like  at  this  meeting,  if  I  understand,  that  there  is  a  group 
of  labor  leaders  and  he  is  just  one  of  them? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Were  there  any  specific  meetings  with  just  Mr.  Coia  and  people  from 

his  union? 
Mr.  Nelson.  In  the  White  House. 
The  Witness.  Not  that  I  remember. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  Did  he  raise  specific  subjects  outside  of  a  meeting,  either  directly 
to  you  or  to  Mr.  Ickes,  and  ask  for  White  House  help  in  an  issue? Answer.  Yes. 

Question.  And  was  this  once  or  several  times  or   Answer.  I  think  more  than  once. 
Question.  Did  he  ever  ask  for  assistance  in  contacting  the  Department  of  Justice? 
Answer.  That's  not  ringing  a  bell. 
Question.  Okay.  Do  you  remember  the  general  time  frame  of  his  request  for  assist- ance from  the  miite  House? 
Answer.  During  the  entire  period  that  I  was  working  on  labor  issues.  He,  like 

many,  many  labor  union  leaders,  would  call  up  with  this  or  that  substantive  issue, 
and  he  was  not  unlike  all  the  rest  of  them.  Often,  it  wasn't  him  personally,  it  wovild 
be  a  staff  member,  and  sometimes,  you  know — ^well,  basically  it  was  often  a  staff 
member  and  not  him  personally. 

Question.  Were  any  of  the  issues  related  to  poUtical  activities  on  behalf  of  the 
union?  I  will  say  campaign  activities  rather  than — I  mean,  they  are  all  poUtical  in 
some  sense,  but  campaign-specific  activities? 

Answer.  The  only — well,  the  only  thing  that  I  could  think  of  that  would  possibly 
faU  in  the  scope  of  that  question  would  be,  I  think,  there  might  have  been  an  occa- 

sion or  two  where  somebody  on  his  staff  would  call  and,  you  know,  ask  if  one  of 
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their  local  union  leaders  in  a  particular  State  could  be  in  a  receiving  line  at  a  cam- 
paign event. 

Question.  But  no  issues  regarding  expenditures  of  the  union  funds  for  campaign 
activities? 

Answer.  No. 
Question.  Okay.  Thank  you. 
Did  you  ever  arrange  or  have  knowledge  of  meetings  between  Mr.  Coia  and  Mr. 

Ickes  diiring  this  period? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  any,  actually.  I  mean,  if  they  occurred,  there  is  a  very 
high  degree  of  probabihty  I  arranged  them,  but  I  actually  don't  remember  Mr.  Ickes 
meeting  with  Mr.  Coia  diiring  this  period. 

Question.  Would  there  be  other  communication  other  than  meetings  between  the 
two? 

Answer.  Well,  there  could  have  been  a  phone  call  or  something. 
Question.  But  I  mean  that  you  have  personal  knowledge  of 

Answer.  I  don't  remember.  I  don't  remember  them  talking  or  having  a  meeting. 
It  doesn't  mean  that  it  didn't  happen,  I  suppose,  but  I  don't  remember  it. 

Question.  Okay.  So  just,  again,  back  to  the  general,  you  have  no  knowledge  or  in- 
formation regarding  Mr.  Ickes'  work — I  don't  want  to  say  work  with— communica- 

tions with  the  union  in  directing  funds  from  the  union  into  campaigns  diuing  the 
'96  election? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  anything  about  that  at  all,  if  it  occurred. Mr.  ZOELLER.  All  right.  All  right.  Thank  you. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Just  as  a  matter  of  clarification,  I  think,  from  her  answers,  that 

when  the  witness  was  answering  vour  questions  about  meetings  between  Mr.  Coia 
and  Mr.  Ickes,  she  was  excluding  from  the  answer  to  that  meeting  that  she  referred 
to  before  that  involved  other  union  presidents  and  other  administration  officials  as 
well. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  believe  I  understood  the  one  larger  group. 
Mr.  Nelson.  I  thought  you  probably  understood  it,  but,  you  know,  sometimes  the 

understanding  of  people  in  the  room  may  be  different  from  an  understanding  when 
somebody  goes  back  and  reads  the  cold  record. 

The  Witness.  Also,  he  was  probably  in  for  other  larger  meetings,  too.  I  mean,  we 

had  receptions  for  the  AFL-CIO.  I  am  sure  he  was  invited.  I  don't  know  if  he  came. 
I  am  not  talking  about  those  kinds  of  things  either. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Okay.  And  this  has  more  or  less  been  asked  and  answered,  but  let  me 
make  sure  just  for  the  record  that  you  have  no  knowledge  of  anyone  in  the  White 
House  working  with  this  union  regarding  coordination  of  funds  being  raised  and 
where  these  funds  should  be  sent. 

Answer.  No,  I  have  no  knowledge  of  that  at  all. 
Question.  Okay.  Did  you  have  a  similar — I  think  you  mentioned  that  you  had  gen- 

eral labor  issues.  In  regards  to  any  meetings  with  Kon  Carey,  are  you  aware  of  any 
meetings  between  Ron  Carey  and  the  White  House  during  the  election? 

Answer.  No. 

Question.  Did  Mr.  Carey   
Answer.  And  let  me  just  say  I  just  don't  remember. 
Question.  Okay. 

Answer.  I  can't  say  for  sure  they  never  happened. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  meet  with  Mr.  Carey   
Answer.  I  don't  think  I  saw  him  there  during  that  period  of  time. 
Question.  Did  you  ever  meet  with  Mr.  Carey  during  the  '96  election? 
Answer.  Not  in  a  small  group  of  any  sort.  I  mean,  again  he  might  have  been  in 

lai^e  groups  of   
Question.  Did  he  or  a  member  of  his,  let's  call  it,  immediate  staff,  ever  contact 

you  regarding  issues  that  he  wanted  to  bring  to  the  White  House's  attention? Answer.  Sure. 
Question.  Were  any  of  these  issues  political  in  nature  dealing  with  fund-raising 

activities? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Were  any  of  the  communications  regarding  the  expenditure  of  Team- 

sters' funds? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember. 
Question.  Are  you  aware  of  any  meetings  that  took  place  between  Mr.  Ickes  and 

Mr.  Carey  during  this  period? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember  seeing  Mr.  Carey  in  the  White  House. 
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Question.  On  trips  or  outside? 
Answer.  Well,  I  didn't  travel  with  Mr.  Ickes,  so  if  they  met  outside  the  White 

House  I  wouldn't  know  it. 
Question.  Did  Mr.  Ickes  ever  tell  you  that  he  had  a  meeting  or  any  communica- 

tions with  Mr.  Carey  or  his  campaign  staff? 
Answer.  Not  that  I  remember. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Mr.  Ceireys  campaign  staff? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  That's  right. 
Mr.  Nelson.  Meaning  his  Teamsters'  election  campaign  staff. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Did  you  have  any  communication  with  the  Teamsters — not  Teamsters 
but  Mr.  Carey's  collection  staff— his  campaign  staff? 

Answer.  Well,  not  that  I  know  of,  but  I  guess — I  don't  know  what  the  positions 
were  that  all  of  his  staff  had,  so  I  don't  think  so.  I  think  all  the  people  I  spoke  with 
on  his  behalf  were  people  who  were  on  the  Teamsters'  union  staff.  If  they  switched 
at  some  point,  then  I  don't  know  it,  and  I  may  have  been  talking  with  them  without 
knowing  it. 

Question.  So  you  had  no  conversations  with  people  on  his  campaign  regarding  his 
campaign? 

Answer.  Not  as  far  as  I  know. 

Mr.  Nelson.  And,  again,  we're  talking  about  Mr.  Carey's  own  campaign  to  be President  of  the  Teamsters? 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  That's  correct. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  communication  with  Mr.  Ickes  and  members  of 
Mr.  Carejr's  election,  his  campaign  staff? 

Answer.  Again,  I  don't  know  who  is  on  the  campsiign  staff  so  my  answer  has  to 
be  I  guess  not  that  I'm  aware  of 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  information  regarding  Mr.  Ickes'  involvement  in  Mr. 
Carey's  campaign,  if  any? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  anjrthing  about  him  being  involved  in  Mr.  Carey's  campaign, 
if  he  was.  He  was  kind  of  busy  with  other  things,  though,  so  I  sort  of  doubt  it. 

Question.  Do  you  have  any  information  about  campaign  contributors  for  Mr. 
Carets  election? 

Answer.  No — well,  the  answer  is  no. 
Question.  Thank  you. 
Do  you  know  who  Bill  Hamilton  is? 
Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  did  you — how  do  you  know  Mr.  Hamilton? 
Answer.  I  worked  with  him. 
Question.  In  what  capacity? 
Answer.  In  my  capacity  as  the  labor  liaison,  he  was  the  person  I  spoke  to  most 

often  at  the  Teamsters. 
Question.  Had  you  known  him  prior  to  this? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  And  do  you  know  of  any  communication  between  Mr.  Hamilton  and  Mr. 

Ickes? 
Answer.  Not  specifically. 

Question.  Were  there  any  meetings  set  up  that  you're  aware  of  or   
Answer.  I'm  sure — ^yeah,  I'm  sure  there  probably  were,  but  I  can't  think  of  any 

specific  with  him. 

Question.  Again,  this  gets  back  to  your  knowledge  of  Mr.  Hamilton's  role  in  cam- 
paign fund-raising. 

Aasvrer.  I  don't  know  an3rthing  about  his  role  in  campaign  fund-raising. 
Question.  Okay. 
During  this  period,  did  you  communication  with  any  people  involved  in  the 

DRIVEPAC? 

Answer.  I  don't  know  what  the  DRIVEPAC  is. 
Question.  That  answers  the  question. 
Do  you  know  Jack  Palladino? 
Mr.  McLaughun.  Objection  to  relevance.  Particularly  irrelevant  in  light  of  the 

fact  Mr.  Leach  has  retracted  liie  statements  about  Jack  Palladino. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  It  was  a  yes  or  no  question,  I'm  sorry. 
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Mr.  McLaughlin.  And  I  doubt  if  you  have  any  evidence  that  would  otherwise 
make  Mr.  Palladino  relevant,  so  I  wovdd  challenge  you  to  state  for  the  record  the 
relevance  of  questions  regarding  Mr.  Palladino. 

Mr.  ZOELLER.  It's  a  yes/no  question   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Is  Counsel  declining  to  state  for  the  record  the  relevance  of  the 

question? 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  am. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Counsel  is  declining  to  state  for  the  record  the  relevance  of  this 

question. 
The  Witness.  I  don't  know. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Thank  you. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  I  think  you  testified  you  didn't  know  Martin  Davis? 
Answer.  I  don't  know  Martin  Davis. 
Question.  Okay,  that  scratches  all  of  that. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Asked  and  answered. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  any  commitments  by  the  DNC  to  support  Mr.  Carey's campaign? 
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Did  you  work  with  Richard  Sullivan  in  arranging  meetings  with  labor 

officials? 
Answer.  Between  labor  officials  and  who? 
Question.  And  Richard  Sullivan  or   
Answer.  No. 
Question.  Mr.  Fowler? 
Answer.  No. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I'm  sorry,  the  witness  may  have  known  what  that  question  was,  but 
I  don't.  Mr.  Fowler  what? 

Mr.  ZoELLER.  Whether  she  helped  arrange  any  meetings  with  Mr.  Fowler  and  Mr. 
Carey's  campaign. The  Witness.  I  did  not. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  communications  between  Mr.  Ickes  and  specific 
donors  to  the  Carey  campaign? 

Answer.  Well,  I  don't  know  who  the  donors  to  the  Carey  ccunpaign  were  so  I  can't tell  you  if  I  know  that  Mr.  Ickes  communicated  with  them. 
Question.  Okay. 
So  you  would  have  no  knowledge  of  who  the  donors  are  so  whether  they  met  or 

not  would  not  be  something  you  wovild  know? 
Answer.  Correct. 
Question.  Okay. 

I  think  I  asked  generally  about  labor  unions'  contributions  to  campaigns,  so  ques- 
tions regarding  AFL-CIO,  you  would  have  no  knowledge  as  to  their  contributions, 

specific  target^  contributions? 
Answer.  You're  asking  me  if  I  know  of  any  contributions  they  made  to  specific 

campaigns? 
Question.  Yes. 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Were  you  aware  of  any  goals  or  projected  donations  of  labor  organiza- 
tions to  campaigns? 

Answer.  I  think  at  some  point  I  did  have  some  sense  of  that.  I  can't  remember what  it  was. 
Question.  But  this  would  not  have  been  some  area  that  you  were  tasked  with  by 

Mr.  Ickes  to   
Answer.  Well,  the  reason  I  would  have  had  some  general  knowledge  was  because 

of  the  sort  of  role  that  I  told  you  earlier  1  was  playing  as  sort  of  the  coordinator 
of  the  labor  person  on  the  campaign  staff,  the  labor  person  on  DNC  stafF  and  myself, 
and  1  think  because  of  that  I  sort  of  generally  knew  that  there  were  goals,  contribu- 

tions fi"om  the  labor  movement  to  various  campaigns,  but  I  think  at  the  time  I  may 
have  had  a  sense  of  what  the  goals  were,  but  I  don't  remember  what  it  was,  and 
I  wasn't  myself  tasked  with  or  in  any  way  related  to  trying  to  get  them  to  meet 
their  commitments  or  tracking  their  commitments  or  anything  like  that. 

Question.  Okay.  That's  where  I  was  headed,  thank  you. 
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Did  you  prepare  any  materials  for  Mr.  Ickes  regarding  the  campaign  contributions 
of  labor  organizations? 

Answer.  I  don't  remember.  ,     ,    j  x 
Question.  Would  that  have  been  one  of  the  things  that— wovdd  have  looked  to  you to  do? 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  object  to  the  form  of  the  question.  It's  hypothetical. 
EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  You  have  no  memory  of  producing  materials  for  Mr.  Ickes  regarding 
fund-raising  activities  by  the  unions?  , ,      . 

Answer.  By  that,  you  mean  their  projections  for  what  they  would  raise  and  spend 
on  different  campaigns?  . 

I  don't  remember  tracking  that  for  him  or  writing  a  memo  to  tum  describing  it. 
Question.  Okay.  . 
In  your  role  in  the  liaison— is  that  a  correct  term— did  you  ever  have  occasion  to 

contact  the  Department  of  Labor  regarding  specific  issues  raised  by  labor  unions? Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Okay.  ,,,/-,        , 

Were  you  ever  asked  specifically  on  areas  that  dealt  with  Mr.  Carey^s  campaign to  contact  the  Labor  Department? 
Answer.  On  his  campaign,  or  do  you  mean  on  the  election? 
Question.  The  Teamsters'  election. 
Answer.  On  the  Teamsters'  election,  yes. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Can  you  clarify  "on  his  campaign'? The  Witness.  But  not  his  campaign. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Can  you  tell  me  what  the  issue  was  that  you   
Answer.  Well,  the  issue  was  the  Federal  Government  through  the  Department  of 

Labor  and  Department  of  Justice  funded  the  Teamsters'  election,  and  every  time  the 
appropriations  bills  for  those  two  agencies  came  up  there  would  be  a  question  as 
to  whether  or  not  Members  of  Congress  would  vote  in  the  funding,  and  the  Team- 

sters' union,  not  Mr.  Carets  campaign,  would  call.  I  think  in  two  succeeding  years 

they  did  it  twice  to  say,  please  make  sure  the  funding  is  still  in  there  for  our  elec- 
tion, and  call  the  Department  of  Labor  and  Department  of  Justice  and  make  sure 

they  were  still  pressing  for  that  line  in  their  appropriations  bills. 
Question.  Okay. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  I  believe  that's  all  the  questions  I  have. The  Witness.  Great. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  guess  we're  proceeding  in  rounds. 
Does  the  Minority  counsel   
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Well,  I  will— I  have  a  very  brief  line  of  questions.  And  I U  try 

to  speak  up.  Just  make  a  face  at  me  if  I— let  me  just  start  bjr  thanking  you  for  com- 

ing in  and  providing  forthcoming  testimony  to  this  committee's  questions. 
I  just  wanted  to  note  that  it's  now  4:30,  you  have  been  here  for  about  6-1/2  hours, 

less  a  1-hour  lunch.  That  is  substantially  longer  than  certain— more  semor  officials 

with  greater  involvement  and  knowledge  about  the  actual  subject  matters  of  this 
committee's  investigation,  and  I  will  simply  say  that  I  wish  I  could  tell  you  that  this 
deposition  was  unique  in  its  lack  of  focus,  its  lack  of  discipline,  and  its  lack  of  clarity 
but  I  cannot,  it's  not  unique. 

Let  me  just  ask  you  a  couple  of  substantive  questions,  and  then  I  have  a  couple of  questions  that  Mr.  Condit  has  asked  us  to  ask. 
Mr.  Nelson.  If  I  could  just  interrupt  for  a  moment.  Can  you  lend  me  two  sheets 

of  paper?  I  seem  to  have  run  out. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  can  do  more  than  that  if  you  need  it. 
The  Witness.  You  didn't  know  it  would  go  this  long,  either.  Thought  it  would  be 

a  one-pad  day. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  So  you  can  make  faces  if  you  want  paper,  and  you  can  make 

faces  at  me  if  I'm  talking  too  softly. 
examination  by  MR.  MCLAUGHLIN 

Question.  Let  me  tum  quickly  to  the  issue  of  Penn  &  Schoen  and  Squier  Knapp. 
So  I  just  want  to  ask  you  sort  of  the  ultimate  questions  on  that  subject  and  that 
subject  matter. 
When  you  received  the  Penn  &  Schoen  and  Squier  Knapp  bills,  reviewed  them 

and  then  notified  entities  that  the  bills  were  okay  to  be  paid,  did  you  notify  anybody 
other  than  Clinton/Gore  and  the  DNC? 
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Answer.  No. 

Question.  In  other  words- 
Answer.  Well,  probably  Mr.  Ickes.  I  will  tell  Mr.  Idces,  Clinton/Gore,  and  the 

DNC. 

Question.  I'm  just  trying  to  get  at  who  actually  would  pay  for  the  bills  that  you 

revealed,  and  I  understand  to  your  knowledge  that  you  don't  know  what  happened 

after  the  call  stating  the  bills  were  okayed  to  be  paid,  but  in  other  words  you  didn't forward  them  to  some  kind  of  secret  slush  fund  to  be  paid;  did  you? 
Answer.  No,  not  at  all. 

Question.  So  you  didn't  forward  them  to  any  labor  unions  to  be  paid? Answer  No* 

Question.  You  didn't  forward  them  to  any  independent  expenditure  groups  to  be 
paid? 

Question.  You  only  forwarded  them  to  Clinton/Gore  and/or  the  DNC  depending  on 
what  the  proper  breakdown  was? 

Answer.  Yes.  Actually  to  be  totally  dear,  I  didn't  have  to  forward  them  because 
they  had  copies  of  them  as  well.  I  would  just  call  and  say  you  can  go  ahead  and 
pay  this  bill  now. 

Question.  So  the  bill  that  would  be  sent  to  you  was  a  copy  of  the  bill  that  also 
had  been  sent  to  CUnton/Gore  and/or  to  the  DNC? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Okay. 
Let  me  turn,  then,  and  ask  you  some  ultimate  questions  on  the  Hudson  matter. 

There  were  three  calls  that  you  were  asked  about,  one  your  call  to  Interior,  the  sec- 
ond, your  conversation  rather  than  the  call  with  Mr.  Idces,  and  the  third  is  a  later 

subsequent  call  for  Mr.  Fowler.  Let's  take  those  one  at  a  time. 
First,  when  you  spoke  to  Mr.  Ickes  and  he  asked  you  to  do  a  status  check  on  the 

status  of  the  Hudson  matter,  did  he  indicate  to  you  that  you  should  indicate  to  Inte- 
rior what  the  proper  result  would  be? 

Answer.  No,  he  asked  me  to  find  out  the  status. 

Question.  So  he  didn't  suggest  to  you  that  you  should  urge  Interior  to  come  out 
one  way  or  the  other? 

Answer.  No,  not  at  all. 
Question.  Okay.  When  you  did  talk  to  your  contact  at  the  Department  of  Interior 

whose  name  I  now  forget   
Answer.  Heather  Sibbison. 

Question.  When  you  spoke  to  Miss  Sibbison,  did  you  indicate  which  way  the  ded- sion  should  go? 
Answer.  No,  I  made  a  particular  point  of  stating,  beginning  of  my  conversation, 

that  I  did  not  want  to  influence  anything  at  the  department  and  I  also  didn't  want her  to  tell  me  anyUiing  that  was  inappropriate  for  me  to  know. 
Question.  Okay. 
Did  you  apply  any  pressure  to  come  out  one  way  or  the  other? 
Answer.  No,  I  did  everything  I  could  to  make  dear  that  was  not  what  I  wanted 

to  do. 
Question.  Okay. 
When  Mr.  Fowler  contacted  you  in  his  subse<}uent  call,  I  believe  you  testified  that 

he  asked  you  for  the  status  of  the  matter.  Did  he  indicate  to  you  which  way  he 
Uiought  the  matter  should  come  up? 

Answer.  No,  I  believe  he  asked  me  for  the  status  of  it  as  well. 
Question.  Did  he  vu-ge  you  to  urge  anybody  else  as  to  which  way  the  matter  should 

come  out? 

Answer.  No,  I  think  he  might  have  expressed  some  desire  for  the  issue  to  be  re- 
solved quickly,  but  he  didn't  press  me,  and  as  far  as  I  know  he  didn't  press  anybody else  to  resolve  it  one  way  or  Uie  other. 

Question.  And  then  let  me  finally  turn  to  the  matter,  Presidential  Legal  Expense 
Trust.  Did  you  ever  soUcit  contributions  for  the  Presidential  Legal  Expense  Trust 
fi-om  anybody? 

Answer.  No,  I  didn't  ever  solicit  contributions  for  anything  from  anybody. 
Question.  For  anything  fix)m  anybody? 
Answer.  Right. 
Question.  To  the  best  of  your  knowledge,  did  Mr.  Ickes  ever  solidt  contributions 

from  anybody   
Mr.  ̂ fELSON.  Well,  you're  asking  her  if  she  knows  whether  he  ever   
Mr.  McLaughun.  To  the— that^s  a  fair  objection. 
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EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  MCLAUGHLIN: 

Question.  Are  you  aware  of  Mr.  Ickes'  soliciting  contributions  from  anybody  for  the 
legal  defense  trust  dvuing  the  time  you  were  working  in  his  office? 

Answer.  I'm  not  aware  of  him  ever  soliciting  contributions  for  any  of  the  entities 
we  were  talking  about  ever. 

Question.  All  right. 
Let  me  just  ask  you  a  couple  of  questions  that  Mr.  Condit  has  asked  we  ask  all 

witnesses  to  establish  some  sort  of  record  as  to  this  investigation. 
Have  you  given  a  deposition  before  the  Senate? 
Answer.  Not  yet. 
Question.  For  this  committee. 

Have  you  inciured  expenses  in  responding  to  this  committee's  request  for  deposi- tion documents  or  any  other  kind  of  testimony? 
Mr.  Nelson.  WeU,  I'm  going  to  advise  the  witness  not  to  respond  to  the  extent 

the  request  might  go  to  any  arrangements  that  concern  her  retaining  of  counsel. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Actually,  I'm  just  looking  for  a  yes  or  no  answer  as  to  whether 

you  incurred  any  expenses  in  responding  to  the  committee's  request? Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  has  this  committee  offered  to  reimburse  you  for  those  expenses? 
Answer.  No. 

Question.  Let  me  ask  you  one  final  question.  Has  preparing  for  this  deposition  re- 
quired you  to  take  time  away  from  your  other  work  responsibilities? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  Has  it  been  a  substantial  amount  of  time? 
Answer.  WeU,  even  just  today  was — essentially  a  full  workday. 
Question.  I  just  want  to  note  again  for  the  record  before  we  go  off  that  I  just  asked 

my  questions  in  approximately  7  minutes.  Otherwise,  we  woiud  have  been  going  for 
about  5-1/2  hours,  and  in  my  view  that  is  about  4  hours  too  long,  even  generously 
accounting  for  the  subjects  that  might  legitimately  be  covered  by  tiie  deposition. 
Thank  you  again  for  coming. 

EXAMINATION  BY  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Just  one  follow-up  to — on  the  question  of  the  bUls  to  Penn  &  Schoen, 
it  was  my  understanding  that  you  had  no  knowledge  of  who  paid  for  them? 

Answer.  Well,  my  knowledge  was  that  I  told  the  campaign  or  the  DNC  to  pay 
them.  You  know. 

Mr.  Nelson.  I  didn't  hear  her  just  testify  that  she  did  have  knowledge. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  think  I  avoided  that  area  in  my  questioning. 
Mr.  ZOELLER.  Okay,  but  I  wanted  to  make  it  clear  that   
The  Witness.  I  never  saw  the  canceled  checks  or  anything  like  that  if  thaf  s  what 

you're  asking. 
examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER: 

Question.  Do  you  know  who  had  final   
Answer.  Actuially,  I  did  see  wired  lists  so  I'm  fairly  certain  the  DNC  was  paying 

them,  but,  you  know. 
Question.  Who  would  you  have  called  to  say  it  was  okay  to  pay? 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  Asked  and  answered.  You  can  ask  again  if  you  want. 
The  Witness.  "The  lawyers  and  the  controllers  at  each  organization. 

examination  by  MR.  ZOELLER; 

Question.  And  when  the  Minority  said  kind  of  the  ultimate  question,  I  guess  that 
I  thought  I  understood,  who  had  ultimate  decision  over  to  pay  or  not  pay? 
Answer.  What  do  you  mean? 
Question.  These  bills,  who  had  the  final  say? 

Answer.  I  guess  I  don't  know. 
Question.  Are  there  more  than  one  who — ^you  reviewed  them? 
Answer.  Right. 
Question.  And  who  else  did  you  discuss  them  with  besides  Mr.  Ickes? 
Answer.  Just  Mr.  Ickes. 
Question.  Okay. 
So  he  would  say  yes  or  no  to  the  pajrment  of  them?  Of  these  bills? 
Answer.  Uh-huh,  not  generally  on  a  case-by-case  basis  but   
Question.  And  to  your  knowledge  did  he  have   
Answer.  We  basically  would  have  sort  of  an  understanding  that  if  they  met  a  cer- 

tain amount  of  criteria  that  I  didn't  have  to  talk  to  him  about   
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Question.  But  if  there  were  questions  raised,  you  would  bring  them  to  his  atten- 
tion? 

Answer.  Yes. 
Question.  And  what  was  your  understanding  with — did  he  have  the  final  say  in 

whether  they  were  approved  or  not? 

Answer.  Well,  the  reason  I  hesitated  in  answering  the  questions  is  that  I  don't 
know  that  it  was  just  him.  For  instance,  if  he  thought  that  based  on  his  concerns 
the  bills  could  be  paid,  and  I  think  his  largest  concern  was  that  the  expenditxires 
be  for  something  the  Ptesident  had  actually  authorized  and  not  for  something  that 
was  out  of  the  scope  of  what  they  were  supposed  to  be  charging  for,  but  if  those 
two  things  were  satisfied  and  he  said  it  was  okay  to  pay  and  yet  a  lawyer  or  control- 

ler from  one  of  the  organizations  then  had  a  problem  with  paying,  I  don't  know  that 
that  person  wouldn't  also  be  able  to  stop  the  payment  process  with  his  or  her  con- cerns. 

So  I  can't  say  that  Mr.  Ickes  had  in  that  sense  the  only  veto  authority  over  pay- 
ment of  a  bill.  I  think  that  the  campaign  organization  and  the  DNC  may  also  have 

been  able  to  raise  concerns  if  they  saw  them  with  the  bills. 

Question.  Okay,  and  in  terms  of  the  President's  authorization  of  the  expenditures, how  was  that  communicated? 

Answer.  I  believe  Mr.  Ickes  had  conversations  with  him,  but  I  wasn't  present  for 
them  so  I  cannot  really  testify  of  any  direct  knowledge  about  that. 

Question.  Okay.  I  tlunk  that  answers  it.  Thank  you. 
Mr.  McLaughlin.  I  have  nothing  further. 
[Whereupon,  at  4:45  p.m.,  the  deposition  was  concluded.] 

[The  exhibits  referred  to  follow:] 
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TH£  PRESiWNT  HAS  SIEN 

9  <-'^c^ 

^Saug,^, 

2   August    1996 

MEMORANDUM  TO  THE  PRESIDENT 
THE  VICE  PRESIDENT 

CC:  Leon  Panetta 
Evelyn  Lieberaan 
Maggie  Williaos Ron  Klain 
Doug  Sosnik 
Karen  Hancox 
Peter  Knight 
Terry  McAuliffe 
Laura  Hartigan 
Chairaan  Dodd 
Chairaan  Fowler 
B.J.  Thornberry 
Marvin  Rosen 
Scott  Pastricic 
Richard  Sullivan 
Brad  Marshall 

From: 

Re: 
Harold  Ickes/'^^ 

DKC  budget/fundraising  meeting  of  1  August  1996 

At  the  weekly  DNC  budget/fundraising  aeeting  on  1  August  it  was 
concluded  that  if  the  DNC  is  to  be  able  to  spend  the  $128  Billion 
budgeted  for  calendar  1996  (January  -  October),  approximately  $31 
million  of  "federal"  dollars  must  be  raised  from  major  donors 
between  now  and  the  end  of  October.   This  assumes  that  the  gross 
receipts  from  direct  mail  will  only  be  $25  million  rather  than 
the  original  anticipated  S30  million. 

To  date,  $15  million  in  federal  monies  have  been  raised  by  major 
donors  since  the  first  of  the  year  and  another  $15  million  gross 
has  been  raised  by  direct  mail  (all  of  which  is  federal).   Since 
55*  (on  the  average)  of  the  S128  million  must  be  federal  money,  a 
total  $71  million  in  federal  money  must  be  raised  if  $128  million 
is  to  be  spent. 

Since  only  $15  million  federal  dollars  have  been  raised  from 
major  donors  for  the  period  January  through  the  end  of  July,  it 
seems  to  be  an  almost  impossible  tas)c  to  raise  an  additional  $31 
million  in  federal  money  from  major  donors  between  now  and  the 

CCR0-06«>C 
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end  of  October.   If  that  amount  of  Boney  cannot  be  raised,  total 
overall  spending  of  the  ONC  will  have  to  be  substantially 
reduced. 

(millions) 
71  -  total  "federal"  needed  (55*  x  S128  million) 

major  donor  federal  deposited  as  of  7/31 
56  -  subtotal 

gross  direct  mail  deposited  as  of  7/31  (all  federal) 
41  -  subtotal 

  IS.  -   additional  gross  direct  mail  expected  by  10/31 
31  -  federal  to  be  raised  from  major  donor  between  8/1 

and  10/31  if  DNC  is  to  be  able  to  spend  full  Si28 
million. 

Much  of  whether  or  not  the  S31  million  federal  from  major  donors 
can  be  raised  depends  upon  the  success  of  the  birthday  party  in 
August.   Harvin  Rosen,  however,  is  very  concerned  that  if  there 
are  not  sufficient  fundraising  events  scheduled  in  October  (which 
will  be  extraordinarily  difficult  to  schedule  given  the  probable 
3  week  debate  schedule  in  early  October  and  the  press  of 
campaigning  for  the  remainder  of  October),  it  will  be,  in  his 
words,  "very  difficult"  to  raise  all  of  the  $31  million  federal 
needed  from  major  donors.   It  is  estimated  at  this  point  that 
there  is  a  deficit  of  approximately  $8  million  in  federal 
dollars,  that  is,  projected  total  of  federal  dollars  from  major 
donors  from  scheduled  events  between  now  and  the  end  of  October 
is  S23  million  —  S8  million  below  the  S31  million  needed  to 
pemit  the  $128  million  to  be  spent. 

»"M^„ 
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DEKOCRATTC  NAHONAL  COMMTrTEX 

THE  PRESIDENT  HAS  SE 

FRESIDENTUL  COITEE       T/  . 

■Ok 

Date: 
Location: 

Tbne: 

Tuesday,  May  7,  1996 
The  White  House 

The  Map  Room 

9:00  a-m. 

^'rA'ide 

I.  PURPOSE 

The  puipose  of  thu  oofTee  is  to  raise  funds  for  (be  Democtatic  National 
Conunittee. 

n.  BACEGROUND 

Iliis  srocp  has  been  pulled  together  by  Shelby  Biyao.  Cbairman  Fowler  met 

with  Shelby  and  Stan  Mdjelland  in  Fcbiuaiy  and  disoissed  Shelby's  hope  of 
gettiof  this  group  cogetiief .  They  are  all  new  contributon  lo  the  DNC. 

HL  PARTICIPANTS 

Please  see  attached  list. 

IV.  PRESS  PLAN 

This  evtat  will  be  dosed  va  the  press. 

V.  SEQUENCE  OF  EVENTS 

•  Call  Time.   Chairman  Fowler  anives  and  guest  will  be 
seated  at  table  for  coffee. 

•  PROGRAM 

-POTUSamves 

-  Chainnaa  Fowler  deliven  bdef  lemaila. 
-  POTUS  delivers  infonnal  remarks. 

-  Dqartuie  after  the  program. 

VL  REMARKS 

Infonnal 

.£0P    02424! 
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THE  WHITE  HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM  TO  DOUG  SOSNIK 
KITTY  HIGGINS 

JACK  QUINN-^ ALEXIS  HERMAN 
BRUCE  LINDSEY 
JOHN  HILLEY 
MARC I A  HALE 
DON  BAER 

From:      -4^arsha  Scott Date:         March  6,    1996 

Subject:      follow-up  to  Presidential  Luncheons  (  Coffees 

As  you  know  the  President  is  holding  a  series  of  lunches  and 
coffees  over  the  .next -several  months.  He  has  asked  that  I  -1 
develop  a  plan  for^  following  up  on  the  Issues  that  are  raised 
during  these  eventis.  When  an  issue  arises  that  is  normally 
handled  by  you  or  your  staff,  I  will  make  sure  that  you  know 
about  it.  In  order  to  facilitate  his  request,  I  will  send  a  copy 
of  notes  from  each  event.  Please  let  me  know  how  you  want  to 
track  those  issues  that  fall  within  your  jurisdiction.  If  you 
have  any  questions,  please  feel  free  to  call  me  at  ̂ 0^^ 

EOP  036161 
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26    June    1996 

KQtORAKDUM  TO   CHAXRKAK   DODO 
CSXZRKAN  roWLEK 
B.J.  TRORNBQtRy 
BRAD  KXR5HAU, 

CC: 

Froa: 

Re: 

Doug  Sosnlk 
Xar«n  Hancox 

Jannlfar  O'Connor 

Rarold  Ickaa  <S) 

Billa  for  Squiar/Knapp  and  Pann  and  Sehoan 

Until  furthar  notice,  I  request  that  you  hold  payaanta  on  all 
billa  of  any  Jcind  (other  than  for  time  buya)  owed  to  Squiar/Knapp anf  to  Penn  and  Schoen  until  they  have  clarified  a  nuabar  of 
question*  and  have  provided  adequate  docuaentation  regarding 
outstanding  bills  they  have  submitted.   In  my  view  they  are  not adhering  to  the  rules  regarding  expenses  and  other  Batters. 

In  addition,  although  in  the  past  you  have  permitted  Squier/Knapo 
to  pay  their  travel  related  and  other  expense  bills  out  of  excaas tine  buy  which  they  hold,  henceforth,  I  urge  that  this  practice ba  stopped  iamediately. 

"^1 
^j  l>j^A  p^.d.  ■/cy»  a^

 

CGRO-J0924 

Req. 5/28/97 

EXHIBIT 
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United  States  Department  of  the  Interior 
12) 

OFnCE  OF  THE  SECRZTARY 

■^  Wubiagxon,  D.C  2O240 

MEMORAKDOM 

To:        Jennifer  O'Connor,  White  House  Office  of  Political 
Affairs 

From:  -^;;^5^eather  Sibbison,  Department  of  the  Interior 

Subject:   Draft  responses  to  letter  from  Minnesota  Delegation 
Regarding  the  St.  Croix  Keadows  Greyhound  Racing  Park 

Date:     June  27,  1995 

Please  find  attached  a  draft  response  letter  to  members  of  the 
Minnesota  delegation.   I  am  sending  it  in  double  space  format  on 
the  theory  that  it  will  be  easier  for  you  to  edit  and  for  the 
typist  to  read. 

Please  note  that  I  anticipate  that  the  Department's  decision  to 
decline  to  take  the  St.  Croix  dogtrack  into  trust  may  be  made 
public  later  this  week.  Accordingly,  another  way  to  approach  the 
response  would  be  to  wait  a  little  longer  and  then  just  announce 
that  the  issue  has  been  resolved.   I  also  drafted  a  letter  along 
those  lines,  and  am  including  it  in  case  you  would  prefer  to  take 
that  route. 

If  there  is  anything  else  we  can  do  to  be  of  assistance,_  please 

do  not  hesitate  to  call  (tfVlflJBlHH  •   In  any  event,  i~  will  let you  )cnov  as  soon  as  the  final  decision  has  been  announced. 

Attachment 

EOP  064254 
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-^mtk) 
1>B  "^  Trcj^uc-  f^UMi, ^ 

'  /s  iu  yp 
f^ 

fo (!/jlU  U?o  ̂ a-  V^ 

105 

AiImu^  • 

k   M   33189        _. 

-     EXHIBIT 
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EXECUTIVE        OFFICE        OF         THE         PRESIDENT 

02-NOV-1995    11:27am 

TO: 

FROM: 

Jennifer  M.  O'Connor 

Ell  Mark 
Office  of  the  Chief  of  Staff 

SUBJECT :    RE;  Voice  Hall 

■lo  offense  taken.   I  will  get  the  forms. 

):49a 
\ndy 

):51a 
;evln 

>- '  I.  when  you  get  a  chance 

-1:05a 
Toshua  Gautbaum 
et  call 

o^- S.' 

vV 

.^c- 

-1:10a 

'onald  Dunn  I  "  ' 
-e:  Christmans  party  names  \ 
turned  In  list  of  Int  Bro  and  COPE  list  but  need  list  of  people  In  AFL  building, 
!speclally  with  change  in  leadership,  need  list  to  go  In  WHODB. 
■lease  call  or  page  him  re  this. 

1:20a 
JanAO 

-e:  fax  you  sent  on  teamsters 

'2     EXHIBIT 

J£l3l. 

M   33188 
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July  7,  1995 

MEMORANDUM  FOR  HAROLD  ICK£S 

FROM:  JENNIFER  O'CONNOR 

SUBreCT:  BETTER  AMERICA  FOUNDATION 

The  Bener  America  Foundation  is  (was)  Senator  Dole's  effon  to  create  his  own  version  of 

Speaker  Gingnch's  GOPAC.    It  was  a  non-profit  (501(c)(4)  status  organization  created  in 
February,  1993.    It  raised  S4.6  million    -  53  million  of  il  m  the  last  quarter  of  1994     Because 
of  Its  501(c)(4)  status,  there  was  no  requiremeni  for  public  disclosure  of  contributors     Many 

of  Senator  Dole's  long  time  staff  were  on  the  Bener  America  Foundation  staff    The  BAF 
spent  over  $1  million  on  ads  featuring  Senator  Dole  last  fall     Its  staff  has  said  publicly  thai 

among  the  things  it  did  was  research  issues  thai  would  be  relevant  to  a  presidential  campaign 

In  reaction  to  a  flurry  of  media  attention  to  the  BAF,  Senator  Dole  announced  that  he  was 

closing  11  down  effective  June  30.  1995     He  said  it  was  doing  important  work  but  that  it  was 

being  politicized  by  his  opponents  and  ihe  media  and  that  politicizalion  would  undercut  its 
work     Dole  also  announced  he  would  refund  the  money  currently  in  the  bank     After  another 

flurry  of  press  pressure.  Dole  released  the  names  of  the  contributors  and  the  amount  of  their 
contributions     Ron  Perelman  was  the  largest  donor,  having  provided  $250,000  to  the  BAF 
BAF  had  a  total  of  only  86  donors,  19  of  whom  eave  S100,000 

.The  DNC  continues  to  focus  on  the  outstanding  issues  related  to  BAF     For  instance,  although 
It  raised  S4  6  million,  it  plans  only  to  refund  the  $2  5  million  in  the  bank     The  DNC 

continues  to  press  for  all  contributions  over  SI 000  to  be  refunded  because  they  represent 

I  illegal  campaign  contributions.    In  addition,  Ihe  DNC  continues  to  harp  on  the  "quid  pro- quo" 
jT/^        I  nature  of  the  contributions.    The  DNC  has  prepared  a  list  of  the  contributors  and  the  issues 

,  C^      I   they  currently  have  before  the  Senate 

While  the  public  relations  campaign  from  the  DNC  continues,  there  are  no  plans  at  the  DNC 

at  the  moment  to  pursue  a  legal  course  of  action,  including  complaints  to  the  FEC,  etc     If 

you  are  interested  in  more  information.  I  have  the  contributor's  list,  the  tax  filings,  newsclips 
and  other  materials 

EXHIBIT  £0P    042168 
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r,.,.d  <.<■  .iMtlc 

IV 

FROM 

UAIt 

RE 

Harold  Ickes 

cc.  Doug  .^Awik 

Jr'
 

Bobby  WaUoQ 

October  4.  1994 

Use  of  Sute  Party  Federal  Mooey;  Use  of  DNC  Non-Federal  Mooer 

AiLached  plcajc  find  informauoo  concerning  Uic  use  ot  the  Indiana  or  other  sta-x 
 part)-  funds. 

ai  well  as  uses  of  DNC  noo-fedcral  money.    I  hope  you  wUl  find  this  infomu
tion  useful. 

PlejLsc  contact  m«  if  you  have  any  funh«r  questions. 

BW/cbJ 

Pu-i^  M.tdqMa/lr»    •    130  SowiK  C*pin>l  So  c^i.  SX. 
K^  ,K- \i-   '\   .ir-      '■ -^Mn^iox  D.C.   :0003  •  IOI.ho.ishh;  •  fxX:   20?  «<J.i09l 
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CDIEP  OF  STAFF 

lOjy. 

OCTOBER  3 1.1996 

MEMORANDUM  FOR  IL  WAJW£N  MEDDOFF 

FROM:  liAROLDlCKES 

SUIUfiCT:  nONATIONS 

If  pouible.  h  ««oiil(t  be  greoity  ippnciited  if  (he  foUowiao  imrmntt  eta  be  wired  to  the 
deui;natc(l  Uaaks: 

1.         Project-  N«tloulC«aUUaa«fBiMk  Voter  Pttticipattaa  -SOlcS 
1629KSL.NW,  SuitflOl 
Wahiagtaa.  DC  80006 
PhotwtMiSBBP 

Contfl-  Jaacs  Fopueo 

Auiount  $40,000 

Btak  loio:      T>i/^*yfpH«iw«r  pedail  Savings  Duk 
106ESt.,NW 

Wjahwcton.  DC  20004 
Pliane.-4iltfHVMb 
Coetaet  RMMli  It0M 

Pruject: 

Amouat: 

Btnklofo: 

Defeat  209 -S01e4 
8170  Bevetlr  Bh^  Suite  205 
LoeAngdet.CA90O4l 
Pfaoae:  iVB^B^ 
Coauct:  Ms.  Pat  Ewiag 

S250J000 

Usiaa  B«ak  of  Cilifbiaia 
700  L  St 

Saaaaeate.  CA  9Stl4 
Phone:  I^BHIH^ 
Contect:  Fnd  Badurt 

CCRO-2526 
Req.  2/3/97 
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MemoraDduiii 

May  5.  1994 

TO:      Ann  CahiU 

FR:      Martha  Phipps  ' 

RE:      WHITE  HOUSE  ACnVTTIES  ^  - 
 —  "^ 

In  order  to  reach  our  very  aggressive  goal  of  $40  million  this  year,  it  would  be  very  helpful  i
f 

we  could  coordinate  the  following  activities  between  the  White  House  and  the  Democra
tic 

National  Comniittee. 

1.  Two  reserved  seats  on  Air  Force  I  and  n  trips 

Contact:  Ricki  Seidman/Mike  Lufanio 

2.  Six  seats  at  all  White  House  private  dinners 
Contact:  Ann  Stock 

3.  Six    to   eight   spots   at   all   White   House   events    (i.e.    Jazz   Pest,   Rose   Garden 

ceremonies,  official  visits) 
Contact:  Ann  Slock 

4.  Invitations  to  participate  in  official  delegation  trips  abroad 
Conuct:  Alexis  Herman 

5.  Better  coordination  on  appointments  to  Boards  &  Commissions 

6.  White  House  mess  privileges 

Contact:  Patsy  Thomason 

7.  White  House  residence  visits  and  overnight  stays 
Contact:  Ann  Stock 

8.  Guaranteed  Kennedy  Center  Tickets  (at  least  one  month  in  advance) 
Contact  Ann  Stock 

9.  Six  radio  address  spots 

Contact:  David  Levy 

10.  Photo  opportunities  with  the  principles 

1 1 .  Two  places  per  week  at  the  Presidential  CEO  lunches 
Contact:  Alexis  Herman 

EOP    036287 
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12.  Phone  lime  from  the  Vice  President 
Conuct:  Jack  Quinn 

13.  Ten  places  per  month  at  White  House  film  -showings Contact:  Ann  Stock 

14.  One  lunch  with  Mack  McLarty  per  month 
Contact:  Mark  Middleton 

15.  One  lunch  with  Iia  Magaziner  per  month 
Contact:  Marge  Tarmey 

16.  One  lunch  with  the  First  Lady  per  month 

Contact:  Maggie  Williams 

17.  Use  of  the  President's  Box  at  the  Warner  Theater  and  at  Wolf  Trap. 
Contact:  Ann  Stock 

18.  Ability  to  reserve  time  on  the  White  House  tennis  courts 

19.  Meeting  time  with  Vice  President  Gore 
Contact:  Jack  Quinn 

EOP    036288 
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3  June  1996 

MEMORANDUM  TO  MIKE  CARDOZO 

Fron:         Harold  Ickes(5^ 

Re:  Legal  fund 

On  16  May  1996,  Frank  Cowan,  who  is  the  top  assistant  to  Gerald 
McEntee,  the  International  President  of  American  Federation  of 
State,  County  and  Municipal  Employees,  AFL-CIO,  told  Be  that 
McEntee  had  urged  individual  meinhers  of  AFSCME  to  sake 
contributions  to  the  legal  fund  and,  as  a  result,  approximately 
$4,000  has  come  in  to  the  fund. 

I  thought  you  would  be  interested  in  knowing. 

CGR0-Z555 

Req.  2/3/97 

o 
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